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T H E

G E N E R A L PR E FAC E.

THE firſt of all truths, and the foundation of all religion, is, That there is a God.

This truth is manifeſt to us at all times and in all places, and ſeems to ſpring from the

bottom of our hearts. It is almoſt as natural for us to believe that there is a God, as it

is for us to be men; and there never has exiſted a nation (as was remarked by a cele

brated heathen) but has acknowledged and worſhipped a Divinity; inſomuch that it

appears as if the Gentiles had inclined to admit of ſeveral gods through the fear of not

having any. Man, indeed, the ſlave of his own corruption, has been too often willing

"think from the knowledge of a truth that thwarted him in his purſuits, and kept his

mind in awe; but the impreſſion is too ſtrong and too deep ever to be entirely effaced.

*ſore, ſometimes the tongue dares to utter that there is no God, it either abſolutely

*adds the thoughts of the heart, or is led away by the irregular motions of the ſoul,

*ing rather its deſire, or its wiſh, than what it really feels. -

Can we indeed avoid feeling and acknowledging, that a world ſo beautiful and ſo perfect as

**h we behold, and of which ourſelves make ſo confiderable a part, muſt be the

wº of a Supreme Intelligence : Again, can we at the ſame time obſerve in it ſo many

mºdièions, without being convinced that it ſubſiſts not of itſelf, either collectively, or in

*Parts? For, to exiſt of itſelf, and independent of a firſt principle, a primary cauſe, is to

have within itſelf the chief of all perfections, in which all the reſt are included: now, can

the matter of which the univerſe conſiſts have in itſelf this perfeótion, this excellence,—that

* with is as it were the centre of all imperfection :

th. therefore, that there is a primary Being, exiſting of himſelf, exiſting before

matter at. º whom the world was produced. Now this Being is neither body nor.

power; all ºj Inatter cannot exiſt of itſelf, having neither knowledge, wiſdom, nor

º * muſt neceſſarily have been united, and have ačted in concert, for the

"ºf an univerſe which man; - - - - 2:is this firſt Bein Verſe which manifeſts in all its parts ſuch wonderful deſign. Neither

Vol. I. 8 * limited or finite ſpirit; for, to produce any thing where nothing exiſted

(2 - before,
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vi G E N E R A L P R E F A C E.

before, and to form without materials an entire world, cannot be the work of a finite

being. This firſt Being muſt therefore be an infinite Spirit, who, with an exiſtence fron

everlaſting, poſſeſſes all imaginable perfections without any mixture of imperfection. 1. He

poſſeſſes Unity; for he muſt be an imperfect being if not ſuperior to all others. 2. Power,

to do whatſoever he will. 3. Wiſdom, to will nothing, and to do nothing, unworthy of

infinite intelligence. 4. Goodneſs, to reveal himſelf to his creatures; and ſo of the reſt.

Now this infinitely perfect Being is GoD.

This firſt truth naturally leads us to a ſecond; viz. That, “ ſince there is a God, there

“ ought to be a religion.” The idea of a primary Being and a firſt Principle throws all

others into a ſtate of dependence, and abſorbs all the ideas which a creature can have of his

own exiſtence, and of his own perfections, to ſuch a degree, that when from the contem

plation of God we deſcend to ourſelves, we hardly perceive our own exiſtence, and are

compelled to acknowledge that we are nothing. The brightneſs of the divine perfections,

collectively conſidered, raiſes us to admiration, and exhauſts all our ideas. Each perfection in

particular ſhould incite a ſentiment of religion in the ſoul: his power impreſſes reſpect,

obedience, ſubmiſſion; his goodneſs excites our love; his juſtice leads us to obſerve his

law, through fear of its threats; his mercy fills us with peace and joy; his truth engages us

to be faithful to him; and, finding in him all the good of which we can form an idea,

all our defines centre in him ; and the poſſeſſing of him becomes our only hap

pineſs. This is the chara&ter of every regenerate ſoul, but of no other. For,

although the nature of God and of his divine perfections ſhould thus lead us to reli

gion; and though we have various intelle&tual faculties, and a heart which, narrow

and limited as it is, cannot be ſatisfied and filled without the poſſeſſion of infinite and

eternal good; yet our underſtanding is ſtill ſo imperfect, our heart by nature ſo completely

and conſtantly inclined to error in all ſpiritual matters, that we cannot of ourſelves form the

plan of a religion, a worſhip proper to be offered to God, which would not rather be an

inſult to his majeſty than an acceptable ſervice. Being born with vicious inclinations,

accuſtomed to behold terreſtrial objects alone, and by nature ſpiritually dead in treſpaſſes

and fins, we confound the divine perfections with the groſs ideas which occupy our own

darkened underſtandings". -

It is therefore evident, that man is not capable of forming a religion for himſelf: his

views are too limited to reach ſo high ; and he looks too much to himſelf in all his ačtions,

to arrange a plan of worſhip, faith, and duty, which points him to God alone, and in the

ſtudy and exerciſe of which he inceſſantly beholds himſelf with humility and ſelf-abaſement.

Now, ſince God alone can perfectly know himſelf, and be acquainted with the extent of

our ignorance and corruption, ſo he alone is capable of giving us the form of a religion

worthy of his majeſty, and ſuitable to our real intereſts; and the more ſo, as it is one of the

* See this ſubject fully treated in the Introduction.

moſt
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moſt eſſential parts of religion, to make man forego his natural inclinations, to be willing

to renounce his own ſentiments and thoughts, and ſubmit them. entirely to God, and to

make God’s will the only rule of his own. The very heathen, vain as they were of their

own knowledge, yet ſometimes expreſſed a diffidence, and acknowledged the neceſſity of

recurring to the Divinity to learn the true method of honouring and ſerving him ; and on

this account the wiſeſt of their legiſlators, as Solon among the Greeks, Numa Pompilius

among the Romans, and ſome others, to give greater authority to their laws, and make

them more eſteemed and reſpected by the people, pretended to have received them from

ſome of their divinities, with whom they had a cloſe connection and particular communi

cations. But, if theſe fictions were founded on a general opinion, that religion is

the work of God, and not of man, it originates alſo from another general idea, included

in the idea of a God, that, goodneſs being an eſſential attribute of Deity, he loves to

reveal himſelf to his creatures: and indeed it is for this reaſon that God reveals himſelf to

men, and that he enters and teaches them himſelf, and gives them a knowledge of the truths

which he draws from his own inexhauſtible treaſures. -

Now this is preciſely what God has done. The lights which he had communicated to the

ſoul of the firſt man being extinguiſhed by fin, God takes pity upon him; and, inſtead of

what may be called natural religion, which was ſuitable to man in a ſtate of innocence,

God reveals to him another religion, conformable to man in a ſtate of fin, promiſing him a

Saviour; which promiſe ſhould be his conſolation, and revive his hopes. Thus God con

tinued afterwards to manifeſt himſelf, in a peculiar manner, to certain choſen perſons,

whom he preferred to all others as the depoſitaries of his divine truths. At length, having

ſelected the family of Abraham, he colle&ted into one code of laws and of religion all the

myſteries of ſalvation, and all the worſhip that he demanded from mankind; and

communicated theſe laws to the Jews, whom he made his choſen people for the

purpoſe. -

Moſes was the firſt who reduced the laws of God to writing. He, however, was ſoon

followed by other prophets, to whom God miraculouſly revealed himſelf in various ways:

and thus, by little and little, from age to age, the Church has ſeen the whole canon of the

Scripture completed by the gradual labours of divinely-inſpired men, Prophets, Evangeliſts,

and Apoſtles.

We muſt either have never read the holy Scriptures with an ordinary degree of attention,

or elſe have no taſte for heavenly things, if we cannot diſcern and acknowledge, that God,

and not man, ſpeaks in theſe ſacred writings, and is the primary and real author of them.

We find in them a majeſty, a grandeur, which ſurpriſes, and gives ſuch an elevation to the

ſoul, as it experiences on the reading of no other book: and that majeſty is at the ſame

time ſo tempered with mildneſs, and ſo adapted to our weakneſs, that the enlightened mind

- - 4 2 C3Il



viii G E N E R A. L. P. R. E. F A C E.

can readily diſcern, that it is God who is ſpeaking to man, and, without leſſening his own

greatneſs, perfectly adapting himſelf to our weak capacities.

There are three characteriſtics, among others, peculiar to the Scriptures; which eſta

bliſh the truths above delivered, and ought to convince the moſt ſtubborn nind that

their origin is divine. The firſt is, the knowledge which the Scripture gives us of God;

the ſecond, what it teaches man of himſelf, and the inſtructions that it gives him to lead

him to perfect holineſs; and the third, the predićtions with which it abounds, all of which

have been followed by the event, predićted. Let us confider theſe leading points of the

Scriptures, and inſiſt upon each of them as far as may be conſiſtent with the extent and

deſign of our Preface.

1. The Scripture everywhere preſents us with ſuch a grand idea of God, that, were we

to colle& all that the moſt celebrated and admired ſages and philoſophers of antiquity have

ſaid upon the ſubjećt, and ſeparate their pureſt meditations from the wretched load of

fićtions and reveries by which they are diſgraced, we ſhould find nothing to compare with

the knowlege of God preſented in the Scripture. What, indeed, can be conceived more

noble, or can give a higher idea of the power of God, than the manner in which Moſes

relates the hiſtory of the creation, with which the Scripture opens : There we behold a

God, who exiſted of himſelf before the world, and from all eternity, drawing from the

boſom of his power a multitude of beings, which hitherto were abſolutely a nonentity. It

coſts him but a word to bring any thing into exiſtence. Let there be light, ſaid he, and there

was light immediately. Let there be a firmament, or a heaven, whoſe immenſity even our

imagination cannot meaſure; and by that word the heaven is made. By the operation of

four other words added to the two firſt, the ſtars are formed in the firmament, the earth

and the ſea receive their being, birds are produced in the air, and fiſhes in the ſea; the

earth is furniſhed with plants, trees, and animals; and from her own duſt and clay, at the

fiat of the ſame God, ariſes man, who is to rule over all, as being the laſt work and the

maſter-piece of the Creator.

While the Scripture thus lays open to us the wonders of God’s power in the creation of

the univerſe, it alſo manifeſts, in a manner equally ſtriking, the infinite wiſdom of God in

the government of the world. According to the Scripture, it is God who ſuſtains every

creature, and turns them as he thinks proper in the execution of his will ; he is the abſolute

maſter of all events, direčting them all for the advancement of his glory. Now this is ſo

eſſential to God, that to ſuppoſe a god without a general and particular providence, as moſt

of the heathens did, is either, with the Epicurean ſchool, to conceive a god who is deficient

either in wiſdom or power, and who leaves the world to itſelf; or, with that of Zeno and

moſt of the other ſečis, a god dependent on a kind of blind deſtiny or fate, and who,

unable to break the chain of ſecond cauſes, is led and carried away againſt his own will.

9 - The
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The other perfeótions of the Divine Nature, ſuch as his holineſs, his goodneſs, his mercy,

his juſtice, his truth, are in the Scripture no leſs forcibly delineated than his power and his

providence ; but we need not enlarge upon theſe topics, as they are ſufficiently known. We

will therefore propoſe two or three queſtions to thoſe who, deny the Divine inſpiration of

the Holy Scriptures. Do they think that God has not the power of revealing himſelf ſe

cretly to thoſe whom he thinks proper to honour with that high favour 2 If they doubt it, they

might as well believe that there is no God; and, if they believe that God is able to do this,

what difficulty can they find in believing that a God who is infinitely good, and infinitely

communicative of good, (for this is a property of infinite goodneſs,) may not have really

thus revealed himſelf? On this ſubjećt they have in their hands a book, which for near

4ooo years has publicly paſſed in the world for Divine Revelation, wherein are contained

thoſe things which at different times and in various places have been revealed by God to

fundry perſons. This book ſpeaks of God as we might expect God himſelf would have

ſpoken, on the ſuppoſition that he were pleaſed to make himſelf known by revelation, or by

his word; this is an evident truth, and no candid perſon will diſpute it: why then refuſe to

own the divinity of the Scriptures in the grand and ſublime idea of God which they every

where exhibit 2 - -

2. The ſecond mark of the divinity of the Scripture is, “that it teaches man to know himſelf,

“ and inſtructs him how to attain to perfect righteouſneſs.” Man has never thoroughly known

himſelf by the powers of nature; he has ever ſuppoſed himſelf leſs corrupt and leſs miſerable

than he really is. The Scripture, accompanied by the Spirit of God, ſhews him the origin of

his blindneſs, and the depth of his corruption. It informs him what he was ; makes him ſen

fible what he is ; and, thus placing the firſt ſtate of man in oppoſition to the ſecond, it diſſipates

the illuſions with which he is continually deceiving himſelf, prevents him from boaſting of his

condition and qualities, confounds and debaſes him, makes him figh and mourn, and draws

from him ſuch lamentations as theſe: “O wretched man that I am who ſhall deliver me

“from the body of this death " It ſpeaks to him of fin in a manner ſufficient to inſpire

every attentive hearer with horror; ſhewing him that fin provokes the wrath of God againſt

the finner, that his juſtice purſues him to convićtion, that his mouth pronounces the ſentence

of death, that thereupon hell opens, and the finner is thruſt therein, to ſuffer without end

the torments which an all-powerful God is able in his vengeance to inflićt. To this de

grading pićture of ſin, preſented in the Bible, the ſame Scripture contraſts the beauty and

excellence of a holy life; ſhewing continually its reward, its neceſſity, its utility; and it is

ſo diffuſe, and at the ſame time ſo earneſt and ſo impreſſive, in the inſtructions which it gives.”

on this important ſubječt of virtue, piety, and zeal, that it can proceed only from a Being

infinitely holy, and anxious for the happineſs of his creatures. The mind of man is too

much in league with his heart, to admit of his impoſing upon himſelf ſuch ſevere laws, that

allow not of the ſmalleſt fault, that leave him not even the liberty of cheriſhing in ſecret

- the
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the inclinations in which he delights, and which gratify him in the moſt ſenſible manner,-

concupiſcence and pride. The moſt rigid philoſophers never went ſo far, nor could human

nature attain to it. Of what nature then muſt be that book which leads us ſo far; and

whence can have proceeded a light ſo clear, inſtruction ſo holy Is it not worthy of God?

Or, ſuppoſing once more that God were pleaſed to manifeſt himſelf, and to give laws and

precepts to man, as we have ſhewn that his wiſdom and his goodneſs incline him to do, is

it not thus that he would ſpeak - - -

3. If the ſpirit of incredulity yield not before the firſt two evidences of the inſpiration of

the Scripture, and it be neceſſary, in order to diſpel all the clouds which it forms around

the truth from whoſe light it ſhrinks, to produce from the Scripture itſelf, a third mark of

its Divine origin, this will be no difficult point. It is only to read : predićtions will be met

with of every kind, except only of that ſpecies which might be attributed to human pene

tration, in matters regarding policy; or to human wiſdom, in matters purely natural, and

which are ſubmitted to certain rules in nature, as the eclipſes of the ſun and moon, &c.

The books of Moſes are full of predictions, the events of which are ſo concealed in futurity,

that none but God, to whom the moſt diſtant time is always preſent, could poſſibly have

diſcerned them, have drawn them from ſuch profound obſcurity, and revealed them to man

in the way of propheſy. In the book of Geneſis, we ſee Noah threatening the earth with

a general deluge, whoſe waters were to change the face of it entirely, and to drown the

world; and one hundred and twenty years after a predićtion ſo ſtrange, ſo unheard of, ſo

improbable (if we look no farther than natural principles, than human reaſoning), the event

juſtified the propheſy. A man of a hundred years of age, his wife barren and old, receives

a promiſe that at the end of a year they ſhall have a ſon ; that from that ſon ſhall proceed a

powerful people, numerous as the ſtars of heaven ; that this people ſhall however be at firſt

in bondage for ſeveral ages ; that at the end of four hundred years, they ſhall recover their

liberty, and poſſeſs the land of Canaan. All this comes to paſs: Iſaac is born of Abraham

and Sarah ; from Iſaac ſpring the patriarchs; the patriarchs become a numerous people in

Egypt ; they are long kept in bondage in that country; at length their misfortunes ceaſe,

and they become maſters of all the land of Canaan. Jacob, on his death-bed, points out

to each of his children what ſhould happen to their deſcendants and their families, for five.

or ſix hundred years to come, and much longer ; and, as if he were reading in a book:

concerning events already paſt, he tells Judah, that from him ſhall proceed kings, and that

the ſceptre ſhall be long in his family; he tells Zebulun that his poſterity ſhould inhabit the

ſea-coaſts, and be in the neighbourhood of Sidon. We will proceed no farther here with

the predićtions of the patriarch ; but will aſk thoſe who diſpute the divinity of the Holy

Scriptures, whence this old man, who had ſpent his life in feeding ſheep, and always dwelt

in tents, could have learned that his ſeed ſhould become a mighty pation; that the poſterity

of Judah, who was not his eldeſt but his fourth ſon, ſhould fit upon the throne; and that the

- 2 tribe
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tribe of Zebulun, emigrating at a diſtant day with the reſt, from Egypt, where Jacob was then

talking with them, ſhould go and ſettle in Paleſtine, ſeizing on that particular part of it which

forms the coaſts of the ſea of Galilee, and poſſeſs lands nigh to the ancient and famous city

of Sidon : Here we find nothing human; all is divine.

Theſe propheſies, and many others of a ſimilar kind, which reſpected the eſtabliſhment

of the Jews in the land of Canaan, were no ſooner accompliſhed, than, that people growing

inſolent in proſperity, God was angry with them, and, to puniſh their ingratitude, reſolved

to deliver them up to the king of Babylon, to be carried into captivity. The prophets fore

told this fatal revolution long before it happened : their predićtions were accompliſhed even

to the minuteſt circumſtances; and Babylon ſaw this celebrated people led captive, their

kings and their princes in chains, according as the prophets had foretold. Yet God had

ſaid, that he would not leave his people long under the Babyloniſh yoke; that at the end of

juſt ſeventy years the Jews ſhould be ſet at liberty, and reſtored to their former poſſeſſions; and

all this has been accompliſhed accordingly. The books of Iſaiah, of Jeremiah, and of Ezekiel,

are full of predićtions of the ſame kind; and that of Daniel, among others, contains

ſuch clear propheſies of the riſe, growth, and fall of the famous monarchies of the Perſians

and Medes, the Greeks and the Romans, with a thouſand remarkable circumſtances, that

we muſt either profeſs to deny the moſt eſtabliſhed facts, and obſtinately withſtand every

ſpecies of proof, or we muſt acknowledge that it is God who ſpeaks in the book which con

tains all theſe particulars. -

A few words now upon the propheſies relating to the Meſſiah. The books of the Old

Teſtament are full of theſe ; we find them almoſt in every page. This Meſſiah was to

proceed from the tribe of Judah, and from the family of David ; and he was to come into

the world while the Jews were in ſubjection to a foreign power, 490 years after their return

from the Babyloniſh captivity. Theſe are ancient propheſies, upon the faith of which a

whole nation depended for many ages ; this is certain, and cannot be diſputed. Jeruſalem

was to be deſtroyed ſoon after the coming of the Meſſiah, and the Jews were to be conſumed

by the wrath of heaven. Daniel and Malachi, two of their prophets, are explicit on theſe

things; (ſee the ixth chapter of Daniel, and the latter end of Malachi). All this we ſee

alſo came to paſs. But who could have foretold it ſo long before, except He who

inhabits eternity, and to whom all things paſt, preſent, and to come, are open and clear 2

It muſt therefore be truly the book of God which contains theſe aſtoniſhing pre

dićtions.

The proofs relating to the divinity of the Old Teſtament are equally applicable to the

New ; becauſe the doćtrine is conſtantly the ſame. There is the ſame relation between

them as the events have to the propheſies, and the propheſies to the events; thus, if the

event throws a light upon the propheſy, and proves its truth, ſo does the propheſy refle&t its

light upon the occurrence, and point out the finger of God. But, befides this perfect agree

- ment
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-

ment of the New Teſtament with the Old, ſo that they may be regarded as the ſame work,

the New Teſtament has the ſame marks of a divine origin as we have been tracing in the Old ;

and the charaćteriſtics are not leſs ſtriking. 1. God makes himſelf known, as in the books of

the prophets, by every means which can give us a true idea of his greatneſs and of his infinite

perfections ; but he manifeſts himſelf in a manner ſtill more clear, luminous, and extenſive,

than he had done under the old diſpenſation. 2. Man is here, through divine grace, more than

ever brought to a knowledge of himſelf; and is taught ſo perfectly to deny himſelf, ſo abſo

lutely to renounce every kind of vice and fin; he gains ſuch a love of holineſs, ſuch a lively

affection towards God, that the renewed heart finds no need to aſk whether this be the voice

of God or of man. Laſtly, the New Teſtament contains propheſies as well as the Old ; and

theſe are ſo clear and ſo ſtriking, that we may ſometimes doubt whether we are reading a

propheſy or a hiſtory. The 24th chapter of St. Matthew, and the 17th, 18th, 19th, and

21ſt of St. Luke, are inconteſtable proofs of this truth; but we ſhall refrain from pro

ducing any more examples, not chooſing to detain the reader longer upon facts which are ſo

well known. -

It is clear, then, that the Scripture is the Book of God; that it was dićtated by God to the

prophets and apoſtles; and that God himſelf ſpeaks therein. This being the caſe, we are

indiſpenſably obliged to give attention to what it contains, and to believe all that it ſays,

whatever difficulties the underſtanding may meet with ; becauſe the firſt law and notion of

reaſon itſelf is, that we ſhould make the light of reaſon ſubordinate to that of God. If a

man relates any thing to us, we are under no obligation to believe it any farther than it

appears to us credible, becauſe a man may deceive us, or may be himſelf deceived; but it

cannot be thus with God, who is the effence of truth and goodneſs. All that reaſon

requires upon theſe occaſions is, that we do not receive as the word of God that which is not

ſo ; and that we carefully examine whether the words of Scripture have in themſelves, inde

pendent of our prejudices, ſuch or ſuch a meaning. If, after ſuch an examination, it appear

that the Scripture teaches a doćtrine which overpowers and ſtaggers our reaſon, the difficulty

of believing that doćtrine is no longer a reaſon for diſbelieving it; but we are guilty of

ſtubbornneſs, pride, and rebellion againſt God, if we reject it. The Holy Scripture, for

inſtance, informs us, according to reaſon, that there is but one God; but it teaches, beſides,

that there are three perſons united in the divine effence. God, who only half unveils

himſelf (if we may uſe the expreſſion) in nature, which is the book of reaſon, has therein

ſhewn us his power, his wiſdom, his goodneſs, and ſome other of his attributes; but has

not ſhewn us that his Divinity, which is unity and fimplicity itſelf, ſubſiſts in three perſons;

of which one is the Father, another the Son, and the third the Holy Ghoſt: it is in the Scrip

ture that he reveals to us this profound truth: and, appearing as from behind the veil, he

expoſes at once to the eye of faith the Trinity of Perſons in the moſt perfect fimplicity and

unity of nature. The texts which teach this myſterious truth are everywhere to be
f * found,
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found, from the firſt chapter of Geneſis to the laſt of the Revelation. When God is

Pleaſed to make man, we hear him ſpeak in the plural number, Let us make man in our own.

image; and ſoon after, when, ſcorning the mad temerity of this man, who thought that by

taſting of the tree of knowledge he ſhould become like God, we find the Lord ſaying from

heaven, the man is become as one of us. In vain will the unbelieving Jew, and the heretical

Antitrinitarian, labour to elude the force of theſe paſſages, wherein the idea of plurality ſo

naturally preſents itſelf to the mind: they can never accompliſh it. This plurality, thus.

early pointed out, even from the creation of the world, in terms ſomewhat vague and

general, is in the following books reſtrained and fixed to the number three; which are,

the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghoſt. Reſpecting the Father no difficulty ariſes, fince

to the firſt Perſon unbelievers confine the whole unity and ſimplicity of the divine nature.

With regard to the Son, the proofs are everywhere to be found, even in the books of the

Old Teſtament, as we ſhall ſhew a little farther on ; and the New Teſtament is full of

him. With reſpect to the Holy Ghoſt, we have evident proofs of his divinity, as well as of

the whole Trinity; Aëts, v. 3, 4. 1 Cor. ii. 1 o. Rev. i. 4, &c. There are alſo expreſs

indications of the Trinity in the command which is given us to baptize in the name of the

Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghoſt ; and in that celebrated paſſage, 1 John, v. 7.

where it is ſaid, there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy

Ghoſt ; and thºſe three are one. - -

Does the mind require ſo many aſſurances that this truth is taught in Scripture; and

might we not have believed our eyes without ſeeing it ſo conſtantly before us? Finding it.

however, in ſo many places, and revealed in ſo many different ways, all difficulties as to

believing it muſt ſink under the weight and authority of revelation; and whatever repug

nance the mind, ever proud and ſtubborn, may find in yielding to it, reaſon tells us that we

ſhould believe God rather than reaſon; and that, ſince God muſt know himſelf infinitely

better than we by the weakneſs of our underſtandings can poſſibly know him, it were unex

ampled preſumption and folly to contend that God is not what he himſelf affirms that he is,

or that he can be only juſt what our imagination tells us he ought to be.

It is the ſame with the other myſteries againſt which we have ſeen, and ſtill do ſee, incre

dulity raiſe its head: a God-Man, for inſtance; and this God-Man redeeming the world by

his death, and waſhing away the fins of men in his blood. It is not poſſible, ſays the

heretic, who requires all truths to be brought to the level of reaſon, and who deſpiſes all that

go beyond it ; it is not poſſible that a God can be a man, and that the Divinity, which is an

infinite effence, whoſe glory and majeſty abſorbs all our thoughts, can be united with a nature

like our own, abjećt, capable of ſuffering, mortal, ſo as that the two natures ſhould be but one

and the ſame perſon. But whether reaſon can comprehend this, or not, is not the queſtion; God

has ſaid that the thing is ſo ; and he has affirmed it in ſo many parts of the ſacred writings,

with ſo much preciſion and clearneſs, that nothing in the whole Scripture is more clear and

Vol. I. - b. expreſs.
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expreſs. The Word, which is God, ſays an apoſtle, (John, i. 14.) was made fleſh, and dwelt

among us. God, ſays another, (A&ts, xx. 28.) hath purchaſed the church with his own blood.

And in another place (Phil. ii. 6, 7.), Who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to

be equal with God; but made himſelf of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a ſervant,

and was made in the likeneſ of men. And again in another place (1 Tim. iii. 16.), Great is

the myſlery of godlineſ; ; God was manifeſt in the fleſh. This therefore is a fačt, a certain fact,

according to the teſtimony of theſe apoſtles; now we do not reaſon upon a fačt, but we

believe it upon the evidence which is given of it, or elſe we rejećt the teſtimony. The heretic

dares not pronounce againſt the Scripture; he believes, or affects to believe, its inſpiration;

and neither the Heathen, nor the Jew, nor he whom we are pleaſed to call the Free-thinker,

can ſhake its authority after the proofs that we have brought in its favour. It only remains,

therefore, to believe the incarnation upon the expreſs word of God, without requiring our

reaſon fully to comprehend it; fince the beſt uſe that we can make of reaſon is, ſo to

employ it as never to make uſe of it againſt God, or to call in queſtion the truth of his

word. - -

The chief obječt of the Holy Scriptures is always the Meſſiah; and, were we to enlarge our

Preface beyond its proper bounds, we might ſhew that, from the time of Adam's tranſgreſ

fion and fall, God had ever the Meſfiah in view, and that all the moſt grand events which are

related in Scripture, and chiefly God's deep and myſterious dealings with the patriarchs and

the ancient people of Iſrael, had a particular reference to him. But it muſt be recollected, that

we are not writing a treatiſe on theſe points, but a Preface. Avoiding, therefore, every thing

which might lead us from our immediate deſign, we ſhall only touch upon thoſe texts wherein

God has ſpoken of the Meſfiah; and this merely in a general way, to note the nature, the

conſequences, and the progreſs of the revelations which God has given of him, but not in this

place to inveſtigate thoſe paſſages themſelves. The firſt, which is as old as the fall of man,

was that wherein God aſſured our firſt parents, that the ſeed of the woman ſhould bruſ: the

ſerpent’s head, but that the ſerpent ſhould bruiſe his heel ; for ſuch was the gracious will of

God, in his love and in his wiſdom, that the cure ſhould thus quickly follow the diſeaſe.

- The whole myſtery of redemption was contained in this oracle, but was therein concealed,

like a plant in its germ or a large tree in the kernel or nut. For, as the indiſtinét and con

fuſed parts collected in the germ are in time unfolded and expanded, and diſplay the true

form of the plant; even ſo the ſalutary truths collečted by divine grace in this firſt propheſy,

were in time made clearer, and at length were perfectly developed. God therefore, adding

ſome clearer predićlions to this firſt oracle, which promiſed in general terms the birth of

a Meſſiah, brings the honour of his birth into the particular family of Abraham. The

Saviour, who had been promiſed to Adam under the general deſignation of the ſeed of the

'woman, is promiſed to Abraham as to proceed from himſelf: in thy ſed ſhall all the nations

of the earth be blºſed. Of Iſaac, the only ſon of Abraham by Sarah, were born two ſons,

... . - - Eſau
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Eſau and Jacob ; Eſau, the elder, ſaw all the rights and privileges of his family paſs into

the hands of his younger brother; and beheld the patriarchal benediction reſt upon Jacob's

head by a peculiar diſpenſation of God. Jacob had twelve ſons, who were the twelve patri

archs. God was pleaſed that from the fourth of theſe ſhould proceed the Meſiah; and it

was revealed to Jacob, that the Redeemer ſhould be born of the tribe of Judah. About fix

hundred years after, God names the family in this tribe whence the Meſſiah ſhould ſpring;

and, his wiſe and powerful hand having placed David on the throne, he promiſed him that

the Meſfiah ſhould proceed from his loins. The little town of Bethlehem is the deſtined

place of his birth. Divers oracles note the time of an event of which God was ever mindful.

According to the word of one prophet, the ſceptre was not to depart from Judah, till Shiloh

came. Gen. xlix, Io. According to the predištions of another (Malachi), Jeruſalem was to

fall under the power of a conqueror who was to beſiege it. Some others propheſied that

the ſecond temple ſhould be ſtanding till after, the Meſſiah ſhould appear. Hag. ii. 9. Mal.

iii. 1. And, finally, another prophet marked the preciſe time, foretelling that it ſhould

happen at the end of ſeventy weeks after the Babyloniſh captivity. Dan. ix. 24. God

always thus ſupported his church under that great promiſe, which was her grand conſolation,

and which drew from her thoſe deep ſighs, thoſe ardent vows for the coming of the Meſſiah :

Drop down, ye heavens, from above, and let the ſkies pour down righteouſneſs (or, as ſome

render it, “let them rain the juſt one”); let the carth open, and let them bring forth ſalvation,

and let righteouſneſs ſpring up together. Iſaiah, xlv. 8. To theſe oracles, which were the

ſeeds of faith in the firſt ages of the world, the prophets joined lively deſcriptions of the

perſon of the Meſſiah. The Pſalms of David are full of them; Iſaiah ſpeaks as if he had

ſeen him with his eyes; and the reſt of the prophets have pointed him out by various marks,

which might be eaſily known. They have all endeavoured chiefly to deſcribe him in two

particular points of view; in his abaſement and ſufferings, and in his exaltation and king

dom. Often, indeed, they labour to exhibit together theſe two ſituations of the Meſſiah; ſo

different, and ſeemingly contradićtory. The 2d, 8th, 16th, 22d, 69th, 1 ozd, and 11 oth

Pſalms, are evident proofs of the truth of this obſervation; and the 53d chapter of Iſaiah

ſhews its peculiar importance: to this we may add Zech. ix. 9, where the Meſſiah is repre

ſented at once in his meekneſs and in his quality of King and Saviour. But were we

to attempt to urge all that might be ſaid upon the preſent ſubječt, we ſhould never have

done. - -

By theſe reiterated aſſurances, God intended, no doubt, to render the foundation of faith,

among his ancient people, of faith in the Meſſiah, more firm and durable, and thus to form a

kind of anticipated Goſpel in favour of the church of that day. But it was alſo for thoſe

who were to live in after-ages, and during the time of the accompliſhment of theſe promiſes,

that he thus multiplied the oracles relating to the Meſſiah, and ſhewed him, as it were, in

every point of view. It was neceſſary, that when God ſhould ſend this infinitely rich

b 2 - - preſent
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preſent upon earth, it might be aſcertained that it was really the gift of God; and that

the church of the latter ages might exultingly ſay, when they ſaw and examined it, “Behold

“the man; he is the Holy One of God, the Meſſiah which was to come; and we need look

“ for no other.”

Prejudice, however, when joined to corruption of heart, is capable of any thing: as Iſaiah

ſays, “it calleth evil good, and good evil; and putteth darkneſs for light.” The Jews, who for

ſo many ages deſired the coming of the Meſſiah, reječt him as ſoon as he appears. He

comes to them, ſaying, “Behold, here I am ;" and they anſwer proudly, “We know thee

“not.” Error, like diſeaſe, takes root with age, and becomes thereby the more incurable:

the incredulity of the Jews has deſcended from father to ſon, and is become in them a ſecond

original fin accompanying them from their birth. This people ſtill expe&t the Meſſiah; and

with a degree of blindneſs and inſanity which never was paralleled, and never will be, they

look for him through faith in the ancient oracles, yet themſelves overturn all thoſe oracles,

not leaving one of them entire. I know not whether, reduced as they are to advance

nothing but abſurdities, and tired of their own reveries, they have not in their hearts re

nounced the hope of ever ſeeing the Meſfiah appear; or whether they ſtill continue to

expečt him, without knowing why, without having the ſupport of any one clear text of

Scripture, without being able to ſhelter their faith under any one of its oracles. Formerly

their nation beheld the Meſſiah in this famous prediction of the patriarch Jacob, The ſceptre

Jhall not depart from judah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh come. The

Jews of the preſent day, however, not only do not diſcern him in this paſſage; but they have

tried every artifice, every grammatical and verbal ſubtlety, to give it a different turn. The

ſecond Pſalm, (who would believe it 2) though deſcribing with the greateſt pomp and bril

liancy the glory of the Meſſiah and his kingdom, yet is nothing in their eyes; they find

ſome things in it which are unpleaſing to them; and they chooſe rather to give it up entirely,

than to make it one of the foundations of their faith. They labour to invent explanations

of the 11 oth Pſalm, which may prevent them from ſeeing therein the Meſſiah. There is no

text in Iſaiah on which they dare to ſay, this is he.—When that prophet foretels, chap. vii. 14.

that a virgin ſhall conceive, and bear a ſon, and ſhall call his name Immanuel, they cannot

herein diſcern the Meſfiah. Nor are they much better ſatisfied with the deſcription given

of him in chap. ix. 6, 7, though perhaps there is not a paſſage throughout the Scripture

which might more probably have flattered, their imaginations, prejudiced in favour of the

grandeur of the Meſſiah, than the expreſſions of the prophet in that place. The branch

which, chap. xi. 1. was to come out of the root of jºſe, appears to ſome of their rabbins to

be, as it really is, a predićtion of the Meſſiah; but others of them fearing left they might

be aſked, Where is this ſtem or root of jºſe, which has diſappeared for near eighteen

centuries 2 and not knowing what reaſonable anſwer to give, they throw up this text to the

Chriſtians.—The king having ſalvation, whom Zechariah ſhews as coming to Zion, chap. ix. 9.

5 and
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and in whom ſhe was to rejoice greatly, would have pleaſed the Jews had the paſſage ended

there; but, when this king is repreſented by the ſame prophet as meek and lowly, the Jew

is diſguſted, and will not acknowledge the Meſſiah in the propheſy.

But the Jew has more to do than to ſhut his eyes againſt the light of ſo many propheſies;

he muſt either confider the general faith that his nation have ever had in the Meſſiah as a

popular error, and pronounce that the prophets never have ſpoken of him ; or elſe he muſt

own that the Meſſiah really appeared 1800 years ago. Let hiºn quibble as much as he will

upon the meaning of the Shiloh whoſe coming was foretold by Jacob ; it is as clear as the

day, that this Shiloh, of whom Jacob gave this remarkable character, that unto him ſhould the

gathering of the people be, was to come at a time when the civil and political ſtate of the

Jews ſtill ſubſiſted, though much diminiſhed and weakened. But the ſceptre departed, and

no legiſlative or ſupreme authority remained. Now it is more than 1700 years fince the

Jews were in the ſtate mentioned in the propheſy; the Shiloh, therefore, muſt have appeared

more than 17oo years ago. The ſame thing was foretold in a different manner by Haggai

and by Malachi, who ſaid that the Meſſiah ſhould come before the deſtruction of the ſecond

temple, which was building in their time, as may be ſeen in the propheſies that we have

quoted above; that temple has been deſtroyed theſe 17oo years; where then is the Meſſiah,

if he did not appear previous to the deſtruction of that edifice : Laſtly, Daniel had declared,

that at the end of ſeventy weeks of years, which make 490 years, after the edićt for the

rebuilding of the walls and repairing of the breaches, the Meſſiah ſhould come : theſe 490 years

expired at the time pointed out in Jacob's predićtion, and in the propheſies of Haggai and

Malachi : namely, more than 1700 years ago; and is not the Meſſiah then come to what

purpoſe, then, are theſe propheſies, which all agree in predićting that an event ſhould happen

at a particular time, if the event do not accordingly come to paſs 2 The Jews are much con

founded; and their confuſion is evident in their anſwers: “Our impenitence,” ſay they,

“retards the coming of the Meſſiah; God would long ago have ſent him, had we been

“worthy to receive him.” This is a ſpecious reaſon ; and, as we naturally love to ſee men

humble themſelves, and confeſs their finfulneſs, the Jews could not veil their unbelief in

a more impoſing manner. But it is only an illuſion with which they wiilingly deceive them

ſelves, rather than renounce an error in which they have ſo long continued. For, when

God inſpired the prophets to foretel the coming of the Meſſiah at a particular time, did not

he, whoſe eyes look into futurity, perceive that the Jews of that time would be exceedingly

corrupt? Certainly he foreſaw it; and, notwithſtanding this, it was propheſied that the

Meſſiah ſhould appear in the ſecond temple, and that he ſhould appear there in ſeventy weeks

after the return from the Babyloniſh captivity. It is not true, therefore, that the impenitence

and corruption of the Jews hinder the coming of the Meſfiah. This prejudice has ariſen

from their education and pride; they ſuppoſe that the coming of the Meſſiah was for the

benefit of the people of Iſrael only, and that therefore it could be retarded for 170a or

18oo
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1800 years, through the impenitence of that people. The Meſſiah was promiſed alſo to

the Gentiles, and to bring the moſt diſtant nations into alliance with God, as appears from

a hundred paſſages in the Old Teſtament. Were the Gentiles then to be deprived of this

advantage through the impenitence of the Jews? were they to be kept out of the viſible church

till the Jews ſhould think proper to be converted, and to renounce their fins : Men muſt

have little knowledge of the ways of God, little acquaintance with the books of the pro

phets, to entertain an opinion, which, under the appearance of honouring God's juſtice

and righteouſneſs, does really overturn the truth of his predićtions, and would have deprived

a multitude of ſouls of thoſe glorious privileges of the kingdom of the Meſſiah, which he

came to beſtow upon them. The Jews have no reply to theſe things; they ſink under the

weight of ſo many difficulties; and their only reſource is, to turn away from the oracles of

Jacob, of Daniel, of Haggai, of Malachi, and of many others, who had all fixed the coming

of the Meſſiah to the ſame period of time. They dare not take a retroſpective view, leſt

they ſhould ſee ſpring forth at Bethlehem a branch from the root of Jeffe, on which reſted

the Spirit of the Lord; leſt they ſhould ſee the Meſfiah perſonally in his temple, and filling

all the cities of Iſrael with his doćtrine and miracles. They forbid the time which the pro

phets had fixed for the coming of the Meſfiah to be ſpoken of or examined; and, as they are

always in extremes in their prejudices and caprices, they ſay, “Woe to him that reckoneth up

“ the times '''

Were they indeed to look back ſo far as to the laſt period of their republic, and of the

exiſtence of their temple, to the time in which Daniel's 70 weeks were accompliſhed, they

would behold in Judaea the appearance of a Jeſus, the ſon of Mary, of the family of David,

born at Bethlehem, drawing forth the admiration of all, for his holineſs, his zeal, and his

preaching ; a Jeſus, the model of meekneſs, of patience, of humility; ever employed in the

advancement of God’s glory, and in procuring ſalvation for men; taking no reſt, but going

from place to place throughout all the cities of Iſrael, and leaving every where in his courſe

the moſt ſtriking manifeſtations of his goodneſs and power. In one place, he heals a leper;

in another, one poſſeſſed by a demon : elſewhere he reſtores fight to the blind, yea, even

to thoſe who were born ſo. In one place, he cures a palſy of thirty-eight years’ duration

by a ſingle word: Ariſt, faith he to the diſeaſed ; and the man, ſtretched out helpleſs on

his bed, ſprings up, and walks. At another time, he meets a funeral proceſſion in the ſtreets

of a city called Nain; it was a young man, the only ſon of a widow, whom they were

bearing to the tomb: his pity was awakened: Stop, ſaid he to thoſe who carried the bier;

then to the lifeleſs corpſe, Young man, Iſay unto thce, ariſe; and the dead man immediately

ſat up, and ſpoke. Some time after that, there died, in the town of Bethany, a man named

Lazarus; Jeſus was then in Galilee; and after four days he comes to the houſe of Lazarus,

where he finds the fiſters of the deceaſed overcome with grief and drowned in tears; he

deſires to be brought to the ſepulchre of Lazarus: it was a cave, with a ſtone at the mouth

2 of
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of it: Jeſus ſpeaks; his voice reaches the depth of the tomb; to the dead he calls; and -

Lazarus, then a mere putrid carcaſe, receives life, and comes forth in the fight of the won

dering crowd. - - -

Who or what then is this man that has wrought ſo many miracles, and gained by various

means ſuch a vaſt reputation in Judaea: Every where he is admired; all Iſrael have their

eyes fixed upon him ; and we hear theſe poor people, whoſe minds were more in ſubjection

to their teachers than their bodies to the Romans, ſaying one to another at the fight of ſo

many prodigies, “Is not this the Meſſiah f" or, “when the Meſſiah ſhall come, will he do

more wondrous works than theſe ?” We eaſily diſcern what they would have ſaid; their

meaning is clear; but reſpect for their rulers makes them hold out a doubtful language, and

ſtifle the convićtion of the heart. Jeſus obſerves their timidity and weakneſs; he tells them

himſelf who he is: “I am the Meſſiah; if ye will not believe me, believe my works.” .

The prophets had pointed him out by theſe very marks,—that he ſhould heal the lame and

the maimed, give ears to the deaf, and fight to the blind : but the prophets nowhere had

mentioned all his miracles ; and the myſterious filence which they had in part obſerved, gave

Jeſus an opportunity of carrying the importance and number of his miracles to an extent

infinitely greater than the expreſſions of the prophets (in other reſpećts ſo rich and ſo full) had

repreſented them. To fix the attention of the Jews ſtill more upon the miracles performed

by Jeſus Chriſt, God in his wiſdom had left an interval of more than 500 years between

thoſe which ſome of the prophets had formerly wrought, and thoſe of Jeſus. And for

this reaſon, John the Baptiſt, that extraordinary man, the meſſenger of heaven, who was

followed by all Judaea, performed no miracle: it had been improper in the ſervant, when

the maſter was ſo near ; ignorance might have confounded them together. The apoſtles

wrought miracles after Jeſus Chriſt; but theſe were the miracles of Chriſt rather than their

own; and they always gave him the glory of them, declaring aloud, that they wrought them

in the name of Jeſus, and through his power. Would God have united ſo many charac

teriſtics of the true Meſſiah in one man, and that man not be the Meſſiah? neither the time, the

birth, the ſanétity, the wiſdom, the miracles, nothing which the prophets had foretold was

wanting in him ; and yet is he not he that ſhould come Jeſus declares himſelf the Meſſiah;

he aſſerts it ; and, to overcome unbelief, he performs iniracles without number, miracles

in which there could be no fraud or illuſion, ſince the witneſſes to them were as numerous

as the inhabitants in all Judaea, Galilee, and the country round about. And ſhall this man

not yet be believed 2 Certainly God is too mindful of his own glory to lend his aid to a

deceiver; and to put the ſeal of his miracles upon the moſt notorious of impoſtures, as

would have been that of Chriſt if he were not the real Meſſiah. Moſes, by his miracles, made

himſelf known throughout Egypt as the meſſenger and true miniſter of God; and thereupon

all Iſrael acknowledged him as ſuch, and revered him as a prophet. In like manner were

the other prophets received, whom God from time to time ſent to his people; though we
- i - do
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do not read in Scripture that they all confirmed by miracles the truth of their miſſion. Is

Jeſus only then unworthy to be believed : It muſt be owned, that the Jews are very unfortu

nate in not being able to do this injuſtice to our Jeſus, without openly expoſing and calling

in queſtion the honour of their own prophets; for their obſtinate refuſal to believe, after theſe

numberleſs miracles, that Jeſus is the Meſfiah, is a direct charge againſt their anceſtors, and

the whole church of Iſrael, of having lightly believed that Moſes, Joſhua, Samuel, and

many others, were ſent immediately from God, and were his real miniſters, upon the au

thority of certain miracles. But it is a ſtriking advantage for the truth we maintain, that

God has given us the authority of all the prophets in favour of it, and that thus Judaiſm

itſelf becomes as it were a rampart of the Chriſtian faith. It is ſtrange, that this reflection,

which ariſes ſo naturally in the mind, ſhould not have ſtruck and convinced the Jews.

But ſuch is the nature of man; agitated by a certain paſſion, with a degree of intereſt or

advantage attached to it, his movements are ſo violent, that the heart no longer leaves the

underſtanding at liberty to reflect. The Jews wanted and expected a Meſſiah, rich, power

ful, warlike, who ſhould put himſelf at the head of a large army, deliver their country

from the Roman yoke, and by a ſeries of victories raiſe the glory of their nation ſo high as

to make it formidable to all the earth. Jeſus is, on the contrary, a man poor and lowly,

who, till the age of thirty, leads an obſcure life in the houſe of a carpenter, and at length

ſhews himſelf publicly in the company only of a few fiſhermen, whom he picked up on the

borders of the lake of Genneſareth, and with whom he travels throughºut Judaea and

Galilee. He is ſo meek and humble, that he maketh not his voice to be heard in the ſtreets;

and, when a great multitude, ſtruck with admiration at hearing him ſpeak, and ſeeing him

perform ſuch amazing miracles, would fain have made him a king, he ſteals away from the

ſight of the people, and retires into the wilderneſs. His doctrine alſo diſpleaſes, and his

preaching becomes troubleſome ; he requires that all men ſhould be meek and lowly like

himſelf; he commends nothing ſo much as diſintereſtedneſs, and ſelf-denial; he conſtantly

preaches peace, unity, concord, and the love of our enemies; he attacks ambition, pomp,

and the luxury of the very heads of the ſynagogue. It muſt be owned, that the heart is

often diſturbed at the leaſt privations, and that the mind, naturally fond of its own pre

judices, is extremely reluctant to give up flattering ideas, to make room for an objećt, where,

according to the depraved views of the natural man, everything diſpleaſes, every thing mortifies.

Yet ſuch as the above is the portrait which the prophets drew of the Meſſiah : they ſaid, that he

ſhould be marred more than any man ; Iſaiah, lii. 1... that he ſhould have no form nor comelingſ,

no beauty that we ſhould deſire him ; that he ſhould be dyſpiſºd and reječied of men ; a man

of ſorrows, and acquainted with grief; ch, liii. 2, 3, poor and needy, Pſalm ciz. 22.

Zech. ix. 9. and laſtly, a worm and no man, Pſalm xxii. 6. The Jews read all this in their

prophets; yet they would not ſee Chriſt therein. They muſt, therefore, have an extraor

dinary ſhare of pride and obſtinacy, to expect that God ſhould ſend them a Meſfiah formed

upon
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upon a plan which they had imagined for themſelves, rather than according to his own

will. -

Laſtly, their own unbelief witneſſes againſt themſelves, and, by an admirable contrivance

of God's wiſdom, becomes evidence of the truth of the Meſſiah. The prophets foretold this

obſtinacy, this incredulity, in expreſs terms. Moſes foreſaw it fifteen or fixteen centuries

before, and predićted it, Deut. xviii. 19. and more at length in the 32d chapter of the ſame

book. The Pſalmiſt often lamented it, as we may ſee throughout almoſt the whole of the

22d Pſalm; in the 102d, 109th, and 118th. Iſaiah is full of fimilar propheſies, as we may

read in chapters xlix. lii. liii. In ſhort, all the prophets have innumerable expreſſions of the

ſame import. If the Jews do not diſcern themſelves in thoſe oracles, aſſuredly they have no

ſpiritual eyes; if they do, and ſtill refuſe to acknowledge that the Jeſus whom they deſpiſed,

reječted, perſecuted, and killed, was the Meſfiah, they poſſeſs neither honeſty nor ſhame.

And they are ſtill more culpable, becauſe events have happened ſince the death of Chriſt,

which are manifeſt proofs of the truth that they deny, and upon which their attention ought

ever to have been fixed. The Lord Jeſus had threatened the Jews, that, as a puniſhment

for their unbelief, he would deliver them over to the ſword of the enemy; that Judaea

ſhould become a dreadful ſcene of all the horrors of war; that Jeruſalem ſhould be beſieged,

taken, plundered, and totally demoliſhed; that the temple itſelf ſhould be razed to the very

foundation; and a thouſand things of a fimilar nature, which came to paſs about forty years

after Chriſt's death, or which are ſtill fulfilling every day, in the wrath of God which con

tinually purſues that unhappy people. Yet Jeſus Chriſt reigns throughout the earth, and

his name is worſhipped from the riſing of the ſun to the going down thereof. His Goſpel

has ſhed its light from one end of the earth to the other; the idols of the heathen

have been confounded, the Gentiles have been converted; and, while the ſynagogue ſtill

perfiſts, according to the predićtions of her own prophets, in refuſing to own that Jeſus is

the Chriſt, the Gentile world does him homage, and reveres his authority, in conformity

to the oracles of the ſame prophets.

What can the Jews ſay to this Will they deny, that thoſe grand events, the converſion

of the Gentiles, and the fall of idolatry, were ſet down in the propheſies as one of the marks

of the Meſfiah : Let them recolle&t, that God ſaid to Abraham, in thy ſeed ſhall all the na

tions ºf the earth be bleſ:d; Gen. xxii. 18. and this ſeed, they well know, was the Meſſiah.

Let them attend to theſe remarkable words of Jacob, unto him ſhall the gathering of the people

be, Gen. xlix. Io. Let them read in the book of Deuteronomy this threat of Moſes, or

rather of God ſpeaking by Moſes ; I will move them to jealouſy with thoſe which are not a

people, and I will provoke them to anger with a fooliſh nation. Deut. xxxii. 21. Let them

conſult the Pſalms, and almoſt at the beginning they will find theſe words of God to the

Meſſiah, (Pſalm ii. 8.) Aſ of me, and I ſhall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and

the uttermoſt parts ºf the earth fºr thy poſºfton.—And in Pſalm xxii. ver, 27. all the ends of

'o. I. C thé
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the world ſhall remember and turn unto the Lord ; and all the kindreds of the nations /halt

worſhip before thee.—Alſo in Pſalm cii. 22. The people are gathered together, and the king

doms, to ſerve the Lord.—If they conſult Iſaiah, he will tell them, chap. ii. ver. 2, 18, 20.

that in the lºft days, the mountain of the Lord's houſe ſhall be eſtabliſhed in the top of the moun

tains, and ſhall be exalted above the hills : and all nations ſhall flow unto it. And the idol,

he ſhall utterly aboliſh : in that day a man ſhall caſt his idols of ſilver, and his idols of gold,

which they made each one for himſelf to worſhip, to the moles and to the bats.—In the 42d and

49th chapters, they will hear the Lord ſpeaking thus to the Meſſiah: (chap. xlii. ver. 6, 7.)

I the Lord have called thee in righteouſneſs, and will hold thine hand, and will keep thee, and

give thee for a covenant of the peºple, for a light of the Gentiles ; to open the blind eyes, to bring

out the priſºners from the priſon, and them that ſit in darkneſ; out of the priſon-houſe. (chap xlix.

ver, 6.) It is a light thing that thou ſhouldeſt be my ſºrvant to raiſe up the tribes of jacob, and

to refore the preſerved of Iſrael. I will alſo give thee for a light to the Gentiles, that thou mayºft

be my ſalvation unto the end of the earth. And in chap. lii. ver. 13, 14. behold, my ſervant ſhall

deal prudently, he ſhall be exalted and extºlled, and be very high. As many were q/?oniſhed at

thee; his viſage was ſº marred more than any man, and his form more than the ſons of men.

O ye Jews, do ye not behold yourſelves in theſe paſſages ; do ye not here recognize the

meek and lowly Jeſus, whoſe exterior ſo much diſpleaſed you ? But let us continue to hear

what God ſays of him in the following verſe: ſo ſhall he ſprinkle many nations ; the

#ings ſhall ſhut their mouths at him : for that which had not been told them ſhall they ſee : and

that which they had not heard ſhall they conſider. Upon which the Meſſiah himſelf exclaims

in the following terms, chap. lxv. ver. 1. I am ſºught of them that aſked not for me; I am

fºund of them that ſºught me not ; I ſaid, behold me, behold me, unto a nation that was not

called by my name. — I ſhould only fatigue the reader, were I to quote all the predićtions con

tained in Iſaiah and the other prophets which refer to the calling of the Gentiles and the

fall of idolatry. But what can be urged by the Jew of the preſent day, ſtraitened amidſt

ſo many propheſies and the accompliſhment of them : Theſe propheſies are too clear, too

preciſe, too numerous, to be eluded by grammatical or chronological ſubtleties; and, the

events or accompliſhments appearing on all ſides, it is impoſſible to contradict ocular de

monſtration. Jeſus then is the Meſſiah; and, after ſuch evident proofs, (each of which taken

ſeparately is a demonſtration, but which taken collectively form ſuch a conviction as it is

impoſſible for the mind to reſiſt,) the heart which can ſtill hold out muſt have incredulity

ſtrongly intrenched between malice and obſtinacy. But God alone can purſue it into ſuch

a fortreſs, and cauſe it to yield. - -

From this firſt truth we paſs to another, no leſs eſſentially conneéted with it; namely,

that Jeſus is the ſºn of God, and is himſelf the true God. And here we have the ſame ad

verſaries to contend with, reinforced by a multitude of heretics, who under various names,

and in divers manners, have laboured to rob Chriſt of his Divinity; but, by the grace

I of
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of God, it is too ſtrongly eſtabliſhed in the Scripture to allow us to fear its ſuſtaining

the leaſt degree of injury, or that hell ſhould ever deprive the church of that grand conſo

lation. - - -

God has pronounced hereupon in the ſecond Pſalm, where he ſpeaks thus of the Meſſiah,

Thou art my ſon, this day have I begotten thee. And the Meſſiah, under the name of Wiſdom,

ſays, Prov. viii. 24, 25. when there were no depths, I was brought forth ; when there were

no fºuntains abounding with water—Bºfore the mountains were ſettled, before the hills were

brought forth.-Micah, in a ſimilar view, ſaid, the goings farth (i. e. according to the Hebrew

idiom, the generation), the goings forth of the Mediah have been from of old, from everlaſting.

Mic. v. 2. And Iſaiah on that account (chap. ix. 6.) called him A Son (in ſome tranſlations

it is The Son, by way of eminence). The books of the New Teſtament are full of the ſame

doctrine; and ſcarcely any thing is of ſuch frequent recurrence in the writings of the Evan

geliſts and Apoſtles, as the title of Son of God given to the Meſſiah. The banks of the

Jordan reſounded with it at the baptiſm of Chriſt; and the Jews, who were acquainted

with the Scriptures, had it often in their mouths, and confounded it with that of Meſfiah ;

as we may collect from the teſtimony which john the Baptiſ; renders to Jeſus Chriſt in

John i. 34. and the anſwer of Nathanael in the 49th verſe of the ſame chapter. The Jew

and the heretic reckon theſe texts as nothing; and, under pretence that the title of Sons of

God is given ſometimes to the angels, ſometimes to kings and magiſtrates, and often to the

faithful, in a vague and figurative manner, they think that they may eaſily elude the force

of the argument, by ſaying that it is merely through a metaphor that the Meſſiah is called

the Son of God. He is ſo called on account of his dignity and office, ſay the Jew and the

heretic. The Arian and Socinian, who acknowledge Chriſt for the Meſſiah, add, that his

being born of a Virgin by the immediate operation of the Spirit of God, the extraordinary

gifts that he was endowed with, his reſurrečtion, and aſcenſion into heaven, have gained him

the title of Son of God in a ſignification which places him far above the faithful, above kings,

and even above the angels; but ſtill in a metaphorical ſenſe, ſo as to leave an infinite diſ.

tance between the Son and the Father, and to include the Son abſolutely in the order of

created beings. All this might be tolerated, had we only the expreſſion Son of God to

conſider; but there is ſuch an inequality between the beings to whom the Scripture oc

caſionally gives the name, and our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, of whom it is an almoſt conſtant

appellation, that it is impoſſible not to ſee an infinite difference, unleſs we are determined to

be blind. In the ſecond Pſalm it is a Son of God who is to reign over the uttermoſt parts

of the earth, whom both kings and people are to ſerve with fear and trembling.” In the

book of Proverbs and in the prophecies of Micah, it is a Son begotten before the world,

and who is conſequently from everlaſting; for by that expreſſion the Scripture deſignates

eternity. In Iſaiah, this Son is the mighty God, the everlºfting Father. In the books of the

New Teſtament, it is a Son of God who is the well beloved of the eternal Father, in whom

C 2 he
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he is well pleaſed, according to the ſtrong and energetic terms which the Almighty uſed

on the banks of the Jordan and on the mount of transfiguration: a Son of God, who, as

himſelf had ſaid in the Proverbs, was in the beginning with God, John i. 1. and who was

in glory with the Father befºre the world was, John xvii. 5, a Son of God who is his only—

begotten Son, John iii. 16. a Son equal with the Father, John v. 18. and one with him,

John x. 30. a Son of God, who, before he took upon him our finful fleſh, being in the fºrm of

God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God, Phil. ii. 6, a Son of God by whom all things

were made, and without whom was not any thing made that was made ; John i. 3. by whom

were all things created that are in heaven, and that are in earth, viſible and inviſible, whether

they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers ; all things were created by him, and

for him ; and he is before all things, and by him all things conſº. Col. i. 16, 17. : a Son of

God, whoſe laws all Nature reveres, and bows to his authority; a Son of God, in fine, (for

how can we ever exhauſt the ſubjećt 2) who is the Saviour and Redeemer of the world; to

whom the whole church renders the homage of adoration ; and at whoſe feet the bleſſed,

who have been already received into glory, humbly lay their crowns, and worſhip him upon

the throne, as we ſee in the Revelations. After this, will any one dare to ſay, that Jeſus

Chriſt is called the Son of God only in an improper and metaphorical ſenſe 2 and that, with

certain allowances, (which, however, do not alter the nature of the thing,) the title is be

ſtowed in the ſame ſenſe upon kings and angels : Henceforth, then, there is only a difference

of more or leſ; between the governor of the world and his creatures; between a king of

duſt and aſhes, who commands a handful of men, who is not able to make a drop of water

fall from heaven, who cannot ſtop the ſmalleſt breath of wind, nor defend himſelf from the

fears, the dangers, the pains, which often ſpare the poor in the cottage, while they reſpect

not the palaces of kings;–henceforth it ſhall be only a difference of more or leſ, between an

eternal being and a being of a day, who cannot look a foot behind him without ſeeing the

nothingneſs from which he aroſe; the difference between the Creator and the creature;

between a Son of God who is worſhipped as God by men and angels, and thoſe ſons of God

who under that glorious title conceal the poverty and worthleffneſs inſeparable from the

creature. Certainly thoſe who cry up reaſon ſo much, know but very little of it, if they

do not diſcern an infinite difference between theſe things which we have been contraſting;

and if they do, nothing can be more contrary to reaſon than for them to deny that Chriſt is

properly and eſſentially the Son of God. They do not comprehend, they ſay, how God can

have a ſon, who is, like himſelf, God, unleſs there be more Gods than one; nor how the

Father who begets, and the Son who is begotten, can be equally eternal. This then is all

that occaſions unbelief; and it is not that the Scripture has not ſufficiently declared it; it is

becauſe reaſon would know too much ; and that, not content with being wiſe with ſober

neſs, it has no more reſpect and deference for the affertions of the ſacred books when they

affirm things beyond its comprehenſion, than they have for the writings of a mere man.

Thus
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Thus it is no longer, in fact, the teſtimony of God which theſe men believe, but the teſti

"Y and direélion of their own reaſon alone. - -

For, indeed, if reaſon, proud aſſuming reaſon, would only believe what God ſays of his

tº. beſides the other teſtimonies which are borne to him, and which are as clear as any

sº. poſſibly can be, it would be requiſite only to turn for a moment to the Scriptures,

sº ey will everywhere ſhew that Jeſus Chriſt is God. Now, if they do aſſert it (which the

jº not deny), why ſhould any one ſay that he is not God The reaſon, they

ti.” is, becauſe the title of God, which is a name implying majeſty and excellence, is ſome

º Scripture beſtowed upon the angels, and upon kings, on account of a certain

\ow* between the elevation of theſe creatures and the majeſty of God. That is true.

We sº this ſenſe, ſay they, is Chriſt called God. The heretic has only this to urge; and if

SA “Pive him of this diſtinction between a God properly ſo called and a God improperly ſo

5. he will not have a word remaining to reply. But this will require no great labour,

º ºthing can be more eaſy. We find throughout the Scripture, that the word jehovah,

‘’s ºn our bibles is commonly tranſlated the Lord, is the proper and eſſential name of theN

º”, * : he thus explains it himſelf in Iſaiah, xlii. 8. I am the Lord ; that is my name:
& , ºf

º, % %ap. xlv. 5. I am the LokD, and there is none elſe; there is no God beſide me - and,

& "A" fº impreſs this truth upon the mind, he repeats it in the following verſe in the&

& ')º: = Iam the LokD, and there is none elſe. Yet we find that Chriſt alſo is JEHow AH,

l','t %'… - which name is given him in a great number of paſſages in the Old Teſtament;

§ N }%eſ. +Take of brevity we ſhall cite only two or three. Iſaiah relates, chap. vi. that the

! W ". %WE- FTsed to him fitting upon his throne, and that he heard the Seraphim round about

Nº. Fs Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of Hoffs; ver. 1, 2, 3, and St. John, chap. xii. 41.

W '', <><- was Jeſus Chriſt whom Iſaiah ſaw in his glory. Jeremiah calls him expreſsly, .

\" ''' - sº r righteouſneſs, chap. xxiii. 6. He bears the ſame name, Jehovah, in Zecha

ii. xi. xiii. and in various other places. This name is peculiar to the true God;

-tain there is but one JEHowAH. Hear, O Iſrael, ſays Moſes, Deut. vi. 4. the

T-d is one Lord. The Scripture gives this name to Jeſus Chriſt, and beſtows it

\\ S-amp and majeſty proper to that auguſt and adorable title, as appears from the

have quoted. Jeſus Chriſt is then the true God. No heretic can elude thise

W T-sh -

ºneT-i. this fundamental truth ſtill more evident, and not to leave the ſmalleſt

º =e mind, that it is properly and literally, and not improperly and metaphorically,

\º Seºn is called God in ſo many parts of Scripture, let us aſk thoſe who fly to this

W \% T Thinétion as their only reſource, in what manner a name muſt be given to a perſon

º S- as to be attributable to it in its true and literal ſignification ? and then let us.

sº, T Tithether all this does not unite in Jeſus Chriſt. When we call a picture or a

\ Q *** == ; ſeeing that this man has neither fleſh, nor bones, nor life, nor motion;

WW 2 that
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that it has neither ſpeech nor underſtanding; we ſay, or rather it is underſtood, that ſuch a

picture or ſtatue is called a man, not literally, but in an improper ſenſe, from ſome diſtant

reſemblance. But when we give this name to a living and animate being; a being who with

the human figure unites fight, hearing, ſpeech, action, reaſon; we ſhould regard that man

as deſtitute of reaſon who ſhould ſay that ſuch a being cannot literally and properly be called

man. When ačtors appear on a ſtage, one in the character of a ſoldier, another as a captain,

another as a king, every body knows this to be feigned, nor is it neceſſary that any one ſhould

tell us that ſuch names do not properly belong to ſuch ačtors; the thing ſpeaks for itſelf. But

when we ſee a man giving laws to a whole country, obeyed by a whole people, receiving

tribute and every other homage appertaining to royalty, we heſitate not for a moment in call

ing that man a king ; and, when we hear him ſo named, we do not childiſhly aſk, whether

it is in a literal or a figurative ſenſe that the title is beſtowed upon him : The Holy Scripture

ſpeaks of Chriſt by the names of God, of jehovah, of Lord of Hoffs, the God of Ağraham,

Iſaac, and jacob, and by many other titles which are never beſtowed except upon the true

God. Farther, it acknowledges in Chriſt all the charađeriſtics which are proper and

eſſential to the true God, as being eternal, knowing all things, all-powerful, &c. Iſaiah calls

him the mighty God, the everlaſting Father, chap. ix. 6. And St. John, Rev. i. 8. the Lord,

which is, and which was, and which is to come, the Almighty. The ſame apoſtle, in his Goſpel,

calls him the God by whom all things were made, and without whom was not any thing made

that was made. John, i. 3. St. Peter ſaid to him, Lord, thou knowgſ! all things; John, xxi.

17. and the apoſtles collectively addreſſed him with the moſt profound humility (A&ts, i.

24.), Thou, Lord, knowgſt the hearts of all men. They worſhipped him, and all the church

with them and after them, as the Creator of the world, the King of men and of angels, the

Redeemer of mankind, and the ſovereign Judge of quick and dead. Can a metaphorical

and figurative God be thus deſignated and has the Scripture ever deſcribed in terms more

lofty the JEHovAH adored by the Jew, or the God whom the heretic profeſſes to worſhip

The time may come for the converſion of theſe men; but in the meanwhile, till their con

ſciences, freed from the prejudices of the mind, ſhall make them own, viví voce, that Jeſus

Chriſt is properly and truly God, let us reſt upon the expreſs declaration of an apoſtle who

beheld Jeſus Chriſt in his glory in the third heaven, and who tells us that Jeſus Chriſt is the

- great God (St. Paul to Titus, ii. 13.); and upon the teſtimony of the beloved diſciple, who

aſſures us, that Jeſus is the true God. I John, v. 20. And upon the teſtimony of theſe two

witneſſes, the truth, of which we have given ſo many proofs before, is firmly eſtabliſhed.

Such then is the Meſſiah whom God had promiſed from the beginning of the world as the

Redeemer and Saviour of mankind; the Son of God, the Everla/ling God; and, in the fulneſs

of time, born of a woman, ºf the blºſed ſeed of Abraham, the ſon of David; and thus the true

Immanuel, God and man. In this myſterious union of two natures, ſo unequal and diſſimilar,

the divine and the human, the Almighty laid open the glory of all his attributes more than

they
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they had yet been manifeſted in the creation and ſubſequent government of the whole univerſe.

His mercy, that virtue or attribute which in ſo many ways exalts the glory of God, had never

appeared but for this; and his holineſ, which includes all his other moral perfections, and

which ſeems peculiarly to draw upon him the wonder of angels, has appeared with more

glory in the death of a God-man, than in all the laws that he could have formed for man,

or in all the rigour of his juſtice by puniſhing everlaſtingly the infračtion of thoſe laws.

Jeſus died, as marked in all the propheſies, and by his death has ſatisfied the divine juſtice

for all that will believe, has expiated their fins, and has reconciled them to God. This is

the uniform doctrine of Scripture; it is the Law, and the Prophets, and the Goſpel. The

ſacrifices under the Law were all ſhadows of his ſufferings, and types of his death. The 22d,

69th, 102d, and Io9th Pſalms were deſcriptive of his ſufferings; in the 40th Pſalm webchold

him preſenting himſelf as a ſacrifice for us, inſtead of thoſe ſacrifices which were offered

daily under the law, and which, with all the rivulets of blood that the prieſts poured out

at the foot of the altar, could not of themſelves do away one ſingle ſin. Iſaiah, in his

time, at the diſtance of near 8oo years, beheld the fins of men collected from all parts, and

reſting upon this vićtim, who waſhed them all away in his own blood. Surely (breaks forth

the prophet, ch. liii. 4, 5, 6.) he hath borne our grift, and carried our ſºrrows ; he was

wounded for our tranſgreſſions, he was bruiſed for our iniquities ; and the Lord hath laid on him

the iniquity of us all. Theſe expreſſions, and a hundred others of a ſimilar nature, are too

ſtrong for us to look upon, and then to regard the death of Jeſus Chriſt as that of a man who

*ies merely to leave an example of patience and reſignation, or only to ſeal by his death the

*oºtine that he had preached. We muſt be ſtrangely perverſe and prejudiced, if we do

*t diſcern in all theſe tranſactions a vićtim who dies for the fins of others, and waſhes them

**ay with his blood. The apoſtles unanimouſly taught the ſame doctrine; and St. Paul

ſtrongly inſiſts upon it in the 3d chapter of his Epiſtle to the Romans, as may be ſeen in the

**, and in the comment thereon. He is ſtill more expreſs to the purpoſe in the 5th

*"ºper of the 2d Epiſtle to the Corinthians; and it is the chief foundation of his whole

ºº% to the Hebrews. St. John ſays, that the blood ºf Jºſé Chriſt clºth us from all ſin ;

ës, Aat Zºe is the propitiation for our ſins. I John, i. 7. 9. ii. 2. And if the apoſtle Peter lays

the *e the faithful the death of Chriſt as an example of meekneſs and patience upon which

* hot, Ici often meditate, it was not (God forbid it ſhould !) to reſtrain it from being viewed

*o, *y of Irer light, as ſome heretics pretend ; ſince, on the contrary, there is no doćtrine

$. clearly taught by that apoſtle than the doštrine of the Atonement. He (St. Peter)

%, *s, *** the conſultation holden at Jeruſalem, that through the grace of the Lord jeſus

'sº zze-225 all be ſaved. Aëts, xv. 11. In the 1ſt chapter of his firſt General Epiſtle we

*i;& that ºve were redeemed with the precious blood of Chriſt, as of a lamb without blemiſh and

\s *JP22- . Pet. i. 18, 19. And in chap. ii. 24. ſpeaking of Chriſt's death as of a model,

Ys, irraitating the language of Iſaiah, that Jeſus Chriſt bare our ſins in his own body on the

tree;-

-
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tree; as if he intended to prevent any miſunderſtanding or abuſe of thoſe words, wherein he

lays down a doctrine which ought never to be ſeparated from that of the Atonement.

But, not to enlarge farther on theſe great doćtrines of Chriſt's divinity, and of his propi

tiatory ſacrifice, let us conclude with an important confideration drawn from St. Paul's Firſt

Epiſtle to the Corinthians. Herein the apoſtle, ever labouring to ſupport the honour of the

Chriſtian religion, devoutly declaims againſt the arrogance of the unbelieving Jews and

Heathens, who, judging of it, like our heretics, according to the prejudices and vain

reaſonings of a carnal mind, confidered the Goſpel as a mad extravagant ſyſtem; and he

declares that, whatever may be the opinions of theſe pretended teachers in the ſynagogue or

in the ſchools of philoſophy, he would never preach any other than Chriſt crucified, to the

jews a ſtumbling-block, and to the Greeks fooliſhneſ. Why it was a ſtumbling-block to the Jews,

is eaſily underſtood : the Jew had figured to his imagination a Meſſiah that ſhould be rich,

powerful, full of glory; and Jeſus, after leading an abjećt life, expires upon the croſs. But

the Greek, who had no ſhare in the dreams of the ſynagogue, and had none of theſe preju

dices, why did he treat the croſs of Chriſt as fooliſhneſ, 2 for, ſuppoſing the apoſtles to have

taught nothing more of Chriſt than the heretics againſt whom we are contending believe of

him, namely, that he was an extraordinary man, full of zeal for God and for the good of

mankind, who, having taught a heavenly doćtrine, was content to ſeal it with his blood,

and to exhibit in his death an example of moderation, patience, charity, and many other

virtues; what could there be in all that to offend the reaſon of the philoſopher, or which a

heathen ſage ſhould denominate fooliſhneſs & Nothing, on the contrary, could have been

more agreeable to reaſon; and certainly a religion thus conſtituted could never have raiſed

the philoſophers againſt it; ſince the Gentiles ſo much honoured thoſe perſons who ſacri.

ficed themſelves for the public good, that they invented the name of hero, and applied it to

thoſe extraordinary men. But the Greek found fooliſhneſ; in this, that a man ſtretched out .

dead upon a croſs ſhould be God; and that the blood of one crucified ſhould atone for the

fins of mankind. This then was really what the apoſtles preached; and in the belief of theſe

two myſteries the whole church has perſevered, and ſtill ſubſiſts.

AN
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Taxi. propoſitions I ſhall endeavour to eſtabliſh in this Introdućtion, as preparatory

tº the confideration of the New TestAMENT, that Divine Revelation which is peculiarly

*tended of God for the infinite benefit of mankind. -

Firſt, That religion, the only mean by which men can arrive at true happineſs, or

by which they can attain to the perfection and dignity of their nature, does not, in the

*nt circumſtances of the world, depend on human reaſoning or inventions : for, were

s the caſe, we need not go from home for religion, or ſeek farther than our own breaſts

the means of reconciling ourſelves to God, obtaining his favour, and, in conſequence

" life eternal. -

^2.”adly, That the great end of religion is future happineſs; and, conſequently, the beſt

2. is that which will moſt ſurely dire&t us to eternal life. - -

*g aly. That the authority and word of God is the only ſure foundation of religion,

*...* on Iy reaſonable ground for us to build our hopes upon.

*..."is fate of the caſe, the neceſſity of religion in general is ſuppoſed; and the only

jº is- from what fountain we muſt derive it? The diſpute can only lie between

Soº and revealed religion: if nature be able to direct us, it will be hard to juſtify the

Sfs of “God in giving us a revelation, as the revelation can only ſerve the ſame pur

lº. **= tute alone could well ſupply.

Ptol. the light of the Goſpel has ſhone throughout the world, nature has been much

v."g ira ſpeculative things: we ſee many things clearly, many things that reaſon
* I, . R readily
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readily embraces, to which, nevertheleſs, the world before was generally a ſtranger. The

Goſpel has given us true notions of God and of ourſelves, right conceptions of his holineſs

and purity, and of the nature of divine worſhip. It has taught us a religion, in the belief

and practice of which our preſent eaſe and comfort, and our hopes of future happineſs

and glory, confiſt; it has rooted out idolatry and ſuperſtition; and, by inſtructing us in

the nature of God, and diſcovering to us his unity, his omnipreſence, and infinite know

ledge, it has furniſhed us even with principles of reaſon, by which we reject and condemn

the rites and ceremonies of heatheniſm and idolatry, and may, through the grace of God,

diſcover wherein the beauty and holineſs of divine worſhip confiſt: for the nature of divine

worſhip muſt be deduced from the nature of God; and it is impoſſible for men to pay a

reaſonable ſervice to God, till they have juſt and reaſonable notions of him. But now,

it ſeems, this is all become, in the judgment of the infidel, pure natural religion; and it

is to our own reaſon and underſtanding that we are indebted for the notion of God and

of divine worſhip ; and whatever elſe in religion is agreeable to our reaſon, is

reckoned to proceed entirely from it.

But let us examine this pretence, and ſee upon what ground this plea of natural

religion can be maintained. If nature can inſtruct us ſufficiently in religion, we have

indeed no reaſon to go anywhere elſe: ſo far we are agreed. But whether nature can or

not, is in truth rather a queſtion of fact, than mere ſpeculation; for, the way to know

what nature can do, is to take nature by itſelf, and try its ſtrength alone. There was a

time when men had little elſe but nature to go to ; and that is the proper time to look

into, to ſee what mere unaſſiſted nature can do in religion. Nay, there are ſtill nations

under the ſun, who are, as to religion, in a mere ſtate of nature. The glad tidings of the

Goſpel have not reached them, nor have they been bleſſed, or (to ſpeak in the modern

phraſe) prejudiced with divine revelations, of which we, leſs worthy of them than they,

ſo much complain. In other matters they are polite and civiliſed; they are cunning

traders, fine artificers, and in many arts and ſciences not unſkilful. Here then we may

hope to ſee natural religion in its full perfection; for there is no want of natural reaſon,

nor any room to complain of prejudice or prepoſſeſſion. But yet, alas ! theſe nations are

held in the chains of darkneſs, and given up to the blindeſt ſuperſtition and idolatry.

Men wanted not reaſon before the coming of Chriſt, nor opportunity nor inclination to

improve it. Arts and ſciences had long before obtained their juſt perfection; the number

of the ſtars had been counted, and their motions obſerved and adjuſted; the philoſophy,

oratory, and poetry of thoſe ages are ſtill the delight and entertainment of this. Religion

was not the leaſt pºrt of their inquiry; they ſearched all the receſſes of reaſon and

nature; and, had it been in the power of reaſon and nature to furniſh men with juſt

notions and principles of religion, here we ſhould have found them : but, inſtead of them,

we find nothing but the groſſeſt ſuperſtition and idolatry; the creatures of the earth

advanced into deities; and men degenerating and making themſelves lower than the beaſts

4. of
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of the field. Time would fail me to relate the corruptions and extravagancies of the politeſt

nations. Their religion was their reproach, and the ſervice which they paid their gods

was a diſhonour to them and to themſelves; the moſt ſacred part of their devotion was the

moſt impure; and the only thing which was commendable in it was, that it was kept as a

great myſtery and ſecret, and hid under the darkneſs of the night; and, were reaſon now to

judge, it would approve of nothing in this religion, but the modeſty of withdrawing itſelf

from the eyes of the world. -

This being the caſe wherever men have been left to mere reaſon and nature to direét

them, what ſecurity have the great patrons of natural religion now, that, were they left

only to reaſon and nature, they would not run into the ſame errors and abſurdities : Have

they more reaſon than thoſe who have gone before them : In all other inſtances nature is

the ſame now that it ever was, and we are but ačting over again the ſame part that our

anceſtors performed before us: wiſdom and prudence and cunning are now what they formerly

were; nor can this age ſhew mere human nature in any one chara&er exalted beyond the

examples which antiquity has left us. Can we ſhew greater inſtances of civil and political

wiſdom than are to be found in the governments of Greece and Rome 2 Are not the civil

laws of Rome ſtill held in admiration ? and have they not a place allowed them ſtill in almoſt

all kingdoms ? Since, then, in nothing elſe we are grown wiſer than the heathen world,

what probability is there, that we ſhould have grown wiſer in religion, if we had been left,

as they were, to mere reaſon and nature ? To this day there is no alteration for the better,

except only in the countries where the Goſpel has been preached. What ſhall we ſay of the

Chineſ, a nation that wants not either reaſon or learning, and in ſome parts of it pretends

* excel the world? They have been daily improving in the arts of life, and in every kind
of knowledge and ſcience; but yet in religion they are ignorant and ſuperſtitious, and have

*t very little of what we call natural religion among them. And what ground is there to

... that reaſon would have done more, made greater diſcoveries of truth, or more

.." ſubdued the paſſions of men, in England or France, or any other country of

36,3%, than it has in the eaſtern or ſouthern parts of the world 2 Are not men as reaſon

º, creatures in the eaſt as they are in the weſt ? and have they not the ſame means of

"o, Şāng and improving their reaſon : Why then ſhould it be thought that reaſon

º, ° do that now in this place, which it has never heretofore been able to-do in any

f Wºr PI-ce whatever ? - - - -

...' . fast is ſo very plain and undeniable, that I cannot but think that, were men to con.

it th." fairly, they would ſoon be convinced how much they are indebted to the revelation

to G G f =>el, even for that natural religion of which they ſo fondly boaſt : for how comes

\s *s, * h at there is ſo much reaſon, ſuch clear natural religion, in every country where

\\ ºpel is profeſſed, and ſo little of both everywhere elſe :

sº \s tra ere then, an obječtor may aſk, no ſuch thing as natural religion ? Does not

* \ay the heathen world under condemnation for not attending to the dićtates of it?

B 2 - Becaſſº,
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Becauſt, ſays he, that which may be known of God, is manifeſt in them ; fºr God hath

fhewed it unto them. For the inviſible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly

ſeen, being underſtood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and godhead; ſº

that they are without excuſe becauſ: that, when they knew God, they gloriſed him not as God,

neither were thankſil, but became vain in their imaginations, and their fooliſh heart was

darkened. Prºfºſſing themſºlves to be wiſe, iſ ey became fºol: ; and changed the glory of the

ºncorruptible God into an image made like to corruptible man, and to birds, and four footed

, bog/?:, and creeping things. A ſad account this of the ſtate of religion in the heathen

world, and a manifeſt proof how much nature ſtands in need of divine aſſiſtance What

we learn from St. Paul is plainly this: that notwithſtanding the care which God had taken

to diſplay the evidences of his own being and Godhead in every work of the creation, ſo

that men could not but have a notion of the Deity; yet, ſo little did they profit by that

• knowledge, that it ſerved only to render them inexcuſable in their ſuperſtition and ido

latry: for, when they knew God, (as indeed all the heathen world had a notion of a

ſupreme being) yet they glorified him not as God, but changed the glory of the uncorruptible

God into an image made like unto corruptible man, and to birds, and fºur-fºoted beg/?s, and

creeping things. And was not nature an excellent guide to follow, which thus ſtumbled at

the very threſhold, and, having from natural reaſon the notion of a ſupreme Deity, ſought

to find him among the four-footed beaſts and creeping things of the earth 2 Can you ſay

what it was that thus debaſed the reaſon and underſtanding of mankind; what evil it was

which had diffuſed itſelf through the whole race, and ſo poſſeſſed their ſenſes, that ſeeing

they did not perceive, and hearing they did not under/land? Or, do you think that you

alone are exempt from this common, this univerſal blindneſs; and that the ſame reaſon and

nature, which hitherto have miſguided all the world into error and idolatry, would lead

you, out of the common road, into truth and pure religion ?

Is it not the height of preſumption to think thus, and to imagine that we alone are able

to ſurmount thoſe difficulties under which all the world before us have ſunk; And yet thus

every man muſt think, who ſets up natural religion in oppoſition to revelation; for has

mere nature ever yet, in any one part of the world, extricated itſelf from error Do the

nations of old, or thoſe of our time, afford any inſtance of this kind? But ſtill you

think that nature is ſufficient to direct you; and what is this, but diſtinguiſh yourſelf

from all the world, as if you alone were privileged againſt the common failings and corrup

tions of mankind 3

But you will aſk, Are there not complete ſchemes of natural religion drawn from prin

ciples and axioms of reaſon, without calling in the help of revelation; and are they not

evident demonſtrations that nature is able to furniſh us with a religion which is pure and holy,

and agreeable to the divine attributes? Let us ſuppoſe this for the ſake of argument: but let

us then be informed, how it came to paſs, that there never ſhould be any ſyſtem of this pure

religion in uſe and practice in any nation, or indeed ever fully diſcovered, till the Goſpel had

enlight
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enlightened the world. You may boaſt of Socrates and Plato, and ſome few others in the

heathen world, and tell us perhaps of their great attainments upon the ſtrength of mere

reaſon. Suppoſe it to be ſo (though I doubt not but both Socrates and Plato were divinely

aſſiſted); yet what is this to the preſent queſtion ? Muſt millions in every age of the

world be left in ignorance, becauſe five or ſix among them may riſe above the errors of

their times : Or, will you ſay that all men are ſeven feet high, becauſe we now and then

ſee ſome that are : -

What was it, I aſk, that ſuppreſſed, for ſo many ages, that light of reaſon and nature

of which you ſo much boaſt and what has now ſet it free ? Whatever the diſtemper

was, nature, it is plain, could not cure it, being unable to diſengage herſelf from the

bonds and fetters in which ſhe was held : we may diſagree perhaps in finding a name for

this evil, this general corruption of nature; but the thing itſelf is evident; the impotence

of nature ſtands confeſſed; the blindneſs, the ignorance of the heathen world are too plain

a proof of it. This general corruption and weakneſs of nature made it neceſſary that reli

gion ſhould be reſtored by ſome other, means, and that men ſhould have other helps to

refort to, than their own ſtrength and reaſon. And if it be admitted for argument, that

natural religion is indeed arrived at that ſtate of perfection ſo much boaſted of, it gives a

ſtrong teſtimony to the Goſpel, and evidently proves it to be an adequate remedy and

Wupport againſt the evil and corruption of nature: for, where the Goſpel prevails, nature is

**\oted; and reaſon, delivered from bondage by grace, ſees and approves what is holy,

\\, and pure: for to what elſe can it be aſcribed, but the power of the Goſpel, that, in

****Y nation which names the name of Chriſt, even reaſon and nature ſee and condemn the

º and vices which others ſtill, for want of the ſame help, confider as innocent, or do not

9ndemn. -

In*n this truth be evaded or denied ? What a return then do we make for the bleſ.

i.” "it we have received And how deſpitefully do we treat the Goſpel of Chriſt, to which

re..."e that clear light even of reaſon and nature which we now enjoy, when we endea

...” °/ct up reaſon and nature in oppoſition to it? Ought the withered hand, which

gº; %as reſtored and made whole, to be lifted up againſt him or ſhould the dumb

‘es 'orgue, juſt looſened from the bonds of filence, blaſpheme the power which ſet it

if **, ker r Hus fooliſ.ly do we fin, when we make natural religion the engine to batter

*d ths * G -->f pel; for the Goſpel only could, and alone has reſtored the religion of nature,

diſºn uſe the expreſſion ; and therefore there is a kind of parricide in the attempt,

§sº fity, heightened by the aggravating circumſtance of unnatural baſeneſs and

is, ºr º-fs. -

ſh *..." *** e ſucceſs of the attempt be much greater than the wiſdom and piety of it;

\\ onse rhature leaves its faithful guide, the Goſpel of Chriſt, it will be as unable to

\ \ \\\el E. =gainſt error and ſuperſtition, as it was to deliver itſelf from them, and will

** fall back into its original blindneſs and corruption. Had you a view of the

- * * diſputes
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diſputes which ariſe even upon the principles of natural religion, it would ſhew you what

the end muſt be; for the wanderings of human reaſon are infinite. Under the Goſpel

diſpenſation we have the immutable word of God for the ſupport of our faith and hope.

We know in whom we have believed ; in Him, who can neither deceive, nor be deceived;

and, poor as our ſervices are, we have his word for it, that our labour of love ſhall not be

forgotten, through the merit of his blood. But for them who rely on nature only, it is not

evident, nor can it be, that any future reward ſhall attend their religious ſervice. No

other religion can give any ſecurity of eternal life and happineſs to its votaries. To what

refuge then ſhall we fly, but to Jeſus Chriſt; or to whom ſhall we ſeek for ſuccour, fince

he alone can beſtow upon us pardon, holineſs, and heaven 2

º

P A R T II.

THE ſecond thing to be conſidered is, That the excellency of religion conſiſts in affording

certain means of obtaining eternal life and happineſs. -

Religion is founded in the principles of right reaſon; and, without ſuppoſing this, it

would be as rational an act to preach to horſes as to men. A man, who has the uſe of

reaſon, cannot conſider his condition and circumſtances in this world, or reflect upon his

notions of good and evil, and the ſenſe which he feels in himſelf that he is an accountable

creature for the good or evil that he does, without aſking himſelf how he came into this world,

and for what purpoſe, and to whom it is that he is, or poſſibly may be, accountable When,

on tracing his own being to the original, he finds that there is one ſupreme, all-wiſe Cauſe

of all things; when by experience he ſees that this world neither is, nor can be, the place

for taking a juſt and adequate account of the actions of men ; the preſumption that there

is another ſtate after this, in which men ſhall live, grows ſtrong and almoſt irreſiſtible.

When he conſiders, farther, the fears and hopes of nature with reſpe&t to futurity, the fear

of death common to all, with the deſire of continuing in being, which never forſakes us; and

refle&ts for what uſe and purpoſe theſe ſtrong impreſſions were given us by the Author of

nature; he cannot help concluding that man was made not merely to act a ſhort part upon

the ſtage of this world, but that there is another and more laſting ſtate, to which he bears

relation. And hence it muſt neceſſarily follow, that his religion muſt be formed on a view

of ſecuring a future happineſs.

Since then the end which men propoſe to themſelves by religion is ſuch, it will teach us

wherein the true excellency of religion confiſts. If eternal life and future happineſs are the

- objećts
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cbjećts of our defire, that will be the beſt religion which will moſt certainly lead us to eternal

life and future happineſs. And it will be to no purpoſe to compare religions together in

any other reſpects, which have no relation to this end. -

Let us then by this rule examine the pretenſions of revelation, and, as we proceed,

compare it with the preſent ſtate of natural religion, that we may be able to judge on this

important point. -

Eternal life and happineſs it is out of our power to give ourſelves, or to obtain by any

ſtrength and force, or any policy or wiſdom. Could our own arm reſcue us from the

jaws of death, and the powers of the kingdom of darkneſs; could we ſet open the gates of

heaven for ourſelves, and enter in to take poſſeſſion of life and glory; we ſhould want no

inſtruction or aſſiſtance from religion.

But ſince we have not this power of life and death ; and ſince there is one that has, who

governeth all things in heaven and in earth, who is over all, God bleſſed for evermore; it

neceſſarily follows, that either we muſt have no ſhare or lot in the glories of futurity, or elſe

that we muſt obtain them from God, and receive them as his gift and favour ; and, conſe

quently, if eternal life and happineſs be the end of religion, and likewiſe the gift of God,

religion can be nothing elſe than the means proper to be made uſe of by us to obtain of God

this moſt excellent and perfect gift of eternal life and happineſs.

\t is the perfection of religion to inſtruct us how to pleaſe God; and ſince to pleaſe God,

*nd to act according to the will of God, are but one and the ſame thing, it neceſſarily

*\ows, that that muſt be the moſt perfect religion, which moſt perfectly inſtructs us in the

*nowledge of the will of God. Allowing then nature to have all the advantages which the

***ſt patrons of natural religion ever laid claim to on her behalf; admitting reaſon to be as

.*. as uncorrupted, as unprejudiced, as even our fondeſt wiſhes would make it; yet ſtill

“" never be ſuppoſed that nature and reaſon, in all their glory, can be able to know

. "ill of God ſo well as he himſelf knows it: and therefore, ſhould God ever make a

º, *tion of his will, that declaration muſt, according to the nature and neceſſity of the

** ° àe a more perfect rule for religion, than reaſon and nature can poſſibly furniſh us

to %. Had we the wiſdom and reaſon of Cherubim and Seraphim to dire&t us in the wor

^º ſervice of our Maker, it would nevertheleſs be our higheſt wiſdom, as it is theirs,

N ...it to his laws, that is, to the declarations of his will.

th sºdly = Hence it appears, how extremely wrong it is to compare natural religion and

*sy. i 9t, tºgether, in order to inquire which is preferable; for it is neither more nor leſs

is hºuiriº g, Whether we know God's will better than he himſelf knows it Falſe

tºº.s === no revelations; and therefore to prefer natural religion before ſuch pretended

tºº.” is only to reject a forgery: but to ſuppoſe that there is, or may be, a true

ū tº arad yet to ſay that natural religion is a better guide, is to ſay that we are wiſer

** ared know better how to pleaſe him without his directions than with them.

Upon
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Upon this ſtate of the caſe then a revelation muſt be entirely rejećted as a forgery, or

implicitly ſubmitted to ; and the only debate between natural religion and revelation

muſt be, whether we really have a revelation or not ; and not whether revelation or

nature be the beſt and ſureſt foundation of religion: which diſpute but ill becomes our

condition, and is a vain attempt to exalt ourſelves and our own reaſon above every thing that

is called God. -

Since then revelation, conſidered as ſuch, muſt needs be the ſureſt guide in religion,

every reaſonable man is bound to confider the pretenſions of revelation, when offered to

him ; for no man can juſtify himſelf in relying on natural religion, till he has ſatisfied

himſelf that no better dire&tions are to be had. As it is the buſineſs of religion to

pleaſe God, is it not a very natural and very reaſonable inquiry to make, whether God

has anywhere declared what will pleaſe him ; at leaſt it is reaſonable; when we are

called to this inquiry, by having a revelation tendered to us, ſupported by ſuch evidence,

which, though it may be eaſily rejected without reaſon, yet to reaſon will ever approve

itſelf.

We are not now arguing in behalf of any particular revelation, which may be true or

falſe for any thing that has hitherto been ſaid. But this I urge, that revelation is the

ſureſt foundation of religion; and this requires no other proof than an explication of

the terms. Religion, conſidered as a rule, is the knowledge of ſerving and pleafing

God; Revelation is the declaration of God how he would be ſerved, and what will

pleaſe him : and, unleſs we know what will pleaſe God better than he himſelf does,

revelation muſt be the beſt rule to ſerve and pleaſe God by ; that is, it muſt be the beſt

religion.

Hence then, I ſay, it is incumbent on every man of ſenſe and reaſon, upon every one

who judges for himſelf in the choice of his religion, firſt to inquire whether there be a

revelation, or not ? Nor can the precepts of natural religion ſingly be drawn into queſ

tion, till it is firſt certain that there is no revelation to direct us : and therefore there Call

be no compariſon ſtated generally between natural and revealed religion, in order to deter

mine our choice between them; becauſe the revelation muſt be firſt reječted, before natural

religion can pretend to the direction.

And yet this is the beaten path which infidels tread. They confider in general, that

revelation is ſubječt to many uncertainties; it may be a cheat at firſt, or it may be corrupted

afterwards, and not faithfully handed down to them; but in natural religion, ſay they,

there can be no cheat, becauſe in that every man judges for himſelf, and is bound to

nothing but what is agreeable to the dićtates of reaſon and his own mind: and upon theſe

general views they rejećt all revelations whatever, and adhere to natural religion as the

ſafer guide. But attend to the conſequence of ſuch reaſoning, which is this; that becauſe

there may be a falſe revelation, therefore there cannot be a true one: for unleſs this conſe

6 quence
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ºtence be juſt, they are inexcuſable in rejecting all revelations, becauſe of the uncertainties

which may attend them. - - .

But now, to apply what has been ſaid to the Chriſtian revelation: it has ſuch pretences,

on the face of it, as make it worthy of a particular conſideration: it pretends to come ſeen

heaven ; to have been delivered by the Son of God; to have been confirmed by undeniable

miracles and propheſies; to have been ratified by the blood of Chriſt, and alſo by that of

his apoſtles, who died in aſſerting its truth: it can ſhew likewiſe an innumerable company

of martyrs and confeſſors: its doctrines are pure and holy, its precepts juſt and righteous;

its worſhip is a reaſonable ſervice, refined from the errors of idolatry and ſuperſition, and

ſpiritual like the God who is the object of it: it offers the aid and affiliance of Heaven to

the weakneſs and corruption of nature; which makes the religion of the Goſpel to be as

practicable as it is reaſonable : it promiſes infinite rewards to faith and obedience, and

hreatens eternal puniſhment to obſtinate offenders; which makes it of the utmoſt conſe

quence to us ſobelly to conſider it, ſince every one who rejects it ſtakes his own ſoul

againſt the truth of it.

Are theſe ſuch pretences as are to be diſmiſſed with general and looſe objections?

Recauſe miracles may be pretended, ſhall not the miracles of Chriſt be confidered, which

were not ſo much as queſtioned by the adverſaries of the Goſpel in the firſt ages? Becauſe

\ there may be impoſtors, ſhall Chriſt be reječted, whoſe life was innocent, and free from

*ny ſuſpicion of private deſign; and who died to ſeal the truths that he had delivered Be

Saute there have been impoſtures introduced by worldly men endeavouring to make a gain

* godlineſs, ſhall the Goſpel be ſuſpected, which, in every page, declares againſt the

Yºld, againſt the pleaſures, the riches, the glories of it; which labours no one point more

** to law off the affedions from things below, and to raiſe them to the enjoyinent of

*enly and ſpiritual delights :

# *it whether you will confider it, or not; yet there is ſuch a call to you to conſider

cº, muſt render your neglect inexcuſable. You cannot ſay that you want inducement to

º %r it, when you ſee it entertained by men of all degrees. The Goſpel does not

* , *@ mean a figure in the world, as to juſtify your contempt of it : the light ſhines forth

º, * worl J, whether you will receive it or not; if you receive it not, the conſequence is

it "our own ſoul, and you muſt anſwer it.

inje nieri ſincere in their profeſſions of religion, or even in their deſires of ſalvation and

ºuld |ality. the controverſies in religion would ſoon take a new turn: the only queſtion

Ns stiº, vv. Hether the Goſpel were true, or not : we ſhould have no reaſoning againſ re

, Sve in g =r, eral; for it is impoſſible that a ſincerely religious man ſhould not wiſh for a

\ion of God's will, if there be not one already : we ſhould then ſce another kind of

\\ ty uſe ci in ſearching the truths of God, which are now overlooked, becauſe men

\\AA tº eir regard for the things which make for their ſalvation. Were the Goſpel

| \\\e to an eſtate, there is not an infidel of them all, who would ſit down contented

*\,\, C - with

in,

ve
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with his own general reaſonings againſt it: it would then be thought worth looking into;

its proofs would be confidered, and a juſt weight allowed them : and yet the Goſpel is our

only title to a much nobler inheritance than this world knows ; it is the patent by which

we claim life and immortality, and all the joys and bleſſings of the heavenly Canaan.

Had any man but a pedigree as ancient as the Goſpel, what a noiſe ſhould we have about

it And yet the Goſpel is deſpiſed, which ſets forth to us a nobler pedigree than the

kings of the earth can boaſt; a deſcent from Chriſt, who is head over the whole family;

by which believers claim as heirs of God, and co-heirs with Chriſt: and did we not deſpiſe

our relation to Chriſt as our Saviour, and ſecretly abhor and dread the thoughts of immorta

lity, we could not be ſo cold in our regard to the Goſpel of God. ,

I wiſh that every man, who argues againſt the Chriſtian religion, would take this one

ſerious thought along with him; that he muſt hereaſter, if he believes that God will judge the

world, argue the caſe once more at the judgment-ſeat of God: and let him try his reaſons

accordingly. Do you reject the Goſpel becauſe you will admit nothing that pretends to

be a revelation ? Conſider well; is this a reaſon which you will juſtify to the face of God 2

Will you tell him, that you had reſolved to receive no poſitive commands from him, nor

to admit any of his declarations for law: If it will not be a good reaſon then, it is not

a good reaſon now ; and the ſtouteſt heart will tremble to give ſuch an impious reaſon to

the Almighty, which is a plain defiance of his wiſdom and authority ".

-*-º-º-º-º-º-

P A R T III.

A FAIRER iſſue there cannot be for the trial of any religion : for, ſince eternal life and

happineſs is the end that all men aim at by religion, that muſt neceſſarily be the beſt

religion, which moſt certainly leads us to this great and deſirable bleſfing.

But the grand objećtion of the infidel againſt the Chriſtian revelation is, that it is full of

myſteries.

Though this objećtion is levelled againſt the Chriſtian revelation particularly, yet it

muſt conclude equally againſt revelation in general, confidered as a principle of religion,

if it makes any addition to the things to be believed or done beyond what reaſon teaches

us. The queſtion then will be, whether it can be reaſonable for God to propoſe any articles

of faith, or any conditions of ſalvation, the reaſon and propriety of which do not appear to

man : And this is a queſtion of great importance, it being confeſſedly the caſe of the Goſpel.

* I recommend to my readers the peruſal of the Sermons, Diſſertations, and other writings of Biſhop Sherlock;

in which they will find the ideas I have now held out to them enlarged upon in the moſt maſterly manner. And

here I muſt, to the glory of God, acknowledge my unſpeakable obligations to the works of that learned prelate.

During part of the time of my reſidence at the Univerſity of Oxford I was a Deiſt—an infidel; but by reading the

works of Biſhop Sherlock I was reſtored to a belief of the Bible, that bleſſed book, which is the delight of my heart 1

In
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*

In the ſenſe of the Goſpel, whatever is the effect of God's ſecret counſels, in order to

the redemption of the world, is a myſtery. That men ought to obey God in truth and

holineſs, that they may obtain his bleſfing, and, that finners ought to be puniſhed,—are not,

nor ever were, myſteries. But all the methods of religion beyond theſe were, and ſtill are,

myſterious: the intention of God to redeem the world from fin by ſending his own Son

in the likeneſs of man, is a myſtery unknown to former ages, if we ſpeak of the world in

general : it is a myſtery ſtill, inaſmuch as we cannot penetrate into the depths of this

divine oeconomy, or account by the principles of human reaſon for every ſtep or article of

it. But let it be remembered, that not human reaſon, but the will of God, is the rule

and meaſure of religious obedience: and, if ſo, the terms of religious obedience muſt be

tried by their agreeableneſs to the will of God, and not meaſured by the narrow compaſs

cf man’s reaſon. If reaſon can diſcover, either by internal or external ſigns, the conditions

of ſalvation propoſed to us to be the will of God, the work of reaſon is over, and we are

obliged to uſe the means that are preſcribed by God, as we hope to obtain the end, which

is the gift of God: and how little ſoever reaſon can penetrate into the myſteries of God,

yet if it can diſcover them to be indeed the myſteries of God, and by him propoſed to us

as neceſſary to ſalvation, it diſcovers plainly to us that theſe myſteries of God make an

eſſential part of the grand ſyſtem that leads to eternal life and happineſs, which is all,

I think, that a reaſonable man would deſire to find in his religion: for, ſince all that he

*eſires to obtain by his religion is eternal life and glory, what more has he to look for in

his religion than the means of eternal life and glory?

This is true, you will ſay, upon the ſuppoſition of God's requiring from us the belief of

*\teries or the practice of any poſitive duties; then it will be our duty to hearken to his

Yoice, and entirely ſubmit our wills and underſtandings to him : but how does this prove it

*ſonable for him ſo to do, or remove the prejudice which lies againſt the Goſpel, becauſe

of its myſterious doćtrines 2 - -

º come then to the point: it will, I ſuppoſe, be eaſily granted to be agreeable to the

& “On and goodneſs of God to reveal whatever is neceſſary to be revealed in order to per

b%, ’āe ſalvation of mankind; as, on the other fide, it muſt be allowed, that it is not conſiſtent

º, in finite wiſdom and goodneſs to reveal myſteries merely to puzzle the minds of men.

's. * alſo wances being made on each ſide, the queſtion is reduced to this ; whether it can

*h, 'er raeceſſary to reveal myſteries in order to ſave mankind? When it is neceſſary it

§o be reaſonable, unleſs it be unreaſonable for God to ſave the world: and upon this

Go "d it will be found, that any thing propoſed to us as a revelation, cannot be from

of th "ith G = i t opening to us all neceſſary truths, how abſtruſe and myſterious ſoever ſome

\. Tri = y be. -

*ts ºth re ſpect to infinite wiſdom, there is no ſuch thing as myſtery in nature: all things

\\ §§§ally clear in the underſtanding of God; all things lie naked before his eye, having

*Kneſs = obſcurity, or difficulty in them. A myſtery, therefore, is no real or poſitive

C 2. thing
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thing in nature; nor is it any thing that is inherent or belonging to the ſubjects of

which it is predicated. When we ſay this thing or that thing is a myſtery, according to

the form of our ſpeech, we ſeem to affirm ſomething of this or that thing; but, in truth,

the propoſition is not affirmative with reſpect to the thing, but negative with reſpect to

ourſelves: for, when we ſay this thing is a myſtery, of the thing we ſay nothing; but of

ourſelves we ſay, that we do not comprehend this thing. With reſpect to our under

ſtanding, there is no more difference between truth which is, and truth which is not myſ.

terious, than, with reſpect to our ſtrength, there is between a weight which we can lift,

and a weight which we cannot liſt : for, as defect of ſtrength in us makes ſome

weights to be immoveable, ſo likewiſe defect of underſtanding makes ſome truths to be

myſterious. -

* The complaint then againſt myſteries in religion amounts to no more than this; that

God has done ſomething for us, or appointed ſomething for us to do, in order to ſave us,

the reaſon of which we do not underſtand; and requires us to believe and to comply

with theſe things, and to truſt in him that we ſhall receive the benefit of them.

But to return to the queſtion, Whether it can be ever neceſſary for God to reveal

myſteries, or appoint poſitive duties, in order to perfect the ſalvation of mankind; or,

in other words, to uſe ſuch means for the ſalvation of the world, the agreeableneſs of

which to the end intended the reaſon of Man cannot diſcover ? This is certain, that,

whenever it is out of our power by natural means to ſave ourſelves, if we are to be ſaved

at all, it is neceſſary that ſupernatural means be made uſe of.

Suppoſe then, that all men have ſo far ſinned as to have loſt the right and pleas of

obedient ſubječts: that an univerſal corruption has ſpread through the whole race, and

rendered them incapable of performing the duties of reaſon and nature, or, if they could

perform then, precluded the merit and title of all ſuch works to reward; for the works of

nature, if they could prevent a forfeiture, yet cannot reverſe a forfeiture once incurred: in

this caſe what ſhall be done : Is it unreaſonable for God to redeem the world God

forbid! and yet by the means of reaſon and nature the world cannot be redeemed. Will

you allow that God may freely forgive the fins of the world, and remit the puniſhment,

and beſtow even on finners the gift of eternal life : How myſterious would even this grace

be, and how far beyond the power of reaſon to comprehend ? Could you, from any of

the natural notions of your mind, reconcile this method of redemption with the wiſdom,

juſtice, and holineſs of God? Confider the eſſential difference between good and evil, the

natural beauty of one, and the natural deformity of the other; compare them with the

eſſential holineſs of the Deity ; and then tell me the ground upon which he reconciles

himſelf to fin, pities and forgives it, and offers immortal glory to the finner perſeveringly

returning to him through his grace; or, if this way pleaſe you not, conſider his wiſdom,

by which he rules and governs the world, and try, by all the notions you can frame of

wiſdom, whether it be not neceſſary for the good government of the rational world, that

rewards
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rewards and puniſhments ſhould be divided with an equal hand to virtue and vice; and

then tell me, where is the wiſdom of dropping all the puniſhment due to fin, and re

ceiving finners not only to pardon, but to glory? There may be wiſdom and holineſs in

this, but not human wiſdon, nor holineſs which human reaſon can diſcern ; but infinite

myſterious wiſdom and holineſs. If, from your notions of wiſdom and holineſs, you can

| have no help in this caſe, much leſs will the natural notion of juſtice aſſiſt you : is not

| juſtice converſant in rewards and puniſhments Is it not the effence of juſtice to diſtribute

both where they are due : Is there not in nature and reaſon a conneétion between virtue

and reward, between vice and puniſhment : How then comes nature to be reverſed, and

the laws of reaſon to be diſturbed and how, as if juſtice were more than poetically blind,

come ſinners to be intitled to life and happineſs : Even in this caſe, therefore, of God's

finally forgiving the fins of penitent and faithful ſouls, which is the loweſt that can be put,

religion would neceſſarily be myſterious, and not to be apprehended by reaſon or nature,

but to be received by faith; and our only refuge would be, not in the reaſon and nature

of the thing, but in the unfathomable goodneſs and incomprehenſible mercy of God.

But, ſhould it really be, as to human reaſon it appears, inconſident with the wiſdom

and juſtice of God, ſo freely to pardon fin as not to leave the marks of his diſpleaſure upon

it ; or to remit the tranſgreſſions of men, without vindicating, in the face of the whole

\ creation, the honour of his laws and government; in what a maze muſt reaſon then be

\oºl in ſearching after the means of reconcilement and redemption How ſhall fin be

\ Tuniſhed, and yet the finner ſaved How ſhall the honour of God’s government be vindi

Sated in the face of all the world, and yet in the face of all the world the rebels juſtified

*nd exalted? Theſe are difficulties irreconcileable to human reaſon and nature; and yet

they muſt be reconciled; or the world, once loſt, muſt lie for ever under condemnation.

The religion that can adjuſt this difficulty, and give us the clue to lead us through theſe

! ** in that human reaſon muſt for ever wander, can be the only religion that can
O - - - -

/ 'ily be ſuitable to human nature in its preſent corrupted ſtate, and muſt neceſſarily
o - - - - - - -

%d with inconceivable myſteries, but with myſteries of grace and mercy.

Bo,” far is it from being an objection againſt the Goſpel of Chriſt, that it contains many

*}^*ful myſteries of the hidden wiſdom of God,—that, as our caſe ſtands, without a

*...*, ir is impoſſible for us to be ſaved: for, ſince reaſon and nature cannot find the

QQ º of reſcuing finners from puniſhment, and of making atonement to the juſtice of

. i fince they cannot preſcribe a proper ſatisfaction for fin, in which the honour of God

R Bt, S ſalvation of men ſhall be at once conſulted: ſince they cannot remedy the cor

"d " which has ſpread through the race of mankind, or infuſe new principles of virtue

Sºul *ineſs into the ſouls already ſubdued to the luſt and power of fin; ſince, if they

\! Procur-e our pardon for what is paſt, they cannot ſecure us for the future from the

\\y-eign, which, by fatal experience, we know we cannot, but by grace, withſtand:

*\{a\ , theſe things cannot be done by the means of reaſon and nature, they muſt be

5. - done
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done by ſuch means as reaſon and nature know nothing of ; that is, in other words, they

muſt be done by myſterious means, of the propriety of which we can have no adequate

notion or conception.

If you ſland in need of no new favour, if you aim not ſo high as eternal life, religion without

myſteries may well ſerve your turn. The principles of natural religion tend to procure

the peace and tranquillity of this life; and the not diſtinguiſhing between religion as a rule

of life for our preſent uſe and well-being here, and as the means of obtaining pardon for

fin and eternal life herafter, may have in ſome meaſure occaſioned the great complaint

againſt the myſteries of the Goſpel: for myſteries are not indeed the neceſſary parts of

religion, conſidered only as a rule of ačtion ; but moſt neceſſary they are to it, when con

ſidered as a means of obtaining pardon and eternal glory. And this farther ſhews, how

unreaſonably inen obječt againſt the myſterious wiſdom of the Goſpel, ſince all that the

Goſpel preſcribes to us as our duty is plain and evident; all that is myſterious is on God's

part, and relates intirely to the ſurpriſing acts of divine wiſdom and mercy in the redemption

of the world. Conſider the Goſpel then as a rule of action, no religion was ever ſo

plain, ſo calculated upon the principles of right reaſon: ſo that natural religion itſelf had

never more natural religion in it. If we conſider the end propoſed to us, and the means

uſed to intitle us to the benefit of it, it grows myſterious, and ſoars above the reach of

human reaſon; for God has done more for us than reaſon could teach us to expect, or

can now teach us to comprehend. Let us then do our part by receiving Jeſus Chriſt into

our hearts, through that fimple and fineere faith which works by love; and let us truſt

in God that he will do his, though it exceeds the ſtrength of human wiſdom to compre

hend the length and breadth and depth and height of that wiſdom and mercy which God

has manifeſted to the world through his Son Chriſt Jeſus our Lord.

P A R T IV.

Upon the ſuppoſition of men's becoming finners, and liable to the diſpleaſure and wrath of

God, religion itſelf becomes a new thing. Innocence, which once was all the care that religion

had, is now vaniſhed, and, with it, all our hopes of glory and immortality. The natura!

attributes of God, which to the eyes of innocence afforded a pleaſant proſpect, to the eyes

of finners are exceedingly dreadful. What then ſhall the finner do? Shall he reſort to

natural religion in this diſtreſs : But if this religion be nothing but a rule of living well,

what is that to him, who has already lived ſo ill as to be obnoxious to condemnation ? As

well may you ſend the condemned malefactor to ſtudy the law by which he dies, in order

to ſave his life, as the finner to the perfect rule of life which he has tranſgreſſed, in

- 9 * - order
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order to ſave his ſoul. The more he ſtudies the rule by which he ſhould have lived, and

compares it with his own tranſgreſſions, he will but the more fully comprehend how much

he deſerves puniſhment, and how deſperate the ſtate is to which ſin has reduced him. In a

religion that is barely a rule of life, there is no ſure comfort or ſupport to be had againſt

the terrors of guilt and fin. Unbelievers may think we aſk too much of them to be

granted, when we argue upon this ſuppoſition, That all are ſinners, and arefallen ſhort of the

glory of God. But, as this is the ſuppoſition upon which the Goſpel uniformly proceeds,

pretending to no more than to provide means of ſalvation for finners, whoever takes upon

himſelf to queſtion the reaſonableneſs of the Goſpel, muſt confider it as being what it pre

tends to be ; otherwiſe he will not argue againſt the Goſpel, but againſt ſomething elſe

formed in his own imagination. If, upon examination of the Goſpel, it appears to be in

deed what it pretends to be, a means for ſaving finners, you muſt neceſſarily come to

one or other of the following reſolutions: If you are conſcious to yourſelf that you are a

finner, you muſt gladly receive the remedy provided for you, and which, upon examination,

you find to be proper for your caſe: or, If you are ſatisfied with yourſelf, and want no

help, you muſt reject it as unneceſſary and improper in your caſe, and truſt entirely to

your own merit; and muſt appear before God, and demand life and immortality as

due from his juſtice and equity, which you will not accept as a gift from his grace and

mercy. f -

Let us then conſider what is neceſſary to be done for a ſinner, in order to reſtore him

to eternal life and glory; and that will teach us the true notion of the religion of the

Goſpel. -

Firſt, then, It is neceſſary, in order to reſtore a finner to eternal life, that God be re

conciled to him :

Secondly, That the finner be purged from the impurity contračted by ſin.

Thirdly, That, for the future, he be enabled to obey the holy laws of God, without which

his reconcilement to God would be fruitleſs and of no effect.

I think there needs but little to be ſaid to prove the neceſſity of theſe conditions: if the

finner's caſe be deſperate, becauſe God is provoked by his iniquity, and juſtly angry at his

offences; there can be no foundation for him to hope till God be reconciled to him : if

the finner is impure in the fight of God becauſe of his fins, his impurity muſt be

- cleanſed before he can abide with God for ever : if the tranſgreſſion of the laws

of reaſon and nature, which are the laws of God, was that which loſt him the favour of

God; that he may not loſe it again after being reconciled to him, it is neceſſary that he

fin no more; or, if he do, that a remedy be provided to reſtore him.

Allowing then theſe conditions to be neceſſary to the ſalvation of a ſinner, and likewiſe

that religion muſt contain the means of eternal life and glory ; it neceſſarily follows, that

the finner’s religion muſt contain the means by which he may be reconciled to God; the

Illeans
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means by which he may be purified and cleanſed from fin; and the tº cars by which he

may be enabled for the future to obey the will of God: for theſe are the neceſſary means

by which a ſinner muſt be ſaved; and, therefore, they muſt neceſſarily be contained in

the finner's religion. Iſow imperfect a notion then have we of ſuch a religion, when we

conſider it only as a rule of action and how weakly muſt we argue againſt it, when our

arguments are pointed only againſt this notion or idea of it !

A rule of action muſt be plain and intelligible, or elſe it is no rule; for we can neither

cbey nor diſobey a law which we cannot underſtand : and, therefore, from this idea of

religion that it is a rule of action, there lies a very plain objection againſt admitting myſteries

in religion. And ſet the objection have its full force, the Goſpel is ſecure from the blow ;

for the rule of life contained in the Goſpel is the plaineſt as well as the pureſt that ever

the world was acquainted with. In the precepts of Chriſtianity there is no myſlery, no

ſhadow of a myſtery to be ſeen ; they are all ſimple, and, to men of the lowed under

ſtandings, intelligible; the duties which it requires us to perform to God, to ourſelves,

and to our neighbours, are ſuch as, when offered to us, we cannot but in our minds and

conſciences ſpeculatively approve : and, therefore, the Goſpel, as far as it is a rule of life,

is far from being myſterious, ſince both the ſenſe and the reaſon of the law are open and

plain, and ſuch as we cannot but ſee, and, when we ſec, acknowledge in ſpeculation.

But fince this is not the only notion or idea of religion, that it is a rule of life; let us

confider whether, according to the other ideas which belong to it, it be equally abſurd to

ſuppoſe it in ſome points myſterious. Let us examine it then under this notion, as con

taining the means by which God is reconciled to finners.

And, firſt, it is obvious to obſerve, that here is not the ſame reaſon againſt myſteries as

in the other caſe : for, though we cannot practiſe a law without underſtanding it, yet

God may be reconciled to us, and we have the aſſurance of it, without our being able to

comprehend and account for every thing which was done in order thereto. A malefactor

may receive a pardon, and enjoy the benefit of it, without knowing what it was that in

duced his prince to grant it ; and would, without doubt, be thought mad to ſtand out

againſt the mercy, merely becauſe he could not dive into the ſecret reaſons of it. Could

not a ſinner receive the benefit of God’s mercy without underſtanding all the methods of it,

it would then be neceſſary indeed, that even this part of religion ſhould be free from

myſteries, and made plain to every man's underſtanding: but, ſince a finner may be ſaved

by a mercy which he cannot comprehend, where is the abſurdity of offering finners mercy,

and requiring them to rely on it, or, in other words, to believe in it, though it be ever ſo

incomprehenſible or myſterious : Were it unreaſonable or impoſſible to believe things to

be, without knowing how they came to be, faith could never be reaſonable in religion, or

in any thing elſe: but, ſince the knowledge of the eſſence of things, and of the exiſtence

of things, are two diſtinét kinds of knowledge, and independent of one another; our ignorance.

of the effence of things, and of the relation which they have to each other, can never be a

good
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good argument againſt the belief of their exiſtence: and yet this objećtion contains all

the argument that unbelievers bring againſt the myſteries of Chriſtianity. Why do

they, for inſtance, refuſe to believe Chriſt to be the Son of God Only becauſe they

cannot comprehend how he can be the eternal Son of God. And, if they will be true to

their principle, and carry the objećtion as far as it will go, they muſt in time come to deny

the exiſtence of every thing in the world, themſelves not excepted. Since then to com

prehend the reaſon and nature of things is neither neceſſary to our believing the reality

of them, nor yet to our receiving benefits and advantages from them; how comes it to be

neceſſary, that in religion there ſhould be nothing which we do not underſtand 2 Neceſ

ſary it cannot be to our ſalvation, for we may be ſaved by means that we comprehend not;

nor yet to our faith is it neceſſary; for we may, and do, daily believe the reality of

things, without knowing any thing of the nature and reaſons of them. And if myſteries

may ſet forward our ſalvation, and are not deſtrućtive of our faith, upon what other views

they can be excluded from religion I cannot conceive.

Thus much then may ſerve to ſhew, that according to this notion of religion, That

it contains the means by which God is reconciled to ſinners, no argument can be drawn

to weaken the authority of any religion becauſe ſome parts of it are myſterious : but

if you conſider it farther, it will appear, that this part of religion muſt neceſſarily be.

myſterious, and the means of reconcilement ſuch as reaſon and nature cannot com

prehend. -

The principles from which this conſequence will follow, are theſe: That men are

ſinners; that God muſt be reconciled to finners in order to their ſalvation; that religion

muſt contain the certain method by which we may obtain eternal life and happineſs.

The conſequence of theſe principles is evident, That religion muſt contain the means

by which God is reconciled to finners; for, ſince this reconcilement is neceſſary to eternal

life and happineſs, religion cannot produce eternal life and happineſs without it. Now

then, if there be no ſuch means of reconcilement, which reaſon and nature can either

diſcover or comprehend, this part of religion muſt neceſſarily be myſterious ; fince what

reaſon cannot comprehend is myſterious. Now from the natural notion that we have of

God, and his attributes, there ariſes ſuch a difficulty in this caſe, as reaſon cannot get

over: for it is certain, according to all the natural notions of our mind, that it is juſt

for God to puniſh finners. It is likewiſe certain, that God can do nothing but what is

juſt : if, therefore, he forgives finners, receives them to mercy, and remits their puniſh

ment, it is then certain, that it is juſt for God in this circumſtance not to puniſh finners.

Now, reaſon cannot comprehend how it ſhould, with reſpect to the ſame individual finners,

be juſt to puniſh, and juſt not to puniſh them. If it be not juſt to puniſh finners,

there wants no reconcilement for finners; and, if it be not juſt not to puniſh them, no

reconcilement can be had, for it is contrary to the nature of God to do what is not juſt.

VoI. I. - D The
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The ſame argument lies from all the attributes of the Deity which are at all concerned

in the redemption of mankind; his wiſdom and holineſs, and even his mercy, are as

indiſcernible as his juſtice. Now try how far reaſon can go towards diſcovering the

means of reconcilement. Lay down firſt theſe certain and allowed principles; That it

is juſt for God to puniſh finners; that God can do nothing but what is juſt ; and try

how you can come at the other concluſion, which muſt be the foundation of a ſinner's

reconcilement to God; namely, That it is juſt for God not to puniſh finners, and righteous

in him to receive them to favour. If reaſon cannot diſcover nor comprehend how both

theſe propoſitions ſhould be true at the ſame time with reſpečt to the ſame perſons, it is

impoſſible that it ſhould diſcover or comprehend the means which God makes uſe of

to reconcile himſelf to finners; that is to ſay, it is impoſſible for God to make uſe of any

means which are not myſterious, that is, above the reach and comprehenſion of human

wiſdom. -

This difficulty muſt for ever remain, as long as we attempt to ſcan the divine juſtice

by our narrow conceptions of it; and this is the very difficulty which makes many things

in the Goſpel to be myſterious. The Scripture tells us, that God has been reconciled to

ſinners by the death of Chriſt ; that he made atonement for the ſºns of the whole world.

Theſe are great myſteries. But if we could ſee the reaſons upon which the juſtice of

God proceeds in this caſe, here would be no myſtery : and therefore the myſteriouſneſs

of the whole proceeding ariſes only hence, that our finite minds cannot comprehend

the reaſons and limits of the divine juſtice. Moſt certain it is, that, if God be recon

ciled to finners, ſatisfaction muſt be made to his juſtice; for he may as well ceaſe to be

God, as ceaſe to be juſt. Whatever ſatisfaction is made, it muſt be founded in the reaſons

of his own juſtice, that is, of juſtice dire&ed by infinite wiſdom. The reaſons of ſuch

juſtice we cannot comprehend ; and therefore we muſt either be ſaved by means which

are myſterious to us, or God muſt give us infinite wiſdom to comprehend the reaſon

of his juſtice. You ſee then, that from this notion of religion, confidered as containing

the means by which God has reconciled himſelf to finners, it is ſo far from being

abſurd to ſuppoſe it in ſome parts myſterious, that it is not poſſible it ſhould be otherwiſe.

To redeem the world is the work of God: he only could find the means of reconci

liation, and he only could apply them : it is our part merely to accept them, and to obey

the terms and conditions upon which he offers them. Religion, therefore, which is

founded upon redemption, muſt needs conſiſt of theſe two parts ;-an account of the

redemption wrought by God; and inſtructions to men upon what terms they may reap

the benefit of the redemption. As far as our part goes in the Goſpel, there is nothing

myſterious. As to the other parts of the Goſpel, we are not required to comprehend

and account for God's methods of ſalvation, but only to accept them; which, as I before

obſerved, are two diſtinct ačts of the mind, and not dependent upon each other. As

for
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for the work of God in our redemption, it is indeed wonderful and nyſterious: and

why ſhould it ſeem ſtrange to you that it is ſo 2 Are there any other works of God

which are not myſterious : Coi, ider the creation and formation of this world; conſider

the ſun, the moon, and the ſtars, the works of his hand; tell me by what ſecret

power they move, by what rule their different motions were at firſt impreſſed, and by

what ſecret in nature or providence ever ſince preſerved. Or, if you think it hard to

be ſent to confider the heavens at a diſtance, do but conſider the earth, and the meaneſt

creatures of it. Can you tell how they are formed 2 how they live, and move, and have

their being 2 Nay, can you name that work of God which is not myſterious Is there

any thing in nature, the firſt principles of which you can diſcover and ſee into ? If in

all the works of God there is no ſuch thing, why ſhould we think it ſtrange that in his

work of redemption he has appeared ſo like himſelf, and that in this, as in every

thing elſe, his ways are paſt finding out * We live by the preſervation of Providence,

and enjoy the comforts and pleaſures of this life ; and yet how myſterious is our pre

ſervation How little do we know of the methods by which we are preſerved and

yet the benefits of it we enjoy, notwithſtanding our ignorance of the means: and why

is it a greater abſurdity to ſuppoſe that men may be redeemed without comprehending

all the means made uſe of in their redemption ? In all other inſtances whatever, the

miraculouſneſs of an eſcape adds to the pleaſure and joy of it, and is always remembered

with a kind of ecſtaſy in the relation. Salvation is the only inſtance in which men demur

upon the means, and are unwilling to receive the mercy becauſe they cannot underſtand

the methods of obtaining it. In any other caſe, a man would be thought beſide himſelf

who ſhould ačt in the ſame manner.

As to the two other points, the cleanſing of finners from their iniquity, and enabling

them to live virtuouſly for the future, or, in other words, the ſanétification and grace pro

miſed in the Goſpel; I ſhall not here enter into the conſideration of them particularly,

becauſe the ſame way of reaſoning is applicable in theſe caſes, mutatis mºtlandis; and there

fore I ſhall leave them at preſent to your own refle&tion.

Upon the whole: The only true and fair way of judging of the Goſpel is, to confider

what is the true ſtate of mankind in the world. If men are in a ſtate of purity and

innocence, no redemption is wanting, and the methods preſcribed in the Goſpel bear no

relation to their circumſtances: but, if men have everywhere finned, and come ſhort

of the glory of God, the law of nature cannot help them to thoſe bleſſings which by the

law of nature are forfeited; and there is manifeſtly a neceſſity to have recourſe to other

means to obtain ſalvation.

Confidering, therefore, religion in this view, we ſhall have reaſon to conclude, that our

only hope is in Jeſus Chriſt, our bleſſed Lord and Redeemer; and to ſay with St. Peter,

Lord, whither ſhall we go? Thou, thou only, haſ the words of eternal life: and we believe,

and are ſure, that thou art that Chriſt, the Son of the living God.

- D 2
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P A R T V.

WHEN we conſider the great and wonderful work of our redemption, though we cannot

account for every ſtep of it to our own reaſon and underſtanding, yet neither can we imagine

it to be the effect of mere will and arbitrary appointment, and void of all foundation in the

reaſon and propriety of things. All the works of God are works of wiſdom; and, as far

as our capacities give us leave to judge, we diſcern evident marks of wiſdom in them all,

and diſcover a fitneſs and propriety in every thing with reſpect to the end which it is in

tended to ſerve or promote. If this be ſo in every inſtance in which we are able to make

any judgment, it is a great preſumption that it is, and muſt be ſo, in all other inſtances which

are too high and great to be viewed and meaſured by human underſtanding: and we have

one poſitive argument that it is ſo, ariſing from the natural notion that we have of God, and

of his attributes of wiſdom and juſtice. It is impoſſible to ſuppoſe ſuch a Being to do any

thing by chance, or in compliance to mere will and humour. No : every act of God is the

aćt of infinite wiſdom, and is founded in the neceſſary reaſon and propriety of things:

and it is as true of the works of grace, as it is of the works of nature, that in wiſdom he

has ordained them all. -*

It is one thing, not to be able to diſcern the reaſons of providence and grace; and another,

to ſuppoſe there is no reaſon in them. The complete reaſons which made it either neceſſary

or proper for Chriſt to die for the fins of mankind, may be removed out of our fight:

but to ſuppoſe that Chriſt really did die for the fins of the world, and yet that there was

no reaſon or propriety in his ſo doing, is to found revealed religion upon a principle de

ſtructive of all religion; for no religion can ſubſiſt with an opinion that God is a Being

capable of a&ting without reaſon. *

The publication of the Goſpel has given us new views in the ſcheme of religion, by

revealing to us the eternal Son of God, whom God hath appointed heir ºf all things, by

whom alſo he made the world: ; who is the brightneſs of his glory, and the expreſ; image of his

Perſon ; who upholdeth all things by the word of his power. Heb. i. 2, 3.

The knowledge of the Son of God, of his power and dominion in the creating and up

holding of all things, became neceſſary as the foundation of the faith required to be placed in

him as our Redeemer. The charaćter of Redeemer would be but ill ſupported by any per

ſon who had not power equal to the great undertaking. - -

When we conſider what expectations we have from our Redeemer, and what great pro

miſes he has made to us in his Goſpel, we cannot poſſibly avoid inquiring who this perſon

is : when we hear his promiſe to be always preſent with us to the end of the world, to

ſupport us under all our difficulties, it is but a reaſonable demand to aſk by what autho

rity he does theſe things: and when we are told that he liveth for ever, and is the Lord

2 of
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of life and of glory, there is no room to doubt but he is able to do every thing which he

has promiſed for his faithful people. St. Paul tel's us, that the Lord Jeſus Chriſt ſhall

change our vile bodies, that they may be fºſhioned like unto his glorious body : a great expectation

this but confider what the reaſonable foundation of this expectation is : St. Paul informs

us, that it is the energy of power which Chriſt poſſeſs, whereby he is able even to ſubdue

all things to himſelf. Our Saviour places this article upon the ſame ground: hear his

declaration; Verily, verily I ſay unto you, the hour is coming, and now is, when the dead ſhall

hear the voice of the Son of God; and they that hear ſhall live. In the next verſe, the reaſon

follows: For, as the Father hath life in himſelf, ſº haſh he given to the Son to have life in

him/ºff, John, v. 25, 26. If the Son has life in himſelf, even as the l’ather has life in him

ſelf; if he be really endued with power to which all nature ſubmits and obeys, a power

ſufficient for the creation of the world at firſt, and for the preſervation of it ever ſince;

we have reaſon to conclude, that he is now as able to reſtore life as he was at firſt to give

it ; to call men from the grave into being, as well as to call them out of nothing at the

firſt creation.

St. Pat'ſ tells us expreſsly, that Chriſt is the head of the Church; a title founded in the

right of redemption, that in all things he might have the pre-eminence; that, as he was the

head of all creatures in virtue of having created them, ſo he might be the head of the

church, the faithful people of God, in virtue of having redeemed them : For it pegſºd tºe

Father, that in him ſhould all fulngſ dwell ; that is, that Chriſt ſhould be all in all, the

head of the ſecond as well as of the firſt creation, Coloſſ. i. 18. According to St. Paill's

reaſoning here, if any other perſon had redeemed the world, or if the world had been re

deemed without Chriſt, he would not have had the pre-eminence in all things ; which yet he

had before ſin came into the world ; and, conſequently, the fin of the world would have

been the diminution of the headſhip and power of Chriſt. Upon theſe principles of the

Goſpel revelation, we may diſcern vaſt propriety in Chriſt’s coming to redeem the world :

the work was ſuch, that no perſon of leſs power could undertake it; and his relation

to the world was ſuch, as made it fit and proper that he ſhould be the Redeemer of it

when loſt.

The redemption of mankind is a work which in the event ſeems to concern men only:

but, conſidered as a vindication of the juſtice and goodneſs of God towards his creatures, it

is a work expoſed to the conſideration of every intelligent being in the univerſe. Whether

they may be ſuppoſed to inquire into God’s dealings with the children of men, we may

judge by ourſelves. It is little that we know of the fall of angels; yet how has that employed

human curioſity | For every man confiders himſelf as having an intereſt in the juſtice

and equity of that Supreme Being under whoſe government he lives, and by whoſe judg

ment he muſt finally ſtand or fall. If we doubt whether the ſuperior orders of beings have

the like inclination, St. Peter will tell us, That the ſufferings of Chriſt, and the glory

that ſhould follow,-are things the angels dºſire to look into. 1 Pet. i. 11, 12. And

- indeed
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indeed the method of God’s dealing with any rational creature is a common concern to all;

and it is for the honour of God’s government to be vindicated in the fight of every intelligent

being, that he may be juſtifted in his ſaying, and overcome when he is judged.

If this be ſo, it muſt neceſſarily follow, that the redemption by Chriſt, though it relates

immediately to men, muſt be agreeable to all the reaſon and relation of things, known or

diſcoverable by the higheſt intellectual beings.

St. Paul tells us in his Epiſtle to the Hebrews, that Chriſ took not on him the nature of

angel, but he took on him the ſeed ºf Abraham. Angels ſinned, and men finned: men only

are redeemed. If God is juſt, there muſt be reaſon for this, though not within our reach

at preſent,

What relation theſe angelic beings ſtand in to us in many reſpešts, I will not now inquire:

but that they are not unconcerned ſpectators in the work of our redemption, is evident.

Our Saviour tells us, There is joy in the preſence of the angels of God over one ſinner that re

pºntºth. Luke, xv. 10. Again; He that overcometh, the ſame ſhall be clothed in white

rainient; and I will not blot out his name out of the book of life, but I will conſiſ; his name befºre

my Father, and befºre his angels. Rev. iii. 5. Here the angels are mentioned as witneſſes

of the juſtice of the judgment, and not merely as attendants to make up the pomp and

ceremony of judicature.

Since then the juſtice and equity of God in redeeming men are things which the angels

deſire and are concerned to look into ; it is evident, that his juſtice and equity, and the

reaſons of Providence in this great affair, may be diſcernible to the higheſt order of intel

lectual beings, though not perfectly diſcoverable by us.

That this is probably the caſe may be hence learnt, that, where the Goſpel has revealed

to us any of theſe relations not diſcoverable by human reaſon, ſo far we can ſee the reaſon

and propriety of this great work of our redemption.

But let us confider how well theſe principles and doćtrines of the Goſpel agree together,

and how naturally the one flows from the other. When we view the ſad condition of

mankind, the fin, folly, and miſery, which are in the world; and then turn to contemplate

the perfections, the wiſdom, and the goodneſs of Him who made us ; ſome hopes ſpring

up in us, that this confuſion will ſome day find a remedy, and ourſelves a releaſe, from

the goodneſs and wiſdom of Him who formed us. I blame not theſe hopes, for they are

juſt. But if we once have the knowledge of the eternal Son of God, and can diſcover that

the world was made and is upheld by his power; that we are his immediate creatures and

ſubješls, is it not reaſonable in that caſe to found ſome hopes upon this relation ? Ought

we not to be willing to believe, that this great Perſon who made us will have ſome com

paſſion upon the work of his own hands, if we ſeek him in his own preſcribed way ?

Ought we not to hope to find in him at leaſt an Interceſſor on our behalf, an Advocate

with the Father? Ought we not to be inclined to recommend to him all our pleas, to put

all our intereſt into his hands, truſting that he cannot want bowels of affection towards the

5 Creatures
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creatures whom he originally formed after his own image and likeneſs: We are indeed

by nature dead in treſpaſſes and fins; and it is the Spirit of Chriſt alone who can give the

ſpiritual eye to diſcover effectually the ſacred relations exiſting between Chriſt and his

church. However the Goſpel diſcovers to the believing ſoul theſe relations between Chriſt

and the world, and particularly the relations ſubſiſting between Chriſt and his church; it

requires from us ſuch faith and hope, and ſuch obedience, as flow from this relation;

and could it poſſibly require leſs : Would it not be abſurd to tell us, that Chriſt is Lord

of the world that is, and of that which is to come, and not to require us to have hope

and confidence in him : Would it not be abſurd to tell us, that he is the Lord of life and

glory, and to bid us expečt life and glory through any other hands than his

From theſe and the like conſiderations we may diſcern how reaſonable the religion of the

Goſpel is. It has indeed opened to us a new ſcene of things, diſcovering to us the ever

bleſſed Son of God, the Creator and Governor of the world, who is God over all, bleſſed

for ever. What elſe it propoſes to us reſults naturally from this relation between Chriſt

and the world. This myſterious work of our redemption itſelf ſeems to have ariſen from the

original relation between the only begotten and eternal Son of God, and man the creature

of God; and our Chriſtian faith, in every article and branch of it, has a juſt foundation

and ſupport in the power, authority, and pre-eminence of the eternal Son of God. We

may well believe that he has redeemed us, ſince we know that he made us. And, though all

nature ſeems to frown on us, and to threaten death and deſtruction, from which no human

power or cunning can deliver us; yet the hope of the faithful is ſtedfaſt and unmoveable,

being placed in him who is able to ſubdue all things to himſelf.

The belief, that the dead ſhall hear the voice of the Son of God and ariſe to life, is

one of the grand fundamental articles of a Chriſtian's faith: if this be not well eſtabliſhed,

our hope and confidence are vain, and the preaching of the croſs of Chriſt is fooliſhneſs.

Let us reflect a little how our caſe ſtands with reſpect to the proſpect beyond the

grave. - -

When we view the world in its preſent circumſtances, and ſee the miſery and oppreſſion

which are in it; when we conſider that the diſtreſſes and ſorrows ariſing from the weak

neſs and the wickedneſs of men are in number and in weight ten times more than all the

ſufferings to which we are expoſed by the mere frailty of our condition; we can hardly

imagine that a wiſe and juſt God made the world to be what we find it is. When we look

farther, and find that the beſt men oftentimes fare worſt; that even the deſire and en

deavour to pleaſe God frequently expoſes them to infinite ſorrows in this world; we ſtand

amazed, and are ready to doubt whether theſe appearances can be reconciled with the

belief that God governs the world. But, ſince all nature proclaims the being and the

power of God, and the viſible things of the creation declare in every language of the world

the wiſdom and goodneſs of him who made them; under the force and convićtion of this

evidence that there is a God, we can find no poſſible way to account for his juſtice and

goodneſs
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goodneſs towards the children of men, but by ſuppoſing that he has appointed a day in which

he will judge the world in righteouſneſ; and ſince this world evidently is not the ſcene of this

judgment, we conclude there muſt be another, in which we ſhall ſtand before his tribunal.

Scholars may reaſon of the nature of the ſoul, and the condition of it when ſeparated from

the body; but the common hopes of mankind receive no ſupport from ſuch inquiries.

But ſomething farther is neceſſary to give eaſe to the mind in this painful ſearch after life

and happineſs. The numberleſs inſtances of mortality which we hear and ſee, the remains

of thoſe who left the world ages before we came into it, and are ſtill mouldering in their tombs,

form an undeniable evidence that death deſtroys this compound being which we call man.

How to revive this union nature knows not ; and as for thoſe who make the ſpirits of men

in the divided ſtate to be perfect men, they ſeem to have formed a concluſion without con
ſulting the premiſes. - a

Look now into the Goſpel: there you will find every reaſonable hope of man, nay, every

reaſonable ſuſpicion, cleared up and confirmed, every difficulty anſwered and removed.

I}o the preſent circumſtances of the world lead you to ſuſpect that God could never be the

author of ſuch corrupt and wretched creatures as men now are Your ſuſpicions are

juſt and well founded : God made man upright; but through the temptation of the devil

ſin entered, and death and deſtruction followed after.

Do you ſuſpect, from the ſucceſs of virtue and vice in this world, that the providence of

God does not interpoſe to protect the righteous from violence, or to puniſh the wicked 2

The ſuſpicion is not without ground. God leaves his beſt ſervants here to be tried often

times with affliction and ſorrow, and permits the wicked to flouriſh and abound. The call

of the Goſpel is not to honour and riches here, but to take up our croſs, and follow

Chriſt.

Do you judge, from comparing the preſent ſtate of the world with the notion that you

have of God, and of his juſtice and goodneſs, that there muſt needs be another ſtate in which

juſtice ſhall take place? You reaſon right; and the Goſpel confirms the judgment. God

has appointed a day to judge the world in righteouſneſs: then thoſe who mourn ſhall rejoice,

and the perſecuted and afflicted ſervants of God ſhall be heirs of his kingdom.

Have you ſometimes miſgivings of mind Are you tempted to miſtruſt this judgment,

when you ſee the difficulties which ſurround it on every ſide; ſome which affect the ſoul in

its ſeparate ſtate, ſome which affect the body in its ſtate of corruption and diſſolution P

Look to the Goſpel: there theſe difficulties are accounted for ; and you need no longer

puzzle yourſelf with dark queſtions concerning the ſtate, condition, and nature of ſeparate

ſpirits, or concerning the body, however to appearance loſt and deſtroyed; for the body

and ſoul ſhall once more meet to part no more. -

Would you know who it is that gives this aſſurance : It is one who is able to make

good his word; one who loved you ſo well as to die for you ; yet one too great to be held

a priſoner in the grave. No ; he roſe with triumph and glory, the firſt-born from the dead,

and
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and will in like manner call from the duſt of the earth the bodies of all thoſe who put their

truſt and confidence in him.

But who is this, you will ſay, that was ſubject to death, and yet had power over death 2

How could ſo much weakneſs and ſo much ſtrength meet together ; That God has the

power of life, we know; but then he cannot die: That man is mortal, we know ; but then

he cannot give life. " s - - - - - - - - -

Conſider; does this difficulty deſerve an anſwer, or does it not ? Our bleſſed Saviour

lived among us in a low and poor condition, expoſed to much ill treatment from his jealous

countrymen. When he fell into their power, their rage knew no bounds: they reviled

him, inſulted him, mocked him, ſcourged him, and at laſt nailed him to a croſs, where by a

ſhameful and wretched death he finiſhed a life of ſorrow and affliction. I)id we know

to more of him than this, upon what ground could we pretend to hope that he will be able

to ſave us from the power of death We might ſay with the diſciples, We trº/?cd this had

been he who ſhould have ſaved Iſrael; but he is dead, he is gone, and all our hopes are buried

in his grave.

If you think this ought to be anſwered, and that the faith of a Chriſtian cannot be a

reaſonable faith, unleſs it be enabled to account for this ſeeming contradićtion, I beſeech

you never more complain of the Goſpel for furniſhing an anſwer to this great objec

tion, for removing this ſtumbling-block out of the way of our faith. He was a man, and

therefore he died. He was the eternal Son of God, yea, God over all, bleſſed for ever; and

therefore he roſe from the dead, and will give eternal life to all his true diſciples. He it was

who formed this world and all things in it, and for the ſake of man was content to become

man, and to taſte death for all, that all who faithfully receive him, may live through him.

This is a wonderful piece of knowledge which God has revealed to us in his Goſpel; but

he has not revealed it to raiſe our wonder, but to confirm and eſtabliſh our faith in Him to

whom he hath committed all power, whom he hath appointed Heir of all things, even his own

eternal Son.
-

Had the Goſpel required of us to expect from Chriſt the redemption of our ſouls and

bodies, and given us no reaſon to think that Chriſt poſſeſſed power equal to the work, we

might juſtly have complained; and it would have been a ſtanding reproach, that Chriſtians

believe they know not what. But to expect redemption from the Son of God, whºſe

gºing; fºrth have been from everlying, (Micah, v. 2.)—the reſurrection of our bodies from

the ſame hand which at firſt created and formed them, are rational and well-founded ačts of

faith; and it is the Chriſtian's glory, that he knows in whom he has believed.

That the world was made by the Son of God, is a propoſition with which reaſon has no

fault to find. That He who made the world ſhould have power to renew it to life again, is

highly conſonant to reaſon. All the myſtery lies in this, that ſo infinitely great a perſon

ſhould condeſcend to become man, and be ſubjećt to death for the fake of mankind. But are

Poz. I. E We
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we the fit perſons to complain of this tranſcendant myſterious love? Or, does it become us

to quarrel with the kindneſs of our bleſſed Lord towards us, only becauſe it is greater than

we can conceive 2 No; it becomes us to bleſs and to adore this exceeding love of the great

Jehovah, by which we may be ſaved from condemnation, by which we expect to be reſcued

from death; knowing that the power of our glorious Lord and Head is equal to his love, and

that he is able to ſubdue all things to himſelf.



A. º

P R E F A C E

TO THE t

F O U R G O S P E L S.

Concerning the authority of the Four Goſpels, unqueſtionably owned by all Chriſtians

as ſacred Scriptures, indited by thoſe Apoſtles and Evangeliſts whoſe names they bear; and

the reaſon why they, and they only, have obtained to be received as the authentic records of

what our Saviour did, and ſpake, let it be noted:

1/?, That Irenaus informs us concerning Polycarp, that he was made biſhop of Smyrna by

the Apoſtles, and converſed with many who had ſeen the Lord : and from him Vićlor Capuanus

cites a paſſage, in which we have the names of theſe four Goſpels as we at preſent receive

them, and the beginning of their ſeveral Goſpels.

adly, That juſtin Martyr, who, ſays Euſebius, lived not long after the Apoſiles, ſhews that

theſe books were then well known by the name of Goſpels, and ſuch as were read by

Chriſtians in their aſſemblies every Lord's day; and we learn from him that they were

even read by jews, and might be read by Heathens ; and, that we may not doubt that by

the memoirs of the Apoſtles which, ſays he, we call Goſpels, he meant theſe four received then

in the church, he cites paſſages out of every one of them, declaring that they contained the

words of Chriſt. -

3dy, That Irenaus, in the ſame century, not only cites them all by name, but declares

that there were neither more nor leſ; received by the church, and that they were of ſuch

authority, that though the heretics of his time complained of their obſcurity, depraved them,

and leſſencil their authority, ſaying, they were written in hypocriſy, and in compliance with

the errors of thoſe to whom they wrote, and with whom they converſed; yet durſt they not

wholly diſown them, or deny them to be the writings of thoſe Apoſtles whoſe names they

bore: and he cites paſſages from every chapter of St. Matthew, and St. Luke, from fourteen

chapters of St. Mark, and from twenty chapters of St. John.

E 2 4thly, That
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4thly, That Clemºns of Alexandria, having cited a paſſage from the Goſpel according to

the Egyptians, informs his reader that it ...is nºt tº "c ſºund in the four Gºſhe's delivered by .

the church.

5thly, That ſatianus, who flouriſhed in the ſame century and before Irenaeus, wrote a

Cafena, or harmony of the fºur Gº's, which he named F. 32 rºzzº ov, the Goſpel gathered

out of the Four Cºc's. And that the ºlical cºnſtitutions name them all, and command

that they be read in the church, the peºple ſtanding up at the reading of them.

6thly, That theſe Goſpels, being written, ſays Irºnicus, by the will ºf God, to be the pillars

and fºundation of the Chriſtian faith, the immediate ſucceſſors of the Apºſiles (who, ſays Eu

ſºus, did great miracles by the aſſiſtance of the Holy Ghoſt, as they performed the work

of evangeliſ's in preaching Chriſt to thoſe who had not yet heard the word,) made it their

buſineſs, when they had laid the foundations of that faith among them, to deliver to them, in

writing, the holy Goſpels,

II. The mention of other goſpels bearing the names of other apºles, or of goſpels uſed

by other nations, is ſo far from being derogatory from or tending to dininiſh the teſti

monies of the church concerning theſe four Goſpels, that it tends highly to eſtabliſh and

confirm them, as will be evident from the following conſiderations:

1/?, That we find no mention of any of theſe Goſpels till the cloſe of the ſecond century,

and of few of them till the third or the fourth century; that is to ſay, not till long after the

general reception of theſe four Goſpels by the whole church of Chriſt. For ſuffin Martyr

and Irena us, who cite large paſſages from theſe four Goſpels, make not the leaſt mention

of any other goſpels noticed either by the hºrctics or by the orthodºx.

2dy, They who ſpeak of them in the cloſe of the ſecond, or in the following centuries,

do it ſtill with this remark, that the Goſhe's received by the church were four; and that

theſe belonged not to them, nor to the evangelical canon. Clemens of Alexandria is the firſt

eccleſiaſtical writer who cites the Goſpel according to the Egyptians, and he does it with this

note, that the words cited thence are not to be fºund in the fºr Goſhels. In the ſame book,

he cites another paſſage quoted by the hºrctics, as he conještures from the ſame Goſpel ;

but then he adds, theſe things they cite who would rather fºllow any thing than the true evan

gelical canon. Ibid. p. 453. Origen is the next who makes mention of them, and he

does it with this cenſure, that they were the gºſpels not of the church, but of the heretic: ;

among theſe he reckons, the Goſpel according to the Egyptians, the Goſpel of the Twelve

Apg/.../es, the Goſpel according to St. Thomas, and Matthias, and others ; but, ſays he, there

are only four, whence we are to confirm our doćirine ; nor d, I approve of any other. -

Euſebius is the next eccleſiaſtical writer who ſpeaks of other Goſpels, viz. The Goſpel

according to St. Peter, St. Thomas, and Matthias, and alſo of the A67s of St. Andrew, St.

john, and other Apoſtle; ; but then, as Origen had told us that the heretics only had them,

ſo he ſays, that they were publiſhed by them, and that they had no teſtimony from thoſe eccleſiaſ

tical perſons who continued down the other Goſpels in a ſucceſſion to them ; and that the doćirine

8 contained
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contained in them was much different from the catholic doćirine; whence he concludes, that

they are the inventions of heretics, and are not ſº much as to be ranked among ſpurious books,

but are to be reječied as wicked and abſurd.

Seeing then that theſe four Goſpels were received without doubting or contradićtion by

all Chriſtians from the beginning, as the writings of thoſe Apºſiles and Evangelifts whoſe

names they bear; and they both owned and teſtified that they were delivered to them by

the Apoſtles as the pillars, foundations, and elements of their faith, even by thoſe who

preached that very Goſpel to thein which in theſe writings they delivered, or rather by

that God who enabled them to preach, and directed them to indite theſe Goſpels for that

end : (2.) Seeing they were delivered by the immediate ſucceſſors of the Apoſiles to all the

churches which they converted or eſtabliſhed, as a rule of faith : (3) Seeing they were read

from the beginning, as jujin Martyr teſtifies, in all aſſemblies of Chriſtians, and that not as

ſome other eccleſiaſtical writings were in ſome aſſemblies upon ſome certain days, but in all

Chriſtian aſſemblies on the Lord’s day, and ſo muſt have been early tranſlated into thoſe

languages in which alone they could be underſtood by ſome churches, viz. the Syriac and

Latin : (4.) Seeing they were generally cited in the ſecond century for the confirmation

cf the faith, and the conviction of heretics ; and the preſident of the aſſemblies exhorted

thoſe who heard them to do and imitate what they heard : (5.) Seeing we never hear of

any other goſpels till the cloſe of the ſecond century, and then hear only of them with a

mark of reprobation, or a declaration that they were liváirſ; 232, falſely impoſed upon

or aſcribed to the Apºſſes, that they belonged not to the evangelical canon, or to the

Goſpels delivered to the churches by ſucceſſion of eccleſiaſtical perſons, or to thoſe Goſpels

which they approved, or from which they confirmed their doctrines, but were to be re

jected as wicked and alſºrd, and the inventions of rank heretics : All theſe conſiderations

muſt afford us a ſufficient demonſtration, that all Chriſtians then had an unqueſtionable

evidence that they were the genuine works of thoſe Apoſéſcs and Evangeliſ's whoſe names they

bore, and ſo were worthy to be received as the records of their faith: and then what reaſon

can any perſons of ſucceeding ages have to queſtion what was ſo univerſally acknowledged

by thoſe who lived ſo near to that very age in which theſe Goſpels were indited, and who

received them under the character of the holy and divine Scriptures &

III. And yet even to this general and uncontrolled tradition we may add farther ſtrength

from the following conſiderations: -

14, That ſince our adorable Lord was a prophet, or a teacher ſent from God, he muſt

have left to his church ſome records of his Father's will ; this King Mºffah, being to reign

for ever, muſt have ſome laws by which his ſubjects muſt be for ever governed ; this

Saviºur of the world muſt have delivered to the world the terms on which they may ob

tain the great ſalvation purchaſed by him ; or he muſt be in vain a Prºphet, King, and

Saviour; and ſo ſome certain records of thoſe laws and thoſe conditions of ſalvation muſt

be extant. Now, unleſs the Goſpels and other ſcriptures of the New Teſtament contain theſe

. - laws,
-
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laws, they muſt be wholly loſt, and we muſt all be left under a manifeſt impoſſibility of

knowing, and ſo of doing his will, and of obtaining thoſe bleſfings which he has promiſed to

his faithful followers. For to ſay tradition might ſupply the want of writing, is to contradićt

experience, ſince the traditions of the jews made void that word of God which they had re

ceived in writing; and then how reaſonable is it to believe that they would have much more

done it, had no ſuch writing been delivered 2 Again; our bleſſed Lord ſpake many things

which were not written ; he taught the multitude by the ſea, Mark, ii. 13. beyond jordan,

Mark, x. 1. in the ſynagogues of Galilee, Luke, iv. 5. at Nazareth, ver, 22. Capernaum,

ver, 31. out of Simon's ſhip, Luke, v. 3, and very often in the temple, John, vii. 14.—viii. 2.

He interpreted to the two diſciples going to Emmaus throughout all the Scriptures the things

concerning himſelf, Luke, xxiv. 27. He diſcourſed with his diſciples after his reſurrection

touching the things of the kingdom ºf God, Aćts, i. 3. St. John aſſures us that there were

exceeding many miracles that jeſus did which were not written, chap. xx. 30. Now,

whereas all thoſe miracles and ſermons which were written are intirely preſerved, and

firmly believed, tradition has not preſerved one miracle or ſermon to us which was

never written, and therefore can be no ſure record of the doćtrine or the laws of

Chriſt.

2dly, That it was neceſſary that the Chriſtian doćtrine or revelation ſhould be preſerved

in ſome writing, may fairly be concluded from the Holy Scriptures; for if St. Paul thought

it neceſſary to write to the church of Rome, to put them in remembrance, becauſe of the grace

given to him of God, Rom. xv. 15. as alſo to ſend to the Corinthians, in writing, the things

they had read or did acknowledge, 2 Cor i. 13. and to write the ſame things which he had

taught to his Philippians, chap. iii. I. : If St. Peter thought it needful to the jewiſh converts,

to teſtify to them that it was the true grace of God in which they ſtood, I Pet. v. 12. and to ſtir

up their ſincere mind; by way of remembrance, that they might be mindful of the commands of the

Apoſtles of our Lord and Saviour, 2 Pet. iii. 1, 2. though they at preſent knew them, and were

eſtabliſhed in the truth, 2 Pet. i. 12, 13. ; and St. Jude to write to the ſame perſons, to mind

them of the common ſalvation, ver, 3.: If the beloved Evangeliſt cloſes his Goſpel with

theſe words, Theſe things were written that ye might believe that jeſus is the Chriſt, and

believing might have life through his name : Surely theſe perſons could not but think it neceſ.

ſary that the eſſential doćtrines of Chriſtianity ſhould be written; and yet we are ſure that

they only have been written in thoſe Goſpels, and other Scriptures contained in the canon

of the books of the New Teſtament, and therefore we cannot have any poſſible doubt of

their authority. Add to this,

That the Apoſtles, and that Holy Spirit who did aſſiſt them in the inditing of theſe Goſpels

for the church's uſe, could not be wanting in cauſing them to be tranſmitted to thoſe

Chriſtians for whoſe uſe they were indited, becauſe they could not be wanting to purſue the

end for which they were indited ; for they being therefore written that they might know

the certainty of thºſe things in which they had been inſtructed, Luke, i, 4. and partly to engage

7 w them
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them more firmly to believe that Jeſus was the Chriſt, they muſt very early commit them

to thoſe churches for whoſe ſake they were written.

3dly, It is evident, that the immediate ſucceeding age could not be ignorant of what was

thus delivered to them by the church from the Apoſtles, as the pillar and the ground of faith;

nor is it eaſy to conceive that either they would have thus received them, had the Apoſtles

given them no ſufficient indication of them, or that they would have been eſteemed ſo imme

diately the charters of the Chriſtian faith, had not the Apoſtles delivered them to the

churches under that chara&er.

Laftly, We have good reaſon to ſuppoſe that the Providence of God, which was ſo

highly intereſted in the propagation of the Chriſtian faith, and making of it known to the

world, would not permit falſe records of that faith to be fo early and ſo generally impoſed

upon the Chriſtian world.

IV. We may, with the ſtrongeſt evidence of reaſon, conclude, that theſe four Goſpels, and

the other Scriptures received then without doubt or contradićtion by the church, were handed

down to them uncorrupted in the ſubſtantials of faith and practice. For, 1. Theſe records

being once ſo generally diſperſed through all Chriſtian churches, though at a great diſtance

from each other, from the beginning of the ſecond century: 2. They being ſo univerſally ac

knowledged and conſented to by men of great parts and different perſuaſions: 3. They

being preſerved in their originals in the apoſtolical churches, among whom, ſays Tertullian,

their original letters are recited, it being not to be doubted but they who received the

originals from the Apoſtles, and who had authentic copies of them given to them by their

immediate ſucceſſors, would carefully preſerve them to poſterity: 4. They being multiplied

into numerous verſions almoſt from the beginning : 5. They being eſteemed by the churches

as dige/?a noſtra, their law books, ſays Tertullian,—Books which inſtructed them to lead a divine

life, ſay the Martyrs, and believed by all Chriſtians to be divine ſcriptures, ſays Origen,

and therefore as the records of their hopes and fears: 6. They being ſo conſtantly rehearſed

in their aſſemblies by men whoſe work it was to read and preach, and to exhort to the

performance of the duties they enjoined: 7. They being ſo diligent}y read by Chriſtians,

and ſo riveted in their memories, that Euſebius mentions ſome who had them all by heart:

8. They being, laſtly, ſo frequently quoted by Irenaus, Clemens of Alexandria, Origen, and

many more of the early fathers of the church, as now we have then : It muſt be certain

from theſe confiderations, that they were handed down to ſucceeding generations pure and

uncorrupt.

And indeed theſe things render us more ſecure that the Scriptures were preſerved entire

from deſigned corruption, than any man can be that the ſtatutes of the land, or any other

writings, hiſtories, or records whatſoever, have been ſo preſerved; becauſe the evidence of it

depends upon more perſons, and they more holy, and ſo leſs ſubječt to deceive, and more

concerned that they ſhould not be corrupted, than men have cauſe to be concerned for

other records; and ſo we muſt renounce all certainty of any record, or grant that it is

- CCitalDA
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certain theſe are genuine records of the Chriſtian faith. Again; any ſuppoſed corruption

of the word of God, or ſubſtitution of any other doctrine than what has been delivered by

the Apoſtºs, could not be done by any part or ſect of Chriſlians, in ſuch a manner that they

who had embraced the faith, and uſed the true copies of the word of God in other churches

of the Chriſtian world, would not have found out the cheat: and therefore this corruption,

if it were at all effeóted, muſt be the work of the whole maſs of Chriſtians : whereas it

cannot rationally be ſuppoſed that the immediate ſucceeding ages ſhould univerſally conſpire

to ſubſtitute their own inventions for the word of God, and yet continue fiedfaſt in and

ſuffer ſo much for that faith which denounced the ſevereſt judgments againſt them who did

corrupt this word : or that ſo many men ſhould, with the hazard of their lives and fortunes,

avouch the Goſpel, and at the ſame time make ſuch a change even in the frame and con

ſtitution of this doğrine, as made it ineffectual both to themſelves and their poſterity : nor

can it reaſonably be thought that they ſhould venture upon that which, were the Goſpel

true or falſe, muſt needs expoſe then to the greateſt evils, while they continued abettors

of it. Lºſtly, that theſe ſacred records of the word of God have not becn ſo corrupted as

to ceaſe to be a rule of faith and practice, we argue from the Providence of God ; for

nothing ſeems more inconſiſtent with the wiſdom and goodneſs of God, than to inſpire his

ſervants to write the Scriptures for a rule of faith and practice for all future ages, and to

require the belief of the doctrine, and the practice of the rules of life plainly contained in it,

and yet to ſuffer this dividely inſpired rule to be inſenſibly corrupted in things neceſſary to

faith or practice. Who can imagine that that God who ſent his Son out of his boſon to

declare this doctrine, and his Apºſts by the aſſiſtance of the Holy Spirit to indife and

preach it, and by ſo many miracles confirmed it to the world, ſhould ſuffer any wicked

Perſons to corrupt and alter any of thoſe terms on which the happineſs of mankind depended ?

This ſurely can be eſteemed rational by none but ſuch as think it not abſurd to ſay that God

repented of his good-will and kindneſs to mankind in the vouchſafing of the Goſpel to them,

or that he ſo far maligned the good of future generations, that he ſuffered wicked men to

rob them of all the good intended to them by this declaration of his will. For ſince thoſe

very Scriptures which have been received as the word of God, and uſed by the church as

ſuch from the firſt ages of it, pretend to be the terms of our ſalvation, Scriptures indited

by men, commiſſioned from Chriſt,--by ſuch as did avouch themſelves Apoſtles by the will of

God, and fºr the knowledge of the truth which is after godlingſ; in hope ºf life eternal, they

muſt be in reality the word of God, or Providence muſt have permitted ſuch a forgery as

renders it impoſſible for us to believe and perform our duty in order to ſalvation. For if

the Scriptures of the New Teſtament ſhould be corrupted in any eſſential requiſite of faith

and practice, it muſt ceaſe to make us wiſe unto ſalvation; and ſo God muſt have loſt the

end which he intended in inditing it. The objections which the Popiſ’s make on account

of the various le&tions, are fully anſwered by Dr. Mills. -

GENERAL
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The Evangeliſts have given an abridged hiſtory of Jeſus Chriſt. St. Matthew and

St. Luke begin at his birth; the two others from the time of his receiving baptiſm at the

hand of St. John the Baptiſt, which was at the beginning of the thirtieth year of his life,

and the firſt of his miniſtry. It was ſufficient to the comfort and faith of the church to

know, that the Meſſiah, promiſed by ſo many oracles, and expečted from the earlieſt ages of

the world, was at length come; that in the courſe of his miniſtry he had fulfilled all the

duties of his office, that he had died to atone for our fins, that he had riſen again, and was

aſcended into heaven. And it could have been of little ſervice to us to have been acquainted

with all the particulars of his life from his birth till his miniſtry began. The prophets had

foretold nothing in relation to it; and the Evangeliſts only acquainted us with what had

reference to the predićtions of the prophets; in order to ſhew us the full agreement of the

events with the propheſies,—the Old Teſtament with the New.

Nothing effential, however, is wanting in the hiſtory of Chriſt: not one of the charaćter

iſtics proper and eſſential to the Meſſiah is omitted; of this we have given undeniable proofs

in the General Preface; and it would be ſuperfluous to add any more, though it might

eaſily be done. It is clear, then, that the whole of the Goſpel Hiſtory leads to the belief

that Jeſus is the Meſfiah: but it does not reſt there: it ſhews us what the Meſfiah is, and

what he has done for our ſalvation. Upon the firſt point it acquaints us, that the Meſſiah,

who was born of a pure virgin, of the family of David, a man in that reſpect, and like unto

us in all things, ſin only excepted, is the Son of God, his own Son, his only Son, begotten before

all worlds; the image of the Father, the brightneſ; of his glory; equal to him, and God as he

is ; true God; God ever bleſſed, God almighty; the Creator of the world; the judge of quick

and dead. This truth appears throughout the four Goſpels; and St. John's begins with it:

In the beginning, ſays he, was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was GoD.

Vol. I. F - The
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The ſame was in the beginning with God. All things were made by him ; and without him was

not any thing made that was made. And the Word was made fiſh. John, i. 1, 2, 3. 14.

This then is really what the Scripture requires us to believe of the Meſſiah; and not merely

that jeſus is the Mºſiah. St. Peter well underſtood this, when, in reply to the queſtion

which Jeſus aſked of his diſciples, Whom do men ſay that I am ” he did not content himſelf

with ſaying, Thou art the Chriſt, but immediately added, the Son of the living God. But,

this being a myſtery beyond the comprehenſion of man, our Lord thus anſwered his apoſtle;

Bleſſed art thou, Simon Barjona ; for fleſh and blood hath not revealed it to thee, but my Father

which is in heaven. To ſay, after this, that the name Son of God was merely a title of the

Meſfiah, as is aſſerted by thoſe enemies to our myſteries, who would have all religion upon a

level with their reaſon, is following prejudice alone, not liſtening to the Goſpel. According

to the Goſpel, indeed, the Meſſiah and the Son of God are the ſame; but according to the

fame Goſpel this Son of God exiſted ačtually and really before the Meſſiah was born into the

world. John, i. 1, 2. viii. 58. xvii. 5. and, according to the doćtrine of the apoſtles, this

Son of God thought it not robbery to be equal with God, Phil. ii. 6. the great God, Titus, ii. 13.

and over all, God bleſſed for ever, Rom. ix. 5. Thus, according to the Goſpel, the Meſſiah

and the Son of God are the ſame, only becauſe the Son of God, being made man, became, by

the perſonal union of the human nature with the divine, an Immanuel, God and man, and

thereby Meſſiah, jeſus, King of Iſrael, and Saviour of the world. And if the Jews, at the

time that Chriſt came into the world, did commonly uſe the title Son of God to defignate the

Meſfiah, as may be collećted from ſome parts of the Goſpel, and if they underſtood the

expreſſion in a low and improper ſenſe, the fault was in themſelves. The royal prophet

underſtood it very differently in the ſecond Pſalm, whence it probably came by degrees to be

uſed commonly in the ſynagogue; for neither David, nor Iſaiah, nor Jeremiah, nor Micah,

nor Zechariah, nor Malachi, who all ſpoke of the Meſſiah as of God, as appears in the Gene

ral Preface, had ever given the Jews any latitude to uſe the auguſt title of Son of God, as

belonging to the Meſiab, in any ſenſe of diminution, or as merely an official title. But, if

the ignorant Jews did give the title of Son of God to the Meffiah in an improper and figurative

ſenſe, is it from them that we are to learn in what ſenſe the Goſpel calls the Meſfiah the Son of

God? They certainly attached wrong ideas to the words Mºſiah, King of Iſrael, Son of man,

Saviour, redemption, kingdom of heaven, and many other expreſſions which Chriſt and his

apoſtles found in common uſe among them, and which they retained. But, as we need not

inquire of the Jews in what ſenſe Chriſt and his apoſtles uſed theſe expreſſions, but of Chriſt

and his apoſtles themſelves, neither is it of the Jews, but of the evangeliſts and apoſtles,

that we are to learn in what ſenſe they called the Meſſiah the Son of God. Now the paſſages

which we have quoted ſo clearly ſhew that it was not uſed as a title of dignity or office, but

as a natural and ſpecific name, that we muſt have a different goſpel, before we can teach or

underſtand it otherwiſe.

5. - - From
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From theſe two truths, which ſhine throughout the Goſpel, that Jeſus is the Mºſiah,

and that he is the Son of God, of the ſame nature with God the Father, the Evangeliſts lead

us to a third, which depends upon the other two; namely, that the Meſſiah is the Saviour of

the whole world, but eſpecially of them that believe. It is impoſſible to give a clearer idea of

a vićtim who dies to atone with its blood for the fins of others, than is given in an abun

dance of paſſages in ſacred writ. And it is the uniform doćtrine of the apoſtles, that it is the

blood of Jºſias Chriſ?, the Son of God, which cleanſeth from all fin, 1 John, i. 7. and that he

was made to be ſºn for us (or the offering for our fins), that we might be made the righteouſneſs

of God in him, 2 Cor. v. 21. º

On theſe premiſes, that Jeſus is the Meſſiah, that he is the Son of God, and God like his

Father, that he died for us as a victim dies in the ſtead of the culprit, and that by his blood

he has made expiation for our fins, the Evangeliſts everywhere teach us, that there is ſalva

tion only through Jeſus Chriſt;—that there is none other name under heaven given among men,

whereby we muſt be ſaved. Aćts, iv. 12. Now, to believe in Jeſus Chriſt, as he is depicted in

the Goſpel, is not only to believe that he is the Mºſiah, and that, having lived a holy life,

and confirmed by miracles the truth of what he taught, he died on the croſs to ſeal the truth

of the ſame doctrine, nearly as we believe, by a faith merely hiſtorical, that St. Paul was ſent

from heaven to preach the Goſpel, and that he piouſly and generouſly ſuffered martyrdom

for the goſpel that he preached;—but it is to believe in Chriſt's death and reſurrečtion for

pardon and real internal ſalvation. It is to ſuch as thus believe in Chriſt, and not ſuch as

have merely an hiſtorical faith that he is the Meſſiah, that Chriſt has ſaid, they have paſſ.d

from death unto life, &c.

To all this Chriſt has added ſuch ſtrićt rules of life, ſuch frequent exhortations to preſerve

believers in obedience to God’s commandments, that holineſs could not be more ſtrongly

enforced under the law of works. This we find in all his diſcourſes; and the Evangeliſts

inſiſt no leſs upon holineſs and good works, than upon faith, as neceſſary to ſalvation. If

faith produces not holineſs in our heart, it is a falſe faith, which has the appearance of lift,

but is dead. God loves us that we may love him, and he forgives us that we may far him.

Such is the foundation of the Goſpel, and a ſummary of the covenant of grace. The Evan

geliſts are explicit upon theſe things, and we can ſcarcely read a page without finding them

clearly expreſſed. -

They have taken much pains alſo in detailing the frequent diſputes which Chriſt, during

the three years and a half of his miniſtry, had with the Phariſees and Sadducees, and the

ſevere cenſures that he uttered againſt thoſe two ſects. John the Baptiſt had not ſpared them

in his diſcourſes (Matth. iii. 7.); but Chriſt oppoſed them wherever he found them; and he

found them almoſt everywhere; for it may be aſſerted, that the Phariſees and Sadducees

divided the ſynagogue between them. The Phariſees by their traditions were become the

leaders of the people; and, through the authority of their doctors, and the antiquity of

Certain
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certain dogmas and uſages, they impoſed what ordinances they pleaſed upon the timid

minds of the ignorant. Our Lord freed them from this unjuſt ſervitude; he thundered

againſt the pride and hypocriſy of the Phariſees; and, by his conſtant exhortations to the

people not to follow ſuch treacherous guides, he taught the whole church by no means

blindly to ſubmit to their leaders, or to admit into their religion, or receive among the articles

of their faith, any doćtrine merely upon the authority of their teachers, or of its antiquity.

As for the Sadducees, they taught ſuch monſtrous errors, that it is almoſt incomprehenfible

how they could have raiſed a party or ſeót in the ſynagogue; for, had it been only that they

denied the reſurre&tion, that were ſufficient to ſtamp them as impious men, who at one blow

would overturn the whole of religion. Jeſus Chriſt contended with them againſt this wicked

doćtrine; and, though they had great credit in the nation, and were almoſt at the head of

the Sanhedrim, on account of the extraordinary corruptneſs of the ſynagogue at that time, as

appears from Aéts, v. 17, our Lord oppoſed them powerfully, and publicly confounded

their impiety. Hence he had both ſe&s, the Phariſees and the Sadducees, for his bitter ene

mies; and it was theſe chiefly who conſpired againſt his life, and brought him to the death

of the croſs. Their intentions were merely to deſtroy him, and to ſatisfy their revenge; but

God availed himſelf of their injuſtice and cruelty to accompliſh the greateſt of all his
deſigns. w

THE
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60SPEL ſignifies good tidings; and is of the ſame import with the original word Jayyºor.

See Luke, ii. 10. The Goſpel, according to St. Matthew, fgnifies the hiſtory of the good

tiding £reached by jeſus Chrift, as it is related by St. Matthew, one of bir immediate diſciples

and fºllower; ; who was the ſºft Evangelift, and who, it is generally agreed, wrote his Goſpel

fºr the uſe of the Jewiſh converts at Jeruſalem, as ſome ſuppoſe, about the year of our Lord 48

ºr 49; but as others, with more ſhow of probability, about the year 38. See Dr. Campbell's

ffth Preliminary Diſertation to the four Goſpels, fºr a very full and accºrate criticiſm on the

word Goſpel.

C. H. A. P. I.

The genealºgy ºf Chrift from Abraham to joſeph : he was

cºnceived by the Holy Ghoff, and born of the Virgin Mary,

when ſhe was eſpouſed to joſeph. The angel ſatiſfieth the

anxiºus thoughts ºf joſeph, and interpreteth the name of

jºſuſ.

[Year of the World 4oo4.]

H E book of the generation of Jeſus

Chriſt, " the ſon of David, “the ſon of

Abraham.

* Lºkº. 3. 13–33. with Gen. 5. 1. & 10. 1. & 6.9. & 2.4 & 11. ro, 27. & 25, 12. & 36. 1, 9. Numb. 1. 20. Ruth, 4, 18.

*:-4 Pſ. 132. 11. If 1.1. 1. Jer. 23. 5. & 33. 15. ch. 22.42, luke, 1.31, 32. Aëts, 13. 23. Rom. 1. 3.

* Gen. 21. 3. Aćts, 7.8. Heb. 11. 11, 12, 17. Luke, 3.34. Joſh. 24.3.

* Gen. 38. 27. 1 Chr, 2.4.

* Joſh. ii. & 6. 22–25. Heb. 11. 31. Jam. 2. 25.

** 14. Luke, 3.23–34. Gal. 3. 16.

** 35. Acts, 7.8. Gen. xxix. xxx. xlvi. Exod. i. 1–4. 1 Chr. 2. 1, 2.

3.31-33. "Num. 1.7. & 1c. 14.

2 “Abraham begat Iſaac ; and ‘Iſaac begat

Jacob ; and ‘Jacob begat Judas and his bre

thren ;

3 And “Judas begat Phares and Zara of.

Thamar; and "Phares begat Eſrom ; and Eſrom

begat Aram; - -

4 And Aram begat Aminadab; and Amina

dab begat 'Naaſſon; and Naaſſon begat Sal

mon;

5 And Salmon begat Booz of “Rachab;

* 2 Sam. 7.

* Gen. 12. 3. & 22. 18. & 26.4. &
* Gen. 25. 26. Joſh. 24.4 f Gen.

* Ruth, 4- 18-22. 1 Chr. 2.5, 9–15. Luke,4. 5, 9-15

C H A P. I.

War. 1. The hock of the generation] The lineage ºf3.
Chriſł, ſºn ºf David, ſºn of Abraham. Campbell. Com

mentators are divided with regard to this phraſe; ſome

fºppoſing that it means, and ſhould be rendered, the hiſtory

ºf the life ºf jeſuſ Chriſt; and that it is a general preface

to St. Matthew's Goſpel; while others, and, I think, with

greater probability, render it, An account of the lineage or

*alºgy, and conceive it merely as the introdućtion to the

genealogy following. See the note on Gen. v. 1. As

St. Matthew wrote for the Jews, he deduces the genea

lºgy of Chriſt only from Abraham, and brings it down

*; him throughb. to ſhew his title to the kingdom

&L. I.

of Iſrael; while St. Luke, who wrote for the uſe of the

Gentile converts, deduces the genealogy from Adam. See

Gen. xxii. 18. Pſ. ii., But concerning theſe genealogies,

and the variations in them, we will ſpeak when we come

to St. Luke, ch. iii. 23. St. Matthew gives to Jeſus the

name of Chriſt, which ſignifies anointed, and marks out

the royal, ſacerdotal, and prophetical offices; anſwering

to the name of Mºſiah, by which the Redeemer was always

known and ſpoken of by the Jews. One right way of

eſtimating things, ſays Dr. Heylin, (in nearly theſe words,)

is by our want of them. If we look into ourſelves, we

ſhall find a want of Chriſt in all his offices; for, before

ſome conſiderable proficiency is made in religion through

the
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and 'Booz begat Obed of Ruth ; and Obed

begat Jeſſe ; -

6 And "Jeſſe begat David the king ; and

* David the king begat Solomon of her that

had been the wife of Urias;

7 And “Solomon begat Roboam ; and

Roboam begat Abia; and Abia begat

Aſa; -

8 And "Aſa begat Joſaphat ; and Joſaphat

begat Joram ; and Joram begat Ozias;

9 And "Ozias begat Joatham ; and Joa

* Ruth, ii.-iv. 1 Chr. 2. 1 1, 12.

43. & 14. 31. & 15.8. 2 Chr. 9. 31. & 12. 16. & 14. 1.

& 16. 20. 2 Chr. 26. 23. & 27. 29. & 28. 27.

jakim, and Jakim begat jethan'aº.

" I Sam. 16. 1. & 17. 12. 1 Chr. 2. 15.

P 1 Kings, 15. 24. 2 Kings, 8, 16. & 14. 1 1. 2 Chr. 17. 1. & 21. 1. & 26. 1.

* 2 Kings, zo. 21. & 21. 18, 26. 1 Chr. 3. 13, 14. 2 Chr. 32. 33. & 33.20, 25. * Some read, jºſas began

* Or Jehoiakim. 1 Chr. 3. 15, 16. 2 Kings, 2 .. 30, 34. & 24. 17. 2 Chr. 36. 1, 4, 10.

1 Chr. 3. 17, 19. Hag. i. 1, 12. & 2. 2, 23. Ezra, 3. 2. & 5. 2. Neh. 7.7. & 12.1. Luke, 3. 17.

tham begat Achaz; and Achaz begat Ezekias;

1o And Ezekias begat Manaſſes; and

:

Manaſſes begat Amon; and Amon begat

Joſias;

11 And * Joſias begat.” Jechonias and his .

brethren, about the time they were carried

away to Babylon :

12 And after they were brought to Babylon, .

‘Jechonias begat Salathiel; and Salathiel begat

Zorobabel;

13 And Zorobabel begat Abiud; and

" 2 Sam. 12. 24. 1 Chr. 3. 5. & 14. 4. * I Chr. 3. 10–17. 1 Kings, 11.

* 2 Kings, 15. ... 38.

* 2 Kings, 24. 12. & 25. 27.

the grace of God, men are at a diſtance from God, alie

nated from him, and incapacitated for that free acceſs to

the Creator, which, it ſhould ſeem, an intelligent being

might naturally hope for. Hence we want a mediator,

an interceſſor; in a word, a Chriſt, in his prieſłly functions.

This regards our fituation with reſpect to God. With

reſpect to ourſelves, we find a total darkneſs, blindneſs,

ignorance of God, and the things of God: here we want

a Chriſ in his prºphetic office, to enlighten our minds, and
teach us the whole will of God. We alſo find within us

a ſtrong miſrule of appetites and paſſions, and diſcordant

intereſts, blindly eſpouſed: for theſe we want a Chriſ?, in

his regal office, to govern our hearts, and eſtabliſh his

kingdom within us. Calmet obſerves, that as the Jewiſh

converts, for whom this Goſpel was principally written,

had no doubt of the Divinity of the Meſſiah, St. Matthew

did not judge it neceſſary to dwell here upon that ſubjećt.

He contents himſelf with giving an account of his incar

nation and birth, of a virgin; not that theſe truths were

diſputed by the faithful, but becauſe they had been gain

ſaid by the credulous and hardened Jews. St. John, on

the contrary, who wrote among the Gentiles, applied

himſelf to ſet forth and make known the Divinity of the

Saviour; for this was the point to which they made the

ſtrongeſt objećtions.

Wer. 3. Judas begat Phares and Zara of Thamar] It is re

markable, that only fourwomen are mentioned in this genea

logy, and all of them branded in the ſacred hiſtory, with a

mark of infamy ; Thamar for inceſt, Rachab for fornication,

Ruth for heatheniſm, and Bathſheba for adultery. Perhaps

the Holy Spirit defigned to obviate the cavils of the Jews,

who entertained low thoughts of Chriſt, becauſe he was

born of ſo mean a mother; for they could not but ſee the

abſurdity of ſuch a prejudice, when they confidered that

their moſt illuſtrious heroes ſprang from women, whoſe

aćtions rendered them infinitely meaner than the mother

of our Lord : her ſpotleſs charaćter, and unaffected piety,

were nobler ornaments than all the boaſted gifts of for

tune. We may juſt obſerve, that the Hebrews do not

commonly mention women in their genealogies, except as

here, when ſome particular reaſon obliges. He who came

into the world to ſave finners, and to call all men, the juſt

and unjuſt, to partake of his ſalvation, did not diſdain to

have ſinners numbered among his anceſtors; and therefore

no finner ſhould deſpair of his mercy. See Macknight and -
Calmet.

Ver. 5. Rachab] See the note on Joſh. ii. 1. Dr. Dod

dridge obſerves, that though it is not expreſsly ſaid that

this perſon was Rahab of Jericho, commonly called the

harlot; yet there can be no room to doubt, as we know that

ſhe was contemporary with Salmon, and may conclude that

ſhe, as all the other women mentioned in this liſt, was a

remarkable perſon. Now there was no other of that name,

eſpecially of this age, of whom the Evangeliſt could, ſo far

as we can judge, ſuppoſe his reader to have any know

ledge.

Wer. 6. Solomon, of her that had been, &c.] In the origi

nal it is, by her of Urias, a mode of expreſſion common

both among the Greeks and Romans. See the note on

2 Sam. xii. 24.

Ver. 8. joram begat Ozias] . It is undeniably evident,

from 2 Chron. chap. xxii. and following, that three princes

are here omitted. There are inſtances of the like omiſſions

in other genealogies. See Ezra, vii. where, by comparing

that chapter with 1 Chron. vi. it is found that five genera

tions are left out. We may well ſuppoſe that it was by

ſome peculiar divine direction, that the fin of Jehoram

is thus animadverted upon even to the fourth generation;

his intermediate deſcendants being thus blotted out of the

records of Chriſt's family, and overlooked as if they had

never been. See Doddridge, Beaufobre and Lenfant.

Ver. 1 1. jºſas begat jºchonias, &c.] Dr. Doddridge

renders this verſe thus, after the reading of the Bodleian

and other manuſcripts, notice of which is taken in the

margin of our Engliſh bibles; And jºſiah begat jehoiachim

and his brethren; and about the time ºf the Babyloniſh captivity

Jehoiachim begat jechoniah ; a reading, which ſeems abſo

lutely neceſſary to keep up the number of fourteen gene

rations. Inſtead of the time they were carried away, &c. in

this and the next verſe, we may read, the time of the tranſ

migration, or carrying away : and ſo ver. 17.

Wer, 13. And Zorolabel begat Atiud. Among the ſons of

- 4. - Zorobabel
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Abiud begat Eliakim ; and Eliakim begat

Azor; -

14 And Azor begat Sadoc ; and Sadoc

begat Achim ; and Achim begat Eliud ;

15 And Eliud begat Eleazar; and Elea

zar begat Matthan ; and Matthan begat

Jacob ;

16 And Jacob begat." Joſeph the huſband

• Wer. 18, 19. Luke, 1. 27. & 2. 4, 5, 41.

of Mary, of whom was born Jeſus, who is

called Chriſt.

17 So all the generations from Abraham to

David are fourteen generations; and from

David until the carrying away into Babylon

are fourteen generations; and from the carry

ing away into Babylon unto Chriſt are four
teen generations. w

* Ver. 18, 20, 25. Luke, 1.35 & 2.7. Mark, 6. 3. Iſ. 7. 14. & 11.1 & 53. 2. & 9. 6. Mic: ; *.

Jr. j. 12. Rom. 1. 3. & 9.5. 1 Tim. 3. 16. John, 1. 14. Gen. 3. 15.

Zarzabel (which ſignifies a ſtranger in Babylon), reckoned

up 1 Chron. iii. there is no mention of Abiud, or his poſte

rity; but as the Jews were very careful to keep genealogi

cal tables of their families, St. Matthew had, in all like

lihood, what he mentions here, out of ſome authentic gene

alogies preſerved in the family of Joſeph, whoſe anceſtors,

from Zarchałel, are likewiſe omitted in the genealogies

extant in the Chronicles, becauſe, in all probability, their

condition was but mean and obſcure. -

War. 16. jacob begat joſºph] It is a maxim among the

Jews, that the family of the mother is not called a family;

all their pedigrees are reckoned and deduced from the

father. This is the reaſon why St. Matthew has here ſet

down the genealogy of Joſeph. It is alſo very probable,

that Mary was an only daughter, and, in ſome degree, an

heireſs, and conſequently obliged to marry in her own

family. See Numb. xxxvi. 7. 9. So that by giving the

genealogy of Joſeph, St. Matthew gives at the ſame time

that of Mary. He is called the huſband of Mary; for the

names of huſband and wife were given by the Jews to

perſons who were only betrothed. See Gen. xxix. 21.

Deut. xxii. 24. Some copies, however, read, Joſeph, to

wºn the virgin Mary was betrothed. It is added at the

end of this verſe, who is called Chriſ; ; that is to ſay, who

is known by that name, and is really the Chriſ?, or the

Meſfiah. Compare Luke, i. 32. 35. For to be called is a

frequent Hebraiſm, to expreſs that the perſon ſpoken of

ſhill really and effectually be what he is there called, and

actually fulfil that title. So, ver. 23. it is ſaid, They / all

tº hiſ name Emmanuel; which is no common appellation

of Chriſt, but indicates his nature and office; the Deity

incarnate, who by his Spirit dwells in the hearts of the

faithful. See Beaufobre and Lenfant, and Heylin.

Who is called Chriſj What firſt gave riſe to this term

was, the ceremony of anointing, by which the kings and

the high-pricits of God’s people, and ſometimes the pro

phets, were conſecrated and admitted to the exerciſe of their

Holy functions : for all theſe functions were accounted

holy among the Iſraelites. As this conſecration was con

ſidered as adding a ſacredneſs to their perſon, it ſerved as

a guard againſt violence, from the reſpe&t had to religion.

Its efficacy this way was remarkably exemplified in David.

By this confideration principally, as he acknowledges, he

was reſtrained from avenging himſelf on Saul his enemy,

who ſought his life, when he had it in his power to kill

him. The Lord fºrbid, ſaid he, that I ſhould do this thing

unto my mafter, the Lord'; anºinted, to ſtretch forth mine

hand againſt him, ſeeing he is the anointed of the Lord.

1 Sam. xxiv. 6. The word here tranſlated anointed is, as

in other places, in Hebrew Mºſiah, and in the Greek of

the Seventy, Chriſ. It was a term, therefore, in its

original uſe, applicable to all the ſucceſſion of kings

and high-prieſts, good and bad, of the people of

Iſrael.

But the moſt eminent uſe and application of the word

is, when it is employed as the title of that Divine Perſon

age typified and predićted from the beginning, who was

to prove, in the moſt exalted ſenſe, the Redeemer and

Lord of God's people. He is ſpoken of by the prophets

under ſeveral charaćters, and, amongſt others, under this

of God’s anointed, the Meſſiah or the Chriſt. Thoſe of the

prophets, who ſeem more eſpecially to have appropriated

this title, formerly more common, to the Mediator of the

New Covenant, were the royal prophet David, Iſaiah, and

Daniel. The firſt repreſents him as anointed of God

King of God's heritage, the ſecond as ſet apart and con

ſecrated to be the Meſſenger of good tidings to the inha

bitants of the earth, the third as appointed to make expia

tion for the fins of the people. See Pſ. ii. 2. cv. 15.

I Chr. xvi. 22. If. lxi. 1, &c. Dan. ix. 25, 26.

P'er. 17. So all the generations, &c.] St. Matthew,

defigning to ſhew that Jeſus was the Meſſiah, begun his

genealogy at Abraham, to whom the promiſe was origin

ally made that in his feed all the families of the earth

ſhould be bleſſed : but the ſucceſſion of Chriſt's anceſtors

downward naturally reſolves itſelf into three claſſes;

namely, fift, of private perſons, from Abraham to David;

next of kings, from David to Jehoiachim ; and then of

private perſons again, from the babyloniſh captivity, when

an end was put to the royal dignity of our Lord's proge

nitors in the perſon of Jehoiachim ; who, though he was

born twenty-ſix years before the captivity, and really

ſwayed the ſceptre, is properly enough reckoned among

the private perſons, from the captivity to Chriſt; becauſe

the Babylonians ſtripped him of his dignity, and reduced

him to the condition of a private man. It is obſervable,

that in the ſecond clauſe the ſacred writer does not ſay, all

the generations, as knowing that for good reaſons he had

omitted three belonging to that interval; but only that

the whole number of thoſe which he had named was

fourteen, as they really were. See Macknight, and

Whitby.

G 2 Per.
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18 "I Now the "birth of Jeſus Chriſt was

on this wiſe: When as his mother Mary was

eſpouſed to Joſeph, before they came toge

ther, ſhe was found with “child of the Holy

Ghoſt.

19 Then Joſeph her huſband, being a juſt

man, and not willing to make her " a public

example, was minded to put her away pri

vily.

+ Gr: bgotten. c v.º, 'iš, I....' ... §:*- j.º: 5.

ro. Pſ. 72. 17. Jer. 23.6. & 33. 16. Dan. 9. 24. Hoſ. 1. 7. Aćts, 4.

Rev. 1.5, 6. 1 Pet. 1. 19.

7. Luke, 1.27.

* Luke, 1.31. & 2. 7, 21.

12. & 5. 31. & 13, 23, 32, 38. Tit. 2. 14. Heb. 7. 25.

20 But while he thought on theſe things,

behold, * the angel of the Lord appeared unto

him in a dream, ſaying, Joſeph, thou ſon of

David, fear not to take unto thee Mary thy

wife: for that which is t conceived in her * is

of the Holy Ghoſt.

21 “And ſhe ſhall bring forth a ſon, and

thou ſhalt call his name JESUS: ‘for he ſhall

ſave his people from their fins.

* Luke, 1. Io. 26. ch. 2. 13. & 4. 1 r.

Iſ. 7. 14. * Gen. 22. 18. & 49.

1 John, 3. 5, 8.

* Deut. 24. 1. & 22. 21–25.

Gen. 3.15.

Ver. 18. Now the birth of jeſus Chriſt, &c.] Now the

birth of jeſus Chriſt was in this manner; literally, was thus;

not only the birth, but the conception of Chriſt, and what

preceded it, are here included, in the word yívynaig, which

we tranſlate birth, and which ſome critics have unwaril

confuſed with the word yewsaic, generation, uſed in the #.

verſe of this chapter. Among the Jews there was a con

ſiderable ſpace of time (generally a year, or ſix months)

between the betrothing or wedding; and during this ſpace

of time it was that Mary was found with child by the

power of the Holy Ghoſt. See Luke, i. 26. The laſt

clauſe of the verſe is better rendered by ſome, She was

found to be pregnant, or with child, by the Holy Ghaft.

Wer. 19. Being a juſt man] Dr. Doddridge obſerves very

well, that it is without any good reaſon that this text is

often aſſigned as an inſtance, that the word is uſed to

fignify merciful or good-natured. If we conſider the infor

mation which Joſeph might have received from perſons

of ſuch an extraordinary chara&ter as Zecharias and Eli

zabeth, who would certainly think themſelves obliged to

interpoſe on ſuch an occaſion, and whoſe account ſo remark

ably carried its own evidence with it; beſides the intimation

given by the propheſy of Iſaiah, and the ſatisfaction he

undoubtedly had in the virtuous charaćter of Mary her

ſelf;-we muſt conclude, that he would have ačted a very

ſevere and unrighteous part, had he proceeded to extremities

without ſerious deliberation; and that putting her away

privately would, in theſe circumſtances, have been the

hardeſt meaſure which juſtice would have ſuffered him to

take. He was therefore determined not to make her a public

example; wago.3 yuztigat, which poſſibly refers to that

exemplary puniſhment inflićted by the law on thoſe who

had violated the faith of their eſpouſals, before the mar

riage was completed. See Deut. xxii. 23, 24. where it is

expreſsly ordered, that a betrothed virgin, if ſhe polluted

herſelf with another man, ſhould be ſtoned. We may

fuppoſe, however, that the infamy of a public divorce,

though ſhe had not been ſtoned, may alſo be expreſſed by

this ſame word. But then there was a private kind of

divorce, in the bill for which, delivered before two wit

neſſes only, no reaſon for the divorce was aſſigned ; the

dowry was not forfeited as in the former caſe, and the

woman conſequently was not ſo much defamed. Joſeph

thought upon this laſt method of proceeding: ignorant as

he then was of the divine conception in Mary, there was

doubtleſs a conflićt in his breaſt from oppoſite confidera

tions. Juſtice ſhewed, on the one hand, what was due to

himſelf; on the other, what was due to one of Mary's

charaćter. In juſtice to himſelf, he would not cohabit

with one whom he ignorantly thought to be defiled; in

juſtice to Mary, he would not give up to the rigour of the

law a perſon hitherto ſo blameleſs. His purity muſt not

conſort with ſuppoſed pollution; therefore he would put

her away : her charaćter was in all other reſpects ſuch,

that ſhe ought not to be expoſed to public infamy; there

fore he would put her away privately. While he was

thus deliberating within himſelf, and innocently in danger of

doing wrong, to give us a remarkable inſtance of the care

which God takes of good men, both in affording them

direétion, and keeping them from fin, God graciouſly

interpoſed for the direétion of Joſeph, and aſſociated him

with Mary in the moſt glorious charge that ever creature

was dignified with ; even the tuition and care of the

Saviour. See Heylin and Wetſtein. -

Wer. 20. The angel of the Lord] Probably Gabriel, who

had been ſent to Zecharias and Mary. . That Joſeph's

ſcruple did not proceed, as ſome of the fathers ſuppoſe,

merely from veneration, appears from the reaſon given

why he ſhould take Mary, which in that caſe would have

been the only reaſon againſt it. Some read the next

clauſe, Scruple not the taking of Mary thy wife. The laſt

phraſe, isiſ,the Holy Ghoſt, means, “Hath been formed

“ by the Holy Ghoſt.” See Pſ. cxviii. 23. It is obſerv

able, that the angel reminds Joſeph of his deſcent from

David, as it were to awaken his hopes, and to raiſe his

thoughts to the great event which was now about to open

to his view.

Wer. 21. Thºu ſhalt call his name jeſus] That is, He ſhall

be God the Saviour; for he ſhall prove that glorious and

divine Perſon, the long-expected Meſfiah, intended by

God to ſave his people, even all that truly and perſeveringly

believe in him ; by procuring an ample pardon for them,

and raiſing them, after a life of holineſs on earth, to a

ſtate of conſummate perfeótion and eternal happineſs.

Biſhop Pearſon ſeems to have ſet the etymology of the

name jeſus in the cleareſt light in his large diſcourſe upon

it, where he endeavours to prove that jah, one of the

names of God, enters into the compoſition of the Hebrew

IlalInc
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22 Now all this was done, that ‘it might be

fulfilled which was ſpoken of the Lord by

the prophet, ſaying,

23 °Behold, a virgin ſhall be with child,

and ſhall bring forth a ſon, and * they ſhall

call his name Emmanuel, which being inter

preted is, "God with us.

24. Then Joſeph being raiſed from ſleep "did

as the angel of the Lord had bidden him, and

took unto him his wife :

25 And knew her not till 'ſhe had brought

forth her firſt-born ſon: and he called his name

JESUS. -

* Num. 23. 19. 1 Sam. 15. 29. 1ſ. 44, 26. 1 Theſſ. 5. 24. Tit. ... 2. Heb. 6. 18. * If 7. 14. Gen. 3. 15. Jer. 31. 22. * Or, his name ſhall

* talled. A 5ts, 26. 19. 'John, 1. 14. Rom. i. 3, 4 & 9.5. 1 Tim. 3. 16. Iſ. 9. 6. * Deut. 12. 32. 1 Sam. 15. 22. Aćts, 26. 19. * Ver. 21.

like, 1.7, 21. 1 Theſſ. 1. Io. Heb. 7. 25.

mme jºſhua, to which jeſus anſwers; a derivation, which

plainly ſhews how Chriſt's being called jeſus, that is to ſay,

God our Saviour, was in effect an accompliſhment of the

propheſy, that he ſhould be called Emmanuel, for what

elſe, ſays the biſhop, is God with us, than God our Saviour?

Well, therefore, has the Evangeliſt conjoined the prophet

and the angel, aſſerting that Chriſt was therefore named

Jeſus, becauſe it was foretold he ſhould be called Emma

nuel. See Pearſon on the Creed, p. 69–71. and Dod

dridge.

; 22. Now all thir was done, &c.] In all thir, what

was ſpoken by the prophet was verified. Campbell. The ori

ginal words found as if the propheſy was the cauſe of the

event predićted; but, generally ſpeaking, things do not

come to paſs becauſe they are foretold, but are foretold

becauſe they certainly will come to paſs. The difficulty

here lies in the particle that, put for the Greek va, which

does not always ſignify the cauſe, but ſometimes the event

or conſequence. The Evangeliſts ſo often uſe it in this

latter ſenſe, that there will be frequent occaſion to have

recourſe to it; and therefore the reader will do well to

bear this remark in mind. It may be proper juſt to ob

ſerve, that the phraſe, it might be fulfilled, and the like, were

frequently deſigned and underſtood to mean no more than

that ſomething anſwered alike in both caſes. There was

an aptneſs orÉ. in the cauſe, the parts, or circum

ſtances, of one event to the other. Even to this day the

Jews in their comments ſay, That if it which was ſpoken;

and uſe the term to fulfil, upon relating a ſimilar fact, and

not the ſame referred to in the prophet which they cite;

ſo that we muſt not always underſtand this phraſe as appli

cable to immediate propheſies only. See Wetſtein, Ham

mond, and Heylin.

Ver. 23. Behold, a virgin, &c.] To what we have ſeid

on this propheſy in its proper place, Iſai. vii. 14. may now

be added, that it is not poſſible to underſtand it of any

other perſons than of the Lord Jeſus Chriſt and the Bleſſed

Virgin, in whom alone it is completely and literally ful

filled: but Biſhop Chandler has, with ſo much learning

and ability, explained this text to the ſatisfaction of all

rational perſons, that I have nothing more to do than to

refer my readers to the 237th and following pages of his

Defence of Chriſtianity. See alſo Green's fourth letter to

Mr. Collins, and Uſher's Annals, A. M. 3262. The laſt

clauſe of this verſe ſeems to ſupply us with a full proof

that St. Matthew wrote his Goſpel in Greek, and not in

Hebrew or Syriac, as many writers have ſuppoſed.

Wer. 24. Being raiſed from ſleep—bidden him] Awaked out

of ſleep—direčfed him.

Wer. 25. And knew her not till, &c.] Some may infer

from this paſſage, that Mary had other children after

wards; but the original here only excludes the time pre

ceding the birth, without any conſequence as to the future.

Thus Michal had no child until the day of her death; 2 Sam.

vi. 23. where the LXX has the Greek word so;, as in the

text. Nor do the words which follow in the Evangeliſt

alter the caſe; her firſt-born ſon ; for there may be a firſt

born without a ſecond ; and the commentators abound

with inſtances where the term firſt-born is uſed, though

there are no ſubſequent children. On what terms Joſeph

and Mary afterwards lived, is of ſo little conſequence to

us, that I cannot but wonder, ſays Dr. Doddridge, it

ſhould have been the ſubjećt of ſo much debate among

Chriſtians. The preſent paſſage ſurely is clear enough,

wherein the Evangeliſt, in the plaineſt manner, aſſerts that

Joſeph cohabited not with Mary till ſhe was delivered of

her wonderful Son, who is truly the firſt-born among

his brethren, and which alone was of conſequence for

Chriſtians to know.

Inferencer.—As all our hopes depend upon the ſalvation

purchaſed by the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, it is moſt ſatisfactory

to obſerve how convincing the evidence is, that he is the

true Meſſiah, the Son of God, and the ſon of man, in

whom the propheſies of the Old Teſtament and the pro

miſes made to the fathers were fulfilled.

When we ſurvey ſuch a ſeries of generations as this

before us, it is obvious to refle&t, how, like the leaver of a

tree, one paſſeth away, and another cometh; yet the earth ſtill

abideth, and with it the goodneſs of the Lord; which runs on

from generation to generation, the common hope of

parents and children. Of thoſe who formerly lived upon

the earth, and perhaps made the moſt conſpicuous figure,

how many are there whoſe names have periſhed with

them; how many, of whom only the name is remaining !

Thus are we paſſing away, and thus ſhall we ſhortly be

forgotten: happy if, while we are forgotten of men, we are

remembered by God: happy, if our names, loſt on earth,

are at length found written in the book of life.

Never was any daughter of Eve ſo dignifică as the Vir

gin Mary; yet was ſhe in danger of falling under the im

putation of one of the worſt of crimes. We find not,

however, that ſhe tormented herſelf about it; but, con

ſcious of her own innocency, ſhe kept her mind calm*
eaty,
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The wiſe men out of the eaſ are direáied to Chriſt by a ſlar :

they worſhip him, and ºffer their preſents. joſeph fleeth

into Egypt, with jeſus and his mother. Herod ſlayeth the

children : himſelf dieth. Chriſt is brought back again into

Galilee, to Nazareth.

[Year of the World 4ood.]

OW when Jeſus was born in Bethle

- hem of Judea in the days of Herod

* Mic. º. 2. Luke, 2.4-7. ch. 1. 25.

60. 3. Zech. 8. 23. • Gen. 25. 6. 18.

Aćts, 4.27, 28. John, 15. 18. ch. 8. 29.

Gen. 49. 10.

Job, i. 3. Judg. 6. ".

* Heads of the 14 courſes.

Dan. 9. 24–26.

1 Kings, 4. 30.

1 Chr. 24. 4-18.

the king, "behold, there came wiſe men from

* the eaſt to Jeruſalem,

2 Saying, Where is he that is "born King of

the Jews for we have ſeen his ſtar in the

eaſt, and are come to worſhip him.

3 * When Herod the king had heard

thºſe things, “he was troubled, and all Jeruſalem

with him.

4 And when he had gathered all ‘the chief

Iſ. 1 1. Io. &

* Pſ. 2. 1–6.

* Gen. 22. 18. & 49. 10.Hag. 2. ~, d. Mal. 3. 7, 42.

Num. 24. 17. Iſ Go. 3.* Iſ. 9. 6, 7, & 54. 13.

2 Chr. 36. 14

eaſy, and committed her cauſe to him who judgeth righteouſly;

and, like her, thoſe who are careful to keep a good con

ſcience, may cheerfully truſt God with the keeping of their

good name.

We have in Joſeph an excellent pattern of gentleneſs

and prudence (ver. 19.). In an affair which appeared

dubious, he choſe, as we ſhould always do, rather to err

on the favourable than on the ſevere extreme; he was

careful to avoid any precipitate ſteps; and in the moments

of deliberation God interpoſed, to guide and determine

his reſolves. It is good for us to think, to refleč7 on thingſ,

as Joſeph did. Were there more of deliberation in our

cenſures and judgments, there would be more of mercy

and moderation in them. -

The angel appeared to Joſeph in a dream (ver. 20).

When we are moſt quiet and compoſed, we are in the beſt

frame to receive the notices of the divine will. Extraor

dinary direétion, like the preſert, is not to be expected by

us; but God has ſtill methods of making known his mind

in doubtful caſes, by hints of Providence, debates of con

feience, advice of faithful friends, and by the ſtudy of,

and light thrown upon, his ſacred word. We ſhould

therefore from each of theſe (ſtill applying the general

rules of the written word) take direétion from God in all

the ſteps of our life, and more particularly in the great

concerns of it.

With what wonder and pleaſure muſt jºſph have

received the glad tidings, ſo honourable to Mary, ſo ſatiſ

faćtory to himſelf! With what pleaſure ſhould que alſo

receive them | For we too are informed of Jeſus, who

came to ſave his peºple from their ſºnſ. How important and

glorious a ſalvation I Bleſſed JESUS anſwer thy cha.

raćter, in delivering us not only from fin's condemning,

but from its reigning and exiſting power. May our ſouls

bow to EMMANUEL, our incarnate God, and gratefully

adore that wonderful condeſcenſion,-God and man united

in one Chriſt, that God and man may be for ever recon

ciled !

REFLECTIons.—1ſt, As the Old Teſtament opened with

the generation of the heaven and the earth, the New

begins with the generation of Him who, in the fulneſs of

time, became incarnate for man's redemption from the

curſe he had brought upon himſelf, and under which the

whole creation groaned. We have here his genealogy

from authentic records, to prove the accompliſhment of

the propheſies which went before concerning him, as

ſprung, according to the fleſh, from David and Abraham,

Gen. xii. 3. 2 Sam. vii. 12. for which purpoſe theſe gene

alogical tables are produced, abundantly ſufficient for the

conviction of thoſe in that day, that Jeſus was deſcended

from theſe patriarchs, whatever cavils have fince been

raiſed, or difficulties ſtarted againſt them.

In this genealogy we may obſerve, (1.) That the line

of deſcent is not always through the firſt-born, but in

many, as Abraham, Jacob, Judah, David, &c. from the

younger ſons. (2.) That of the four women mentioned,

we have two Gentiles and two adultereſſes, who would

ſeem to add no honour to their deſcendants; but herein

we have an intimation, that Chriſt's ſalvation was not

deſigned to be confined to the Jewiſh people, but to be

extended to the Gentiles alſo ; and that the moſt guilty

need not deſpair, when they ſee that our Lord, in taking

the likenſ of ſinful flºſſ, humbles himſelf to derive his

deſcent from ſuch as theſe. (3.) In the genealogy there

are ſeveral perſons paſſed over; for what reaſon, it is diffi

cult, and of little import, to reſolve ; and the lineal

deſcendant, though at the diſtance of three generations,

is ſaid to be the ſon of his remote anceſtor, as in the caſe

of Ozias (4.) The generations are divided into three

fourteens. not that there were no more perſons really in

the deſcrint, but that the Evangeliſt thought fit to mention

no more. In the firſt, we ſee the family of David riſing

to the throne; in the ſecond, a race of kings deſcend from

him; in the laſt, the royal family declines even to a poor

carpenter; ſo fading is this world's greatneſs. Yet then,

when to human view all proſpect of the kingdom's being

reſtored to David’s houſe ſeemed deſperate, Jeſus aroſe to

fit on his father's throne, Luke, i. 32. : when God pro

miſes, we never need deſpair. (5.) Jeſus is called Chriſ?,

or Mºſiah, the Anointed One, uniting in his perſon the

threefold offices, to which men were anointed under the

law, of prophet, prieſt, and king ; and all his followers are

called Chriſtians, an honourable title, and moſt applicable

to thoſe who have indeed received an unſ?ion from the holy

One, and are conſecrated to God as king; and priſis through
their exalted Head.

2dly, The account of the birth of Jeſus follows his

genealogy. And we have,

1. His miraculous conception. His mother Mary had

* * been
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picſ; and ‘ſcribes of the people together, he

demanded of them where Chriſt ſhould be

born.

* Ezra, 7. 11, 12. 1 Chr. 24. 6. 2 Chr.

5 And they ſaid unto him, In Bethlehem

of Judea: for thus it is written by the pro

phet, -

34. 13. ch. 7. 29. & 13.52. Jer. 8. 8.

been betrothed to Joſeph ; but before the marriage was

conſummated ſhe was found with child, through the

wºndrous operation of , the Holy Ghoſt, who formed

Chriſt's human nature, that it might be pure from every

ſpot of that corruption which naturally deſcends to every

ſon of Adam with his being , and that he might thus be

a Lamb without blemiſh, fit for God's altar.

2. Joſeph's prudent reſolve. Probably Mary herſelf

communicated to him the circumſtances of her caſe; and

though a thouſand ſuggeſtions might riſe up to queſtion

her veracity; (and to take her to his bed in ſuch a ſituation

he could not think of, being a juſ! man :) yet was he

unwilling withal to make her a public example, and have her

puniſhed with death as an aduštereſs: her artleſs relation

and unaffected ſimplicity, though wonderful, might well

have cauſed him to heſitate ; and where the ſhadow of a

doubt remains, a juſt man will ever lean to the fide of

mercy and charity : therefore he reſolved to put her away

privily, as little as poſſible to wound her charaćter, while

duty bade him preſerve his own. Note ; (1.) Though

apparently the greateſt injuries may be done us, it is wife

to ſuppreſs raſh anger, and deliberate before we puniſh.

(2.) In very dark caſes, where any circumſtances appear

which will admit of a favourable interpretation, love,

which thinketh no evil, will gladly entertain them.

3. The Lord relieves Joſeph from his perplexity: while

he deliberates what was fit to be done for God's glory and

his own peace in Mary's caſe, the angel of the Lord in a

dream directs him how to act. For, when we are in doubt,

yet in ſimplicity deſire to know and follow the will of God,

we ſhall be direéted, if not by an angel or a dream, yet

by ſome word of God, or intimation of Providence.

Joſeph is now diverted from his purpoſe, and bidden, without

heſitation, to take to him his wife, fince her conception is

not the fruit of adultery, but of the Holy Ghoſt; and the

angel calls him jºſph, thou ſon of David, to lead his

thoughts from this extraordinary circumſtance to the Meſ

fiah who ſhould deſcend from him; aſſuring him, that this

child now conceived is defigned to be the very perſon, as

the name given him imports; he ſhall be called jeſus, or

the Saviour ; this being the great end of his appearing, to

fate his peºple from their ſins, from the puniſhment, the

power, and the nature of them. Note: They to whom

Jeſus is become a Saviour, are diſtinguiſhed from others

by their holineſs; every one who nameth the name of

Chriſt muſt depart from iniquity, or they are none of his ;

yet it is by his grace that they are enabled ſo to do.

4. The accompliſhment of the Scriptures herein is ob

ſerved by the Evangeliſt. The propheſy of Iſaiah, ch. vii.

14. had foretold, a virgin ſhould conceive, and bring forth a

fºn, and his name be called Immanuel, that is, God with us ;

which was now fulfilled; Mary being that virgin, and God

himſelf by the incarnation uniting the human nature to the

divine. Jeſus Chriſt was thus enabled to execute the office of

a Saviour, having the humanity thus united to his godhead,

to offer for the fins of men: infinite worth was therefore

annexed to this ſacrifice, ariſing from the dignity of his

Perſon ; by which means God became reconciled to us,

and we who were far off were brought nigh unto God.

How myſterious this union | Let us wonder, love, and
adore I

5. Joſeph no ſooner awaked, than he obeyed the heavenly

viſion, which carried undoubted evidence to his mind

of its original; and in obedience to the angel's command,

he called the child's name Jeſus. Note, (1.) When

God commands, we muſt obey without heſitation. (2.)

Since Jeſus is now come into the world, we are called

upon to accept of his ſalvation: for, if we neglect or deſpiſe

it, how ſhall we eſcape P

C H A P. II.

Wer. 1. Bethlehem of judea—wiſ men, &c.] Bethlehem

was a ſmall town in the tribe of Judah, which lay on the

ſouth of Jeruſalem; there was a city of the ſame name in

Galilee, which belonged to the tribe of Zebulun, Joſh.

xix. 15. and this is the reaſon why the former is here

called Bethlehem of judea. In the dayſ of Herod the king,

is an Hebraiſm for the time of king Herod the Great; who

was at firſt tetrarch or governor of Judaea, and afterwards

declared king of the ſame country. See Joſeph. Hiſt. Jud.

1.xiv. c. 3- and l. xvii. c. 1 o. The evangelical and apoſtolical

hiſtory begins with Herod the Great, and ends with Agrippa,

the laſt king of the Jews. Concerning theſe wife men, four

things are pretty generally agreed; that they were Perſians,

or Parthians; that they were prieſts, or miniſters of religion;

that they frequently travelled into different countries; and

that they applied themſelves very much to the contem

plation of the ſtars. As to the title here given them, it is

certain that the word Mºyo, Magi, was not appropriated

in ancient times to ſuch as practiſed wicked arts, but

frequently was uſed to expreſs philoſophers or men of

learning; and thoſe particularly who were curious in

examining the works of nature, and in obſerving the

motions of the heavenly bodies. Compare Daniel,

ii. 2. 27. and v. I 1. and the Septuagint ; and ſee Wetſtein

and Doddridge.

Wer. 2. Saying, &c.] Saying, Where is this new-born

Ring of the jews & Campbell. There does not ſeem to

be any need of ſuppoſing, with ſome of the fathers, that

the wiſe men knew the ſignification of this ſºar which they

ſaw while they were in the eaſt, by comparing it with

Balaam's propheſy, Numb. xxiv. 17. or Daniel's, ch. ii. 44.

ix. 25. Nor can we think, as Grotius ſeems to intimate,

that they diſcovered it by the rules of their art. It is

much more probable that they learned it by a divine re

velation, by which it is plain they were guided in their

return. See ver. 12. It was a common obſervation among

the ancients, that the appearance of a new ſtar denoted

either the birth or death of great men. Chalcidius, in his

comment upon Plato, mentions the appearance of this

Jºar
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6" And thou Bethlehem, in the land of Juda,

art not the leaſt among the princes of Juda:

for out of thee ſhall come a 'Governor, that

ſhall “rule my people Iſrael.

7 Then Herod, when he had 'privily called

the wiſe men, enquired of them diligently what

time the ſtar appeared.

8 And he ſent them to Bethlehem, and ſaid,

"Go and ſearch diligently for the young child;

and when ye have found him, bring me word

again, that "I may come and worſhip him

alſo.

9 * When they had heard the king, they

departed; and, lo, the * ſtar, which they ſaw

in the eaſt, went before them, till it came and

ſtood over where the young child was.

1o When they ſaw the ſtar, they "rejoiced

with exceeding great joy.

11 *| And when they were come into the

houſe, they ſaw the young child with Mary

his mother, and fell down, and * worſhipped

him : and when they had opened their trea

ſures, they "preſented unto him gifts; gold, and

frankincenſe, and myrrh.

* Mic. 5. 2. John, 7.42. * Iſ o. 6,7. Pſ. 2.6. Col. 1. 18. Eph. 1. 22. * Or feed. Iſ. 4o. 1 1. Ezek. 34. 23, 24. & 37. 24. Gen. 3. .

Exod. 1. To. Pſ. 10.8, 9 & 12. 2. & 40. 14. & 55. 21. & 64. 4. " Job, 5.12. 1 Kirgs, 19. 2. 1ſ. 59. 13-15. "2 Sam. 15. 7. 1 Kings, a 1.9.

Tit. 1, 16. Pſ. 12. 2. & 55.2 r. ch. 26. 48, 49. ver. 16. • It appears to have been a fiery meteor in the lower ſky. ° Luke, 2. 19, 11. Deut. 31. 47.

Pſ. Xcvi—c. & ros. 3. * Pſ. 2. 12. & 45. 1 1. John, 5. 23.

* Sam. 9. 7. S. & io. 27. 1 Kings, ic. 2. Prov. 18. 16.

Pſ. 22. 29. & 71. 17. * Or offer.d. Pſ. 72.10 -15. 1ſ 6c. 6. with Cen. 43. 11, 25.

*-----------—— — ——--

far in a very remarkable manner; “ as foretelling the

“ deſcent of a god upon earth, for the preſervation of

“ mankind; and as occaſioning ſome wift men among

“ the Chaldeans to go in ſearch of him, and pay him adora

“tion.” Dr. Doddridge and others render the latter clauſe

of the verſe, And are come to prºſtrate ourſelves befºre him.

Wer. 3. He was troubled] Alarmed. Our tranſlation

{uits well to Herod, jealous for his crown, but not to the

inhabitants of Jeruſalem, who were oppreſſed by him;

and (according to their notions of a Meſſiah) would con

ceive hopes of their deliverance from the news of his

death. The original word Tagaroa ſignifies only a great

emotion, whatever the cauſe be, whether of joy, or fear,

or admiration, Judith, xiv. 7. See Heylin and Mintert

on the word.

Ver, 4. And when he had gathered, &c.] And having

ºffèmbled. Campbell. All the chief priſis, muſt compre

hend here not only the high-prieſt for the time being, and

his deputy, with thoſe who formerly had borne that office;

but alſo the heads of the twenty-four courſes, as well as

any other perſons of peculiar eminence in the prieſthood.

See 1 Chron. xxiv. 6. 2 Chron. xxxvi. 14. The ſeribeſ of

the peºple, mean the rabbies or doćtors, who explained the

law to the people. See Michaelis's Introdućtion to the

New Teſtament.

Per. 5. In Bethlehem of judea : for thuſ, &c.] For a

full explanation of this paſſage we refer to the notes on

Micah, v. 2, &c.; juſt obſerving, with Dr. Doddridge, that

when this and ſeveral other quotations from the Old

"eſtament, which we find in the New, come to be com

pared with the original, and even with the Septuagint, it

will plainly appear that the apoſtles did not think it ne

ceſſary always to tranſcribe exactly the paſſages they

‘ruoted, but ſometimes contented themſelves with giving

the general ſenſe, in ſome little diverſity of language.

Ver. 8. Search diligently for, &c.], Make exact inquiry

about, &c. It is an amazing thing that ſo ſuſpicious and

artful a prince as Herod ſhould put ſuch an important

affair on ſo precarious a footing; when, if he had not

gone himſelf, it would have been ſo eaſy, under pretence

of doing honour to theſe learned ſtrangers, to have ſent a

guard of ſoldiers with them, who might, humanly ſpeak

ing, without any difficulty, have ſlaughtered the child and

his parents on the ſpot. Perhaps he might have been

unwilling to commit ſuch an act of cruelty in the preſence

of theſe ſages, left their report of it might have rendered

him infamous abroad : or rather, we muſt refer it to a

ſecret infatuation with which God, whenever he pleaſes,

can confound the moſt ſagacious of mankind. See Dod

dridge and Calmet.

Wer. Io. When they ſaw the ſharj Dr. Doddridge reads

a ſtar or meteor; becauſe, ſays he, no ſtar could point out

not only a town, but a particular houſe. The original, in

the concluſion of this verſe, is remarkably emphatical,

They rejoiced with a joy which was exceeding great.

'er. 11. And fell down and worſhipped him] Prºſtrating

themſelves they adored him. Heylin. The original word

for treaſures ſignifies not only a colle&tion of rarities and

precious things, but alſo whatever ſerves to hold them.

Here it ſignifies the veſſels or boxes wherein theſe ſages

had put the preſents they deſigned for the King of the

Jews. It was the cuſtom of their country to offer pre

ſents to the illuſtrious perſonages whom they came to

viſit, as appears from many paſſages of the Old Teſtament 5

(ſee Gen. xliii. 1 1. 25. 1 Sam. ix. 7, 8. x. 27. Pſ. lxxii. Io.

and Prov. xviii. 16.) and Maundrell, Chardin, and many

other writers of the beſt credit, aſſure us, that the cuſtom

is yet retained. We cannot help. noting how feaſonable

and providential an aſſiſtance this was to furniſh Joſeph

and Mary for ſo long and expenſive a journey as that intº

Egypt; a country where they were intirely ſtrangers, and

yet were to abide there for ſome confiderable time. Seve

ral commentators have obſerved a ſignificancy and pro

priety in theſe gifts; which, whether true or not, is at

leaſt ingenious. They offered him, ſay they, gold as a

£ing, paying him tribute; frankincenſ as a gºd, for they

honoured God with the ſmoke of incenſe; and myrrh, as *

man who ſhould die; for myrrh was uſed in embalming

dead bodies. See Doddridge, Beauſobre and Lenfant,

and Henry. r
, ºr,
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1. And being warned of God in a dream

that they ſhould not return to Herod, they

dºparted into their own country another

way, -

13 And when they were departed, behold,

the angel of the Lord ' appeareth to Joſeph in

a dream, ſaying, Ariſe, and take the young

child and his mother, and flee into Egypt,

and be thou there until I bring thee word:

for Herod will ſeek the young child to de

ſtroy him.

* Frod. i. 17. Aës, 4. 19. & 5. 29. * Ch. 1. 2 o. Num. 12. 8.

about two months, or abºut a year after Chriſt's birth, we know not.

Heb. r. 1.

u Hoſ. 1 1. 1. with Num. 24. 8.

14*When he aroſe, he took the young child

and his mother by night, and departed into

Egypt:

15 And was there until the death of Herod:

that it might be fulfilled which was ſpoken of

the Lord by the prophet, ſaying, "Out of Egypt

have I called my Son.

16"| Then Herod, when he ſaw that he

was mocked of the wiſe men, was “exceeding

wroth, and ſent forth, and ſlew all the children

that were in Bethlehem, and in all the coaſts

* Hof 11. 1. * whether this happenedRev. 12. 4. ch. Io. 23. P 6

y Prov, I. 16.* Prov. 27. 4. Dan. 3. 13.

It. 53.7, ch. Io. 34. John, 15- a 8. Prov. 20. 21. & 21. 30. Thus the time of Chriſt's birth was publicly marked ; and none left to rival his honours.

Ver, 13. Into Egypt] There were great numbers of Jews

in Egypt: ſome fled thither in the time of Jeremiah; and

great numbers were brought there afterwards, on account

of the temple of Onias. We may juſt obſerve, once for

all, that the particle 1329, behold, is a frequent Hebraiſm in

the evangeliſts, which commonly is but an expletive,

though ſometimes it is emphatical. The angel, would be

tendered more properly ar: angel.

War. 15. That it might be fulfilled, &c.] So that what the

Lºrd had ſpºken by the prophet was verified. Campbell. The

reider will remember the general obſervation which has

been made on ch. i. 22. reſpecting the phraſe, that it might

& fulfilled, and will refer to Hoſea, xi. 1. concerning this

text; which Grotius, Heinfius, and many of the beſt

critics, both ancient and modern, underſtand as a mere

alluſion. See Calmet on the verſe.

Pruſſian Teſtament obſerve, that the words out of Egypt,

&c. belong, in their proper and literal ſenſe, to the people

cf Iſrael, as appears from the beginning of the verſe in

Hoſea. Compare Exod. iv. 22, 23. Numb. xxiv. 8. St.

Matthew applies them to the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, according

to the method of the Jewiſh doctors, who conſidered ſe

veral particulars in the Old Teſtament as relating to the

Meſſiah typically, though, in a literal ſenſe, they referred

to other matters. -

Wer. 16. Then Herod, when he ſaw, &c.] Perceiving that

He was mocked by the Magi—ſlew all the children—entering

an the ſecond year and under, according to the time which he

had exactly learned, &c. Knatchbull. The word ivºraxºn,

in the original, rendered mocked, ſignifies properly to be

played with, and well expreſſes the view in which the pride

of Herod taught him to regard this ačtion, as if it were

intended to expoſe him to the deriſion of his ſubječts,

and to treat him aſ a child, rather than as a prince of ſo

great experience and renown. Haman's rage againſt

Mordecai is expreſſed by the LXX in the ſame terms as

Herod’s anger is here. See Eſth. iii. 5. v. 9. It is pro

bable that Herod in his paſſion ordered the ſlaughter of .

the infants, as ſoon as he perceived that he was diſap

pointed in his expectation of the return of the wife men ;

left otherwiſe the child, of whom he was ſo jealous,

right be removed : and, as his cruelty extended even to

thoſe who had entered on the ſecond year, which is expreſsly

VCL. I.

The editors of the .

ſaid to be according to the time of which he had got exač in

formation from the ſages ; it muſt be natural hence to con

clude, that it was not till ſome confiderable time after

the birth of Chriſt that he was viſited by the wiſe men;

even though we ſhould allow the firſt appearance of the

ſtar to have been, as ſome ſuppoſe, about the time of

Chriſt's conception. The truth is, it is very difficult to

determine the exačt period of time when the wiſe men

paid their viſit to Chriſt; though it appears to me moſt

probable from the 11th verſe that it was at the time of his

nativity. See Sir Norton Knatchbull, and Bedford's Chro

noſogy, p. 740. The reader will find, at the end of Biſhop

Chandler's Vindication of his Defence, a piece which well

deſerves his peruſal, intitled, The Slaughter of the Children

in Bethlehem, as an hiſtorical Fact in St. Matthew's Goſpel,

vindicated, &c. -

Dr. Campbell reads, all the children, all the male children,

re; ºrz.32;. I do not deny, ſays he, that there may be

initances wherein the Greek term 2, arziº, like the other

& Co., may mean children in general. The phraſe, both

in Hebrew and in Greek, is, the ſins of Iſrael, which our

tranſlators render the children of Iſrael, as nobody doubts.

that the whole poſterity is meant. We addreſs an audi

ence of men and women by the title brethren ; and under

the denomination all men, the whole ſpecies is included.

But in ſuch examples, the univerſality of the application

is either previouſly known from common uſage, or is

manifeſt from the ſubjećt or occaſion. Where this cannot

be ſaid, the words ought to be ſtrictly interpreted. Add

to this, 1ſt, That the hiſtorian ſeems here purpoſely to

have changed the term waſ?iov, which is uſed for child

no leſs than nine times in this chapter; as that word,

being neuter, and admitting only the neuter article, was

not fit for marking the diſtinction of ſexes; and to have

adopted a term which he nowhere elſe employs for infants,

though frequently for men-ſervants, and once for youths or

boys: 2dly, That the reaſon of the thing points to the inter

pretation that I have given. It made no more for Herod's

purpoſe to deſtroy female children, than to maſſacre grown

men and women; and, tyrant though he was, that he

meant to go no farther than, in his way of judging, his own

ſecurity rendered expedient, is evident from the inſtruc-,

tions which he gave to his jºi." in regard to the *.
o
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thereof, from two years old and under, ac

cording to the time which he had diligently

inquired of the wiſe men.

17 Then was * fulfilled that which was

ſpoken by * Jeremy the prophet, ſaying,

18. In Rama was there a voice heard, la

mentation, and weeping, and great mourning,

Rachel weeping for her children, and would

not be comforted, becauſe they are not.

19 "| But when Herod was dead, behold,

an angel of the Lord appeareth in a dream to

Joſeph in Egypt,

* Again fulfilled, as it had been at the Babyloriſh captivity.

the account called Ann, D. mini. * Ch. 1. 20. ver. 13, Pſ. 32. 7, 8.

* Pſ. 32. 3. & 121. S. & 48. 14. 1 Sam. 2. 9.

* Jer. . . 15.

Prov. 3, 5, 6.

20 Saying, Ariſe, and take the young child

and his mother, and go into the land of Iſrael:

for they are dead who ſought the young

child's life.

21 And he aroſe, and took the young child

and his mother, and came into the land of Iſrael.

22 But when he heard that f Archelaus did

reign in Judea in the room of his father Herod,

he was afraid to go thither: notwithſtanding,

* being warned of God in a dream, he turned .

aſide into the parts of Galilee:

23 And he came and dwelt in a city called

ſer. 4o. 1. & 41.3. The 3d year before

f Who was very furious and cruel.

with Gen. 35. 19. Joſh. 18.21, 23.

Pſ. 91. 11, 12. Exod. 4- 19.

ef the infants to be ſacrificed to his jealouſy, that

they might not exceed ſuch an age, nor be under ſuch

another. -

Wer. 17, 18. Then was fulfilled, &c.] Then, &c.—a cry

heard, lamentation, and weeping, and bitter complaint. See,

for an explanation of this text, the notes on Jer. xxxi. 15.

}}r. Doddridge underſtands this alſo as an alluſion. But

the notes above referred to will convince the reader, that

this paſſage may, with ſtrićt propriety, be underſtood as

a propheſy of that event to which the ſacred hiſtorian ap

plies it.

Ver. 19. But when Herod was dead] It will be worth

the reader's while to peruſe the particular and affecting

account which Joſephus has given of the dreadful death

of this inhuman tyrant, whom God ſo remarkably made a

terror to himſelf, as well as to all about him. See Antiq.

1. xvii. c. 6. Jewiſh War, l. i. c. 33. and Univ. Hiſtory,

yol. x. p. 638.

Wer. 20. Who ſºught the young child’s lift] Greek. Who

fought the ſoul : a Hebraiſm, of which our verſion gives the

ſenſe. See Kings, xix. Io. 14. Exod. iv. 19. to which

laſt paſſage the angel ſeems to allude. It is an ingenious

conjećture of Mr. Manne, that Antipater, the ſon of Herod,

who, at the time when Chriſt was born, was heir apparent

to his crown, and was a prince ſo cruel and ambitious,

that he had procured the death of his two elder brothers

to clear his way to the ſucceſſion, would very probably

be an ačtive counſellor and inſtrument in ſeeking the de

ſtrućtion of the new-born Jeſus, and in adviſing the

ſlaughter of the infants; and as this Antipater died but five

days before Herod, both might be referred to in theſe

words of the angel, they are dead. See Manne's Diſſert.

p. 74. Doddridge, and Wetſtein. --

Wer. 22. Archelaus] He was the fixth ſon of Herod,

and the moſt cruel of all thoſe who ſurvived him. He

cauſed three thouſand citizens to be murdered at one

time in the temple. Herod in his will appointed him his

ſucceſſor, and beſtowed upon him the regal authority;

but Auguſtus gave him only the title of Ethnarch, or

prince of the nation; of which, however, he deprived him

afterwards, and ſent him into baniſhment for his tyranny

and cruelty. Galilee belonged to the juriſdiction of Anti

pas, another of the ſons of Herod, and who was himſelf

afterwards called Herod. See ch. xiv. 1. He was of a

much milder diſpoſition than Archelaus, and was then

upon fuch hoſtile terms with him, that there was no danger

ef his giving up Joſeph and Mary into his power. The

reader, the better to underſtand this part of the ſacred

hiſtory, will do well to read Joſephus, or the Univerſal

Hiſtory as above referred to.

Wer. 23. A city called Nazareth] Which was a ſmall.

town of the lower Galilee, near the frontiers of the tribes

of Zebulon and Iſſachar. In the deſcription of the Na

zarite given Numb. vi. we learn that he was firſt to ab

ſtain from wine and all vinous liquors; ſecondly, to let his

hair grow; thirdly, not to defile himſelf with the dead.

Now in each of theſe particulars, as we have obſerved on

the 21ſt verſe of that chapter, the Nazarite was a lively

type of Chriſt; whoſe extraordinary endowments, as man,

were not from any natural cauſes, but from above, even

from the Spirit of God: who was inveſted with all power

and authority, of which hair was an emblem ; (ſee Judg:

xvi. 17. 20. 22. Compare I Cor. xi. 7. in the Greek;) and

who was intirely ſparate from dead works, from fin and

finners. It would be needieſs, and far exceed my preſent

boands, to quote the propheſies wherein the Meſfiah is

deſcribed as endowed with theſe high qualifications. Many

of the predictions concerning Chriſt may be reduced to one

or other of theſe heads; and, in order to turn the attention

of men to him as the true Nazarite, in which the type.

was completely fulfilled, it is remarkably obſerved here by

St. Matthew, that he came and dwelt at Nazareth that what

waſ ſpoken by the prºphets might be fulfilled, he ſhall be called,

that is to ſay, ſhall be truly and juſtly Na343.20%, a Na

zurite ; ſo the Vulgate, Nazareus. Thus, while the Jews

and Romans were calling him in contempt the Nazarene,

the providence of God was at the ſame time pointing him

out to mankind as the true Nazarite, from the circumſtance

of his dwelling in that city which had been prophetically:

with a view, no doubt, to this important event, called
Nazareth, or the City ºf the Nazarites. Parkhurſt on the

word Tºy mezer. It may be proper juſt to obſerve, that

there are other and different expoſitions given of this

propheſy. The editors of the Pruſſian Teſtament ".
wlt
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Naareth; that it might be fulfilled which

was ſpoken by the prophets, He ſhall be

called a ‘Nazarene.

* i. e. Brance, the Saviour; ſeparated, or crowned one. Iſ. 1 r. 1. Zech. 6. 12. Num. 6. 2. Judges, 13. 5, 7.

with the margin of our Engliſh Bible, and think that the

Piſage referred to is either Judg. xiii. 5. where Samſon,

a type of the Meſfiah, is ſpoken of; or Iſaiah, xi. i. where

the Meſſiah is ſtyled the Netzer or Branch, while Wet

ſºn, Doddridge, Macknight, and many others, ſuppoſe

that the expreſſion reters to the mean and deſpicable

trumſtances of the Meſſiah, and the reproachful manner

wherein he was treated, agreeable to ſeveral prophetical

Paiges of Scripture. But Houbigant is of opinion, that

the evangeliſt refers to the bleſfings of Jacob and Moſes,

in each of which Joſeph, as a type of the Meſfiah, is

called Nezir, or Nazarite. See Gen. xlix. 26. Deut.

xxxiii. 16. and Houbigant’s note on the laſt place.

Inferences.—The love of our Redcemer for a mean and

private life appears from the firſt moment of his birth, in

the choice which he makes of Bethlehem.

Thoſe who are neareſt to Chriſt very often know him

not, when thoſe who are farther off ſeek and adore him.

How great was the faith of theſe wiſe men, and how illuſ

trious a teſtimony did they bear to the dignity of our Lord's

perſon 1 Surely the readineſs that they ſhewed, and the

fatiguing journey which they ſo willingly undertook to pay

their adoration to their infant Saviour, ſhould awaken in our

ſouls an anxious concern, not to be excelled by them in

duty and devotion to this divine Lord, now that we enjoy

the better and more abiding light of his Goſpel, that

glorious day-ſpring from on high. With what cheerfulneſs

ſhould we preſent ourſelves and all we have to him

opening the treaſuries of our hearts, and offering before

him the valuable preſents of humble faith and adoring

love 1

It is not to be ſuppoſed that God would have guided theſe

wiſe men in this extraordinary manner, merely to pay a

tranſient compliment to Jeſus ; their proſtrations, no doubt,

expreſſed religious adoration as well as civil reſpect ; and

it is not unlikely that their report might in due time make

way for the reception of the Goſpel, in the country whence

they came. Gentiles as they were, we cannot help look

ing upon them as the firſt-fruits of the nations to Chriſt.

This circumſtance of the ſacred hiſtory affords a beautiful

cmblem of that glorious ſtate of the Chriſtian church,

foretold by the prophets, when the Gentiles ſhould come

dºwn to its light, and ſageſ and kings to the brightneſs of its

riſing , when the abundance of the ſea ſhould be converted to it,

cºd the wealth of the Gentiles conſecrated to its honour.

We may obſerve here how Jews and Gentiles conferred

together about Jeſus Chriſt. The Gentiles know the time

ºf his birth by a ſtar; the Jews know the time of it by

the Scripture; and ſo they are capable of informing one

another. It would contribute much to the increaſe of

knowledge, if we were thus mutually to communicate

what we know. Men grow rich by bartering and ex

change ; ſo, if we have knowledge to communicate to

others, they will be ready to communicate to us. Thus

tiary ſhall aſ curſº, ſhall run to and frº, and Knowledge ſhall

be increaſed. Even a Herod, you may remark, conſults

the prieſts and teachers of the law in matters of religious

concernment : and to inſpire us with reverence for the

oracles of God, theſe prieſts preſume not to anſwer the

queſtion, but by a reference to the Scriptures of truth.

How very conſpicuous did the wiſdom and power of

divine Providence appear in the preſervation of the infant

Jeſus ! and in thwarting the vile hypocriſy and execrable

cruelty of the tyrant Herod ' There is no underſfanding,

or wiſdom, or counſel againſt the Lord ; no ſcheme ſo art

fully diſguiſed that he cannot penetrate it 3 or ſo politi

cally formed, that he cannot with infinite eaſe confound it.

To what perplexity and grief might theſe ſages have

been brought, had they been made even the innocent inſtra

ments of an aſſault on this holy child ! But God de

livered them from ſuch an alarm, and happily guided their

return (ver. 12.); ſo that through his care and favour they

carried home, in the tidings of the new-born Meſſiah, far

richer treaſures than they had left behind. Thus ſhall

they, who in all their ways acknowledge God, by one method

or another find that he will graciouſly direčº their paths

We may remark how God in his providence makes the

cruelty of a Herod ſubſervient to the publication of his

Son's birth, and to the accompliſhment of his deſigns with

reſpect to him. He reduces, within the order of his good

neſs, the greateſt diſorders of human wickedneſs. He

makes that Egypt, which was once the ſeat of perſecution

and oppreſſion to his choſen people, a refuge to his Son :

and thus all places will be to us what the providence of

God ſhall be pleaſed to make them.

How many inſtructive leſſons may we derive from this

inhuman maſſicre of the innocents at Bethlehem | W:

are hence taught that, afflićtions are not arguments of

guilt, ſince innocent children were made a ſacrifice to th:

ambition of a cruel tyrant : that we ought to be ready tº

part with what is dear to us as our own children, when

ever they may become inſtruments of God's glory: that

what oppreſſion ſoever innocence meets with from the

hands of wicked men, it is for the good of thoſe who

ſuffer it: that the condućt of thoſe parents who neglect

the education and inſtruction of their children in Chriſtian

and virtuous principles, exceeds the cruelty of a Herod–-

(he only deprived little innocents of this life ; they expoſe

their cwn bowels to eternal death); and that to b:

true diſciples of Chriſt, we muſt become as little children

in the frame and temper of our minds; without which we

cannot enter into the kingdom of heaven. “ Mortify,

“ therefore, and kill in us all vices, great God of our

“ ſalvation; and ſo ſtrengthen us through thy grace, that

“ by the innocency of our lives, and the conſtancy of

“ our faith, even unto death, we may glorify thy holy

• name, through Jeſus Chriſt our Lord!”

REFLEctions.—1ſt, Though the birth of Jeſus, the

King of kings, was uſhered into the world with none of

thoſe rejoicings that uſuall attend the nativity of the

- I 2 - princed
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john preacheth; his office, life, and baptiſm : he reprehendeth

the Phariſter, and baptizeth Chrift in jordan.

[Anno Domini 26.]

N thoſe days came 'John the Baptiſt, preach

ing in the wilderneſs of Judea,

* Mark, 1.4. Luke, 3. 2, 3. & 1.5–1.5, 57-$o. John, 1.6, 7, 20.

13. 3, 5, Iſ, 55. 7. Ezek. 33. I 1.

Luke, 3.4. John, 1. 23. Mal. 3. 1. & 4. 2, 5, 6.

Joſh 15. 61.

* Dan. z. 44, & 7. 13, 14. i. e. the Goſpel-diſpenſation.

2 And ſaying, "Repent ye: for ‘the king

dom of heaven is at hand.

3 For this is he that was ſpoken of by the

prophet Eſaias, ſaying, “The voice of one crying

in the wilderneſs, Prepare ye the way of the

Lord, make his paths ſtraight.

* Ch. 4. 17.

Ch. 4, 17, & xiii. xxv.

A&ts, 2.38, 39. & 3. 10. Luke,Iſ 4o. 3.

* 1ſ. 40 3. Mark, 1.3.

princes of the earth, we have ſome inſtances of very diſtin

guiſhed notice paid to the infant Saviour.

1. Wiſe men came from the eaſt, led by the obſervance

of an extraordinary ſtar which appeared in the heavens.

Who they were, and whence they came, we are not clearly

told ; the moſt approved opinion ſeems to be, that they

were of the Perſian Magi, among whom ſome tradition

ſeems to have obtained of a great prince at that time about

to conic into the world, which poſſibly might ariſe from

Baalam's propic ſy, or from their acquaintance with the

Jewiſh ſcriptures; which, during the captivity, were pro

bably brought among them : and this expectation, Tacitus

obſerves, was ſpread through the eaſt. (But ſee the critical

notes.) As theſe Magi were very converſant in aſtro

nomy, the uncommon luminous phaenomenon, a meteor,

or ſtar, which they obſerved over Judaea, might have led

them thither, concluding that this was the ſignal of his ap

pearing, as they might be aſſured alſo by a divine impulſe

on their minds. They were Gentiles, it is certain, and

this was a happy preſage of their future converſion; and

their wiſdom moſt eminently appeared in coming to him,

the knowledge of whom alone could make them wife unto

ſalvation. The higheſt attainments in ſcience, without this

wiſdom, are no better than ſplendid ignorance.

2. They direéted their journey to Jeruſalem the capital,

naturally concluding there to meet with all needful in

formation. Herod at that time reigned in Judaea, an

Edomite, ſet up by the Romans, under whoſe power the

Jews were, the ſceptre being now departed from Shiloh;

and to him it ſhould ſeem they applied themſelves, inquiring

after the child who was born King of the Jews, concerning

whom they ſpeak with the greateſt confidence; and having

ſeen his ſtar in the eaſt, the intimation of his birth, were

come to worſhip him ; either to pay him their civil homage,

or rather to offer divine adoration. Note ; (1.) They who

know the value of Chriſt's favour, will ſtop at no pains in

following him whitherſoever he calls them. (2.)Jeſus is truly

the objećt worthy of our adoration, even in his loweſt

humiliation; the babe in the manger is ſtill the mighty

God, the everlaſting Father, the Prince of Peace.

3. This inquiry of the wife men exceedingly affected

Herod. He could be no ſtranger to the propheſies con

cerning the Meſſiah; and the time of the accompliſhment

of them was confeſſedly now at hand. He was troubled

therefore leſt his own throne ſhould be ſhaken ; and the

people in general who heard the account ſeem alike diſ

turbed, fearing poſſibly the tumults which they might per

haps ſuppoſe would be the conſequence of a ſtruggle for the

crown, as they had, in general, no notion of the Meſſiah as
*

their inter

a ſpiritual Saviour, but as a mighty prince and conqueror,

(But ſee the notes.) Note: Worldly hearts are cver afraid,

left theº of the kingdom of Jeſus ſhould claſh with

S.

4. To give them a reſolution of the queſtion, and per

haps to gain particular information himſelf, for purpoſes

that his mind already harboured, he called a council of the

chief prieſts, thoſe moſt diſtinguiſhed for ſtation and abi

lities, and the ſcribes learned in the law, and moſt con

verſant with the propºſes, that he might have their con

curring ſentiments concerning the place where the Chriſt,

the Meſſiah ſhould be born. And thus, by divine pro

vidence, this wicked king, who conſulted them with the

vileſt deſign, is made the inſtrument of obtaining a diſtin

guiſhed ſuffrage, even from the wifeſt of the Jewiſh nation,

to the place of the Meſſiah's birth, and where the babe

Jeſus actually was born.

5. They are unanimous in their opinion; for the pro

phet Micah has expreſsly determined the place to be Beth

lehem of Judaea, chap. v. 2. and they cite the propheſy,

in ſenſe the ſame with the original, though with ſome

variation in the expreſſion. Thence the ruler and governor

of his Iſrael ſhould ariſe, and who is and ever will be the

Lord of his faithful ſaints, reigning in their hearts, and

bringing them into ſubjection to his bleſſed ſelf.
6. Herod hereupon diſmiſſes the wiſe men in ſºrch of

this child, after examining them in private with the greateſt
accuracy concerning the time when the ſtar appeared, and

having concerted in his own mind the bloody project 9
cutting of him whom he eyed already with jealouſy as the

rival of his throne: and therefore he ſtrićtly charges them,

after having made diligent ſearch at Bethlehem, to return,

and acquaint him with the place of his abode, hypocritically
pretending a deſire to pay his worſhip to the young child

born and deſtined of God to ſuch diſtinguiſhed honour. ...

So often has the maſk of religion concealed the foule"

deſigns.
-

None of his courtiers were ſent with theſe ſtranger? .

perhaps he was afraid to awaken the ſuſpicion of the

parents of Jeſus, his ambition and cruelty being fully

known ; or ſo God, in his over-ruling providence, ordere

it; who taketh the wiſe in their own craftineſs, and **

divert the enemies of his people from uſing the moſt ob

vious means which they ſeem to have in their power to,

diſtreſs or deſtroy them. ived

2dly, With attention and reſpect the wiſe menº
their direétions, and departed in ſearch of the king of the

Jews. And, -

1. We find them happily condućted to the ſpotwº
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:

4 And the ſame John had his raiment of loins; and ‘ his meat was locuſs and wild

timel's hair, and a leathern girdle about his

* Mark, n. 6.
a Kings, 1.8. Mal. 4.5. Luke, 1. 17. Zech. 13.4.

honey.

* Ch. 1 1. 18. Lev. 11. 22.

he is. The ſtar which they had ſeen at Chriſt's birth,

ifterwards diſappeared 5 at leaſt, if, as ſome ſuggeſt, it led

them to the borders of Judaea, it then left them, but now

returned, hanging low in the ſky, and moving on before

them till it ſtood over the houſe where Jeſus was : for

before this, it ſeems, his parents had changed the place of

his birth in a ſtable, for a more commodious abode. The

retum of the ſtar, as it promiſed them a happy iſſue of

their journey, rejoiced them exceedingly; and under its

guidance being led to the houſe, they entered without

faither inquiry: and finding the child with his virgin

mother, they immediately proſtrated themſelves before him,

worſhipping him as their God, or honouring him as their

king. And according to the eaſtern cuſtom, of making

preſents to their monarchs when they make their addreſſes

to them, they opened their treaſures, and preſented him

gold, frankincenſe, and myrrh, Iſai. lx. 6. and thus alſo

providentially ſupplied Joſeph and Mary with a ſufficiency

for the long journey they were quickly after called to un

dertake. Nºte: (1.) When we are found in the way of

duty, uſing the means that God hath given us, we ſhall not

be left without a guide. (2.) The word of God, and the

miniſtry of it, is now this ſtar to lead us to Jeſus; and

bleſſed and happy are they who follow its direétion. (3.)

When for a while we have been in the darkneſs of afflic

tion, temptation, or deſertion, with double joy we behold

the re-appearing of the day-ſtar to our benighted ſouls,

and rejoice with exceeding great joy. (4.) Jeſus is the

object of our adorations ; to him every knee muſt bow.

(5) The Lord by ſtrange and unexpeded ways often ſup

pies the wants of his people: they who truſt him, will

affuredly own that he has never failed them in time of

need.

2. To prevent their return to Jeruſalem according to

Herod's deſire, God, by a dream, which carried its own

evidence that it came from him, probably the very day or

night after their arrival at Bethlehem, warned them not to

go back to Herod; and accordingly they immediately de

parted into their own country another way. So eaſily can

God blaſt the malicious deſigns of the ungodly.

: 3dly, No ſooner were the wiſe men departed, than God,

who knew the cruel intentions of Herod, takes care of the

ſafety of the child Jeſus.

1. The Lord in a dream apprizes Joſeph of the danger

to which the young child was expoſed; and bids him,

without delay, ſecure the babe with his mother in Egypt,

from the fury of this bloody king, and expećt farther

directions there. Immediately that very night he aroſe,

and fled with his family to this appointed place of refuge,

and there continued till the death of Herod, which ſoon

followed the maſſacre of the infants. Note; (1.) The

place where God's people ſuffered the bittereſt perſecution

affords an aſylum for his Son: ſo eaſily can he who has

in his hands the hearts of all men, make our once inve

terate enemies our firmeſt friends. (2.) The faithful heart

obeys God's commands without heſitation or delay: having

3

committed our all to him, we muſt be ſafe under his
guidance. t

2. Particular notice is taken of the fulfilling of the

ſcripture herein; out of Egypt have I called my ſon, Hoſ. xi. 1.

which, whatever reference it has to Iſrael as a people, had

now its moſt direét accompliſhment in the flight of Jeſus

thither, and his return thence.

4thly, We are told, as we might have expe&ted from

the charaćter of this wicked prince,

1. The fury he was in at being diſappointed by the wiſe

men. He waited from day to day, in expectation of re

ceiving intelligence from them; but hearing at laſt they

were gone home another way, his jealouſy was more

inflamed againſt his ſuppoſed rival, and his wrath more

exaſperated. -

2. The politic but inhuman contrivance that he formed to

rid himſelf of his fears. He ſlew all the male children

under two years of age, in all Bethlehem, and the territory

belonging to it; being ſatisfied from the information he

had received of the wiſe men, that the infant king could

not exceed that age, and therefore muſt periſh in this

general maſſacre—An inſtance of barbarity, which though

moſt agreeable to the character of that ſavage monarch,

who had with his own hand ſlain his own children, we

cannot read without horror; ſo that Auguſtus might well

ſay, it was better to be Herod's ſwine than his ſon. The firſt

crown of martyrdom for Jeſus was won by theſe infant

ſufferers; and the honour to which they are advanced,

infinitely repays the torments that they endured.

3. The fulfilment of the ſcripture herein is again ob

ſerved ; and to this event, no doubt, the prophet had

immediate regard, Jer. xxxi. 15. For, though we ſee it

fulfilled in a meaſure, when the ſword of the Chaldeans,

and the captivity of the Jews which enſued, awakened

Rachel, as it were, from her grave, which was near Beth

lehem, to lament her children deſtroyed, or led to Babylon;

yet, in a peculiarly ſtriking manner may this tender mother's

griefs be now ſaid to overflow, when ſo many of her daugh

ters raved with inconſolable anguiſh for their infants torn

from their boſoms, and writhing on the ſpear of inhuman

murderers. Note; Though God does not forbid us to be

wail the ravages that death makes in our families; yet incon

ſolable grief is finful. Chriſtians muſt never ſorrow as if

they had no hope, or as if their comforts were all bound

up in a dying worm. -

5thly, The ſojourning of our Lord in Egypt was but

ſhort. Quickly after the maſſacre of the infants, Herod

was ſtruck with a mortal diſeaſe, loathſome, and incurable,

which made him a ſpectacle to others, and a torment to

himſelf. So ſoon can God humble proud tyrants, and

make them feel that wrath which they would not fear.

Hereupon,

1. The Lord ſent his angel, who informs Joſeph, in a

dream, of Herod's death, and bids him ariſe, fince he may

now ſafely return to the land of Iſrael. They who are

driven far from the ordinances of God, and his Pºlº
Willil.
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5 * * Then went out to him Jeruſalem, and

all Judea, and all the region round about

Jordan,

• Mark, 1. 5.

& 29, 5 & 23.8, 9. ch. 22. 23, 34. & 23: 1-29. Luke, 7.30.

Luke, 16. 16. & 3. 3, 7. John, 1.6, 7, 15-28. & 5. 35.

6 And were baptized of him in Jordan,

confeſſing their ſins.

7" But when he ſaw many of "the Pha

ch. 1 r. 12. Acts, 19. 3, 4, 18. & 2. 33, 39. Mal. 4:6. * Aćts, 15. 5.

wiſh to be no longer abſent from them than neceſſity obliges
them.

2. Joſeph is all obedience, cheerful readineſs in follow

ing God's direétion being the ſure effect of real devotedneſs

to his will. He returns with the child and his mother to

the land of Iſrael; but hearing that Archelaus, a ſon of

Herod's, and an inheritor of his brutal temper, reigned in

Judaea, he was juſtly afraid of ſettling under his juriſ

dićtion ; and in this, emergence again the Lord ſignifies

his pleaſure to him by his angel, and points him out a

place of ſafety, in the obſcure retreat of Nazareth, a little

town in Galilee, then under the government of Antipas,

another of Herod's children, but a man of a milder temper

than his brother. Note; (1.) They who are willing to

follow the path of duty if they knew it, ſhall be directed

aright. (2.) No danger muſt deter us when we have

God’s call to go ; but we muſt not willingly ruſh into

temptation. (3.) God will find a quiet reſting-place for

his faithful people ſometimes under the ſun, but aſſuredly

above it. -

3. This was done alſo, that the ſcripture might be ful

filled, which ſaid, He ſhall be called a Nazarene; either this

refers to Iſai. xi. 1. where Chriſt is called a branch,

metzer, out of the root of Jeſſe, the city Nazareth deriving

its name from this word: or to Judg. xiii. 5. Samſon being

the type of the great Nazarite and Saviour Jeſus. Or

rather in general, the propheſies which foretold his mean ap

pearance, and the contempt and reproach that he ſhould be

expoſed to, were thus fulfilled ; Nazareth being a deſpicable

place, and his very coming thence was urged by his ene

mies as an argument againſt his miſſion, can any good thing

come out ºf ſo mean and contemptible a place as Nazareth?

Note: They who are followers of Jeſus of Nazareth, muſt

not be aſhamed of his reproach, nor of any opprobrious

names with which his enemies and theirs may ſeek to

render them odious or deſpicable. The diſciple is then

but as his Lord.

C H A P. III.

Wer, 1. In thoſe dayſ] That is, while Jeſus was yet at

Nazareth, where he dwelt till he entered on his public

miniſtry, in the thirtieth year of his age... It is uſual with

authors to denote the times they are ſpeaking of in an in

determinate manner.

this period very particularly ; and as he has given us, a

more full and c\act account of John the Baptiſt than St.

Matthew, we ſhall refer our readers to the notes on his

Goſpel. The wilderneſ ºf judea was not a placewº
void of inhabitants; but hilly, and not ſo fruitful or ſo

well inhabited as the reſt of Judaea ; though there were

ſeveral cities in it. Joſhua reckons ſix. See Joſh. xv. 61,

62. St. John was born and had been brought up in this

wilderneſs. Compare Luke, i. 39, 40.

Per. 2. Rºpent ye] This was only the ſubſtance and

w

St. Luke, chap. iii. 2. has ſpecified

reſult of his preaching. The kingdom of heaven, and the

kingdºm of God, are but two phraſes for the ſame thing,

agreeably to the ſtyle of the Hebrews; who frequently uſed

the word heaven to denote God himſelf who dwells there. :

Hence what is here called by St. Matthew the kingdom of .

heaven, is by St. Mark and St. Luke called the kingdom ºf

God; Mark, i. 15. Luke, vi. 20. The kingdºm of heaven,

therefore, ſignifies here the kingdom of Gºd, which was

founded and eſtabliſhed by the Lord Jeſus Chriſt,-the

kingdom of grace here, introdućtory to the kingdom of .

glory hereafter; and this expreſſion is founded on Dan. ii.

44. vii. 13, 14. Now, as the kingdom of heaven was to

be opened by the preaching of the Goſpel, John the Baptiſt

rightly ſays, that it was at hand; fince the Lord Jeſus Chriſt

entered on his public miniſtry about fix months after.

See Luke, iii. 2, 3. The demand of repentance ſhewed

that this was a ſpiritual kingdom, and that no wicked man,

how politic or brave, how learned or renowned ſoever,

could poſſibly be a genuine member of it. See Whitby,

Beaufobre and Lenfant, Doddridge, andHeylin, p. 19. For

the next verſe we refer to the notes on Iſai. xl. 3.

Ver. 4. His rainent of camel's hair] The Jews uſed to
wear hairy or coarſe garments in time of ſorrow and humi

liation. See Matt. xi. 21. The Nazarites did the ſame

till they had fulfilled their vow. It was alſo a dreſs ſome

times worn by the prophets; Zech. xiii., 4.2 Kings, i. 8.

Rev. vi. 12. xi. 3. In all theſe reſpects it ſuited John the

Baptiſt, as he preached repentance, as he was a prophet,

and as he imitated the auſterity which was practiſed by the

Nazarites. He wore too a laithern girdle, as did ſome of

the old prophets, and in particular Elijah, whom John the

Baptiſt repreſented in habit, as well as in ſpirit and office.

Seč 2 Kings, i. 8. and compare Heb. xi. 37. Matt. xi. 14.

His food was locºffs, the eating of which was allowed by

the law, and cuſtomary in the eaſtern parts of the world,

as we have ſhown in our note on Lev. xi. 22. Sir Norton

Knatchbull, and ſome others, not attending to this par

ticular, have ſuppoſed that the original word ax.3tº im

plics not lºcºſº, but a plant, the buds of which in ſome

degree reſemble aſp ragus. But it is undeniablº, that the

word both in the LXX, and elſewhere, generally ſignifies

the animal which we call a locuſt. See Mintert on the

word. The wild honey was ſuch as he found in the holes of

rocks and trees; for bees were very numerous in Paleſtine.
Joſephus, ſpeaking of the fountain by Jericho, ſays, “ There

“ arº by it, many ſorts of palm-trees, the better ſort of
“ which, when they are preſſed, yield an excellent kind of

“honey, not much inferior in ſweetneſs to other honey.

“The Country alſo produces honey from bees.” See Jewiſh

War, book iv. chap. 8. ſect. 3. Hence ſome have con

ceived, that the honey whereupon St. John fed, was of

that kind which is found upon and prºſºd from the leºvº
of trees in Syria. St. John made uſe of clothing and food

which were mean and eaſily procured, not throughrº
Ot
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*| fiſces and Sadducees come to his baptiſm, he hath warned you to flee from the *wrath to

ſaid unto them, 'O generation of vipers, who
s

**

' Ch. 12. 34. & 23.33. Luke, 3.7. & 18, 9, 11. Aćts,

come 2

23. 3. * I Theſſ. 1. 10. 2. Theff. 1. 9. Rom. 5, 9,

(ºr he was the only ſon of a prieſt,) but of his own free

dice, that the ſeverity of his manners might correſpond

with his doćtrine, which enjoined frequent faſtings and

iſinence on his diſciples, ch. ix. 14. and alſo that by this

mans he might ſtrengthen both his body and mind, and

ſpire himſelf to meet, with intrepidity, dangers, and

diſh at the laſt. See Wetſtein, Beauſobre and Lenfant.

It camel's hair ſpoken of in this verſe was not of the

fix air of that animal, whereof an elegant kind of cloth

is made, which is thence called camlet, (in imitation of

with, though made of wool, is the Engliſh camlet, ) but

tithe long and ſhaggy hair of camels, which is in the eaſt

minićtured into a coarſe ſtuff. It is only when under

flººd in this way that the words ſuit the deſcription here

tiºn of John's manner of life.

Wr, 5. And all the region round about jordan] As the

tº Jordan runs through a vaſt tračt of land, it cannot

* @poſed that all they who lived neareſt it came to John's

Mºiſm. By all the region, &c. St. Matthew therefore muſt

man ſome of thoſe countries near Jordan, which bordered

ºn Judza : as the plain of Jordan, which is by the LXX

tled the country about jordan. The novelty of a prophet's

Tºrance in Iſrael, the family of John, the circumſtances

0: his birth, the extraordinary charaćter which he had

mintained for ſtrićt and undiffembled piety, all concurred,

tº doubt, with the time of his appearance, and the people's

mpatient deſire of the Meſſiah’s arrival, and uneaſineſs

ºrder the Roman yoke, to draw ſuch vaſt multitudes after

him. See Calmet, and Doddridge.

ºr 6. Were baptized of himj There were two kinds

ºf ºptiſm in uſe among the Jews; one was that of the

*s at their conſecration, Lev. viii. 6. ; the other was

tuto the heathens proſelyted to the Jewiſh religion. It

| ºtherefore no unheard-of rite which the Meſfiah's har

ºr made uſe of. His countrymen were well acquainted

*with the thing itſelf, and with its fignification: they

* that it denoted ſome great change, either in the opi

*or practices of thoſe who ſubmitted to it, and implied

“Pºſt of acceptance with God, on the part of him who

º it. They had alſo been led by a paſſage in

* ſacred books, Zech. xiii. 1. to expect that either the

ºff.h himſelf, or ſome of his attendants, would baptize;

... from the queſtion which the meſſengers of

**ºn put to the Baptiſt, John, i. 25. Iłży top
tº thºu, then, if thºu be not that Chriſ 2 &c. They muſt

º *nºwn, therefore, that John's baptiſm repreſented

i. i. both of heart and life as neceſſary even to

..., emſelves, before they could become the ſubjects of

º . Prince as the Meſfiah ; and that it was a ſolemn

º ºidºg thoſe who received it to lead ſuch lives.
º }...". Whitby obſerves, they are miſtaken who

Criſtº baptiſm the ſame in kind with that which

into i. . in lituted for the admiſſion of diſciples

º The difference between the two was

time of ūſ". John did not baptize either in the

hit, or of the Holy Ghoſt. Scandy, They

who were baptized with John's baptiſm, did not profeſs

their faith in the Meſfiah, as aétually come, neither did

they receive his baptiſm in teſtimony of their entertaining

that belief; for, after having adminiſtered it, he exhorted

his diſciples to believe on him who was to come. There

fore his baptiſm could not initiate men into the Chriſtian

church. See Acts, xix. 4, 5. Thirdly, John's was the

baptiſm of repentance, whereby all who had a ſenſe of

their fins, and profeſſed repentance, were promiſed pardon,

and exhorted to believe in the Meſſiah, who was ſoon to

appear; or it was a waſhing with water, to ſhew the Jews

that they might be cleanſed both from their prejudices and

vices, in order to their becoming fit members of the Meſ

fiah's kingdom. Accordingly we read, that they who were

baptized, confiſd their ſºns. If thoſe who were baptized

had committed any great crime or ſcandalous offence, they

were to make a public and open confeſſion of it, as appears.

from Aćts, xix. 18. Otherwiſe this confeſſion implies only

a general acknowledgement that they were finners; that

they repented of their fins, and were reſolved to forſake

them. See Whitby, Macknight, and Beaufobre and Lenfant.

Wer. 7. Pharſies] A Jewiſh ſeół ſo called from a He

brew word ſignifying ſparated, or ſet apart, becauſe they

diſtinguiſhed themſelves from the reſt of the Jews, by

pretending to a greater degree of holineſs and piety than

the generality of them did ; and by ſome particular ob

ſervances. The Sadducees were another Jewiſh ſeót, ſo

named from Sadoc, the founder of it. The moſt authentic

account of theſe ſeóts may be ſeen in Joſephus, Antiq.

b. xviii. c. 1. and Jewiſh War, b. ii. c. 8. All writers of

Jewiſh antiquities deſcribe them largely, but none better

than Dr. Prideaux, Conneét, vol. ii. p. 335. and the

editors of the Pruſſian Teſtament, in their excellent in

trodućtion, which is tranſlated into Engliſh, and well

deſerves the peruſal of all who would thoroughly under

ſtand the New Teſtament. It is manifeſt from St. John's

reproof of theſe Phariſees and Sadducees, that they did

nºt come to his baptiſm with true faith; or elſe that they

fancied that baptiſm could procure them the remiſſion of

their fins. See Luke, vii. 29. Matt. xxi. 25 ; from which

paſſages it appears, that the Phariſees in general did not

receive the baptiſm of John. It is alſo evident, from Luke,

iii. 7. that there were among the multitude ſome perſons:

of no better diſpoſitions than the Phariſees, ſince the

Baptiſt gives then the fame reproof, calling them, ye broad.

of vipers, as the words may be rendered. “As to this term

“ of reproach, I take the reaſon of it,” ſays ir. Heylin,

“ to be as follows:–It is a probable conjećture, that men

“(qtaatenus animals) have each a peculiar reſemblance to .

“ ſome peculiar ſpecies of animals ; which may be the

“ reaſon why Jeſus is called the Lamb ºf Gºd, or the Divine

“Lamb, and his diſciples, or thoſe who are in ſuch a ſtats

“ as renders them capable of becoming ſuch, are named

“ſheep; as, on the other hand, the politic Herod is called

“ a fox ; and perſons noted for an infidious, ravenous, pro

“fane, or ſenſual diſpoſition, are called reſpectively, ſer

º Aenirs.
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8 "Bring forth therefore fruits * meet for re

pentance:

9 And think not to ſay within yourſelves,

"We have Abraham to our father: for I ſay

unto you, that God is able " of theſe ſtones to

raiſe up children unto Abraham.

Io And " now alſo the axe is laid unto the

root of the trees: "therefore every tree which

* Aéts, 26. zo.

7. 4.

Gal. 5. 22, 23. 2 Pet. 1. 4.—1o. 2 Cor. 7. 1, 11. º

* Joſh. 4, 3, 8, with ch. 8, 11, 12. & 21.43. Luke, 19. 4c.

eb. 2: *, 3, & 3. 7–13. & 4. 1. & Io. 26–29. P Ch. 7. 19. John,

* Mark, i. 8. Luke, 3.10. John, 1. 26. Acts, 1. 5. & 1 1. 16. & 19.4.

3 * 3: Qal. 4- 6. Titus, 3. 5. Acts, i. 5, & 2. 3, 4. & 11. 15. John,
Job, 21. 18.

Or anſwerable to amendment of life.

° Deut. 2c, zo.

bringeth not forth good fruit, is hewn down, a

and caſt into the fire. :

11 "I indeed baptize you with water unto .

repentance: but he that cometh after me ' is .

mightier than I; whoſe ſhoes I am not worthy

to bear: ‘he ſhall baptize you with the Holy

Ghoſt, and with fire:

12 ‘Whoſe fan is in his hand, and he will

* John, 8.33, 39. Aës, 13. 26. Jer,

Luke, 3.9. & 13. 31. & 19. 42. John, 12. 35- 2 Cor. 6. s.

15. 2, 6. 1 Peter, 4. 17, 18. Iſ. 33. 14. Heb., 6.8. & 10.27. Ezek. xv.

* John, 1.15, 27. & 3. 28–36. Luke, 1, 16, 17. * Iſ. 44.3. Mal.

1. 33- * Luke, 3. 17, ch. 13. 30, 42. Mal. 4. 1. & 3. 3. Micah, 4, 14.

“pents, dogſ, wolveſ, and ſwine; which terms, when they

“occur in the Goſpel, are not the random language of

“paſſion, and “calling names,” as we ſpeak; but a judi

“cious deſignation of the perſons meant by them; for it

“was fitting that ſuch men ſhould be denoted by their

“ proper fignature, either for a caution to others, or a

“warning to themſelves. The Baptiſt had probably both

“ theſe ends in view, when he called theſe Phariſees and

“Sadducees a brood of vipers. As they were perſons of a

“ public charaćter, it was proper that the world ſhould be

“informed what kind of men they were, to prevent the

“infection of their bad example; and upon their own

“ account, it was proper to deſcribe them to themſelves,

“ and denominate them (mere animal-men as they were,

“I Cor. ii. 14.) by their animal properties; becauſe, being

“ already hardened in the uſe of religious ordinances, if

“ they were not thus roughly dealt with, and alarmed by

“a true ſenſe of their dangerous condition, they would

“probably abuſe baptiſm, as they had other holy inſti

“tutions, to quiet their conſciences, which were now

“ſomewhat awakened, and ſtruck as with a panic fear,

“upon the general concourſe to the preaching of St.

“John.”—From the wrath to come, means not only from

the Gehenna, chap. v. 29. but alſo from the dreadful cala

mities which were ready to fall on the Jewiſh nation.

Wer. 8. Fruits meet for repentance] That is, “Do ſuch

“works as may manifeſt the truth and fincerity of your

“repentance.” See Aćts, xxvi. 20.

Wer. 9. Think not to ſay, &c.] Dr. Whitby has ſhewn

fully how great was the preſumption of the Jews, on their

relationſhip to Abraham. Munſter upon this text quotes

a remarkable paſſage from the Talmud, wherein it is ſaid,

“That Abraham fits next the gates of hell, and does not

“ permit any wicked Iſraelite to go down into it.” Theſe

Jews might perhaps pervert the promiſe in Jer. xxxi. 35,

36. to ſupport this vain and dangerous confidence, in op

poſition to the moſt expreſs and awful warnings; par

ticularly Deut. xxx. 19, &c. The Baptiſt, taking his ideas.

from the objećts before him, (as we ſhall find, in the courſe

of this work, was familiar with our bleſſed Saviour,) in

tended to ſay thus much only to the Phariſees: “I declare

“it unto you, as a certain and ſolemn truth, that God ir

“able, of theſe very ſtones, here before your eyes, which he

“can animate and ſančtify whenever he ſees fit, to raiſe up

“ thoſe, who, though not deſcended from human parents,

“ſhall be, in a much nobler ſenſe than you, children :

“ of Abraham, as being made the heirs of his faith and

“obedience ; and he would ſooner work ſuch a miracle as

“ this, than ſuffer his promiſe to fail, or admit you to the

“bleſſings of his approaching kingdom, merely becauſe

“ you have the abuſed honour to deſcend from that holy

“ and favoured patriarch.” See Doddridge. >

Wer. Io. And now alſº the axe, &c.] The axe is already :

laid to the root of the trees : every tree then, &c. “There is

“ now no more time for delay : God is going to offer the

“ laſt diſpenſation of repentance and mercy; which if you

“ accept not, his vengeance hangs over you ; deſtruction

“will ſpeedily overtake you.” See Iſai. x. 33, 34. It

may be proper to obſerve, once for all, that in Scripture

language, what is very ſure and very near is ſpoken of as

if it were already done; accordingly, the Baptiſt ſpeaks

here in the preſent tenſe. So Chriſt ſpeaks of himſelf, as

if as man he were already in poſſeſſion of his glory while

upon earth; John, xvii. 24. See alſo Epheſ. ii. 16.

Beauſobre and Lenfant obſerve, that this verſe contains a

propheſy of the total ruin and deſtruction of the temple,

the city, and the nation of the Jews, which happened forty |

years after the death of the Lord Jeſus Chriſt. º

Wer. I 1. I indeed baptize you] This is the anſwer which

John made to the queſtion put to him, John, i. 19–27.

in which he ſhews what difference there was between him

and the Meſfiah. “I indeed, ſays he, baptize you with

“ water, to bring you to repentance ; for they who were

“baptized, not only declared that they had repented of

“ their fins, but they bound themſelves never to commit

“ the like again, and to lead a life of holineſs and virtue 5’

which is the meaning of the Baptiſt in this place. He

that cometh after me, ſays he, (namely, the Lord Jeſus

Chriſt, who entered on his miniſtry about fix months after "

John, and was about fix months younger; ſee Luke, i. 36.)

is mightier than I, whºſe ſhoes, &c. a proverbial and humi

liating expreſſion, meaning, “whoſe loweſt ſervant I am

“ not worthy to be,” and denoting the great ſuperiority of

the Lord Jeſus Chriſt above John. He ſhall baptize you

with the Holy Ghºſ, the effuſion of which on the day of

Pentecoſt, St. John ſtyles a baptiſm; ſhewing thereby the

copiouſneſs and abundance of it: and indeed it was a

glorious effuſion over the church, of which the lºgºº
Il
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in throughly purge his floor, and gather his wheat

... iſo the garner; but he will burn up the chaff

... whºmºenchable fire.

... 13". Then cometh Jeſus from Galilee to

need to be baptized of thee, and comeſt thou

to me * -

15 And Jeſus anſwering ſaid unto him,

Suffer it to be ſo now : for ' thus it becometh
VOT!" - - -

# |ſian unto John, to be baptized of him. us to fulfil all righteouſneſs. Then he ſuffered
- - -

14 But John forbad him, ſaying, “I have him. - -

It w "Mirk, 1. 9. Luke, 3.21. with ch. 2. 22. * Gen. 32. Io. 1 Chr. 29. 14. 2 Chr. 2.6. Fph. 3. 8. 7 Pſ. 4c. 6–8. Jer. 30. 21. Heb. 7. 22.

|| || 11. Daniel, 9. 24. Phil. z. 6-8. Gal. 4. 4, 5. Rom. 5, 15–21. & 3. 25, 26. 2 Cor. 5. 21. If liii.

tº - -

tº it

tiºn -

* M Cliff in this peculiar ſenſe was the author ; A&s, ii.

* }. He adds, and with fire; becauſe the Holy Ghoſt

tºlded on the apoſtles in the ſhape of fire, and had the

ſime power and virtue as that element, of purifying, en

ſting, &c.

ºr 12. Iſºſº fan is in his hand, &c.] This expreſſion

º stiltſ from the prophetical writings. See Iſai. xli. 16,

ºr, St. Dr. Shaw obſerves, that in the eaſtern countries,

... ſº the grain is trodden out, they winnow it, by throwing

... iſ gainſt the wind with a ſhovel, anſwering the original

…] will, irſo, here, and Luke, iii. 17, rendered a fan, or

...] whº cumberſome a machine to be thought of. The

ºr ſhould rather run ; whºſe ſhovel or fºrk is in his hand;

... ºf this is a portable inſtrument, and is agreeable to the

...] ºdiº recorded, Iſai. xxx. 24, where both the ſhovel and

... it waſ are mentioned, as the chaff which is thereby carried

ºws, fºre the wind, is often alluded to in Scripture. See

... Intels, p. 139. To underſtand the Baptiſt's meaning

ſight, we ſhould obſerve, that in this verſe he deſcribes

the authority of Chriſt's miniſtry, as in that preceding he

hiſ deſcribed the efficacy of it. “The Meſfiah is in

| "finitely mightier than I; not only as he will beſtow on

"You the miraculous gifts of the Spirit, will purify and

“enliven your ſouls, and kindle in your hearts pious and

tº “devout affections; but alſo as he has power to reward

“thoſe who obey him with eternal life, and to puniſh ſuch

“is reject him with everlaſting deſtruction.” See Mac

Tº light. There is, in what the Baptiſt here declares, as Dr.

º Dºñdge remarks, an evident alluſion to the cuſtom of

3 turning the chºff after winnowing, that it might not be

* | ºwn back again, and ſo be mingled with the wheat ; and

a tºugh it may in part refer to the calamities to come upon

3 tie Jewiſh nation for rejecting Chriſt, as Biſhop Chandler,

rt Hauſºlre and Lenfant, and others, have obſerved ; yet it

f kºms chiefly to intend the final deſtrućtion of finners inhell;

* which alone is properly oppoſed to the gathering the wheat

" * tº garner. Dr. Heylin underſtands the paſſage in a very

ºfferent ſenſe, as implying the total purification of our ſin

ful nature, through the grace of Chriſt; and, to keep up the

ºpio: he reads, He ſhall baptize you with hºly wind and

* Though I have no doubt that the expoſition above

ſº the true one, yet there is ſomething ſo ingenious

º: º inſtructive in that of Dr. Heylin, that I cannot

i.; my reader to it, aſſured that he will find great

I.c. the peruſal. See his Leótures, vol. i. p. 24.
i ...” til renders the verſe, His winnowing ſhovel is in

fatºr #"... willſº ckanſe his grain ; he will
1. -

*iºchable fire. nto the granary, and conſume the chºff in

"...* be baptized ºf him] By this he intended to

do an honour to John's miniſtry, and to conform himſelf

to what he appointed for his followers. It was for this

laſt reaſon, that he drank of the ſacramental cup. See

Diodati. And certainly our Lord's baptiſm tended to

promote the ends both of his own miſſion and of his fore

runner's, as it eſtabliſhed the authority of both. It eſta

bliſhed John's miſſion; great honour being done him by

the Meſfiah's receiving his baptiſm. It eſtabliſhed our

Lord's miſſion alſo ; for after he was baptized, the teſti

monies of the Spirit and voice from heaven, were given

him in the preſence of the multitude aſſembled at Jordan.

That theſe teſtimonics ſhould have been given him on this

occaſion, rather than on any other, was fit, becauſe it was an

auguſt manner of opening our Lord's miniſtry; was the

moſt public occaſion which could be found; and pointed

him out as the Meſſiah to the Baptiſt, who was thereby

qualified for the principal duty of his miſſion. See Macknight.

Wer. 14, 15. But* fºrbad him, &c.] But john ex

cuſed himſelf. See the note on John, i. 31. Doddridge

and others have it, Would have hindered or prevented him,

ſaying, I have need to be baptized of you, and do yºu come to

me 2 But Jeſus was, in his own perſon, to paſs through

and ſančtify all ſtates; and, although the laſt ſtage wherein

holineſs and virtue attain their higheſt purity was his

reſerved province with regard to others, yet he himſelf

began in the firſt ; ſo that there was no kind or degree of

moral goodneſs wherein he did not excel. He was, if I

may ſo ſpeak, at the head of every form in the ſchool of

holineſs and virtue. He had in all things the pre-eminence,

as his apoſtle declares. To this end he pračtiſed the vir

tues of every rank and condition. He accordingly appeared

among the penitents at Jordan; and when John obječted

to his ſuperior charaćter, incompatible, as he thought, with

ſuch condeſcenſion, Jeſus replied, Let it be ſºſ. the preſent,

fºr this it becometh us to fift all righteouſneſs; ººzorºvy, juſ

tice, which, taken in general, as it commonly is in Scripture,

ſignifies a combination of all the virtues, and is uſed as a

compendious name for all duty; becauſe, to give each

thing its due, and treat it according to its deſert, which

is the office of jºſlice, comprehends the whole of religion

and morality. All fiſic; is a Graeciſm for “all kinds of

“juſtice.” So we have in the next chapter all ſickneſ; and

all diſeaſº, according to the original; that is to ſay, all kinds

offickneſs and all kinds of diſeaſe. See more in Dr. Heylin's

Diſcourſe concerningJuſtice, p. 31. The editors of the Pruſ

ſian Teſtament define all righteouſneſ; by “whatever bºſits us,

“ and is ſuitable to our employment and profeſſion.” To

fulfil righteouſneſ, and to fulfil the law, ſays Wetſtein, is

“ to fulfil thoſe things which the law enjoins, and which

“ are eſteemed juſt and laudable.” p"

- - - er,
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16 “And Jeſus, when he was baptized, went

up ſtraightway out of the water: and, lo, the

heavens were opened unto him, and he ſaw

the Spirit of God deſcending like a dove, and

* Mark, 1. no. Luke, 3. 21, 22. John, 1. 32. 3 1. & 3. 34.

4*. 1, 4, 21. ch. 12. 18. & 17. 5. Mark, i. 11. Luke, 3.22. & 9. 35.

Pſ. 45. 7. & 89. . o.

lighting upon him :

17 And lo, a voice from heaven, ſaying,

* This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well

pleaſed.

Ver. 16. The heavens were opened unto him] That is to ſay,

to John; to whoſe view, as well as to that of the Saviour,

this wonderful viſion was preſented. St. Mark has ſo

expreſſed it, as plainly to refer the ſeeing it to Chriſ'; and

John the Baptiſt has in another place aſſured us, that he

ſaw it, and took particular notice of it, as the ſign he was

direéted to obſerve, as the diſtinguiſhing characteriſtic of

the Meſfiah. See John, i. 32, 34. The Greek word

sū9%, rendered ſtraightway in our verſion, denotes the im

mediate opening of the heavens after our Lord's baptiſm.

See Blackwall’s Sacred Claſſics, vol. i. p. 89. The Spirit

of God is ſaid here to have deſcended like a dove : in St. Luke

it is added, awkatinâ iſºst, in a corporeal form; a phraſe

which might have been uſed with propriety, though there

had not been, as is generally ſuppoſed, any appearance of

the ſhape of the animal here mentioned, but only a lambent

flame falling from heaven, with a hovering, dove-like motion,

which Dr. Scott and others ſuppoſe to have been all. But

Juſtin Martyr ſays expreſsly, that it was in the form of a

dove; adding that all Jordan ſhone with the refle&tion of

the light; and Jerome calls it, the appearance of a dove. It

reſembled a dove, ſays Wetſtein, both in appearance and

flight. See Hammond, and Whitby.

Wer. 17. This is my beloved Son] As both St. Mark and

St. Luke have it, Thou art my beloved Son, one would be

inclined to follow thoſe copics of St. Matthew which

agree with them, rather than the more common reading.

See Mills and Wetſtein. Chemnitz, however, and ſome

others, imagine that both ſentences were pronounced, the

voice uttering the words, Thou art my beloved Son, &c. while

the Spirit was deſcending, as if they had been direéted to

Jeſus alone; and that after the Spirit reſted on Jeſus, the

voice, ſpeaking to the Baptiſt and the multitude, ſaid, This

is my beloved Son, &c. On this ſuppoſition, which, without

doubt, renders the miracle very remarkable, the words of

the preceding verſe may be well referred to the Baptiſt, as

we have there obſerved. The Greek word 'Ayaante; is

frequently uſed by authors to denote an only Son, and the

LXX make-uſe of it when the word in the Hebrew fig

nifies only, Gen. xxii. 12. Zech. xii. 1 o. and elſewhere.

The original word tºnnaa, expreſſes an entire acquieſcence

in what we love and approve. This paſſage is taken from

Iſai. xlii. 1. with very little variation. See Pſ. ii. 7. xliii. 3.

and xliv. 4. Wetſtein, and Beaufobre and Lenfant; and

for more in the Inferences. It may be proper juſt to obſerve,

that we have here a glorious manifeſtation of the ever-bleſſed

Trinity; the Father ſpeaking from heaven, the Son ſpoken

to, and the Holy Ghºſt deſcending upon him.

Inferences.—It is ſurely matter of unſpeakable thank

fulneſs, that the kingdom of heaven ſhould be erected

among men, and that the only-begotten Son of God is the

king and governor of that kingdom ; how happy are we

Iſ. 1 r. 2–4. & 42. 1. & 61. 1. Col. 1. 19. * Pſ. 2. 7. Iſ.

2 Peter, 1. 17. Col. 2. 13. Eph. 1, 6.

that it is preached among us, and we are called to it ! It ,

ſhould be our great care to become not only nominal, but

real members of it.

Repentance is the true preparation for the kingdom of

heaven. We ſhould therefore every moment be prepared

for it, becauſe this kingdom is every moment approaching.

nearer to us. If this kingdom be a kingdom of love, the

repentance which prepares us for it muſt likewiſe be a

repentance of love; that is, evangelical repentance, which

flows from a fight of Chriſt, from a ſenſe of his love, and

the hope of forgiveneſs through him. Kindneſs is con

quering ; abuſed kindneſs is humbling and melting. The

language of the truly penitent heart is, “What a wretch

“ was I, to fin againſt ſuch grace againſt the law and .

“love of ſuch a kingdom l’’

He who preaches repentance, ought to perform it him

ſelf, and to join the outward part to the inward : this

perſuades more than words. All is fingular in St. John

the Baptiſt (ver. 4.), not to attračt the eſteem and praiſes .

of men, but to awaken their attention: with an awful :

ſeverity of manners and of doćtrine, he was ſent before º

Chriſt to prepare his way. It is neceſſary that the law

ſhould introduce the Goſpel; but the terrors of Moſes and

Elijah ſhould render the mild and bleſſed Redeemer ſo

much the more welcome to our ſouls. St. John the Baptiſt

preaches in the wilderneſ, no place is ſo remote as to ex

clude us from the viſits of divine grace; nay, commonly .

the ſweeteſt intercourſe which believers enjoy with heaven,

is when they are withdrawn fartheſt from the noiſe and

diſtraćtions of the world. -

Behold the dreadful danger of all hypocrites, and un

fruitful hearers of the word, whatever their pretences or

their external privileges may be Miſerable they who

ſhall be found in their fins ! Their covenant relation to

Abraham, their baptiſm with water, their mere external

profeſſions, will avail them nothing: God will abandon

them to unquenchable flames.

Warned by this awful notice, may we forſake our fins,

and bring forth the proper fruits of repentance: and that

we may be prepared for the great and final trial, let us be

earneſt in our applications to our gracious Redeemer, that

as we are baptized with water in his name, he would alſo

baptize us with the Holy Ghoſt and with fire | That by

the operations of his bleſſed Spirit, he would enkindle and

quicken that divine life, that ſacred love, that flaming yet

well governed zeal for his glory, which diſtinguiſhes the

true Chriſtian from the hypocritical profeſſor, and is indeed

the ſeal of God ſet upon the heart.

Our Lord's ſubmitting himſelf to baptiſm, ver, 13. ſhould

teach us a holy exačtneſs and care in the obſervance of

thoſe poſitive inſtitutions, which owe their obligation merely

to a divine command; for thus alſo it becometh us to fulfil all

righteouſneſ, “every thing juſt and needful in itſelf, as well
4 gº 2S

*

|
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Chrift fifteth, and is tempted. The angels miniſter unto him ;

be dwelleth in Capernaum, beginneth to preach, calleth Peter

and Andrew, james and john, and healeth all the diſeaſed.

[Anno Domini 29.]

H EN was "Jeſus led up of the ſpirit into

the wilderneſs to be "tempted of the devil.

1 Kings, 18. 12.

* Exod. 34.28. Deut. 9. 9, 18.

* Eph. 6. 17. 1 Peter, 5.9. * Deut. 8. 3.

* Mark, 1. 11, 13. Luke, 4, 1–13.

Gen. 3. 15. John, 14. 30.

with ch. 3. 17. & 17. 5.

Ezek. 3. 14. & 8. 3. & 1 1. 1, 24. & 4o. 2. & 43. 5.

1 Kings, 19. 3.

Exod. 23. 25.

2 And when he had faſted forty days and

forty nights, he was afterward “an hungered.

3 And when the tempter came to him, he

ſaid, ‘ If thou be the Son of God, command

that theſe ſtones be made bread,

4. But he anſwered and ſaid, " It is written,

* Man ſhall not live by bread alone, but by

Aćts, 8, 39. * Heb. 4, 15. & 2. 18.

* Mark, 1. 13. Luke, 4. 2. ch. 21. 18. John, 4.6. * Luke, 4, 2, 3.

Luke, 4.4. & 12. 15. 1 Tim. 4.5. Prov. no. 22, & 30, 8.

“ as every thing meet, decent, regular, exemplary, and of

“good report.” -

We behold at this baptiſm, the ſacred Three, diſtinétly

appearing in characters of perſonal and divine glory, and

concurring in the great deſign of ſalvation How incon

fiderable and unworthy are the beſt of men, compared

with Chriſt And what exalted and endearing thoughts

ſhould we have of him, as the Son of God, and a Saviour

of finners; and as the Beloved of the Father, who makes

us accepted in him /

The heavens were opened when Chriſt was baptized; to

teach us, that when we duly attend on God's ordinances,

we may exped communion with him, and communications

from him. What an encomium was that which was heard

from the opening heavens: This is my beloved Son, in whom

I delight 1 How poor are all other kinds of praiſe ! To be

the deſight and joy of God, this is praiſe indeed ; this is

true glory; this is the higheſt, brighteſt light that holineſs

and virtue can appear in.

That holineſs, and the virtues which flow from that

bleſſed ſource, are objećts of divine complacence, as it is a

moſt important truth, ſo it is obvious to every pious ſoul:

Chriſt is the foundation; holineſs with all its concomitant

virtues is the ſuperſtrućture; and therefore what the poet

ſays of virtue, when built on this foundation, and flowing

from this ſource, is both beautiful and true :

If there’s a Pow’r above us,

(And that there is, all nature cries aloud

Through all her works,) he muſt delight in virtue;

And that which he delights in, muſt be happy. ADD1son.

God muſt delight in holineſs and its concomitant vir

tues, for the ſame reaſon that he delights in himſelf: for

holineſs is his own image and likeneſ, which, extinét in the

firſt Adam, and revived in the ſecond, even Jeſus Chriſt

our Lord, began her may ſterious courſe at his incarnation,

producing every virtuous fruit, and went on gradually

through all her proceſs, with the higheſt perfeótion in

each degree; till ſhe had finiſhed the firſt ſtage, which is

called the juſtice of the law, at his baptiſm by John, when

the Almighty Father pronounced audibly to the lower world

his approbation.

REFLE crions.—1ſt, Propheſy under the Old Teſtament

cloſed with the promiſe of the coming of Elijah, that is, of

one in his ſpirit and temper; and here we find that pro

pheſy accompliſhed in John the Baptiſt, ſo called from the

ordinance of baptiſm which he adminiſtered to his diſciples;

who appeared in thoſe dayſ, not immediately after the events

related in the preceding chapter, but at about twenty-ſeven

or twenty-eight years diſtance, during which time we never

but once hear any thing of our bleſſed Lord, who lived in

obſcurity, and not improbably maintained himſelf by manual

labour. We have,

1. The place where John opened his miniſtry, in the

wilderneſs of Judaea; not a place literally uninhabited, but

not ſo populous as the other parts of the country. * .

2. The doćtrine he preached : repentance ; a change of

mind and principles, and of manners and praćtice, in both

which reſpects the Jewiſh people were exceedingly cor

rupt ; and this he urges on that evangelical conſideration,

that the kingdom of heaven is at hand; the kingdom of the

Meſſiah, the Goſpel diſpenſation, which affords the ſtrongeſt

engagements to draw the minds of finners to return to

God, from the views of the riches of his grace therein

revealed.

3. Herein John fulfilled the propheſy delivered con

cerning him, Iſai. xl. 3, 4.—the vºice of one crying, inti

mating the fervour and vehemence with which John

preached, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths

Jiraight. As the harbinger, or herald, he goes before to

clear the way for the King of glory, preaching that re

pentance which was ſo peculiarly needful at a time when

the traditions of men had made God’s word of no effect,

and the corruption of the general practice was the natural

effect of their corrupt principles ; and pointing them from

their finful courſes to him who was the way, the truth, and

the lift, by whom alone they could be ſaved. Nºte; (1.)

The ways of fin are crooked ways, which lead down to

death and hell. (2.) Nothing can ſave us from them, but

repentance towards God, and faith in our Lord Jeſus

Chriſt.

4. His garb and diet were auſtere, as his word was

piercing. He ſeemed an uncouth courtier to prepare the

way of the eternal King. A rough garment, girt with a

leathern girdle, was his clothing, as being the promiſed

Elias; and his meat was plain and abſtemious, ſuch as the

wilderneſs afforded, locuſts and wild honey. Note; They

who preach mortification and repentance to others, ſhould

themſelves ſhow a becoming indifference to this world, and

the gratifications of it. -

5. A numerous auditory attended his miniſtry, ſtruck

by the fingularity of his appearance and manners, and,

above all, by the power of the word he preached. Mul

titudes from Jeruſalem, Judaea, and the country beyond

Jordan, reſorted to him, a general expe&tation of the

I 2 Meſſiah
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every word that proceedeth out of the mouth

of God.

* Job, 1. 11–19. & 2. 6. John, 19. 11.
* Neh. 1 r. 1.

5 "Then the devil taketh him up into the 'holy

city, and ſetteth him on a pinnacle of thetemple,

If 43. 2. & 52. 1. Dan. 9. 16. ch. 5. 35. & 27, 53.

Meſſiah being now raiſed through the land ; and ſo far

were many affected with his diſcourſes, that they made

profeſſion of repentance, confeſſed their fins, and were

baptized in Jordan. But among the multitude of Pro

feſſors, the ſequel ſhewed there were few real penitents.

Uncommon zeal and ſtriking delivery will often collect an

audience, and excite curioſity; but we muſt fincerely yield

to the power of divine grace, before we can be really

converted. -

It has been a much-diſputed point, reſpecting the manner

of adminiſtering the ordinance of baptiſm, whether by im

merſion or ſprinkling; and where the form is reſted upon,

inſtead of the power of godlineſs, there is room open for

abundant debate. I muſt confeſs, for my own part, I fee

no reaſon to ſuppoſe ſuch immenſe multitudes were all

dipped in Jordan, nor how it would be practicable to

provide dipping garments for them ; nor does the word

£azlº (baptizo), convey the ſame meaning as £27%

(bapto), but rather ſeems to intimate ſprinkling or

pouring water upon them ; and the baptiſm of the Holy

Ghoſt, which this baptiſm of John's prefigured, would lead

us ſtrongly to that meaning of the word. But while we

Íhould avoid all rigid cenſures on thoſe who differ from us

in theſe ceremonials, and ſee that, in whatever manner

baptiſm be adminiſtered, we do not reſt upon the ordi

nance, it is an eſſential concern, that our ſouls be really

partakers of the thing ſignified, even ſprinkled with the

blood of Jeſus, and ſaved by the waſhing of regeneration

and the renewing of the Holy Ghoſt.

2dly, The Phariſees and Sadducees were men of very

different charaćters; the one pretended uncommon ſančtity,

and were rigid obſervers of the rituals of religion, deriving

their name from that ſeparation of themſelves from other

men in which they gloried. The Sadducees, on the other

hand, ſo denominated from their maſter Sadok, were the

very reverſe; avowedly infidel in their principles, and, it

is to be feared, as licentious in their practice. Yet many

of both theſe ſećts, either ſtruck with John's preaching, or

more probably to gain the higher veneration with the

people, who were ſtrongly engaged in John's favour as a

prophet ſent from God, applied to him for baptiſm; and
to them he addreſſes his diſcourſe. r

1. He opens with a moſt ſevere reproof, and mortifying

appellation: O generation of viperſ, ſpecious, yet venomous

as a ſerpent, who hath warned you to flee from the wrath to

come 2 either from their temporal calamities which were

approaching, and which their repentance might have

averted; or from the eternal ruin which they had provoked

by their pride, hypocriſy, infidelity, and wickedneſs. Note:

(i.) To fly from the wrath to come, is every finner's great

concern; but none will take the warning, till they ſee and

feel the imminence of their danger. (2.) Miniſters muſt

deal plainly and freely with men's conſciences; nor muſt

the ſelf-righteous formaliſt be addreſſed with leſs ſeverity

than the abandoned ſinner.

2. He admoniſhes them of their duty. Bring forth

I

therefºre fruits meet fºr repentance, without which all the

water in the river would never profit them any thing; for

all who are baptized unto repentance muſt ſee, that in all

humility and lowlineſs of mind, in all patience and per

feverance in well-doing, in all holy converſation and god

lineſs, they prove the truth of the grace which is in them ;

elſe ſhall the baptized 'finner be as the heathen man and

the publican.

3. He cautions them againſt truſting on their external

privileges, on which he knew they depended for acceptance

before God. Becauſe they were Abraham's children they

flattered themſelves with ſafety, and thought repentance in

their caſe unneceſſary: but John would undeceive them ;

and pointing perhaps to thoſe ſtones which Joſhua ſet up

in Jordan, Joſh. iv. 20. aſſured them that God could from

theſe raiſe up children to Abraham, and needed not his de

ſcendants after the fleſh to compoſe his church. Note: (1.)

Many flatter themſelves, that their being members of the

viſible church, and having partaken of baptiſm and the

Lord's ſupper, will ſtand them in ſtead in the day of God,

who will find themſelves woefully diſappointed. (2.) Mi

niſters muſt lay open thoſe refuges of lies to which the ſelf

righteous and the finner betake themſelves, and rouſe thoſe

to a ſenſe of their danger, who rock themſelves aſleep in

vain imaginations. (3.) The nearer we are related to

great and good men, ſo far from being a protećtion to us,

it will but aggravate our guilt if we degenerate from their

piety. -

4. He gives them fair warning. The time was ſhort

ere judgment would begin at the houſe of God: the axe

was now laid to the root of the tree, by the preaching of

the Goſpel. If they rejected the counſel of God, and re

fuſed to repent and amend their ways, then they were

marked for ruin, as trees which bear no fruit, fit only for

fuel. The temporal judgments of God ſhall conſume them

with their city; or, worſe, the eternal wrath of God ſhall

overwhelm them in hell. Note: The day of grace is a

precious ſeaſon not to be trifled with ; our eternity of

happineſs or miſery depends on our neglect or improve

ment of it. . -

5. He direéts them to that glorious Perſonage whoſe

forerunner he was, acknowledging his pre-eminence in all

things. He could indeed call them to repentance, and

adminiſter baptiſm to thoſe who made profeſſion of it; but

from a greater than himſelf the grace of repentance flows;

concerning whom he owns that he was not worthy to per

form the meaneſt offices to him, even to carry his ſhoes after

him : ſo lowly are the ſaints of God in their own eyes.

He ſhall baptize you with the Holy Ghºſt, and with fire; either

at the day of Pentecoſt, Aéts, ii. 3, &c. or his influences,

like fire, ſhould purify, warm, and enliven their ſouls. Or,

as ſome ſuggeſt, this baptiſm may refer to the judgments

that he would pour out on the impenitent, when having, like

the huſbandman, ſeparated the wheat, his faithful people,

from the chaff of hypocrites and unfaithful profeſſors, he

would burn up the latter with unquenchable fire. Note:

(1.) The
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6 And ſaith unto him, If thou be the Son “He ſhall give his angels charge concerning

of God, caſt thyſelf down : for it is written, thee; and in their hands they ſhall bear thee

* Pſ. 91. 11, 12. Luke, 4.9—11. 1 Tim. 3. 16. ver, 11.

(1.) The operations of God's Spirit in the believer's heart,

like fire, illuminate his underſtanding, conſume his vile

aſſections, and raiſe him, as the flame mounts upwards, to

high and heavenly things. (2.) The church is Chriſt's

floor; in it there is a mixed multitude of good and bad,

faithful and hypocrites, as the chaff and wheat lying toge

ther: but the day is near when the ſeparation ſhall be

made ; ſometimes even here by the divine word and pro

vidence ; aſſuredly at Chriſt's appearing, when the eternal

ſtate of men ſhall be determined. The faithful ſaints of

God ſhall then be gathered as the wheat into God's garner

in heaven, ſeparated from all chaff for ever; and the im

Penitent be configued to the everlaſting burnings.

3dly, Chriſt, who had hitherto lived in obſcurity, began

now to enter upon his glorious work; and, in order thereto,

comes to John to be baptized, whoſe preaching had raiſed

men's expectations concerning the glorious Perſon of whom

he ſpake. Not that Chriſt needed this baptiſm; but he

would ſhew his approbation of it, as well as receive that

public teſtimony which John on this occaſion was appointed

to bear to him.

1. John, who knew Jeſus by divine revelation, John,

i. 33. appears unwilling to admit his Maſter to the ordi

nance of baptiſm which he adminiſtered. He who had

no fin, could ſurely need no repentance. Beſides, counting

himſelf unworthy of pouring water upon him, from whom

himſelf needed the greater baptiſm of the Spirit, he would

humbly have excuſed himſelf from the office. I have need

tº be baptized ºf thee, and comgſ; thou to me? Note; (1.) The

moſt holy ſouls are ever the moſt humble. (2.) Chriſt's

condeſcenſions are ſo amazing, that our faith is ſometimes

ready to ſtagger at the view of them. (3.) The greateſt

faints and prophets have need of the baptiſm of Jeſus;

both of the ſprinkling of his blood, and of the influences

of his Spirit to purify their hearts, or to preſerve them

pure; and they are always moſt ſenſible of their wants.

(4.) They who preach repentance to others, had need be

deeply concerned to be baptized with the Holy Ghoſt

themſelves, left, after having been the means of ſaving

others, they themſelves ſhould be caſt away.

2. The Lord over-rules John’s objećtion. In his preſent

ſtate of humiliation it became him to ſubmit to this among

ther divine inſtitutions, that he might in all things be a

pattern of righteouſneſs; and therefore John muſt for the

preſent comply. Nor does he any longer heſitate, but ad

mitted him to baptiſm accordingly, fully ſatisfied in the

will and wiſdom of his Lord. Note; (1.) It is becoming

to countenance and encourage every good work; and thoſe

who may be higher in wiſdom and grace than their teachers,

are bound nevertheleſs to attend their miniſtry, and ſet an

example to others. (2.) Chriſt fulfilled all righteouſneſs,

ceremonial as well as moral; and by his obedience to the

death of the croſs, is become the end of the law for righ

teouſneſs to every one that believeth. (3.) There are often

reaſons for the divine procedure, concerning which we

muſt be content to be ignorant.

thou ſhalt know hereafter.

3: God is pleaſed to bear a ſignal atteſtation to the glory

of the Redeemer on this occaſion. Immediately as he went

up from the river's brink, or from the water, where he had

been baptized, the heavens were opened, a chaſm being made

in the firmament, as if the everlaſting doors were wide

unfolded; and John, as well as Jeſus, beheld the viſible

deſcent of the Holy Ghoſt upon him, in a hovering, dove

like motion ; and it reſted upon or over his head. He

being conſtituted the great prophet of his people, as the

man Chriſt Jeſus, had the Spirit without meaſure beſtowed

upon him, to enable him for the diſcharge of his office;

and in him, as the head of his church, all fulneſs dwells,

that he may thence communicate both gifts and graces to

his faithful members according to their wants. And be

fides the viſible appearance here deſcribed, an audible voice

was heard from the excellent glory, This is my beloved Sºn,

in whom I am well pleaſed; God's Son, not by creation as

angels, or by adoption as the ſaints, but by a filiation

peculiar to himſelf, being eternal as the Father, yet ſtanding

in this relation towards him ;-beloved, becauſe the expreſs

image of his perſon, and now become incarnate for our

redemption: therefore God the Father delighted in him,

expreſling his intire ſatisfaātion in his undertaking : in

whom I am well pleaſed, which he could never ſay in this

high ſenſe of any of the ſons of men beſide, all having

finned and come ſhort of the glory of God. Jeſus alone

is the one glorious charaćter on which God can look with

intire approbation ; and for whoſe ſake it is, as having

made the atonement, that any of the ſons of men can find

acceptance before God. Becauſe he is well-pleaſed with

Jeſus, he has now opened the kingdom of heaven to all

believers in him ; and whoſoever cometh to God by him

ſhall be in no wife caſt out. Thus, while every other

charaćter, conſidered in a ſtate of nature, from the firſt

man to the laſt, muſt be God’s abhorrence, fince altogether

born in fin, we may notwithſtanding be ſure of acceptance

in this Beloved, when we by faith receive him as God hath

ſent him forth to us, as our wiſdom, righteouſneſs, ſanc

tification, and redemption; our all in all. -

C H A P. IV.

Wer. 1. Then was jeſus led up, &c.] Then, that is to ſay,

immediately after his baptiſm, was jeſus led, or borne by

a ſtrong impulſe of the Spirit on his mind, (ſee Luke, iv.

14.) into the wilderneſ, which Mr. Maundrel is of opinion

was the wilderneſs near Jordan; a miferable and horrid

place, according to his account, conſiſting of high barren

mountains; ſo that it looks as if nature had ſuffered ſome

violent convulſions there. Our Lord probably was aſſaulted

in the northern part of it, near the ſea of Galilee; becauſe

he is ſaid, Luke, iv. 1, to be returning, or going back to

Nazareth, whence he came to be baptized. See Mark,

i. 9. Hither Chriſt retired to prepare himſelf for the

diſcharge

Thou knowſ? not now, but
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up, left at any time thou daſh thy foot againſt

a ſtone. -

* Ver, 4. Io. Rom. 15. 4. Eph. 6, 17.

Pſ. 78. 18. & 106. 14.

1 Peter, 5.9. * Deut. 6. 16.

7 Jeſus ſaid unto him, 'It is written again,

* Thou ſhalt not tempt the Lord thy God.

Luke, 4. 12. 1 Cor. Io. 9. Heb. 3. 8, 9. Exod. 17. 2, 7. Num. 14, 21.

diſcharge of his great office; and hence obtained ſo much

the greater glory, that he conquered the devil in a wilder

meſ, who ſubdued our firſt parents in paradiſe, where with

joint ſtrength they ought to have reſiſted him, and might

eaſily have overcome him. Chriſt, the ſecond Adam, was

to remedy all the evils of the fall. The original word

3,262×a ſignifies properly a ſlanderer, or a falſº accuſer, and

anſwers to the Hebrew Satan : it is found in the Scrip

ture only in the ſingular number, and ſignifies that evil

ſpirit who tempted our firſt parents; and who is repre

ſented in the ſacred writings as the head of the rebellious

angels, and the adverſity of all good men. See 1 Theſſ.

iii. 5. 1 Pet. v. 8. The exiſtence of good and bad ſpirits, is

the plain doćtrine of Scripture; and we muſt be perfect

Sadducees, to doubt or deny the being of either, upon the

faith and credit of the divine word. It may be proper juſt

to obſerve, than an ingenious writer has endeavoured to

ſhew that this very remarkable tranſačtion was not real,

but viſionary ; grounding his arguments upon the many

difficulties which occur to our underſtandings in the literal

account of it. I conceive that by the ſame arguments it

would be eaſy to prove almoſt any part of the ſacred hiſ

tory to be viſionary. There is no intimation of any thing

of this ſort in the ſacred hiſtorians; the detail of facts is

plain, and in their uſual manner: it is poſitively ſaid, that

jeſus was led up, that he fifted, that he hungered, &c. &c.

Nor does there appear any thing in the letter whereupon

to ground the idea, that what is here related was not real.

That the whole event was moſt wonderful and extraor

dinary, we readily allow ; and may as readily allow, that

from the very ſhort narration we have of it, it is not poſ

fible for us to enter completely into the whole meaning

and purport of it. But this ſhould be no objećtion againſt

our receiving and acknowledging the truth of the fact;

which, the more miraculous it is, the more it requires the

fubmiſſion of our faith, and the humble adoration of our

minds. See more on ver. 8. and Farmer's Inquiry into

the Temptation of Chriſt.

Ver. 2. And when he had fifted fºrty dayſ) So much

greater was, Jeſus than Adam. Jeſus, worn down by

faſting and hunger, oppreſſed with want, and in a wild

howling wilderneſs, overcame the devil; by whom Adam

was overcome in full ſtrength, and abounding with all

- things. It was uſual for perſons to prepare themſelves for

any ſacred office by faſting, and prayers ſo intenſe, as to

cauſe a neglect of common food. See Aéts, xiii. 3. xiv.

23. The number forty is remarkably diſtinguiſhed in

Scripture: Moſes and Elijah faſted fºrty dayſ. See alſo

Gen. I. 3: Jonah, iii. 4: Ezek. iv. 6. It is a very juſt

remark of Dr. Whitby, that to inſtitute, or pretend to keep

a fift for forty dayſ, in imitation of this example of our

Lord, is to place morality in numbers, and introduce an

endleſs heap of ſuperſitious follies; for it is certain, that ſo

great and ſo long abſtinence is inconſiſtent with the frailty

of our nature, and ſo can be no duty. Better is the note

of Theophylaa and others, that “we are then eſpecially

“ to expect temptations, when we are in ſtraits and exi

“gencies, from which we ſee no ordinary way of deli

“verance;” which was here the caſe of Chriſt.

War. 3. When the tempter came to him, he ſaid, &c.] We

may infer from Mark, i. 13. that during the forty days

which Jeſus ſpent in the wilderneſs, he was expoſed to

ſeveral other temptations beſides thoſe mentioned here ;

and therefore Dr. Doddridge very well tranſlates and para

phraſes the paſſage thus; “Juſt at that time, when he was

“very hungry, and entirely unprovided with food, the

“ tempter coming to him, in a viſible form, putting on a

“human appearance (as one that deſired to inquire farther

“ into the evidence of his miſſion) ſaid, if thou art the Sea

“ of God, &c.” It is only in the original, If thou be San

of God, without any article; but it ſeems to be properly

inſerted in our verſion, becauſe the miracle which the devil

required of Jeſus, was not that he might ſhew himſelf to be a

child of God, but the Son of God; that is to ſay, the Meſſiah.

The Jews were perſuaded that the Meſſiah was to be the

Son of God; and they commonly applied to him the 7th

verſe of the 2d Pſalm, and the 14th verſe of the 7th

chapter of the 2d book of Samuel. By comparing ſeveral

paſſages in the New Teſtament, it appears, that in the

language of the Jews, the words Mºſiah, and Son ºf God

were of the ſame import. See Matt. xxvi. 63. Luke, xvii.

66–70. John, i. 41, 44, 45. and Matt. xvi. 16. compared

with Mark, viii. 29. Luke, ix. 20. Chriſt was tempted in all

things, Heb. iv. 15. and as the things which ſolicit us to

fin may be referred to three kinds, pleaſures, honours, and

riches, (1 John, ii. 16.) Chriſt, being tempted by all theſe,

came off vićtorious. When he refuſed to command the

ſtones to become bread, he ſhewed his conqueſt over plea

ſure, or the animal appetite; when he caſt not himſelf

down from the temple, he ſhewed his triumph over vain

glory; and in the third temptation, expreſſing his contempt

of the goods of this world, he ſhewed that nothing in this

life could conquer his piety and integrity. See Beaufobre

and Lenfant, and Wetſtein. We may read the laſt words,

Command theſe ſtones to become bread.

Ver. 4. But by every word, &c.] But by every thing

which the mouth of God ſhall ordain. Pruſſian Teſtament.

The original, to which our verſion is agreeable, is a Hebrew

expreſſion, taken from Deut. viii. 3. Whatever proceedeth

out of the mouth, is the ſame as whatever God appoints or

commandr. Word is not in the Hebrew, but only in the

LXX, whom the evangeliſt has here followed. Dr. Heylin

is of opinion, that the diabolical temptation did not, perhaps

could not begin, till after Jeſus had faſted forty days; and

then, when the firſt fervours of the new ſtate he was en

tered upon were conſiderably abated; when his new abi

lities of body and mind were greatly exhauſted by ſo long

an abſtinence; when nature languiſhed, and hunger called

for the needful repair of food; then the tempter found

acceſs to him. It ſhould be obſerved, that in the ſtyle of

Scripture,
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8 "Again, the devil taketh him up into an

exceeding high mountain, and ſheweth him

* Luke, 4, 5-7. a Cor. 4.4. 1 Cor. 7. 31.

all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory

of them;

1 John, 2. 15, 16. James, 4. 4. Pſ. 17. 14.

=

Scripture, feeding, feaſting, and faſting, are applicable to

the mind as well as to the body. The mind has its hunger

and thirſt. It feeds and ruminates on thought; and when

it fails of a due ſupply, it palls, and fickens, and ſtarves for

want of food. Now the forlorn wilderneſs was as barren

of what could recreate the mind, as of what could feed the

body. Here Jeſus ſojourned, in perpetual filence and ſoli

tude, with no entertainment of ſenſe, no ſecular occupation,

no external objećts to employ the imagination. His faſt

there was total ; total, I mean, as to the animal part, which,

waſted with long want of neceſſary refreſhment, at laſt

Pined with hunger; and this hunger would probably be

attended with dejećtion of ſpirits, or other diſorders, which

debilitate the mind, and lay it open to temptation. It was

then the tempter came to him, and ſaid, if, &c. So the evan

geliſt briefly relates the ſubſtance of this firſt temptation;

which certainly was then diſplayed with all the colourings

of reaſon ; and which, by way of illuſtration, and only to

flew what might be ſuggeſted on the occaſion, may be

thus repreſented: “If you really are the Son of God, and

“the voice you imagine to have heard from heaven be no

“deluſion, aſſert your prerogative: do not let a Son of

“God ſtarve; vindicate your ſonſhip, and juſtify your

“Father's goodneſs, who has not given you the miraculous

* powers you think yourſelf endowed with for nothing.

“If theſe powers are to be uſed, when ſo reaſonably as

“now 2 Can any one want them more ? Can any one

“deſerve them better than you do Confider what you

“owe to yourſelf and your Father's glory, if you be in

“deed his Son. His Spirit, as you deem, led you into

“this inhoſpitable wilderneſs;–for what 2–To periſh

“here 2—and ſo to fruſtrate all the propheſies which

“you conceive yourſelf deſtined to accompliſh, and de

“prive men of the ſalvation you undertake to earn for

“them —For your own ſake, for their ſake, for the ſake

* of your Father’s glory, which is ſo highly intereſted in

“your preſervation, hearken to the juſt calls of nature in

“you : ſpeak but the word; bid thºſe words become bread.”

Jeſus anſwered, Man, &c. The quotation is very appo.

fi:e: for it is taken from Deuteronomy, where Moſes, re

capitulating to the Jews the hardſhips and temptations with

which they had been exerciſed in the deſert, the more

effectually to remind them of the great leſſon that he was to

inculcate, ſays, Thou ſhalt remember all the way which the

Lord thy God led thee theſe forty yearſ in the wilderneſ, to

bumble thee, and to prove thee [the original here is the ſame

word, which, in other places, is rendered, to tempt thee,)

to knºw what was in thine heart ; whether thou would?

tºp his commandmentſ, or no ; and he humbled thee, and ſuffered

tlee to hunger, and fed thee with manna [a food before un

known], that he might make thee know, that man doth not live

ly bread only, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth

ºf the Lord, &c.; that is to ſay, by whatever God appoints,

or by whatever way he pleaſes. This anſwer, we ſee, was

fully to the purpoſe, and ſo decifive as not to admit of a

reply; yet the adverſary, though baffled, did not defiſt,

but renewed the attack with a ſecond temptation: whereby

it ſhould ſeem, that he hoped to take advantage from the

total reſignation wherewith Jeſus confided in the divine

protećtion, ſo as to drive him into ſome exceſs. See

Houbigant on Deut. viii. 3

Wer. 5. Then the devil taketh him, &c.] The original

word waſ axaučível, ſignifies no more than to lead, to take

along with one ; as in the LXX. Numb. xxii. 41. xxiii. 27,

28. See Matt. xvii. 1. ‘That it has no other ſenſe in this.

place, and alſo in the eighth verſe, is plain from Luke, iv.

5, 9. By the holy city is meant Jeruſalem, which is fre

quently ſo called. Inſtead of pinnacle, Dr. Doddridge very

properly reads battlement ; obſerving, that though pinnacle

agrees very well with the etymology of the Greek word

alsºvy; ov: yet, according to its uſe among us, it leads the

Ingliſh reader to imagine, that he ſtood on the point of

a ſpire. The truth is, that the roof of the temple was flat,

and had a balluſtrade round it, which in ſome parts was ſo

exceeding high, that one could hardly bear to look down

from it. See Deut. xxii. 8. and Joſeph. Antiq. l. 15.

c. 11. Somewhere on the edge of this battlement, we

may ſuppoſe, was the ſcene of this temptation. We muſt

not imagine, that the devil took the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, and

diſpoſed of him as he would ; but only that our bleſſed

Saviour, who yielded to be placed in the temptation, was

pleaſed ſo far to do what the devil required of him. It is

a common thing to ſay a perſon does a thing, when he

orders or cauſes it to be done.

Ver. 6. If thou be the Son of God]. The Jews were un

doubtedly right in thinking that the Meſfiah is ſpoken

of by Daniel, ch. vii. 13, 14. But they fell into a groſs

miſtake, when, interpreting that paſſage literally, they

believed the Meſfiah would ačtually come in the clouds of

heaven, and wrºff the kingdom from the Romans. See Matt.

xxiv. 30. The Phariſees, however, had the deſtrućtion of

the Romans and the miraculous erection of a temporal

empire in view, when they required our Lord to ſhew

them a ſign from heaven; Matt. xvi. 1. And the people

in general were ſo ſtrongly impreſſed with the belief of it,

that they overlooked all the proper proofs of Chriſt’s miſ

fion, and rejećted him, becauſe he did not confirm it by

that fign, John vii. 27. Howbeit we know this man whence

he is ; but when Chriſt cometh, no man knoweth whence he is ;

“No man knoweth from what particular place he ſhall

“ firſt come :" for the doćtors thought that though the

Meſſiah was to be born at Bethlehem, he was immediately

to be conveyed thence, and concealed, till Elijah the Tiſh

bite came from heaven, and prepared matters for his re

ception; after which he was to be manifeſted in a mira

culous manner: and as they expcéted that the Meſfiah was

to come in the clouds of heaven, they thought his firſt

appearance was to be in the temple ; grounding this opi

nion on Mal. iii. 1. Pſal. cx. 2. Iſai. ii. 3. Now the ſecond

temptation, confidered in the light of this popular error,

had confiderable ſtrength in it; for the tempter's meaning

was, “Since thou art the Son of God, thou ſhouldſt call

“ thyſelf
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holy city of Jeruſalem.

9 And faith unto him, All theſe things will ſhip me.

Io Then ſaid Jeſus unto him, "Get theeI give thee, if thou wilt fall down and wor

° Ch. 16. 23. James 4.7. 1 Peter, 5.9.

“ thyſelf down from this battlement into the courts below,

“ where the numerous worſhippers, ſeeing thee borne up by

“ angels, will immediately acknowledge thee as the Meiſiah

“ coming to them in the clouds of heaven: fºr it is written,

he ſhall give his angels charge, &c. Had not this been the

devil's meaning, there was not the leaſt reaſon for carrying

Jeſus to jeruſalem, and ſetting him on the battlements of

the temple. He might as well have bidden him caſt him

ſelf down from any precipice in the wilderneſs, or from

the turret of any neighbouring town ; where the inter

poſition of angels in his preſervation, would have been as

conſpicuous a proof to himſelf of his Meſſiahſhip as in the

It may be objected indeed, that

the text cited by no means promiſes a viſible interpoſition

of miniſtering ſpirits for the preſervation of the Meſfiah,

as this ſenſe of the temptation ſecms to require. But the

anſwer is, that there was nothing to hinder the father of lies

from putting an artful gloſs upon a text of Scripture in

order to delude ; as if he had ſaid, “Since God hath pro

“miſed that his angels ſhall bear good men up in their

“hands, and particularly the Meſſiah, he may therefore

“well expect the favour, if he be the Son of God, and

“ eſpecially when it is neceſſary for the erecting of his king

“dom.”—And farther, the tempter's argument would have

the more weight, if, as is probable, he was now tranſfºrmed

into an angel of light, and feigned a willingneſs to aſſiſt Jeſus

in the undertaking. See Macknight, Sherlock on Pro

pheſy, appendix, p. 3o4. and the notes on Pſal. xci. I 1.

Wer. 7. It is written again] Or aſſº. So waxy here ele

gantly ſignifies, in oppoſition to the quotation that the

tempter had made, which was indeed very imperfeót: but

many, after St. Jerome, have obſerved, that Satan made his

advantage of quoting Scripture imperfectly and by ſcraps.

The cauſe of truth, and ſometimes of common ſenſe, has

ſuffered a great deal by thoſe who have followed his ex

ample. Jeſus repels his attack by Scripture alſo ; which,

like that cited in his former anſwer, again relates to the

children of Iſrael, exerciſed in circumſtances not unlike

his own, in the wilderneſs, when, murmuring and im

patient for want of water, as they had been before for want

of food, they tempted the Lord, ſaying, I jehovah among us,

or not * See Exod xvii. 7. They queſtioned his preſence

with them, and wanted proofs of it by a new miracle. To

tempt, is to try; and the trial they would make argued their

doubt and diſtruſt. See the note on Deut. vi. 16. The

perfeót faith of Jeſus excluded all diffidence, and therefore

would not admit any act on his part whereby to put the

divine goodneſs to the teſt, fince he already had the fulleſt

aſſurance of it. “I will not provoke God, either by acting

“otherwiſe than he has appointed, or by requiring proofs

“ of his power and veracity, after ſuch as are ſufficient,

“ and have already been given.” See Heylin, and Wetſtein.

But Dr. Campbell reads, Thru /ſalt not make trial of, in

ſtead of, Thou ſalt not tempt. What we commonly mean,

ſays he, by the word tempting, does not ſuit the ſenſe of

the Greek word in this paſſage. The Engliſh word means

properly either to ſºlicit to evil, or to provoke; whereas the

import of the Greek verb in this and ſeveral other places

is to affy, to try, to put to the proof. It is thus the word is

uſed, Gen. xxii. 1. where God is ſaid to have tempted

Abraham, commanding him to offer up his ſon Iſaac for a

burnt-offering. God did not ſolicit the patriarch to evil,

for, in this ſenſe, as the apoſtle James tells us, chap. i. 13.

he neither can be tempted, nor tempteth any man. But

God tried Abraham, as the word ought manifeſtly to have

been rendered, putting his faith and obedience to the proof.

His ready compliance, ſo far from being evil, was an evi

dence of the higheſt faith and the ſublimeſt virtue.

and faithfulneſs in the performance of his promiſe, that the

And

on the preſent occaſion, it was God's love to his only Son

devil defired our Lord, by throwing himſelf headlong from :

a precipice, to make trial of.

Ver. 8. Again, the devil taketh him, &c.] The adverſary, -

enraged, as it ſhould ſeem, with his ill ſucceſs in the two

former attempts, caſts off all diſguiſe in this. He ſpeaks

no more of Son of God, but deſperate, and thence impudent

and audacious, he offers at once his whole ſtock of gaudy

trumperies, all worldly power, dominion, and glory, and

arrogantly ſets the price at which they are to be purchaſed.

Le Clerc is of the ſame opinion with the author referred

to on ver. 1. that what is here related, may more ſafely be

conceived to have happened to Chriſt in a viſion or dream,

than really; but this, ſays Dr. Whitby, is a vain dream and

a viſion of his own brain; and that which robs us of all

the practical improvement of our Lord's temptation. For,

why ſhould Chriſt have been led into a wilderneſ to have

this dream or viſion ? Did he faſt only in a viſion forty

days and forty nights 2 Or, why is it ſaid, that he after

wards was hungry Why is it ſaid, that the devil ſhake

to him, ſet him on a pinnacle, upon a high mountain, &c. &c. *

and looks it not far more odd to give the devil power over

the fancy of our Lord, to raiſe ſuch imaginations in him,

and ſuggeſt ſuch dreams to him, than barely to give him

that power over our Lord's body, which neither did nor

could do him any hurt I obſerve again, that as God

cauſed Moſes to ſee the whole land of promiſe from the

top of Nebo, either by ſtrengthening his eyes to ſee it

thence, or elſe by repreſenting it to him as it were in a

large plan or map in all the valleys round about him ; fo

might the devil, in the valleys round about that high moun

tain upon which Chriſt ſtood, make a large draught of the

ſtately edifices, guards and attendants of kings, appearing

in their ſplendour, viſible to the eyes of Chriſt; which ap

pearance could not be ſo well made to him, or advan

tageouſly ſeen, had he been in a plain.

opinion, that the devil might point out the kingdoms of the

world to him in ſome ſuch manner as this ; “Turn thine

“eyes to the eaſt, there is the kingdom of the Perſians,

“to whom thy anceſtors were ſubject, and the kingdom

“ of Arabia, rich in gold, in frankincenſe and myrrh :

“Turn to the ſouth, there is the kingdom of Egypt, where

“ the deſcendants of the patriarchs ſuffered ſo long and
“ ſevere

Wetſtein is of

º
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hence, Satan : for it is written, "Thou ſhalt

worſhip the Lord thy God, and him only

ſhalt thou ſerve. - - -

I "Then the devil leaveth him, and, behold,

angels came and miniſtered unto him.

12 * 'Now when Jeſus had heard that John

was “caſt into priſon, he departed into Galilee;

* Deut. 6. 13. & 10. zo. 1 Sam. 7. 3. Luke, 4.8.

$.”7. Luke, 4: 14 & 3. 9, 20. John, 4.43. ch. 14.3.

1ſ. 44, 25. Titus, 1.2. Theſſ. 5. 24. 2 Tim. 2. 13.

& So. 1-3. & 1 1. Io. & 52, 15. & 53. 11.

* James, 4.7.

Zech. 14. 7, 8.

-

Luke, 4. 13.

• Or delivered up.

Heb. 6. 17, 18. Pſ. 12.6. Prov. 30. 5, 6.

13 “And leaving Nazareth, he came and

dwelt in Capernaum, which is upon the ſea

coaſt, in the borders of Zabulon and Neph

thalim : -

14 “That it might be fulfilled which was

ſpoken by Eſaias the prophet, ſaying,

15 "The land of Zabulon, and the land of

Mark, 1. 13. 1 Tim. 3. 16. ch. 26. 53. * Mark, 1. 14. &

* Luke, 4. 30, 31. Mark, 6.1–6. * Num, 23. 19. 1 Sam. 15. 29.

" If, 9. 1, 2. & 29. 18. & 30, 16. & 42.6, 7.

“ſevere a ſervitude: Turn to the weſt, there you ſee Tyre

“and the iſles, abounding in merchandize and wealth;

“you ſee Rome, the queen and empreſs of the world :

“On the north, you ſee Syria, whoſe king Antiochus

“once profaned the temple, and brought ſuch evils on the

“Jews; you ſee Galilee, whoſe fertility you know, and

“where you have hitherto lived in obſcurity.” Thus the

devil pºinted out to Jeſus the kingdoms of the world, and

their grandeur. Macknight, with ſeveral others, is of opi

nion, that this proſpect was confined to the land of pro

miſe ; and that the mountain of Nebo, whence Moſes had

a proſpect of the whole land, was very probably that from

which the devil ſhewed our bleſſed Saviour all the king

doms of the world, that is, the whole of promiſe; for ſo

the word is uſed, in the literal ſenſe at leaſt, of Romans,

iv. 13. The land of promiſe, in its largeſt fignification,

reached from the Euphrates to the Mediterranean, eaſt and

weſt, and from Egypt on the ſouth to beyond Sidon north

wards, Deut. xi. 24. In Joſhua's time, that extent of

country contained thirty diſtinét principalities, beſides the

Philiſtines and Sidonians, as Spanheim obſerves; and even

in our Lord's time it comprehended ſeveral kingdoms, ſome

of which are mentioned Luke, iii. 1. All theſe the devil

pointed out to Jeſus in the temptation; taking particular

notice of their glory; that is, their great and opulent cities,

their rich fields, their hills covered with wood and cattle,

their rivers rolling through fertile valleys, and waſhing the

cities as they paſſed along; and promiſed to put him in

poſſeſſion of the whole inſtantly, if he would fall down and

wºrſhip him. By confining this proſpect to the land of

promiſe, the third temptation in Dr. Macknight's judgment

had a peculiar force. The devil, that he might know

whether Jeſus was the Meſfiah, offered to give him all the

kingdoms of the land to which the Meſſiah, as ſuch, had a

peculiar right , ſee Pſal. ii. 8. lxxii. 8. He hoped thus to

have enticed him to commit idolatry; thinking that, if he

was not the Meſſiah, he would eagerly embrace this, as

the ſpeedieſt way of accompliſhing his deſign.

Wer. 9, 1 o. All theſe things will I give thee] “If thou

“be the Son of God, take care to be eſteemed as ſuch ; if

“the kingdom of the Jews be deſtined for thee, add to it

“other kingdoms: ſeize the preſent occaſion, which is the

“moſt deſirable ; comply with the preſent terms which

“are the moſt eaſy: fall down, and pay me homage.” He

requires Jeſus to pay him that honour which the ſatrapes

or inferior kings were accuſtomed to pay to the king of the

º,” was therefore called “the king of kings.”

W2L. I.

Goſpel.

The word ºrzyś, get thee hence, plainly expreſſes the autho

rity of Jeſus over Satan, as well as his deteſtation of ſo vile

a ſuggeſtion. . See the note on Luke, iv. 6. -

Ver. I 1. Miniſtered unto him] The Greek word 3-axºvstv

ſignifies to ſerve or wait upon in general, and ſo to wait at

table. See chap. viii. 15. Luke, xvii. 8, &c. As one

celſial ſpirit might have been abundantly ſufficient for the

relief of our Lord's neceſſities, it is reaſonable to ſuppoſe,

that the appearance of a number of them upon this occaſion

was to do him the more illuſtrious honour, after this hor

rible combat with Satan, to which, for wiſe and good

reaſons, he was pleaſed to condeſcend. See Doddridge,

and the Inferences. . .

Ver. 12. Now when jºſits had heard, &c.] John the

Baptiſt was not impriſoned till after the temptation of the

Lord Jeſus Chriſt. Between theſe two events, there hap

pened what is related in the three firſt chapters of St. John's

It is commonly ſuppoſed, that the miniſtry of

John the Baptiſt laſted but about eighteen months at moſt,

and that he was in priſon a year after Chriſt's baptiſm.

We will juſt tranſcribe out of St. John's Goſpel, for the

fake of conneétion, what is here omitted in the hiſtory of

Chriſt. He went from Nazareth into Judaea, where he

was baptized by John, Mark, i. 9. From Judaea he re

turned into Galilee, John, i. 43. ii. 1. He went again

into Judaea, and there celebrated the paſſover at Jeruſalem,

John, ii. 13. He baptized in Judaea while John was bap

tizing at Enon, John, iii. 22. All this time John was at

liberty, ib.ver. 24.; but the Phariſees having conſpired againſt

Jeſus, John, iv. 1–3. and Jeſus hearing that John had

been put into priſon by Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee,

Mark, i. 14. he went again into Galilee. See Beauſobre

and Lenfant. Inſtead of, he departed, in this verſe, we may

read, he retired. -

Per. 13. And leaving Nazareth] Namely, when they had

wholly rejected his word, and even attempted to kill him.

See Luke, iv. 29. and for an explanation of the next verſes,

the note on Iſai. ix. 1, 2. and Mede's works, p. IoI, Io2.

Chriſt choſe Capernaum for the place of his reſidence, as

being a large city, and where he was likely to bring num

bers of people to the knowledge of his Goſpel. See chap.

xi. 23. For an account of the lake of Genneſareth, and

the fruitfulneſs of the neighbouring country, ſee Joſephus,

Jewiſh War, b. iii. c. 18. . . .

Wer. 14. That it might be fulfilled which] Whereby was

fiftled that which.

Per. 15. By the way ºf theſº beyond jordanj Situate on

the
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Nephthalim, by the way of the ſea, beyond

ordan, Galilee of the Gentiles; º

16 The people which ſat in darkneſs ſaw

great light; and to them which ſat in the

region and ſhadow of death light is ſprung

up.

17 || From that time Jeſus began to preach,

and to ſay, Repent: for 'the kingdom of heaven

is at hand. -

18"| “And Jeſus, walking by the ſea ofGa

lilee, ſaw two brethren, Simon called Peter,

and Andrew his brºther, caſting a net into the

ſea; for they were fiſhers.

19 And he faith unto them, "Follow me,

and I will make you fiſhers of men.

* Mark, 1. 14. Luke, 9. 2. ch. 3. 2. & 10. 7.

* Num. 34. 11. Deut. 3. 17.

Ezek. 47. Io. Aćts, ii-xix. 1 Cor. 3. 5.

ch. Io. 2. & 17. 1. & zo. 1e, 21. & 26. 37.

* Gen. 3. 15. & 49. 10.

* Pſ. 119.60.

y Goſpel-diſpenſation. Ch. Kiii. xxv.

Joſh. 1 1. 2. & 19. 35. ch. 14. 34: , Jonn, 6.1.

Luke, 9.54. Aćts, 11. 1, 18.

Deut. 18. 15, 18. Iſ. 61. 1. & 42. 4, 7. & 35. 3-6. ch. 9. 35. Mark, 1.15 lººke, 4-43, 44.

20 And they “ſtraightway left their nets, and

followed him. -

21 And going on from thence, he ſaw other

two brethren, “James the ſon of Zebedee, and

John his brother, in a ſhip with Zebedee their

father, mending their nets; and he called

them. -

22 “And they immediately left the ſhip and

their father, and followed him.

23 °. And Jeſus went about all Galilee,

teaching in their ſynagogues, and preaching

the goſpel of the kingdom, and healing all

manner of ſickneſs and all manner of diſeaſe

among the people.

24 And "his fame went throughout all Sy- -

#. t2. & 45. 22. Exod. 15. 26. Dan. 2.44. Ads, io. 38. Gen. 3.15. & 49, so, iſ a 1- io. * 49. 6. & 69. 1, 2, Zech. 8. 29-23. Deut. 31.43

eb. 7, 25. John, 6.37, Rev. 7.4, 9, 19. Mark, 3-7.

the jordan, near the ſea. Campbell.

is rather an indefinite and obſcure expreſſion. What is

here called ſea is properly not a ſea, but a lake. It was

cuſtomary with the Hebrews to denominate a large extent

of water, though freſh water, and encompaſſed with land,

by the name ſea. It was on this ſea, that Capernaum, and

ſome other towns of note, were ſituated. Here alſo Peter

and Andrew, James and John, before they were called to

the apoſtleſhip, exerciſed the occupation of fiſhermen.

The ſea of Galilee and the ſea of Tiberias are become in ſcrip

ture-ſtyle ſo much like proper names, that it might look

affected to change them for the lake ºf Galilee and the lake ºf

Tiberias. Beſides, where it can conveniently be done, theſe

ſmall differences in phraſeology which diverſify the ſtyles

of the evangeliſts in the original, ought to be preſerved in

the tranſlation. *

Wer. 17. From that time, &c.] . Namely of his departure

into Galilee. Jeſus had already preached at Jeruſalem and

in other parts of Judaea: ſee John, iv. 3. and the note on

ver. 12. But St. Matthew, having omitted this part of the

evangelical hiſtory, dates the beginning of Chriſt's miniſtry

ſrom his preaching in Galilee. John the Baptiſt gave

notice that the coining of the Mºſiah was at hand; the Lord

Jeſus Chriſt declares that he is come; and orders his apoſtles

to publiſh the ſame great truth to the world. See Beaufobre

By the way of the ſea

and Lenfant. Though Chriſt, as legiſlator and Lord, could

have commanded his ſubjećts, yet he choſe rather, by the

milder methods of perſuaſion, to teach and inſtruct them. See

ver. 23, and on chap. v. 11, 12. It is the peculiar buſineſs

of Chriſt to eſtabliſh the kingdom of heaven in the hearts

of men. Yet he himſelf begins his preaching in the ſame

words with John the Baptiſt, becauſe the repentance which

John taught, ſtill was and ever will be the neceſſary pre

paration for that inward kingdom. But that phraſe is not

cally uſed with regard to the individuals in whom this

5.

kingdom is to be eſtabliſhed, but alſo with regard to the

Chriſtian church,-the whole body of believers. In the

former ſenſe, it is oppoſed to repentance; in the lat

ter, to the Moſaic diſpenſation. See more in Heylin,

• 42.P Wer. 18. And jeſus, walking, &c..] Reſpe&ting the calling

of Peter, &c. ſee the notes on Mark, i. Inſtead of fiſherſ,

we may read, fiſhermen. It appears from John, i. 35, &c.

that they had already acknowledged Jeſus for the Meſfiah,

upon the teſtimony of John the Baptiſt.

Wer. 21, 22. Ship] Bark, or boat.

Ver. 23. Synagogues] This is a general word, which in

its original meaning ſignifies both civil and eccleſiaſtical

aſſemblies, and alſo the places where theſe aſſemblies were

kept. Here, as alſo chap. xiii. 54. and almoſt all through

the New Teſtament, it is taken for the places or buildings

where the Jews met to pray, and to hear the interpretation

of the law and the prophets; and this is a common ac

ceptation of the word ſynagogue. It is manifeſt from

Aćts, xv. 21. that there had been of a long time ſyna

gogues in each city, and that the Jews were accuſtomed

A&s, 1.3, 8. * Mark, i. 16. Luke, r. 2. John, 1. 42.

* John, 1, 37. Aëts, 2. 1. ch. 16.24. 1 Cor. 11. 1. * Luke, ‘. . c.

Gal. i. 16. ch. Io. 37. & 19. 27. Mark, 1o. 18. , 1 Kings, 19. 19, 20. * Mark, 1. 19. -

Rev. 1. 1. * Mark, i. zo. Luke, 14. 33. & R. 11. 1 Kings, 19. 19, 20.

* Luke, 4, 37, 4o. iſ 52. 13. .

to meet therein every Sabbath-day. Theſe ſynagogue: had

ſeveral heads and officers, who performed different func

tions: that of the ſcribes was to teach and inſtruct the

congregation; but it is evident from A&ts, xiii. 15. that

after the reading of the law and the prophets, the heads

of the ſynagogue deſired ſuch learned and grave perſons

as happened to be there to make a diſcourſe to the people ;

and by virtue of this cuſtom it was, that the Lord Jeſus

Chriſt and St. Paul were allowed to preach in the ſyna

gogues: A&s, ix. 20. xiv. 1. See Beaufobre and Lenfant,

and the authors referred to on chap. iii. 7. Reſpecting

the different diſeaſes, poſſeſſions, &c. mentioned in this

and the next verſe, we ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak more

particularly when we come to thoſe miracles of our:
WłycIC
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ria: and they brought unto him all ſick

people that were taken with divers diſeaſes

and torments, and thoſe which were poſſeſſed

with devils, and thoſe which were lunatic, and

thoſe that had the palſy ; and he healed them.

25 And there followed him great multitudes

where they are diſtinétly deſcribed. The Goſpel, that is

to ſay, the glad tidings, or joyous meſſage, is the proper

name of our religion, and will be amply verified as ſuch

to all who cordially embrace it. See Heylin, and more

on this ſubječt in the Inferences.

Wer. 24. Torments, &c.] Pains ; demoniacs, lunatics,

and paralytics.

Per. 25. Frºm Decapolis] A country of Paleſtine, ſo

called becauſe it contained ten cities ; concerning the names

of which the learned are not agreed. It bordered upon

Syria, a province near Galilee, and extended on both fides

of Jordan and the lake of Tiberias. It formerly belonged

to the half tribe of Manaſſeh. See Joſeph. Jewiſh War,

b. iii. c. 16. and Pliny’s Nat. Hiſt. l. v. c. 18. Inſtead of

beyond, Campbell reads, from the banks of the jordan.

Inferenceſ.—To have juſt ideas of Chriſt's temptations,

we muſt conſider them in two lights. Fift, as they were

permitted by God. Secondly, as they were cxecuted by the

tempter. -

The reaſons for which God permitted his Son to be

tempted of the devil were ſuch as theſe : 1. That he might

become a faithful and merciful high-prieſt, one who can

ſuccour his people in time of need, and pity them when

they happen to fall by temptation. The apoſtle aſſigns

this reaſon expreſsly, Heb. ii. 17, 18. iv. 15. 2. That

his example might be a complete pattern of all purity,

virtue, and excellence: Jeſus, like a wiſe and valiant ge

neral, underwent himſelf all the hardſhips attending his

ſervice, that we his ſoldiers might be animated to ſuſtain

them together with him. He has gone before us, not only

in poverty and reproach, and contempt of ſenſual pleaſure,

but was given up to be tempted of the devil, that his people

might not be diſmayed by ſuch diſpenſations of Provi

dence, but be taught to expect them, eſpecially after

having had proofs of the divine love and manifeſtations

of his preſence: alſo that we might know both what ſort

of an enemy we have to encounter, and the kind of

temptations that he will aſſault us with ; particularly that

there is no impiety or wickedneſs ſo groſs, but he will

tempt even the beſt of men to commit it.

Farther, it was deſigned to ſhew us, that the devil,

though a ſtrong enemy, may be overcome, and by what

means; and to ſtir us up to conſtant watchfulneſs. Hence

this conflićt, though managed in the fight of God and the

angels only, was in due time made public for the inſtruc

tion of nankind. 3. That our Lord might with the

greateſt advantage begin and carry on his miniſtry, in the

courſe of which he was to accompliſh the ſalvation of men,

it was neceſſary that he ſhould firſt vanquiſh the ſtrongeſt

ten ptations of the old ſerpent, who had formerly brought

ruin on mankind. His ſuſtaining the temptations of the

devil, therefore, when he entered on his miniſtry, teaches

us, that no man is ſo rightly qualified to preach the Goſ

Pl, as he who by temptation has been fortified againſt

luxury, ambition, pride, luſt, covetouſneſs, and ſuch like

paſſions, with which the devil overthrows the minds of

the unſtable.

On the other hand, the motives which induced the

devil to undertake this temptation, might be, 1. His ge

neral deſire of ſeducing men to ſin: 2. Some particular

end which he propoſed to accompliſh thereby. It is

reaſonable to believe, that God's gracious intention to ſave

the world by his Son, was not intirely concealed from the

evil ſpirits. If ſo, they might be led by the propheſies to

conjećture, that this was the period fixed in the will of

heaven for the advent of God's Son. That the devils are

acquainted with the Scripture is evident from the citation

which we find the tempter making out of the Pſalms on

this occaſion. Beſides, they might be confirmed in their

opinion, by the general expećtation of the Meſſiah, with

which the eaſt was now filled. If therefore they had

any how received intelligence of the wonderful things

which accompanied the birth of Chriſt; or, having been

witneſſes to the deſcent of the Spirit upon him at his

baptiſm, ſome of them had heard the voice from heaven

declaring him the Son of God; they could not but have a

great curioſity to know whether he was really the grand

perſonage ſo long expećted by men.

The reſolution of this point was undoubtedly of the

greateſt moment to them; becauſe the part they were

afterwards to ačt, in carrying on their own projećts for

deſtroying the human race, depended in a great meaſure

upon it. Wherefore, all the time Jeſus was in the wil

derneſs, the chief of the evil ſpirits, as being beſt qualified

for the undertaking, beſet him with a multitude of temp

tations, in order, if poſſible, to diſcover who he was :

the form in which two of his temptations run, ſeems to

favour this conjećture. If thou be the Son ºf God, command

that theſe ſºoner be made bread.—If thou be the Son of God,

caſ, thyſelf down. , Beſides, unleſs the tempter had been in

doubt as to the character of Jeſus, it is not to be imagined

that he ſhould have attempted to ſeduce him at all.

Satan's condućt in the preſent inſtance is a live'ſ ºx

ample of what St. Peter has told us, 1 Pet. v. 3. *"…ºr

adverſary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketb aheat, ſeeking

whom he may devour; the malice, the cruelty, and the fury

with which the evil ſpirit attacks mankind, is but faintly

repreſented by the fiercencſs of the moſt ravenous wild

beaſts. The devil, on this occaſion, ſeems to have aſ

faulted our Lord in ſome viſible form, and with an audible

voice. He could hardly do it otherwiſe, the human na

ture of Jeſus being incipable of ſinful thoughts. Com

monly, however, his ſtrongeſt temptations are thoſe

wherein he leaſt appears; for example, when he ſuggeſts

evil imaginations, in order to raiſe evil deſires. A man,

therefore, in ſuch caſes, ſhould enter into himſelf, and,

with the help of the Spirit of God, ſhould courageouſly

expel thoſe deteſtable ſentiments, the devil's auxiliaries,

by which he takes and keeps poſſeſſion of the ſoul. And

as for the aſſaults which he makes upon us by means of

things without us, they muſt be ſuſtained and repelled by

& 2 ** a ſix tº
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of people from Galilee, and from De

capolis, and from Jeruſalem, and from Judea,

and from beyond Jordan.

a firm reſolution through Almighty grace, as waves by a

rock. The Chriſtian has good encouragement thus to

exert himſelf with vigour; for his Maſter has ſhewed him,

that there is in the word of God applied by the divine

Spirit ſufficient armour to preſerve him invulnerable againſt

all the fiery darts of the adverſary. Farther, as Chriſt,

after having vanquiſhed the devil, was miniſłered unto by

angels; his followers, who endeavour to do their duty, ſhall

have ſuch aſſiſtance as is neceſſary to their continuing im

moveable amidſt the rudeſt ſhocks of temptation. They

may be amid legions of devils; but their integrity ſhall be

happily preſerved. See Macknight.

... We cbſerved on ver. 23. that the Goſpel is glad tidingſ,

a joyful meſſage : and could we effectually repreſent the full

purport of this Joy FUL Message, ſo as to make you ſenſible

what a ſolid and ſuperlative happineſs it imports, your

hopes muſt preſently be raiſed, and all your deſires engaged

in dependence on the grace of God in purſuit of the pro

miſed good : but though all men inceſſantly ſeek after

happineſs, yet they are too commonly ſo miſtaken in their

notions of it, that theſe heavenly tidings make no im

preſſions on them.

Confider we then, that happineſs of every kind requires

a proper diſpoſition for its enjoyment. Without bodily

health we cannot reliſh the pleaſures of ſenſe; and, for the

ſame reaſon, without holinſ, which is the ſoul's health,

we cannot participate of ſpiritual jºys. To judge, therefore,

what intereſt we have in the Goſpel, or glad tidings of the

kingdom of God, conſider the holy angels, who are its

native inhabitants: they, doubtleſs, are happy in the ſu

preme degree; but their happineſs is the reſult of a more

intrinſic part of their charaćter, viz. holineſs. And this

brings to my mind a fine ſaying of a modern writer:

Then, to be good, is to be happy; angels

Are happier than men, becauſe they’re better.

They are perfečtly happy, becauſe they are perfeótly

holy. Now holineſs conſiſts in having only pure deſires:

that is to ſay, juſt deſires: they cannot deſiré anything but

what is juſt, fit, and proper for them: and thence, although

their deſires may be various, yet they can never be (as in

the human race) inconſiſtent; but, being excited with due

ſubordination and harmony among themſelves, they are all

fully gratified. In a word, duty and pleaſure are the ſame

in heaven. The angels have all they can wiſh, becauſe

they can wiſh only for what they ought to have. And the

more intenſe their deſires are, the higher are their graces

and virtues, and the greater their beatitude.

Things are quite contrary in the preſent ſtate of the

human nature; for holineſs is ſo diſtinét a thing from the

gratification of our natural deſires, that it principally conſiſts

in denying them. Our natural de fires, viz. our appetites

and paſſions, are often unjuſt ; and ſo exorbitant, that, for

the ſake of our own eaſe, and the little happineſs which

can be found here, we are bound to reſiſt and ſubdue

them. And herein (quite oppoſite to the angelical nature)

confiſts the human excellence. To refrain from what we

wiſh; to chooſe what we are averſe to ; to rejećt the

poiſonous ſweet, and prefer the wholeſome bitter ; to ſtrive

againſt ſloth and voluptuouſneſs, with other numberleſs

vices and follies, to which we are prone; and climb the

arduous rugged paths of duty; theſe are our firſt taſk, in

which we ſhall often miſcarry. But this will not always

be the caſe: we ſhall not always be left to our own miſ

management; for, if we perfiſt in uſing the grace beſtowed

upon us, God will at length take us under his more im

mediate and peculiar government; and, by a faithful ſer

vice in a conſtant, fimple and entire dependence on divine

grace alone, we ſhall enter into his kingdom. -

This momentous truth, grounded on the great ſacrifice

and interceſſion of Jeſus, is the genuine Gºſpel of Chriſt:

ſuch are the glad tiding; which he publiſhes; aſſuring us,

that God's kingdom is acceſſible, is near ; ſo that all may

enter it, who will in true repentance lay hold of Jeſus Chriſt

in all his offices, and in ſimple faith caſt themſelves on his

alone power to ſave.

REFLECTIONs.-1ſt, Jeſus, being now prepared for the

battle, enters the liſts againſt the great enemy of ſouls,

whoſe kingdom he came to deſtroy. We have,

1. The time of this conflićt.—Then, immediately after

he had received the atteſtation of God to his Sonſhip, and

the fulneſs of the Spirit for the exerciſe of his office as

Mediator. Note ; (1.) Before God calls us into temptation,

he will furniſh us with ſpiritual ſtrength, with which we

may conquer, if we be faithful. (2.) Great manifeſtations

are often the prelude to our ſevereſt conflićt. (3.) The

confidence of our adoption of God will be the moſt ef

feótual ſhield to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked

Olle. ,

2. The place.—In the wilderneſ, far from the abode

of men, amid lonely waſtes, where only the ſavages of the

foreſt roamed, to give the enemy every advantage againſt

him, and therein more gloriouſly to diſplay his own power

and all-ſufficiency. The firſt man fell in a paradiſe of

delights; the ſecond man ſtood unmoved againſt every

blaſt of temptation, firm as the rocks of the wilderneſs, his

preſent dreary dwelling. -

3. The preparatives to the combat. He waſ led up of

the Spirit, by a divine impulſe on his mind, into the higher,

more mountainous, and uninhabited part of the country :

and this with deſign to meet the tempter, and defeat all

his wiles. And hereunto he condeſcended, (1.) That;.

feeling what fore temptations mean, he might be a com

paſſionate high-prieſt, having been tempted in all points as
we are, only without fin. (2.) To encourage us to truſt

him in every time of need. He who defeated that enemy

once himſelf, can by the ſame ſtrength make the faithful
ſoul more than conqueror. Forty days, like Moſes in the

mount, he continued there alone, and without ſuſtenance:

at laſt he felt all thoſe acute cravings of hunger which, as

man, he was ſubjećt to in common with us, and which

gave the enemy another advantage againſt him, and ren
dered the Redeemer's triumphs more illuſtrious. The firſt

- repreſentative
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Chrił Żeginneth his ſermon on the mount : declaring who are

Blºſºd, who are the ſalt ºf the earth, the light of the world,

the city on an hill, the candle: that he came to fulfil the

law. What it is to kill, to commit adultery, to ſwear :

exharteth to ſuffer wrong, to love even our enemier, and to

labºur after perfečineſ.

[Anno Domini 30.]

N D ſeeing the multitudes, " he went up

into a mountain: and when he was ſet,

* If 42. 2. John, 5.41.

8. 1. a, 6. & 1. 2 or &c. * 1ſ. 57. 15. & 66. 2. & 61.1.

Pſ 51. 17. 1 Col. 1. 26–31. James, 2.5. * Ezek. 7. 16. & 9. 4.

James, 1. 12- Rev. 7. 17. 1ſ. 35. 10. & s 1. 1 1, 12. & 30. 19. & 57. 18.

Zeph. 2. 3. 1 Peter, 3. 4, 13. Rev. 5. 10.

& 7.37, 33. If 65. 13. & 44.3. & 66. 10. Rev. 7. 17.

* Ch. 4, 18–22. & 10. 2-4. Luke, 6. 13–16.

Prov. 16. 19. & 29. 23. ch. 1 1. 25. & 15. 16. & 19. 23.

If 61.3. Eccl. 7. 2, 3. Luke, 6. 21. & 16. 25.

Pſ. 51. 17.

* Luke, i. 53. & 6. 21. 25. Pſ, 4.1. 1, 2. & 63. 1, 2. & 84. 2. & 17. 15. & 65. 4. John, 4, 14. & 6. 35

"his diſciples came tinto him:

2 And he opened his mouth, and taught

them, ſaying,

3 “Bleſſed are the poor in ſpirit: for theirs

is the kingdom of heaven. -

4 “Bleſſed are they that mourn: for they

ſhall be comforted. -

5 ‘Bleſſed are the meek: for they ſhall in

herit the earth. -

6 * Bleſſed are they which do hunger and

• Prov. 10. 21. Eph. 6, 19, 20. Deut. 18. 15, 18. Iſ. 50. 4. Prov.

Luke, 6, 20, 24. & 14, 21, 33.

John, 16. zo... a Cor. 1. 4, 7.

* Pi. 22. 26. & 37. 11. & 76.9. & 149.4. Iſ. 57. 15, 16.

repreſentative of mankind, when enjoying the utmoſt

pleaty, was tempted by one forbidden tree ; the laſt,

though famiſhing for want, is deaf to every ſolicitation of

the wicked one.

4. The temptations themſelves; a threefold cord, and

yet broken with eaſe. The deſign of them was, to ſhake

Chriſt's confidence in God, and lead him to ſome dif

honourable ſtep, which, had it been poſſible, muſt have

utterly unqualified him for the work of redemption.

[1.j In the firſt temptation the devil ſought to lead him

to a diſtruſt of God's providential care and goodneſs; and,

in order thereto, the tempter came to him. He had poſſibly

by his ſecret ſuggeſtions, during the forty days before,

ſought to diſturb the mind of Jeſus, but in vain; (ſee the

Inferences;) now therefore he aſſumes a viſible form; not

ſuch a fearful figure as our early miſguided apprehenſions

ſuggeſt, and our delufive prints hold him forth, but ſome

pleafing human ſhape, or perhaps transformed into an

angel of light. The tempter well knew the circumſtances

of our Lord, and directs his aſſault where the weakeſt

fide appeared : he hoped that the cravings of hunger might

kad him to ſome undue means of relief. Thus vigilant

and crafty is the wily adverſary to ſuit his temptation to

our fituation and condition; and particularly, in want and

diſtreſs, to ſuggeſt ſome ſinful expedient to extricate our

ſelves from our troubles, without waiting God's leiſure,

or conſulting his will. He often ſays, Better ſteal than

ſtarve; though God ſays, 'Tis better die than fin. He

prefaces his temptation with a ſly infinuation; If thou be

the Son ºf God, as if he doubted the fačt, though ſo lately

the voice from heaven had affirmed it; and he deſired to

ſhake the faith of Jeſus, ſuggeſting, that if this really were

the caſe, it was inconceivable that God would leave ſuch

2 one to ſtarve in the wilderneſs. Or, ſeeing thou art the

Sin ºf God; he perhaps admits the fact, and wiſhes to ſee

a preſent exertion of his divine power in a miracle ſo ne

ceſſary for his own ſupport; command that theſe ſtones be .

made bread. (See the Annotations.) Note; (1.) The great

battery of the devil is raiſed againſt our faith; for if the

foundation of our confidence be removed, the ſuperſtruc

ture muſt needs fall. He is ever ſtriking at this to make

the children of God doubt their adoption; and, in order.

thereto, he urges againſt them ſometimes their outward

diſtreſſes, ſometimes their inward weakneſs and infirmities,

as if both the one and the other were inconſiſtent with

the relation that they claim. (2.) If once the enemy can en

gage us to entertain hard thoughts of God, then he is ſure.

to prevail. *

Chriſt repels the aſſaults of the wicked one with the

ſhield of faith, and the ſword of the Spirit, which is the

word of God, and therein teaches us how to ward off the

like temptations. He anſwered and ſaid, It is written,

Man ſhall not live by bread alone, but by every word that

proceedeth out of the mouth of God. The Lord has other ways

of ſupporting men's bodies than by bread merely ; and

therefore it was not ſo abſolutely neceſſary for his ſuſte

nance, but that he could be ſupported without it ; nor

would he at Satan's inſtigation do that which might look

like diſtruſt of his Father's care, doubt of his word, or

ſuſpicion of his relation to him. Note; (1.) The written

word is the only rule of our faith and pračtice: if Chriſt

himſelf adhered to that alone, let no pretences of the

Spirit's ſuperior teaching lead us off from this ſure guide.

(2.) God's time is the beſt time, and he that believeth will

not make haſle; will take no raſh ſtep for his own relief

under his trials, but patiently expe&t the ſalvation of God.

[2.] The firſt attack being repelled, a ſecond is pre

pared: ſince he cannot lead the Saviour to diſtruſt oride

ſpair, he will try to puff him up with preſumption. . So

unwearied is the tempter, and often changing his wiles,

according to our circumſtances, from one extreme to the
other. . . .

He taketh him up by divine permiſſion, with the con

ſent of Jeſus, or leadeth him into the holy city, Jeruſalem, ſo

called from the peculiar privileges that it enjoyed of God's

worſhip and ordinances; andſet him upon a pinnacle or wing

of the temple; one of the battlements probably, which was

of an immenſe height. And fince Jeſus had expreſſed

ſuch confidence in his Father, and unſhaken dependence

on his word, he grounds thereon his temptation: If thou

be the Son of God, caff thyſelf down, and give an inconteſtable

proof of it to the prieſts and people worſhipping below,

who will, no doubt, receive thee as the Meſſiah, when

thus coming as if immediately from heaven into the

temple:

...* *
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thirſt after righteouſneſs : for they ſhall be

filled.

h ºf

James, 2. 13.

Pleº. 4. 16.

7 "Bleſſed are the merciful: for they ſhall

obtain mercy.

Pſ. 41. 1-3. & 18. 25. & 37. 25, 26. Prov. 14. ar. & 19. 17. ch. 6. 14. Mark, 11. 25. Heb. 6. Io. Dan. 4. a7. a Tim. 1. 16.

temple: nor will there be any danger in the experiment,

ſince it is written, and therein thou art fully ſatisfied,

He ſhall give hiſ angelſ, &c. The application of which

words to Chriſt was right; but a part of the text is art

fully ſuppreſſed, in all thy way; ; for out of the way of

duty we may never hope for protećtion. And it is miſ

applied, being deſigned not to tempt men to ruſh into

temptation, preſuming upon the divine care; but to en

gage the believer to truſt God in time of trial, aſſured of

divine ſupport. From all which we may obſerve, (1.)

That one grand engine of the tempter is, to make our heads

giddy by ſetting us up on high. The pinnacle of the

temple is a dangerous exaltation. Thoſe who are eminent

in ſtation, fortune, or reputation; advanced to dignities in

church or ſtate; or diſtinguiſhed with abilities, gifts,

graces, or even ſucceſs in their miniſtry; need to tremble

for themſelves, and, the higher they ſtand, to cleave the

faſter to Jeſus their temple, leſt their exaltation prove

, their deſtrućtion. (2.) Though the devil can tempt, he

cannot compel. Sin is our own ačt; and without our

conſent the moſt dire temptations faſten not the leaſt evil

on our conſciences. Should we be tempted to the greateſt

crimes, to ſelf-murder, or blaſphemy, the Son of God was

himſelf thus tempted, yet without fin. (3.) Scriptures

may be ſuggeſted by the enemy to the minds of God's

reople, much to their diſtreſs and diſcouragement on the

one hand, or, on the other, to lull their conſciences in

fatal ſecurity; therefore we muſt ſearch the Scriptures

diligently, that we may know what is God's mind therein,

and be kept from thoſe dangerous errors and deluſions,

which often the Scriptures are vouchſafed to patronize.

(4.) We muſt never ſeparate the means from the end, nor

expect out of God’s way the protećtion of his providence

and grace.” Though Jeſus is a Saviour to the uttermoſt,

we may not fin that grace may abound.

The ſame word of truth ſupplies our Lord with a full

confutation of Satan's ſophiſtry; for in the Scriptures

there is an anſwer ready for every caſe ; and we can be

in no circumſtance or temptation, but that word will afford

us direétion, ſtrength, and comfort. It is written again,

Thºu ſhalt not tempt the Lord thy God. The tempter had

ſaid, It is written , but the Scripture cannot contradićt

itſelf; and therefore to know the mind of God, we muſt

compare ſpiritual things with ſpiritual, and not mutilate

the word of truth, nor apply it contrary to the intention

of the Spirit. To truſt God is duty ; to tempt him is fin

ful. Chriſt needed no confirmation of what he was already

aſſured ; nor was he called unneceſſarily to make an

experiment of God's power in ſuch a miraculous pre
ſervation. - f

[3] Once more, though baffled, the enemy returns to

the charge; and, ſummoning up ali his force in one blow,

by the moſt garing diſplay of this world's glory tempts our

Lord to the or 'id crime of idolatry. The ſevereſt of our

temptatious is ſometimes reſerved ſo the laſt, that God's

*

power and grace may be more gloriouſly diſplayed, and

the devil's malice moſt bitterly diſappointed.

Again the devil taketh him up, perhaps tranſported him

through the air, into an exceeding high mountain, that the

fićtitious ſcene he was about to diſplay might appear real;

and there he ſhewed him all the kingdoms of the world, and the

glory of them. (See the critical notes.) Whatever gran

deur, wealth, pleaſure, reigned in them, were ſet before

him in the moſt enlivened colours, to catch his fancy, and

engage his admiration: and all theſe he proffers to beſtow

on him, on one condition, which thouſands, without any

ſuch reward, were daily complying with ; if thou will fall

down and worſhip me –a propoſal ſo horrid as would not

bear a thought, and is rejećted with deteſtation: Get thee

hence, Satan ; ſuch inſolence provoked the Saviour's

righteous indignation, and he drives the tempter from his

preſence, unable to endure ſuch a daring attempt upon the

majeſty of Jehovah, the only objećt of worſhip; fºr it it

written, Thou ſhalt worſhip the Lord thy God, and him only

ſhalt thou ſerve. Note; (1.) The minds of God's greateſt

ſaints may be ſometimes haraſſed with the moſt blaſphe

mous ſuggeſtions, and they ſhould not count this as if

ſome ſtrange thing happened unto them. (2.) The glory

of the world is the grand ſnare that the enemylays for men's

ſouls; and it looks very defirable to the eye of ſenſe;

but true and effective faith ſees through the deluſion, be

holds vanity ſtamped on every thing beneath the ſun, and

ſcorns all this which Satan offers as dung and loſs, com

pared with the excellency of the knowledge of Chriſt, and

the glories of his grace. (3) Some temptations come

under the guiſe of plauſibility and harmleſſneſs, and require

recolle&tion before we can diſcover the craft of the devil;

others bring the brand of hell in their forehead, and would

bear men down merely with the weight of the preſent ad

vantage thence accruing: theſe muſt not be parleyed with

a moment, but rejećted with abhorrence. (4.) God

is alone the objećt of worſhip; and whatever elſe be made

the idol of our adoration, whether the horrid forms of

monſters in a pagod, or the images of ſaints and virgins,

and crucifixes in a popiſh chapel, it is no better than falling

down to the devil.

5. Satan, now vanquiſhed and unable to reſiſt the com

manding word of Jeſus, quits the field. He found him

more than man, invulnerable in every part, and feels him

ſelf a vanquiſhed foe. Thus ſhall the faithful ſons of God,

through this great Captain of their ſalvation, tread Satan

under their feet; enabled to wreſtle with ſpiritual wicked

neſſes, and to prevail againſt the powers of darkneſs.

Though hard the conflićt, the victory is ſure to all who

ſtand faſt, ſtrong in the Lord, and in the power of his
might.

. The angels, the attendant ſervants of Jeſus, now

viſibly appeared, and miniſtered unto him. They had be

held, as ſpectators, the conflićt and triumphs of the Lord,

and now congratulate his vićtory, and ſupply him with

thoſe

t
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ſhall ſee God. *

* 1 Tim. 1.5. Heb. o. 14. & vo. 2s.

8 Bleſſed are the pure in heart: for they

Pſ. 18. 83. & 15. 2. & 24. 4. John, 3. 1, 3. Job, 19. 26, 27. 1 Cor. 13. 12.

o ‘Bleſſed are the peace-makers: for they

ſhall be called the children of God.

* 2 Cor. 5, 2c, Rom. 16. 20.

* Cor 14-33. a Cor. 13. 11. Phil. 4. 9. 2. Theil. 3. 16. Heb. 13 zo. & 12. 14. Rom. 14. 7-19.

thoſe needful refreſhments which his exhauſted body

wanted. Note; (1.) Chriſt alone obtained the vićtory for

us; his own arm hath brought ſalvation unto him. (2.)

Though our relief be for awhile delayed, it ſhall aſſuredly

come at laſt, if we continue to cleave to Jeſus : Truſt in

#e Lºrd therefore, and verily thou ſhall be fed.

Maſter was himſelf tempted, that he might feel for us,

and ſupply us with all needful ſupports, when we are in

like manner fore thruſt at that we ſhould fall.

2dly, Chriſt now having entered upon his miniſtry,

began to publiſh the glad tidings of that ſalvation he came

to procure. Many events are recorded which intervened

between his temptations and his abode at Capernaum :

theſe we ſhall meet with in the other evangeliſts. Mat.

thew haſtens forward to the time when John was caſt

into priſon; on which occaſion Jeſus departed from Na

zareth to Galilee, and fixed his abode at Capernaum, a

city in the tribe of Nephthali, bordering on Zebulon,

firãate on the ſea of Tiberias, called elſewhere the lake of

Genneſareth. The men of Nazareth had rejećted him,

Luke, iv. 29. and therefore God juſtly leaves them to

themſelves, and ſends his Son and his Goſpel to a place

which will more cheerfully welcome them.

1. Eſp. cial notice is taken of the fulfilment of the
Scripture in this removal of our Lord ; as Iſaias had before

of old propheſied,—that the people in theſe regions of Ze

bulon and Nephthali, called Galilee of the Gentiles from the

intermixture of a multitude of ſtrangers of other nations

among the Jews ; which ſat in darkneſs, in ſpiritual dark
meſs and ignorance; ſaw a great light, Chriſt the ſun of

righteouſneſs ariſing with healing in his wings, and bring

ing life and light and liberty to thoſe which ſat in the region

and ſhadow ºf death, dead in treſpaſſes and fins, till quickened

by the power of the Saviour's grace, and enlightened by

the glorious Goſpel that he preached. Note: (1.) They who

are deſtitute of the knowledge of Chriſt are in darkneſs

reſpecting all the things which make for their everlaſting

peace, and near the borders of eternal death. (2.) Chriſt

is to the ſoul what the ſun is to the world; yea, more ;

for he is not only the author of light, but gives, in the

different ſtages of grace from initial ſalvation, the fa

culty of viſion alſo, without which the light would ſhine

in darkneſs, and the darkneſs never comprehend it. (3.)

The way in which ſpiritual light is chiefly diffuſed is by

the preaching of the Goſpel.

2. We are told what was the ſubjećt of his miniſtry

from the time he began to open his commiſſion; Repent

jº, fºr the Kingdom of heaven is at hand; the ſame words

and the ſame ſubject on which John his harbinger had

preached before; for in the great eſſential doćtrines all

iaithful miniſters of the Goſpel perfectly agree.

3dly, Chriſt, being now about to erect his kingdom in

the world, he is pleaſed to make choice of certain perſons

to be the conſtant attendants of his miniſtry and ſpectators

of his miracles, that they might afterwards go forth to tell.

(3.) Our -

of the things they had heard and ſeen, and ſpread the

Goſpel of their Maſter to the ends of the earth.

1. The perſons he made choice of were ſuch as to

human view were very unfit inſtruments for the work ;

but the more evident would it be that the power was of

God, and not of them, when afterwards they appeared ſo

mighty in word and deed. They were by occupation

fiſhermen, whom Jeſus, as he walked by the ſea-ſhore, ſaw

employed in their honeſt and laborious vocation: the firſt

two were caſting a net into the ſea, brethren by blood as

well as buſineſs, their names Simon and Andrew, men

unlettered, unknown, and unnoticed ; the next two were of

the like employment, and with their father Zebedeemend

ing their nets. Note; (1.) Not only to the poor was the

Goſpel preached by our Lord, but from them the great pillars

of the church were taken : let them therefore never be

deſpiſed. (2.) It is happy in a family when brethren in

blood are brethren in the Ilord, and heirs together of the

grace of life. (3.) Induſtry is highly commendable, and

Jeſus wills that all his ſervants ſhould be found well em

ployed : idleneſs is the ſure chara&teriſlic of Satan's

ſervice.

2. They had, it ſeems, before (ſee John, i. 37.) become

acquainted with Chriſt ; but now they are called to con

ſtant attendance upon him, Follow me , and, by an image

taken from their preſent employment, he lets them know

the more honourable ſervice for which he deſigned them,

I will make you fiſhers of men, the inſtruments of gathering

fouls by the Goſpel into his church. - And what he calls

them to, he will qualify them for : in following him the

ſhall learn a wiſdom which the ſchools can never ...

them. Note; (1.) Unleſs miniſters have a divine call, they

will run without being ſent, and can expect no bleſfing in

their work. (2.) None can truly preach Chriſt who have

not firſt faithfully followed him. (3.) If, in our ordinary

vocations diligence is neceſſary, how much more needful.

is it that fiſhers of men ſhould be indefatigable and la

borious, when the gain of immortal ſouls will ſo amply

repay their toil.

3. Theſe diſciples immediately obeyed the call, quitting:

their employment, and leaving their deareſt relatives to:

devote and attach themſelves intirely to their divine Lord and

Maſter. Note; (1.) There are ſeaſons when, for the ſake

of Chriſt, we muſt be ready to part with all. (2.) Thoſe.

who are employed in the miniſtry have eſpecial need to:

detach themſelves from worldly concerns, that they

may give themſelves, wholly up to their awful truſt and

charge. -

4thly, We have,

1. Chriſt’s labours as a preacher. All Galilee heard his

teaching; he appeared publicly in their ſynagogues, and

publiſhed the Gºſpel ºf the kingdom, the glad’ tidings of

falvation, exhorting his hearers to that repentance and

newneſs of life which became thoſe who had received the

grace of God in truth. -

- 2. His
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Io' Bleſſed are they which are perſecuted

for righteouſneſs' ſake: for theirs is the

* Luke, 6. 22, 23. 1 Pet. 3. 14. & 4, 13.

Pſ. 35. 1 1. I Pet. 4, 14.

2 Tim. 2. 12. & 3. 12. 2 Cor. 4.8–17. z. Theſſ. 1.5–7. Rom. 8. 17, 18.

kingdom of heaven.

11 "Bleſſed are ye when men ſhall revile

* Luke, 6. 21. & 7. 33, 34.

2. His cures as a phyſician, wrought in confirmation of

his doctrine. He did good to men's bodies as well as ſouls,

and by a word healed all manner of ſickneſ; and diſeaſer

among the people, however violent, inveterate, or of long

ſtanding: the incurables of other phyſicians went from

him reſtored to perfect health and ſoundneſs. Nor did he

merely relieve the moſt tormenting diſorders of the body,

but the more deplorable ones of the mind: the lunatic

recovered the perfeót exerciſe of his reaſon ; and the poſ

ſeſſed, whoſe bodies by divine permiſſion Satan's legions

had ſeized and miſerably haraſſed, were ſet free, and the

foul fiends ejećted. No painful operations, no tedious

courſe of medicine almoſt as bad as the malady, were em

ployed : a word, a touch, completed the cure; and all

was freely done, without money and without price. The

moſt wretched, the pooreſt, never applied in vain. No

wonder that his fame ſpread through the adjacent coaſts

of Syria, and that multitudes of patients ſought this great

Phyſician's help. His cures beſpoke his chara&ter, and

vouched for his miſfion ; they were innumerable, public,

immediate, perfeót, ſuch as none could diſpute or gainſay,

his very enemies being judges And they repreſent the

more noble cures of men's ſouls by divine grace from all the

diſeaſes of fin, wherein we ſee the Saviour's power ſtill

diſplayed.

3. His popularity ariſing from both. An immenſe

auditory, from all parts, near and diſtant, aſſembled, cu

rious to hear, or defirous to be healed, or convinced by

his preaching and miracles, or enviouſly waiting for an

opportunity to deſtroy him. Note; (1.) The preachers of

the Goſpel will generally be popular; their meſſage en

gages the attention of an auditory. (2.) Multitudes hear

the Goſpel; but too many refuſe to receive it in the love

of it to the ſalvation of their ſouls.

C H A P. V.

Ver. 1. And ſeeing the multituder) And ſeeing ſuch a

multitude : Heylin: who ſuppoſes this verſe to be imme

diately connected with the laſt of the preceding chapter.

It does not appear in what part of Galilee this mountain

was ſituated; and if the cure of the leper which Chriſt

performed at his deſcending from it, was wrought in the

confines of ſome other city, and not of Capernaum, there

is no reaſon to ſuppoſe, as moſt expoſitors do, that it was

in the neighbourhood of Capernaum. See ch. viii. 1, 2.

Luke v. 12. Maundrell ſays, that what is now called the

mount of the Beatitudes, is a little to the north of mount

Tabor. Travels, p. 115. And if this be its true ſituation,

it muſt be at ſome confiderable diſtance from Capernaum.

Dr. Doddridge is of opinion, that this diſcourſe was dif

ferent from and previous to that which St. Luke has given

us in the fixth chapter of his goſpel, though many of the

ſentiments and expreſſions are the ſame. It is, however,

more generally thought that theſe diſcourſes are the ſame.

And it appears from Luke, vi. 12, 17. that our Saviour

having gone up to the top of the mountain to pray, coming

down thence, he ſtood on a plain and even part of the

ſame mountain, whence he could eaſily be heard. So .

Moſes firſt aſcended mount Sinai alone, but afterwards ac

companied by the elders; whence the law was promulged

by God. Jeſus ſat down, according to the cuſtom of the

Jewiſh doctors, when they taught. His diſciples, mean,

not merely the twelve apoſtles, but all thoſe in general who

followed the Lord Jeſus Chriſt. See Luke vi. 13. John

ix. 27. and in moſt places in the A&ts the Chriſtians are

called diſciples. -

Wer. 2. And he ºpened his mouth] This phraſe denotes

ſpeaking in a ſolemn and authoritative manner, intimating .

the importance of what is going to be delivered, and is not

always uſed as a pleonaſm. Comp. Judg. xi. 35, 36.

Job, iii. 1. xxxiii. 2. Matth. xiii. 35. Aćts viii. 35. x. 34.

In order to enter into the beauty of this diſcourſe, it is

neceſſary to conſider it as addreſſed not merely to the apoſ

tles, but to Chriſt's diſciples in general, and to vaſt num

bers of people, who, affected with the fight or fame of his

miracles, were now aſſembled around him ; probably ex

pećting that he would immediately declare himſelf the

Meſſiah, and full of thoſe falſe notions of his kingdom

which ſo generally prevailed. Dr. Blair, in his excellent

diſcourſes on this ſermon, has ſhewn beyond all others,

how directly the beginning of it is levelled againſt theſe

prejudices; calculated, as the whole of it is, to correct

thoſe erroneous notions of the Meſfiah's kingdom, which

were ſo common, and which would prove ſo pernicious

to thoſe who were governed by them. He has alſo ob

ſerved, as it is very neceſſary to do, what a beautiful cor

reſpondence there is between the charađers deſcribed in

theſe beatitudes, and the blºſings connected with them.

Jeſus began his ſermon with the doćtrine of happingſ a

ſubjećt which the teachers of wiſdom have always con

ſidered as the principal thing in morals; and for that reaſon

they have laboured to give their true diſciples an idea of

it. Moſt of the Jews ſeem to have confidered the enjoy

ments of ſenſe, as the ſovereign good. Riches, mirth,

revenge, women, conqueſt, liberty, fame, and other things

of the ſame kind, afforded them ſuch pleaſures, that they

wiſhed for no better in the Meſfiah's kingdom, which they

almoſt all conſidered as a ſecular one : even the apoſtles

themſelves long retained this notion of a temporal king

dom, and were at firſt too much influenced by the ex

pećtation of the honours, profits, and pleaſures attending

the poſts which they expected under him. Therefore, to

ſhew his hearers in general, and his diſciples in particular,

the groſſneſs of their error, our Lord declared that the

higheſt happineſs of men confiſts in the graces of the

ſpirit; becauſe from the poſſeſſion and exerciſe of them,

the pureſt pleaſures reſult, pleaſures, which ſatisfy the

great God himſelf, and conſtitute his ineffable felicity.

See Wetſtein, Doddridge, and Macknight. -

It may be proper, before we enter upon this diſcourſe,

3 - to
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you, and perſecute you, and ſhall ſay all

manner of evil againſt you “falſely for my

ſake.

12 "Rejoice, and be exceeding glad : for

* Gr. ºping. * Rom. 5. 3. James, 1.2.

31–37. Aëts, 7.52.

1 Peter, 4. 13. Luke, 6. 23.

1 Theſſ. 2. 15. P Col. 4, 6, 2 Cor. 2, 14, 16.

great is your reward in heaven: for ‘ſo per

ſecuted they the prophets which were before

you.

13 * * Ye are the ſalt of the earth: * but

Aćts, 5.41. & 16. 15. Col. 1. 24. * Neh. 9. 26.

* Mark, 9.49. 50. Luke, 14. 34.

a Chr. 36. 16. ch. 23.

Heb. 6.4-6. 2 Peter, z. zo, 21.

to obſerve, once for all, that whoever examines the diſ

courſes of our Lord with attention, may find in them a

certain chara&er and way of ſpeaking, in a great mea

ſure peculiar to himſelf. This manner, by which our

Saviour's diſcourſes are diſtinguiſhable, conſiſts in raiſing

matter of inſtruction and moral refle&tion from the objećts

which preſented themſelves to him and his audience while

he was ſpeaking. Hence his ſermons to the multitude,

and his converſation with his diſciples, allude perpetually

to the time of the year, to the place where he is, to the

objects that ſurround him, to the occupation and circum

ſtances of thoſe whom he addreſſes, or to the ſtate of

public affairs, &c. Thus the bleſſed Jeſus in the ſpring

went into the fields, where he ſat down on an eminence,

and made this diſcourſe, which is full of obſervations

arifing from things which preſented themſelves to his

view. Hence, when he exhorts his diſciples to truſ in

God, he bids them behold, pºrport, look upon, the birds of

the air, which were then flying about them, and were fed by

Providence, though they did not ſow, nor reap, nor gather

into barns. Conſider, ſays our bleſſed Lord, ver. 28. take

natice of the lilies of the field, which were then blown, and

were ſo beautifully clothed by the ſame power, and yet

tºiled nºt like the huſbandmen, who were then at work.

Being in a place where they had a wide proſpe&t of a cul

tivated land, he bade them obſerve how God cauſed the

ſun to ſhine, and the rain to deſcend upon the fields and

ardens, even of the wicked and ungrateful; and he con

tinued to convey his doćtrine to them under rural images;

ſpeaking of good trees, and corrupt trees; of knowing

men by their fruits; wolves in ſheep's clothing ; grapes

rot growing upon thorns, nor figs on thiſtles; of the folly

of caſting precious things to dogs and ſwine; of good mea

ſure preſſed down, and ſhaken together, and running over,

and a variety of other particulars, which will occur to

every reader's obſervation. From this peculiarity in the

ſtyle and gcnius of our Saviour's diſcourſes, we may con

clude that the writers of the goſpel have given us always

the ſubſtance, and often the very words of our Lord's

ſermons; and we may alſo plainly ſee in the diſcourſes of

the Lord Jeſus Chriſt his great deſign, which was to in

flrućt; therefore he conveys knowledge in a familiar way:

he adapts his language to his hearers. He ſpeaks to their

eyes, and to their ears. He chooſes images and com

pariſons which would ſtrike them moſt powerfully, and

make the moſt laſting impreſſion upon their minds. See

Jortin's Diſcourſes, p. 212. and the note on ver. 14.

Per. 3. Blºſſed are the poor in ſpirit] Happy, &c. Dod

dridge: and ſo throughout the beatitudes: I uſe the word

kºy rather than bleſſed, ſays he, as more exactly anſwer

ing to the original word Maxatva, as the word blºſed does

to the Greek word tººutro. : and I the rather chooſe to

render it thus, becauſe our Lord ſeems to intimate by it,

Jºcz. I.

not only that the diſpoſitions here recommended would be

the way to futureº but that they would imme

diately be attended with the trueſt happineſ, and the moſt

noble pleaſures. In order to render his hearers more at

tentive, Chriſt propoſes his doćtrine in certain paradoxical

dogmas, which, at firſt appearance, may ſeem falſe to the

carnal eye, but are found moſt true by the attentive and

ſincere confiderer. “It is notable, ſays an old writer,

“ that all the beatitudes are affixed to unlikely conditions,

“ to ſhew that the judgment of the word and of the

“ world, are contrary.” Bengelius obſerves, that in the

preſent ſermon we have, firſt, an exordium, containing a

ſweet invitation to true holineſs and happineſs, ver. 3—12.;

Jecondly, a perſuaſive to impart it to others, ver. 13–16.;

thirdly, a deſcription of true Chriſtian holineſs, ver, 17–

ch. vii. 12. in which it is eaſy to obſerve, that the latter

part exačtly anſwers to the former; fºurthly, the conclu

ſion; giving a ſure mark of the true way, warning againſt

falſe prophets, and exhorting to follow after righteouſneſs.

St. Luke applies this firſt beatitude to the poor, properly ſo

called; but though poverty of ſpirit may include a diſpo

ſition which bears poverty rightly, there ſeems no doubt

that it here primarily refers to humility of heart. Dr.

Heylin's ſeems the true interpretation: the phraſe, poor in

ſpirit, ſays he, expreſſes an inward diſpoſition or ſtate of

mind, by an outward worldly circumſtance; namely, po

verty, which fignifies want; the ſenſe, whereof obliges

men to dependence upon others for ſupply, by begging or

ſervitude: ſo by exačt analogy, poverty of ſpirit implies

want, and conſequently an habitual addreſs to, and depend

ence upon God, for ſupply, by prayer, faith, and obedience.

The beatitude therefore may be thus paraphraſed : “You

“ naturally congratulate the rich and the great, and ex

“ pećt, under the reign of the Meſfiah, to be advanced to

• wealth, dignity, and power; but your notions of theſe

• things are very falſe and vitiated; for I ſay unto you,
• happy are the poor in ſpirit; thoſe humble ſouls, who,

• deeply conſcious of their ignorance and guilt, can quietly

“ reſign to the divine teachings and diſpoſals, and accom

“ modate themſelves to the loweſt circumſtances which

* Providence ſhall appoint them : for, however they may

“ be deſpiſed and trampled on by men, theirs is the king

“dom of heaven ; they will be moſt likely to embrace the

“ Goſpel, and they alone will be intitled to its bleſſings,

“ both in time and in eternity.” See Doddridge, Wet

ſtein, and Bengelius.

Dr. Campbell tranſlates the verſe, happy the poor, &c.

, obſerving that it has more energy, after the example of
the original, and all the ancient verſions, to omit the ſub

ſtantive verb. The idiom of our language admits this free

‘dom as eaſily as the Italian, and more ſo than the French.

None of the Latin verſions expreſs the verb. Another

reaſon, he adds, which induced me to adopt this manner is
- to

.
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if the ſalt have loſt his ſavour, wherewith ſhall

it be ſalted it is thenceforth good for nothing,

but to be caſt out, and to be trodden under

foot of men.

to render theſe aphoriſms, in regard to happineſs, as ſimi

lar in form as they are in the original, to the aphoriſms in

regard to wretchedneſs, which are, Luke vi. contraſted

with them, woe to you that are rich, &c.

Ver. 4. Blºſſed are they that mourn] “Either for their

“ own fins, or for other men's, and who are ſteadily and

‘ habitually ſerious; they ſhall be comforted, moſt ſolidly

‘ and deeply in this world, and eternally in heaven.

* What they now ſºw in tears, they ſhall reap in joy.”

See I Cor. v. 2. and Bengelius. Poſſibly our Saviour

might refer ſtill farther in this bleſfing to the mourning

rightly improved on account of afflićtions; and in this

light nothing can be more true than the preſent aphoriſm;

becauſe, if any thing under the grace of God brings a

man to holineſs, it is afflićtion; the natural tendency

thereof being to give him a feeling of the vanity of the

world, and conſequently to convince him how neceſſary it

is that he ſhould ſeek his happineſs in things more ſolid

and durable. Afflićtion awakens ſerious thoughts in the

mind, compoſes it into a grave and ſettled frame, very dif

ferent from the levity which proſperity inſpires; gives it a

fellow-feeling of the ſorrows of others, and makes it, when

accompanied by the operation of the Divine Spirit, ſenſible

of the evil of departing from God, the ſource and centre of

its joy. See Macknight.

Ver. 5. Blºſſºd are the meek] That is, the men of mild

and forgiving tempers, who hold all their paſſions and

aff:{tions even; they ſhall inherit the earth, they ſhall enjoy

the protećtion of civil government, with all the bleſfings of

the preſent life, the greateſt and beſt of which flow from

meekneſ; itſ ºf Meekneſs, confiſting in the moderating of

our pallions, makes a perſon beautiful and venerable in the

eyes of others, ſo that he poſſeſſes their inward eſteem ;

while the man devoid of this grace is deſpicable, though

dignified with ever ſo many titles of honour. Hence it is

called the ornament ºf a meek and quietſpirit. Farther, this

grace ſecures a man againſt many injuries to which he may

be expoſed; a ſºft anſwer being powerful to turn away

wrath; or, if an injury be done to a meek perſon, his meek

neſs prevents the ſtorm which pride, anger, and revenge

raiſe within ; enables him to bear the injury with tranquil

lity, and ſtrengthens him to overcome it with good. Thus

much ſeems to be implied in the bleſfing annexed to the

chara&ter in this verſe; which is a citation from Pſ. xxxvii.

11, and ſeems to be produced to ſhew of how great a

price the ornament of a meek and quiet ſpirit is in the fight

of God ; for the words immediately put us in mind, that

under the diſpenſation wherein God rewarded holineſs and

virtue with temporal advantages in a peculiar ſenſe, as

well as with ſpiritual bleſfings, he annexed the higheſt

temporal bleſfing, even that of inheriting the promiſed

land, to the lovely grace of meekneft. See Macknight and

Bºngelius. º

Wer. 6. Bleſſed are they which do hunger, &c.] Our Saviour

uſes the ideas of hunger and thirſt metaphorically, to

expreſs vehgment deſire. By righteouſneſ; ſeems to be meant

that holineſs which the Goſpel teaches and recommends,

:

in oppoſition to the righteouſneſs of Scribes and Phariſees.

So that the perſons here ſaid to hunger and thirſt are thoſe

who earneſtly long for and are ſenſible of the want of that

ſalvation which is procured by the Lord Jeſus Chriſt.

This beatitude, therefore, may be thus paraphraſed:

“Happy are they who, inſtead of defiring inſatiably the

“ poſſeſſions of others, and endeavouring to obtain them "

“ by violence or deceit, eagerly hunger and thirſt after
g

ºc

«

&c.

&g

c 4

gº.

gº

&

life, in dependence on divine grace, to improve in all

the branches of evangelical holiiteſ, and goodneſs : for

they ſhall, through the grace of God in Chriſt Jeſus,

abundantly ſatisfied with the righteouſneſs which they

ſeek, and be competently ſupplied with every neceſſary

good.”

dridge, and Wetſtein.

Ver, 7. Biff d are the merciful] Thoſe who feel for the

ſorrows of others as their own, and with tender ſympathy

Dr. Heylin remarks excellentlyhaſten to relieve them.

upon this beatitude, nearly in the following words; that

the frailty of human nature renders men continually liable

to abuſe, and perverts the good diſpoſitions which religion

would excite ; thus mourning for fin may degenerate into

a gloomy melancholy and moroſeneſs of temper; and ſome,

becauſe they are diſpleaſed, as they have reaſon, with them

ſelves, become peeviſh and fre ful at all about them ; and

again, with regard to the hunger and thiſ? after juſlice, that

is to ſay, univerſal holineſs and virtue (ſee on ch. iii. 15.),

men, when called to Chriſt and true religion, have com

monly powerful convićtions concerning the turpitude of

vice, with the danger and guilt of neglecting Chriſt and

holineſs, of ſtopping ſhort of the pardon of their fins, and

And they ought ſtudithe ſanétification of their natures.

ouſly to cultivate theſe convićtions, and impreſs them deeply

upon their minds by aſſiduous meditation; but, above all,

See ver. Io. Prov. xxi. 21. Matt. vi. 33., Dod

righteouſneſs, and make it the delightful buſineſs of .

never be diſappointed in theſe pious purſuits, but be

by going to Jeſus Chriſt in ardent prayer, as the only refuge

of the penitent ſoul.

lations of juſtice are pleaſing, and the practice of it labo

rious ; and as it is much eaſier to deſire that others ſhould

be holy, than to become ſo themſelves; it too often hap

But, notwithſtanding, as the ſpecu

pens that they miſapply their concern for the intereſts of .

religion to the morals of other men, and are more intent

upon their neighbour's faults than their own. Thus they

turn their zeal the wrong way, and ſuffer it to evaporate

in chimeras of reforming the public; while they themſelves

But hunger and thiſ areare under the dominion of fin.

perſºnal ; for no man hungers for another's want, but for

his own. Thoſe holy defires which the Spirit of God

excites in his ſervants, chiefly tend to their own pardon,

and their own purification: and in the progreſs of that

work, I mean while they grieve for their own folly, and

pine for their own want of juſtice, they will compaſſionately

bear with the follies of other men, and be very indulgent

to their want of juſtice; a want which they ſo ſenſibly

experience in themſelves. To ripen this good diſpoſition

to which, through almighty grace, the ſtate already
deſcribed
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14 'Ye are the light of the world. A city

that is ſet on an hill cannot be hid.

15 Neither do men “light a candle, and put

‘Jºhn, 1.9. Phil. z. 15. Rev. 1. 20. 1 Theſſ. 5. 5. John, 11. 36,

§ 16, & 11. 33. * The modius was about a peck meaſure.

Luke, 16. 8. Eph. 5.8. 2 Cor. 6. 14. Prov. 4. 18.

it under "a buſhel, but on a candleſtick;

and it giveth light unto all that are in the

houſe. -

* Mark, 4.2.1. Luke,

t -

deſcribed leads them, Chriſt here ſo ſeaſonably pronounces

his benedićtion, Blºſſed are the merciful, for they ſhall obtain

macy. See the Refle&tions for farther views on this

fubject. : , " . . . . -

Pºr. 8. Bliſſºd are the pure in heart] Dr. Blair ſuppoſes

that this may refer to the expectation which the Jews had of

poſſeſſingthemſelvesof beautiful captives in the warsby which

they fancied the Meſfiah's kingdom would be eſtabliſhed.

The large feraglios of eaſtern princes and great men,

which, by a very miſtaken taſte, were regarded as matters

of ſtate and grandeur, might poſſibly give countenance to

ſuch an extravagant notion. Dr. Doddridge, therefore, in

the following paraphraſe, juſt touches upon it: “Indulge

“not a thought of thoſe licentious gratifications which

“are often mingled with vićtory, and are accounted as

“the pleaſures of the great ; happy are the men who not

“only abſtain from theſe groſs enormities, but are con

“cerned that they may be pure in heart too , avoiding every

“irregular defire, and mortifying every unruly paſſion.

“This reſolute ſelf-denial ſhall be the ſource of nobler

“ and more laſting pleaſuress for they ſhall ſee God; thus

“purified and refined, they ſhall enjoy him in his ordi

“nances, and in all the communications of his grace

“here, and dwell with him for ever in heaven.” Dr.

Heylin in his uſual manner obſerves, that the purification

here pronounced bleſſed, is an arduous work ; beginning in

tºpºntance, and attended with that mourning for ſºn, to

which a former beatitude invites. Then muſt we receive

a knowledge of the forgiveneſs of fins through the blood of

the covenant. But this purification is carried on by that

hunger and thiſ? after juſtice mentioned in the 6th verſe;

and it advances ſtill more and more in the following

benedićtion upon the merciful, who, by the violence they

do themſelves, in dependence on and by the power of

almighty grace, to mortify their own pride and ill-nature, ſo

as patiently to bear with and compaſſionate the infirmities of

their brethren, draw down upon themſelves, through the

alone and infinite merit of Chriſt, the ſuperabundant

mercy of God, which at length ſo conſummates their

mortification, by a ſuperabundant increaſe of divine grace,

that they become pure in heart, and thereby are qualified

for that ſublime and efficacious knowledge of the Deity,

which is here called ſeeing God; the mental eye being

inadiated from above; for God, who maketh his ſun to

º upon the evil and on the good, docs alſo from himſelf

tºumine the minds of all men, in proportion to their

*fire of, and earneſt ſearch after, his light; the path of

tº juſt is as a fining light, which ſhineth mºre and more unto

tº ºftā day. See more in Heylin. See alſo the Reflec
tions.

Dr. Campbell reads, the clean in heart. I admit, ſays he,

that our tranſlation, pure in heart, is a juſt expreſſion of the

“aſe, and more in the Engliſh idiom than mine. My only
-

higher, the qualification is more important.

reaſon for preferring a more literal verſion of the Greek

word ºff-go; here is, becauſe I would, in all ſuch inſtances,

preſerve the alluſion to be found in the moral maxims of the

New Teſtament to the ancient ritual, from which the

metaphors of the ſacred writers, and their other tropes,

are frequently borrowed, and to which they owe much of .

their luftre and energy. The laws in regard to the clean

neſs of the body, and even of the garments, if negle&ted

by any perſon, excluded him from the temple. He was

incapacitated for being ſo much as a ſpectator of the

ſolemn ſervice at the altar. The Jews confidered the

empyreal heaven as the archetype of the temple of Jeruſa

lem. In the latter, they enjoyed the ſymbols of God's

preſence, who ſpoke to them by his miniſters; whereas,

in the former, the bleſſed inhabitants have an immediate.

fenſe of the divine preſence, and God ſpeaks to them face

to face. Our Lord, preſerving the analogy between the

two diſpenſations, intimates that cleanneſ will be as neceſ

ſary in order to procure admiſſion into the celeſtial temple,

as into the terreſtrial. But as the privilege is inconceivably

The cleanneſs

is not ceremonial, but moral; not of the outward man,

but of the inward. The ſame idea is ſuggeſted, Pſ. xxiv.

When ſuch alluſions appear in the original, they ought, if

poſſible, to have a place in the verſion.

Per. 9. Blºſſed are the peace-makers] Blºſſ d are the peace

able, fºr they ſhall become the children of God. With reſpect to

the term peaceable or peace-makers [ºnozoioſ], it is to be noted,

that in Scripture to woºw, to make, or do, ſignifies a habit of

mind, with its conſequent actions. So by thoſe who do

good or evil, we underſtand good or bad men ; and when

St. Paul ſpeaks of making prayer, Phil. i. 4. he means not

to cauſe others to pray, but to pray ourſelves. So the

peace here ſpoken of is perſºnal. It is the fruit of vićtory

after ſucceſsful conqueſts, through divine grace, over the

inbred impurity of our nature. It is the peace and tran

quility of the ſoul; and it is an immediate diſpoſition for

the full accompliſhment of regeneration, wherein, as St.

Paul ſpeaks, we ſhall be renewed by knowledge after the

image of the Creator. See Heylin, Suicer's Theſaurus

under the word hºnºroos, and the note on 2 Cor. iii. 18.

Other expoſitors ſuppoſe, that this beatitude refers not only

to thoſe who are of a peaceable diſpoſition, but is oppoſed

to men of hoſtile and warlike minds ; and therefore the

paraphraſe it thus: “Warriors and conquerors, the.

“ turbers of the peace of mankind, are by no means

‘ happy in their vićlories, nor they who love to involve

* others in quarrels for their own purpoſe; but they are

“ happy, who, loving peace, promote it to the utmoſt of

“ their power; they ſhall be called the children of God.

“Having rendered themſelves like to God, by imitating

“ his greateſt perfeótion, they ſhall be acknowledged by

“ him as his children, and admitted to a participation of

L 2 “ his

:
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16 Let your light ſo ſhine before men,

‘that they may ſee your good works, and glo

* I Peter, 2. 12. Phil. 2. 15, 16. Prov. 4. 18.

rify your Father which is in heaven.

17 || Think not that I am come to deſtroy

John, 15. 3. 1 Peter, 3. 1, 16. 1 Cor. 14. 25.

“ his happineſs; an honour, which thoſe who take plea

“ ſure in war, however eminent they may be for courage,

“ ſhall certainly miſs, though it be the aim of their ambi

“tion; becauſe they purſue it not by the godlike diſpoſi

“tion of diffuſing happineſs, but by ſpreading deſolation

“ and death among their fellow-creatures: ſo that, having

“ diveſted themſelves of the nature of God, they have no

“ title to be called his ſºns.”

Ver. Io. Bliſſed are they which are perſecuted, &c.] One

might imagine that a perſon of the amiable temper and

behaviour deſcribed in the laſt-mentioned beatitude would

be the darling of mankind; but our Lord well knew it

would not be ſo, as long as Satan was the prince of this

world ; he therefore warns them beforehand of the treat

ment which all were to expect, who were determined thus

to tread in his ſteps, by ſubjoining, Happy are they who are

perſecuted for righteouſneſs' ſake. “Inſtead of thoſe pomps

“ and pleaſures, thoſe vićtories and triumphs, in expecta

“tion of which you may now be crowding around me,

“ my followers muſt prepare themſelves for the ſeverity of

“ ſuffering, and through my grace courageouſly endure

“ the greateſt extremities, for the teſtimony of their con

“ ſciences; for the cauſe of true righteouſneſs, holineſs,

“ and virtue. Their richeſt treaſure is beyond the reach

“ of their moſt inveterate enemies, for they ſhall reign

“ with God in everlaſting glory.” This is the laſt of theſe

“ ſacred paradoxes, ſays Heylin; paradoxes to the world,

but ſavoury and luminous truths in the eye of right rea

ſon. This beatitude needs no farther explanation or proof,

than what is obvious from the univerſal ſentiment of man

kind, who agree to place the heroic character in ſuffering

for a good cauſe. So our Milton aſſures us,

That ſuffering for truth's ſake

With fortitude, is higheſt vićtory.

Book xi.

This was the prerogative of the martyrs in the primi

tive church, and juſtice has ſince had its martyrs in all

ages. After declaring the general axiom, our Lord applies

it (continues this writer) to his diſciples now preſent, to

animate their zeal, who were to lead the van in this mag

nanimous combat; ſee ver, 11–16. But though what is

here ſaid may be peculiarly applicable to the apoſtles and

miniſters of Chriſt, yet there can be no doubt that it is

alſo applicable to all thoſe who come within the charaćter

here deſcribed; all who are holy themſelves, the ſalt ºf the

earth, and therefore capable of ſeaſoning others.

Wer. I I, 12. Blºſſed are ye when men /hall revile, &c.]

Macknight underſtands this as a diſtinét beatitude from that

in the Ioth verſe, ſuppoſing the former to refer to liberty

and external eaſe ; the preſent to reputation: and accord

ingly he paraphraſes it nearly in the following words:

“Fame, or the applauſe of the world, does not give true

“ contentment, by ſatisfying true ambition; but to be

“ reviled falſely, in the ways of righteouſneſs, and to ſhare

in affronts with and for God, is a dignity which yields

“infinitely greater joy, and is that by which the ſaints

“ and prophets have been diſtinguiſhed in all ages.”

Inſtead of, Be exceeding glad, in ver, 12. the original word

'AYºuzas, would be properly rendered, Triumphantly exult,

or leap for joy. See Luke, i. 14.

In concluſion of theſe beatitudes, we may obſerve upon

them all in general, that to bleſ men, that is, to make them

happy, was the great buſineſs for which our Lord came into

the world; and accordingly, in the beginning of this divine

ſermon, he pronounces eight bleſfings together, annexing

them to ſo many Chriſtian virtues, and aſſigning the parti

cular beatitude which attends each of them. Knowing

that happineſs is our common aim, and that an innate

inſtinét continually urges us to the purſuit of it, he in the

kindeſt manner applies directly to that inſtinét: he directs

it towards its proper object, and ſhews the way to obtain

it. Though all men neceſſarily defire happineſs, yet the

greater part continue miſerable, becauſe they ſeek it where

it is not to be found. Our Lord, therefore, begins his

divine inſtruction, which is the complete art of happi

neſs, by laying before us the true and only method of

acquiring it.

We may here farther obſerve the benevolent condeſcen

fion of our Lord ; how he ſeems to lay afide his ſupreme

authority, as our legiſlator, that he may better ačt the part

of our friend and our ſaviour; and, inſtead of uſing the lofty

imperative ſtyle in poſitive commands, chooſes rather in a

more gentle and engaging way to infinuate his will and our

duty, by pronouncing thoſe bleſſed who comply with it.

He alſo indulgently confiders the great depravation of our

nature; how its original corruption, and acquired malig

nity, by evil habits, together with the force of bad

examples, and the ſinful converſation and faſhions of the

world, had ſo darkened the underſtanding, and perverted

the judgment of men, that they could but obſcurely diſ

cern the genuine beauty of the ãº: doćtrines which he

was to inculcate ; and therefore he propoſed them in ſuch

a light as would moſt effectually recommend them. He

named the duty and its happy conſequences together,

guarding and enforcing each virtue with a beatitude. See

Heylin.

Wer. 13. Ye are the ſalt of the earth] This relates to all

the diſciples who were then preſent, Luke, xiv. 34. and

alſo to all Chriſtians in general (1 Theſſ. v. 5. Philip. ii.

15.); but more eſpecially to the apoſtles. See on ver. 16.

Salt is the emblem of wiſdom, and it ſerves alſo to preſerve

things from putrefačtion. Now the firſt diſciples of Chriſt

were more eſpecially appointed to diffuſe the wiſdom of

the Goſpel throughout the whole world, and to promote the

knowledge of Jeſus Chriſt, and holineſs and virtue, among

men by their doćtrines and examples. The meaning is,

“Who could inſtruct and reform you, if you ſhould

“happen to fall into error or vice; you that are to be

“ entruſted under grace with the ſanétification and inſtruc

“tion of others ?” Compare Mark, ix. 49. Coloſſ. iv. 6.

Livy calls Greece ſal gentium, “the ſalt of all the nations,”

Oll,
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the law or the prophets: I am not come to

deſtroy, "but to fulfil.

* Ch. 3. 15. Pſ. 4o. 6–8. Iſ. 42. 21. Ga". 4. 4, 5. Rom. Io. 4. & 3. 3 1. & 8. 3, 4.

18 For verily I ſay unto you, *Till hea

ven and earth paſs, one jot or one tittle ſhall

Col. 2. 17. Gal. 3. 24. John, 8. 29. * Luke, 16. 17.

If $1.6. & 4c. S. Rom. 3- 3 1. & 8, 3, 4. & 19.4. Dan. 9. 24. John, 17. 4.

on account of thoſe intelle&tual improvements which they

learned thence. The word Lagººn, rendered Have lºff his

ſºur, may be tranſlated, I become inſpid. This render

ing has, I think, a peculiar beauty and ſtrength here. The

original might be literally tranſlated, If it be infatuated or

grºwnſº , alluding to the common figure, in which

ſenſe and ſpirit are expreſſed by ſalt. Our Lord's ſuppo

fition of the ſalt's lºſing its ſavour is illuſtrated by Mr.

Maundrell, who tells us, that “in the valley of ſalt, near

“ Gebul, and about four hours' journey from Aleppo,

“ there is a ſmall precipice, occaſioned by the continual

“ taking away of the ſalt. In this, ſays he, you may ſee

“how the veins of it lie: I broke a piece of it, of which

“ the part expoſed to the rain, ſun, and air, though it had

“ the ſparks and particles of ſalt, yet it had perfeótly lºſt

its ſivour, as in Matt. v. The innermoſt, which had

“ been conneéted with the rock, retained its ſavour, as I

“found by proof.” See Grotius, and Wetſtein.

War. 14. fºe are the light of the world] Jeſus compares

his diſciples to the ſun, repreſenting the efficacy of their

miniſtry (accompanied by his divine, Spirit), to fill the

wºrld with the gladſome light of truth; a thing as neceſ

fry in the moral world, as light in the natural: ye are the

Igit ºf the wºrld. This appellation was given by the Jews

to their wiſe men and doctors. See John, v. 35. 2 Peter,

i. 19. The Lord Jeſus Chriſt beſtows it on his diſciples,

becauſe they were appointed to preach the Goſpel (Philip.

ii. 15.), and to reveal to mankind the knowledge of Chriſt,

who is the true light gº the world; John, i. 9. This is

alſo applicable to Chriſtians in general ; and to excite

them and all Chriſtians to diligence in diſpenſing the ſalu

try influences of their doćtrine and example, he bade them

cito mind, that a city which is ſet upon a mountain cannot

tº kid, or, that the diſciples of Jeſus Chriſt, and all

Chriſtians, being appointed to profeſs and preach the

Goſpel, the eyes of all men would be upon them, and ſo,

their faults being by this means known and obſerved,

might ſtop the progreſs of the Goſpel: compare Philip.

ii. 17. Mr. Maundrell tells us, that there is a city called

Sight, thought to be the ancient Bethulia, which, ſtanding

on a high hill, might eaſily be ſeen from the mountain on

which Chriſt made this diſcourſe ; and he, very probably,

ſuppoſes, that our Saviour might point to that here, as he

afterwards did to the birds and the lilieſ; agreeably to what

we have obſerved on ver. 2. of our Lord's manner of

taking his fimilies from the moſt obvious things; a thought

which Sir Iſaac Newton has well illuſtrated in his Olſer

vations on the Prophefter of Daniel, p. 148., to whom the

writer referred to in the note on ver, 2. is greatly indebted.

See Doddridge, and Beauſobre and Lenfant. -

Wer. 15, 16. Neither do men light a candle, &c.] This

ſeems to be a proverbial expreſſion. See the application

that Chriſt makes of it on another occaſion ; Mark, iv. 21.

Lake, viii. 16. xi. 33. They formerly uſed lamp; only,

inſtead of candles, and the candleſtick was the foot on

which they were ſet up. The meaning of this compariſon

is the ſame with that foregoing. The diſciples and Chriſ

tians, being the lights of the world, were deſigned to light

men out of the ways of ignorance and vice to Jeſus Chriſt,

and, through him, into the paths of holineſs and virtue.

“Men do not ſo much as light a common lamp, to put it

“ under a buſhel, and conceal it there; but they ſet it on a

“ſland, to give light to all who are in the houſe. ow much

“leſs will it become you, whom I have compared to the

“ſun, to hide or ſuppreſs your rays : The knowledge of

“ divine things is given you, not to be concealed, but to

“be imparted to mankind around you; therefore, ver. 6.

‘ let your light,” &c. That is, “ Make your doctrine and

“example bright in the eyes of all who behold you ; that

“ they may honour God; firſt, by ačting up to the pre

“cepts of the Goſpel, ſtrongly impreſſed on their under

ſtandings by your penetrating ſermous, accompanied by

“ divine grace, and powerfully recommended to their

hearts by your exemplary lives; next, by their returning

“ thanks to God for ſending ſuch men to enlighten and

“ reform the world; for to glorify God is not only to praiſe

“ him (as Luke, ii. 20. and elſewhere), but alſo to acknow

“ledge the truth of the Goſpel.” See Luke, xxiii. 47.

1. Peter, ii. 12. The Greek for in heaven is plural;-(in

the heavens), for the Jews reckoned three heavens, the air,

the firmament, and the third heaven, or the heaven of

heavens, the uſual place of God's reſidence. See Mac

knight, Beaufobre and Lenfant, and Pierce's fourth differ

tation. Heylin obſerves, in nearly theſe words, That the

beatitudes, containing the principal articles of Chriſtian

holineſs and morality, were as ſo many texts for the apoſ

tles to preach upon, and allure men to the pračtice of

them, by ſhewing them the happineſs which would enſue:

but the generality of the world ſo little know the way to

true happineſs, that they ſcorn ard abuſe thoſe who pro

poſe it to them; like men in a phrenſy, who ſpurn the

offered medicine, and aſſault thoſe who would adminiſter

it. Our Lord, who foreknew this, forewarned his diſ

ciples of it: and leſt ſuch ingratitude and ill uſage ſhould

make them defiſt from their high office, and not perſevere

in their endeavours to do good to others, at the hazard of

ſuch indignities and calumnies and dangers to themſelves,

he encourages them with the aſſurances of the great reward

with which their patience would be crowned. He ani

mates their zeal (ver. 12.) by the example of the glorious

company of the prophet; their predeceſſors, who had faithfully

perſiſted in publiſhing the truth, and doing good to man

kind, notwithſtanding the grievous perſecution which

thereby they drew upon themſelves. And, further to

engage his apoſtles to tread in their ſteps, our Lord repre

ſents to them, that this is their bounden duty, the great

work to which they were divinely ordained, and for which

they were eſpecially qualified by ſupernatural abilities; and

that as their reward would be great, if they rightly diſ

charged their miniſtry, ſo their puniſhment would be pro

4. portionable,

g
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in no wiſe paſs from the law, till all be ful

filled.

19 ' Whoſoever therefore ſhall break one of

theſe leaſt commandments, and ſhall teach men

ſo, he ſhall be called the leaſt in the “kingdom

of heaven: but whoſoever ſhali do and teach

* James, 2, 10. Pſ. 2. 3. 1 C r. 2. 15. Sam. 1. go.

ch. 19. 28. Dan. 12. 3. 1 Peter, 5.4. * Ch. 23.3—28, Rom. 9. § 1. & 12. 3.

14. Rev. 21. 27. & 19. 8.
-

*

* Ver. 3, 20. ch. 3. 2. & 4. 17. & 13. It , 31, 41, 45. & 2 ... 1, 14, 3 “.

them, the ſame ſhall be called great in the

kingdom of heaven. *

20 For I ſay unto you, That, except your

righteouſneſs ſhall exceed "the righteorſºſ of

the ſcribes and Phariſces, ye ‘ſhall in no caſe

enter into the kingdom of heaven.

* T S ºrn. 2. 30.

Luke, 11. 39 & 18, 11. Ch. 15. 3. * Joan, 3. 3, 5. Heb. i.

proportionable, if they negle&ted it. “ 17 are the ſalt ºf

“ the earth, and your deſtined office, under my grace, is, to

“ preſerve from corruption of heart and manners; but if

“ the ſilt become inſpid,” &c. Their eſpecial duty was, to

teach others their duty; but if they ſlinched from it,

through fear of perſecution, or any other motive, they

would be loſt irrecoverably, and fink in perdition beneath

the reſt of mankind, as much as by their ſacred office

they were placed above them. He goes on, therefore,

with repeated alluſions to remind them of their high

ſtation: “1” are the light ºf the world, expoſed to public

“view ; a light which ſhould illuminate all around, and in

“ which every the leaſt eclipſe will be viſible, and of bad

“influence.” They were to be a pattern to others: they

were to recommend their doćtrine by their example, and

to ſhew how amiable holineſs and virtue are in their own

practice. Let yºur light ſº ſhine, &c. See his Leótures,

p. 75. Dr. Campbell renders the firſt clauſe, Thus let your

fight, &c. -

Wer. 17–20. Think nºt that I am come to dºffroy, &c.]

Becauſe the doćtrine of the Lord Jeſus Chriſt concerning

happineſs was contrary to that which the Jews were accuſ

toned to hear, and which their preachers pretended to

derive from the prophets, whoſe deſcriptions of the glory

of the Meſfiah's kingdom they underſtood in a literal ſºnſe;

alſo becauſe he was about to give explications of the moral

precepts, of very different tenor from thoſe which the

Scribes and Phariſees commonly gave, but which his

diſciples, as inſtructors of mankind, were to inculcate:

e ended this branch of his diſcourſe, and introduced

that which followed, with declaring that he was by no

means come to diſlroy the law or the prophets ; that is to ſay,

the moral precepts contained in them ; for he came to

deſtroy the whole ceremonial precepts of the law, the

hand-writing of ordinances, which he blotted out and

nailed to his croſs, that its abolition might be known to

all. See Col. ii. 14. Beſides, we find the phraſe law and

prophets made uſe of elſewhere, to ſignify the moral precepts

contained in them. See chap. vii. 12. xxii. 40. Think nºt

that I am come to 'deffroy the ſaw or the priſlets ; I am not

come to dºffrºy, but to fºſſil –wº,2,…, to raiſrin, for ſo the

word is uſed, 1 Kings, i. 14. See the margin of our

bibles on that paſſage. Accordingly it follows, ver, 18.

Verily I ſºy unto you, till heaven and earth, &c. Eternity

and immutability are by no means the attributes of any

ceremonial precept whatever. They are the diſtinguiſhing

charaćters of the precepts of holineſs and morality en

joined in the law and the prophets. None of them ſhall

paſs, or be abrºgated, till all be fulfilled: tws & wºrx yiºta, ;

“till all the things mentioned be done;” that is, till the

heavens and the earth paſ, or are deſtroyed. Our Lord's

meaning therefore is, that there is nothing in the univerſe

ſo ſtable as the eternal truths of morality: the heavens

may fall, the whole frame of nature be unhinged ; nay,

every part of it be diſſolved; but the rules of righteouſneſs

ſhall remain immutable and immortal: wherefore he

ordered his diſciples, on the ſovereſt penalties, both by

their doćtrine and example, to enforce the ſtrict obſerva

tion of all the moral precepts contained in the ſacred

writings, and that to their utmoſt cytent. Ver. 19. Iſº

ſºever thcrºfºre ſhall break, that is, diffroy (the original word

^ſºn being here put for x2+2×'an, as it is likewiſe John, ii.

19.) ºne ºf theſe legſ' commandment, and ſhall teach men ſº, ſhall

He called, that is, ſhall be—the leaft in the king ſom of heaven.

Since the moral precepts of the law are eternal and immu- .

table, whatever weakens their obligation ſhall never enter

into heaven: for there is in the text a figure which the rhe

toricians call meiſs (diminution), often elegantly uſed to

convey a ſtrong idea. Thus, Gal. v. 21. They that do ſch

thing; // all nºt inherit the kingdom ºf God, that is, ſhal be

ſeverely puniſhed. Our divine teacher adds, ver. 20.,

º

Except yºur right: uſ…},-the righteouſneſs, which you

experience and practiſ: yourſelves, and enjoin upon others,

—ſhall exceed the righteouſeſ ºf the Scribes and Phariſes,

the Jewiſh doctors of the ſtriëteſt ſects, ye ſhall in no caſe

enter into the kingdom of heaven ; for ye, like them, will be

corrupters of others, and conſequently monſters of the

blackett kind. But becauſe this was a ſubject of great

importance, our Lord goes on to ſpecify various particulars,

wherein theirs ſhould excel the doćirine and pračtice of

the Jewiſh teachers. This appears to be the true and

proper cºplanation of this paſſ,ge; and, from the whole

of what follows, it is manifeſt that Chriſt refers to the

moral, and not the ceremonial law ; for he does not give

a ſingle inſtance from the latter. The original word .73,

which we render jot, ver, 18. undoubtedly anſwers to the

Hebrew letter jod, whence the Engliſh word here uſed

ſeems to be derived ; and which, being the leaſt letter of

their alphabet, might properly be uſed proverbially on this

occaſion. The original word Kºziz, which we render

*

º

|

title, properly ſignifics one of thoſe little ornamental cur

latures or flouriſhes, which, when Hebrew is elegantly

written, are generally uſed at the beginning and end of a

letter, and ſometimes at the corners.

have been rendered, Not the leſ; letter or ſłrcle. The

The clauſe might

latter part of the 20th verſe muſt have greitly ſurpriſed

Chriſt's hearers, if the proverb with has ſincé prºmiſed

were of ſo ancient a date : for it has been commonly ſaid

*

2 by
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21 "| Ye have heard that it was ſaid * by

them of old time, “Thou ſhalt not kill ; and

* Or, to them. * Exod. 20. 13. Deut. 5. 17. Gen. 9.5, 6.

whoſoever ſhall kill ſhall be in danger of the

judgment : -

Lev. 24. 21. Numb. 35. 16, 17, 30.

by the Jews, “ That if but two men were to enter into the

* kingdom of heaven, one of them would be a Pharifee,

“ and the other a Scribe.”

Macknight. Dr. Heylin obſerves very well, nearly in theſe

words", that it clearly appears from theſe verſes, that our

Lord certainly foreſaw the great abuſes which would be

made of the Chriſtian religion; how ſome would think that

they might compenſate for the neglect of moral duties, by

deeds of ſopenitition and will-worſhip; and how others,

glorying in their preſamptu us affarancer, would inſiſt upon

a faith deſtitute of morality; and by taking away the

moral law, and conſequently all holineſs and love, leave

Chriſtianity a mere caſtle in the air, an enthuſiaſtic ſyſtem

of abſurdities. Chriſt therefore ſolemnly, and with great

emphaſis, aſſerts the perpetual obligation of the moral law,

till nature itſelf ſhould be ſo changed, as to render its

dićtates uſeleſs. In the preſent courſe of things the law is

ſo far from abating, or being abrogated in any eſſential

point of duty, that, on the contrary, all who faithfully
practiſe the law through the power of almighty grace, find

by experience that it increaſes, and ſpreads its juriſdićtion

frther, in proportion to the progreſs that they make ; for

the moral ſenſe greatly improves by exerciſe, and as men

advance in their obedience to the law, they alſo advance

in the knowledge of it; ſo as to diſcover new duties, and

firéter obligations, whereof they had not before been

ſºnſible. But Dr. Campbell tranſlates the 19th verſe,

Wººſever ſhall violate, or teach others to violate, were it the

lºft ºf theſe commandments, ſhall be in no ºffeem in the reign of

kaven, but whoſºever ſhall pračiſe and teach them, ſhall be

ighly ſeemed in the reign of heaven. And he obſerves,

that to be called great and to be called little, for to be

eſteemed and to be diſeſteemed, is ſo obvious a figure,

cf the effeót for the cauſe, that it naturally ſuggeſts itſelf

to every diſcerning reader. By rendering, therefore, the

Greek phraſe, 3…aux twº egº, agreeably to its meaning in

moſt places, the reign of heaven, that is, the Goſpel diſpen

fition, there is not the ſmalleſt difficulty in the paſſage.

But if this phraſe be rendered the kingdom of heaven, as

referring to the ſtate of the bleſſed, and if he ſhall be called

the leaft in that kingdom mean, as ſome explain it, he ſhall

ºver be admitted into it, a moſt unnatural figure of ſpeech

is introduced, whereof I do not recolle&t to have ſeen an

example in any author, ſacred or prophane. *

Wer. 21. It was ſaid by them of old time.] To them, &c.

and ſo wherever it occurs. It was ſaid to them of former

time—But I ſay to you. So our Lord introduces his ſeveral
º

* When I quote writers who are not perfeótly evangelical, I

make ſuch alterations as I judge neceſſary, giving intimation to

the reader of the liberty I take, if the alteration be of any

*Portance, and referring him to the original work; as my inten

ºn is, in this Commentary, to preſent to the congregation of the

Lºrd a work which ſhall, to the beſt of my judgment, be perfectly

tºnſiſtent with the whole analegy of faith. *

See Chemnitz, Calmet, and

improvements of the law under the different articles

hereafter ſpecifi, d. Chriſt here diſtinguiſhes his doćtrines

from thoſe which, in former times, had been publicly

taught and enforced by the authority of law; for as there

is a gradual increaſe of knowledge in every man, who

faithfully practiſes what he knows already; ſo, by divine

appointment, it has proved in the courſe of the world.

What is commonly called natural religion was the general

rule of life till Moſes, who gave the revealed law which

bears his name, and was the ſtandard of duty till the

coming of Chriſt, whoſe inſtrućtions are the completion

of all that appertains to moral restitude: upon which

account the ſeaſon of his diſpenſation is called the laſt

days, as the ages preceding it are here named the former

time (though frequently the term is applied to the latter

days of the Chriſtian diſpenſation); and it is with this

view that our Lord, when he was going to extend the

boundaries of the law, takes diſtinét notice how far they

were advanced already. The Greek for them of former

time is ºxalo, which may be well rendered beginners, or

novices, and ſo rightly oppoſed to the apoſtles, who were

in a ſtate of proficiency. See Heylin. The Lord Jeſus

Chriſt inſtances in the commandments of the ſecond table,

how the Jews had corrupted the word of God by their tradi

tions ; and he propoſes here theſe commandments in the

ſame ſenſe as they were underſtood by the Phariſees, and

ſometimes with the gloſſes they put upon them ; and

from theſe it is that he endeavours to vindicate and reſcue

them. He begins with the fixth commandment. It

ſeems the doćtors gave it as their opinion, that this law,

Thou ſhalt not kill, prohibited nothing but actual murder,

committed with a man’s own hand ; and therefore, if he

hired another to kill a man, or turned a wild beaſt upon

him, that flew him, according to them it was not mur

der, puniſhable by the law, though they acknowledged

it might deſerve the judgment of God. The doćtrine

of Chriſt's diſciples was to be more ſublime, exhibiting

the intention and ſpirit of the law, which forbids our

being angry with another, our affronting him, and jud

ging evil concerning his ſpiritual eſtate without good

reaſon ; for the limitation added to the firſt member

of the ſentence, ver. 22. muſt be underſtood through

out the whole. It may be proper to obſerve, that by

the judgment, is meant that court of judicature among

the Jews, which conſiſted of twenty-three judges, who had

power of life and death; ſo that the meaning of the

words, He ſhall be in danger ºf, or liable to be puniſhed by the

judgment, is, “He ſhall be guilty of death.” Deut. xvi. 18.

xxi. 2. But it is to be noted here, that though the Lord

Jeſus Chriſt made uſe of the ſame expreſſions as were uſed

by the Jews to denote temporal puniſhments, yet his words

are to be figuratively underſtood, and applied to the future

puniſhments of the wicked, of which he diſtinguiſhes the

different degrees according to the different crimes. See

Grotius, and Beaufobre and Linfant.

Wer.
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22 But ‘ I ſay unto you, That ‘whoſoever

is angry with his brother without a cauſe ſhall

* If so. 4. Deut. 18. 18. Exod. 23. 21. Heb. 2. 3. ‘ 1 John, 3. 15.
James, 2. 30.

be in danger of the judgment: and whoſoever
ſhall ſay to his brother, ‘Raca, ſhall be in

Prov. 3. 29. * Empty ſop. 1 Sam. zo. 3, 2 Sam. 16. 7, & 6. 20. not.

*-

Ver. 22. But I ſay unto you] Which of the prophets

ever ſpake thus 2 Their language is, Thus ſaith the Lord.

Who hath the authority to uſe this language —he who is

able to ſave and deſtroy. The Lord Jeſus Chriſt does not

mean here that anger, or every ſcornful or reviling word

deſerves the ſame puniſhment from the magiſtrates as mur

der; that is to ſay, death ; but only that anger, being in

direct violation of the ſixth commandment, becauſe it

tends and diſpoſes men to murder, the judgment of God

will take cognizance of ſuch anger, as well as of all deſires

of revenge, hatred, opprobrious or reviling language, &c.

See 1 John, iii. 15. The word ſlº, without cauſe, though

found in almoſt all the Greek manuſcripts, is omitted in

moſt manuſcripts of the Vulgate. By brother is meant

another Chriſtian; this is the meaning of the Greek word

cºxºos, in the ſacred writings; and that the ſame ſenſe is

put upon it here is evident from the next verſe. The Jews

would give the name of brother to no one who was not an

Iſraelite. They vouchſafed to give that of neighbour to a

proſelyte, but would by no means beſtow it on a Gentile.

Our Lord did not defign to authorize a like diſtinčtion,

when he made uſe here of the word brother ; for he elſe

where enjoins his diſciples to forgive all men in general,

and ſhews that our neighbour is any man whatever. Luke x.

29, 30, &c. The word judgment here unqueſtionably muſt

ſignify puniſhment from God; fince this cauſeleſ, anger

might be ſo concealed in the heart, as not to admit of con

vićtion before men. “He ſhall be liable to a worſe pu

“ niſhment from God, than any which your common

“ courts of judicature can inflićt.” See the note on

wer. 21. Our Saviour goes on, “ Whºſoever to his ſecret

“ anger ſhall add opprobrious and contemptuous words,-

‘ for inſtance, ſhall ſay to his brother, Raca, that is, thou

“ worthleſ, empty fellow! ſhall be expoſed to yet more

“ terrible effects of the divine judgment, and be obnoxious

“ to a yet ſeverer puniſhment; as far exceeding the for

“mer, as that inflićted by the Sanhedrim, which extends

“ to ſtoning, exceeds that which follows the judgment of

“ the inferior courts, which only have the power of the

“ ſword.” Raca is a Syriac word, which, according to

Lightfoot, ſignifies a ſcoundrel; according to Drufius, a

Zoxcomb; and ſo is a term of great contempt. Kivi, vain

man, uſed James ii. 20. ſeems to be a tranſlation of it;

for, as St. Jerome obſerves, it is derived from the He

brew prº rib, which fignifies vain or empty. See Parkhurſt

on the word. The council—, in the Greek avvºstoy, a word

which the Jews adopted into their language, giving it a

Hebrew termination, ſanhedrin, ſignifies the council or

ſenate of the nation. It conſiſted of ſeventy-two judges,

or, according to others, of ſeventy, beſides the preſident.

It uſed to fit at Jeruſalem. Concerning the place where

it met, ſee John xix. 13. This was the ſupreme court of

judicature among the Jews, and to it appeals were made

from inferior tribunals. It took cognizance only of the

moſt important matters; as, for inſtance, ſuch wherein a

º

whole tribe was concerned ; thoſe that related to the high

prieſt, a falſe prophet, idolatry, treaſon, &c. and could,

while the Jewiſh government continued independent, in

flićt the heavieſt puniſhments ; particularly ſtoning, and

burning with melted lead poured down the throat of the

criminal after he was ſtrangled. See Beauſobre and Len

fant, and Calmet's Dićtionary. Our Saviour goes on,

“ Whºſºever, in his unreaſonable paſſion, ſhall ſay to hiſ

“ brother, Thou fºol, [Megil that is to ſay, thou graceleſs

“ wicked villain;–thereby impeaching his moral charac

“ ter, as well as refle&ting on his intellectual ; ſhall be ob

“ noxious to the gehenna of fire; or, to a future puniſhment,

“ more dreadful even than being burned alive in the

“ valley of Hinnom ; whence the name of the infernal

“ regions is borrowed.” Wicked men are ſo often called

fºols in the Old Teſtament, eſpecially in the writings of

David and Solomon ; that the appellation of fool, in the

Jewiſh language, fignifies not ſo much a weak thoughtleſs

creature, as a man deliberately wicked ; for, as religion is

the higheſt wiſdom, vice muſt be accounted the extremeſt

folly. Dr. Sykes draws the ſame ſenſe from the word, by

deriving it from the Syriac pºz, rebellavit, he has rebelled;

ſo that, according to him, the original pºss ſignifies a rebel

againſ God, or an apoſtate from the true religion. The

valley of Hinnom, called alſo Tophet, was the ſcene of the

deteſtable worſhip of Moloch, as we have before obſerved,

2 Kings xxiii. Io. See alſo Iſaiah xxx. 33. In after

times continual fires were kept in this valley, for burning

the unburied carcaſes and filth of the city, that, being thus

polluted, it might be unfit for the like religious abomina

tions. The Jews, from the perpetuity of theſe fires, and

to expreſs the utmoſt deteſtation of the ſacrifices which

were offered to Moloch in this vºlley, made uſe of its name

to ſignify hell, of which they conceived it a fit emblem.

Hence our tranſlators have given Tophet, or Gehenna, its

metaphorical meaning in the preſent paſſage, whereas it

ought rather to have had its literal fignification; for our

Lord, intending to ſhew his hearers that the puniſhment

of cauſeleſs anger, contemptuous ſpeeches, and abuſive

names, ſhall, in the life to come, bear a proportion to the

guilt which is in theſe fins; and finding no means in the

language of men, by which thoſe different degrees of pu

niſhment could properly be expreſſed, he illuſtrated them

by the puniſhment wherewith the Jews were acquainted.

This interpretation of the puniſhment, in the latter clauſe

of the verſe, has a particular advantage attending it, as it

prevents the reader from imagining, that only the fin of

calling his brother fºol will be puniſhed with hell-fire. See

Lightfoot and Macknight. St. Auſtin obſerves, that here

is a gradation in the faults reprehended. The firſt is anger,

deliberately and cauſeleſsly conceived in the mind; the

ſecond, when that breaks forth in wrathful expreſſion: ; the

third, when it vents itſelf in contumelious abuſes. It is by

theſe ſteps that a man, enraged with anger, ſometimes

proceeds to actual murder, but much oftener to the com

miilion
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danger of the council: but whoſoever ſhall ſay,

Thou “fool, ſhall be in danger of hell fire.

23 ''Therefore, if thou bring thy gift to

the altar, and there remembereſt that thy bro

ther hath ought againſt thee;

24 Leave there thy gift before the altar,

and go thy way; firſt be reconciled to thy

brother, and then come and offer thy gift.

25 “Agree with thine adverſary quickly,

whiles thou art in the way with him; leſt at

any time the adverſary deliver thee to the

judge, and the judge deliver thee to the officer,

and thou be caſt into priſon.

26 Verily I ſay unto thee, ‘Thou ſhalt by

no means come out thence till thou haſt paid

the uttermoſt farthing.

27 || Ye have heard that it was ſaid || by

them of old time, "Thou ſhalt not commit

adultery: º

28 But I ſay unto you, "That whoſoever

looketh on a woman to luſt after her hath

committed adultery with her already in his

heart. - -

29 "And if thy right eye" offend thee, pluck

* Graceleſs wretch ; not as ch. 3. 7. & 12. 34. & 27. 13, 17, &c. John, 8.44. Aćts, 13, 1o. & 23. 3. Prov. 25.8, 9. Mark, 9.. so. 1 Tim. 2. 8.

Rom. 12. 1 S. & 14. 19. Phil. 4. 7. Epb. 4. 26, 27. Heb. 13. 1. James, 3. 13–18. Job, 42. 8. Lev. 19. 18. 1 Peter, 3. 7. * Luke, 17. 58.

Gen. ii. 3–1 o. 1 Sam. 25, 28. Prov. 25. 8. with Job, 12. 21. Pſ. 32. 6. Iſ. 5*. 6, 7. 2 Cor. 6. 2. Heb. 3. 7—13. 'Lnke, 12. 59. 1'rov. 25. 8.

Jºhr, 15 2+. with a 1 belſ. 1. 9. ch. 13.41. & 25.46. | Gr, to them. * Exod. zo. 14. Deut. 5. 18. Lev. 20. to. Deut. 22. 21–25. FPh. 5. 5.

Heb. 13. 4. * Job, 31. 1. Prov. 6. 25. 2 Peter, 2. 14. ° Ch. 18.8, 9. & 19. 20. Mark, 9.43, 45, 47. P Or, do cauſe thee to offend. Pſ. 119.

37. Jºb, 31. 1. 2 Peter, 2. 14. Col. 3, 5, 1 Cor. 9. 27. Rom. 8. 13. Gal. 5. 24. Prov. 1. 10, 15. & 4, 14, 15, & 5, 8–14.

miſſion of it in his thought and intention; and we are

here warned, that all theſe ſteps are criminal in their ſeveral

degrees, and that the law not only prohibits murder, but

even the remoteſt tendencies toward it.

Wer. 23, 24. Therefore, if thou bring thy gift] Farther,

to quench the firſt and ſmalleſt ſparks of enmity, and pre

vent all occaſion of angry reſentments, our Lord adds

what follows from this to the 26th verſe; for ſo far his

advice extends, with regard to the fixth commandment.

Our Lord infiſted particularly on reparation, aſſuring us,

that unleſs it be made, God will not accept the worſhip of

ſuch offenders; being infinitely better pleaſed with re

Pentance than with ſacrifices, or external worſhip of any

kind, how precious ſoever thoſe duties may appear in the

cyes of carnal men. Vain, therefore, is their preſumption,

who fancy they can make amends for yet more groſs ačts

cf injuſtice, by acts of devotion: “ Therefºre if thou bring

“thy gift, 22:27,-thy free-will offering, to the altar, and

“there recolleå that thy brother hath ought againſ thee,_any

“juſt cauſe of complaint; leave there thy gift before the

“altar:-do not lay aſide the thoughts of worſhipping

“God, becauſe thou art not in a proper ſtate, but prepare

“thyſelf for his worſhip without delay; go thy way; fift

“ be reconciled,” &c. It is obſervable, that Philo, in ex

Plaining the law of the treſpaſs-offering, tells us, that, when

a man had injured his brother, and, repenting of his fault,

voluntarily acknowledged it, (in which caſe both reſtitution

and ſacrifice were required,) he was firſt to make reſtitution,

and then to come into the temple, preſenting his ſacrifice,

and aſking pardon. This is a very juſt and natural account

of the matter, and adds a great illuſtration to this text.

See Macknight and Doddridge.

Wer. 25, 26. Agree with thine adverſary] Our bleſſed

Saviour here enforces the exhortation in the preceding

verſes, from the confideration of what was reckoned pru

dent in ordinary law-ſuits. In ſuch caſes, wiſe and honeſt

ren always adviſe the party that has done thc wrong to

nake up matters with his adverſary whilſt it is in his power,

left the ſentence of a judge, being interpoſed, fall heavy on

*; r; the ſame reaſon, we, when we have offended

9I. I.

our brother, ought to make it up with him, whilſt an op

portunity of repentance is allowed us, and that, though

our quarrel ſhould have proceeded to the greateſt lengths ;

left the ſentence of the ſupreme judge overtake us, and

put reconciliation out of our power for ever. The original

laš, tºo”, rendered agree, ſeems to imply not only peace,

but benevolence; and therefore might be rendered, “Come

“ to a friendly agreement.” The word &yrºos, adverſary,

properly ſignifies a perſon who is going to law with ano

ther. The farthing, x0% ºrns, was the leaſt braſs coin that

the Romans had. In a figurative ſenſe, which is that of the

Lord Jeſus Chriſt here, the priſon is taken for hell, out of

which the unrelenting finner can never come, according

to our Lord's declaration, becauſe he can never be able to

make ſatisfaction.—We are all thy debtors, O Lord, and

in one ſenſe the priſoners of thy juſtice; of ourſelves moſt

incapable, not only of paying the uttermoſt farthing, but

even of diſcharging the leaſt part of the debt. We bleſs

thee for that generous Surety, who has undertaken and

diſcharged it for us; and by the price of whoſe atoming

blood we are delivered from the chains ºf darkneſs, and are

tranſlated into the glorious liberty of thy children 1 See

Doddridge, Beaufobre and Lenfant, &c.

Wer. 27, 28. 1% have heard, &c.] What has been hi

therto ſaid refers to meekneſs ; what now follows, to purity

of heart. Dr. Lightfoot, to explain the opinion of the

Jewiſh doćtors, reſpećting the duty of this ſeventh com

mandment, cites the Targum upon Exod. xx. by which it

appears, that they were very looſe moraliſts indeed. In

oppoſition therefore to them, our Lord declared, that who

fever looketh on a woman, &c. whoſoever cheriſhes unchaſte

deſires and intentions, or, as it is expreſſed in the tenth

commandment, covets his neighbour's wife, is really guilty of

adultery, though he ſhould never find the opportunity of

committing the act with her; for which cauſe, all ſuch uſe

of our ſenſes, as inflames the mind with luſt, muſt be

carefully avoided. See on the next verſe, and Eccl’us, ix.

5, &c. xli. 21. xlii. 12.

Per. 29, 30. And if thy right eye offend thee, &c.] The

word rendered ºffend thee, axº, ſignifies to be a ſtuui
- Aſ bling
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it out, and caſt it from thee: for it is profitable

for thee that one of thy members ſhould periſh,

and not that thy whole body ſhould be caſt

into hell.

3o And if thy right hand offend thee, cut

it off, and caſt it from thee: for it is profitable

for thee that one of thy members ſhould periſh,

and not that thy whole body ſhould be caſt

into hell.

31 It hath been ſaid, "Whoſoever ſhall put

away his wife, let him give her a writing of

divorcement:

* Deut. 24. 1. Ch. 9.7. Mark, 10. 4.

cation before marriage, or adultery after it. + Gr, to the ancients.

Pſ. 76. 1 1. & 5o. 14. & 119. Io9. & 61. 5, 8. Nahum, 1.15.

Ch. 23. 22. Rev. 4. 2.

* Mark, Io. 1 1, 12. Luke, 16. 18. 1 Cor. 7. 12, 11. Mal. 2. 14, 15. Ch. 19. 9. Rom. 7.3.

* Exod. 20. 7. Lev. 19. 12. Deut. 5. 1 1. & 23. 21–23. Numb, to. 2. Eccl. 5. 4.

‘James, 5. 12.

32 But I ſay unto you, That 'whoſoever

ſhall put away his wife, ſaving for the cauſe

of *fornication, cauſeth her to commit adul

tery : and whoſoever ſhall marry her that is

divorced committeth adultery.

33 "I Again, ye have heard that it hath

been ſaid f by them of old time, "Thou ſhall

not forſwear thyſelf, but ſhalt perform unt C

the Lord thine oaths:

34. But I ſay unto you, ‘Swear not at all :

neither by heaven; for it is God's "throne :

35 Nor by the earth; for it is his footſtool :

* Forni.

Eccl. 9. 2. " If 66. 1. & 57. 15. Pi. 115. 3, 16. & 99. 5.

=-

bling-block in a perſon's way, or the occaſion of his fall;

and ſo implies much more than merely to diſpleaſe ; a

remark which deſerves attending to, becauſe the ſenſe of

many texts depends upon it. We may read, make thee ºf:

fºnd, or inſnare thee... We may juſt note, that the greateſt

part of Chriſt's auditors being people who lived by their

daily labour, to theſe the loſs of a right hand would be a

much greater calamity than that of a right eye, ſo that

there is a gradation and force in this paſſage, beyond what

has been generally obſerved. Every one knows that the

expreſſions in theſe verſes are figurative, and not to be li

terally underſtood. The general meaning is, “Den

“ thyſelf the uſe of thy ſenſes, though ever ſo delightful,

“ in all caſes where the uſe of them enſnares thy ſoul.

“ Turn away thine eye, and keep back thy hand from the

“ alluring objećt.” This, ſays Chryſoſtome, is a moſt

mild and eaſy precept : it would have been much more

hard, had he given commandment to converſe with and

look curiouſly on women, and then to abſtain from farther

commiſſion of uncleanneſs with them. Figurative and

proverbial ſpeeches, which may have great beauty and

force in one language, often loſe their grace and energy

when tranſlated into another tongue, wherein the novelty

and exotic air of the expreſſion may greatly obſcure the

ſenſe intended by it. All our tranſlations of the Scripture

muſt labour under this difficulty. A ſuperficial reader

will find his imagination ſhocked at the bare propoſal of

pulling out an eye, or cutting ºff an hand, being not aware,

that by the eye is meant the intention, and by the hand the

executiºn of it. In the very next chapter we have the eye

again in this ſenſe, namely, to denote the intention, view,

or deſign: and to expreſs performance by the hand, is ſo

agreeable to the general tenor of Scripture-language, that

it is needleſs to inſiſt upon it. With this explanation, it

appears not only that the precept is reaſonable and ex

pedient, but alſo that the terms by which our Lord choſe

to expreſs it, are peculiarly proper to the occaſion. The

occaſion was the prohibition of impure deſires, and the

mental adultery ; an odious ſubječt, which requires great

reſerve, and a covering of darkneſs, even in reproving it.

But it is known how thoſe who are poſſeſſed with that

-

º

criminal paſſion, are apt to be tranſported by it; and that

the exaggerating metaphors in which they delight to ex

preſs their infatuation, amply juſtify the ſacred language

of pulling out the right eye, and caſting it away, to expreſs

the extreme violence which they ought to do themſelves,

who would preſerve their purity. See Heylin and Oſter

vald on uncleanneſs.

Wer. 31, 32. It hath been ſaid, &c.] The doćtors of the

ſchool of Sammai affirmed, that in the law concerning

divorce, Deut. xxiv. 1. the words ſºme uncleanneſ were to

be underſtood of adultery only; whereas they of the ſchool

of Hillel interpreted them of any manner of diſlike whatever.

Hence the Phariſees aſked Jeſus, ch. xix. 3. if it was

lawful fºr a man to put away his wift for every ca, e º The

opinion of Hillel was generally eſpouſed by the Jews, as

appears both from their practice and their writings.

Thus Malachi, ii. 16. the clauſe which in our tranſlation

runs, The Lord ſys he hateth putting away, that is to ſay,

divorces on frivolous pretences, is by the Chaldee para

phraſt and the LXX rendered, If thou hateſ, thou ſhould/?

put her away. Alſo the ſon of Sirach, Eccl’us, xxv. 26.

If ſhe go not as thou wouldſ have her, cut her ºff from tºy

flºſſ and Joſephus, Antiq. 1. 4. c. 8. “He that would be

“ disjoined from his wife, for any cauſe whatever, as many

“ ſuch cauſes there may be among men, let him give her a

“bill of divorce.” Nay, one of their doćtors delivered it

as his opinion, “That a man may put away his wife, if he

“likes any other woman better.” As therefore they had

perverted the law of divorce, that they might give full

ſcope to their luſts, Jeſus thought fit to reduce it to its

primitive meaning ; aſſuring them, that he who divorces

his wife for any of the cauſes allowed by the doćtors,

whoredom excepted, layeth her under a ſtrong temptation

to commit adultery; unjuſt divorce being no divorce in

the fight of God: and that fince ſuch marriages ſtill ſub

fiſted, he who married the woman unjuſtly divorced, com

mitteth adultery alſo. See Macknight, Calmet, and Cor.

v11. I 5.

Ver. 33–37. Again, ye have heard, &c.] As to oaths,

the doćtors affirmed, that they were obligatory, according

to the nature of the things by which a man ſwears. See

- ch. xxiii.
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neither by Jeruſalem; for it is “the city of the yea; Nay, nay: for whatſoever is more than

great King. -

36 Neither ſhalt thou ſwear by thy head,

becauſe thou canſt not make one hair white or

black.

37 ' But let your communication be, Yea,

* 2 Chr. 6. 6.

Deut. 19. 19, 21.

1 Peter, 3- 9.

Pſ. 48. 2. & 87. 1, 2. & 78.68, 69.

* Prov. 2c. 22. & 24, 29. Lev. 19. 18.

* James, 5. 12. 2 Cor. 1. 17, 18.

Luke, 6. 29.

theſe “cometh of evil.

38 ºf Ye have heard that it hath been

ſaid, “An eye for an eye and a tooth for a

tooth :

39 But I ſay unto you, * That ye reſiſt

* Ch. 15. 19. & 13. 19.

Rom. 12. 17, 19. 1 Cor. 6.7. li. 53. 6.

* Exod. 21. 24. Lev. 24. 23.

Lam. 3. 32. 1 Theſſ. 5. 15.

ch. xxiii. 16. Hence they allowed the uſe of ſuch oaths

in common converſation as they ſaid were not obligatory;

pretending that there was no harm in them, becauſe the

law which forbad them to forſwear themſelves, and en

joined them to perform their vows, meant ſuch ſolemn

oaths only, as were of a binding nature. It was this deteſt

able morality which Jeſus condemned in ver. 31–36. By

comparing ch. xxiii. 16. it appears that our Lord is here

giving a catalogue of oaths, which, in the opinion of the

doctors, were not obligatory. Jeſus by no means con

demns ſwearing truly before a magiſtrate, or upon grave

and ſolemn occaſions, becauſe that would have been to

prohibit both the beſt method of ending controverfies,

Heb. vi. 16. and a high act of religious worſhip, Deut. vi.

13. Iſai. lxv. 16. an oath being not only a ſolemn appeal

to the divine Omniſcience, from which nothing can be

hid, but alſo a dired acknowledgment of God, as the

great protećtor and patron of right, and the avenger of

falſehood. But let your communication, ſays he, be yes, yes;

re, no - “Maintain ſuch ſincerity and truth in all your

“words, as will claim the belief of your acquaintance:

“ſo that in common converſation, to gain yourſelves

“credit, you ſhould do no more than barely aſſert or

“deny any matter, without invoking the name of God at

“all; fºr whatſºever is more than theſe cometh of evil,” or,

as it may be tranſlated, cometh of the evil one : 'En row wownpa.

See ch. vi. 13. In common diſcourſe, whatever is more

than affirmation or negation, ariſes either from our own

evil heart, or from the temptation of the devil, who

prompts men to curſe and to ſwear, that he may leſſen

their reverence for God, and lead them at length to per

jury, even in the moſt ſolemn inſtances; confiderations,

which ſhew the evil nature of this fin in the ſtrongeſt

light. We may juſt obſerve, that the Jews have a pro

verb among them to this purpoſe: “ The yea of the juſt

“is yea, and their nay, nay:” that is to ſay, they are

fincere, and perform whatever they ſay or promiſe. See

James, v. 12. In whatever ſenſe the laſt clauſe be under

Itood, cometh of evil, it contains a demonſtration, that the

34th verſe is to be explained with the limitation propoſed;

for it is evident that oaths were in ſome caſes not only

allowed, but required by the Moſaic law. See Exod.

xxii. 1 1. Lev. 5. 1. Numb. v. 19. 21. Deut. xxix. 12. 14.

So that if Chriſt's prohibition had here referred to ſwearing

in ſolemn and judicial caſes, he would in theſe words

have charged the divine law with eſtabliſhing an immora

ity; which is moſt abſurd to ſuppoſe. See Macknight,

Doddridge, and Wetſtein.

Dr. Campbell well obſerves, that our Lord is to be

confidered here, not as preſcribing the preciſe terms

wherein we are to affirm or deny, in which caſe it would

have ſuited better the fimplicity of his ſtyle to ſay barely,

wa, x2, 2, yes and no, without doubling the words; but as

enjoining ſuch an habitual and inflexible regard to truth, as

would render ſwearing unneceſſary. That this manner of

converting theſe adverbs into nouns is in the idiom of the

ſacred penmen, we have another inſtance, 2 Cor. i. 20.

For all the promiſes of God in him are yea, and in him amen ;

that is, certain and infallible truths. -

Per. 38–42. Te have heard, &c.] With reſpe&t to

men's reſiſting and revenging ſuch injuries as are done

them, Jeſus aſſured his diſciples, that although, for the

preſervation of ſociety, Moſes had ordained the judges to

give eye for eye, and tooth for tºoth, if the injured party

demanded it; yet the doćtors were greatly in the wrong,

not only when they enjoined men to inſiſt on retaliation as

their duty, but declared it lawful in many caſes for the

injured party to avenge himſelf with his own hand, pro

vided, in his revenge, he did not exceed the meaſure pre

ſcribed in the law. Chriſt's doctrine is, that the good

man is ſo far from revenging private injuries, that often

times he does not even reſiſ; them, and always forgives

them when they happen to be done to him; a Chriſtian

generoſity which he warmly recommended to his diſciples

in the paſſage before us. To underſtand it aright, we muſt

take notice, that there are five caſes put, wherein Chriſtian

meekneſs muſt eſpecially ſhew itſelf: firſt, when any one

aſſaults our perſon, in reſentment of ſome affront which he

imagines we have put upon him: ſecondly, when any one

ſues us at the law, in order to take our goods from us:

thirdly, when he attacks our natural liberty: fourthly,

when one who is poor aſks charity: fifthly, when our

neighbour begs the loan of ſomething from us. In all

theſe caſes, our Lord forbids us to rºſſ's yet, from the ex

amples he mentions, it is plain, that this forbearance and

compliance are to be underſtood under due limitations;

for it cannot be ſuppoſed that our Lord forbids us to

defend ourſelves againſt murderers, who would unjuſtly

take away our life: neither can it be, that he commands

us to give every idle and worthleſs, fellow all he may

think fit to aſk, whether in charity or in loan: we are only

to give what we can ſpare, and to ſuch perſons as out of

real neceſſity ſeek relief from us; nay, our Lord's own

behaviour towards the man, who, in the preſence of the

council, ſmote him on the cheek, gives reaſon to think he

did not mean that in all caſes his diſciples ſhould be per

fealy paſſive under the very injuries which he here ſpeaks

of. In ſome circumſtances, ſmiting on the cheek, taking

M 2 away
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not evil : but whoſoever ſhall ſmite thee on

thy right cheek, turn to him the other alſo.

4o And ‘if any man will ſue thee at the

law, and take away thy coat, let him have thy

cloke alſo.

* Luke, 6, 29. 1 Cor. 6.7. Ch. 27. 32. * Deut. 15. S. 10.

41 And whoſoever ſhall compel thee to go

a mile, go with him twain.

42 "Give to him that aſketh thee, and from

him that would borrow of thee turn not thou

away.

Luke, 6. 30–35. Rom. 12. 20. Prov. 3. 27, 28. & 19. 17.

º

-*

away one's coat, and the compelling of him to go a mile, may

be great injuries; and therefore we may be juſtified in

vindicating ourſelves in a way perfeótly conſiſtent with

every Chriſtian temper. The firſt inſtance was judged ſo

by Jeſus himſelf, in the caſe mentioned ; for had he for

borne to reprove the man who did it, his ſilence might

have been interpreted as proceeding from a conviction

of his having done evil, in giving the high-prieſt the

anſwer for which he was ſmitten. But, in reſpect to ſmall

injuries, it is not only our duty to bear them patiently,

and be paſſive under them, but it is advantageous even in

a temporal point of view: for he who bears a ſlight affront

conſults even his own intereſt much better than he who

reſſly or reſents it ; becauſe he ſhews a greatneſs of mind

worthy of a Chriſtian man, and avoids quarrels, which

frequently are attended with the moſt fatal conſequences.

In like manner, he who yields a little of his right, rather

than go to law, is much wiſer than the man who has

recourſe to juſtice in every inſtance ; becauſe, in the pro

reſs of a law-ſuit, ſuch animoſities may ariſe, as are

inconſiſtent with charity. Again, benevolence, which is

the glory of the divine nature, and the perfection of the

human, rejoices in doing good ; hence, the man poſſeſſed

of this godlike quality cheerfully embraces every occaſion

in his power of relieving the poor and diſtreſſed, whether

by gift or loan. Some are of opinion, that the precept

concerning alms-giving, and gratuitous lending, is ſub

joined to the inſtances of injuries which our Lord com

mands us to bear : to teach us, that if the perſons who

have injured us fall into want, we are not to withhold any

aćt of charity from them, on account of the evil they

have formerly done us. Taken in this light, the precept

is generous and divine. Moreover, as liberality is a virtue

nearly allied to the forgiveneſs of injuries, our Lord joins

the two together, to ſhew, that they ſhould always go

hand in hand : the reaſon is, revenge will blaſt the greateſt

liberality, and a covetous heart will ſhew the moſt perfeót

patience to be a ſordid meanneſs of ſpirit, proceeding from

ſelfiſhneſs. See Macknight, Blair, and Blackall. The

original words, an ºvrºv.zi tº wowngº, are rendered by

Dr. Doddridge, Do not ſet yourſelves againſt the injurious

perſºn. See the force of the original word 2vt.rºval, 2 Tim.

iii. 8. where to rºſſ the truth, is the ſame as to endeavour

to deſtroy it. Inſtead of coat and cloak, in the 40th verſe,

Dr. Doddridge reads vſ; and mantle, which more exačtly

anſwer to the Greek words x-ray and tax roy, and are

parts of dreſs, under different names, ſtill retained in

Barbary, Egypt, and the Levant. The mantle was much

larger than the veſi, and probably the more valuable. See

John, xix. 23. and Shaw's Travels, p. 289. The word

cºyºs'ws, rendered compel, in ver. 41, all the commentators

have obſerved, is derived from the name of thoſe officers

9

or public meſſengers among the Perſians, who were wont

to preſ; the carriages and horſes they met on the road, if

they had occaſion for them, and even to force the drivers

or riders to go along with them. See ch. xxvii. 32. We

may very properly render the word preſ. This cuſtom

was alſo in uſe in Judaea, and the Roman empire. The

laſt clauſe of the 42d verſe ſhould be rendered, and do not

turn away him that would borrow ºf thee. The advice, or

rather the commands, given above by our bleſſed Lord are

applicable to all who are called to be-members of the

Chriſtian diſpenſation; and the following obſervation may

be uſeful to ſet them in their proper light.

The effence of virtue conſiſts in mental diſpoſition ; in

our temper and frame of mind: but, as human language is

adapted to expreſs bodily action much better than mental

diſpoſition, it is uſual to expreſs the latter by the

ačtion that it would naturally produce : and, as the prin

ciples of ačtion are complicated and various, and prudence

or neceſſity may often oblige us to omit in reſpect to adion

what the frame and temper of our mind inclines to : hence

it comes to paſs, that ſome evangelical counſels, which pre

ſcribe an outward ačtion, mean in particular caſes only the

proper inward diſpoſition; namely, a readineſs and incli

nation to perform it: ſo that the will, though not formally

mentioned in the precept, is always required; and the

deed, though nominally expreſſed, may on many occa

ſions be omitted. For inſtance, it is ſaid at ver. 42, Give to

him who aſketh thee, &c. Now this precept is in the letter,

and, with regard to the outward ačt which it commands,

very often impoſſible, very often improper to be put in

practice : but in the ſpirit of it, that is to ſay, the diſpoſi

tion of heart which it enjoins, it is always poſſible, always

practicable, always obligatory through divine grace : the

narrowneſs of our own circumſtances may make it impoſ

fible, or the circumſtances of him who aſks our bounty

may make it improper, to put this precept in execution, as

to the outward act; for we may be ſo poor ourſelves, or

the perſon who applies to us may, by his vices or other

qualities, be ſo circumſtanced, that we either cannot or .

ought not to relieve him. But an inclination to aſſiſt

him, and do him ſervice, is always in the power of the

genuine Chriſtian: the pooreſt man may have in the good

treaſury of his heart wherewithal to defray this univerſal

debt of benevolence to all who aſk or need his aſſiſtance ;

and thus the precept will be virtually fulfilled. So again,

when our Lord commands us not to reſ? the man who

injures us, &c. his meaning is, that we ſhould not repel

and ſtrive againſt the occaſions of ſuffering which occur in

the order of Providence, but readily accept every croſs

which comes in our way. Thoſe who are capable of this

leſſon know full well how ſalutary ſufferings are, and that

it is hardly poſiible to carry on their purificationwº
- theſe
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43 * Ye have heard that it hath been ſaid,

‘Thou ſhalt love thy neighbour, and hate thine

enemy:

44 But I ſay unto you, "Love your ene

mies, bleſs them that curſe you, do good

to them that hate you, and pray for them

* Lev. 19. 17, 18.

Frº" = s. * 1. Rom. 12. 14, 20. 1 Cor. 4. 12, 13. , 1 Peter, 3.9.

* Jºb, *5. 3 & 5. Io. & 38. 26. Acts, 14, 17. Pſ. 145. 9 –

Exod. 17. 14, 16. Deut. 7. 1, 2. & 23. 3–6. & 25. 17. Pſ. 139. 21. 22.

* May be manifeſted.

which deſpitefully uſe you and perſecute you;

45 That “ ye may be the children of your

Father which is in heaven : " for he maketh

his ſun to riſe on the evil and on the good,

and ſendeth rain on the juſt and on the un

juſt.

* Luke, 6.27. & 23. 34, a Kings, 6.22. Aćts, 7.60.

John, 13.35. 1 Julin, 3. 1, 14-18. Luke, 6.35, 36.

theſe means : ſo true are thoſe words of our Lord, Luke,

xiv. 27. Hºſºever doth not bear his croſs, and come after me,

rainst be my diſciple.

Wer. 43. 2 e have heard, &c.] It may be proper to note

here, in this laſt quotation, the manner of our Lord's

quoting the doćtrines which he choſe to ſpeak of. He

does not ſay, 2^e know that it was ſaid, &c. as he would

have done if nothing but the written law had been in his

eye; but he ſays, Ye have heard that it was ſaid, compre

hending not only the law itſelf, but the explications of it,

which the doćtors pretended to have derived from the

mouth of Moſes by tradition. The paſſage of the law

referred to in the preſent caſe is Levit. xix. 18. where the

clauſe, and hate thine enemy, is not found. But the doćtors

retended that it was deducible from the firſt part of the

precept, which ſeems to limit forgiveneſs to Iſraelites:

beſides, they ſupported their opinion by the tradition of the

tlders, and by the precepts concerning the idolatrous

nations too rigidly underſtood. Hence their malevolence

to all mankind but their own nation was ſo remarkable,

that the Heathens took notice of it. “Their fidelity,

flys Tacitus, “is inviolable, and their pity ready towards

“one another; but unto all others they bear an implacable

"hatred.” Hiſt. lib. v. cap. 5. and compare 1. Theſſ. ii.

15. Indeed, they were ſo exceſſively haughty, that they

would not ſo much as ſalute a Heathen or a Samaritan.

None but brethren received the leaſt mark of reſpect from

them ; a behaviour which rendered them odious to all

mankind. They certainly diſhonoured God extremely,

by pretending that his law countenanced ſuch ferocity;

the precepts upon which they laid ſo much ſtreſs having

no reference at all to the diſpoſition which particular per

ſons among the Iſraelites were to bear to particular per

ſons among the Heathens. They only preſcribed what

treatment the Iſraelites were to give thoſe nations as bodies

politic, in which capacity it was moſt juſt they ſhould be

deſtroyed, becauſe of their abominations, and becauſe they

might have tempted God’s people to idolatry; Lev. xviii.

25. 28. But the Jews, overlooking the reaſon of thoſe

precepts, extended them moſt abſurdly to the heathens in

general, nay, and to private enemies among their brethren

2.ſo. In oppoſition to this narrow and abominable ſpirit,

cur Lord commands bir diſciples to ſhew benevolence,

according to their power, to every individual of the human

ſpecies, without reſpect of country or religion; benevo

lence even to their bittercſt enemies. See Macknight,

Chemnitz, and the next verſe.

Wer-44. Which deſpitefully uſe you, &c.] Who falſely

sºuſe, or traduce yºu, and perſecute you. Dr. Doddridge

renders it, Who inſult you and perſcute you. The particu

lars mentioned in this verſe, are certainly the higheſt ex

preſſions of enmity; for what can be worſe than curſing

and calumny, inſults and perſecutions 2 Yet we are com

manded to love and bleſs, and do good to, and pray for,

our enemies, even while they perfiſt in their enmity againſt

us. This may ſeem contrary to the precept, Luke, xvii. 3.

where forgiveneſs ſeems to be enjoined only on condition

that the injurious party repents: if thy brother treſpaſ againſ?

thee, rebuke him ; and if he repent, forgive him ; but the dif

ficulty will diſappear, when it is remembered, that in the

two paſſages different perſons and different duties are

ſpoken of. In this ſermon, the duty we owe to mankind

in general, who injure us, is deſcribed; but in Luke we

are told how we are to behave towards an offending tro

ther ; one with whom we are particularly connected,

whether by the ties of Chriſtian ſociety, blood, or friend

ſhip. The forgiveneſs we owe to mankind is in this
fermon ſaid to conſiſt in the inward affection of benevo

lence, civil language, and good offices, ſuch as we would

have done to them had they never injured us, and hearty

prayers; all which men may receive even while they may

perfiſt in their enmity; whereas the forgiveneſs due to a

brother implies that he be reſtored to the place in our

friendſhip and affection which he held before he offended.

But in order to this, his repentance is juſtly required ;

becauſe, without a ſenſe of his offence, and due evidence

of his reformation, he is both unworthy and incapable of

being reſtored. See Macknight, Whitby, and the note on

chap. vi. 12.

Wer. 45. That ye may be the children, &c.] Our bleſſed

Saviour enforces the doćtrine of loving our enemies, ſo

far as to do them good, from the nobleſt of all confidera

tions, that it renders men like God, who is good even to

the evil and unthankful. “Being thus benevolent towards

“ all, the bad as well as the good, you ſhall be like God,

“ and ſo prove yourſelves his genuine offspring ; for he

“ maketh his ſun common to them who worſhip, and to

“ them who contemn him ; and ſuffers his rain to be uſe

“ ful both to the juſt and to the unjuſt ; alluring the bad to

“ repentance, and ſtirring up the good to thankfulneſs,

“ by this univerſal and indiſcriminate benignity of his

“ providence.” “If you would imitate the gods,” ſays:

Seneca, “ do ſervices even to the ungrateful ; for the ſun

“ ſhines cyen upon the wicked.” “To conquer one's

“ paſſion, to refrain from revenge, not merely to raiſe but

* even to aſſiſt and dignify a fallen enemy,” ſays Cicero,
* is not only to be like the greateſt men, but like to God

himſelf.” Hacqui faciat, non ego eum ſummi wirit com

paro,

.º
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46 For, if ye love them which love you,

what reward have ye? do not even the “publi

cans the ſame 2 -

47 And 'if ye ſalute your brethren only,

what do you more than others? do not even

the publicans ſo

48 || "Be ye therefore perfeół, even as your

Father which is in heaven is perfect.

* Luke, 6. 32. ver. 47. * Infamouſly wicked, tax-gatherers. Ch. c. 16, 1 1. & 1. 19. & 18. 17. & 11. 31, 32. Luke, 18. 11, 13. * Exod. 23.

4, 5. Lev. 19. 17, 18. Deut. I 5. 7, 8. & 22. 1. Ch. Io. 12. with Luke, 1c. 5. * Lev. 1. 4. & 19. 1. & o. 7, 25. Luke, 6. :6. Job, 2. 3.

i Cor. 14. 20. 2 Cor. 13. 11. Eph. 5., 1, 2. Phil. 4. 8. Col. 1. 28. & 3. 8–15. & 4. . . James, 1.4. 1 Peter, i. 15, 16. John, 2.6, -9. * 3.

3-1o.

paro, ſºd ſimillimum Deo judice. See his oration for Mar

cellus.

Ver. 46. The publicans] Theſe were the Roman tax

gatherers, ſome of whom were Jews: theſe were more

extremely odious to their countrymen than thoſe who

were heathens. The other Jews would have no commu

nication with them; Luke, iii. 12, 13. Mark, ii. 16.

Luke, vii. 35. They looked upon the profeſſion as ſcan

dalous; and the profeſſors were the more odious to them,

on account of their great extortion. See chap. ix. Io.

Beaufobre and Lenfant, and Calmet.

Ver. 47. And if ye ſalute] The original word dazzaro's

denotes all outward ſigns of friendſhip, ſuch as embracing,

wiſhing well, &c. It is the word uſed by the apoſtles in

their ſalutations, Rom. xvi. &c. The meaning of it ſeems

to be the ſame with that of the word to blºſ, ver. 44. See

ch. x. 12. and compare Luke, x. 5. Inſtead of, your brethren,

ſome copies read, your friends, which ſeems to have been

added by way of explanation. The Jews embraced their

own countrymen, and allowed them as brethren, but the

Gentiles they thought unworthy of that honour. Our

Lord here teaches his diſciples to make their charity

extend to all men. See Rom. xii. 17, 18. Beauſobre and

Lenfant, and Wetſtein.

Ver. 48. Be ye therefºre perfº, &c.] Father Hardouin

obſerves, that this might be rendered, agreeably to the

Greek, 2 ou ſhall therefore be perfeč, ſo as to contain a

promiſe, and not an exhortation. The perfeótion of the

divine goodneſs is propoſed to our imitation, as it is pro

miſcuous, extending to the evil as well as the good, and

not as it is abſolutely univerſal and infinite ; for in theſe

reſpects the imitation of it is impoſſible. The preciſe

meaning of the text, ſays Dr. Sherlock, is, “Let your

“love be univerſal, unconfined by partialities; and, with

“ reſpect to its objećts, as large as God's is. Not that

“our love either to enemies or friends can be ſuppoſed in

“other reſpects, and, as to the effects of it, to bear any

“ proportion to the divine love.” See Diſcourſe 13. vol. iii.

The love to friends enjoined by the Scribes and Phariſees

was very imperfeót: we are to labour after a more com

plete reſemblance to God, by loving enemies. The ſame

precept is therefore expreſſed in Luke, chap. vi. 36. by

Be ye merciful, as your Father alſº is merciful.

: Inferences.—How excellent is the genius and defign of

Chriſt's Goſpel, which is calculated, to raiſe our hopes

of the trueſt happineſs, to ſupport us under all trials,

and allure us to cheerful obedience They are bleſſed in

deed, whom he bleſſes, whatever they may ſuffer for his

ſake. See, how our divine Saviour begins with opening

his mouth in bleſſings of rich variety to his faithful diſciples

under their numerous ſorrows, perſecutions and re

proaches, fears and dangers, to animate and encourage

their holy deſires, faith and hope, meekneſs and patience,

humility, love and peace, ſelf-denial, hope and joy: and,

oh, how great ſhall their honour and felicity be at laſt, to

their utmoſt ſatisfaction, in the full enjoyment of God,

and of his glorious kingdom | What leading hints did out

blefied Lord give of Goſpel-grace, which, after his death

and reſurrection, were to be diſcovered with clearer evi

dence, and more at large How perfect was his obedience;

and with what wiſdom and authority has he drawn out the

beauties and obligations of that law, which is the ſacred

rule of duty, in all its ſpirituality, exačtneſs and wide ex

tent | What a becoming reverence of God, and of his

great and aweful name ; what chaſtity and purity, and

mortification of all fin ; what a happy dominion over our

appetites and paſſions; what a ſacred guard upon our

ſpeech and behaviour ; what forbearance under injuries;

and what a diffuſive beneficence to mankind, and imitation

of our heavenly Father, does it enjoin, that God in all

things may be glorified But how unworthy are they of

the name of ſervants or diſciples of Chriſt, who relax the

obligation, or encourage a diſregard to the leaſt of God's

commands ! And what will become of them for ever, if

death and judgment ſeize them in their fins ! How ſtead

faſtly then ſhould we adhere to the pure word of God, in

oppoſition to all corruptions of men How concerned

ſhould miniſters and Chriſtians be to ſpread the ſavour of

the knowledge of Chriſt in all places, and to act up to

their charaćters and engagements with all integrity, and

without reſerve How honourable would this be to him

and themſelves ; and what a bleſling would it make them

to the church and the world! And yet, alas! in how

many things do we all offend, and come ſhort of the glory

of God How ſhould this humble us, and put us upon

deſiring truth in the inward parts, and on believing in

Chriſt with the heart unto righteouſneſs.

REFLEctions.—1ſt, Among the multitudes who fol

lowed Jeſus, many profeſſed themſelves his diſciples. For

their ſakes therefore eſpecially, as well as for the improve

ment of all who attended him, he took the preſent oppor

tunity to lay open to them at large the doćtrines of truth.

For the convenience of being heard, he went up to a moun

tain, where, ſurrounded by his diſciples, and ſeated amid

the attentive throng, he opened his mouth, and taught them :

while they hung upon his lips, and in filence, with their eyes

fixed on him, drank-in the ſacred truths which he uttered.

Note: It is enlivening and encouraging to the miniſters of

the goſpel to behold a numerous and attentive auditory;

and that is ſacred fire, which not the deſire of being

- IO popular,
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C. H. A. P. VI.

Chriſ' continueth his ſermon on the mount, ſpeaking ºf alms,

frayer, fºrgiving our brethren, faſting, where our treaſure

it to be laid up, of ſerving God and mammon; exhorteih not

tº careful for worldly things, but to ſeek the kingdom of

[Anno Domini 30.]

A K E heed that ye do not your 'alms

before men, to be ſeen of them : other

* Or rightrºſºft. Deut. 24. 13. Pſ. 112.9. Dan. 4. 27. 2 cor. 9. 9, 1 O.

I Cºr. I c. 31.razº st a warpet to be ſounded. Prov. 20. 6. 2 Kings, 1o. 16.

wiſe ye have no reward * of your Father which

is in heaven. - -

2 Therefore, "when thou doeſt thine alms,

‘ do not ſound a trumpet before thee, as the

hypocrites do, in the ſynagogues, and in the

ſtreets, that they may have glory of men.

Verily I ſay unto you, they have “their

reward. -

* Ron. 12. 8. Eph. 4. 28. Prov. 19. 17. c Or

Zech. 7. 5, 6. * Ver. 5, 16. i. e. human applauſe.

* Or ºv'tb.

Hoſea, Io. 1.

popular, but the hope of being extenſively uſeful, kindles

in their heart ; and it is that which gives energy and
warmth to their diſcourſe.

2dly, To be happy is the univerſal deſire; but, whilſt

all purſue this as their aim, few comparatively attain the

accompliſhment of their wiihes: and the reaſon is evident;

they miſtake both wherein man’s true happineſs conſiſts,

and the means which lead to it: conſequently, are ever

bewildered in a fruitleſs ſearch, and tormented with con

tinual diſappointment. To divert us from our wrong

purſuits, to inform us what is our true good, and to direct

us to the attainment of real bleſſedneſs, is the gracious de

fgn of our adored Lord. Yet to many, the doćtrines that

be advances will appear paradoxical and ſtrange; though,

blºſſed be his name I every enlightened and converted ſoul

will own, that, however ſtrange they ſeem to others, they

are found by happy experience to be indeed the true ſayings

of God.

In eight charaćters Chriſt ſhews wherein true bleſſed

reſs conſiſts, and pronounces on each, blºſed are ye : at

preſent they are the truly happy fouls on earth; and their

trial reward awaiteth them in heaven. Oh, may this bleſ

ſºdneſs be mine ! -

The firſt beatitude.

Blººd are the poºr in ſpirit ; fºr their; if the Kingdom of

&Iten. Wherein then does this pºverty of ſpirit conſiſt 2

I anſwer, (1.) In a deep and humbling ſenſe of our own

firitual wants and wretchedneſs, which brings off the

finner from every dependence upon his own goodneſs for

acceptance with God, and on his own natural abilities to

walk and pleaſe him, to a conſtant renunciation of himſelf,

to a repoſe of his confidence on the infinite merit and

interciſſion of Jeſus alone as his title to God’s regard, and

cn the grace of Jeſus for all-ſufficiency to think or ačt

right. (2) In an intire reſignation of ourſelves to God,

and contentment with our lot; fitting looſe to the world

and all the things of it; in poverty cheerful, our minds

conformed to our condition; in proſperity humble, con

deſcending, kind, and ſympathizing with the neceſſitous.

3.) In low thoughts of ourſelves, our abilities, attain

ments, and poſſeſſions of whatever kind; in honour pre

feſting others to ourſelves, the laſt and leaſt in our own

ºpinion ; and ſeeing much, very much, to humble us in

she view of our miſimprovement of thoſe bleſlings which

God hath beſtowed on us, and in which he has made us

* differ from others. Now ſuch as theſe are bleſſed in the

preſent ſatisfaction ariſing from the exerciſe of ſuch a

ſpirit and temper, and in a happy freedom from the mur

murs, repinings, and mortifications, which make the

proud and diſcontented perpetually uneaſy. They are

bleſſed with the experience of God's love and favour,

who looks with delight and approbation on him who is

poor and of a contrite ſpirit; and, as the ſummit of all fe

licity, theirs is the kingdom of heaven: the riches of the

kingdom of grace below, and all the unſearchable riches

of Chriſt and glory above, are the eternal portion of all

thoſe who through the power of Almighty grace perſevere

in this divine temper.

The ſecond beatitude.

Blºſſed are they that mourn. We are apt to count mourn

ers miſerable, and to judge of happineſs by the ſmiles of

the countenance; but Chriſt teaches us a different leſſon.

Not that all who mourn are bleſſed: there is the mourning

of diſcontent, the ſorrow of the world that worketh death,

the inconſolable tears of thoſe who lament like Micah

after their idols, and the melancholy of deſpair; theſe

bring a curſe and torment inſtead of a bleſſing. The

mourning here commended is, A penitential mourning

over fin, in the views of our baſe ingratitude; a mourn

ing after God, if under darkneſs and deſertion ; a mourn

ing over the diſhonour brought upon him by the impieties

of the wicked and the unfaithfulneſs of believers; a

mourning over the diſtreſſes of the miſerable, and eſpecially

a mourning over loſt ſouls, which makes our tears like thoſe

of Jeſus flow, while we are pouring forth before God

our fervent prayers on their behalf. Theſe are bleſſed:

the tears ſhed for fin have a ſweetneſs unutterable; a ſa

cred pleaſure mingles with them, to which all the noiſy

mirth of fools, excluſive of the heavineſs which ſucceeds,

is not to be compared ; and they are the ſced of true joy ;

for they ſhall be comfºrted, here below, in a ſenſe of God's

love ſhed abroad in their hearts, in the conſolations ariſing

from a ſenſe of pardoning love, in the ſacred delight of

beholding finners turned from the evil of their ways; and,

continuing thus to follow their divine maſter, ſhall be

comforted hereafter in the eternal fruition of God, and

the inconceivable bleſſedneſs thence ariſing, when every

tear ſhall be wiped from our eyes, and we ſhall drink of

pure, unſullied, and eternal pleaſures, as out of a river.

The third beatitude.

Bleſſed are the meek—rºſpe:ling;God, ſubmiſſive to his
word
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3 But, when thou doeſt alms, let not thy

left hand know what thy right hand doeth:

4 * That thine alms may be in ſecret: and

Luke, 14, 14. 1 Cor. Io. 31. ver, 3. f Ver. 6. 18. Pſ. 44. 21.

Dam. 2. Io, 18, 27. Luke, 14. 14. 1 Cor. 4. 5. Rev. 20. 12. Eccl. 12. 14.

Jer. 23.

thy Father, which ſeeth in ſecret, himſelf ſhall

reward thee" openly.

5 * And, when thou prayeſt, thou ſhalt

Heb. 4. 13.24. Pſ. 139. 12.

Luke, 18. 11.

Rev. 2. 23. Jer, 17. 10.

* Ch. 23. 14.

& Ch. 25. 34.

*

word and providences; never replying againſt the one, or

murmuring againſt the other: reſpeciing man, mild, in

offeuſive, eaſy to be intreated, unmoved with provocation,

forbearing and forgiving, reſenting no injuries, ačtuated

by no private revenge, in patience and peace poſſeſſing

their ſouls; yet not mean-ſpirited, cowardly, and tame,

through fear of man; but, whilſt in their own cauſe gentle

as the lamb, in the cauſe of God and truth bold as lions;

zealous to maintain the rights of others, while they recede

from their own ; and ſteady patrons of the injured and the

abſent. They are bleſſed; they are, like their Lord,

happy in themſelves, beloved of all who know the value

of ſuch a ſpirit, and dear in the fight of God. They ſhall

inherit the earth, ſhall have as much of this preſent world

as is for their good ; bºt above all, and what ſeems here

chiefly intended, thus perſeveringly following the meek and

lowly Jeſus, they ſhall have a part in that better new earth

wherein dwelleth righteouſneſs, and be counted inheritors

among the ſaints in light.

The fourth beatitude.

Blºff'd are they which do hunger and thirſt after righteouſneſ;

—that holineſs and love which the ſpirit of Jeſus commu

nicates: and for this the poor and helpleſs finner and the

genuine believer in their different degrees hunger more

than for their daily bread; inaſmuch as the life and health

of their ſouls are infinitely preferable to the life and

health of their bodies. Theſe are blºſºl ſouls ; for every

ſuch deſire is in a meaſure the proof of our poſſeſſing the

righteouſneſs after which we pant; and they ſhall be filled

out of the fulneſs of Jeſus, who has enough to ſupply all

their wants, yea, to fill them with joy and peace in be

lieving. -

The fifth beatitude.

Biſºd are the merciful. This is the moſt amiable cha

raēter of God, and herein his people reſemble him.

(1.) Mercy is their temper, they have a heart which can be

touched with human wretchedneſs; and though they may

not always have it in their power to relieve, they are ever

tenderly compaſſionate towards the diſtreſſes of the miſe

rable. (2.) Mercy is their pračice; ſo far as their power

extends, they are ready to ſhew mercy: they take delight

therein, and count this work its own reward. They are

merciful to men's ſºul: ; pitying and inſtructing the ig

morant, warning the unruly, comforting the feeble mind,

helping the weak, and labouring to ſnatch the wicked as

brands from the burning. They are merciful to men's bodies,

relieving the neceſſities of the poor, the friendleſs, and

the deſtitute ; they are eyes to the blind, feet to the lame,

phyſicians to the fick, ſupports to the aged and infirm;

ready to aſſiſt with their advice, their money, or influence,

according to the various diſtreſſes of thoſe who apply to

them : they are diligent to diſcover thoſe objećts of mo

deſt worth and negle&ted indigence that are aſhamed or

backward to apply for relief. They are merciful even tº

the brute begſ?, not only their ſervants and labourers are

never vexed with unreaſonable burdens, but their very

cattle ſhare their clemency, and own the kind and tender

maſter. This is bleſſedneſs. They who are thus like God

in ſpirit, will taſte ſomething of divine felicity; and, of all

the joys beneath the ſun, none will be found comparable

with the exalted pleaſure of doing good. ' And they ſhall

obtain mercy; ſuch merciful ones plead no merit: the more

they are enabled to do, the leſs opinion they entertain of

their deſerts, as every advance in grace brings proportion

ably greater light, and therewith greater humility. They

caſt themſelves therefore wholly on the mercy of God in

Jeſus Chriſt, and they ſhall find mercy of the Lord in the

great day ; and more they need not wiſh for, ſince his

mercy includes eternal life and glory.

The ſixth beatitude.

Blºff d are the pure in heart; who by faith are cleanſed

from all hypocriſy, covetouſneſs, pride, and ſenſuality;

jealous to keep themſelves unſpotted from the world;

maintaining undefiled religion ; in ſimplicity and godly

fincerity walking with God. They are bleſſed in the pre

ſent paths of pleaſantneſs and peace in which they go, and

they ſhall ſee God as the conſummation of all felicity; be

with him where he is ; be like him as he is, and from the

light of his countenance, and the conſtant effuſions of his

love, drink in bleſledneſs unutterable and eternal.

2.

The ſeventh beatitude.

Blºſſed are the peace-makers ; men of peace themſelves,

and defirous to cultivate the like diſpoſition among others;

following it with all men as far as is conſiſtent with truth

and purity; averſe from all diſputes and angry contentions;

ſoftening the ſpirits of the exaſperated; and kindly inter

poſing, though ſometimes at the expence of much ill-will,

to repair the breaches, and heal the diviſions, which the

fiery and ſelf-willed ſpirits of others have occaſioned: the

firſt to forgive, the laſt to be offended; and where others

prepare themſelves for battle, ſtill ready, though injured,

to ſeek reconciliation. Such men ſhall be blºſed in their

deed; they ſhall be accounted faithful ſubjećts of the

Prince of Peace, and be called the children of God, who is

the God of peace; and if children, then heirs, heirs of

God, and joint-heirs with Chriſt.

The eighth beatitude.

Blºſſed are they which are perſecuted fºr righteouſneſ' ſake. |

All who follow Chriſt muſt exped his croſs; and every

godly man, as long as a child of wickedneſs is in the world,

may ſuffer perſecution of one kind or other: where power

is with oppreſſors, there it will reach to fines, impriſon

ment, and even death itſelf; where milder governments

give
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* not be as the hypocrites are: for they love to

play ſtanding in the ſynagogues, and in the

Cºrners of the ſtreets, that they may be ſeen

*:::: * 2 Kings, 4.33. 1ſ. 26. 20.

of men. Verily, I ſay unto you, they have

their reward.

6 But thou, when thcu prayeſt, ‘enter

Ch. 14.23 & 16. 39–44.

*

methods of reviling, calumny, falſehood, inſult, ridicule,

rºl ºf tile miſrepreſentations, will be the lot of Chriſt's diſ

tº tips. Various pretexts indeed are commonly uſed to

gira ſpecious colouring to this condućt in lands profeſſing

gºlineſs, as if it was not righteouſneſs that men perſecuted,

but what they are pleaſed to call enthuſiaſm, or to ſtamp

with ſome other opprobrious name: but, whatever occa

ſºil offences may have been given, the ground and root of

tº milignity ſhºwn againſt the people of God is their

ºn and bold profeſſion of the doćtrines of the goſpel,

ind the practice of experimental godlineſs, which is

tººlly reproving and offenſive to the formal and profane :

on which accounts, therefore, the ſaints of God muſt

* | typed to follow Jeſus, bearing his reproach. But, however

… they are regarded among men, they are pronounced bleſſed

by the author of all bleſſing, and theirs is the kingdom of

tºwn, Nor need any now wonder at theſe things among

ti, when, among God's profeſſing people of old, the pro

tº were ſo perfºcuted before us, Jeremiah, Iſaiah, Elijah,

&c. and therefore we are commanded to rejoice and be

º,

º tººding glid to be numbered among ſuch worthies, and

ºped that great reward in glory which God hath pro

... I miſed to thoſe who, by patient continuance in well doing,

... ſºk with them glory, honour, and immortality.

3dly, Our Lord's obſervations in ver. 13–16. are di

rºled to the diſciples in general, and to the apoſtles and

Finiſters of Chriſt in particular; and their charaćter is ſet

£ith under two fimilitudes: -

. . As the ſalt of the earth. Their lives and converſa

tºns muſt be exemplary : they muſt not only be free from

* unt themſelves, that is, from the allowed pračtice of fin,

º, hit endeavour to preſerve others from the putrefaction of

- * *; kaſoning the earth with the doćtrines of the goſpel,

ºuſing the favour ºf the knowledge ºf Chriſ in every place,

... • *d thus becoming bleſfings to mankind. But, ſhould thcy

“Paſt from the truth, diſgrace their charaćter, degenerate

:

|

"to lukewarmneſs and indifference, or apoſtatize to erro

*ous principles and licentious practices, their ſtate, if not

"tºy deſperate, is ſeldom or never retrieved : though their

Pºſion may continue, their favour is loſt, they become

*pid and taſteleſs, and are doomed to be caſh out and

ºdden under fa of men, as worthleſs and contemptible,

ºpºſed from the communion of the ſaints below, and

“riſingly excluded from the aſſembly of the bleſſed
2-3ye. -

... As the light ºf the world, to ſpread the bright truths
º ſalvation among benighted mortals, and point out to

º the path which leads to eternal day eſpecially to

* funers to Chriſ, the light of life: And in ſo dºing

* Would be diſtinguiſhed as a city ſet on a hill, and

ºrded peculiar circumſpection while ſo many eyes would

fixed upon them. Every miniſter, every Chriſtian,

º º, an eminence; more is expected from them than
0L. I.

tº fit protećtion from groſſer injuries, there the lower from others, and many watch for their halting: as candles

are lighted not to be covered, but to be ſet on a candlºck,

and give light to all in the hºuſe, ſo were they endued with

gifts and graces to illuminate the church of Chriſt, and

diffuſe the goſpel word around, neither through fear nor

ſhame concealing ought of the whole counſel of God; and

in their lives, as well as lips, muſt their light ſhine in

every work of faith and labour of love which may be pro

fitable to men's bodies or ſouls ; that whilſt others arc

ſtirred up to holy emulation thereby, abundant praiſe alſo

may redound to God, who is then eminently glorified

when his people bring forth much fruit.

4thly, After the above diſcourſe addreſſed to the diſ.

ciples in particular, our Lord more generally direéts him

ſelf to the multitude. -

1. He obviates the prejudices which he knew many would

entertain, and confutes the objećtions that his enemics would

make, as if he was about to abrogate the law, and intro

duce a new ſyſtem ; when in faél he only meant to reſcue

the oracles of God from the corrupt gloſſes which the falſe

teachers had put upon them. - -

[1..] He is not come to deſtroy the law and the pro

phets, as ſome of them might think, but to fulfil them,

—to fulfil the moral law by his own perſed obedience and

moſt pure example ; the ceremºrial, by anſwering in his

own perſon, and oblation of himſelf, all the types and

figures; the prºphets, by accompliſhing all their predićtions:

and, ſo far from looſening the obligations to obedience,

he came, in perfeót correſpondence with God’s miniſters

before him, to enforce them, and to vindicate the ever

laſting rule of moral righteouſneſs from the miſtakes and

adulterations of the Scribes and Phariſees, to explain its

ſpirituality and extent, and from right principles to urge

the practice of true holineſs. -

[2.] He aſſerts the perpetuity and eternal obligation of

the moral law : while heaven and earth endure, not a

tittle ſhall paſs from it unaccompliſhed, nor the leaſt of

its commands ever be aboliſhed. It is the tranſcript of

God’s holineſs; he can require nothing leſs; the leaſt

failure is eternally mortal; and though the genuine

believer is relieved by the infinite merit of his divine

Subſtitute from the condemning power of the law, his

duty ſtill remains the ſame, asid he is as much as ever

bound to regard this as the one unerring law of obedience.

Whoever, therefore, dares avowedly to tranſgreſs the le.ſt

command, and teach others to do ſo, by his example or his

preaching, as if it might be done with impunity, which

was the caſe with many of the rabbis of that day, he ſhall

be rejećted of God as leaſt eſſeemed and worthleſs, and

have no part in the kingdom of heaven ; while they who,

by the purity of their doćtrine and the exemplarineſs of

their tºº, continue to enforce the neceſſity of obedi

ence to every command, accounting none too trivial to be

obſerved, ſhall be eſteemed , and honoured of God as

- N - faithful
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into thy cloſet; and, when thou haſt ſhut thy

door, pray to thy Father which is in ſecret;

and thy Father, which ſeeth in ſecret, “ſhall

reward thee openly.

* See ver, 4.

faithful here, and exalted to eternal glory hereafter.

Nºte ; (1.) The leaſt fin has eternal death for its wages.

(2.) They who extenuate the evil of ſºn, and promiſe

tranſgreſſors impunity, will be reckoned with as the moſt

daring rebels againſt God's government.

2. He profeſſes it his purpoſe to enforce a righteouſneſs

beyond that of their moſt admired characters the Scribes

and Pharifees, who were thought even to go to works of

ſupererogation ; and yet, what perhaps they would hear

with aſtoniſhment, he aſſures his hearers their righteouſ

neſs muſt exceed the righteouſneſs of the Scribes and

Phariſees, or they muſt never hope to enter the kingdom

of heaven. The moſt extenſive phariſaical righteouſneſs of

doctrinal orthodoxy, ſcrupulous exačtneſs in the forms of

religion, abſtinence from groſſer vices, accompanied with

whatever alms, or faſtings, or prayers, comes infinitely

ſhort of the ſpirituality of God’s law. That righteouſneſs

alone which is of God by faith, a faith exerciſing itſelf on

the infinite merit and prevalent interceſſion of the Lord

Jeſus Chriſt, and working by love its genuine fruit,-that

heavenly principle alone enables the Chriſtian to act from

motives which a Phariſee never knew ; it purifies the

heart, engages the ſoul to an univerſal delight in the law

of God after the inward man, and begets the defire of

unreſerved obedience thereunto. And then, through the

unmerited grace of God, and through this faith in the

blood, the merit, and interceſſion of our adorable Saviour,

are our perſons and ſervices acceptable to God in Jeſus

Chriſt; whilſt all the duties of the formal and ſelf righ

teous, when ſtrained to the higheſt pitch, are only a greater

abomination in the fight of God.

5thly, Our Lord gives a ſpiritual expoſition of part of the

moral law, and very different from that of their phariſaical .

teachers. -

1. He begins with the ſixth commandment. Ye have

heard, out of the law read in the ſynagogue every ſabbath

day, that it was ſaid by them of old time, by the ancients, the

elders who expounded the law, or to the ancients their

'forefathers, thou ſhall not kill; and, confining the command

merely to the ačt of murder, they taught, that only ſuch as

had been thus capitally criminal were liable to the ſword of

juſtice either of God or man, excluding all inferior deeds

of the like tendency from being accounted breaches of the

law. But Chriſt teaches them far otherwiſe : I ſºy unto

you, and he ſpeaks as having authority, that not only you

are forbidden to murder yourſelves, or any other perſon,

direétly or indirectly; but whoſoever entertains raſh and

cauſeleſs anger, or harbours a malicious wiſh or deſign

againſt any man, though it never be executed, is liable to

God’s judgment, and criminal at his bar, as a murderer in

his heart. If the evil within break forth into opprobrious

or contemptuous language, ſuch as, Thou empty fºllow 1 it

deſerves the cogniſance of the Sanhedrim ; but if it pro

ceeds yet farther, to bitter reviling and raſh cenſures, to

ſay, Thou fºol! Thou vile reprobate ſuch a breach of the

law ſhall be puniſhed with hell-fire. This ſhould (1.)

awaken in our minds a deep ſenſe of our guilt and fin,

and humble us before God in the review of our paſt

tranſgreſſions: well may we cry, on the rehearſal of this

law, Lord, have mercy upon us. (2.) It ſhould make us

more watchful over our hearts, to ſuppreſs the riſings of

anger on trivial provocations, the inadvertencies or miſtakes

of others, or our own groundleſs ſurmiſes; yea, though

the provocation be great, and the cauſe of anger juſt, we

muſt ſee that it be not exceſſive, vehement, hurtful, or

abiding. Our lips ſhould be under the like reſtraint, that

nothing haſty, perverſe, ſpiteful, contemptible, reproachful,

inſolent, abuſive, or malignant, proceed out of our mouth.

The right government of the tongue is the ſure proof of

grace in the heart.

2. He recommends the exerciſe of that Chriſtian love

and peace which is the fulfilling of the law; and if offences

come, we ſhould be ever ready to confeſs our faults, aſk

pardon, make reſtitution, and ſeek reconciliation; and

this,

[1..] Becauſe till then we can offer to God no accent

able ſervice ; for all our worſhip and duties without love

are nothing worth. If therefore we have done an injury

to any man, ſuch as the breaches of the commandment

above remarked, before we preſume to offer our gifts at

God's altar, our praiſes, prayers, or whatever religious

ſervices we propoſe, we muſt refle&t wherein and how

much we have offended, and ſeek immediate reconcilia

tion ; ſince hatred and uncharitableneſs would make our

beſt works an abomination, and love is better than all

burnt-offering. Should our brother continue inexorable,

and refuſe all the ſubmiſſions that we were ready to make,

we muſt not then be reſtrained from drawing near to God,

and may humbly expect that forgiveneſs from him which

we cannot obtain from man.

[2.] Becauſe, till this is done, the wrath of God abideth

on us. For as it would be highly prudent for the debtor

to ſeek to accommodate matters with his creditor before

a ſuit commences, left he ſhould be ſummoned before the

civil magiſtrate, and, the proof being clear, he ſhould be

configned to the officer and caſt into priſon, without the

poſſibility of deliverance; much more ſhould the guilty

ſinner ſolicitouſly deſire reconciliation with God and man,

left, dying in hatred and uncharitableneſs, his iniquities

ſhould witneſs againſt him at God's bar, and he ſhould

periſh everlaſtingly. God is every finner's adverſary : our

eternity depends on being at peace with him ; therefore

we need be anxious about it : the moment of time which

is hurrying by is the ſpace allotted us to agree with him ;

therefore every delay is highly dangerous: if we die in

unpardoned fin, we have nothing to expect but a fearful

judgment, where we are ſure to be caſt; the officers of

vengeance are ready to execute the ſentence, and the pri

ſon of hell is prepared to receive the condemned ſoul, -

where in everlaſting burnings the guilty, muſt be for ever

paying, yet be never able to diſcharge, the debt they owe

to inexorable juſtice.

&#
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7 But when ye pray, 'uſe not vain repe

tions, as the heathen do: for they think

* Eccl. 5. 2, 3, 6.

that they ſhall be heard for their much

ſpeaking.

1 Kings, 13. 26–29.

thly, The ſeventh commandment is expounded by the

ſim: infillible interpreter: and well may we ſay, in the

ity of the ſpirituality of the law, Thy commandment is

tºwing broad. Thy commandment delivered to the an

it at Mount Sinai ſaid, Thou ſhalt not commit adultery;

ind the phariſaical expoſitors had confined the breach of it

iſilly to this groſſeſt act of lewdneſs, excluding all the

lºwer degrees of impurity, in thought, word, or deed: but

Chriſt gives a very different extent to the command, to

tº ſound their proud ciaims who dared to boaſt that they

were nº adultererſ, Luke, xviii. 1 1. ,

1. Every unchaſte deſire in the heart is adultery in the

fit of God. The cye, the hand, the feet, the tongue,

which by amorous glances, wanton dalliance, or impure

diſcourſe, tend to kindle the unhallowed fire of luſt, or

bºw it up into a flame, and every contrivance to gratify

tº impurity of heart, though it be never brought to

tied, involve the conſcience in the ſame horrid guilt.

2. We are commanded therefore to cut off the right

hind and pluck out the right eye, which would lead us

tº ºffend; not literally indeed to maim or mutilate our

kits, though that, if commanded, ſhould be readily com

Pied with, rather than commit ſin; but figuratively it ſig

tifics, however near and dear to us the fin may be, by long

hit become incorporated as it were with our very frame,

and hard to part with as theſe moſt uſeful members of our

ºis; yet muſt it be torn away and caſt from us with

*ºrience. The heart muſt be kept with all diligence;

ºwd vain thoughts harboured, eſpecially when alone,

Ritude being often a great temptation to impurity. The

ºf muſt be reſtrained from gazing on a tempting obječt,

ºld kept as under a covenant from looking on a maid : yea,

ºtry object which would awaken evil deſire muſt be

*ºned, laſcivious repreſentations on the ſtage, impure

Fºurts, books of amours, lewd plays, &c. nor muſt we

** to mention curious, expenſive and indecent dreſs,

with expoſes the perſon with a deſign to catch the wan

* g eye, and at once declares the ſpirit of the temptreſs,

*iſt it is a net to enſnare unſtable ſouls. The hand, the

£4, which can convey the filent innuendo, muſt be re

fined from every motion of evil, ſince he that toucheth her

'*'ll nºt be innocent. The tongue muſt be rather plucked out

thin utter corrupt communication, or be ſuffered, by diſ

* groſsly impure, or more dangerouſly and wittily
ºſcivicus, in fly inſinuations and double meanings, to

* poiſon into the cars of the unwary. As the grand

**, to reſtrain theſe evils, every approach to them

* be guarded by daily abſtinčnce and ſelf-denial,
*; no proviſion for the fich to fulfil the laſts
ereof.

3. * Powerful argument is uſed to enforce this. Ra

**PPetite will not be conquered by any thing ſhort of
**ºrs of the fori. The damnation of heil is the

* ºf uncleanneſs, and they who burn with impure

**uſt lie down in everlaſting burnings, where the

***th not and the fire is not quenched; a d deºry

t

**

do men purchaſe carnal delights at this price of eternal

miſery. The ſentence is repeated, becauſe men are very

unwilling to believe what ſounds ſo terrible in their ears;

but the decree is fixed and immutable : thoſe who refuſe

to fear it now, muſt feel it for ever. Better therefore,

far better, is it to ſuffer the preſent crucifixion of vile.

affections, than indulge them at the penalty of never-ending
tornments. - - -

4. All divorce is unlawful, except in the caſe of adul

tery. The Jews indeed, for the hardneſs of their hearts,

were permitted to put away their wives by a public in

ſtrument before witneſſes; but this was contrary to the

original inſtitution of marriage, and therefore our Lord

utterly condemns all ſeparation, except in caſe of a breach

of the matrimonial bond: and ſhould the perſon divorced

marry again, ſhe would commit adultery, as well as he

who ſhould take her to wife, and the crimes of both

would alſo lie at the door of him who put her away; for

they who lead others into fin ſhall be chargeable with all

the guilt they bring upon them.

7thly, The third commandment forbad perjury, and en

joined the performance of the vows which were made unto

the Lord, or to men under the ſančtion of an oath in his

name: and hereunto the Scribes reſtrićted the command

ment, accounting oaths in common allowable, if true ;

reckoning it no fin to ſwear by the creatures, and that ſuch

oaths laid them under no obligation to fulfil them : but

Chriſt would give them a better expoſition.

I ſay unto you, ſwear not at all. Not that every oath is

unlawful, fince in matters of controverſy, before a judge,

an oath for confirmation is an end of all ſtrife; and on

ſolemn occaſions ſuch appeals to God are high ačts of

religious worſhip, ſee 2 Cor. i. 23. but all raſh ſwearing

on trivial occaſions, in common diſcourſe, is forbidden,

with all unneceſſary multiplication of oaths ; under which

this land groans. God's ſacred name muſt never be taken

in the lips thoughtleſsly, irreverently, wantonly; nor may

we uſe any creature to ſwear by, neither heaven nor earth,

nor the temple, nor our heads, our lives, our ſouls, much

leſs the idols of heatheniſm, ſuch as Jupiter, or the like,

this being equally criminal as to ſwear by the name of

God himſelf. Therefore our communication muſt be, yea, y'a,

may, nay, ſimply aſfirming or denying, without oath or im

precation: for whatſºever is more than theſe cometh ºf evil, or

from the evil ºne the devil, or from the fountain of evil in

the corrupted heart. Where more than ſimple affirmation

or denial is thought to be neceſſary, there is implied a

ſuſpicion of voracity, which every raſh oath for confirm

ation will ſerve but to increaſe; for they who make no

conſcience of an oath, cannot be ſuppoſed to make con

ſcience of a lie. -

8thly, The law of retaliation, Exod. xxi. 24. which

permitted the magiſtrate to execute a puniſhment of the

fame kind as the injury, or, as ſome ſuppoſe, to fix a mulét

upon the offender equivalent to the harm done, had been

gricyouſly abuſed to extortiºn, and pleaded in vindication

N 2 of .
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8 Be not ye therefore like unto them: "for

your Father kneweth what things ye have

need of before ye aſk him.

9 After this manner therefore pray ye:

* Ver, 32. John, 16. 27. Neh. 9. 31. Pſ. 133. 1–5. & 33.9.

of private revenge. Chriſt therefore teaches his diſciples

of what ſpirit they ſhould be. Magiſtracy is God's in

ſtitution, and the puniſhment of mens’ crimes righteous

and juſt ; but all private revenge is forbidden. It is true,

indeed, that ſelf-preſervation, the care of our families, the

honour of God, and the good of ſociety, may often make

the redreſs of injuries not only lawful but neceſſary; but

in innumerable inſtances our duty is meekly and filently

to bear and forbear.

1. If a man ſtrike us on the right cheek, or otherwiſe

injure our perſon, or treat us with indignity, we may not

render evil for evil, and by a return of the blow inflame

the quarrel, but put up with it, or, if it be needful, put

the caſe into the hand of the civil magiſtrate: and though

our patience may be counted puſillanimity, and our for

bearing may expoſe us to freſh inſults, as if in fact we

turned the other cheek, yet it is infinitely better, for con

ſcience-ſake towards God, thus to ſuffer, than to maintain

our charaćter or gratify our revenge by a challenge or a

fray, which muſt provoke his wrath, and end in our per

dition. -

2. In caſes of injury to oar property, whether by liti

gious, malicious, and falſe perſecutions, or in private

diſputes, though our coat were taken from us, it were

better for peace-ſake to give our inner garment too, than

fly to the law for redreſs: for, if the matter of injury be

ſmall, which we may ſuſtain without hurting our families,

it is not only moſt pious, but moſt prudent alſo, to fit

down with the firſt loſs, ſince the expences of the ſuit

often exceed the value of what we may recover.

3. If we are compelled by force to accompany a per

ſon a mile, rather than ſtruggle or contend, it is better to

go two. And thus in all other caſes of affronts and in

juries the like rule holds. Hard taſks indeed for fleſh and

blood but let it be remembered, Flſh and blood cannot in

herit the kingdom of God. -

4. We muſt not only revenge no injuries, but do every

kindneſs in our power to our neighbour; ready to relieve

the wants of every real objećt of charity which preſents

itſelf to us, according to our abilitics; and freely lending,

without intereſt, to the induſtrious but neceſſitous: a ſmall

fum to help ſuch a one in his trade, may be of vaſt ſer

vice to him without any real loſs to ourſelves. And in

the manner alſo of exerciſing our bounty, we never ſhould

appear reluétant, frowning, or giving as if it was extorted

from us, but be happy to have it in our power to relieve

the wants of our poor petitioners.

9thly, The whole law being fulfilled in one word,

Thou ſhalt love thy neighbour as thyſelf, this is here inſiſted

upon ; and who that neighbour is, declared. *

The Jewiſh expoſitors had vilely corrupted this divin

precept by the addition they had made to it, Thºu ſhall hate

tline enemy. And, as they confined the word neighbour to

thoſe merely of their own religion and nation, they in

terpreted this as a command to hate all mankind beſide,

in direct oppoſition to the letter of God's law, Exod. xxiii.

9

4, 5.

rently.

1. He recommends univerſal love : I ſºy unto you, love

your enemier. We cannot place confidence or take com

placence in them or their evil ways; but we muſt bear

all good-will towards them, remark with ſatisfaction what

ever is commendable in them, and ſincerely deſire their

preſent and eternal happineſs, returning their curſes with

bleſſings, ſhewing every act of kindneſs to their bodies

and ſouls who expreſs the bittereſt enmity againſt us, and,

if they will ſuffer us to do no more, at leaſt praying for

thoſe who deſpitefully uſe and perſecute us;—ſuch being

the treatment which the true diſciples of Jeſus may expect,

and ſuch the gracious returns that they are bound to make.

And this is the diſtinguiſhing ſpirit of Chriſtianity, and

what nothing but the grace of Jeſus can produce. -

2. He enforces his command with theſe ſtrong argu

ments : |

[...] In ſo doing we ſhall reſemble our Father who

is in heaven, and prove our adoption of him, who, in the

diſtribution of his providential mercies, cauſes his ſun to

riſe and his rain to fall indiſcriminately upon the evil and

the good. Note, (1.) Our moſt common though moſt un

noticed bleſfings are thoſe for which we are moſt deeply

indebted to God. (2.) No man's ſtate is to be known

by any outward gifts of Providence ; the juſt and unjuſt

ſhare them in ſome ſenſe alike. (3.) If God thus ſets us

the example, we muſt diligently copy it.

[2.] We muſt ſhew the diſtinguiſhing ſpirit of our pro

feſſion, and adorn it. If we only loved them who love

us, or paid civility and reſpect to our brethren alone, what

thanks would be due, where the obligation was reciprocal,

and where even publicans would rival us We muſt do

more than others, if we profeſs more; not confining our

regards to our neareſt friends or relations, to thoſe of our

own party or nation, but opening our hearts wide as

the world, and doing good to all, even to the evil and

unthankful.

[3.] Our eye muſt be fixed, not on the attainments of

others, but on that perfeółion which is in our Father ; and

to be perfeót like him, and to take up with nothing ſhort

of it, ſhould be our holy ambition. And as this muſt be

our ſtudy, labour, and prayer in general ; ſo particularly

in this love towards our enemies ſhould we defire to re

ſemble him, which is a temper truly divine and godlike.

C H A P. VI.

War. 1. Take heed that ye do not your alms] 1%ur righte

cuffleſ. Our tranſlators have put almſ in the text ; but

doubting, upon good grounds, whether that was the true

reading, they have for alms put in the margin righteouſneſs,

that is to ſay, juſtice, as it ſtands in the Vulgate; a reading

ſupported with great authority from manuſcripts, and

commentaries of ancient fathers upon the place. How

ever, if this were a mere verbal criticiſm, it would leſs de

ſerve to be inſiſted upon: but it ſeems much better, and

InGrº

Deut. xxiii. 7. But Chriſt teaches us very diffe
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"Our Father which art in heaven, " Hallowed

be thy name.

* Lekº, 11. z. Pſ. S. 1. & 15. 3. Iſ. 66. 1.

lſ - 2, 3. Jer. 13. 5, 6. Dan. 2.44 & 7. 14.

• John, 12. 28.

* Pſ, xciii—c. cxlv.-cl.

Iſ. 6. 3.

10 * Thy kingdom come. *Thy will be

done in earth as it is in heaven. -

Pſ. 1 1 1. 9. & czlv-cl. P Ch. 3. ... & 4. 17. Pſ. 103. 10, 21.

Rev. 22.2c. Ch. 36.42. Acts, 1 1. 14. Pt. 193. 19–21.

& 8, 13.

Ch. 16. 28.

more agreeable to the ſenſe of the Evangeliſt, that inſtead

of alms we read juſtice; for the proper reward, not only

of alms, but of every other virtue, will be forfeited, if a

deſire of worldly applauſe be our motive to the practice of

them ; and therefore this firſt yerſe ſeems to be a general

caution againſt vain-glory in our good works, which are

here ſummed up as uſual in the comprehenſive name of

righteouſneſs or juſtice: this general caution our Lord ap

plies in the ſequel to the three principal branches into

which that juſtice is divided ; namely, fift, juſtice to our

neighbour, by ads of kindneſs and beneficence; for

merely not to hurt him, when we can do him good, is not

doing him juſtice: ſecondly, juſtice to God by devotion ;

and thirdly, juſtice to ourſelves by mortification, ver. 16.,

&c. which three branches of juſtice our Lord here treats

of ſeverally. With this view Beza, who was for reſtoring

3.xziorſyny, juſtice, into the Greek text, makes the ſame

remark; as does alſo St. Auſtin, who found juſlitia in his

copy. This verſe therefore may be confidered as a general

introdućtion to what follows. The doćtrine and precepts

cf the diſciples, the righteouſneſ; which they preached,

was to excel the righteouſneſs of the Scribes and Phariſees

in the manner ſet forth in the preceding chapter. Our

Lord goes on to ſpeak of the righteouſneſs which the

Jewiſh teachers practiſed, or pretended to pračtiſe; ſhew

ing that his diſciples ought to excel them in that reſpešt

alſo. The particulars which he mentions, though few,

are of great importance; namely, alms-giving, prayer,

faſting, heavenly-mindedneſs, walking with God, and

cheerful reſignation. The preſent chapter contains four

parts; fift, the right intention and manner in giving alms,

ver, 1–4.; ſecondly, the right intention, manner, form, and

pre-requiſites of prayer, ver. 5–15. ; thirdly, the right

intention and manner of fºſſing, ver. 16–18. ; fºurthy,

the neceſſity of a pure intention in all things, unmixed

either with a defire of riches, or worldly care and fear of

want, ver. 19–34. This firſt verſe is a general caution

againſt vain-glory in any of our good works. Our Saviour

does not forbid us to do works of this kind publicly; for

on ſome occaſions that cannot be avoided ; but to do them

publicly, with a view and deſign to be ſeen of men, and to

be applauded for them. See Heylin, Wetſtein, Bengelius,

and Olearius. -

P'er. 2. When thou doeſ? thine alms] . When you do good

ºfficer. Heylin. The term ixºrpoºvyn, which we render almſ,

has a much larger ſignification, and imports all ačts of

kindneſs by which we can benefit others. In all theſe our

Lord warns us againſt oſtentation, and the deſire of ap

plauſe; and not only that we ſhould not ſeek the praiſe

of others upon ſuch occaſions, but alſo cautiouſly abſtain

from alivain-glorious reflections upon the good that we have

done; which advice he couches in thoſe emphatical words,

Let not your left hand know what your right hand doeth. The

phraſe of ſºunding a trumpet before them, is generally

thought to be only a figurative expreſſion, to repreſent

their doing it in a noiſy oſtentatious way, as it is certain

that “to do a thing with the ſound of the trumpet,” is

ſometimes uſed proverbially to expreſs a public oſtentation.

However, it ſeems not improbable, that as the Jews were .

wont to aſſemble the people by the ſound of a trumpet,

(Joel ii. 15.) perſons who affected the reputation of being

extremely charitable, might ſºund a trumpet when they

diſtributed their alms, on pretence, no doubt, of gathering

the poor to receive them, while their real intention was to

proclaim their own good works, and to receive glory ºf

men. See Beza, and Eiſner.

Wer. 3. Let not thy left hand know] This is a kind of

proverbial expreſſion, which may be explained to this

effect: “Let no one, no, not even your moſt intimate

“ acquaintance, know what you do ; be ignorant of it

“ yourſelves, or forget it immediately as far as poſſible.”

It is ſaid that the poors’ cheſt ſtood on the right hand as

they entered the ſynagogues; to which circumſtance ſome

ſuppoſe the words to aliude.

Per. 5. And when thou prayſ. Our Lord is here treat

ing of private prayer ; for which reaſon his rules muſt not

be extended to public devotion. The Jews of old obſerved

ſtated hours of prayer: the Scripture menticus three of

them ; fift, the third hºur, anſwering to our nine o'clock,

when the morning ſacrifice was offered : £condly, the ſixth

hour, anſwering to our twelve o'clock. At this hour we

find Peter praying on the houſe-top, A&ts, x. 9.; thirdly,

the ninth hour, anſwering to our three o'clock in the after

noon; at which time the apoſiles Peter and John are ſaid

to have gone up to the temple, Acts, iii. 1. The three are

mentioned together, Pſalm IV. 17. See alſo Daniel, vi.

10, 13. At theſe hours, therefore, the hypocrites took

care to be in ſome public meeting or other, (for ſo the ori

ginal word avºwyzī; may be underſtood,) perhaps in the

market-place, or in ſome court of juſtice, or in a corner

where two ſtreets met, and where there was a concourſe

of paſſengers to behold their devotions; which they per

formed before all preſent, with a vanity extremely offenſive

to the great Being whom they pretended to worſhip. This

was the affectation here blamed in the Jews as moſt

abominable to God. - -

Wer. 6. Enter into thy cloſet] That is, “perform thy

“ private devotions without noiſe or ſhew ; by which it

“ will appear, that thou art influenced by a true ſenſe of

“ duty.” The word rapić, clºt, ſignifies any retired

part of the houſe, any ſecret or ſpirate place; and Mr. Blair

piouſly conjećtures, that Chriſt might uſe a word of ſuch

latitude, that none might onlit ſecret prayer, for want of

ſo convenient an apartment as they could wiſh to retire

into. Duly to perform the great duty of private prayer,

we muſt withdraw from the world not only our perſons,

but our thoughts too; we muſt ſhut out all worldly cares

and conſiderations, as if we and God were alone in nature.

Some of the fathers teach us, that our Lord here alludes

not only to the clºſet, but to the heart; and indeed all duties,

- unaCCOnº
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11 "Give us this day our daily bread.

12 “And forgive us our debts, as we forgive

* Ch. 4. 4. Prov. 30.8. Luke, 11. 3. Exod. 16, 21. 1 Tim. 5. 3. & 6. 8. Job, 21. 11. John, 6.3. Gen. 4. 25–34. If 58. 10, 11.

John, 17. 15.25. Pſ. 130. 4, 8, Ch. 18. 21, 21. Col. 3. 13. * Ch. 26, 41.

our debtors.

13 ‘And lead us not into temptation, but

* 1ſ. 41.

1 Cer. Io. 13. 1 Peter, 5.8. 2 Chr. 12.7, 9. 2 Peter, z. 9. Rev. 3. 12.

unaccompanied with integrity of heart, are utterly unavail

ing. “The heart,” ſays St. Ambroſe, “is a retiring-place,

always private, always at hand, and ready to receive you :”

indeed a mind long pračtiſed in piety can eaſily recollect

itſelf in every place, and maintain devotion in the midſt of

a crowd. Thou when thou prayeſt enter into thy cloſet,

and there enter into thyſelf by devout recolle&tion ; for the

bodily retirement avails nothing, but inaſmuch as it ſerves

to promote the mental; which is a diſpoſition eſſentially

neceſſary to prayer, and ſometimes difficult to beginners,

by reaſon of the contrary habit which their minds have

contraćted, by living ever abroad, and being diſſipated

among ſenſible objećts; but a fincere endeavour will ſoon

be accompanied by greater aid from the grace of God, if

we faithfully bear in mind the fundament iſ truth in which

our Lord here inſtructs us; namely, that the Almighty

God is with us in our ſecret retirement. Pray to thy Fa

ther who is in ſecret, is there preſent with thee. God,

we know, is in all places; but his ſpiritual nature lies be

yond the reach of bodily ſenſes. When, therefore, you

are retired from the world, and have ſhut the door of your

cloſet, and of your heart too, as cloſe as poſſible by devout

recolle&ion, turn all your attention to God, preſent with

you, and preſent in you, and humble yourſelves before him

with a full aſſurance of faith, of a&ual faith I mean, that

you are in his preſence; and believe me, for this is a

truth of the utmoſt conſequence,—that as the faith of the

diſeaſed woman, who touched our Saviour's clothes, drew

forth a miraculous power to heal her infirmity, ſo this faith,

wherewith we approach God in and through Chriſt in

prayer, will infallibly draw forth the Divine co-operation

to our endeavours. -

God through Chriſt, and his ſpirit will unite with ours to

help our infirmities, and enable us to offer up ſuch prayers

as will find acceptance at the throne of grace. Such is the

preparation or diſpoſition with which we ſhould addreſs

ourſelves to God in prayer. The following words inſtrućt

us in what is farther requiſite for the right performance

of it. -

Wer. 7. But when ye pray, uſe not vain repetitions] The

original word &Toxoyº-ºrt, is derived from one Battur, who

was a great babbler (ſee Ovid's Metamorph. ii. ver. 688.);

and ſignifying “to uſe a vain multiplicity and repetition

“ of words.” See Mintert, Beza, and Hammond. The

word is very applicable to the devotions of the Heathens.

See 1 Kings, xviii. 26. Aćts xix. 34. The vain repetition

which Chriſt here forbids his diſciples to uſe in their

prayers, is plainly ſuch as proceeded from an opinion that

they were to be heard for their much ſpeaking, after the man

ner of thoſe Heathens: this opinion implying a denial

either of the power, or the knowledge, or goodneſs of

him whom we worſhip, is highly injurious to him ; and

therefore repetitions in prayer flowing from it, are culpable;

but repetitions proceeding from a deep ſenſe of our wants,

and which expreſs a vehement define of the divine grace,

He is a living God, and a gracious “nature of prayer.

Jeſus by no means prohibits; for he himſelf made uſe of

ſuch repetitions in his agony, when he prayed three ſeveral

times with exceeding vehemence; yet, as St. Matthew

remarks, uſing ſtill the ſame words ; and indeed nothing is

more beneficial, than to perſevere as long as poſſible in the

ſame ačt of deſire, and to renew it again and again with

freſh zeal and intenſeneſs. This is what our Lord both

taught and pračtiſed. But to repeat words without in

tending, or meaning them, is certainly a vain repetition,

and therefore we muſt be extremely careful in our prayers

to mean what we ſay, and to ſay only what we mean from

the very bottom of our hearts. The vain and heedleſs re

petitionſ, which we are here warned againſt, are a moſt

dangerous, yet very common error, which has long been

the reproach of Chriſtendom, and is the principal cauſe

why ſo many, even of thoſe who ſtill profeſs religion, are a

diſgrace to it: and how is it poſſible they ſhould be other

wife, while they want the reality of all true religion, an

inward devotion ? See Heylin.

Ver. 8. Be not ye therefore like unto them] This argument

would be forcible againſt all prayer in general, if prayer

were confidered only as a means of making our wants

known to God; whereas it is no more than an act of obe

dience to our heavenly Father, who has commanded us to

pray to him, chap. vii. 7. and made it a condition of his

"avours; an expreſſion of our truſt in him, and depen

dence on his goodneſs, whereby we acknowledge, that all

the benefits we receive come from him, and that we muſt

apply to him for the attainment of them. “Theſe words,

“ ſays Dr. Heylin, are highly inſtructive, and may ſerve

“ to give us a ſolid and practical knowledge of the true

” The proper end of prayer is not to

inform God of our wants; omniſcient as he is, he cannot

be informed : the only thing wanting is a fit diſpoſition on

our part to receive his grace; and the proper office of

prayer is, through the merit of Chriſt and the grace of his

Spirit, to produce ſuch a diſpoſition in us, as to render us

proper ſubjećts for pardoning and ſanctifying grace to work

in ; or, in cther words, to remove the obſtacles which we

ourſelves put to his goodneſs. Now the principal obſtacles

are, worldly-mindedneſs arid ſelf-love; whereby our defires

cleave to carthly goods and corrupt ſelfiſh intereſts: but in

prayer we ſuſpend theſe deſires, our heart being through

grace turned to God only; and by whatever means we

attain ſuch a holy poſture of mind, they are the proper

means of true devotion. As long as our minds are atten

tive to God only, by whatever ſentiment that attention is

maintained, ſo long we pray. When ſuch attention flags,

we muſt renew it by paſſing on to ſome other confideration

proper to keep our}. attached to God through Chrift,

and open to receive his pardoning or ſaid:fying communi
CatlOn S. -

Wer. 9. After thiſ manner, therefºre, pray ye] The Lord

Jeſus Chriſt gives his diſciples a form of prayer, as was

uſually done by the Jewiſh maſters; John the Baptiſt *
2. taught
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deliver us from evil. "For thine is the king

dom, and the power, and the glory, for ever.

* I Chr. 29. 11. 1 Tim. 6. 15.

Mirk, 11. 25, 25.

Eph. 1. 19.

Eph. 4- 32.

1 Peter, 1. 5.

Col. 3. 15. Prov. 21. 13. James, 2. 13.

Pſ. 47. 2, 7, & 96.7,8. & 135. 6.

Amen.

14 ||

º

* For, if ye forgive men their treſ.

1 Tim. 1. 17. Eph, 3, 21.

tºught his diſciples to pray, Luke, xi. 1. It is to be ob

ſerved, that this prayer is almoſt wholly taken out of the

Jewiſh liturgies, and from them ſo well adapted by our

Lord, as to contain all things which can be requeſted of

God, with an acknowledgment of his divine Majeſty, and

of our dependence. The word ye here is emphatical ; thus

pray YE, in oppoſition to the heathen, who uſed vain

repetitions in their prayers. He who beſt knew what we

oight to pray for, and how we ought to pray, what matter

of defire, what manner of addreſs would moſt pleaſe him

kiſ, and would beſt become us, has here dićtated to us a

moſt perfeół and univerſal form of prayer, comprehending

zil our real wants, expreſſing all our lawful deſires; a

complete direétory, and full exerciſe of all our devotions.

Yet it does not follow, that we are to uſe only the words

of this prayer in our addreſs to God; for in the Aśī; and

Fºſſiles, we find the Apoſtles praying in terms different

from this form. But the meaning of theſe words, thus, or

after thiſ manºer pray ye, is, that we are to frame our

prayers according to this model, both with reſpect to

m-ter, manner, and ſtyle; ſhort, cloſe, full. This prayer

cºnſiſts of three parts ; the preface, the petition, and the

ºften. I. The preface,—Our Father, wiich art in heaven,

—ſays a general foundation for prayer ; compriſing what we

reſt firſt know of God, before we can pray in confidence

c: being heard. It likewiſe points out to us that faith and

Humility, and love of God and man, with which we are

tº approach God in prayer. I. If they be called fathers,

who beget children, and bring them up, the Almighty

God has the beſt right to that title from every creature,

and particularly from men, being the Faiher ºf their ſpirits

Hºb. xii. 9.), the maker of their bodies, and the continual

preſerver of both. Nor is this ali; he is our Father in a

yet higher ſenſe, as he regenerates and reſtores his image

apon our minds; ſo that, partaking of his nature, we become

His children, and can with holy boldneſs name him by the

title of that relation. In the former fenſe, God is the

father of all his creatures; but in the latter, he is the

father only of ſuch as are regenerated by his grace. Of all

the magnificent titles invented by philoſophers or poets in

honour of their gods, there is none which conveys ſo grand

2nd lovely an idea, as this fimple name of father. Being

uſed by mankind in general, it marks directly the effential

character of the true God; namely, that he is the firſt

cauſe of all things, or the Author of their being ; and at

the ſame time conveys a ſtrong idea of the tender love

which he bears to his creatures, whom he nouriſhes with

an affection, and protećts with a watchfulneſs, infinitely

ſuperior to that of any earthly parent whatſoever. But the

rame father, beſides teaching us that we owe our being to

Soº, and pointing out his goodneſs and mercy in uphold

*; wss expreſſes alſo his power to give us the things that we

**one of which can be more difficult than creation. Far

ther, we are taught to give the great God the title offither,

*out ſenſe of the tender relation in which he ſtands to us

-

through Jeſus Chriſt may be confirmed ; our faith in his

power and goodneſs ſtrengthened; our hope of obtaining

what we aſk in prayer cheriſhed; and our deſire of obcy

ing and imitating him quickened ; for even natural reaſºn

teaches, that it is diſgraceful for children to degenerate

from their parents, and that they cannot commit a greater

crime, than to diſobey the juſt commands of an indulgent

father. 2. Again, we are dire&ted to call him our Father,

in the plural number, and that even in ſecret prayer; to

put us in mind, that we are all brethren, the children of

one common parent, and that we ought to love one ano

ther with pure hearts fervently; praying not for ourſelves

only, but for others; that God may give them likewiſe

daily bread, the forgiveneſs of fins, and deliverance from

temptation. 3. The words, which art in heaven, do not

confine God's preſence to heaven, for he exiſts everywhere;

but they contain a comprehenſive, though ſhort, deſcrip

tion of the divine greatneſs. They expreſs God's majeſty,

dominion, and power; and diſtinguiſh him from thoſe

whom we call our fathers on earth, and from falſe gods,

who are not in heaven, the region of bliſs and happineſs;

where God, who is eſſentially preſent through all the uni

verſe, gives more eſpecial manifeſtations of his preſence to

ſuch of his creatures as he has exalted to ſhare with him in

his eternal felicity. -

II. I. Hallowed be thy name] This is commonly eſteemed

the firſt of the petitions in the Lord’s prayer. Wetſtein,

however, and ſeveral others, are of opinion that theſe

words, as well as thoſe in the next verſe, are not to be

conſidered as petitions ſo much as aéts of adoration, and

acknowledgments of the power and majeſty of God; and

accordingly they begin the petitiºns at the 11th verſe. But

I apprehend, ſays Dr. Heylin, in nearly theſe words, (and

with him the greater part agree,) that this paſſage direétly

tends to our ſanétification, and that we are as much per

ſonally concerned in this, as in the following petitions;

for, in order to our ſančiification, our motions and opinions

in reſpect to all eſſential doćtrines and experimental truths

muſt firſt be reëtified by the divine light, becauſe our

notions are in a great meaſure the rule of our ačtions; we

are ſolicitous or indifferent about things, not according to

their intrinſic merit, but according to the notions or opi

nions which we have conceived of them, as defirable, or

of no moment; ſo that a change of heart and manners

muſt ever begin in change of opinions,—in a knowledge of

our fallen ſtate, of our great Remedy, and the manner of

applying it through faith. Again, before a man is truly

penitent, his notions of worldly goods are lively and ani

mated, as of things highly deſirable ; but his notion of

God is a faint and infipid idea, as of ſomewhat remote, and

which he cares not to be concerned with.

of wealth and glory and pleaſure move his heart

ſtrongly; but the thought of God lics dormant in him, as

a barren or diſagreeable ſpeculation. What we want,

therefore, is a due and worthy notion of God; Iº*

18

* Ch. 18. 21-35.21-35

-

*

The thoughts
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paſſes, your heavenly Father will alſo forgive

you :
-

15 But, if ye forgive not men their treſ.

paſſes, neither will your Father forgive your

*

high and lively and affecting ſenſe of him; ſuch as may

have its proper aſcendant in our minds; ſuch as may rule

in our hearts, and make us behave towards him in a manner

ſuitable to his dignity: and this I take to be the drift of

theſe words, hallowed be thy name; for the name of God

ſignifies, that idea or notion whereby we conceive him in

our minds (ſee Pſ. lxxvi. 1. Prov. xviii. Io.); and to

hallow or ſančify a thing, ſignifies to give it that diſtinétion

and preference which religion confirms: for, as things

excelling upon a worldly account are honourable, ſo things

excelling upon a religious account are called holy; and

therefore, in theſe words hallowed be thy name, we pray,

that the conception or thought of God ſhould be ſo exalted

in us, that all our thoughts may fall down before it, and

be brought in ſubjećtion to it; that the names of gran

deur, and riches, and voluptuous joy, may fink beneath the

name of the Lord our God ; may fade, and leſſen, and

vaniſh in his preſence. This is hallowing the name of God,

and treating it with the reverence that it deſerves: this is the

end of all religion, and therefore firſt propoſed in this

divine prayer: the following petitions relate to the means

of attaining it. Such is Dr. Heylin's interpretation. It

may be proper, however, for the ſatisfaction of the reader,

to give that which is more generally received. Now the

name ºf God is generally underſtood as a Hebraiſm for God

himſelf, his attributes and works; and to ſančify a thing,

is to entertain the higheſt notion of it, as true and great

and good; and by 'our words and ačtions to teſtify that

belief. See 1 Pet. iii. 15. Iſhi. viii. 13. In this view, the

meaning of the petition is, “ May thy exiſtence be univer

“ ſaily believed ; thy perfeótions loved and imitated ; thy

“ works admired, thy providence reverenced and confided

“ in : may we and all men ſo think of the Divine Majeſty,

“ and of his attributes and works, and may we and they

“ ſo expreſs our veneration of God, that his glory may be

“ manifeſted everywhere, to the utter deſtrućtion of the

“ worſhip of idols and devils P’ See Eraſmus, Barrow,

Macknight, &c.

Wer. Io. Thy kingdom coine] 2. The kingdom of God being

univerſal and everlaſting (Pſ. cxlv. 13), theſe words can

not be underſtood of it ; but of the kingdom of the Mcfliah,

which is alſo called The kingdom of God, ch. iii. 2. There

are in the coming of this kingdom ſeveral ſteps to be

obſerved —The reſurreótion of Jeſus Chriſt, his aſcenſion,

and the ſending down of the Holy Ghoſt, were the begin

nings of it. Aćts, ii. 32. 36. The preaching of the Goſ

pel to the Gentiles extended it beyond the bounds of Judaea,

eſpecially when, after the deſtruction of Jeruſalem, and the

utter extirpation of the ceremonial law, the earthly king

dom of Judaea, over which God in a peculiar ſenſe pre

ſided, entirely ceaſed, and the Goſpel came to be preached

over the known world. This kingdom has ever fince

enlarged its bounds, as the Goſpel has been by degrees.

received in the world, and will continue to enlarge itſelf,

till our adorable Redeemer has put all enemies under his

feet. What we deſire or pray for in this ſecond petition is,

the advancement and progreſs of the Goſpel ; obedience to

the faith or doćtrine of Chriſt, and his appearance in

glory. See 2 Tim. iv. 8. Rom. viii. 19, &c. Rev. xxii.

17. 20. It may be paraphraſed thus: “May thy kingdom

“ of grace come quickly, and ſwallow up all the kingdom:

“ of the earth; may all mankind, receiving thee, O Chriſt,

• for their king, and truly believing in thy name, be filled

* with righteouſneſs and peace and joy; with holineſs and

‘ happineſs, till they are removed hence into thy kingdom

“ of glory, there to reign with thee for ever and ever.”

Thy will be done in earth, &c.) 3. In this third petition

we pray not that Gºd may do his own will, as Dr. Whitby

obſerves, nor that the will of his providence may be done

upon us ; neither do we pray that we may become equal to

the angels in perſe&tion, or that God may compel us to do

his will; but that, in conſequence of the coming of his

kingdom, or the eſtabliſhment of the Goſpel in the world,

men may be enabled to imitate the angels, by giving ſuch

a ſincere, univerſal, and conſtant obedience to the divine

commands, as the preſent ſtate of human nature will

admit of. This is the moſt humble, as well as the moſt

prudent wiſh, that it is poſſible for the creature to expreſs;

becauſe it implies that the Supreme Being will do nothing

but what is for the intereſt of his creatures, who fimply and

wholly depend upon him; and that he knows better than

they what is for their real good. Dr. Heylin joins the two

petitions of this verſe together; becauſe, ſays he, they

have a mutual dependence, and may beſt ſerve to explain

each other. The latter, wherein we pray that we may do

the will of God on earth, as the angels do it in heaven, might

ſeem a ſtrange, or perhaps preſumptuous, certainly an in

poſſible requeſt, hid we not been firſt taught to ſay, Tºy

kingdºm come. If the kingdºm of God come: ; that is to ſay,

if God vouchſafes to govern us, he will ſubdue all our

enemies under our feet; a ſceptre of juſtice is the ſtºptre ºf hiſ

Kingdºm. It will bring every thought into ſubjection ; it

will animate and govern our ſouls, as our ſouls do our

bodies, and make us do his will on earth as the angels do

it in heaven. -

Wer. 11. Give us this day our daily bread] 4: The word

trio 'ºw, rendered daily in our verſion, is nowhere elſe to

be found; neither in the LXX, nor in any Greek author,

nor in any place of the New Teſtament, except in this

part of the Lord's Prayer. Commentators differ much

in their interpretation of it. That in Etymol. Mºgº',

ſeems as juſt as any: Erºſcos—o in tº ovoia ºw atº

“ that which is ſufficient to our life;” and ſo Theophylact

explains it: “What will ſtrengthen us from day to day,

“ for ſerving God with cheerfulneſs and vigour.” Brºad,

according to the Hebrew idiom, fignifies all the proviſions

of the table. See Gen. xviii. 5. and in the preſent peti
tion it ſignifies rainent alſo, with convenient habitation, and

every thing neceſſary to life. See Agur's Petition, Prov,

xxx. 8. Since then we are not allowed to aſk proviſion for

rioting and luxury, but only for the neceſſaries of life, and

that not for many years, but from day to day, the petitº"

forbids anxious cares about futurity, and teaches us h".

moderate our deſires of worldly things ſhould be ; and

whereas
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treſpaſſes. -

16 || Moreover, ' when ye faſt, be not as

* Iſ, 58.4, 5, 1 Kings, 21, 17. Luke, 18.

z

whereas not the poor only (whoſe induſtry all acknowledge

muſt be favoured by the concurrence of Providence, to

render it ſucceſsful), but the rich alſo, are enjoined to pray

for their bread day by day. This is on account of the

great inſtability of human affairs, which renders the poſ

ſeſſion of wealth abſolutely precarious ; and becauſe, with

out the divine bleſfing, even the abundance of the rich is

not of itſelf ſufficient to keep them alive, far leſs to make

them happy. This petition contains a moſt excellent

leflon, ſays Dr. Doddridge, to teach us, on the one hand,

moderation in our deſires; and, on the other, a humble

dependence on divine Providence for the moſt neceſſary

ſupplies, be our poſſeſſions or our abilities ever ſo great."

But this petition ſeems to include ſomething farther ; and

accordingly Eraſmus, Heylin, and many others, underſtand

it, after the Fathers, in a ſpiritual ſenſe alſo. Bread, ſays

Heylin, here ſignifies all things needful for our mainte

nance; the maintenance of the whole man, both body and

ſoul; for each of theſe have their preper ſuſtenance; to

one belongs the natural bread, to the other the ſpiritual,

and both are included in this petition: the natural bread

means all things needful for the aſſiſtance of the body; the

ſpiritual bread, the grace of Chriſt, which muſt alſo be our

daily bread for the maintenance and growth of our ſouls in

holineſs. The petition, therefore, may be paraphraſed :

“Give uſ, O Father ; for we claim nothing of right, but

“ only of thy free mercy;—this day; for we take no ſoli

“citous thought for the morrow 5–our daily bread; all

“things needful for our ſouls and bodies; not only the

" *at that periſeth, but thy grace; the food which

“endureth to everlaſting life.”

ºr. 12. And forgive us our debts, &c.] 5. We may

cbſerve, that this is the only petition in this prayer upon

which our Lord enlarges, and indeed it is a petition of the

greateſt conſequence, and the more to be attended to by us,

as we ourſelves aſk that which is the greateſt of all things

from God, cven the pardon of our fins, upon a condition

voluntarily urged. It is hardly poſſible to imagine a more

effectual expedient to promote the forgiveneſs of injuries,

than this of making it a part of our daily prayer, to aſk

ſuch pardon of God, as we give to our offending brother;

for in this circumſtance every malicious purpoſe againſt

him would turn the petition into an imprecation, by which we

ſhould as it were bind down the wrath and vengeance of

God upou ourſelves. (See on ver. 14, 15.) The earth and

the fulneſs thereof being the Lord's, he has a right to

gºvern the world, and to ſupport his government by puniſh

ing all who preſume to tranſgreſs his laws. The ſuffering
of puniſhment therefore is a debt which finncrs owe to

tue givine juſtice. So that when we aſk God in prayer to

fºrgive ºr debts, we beg that he would, through the infi

* \erit of Chriſt, mercifully be pleaſed to remit the
wº of our fins, particularly the pains of hell; and

º: afide his diſpleaſure, he would graciouſly

º ** favour, and bleſs us with eternal life. In

º therefore, we confeſs our ſins, and teſtify the

the hypocrites, of a ſad countenance: for they

disfigure their faces, that they may appear

12, 14. with ch. 9. 14, Joel, 2. 12-17.

ſenſe we have of our demerit, than which nothing can be

more proper in our addreſs to God. The reaſon is, humi

lity and a ſenſe of our own unworthineſs, when we aſk

favours of God, whether ſpiritual or temporal, tend to

make the goodneſs of God in beſtowing them on us appear

the greater; not to mention that theſe diſpoſitions are

abſolutely neceſſary to make us capable of being pardoned.

The expreſſion uſed in this petition is very remarkable,_-

forgive us, as we forgive : we are allowed to aſk from God

only ſuch forgiveneſs as we grant to others. In the mean

time, when we beg forgiveneſs of God, like that which

we grant to men, we muſt beware of ſetting our forgive

neſs on an equality with God's : the moſt perfect forgive

neſs which men are capable of exerciſing towards men

falls infinitely ſhort of the divine forgiveneſs neceſſary to

repenting finners. Beſides, God himſelf has taken notice

of the difference, Hoſea, xi. 8, 9.: becauſe I am God, and

not man, &c. We only beg that the Divine forgiveneſs

may reſemble ours in its reality. See the note on ch. v.

44., Macknight, and Olearius.

Wer. 13. And lead us not into temptation] And do not bring

us into temptation, but reſcue us from the evil one. Doddridge.

Abandon us not to temptation. Campbell. This might be

tranſlated, “And lead us not into temptation, but ſo as to deliver

“ us from the evil, either by removing the temptation itſelf

“when it proves too hard for us, or by mitigating its

“ force, or by increaſing our ſtrength to reſiſt it, as God

“ſhall ſee moſt for his glory.” The correótion of the

tranſlation here propoſed is built upon this argument, — that

to pray for an abſolute freedom from all ſolicitation or

…

temptation to fin, is to ſeek a deliverance from the common

lot of humanity; becauſe trials and temptations are wiſely

appointed by God for the exerciſe and improvement of

holineſs and virtue in good men, and that others may be

encouraged by the conſtancy and patience which they ſhew

in afflićtion. Hence, inſtead of praying to be abſolutely

delivered from them, we are taught to rejoice, when, by

divine appointment, we fall into temptations or trial. This

petition teaches us to preſerve a ſenſe of our own inability

to repel and overcome the ſolicitations of the world, and of

the neckſfity of conſtant aid from above, both to regulate

our paſſions, and to conquer the difficulties of a religious
life. Sec Macknight. The petition, however, may be well

underſtood agreeably to the common verfion of it, Lead

us not into temptation, but deliver us ; for, as God is the

only Potentate, the ſole Governor of the world, ſo that

ncthing can poſſibly fall out but by his allowance or per

miſſion, it is upon that account not unuſual, in the ſtyle

of Scripture, to impute all things to him. Thus he is ſaid

to have ſentſº into Egypt to preſerve his life, though in

fa& Air brethren, out of envy, had ſold him thither. See

Gen. xlv. 5–8. Job, i. 21. And it is in this ſenſe that

God is ſaid to lead into temptation, or expºſe to temptation ;

becauſe all temptations come by his permiſſion. The

general intent, therefore, of theſe words, lead us not, &c.

is, that, with juſt diſtruſt of ourſelves, and a humble
O ſenſe
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unto men to faſt. Verily I ſay unto you, They
have their reward.

* Ruth, 3. 3. Eccl. 9.8.

17 But thou, when thou faſteſt, * anoint

thine head and waſh thy face;

ſenſe of our weakneſs, we ſhould deprecate ſuch trials as

may endanger our grace. But as ſome trials, that is,

temptations, are neceſſary and inevitable, it is therefore

added, but deliver us from evil. The Jews were wont to

beg of God in their prayers, “That he would not deliver

“ them into the hand of temptation;” whereby they did

not deſire that he would keep them from falling into temp

tation, but that he would not give them up to it, or ſuffer

them to yield thereto. And indeed, to enter into temptation,

ch. xxvi. 41. is to be overcome by it. After all, God

never ſuffers us to be tempted above what we are able.

See James, i. 13., compared with 1 Cor. x. 13. We may

remark in concluſion of theſe petitions, and as a proof of

the perfeótion of this prayer, that the principal deſire of a

Chriſtian's heart being the glory of God, ver, 9, 1 o., and

all that he wants for himſelf or his brethren being the daily

bread of ſoul and body, or the ſupport of life, animal and

ſpiritual; pardon of fin, and deliverance from ſin, and

from the power of the devil, ver, 11—13., there is nothing

beſide for which a Chriſtian can wiſh : therefore this

prayer comprehends all his deſires. Eternal life is the

certain conſequence, or rather the completion of holineſs.

See Beaufobre and Lenfant, Heylin, &c.

For thine is the kingdom, &c.] III. Theſe words contain

the doxology or concluſion of the Lord's prayer. The Jews

uſed it in their liturgies; and they derived that uſe moſt

probably from 1 Chron. xxix. 1 1. Biſhop Hopkins, Mr.

Blair, and other excellent writers, have well obſerved, that

it admirably ſuits and enforces every petition. This dox

ology may be paraphraſed thus: “Becauſe the government

“ of the univerſe is thine for ever, and thou alone poſſeſſeſt

the power of creating and upholding all things; and

becauſe the glory of infinite perfections remains eternally

with thee; therefore all men ought to hallow thy name,

ſubmit themſelves to thy government, and perform thy

will : in a humble ſenſe of their dependence ſhould

they ſeek from thee the ſupply of their wants, the

pardon of their fins, and the kind protećtion of thy

“ grace and providence.” For ever and ever is, in the

Greek, is roº; alºzs, words which expreſs the idea of a

proper eternity, though often uſed for a finite duration,

whether paſt or to come. They are always to be under

ſtood, both in the Hebrew and the Greek, according to the

nature and circumſtances of the things to which they are

applied ; and conſequently in this place, where kingdom, ,

power, and glory are aſcribed to God for ever, they ſignify

abſolute etermity; eternity without beginning or end. The

word amen is of Hebrew original, and frequently retained

by the Evangeliſts. - St. Luke has ſometimes rendered it

by a word ſignifying yer, and at other times truly. See

Luke, ix. 27. When it is a ſign of wiſhing, it then ſig

nifies ſº be it, as the LXX have rendered it; and when

added to the concluſion of our prayers, it is intended to

expreſs the fincerity and earneſtneſs with which we deſire

the bleſſing we aſk, with ſome cheerfulneſs of hope as to

the ſucceſs of our petitions. See the note on Dcut. xxvii.

«

sº

4.

&c.

gº

gº

44

2 Sam. 14. º.

t

15. It is obſervable that, though the doxology is three

fold, as well as the petitions, and directed to the Father,

Son, and Holy Ghoſt, diſtinétly, yet is the whole fully

applicable to every perſon, and to the ever-bleſſed and

undivided Trinity. See Macknight, Doddridge, and

Heylin. -

Wer. 14, 15. For if ye fºrgive, &c.] From what our Lord

here ſays, we are not to imagine that the forgiving of

injuries will entitle us to pardon : it only places us in a

condition to receive it through faith alone in the Lord

Jeſus Chriſt. However, all negative declarations being in

their own nature abſolute, he who does not forgive never

ſhall be forgiven, as it is in the 15th verſe. Behold then

the neceſſity of forgiving all kinds of injuries eſtabliſhed

by the Lord Jeſus Chriſt himſelf in oppoſition to the

fooliſh opinions of the men of this world, who, aſſociating

the idea of cowardice with the greateſt and moſt generous

aćt of the human mind, the forgiveneſs of injuries, have

laboured to render it ſhameful and vile, to the utter diſ

grace of human reaſon and common ſenſe. It is a ſtrong

remark of Archbiſhop Wake, upon that petition of the

Lord's prayer whereof theſe verſes are explicatory, that

“if we do not forgive as we hope to be forgiven, we im

“ precate the wrath of God upon our own heads, when

“ we uſe the Lord's prayer, and do in reality pray after

this deſperate manner: “Thou, O God, haſt com

manded me to forgive my brother his treſpaſſes; thou

haſt declared that unleſs I do ſo, thou wilt not forgive

me my fins. Well, let what will come, I am reſolved

to ſtand to the hazard of it. I will not forgive, nor be

reconciled to my brother: do then with me as thou ſhalt

“ ſee fit.” Can the man of unforgiving temper ſee his

fin and his danger in a ſtronger point of view -

Wer. 16. Moreover, when ye faſt, &c.] Our Lord goes on

to apply the general advice, before given, to private fait

ing as well as to private prayer. The Greek word

axtºgºro; properly denotes a fretful and angry countenance ;

but here it ſignifies a “face disfigured with mortification

“ and faſting.” The LXX have uſed the ſame word,

Gen. xl. 7. to expreſs a ſad countenance. See alſo Prov. xv.

13. This word, as well as “trox;'ra, hypocriteſ, refers to

the theatre, and to thoſe ačtors and diffemblers there, who

put on every countenance to ſerve their purpoſe. The

word 24.2%tal, rendered they diſfigure, ſignifies to cauſe to

diſappear, or vaniſh, or to deſiroy; and is the ſame word

which has been rendered, in the 19th and 20th verſes,

corrupt. Theſe hypocritical actors wonderfully affected

the fame of extraordinary holineſs. Hence they aſſumed

very auſtere countenances in their faſts ; they put on the

appearance and dreſs of mourners, and induced a kind of

paleneſs, at leaſt as much as they could, over their coun

tenance. In ſhort, they made their natural face to diſappear, as

much as poſſible; putting on an artificial one, as the players

of old were wont to put on their maſks. See Fortuita.

Sacra, p. 14. Our Saviour refers here more particularly

to the private and voluntary faſtings of the Phariſees :
I

they
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18 That thou appear not unto men to faſt,

but unto thy Father which is in ſecret: and thy

Father, which ſeeth in ſecret, ſhall reward thee

openly,

19 || "Lay not up for yourſelves treaſures

upon earth, where moth and ruſt deth cor

* See ver, 4. A &ts, 9. 1 r.

Jits, 5, 1-4. & 4. 4.

b Pſ, 62. Io.

* Luke, 12. 33. & 18, 22.

John, 1. 48.

1 John, 2. 15.

Prov. 23. 4, 5.

1 Tim. 6, 18, 19.

rupt, and where thieves break through and

ſtea': -

20 But law up for yourſelves treaſures in

heaven, where neither moth nor ruſt doth

corrupt, and where thieves do not break

through nor ſteal:

Ch. 19. 21. Luke, 12. 33. & 21. 34. 1 Tim. 6. 9, 17. Heb. 13. 5.

Ch. 19, 21. Col. 3, 1–3.

they faſted on Mondays and Thurſdays; but thoſe who

would be thought more devout than the reſt, faſted beſides

on lueſdays and Fridays, and abſtained from all kind of

food till ſun-ſetting. There can be no doubt that our

Saviour ſpeaks here of private faſting only; becauſe, when

public fins and calamities are to be mourned for, it ought

to be performed in the moſt public manner. Doddridge

tenders this, When you keep a fºſſ, be not like the hypocrites,

fitting on a diſmal air; for they deform their countenances,

that, &c. -

War. 17, 18. Anoint thine head] That is to ſay, “Affect

“nothing which is uncommon; and, rather than put on

“a ſad cºuntenance, which may ſhew to all-around you that

“you faſt, waſh, on the contrary, your face, and anoint your

“bad” Except in times of deep mourning, or public

fifting, when they uſed duſt and aſhes, which muſt have

fidly deformed the countenance, the Jews were accuſtomed

towaſh and rub themſelves with oil, which was commonly

Kiſumed, eſpecially on feſtivals. See Ruth, iii. 3. 2 Sam.

*, *, Luke, vii. 37, 38. Such were our Lord's direc

tons to his diſciples with reſpect to fºſſing, from which it

sºirs that he approved of the duty; and indeed the uſe

is eſs of it is ſufficiently evident; for by abſtinence from

fºx, the body is mortified and ſubjećted to the ſpirit,

and the ſpirit itſelf is better fitted for the exerciſes of

devotion: nevertheleſs, in religious faſting, regard muſt

tº had to men's conſtitutions; for it may happen to ſome

that a total abſtinence from food would, inſtead of fitting

them for the exerciſes of piety, render them wholly inca

rible thereof; in which caſe no more than a due degree

ºf abſtemiouſneſs ſhould be pračtiſed. See Macknight,

* Sacra, p. 18. and Explication de Textes difficiles,
C.

War, 10–21. Lay not up, &c.] By taking a general

review of what we have been hitherto taught in this

divine ſermon, we ſhall be led more diſtinétly to the mean

ing of the words now before us. After the beatitudes,

ºur Saviour goes on to treat of fiftice, that is, duty in

ſºneral. And firſt he ſhew s the extent of it; I mean, how

tº its obligations reach. He begins with a general pro

poſition, ch. v. 20. and this he illuſtrates and exemplifics

in many inſtances, which fill up the remainder of that

chapter. After thus ſhewing the extent of juſtice, he

ºnes in the next place to reëtify the motive to it; as in

º firſt verſe of this chapter: Take heed that you do not your

jºice, that is, ačts of juſtice, to be ſeen of men, &c. And

ºre again he gives particular inſtances in the three prin

ºpal ads of that juſtice, namely, beneficence to mankind,

*otion to God, and mortification which concerns our

*; with a ſtria caution to ſhun all vain-glory in all

its forms and ſhapes. And as vanity is not the only wrong

motive, and as the deeds of juſtice laſt mentioned are not

our only occupation, but beſides theſe we have each of us

his ſecular employment, or worldly buſineſs to diſcharge;

our Lord therefore goes on to regulate our whole courſe of

aćtion, by ſetting the heart right, and in a proper diſpoſi

tion for the performance of it. Lay not up for yourſelver,

&c. I ſhould rather read, Make not fºr yourſelves, &c.

which the original imports, and the ſenſe requires; becauſe,

whatever we place our happineſs in, that we make our

treaſure; the treaſure of the covetous is literal treaſure :

and that of the reſt of the world conſiſts of thoſe things

which they defire and count upon as a fund for enjoy

ment; for as where our treaſure is, there will our heart be

alſº, ſo where our heart is, there alſo is our treaſure. As

almoſt every animal has had its idolaters, ſo almoſt every.

kind of objećt has become a treaſure to ſome or other of

the ſons of men. But as true religion is but one, ſo there

is but one real treaſure; one only that is worthy of our

option, and will anſwer our expectation 3–that which we

provide for ourſelves in heaven, when, pardoned through

the blood of the covenant, and regenerated by the Spirit of

God, in conſtant dependence upon divine grace, we ſecure

in the experience and pračtice of all holineſs and virtue,

our everlaſting intereſts there, as our Lord adviſes. In

order the more fully to underſtand the words, where moth

and ruſ; doth corrupt, &c. we ſhould remember that, in the

Eaſtern countries, where the faſhion of clothes did not

alter as with us, the treaſures of the rich confiſted not only

of gold and filver, but of coſtly habits and fine-wrought

veſſels of braſs, and tin, and copper, liable to be deſtroyed

in the manner here mentioned. See Job, xxvii. 16.

James, v. 2, 3. Doddridge renders and paraphraſes the

19th verſe (underſtanding it fingly as a caution againſt

covetouſneſs), “Do not make it your great care to lay up

“ fºr yºurſ/ves treaſires here ºn earth, where ſo many acci

“Idents may deprive you of them ; where the moth, for

“ inſtance, may ſpoil your fineſt garments, and the

“ devouring canker may conſiºne your corn, or may corrupt

“ the very metals you have hoarded; and where thieve;

“ may dig through the ſtrongeſt walls which you have

“ raiſed about then and may ſeal them away but,” &c.

Nothing certainly can be conceived more powerful to damp

that keenneſs with which men purſue the things of this

life, than the confideration of their emptineſs, fragility,

and uncertainty ; or to kindle in them an arhbition of

obtaining the treaſures in heaven, than the confideration

of their being ſubſtantial, ſatisfying, durable, and ſubječ

to no accident whatever. See Heylin, Macknight, and

Calmet. - - -

O 2 Wer.
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21 “For where your treaſure is, there will

your heart be alſo.

22 || “ The light of the body is the eye:

if therefore thine eye be fingle, thy whole

body ſhall be full of light.

23 But if 'thine eye be evil, thy whole

body ſhall be full of darkneſs. If therefore

the light that is in thee be darkneſs, how

great is that darkneſs'

24 * * No man can ſerve two maſters: for

either he will hate the one, and love the other

or elſe he will hold to the one, and deſpiſe the

other. Ye cannot ſerve God and mammon.

25 Therefore I ſay unto you, ‘‘Take no

* Luke, 12. 34. Phil. 3. zo. 2 Cor. 4. 18. Col. 3. 1–4. * Luke, 11. 34–36. Rom. 12. 8. 1 Cor. Io. 31. * Mark, 7. 1 1. Ch. 2 o. 1 :,

Prov. 23.6. Deut. 15.9. & 28.54, 56. * Iſ. 5. zo. Rom. 1. 21, 22, 28. 1 Cor. 1. 19–21, 2 Cor. 4. 4. * Luke. 16. 13. Ch. 4. Io. Joſh,

24. 19. |. 4. 4- 1 John, 2. 15, 16. + That is, riches, gains, and treaſures, which are the idols of carnal hearts, ſet up in oppoſition to God. * } {

55.22. Luke, 12. 22. I Cor. 7. 32. 1 Peter, 5.7. Phil. 4. 6. 1 Tim. 6. 8. * Gr. Be nºt anxiºuſly careful. Ver. 31, 34.

Ver. 22, 23. The light of the bºdy if the eye—ſingle—evil]

The eye is theslamp of the body;-clear or pure –bad or

vitiated. Heylin. Mr. Locke has obſerved, that the

modes of thinking, as he ſpeaks, that is to ſay, the ſeveral

operations of the human mind, are in all languages ex

preſſed by figurative terms, which belong to ſenſible ideas

in their primary ſignification. Now, if all languages uſed

the ſame figures, this would bring no additional obſcurity

to our tranſlations; but it is well known that the oriental

tongues have, upon theſe ſubjećts, quite a different ſet of

metaphors from thoſe in uſe among the Greeks and Ro

mans, and conſequently among us, who ſo generally follow

their phraſeology: many difficulties in Scripture are to be

imputed to this cauſe; and to ſolve thoſe difficulties we

muſt have recourſe to the context, and collect the mean

ing of this unuſual diale&t from the occaſion upon which

it is ſpoken. It was upon this account that we made the

general review of the tenor of our Lord's diſcourſe in the

preceding note, and particularly of the context, which

diſtinétly leads us to the meaning of the difficult paſſage

now before us. The eye is the lamp of the body : body here

fignifies, as it ſometimes does in our own language, the

perſºn, the man himſelf; and eye, in the Hebrew idiom,

ſignifies, as we obſerved on ch. v. 29. the intention, which

caſts a light upon whatever it aims at ; like a microſcope,

it magnifies its obječt, it illuſtrates it, and renders the

minuteſt part of it conſpicuous : for having made it its

treaſure, it treats it as ſuch, and counts upon it as a fund

for happineſs; and although the object be void of real

worth, yet the intention imputes to it all the advantages

which a credulous deſire and active fancy can ſuggeſt.

Thus the intention is the force of the mind turned one

way; and therefore our Lord compares it to a lamp,

which, when directed to one particular objećt, greatly

enlightens that, and makes other things viſible only in

proportion to their nearneſs. In like manner, whatever is

the direét objećt of the intention receives from it a luſtre,

which ſhews it to the greateſt advantage, and ſhews other

things in a good or bad light, as they ſeem favourable or

prejudicial to the execution of our deſign. Now, when

this intention is right, our Lord calls it the ſingle or ſimple

eye, waxºs, and with good reaſon ; for as only one ſtraight

line can paſs between two given points, and as the truth

upon every ſtated queſtion is but one, while error and

miſtake are almoſt infinitely various ; ſo there is, there

can be, but one ſuch right intention. What that is, our

Lord had juſt before declared, when he direéted us to

make for ourſelver treaſures in heaven, that we might be

induced to colleót and unitc all our deſires in that one

thing neceſſary. He here calls the intention to do ſo the

ſingle eye; on the contrary, every other intention an evil eye.

for every other deliberate purpoſe, which does not coincide

with, or become ſubordinate to, the right intention, though

we could ſuppoſe it innocent in itſelf, yet will prove an

obſtacle to that right intention, becauſe the right intention

cannot ſucceed but by a perfeót renunciation of all other

projećts and deſigns ; and therefore our Lord immediately

ſubjoins, no man can ſerve two maſters. See Heylin and

Calmet. Several commentators have explained this as if

our Lord intended here to urge the practice of liberality,

as what would have a great influence on the whole of a

man's character and condućt; and they ſuppoſe it illuſ

trated by all thoſe paſſages, where an evil eye ſignifies a

grudging temper, and a good eye a bountiful diſpoſition;

and alſo by thoſe texts in which ſimplicity is put for libera

lity. See Hammond, Whitby, Beaufobre and Lenſant, &c.

Sce the Reflections, where the paſſage is conſidered chiefly

in this laſt point of view. See Doddridge, Olearius, and

Mr. Law's Serious Call, ch. 2. for the former view of the

paſſage. *

Ver. 24. No man can ſerve, &c.—manimon] Mammon is

a Syriac word for riches, which our Lord beautifully repre

ſents as a perſon whom the foily of men had deified. It is

well Known that the Greeks had a fićtitious god of wealth;

but I cannot find, ſays Dr. Doddridge, that he was ever

worſhipped in Syria under the name of Mſimmon. Ac

cording to ſome, mammon, derived from lºst, amen, ſig

nifies whatever one is apt,to confide in : and becauſe men

put their truſt generally in external advantages, ſuch as

riches, authority, honour, power, &c. the word manºmon is

uſed to denote every thing of that kind, and particularly

riches, by way of eminence.

Ver. 25. Therefore I ſay unto you, Take no thought, &c.]

Be not ſºlicitouſ [and ſo wherever it occurs]. If not the life

more than fººd 2 The Greek u fºrt, imports ſuch

anxiety as cauſes an inteſtine ſtrife, by contrary reaſonings

with oppoſite hopes and fears. This is ſo ſtrictly the ſenſe

of the original, that a word of the ſame derivation is uſed

by our Lord, where he ſays, a kingdom divided gainſ iſºf,

paspiaºsiga, cannot ſtand, ch. xii. 25. So that this precept

only forbids that perplexity and diſtraćtion of thought

which are inconſiſtent with the ſingle right intention,

and interrupts our reſignation to the divine will. St.

Luke, in the parallel place, has made uſe of the º:
Wor

7
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s:

*

*:

\

thought for your life, what ye ſhall eat, or

what ye ſhall drink; nor yet for your body,

what ye ſhall put on. Is not the life more

than meat, and the body than raiment

26 'Behold the fowls of the air: for they

"Job, 33.41. Pſ, toº. 27, 23. & 147. 9. Luke, 12. 21.

ſow not, neither do they reap nor gather into

barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth

them. Are ye not much better than they?

27 "Which of you, by taking thought,

can add one cubit unto his "ſtature ?

" Luke, 12. 15, 26. Pſ. 75. 6. Eccl. 9. 11. * Or age. John, 9. 21, 23.

word artia fiów, ch. xii. 29. which ſignifies to have a waver

ing and doubtful mind, diſquieted and toſſed about with

miſtruſt and fear. See Mintert on the word. In this view

there is no need to ſay, with Archbiſhop Tillotſon, Dr.

Clarke, and ſome others, that our Lord only addreſſes this

to his Apoſtles, who were to caſt themſelves on an extra

ordinary Providence, without any ways concerning them

ſelves for their ſupport. Mr. Blair has well proved the

contrary at large, in his appendix to his fourth Sermon,

vol. i. p. 55, &c. and it is eaſy to obſerve, that the argu

ments urged by our Lord contain nothing peculiar to their

caſe, but are built on confiderations applicable to all

Chriſtians. Compare Philip. iv. 6. and 1 Peter, v. 7. as

alſo Luke, xxii. 35, 36. and A&ts, xx. 34. whence it

appears, that the Apoſtles themſelves were not entirely to

negle&t a prudent care for their own ſubſiſtence, in depen

dence on miraculous proviſions. Our Saviour, attentive to

his main argument, proceeds in theſe verſes to ſhew, that

ill the reaſons by which worldly-mindedneſs is uſually

juſtified or palliated are entirely overthrown, by conſider

ing the power, perfeótion, and extent of the ProvipENCE

of God. This grand ſubječt he handles in a manner ſuit

able to its dignity, by propoſing a few ſimple and obvious

inſtances, wherein the proviſion which God has made for

the leaſt and weakeſt of his creatures ſhines forth illuſ

tiouſly, and forces on the mind the ſtrongeſt convićtion

of that wiſe fatherly care, which our gracious God takes

ºf all the works of his hands. From what they were at

that inſtant beholding, the bird of the air, the lilies, the graſ;

ºf the field, he led even the moſt illiterate of his hearers to

form a more elevated and extenſive notion of the divine

gºvernment than the philoſophers attained to ; who,

though they allowed in the general that the world was

ruled by God, had but confuſed conceptions of his provi

dence, which many of them denied to reſpect every indi

vidual creature and ačtion. Our Divine Prophet taught,

that the great Father Almighty has every fingle being in

his hand, and that all things are abſolutely ſubjećted to his

will. This notion of Providence affords a ſolid ground,

with conſtant dependence alſo on divine grace, for ſupport

ing that rational truſt in God, which is one of the higheſt

ind beſt afts of the human mind, and furniſhes us at all

times with one of the ſtrongeſt motives to holineſs and
Wirtue.

Far be it from me to widen the narrow ways preſcribed

in the Goſpel ! but to make them narrower than the literal

ſºnſ: imports, will render them quite umpaſſable. It is the

Florious privilege even of men engaged in buſineſs and the

tumult of the world (as the beſt Chriſtians ſometimes are),

to be delivered from all ectanglements of mind in reſpect

to their ſecular intereſts, and from all anxiety and diſquie

tude about future events, even where their reputation, or

their fortune, or perhaps both, are at ſtake. This privi

lege every Chriſtian is bound to look for, and may expect

from the almighty grace of God; but it is to be obtained

by the means alone of faith-and habitual devotion.
On

the contrary, to ſay abſolutely, Take no thought, is a miſre

preſentation of our Lord's doćtrine : all his intention here

was, to teach the Chriſtian graces and virtues in the moſt

radical manner, by extirpating the remoteſt tendency to

the contrary vices. As under the ſixth commandment,

which prohibits murder, he forbids an angry word or mali

cious thought, ſo here, to preſerve us from worldly-minded

neſ, he forbids all painfully ſolicitous care even for the

neceſſaries of life; and he enforces his prohibition with

ſuch cogent arguments, as muſt convince all who piouſly

attend to them.

than clothing 2
&c.

&c.
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I, not the life more than fºod, and the body

“He who hath given us the greater, will

he deny us the leſs 2 He who gave us our being, will

he refuſe what is neceſſary for the ſupport of it It is

as abſurd as ungrateful to diſtruſt a benefactor, whoſe

goodneſs we have already ſo largely experienced, and

who takes upon himſelf the care to provide for us.

Conſider the birds of the air; they ſºw na', &c.—are ye

not of greater value than they? Are ye not the children

of God And when ye ſee him make ſo plentiful a

proviſion for his inferior creatures, can you ſuſpećt that

he will leave you, his children, deſtitute of neceſſary

ſubſiſtence 2" See more on ver, 34. and the note on .

Pſ. xciv. 19.

you, by his ſºlicitude, can prolong his life one hour *

Ver. 27. Which ºf you, by taking thºught, &c.] Who ºf
A ver

fion ſtričtly literal would be, can add any length to his age :

for the Greek word žxix;2 ſignifics both age and faſure,

and is to be rendered by either, as the occaſion requires.

Our tranſlators have rendered it’ by age, John, ix. 21, 23.

and Heb. xi. 1 1. The Greek word II;avº indeed comi

monly means a cubit; but it is not unfrequent to transfer

the meaſures of ſpace to expreſs thoſe of time, as Pſ. xxxix.

5.
Thou haſ made my days as it were a ſºam long- Dr. Ham

mond upon the place ſhews, that cubit has been uſed in

the ſame manner.

terms are capable of: what their proper ſenſe is here we,

muſt gather from the context.

Thus far we have ſeen what ſenſes the

At ver. 25. our Lord

diſſuades from a "viety about fºod and clothing ; fºod for the

life (Jux) in the original, that is, ſºul, or animal lif.), and

clothing for the body. He then treats of theſe ſeparately.

The words under confideration conclude what he ſaid

concerning the maintenance of life, to which ſature is not

applicable, but age. What he adds concerning the body

begins at the next verſe. Befides, he was ſpeaking to

adult perſons, who probably had no folicitude about their

ſature, and certainly had no imagination that ſuch ſolici

tude could raake them grow a foot and a half taller ; but a
\ $21'º.
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28 And * why take ye thought for raiment?

Confider the lilies of the field, how they grow;

they toil not, neither do they ſpin :

29 And yet I ſay unto you, that even

* Ver. 25, 31, 34. Luke, 12. 27. Pſ. 4.6. * I Kings, iv. ix. x. 2 Chr. i. viii. ix.

* Sºlomon in all his glory was not arrayed like

one of theſe. -

3o Wherefore, if God ſo clothe the graſs

of the field, " which to-day is, and to-morrow

* Pſ. 129. 6. & Icz. 4. Iſ. 40. t , 7. 1 Peter, 1, 24.

a

care for the maintenance of life is the common care of

all men, and apt to run into exceſs, where it is not

moderated by religion. See Luke, xii. 25. and Heylin.

Ver, 28, 29. They toil nºt, neither do they ſpin] The

expreſſion cd votix, they toil not, denotes rural labour, and

therefore is beautifully uſed in a diſcourſe of clothing, the

materials of which are produced by agriculture. As the

Eaſtern princes were often clothed in white roleſ (and they

were generally accounted a magnificent apparel, compare

Eſth. viii. 15. Dan. vii. 9.), Calmet properly refers this

dreſs of Solomon to the whiteneſ of the lilief, and, follow

ing him, Dr. Doddridge paraphraſes the paſſage very well

thus: “ Even the magnificent Solomon, in all his royal

“glory, when fitting on his throne of ivory and gold

“ (1 Kings, x. 18.), was not arrayed in garments of ſo pure

“ a white, and of ſuch curious workmanſhip, as one of

“ thºſe lilies preſents to your view.” Mr. Ray thinks that

the original word xeſ, a fignifies tulips of variºus colºurs, or a

purple kind of lily. See his “Wiſdom of God in Creation,”

p. I c.7. In which vicw the paſſage might be paraphraſed,

“Solomon himſelf, in all his magnificence, was but poorly

“ arrayed in compariſon of the flowers of the field, whoſe

“ beautiful forms, lively colours, and fragrant ſmell, far

“ exceed t e moſt perfect produćtions of art.”

Ver. 3c. If God ſo clothe—oven, &c j The original word

cuo.svivrºv, which we render clothe, Dr. Doddridge well

obſerves, expreſis properly the putting on a complete

dreſs, which ſurrounds the body on all ſides, and is uſed

with peculiar beauty for that elegant yet ſtrong external

membrane, which, like the ſkin in the human body, at

once adorns the tender ſtructure of the vegetable, and

likewiſe guards it from the injuries of the weather. Every

microſcope with which a flower is viewed, affords a lively

comment on this text. Dr. Poddridge and others render

the original word axiºzyov by ſºilſ, inſtead of ovem; but the

author of the Olſ rvations ſtrongly oppoſes this interpreta

tion, and informs us, that myrtle, roſemary, and other

plants, with withered ſtalks of herbs and flowers, are

made uſe of in Barbary and other parts of the Eaſt, to

heat their ovent as well as begnios; which, ſays he, gives

us a clear comment on the preſent paſſage. The graſs of

the ſºld here apparently is to be underſtood to include the

lilies of which our Lord had been ſpeaking, conſequently

herbs in general. Critics have remarked this large ſenſe of

the Greek word zº-o; : nor can it with any ſhew of reaſon

be pretended that our Lord is ſpeaking of the marrow in the

tigid ſenſe of the word, but of a little time after. “Behold,

“ then, ſays our Lord, theſe lilies and fine flowers of the

“ field yet beautiful and magnificent as they appear one

“ day, they are in a manner the next thrºwn into the oven :

“ their dried ſtalks are, with the dried ſtalks of other

“ plants, employed in heating the ovens of the villages

“ around is ; aud will not God much more clothe you,

“ who are my diſciples 2" His ſentiment here plainly is,

that if God covers with ſo much glory things of no far

ther value than to ſerve the meaneſt uſes, will he not then

take care of his ſervants, who are ſo precious in his eyes,

and deſigned for ſuch important ſervices in the world 2

Conſequently he cannot be ſuppoſed as ſpeaking of pre

cious flowers, diſilled either for medicinal purpoſes, or to

make rich perfumes, but of thoſe of which men make no

higher uſe than they do of cow-dung and ſtubble. See

Olſervationſ, p. 142. and the note on 1 Sam. ii. 8. and

Lam. iv. 5. Our Saviour adds, O ye of little faith ! which

is the firſt place where faith occurs in the New Teſtament.

This was a term in the Jewiſh as well as the Chriſtian

Theology. The root is aman, nutrivit, he mouriſhed; from

which comes Amen, veritas, truth ; and Emunah, fides,

faith ; as it were “the reception of truth, for the nurture

“ of the ſoul.” So we ſay in Engliſh, nurture for good

inſtruction. Nor is this a fanciful application, but moſt

conſonant to the whole tenor of Scripture ſtyle in both

Teſtaments, where the experimental and practical truths

of religion are continually expreſſed by the various ſpecies

of nouriſhment, as well meat as drink, in all the different

- forms they are uſed for bodily ſuſtenance. Maimonides,

in his explanation of the word achal, comedit, to eat up,

ſhews, “that it is moſt frequently applied to expreſs the

“ reception of wiſdom and doćtrine, and univerſally all

“information of the mind, whereby it [the mind] is

“ maintained for growth to the perfeótion of its nature,

as the body is maintained by the food proper for its

nouriſhment. Thus Iſaiah, lv. 1. &c., inviting men to

attend to his doćtrine, ſays, Come ye, buy and eat,” &c.

And after quoting two paſſages from the Proverbſ, where

the ſame word is uſed, he ſays, “Wherever eating and

“ drinking are ſpoken of in that book, wiſdom or the law

“ of God is always to be underſtood as the mental food.”

And hence it may be inferred that the Hebrew term for

faith (according to the derivation before mentioned) may

denote the proper diſpoſition given to man by the grace of

God for receiving and digeſting the great truths of religion.

Buxtorff in his Talmud, that is to ſay, Lexicon, explains

emunah, faith, by religion ; and indeed faith frequently

includes piety, or godlineſ. Thus the Jews underſtood

the word in our Saviour's time , and in this ſenſe doubt

leſs he uſed it, when he reproached them with neglºſing

faith, which he names a weightier matter of their own law,

ch. xxiii. 23. and the phraſe that he uſed, O ye of little faith

was then common among the Jews, as is evident from many

paſſages of the Talmud. To conclude; the term mammon,

that is, riches, has, as we have obſerved on ver, 24. the ſame

derivation with the original word for faith, or amen, and

for the ſame reaſon, namely, becauſe men are ſo apt to

confide in riches, as a true and ſtable fund on which to

build their happineſs. When the Divine Being holds that

- place

&c.

º

&c.
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clothe you, O ye of little faith ?

31 Therefore take no thought, ſaying,

What ſhall we eat or, What ſhall we drink?

or, Wherewithal ſhall we be clothed?

32 *(For after all theſe things do the Gen

is caſt into the oven, ſhall be not much more tiles ſeek:) for 'your heavenly Father knoweth

that ye have need of all theſe things.

33 "But ſeek ye firſt the kingdom of God,

and his righteouſneſs; and all theſe things ſhall

be added unto you. º

34 “Take therefore no 'thought for the

* II. 5c. 10. Ch. 14. 31. Mark, 9.24. * Ch. 5.46, 47. Pſ. 4. 6. & 17. 14. Phil. 3. 19. * Luke, 12. 30. Thil. 4, 10. 1 Pe'er, 5.7. Ver. 8:

* Luke, 12. 3". John, 6.27. 1 Kings, 3.11-13. Pſ. 34. 9, to. & 37.8, 19, 25, 29. Mark, to. 30. 1 Tim. 4. 7, 8. Luke, io. 42. 1 Cor. 3. 22.

Ram S. 31, 32. * Exod. 16. 18–20. Ver. 11, 25. Prov. 16. 3. 1 Tim. 4. 8. y Gr. anxious thought. Ver. 25, 27, 2S, 31. -

place in our minds which worldly wealth has in the minds

of covetous men, then indeed we have faith in him. See Dr.

Heylin, p. 132. who, in ſome following diſſertations, finely

and fully illuſtrates this definition. But we ſhall alſo give

other definitions and views of faith in the courſe of our

Commentary.

Wer. 32. For after all theſe things do the Gentileſ ſeek] It

was the general charaćter of the heathens, that they

neither prayed to their gods, nor laboured themſelves for

any other bleſfings than the temporal ones here mentioned;

as all their prayers and hymns to their deities abundantly

prove, and as we learn in particular from the 1 oth ſatire

of Juvenal; and this becauſe they were in a great meaſure

ignorant of God’s providence and goodneſs, had erred

fundamentally in their notions of religion, and had no

certain hope of a future ſtate. See Epheſ. ii. 2. We may

cbſerve that there is a noble antitheſis in this verſe. Chriſt

ſ::s God’s knowledge of our wants in oppoſition to the

inxiety of the heathens about having them ſupplied ; to

intimate that the one is much more effectual for that pur

pºſe than the other. See 1 Kings, xviii. 27. Macknight

and Wetſtein. -

War. 33. But ſeek ye fift the kingdom of God, &c.] That

is, true religion; the advantageſ of the kingdom of God;

rigºrºuſneſs, peace, and joy in the Holy Głºff, Rom. xiv. 17.

the tre+ſures mentioned in ver. 20. Compare 1 Kings,

i. 11, 12. And hiſ righteouſneſs, that is to ſay, the image

ºf God and all the fruits thereof, ſpringing from the

iºnite merit of Chriſt, the fountain of all righteouſneſs,

is illuſtrated by the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, and not as under

flood by the Phariſees. See ch. v. 6. Dr. Sykes, here, by

righteºuſneſ, underſtands the Meſfiah ; the righteous branch,

who was to rule in righteouſneſs, and in whoſe days the

righteous were to flouriſh. See Sykes on Chriſtianity,

p. 35. But the former interpretation ſeems moſt agreeable

to the context. The meaning of the original word

zºrºrtrai is, ſhall be added over and above ; than which

expreſſion nothing could have been more proper; for theſe

temporal bleſſings are by no means eſſential to the ſtipula

tions of the covenant of grace, but are entirely to be

referred to the divine good pleaſure, to add or withhold

as God ſhall ſee fit. The goods of this world ought not

to be looked upon by Chriſtians as true and eſſential

advantages. Tºy ſhould make a good uſe of them, if God

thinks proper to bleſs them therewith, 1 Tim. iv. 8. bat if

not, their duty is, to be ſatisfied with their own portion,

whatever it is, being poſſeſſed of ſpiritual goods, and

hoping for thoſe that are eternal. Heb. xi. 10, 13, 16,

17. -

War. 34. Take therefºre no thought, &c.] “Since the ex

“tent and efficacy of Divine Providence are ſo great, and

“ fince you are the objećts of its peculiar care, you need

“ not vex yourſelves about futurity;” for the morrow

denotes future time in general. The morrow, continues

our Lord, ſhall take thought for the things of itſelf, or rather,

according to the Hebrew idiom, ſhall make you take thought

for the things of itſelf; namely, in a proper time, it being

ſufficient that you provide the neceſſaries of life for your

ſelves as they are wanted: “Sufficient unto the day is the

“evil thereof. Every time has abundant neceſſary troubles

“ of its own; ſo that it is fooliſh to increaſe them by anti

‘ cipating thoſe which are to come, eſpecially as by that

“ anticipation it is not in your power to prevent any future

“ evils.” Such is our Saviour's doćtrine with reſpect to

Providence; and upon this ſubjećt it may be proper to

remark, that though God can produce by an immediate

aćt whatever he accompliſhes by the intervention of

ſecond cauſes: for inſtance, can make heat without the

ſun, can communicate fruitfulneſs to the earth without

heat, can furniſh food to men without the fruitfulneſs of

the earth, nay, can ſuſtain life without food; yet he does

all things by a ſeries or concatenation of cauſes, in each of

which there is as much wiſdom and power diſplayed, as

would have appeared had the end been effected by an

immediate ačt. This plan is the moſt gracious that poſſi

bly could be ; for the manifeſtations of the divine perfec

tions are greatly multiplied thereby, and a Providence

formed in ſuch a manner, as to be not only the ſubječt of

human contemplation, but a grand foundation of our truſt

in God, and a powerful incitement by which we are

engaged to ſeek his favour, who thus, by a variety of

means, makes himſelf known as the chief good in every

part of the univerſe. Covetouſneſs, therefore, and worldly

mindedneſs, with all the other vices which derive their

ſtrength, whether from an abſolute diſbelief of the per

fečtions of God, or from wrong notions of them, are by

this conſtitution of things as effečtually guarded againit

as the nature of moral government will admit ; but the

whole of which would be utterly unavailable for the ſalva

tion of fallen man, were the Holy Spirit of God not to .

convince, convert, and ſanétify the ſoul. -

A fear of wanting neceſſaries is the moſt ſpecious pre

tence for cºvetoiſheſ and it is in order to repreſs the

remoteſt tendencies to that baſe diſpoſition, that our Lord .

is thus copious and emphatical in aſſuring us of the ſuper-,

intending care of Providence. But let no perverſe ſpirit.

miſtake his declarations here as a diſpenſation from induſ

try: he never meant to abrogate that ſentence paſſed upon .
Our
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morrow: for the morrow ſhall take thought day is the evil thereof.

for the things of itſelf. Sufficient unto the

our whole race, in the ſweat of thy face thou ſhall eat bread.

Daily labour is impoſed on mankind, and is included in

the daily croſs which he has commanded us to take up. If

we do not take up that croſs, and punétually diſcharge our

duty in that ſtate of life to which God has called us, we

have no reaſon to expe&t his fatherly protećtion. We

muſt never forget that a truſt in God, and a diligence in

our calling, are connected like faith and obedience, which

are ſo far from interfering, that they are in their own

nature inſeparable. Duty is very extenſive, conſiſting of

many parts, which muſt be performed at once, yet cannot

be ſpoken at once, but muſt be detailed in ſeparate pre

cepts. True morality conſiſts not merely in ačion, but

alſo in the motive which animates it. Our courſe of a&ion

is taught elſewhere; and our worldly calling, which is to

us the order of Providence, preſcribes the daily work we

have to do. The doctrine now under conſideration relates

to the proper motive of our actions, direéting our view

towards the great end to which they all ought to be ulti

mately referred. Our ağions are upon earth; but the

right motive is in heaven, where only faith can penetrate ;

and therefore our Lord, expoſtulating with his diſciples

upon their want of ſenſibility to that motive, ſubjoins, at

ver, 30, 9 ye of little faith ! See Macknight and Heylin.

Inferences.—A ſhow of piety is all mere pretence and

mockery, and does not deſerve to be called religion, much

leſs can it be evangelical and acceptable to God, unleſs the

heart be in it with governing aims, not at our own repu

tation and worldly intereſts, but at his glory. In every

thing our requeſts ſhould be made known to God, as a

father, according to his direction and will; not with vain

repetitions, as if we were to be heard for much ſpeaking,

but with earneſt addreſſes, under a ſenſe of duty, and of

his being able and ready to anſwer us. And how much need

have we to look inwards and upwards, that our hearts

may be right with God under the influence of his ſpirit;

that our principles, motives, and views may be ſincere and

ſpiritual in our faſtings, prayers, alms-deeds, and all reli

gious duties and ſervices, as being always under his eye;

and that we may be approved of him, and accepted in his

fight through Jeſus Chriſt, however we may ſtand in the

opinion of men Alas, what a poor reward is the vaniſh

ing breath of popular fame, compared with the love and

‘favour of God, and the honour which comes from him

And yet this is all the advantage that hypocrites will get

by their religion. What is all this pitiful, periſhing,

and uncertain world, compared with the great, ſolemn,

and eternal realities of the heavenly inheritance And

yet, how fond are we naturally apt to be of things here

below; how eager in our contrivances and labours, hopes

and fears, wiſhes and cares about them ; and how indolent

and unmoved about the things of God and glory ! But that

which commands our hearts is the treaſure that we chooſe !

A little of earthly things is really enough to anſwer the

wants of animal nature: how moderate then ſhould we be

in our appetites, defires, and cares about food and raiment,

and the good things of this life how contented with

ſuch a ſhare of them as God orders us ! And how ſatiſ

factorily may his children truſt in him, that they ſhall never

want any thing which he knows is beſt for them He

that takes care of birds and flowers will never neglect

thoſe who are ſo much higher in his account. It is ſinful

and heatheniſh to diſtruſt him, and all our carking care

about the body is unprofitable and vain. But we muſt

have ſpiritual and heavenly bleſfings in abundance, to

ſatisfy the longings of an immortal ſoul. Here then is a

loud call to be earneſt and early in our inquiries and pur

ſuits; and here is room enough for growing deſires, cares

and pains in God's way, to amaſs together as much as

poſſible of theſe ſure and incorruptible treaſures; and he

who can be contented with but little of theſe, is like to

have none at all. Oh with what ſuperior impreſſion ſhould

Chriſt, and the righteouſneſs and bleſlings of his kingdom

of grace and glory, command the believer's faith and hope,

love and joy! -

REFLEctions.—1ſt, Having before reſcued the law from

the falſe expoſitions of the Phariſees, our Lord here ſhews

the true religion of the heart, as expreſſed in the three

great duties of alms, prayer, and faſting, in which theſe

deluded teachers gloried, but erred exceedingly in the per

formance of them.

1. Our Lord cautions us againſt all oſtentatious ſhow in

beſtowing our alms, Take heed that ye do nºt your alms before

men, to be ſeen of them; hypocriſy is a ſubtle fin, and, where

we are leaſt apprehenſive of danger, is ever ready to in

ſinuate itſelf; yet the fear of being wrong muſt not keep

us from doing right. Alms-giving is every Chriſtian's

bounden duty ; and though not to be truſted to for our

acceptance before God, nor done to engage the applauſe

of men, muſt nevertheleſs, according to our ability, be

practiſed for God's glory, and the aſſiſtance of our bre

thren: and God, who is not unrighteous, will remember

and reward the works offith and labours of love.

2. He deſcribes the methods which the hypocrites uſed

to proclaim their own goodneſs, and ſolicit the eſtimation of

others. They ſºund a trumpet, either literally to gather

the poor to their doors, or they gave their alms in the moſt

public manner, on purpoſe that they might be ſecn and

admired.

3. They had the reward which they ſought, and all they

had to expe&t ; the ignorant bleſſed their liberality, and

praiſed their charity. Note: The hypocrite's portion is ali

in hand, and he has nothing to hope for hereafter. -

4. Chriſt gives direction concerning the proper way of

doing our alms. Let not thy left hand know what thy right

hand doeth, the expreſſion is proverbial, and intimates the

ſecreſy that we ſhould uſe ; never deſignedly letting others

know our alms-deeds, nor deſirous that they ſhould be ac

quainted with them. And with regard to ourſelves, we

ſhould forget them, and never dwell upon them even in

our thoughts, to flatter our own vain-glory and ſelf-con.
Celt. -

5. Such
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Chrift, ending his ſermon on the mount, reproveth raſh judg

ment, forbiddeth to caſt holy things to dogs, exhorteth to

prayer, to enter in at the ſtrait gate, to beware of falſe

prºphets, not to be hearers only but doers of the word; like

houſes built on a rock, and not on the ſand.

[Anno, Domini 30.]

UDG E not, that ye be not judged.

2 * For with what judgment ye judge, ye
w

* Lake, 5.37. Iſ 65. 5. Rom. 2. 1. & 14.3, 4, Jo, 13. 1 Cor. 4.3—5.

ſhall be judged : and with what meaſure ye

mete, it ſhall be meaſured to you again.

3 “And why beholdeſt thou the mote that

is in thy brother's eye, but conſidereſt not the

beam that is in thine own eye

4 “Or how wilt thou ſay to thy brother,

Let me pull out the * mote out of thine

eye ; and, behold, a f beam is in thine own

eye

James, 4.1 v., 12. & 2. 14. & 1. v. Gal. 6. 1, 2. * Judges, 1.7. Pſ. 18.

25, 16. & 41.2. Mark, 4. 24. Luke, 6. 33. 2 Cor. 9. 6. James, 2. 13. Gen. 4. 7. Obad. 15. Eph. 6. S. 2. Theſſ. 1. 6. * Luke, 6, 41. Lam.

3.42. - Cor. 13. 5. * Luke, 6.4x. & 13. 11. * Leſler ſin. ºf Greater fin. - -

5. Such good deeds as theſe flowing from faith, which

worketh by love, ſhall not fail of their reward, ſecret as

they are. He that ſeeth in ſecret will record them; and

when we have forgotten them, and would be aſhamed to

hear them mentioned, he will remember and recompenſe

them openly, before men and angels, at the reſurreótion of

the iuſt. - -

.. Prayer next comes to be confidered. It were an

open declaration of impiety, irreligion, and atheiſm, to.

live without ſome acknowledgment of God’s goodneſs,

and profeſſion of dependence on his care: at leaſt, none

who bear the name of Chriſtian can be ſuppoſed to live

without prayer, any more than the body can live without

breath. We have two grand direétions concerning this

moſt neceſſary duty.

vi. That it be not performed hypocritically, to be ſeen of

men. The Phariſees choſe the ſynagogues and the corners

of the ſtreets for the places of their devotions, that men's

cres might be upon them: ſtanding up, that they might be

more conſpicuous; and loving the work, merely for the

fike of the reward that they propoſed to themſelves; which

they received,—and a miſerable reward it was, to be

applauded of poor mortals like themſelves, when they

were abliorred of the great and holy God. Our Lord

teaches his diſciples to pray in a different manner; public

places are unfit for private prayer. We muſt retire,

therefore, from the obſervation of men as much as may

be ; not only to avoid oſtentation, but in order to be alone

with God, removed from all interruption that would

diſtraćt our thoughts; and out of the hearing of others,

that we may freely ſpeak before our Father who is in

ſecret; to whom alone it ſhould be our deſire to approve

ourſelves; comparatively indifferent what men may think

or ſay of us, if he regard us with paternal love; and

expecting from him the anſwer of our petitions, which

he promiſes to beſtow. For he who ſeth in ſecret, though

inviſible to us, is yet preſent with us, and acquainted with

our inmoſt ſoul, and will reward us openly ; anſwering

our requeſts in preſent bleſfings, owning us at the great

day of his appearing and glory, and beſtowing the pro

miſed eternal reward, a reward not indeed of debt, but of

grace.

2. That we uſe not vain repetitions, as the heathems do,

who think that they ſhall be heard fºr their much ſpeaking,

“..." repetition; or much ſpeaking in prayer are con
ol. I.

demned ; ſeeing that the ſame petitions may be often reite

rated, and ſpeak thus the deepeſt ſenſibility of our wants, and

the greateſt importunity of deſire, Matt. xxvi. 44. Dan. ix.

18, 19. as alſo when our wants are many and great on

particular occaſions, and our ſpirit at liberty, we are never

reſtrained from pouring out all our requeſts into the boſom

of our compaſſionate God and Fathcr; Luke, vi. 12. ‘The

practice cenſured is, (1.) The vain babblingſ of thoſe who

pray by rote, like the papiſts, as they tell their beads,

repeating ſo many Ave-Marias, or Pater-Noſters; and

conſtantly, without life or ſpirituality, going over the ſame

dull round of words, like a packhorſe with his bells,

pleaſed with the tinkling of his own unmeaning muſic.

(2.) The much ſpeaking, which ariſes from an aſtećtation

of prolixity, eſpecially in ſocial prayer, where, inſtead of

ſpeaking to God, men love to hear the ſound of their

own voices, and want others to admire their gifts, their

fluency, their fervency and zeal, making a vaſt parade of

words, adoration, thankſgiving, requeſts, interceſſions, &c.

like Baal's prieſts, from morning unto noon, crying,

O Baal, hear us: ſuch lip-labour is not only loſt labour,

but worſe, an abomination unto the Lord, and to be

avoided by all his ſpiritual worſhippers. For our Father,

who is in heaven, knoweth what thing; we have need of

befºre we aſ him, therefore does not want to be particu

larly informed, as if he were ignorant; nor is to be pre

vailed upon merely by our cries. But, as our Father, he

expe&ts to be called upon, and is ever ready to hear and

anſwer us; omniſcient, he knows our neceſſities; and all

ſufficient, he will relieve them, even when we through our

blindneſs know not what to aſk, or through our ignorance

aſk amiſs; yea, ſometimes cannot aſk at all, overwhelmed

with diſtreſs, and ſpeaking only in tears and groans, which

cannot be uttered, Rom, viii. 26, 27.

3dly, Having condemned the prayers of formality and

pride, our Lord ſuggeſts both matter and words for our

uſe. -

The prayer recorded in this chapter may be confidered

both as a form and as a directory. It is conciſe yet com

prehenſive, containing our chief wants in a few words;

not that we are always bound to the uſe of it; but being

in frequent uſe, we need be well acquainted with its

meaning, that, when we repeat it, we may pray with the

ſpirit, and with the underſtanding alſº. - ... ." .

We have, - - - - - -

P . 1. The
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, 5 Thou hypocrite, firſt caſt out, the beam

out of thine own eye; and then ſhalt thou

ſee clearly to caſt out the mote out of thy

brother's eye.

I

1. The preface. Our Father which art in heaven. The

great object of prayer is God alone ; the encouraging

\notives to approach him are, that he is our Father, our

reconciled God and Father in Chriſt Jeſus, from whoſe

paternal heart we may expect the tendereſt compaſſions

and moſt gracious attention; and as he is in heaven,

adored by ſaints and angels, who knows our neceſſities

better than we can expreſs them, and hath all power

to ſupply them abundantly above all that we can aſk or

think; ſo that we may come to him in faith, nothing

doubting. As our common Father alſo, we are taught the

ſpirit of love and charity which ſhould breathe in all our

prayers, and profeſs ourſelves hereby a part of thoſe many

brethren who, through Chriſt Jeſus, are with us preſſing

towards heaven ; and for whom, as they for us, we are

mutual advocates."

2. The petitions. They are fix in number; the firſt

three more immediately relate to God's glory, the laſt to
our Own wallts.

"[1..] Hallowed be thy name. The name of God comprehends

his being, perfeótions, and all the manifeſtations that he

has made of himſelf in his works and word. That it may

be hallowed, or ſančifted, fignifies our aſcription of praiſe

to him, according to his excellent greatneſs; and our

defire that he may be ever more and more exalted; that

we ourſelves, and all others, may believe in him, love

kin, fear and ſerve him as we ought to do, and in our

Hps and lives ſhew forth his glory; and that ſince all good

is from him, all may be aſcribed to him.

[2.] Thy kingdom cºme. The kingdom of the Meſſiah

ſeems principally here intended, which was now ready to

appear; and being once ſet up in the world, we are

required to pray for its enlargement and final conſumma

tion. As a kingdom of grace, we beg it may be erected in

o ºr own hearts more and more, till every thought be

trought into the obedience of Chriſt ; that it may diffuſe

its benign influence far and wide, and the light of the

goſpel-word and the power of the goſpel-grace cover the

earth as the waters cover the ſea; that God may thus

complete his glorious church, and haſten that eternal

#ingdom of glory, when all his faithful ſaints colle&ted

fºund his throne ſhall, to cternity, adore him, enjºy

his favour, and be made for ever happy in his ſervice.

f3, Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven. God is

glorified, and his kingdom: comes, when his will is made

cars, his preceptive will obeyed, his providential will

acquieſced in : thus we pray, that, without diſpute, we may

receive the revelation which he has given us, believe in the

i ord Jeſus Chriſt, receive him as our king, and approve

ºurſelves obedient ſubjećts to his government in all things;

rººver murmuring againſt his commands as ſevere, or his

prohibitions as grievous, but counting his will to be always

holy, juſt, and good. We pray for reſignation to all his

afflićtive diſpenſations, contentment in every ſtation, ſub

riſſion under every burthen, and a heart to bleſs him, not

only when he gives, but when he takes away: in ſhort,

that we may be as the clay in the hands of the potter, to

- - 5 -

be, ačt, and ſuffer, according to the good pleaſure of his

will; and this cheerfully, univerſally, continually, as the

ſpirits of juſt men made perfect, and the ſpotleſs angels,

fulfil his will in heaven. Note ; (1.) It is a mockery of

God to pray that his will may be done, and daily live in

allowed oppoſition to it. (2.) None may hope to ſerve

God in heaven, who have not on earth made his glory

their end, his word their rule, his will their delight.

[4] Give us this day our daily bread; either for our ſouls,

the bread of life, that we may be ſtrengthened in the inner

man, and increaſe with the increaſe of God; or for out

bodies, the food which is convenicnt for us ; not delicacies,

but neceſſaries; not ſuch as pampered appetite craves, but

what uſed with temperance and ſobricty may beſt fit us for

the work of our flation and God's ſervice. We aſk out

own bread, not what we have a right to, for all is God's

gift, but what is honeſtly come by, neither the bread o

idleneſs nor deceit ; we are taught to aſk daily for it, as

acknowledging our dependence upon God for all we havº

and enjoy ; and for this day only, not excluding a provi.

dent care, but as mindful of our jeopardy every hour, a .

dead to carking ſolicitude and perplexing ſuggeſtions abou
futurity, and content to truſt him for the morrow, in the

uſe of the ſame means which we employ to-day. And

this we beg for others as well as ourſelves, that they an;

we may praiſe God together, who filleth our hearts with

food and gladneſs. Thus all repining, envy, and diſcon

tent, will be excluded ; content with our allotted portion

we ſhall wiſh for nothing more. - * , -

[5.] And forgive ur our debts, as we forgive our debtors

Our debts are our fins : having failed in the debt of duty

we become liable to the debt of puniſhment. Theſe fin, arº

innumerable, great, and aggravated ; and we have nothing

to pay, unable to make the leaſt ſatisfaction for them tº

divine juſtice; and if God deal with us according to ou

deſerts, we are undone for ever. Therefore we cry, Forgive

which intimates the deep and humble ſenſe that we hav,

of our inſolvent ſtate, and our hope in the mercy of God

through Jeſus Chriſt, for pardon. However numberleſs

great, and aggravated our fins may be, they are not beyond

the Blood of atonement, and God's boundleſs grace : h

can pardon even beyond all that we can aſk. A ple:

alſo is put into our mouths, not as meritorious, but as a

argument ſounded on God's promiſe, and an encourage

ment to our own ſouls to hope in his mercy, as we fºrgiº

our debtors for if we do ſo, how much more ſhall th

Father of mercies forgive us? Whilſt, on the other hand

we muſt not dare to hope or pray for pardon, if we caſ

retain allowed malice againſt one creature upon earth, an

do not from the heart forgive our brother his freſpaſics

Though the offences or injuries done us may have bee.

ever ſo great, we are called upon to pardon them fully
freely, without reſerve or upbraiding : and how reaſonabl

the injunction, when none can ever have offended uS, a

we have provoked God; fince he therefore for Chriſt's ſak

hath forgiven us, ſo ought we to forgive one another. r

offer up this petition with rancour, reſentment, or.
atolci in
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6 * * Give not that which is holy unto the

dogs, neither caſt ye your pearls before ſwine,

* Prov. 9. 7, 8. & 23.9. Phil. 3. 2. Ch. 10. º, 14. & 15. 26. Aćts, 13. 45–47. Heb. 19. 29. & 2. 3.

left they trample them under their feet, and

turn again and rend you. - -

ibiding on the heart, would be to imprecate a curſe upon

cur ſouls, inſtead of obtaining a bleſfing.

[6] Lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil;

conſcious of our own weakneſs, we beg to be kept from

tle power of temptation, or to be ſupported under our

trilis that we may not fall: not that God can be tempted

with evil, or tempteth any man; but if he withhold his

grace, our own corrupted hearts naturally ruſh into the

ſnare, and our adverſary the devil is ever going about ſeek

ing whom he may devour: from his power, the power of

#it wicked one, the author of all evil, we pray to be deli

yered, ſo that, if aſſaulted, we may not be overcome by

in ; and from all the evil with which we are compaſſed

on every fide, from the evil world with all its ſnares, from

tvil men with all their wiles or violence; from our own

time and in eternity.

3. The doxology, and concluſion. For thine is the king

&º, and the pºwer, and the glory, for ever and ever, Amen.

Which may be conſidered as a ſolemn aſcription of praiſe

to God; as an act of faith in his power and grace ; and a

plea to enforce our petitions, in which God's own glory is

ſo greatly concerned. All praiſe and honour are in the

higheſt to be aſcribed to him, whilſt, after all, we muſt

ºwn that he is far exalted above all bleſling and praiſe. His

power is able to ſupply all our wants; we may therefore

confidently truſt him : ſince his is the kingdom, we may

expect protećtion, and his own glory engages him to grant

the requeſts which his word and Spirit teach us to aſk.

We may therefore well add our warm Amen, earneſt that

out requeſts may be anſwered, and God therein glorified,

in faith reſting aſſured that it will be fo, and therefore riſing

fice, our knees rejoicing in hope of the glory of God.

4thly, Having given directions for alms-giving and

Prayer, our Lord proceeds to faſting ; a needful, though

Fuch-neglected duty. This fleſh needs the curb of con

fiant mortification, and our fins call for ſuch humiliation.

We are, - - -

1. Cautioned againſt the hypocritical ſhow of the Pha

fiſces. They made a vaſt parade of mortification, out

*-rily disfiguring their faces, and putting on an affected

tº-le; countenance; pretending that deep contrition of foul

*::ich they never felt, that men might admire the auſte

rºy of their lives, and reverence them for their extraordi

rary ſanctity ; and ſo far they had their reward. They

“re lighly eſteemed among men; but how poor a confi

**tion this, when, for their hypocriſy, they were an

*ination in the fight of God. Note: Many who have

**ied the cravings of the body have fallen vićtims to the
rºle of their heart. . º - • .

3- We are directed how to faſt. As the humiliation is

: octore God, we muſt itudiouſly avoid all external ſhow;

ºar in dreſs and countenance as on other days; alike

** to men's applauſe or cenſures; defiring only God's

*P-ust and regard in Chriſt Jeſus, which in this way

deceitful hearts; from the evil of ſin and puniſhment, in

we are ſure to find ; and our Father, who ſeeth in ſecret,

will reward us openly. -

Sthly, No fin is ſo beſetting and dangerous to the pro

feſſors of religion as worldly-mindedneſs ; and where it

prevails, there is no ſurer proof of the hypocrity of the

heart. Againſt this, therefore, our Lord eſpecialiy warns

his diſciples. -

1. He cautions them againſt laying up their treaſº

upon earth. Nothing under the ſun ſhould be regarded by

us as our portion; nor ought we, with increaſin; eager

neſs, to be ſtill graſping at more, and continually adding

to our ſtores; we muſt neither take up our reſt in theſe

things, nor depend upon them as a ſubſtantial and abiding

good ; for a thouſand accidents may deprive us of a..

The moth may corrupt our garments; blaſting, mildew,

or vermin, deſtroy our corn, and thieves rob us of that

gold and filver which we treaſured up with ſo much care.

It were folly, therefore, to count theſe our treaſures.

2. He tells us how we may ſecure a better and a more

enduring ſubſtance. Lay up for yourſelves treaſures in ſº

ven: in the way of God's grace ſeek to ſecure the riches of

his glory ; eſpecially by a right employment of this world's

wealth, make to yourſelves friends of the mammon of

unrighteouſneſs; ſend your wealth before you in works of

charity, and then you will find it again with abundant

intereſt laid up in that ſure place, where it will be expoſed

neither to corruption nor violence.

3. He enforces his advice by that weighty argument,

that where your treaſure is, there will your heart be alſo: if it

be on earth, our minds will be earthly, ſenſual ; if in

heaven, our hearts will be drawn up to high and heavenly

things; for as the needle follows the magnet, ſo do our

affections purſue what we count our treature: where this

is, thither are our defires drawn out; our hopes and

fears, joys and ſorrows, are all influenced hereby. . When

God is made our portion, then on him will our ſouls be

fixed. * -

4. According to a man's ſpirit and temper, ſo will his

condućt be. The ſight ºf the body is the eye; if therefore

thine eye be ſingle, which was a common and well-known

phraſe for a liberal temper, then ºy whºſe body will be full of .

light, the actions will ali correſpond with the principle,

and the whole converſation will abound with good to the

glory of God; but if thine eye be evil, if a ſordid temper
govern thee, tºy whºle bºdy will be ſºil ºf darkºſ, all the

faculties will be enſlaved by it ; the whole cor. 1ét influ

enced by it, to uſe mean, avaricious, and bale" ways to

gratify ſuch a ſpirit. If therefºre the light that is in thee be

darkneſs, how great is that darkneſ; If covetouſneſs extin

guiſh every generous and noble ſentiment in the ſoul, what

a train of vile and unbecoming deeds will follow, whilſt

every conſideration is abſorbed in that one of gain, greedily

fought by any means, lawful or unlawful; and the conſe.

quence muſt needs be, that ſuch a one will fink into eterial

darkneſs and miſery. By the eye we may alſo underſtand

- P 2 the

• *
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7 'ſ 'Aſk, and it ſhall be given you; ſeek, 8 For every one that aſketh receiveth; and

and ye ſhall find; knock, and it ſhall be he that ſeeketh findeth ; and to him that

opened unto you : * knocketh it ſhall be opened.

* Gen. 3', 26–28. Pſ. 10. 7. & 34. 1 r. & 18, 5.8: 14:. 19. Prov. 15. 29. Jer. 20. 12, 13. 1ſ. 30. 19. & 58, 9. & 65. 24. Ch. , . 12. Mark,

21. 24. 1.uk’, 1 r. 9-13. & S. 1-3. John, 14. 13, 14. & 15. 7. & 16. 23, 24. Jimes, i. 5, 6. & 5, 16. 1 John, 3. 22, & 5, 14. Dan. 2. 23. Piov.

8-17. Pſ. 59. 15. & 91, 15. -

the pračical judgment, according as that is endued with [1..] If God gives the greater bleſſings, will he withhold

juſt diſcernment, or is erroneous and corrupt, ſo will the the lets : J nºt the ire mºre than meat, aſ ºf the bºdy than

correſponding practice be good or evil; and this particu- rainent * If God hath freely given us the former without

larly will appear in the preference given to heavenly or our thought or care, and hither to hath preſerved them

carthly treaſures. See the Critical Nof, s, where this paſ- amidſt innumerable dangers, can it be ſuppoſed that i.e

ſage is conſidered in another point of view, which is here will ſuffer us to periſh for want of food or rainent :

onnitted to prevent tautology. [2.3 L 'ºld ſº, fºxels ºf the air, numerous and vorarious

5. We muſt make our choice which world we will have, as they are ; without any carc of theirs, by the 1):vine

and which a ſter we will ſerve, the commands of both l’rovidence, a daily proviſion is made for them, thºugh they

being incompatible. There is no dividing the heart, God ſºw not, nor reap, nor gather into barn. And if God thus

will have all or none; but the hypocrite wants to ſecure provides for them, are ye nºt much Ketter than they 2 more

both worlds together, and to ſerve God juſt ſo far as con- excellent in nature, and therefore much more the objećis

ſits with his intereſt and convenience; but no man can of his care: can the heirs of heaven be ſamiſhed, when ſle

ſerve two mºſers, whoſe commands are contradićtory ; and fºwls of heaven are fed 2

never were two maſters more oppoſite than God and mam- [3.] Unprofitable, as well as unncCeſſary, are all our

mon. Gºd demands the heart, enjoins contentment, anxious cares. If 'hich of yºu, by taking thought, can add ºne

honeſty, love, charity, deadneſs to this world; and bids cubit unto his ſlature ? How vain and fooliſh then to diſquiet

his ſervants forego their caſe, their gain, their honour, ourſelves about other things equally out of our power

their eſteem among men, to ſeck in the firſt place his king- We are called upon here to make a virtue of neceſſity, and

dom and rightcouſneſs. Mammon commends the glittering ſubmit quietly to the determinations of Providence.

ſtores of this vain world; bids his ſervants eat, drink, and [4] To filence our carefulneſs about raiment, Chriſt

be merry ; purſue their worldly intereſts, honours, and points to the flowers which were probably near him, and

citeem ; mind chiefly themſelves; live for themſelves, made the application more beautifully ſtriking. Conſºr

ſpend on themſelves; and by every means ſecure wealth, the ſilieſ of the fºll, which grow without care or culture,

as the principal thing, and man’s chief good. Thus without toil or labour; yet cven Sz/mon on his throne,

oppoſite are theſe maſters; the ſervice of the one muſt be ºdorned with the richeſt robes, in all his glory, was nºt arrayed

attended with abhorrence of the other; we are called upon like one ºf thºſ. Hºerjºre, if Gºd ſº clºtke the grºſ ºf the

to make our choice, and let us remember that etermity de- field, which is ſo worthleſs, fading, and tranſitory, which

pends upon it. to-day is in ſuch beauty, and to-morrow is cy; intº the own

6thly, Many think themſelves far removed from covct- to burn, ſhall he nºt much more clake you, O ye ºf little faith 2

ouſneſs, whoſe hearts, notwithſtanding, are overcharged Note: (1) All our anxiety about worldly things ariſes

with the cares of this life; and, though not ſordidly avari- fron, unbelief. (2.) It is the height of ſoily and vanity to

cious, evidently ſhew their affections more ſet on things be proud of fine clothes, when every flower of the ſick muſt

upon the earth, than the things in heaven. We have, far outſhine us. (3.) Every object around us, if our

therefore, minds be rightly diſpoſed, will afford us arguments for

1. An admonition againſt all inordinate anxiety about faith, and quict dependence on God's care.

a worldly proviſion. Take me thoughſ, &c. There is a ſ:..] Such anxiety is heatheniſh, and utterly unbecoming

thoughtfulneſs and care needful and commendable, Prov. thoſe who have the light of revelation. Gentiles indeed,

xxvii. 23. Our families cannot be otherwiſe provided for, who have no knowledge of a particular providence, may

nor the duties of our ſtation diſcharged. But the caution be concerned after theſe things, and imagine they muſt get

here given is levelled againſt tormenting ſolicitude, and them merciy by their own care and labour; but it is a

unbelieving diſtruſt of God’s providence, which is as diſ- ſhame for Chriſtians, who are better taught, not to ſhew

honourable to him, as diſtreſſing to ourſelves. Our life is the excellence of their principles by the nobler practice of

in his hands, and while we are employing the appointed deadneſs to the world and confidence in God.

means in dependence upon his bleſfing, we muſt with [6.] Our heavenly Father knoweth we have meed of all theſ.

ſatisſačtion caſt our care upon him, to give us ſickneſs or thingſ, and therefore we may confidently expe&t the ſupply

health, comforts or croſſes, want or abundance, as he of every want. He hath a father's bowels to feel for us;

pleaſes; and when we do ſo, we have his promiſe to we may have a ſure intereſt in him ; he knows our wants ;

aſſure us that we ſhall have juſt that which is good for us. and, be they ever ſo manyor great, he can abundantly relieve

2. Chriſt enforces his admonition by ſeveral conſidera- them. His care for us makes our anxious carefulneſs for

tions, which if we ſeriouſly thought upon would ever ourſelves needleſs. -

furniſh us with abundant arguments to filence all diſ- 3. Chriſt directs us to the proper objećt of our cares:

quieting carefulneſs. Seck ye fift the kingdom ºf God and his righteouſneſ. Reli

gion
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9 Or what man is there of you, whom if

his ſon aſk bread, will he give him a ſtone?

1o Or if he aſk a fiſh, will he give him a

ſerpent 2 -

gion is our great buſineſs: to be a living member of

Chriſt's church is infinitely more our concern than how our

bodies ſhall be fed; and his righteouſneſs, his righteous

obedience unto the death of the croſs, is the ſole meritori

ous cauſe of our acceptance with God, and of every

bleſſing that we can receive in time or in eternity; and we

poſſ, ſing an intereſt in this Divine Redeemer, internal

purity muſt be ſought with diligence, in the uſe of every

means of grace, and in the fift place; yea, we muſt count

all dung and loſs, compared with the great concerns of our

ſouls and the eternal world, which ſhould in a meaſure

ſwallow up all other conſiderations. Indeed the trifles of

ºne will fit light upon thoſe who have the glori-s of eter

nity in view. Beſides, this is the way to ſecure a ſupply

of all the reſt of our wants; for he who is able abundantly

to ſupply them is pleaſed to aſſure us, that then all thºſe

*ings ſhall be added unto us ; they ſhall be thrown in as

ºver and abºve all the ſpiritual bleſfings. Oh that we were

but wife to know our true intereſis we ſhould find by

-xperience that ncthing was ever loſt by faith unfeigned,

it diligent caring for the ſoul.

4. As the concluſion of the matter, we are, without ſoli

ăude about futurity, to caſt our care upon God, who will

are for us. Take no thought for the morrºw ; which does

nºt forbid prudent foreſight, or enjoin an abſolute diſregard

$out our buſineſs or our families, but all perplexing

*ity, all diſquieting fears about what may never happen,

cº, if it do, Inay give us no ſuch trouble as we apprehend ;

ird all unbelieving diſtruſt of God. Our buſineſs is, to

and preſent duty, and leave events to God: Tº-morrow

all take thought fºr the things of itſelf: it is folly to be diſ

quieted about what may never come to paſs. Who knows

whether to-morrow belongs to time or to eternity ? And

: it return, he who ſupplied our wants to-day, will ſupply

cur wants to-morrow. Sufficient for the day is the evil

::, ref: we need not anticipate our troubles, or torment

curſelves with imaginary ills; each day has ſufficient,

without borrowing to-morrow's burthen to increaſe the

oad; and which not all our previous cares and fears will

rike the lighter. It is God's curſe on the wicked world,

ºf they are ſelf tormentors; while they who live by faith

Hay always rejoice in hope.

c H A P. vii.

Per. 1, 2. judge not, &c.] Our Saviour, having con

demned worldly-mindedneſs in the general, proceeds to

forbid all raſh and unfavourable judgments, whether of

the characters of others in general, or of their actions in

pºrticular. See Luke, vi. 37. Though he does not level

his diſcourſe-againſt the Phariſees in this chapter as in the

two foregoing, he ſeems evidently to glance upon them in

it is and other expreſſions which he uſes in it. That they

were very culpable on this head appears from Luke, xviii.

9. 14. xvi. 14, 15. and John, vii. 47. 49. ; compare Iſai.

Wv. 5. lndeed their unjuſt cenſures of Chriſt are the

wrongeſt inſtances of it that can be conceived. God pro

Yºks and recommends his mercy to our imitation; he

~

commands us in this, in mercy, to be perfä as himſelf, but

judgment is his reſerved prerogative, and they ſhall feel the

weight of it who raſhly invade its office. To judge is an

aćt of ſovereignty ; it is an exerciſe of ſuch authority as is

indeed very confiderable, if we were really poſſeſſed of it.

Pride, among its other uſurpations, arrogates to itſelf this

province; it raiſes us above our brethren in an imaginary

tribunal, whence we affect to diſtribute praiſe or blame in

the ſentence that we paſs on them, and which is commonly

to their diſadvantage, becauſe the firſtborn of pride is

malice: he who loves himſelf more than he ought muſt love

others leſs than he ought; and the ſame principle which

makes us overvalue ourſelves makes us undervalue our

neighbours; for, as our motions of excellence are by com

pariſon, we cannot aſcribe it ſo immoderately to ourſelves,

but upon a ſuppoſed defect of it in others. Their abaſe

ment ſeems to ſet us higher, and we ere&t trophies to our

ſelves upon their ruins; and this is the reaſon why we err

ſo much oſtener to the prejudice than to the advantage of

our neighbour. Mere ignorance has an equal chance either

way: what is thrown in the dark, and at random, might

as probably hit above as below the mark; the reaſon why

we are ſo often under it, is the malice of our hearts, which

makes us delight to find faults in others, as excuſes for our

own faults, or as foils to our virtues. The expreſſion,

with what meaſure ye mete, &c. is proverbial, and was much

in uſe among the Jews. The words are certainly moſt

awful. God and man will favour the candid and bene

volent: but they muſt expect judgment without mercy,

who ſhew no mercy. See Heylin, Chemnitz, and Beau

ſobre and Lenfant. -

Per. 3. And why behºldſ; thºu] T'ſ £xºrus. “Why doſt

“ thou alſº, v, or take nºtice ºff" For the original word

£xtra; here ſignifies not only to be acquainted with other

people's faults, but to pry into them, with a deſign to cen

fure and reprove them. Eye here, as in ch. v. 29. and

vi. 22. ſignifies the intention, which is the uſual ſubječt of

rafh cenſures; becauſe actionſ are ſelf-evident, and not ſo

liable to miſconſtruction, as the intentiºn wherewith they

are performed. This latter is not apparent, and there- .

fore leaves room for that raſh judgment which our Lord

had juſt before prohibited. The word which we render

inzie ſignifies a ſplinter or ſhiver of wood; in Latin fºuca,

whence the Engliſh fiftue (ſee Johnſon's Dictionary).
This, and the beam as its oppoſite, were proverbially ...i

by the Jews to denote ſmall infirmities and groſs faults ;

each of which proportionably obſtruct the moral diſcern

ment. See Stockius on the word &n's, Heylin, and

Horace, Sat. iii. lib. i. ver. 26. -

P'er. 4. Let me pull out the mote, &c.] Hºld ſill, and I

will take the mote out of thine eye. This ſeems to be the

exačt meaning of the words "Aps; i.62x2 in the original,

which, tranſlated thus literally, elegantly intimates how

ready men are to ſhrink from reproof. The fimile here

uſed implies, that it is as abſurd for a bad man to ſet up

for a reprover of others, as it would be for one who is.

almoſt blind himſelf to pretend to perform operations on

other

|
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11 If ye then, being ev", know how to

give good gifts unto your children, "how

much more ſhall your Father which is in

.* Cen. 6.5. & S. 21.

11. 8. Heb. 12. Io. John, 3. 16. 1 John, 3. .

* Luke, 6. 31. Ch. 22. 30, 40. Rom. 13. 8–10.

with Gen. 4. 7. Obad. 15. Eph. 6.8.

Eph. 2. 1, 2. Titus, 3.3. Ch. 15. 19.

Rom. 8. 32—39.

. . . .

Jer. 17. 9.

Exod. 34. 6, 7, Pſ. 65. 3.

Gal. 5. 14. **, 23. Titus, 3. 2. 1 Tim. i. 5. Col. 3. 8–15. Eph. 4, 25–32.

heaven give good things to

him * -

12 Therefore, all things whatſoever ye

them that aſk

h Lyke, 1. 13, & 18. 7, 8. Pſ. 1 oz. . . If 49. 15. & 63.7. Hoſea,

Jer, 3. 4, 19. & 2 n. 12, 1 3. * xx.º

aines, 2. 3.

L - ! -

other men's eyes. How wilt thou ſay, means, “How wilt

“ thou have the confidence to ſay ” See Doddridge, and

Beauſobre and Lenfant. -

Wer, 5. Thot, hºp crite] As by the eye we judge of things

relating to the body, ſo by the underſtanding we judge of

things pertaining to the ſoul. You may therefore lay this

down as fixed and certain, that the more grace and holi

neſs you yourſelf poſſeſs, the better will you be able to

judge of your brother's faults; and the better qualified,

both in point of ſkill and authority, to reclaim him

through the grace of God.

raćter and a Clions will be ſo much the more charitable,

and for that reaſon ſo much the more juſt. Your rebuke

will be ſo much the more mild, prudent, and winning, and

your authority to preſs the neceſſity of regeneration and

reformation upon him ſo much the more weighty. It is

hypocriſy to pretend a zeal for others, if we have not firſt

had it for ourſelves. True zeal is uniform, and, in depen

dence on divine grace, begins within to remove the beam

from our own eye ; which is its proper and peculiar work,

and a neceſſary qualification for reforming others. Yet

even when it is ſo qualified, it muſt ſtill proceed with

a prudent caution, as our Lord inſtrućts us in the next

verſe. . .

War. 6. Give nºt that which iſ holy, &c.] Left thºſ:

trample,_and thºſe tury again and tear yºu. There is a

fimilar maxim to this in the Talmudical writings: “Do

“ nºt caſ' pecrl, lºfºre ſwine " to which is added, by way

of explanation, “Do not offer wiſdom to one who knows

“, not the price of it.” This was one reaſon why our

Saviour taught in parables. Contparc Aëts, xiii. 45, 46.

P'er. 7. Aſk, &c.] There is often a late:It connection

in the diſcourſes of our Lord, which obviates difficulties

and anſwers doubts that may ariſe from what has been

faid; as here, when he had tºught how they who take

upon them to influêt others ought to be qualified, and

*...] cautioned them who were ſo qualified not to proſtitute

the precious truths of religion to ſuch as were not in a

condition to profit by them —a doubt might juſtly ariſe

in their minds, how they ſhould be able to diſcern who

were prºper or nºt prºper ſubjects of admonition ; and to

anſwer this, he ſubjoiás what immediately follows: 4%,

and it ſhall be given yºu. When the caſe is dubious, and

the monitor himſelf ſo far purified by grace as to have no

team in his own eye, there wiłl be ro danger of enthu

fiafin, if, ſter liſtiãº up his heart to the Father of lights,

he in ſimplicity docs what le believes to be the will of

God. See Hºylin. But, though this be the immediate

connection of the words, they may be underſtood in a

more general ſenſe, as referring to all mankind ; teaching

us, that God always grants our requeſts, provided we aſk

in faith, and pray for what is agreeabic to his will. See
- • * *

Your judgment of his cha-.

1 John, v. 14.

Inlet.

Ver, 9. Or what man, &c.] I there any man among

you ? Blackwall. And indeed what one min iſ there amºng

yºu ? Doddridge; who obſerves upon this verſe, “ Young

“ preachers I hope will remark, how much life and force

“ it adds to theſe diſcourſes of our Lord, that they are

“ direéted ſo cloſely through the whole of them, as an

“ immediate addreſs to his bearers; and are not looſe and

“general harangues in the mann r of thoſe ſy, which

“ have of late grown ſo faſhionable in pulpits. If any

“ are become too poſite to learn true oratory from Chriſt,

“I wiſh they would at leaſt learn it from bemoſthenes,

“ who, I doubt not, would have admired the elegance of

“ this ſermon.” -

P'er. I 1. If ye then, being evil] The words T', it ſay,

which ºf yºu, in the 9th verſe, are well explained by this:

“If,” ſays our Lord, “ you, imperfect asid cºil as you

“ are, and ſome of you perhaps tenacious, froward, and

“ unkind, readily give good gifts to your children when

and compare John, ix. 31. See Cal.

“ they cry for them ; how much rather will the great

“ God, who is perfect in goodneſs, and unbounded in

“loving-kindneſs, beſtow bleſſings on his children, who

“ endeavour to reſenble him in his perfeółions, and for

“ that end aſk the affilt ºnce of his Holy Spirit 2" for by

gººd ſºngs are nicºt the true goods, Luke, xi. 13. the gifts

of the Hºly Ghoſt ; whatever in general is proper and

neceſſary for them, and will prove to them a real good.

Per. 12. Therefºre, all things, &c.] The Cºw, Therefºre,

is by no neans a mere expletive in this paſſige, for there

is a force in the councétion beyond what has been gene

rally obſerved. Becauſe our Saviour was referring his

hearers, obſerves Macknight, to what paſſed within them

fºlves, he tºok occaſion to engraft upon thoſe feelings one

of the noblet, plaineſt picces of morality, which Dodd

ridge thus connects with the preceding verſes: “Being

“ animated, the fºre, by his goodneſs, ſtudy to expreſs

“ your gratitude for it, by your integrity and kind... is to

“ your fºllow-creatures; and take it as a moſt ficted rule,

“All things, &c. Treat iºn in every inſtance juſt as you

“ would think it reaſonable to be treated by them, if yºu

“ were in their circumſ'aº, and they in yºur ; fºr this is

“ in effect the ſummary and abſtract of all the hunate

“ and ſocial virtues recommended in the moral precepts of

“ the law and the prºphºr, and it was one of the greateſt

“ ends of both to bring men to this humane [divine] and

“ cquitable temper: I ſºy one of the greateſt, that this

“ may be reconciled with our Lord's declaring the lºve f

“God to be the fift and great cºmmandºneur, ch. xxii. 37;

“ 38. And it is indeed a mott abſurd and fatal error to

“ imagine, that the regulation of ſocial life is the only

“ end of religion.” We may inſt obſerve, that this pre§ y J > P

“ cept,
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would that men ſhould do to you, do ye

even ſo to them : for this is the law and the

prophets. - * ,

13 * * Enter ye in at the firait gate: for

'wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that

leadeth to deſtrućtion, and many there be

which go in thereat : -

14 * Becauſe ſtrait is the gate, and narrow

is the way, which leadeth unto life, and "few

there be that find it. -

1; "| "Beware of falſe prophets, which come

to you in ſheep's clothing, but inwardly they

16 Ye ſhall know them by their fruits.

Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of

thiſtles 2 - -

17 Even ſo every good tree bringeth forth

good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth
evil fruit. - a

18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil

fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth

good fruit. -

19 Every tree that bringeth not forth good

fruit is hewn down, and caſt into the fire,

20 Wherefore by their fruits ye ſhall know
are ravening wolves. them. r

* Ch. 18. 3, 4. Luke, 13.24. Rev. 21. 27. John, 3.3, 5. & 10. 9. & 14. 6. Luke, 13. 3., 5. Ezek. 33. 1 1. 2 Cor. 5. 17. 1ſ. 55.7. 1 Prov.

7.28. 1 Juhn. 5. 19. Rev. 13. 3, S. Gen. 6, 12. Aćts, 14. 16. * Or bow. * Deut. 4. 34. Pſ. 147. 19, 20. Ch. 23. 16. & 22. 14. Luke,

ii. 32. & 13. 24. * Deut. 13. 3. Jer. 23. 16. Micah, 3. 5. Zech., 17. 4. Ch. 23. 14. & 24. 4, 5, 11, 21. 2 Cor. 11. , 5. 2 Tim. 3. 3. Rom. 16.

17, 18. 2 Peter, 2. 1. 1 John, 4. . Acts, zo. 29, 30. Col. 2. 8. Eph. 5. 6. ° Luke, 6.4.3, 44. Ver. 29–23. Ch. 12. 33–35. & 3. lo. 1 John,

+ 1-3. 1 Peter, 2. 1, 2. Jude, 1-2o. 2 Tim. 3. 1-9. 2 Cor. 1 i. 13, 15. * Ch. 3. io. Luke, 3.9. Acts, 5. 38. Rev. 2, 16. John, 15.2. 6.

Hit. t. i. 1 Tim. i. zo. Ezek. xv. 1ſ. 33. 14. 2. Theſſ. 1.8, 9. ii. 3. 11.

cept, which includes in it the rules of equity, juſtice, and

wen of charity, was familiar to the Jews, and one of their

maxims. See Tobit, iv. 15.

&en delivered by ſeveral heathen writers; many quota

tons from whom the reader will find by Isferring to

Grotius and Wetſtein on the place. Thus far proceeds

the dºrinal part of the ſermon : the exhortation to prac

tº it begins at the next verſe. See Bengelius. The

reader will find in Biſhop Atterbury and Dr. Evans's

I’ſ ourſes the ſenſe, reaſonableneſs, and uſe of this golden

law iſluſtrated in a manner which deſerves the moſt attentive

Peruſal.

War. 13, 14. Enter ye in at the ſtrait gate.] That is, ſrive

tº enter. See Luke, xiii. 24. By the figurative expreſſions

uſed in theſe verſes, our bleſſed Saviour gives us to under

ſtand how eaſy it is to enter into deſtruction, and how hard

it is for proud man to come to him for ſalvation through

the infinite merit of his blood and by the power of his

almighty grace : intimating at the ſame time, that the

enerality of mankind tread in the wide paths of error,

...d follow their paſſions; while few, comparatively, find

it truth, and adhere thereto, in oppoſition to all the ob

ſt-cies and diſcouragements that they meet with in their

way. See Prov. xiv. 12, 13. The reflections of Eraſmus

upon the /?rait gate are lively. How ſtrait, ſays he, is the

gºte, how narrow the way, that 'eadeth to life In the way

nºthing is to be found which flatters the fleſh, but many

things oppoſite; poverty frequently, faſting, watching,

injuries, chaſtity, ſobriety. And as for the gate, it receives

none who are ſwollen with the glory of this life, none that

are elated and lengthened out with pride; none who are

d.ſtended with luxury. It does not admit thoſe whoſe

ſpirits are laden with the fardels of riches, nor thoſe that

drag along with them in affection the other implements

of the world. None can paſs through it but naked men,

who are ſtripped of all worldly luſts, and ſealed with the

vrage of God. In order to reconcile what is here

**::ced with thoſe paſſages which aſſert Chriſt's yoke to

*

And a ſimilar precept has

courſes, vol. iii. p. 24, &c.

be eaſy, and the ways of wift'em to be ways ºf pleaſinºnſ,

S. c. ſome think it neceſſary to ſuppoſe, that this text refers

entirely to the caſe of perſecution ; and that the ſtrait

gate is a violent death, which lay at the end of the narrow

way, and concluded the injuries and calamities which per

ſecutors would bring upon Chriſtians. See Hallet's Diſ

But nothing is more certain

than that Chriſt requires from all his diſciples, in all ages

and places, a life of mortification and ſelf-denial; which,

though it is mingled with and introdućlory to pleaſures

abundantly ſufficient to counterbalance it, yet to corrupt

nature is difficult. See Doddridge; and Whitby, Grotius,

and Wetſtein, for many parallel paſſages from heathen

writers. -

Ver. 15. Beware of fa’ſ prophets.] The conne&tion here

is remarkable, ſays br. Heylin. One charaćteriſtic of

falſe prophets, that is, falſº preacherſ, is, that they widen the

narrow way. It is their prºphºſying, their teaching the

broad way, rather than their walking in it themſelves, which

is here chiefly ſpoken of. All thoſe are falſe prophets who

preach any other way than that which our Lord has marked

out. A wolf in ſheep's clothing is grown into a proverb, for

a miniſter or paitor who makes a great profeſſion of reli

gion, yet cannot diffenible ſo well as not to be diſcovered

by attentive obſervation ; which was juſt the charaćter of

the Phariſees in our Saviour’s days. See ch. xxiii. 23–

28. Luke, xi. 39–42.

Wer. 16–20. Yeſhall Inºw them by their fruit.j That is,

by the evil tendency of their doćtrines, as well as by the

immorality of their lives. Compare 1 John, iv.-1. 1 Cor.

xiii. 3. What follows ſeems to be a kind of proverb, and

there occur in heathen authors many fimilar ſayings.

Several commentators are of opinion, that the fruits here

referred to are rather the nature and tendency of the doc

trine, than the aëtions of the falſe teacher's lives; but I

rather think that our Lord here ſpoke of a&tions, which are

often called fruits. Compare ch. iii. 8. xxi. 43. John,

xv. 2, 5. Col. i. 6, and ſee 2 Tim. iii. 5, 9. It will be

objcóted,
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21 * Not every one that ſaith unto me,

* Lord, Lord, ſhall enter into the kingdom of

heaven; but he that doeth the will of my

Father which is in heaven. -

22 Many will ſay to me in that day,

Lord, Lord, have we not propheſied in thy

name ard in thy name have caſt out devils :

and in thy name done many wonderful

works -

23 And then will I profeſs unto them, I

never knew you : depart from me, ye that
work iniquity. w

24 * Therefore ‘whoſoever heareth theſe

ſayings of mine, and doeth them, I will liken

him unto a wiſe man, which built his houſ:

upon a rock:

25 "And the rain deſcended, and the flood

came, and the winds blew, and beat upon tha

houſe ; and ‘it fell not : for it was founded

upon a rock.

26 And every one that heareth theſe ſay

ings of mine, and doeth them not, ſhall b

likened unto a fooliſh man, which built hi

houſe upon the ſand :

27 And the rain deſcended, and the flood

came, and the winds blew, and beat upon tha

houſe; and it fell: and great was the fall of it.

28 And it came to paſs, when Jeſus had

“ Rom. 2. 13. James, 1. 22. Jer, 7.4. Hoſea, 8.2. Luke, 6.46–47. & 13.25. Ch. K. 19. John, 13. 17. & 15. 14. Pſ. Yv. & 14.3, 4. r Ch

12. 27. & 2 s. 1 1. Luke, 13. 25, 16. Num. 24. 4. John, 11. 51. 1 Cor. 1 i. z. * Luke, 13. 27. Ch. 25. 12, 41. Pſ. 6, 8 & 1.6. & 19. 1 5.

5. 5. Hab. 1. 13. with Gal. 4. 9. 2 Tinº. 2. 19. * P. xv. & 14, 3–6. Rom. 2. 13. james, i. 22. Jºhn, ; 3. 17. & 15. 14. Ch. 12. 50. Luke, 11

- S. 1 John, 5.7. Rev. 22. 14. " A &ts, 14. 22. John, 16. 33. Col 1. 24. 2 Tim. 3. 12. * Pſ. 31. 19. & 125. 1, 2. Ch. 16. 13. 2. Tim. 2. 1:

I Peter, i. 5, 23. Jude, 1. 1 Cor. 3. 11. * Ch. , 3. 18–12. & 1 1. 20–21. Job, S. 13. Lu':e, 12. 37, 48. Heb. 10. 26–31. & 6, 4–8. 2 Petc.

2. C-22. Ch. 12. 43–45. & 21. 33-44. * Ch. 3. 54. & 21. 23. Mark, i. 22. & 1 1. 23. Luke, 4. 32. & 7. 16. & no. 2. Joan, 7.45. 1ſ. 4s

17. & 50. 4. Pſ. 45. 2. '

objećled, that bad men may teach good doćtrines, and

the worſt have been known to do it in ſome inſtances.

}}ut to this I anſwer, that our Lord does not exhort his

diſciples to reječt whatever ſuch men taught ; but only

to be upon their guard againſt them, that they might not

credit any thing mercly on their authority.

Per. 21. Not every one that ſaith, &c.] That is, “Among

“ thoſe who acknowledge me for the Meſſiah, none but

“ ſuch as do the will of God ſh:ll be admitted into his

“ kingdom :" not a bare profeſſion of religion, but a con

feientious performance of the duties of it, as the fruits of

living faith in him, will ſtand the teſt in the great day of

account. Here the kingdom of heaven muſt ſignify that of

glory above. Compare ch. viii. 1 1. Luke, xiii. 28. and

Olearius on the text.

P. r. 22. In that day] That is, the day of judgment ſo

called by way of eminence. Inſtead of devils, Dr. Heylin

reads demons, for as an evil ſpirit is called by two different

names in the original, namely 3.23.2 G', where it is ſpoken

of as the tempter or accuſer of mankind, and auw,

where bodily poſſeſſions are ſpoken of, it would be proper

to render the firſt by devil, and the ſecond by demon.

There certainly is a material difference, though we can

give no ſatisfactory account of it. Iłave we not prophsfied,

in this place, means preached; and indeed they are often

ſynonymous terms in the New Teſtament. Bad men, on

ſome occaſious, have, in the wiſdom of Providence, been

commiſſioned by God to ſignify his pleaſure, and have

been furniſhed with powers to prove their commiſſion;

witneſs Judas Iſcariot, who was admitted into the college

of apoſtles by our Lord himſelf. Propheſying and preach

ing, ejećting of devils, and other miracles are mentioned,

to ſhew that no gift, endowment, or accompliſhment what

foever, without faith and holineſs, will avail with God;—

a caution very proper at all times, and particularly in thoſe

days, when the giſts of the Spirit were to be beſtowed in

6, -

ſuch plenty on thoſe who made profeſſion of Chriſtianity

See Macknight and Calmet.

Per. 23. I never knew you] To know frequently ſignifies

in Scripture, to acknowledge or approve. The meaning is

“ Though I called you to be my ſervants, and you pro

“feſſed yourſelves ſuch, I never knew you to be ſuch, no

“ approved of you. I knew indeed that ye were the ſlave

“ of othcr maſters, mammon, your own belly, and ambi

“tion; therefore, as your lives have been contrary botl

“ to my precepts and your own profeſſion, I will hav

“ nothing to do with you.” There is an incomparabi

dignity in this whole paſſage. The poor deſpiſed Jeſu

not only calls God his Father, but ſpeaks as the eterna

Judge, before whom men ſhould plead and beg for thei

lives, dreading baniſhment from him as their final deſtruc

tion. See Doddridge and Chemnitz.

Wer. 24–27. Therefore, &c.] The meaning of theſ

verſes is, that whoever expects to enter into the kingdon

of glory, when his religion amounts to only a mere out

ward profeſſion of the Goſpel, will ſee all his ill-grounde

hopes vaniſh, and come to nothing, when he appears befor

the judgment-ſeat of that God who will judge all me

according to their works. -

Ver, 28. Aftoniſhed at his doºrine] Or, hiſ manner

teaching. See Mark, i. 27. for he taught them (ver. 29.) .

one having authority. This authority plainly appeared i

theſe words, but I ſay unto yºu, &c. and in ver, 22, 23. Kaº

we not propheſied in thy name, &c. from which it is evideº

that the Lord Jeſus Chriſt was not a teacher only of Cod

will, but a law-giver, and inveſted with a much great

authority than any of the prophets that went before hind

—and not as the ſcribes. The Vulgate and Syriac verſion

add, and the Phariſes, whoſe le&tures, for the moſt par

were abſolutely trifling, being drawn from tradition,

from the comments of other doćtors, which theſe ignora:

and corrupt teachers ſubſtituted in the place of ſcriptur
reaſo
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ended theſe ſayings, the people were aſtoniſhed

at his doćtrine :

29 For he taught them as one having

authority, and not as the ſcribes. - -

* Iſ 50. 4. Deut. 15. 18. Ch. 28. 18. John, 7.46. Eccl. 8, 4.

tenſon, and truth. If we may judge of the teaching of

the ſcribes in Chriſt's days, by the Jewiſh Talmuds, or

even by their Miſchna, nothing could be more generally

contemptible ; and their frigid and inſipid comments and

leiſons could no more be compared with thoſe ſtrains of

divine eloquence with which our Lord's diſcourſes

abounded, than a glow-worm can be compared to the fun.

Beza has obſerved that "Hy 3,343ray, he taught them, or

rather, he was teaching them, refers to the continued courſe

and general charaćter of his teaching; of which this

divine ſermon is a noble ſpecimen. Moſt of the things con

thined in it were delivered by our Lord oftener than once;

for they were of ſuch importance, as to admit of a frequent

repetition. Therefore, ſays Macknight, in agreement with

!)oddridge (ſee on ch. v. 1.), the ſermon which St. Luke

has related, although the ſame with this in the matter of

it, may very well have been different in point of time.

The cornmentators, indeed, are generally of another opi

nion ; ſwayed, I ſuppoſe, by the ſimilarity of the diſcourſes,

and of the incidents attending them. Farther, although

ºroughout the Goſpels we meet with almoſt all the pre

cºnts contained in this ſermon, we are not to infer hence,

th: there was no ſuch diſcourſe ever pronounced by

Chriſt, but that it is a collection made by St. Matthew, of

fe doćtrines and precepts which he taught in the courſe

of his miniſtry, as ſome learned men have affirmed. The

reflecticii wherewith the Evangeliſt concludes his account

ºf this ſermon ſeems evidently to prove that the whole was

delivered at once. . It came to paſ; when jeſus had ended

tº ſaying, &c. that is to ſay, had ended this diſcourſe to

the people, &c. See Chemnitz and Hammond.

Infºrenzº.—All our religion ſhould begin at home ; and,

inſtead of being uncharitably ſevere in cenſuring others, we

ſhould be carefully looking into our own hearts and ways,

obſerving and condemning all that is amiſs in ourſelves,

and labouring by divine grace to reform it. Without this,

what will all our pretended zeal, profeſſions of Chriſt's

maine, goſpel privileges, prayers, and cither preaching or

learing of the word, come to ? And what a dreadful diſ

-ſpoi; tıment will many formaliſts in religion meet with at

the laſt day ! Our corrupt hearts muſt be changed by

renewing grace, before we can be truly holy in our lives;

ard our principles muſt be right before our practices can

be ſo. The beſt way, therefore, of knowing perſons and

diſtrines is by their fruits, according as they are agreeable

tº the word of God or not.—How ſhould we dread the

thoughts of following the multitude to do evil, left we

follow them into heli ; or of building our hopes of happi

ºſs on inſecure grounds, left they fail us, to our final

ºrućtion And how earneſt ſhould we be in our appli

ºtions to a throne of grace, that we may go along with

** ...try few to everlaſting life, or may be wiſe unto

ºvation' Bleſſed be God for the high aſſurances we

****, that the humble, importunate prayer of faith ſhall

º * vain; that our hèavenly Father will, in the

CI.- I.

riches of his mercy, hear and anſwer us, and freely be flow

the beſt of bleſfings upon us; and that by a faith which is

produćtive of real holineſs, we ſhall reſt on a ſure four

dation, weather every ſtorm, and get ſafe to glory. . But,

oh how concerned ſhould we be, not only to hear and

admire the doćtrines of Chriſt, but to be ſavingly acquainted

with them . -

REFLECTIONs.—-1ſt, The proud and ſelf-righteous are

ever moſt cenſorious. -

1. Our Lord forbids all raſh judgment, unreaſonable

jealoufies, evil ſurmiſing, and rigid cenſures... judge not,

uncharitably, unmercifully, under a ſpirit of revenge or

prejudice ; decide not concerning a man's ſpiritual ſtate

from ſome ſingle ačt or circumſtance, nor pretend to knew

his heart, much leſs to determine concerning his everlaſt

ing ſtate : to his own maſter he ſtandeth or falleth. This

precept does not forbid the judgment of the civil magiſ

trate, nor our forming concluſions of others' ſtate as well

as our own, agreeably to the word of God ; for, though

our own judgment may be fallible, his muſt be according to

truth.

The prohibition is enforced by a weighty reaſon: judge

not, that ye be not judged. Our charity and mercifulneſs

to others will be the means of ſecuring the like favourable

judgment to ourſelves; whilſt a ſpirit of cenſoriouſneſs

will provoke the reſentment and ill-will of others, and be

returned generally in as liberal abuſe: beſides, what is

infinitely more to be feared, God will give judgment

without mercy to thoſe who ſhewed no mercy, and with

rigour of ſevereſt juſtice will call thoſe to his bar who dare

uſurp his throne, and fit as ſelf-authoriſed judges of their

brethren. -

2. He gives us ſome rules about reproof; not forbid

ding the kind jealouſy of love, but condemning the magiſ

terial rebukes of ſelf-ſufficient pride. 132fore we look at

the faults of others, we ſhould well conſider if there be

not greater in ourſelves. For how unreaſonable and unjuſt

would it be with malignant eye to mark, aggravate, and

with ſeverity condemn, the infirmities and follies of others,

the mote which is in their eye; while we extenuate, excuſe,

or juſtify, what is far more culpable, the beam which is in

our own 2 or with what face of hardened effrontery can

we dare ſet up for reformers of them, while greater evi's,

unredreſſed, lie at our own door 2 This is the groſſeil

hypocriſy, and ſuch pretended zeal againſt fin but a greater

abomination in God's fight, who trieth the heart. Before

we preſume to correót others, we ſhould therefore reform

the evils in ourſelves; leſt they ſhould retort, Phyſician,

healthyſelf; and our admonition, though juſt in itſelf, be

rejected with contempt.

3. Chriſt forbids not only uncharitable cenſures and mi

giſterial rebukes, but imprudent and unſeaſonable reproofs.

Give not that which is holy unto the dºgs, neither caſt ye your

pearſ befºre ſwine. Where men diſcover their profaneneſs
and impiety; profeſſedly iſſue, or avowed enemies to the

*> truth:3
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Chriſt cleanſth the leper, health the centurion's ſºrvant,

Peter’s mºther-in-law, and many otherſ diſeaſed ; ſheweth

how he is to be fºllowed: ſtilleth the tempeſt on the #. dri

veth the devils out ºf two men pºſſed, and ſuffereth them to

gº into the ſwin.

[Anno Donini 3 I.]

H E N he was come down from the

mountain, great multitudes followed

him.

* Mark, 1.40. Luke, 5, 12. Lev. 13.46.

5. 13. Ex d. 15, 16. Ch. 1 1. 4, 5.

* Lev. xiii. xiv. Mark, 1. 43,44. Luke, 5, 14.

Num. 5. 2, 3.

* 2 Kins", 5. 7, S.

2 Kings, 5. 27.

* Ch. 9. 30. & 12, 16. & 16.º 17. 9. with Ch. 12. 13–19.

• 5, 17.

2 ” And, behold, there came a leper and

worſhipped him, ſaying, Lord, "if thou wilt,

thou canſt make me clean.

3 “And Jeſus put forth his hand, and

touched him, ſaying, l will; be thou clean.

And immediately his leproſy was cleanſed.

4 And Jeſus ſaith unto him, “See thou tell

no man; but go thy way, ſhew thyſelf to the

prieſt, and offer the gift that Moſes commanded,

'for a teſtimony unto them. -

* Mark, 1. 41, 4°. Luke,* Mark, 9. 24.y John, 5.41. & 7. 18. & S. SeCh. 6. to. & 14. 31.

1ſ. 42. 2.

Maſk, 6. 1 1. Jonn, 1o. 37.

truths of God; who deſpiſe inſtruction, and are but more

exaſperated by admonition; there it would be folly, and

abuſe of things ſacred, to perſiſt in rebuking them ; and

we can only expect inſult and harm to ourſelves, without

any profit to them, or glory to God: but, while prudence

is cnjoined, we muſt take care not to make our caution an

excuſe for our cowardice; not to think men ſwine till we

have found them ſo ; nor be afraid of any conſequences

when duty calls us, even in the face of perſecutors, to bear

a faithful teſtimony to the truths of God.

2dly, Prayer is the means appointed of God to obtain

of him the ſupply of every want, ſpiritual and temporal;

and therefore,

1. The command given is ; A/k, ſeek, knock; implying

the fervour, diligence, conſtancy, and importunity, which

muſt be uſed, if we would obtain the relief of our neceſ

fities; and a deep and humbling ſenſe of our wants, and

faith in God’s promiſes, will engage us ſo to do ; without

which there can be no availing prayer. " - -

2. A gracious promiſe is annexed. They who thus

pray ſhall ſurely ſucceed : God will hear and anſwer them

according to their various wants. Every petitioner, with

out reſpect of perſons, who thus in faith draws near to

God, receiver an anſwer of peace, finds acceptance and

favour with him, has the door of mercy ºpened, and is

welcome to cnter, and freely take out of God's fulneſs

whatever bleſſing he needs. Note: They who refuſe or

negle&t to aſk, deſerve to want. The prayerleſs ſoul will

be left inexcuſable. -

3. As an engagement to pray with aſſurance of being

heard, our Lord enforces his command by an argument

drawn from the compaſſions of our earthly parents. Evil

as we are by nature, ſcarce one can be found ſo unnatural

as to be deaſ to the cries of his own fiefh and blood, much

leſs inhumanly to give his children things noxious, inſtead

of the food that they want. If then, in ſuch corrupted crea

tures as we are, ſuch compaſſions and regard are found

towards our offspring, much more will the Father of mer

cies graciouſly hear and grant the petitions of his dear

children who wait upon him: his love, his power, are infi

nitely greater than ours, and the refore they ſhall want no

manner of thing that is goºd. Their own requeſts, per

haps, may be ſometimes improper, unneceſſary, unreaſon

able; and theſe prayers he will beſt anſwer by kind

7

denials; whilſt all that his wiſdom and goodneſs ſee ſit

ſhall be given them, in ſuch manner and meaſure as ſhall

be moſt for their benefit and his own glory.

3dly, We have, -

1. The concluſion and ſum of the foregoing commands;

the golden rule, univerſally applicable in all caſes, To do

unto our neighbours as, according to reaſon and religion,

we might expect they ſhould do for us, if our fituations

were reverſed:—to do them no injury; to give them every

aſſiſtance in our power; to deal with them in uprightneſs

and integrity, without making the leaſt advantage of their

ignorance or neceſſities: and this doctrine both the law

and the prophets inculcate; and in this the commands of

both, reſpecting our duty towards our neighbour, are

ſummed up. The rule is ſl ort, and eaſy to be remembered ;

bst how wide and difficult the practice

2. Chriſt urges us to all diligence in ſecuring eternal

life, and points out the on y way thereto : Strive to enter in

at the ſºrait gate. The gate is Chriſt, his infinite merit and

interceſſion : it is /'rait as it admits none of the trappings

of pride and ſelf-righteouſneſs, and calls us to part from

all our moſt beloved fins, to deny ourſelves, take up our

croſs, and follow Chriſt. And as this will require much

labour, prayer, and ſelf-denial, Chriſt urges the neceſſity of

ſtriving to enter in.

[1] Becauſe of the ruin and danger which attend the

ways of fin, in which the multitude walk unconcerned ;

fºr wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeº fº

dºſłruſſion. There no roſtraint withholds the unbridled

appetite; there pleaſure, riches, honour, ſpread their

lure; there all may find the gratification of their daring

paſſion, or are engaged ſo to hope by that wily tempt. 1,

who welcomes all with faireſt promiſes of joy and happi

meſs ; and many there he which go in 11 creat, naturally diſ

poſed to follow the bent of their falſen minds, and walk

ing every one in his own way. To ſwim therefore againſt

the fiream of be ſetting temptations, and the tide of cuſton

too, is diſcuit : but let us remember that the end of the ſe

things is deſtruction; that theſe paths lead down to hei: ;

that, whether they be thoſe of cºe'effiefs and neglect

about the ſoul, open inºr orality, or ſelf-righteous hypo

criſy, all tend to eternal miſery, and meet in the place of

tor Inc nºt. -

[2] Becauſe ſirait if the gate, and narrow if the way,

which
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5 * * And when Jeſus was entered into 6 And ſaying, Lord, 'my ſervant lieth at

Capernaum, there came unto him a "centu- home ſick of the palſy, grievouſly tor

rion, beſeeching him, mented.

* Luke, 7. 1–10. Gen. 49. Io. Jſ. 11. To. & 60. 3, 8.

Jews, and then by his friends. Luke, vii.

* A captain of an hundred ſoldiers. Ch. 27. 54. Aćts, x.

‘Job, 31, 13.

He ſent to Chriſt firſt by the

Rom. 12. 15, 16. Col. 4. I. -

which leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it. There

we muſt ſtoop low, our pride be mortified, all ſelf

dependence be renounced; there the reſtraints of God's

law hedge up the way, and leave us the narrow path of

holineſs only to walk in ; there our very nature muſt be

changed, our inveterate evil habits ſubdued, our corrup

tions mortified ; there we muſt expect to meet with many

trials, afflićtions, and temptations; there every inch muſt

be won with perpetual war againſt ſin, earth, and hell;

and every ſtep muſt be taken with watchful care, ſince

dangers and ſnarcs are at the right hand and at the leſt –

no wonder then, there be few that find it, comparatively

few at leaſt. When therefore the difficulties are ſo great,

the diligence ſhould be proportionable; and if there be

but ſcw, comparatively, ſaved, we ſhould ſtrive to be of

that number ; and the iſſue will repay our pains: eternal

life will infinitely more than compenſate for all the ilruggles

of the way.

4thly, Falſe Chriſts and falſe prophets would ſhortly

iriſe ; and falſe teachers were already abundantly nume

rous. Againſt theſe the Lord therefore cautions his diſ

cipies, and ſets down marks whereby they may be diſtin

guiſhed. -

1. Gur Lord deſcribes them as wolves in ſheep's cloth

ing; ſuch as the Phariſees and Scribes were, who, with

exterior marks of ſančtity, and auſterity in their manners

and garb, were inwardly full of ennity againſt the doc

trines of grace and true holineſs, and in their ſpirit hypo

critical, proud, and covetous. And probably our Lord has

reſpect to the falſe apoſtles, the judaizing teachers, and

ill who ſhow.ld ever afterwards appear in his church,

preaching the abominable doćtrines of man's ſelf-ſuffi.

ciency, juſtification by works, and the like : grievous wolves,

Acts, xx. 29. whom gain, not godlineſs, Rom. xvi. 18.

has drawn into the miniſtry. Beware of them.

2. He lays down the rule by which we muſt prove all

wilo pretcind a miſſion from him : 1 e ſhall know them by

#ºr fruits, juſt as eaſily as a tree is known. They who

are evil can no more preach the truth, and live it too, than

a thorn can bear grapes. And, on the other hand, where

the ſºul is right with God, there the fruits of truth and

Eclineſs are neceſſarily produced. Two ways the prophet

may be known ; -

fi. By his life. Is his condućt exemplary; ſelf-deny

inc, humble, meek, zealous : Does the love of God and

of men's ſouls appear to influence and actuate him in all

his works and ways At leaſt, in the general temper

of his mind, and tendency of his converſation, is this

manifeſted 2 Theſe are good fruits of a good tree. But

is he worldly-minded, proud, ſenſual, indolent, more wil

ling to fleece than to feed the flock rigid in exacting the

w: ges, but unwilling to be employed in the work, of the

frºſtry : encouraging, inſtead of reproving ſinners, by his

example ; conforming to the ways of a wicked world,

inſtead of being transformed in the ſpirit of his mind 2

Theſe are evident proofs of the falſehood of ſuch a pro

phet's pretenſions. -

[2.j By his doćtrine; which ſeems chicſly intended

here: for a falſe prophet may with the veil of hypocriſy

cover his iniquities ſo as to appear righteous unto men.

But are his doćtrines according to truth, and drawn from

the ſacred fountain does he preach the dignity or the

deſperate wickedneſs of man by nature ? does he declare

the damnable nature of fin, the utter guilt of every man

by nature and practice, and the wrath of God revealed

from heaven againſt all unrighteouſneſs; or encourage the

falſe hopes of ſinners by ſmooth propheſies, and ſoften the

harſh terms of hell and damnation, that he mav not offend

the car with ſuch inharmonious founds does he exalt the

divine Redeemer, his perſon, his offices, or ſlightly paſs

over theſe glorious ſubjećts, for dry ethics, and lectures

on morality ? does he enforce religion as an experimental

thing, as the work of God's Spirit in the heart, purifying

the inner man 2 or does he dwell on mere external forms

and duties; as filent about divine agency as if he knew not

whether there were any Holy Ghoſt Does he offend fin

ners by the freedom of his rebukes, and the formal and

ſelf-righteous by his ſcrutinizing detection of their hypo

criſy 2 or does he ſtudy to pleaſe men, and, like the falſe

prophets of old, ſecure the good word of the deluded and

miſguided world By theſe and the like fruits ſhall they

be known. Try therefºre the ſpirits, whether they be ºf God,

fºr many falſº prophets are gone out into the world; 1 John,

1V. 1. - -

3. He declares the terrible end of theſe wolves in ſheep's

clothing. As the barren tree is only ſix fuel for the flames,

ſo are theſe marked for ruin ; the axe of death ſhall ſhortly

be laid to their root, and ruin eternal be their portion.

Beware therefore of falſe prophets; left, deluded by them,

you partake of their plagues. - - -

5thly, We have the concluſion of this awakening diſ

courſe, and the deep in preſſion it made on the hearers.

1. Our Lord ſhews that no profeſſion of religion, deſti

tute of the power of godlineſs, will ſtand a man in any

ſtead at a judgment-day.

[1..] It is not ſaying, but doing, that muſt prove our ge

nuine religion. Not every one that faith unto me, Lord, Lord,

in boaſting profeſſion and noiſy devotion, ſhall enter into the

kingdºm ºf heaven, be enrolled as living members of his

church, or be admitted inheritors of his glory; but he that

doch he will of my Father which is in heaveh, who truly

believes on him whom God kāth ſent, takes him for his

Lord and Maſter, not merely in word and tongue, but in

deed and in truth; obedicnt to his commands, following

him in righteouſneſs and true holineſs, defirous to do his

will oº earth as he hopes ſhortly to do his will in heaven.

Reader, is this character thing

[2.j Many in the day of Chriſt' will åppear to have

- - - - - “ . . * * s deluded
& 2 - -

S.
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7 And Jeſus ſaith unto him, I will come

and heal him. -

8 The centurion anſwered and ſaid, Lord,

“I am not worthy that thou ſhouldeſt come

* Gen. 32. Io. Luke, 15. 19, 21. Ch. 15. ww.

deluded themſelves with falſe hopes, whoſe pleas will then

be fearfully filenced. Many will ſay to me in that great day

of judgment, Lord, Lºrd, have we not prophºſed in thy

name * Many of thoſe who may have filled the higheſt

itations of the church on earth, have been to appearance

the moſt zealous preachers, or public profeſſors in it, yet

proved no better than Balaam or Caiaphas: yea, and in thy

name have caft out devils, as Judas, and many others, no

doubt ; and in thy name done many wonderful work: * even

working the moſt aſtoniſhing miracles: and yet Chriſt

declares, Then will I prºftſ; unto them, I never knew you :

depart from me, all ye that work iniquity. , Notwithſtanding

all your pleas, your hearts have been falſe and faithleſs,

and your profeſſions utterly unſound ; and therefore your

portion muſt be, to depart accurſed with the devil and his

angels. Learn hence theſe awful truths: (1.) That a man

inay be a miniſter of the goſpel, yea, diſtinguiſhed with

gifts and ſucceſsful in his labours, and yet be finally caſt

away; may be the inſtrument of ſaving others, and periſh

himſelf; may caſt out devils from the hearts of others, and

harbour them in his own. (2.) Names may paſs upon

men, but God ſearcheth the heart. There are ſecret ſins

to be found in many under the cloak of moſt glaring pro

feſſion; and they ſhall receive greater damnation. (3.) In

the day of judgment, terrible will be the diſappointment

of thoſe, who all their lives long were working, as they

thought, for life, were eſteemed as patterns of piety, and

cried up as the excellent of the earth, and yet will be

found not only to have deceived others, but to have deluded

themſelves, falling from the height of ſelf-righteous hopes

into the depths of endleſs deſpair, and from the

gates of heaven driven into the belly of hell. Let every

man prove well his own work, and judge himſelf, that he

may be found fincere and without offence at the day of

Chriſt.

2. He enforees the truths that he had delivered, by an

appoſite parable of a wiſe and fooliſh builder, deſcribing

the different foundations they laid, and the different iſſue

of their labours.

[1..] The wiſe builder, his labours, and ſucceſs, are

deferibed. (1) His charaćter is given ; He heareth thºſe

ſaying ºf mine, and doeth them. Herein is ſeen the mind

that hath wiſdom ; he receives the truth in the love of it,

obeys the precepts, is influenced by the Goſpel as a living

principle of aćtion, and ſeeks conformity in heart and life

to his divine Lord and Maſter. (2.) He builds upºn a rock,

on Jeſus Chriſt, the only ſure and ſafe foundation, depend

‘ing on his infinite merit, powerful interceſſion, and free,

rich, and unnerited grace alone for pardon and acceptance:

and und; the teachings of his word and ſpirit, and the

ſupports of his grace, the glorious ſuperſtructure riſes of

righteouſneſs and true holineſs. . As he builds for eternity,

be is zealous in labouring to make his calling and ele&lion

furs; and in every good word and work ſeeks to approve

himſelf to the great Maſter. (3.) He who thus faithfully

and perſeveringly builds upon and reſts upon this rock,

tlands againſt every ſtorm. He may expect, and will meet

- 5

with many a ſevere blaſt : the rain of temptation within,

the overflowings of ungodlineſs without, the wind of per

ſecution, all may unite their fury againſt him, to move

him from his ſteadfaſtneſs, to ſhake his confidence in Chriſt,

to diſcourage or ſeduce him, from the good ways of the

Lord ; but, reſting on this rock, and cleaving to this

Saviour, the faithful ſoul ſhall ſtand : he ſhall ſtand in the

day of evil; in the hour of death he ſhall be ſupported;

his work ſhall ſtand the fiery trial; and in the day of

judgment he ſhall be approved and rewarded by the Lord

of life and glory.

[2.] The fooliſh builder, and his ſad end, are ſet forth

for our warning. (1.) His charaćter is, that he beareth

theſe ſaying of Chriſt, and doeth them not. He makes pro

feſſion of religion, and attends upon the ordinances, but

goes no farther; the doćtrines of the goſpel have no deep

effect upon his heart, nor an univerſal and abiding influ

ence on his condućt., (2.) He builds upon the ſand, leaving

Chriſt to reſt upon ſomething in himſelf, and looking for

acceptance, in whole or in part, on account of ſome

external things wherein he differs from others, whether

moral duties, alms, honeſty, and the like, or on the form

of godlineſs, baptiſm, prayers, frequenting the houſe and

table of the Elord, &c. Or if he has a ſpeculative know

ledge of the truth, and knows the vanity of theſe things,

he reſts on that knowledge, without any experimental

poſſeſſion of the bleſfings of the goſpel; and then it pro

fiteth him nothing: or if his notions are yet more ſpiritu

alized, he makes his inward feelings, or ſuppoſed gifts

and graces, his confidence, depending upon what he calls

the Chriſt within, which is but a more refined ſelf-righ

teouſneſs, and a more fubtle deluſion: and therefore, when

the time of trial comes, his houſe will fall, and cruſh him

under its ruins. If perſecution ariſes for the word's ſake,

ſuch are quickly offended;. in times of afflićtion and

trouble, their hopes cannot ſupport and comfort them ;

and in death they utterly fail; at leaſt, if the hypocrite's

hopes ſtand out to the laſt, they die with him; deſtruc

tion and deſpair from that moment ſeize him ; and too.

late he diſcovers the fatal miſtake, when it is irremedi

able, and his eternal ſtate is determined.

3. Great was the impreſſion made by this diſcourſe of

our Lord on his audience: they were as men thunder

ſtruck; aſtoniſhed with the uncommon power, weight, and

energy which attended his preaching. They admired the

dignity with which he ſpoke, addreſſing them in his own

name as one inveſted with authority: and his ſentiments

were new, as well as weighty ; utterly unlike the flat and

ſpiritleſs comments of the ſcribes, who ſervilely adhered

to the traditions and deciſions of their rabbis. And yet,

alas ! the impreſſion ſoon wore off from many, from the

moſt of them. So eaſy, ſo common, is it to hear with

admiration the eloquent or powerful preachers of the

Goſpel, to feel a tranſient glow, and notwithſtanding to

continue in ignorance and unbelief, under the power of fin,

and periſh everlaſtingly. /

f CHAP.
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under my roof: 'but ſpeak the word only,

and my ſervant ſhall be healed. -

* Pf ioz. zo. John, 6.63. Pſ. 33.9. Eccl. 8.4.

9 For "I am a man under authority, ha

ving ſoldiers under me: and I ſay to this

* If 1, a ſervant, have ſuch power over men, what power muſt God-man have over diſeaſes 1

----------------------------- *****

C H A P. VIII.

Wer. 2. And, behold, there came a leper] It has been

generally thought, that this is the leper whoſe cure is

recorded, Mark, i. 4o. Luke, v. 12. and conſequently that

the ſermon in Luke is not the ſame with that in the pre

cºding chapter. But the cures, ſays Macknight, are dif

ferent: that was performed in a city, this in the fields.

Having cleanſed the leper here mentioned, jeſus entered

intº Capernatºm, and cured the centurion's ſervant; whereas,

the other le per having publiſhed the miracle, Jeſus did not

chooſe, at leaſt in the day-time, to go into the town; but

remained without in deſart places to ſhun the crowd. It

muſt be acknowledged, indeed, that there are ſome things

Émilar in the two cures: for inſtance, both the lepers ſay

to Chriſt, If thou wilt, thou canſ make me clean , but it was

ſo natural to addreſs their deſires to the Son of God in

this form, by which alſo they expreſs their belief in his

tower, that it is rather matter of wonder we do not find

it more frequently made uſe of. Farther, there is the

ime command given to the lepers to go ſhºw themſ/ver to

tº prieff, but this command muſt have been repeated not

twice, but twenty times, on ſuppoſition that Jeſus cleanſed

ºpers ſo often. Accordingly we find him repeating it to

*: ten lepers, whom he cleanſed at one time in Samaria;

like, xvii. 14. As for the circumſtance of his bidding

the cured perſon tell no man what had happened, it occurs

lmoſt in every miracle performed by Chriſt during the

two firſt years of his miniſtry; the reaſons for which ſee .

in the note on ver. 4. -

The immediate cure of the leproſy was only in the power

cí God: the leper, therefore, by this application to Chriſt,

immediately confeſſes his divine authority; but more fully

to enter into this ſubjećt, the reader ſhould refer to our

nºtes on Levit. xiii. and on 2 Kings, v. 6, 7.

War. 3. And jºſur put frth his hand, &c.; Dr. Doddridge

ſºppoſes that our Saviour took this leper aſide from the

ruititude, without which he thinks there could have been

tº room for the charge of ſecreſy which Jeſus gave. This

cºcumſtance certainly happened in another cure. See

Mark, viii. 23.

:9, which he immediately confirms by wonderful akłions.

The prieſt, after a long trial, pronounced whether a man

was cured of his leproſy or not ; but Chriſt healed him

tºth a word. St. Matthew could not have related the

matter in more proper terms. This is that ſublimity which

1.cnginus ſo much admires in Moſes. See his treatiſe on

the Sublime, ſeót. 9.

Per. 4. See thou tell no man] Jeſus commanded the leper

without all delay to haſte to Jeruſalem, leſt, if the report

of his cure ſhould arrive before him, the prieſts, through

envy, might refuſe to pronounce him cleanſed; for it was

wheprovince of the prieſts to judge of and to determine

concerning the leproſy. For a tſimony unto them, means

tº the jeweſ, and particularly to the prieſts and Phariſees,

who withſtood the doćtrine of Chriſt. The ſenſe of the

Chriſt had taught with authority, ch. vii.

paſſage is, “ that the ſacrifice offered by the leper may

“be a proof of the reality of this miracle, and conſc

“quently of my divine miſſion.” Theſe words may alſo

be rendered, that it may be a teſimony againſt them : compare

Mark, vi. 1 1. Luke, ix. 5. The plain meaning ſcens to

be, “Go without delay, and ſhew yourſelf, cleanſed as you

“ are, to the prieſt, and preſent the ſacrifices which the

“ law requires for your purification, that we may convince

“ them of the reality of the cure, and yet not give them

“ any occaſion of calumny.” But though our Saviour

here might enjoin ſecreſy on the leper only till he had

ſhewn himſelf to the prieſt ; yet he commanded many

others to tell none of the miracles he had wrought upon

them. It was not in our Lord's plan to be univerſally

received as the Meſfiah during his abode upon carth in the

fleſh. Thoſe who had even them ſufficient evidence pro

poſed to them of our Lord's divine miſſion, and notwith

ſtanding rejećted it, were utterly inexcuſable; but who

thoſe were, He alone in moſt inſtances could determine,

who judges the heart. He was indeed to fulfil all the

prophetical charaćters of the Meſfiah, that, when the time

appointed for his erecting his kingdom arrived, the foun

dation on which it was to reſt might want nothing of the

ſtrength and ſolidity which was neceſſary to ſupport ſo

great a fabric as the faith of the world. But all thoſe

prophetical chara&ters of the Meſfish, Jeſus fulfilled, and

appropriated to himſelf, when in his own lifetime on the

earth he proved his divine miſſion ; and by miracles

communicated to a competent number of diſciples every

thing neceſſary in order to their propagating it through

the world; and in the concluſion, by his ſufferings and

death, not only confirmed his doćtrine, but made atonement

for the fins of men. The wiſdom of his plan was there

fore worthy of its author. -

Pºr. 5. And when jeſus waſ entered into Capernaum]

St. Luke has related this part of the evangelical hiſtory

more at large than St. Matthew. The whole may be thus

conne&ted: Jeſus, having finiſhed his ſermon on the mount,

as ſoon as he came down thence, to ſhew that his words

and doćtrines pertained both to the Jews and Gentiles,

performed two miracles; the one for a jew a leper who

came to him, the other for a Getitile, a centurion or Roman

commander'of a hundred ſoldiers, who was ſtationed at

Capernaum. A ſervant of this centurion, whoſe virtue and

honeſty, obedience and induſtry, made him very valuable

[wrigo; in the eyes of his maſter, lay at home fick of the

palſy, in the moſt grievous ſtage of the diſeaſe, ºw;

£aazvić'v frog. The centurion, hearing of Jeſus (whoſe

fame began now to be ſpread abroad, and to which his

miraculous cure performed at a diſtance on the ſon of a

nobleman in this ſame city muſt have greatly contributed,

fee John, iv. 43–53.), but not thinking himſelf worthy to

come unto him, engaged, as St. Luke informs us, the elders

of the Jews in his cauſe, and ſent them to intercede with

this bleſſed Perſon, of whom he had conceived ſuch high

motions, on behalf of his afflićted ſervant. They per
formed
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man, Go, and he goeth; and to another, Do this, and he doeth it.

Come, and he cometh; and to my ſervant,

* Ch. 9. 2. & 15. 28. with John, 3. 4, 1 o.

1o When Jeſus heard it, "he marvelled,

Ch. 11. 21.

formed their office punétually; for they came and beſought

our Lord inſtantly and earneſtly, and ſtrengthened their

importunity by informing him, that the centurion waſ

worthy fºr whom he ſhould do this ; for he loveth our nation,

ſay they, and, as a proof of it, hath built uſ a ſynagºgue.

Jeſus, ever ready to do good, made them no reply, but

immediately went with them. . The centurion, hearing

that he was coming, moved by the moſt remarkable humi

lity, and judging his houſe unworthy the preſence of ſo

divine a gueſt, immediately diſmiſſed his friends, to deſire

the Maſter not to give himſelf ſo great trouble, as to come

to the houſe of one, who judged himſelf ſo far from being

worthy of this great condeſcenſion, that he thought himſelf

not even worthy to come to Jeſus: his humble requeſt was,

that he would deign to ſpeak the word only, ſince he was

aſſured that would be ſufficient for the recovery of his

ſervant. But humility never yet prevented Chriſt's ap

proach; and therefore he proceeded on towards the cen

turion's houſe ; coming near to which, the centurion him

ſelf, as St. Matthew here informs us, haſtened out to meet

him ; and thus the ſacred hiſtorians are eaſily reconciled,

and the hiſtory recorded here and in St. Luke appears to

be one and the ſame. However, as Macknight and ſome

others ſuppoſe the hiſtories to be different, that I may do

juſtice to the ſubject, I will ſubjoin their arguments at the

cnd of the 13th verſe. - -

Ver, 6. My ſervant] 'o wai; az. In Luke he is called

BoºxGP : whence the writers hinted-at at the cnd of the

laſt note would draw an argument in proof of the diffe

rence of theſe hiſtories ; for as was ſometimes ſignifies

fºn, they would infer, that this centurion came for the

cure of his ſºn ; that in Luke for the cure of his ſervant.

This argument, however, is by no means concluſive; for it

is plain, from ſeveral other paſſages both in ſacred and

prophane writers, that w xi.; in the Greek, as well as puer

in the Latin, is frequently uſed for ſervant. -

Grievouſly tºrmented] , Grievouſly affºrd. The Greek

word is not confined, eſpecially in the Helleniſtic idiom,

to the ſignification of termented, but often denotes fimply

(as has been obſerved by Grotius and Hammond) afflicied

or diſreſſed. Palſies are not attended with torment.

P'er. 8, 9. Lord, I am not worthy, &c..] The centurion

with great humility anſwers our Lord, that he means he

ſhould not take the trouble of ring to his hºuſe, as he was a

Gentile ; but only that he would be to good as to com

mand his ſervant's cure, though at a diſtance ; for he kncw

his power equal to that effect; diſeaſes and even devils of

all kinds being as much ſubjećt to Chriſt's commands, as

hiſ ſºldiers were to him. He knew that he himſelf was

only an inſerior officer; for the Roman centurions were

ſubjećt to the command of their reſpective tribunes, as our

captains are to that of their colonels. “I am only an

“inferior officer,” ſays he, “ and yet what I command is

“ done even in my abſence; how much more what thou

“ commandeſt, who art Lord of all !” Some of the

heathens formed very grand ideas of the divine power :

thus Cicero ſays, Nihil ºff quod Deus ºfficere non pºſt, c.

quidem ſine labore ullo. Ut enim hominum membra null.

contentione mente ipſi ac voluntate woveantur, ſic numine De

orum omnia regi, moveri, mutarique pºſſent. See Nat. Deor

lib. 3. “ There is nothing which God cannot effect, and

“ that without any labour; for as the members of men ar.

“moved without any difficulty by the mere act of thei

“will, ſo can the Deity direct and govern all things.” Bu

the excellency and the peculiarity of the centurion's faitl

conſiſted in his applying this ſublime idea to Jeſus, who b

outward appearance was only a Man. His faith ſeems t

have taken riſe, as was above hinted, from the miraculou

cure performed ſome time before on a nobleman's ſon a

Capernaum ; for as the centurion dwelt there, he migh

know that at the time of the cure Jeſus was not in Caper

naum, but at Cana, at the diſtance of a day's journe

from the fick, when he performed it; but this faith coul.

have been only ſpeculative and incfficacious, if the centu

rion had not already yielded to and experienced a meaſur

of the power of divine grace. . -

Ver. . o. He marvelled] Our Lord's condućt on thi

occaſion by no means implies that he was ignorant befor

either of the centurion's faith, or of the grounds on whic

it was built; he knew all fully, before the man ſpake on

word; but he was ſtruck with admiration at the nobl

notion which this heathen Roman captain had conceive

of his power ; the paſſion of admiration being excited b

the greateſt and moſt beautiful of any object, as well as b

its novelty : Jeſus cxpreſſed his admiration of the centu

rion's faith in the praiſes which he beſtowed upon it to the

who fºllowed, as he was paſſing along the ſtreets of Capel

naum, with a view to make it the more conſpicuous; fº

he declared publicly, that he had not met with, among th

jews themſelves, any one who poſſeſſed ſuch juſt, ſuc

elevated conceptions of the power by which he acte

notwithſtanding they were, as a nation, the choſen peop

of God, and cnjoyed the benefit of a divine revelation

directing them to believe on him. See Macknight, an

Beaufobre and Lenfant. It is very remarkable, ſay

Dr. Heylin, that throughout the whole Goſpel Jeſus

never ſaid to wºrder at anything but faith , which wond

in Chriſt is to be interpretcd as a high cypreſſion of citeen

See ch. xv. 28. Now things diºcult, rare, and extraord

nary in their kind, are the proper objects of admiration

but it may be ſaid, Is not faith the gift ºf Gºd? and

God's bounty ſo penurious, and his gifts fo rare, that

himſelf, who has the diſtribution of them, our Lord

mean, ſhould wonder to find a miud greatiy enriched t

them : To this we anſwer, that moſt indubitably faith

the gift of God, and that a man might as ſoon create

himſelf a new ſenſe, as produce a true and lively faith t

his own natural abilitics: and it was not the gift, but man

perſevering acceptance of that gift, which, was the ſubje

of Chriſt's admiration. To paſs over what was peculiar

the caſe of this centurion,--whereof we are not compete

judges, as Clariſt aloue diſcerned his inimoſt ſentinent

—dſ
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and ſaid to them that, followed, Verily I ſay

unto you, I have not found ſo great faith, nd,

not in Iſrael. * -

11 And I ſay unto you, "That many ſhall

come from the eaſt and weſt, and ſhall fit

down with Abraham, and Iſaac, and Jacob, in

the kingdom of heaven:

* Gen. 22. I*, * 40. Io. & 28. 14. Iſ. 2. 2, ... & 1 r. 10. & 4.2. 6. & 4,

Cº. 14. 31. Luke, 3.29. Acts, x–xix. Eph. 3. 6, 8. * Ch. 3. 1 c,

R.E. ii. 12, 15. Luke, 13. 28–30. * Mark, 9, 23. John, 4.5c. Ch.

---

* 12 " But the children of the kingdom ſhall

6. $ 40. 6, 1 2. & 25 6. & liv. lx.

11. & 3, 42, 59. & 21.43. & 22. 7, 13 & 24, 31. & 25. 39. & 23: 38, 39.

15. 28.

be caſt out into outer darkneſs; there ſhall be

weeping and gnaſhing of teeth.

13 And Jeſus ſaid unto the centurion, " Go

thy way; and, as thou haſt believed, ſo be it

done unto thee. And his ſervant was healed

in the ſelf-ſame hour.

Zech. 2. 1 1. & 8, 23, 27. Mal. i. 11.

*

-

—and to bring this matter home to ourſelves, we may,

tpon due reflection, be convinced that divine faith in

general, when it is actually received and embraced in the

tºrt of a Chriſtian, produces there ſuch ſtrange and

wondrous effe €ts, as cannot but raiſe our eſteem and

admiration : for faith is a divine light, by which conſcience

will prºfently read us our duty, and urge ſuch mortifying

conſequences, mixed with the moſt conſolatory, that it is

He wonder men ſhut their eyes againſt it, when it firſt

begins to glimmer upon their minds. But this matter

annot be more emphatically repreſented than in the follow

r; words of the judicious Dr Barrow : “ The firſt ſtep,”

As he, “ into the Chriſtian ſtate, is a fight and ſenſe of

“cur own weakneſs, baſeneſs, and miſery. We muſt diſcern

* ind feel that our mind is very blind, our reaſon feeble,

“our will impotent and prone to evil; that our life is void

* of merit, and polluted with guilt; that our condition is

“deplorably ſad and wretched; that of ourſelves we are

“inſufficient to think or do any good, in order to our reco

“very: whence we are obliged to fore compunétion of

“ſpirit for our deeds and our caſe; to humble confeſſion

“ of our fins and miſeries ; to earneſt ſupplication for

“mercy and grace, to heal and reſcue us from our fad

“eſtate. Lord, have mercy on me, a ſinner What ſhall

* I dº tº be ſaved 2 Hºtched man that I am / &c. are the

* ejaculations of a ſoul teeming with faith.” It is then,

# the finner will ſimply and believingly lay hold on Chriſt,

tº the lºve ºf Gºd is ſhed alread in his heart by the Holy Ghoſł

frn unto him. Rom. v. 5. - . . . . . .

War. 11, 12. And I ſºy unto you] From this exalted

; ::h of faith found in a heathen, Jeſus took occaſion to

c-care the merciful purpoſe which God entertained

tºwards the Gentiles, namely, that he would accept their

fiſh as readily as the faith of the Jews, and ſeat them

with Abraham, Iſaac, and Jacob, in heaven; while the

&ldren of the kingdom, that is to ſay, the members of the

rºble church under the Moſaic diſpenſation, who come

fºrt of living faith, ſhould be ſhut out for ever. Though

de phraſe frºm the ºf and from the qugſ is moſt probably

proverbial, to expreſs from all partſ of the earth (ſee Luke,

zºi. 29.), yet it is remarkable, that the Goſpel ſpread much

rare tº the eaſt and weſt of Judaea, than to the north and

fººth of it. The words 2,447 roo ral ust 2' Cºzzº, ſhall

ſº, or lie dºwn with Abraham, whereby our Lord expreſſes

the future happineſs of the faithful Gentiles, ſignify pro

periº, “to fit down at table with Abraham,” &c. This is

agreeable to the phraſeology of Scripture, which repre

icted the rewards of the righteous under the idea of a

fumptuous entertainment; and though the joys of heaven

be all of a ſpiritual kind, this metaphor needs not be

thought ſtrange; ſince, as le Clerc obſerves, we can

neither ſpeak ourſelves, nor underſtand others ſpeaking, of

our ſtate in the life to come, unleſs phraſes taken from

the affairs of this life be made uſe of. Beſides, the meta

phor is not peculiar to the inſpired writings. The Greeks

repreſented divine pleaſure under the notion of a feaſt.

Empedocles, ſpeaking of the felicity of virtuous men aſter

death, ſays, “They live cheerfully at tables with the other

“immortals, free from the pains to which other men are

“ ſubjećted.” Our Lord, by repreſenting the Gentiles as

lying down at the feaſt of heaven on the ſame couch with

Abraham, Iſaac, and Jacob, the founders of the Jewiſh

nation, has diſgraced the pride of the Iſraelites, who diſ

dained to eat with Gentiles, though many of them, in

point of morality, were far better than they. There is a

great emphaſis in the original of the 12th verſe, where the

puniſhment of thoſe rejected from the kingdom is deſcribed.

They ſhall not only be cºſt out, --that were very bad, but

they ſhall be caſt out into darkneſ -—what can be worſe 2

Behold, they ſhall be caſt out into tº gºto, to #24 repoy, the

very outer darkneſ; and how is this augmented by the

next words, there ſhall be weeping, &c. The Greek word

xxxvA232 ſignifies alſo the cries and howling; which ſome

times accompany weeping ; and the gnaſhing of teeth which

is added here completes the deſcription of rage and deſpair.

See ch. xiii. 12, 50. Aćts, vii. 54. It has been juſtly

obſerved by many commentators, that this phraſe of outer

darkneſs, which is often uſed after comparing the kingdom

of heaven to a banquet, contains a beautiful alluſion to the

luſtre of thoſe iſiurºimated rooms in which ſuch feaſts were

generally celebrated, as oppoſed to that darkneſs which

ſurrounded thoſe who by night were turned out ; but it

alſo ſometimes goes yet farther, when the perſons excluded

are ſuppoſed to be thrown into a dark dungeon. Compare

ch. xxii. 13. xxv. 30. and Jude, ver. 13, and ſee Dod

dridge, Macknight, and Calmet. -

Wer. 13. Aſus ſtid ºntº the centurion, G3 thy way] This

moſt evidentiy proves that the centurion was come out of

his houſe, as we have obſerved on ver. 5. There is in

theſe words of our Saviour a ſtrong infinuation, t'at the

centurion had conceived no higher an idea of his divine

power than was juſt ; A's thou haſ believed, ſº, &c. After

theſe words many manuſcripts read, And the centurion,

returning to his hºuſe, fºund that his ſervant, &c. See Wet

ſtein. This miracle, ſays Macknight, is generally ſuppoſed

to have been the ſame with that related, Luke, vii. 1, &c.

. . . yet

i
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14 || And when Jeſus was come into

Peter's houſe, he ſaw his wife's mother laid,

and ſick of a fever,

* Mark, 1. 29. Luke, 4.33. 1 Cor. 9. 5. * Exod. 15. 26. Pſ. 107.20.

1 : And ' he touched her hand, and the

fever left her: and ſhe aroſe, and miniſtered

unto them.

* Ch. 9. 6. John, 5.8, 9. Aëts, 3. 7, 8.

yet they ſeem to have been different. For, 1. According to

St. Matthew, it was the centurion's ſºn (arziz) who was fick;

whereas, according to Luke, it was his ſºrvant (382&-).

It is true, Luke once uſes the Greck word wai;, which

ſignifies a ſºn ; a circumſtance which has led many to

confound the two miracles: yet there is little in it, as we

are directed to cxplain that word by the name 38A3-, ſer

vant, which he uſes no leſs than three times. On the

other hand, we are under no neceſſity to tranſlate the ori

ginal word wra; in Matthew by ſºrvant, but upon the ſup

poſition that the miracles are the ſame. 2. Matthew's

centurion came in perſon, being to aſk a favour for his

Jºn whereas Luke's centurion, confidering with himſelf

that '..e was to petition jeſus in behalf of a ſlave, firſt pre

vailed with the elders of the town to preſent his petition :

afterwards, on ſecond thoughts, he deputed ſome intimate

friends to hinder Jeſus from coming. The maxim indeed

of the civilians, that he who cauſes another to do any

thing may be ſaid to do it himſelf, is thought by many a

ſufficient reconciliation of this difference. But it is not to;

for though the law eſtabliſhes that maxim, to render the

execution of juſtice cºectual, it cannot well be allowed in

hiſtory; the perſection of which lieth in the exactneſs of

the narration. And therefore, ſeeing Matthew has

expreſsly aſfirmed that the centurion came beſeeching jºſis :

that Jeſus ſaid to him, I will come, &c. that the centurion

anſwered, I am not wºrthy, &c. and that Jeſus ſaid unto the

centurion, Go tºy way, and as thou haſ believed, ſº be it done

wii/o thee : to interpret theſe things as ſaid to a man's

friends, would be extremcly harſh, and contrary to all the

rules of hiſtory. 3. There is not the ſmalleſt hint given

in Matthew, that the centurion of whom he ſpeaks was a

proſelyte. On the contrary, there is an infinuation that he

was not, in the oppoſition that is ſtated between his faith

and the faith of the Iſraelites; and in the declaration

which our Lord was pleaſed to make on this occaſion ;

viz. that many ſhould come from the eaſt and weſt, that

is, from all countries, and ſit down in the kingdom of

God, while the children of the kingdom, who looked on

themſelves as having the only natural right to it, ſhould be

excluded for ever. Whcreas the centurion of whom St. Luke

ſpeaks was a lover of the Jewiſh nation, and had built them a

ſynagogue, perhaps in Italy, or ſome other heathen coun

try; and ſo was, in all probability, a proſelyte of righ

teouſneſs; for which cauſe the principal people of the town

cheerfully undertook to ſolicit Jeſus in his behalf. On the

other hand, there are three firmilar circumſtances attending

theſe miracles, which have made the bulk of readers con

found them. 1. They were both performed in the town

of Capernaum, after Jeſus had preached ſermons which in

ſubſtance are pretty much the ſame. To this I reply, that

theſe ſermons were different ; the one in Matthew having

been preached on a mountain ; whereas that in Luke was

delivered on a plain, Luke, vi. 17. 2. Both the centu

riots dwelt in Capernaum. But this might eaſily happen ;

as in the ſpace of twelve or fourteen months different com.

panies of Roman ſoldiers in Herod's pay, with their officers

may have been ſtationed there: or there may have been

two centurions in Capernaum at the ſanie time, whoſ.

ſoldiers might be quartered in the town and the neigh.

bouring villages. 3. Both centurions made the ſame

ſpeech to Jeſus, the one in perſon, the other by his friends

Lord, I am not worthy that thou ſhould'ſ come, &c. But thi

circumſtance may be accounted for in the following man.

ner: As the faith of the firſt centurion, who was a heathen

took its riſe from the extraordinary cure which Jeſus ha

performed on the nobleman's ſon, the addreſs of the ſecond

might take its riſe from the ſucceſs of the firſt; whicl

could not miſs of being well known both in the town and

country. Much encouraged, therefore, by that inſtanc,

of Chriſt's goodneſs, the ſecond centurion might cyped

ſomething on behalf of his ſlave, eſpecially as he was

himſelf not a heathen by religion, but a proſelyte tº

Moſes, and a lover of the Jews, and had built them :

ſynagogue; beſides, he had engaged the elders of the city

to preſent his petition. However, when the elders wer,

gone, recollecting his brother centurion's ſpeech, that had

been ſo favourably received, he bethought himſelf of ſend.

ing ſome friends, with the ſame ſpeech improved by thi

farther circumſtance of humility, that he did not thin;

himſelf worthy ſo much as to come into Chriſt's preſence.

See Luke, vii. 6, 7. This being an eminent inſtance of

faith and humility, Jeſus would not let it paſs without dut

approbation. . He honoured it with the ſame high enco.

mium which he had paſſed on the like faith and humility

in the other centurion: only, as this was not a heathen by

religion, he did not, as formerly, ſet his faith and the

reward of it in oppoſition to the faith of the Jews. This

oppoſition he ſtated afterwards, when one aſked him, Art

there few to be ſaved 2 Luke, xiii. 28. To conclude: that

two centurions ſhould have had one his ſon, and the other

his ſlave, cured in Capernaum, with like circumſtances,

is no more improbable, than that the temple ſhould have

been twice purged, the multitude twice fed, and the fiſhes

twice caught by miracle, and with the ſame circumſtances.

Wer. 14. And when jeſus was come] After thiſ, jeft.

gºing into Peter's houſe, ſaw there hiſ wift's mother lying ſci

&f a fever. This was the houſe into which Jeſus was uſed

to retire at Capernaum. See Mark, i. 21. and Luke, iv.

31. Peter was of Bethſaida, which was at a little diſtance

from Capernaum ; John, i. 44. This event happened

after the cure wrought upon the demoniac in the ſyna

gogue, ſpoken of by St. Mark and St. Luke in the paſſages

above quoted.

P'er. 15. And he touched her hand] Her cure was effected

in an inſtant, and not ſlowly, like the cures produced in the

courſe of nature, or by medicine; for though the length

and violence of her difiemper had brought her into a weak

and languid ſtate, her full ſtrength returned all at once,

inſomuch that, riſing up immediately, ſhe prepared a ſup.

- per
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16" When the even was come, they

Hºught unto him many that were poſſeſſed

with devils: and he caſt out the ſpirits with

h; word, and healed all that were ſick :

17 That it might be fulfilled which was

jºken by Eſaias the prophet, ſaying, "Him

if took our infirmities, and bare our ſick

ºffs.

18 "I Now when Jeſus ſaw “great multi

this about him, he gave commandment to

{{plit unto the other ſide.

1) "And a certain ſcribe came, and ſaid

lſo him, Maſter, I will follow thee whither

Mek, 1. 25. 32–34. Luke, 4.42, 41. Pſ. 107. 20. Acts, Io. 38. Ch. 4, 23, 24. & 11. 5. Gen. 3.

John, 5.41. & 7. 18. & 8.5o.; : Jºhn, i. 29. * Mark, i. 33, 33.

tº 11, 12–22. John, 6. 26. 1 Tim. 6. 5.

$7, with Kings, 19. 20. Ch. 4. 22. & 19. 29.

:1. 9-12. Num. 6. 6, 7. * Mark, 4, 36–41.

1ſ. 42. 2.

* Luke, 9. 6d.

Luke, 8.22—25.

* Pſ. 22. 6. & 4o. 17. & 69. 29. & 1 oe. 22.

2 Tim. 4. 2.

* Maſk, 4. 37.

-

w

ſoever thou goeſt. - -

20 And Jeſus faith unto him, The foxés

have holes, and the birds of the air have

neſts; * but the Son of man hath not where to

lay his head. -

21 And another of his diſciples ſaid unto

him, Lord, ſuffer me firſt to go and bury my

father. .

22 But Jeſus ſaid unto him, "Follow me,

and let the dead bury their dead.

23 * “And when he was entered into a ſhip,

his diſciples followed him.

24 “And, behold, there aroſe a great tem

15. Exod. 15. *6. * {ſ. 53. 4. 1 Peter,

Ch. 14. 2. & 15. 39. Gen. 49. Io. * Luke, 9, 57-60.

* Luke, 9, 59. Hag. i. 2. Lev. 21. 1 i, 12. Num. 0.

I Cor. I 5. to. * Luke, 15. 32. Eph. 2. I. 1 Tim. 5. 6. Lev.

luke, S. 22, 23. 1ſ. 54. 11.

tº for them, and ſerved them while at meat, Birkºvii

iſis: ſhewing that ſhe was reſtored to perfect health.

Sºme commentators read &vrº, to him, after many manu

Hiſts.

War, 16. When the even was come] St. Mark adds, At

twº, when the ſun was ſet ; becauſe it was the ſabbath, the

Kºple did not come with their fick to Jeſus; but as ſoon

is the holy reſt was ended, that is to ſay, at ſun-ſetting,

*Throught them in great numbers to him, fully perſuaded
that he would heal them. --

Fºr 17. That it might be fulfilled, &c.] This prophecy of

ºil relates properly to the fins of men, whereof diſeaſºs

* the emblem and the conſequence; for which reaſon

the original Hebrew werds rendered here our infirmities

have been by the LXX, and by St. Peter, 1 Eph. ch. ii.

it tranſlated our ſins.

iginal word ičzrazey ſignifies, “to carry a heavy load,”

Kom, xv. 1. Gal. vi. 2. and ſo expreſſes well the indefa

tº be labours of Chriſt, ſpending the evening in healing,

probably with many intermingled diſcourſes, after he had

*}oyed the day in preaching. - - .

Wtº 18–20. Now when jeſus ſaw, &c.] Now jºſer,

ºiving the crowd about him, gave orders to depart, &c.

ſºugh our Saviour had retired into the wilderneſs after

*ºf the leper, mentioned Luke, v. 12. the people,

*ited by the ſame of that miracle, came to him from

* Quarter ; wherefore, that he might effectually avoid

**, he reſolved to go to the other ſide of the lake, and

ºnded his diſciples to accompany him. Upon this,

iº who happened to be preſent, offered to follow

** 19, but Jeſus, knowing that he had nothing in

**but the pleaſures and profits of the ſuppoſed kingdom,

would nºt accept of his ſervice; telling him, that he was

i. "taken if he propoſed to better his worldly circum
tances by attending him. The phraſe Son of man is found

º º:* 13, where the univerſal dominion to which

..º. in quality of the Son of man, was to be

*† deſcribed. It is the appellation which the Lord

*...* commonly gives himſelf; and as he was

ings and the croſs.

Grotius has obſerved that the

ran ſouthwards.

called ſo by none but himſelf, it is plain that he choſe the

title out of humility, as having ſome relation to his mean

and humble appearance in this world. Son ºf man, in the

prophets Ezekiel, Daniel, and Zechariah, does not ſo

much denote the human nature, as the frailty and weak

neſs of man; and in this ſenſe undoubtedly the expreſſion

is uſed, Pſ. viii. 4. and cxlvi. 3. The Lord Jeſus Chriſt

takes care indeed to lay a ſtreſs upon it, when he would

make his power and authority known. See ch. ix. 6. xii.

8. &c. but he certainly made uſe of it for this end, that he

might reëtify the miſtaken notions which they had formed of

the nature of his kingdom, and to give them to underſtand

that the way he was to enter into glory was through ſuffer

See Beaufobre and Lenfant. Inſtead

of lay his head, ver, 20, we may read, rºſł his head.

To depart unto the other ſide] Let it be remarked, once for

all, that paſſing or croſſing this lake or ſea does not always

denote failing from the eaſt ſide to the weſt, or inverſely;

though the river Jordan, both above and below the lake,

The lake was of ſuch a form, that,

without any impropriety, it might be ſaid to be croſſed

in other direétions, even by thoſe who kept on the ſame ſide

of the Jordan. - -

P'er. 21, 22. And another—ſaid, &c.] The anſwer of

this diſciple ſuppoſes that our Saviour had ordered him to

follow him. See Luke, ix. 59. It is uncertain whether

this diſciple's father was juſt dead, or whether, as being

very old, his ſon deſired leave to ſtay with him till his

death. Chriſt's anſwer ſeems to take it for granted that he

was already dead. Let the dead bury their dead: “Let thoſe

“ who are themſelves ſpiritually dead perform the rites of

“ funeral; yea, let the dead remain unburied, rather than

“ diſobey my word, when I give thee ſo great a commiſ

tº ſºon.” -

Wer. 23. And when he was entered] And when he ºver:

aboard the veſſel.

Wer. 24. A great tempſi] The original phraſe X-ray...;

giyas, properly ſignifies a mighty agitation ; probably it was

ſomething of a hurricane. Jeſus, poſſibly fatigued with

- R . the
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peſt in the ſea, inſomuch that the ſhip was

covered with the waves: but he was aſleep.

25 And his diſciples came to bim, and

awoke him, ſaying, "Lord, ſave us;, we

periſh.

26 And he ſaith unto them, "Why

ye fearful, O ye of little faith ?

a "C

Then he

f : Sam. 23. 26.

M : k, 5. 26.

* Luke, 3.25.

John, 21. 14, 15. Pſ. 44. 22, 23.

1ſ. 41. 10–16. & 43. 1, 2. Phil. 4. 6. 1 Peter, 5.7.

I'ſ 89. 9. & 65 7. & to 7, 29. * Mark, 5.1—zo.

* 2 Chr. 14. 1 1. & 2 c. 12.

* 1ſ. 50. 2.

Luke, 8. 26–4o.

aroſe, and 'rebuked the winds and the ſea;

and there was a great calm.

27 But the men marvelled, ſaying, “What

manner of man is this, that even the winds

and the ſea obey him - -

28 " ' And when he was come to the other

ſide, into the country of the Gergeſenes, there

Pſ. 6. 1, 4. & 69. 1, 2, 17, 14.

1'ſ. 1 ot. 7, & 65. 7. & 1 & 2. 13–19.

Ch. 18. 11–13. Acts, Io. 38.

* Ch. 6. 30. & 14.3,

Nahum, 1.4. See ver, 17.

lſ. 63. 1.

the labours of the day (which had been a very buſy one),

was aſleep in the ſtern of the veſſel for the refreſhment

of his weary body, as well as for the trial of their

faith.

Ver. 27. The men marvelled, ſaying, &c.] This refle&ion,

as well as the extreme fear of the diſciples in the time of

their danger, may ſeem unaccountable, conſidering how

many and what niracles they had been witneſſes to ; but

both may be explained in ſome meaſure by the following

remark; th:t hitherto his miracles were generally upon

diſeaſed perſons, and that he had given as yet no proofs

of his dominion over the elements, the wind and the

water, which, it ſeems, were thought leſs ſubject to

human power than diſtempers: or if this does not account

for the refle&ion which the diſciples made on ſeeing the

preſent inſtance of Chriſt's power, it may be attributed to

the fear and confuſion they were in, occaſioned by the

greatneſs of their jeopardy, from which they were but juſt

delivered. See more concerning this miracle on Mark, iv.

37–41.J Wer. 28. And when he waſ come to the other ſide.j The

ſtorm being huſhed, they came to land. St. Matthew

ſays, in the country of Girgaſa, or of the Gergsſºner; St.

Mark and Luke, in the country of Gadara, but the Evan

geliſts do not differ here ; if, as it is probable, the one gives

us the general name of the country, the other the deno

mination of a particular ſpot only ; though indeed there is

no neceſſity for this ſuppoſition, as many manuſcripts and

verſions of great authority read Gadareneſ here, in agree

ment with St. Mark and St. Luke. Joſephus ſays, Gadara

was the metropolis of Peraea, and that it was fixty furlongs

from Tiberias. Gadara therefore is rightly placed oppo

fite to Tiberias, at the ſouth end of the ſea. Farther;

ſpeaking of the country of Gadara, he ſays, it bounded

Galilee to the eaſt. See Luke, viii. 26. Gadara, there

fore, muſt have been ſituated on the eaſt ſide of the lake,

about eight miles from Tiberias, in ſuch a manner, that

part of its territory was contiguous to the Lower Galilee,

but ſeparated from it by the Jordan ; and part of it was

oppoſite thereto, with a lake between. The city was one

of thoſe called Decapºlis, and, according to Joſephus, was

ſituated in Coelo-Syria, in the poſſeſſion of the tribe of

Manaſſeh. When Pompey ſubdued Judaea, he rebuilt

Gadara, and joined it to the province of Syria : Auguſtus

afterwards gave it to Herod; but, upon Herod's death, he

annexed it again to Syria. By theſe means the town came

to be inhabited partly by Syrians. Gadara being thus

inhabited by a mixture of people, it is no wonder that
8

there were ſwine in its territory: for, though the Jews did

not eat the fleſh of theſe animals, they might breed them

for their heathem neighbours; or the herd might be the

property of the latter.

When Jeſus and his diſciples landed at this place, twº

men pºſſed with devil; came towards them from the tombs.

Mark and Luke ſpeak only of one demoniac; but in ſeveral

inſtances the ſacred hiſtorians mention but one perſon,

though more were concerned in the matter related.

St. Auſtin thinks that one of the demoniacs was more

remarkable than the other, perhaps for his birth, or parts,

or intereſt in the country; and that his cure made more

noiſe, and for that reaſon was mentioned by Mark and

Luke, while they omitted the cure of the other. St.

Luke's account, as it ſtands in our tranſlation, ſeems in

one particular, at firſt ſight, to claſh with St. Matthew

and St. Mark; for he ſays, ch. viii. 27., there met him out

of the city a certain man; but there is no inconſiſtency

between the Evangeliſts; for St. Luke's words are 2,7; in

Tws wºxswg, which properly ſignifies a man ºf the city, one

who had formerly been an inhabitant, though now he

dwelt among the tombs. See the phraſe in John, i. 45,

in the original. Accordingly St. Luke tells us, that he did

not abide in any houſe, but in the tombs; whither Gro

tius ſuppoſes that the demons choſe to drive the men

whom they poſſeſſed, to confirm ſome ſuperſtitious notions

of the Jews relating to the power of evil ſpirits over the

dead. The heathens had undoubtedly ſuch notions; but

Eiſner's opinion ſeems moſt probable, that the demoniacs

choſe the caves of this burying-ground as a kind of ſhelter;

and he has ſhewn, that poor tormented creatures in extre

mity ſometimes did the like. It ſhould be remembered

that the ſepulchres of the Jews were, very wiſely, always at

ſome diſtance from their cities, in lonely and deſert places,

Hence St. Luke ſays of the demoniac, ch. viii. 29. that

he was driven of the devil into the wilderneſs. Doubtleſ.

thoſe maicvolent ſpirits love ſuch tokens of death and

deſtruction. º - -

It ſhould be obſerved farther, that no compaſſion to theſe

unhappy men, nor endeavours for their own ſecurity, had

been wanting in the people of the place: for they had fre

quently cndeavoured to confine them ; but no man could line

them, no not with chain: ; becauſe, though they had been fre

quently ſo bound, the chains had been plucked aſunder by

them, and the fetters broken in pieces: neither could any

man tame them. See Mark, v. 4. Being therefore at

liberty, they ſhunned the fociety of men, wandering day

and night amid the melancholy receptacles of the dead.

- formidable
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* One of them eſpecially. Mark, v. Luke, 8. 27.

**, * 17, 18. * Mark, 5. 1 1. Lev. 11. 7. Deut. 14.8.

| kº, 12. 22. Job, i. 12. & 2. 6. Rev. 20. 7. * Mark, 5. 14–16.

rthim, "two poſſeſſed with devils, coming

Mof the tombs, exceeding fierce, ſo that no

In might paſs by that way. -

2) And, behold, they cried out, ſaying,

What have we to do with thee, Jeſus, thou

Sºn of God 2 art thou come hither to torment

tº before the time *

30 And there was a good way off from

itmº an herd of many ſwine feeding.

" Luke, 3. 28. Mark, 5. 7, 8.

Iſ. 65. 4. & 66. 3.

31 * So the devils beſought him, ſaying,

If thou caſt us out, ſuffer us to go away into

the herd of ſwine. -

32 And he ſaid unto them, "Go. And

when they were come out, they went into the

herd of ſwine; and, behold, the whole herd.

of ſwine ran violently down a ſteep place into

the ſea, and periſhed in the waters.

33 "And they that kept them fled, and
- * ..

2 Peter, 2.4. Jude, 6. Mark, 1. 24, 25.1

Job, i. 1 1. & 2. 5: Phil. 2. 19.

2 Cor. 6. 14.

P Rev. 12. 1 2. & 2 o. 1, 2.

Luke, 8.34–36.

ºmiſible to all who paſſed by, and a great nuiſance to

... . ſountry. Concerning the nature of theſe demoniacs,

ºit note on the 33d verſe.

Fr. 19. Hºhat have we to do with thee AJ This is a Hebrew

*iſt, sºng “What right, rule, or authority doſt thou

"dim over us? What concern haſt thou with us? See

Mº i 12. 2 Sam. xvi. Io. 1 Kings, xvii. 18. 2 Kings,

# 13, ix. 19. Septuagint. There is in the next words,

attºu come to torment uſ, &c. ſuch a reference to the final

ºnce which Chriſt is to paſs upon theſe rebel ſpirits in

#iudgment of the great day, to which they are reſerved

lº, ver, 6.), as could not have been dićtated by lunacy;

ºlitis much to be queſtioned whether the perſons ſpeak

ºr any of the hearers, but Chriſt himſelf, underſtood

* ſenſe and propriety of them. See 2 Peter, ii. 4.
War. 30–32. And there was a good way off—many ſwine,

*] Inſtead of a good way ºff, Dr. Doddridge reads at a

§rºle diffunce,—at ſºil. diſance;—and by comparing

** 11, and Luke viii. 32. it will be found, that this

ºts gue meaning of the word gax:2y. St. Mark ſays,

** were about two thouſand in the herd of ſwine;

*h will not ſeem ſtrange, if it be confidered that the

$ºſity of the inhabitants of that country were Gentiles.

º devils, no doubt, requeſted permiſſion to enter into

*herd of ſwine, with a view to prevent any good effects

ºth the niracle might have had on the Gadarenes, and

ºnlet Chriſt odious to them. Their dwſign could not

ºldfrom Jeſus: nevertheleſs he granted their requeſt,

*** it ſubſervicat to his own gracious purpoſes. He

ºted the devils to Alter into the ſwine, not only to

* the reality of the pºſſion (which was thus undeniably

"; ſº nothing but ſuch a poſſeſſion could have forced

º lige a herd down a precipice into the water), but that

º "ſight underſtand how great the power of evil ſpirits is,

º* terrible the effect of their malice would be, if

** *** not reſtrained: for no ſooner was the permiſſion

ºº,º the keepers who were with the ſwine, and

º *:: 'We're at a diſtance, beheld, to their great

ºnº . whole herd running furiouſly down the

º: º:. ºping from the tops of the rocks into theº* eº furious madmen immediately be

ºrciſe of º compoſed, having recovered the intire

*thus toº Jeſus alſo might permit the

*ents ſo t on the herd, as a puniſhment to the
kº l ºng ſwine, which were a ſnare to the

** to make trial of their diſpoſition, whether they
t

of the kingdom.

would become more affeóted with the loſs of their cattle,

than with the recovery of the men, and with the doğrine :

Whatever were the reaſons, it is certain,

that though he might rightfully have uſed all men's pro

perties as he pleaſed ; yet this, and the withering of the

barren fig-tree, are the only inſtances wherein man ſuffered

the leaſt damage by anything that our Lord ever did. But: .

certainly, neither the owners of the herd, nor of the fig

tree, could juſtly complain of their loſs, ſince the good of

mankind, not in that period or corner only, but in every

ſucceeding age, through all countries, has been ſo highly

promoted at ſuch a trilling expence to them. No miracles.

are more ſuſpicious than pretended diſpoſſeſſions, as there.

is ſo much room for colluſion in them ; but it was ſelf

evident that the herd of ſwine could not be confederates

in any fraud. Their death, therefore, in this inſtructive

and convincing circumitance, was ten thouſand times a

greater bleſſing to mankind, than if they had been ſlain,

for food, as was intended. We may obſerve farther, that

the devils, by making this requeſt to Jeſus, acknowledged

that it was not in the power even of a legion of them to do

any miſchief to ſo contemptible a creature as a ſwine,

without Chriſt's permiſſion; far leſs could they deſtroy

the man in whom they lodged. See Doddridge, Mac

knight, and Biſhop Pearce's vindication of the miracles of

Jeſus.

Per. 33, 34. ind they that kept them fled] The miracle,

iſſuing thus in the deſtruction of the ſwine, was imme

diately reported in the town and country by the a frighted

keepers, who, as they fled, had fallen in, it ſeeins, with

Jeſus and his company, and learned from them the cauſe

of what had happened. The intelligence threw the Ga

darenes into the utmoſt conſternation; for when they

came and ſaw the men who had been poſſeſſed ſitting

gravely in their right mind, and decently clothed (the

diſciples having charitably ſupplied them with ſuch upper

garments as they could ſpare), they perceived how great

Chriſt's power was, and were exceedingly afraid, haying

treſpaſſed in the matter of the ſwine, which was an un

clean food: or, if the herd belonged to the Syrian inha

bitants of the town, they might know the law, and con

ſequently, taking the deſtruction of their cattle as a rebuke,

they could not but dread farther puniſhment from tilis

prophet of the Jews, who was come to windicate the me--

glected inſtitutions of Moſes. Wherefore, this inſtance of

his power terrifying them, they with osc accord fooliſhly

& 2 be ſought-

a
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went their ways into the city, and told every

thing, and what was befallen to the poſſeſſed

º

of the devils. - -

34 And, behold, the whole city came out

befought him, in the moſt earneſt manner, to depart out

of their country. It ſeems they were altogether ignorant

of his goodneſs, notwithſtanding he had given them a

ſtriking proof of it in the recovery of the demoniacs. As

Jeſus was intirely free from oſtentation, he never forced

his company on any people, nor wrought miracles of heal

ing without being aſked, left it ſhould have been imagined

that he had choſen obječts within his power. The mad

men indeed, whoſe cure is here related, and perſons in

ſimilar circumſtances, were excepted, for a reaſon too ob

vious to be mentioned. In all his ačtions our Lord pre

ſerved a becoming dignity, tempered with great modeſty.

The requeſt of the Gadarenes, therefore, being a ſufficient

reaſon for his withdrawing from ſuch a ſtupid people, he

entered into his veſſel, and returned to the country whence

he had come ; leaving to them a valuable pledge of his

love, and to us a noble pattern of perſeverance in well

doing, even when our kindneſſes are contemned, or it may

be requited with injuries; for notwithſtanding the men

from whom the devils had been expelled, intreated him to

take them along with him (See Mark v. 18.), fearing per

haps that their tormentors might return after he was gone,

he ordered them to ſtay behind, as a ſtanding monument

both of his power and goodneſs ; very proper to induce

the Gadarenes to believe, when they found the miracle

real, and that Jeſus could reſtrain the devils, as well when

abſent as preſent. And this was the reaſon that, in the

inſtance before us, Jeſus ačted contrary to his uſual prac

tice; ordering the men to go and publiſh the miracle

among all their relations and acquaintance. See Luke viii.

39. Beſides, there were many heathens in Gadara and

the neighbourhood, upon whom the publication of his mi

racles would not have the ill effect it was apt to have on

the Jews: or he might give this order, becauſe he did not

intend to return ſoon into that part of the country.

Inferences.—The remarkable miracle juſt under confi

deration is an irºvincible evidence that the demoniacs men

tioned in the New Teſtament were not, as ſome have ſup

poſed, only lunatics, or epileptics, but perſons really

poſſeſſed by unclean ſpirits. The perſonal ačtions of thoſe

ſpirits, and their entrance into the ſwine, abundantly prove

it, were there no other proofs. But the ſcriptures through

out, as well as heathen writers, join in the teſtimony;

and indeed the preſent miracle ſeems in a great meaſure

deſigned to confute any ſuch erroneous opinions, and to

convince us of the reality of ſpiritual agency. The learned

biſhop of Rocheſter, in his excellent vindication of the

miracles of Jeſus, part ii. p. 28. obſerves, “In the in

“ ſtance of this miracle before us, we find that the devils

“ ſpºke out of the poſſeſſed perſons; they were ſent out of

“ them, and they entered into the herd of ſwine. Perſonal

“ ačtions as well as ſpeeches are aſcribed to them, which

“ can never be aſcribed to mere phrenſy and madneſs;

“ for had there been nothing more than madneſs, when

“ it ceaſed in the men, it would have had then no in

“ fluence on the ſwine; whereas that which went out of

“ the one and entered into the other, muſt have had a

“ diſtinct being and exiſtence of its own. This, there- .

“fore, is the true goſpel-notion of demoniacs: they were

“ not madmen only, but they were poſſ ffed by unclean

“ ſpirits; and if Jeſus came from God, much more if he

“ be over all, God blºſed for ever, Rom. ix. 5. he could not

“ have been unacquainted with the immaterial world;

“ and therefore no one can reaſonably refuſe to believe

“ the account which he has given us of the operations of

“ evil ſpirits upon human bodies. Had no authors but

“ the ſacred ones made mention of the demoniacs of thoſe

“ days, yet the ſcripture teſtimony would have been ſuf

“ ficient; but there are unqueſtionable authors, who agree

“ in this point, and ſpeak of polleſſed perſons as no un

“ common ſight in their days. Joſephus ſays, that So

“lomon had from God the art of caſting devils out of

“ men, and healing them; and that he compoſed charms

“ for aſſuaging the diſeaſe, and left behind him forms of

“ adjuration, by which the devils were ſo effectually caſt

“ out as never to return again. And he adds, that this

“ way of healing was practiſed among his countrymen

“ even down to his own days. Whether the Jews had ſo

“ effectual a method of diſpoſſeſſing men as Joſephus

“ thought, yet thus much appears plainly from his teſti

“ mony, that there were perſons poſſeſſed with devils in

“ his days and long before: nay, he tells us in the ſame

“ place, that he ſaw one diſpoſſeſſed in the preſence of the

“ Emperor Veſpaſian and his family: and to prevent our

“ miſtaking this calamity for madneſs, or any other com

“mon and natural diſtemper, he explains what he means

“ by being pºſſd with devils, when he ſays, giving us his

“ ideas of thoſe ſpirits, that what were called ſo, were the

“ ſpirits of wicked men, which entered into living perſons,

“ and occaſioned the death of ſuch of them as met with

“ no help. Plutarch and Lucian mention demoniacs, as

“ well known in their days; and Philoſtratus, in his life

“ of Apollonius, among the miraculous cures which he

“ aſcribes to him, has a particular account of a young

“ man, who had an unclean ſpirit, which made him

“ wander from home, and led him into the deſolate parts

“ of the country, amid deep valleys and precipices.”

“Where the reader may obſerve, that the ſame circum

“ſtances are ſaid to have attended this young man, as at

“ tended the madmen in this miracle before us: and what

“ever was the truth of the fact reported by Philoſtratus,

“ yet it ſhews both his opinion, that there were demo

“ niacs at that time, and that the effects of ſuch poſſeſſion

“were commonly the ſame as the Evangeliſts repreſent
“ them.”

Why theſe demoniacs were ſo frequent at or about the

time of our Saviour's coming, and perhaps more eſpecially

in and about the place of his miniſtry, though we may not

be able to ſee all the reaſons, yet it appears probable that,

as the great end of his incarnation was to dº/froy the works

of the devil, therefore the wiſe Diſpoſer of all events might

permit that apoſtate ſpirit to exert himſelf, and to diſplay

his tyranny in an unuſual manner, that Chriſt’s triumph

t
ovel
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tº meet Jeſus: and when they ſaw him, they

'b:ſought bim that he would depart out of

their coaſts. ... ."

. ."

* Luke, 3.37. Mark, 5. 17. 1 Kings, 17. 18. Deut. 5. 25. Luke, 5.8. Gen. 25.34. Aás, 16. 33. with ver, 29.

* , v ºn

there is balm in Gilead, and a phyſician there. Behold,trim might be more fignal and manifeſt. 'Why ſuch

imoniacs were ſuffered at all, theſe reaſons are offered :

1.To confirm us in our belief of the reality of the agency

ºf gºod and bad ſpirits, which, ſurely, none who believe.

the goſpel can doubt or deny ; and to convince us of the .

º: iſit power of Chriſt, whoſe words the evil ſpirits hear

º * ind ºty with terrible confuſion. 2. To exerciſe the pa
Titº

* im: ified by theſe and the like temptations of Satan, as

in the caſe of Job. 3. To convince unbelievers what

Mickneſs of darkneſs, what horrors and puniſhments, re

º, min for thoſe who ſhall be wholly given up to the power

* ºf theſe evil ſpirits.

l and deſerts, cauſe them to howl in miſerable lamentation,

lºſs ind nights, to cut and mangle themſelves with the

fºcks and ſtol es; if here upon earth, they cauſe men to

fill down into the fire and water, to foam at the mouth,

ſignaſh with the teeth; what will they do when they

gºt miſerable and condemned ſouls into their whole and

º' tire poſſeſſion - - -

| Toreal poſſeſſions is, that they were ſuffered, in order

whºw us what the devil does with the ſoul ſpiritually

* | *Pºſſes the body, makes one blind, another deaf, ano

**l ºr dumb, and another void of all ſenſe; ſo, in whatever

* | *; he reigns through fin, he deprives them of all ſpiri

till ſenſ s, and renders them blind, and deaf, and dumb,

tº whatever concerns their great, their eternal welfare :—a

‘mºderation, which ſhould incline, all ſuch to haſten

tº Chriſt, if they would eſcape thoſe everlaſting flames

Fºured for the devil and his angels. See the Inferences

it the end of the next chapter: nor can I help referring,

º reader, defirous of improving the ſcripture hiſtory, to

tº: Contemplations of the excellent biſhop Hall, which

will afford him at once

profit. . . . . . . . . "

...: - - * - -

. .
-

REFLEctions—1 ſt, Struck with the power of his word,

ºf multitude who had heard Chriſt preach followed him

º * he came down from the mount; and lo! a freſh oc

Fion. offers to raiſe their admiration, and confirm their

fiſh in him as a teacher ſent from God; for they who

ſºlºw on to know the Lord, ſhall ſee freſh manifeſtations,

- i. his power, grace, and glory, every ſtep they advance.

: We have,

I. A miſerable leper's addreſs to our Lord. The le

Fº was eſteemed by the Jews a diſeaſe immediately

i. from God, incurable by human art, (2 Kings, v. 7.)
o defiling, as to exclude the unhappy object not only from

the ſanctuary, but, for the moſt part, from human con

wife and ſociety; a lively, figure of the fallen finner, co

... with guilt, full of corruption, excluded from God's

*** cut off from the communion of the Saints, in

*able by any human means, himſelf unclean, and com

"...ºg defilement to all around him. Yet, deplorable
* the caſe *PPsars, bleſſed be God, it is not deſperate;

tº and increaſe the reward of thoſe, who are at any

If they drive men into the tombs

4. A fourth reaſon alleged for theſe,

ºff:ffed and enſlaved by him and fin : for, as Satan, when

the trueſt pleaſure, and the greateſt

there came a leper who had himſelf perhaps heard our Lord

preach, or drawn by the fame of his wondrous works,

and worſhipped him, either with deepeſt reſpect as a pro

phet, or endued with the knowledge of his divine cha

racter, and paying him due adoration ; ſaying, Lord, if

thou wilt, thou canſ; make me clean. He doubted not his

power and all-ſufficiency, and therefore caſt himſelf on his

mercy for a cure. 2 And herein he is the emblem of the

awakened finner, brought to a fight of his native miſery.

(1.) He caſts himſelf down at the feet of Jeſus in prayer,

laying his guilty and polluted ſoul before him. (2.) He

looks up to him as able to ſave to the uttermoſt ; nor dares.

diſtruſt that the infinite merit of his precious blood can

juſtify the moſt guilty, and his grace renew the vileſt

heart : but often he heſitates in the view of his own un

worthineſs, and fears whether the Lord will have reſpect

to one ſo utterly unworthy. (3.) However, as he ſees no.

hope any where elſe, he preſents his deſperate caſe, aſſured

that he muſt periſh, unleſs the Lord hath reſpect unto him.

But none ever yet periſhed at the feet of Jeſus : for,

2.jeſus put frth his hand and touched him, ſaying, I will r

be thou, clean : and immediately his leproſy waſ cleanſed. Such

power accompanied his word, and touch, as inſtantly ef

fected the cure. And with like words of grace does Jeſus

ſpeak to every poor finner who applies to him. His an

ſwer is ever, I will ; as ready as able to pardon and ſave

the miſerable and the deſperate who come to him : be thou

clean ; thy guilt is canceHed, thy ſoul is delivered from the

bondage of corruption; my blood, my grace, are ſufficient

for thee, and freely extend to thee: and by faith his word

is realized to the ſoul; the ſcales drop off, guilt no more

terrifies the conſcience, nor has corruption any longer do

minion over the hea, t.

, 3. Our Lord charges him not to divulge the means of

his cure, but to go immediately to the prieſts, obtain

their acknowledgement of his being healed, and offer the

ſacrifices preſcribed. And this he did for the man's ſake,

left out of envy the prieſts ſhould refuſe to pronounce him

clean ; and that his offering might be a teſtimony of the

fačt to all, when it ſhould be more publicly known how

the cure was wrought;, as well as to cut off occaſion from.

thoſe who deſired to repreſent our Lord as a breaker of

Moſes's laws, and thereby to prejudice the people againſt

him. Note: every ſoul cleanſed by grace will not fail to

offer the grateful ſacrifice not only of his lips, but of his

heart, to God; and will ſeek to approve himſelf, to his

Redeemer's glory, a living teſtimony of his power and

grace.

2dly, Capernaum was the place where our Lord had,

fixed his abode, and whither he returned after his journey

through Galilee. We have there, - - - -

1. The application made to him by a Roman centurion,

the captain of a troop conſiſting of a hundred men. A

fºldier, from whom religion is leaſt expected ; but there

are ſome faithful in all profeſſions: a man of rank, º: of

Winoin.
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Chriſ cureth ore ſick of the paſſ; calleth Matthew from the

receipt of cºſłom ; eateth with publicans and ſinners ; de

fendeth his diſciples for not faſhing ; cureth the bloody iſſue,

raiſeth from death jairus's daughter, giveth ſight to two

blind men, healeth a dumb man pºſſed ºf a devil, and hath

compaſſion on the multitude. - -

** *

[Anno Domini sil -

A ND he entered into a ſhip, and "paſſed

over, and came into his "own city.

* Ch. 7. 6. Pſ, 81. 11, 11. Rev. 22. 11. Ezek, 3.27. Dan. 12. 10.

2? —13. Luke, 5. 18–26. "Pſ. 32.1, 7. If 48. 1, 2 & 43.25. &

* Luke, 5.2 . Mark, 2.7. Job, 14. 4. If 43. 25. & 44, 22.

& 9.47. & 11. 17. John, 2.2 1, 25. & 6. 61, 64. & 13- 1 1. & 16. 19, 30.

Mic. 7. 18.

* 2 “And, behold, they brought to him a

man ſick of the palſy, lying on a bed : and

Jeſus ſeeing their faith ſaid unto the ſick of

the palſy ; Son, "be of good cheer ; thy fins be

forgiven thee.

3 And, behold, certain of the ſcribes ſaid

within themſelves, “ This man blaſphemeth

4 And Jeſus ‘knowing their thoughts

ſaid, Wherefore think ye evil in your

hearts : -

Mark.

Lato. 3. 59.

Luke, 6.8.

* Ch. 2. 23. Luke, 2. 39, 51. & 4, 16-29. or rather ch. 4, 13.

44. 22. Rom. 5.11. Eth. 1. 7. Col. i. 14. Luke, 7.4°.

* Pſ. 39. 2. Ch. 12. 15, 25. & 16. 7, 8, Mark, 8.16, 17.

& 18, 4. & 21. 17., Heb. 4. 12, 13. Rev. 2. 23.

whom were numbered among the followers of Jeſus: a

Gentile too, and for a Gentile; for Chriſt came a light to

lighten the Gentiles, as well as to be the glory of his peo

ple Iſrael. After ſending meſſengers to beg the help of

Jeſus (Luke, vii. 3.), he came himſelf, a humble ſuppli

cant on the behalf of his ſick ſervant, afflićted with the

palſy, and grievouſly tormented, commending his miſerable

caſe to the compaſſions of Jeſus. And herein he ſhewed

(1.) His high reſpect for the Lord Jeſus, and his depen

dence upon him. (2.) His great humanity towards his

ſick ſervant; not turning him out of doors becauſe unable

to work, but tenderly taking care of him, and ſeeking every

means for his relief: a noble example ; and which ſhould

alſo be an encouragemext to ſervants to diſcharge their

ſtation with fidelity and honeſty, as this will naturally

endear them to their maſters.

2. The anſwer that Chriſt gave to his requeſt: I will come

and heal him, though a poor ſervant, diſeaſed, a Gentile

alſo. Jeſus is no reſpecter of perſons; and his miniſters

herein muſt reſemble him, ready on the firſt application to

viſit the meaneit of their flock. - -

3. The deep humility and diſtinguiſhed faith expreſſed

by the centurion. Lord, I am not wºrthy that thou ſhouldſ?

come under my roof, ſo lowly were the thoughts that he en

tertained of himſelf, ſo high his eſtimation of the dignity of

the Redeemer. A gracious ſoul ever acknowledges himſelf

thus leſs than the leaſt of all God's mercies: nor does

he think Chriſt’s bodily preſence neceſſary; ſo full was

his confidence in the power of Jeſus, that he is aſſured a

ſingle word will be ſufficient to effect the cure, the moſt

inveterate diſeaſe being intirely under the command of

Jeſus, and coming and going at his bidding: for if he,

who was but an inferior officer, met with ſuch ready obe

dience from his ſoldiers and ſervants, much more would.

a word from him, who had no ſuperior, be obeyed.

Learn: hence, (1.) The charaćter of a good ſervant; he

obeys his maſter without anſwering again or heſitating.

(2.) The duty of every Chriſtian ; to be obedient in all

things, to do what Jeſus pleaſes to command, and cheer

fully to ſuffer what he ordains. . . . . . . . .

4. The high approbation of the centurion expreſſed by

our Lord on this occaſion.

: What confidence then ſhould'wé repoſe in

When jeſus heard it, he mar

velled; not that he was ſurpriſed as with an unexpected .

thing; but he expreſſed himſelf as admiring what was ſo.

excellent and uncommon, that it might be more remarked

by others; ſaying to his followers, Verily, I ſay unt, you, I

have not fºund ſº great faith, no, not in Iſrael; none of that

generation had given ſuch proofs of faith as this Gentile.

Note: The attainments of thoſe who have enjoyed leſs

means than others, will condemn the unprofitableneſs, and

riſe up in judgment againſt the ſlothfulneſs and careleſs

neſs of ſuch as, bleſſed with every advantage for their

ſouls, have abuſed or neglected them. -

5. Hence Chriſt takes occaſion to foretel the calling of

the Gentiles, and rejećtion of the Jews for their unbelief.

Though the Jews, partial to their nation, could not

bear the thoughts that the heathen ſhould ſhare in the

common ſalvation, our Lord aſſures them, that from all

lands multitudes ſhould be gathered unto him, and ad

mitted to the ſame privileges, and have a place in the

ſame kingdom as the moſt diſtinguiſhed patriarchs: while,

to their greater aſtoniſhment, they who boaſted themſelves

as, excluſive of all others, the children of the kingdom,

will, ſo far from having any part or lot in it, he cºſt out into

outer darkneſ, as gueſts excluded from the bridal feaſt, and

thruſt out, where ſhall be weeping and gnºſing f teeth : the

expreſſive ſigns of moſt poignant anguiſh, which will

eſpecially be the caſe with damned ſouls in the place of

torment. Note ; (1.) We ſhall ſee many in the kingdom

of heaven, whom we leaſt expected to find there; and

many caſt out, of whom we had the moſt confident ex

p:étations. (2.) It will profit a mán nothing at the day

of judgment to have been a profeſſed member of Chriſt's

kingdom, and a nominal child of God, if he be not poſ

ſeſſed of the ſpirit of adoption, and have not approved his
fidelity as a joyāl ſubject. " . . . . . t

6. The ſervant is cured. jºſits ſtid unto the centurion,

Go thy way; and as thou haſ beſieved, ſº be it done unfo złęe.

With a double grace the favour is conferred; his faith is

approved, while his requeſt is granted; for inſtantly the

cure was wrought; his ſervant waſ healed in the ſºft-ſime

hour. He that ſaid, let there be light, and there was

light, need but ſay, and it is done, in every othcr caſe.

- - - ãº Almighty

Saviour, and never in 'our deepeſt afflićtions diſtruſt his

power or love : . . . . -

3dly, The great phyſician is continually
- * manifeſting

his healing power. "We have; * * * : " . . . ." . . .”

* -

1.

1. Another
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5 For whether is eaſier, to ſay, Thy fins

be forgiven thee; or to ſay, Ariſe, and

walk 2 -

* ** :

... 6. But that ye may know that the Son

of man hath power * on earth to forgive

fins, (then faith he to the fick of the palſy,)

* Luke, 7.48, with John, 17.2. Ads, 5 31, & 7. 6c. -

* * . . º →

1. Another cure wrought by him on Peter's wife's mo

ther, who lay ill of a fever in Peter's houſe. He was thar

red, we find, in oppoſition to the popiſh celibacy. His

care of his aged relations beſpoke his gracious ſpirit. Jeſus,

who will never fail to repay the entertainment given him

in our houſes, or in our hearts, by a touch rebuked the

diſorder, and inſtantly every ſymptom vaniſhed, and her

ſtrength was perfeótly reſtored; ſo that ſhe was able to

wait upon him and the gueſts, as an evidence of her cure,

and a teſtimony of her gratitude. Note: They whom

Chriſt heals, are bound to employ the ſtrength and health

that he gives in his bleſſed ſervice,

2. At even, it being a ſabbath day (See Mark i. 21.),

and their days being reckoned from one fun-ſetting to the

other, the people thronged the door with their fick, and

thoſe poſſ.ffed of devils, Satan being at that time permitted

to exerciſe uncommon doininion over men's bodies, that

the power of Jeſus might more eminently appear. But

*::ever the diſeaſes were, or however ſtrong the poſſeſ

fºn of theſe unclean ſpirits, one word of Jeſus effectually

drove them out, and healed every diſeaſe. . + 1 .

3. The fulfilment of the ſcripture herein is obſerved;

fºr the propheſy, lſaiah liii. 4. not only includes Chriſt's

£ring the puniſhment due to our fins, 1 Peter ii. 24.

tº alſo his ſympathizing tenderneſs towards us under the

diſeaſes which are the fruits of fin, and his gracious power

exerted to deliver us from them. -

4thly, Great multitudes being ſome time after(See Markiv.

35.) colle&ted together, more from curioſity or ſecular

views, it is to be feared, than defirous of his divine in

ſtrućtions, our Lord commanded his diſciples to remove

to the other ſide of the lake, to avoid the crowd, to enjoy

ſome needful retirement; to prove their obedience, or to

ſpread the goſpel in other places, whither thoſe who were

Hearty in his cauſe would follow him. Hereupon we are

informed of a converſation which paſſed with two perſons

who ſeemed deſirous to join him.

1. One of them was a ſcribe, who ſeemed to expreſs

great forwardneſs, zeal, and reſolution to follow Chriſt

... herever he went ; but his warmth ſocil cooled, when he

urierſtood that he muſt expe&t none of thoſe worldly ad

vºtages with which he fi :tered himſelf from being an

: Foſtle of J. ius ; fince, inſtead of earthly grandeur and

::ie conveniences of life, the Meſſiah, the ſon of man, was

rºore deititute even than the birds or foxes, and had not a

; lace of is own to repoſe his weary head, or refreſh him

1- ºf with the ſleep that he now wanted after his toils. Note;

> any are willing to follow Chriſt if they can get by him,

who quickly cool in their ardour, when their worldly in

tº rett, charaćter, or eaſe, muſt be denied for his ſake.

2.) The poverty of the Lord Jeſus, and his wants, ſhould

teach us in every ſtate therewith to be coºtent. -

-- Another man who had profeſſed himſelf a diſciple,

* * *ght be perhaps an appointed evang liſt, wanted at

*** {\me to be excuſed from attending his Maſter. His

--- - - • *

plea was plauſible: his father was either aged and fick, and

he deſired to ſtay with him till he ſhould have diſcharged

the laſt offices to him ; or rather he was now dead, and

he wiſhed to attend his father's corpſe to the grave before

he went with Jeſus; but Chriſt will not admit the excuſe;

“he muſt leave all, and come; there were enough dead in

treſpaſſes' and fins, who might take care of the corpſe and

the funeral, whilſt a loore urgent and nobler employment

called for his ſervice, even to follow Jeſus and preach the

goſpel. Note; (1.) Worldly engagements, even about

neceſſary things in our families, are apt to prove a great

hindrance to our following Chriſt, if we do not watch un

to prayer. (2.) They who want an excuſe for declining

duty will eaſily find it. (3.) There are times when God’s .

ſervice may demand our attendance, and engage us to

leave father, mother, houſe, and ºll; and he is not worthy

of Chriſt who can ſet any thing in competition with him.

5thly, Chriſt having iſſued his orders to croſs the lake, his

choſen diſciples immediately obeyed and launched forth;

for no dangers or difficulties will deter thoſe from follow

ling Jeſus, who know the bleſſedneſs of his ſervice. Since

their maſter was with them, they confidered themſelves,

no doubt, as perfeótly ſafe; but for the trial of their faith,

and the manifeſtation of his glory, we find them plunged

into the greateſt danger and diſtreſs.

1. No ſooner were they got to ſea, than a violent hur

ricane overtook them. The waves like mountains rolled,

broke over them with dreadful roar; and their boat, filled

almoſt with water, was ready inſtantly to founder in the

deep : while Jeſus, as if unconcerned and unacquainted

with the danger, wearied with his labours, ſweetly ſlept.

Note ; (1.) They who follow Chriſt will meet with many

a ſtorm. (2.) Chriſt often appears to diſregard his people

when their dangers ſeem moſt imminent. (3.) The temp

tations permitted to overtake the faithful are deſigned

not to harm them, but to exerciſe, ſtrengthen, and

brighten their graces. :

2. With deep diſtreſs the affrighted diſciples ran to their

Lord, and with their cries awoke him, ſaying, Lºrd, ſave

us ; we perft, their cafe was deſperate if he did not im

mediately interpoſe. Note ; (1.) Awakened conſciences

feel their perilous condition, and fee their inevitable de

flrućtion without divine grace and help. (2.) Prayer will

be then fervent and importunate, when the deep ſenſibility.

of danger raiſes the cry. (3.) They who come to Jeſus,

muſt exerciſe faith in his ſufficiency to ſave, though ut

terly deſpairing of help in themſelves. (4.) Even doubts

and fears will ſometimes mingle with the prayer of faith;

but if they do, it is an evidence that we live far beneath.

our privileges. ; : . " . . . . . . . .

3. Jeſus with calmneſs and majáſtic dignity ariſes,

rebukes their fears ; then bids the ſtorm be ſtill, and ſud

denly the foaming billows ſubſide, the winds are huſhed,

the troubled waters now are ſmooth, and not a breath of

air dimples the poliſhed ſurface. Nºte; (1) Hythe ſtormy

ſeaſoas.
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* Ariſe, take up

houſe.

{

thy bed, and go unto thine

,

7 And he aroſe, and departed to his

houſe. . . . . . . -

* Mark, z. 11, 12. Luke, 5. 24, 25. & 13. 1 1-13. John, 5.8—1c.

ſeaſons of temptation, many a fear diſtreſſes fincere ſouls. there; for even over theſe they could have no power with

cannot but wonder and adore.

(2.) Thoſe may have true faith, who have comparatively

but little faith. (3.) The weakneſs of our faith and the

prevalence of our fears deſerve rebuke, as they reflect diſ

honour upon the faithfulneſs, power, and grace of Jeſus:

Why are ye faiful ? (4.) Though the ſtorm of temp

tation be never to violent, the finner that cleaves to Jeſus

#hall not periſh. (5.) Where the diſtreſs of the ſoul has

been peculiarly deep, and the trials uncommonly ſevere,

there uſually the ſtrongeſt conſolations and the moſt

delightful ſenſations follow, of joy and peace in believ

inº. - - -

*. The effect produced by the miracle was the aſtoniſh

ment of the mariners or diſciples who were in the ſhip,

or of both. Never was ſuch an amazing change known

before ; and this naturally leads them to expreſs their

admiration of this wonderful Perſon, whom even winds

and waves obeyed. Note: They who have experienced

the power of a Saviour's grace, in circumſtances where

every proſpect ſeemed covered with darkneſs and deſpair,

- -- . . . . . . . .”

6thly, Continued miracles of mercy mark every ſtºp of

the diving Redccmer. . . . . * . . . . . .

The country of the Gergeſenes bordered on the ſide of

the lake which they had croſſed ; and they were no ſooner

arrived, than a freſh occaſion offers to diſplay the power

and grace of Jeſus. . :

1. Two miſerable objećts met him, Pºd with dail,

Acoming out ºf the tom'ſ, the place where they, took up their

reſidence ; driven thither by the wicked ſpirits who actu

.*ated them, to make their abode the more dreary and diſ

mal; or to confirm the notion of ſpirits haunting theſe

melancholy places ; or by ſolitude to increaſe their fero

city, and render them more miſchievous ; for they Were

exceeding fierce, ſº that no men might paſs that way for fear of than by ſuggeſting the loſſes and croſſes to which his ſº

them. , Nºte: When anger, malice, and revenge dwell in

the boſom, there Satan's power reigns, and men then turn

..ſence, and fearful of being diſpoſſeſſed.

worſe than ſavages to their kind. - n

2. The devils addreſs the Lord, as trembling at his pre

What have we to

do with thee, jeſus, thou Son ºf God? They well knew

his power and Godhead, and their hopeleſs ſtate : he did

not come to be a Saviour unto them, but their deſtroyer;

and all their deſire is, that he would let them alone, at leaſt

in the heathen world, if he drove them from Judaea, and not

come thither to torment them before the time. Torment

eternal they expected; they were perſuaded that he would be

their terrible judge, and they aſk only a momentary reſpite

before the laſt and dreadful day, when their miſery will

&

be complete, Note; (1.) The devils believe and tremble.

(2.) They who ſay to Jeſus and his ſervants, What have

we to do with thee depart from us; and rejºt the

counſel of God againſt their own ſouls, muſt periſh with

fiends of darkneſs. , - . . . . . . º

3. Being unable to keep poſſeſſion of the bodies of

ſmen, they deſire to enter, into a herd of ſwine which fed

out divine permiſſion ; and this they beſought, either from

their innate pleaſure in miſchief, or rather from a crafty

defign to make Chriſt an unwelcome gueſt in that country,

and Jeſus, from whom none of their wiles could be hid,

permitted it; perhaps becauſe theſe ſwine belonged to the

Jews, who kept them for food in defiance of God's laws,

or for covetouſneſs, to make merchandiſe of them ; and

he would thus puniſh their owners: or he deſigned hereby

to manifeſt his own divine power, to prove the reality o

the miracle, and confound the Sadducean doctrine, which

denied the exiſtence of ſpirits, good or evil : or he waſ

moved by other reaſons known to his infinite wiſdom

No ſooner had theſe fiends obtained their requeſt, that

they flew as to their prey, and all the herd of ſwine madl

ruſhed down a precipice into the ſea, and were choaked

to the great terror of thoſe that kept them, who fled, an

filled the city and country with the report. And f

grieved were they at their loſs, and affrighted with th

apprehenſions of greater judgments, that, inſtead o

adoring him for the miracle that he had wrought on the tw.

poſſeſſed perſons, or welcoming him to their country, the

befought him to depart, like many other worldlings, wh

love their ſwine better than their ſouls. We may obſerve

(1.) The reſtraint laid upon theſe ſpirits of wickedneſs

they cannot touch a ſwine without permiſſion; and how

ever malignant and fierce the devil is, Jeſus holds his chair

and, in all his temptations of the faithful ſoul whic

cleaves to its Saviour, faith, Hitherto mayeſt thou go, an

no farther. (2.) Where Satan rules in the children

diſobedience, he fails not to drive them into many fooli

and hurtful luſts, which neceſſarily drown both body an

ſoul in perdition. (3.) By nothing does the god of th

world hold firmer poſſeſſion of men's hearts againſt Chri

vice may expoſe them, and bewitching them with the lo

of gain in preference to the love of God,

C H A P. IX.

Wer. 1–7. And he entered into a ſhip] And returning ;

a veſſel, he crºſºl the lake, and came to hiſ catº city [of Cap

naum, where he had dwelt after his leaving Nazarº

ver, 2. where key brought to him a paralytic lying on a b.

and jºſº, ſºing their faith, ſaid to the paralytic, Have cº,

dence, my ſºn yºur ſºns are fºrgiven. Hey in. See

miracle more circumſtantially deſcribed in Mark, ii. :

Luke, v. In St. Luke's miracle, there is a very mate

circumſtance premiſed, namely, that ſome Phariſees

doctors of the law, who came out of every town of Gal

and Judaea, and from Jeruſalem, were fitting by him, w

he was teaching, and the power of the Lord was prºſº,

heal them, that is to ſay, thoſe his auditors, of their ſpiri

maladies; and then it immediately follows, and behold,

brought on a bed, or couch, one ſºck ºf a paſſy, and be.

there was then no other acceſs to Chriſt, by reaſon of

crowd which encompaſſed him, they let down the paral

thro
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8 “But when the multitude ſaw it, they

marvelled, and glorified God, which had given

ſuch power unto men.

Luke, 5. 26.- Mark, 2. 12. Luke, 7. 16. Aćts, 3. 11, 1z.

1. 13. Ch. 4- 18-22.

-

-

Pſ. 103. 1–4.

9 || “And as Jeſus paſſed forth from thence,

he ſaw a man, named Matthew, 'ſitting at the

receipt of cuſtom ; and he faith unto him,

* Mark, 2. 14–23. Luke, 5, 27–39. " I Cor. 6. 1 1. 1 Tim.

through the tiles upon his couch, into the midſt before

Jeſus (ſee the note on Mark, ii. 4.), who, full as he

was of the divine fanative power, and accordingly confi

dering the objećt ſo preſented to him, not only with regard

to his bodily diſeaſe, but more eſpecially with regard to his

ſpiritual infirmity, by the prevalent power of fin, which

incapacitated his mind for holy diſpoſitions, as the palſy

did his body for the natural funètions; Chriſt, I ſay, con

ſidering this, applied, in the firſt place, to what was moſt

in Portant, and releaſed him from the guilt and power of

fin, ſaying, “ Have confidence, my ſºn 1 your ſins are

“fºrgiven,” or, as it may be rendered, your ſins are diſ

riſed. Phyſicians, both ancient and modern, tell us,

that paifies are ſometimes occaſioned by intemperance;

therefore, if this paralytic brought his diſeaſe upon him

ſelf, the propriety of the terms in which the cure was

pronounced will ſtill more fully appear, your ſins are fºr

given; only it muſt be obſerved, that when Jeſus forgives,

he at once forgives every fin, the leaſt as well as the greateſt.

The reader need not be told, that ſºn is a title of conde

ſcenſion and tenderneſs, as father was a correſpondent

title of reſpect.

The Scribes who were preſent, being diſappointed in

their curioſity (for they expe&ted to ſee an outward bodily

cure), and ſtartled to hear our Lord expreſs himſelf in ſuch

unuſual terms, took offence, and in their hearts condemned

him of blaſphemy, for aſſuming to himſelf an authority to

forgive ſin; ver. 3. Chriſt, to whom the ſecrets of all

hearts are open, knew their thoughts: as he is the Almighty

Word, which maketh all things by ſpeaking them, ſo with

him to ſay and to do is the ſame thing ; which he plainly

ſignifies here by his manner of expreſſing himſelf, Which

it eaſºft, to ſay, &c. wer. 5. that is, “Which is eaſieſt to

“ be performed, to forgive him his fins, or to deliver him

“ from his diſeaſe ?” Our Lord, as we before obſerved,

feeing through the diſeaſed objećt preſented to him, and

confidering as well the ſpiritual as the bodily diſorders

which oppreſſed him, firſt applied a remedy where the

want was greateſt, and pardoned his fins, and at the ſame

time delivered him from the power of them ; but this was

an inviſible operation, and, although of a much higher

nature than any bodily cure, yet was it no objećt of

ſenſe, and conſequently not diſcernible by the ſpectators,

ſome of whom were ſo far from believing Chriſt's power

to forgive fins, that they were ſcandalized at him for

aſſuming it. He therefore, to inſtruct them and us in a

matter of ſo great importance, reaſoned in the following

manner: “Which is eaſieſt, think ye, to deliver a mind

“ from the guilt and power of fin (for the original word is

“ applicable to both), or a body from diſeaſe ? To cure the

“ body is certainly the eaſieſt work; for it requires another

“ kind of power to reach the guilt of the mind, to operate

“ upon it, to reëtify its vicious inclinations, to form it

“*w- and repair the diſorders induced by fin. This I
Vol. I. a

“ have effected in the paralytic here preſent. I have

“forgiven,_or, as the original may be rendered, diſmiſſed

‘ his ſins; I have healed his diſtempered ſoul: but as this

“ divine operation is internal, and conſequently not diſ

“ cernible to you that are ſpectators, I will add a ſecond

“miracle, which though in all reſpects of an inferior

“ nature, yet has the advantage of being viſible, and

“ therefore is a proper proof of what I afiert. Judge of

“my power to heal ſouls by the cures I, work upon

“ bodies: and, that all may know the authority I have to

“ forgive and diſmiſs fins, and cure the depravations of

“ the mind, I ſay unto thee, O paralytic, ariſe, take up

“ thy couch, and return to thine own home.” The ſick

perſon did ſo, and the multitude were all amazed, and

glorified God. We may extend the ſame way of reaſoning

to all the miraculous cures recorded in the Goſpel, and *

infer from all and every one of them the divine power of

our Saviour to renew and reform the ſouls of men. See

Heylin, and the Inferences drawn from this chapter.

Wer. 8. But when the multitudeſaw it] The people were:

ſtruck with a high degree of ſurpriſe, nixed with admira

tion. What was to the Scribeſ an occaſion of blaſphemy,

proved to them an incitement to praiſe and bleſs ; they

glorified God, who had given ſuch power to men; power not

only to heal diſeaſes, but to forgive fins; for they could

not but acknowledge the authority of Chriſt's declaration,

thy ſins are fºrgiven, when their eyes ſhewed them the

efficacy of his command, ariſe and walk. Even the

Phariſees could not help being confounded at this mi

racle; for it was performed by one whom they had but a

few moments before pronounced a blaſphemer. Beſides,

they were incapable of finding the leaſt fault with the

miracle, although, no doubt, they examined it with a

ſcrupulous exactneſs. It is ſtrange, therefore, that they

did not forthwith lay aſide their enmity againſt Jeſus.

&

*

Probably in this, as in other inſtances, they reſiſted the

dićtates of their own minds ; or they might overlook the

miracle, and continue to find fault with the expreſſion

uttered when it was performed ; for with reſpect to good,
their minds ſeem to have been in the ſame enervated and

dead condition, which the body of the paralytic had been

in before his cure; only the miſery of their ſtate was

greater than his ; the palſy of the ſoul being an evil infi

nitely more deplorable than the palſy of the body. See

Macknight. We may juſt obſerve, that Cocceius is of

opinion, that men in this verſe refers to the men cured by

Jeſus, who had given ſuch power to men; that is to ſay, of

receiving remiſſion of fins, and bodily health : but the

interpretation referring it to Chriſt, as a prophet, ſeems

preferable. See Biſhop Smallbrooke's Vindication of the

Miracles, vol. 2. p. 248.

Wer. 9. As jeſus paſſed—thence, he ſaw a man, &c.]

St. Luke, in the parallel place, calls St. Matthew a publican,

which was a very odious name among the Jews, as the

- S employ
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" Follow me. And he aroſe, and followed

him.

1o "I And it came to paſs, as Jeſus ſat at

meat in the houſe, behold, many "publicans

and “finners came and ſat down with him and

his diſciples.

11 And when the Phariſees ſaw it, they ſaid

unto his diſciples, ' Why eateth your Maſter

* Gul. 1. 16. 1 Kings, 19. 19—21.

with publicans and finners?

12 But when Jeſus heard that, he ſaid unto

them, "They that be whole need not a phyſi

cian, but they that are ſick.

13 But go ye and learn what that meaneth,

* I will have mercy, and not ſacrifice: for I am

not come to call the righteous, but ſinners to

- repentance.

* See Ch. K. 46, 47. ° No'orious ſinners. Gen. 13. 13. Num. 16. 38. John, 9.31. 1 Tim. 1. 9, 13, 15,

16. P 1.uke, 15. 1, 2. & 19. 7. Ch. 1 r. 19. & 23. 23. Gen. 43. 32. Pſ. 101. 5. Dan. 1. º. John, 4-9. Acts, 10. 28. 1 Cor. 5. 1 1. 2 John,

Io. Iſ. 65. 5. * Luke, 5. 31, 31. Mark, 2. 17. Luke, 18. 1 1-11. ( b. 18, 12. Luke, ºv. 1, Tim. t. 13–16. Iſ. 1. 18. & 55.7. Rom. 7, 8–

21. * Hoſea, 6.6. Ch. 12.7. Sam.-15. 12. Prov. 21. 3. 27. Eccl. 5. 1. Iſ. . . 1–15. Micah, 6.6–8. * I Tim. 1. 13, 15, 16. Luke, 19

no. Ch. 13. 1:-13. Luke, xv. EP. 2. 1-8. Jſ. 1. 18. & 55. 7, & 45. 22. Rom. 5. 6-2 r. 1 Cor. 6. 1.

employment was attended with ſo much corruption and

temptation, that there were but few honeſt men ſuppoſed

to be engaged in it. - They were generally perſons of ſo.

infamous and vile a charaćter, that publicans and ſinners are

often joined together as ſynonymous terms. See on ch. v.

46. ix. 1 1. xi. 19. The original word Tsadylov properly

fignifies the cuff, m-houſe; ſome have rendered it tolbooth,

which, ſay Beaufobre and Lenfant, was a place near the

lake and harbour; there were toll-booths on the great

roads, as alſo on the lakes and rivers. The other Evan

geliſts call St. Matthew by the more honourable name of

Levi. Porphyry and Julian have blamed St. Matthew for

following one of whom he had ſo little knowledge, thus

raſhly, as they are pleaſed to call it. But as it is evident

that this publican lived in Capernaum, or near it, he muſt

have often heard our Lord preach ; for it was the town

where he ordinarily reſided ; and probably he might have

been witneſs to a number of Chriſt's miracles : wherefore

the oppoſers of our religion muſt forgive us if we affirm,

that there was neither raſhneſs nor imprudence in the

readineſs which Matthew ſhewed to follow Jeſus. He

might have been his diſciple long before this, and only

waited for permiſſion to attend him. But farther; why

may we not ſuppoſe that a divine and ſupernatural influ

ence attended this call of our Lord which, conſidering

all its circumſtances, may well be acknowledged as great a

miracle as any of thoſe which we have before reviewed. Dr.

Doddridge makes the following pleaſing and pious remarks

upon the event. “Let us view, with humble wonder and

“ pleaſure, this farther inſtance of the cond ſenſion and

“ grace of the Redeemer, in the call of Matthew : his

“ condeſcenſion, in calling to ſo near an attendance, and

“ ſo intimate a friendſhip, a man who was a publican,

“ infamous as that employment was ; and his grâce, which

“ could immediately inſpire this publican with ſo firm a

“ reſolution of quitting all the profits of that enployment;

“... that he might reduce himſelf to circumſtances of life as

“ precarious as thoſe of his divine Maſter. Many, no

“ doubt, cenſured him as a raſh enthuſiaſt and a lunatic,

“ rather than as a ſober convert; but he is even now

“ reaping the abundant reward: his loſs is gain, and his

“ contempt giory.” See on ch. x. 2, &c.

P'er. Io. 24: ; it came to paſ] Matthew, thinking himſelf

highly honoured by the call of Jeſus, made an entertain

tainment for his Miaſter, who did not refuſe to partake of

it: at the ſame time he invited as many of his brother

publicans as he could, hoping that Chriſt’s converſation

might bring them to repentance. In this feaſt, therefore,

St. Matthew ſhewed both gratitude and charity; gratitude

to Chriſt, who had reclaimed him ; charity to his acquain

tance, in labouring to bring about their converſion. It has

been commonly thought that Matthew made this entertain

ment on the very day that Chriſt called him to attend upon

him. The early harmonies of Tatian and Ammonius very

juſtly ſeparated them (ſee Chemnitz, Harm. cap. 23.). And

to the many convincing arguments which Mr. Jones, in his

Windicatiºn of Matthew, p. 129, &c. has brought to prove

that they ought to be ſeparated ; we may add, that it

ſeems very evident they were not both on the ſame day, from

the following obvious conſideration. So many things hap

pened before the calling of Matthew, that the day muſt be

far advanced, and there could rot have been time to pre

pare a great feaſi, and invite a number of gue's : on which

account it is certain that the feaft was after the day of his

calling; perhaps ſome months after, when he had made up

his accompts, and regularly paſſed his buſineſs into other

hands ; which certainly, from a principle of judice as well

as prudence, he would take care to do. -

Wer. 11—13. And when the Phariſe, ſaw it] See on

ver. 9. Inſtead of whole, we may read well. The Pha

riſees did not indeed direct their diſcourſe to Jeſus ; but

having ſpoken ſo loud as to let all the gueſts hear their

cenſure, he could not avoid meekly putting them in mind,

that it is ſick people only who have need of a phyſician ;

to inſinuate, that ſince the Phariſees thought themſelves

righteous perſons, they had no need of his company :

whereas the publicans, whom they called ſinners, being ſick,

had the beſt title to it; and that as nobody ever blamed a

phyſician for going into the company of the pºtients

whoſe cure he had undertaken, ſo they could not blame

him for converſing with ſºamers, ſince he did it to reclaim

and convert them. “ Murmur not, therefore, ye Scribes

“ and Phariſees, that I eat and converſe with publicans

“ and finners. My buſineſs is with ſuch ; and the end of

“my coming into the world was the ſalvation of theſe. I

“ converſe not with them to lull them in fatal ſecurity

“ amid their vices, or to contract any taint from the con

“ tagion of their impurities; but as the phyſician viſits the

“ chamber of the ſick, and is occupied amid the couches

“ of the languiſhing and the diſtreſſed ; ſo do I, as the

- great
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14 ºf Then came to him the diſciples of

John, ſaying, ‘Why do we and the Phariſees

faſt often, but thy diſciples faſt not :

15 And Jeſus ſaid unto them, Can "the

children of the bridechamber mourn, as long as

the bridegroom is with them but the days will

* Mark, 2. 18–22. Luke, 5.33–39. & 18. 12.

* Ch. xxvi-xxvii. Mark, 16. 19. Lukc, 24. 51.

14.23. 1 Cor. 7. 5. Zech. 12, 10–11. * Mark, 2. 21, 22.

33. 14- 1ſ. 4d. 11. John, 16. 12. 1 Cor. 3. 2. Heb. 5: 13.

Ch. 6, 16. & 1 1. 19.

John, 14. 19. & 16. 5, 7, 23.

Pſ. 103. 3, 14.

come, when the bridegroom “ſhall be taken

from them, and then ſhall they’ faſt.

16 “No man putteth a piece of * new cloth

unto an old garment: for that which is put in

to fill it up taketh from the garment, and the

rent is made worſe. -

Prov. 2 o. 6. 2 Cor. : 1. 2. Rev. 2 r. 2. & 15. 7–9.

* A3's, I. 14. & 1c. 30. & 13. 1-3. &

" Jo'an, 3.29.

Acts, i. 9, 1 2. & 3. 21.

“great phyſician of the ſoul, ſeek out the fick and diſeaſed

“ in mind, and offer health and ſalvation to the children of

“men,_ſuffering under a malady the moſt mortal and in

“ veterate, the malady of fin: and what phyſician, in caſes of

“ diſtreſs and danger, ſtands upon the niceties of form, or

“ the exačtneſs of punétilio 2 Why then do you marvel

“ and murmur, that I, in the like extremities, ačt in the

“ like manner?” It is to be noted, that this is a proverbial

expreſſion, they that be whole, &c. which has been known

to ſome heathen philoſophers, who have made uſe of it in

return to fimilar reproaches: Supervacuus inter ſincr medicts,

£ys Quintilian. When Antiſthenes was aſked why he

converſed with wicked men, his anſwer was, Kzi ji iz tºol

ºs-2 rºw vogouvroy sir, “Phyſicians are converſant with the

“ ſick.” Our Saviour moreover deſired his adverſaries

ſeriouſly to conſider the meaning of what God had declared

by the prophet Hoſea, ch. vi. 6. I will have mercy rather

tiºn ſacrifice. “Where the one or the other muſt be

“ omitted, let mercy, by all means,—let the work of com

“paſſion, beneficence, and love, be preferred to ſacrifice;

“to inſtituted forms, and merely external ordinances;

“ which, though neceſſary in themſelves, and highly uſe

“ful as ordained of God, and as means to an important

“ end, muſt yet never deſtroy that end, but give place

“ and preference to it; for of all things mercy, ačls of

“ genuine benevolence, are moſt pleaſing to the God of

“ love ; and of all ačts, as being the moſt important and

“ beneficent, the ſalvation of loſt finncrs from deſtrućtion

“ and death: and this is the great work for which I came

“ into the world; this is the great end I have to accom

“ pliſh: I am nºt come to call the righteous, but ſinners to

“ repentance ; the repentance of righteous perſons is not

“ the objećt of my attention (for there are none ſuch by

“ nature), but the converſion of finners.” I come not to

cºre thºſe who are whole, but thoſe that are ſick. Thus our

Lord clearly proved a capital doćtrine of true religion,

which the teachers of thoſe times, notwithſtanding they

boaſted of their knowledge, ſeem to have loſt the very

idea ef; namely, that ceremonial inſtitutions ſhould always

give place to works of charity. See the note on ch. xii. 7.

Wetſtein and Macknight. -

P'er. 14—17. Then came to him the diſciples #. john]

Dr. Campbell tranſlates the 16th and 17th verſes thus:

Nºbºdy mendeth an old garment with undreſſed cloth ; elſe the

patch itſelf teareth the garment, and maketh a greater rent.

Neither do peºple put new wine into old leathern bottler; other

~iſe the bºttler burſt; and thus both the wine is ſº it, and the

Luke, 5. 36-39. with Cn. 6. 33. & 8, 26. & 14. 31. & 16. 3. Luke, 24.49. Gen.

* Or a w, or ºr wrºught cl. h.

bottler are rendered uſ.'ſ. But they put, &c. Arno; is

properly a veſſel for holding liquor. Such veſſels were

commonly then, and in ſome countries are ſtill, of lea

ther, which were not ſo eaſily diſtended when old, and

were conſequently more ready to burſt by the fermentation

of the liquor. As this does not hold it regard to the

bottles uſed by us, I thought it better, ſays the Dočtor,

in tranſlating, to add a word denoting the materials of

which their veſſels were made. Mr. Weſley adds the ſame

word in his tranſlation of the New Teſtament.

In the law we find only one faſt-day enjoined, namely,

the tenth of the ſeventh month, on which the national

atonement was made. But the Jews, of their own accord,

obſerved many other days of faſting. See Iſai. lviii. 3.,

In our Lord's time, days of this kind were more frequent

than ever; eſpecially among the Phariſees, who, accord

ing to the practice of their ſect, faſted probably twice a

week. See Luke, xviii. 12. And therefore, as Jeſus did

not pretend to teach his diſciples a more lax kind of diſci

pline than John and the Phariſees, the diſciples of John

were ſurpriſed to find them overlooking ſo eſſential a duty.

As John the Baptiſt preached repentance, he not only

lived upon coarſe diet, but alſo faſted often, and trained

up his diſciples thereto. Compare ch. xi. 18. Luke, v. 33.

and the note on ch. vi. 16. The expreſſion, Thy diſciples

fift ºf, may ſignify, “Do not faſt often,” or, “are not

“ uſed to faſt.” To this our Saviour replies, Can the chil

dren of the bridechamber mourn ? &c. “Would it not be

“ improper for the gueſts at a wedding to faſt and weep

“ while the marriage ſolemnity continues It would be

“ equally improper for my diſciples to enter on a courſe

“ of ſevere and ſtrićt abſtinence at the time that I, the

• ſpiritual bridegroom, am perſonally preſent with them.”

The children of the bridechamber is a Hebrew phraſe, to

denote “The friends of the bridegroom,” who were wont

to provide whatever was proper and neceſſary during the .

marriage feſtival. See John, iii. 29. As John had

deſcribed our Saviour under the name of bridegroom, ſo

he repreſents himſelf here under that idea; and ſome have

ſuppoſed that there is in this ſimilitude which our Saviour,

uſes, a reference to the book of Canticles, as is not impro

bable. The proper meaning of the original words 32×ov;

&yvazov, by which new clºth is expreſſed, is, “ cloth which

“” hath not paſſed through the fuller's hands,” and which

is conſequently much harſher than what has been often

waſhed and worn; and therefore, yielding leſs than that,

will tear away the edges to :* it is ſºwed; and thus it
2 \ 16
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17 Neither do men put new wine into old

bottles: elſe the bottles break, and the wine

runneth out, and the bottles periſh : but they

put new wine into new bottles, and both are

preſerved. - -

18 "| While he ſpake theſe things unto

them, behold, there came a certain ruler, and

worſhipped him, ſaying, My daughter is even

now dead : " but come and lay thy hand upon

her, and ſhe ſhall live.

19 And Jeſus aroſe, and followed him,

and ſo did his diſciples.

20 *| And, behold, a woman, which was

diſeaſed with an “iſſue of blood twelve years,

came behind him, and touched the hem of his

garment:

21 For ſhe ſaid within herſelf, If I may but

touch his garment, I ſhall be whole.

22 But Jeſus turned him about, and when

he ſaw her, he ſaid, 'Daughter, be of good

comfort; thy faith hath made thee whole.

And the woman was made whole from that

hour.

23 And when Jeſus came into the ruler's

- houſe, and ſaw the “minſtrels and the people

making a noiſe,

24. He ſaid unto them, "Give place: for the

maid is not dead, but ſleepeth. And they

laughed him to ſcorn.

25 But when the people 'were put forth,

he went in, and took her by the hand; and

the maid aroſe. - -

26 And * the * fame hereof went abroad

into all that land.

27 *| And when Jeſus departed thence,

two blind men followed him, 'crying, and

ſaying, Thou ſon of David, have mercy
OIl Uls.

28 And when he was come into the houſe,

the blind men came to him: and Jeſus ſaith

unto them, "Believe ye that I am able to do

this 2 They ſaid unto him, Yea, Lord.

29 Then touched he their eyes, ſaying,

* According to your faith be it unto you.

3o “And their eyes were opened; and Jeſus

"ſtraitly charged them, ſaying, See that no man

know it.

31 But they, when they were departed,

• Mark, 5.22—43. Luke, 3.41–56. & 13. 14. Aćts, 13. 15. * Ch. 8. 15. John, 4.47, 49. Mark, 6.5, 6., John, 11. 21, 25. & 5. 25.

• with John, 4.50. & 11. 6,7. Ch; 8.13. & 5. 28. * Lev. 15. 19–33. & 18. 19. & zo. 18. Num. 5. 2. * Mark, 5, 27–34. Luke, 8.43–

48. Exod. 15. 26. Pſ. 147.3. Mal. 4. 2. 2 Kings, 13. 21. Ch. 14. 36. John, 14. 12. Aćts, 5, 15. & 19. 12. Rom. 4. 19, 20. f Ver. 2. "Iſ.

Ao. 1, 2. 2 Chr. 20.20. Aéls, 14. 9. , Ver. 29. Ch. 8. 13. Mark, 9. 23., & 19.5%: Luke, 7.47–50. & 17. 19. & 18.42. & 8, 48. * a Chr. 35.

a 5. Jer. 9. 17. Atts, 9-39. * Aës, 22. 10. , John, 11. 4. Her death is but like a ſhort ſleep. ' Ch. 7. 6. 1 Kings, 17. 19. 2 Kings, 4.33.

Aéts, 9.40. * Or this fame. * Ch. 4. 24. Iſ. Sz. 13. Mark, 1.45. John, 3. 30. ' Ch. 7. 11. Rom. 8. 15, 26. James, 5. 16. Ch. 12. 23.

& 1. 1. john, 7. 31. Rom. 1. 4. & 9.5. Rev. 22. 16. " Ch. , 3.58. Ver. 22, 29. John, 11. 26. Mark, 9. 23, 24. & 11.23. Ch. 17. ao. & 21.

22. Aćts, i. 9. * Ch. 2. 1:. Ver. 22. Ch. 15. 28. Luke, 7.5o. * Pſ. 146. 8. Iſ. 35. 5. & 42. 7, 18. Ch. 20.34. John, 9.7. 26.

P ch. 3. 4. & 11. 16. & 17. 9. Luke, 5, 14 Mark, 7.36, & 5.43. & 1.44.

is a juſt repreſentation of perſons who have not yet been

trained up and inſtructed. The ſimilitude of new wine put

into old leathern bottles is analogous to the former. See the

note on Pſ. cxix. 83, and thoſe on Luke v. 36–39.

Wer. 18. While he ſpake] As St. Mark has given us the

hiſtory of theſe two extraordinary miracles ſo much more

circumſtantially than St. Matthew, we ſhall poſtpone our

obſervations upon them till we come to Mark v. 22. See

alſo Luke, viii. 41. Dr. Campbell renders the verſe,

While he waſ ſpeaking, a ruler came, and, prºſtrating himſelf,

faid, my daughter if ºy this time dead; but come, and lay thy

hand upon her, and ſhe will revive.

Ver. 21. If, &c.] If I can, &c. I ſhall be cured. The

original coºroºzi, is, literally, I ſhall be ſaved, Dr. Dod

dridge renders it, Iſhall be recovered; and he obſerves that

there are many other places in which the word is uſed in

the ſame ſenſe; as certainly it may with great propriety be

applied to a reſcue from any imminent danger, or preſſing

calamity, eſpecially in an extraordinary way. The ſame

word is uſed in the next verſe. Compare Mark v. 23,

&c. Luke, viii. 36. xvii. 19. xviii. 42. John, xi. 12. and

Aćts, iv. 9. in the original.

Wer. 23. The minſtrels) The muſicians or pipers, Heylin ;

the players on the flute, Beaufobre and Lenfant. It was the

cuſtom among the Jews to have muſical inſtruments at fu

nerals, whereon mournful tunes were played. See Jer.

xlviii. 5, 36. Some learned authors obſerve, that the

trumpet was uſed at the funerals of grown or old perſons,

and the flute at thoſe of children ; ſuch as was the daugh

ter of Jairus, who was but twelve years old. Concerning

the uſual lamentations at funerals, ſee the note on Jer. ix.

17. the introdućtory one to the book of Lamentations, and

Explication des Textes Difficiler, p. 531.

Ver. 27. Thou ſºn of David, &c..] Son of David was one

of the names then aſcribed by the Jews to the Meſſiah.

See ch. xii. 23.

Ver. 28. Believe ye that I am able, &c.] See the note on

Mark ix. 23. where the reaſons of propoſing this queſtion

before the cure, and of conferring the cure in this form or

expreſſion, are aſſigned. -

4 Prº-.
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| * Luke, 1.1. 14, 15.
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ſpread abroad his fame in all that country.

32 * : As they went out, behold, they

brought to him a dumb man poſſeſſed with a

devil. - -

33 And when the devil was caſt out, the

dumb ſpake : and the multitudes marvelled,

ſaying, " It was never ſo ſeen in Iſrael.

34 But the Phariſees ſaid, He caſteth out

devils through the prince of the devils. -

35 "And Jeſus went about all the cities

and villages, teaching in their ſynagogues,

and preaching the goſpel of the kingdom, and

Ch. 11. 22, 23. * Exod. 4. 11.

Luke, 13. 22. & 4.43, 44. Ch. 4, 23, 24. & 1 1. 5.

1 Kings, 22. 17. Jer. 5o. 6. Ezek. -4. 6.

Zech. Io. 2. & 1 1. 4, 7, 11. A Cls, 16. 9, 10. & 18, 10.

* Ch. 19. 1. Eph. 4. 11. or Aéts, 13. 2. & 20. 28.

4- * Mark, 6. 6.

! :- 7 Nun. 27. 17.

ºr 4. 35

, , Iked. 3-1.

Iſ, 35.6. with Ch. 8. 27. & 15. 30, 31.

Amos, 3.12.

* Luke, 6. 12, 13.

healing every fickneſs and every diſeaſe among

the people. -

36 " " But when he ſaw the multitudes, he

was moved with compaſſion ch them, becauſe

they ‘fainted, and were ſcattered abroad, as

ſheep having no ſhepherd. -

37 Then ſaith he unto his diſciples, ‘The

harveſt truly is plenteous, but the labourers are

few :

38 "Pray ye therefore the "Lord of the har

veſt, that he will ſend forth labourers into

his harveſt.

* Ch. 12. 24. Mark, 3.27. Luke, 1 r. 15. Eccl.

Luke, Io. 3 1. * Or were tired, and lay dºwn. John, 6.

Mºrk, 6. 34. Ch. To. 6. Z-ch. 12. 2. & 1 1. 4. * Luke, Io. 2.

Acts, zo. 28. & 13. 2. & 1%. 6, 7. & ii.-xix. Jer. 3. 15.

-

* Mark, 6. 34.

War. 30. Straitly charged] Stričfly. Campbell.

Wer. 32, 33. A dumb man, &c.] A dumb demoniac.

Campbell. From the circumſtance of the demoniac's

king dumb, Eraſmus conjećtures, that he was alſo de

Fived of the uſe of his reaſon: if ſo, being inſenſible of

His own miſery, he had as little inclination as ability to

spply for a cure. He could not even make his miſery

ºwn by ſigns, and therefore needed to be brought to the

Saviour by others; but being cured, he ſpoke both ra

tiºnally and fluently, to the aſtoniſhment of all who heard

Em; inſomuch that they extolled the author of the mi

rise above all the prophets that had ever appeared: “It

- was never ſo ſeen even in Iſrael itſelf, ſaid they, though

* it be a people among whom God hath wrought ſuch

- unparalleled wonders.” This refle&ion was perfeótly

juſt; for no one of the prophets whom we read of in

the Old Teſtament appears to have wrought ſo many be

n-ficial miracles in his whole life as our Lord did in this

are afternoon; when he raiſed the daughter of Jairus

frºm the dead, healed the woman who had a bloody iſſue,

reflored two blind men to their fight, cured a dumb de

moniac, &c. &c. See on ch. xv. 29–31. and, reſpecting

the calumnies of the Phariſees in the next verſe, ch. xii. 24.

War. 36. Becauſe they fainted] The original ixxxv,évol,

derotes here a kind of faintneſs; the weakneſs which is

-uſed by hunger and wearineſs. See ch. xv. 32. Heb.

iii. 3. There are notwithſtanding ſeveral Greek manu

ſcripts which read, as does alſo the Vulgate, weary, fatigued.

Theſe multitudes came not only from the ſeveral parts of

Galilee, but alſo from Judaea and Idumea, from beyond

Jºrdan, and the borders of Tyre and Sidon. Eiſner ſeems

to have proved beyond diſpute, that the original word

ºzsci, rendered ſcattered abroad, fignifies properly “ex

“ poſed to every invading danger,” as ſheep are when

thrown up and abandoned by the ſhepherd. Dr. Heylin

reads, with the margin of our bible, were tired and laid

down. As the people were utterly negle&ted by their

Scribes and Phariſees, the appointed public teachers, who

curht to have inſtructed them, the indefatigable zeal with

which our Lord now ſpread the knowledge of divine things,

*

was moſt ſeaſonable and acceptable. The teachers juſt

now mentioned were blind, perverſe, lazy guides, who

every day diſcovered more and more their ignorance and

wickedneſs. They either negle&ted the office of teaching

altogether, or they filled the people's minds with high no

tions of ritual obſervances and traditions, to the utter

diſparagement of moral duties, which in a manner they

trampled under foot; ſo that inſtead of ſerving God, they

ſerved their own glory, their gain, and their belly; where

fore, any appearance of religion, which they had, was

wholly feigned and hypocritical, inſomuch that they ra

ther did hurt by it, than were of real ſervice to the in

tereſts of holineſs and virtue. Beſides, the common peo

ple, being diſtraćted by the diſagreeing factions of the

Phariſees and Sadducees, knew not what to chooſe or

refuſe ; their caſe therefore called loudly for the compaſ

fion of Jeſus, which indeed was never wanting to them at

any time; for he always cheriſhed the tendereſt affections

towards his countrymen: but it flowed particularly on this

occaſion, when he confidercd that they were in great

diſtreſs for want of ſpiritual food. See the next chapter,

ver. 6. Elſner, Wolfius, and Macknight. It may be proper

juſt to obſerve, that the 1 oth chapter' ſhould begin at the

35th verſe; for the conneétion is abſolutely and entirely

broken by the preſent diviſion.

Ver. 37. The harveſ; truly is planteous) The multitude

that followed Jeſus, and expreſſed ſo earneſt a defire of

receiving his inſtruction, gave him an occ.ifion of making

this refle&tion. He compares Judaea and the neighbouring

countries to fields covered with ripe corn, where nothing

was wanting but reapers. See John, iv. 35. and Beaufobre

and Lenfant. ... .

Wer. 38. That he will ſend forth] The original word

twºxxn plainly imports ſome degree of force. Dr. Dod

dridge therefore very properly tranſlates and paraphraſes

the paſſage thus : Therefore let me urge you to make your

“ importunate ſupplications to the great Lord and Mºer of

“ the harveſ, that he wºuld, by the ſecret and powerful

energy of the Spirit on men's hearts, conquer their

natural difinclination to this excellent work ; and ſo

“ thruſt

*

&&.

4.
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Chriſt ſendeth out his twelve apºſtler, enabling them to do

miracles; giveth them their charge, teacheth them, comforteth

them againſ perſecutions, and promiſeth a blºſing to thoſe that

receive them.

[Anno Domini 30.]

N D when he had called unto him his

twelve diſciples, he gave then power

* Mark, 3. 13–19. & 6.7. Luke, 6, 13–16. & 9. 1. Rev. 21. 12. with Exod. 1.2–4. Ch. 19. 28.

Ch. 4, 18–22. & 17. 1. & 26. 37.* Prov. 1 c. 7. 1 Cor. 12. 28. John, 1. 40–42.

1ſt, 2d, and 3d John. John, i-xxi. Rev. i-xxii.

* againſ unclean ſpirits, to "caſt them out

and to heal all manner of ſickneſs and a

manner of diſeaſe.

2 Now ‘the names of the twelve apoſtle

are theſe : The firſt, Simon, who is calle

Peter, and Andrew his brother; James theſ,

of Zebedee, and John his brother;

* Or cquer. * Aës, 16. 13. & 16.5

Maik, 13. 3. & 19. 35. Acts, 1. 13. & ii-xii. 1ſt and 2d Pet,

“ thruff fºrth a ſufficient number of aôtive and indefatigable

“ labourers into his harvºſº, by whom it may be ſucceſsfully

“ carried on, to his own greater glory, and the edification

“ and ſalvation of ſouls.” Whoever conſiders the immenſe

difficulties and oppoſitions which every miniſter of Chriſt's

kingdom was ſure to encounter in thoſe early days of it,

will ſee the neceſſity of ſome unuſual impulſe on the mind

to lead any to undertake it. See on wer. 9. Miniſters may

&

learn of their Redeemer, who is repreſented in ſo amiable

a light here before then, tenderly to pity thoſe who are

ºint and expoſed to danger, and are as ſleep having no

Jºpherd. The cytºcine neceſſities of his churches in many

places are but too apparent. It is our duty earneſtly to

pray to God that he would behold them with compaſſion ;

that he would graciouſly provide for their inſtruction, and

would thruſt forth ſuch labourers among them, as may

be faithful and diligent in their work, and prove the happy

inſtruments of gathering in fruits to cverlaſting life. See

Doddridge and Chemnitz.

Infºrenceſ—The firſt and moſt obvious uſe intended by

the miraculous cures which our Lord performed, was, to

convince men of the truth of his doćtrine; and that they

might have ſure ground to reaſon as Nicodemus did, when

he ſaid to him, “Rabbi, we know that thou art a teacher

“ come from God; for no man can do theſe miracles

“ which thou doeſt, except God be with him.” The firſt

effect, therefore, which his miracles ought to have with us,

fhould be, to make us'cordially embrace his doćtrines, expe

rience their power through divine grace, and exert our

utmoſt endeavours to put thcm in practice. Thoſe who

apply themſelves to this with the greateſt fidelity and ear

neſtneſs, will ſooner or later mect ſuch difficulties, or per

haps real obſtacles in their religious courſe, as will convince

them that mere inſtruction is not ſufficient; that beſides

advice, they muſt have conſtant aſſiſtance from above; and

that the ſame divine power which was czerted to convince

them of the truth of his doćtrine, and to bring them into

the liberty of the children of God, muſt concur to enable

them to pračtiſe it, and grow in grace and the divine liſe.

Here then a ſecond leſſon is to be learned from the miracu

lous cures wrought by Chriſt; for thoſe great inſtances of

his goodneſs and power will raiſe the languiſhing hopes of

his tied and tempted ſervants. And as every man naturally

transfers the notions that he is full of to the objećts that

come in his way, and our minds are ever quick at apply

ing things to what we have moſt at heart; ſo when they

refle&t upon his bounty to the diſeaſed of every kind, that

addreſſed themſelves, or were brought to him in Paleſtin

they too through grace will hope for ſome ſhare in h

favours, and accordingly addreſs themſelves to him as th

great Phyſician of Souls. This is a general conſideratio

applicable to every miraculous cure which he performe,

See on ch. vii. 7. -

When we read with what ſucceſs the blind, the lam

the deaf, the lepers, and in ſhort the diſeaſed of ever

kind, addreſſed themſelves to him, ſo that no patient eve

came to him in vain; but all diſtempers, though of th

moſt malignant nature, though moſt obſtimate, and c

many years' continuance, though ſuch as had baffled a

other remedies, were infallibly cured by him 3—when,

ſay, we read theſe inſtances of his Almighty power at

goodneſs, our own ſpiritual infirmilies ſhould occur to ou

thoughts.

Have you nothing to aſk of this divine Phyſician D

you not with a figh, and as it were ſome ſort of envy

think how fortunate they were, who had ſuch eaſy acceſ

to him in Paleſtine : And does not their ſucceſs raiſ

ſome hope in your breaſt : In reaſon it ought to do ſo

for ſpiritual maladies are his proper province; and it is i

the cure of theſe that his goodneſs principally delights t

exert itſelf.

I ſay, that to be a healer of bodily diſtempers was

foreign charaćter, which our Lord aſſumed only to mak

way for what is his genuine office, even to heal ſouls. FC

he wrought the outward, cures only to convince us of hi

divine power, becauſe ſuch cures were viſible to all : the

were, as he ſaid himſelf to John's diſciples, ſuch thing

as they could hear and ſee; they were ſuch groſs palpabl

proofs, as ſuited all capacities; whereas the operations (

his Spirit are inviſible, and are no ground of faith to an

but thoſe who experience them, or are awakened to a ſen

of their want of them. In condeſcenſion, therefore,

gave thoſe outward demonſtrations of Omnipotenc

reſtoring ſenſes, limbs, and life itſelf; but theſe tempor

favours may be accounted as very trivial, even as crum.

that fall from his table, in compariſon of what he then di.

and ſtill ačtually does, in the ſouls of thoſe who apply

him with the proper diſpoſition, even in ſimple humb

faith. He cures the ſpiritual blindneſs and inſenſibility

divine truth: he takes away hydropic avarice, paralyt

lazineſs, the leprous pruriency of foul deſires, and eve

evil luſt and paſſion. To cure theſe is his profeſſion a

charaćter: it is the work for which he came into the worl

as the name of jeſus teſtifies; and ſo the angel, wi

appointed that name, did at the ſame time explain i

6 Tº
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| | 3 | Philip, and Bartholomew ; Thomas,

g|nd Matthew the publican; ‘James the ſon
|

‘Jºhn, 1.43-51. & 6.5-7. & 14.5-9. & zo. 24–29. & 21. 2. Ch. 9. 9, 10. & i–xxviii.

Acts, i. 13. John, 14. 22.* 11.9. James, i-v. Ch. 27.56.º: * Or Judas.

of Alpheus, and Lebbeus, whoſe ſurname was,

* Thaddeus;

* Aës, 1.13. & 15, 13–22. & 21. 28. Gal. i. 19.

Jude. Luke, 6. 16.

º

---

* -
|-

ſº all call his name jeſus, that is to ſay, Saviour, for

Hºſºil ſave his people from their ſinſ. -

Nor let us imagine that he is leſs powerful, now that he

… teth at the right hand of God, than he was formerly,

iºn, in the days of his fleſh, he ſojourned in Judaea. The

º of the Godhead does aétually refide in him for our

y tº; Iſſy, the fulneſs of the Godhead; that is, Deity in

ºpenitude of power does aétually refide in the perſon of

º for our uſe : and he is ready, he is ever deſirous to

Hºmunicate it; ſo that there is nothing wanting but

ºities on our part to receive it. What thoſe are, we

tº bew in the following particulars:

riſii, Whoſoever would be cured of any ſpiritual malady

- reit go to Chriſt.

- It is a wretched miſtake of ordinary Chriſtians, ſo

| ºt, that they confider Chriſt, as inacceſſible fince his

ºf ſon, and conceive of him only as highly exalted, and

; :::::te at an unmeaſurable diſtance from us: but this

cres from not effectually believing, or, what amounts to

ºne thing, not confidering the SUPREME DIVI
N.T. of our Saviour.

Th: divine nature of Chriſt has been treated of late as

13culative queſtion to diſpute about : but it is really one

ºr moſt practical, as well as one of the moſt important

ºts of our religion. For by this he is ever everywhere

!ºnt: Chriſt, I ſay, by his divine nature, is omnipre

ſ:; he is therefore preſent with us ; he is preſent within

ºf riºds; and we ought not to ſearch after him as far

ºut from us. So St. Paul to the Romans : Say not in

- º kari, Who ſhall aſ end into heaven 2 (that is to ſay,

* *g Chriſt down from above ;) or who ſhall deſcend into

* ** * (that is to ſay, to bring up Chriſt from the dead; )

: ; "Cºff is nigh thee, even in thy heart. -

| Secondly, When by devotion we are thus introduced

tº the preſence of Chriſt, we muſt declare our wants to

| **, we muſt humbly expoſe our miſeries before him,

with earneſt prayer for deliverance. For this there is no

ºf ſtudied ſpeeches: let us only imitate ſome of thoſe

ºaſed perſons whoſe hiſtory we read in the Goſpel,-

º Paralytic for inſtance, whoſe double cure has been

*ady mentioned. Though great efforts, and even vio

*% had been uſed to introduce him to Jeſus, for the

º of the houſe had been opened, and he was let down

º the tiling, yet, when he was preſented before the

º all the difficulty was over; his circumſtances ſpoke

º tufficiently, they needed no interpreter: proſtrate

º º he turned his eyes to our Lord, and our Lord

ºn with compaſſion. He ſaw his miſery, his help

º i. and that he had no hopes but in the mercy of

º º. This ſufficed to obtain his mercy. All his

given*. cured; his fins, the ſource of all, were for

--º he was reſtored to all that is valuable, health

cº, if ... God. We too ſhall find the ſame ſuc
- in the tº * diſpoſitions before recommended we add,

*Place, faith, that is to ſay, a worthy opinion

of Chriſt. This is apparently neceſſary; for, to diſtruſt

his power or his goodneſs is an injurious thought, which

renders us unworthy of his favour. And it is remarkable,

that he inſiſts upon faith, more than any other qualification,

in the perſons who apply to him for relief.

To teach us this (beſides the apparent reaſonableneſs of

the thing), our Lord, in working his miraculous bodily

cures, which, as I ſaid, are emblems of his divine opera

tions on ſouls, frequently required a public declaration of

ſuch devout confidence in his goodneſs and power, before

he exerted them for the relief of thoſe who implored his

aſſiſtance. So, when two blind men had followed him

home, with cries ſoliciting his mercy, he ſaid unto them,

Believe ye that I am able to do this 2 They ſay unto him, Yea,

Lord. Then touched he their eyes, ſaying, According to your

faith be it unto you. And ſiraightway their eyes were opened.

We have another very edifying inſtance of the efficacy of --

faith in diſpoſing us for ſupernatural graces, in the maa

who beſought our Lord for his ſon, who had been diſ

tracted from his infancy by the poſſeſſion of a malignant

ſpirit, that had often endangered his life. If thou canſ do

any thing (ſaid the father, after repreſenting the deplorable

condition of his child), have compaſſion on uſ, and help tºr.

jeſus ſaid unto him, If thou canſ beſieve, all thingſ are pºſſible

in him that believeth. And ſlraightway the father of Ihe child

cried out, and ſaid with tearſ, Lord, I believe, help thºu my

unbelief. Jeſus accepted his humble faith, and ratified it in

the cure of his ſon. -

Many other inſtances of the ſame kind are recorded in
the Goſpel for our inſtruction and encouragement, that

we fink not into deſpair upon the ſad experiment of

our weakneſs and miſery; but that we ſhould approach
with holy confidence to the throne of grace, ſecure

in the goodneſs of our Lord, and careful not to diſtruſt

him.

And left we ſhould fondly imagine that the ſuper

natural aſſiſtance which Chriſt communicates to believers,

was confined to the days of his fleſh; even after his reſur

re&tion he declared to his diſciples, as a fundamental

principle of his religion, That all power was given to him in

heaven and in earth. All Chriſtians ſo called acknow

ledge his power in heaven : but many forget it upon earth ;

they forget to have recourſe to it for their juſtification and

fanétification, which are the works in which he principally

delights to exerciſe it. He therefore ordered his apoſtles

to publiſh it through the world ; and at the fame time that

they inſtrućted men to obey his commands, left the perſons

inſtructed ſhould be diſcouraged by the ſeeming difficulty

of his ſublime precepts, they were to deliver down, as an

article of faith, to all his true diſciples, That he would be

with them always, even unto the end of the world : that he—he

who hath all power in heaven and in earth,-he would be with

them unto the end of the world.

Fourthly, and laſtly, That the cure may be perfeóted,

which we ſeek and expećt from this divine phyſician; º
intº
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4 Simon “the Canaanite, and "Judas Iſca

riot, who alſo betrayed him.

* Or Zelotes. Aës, 1. 13. Luke, 6. 15. * Ch. 26, 14–16, 25, 47–50. & 17.3—5.

* Acts, 13. 6,7. 2 Kings, 17. 24–41. Ezra, iv. v. John, 4, 29. Acts, vii.

5 * Theſe twelve Jeſus ſent forth, an

commanded them, ſaying, 'Go not into th

John, 13. 26–29. Aës, 1. 16–19. John, 6.7

muſt, as becomes every reaſonable patient, and the nature

of the caſe requires, give ourſelves up to his management,

reſign ourſelves wholly to his care, and endure his opera

tions, though painful to our corrupt nature. We muſt

drink of the cup which he preſents to us, even if it be the

cup of ſuffering. Fear it not, when his hand adminiſters

it. He has tried the utmoſt force of it, and drank it to the

dregs himſelf: but, tenderly compaſſionate as he is, and

conſcious of our weakneſs, he will adminiſter it to us

in ſuch due proportions, and with ſuch ſweet infuſion of

heavenly peace and conſolation, or other ſpiritual ſupport,

that it will prove the cup of health, the cup of ſalva

tion. ' '. -

REFLECTIONs—1ſt, Jeſus will not abide where he is an

unwelcome gueſt; but woe to thoſe who bid him to de

part, for nothing but wrath and miſery are left behind him

Leaving the country of the Gergeſenes, he returned to Ca

pernaum, the uſual place of his refidence, where we find

him curing a poor paralytic ; for his work was ever to be

doing good. . - -

1. His friends brought him to Jeſus, unable himſelf to

ſtand or walk: they had compaſſion for their brother, and

counted no pains too great to obtain his cure, and they

were perſuaded the Lord both could and would relieve

him from his miſery. Note ; thoſe of our dear friends and

relatives, who are themſelves benumbed in ſpirit as with

the palſy, and cannot come to Chriſt, we muſt carry in

the arms of prayer and love, and ſpread their caſe before

him: perhaps in ſo doing we may ſave a ſoul from

death. - -

2. Chriſt kindly received them: ſeeing their faith, either

of thoſe who brought him, or of the fick man alſo, and to

revive the heart of the poor afflićted patient, more diſtreſſed

probably by his fins than his ſufferings, Jeſus faith, Son, be

of good cheer, thy ſins be forgiven thee. Note ; (1.) Sin is the

bittereſt of all our burdens; the ſting of ſickneſs and of

death itſelf is taken out when our iniquity is pardoned.

(2.) They who come to Chriſt are called upon to be of

ood cheer; no poor beggar ever went from his door with

a denial. (3.) God ſometimes ſeverely afflićts his deareſt

children; they muſt not queſtion their adoption becauſe

of their ſufferings; but ſhould rather conclude, that God

then dealeth with them as ſons. Hebrews, xii. 5,

&c.

3. The Scribes, who were the doćtors of the law, and

expounded it to the people, highly offended with what

Jeſus had ſaid, though they did not ſpeak their ſentiments,

yet in their hearts regarded him as a blaſphemer, for pre

ſuming by his own authority to forgive fins, which is the

prerogative of God alone, and contains a ſtrong argu

ment for his Divinity; in which light theſe men evidently

regarded his declaration. Note; many among us are like

theſe Scribes; though they will not ſay it is blaſphemy in

Jeſus to pardon our fins, they are ready to brand thoſe as

blaſphemers, who ſay they have the pardon that Jeſus pr
InOunces.

4. To give them a proof of his Divinity, and confu

their vain imaginations, Jeſus lets them know he perceive

thcir thoughts. It’º: think you evil in your heart;

cenſuring him as a blaſphemer; For whether is eaſier to ſº

Thy ſins be fºrgiven thee P or to ſay, Ariſe and walk? Is th

by his own power could effect the one, evidently prov

that he had a right to pronounce the other. Note: ol

hearts are naked and open before the Lord ; and

obſerves and is diſpleaſed at every evil thought which riſ

or lodges there.

5. He demonſtrates the power that he had to forgiveſ

by removing that diſeaſe which was the puniſhment of

and bids the paralytic ariſe before them all ; and as

proof of his health and ſtrength being perfectly reſtore

to take up that bed, on which as a cripple he lay, and

unto his horſe. And lo! to the aſtoniſhment of the m

titude, who glorified God for ſo great a miracle, and

the confuſion of theſe murmurers, the man inſtantly aro

took up his bed, and departed, cured of every infirmit

Note ; (1.) Though we have no ſtrength of ourſelves

help ourſelves; yet when Jeſus ſpeaks to the paraly

ſoul, power accompanies his word, and enables us for th

which he commands. (2.) The mercies ſhewn to oth,

demand our praiſes ; and for every good gift beſtowed

the ſons of men, God is to be glorified.

2dly, The publicans were thoſe who farmed or c

lećted the cuſtoms impoſed by the Romans, and were

only therefore odious to the Jews, who abhorred this m.

of ſervitude, but were alſo for the moſt part men of

famous condućt, who enriched themſelves by exacti

being ſure of having the Roman government on tº

ſide. Hence publicans and finners are ſo often uſed to

clude the moſt guilty and abandoned charaćters; yet ſt

as theſe Jeſus came to ſave, and out of them was plea

to chooſe one of his moſt eminent diſciples, an apo

and evangeliſt, the penman of this goſpel. We have,

1. His call. His name is Matthew, the gift ºf C

which ſome ſuppoſe was given him by our Lord on

occaſion, when before he was known by that of Levi

the other evangeliſts call him; though it was common

the ſame perſon to have two names. He was fitting at

receipt of cuſtom, in the office where it was to be p

One word,however, effectuallywrought upon this public

heart: Jeſus ſaid, Follow me; and immediately he

and fºllowed him. Power accompanied the word of Jº

and Matthew left all, and devoted himſelf intirely to

ſervice of his new Lord and maſter. No doubt but he

mediately, or very ſoon afterwards, taſted that the I

is gracious, experiencing a large meaſure of conver

grace. - -

2. Having taſted the grace of Jeſus himſelf, he is

citous that his brethren by profeſſion ſhould be acquai

with him alſo ; and for this purpoſe made a feaſt for J

1
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Samaritans enter ye not : .

* Ch. 15. 24 & 9. 36. Aëts, 3. 16. & 13.46. Rom, 9.4, 5.

way of the Gentiles, and into any city of the

If 53. 6. Jer, 5o. 16, 17. Ezek. 34, 6, 16.

6 * But go rather to the loſt ſheep of the

houſe of Iſrael.

1 Peter, 2.25. Pſ. 119. 1;6.

and his diſciples, to which many publicans and finners

- were invited : nor did the Lord diſdain their company, but

gladly fat down with them. Note ; (1.) They who have

- truly experienced the Redeemer's grace, from that moment

begin to labour, that all who are near and dear to them

may partake of their bleſſing. (2.) Where the heart is

ºn to Chriſt, there all who are his diſciples will be wel

come for his ſake.

: , 3. The Phariſees with malignant eye marked the con

deſcenſions of Jeſus, and wanted to caſt a reflection upon

l's character, and prejudice his diſciples againſt him.

!"; catatº yºur mºſler with publicans and ſinners 2 Theſe

proud and ſelf-righteous creatures thought it infamous to

be ſeen in ſuch company, and would infinuate, that our

• Lord was like the men with whom he had ſat down to meat.

Nate; (1.) The ſelf-righteous formaliſts are ever the moſt

rigid cenſurers of the condućt of others. (2.) The nobleſt

as of charity are liable to the baſeſt miſrepreſenta

tiº. -

4. Chriſt vindicates himſelf from their infinuations. He

overheard their whiſpers; or his diſciples, weak themſelves,

curried the queſtion to him, that they might be furniſhed

with an anſwer; for to him in all our difficulties we muſt

have recourſe; and he gives them an abundant vindication

of his condućt. They that be whole need not a phyſician, but

tº that are ſick. He came into the world as the great

Phyſician of fin-fick ſouls; finners are his unhappy patients,

who groan under their ſpiritual maladies, incurable but for

his healing grace: and thoſe who feel their miſeries and fly

to him, he is ever ready to relieve; but the wilfully ig

Torint, and the ſelf-righteous who know nothing of their

tºp contuption, guilt, and finfulneſs, and conceit them

isives whole; theſe, as they experience no want of him, and

will not come to him that the may have life, are left to

Periſh in their blindneſs and their pride. But go ye, ſays he,

and learn what that meaneth, Hoſea, vi. 6. I will have

*"… and not ſacrifice; that is, in a comparative ſenſe, ačts

ºf kindneſs and charity to men's bodies or ſouls are much

more acceptable to God than all the formalities of ritual

$ºotion ; and therefore Chriſt intimates, that his conver

fing with finners for their good was, according to the

*ºrd of truth, far more pleaſing to God, than their ſcru

Pulous adherence to the tradition of the elders. Fºr I am

* cºme to call the righteous, but ſinners to repentance; this

being the very end of his miſſion, he was fully juſtified in

*iving them into his company, that he might acquaint

*m with his ſalvation. Had man been naturally righ

***, he never had needed a Redeemer; and thoſe for

*** who fancy that they are ſuch, have nothing to do
with him. who came only to ſeek and ſave that which is loſt.

The Saviour's errand is to ſinners, the vileſt of ſinners, to

invite them to return to God, with promiſes of pardon

P*d by his blood, and to call them in virtue thereof

*.*Pºnt and turn from all their abominations. And to

is a ſenſe of his love engages the penitent, and for this
s i. enables them; while they who vainly conceit

---

-

that they are righteous, needing no repentance, are left to

periſh in their own deceivings.

3dly, Our Lord was ever beſet by infidious foes, yet his

wiſdom enabled him to confute and confound all their

malicious deſigns. We have, - -

1. The queſtion addreſſed to Jeſus by ſome of John's

diſciples. Why do we and the Pariſes fift ºff, but thy

diſciples fºſt not * and herein they would in ſinuate,

that they were not ſo ſtriët and holy in their re

ligious profeſſion as they ought to be. It appears from

Luke, v. 33. that they were ſet on by the Phariſces, who

joined them; for deſigning and wicked men ſtudy how to

ſet good men at variance, and arc happy if they can ſug

geſt any cauſe of diſcord between them. They ſeem to

take a pride in proclaiming the frequency of their own

faſts, and to look down upon the diſciples of Jeſus as far

their inferiors in this reſpect ; and this leaven of ſelf-com

placence effectually deſtroyed what otherwiſe might be

laudable in their practice. Note ; they who boaſt of their

own good works, evidently ſhew that their religion is vain.

2. Chriſt vindicates his diſciples by an appeal to them

ſelves. Can the children of the bride-chamber mourn as lºng

as the bridegroom is with them 2 On ſuch ſeaſons of feſtivity

faſting would be unfeaſonable. Chriſt was this heavenly

bridegroom, as John had called him, John, iii. 29. he

came now openly to eſpouſe his church, even all faithful

believers. His diſciples were the children of the bride

chamber, who, while their Lord was with them, could

not but rejoice ; but the time would come, when the

bridegroom ſhould be taken from them, and then ſhall they fºſt;

beſides, at preſent they were young diſciples, and therefore

to be inured by degrees to harder ſervices. As improper

would it be to lay upon them at preſent theſe auſterities,

as to put a piece of new cloth on an old garment, which

would ſoon make a worſe hole than that which it covered;

or new wine, which ferments moſt, into old bottles, which,

being made of leather or ſkins, would by long uſe grow

weak, and be liable to burſt; but new wine muſt be put into

new bottler, and then both are preſerved. There muſt be a

proper confideration had of the perſons and their meaſure

of grace; children and babes in Chriſt muſt not be ſet upon

the ſervices which require peculiar intenſeneſs of mind, or

the ſevereſt ačts of ſelf-denial, but gently led, as Jacob's

cattle, Geneſis, xxxiii. 13. left by being over-driven they

ſhould be deſtroyed. -

4thly, While Jeſus was vindicating the condućt of his

diſciples from the cavils of thoſe who found fault with

them, an agreeable avocation calls him from this unplea

ſing work of diſputation.

1. A ruler of the ſynagogue, a man of rank and im

portance, applies to Jeſus on the behalf of his daughter,

who was either now in the very agony of death, as the

other evangeliſts ſeem to intimate, or by this time, as the

father concludes, ačtually dead. He therefore with deepeſt

humility begs him to come to his houſe, and lay his hand

upon her, perſuaded that Jeſus could eaſily reſtore her,
- T deſperate
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7 And as ye go, 'preach, ſaying, The king

dom of heaven is at hand.

* Ch. 3. 2. & 4. 17. & 11. 5. Luke, 9. 2. & 19. 9.

8 Heal the fick, cleanſe the lepers, raiſe the

dead, caſt out devils: freely ye have received, *

A&s, 3.. 6. & 3. 18, 20. & zo. 33-35.

deſperate as the eaſe appeared. Though few, very few, in

his ſtation reſpected Chriſt, he was one of thoſe. Note ;

The breaches in our family ſhould drive us to the Lord;

if not to reſtore the dead to life, at leaſt to ſanctify the

providence as a means of quickening our own ſouls.

2. Chriſt immediately complies with his requeſt; for

he is more willing to give, than we to aſk, and none ſeek

him in vain; and his diſciples followed him, deſirous to

behold a freſh inſtance of the divine power of their

Lord.

... 3. In the way, he heals a poor woman afflićted with a

diſeaſe of long ſtanding, which weakened her in body,

rendered her ceremonially unclean, and impoveriſhed her

in ſeeking a cure, without obtaining any relief, from the

phyſicians. As her diſorder was of ſuch a nature that

ſhe might be aſhamed to mention it, and by the law ſhould

have kept her from mingling in ſociety with others, ſhe

came behind our Lord, and touched the hem of his gar

ment, perſuaded that there was ſuch a plenitude of heal

ing virtue in Jeſus, that if ſhe but touched his garment

iſhe ſhould certainly be cured. Nor was ſhe diſappointed

of her hope; ſhe immediately felt herſelf perfectly well,

but muſt not ſteal off unnoticed. Though others obſerved

her not, Jeſus knew what was done, and, for his own glory

and her comfort, addreſſed her with kind encouragement,

faying, Daughter, be of good comfort, thy faith hath made thee

whole. Note; (1.) The poor finner who comes to Chriſt,

aſhamed, confounded, and diſtreſſed, ſhall be ſent from

him rejoicing. (2.)Thoſe who honour Chriſt by believing

... name, he will honour, approving and rewarding their
alth.

4. He is pleaſed to raiſe from the dead the ruler's

daughter. At his arrival he found the houſe filled with

mourners and minſtrels, as was uſual on thoſe occaſions,

with melancholy notes of woe exciting greater grief and

wailing; but he bade them ceaſe their lamentations, and

leave the room, fince they would find the damſel not, as

they ſuppoſed, dead and paſt hope, but as one aſleep, whom

he would ſoon awake ; though they aſſured him ſhe was

dead, and, ſuppoſing the caſe deſperate, treated what he

ſaid with utter contempt. But he quickly convinced them

of their folly and wickedneſs herein; for, having ordered

them to be put out of the houſe or room, as unworthy to

be ſpectators of his miracles who thus derided him, in the

preſence of the father and mother, and three of his diſ

ciples, he went in, took her by the hand, and at his word

fhe inſtantly aroſe, alive and well as if ſhe had indeed

awaked from a refreſhing ſleep. Note ; (1.) Death is

but a longer, night, and ſleep its leſſer myſteries. They

who die in the Lord, are ſaid to ſleep in Jeſus; for, though

dead to us, they live to him, and only wait for the reſur

rection-morn to wake up to eternal life and day, when

ſleep and death ſhall be no more. (2.) When our dear

relatives go before us to their bed of duſt, though nature

cannot but feel the pangs of parting, believers ſorrow not

as thoſe who have no hope. If their friends fall aſleep in

Chriſt, they may wake up together ſhortly, never to part

again. (3.) Many ſcoff at Chriſt's words, and, becauſe -

they cannot comprehend them, brand them as fooliſhneſs,

though they will be found the true ſayings of God.

(4.) He that by a touch, a word, raiſed the dead body,

does thus by his word and ſpirit raiſe the ſouls of the pe

nitent from the death of fin unto the life of righteouſ---

neſs.

5. The fame of this amazing miracle ſoon ſpread

throughout that land, the certainty of the fact being put -

beyond doubt by the multitude of thoſe who had been .

fully convinced of the damſel's death.

5thly, Miracle upon miracle confirmed our Lord's di- ...

vine miſſion, and left thoſe inexcuſable, who, in the face of :

ſuch evidence, rejected him.

1. We find him, immediately after raiſing Jairus's

daughter, giving fight to two blind men.

[...] They followed him with importunate cries, hearing

of his fame, and hoping for a cure. He who gave life to

the dead could ſurely give fight to the blind. Their ad

dreſs ſhewed their perſuaſion, that Jeſus was the true Meſ

ſiah, the promiſed Son of David ; and all their prayers .

centered in one point, have mercy on us. All that the finner

needs is comprehended in this one word, and all he can

hope for or aſk, is of free unmerited grace. Being in

the ſame diſtreſs, they joined their mutual ſupplications;

fellow-ſufferers ſhould be joint petitioners: and, though

their requeſt was not, as uſual, immediately granted,

they did not defiſt; but with perſevering earneſtneſs fol

lowed him through the ſtreet, and then into the houſe.

If the Lord Jeſus for a while ſeem to diſregard our

prayers, it muſt not be interpreted a denial of our requeſts,

but as deſigned to quicken our importunity, and to make

the mercy ſought more valued by us. We ſhall aſſuredly

ſucceed, if we faint not.

[2.] In anſwer to the queſtion of our Lord, they make

a noble confeſſion of their faith. Jeſus aſked them,

Believe ye that I am able to do thiſ to open your eyes, and

by my own divine power to cure your blindneſs 2 They

faid unto him, Yea, Lord; we are fully perſuaded of it.

Note; (1.) In all our trials, the full and fixed perſuaſion

of Chriſt's power to ſave us out of them, muſt be as an

anchor to our ſouls amid the ſtorm. (2.) Chriſt requires

open profeſſion of our faith, that we may give him the

glory due unto his name.

[3.] Hereupon he grants their requeſt. He touched their

eyes, ſaying, According to your fith be it unto you : and their

eyes were opened. He knew their fincerity, and he deſigned

to expreſs his approbation of their faith in conferring the

cure. Whoever ſtill comes to him with their wants, will

find the ſame language from Jeſus; according to our faith

the bleſſings of the Goſpel become poſſeſſed by us. What

ever we want, faith may ever draw it out of his fulneſs;

and whenever we fail of ſtrength or comfort, we may be

aſſured it is owing to our unbelief.

[4.] He ſtrictly charges them to conceal the miracle that

7 he
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freely give. -

9 "Provide neither gold, nor ſilver, nor

* Mark, 6. 3.

he had wrought for them. Either he ſhunned all appear

ance of ſeeking popular applauſe, or he knew that the more

his fame ſpread, the more his enemies would be exaſpe

rated; or perhaps he did it to prevent the Jews or his

own diſciples, too much diſpoſed to expect in their Meſſiah

a temporal prince, from crowding around him, or at

º by inſurrections, to ſet him on the throne of

frael. -

[5] They, notwithſtanding, ſpread abroad his fame;

jo full of gratitude, they could not conceal the favour;

and though their diſobedience was not commendable, their

motive no doubt pleaded their excuſe. Well-meant zeal,

though ſometimes imprudently exerted, ſhould not meet a

harſh cenſure.

2. He cures a dumb man poſſeſſed of a devil. His

friends brought him to Jeſus as a truly pitiable objećt, juſt

as the blind men, who were healed, went out ; for Chriſt's

door was open to all the miſerable, and he was never

weary in doing good. The favour is no ſooner aſked than

granted; the devil is diſpoſſeſſed, and the dumb man

ſpeaks as freely as ever. Note: They who live in the

neglect of prayer and praiſe and godly converſation are

under the poſſeſſion of this ſpirit of dumbneſs; but when

the heart yields to the grace of Jeſus, the tongue of the

dumb will inſtantly fing, ſpeaking his praiſes, and telling

what great things God hath done for his ſoul.

3. Theſe miracles had a very different effect on the

ſpectators. The multitudes marvelled, and owned, to the

glory of Jeſus, that never had ſuch miracles been ſeen

before in Iſrael; ſo many, ſo immediate, and performed

with ſuch divine authority. But the malignant Phariſees,

determined to find fault, though unable to deny the fačts,

imputed theſe miracles to diabolical agency, as if Chriſt

was in league with the devil. They who are bent againſt

conviction will always have ſomething to objećt ; and the

more they are preſſed with the evidence of the truth, the

. enraged, inveterate, and blaſphemous, is their

ule.

6thly, Chriſt did not long fix his abode at one place.

We have an account, -

1. Of his journeys, preaching, and cures, through all

the cities and villages of Galilee. He taught, publicly in

the ſynagogues, the doćtrines of the Goſpel, and the

nature, beflings, and privileges of that kingdom which he

came to erect ; and, in confirmation of his miſſion, in every

Place performed the moſt miraculous cures on the bodies

of all the diſeaſed who applied to him, as his word

was deſigned to heal the greater maladies of their fouls.

2. Of the compaſſion that he expreſſed towards the mul

titudes who followed him. It grieved him to ſee the dark

neſs, ignorance, and careleſſneſs which everywhere ap

Peared; they fainted, periſhing through want of know

ledge; inſtead of the bread of life and truth, fed with the

miferable huſks of phariſaical traditions, and miſled in the

rºot cliential truths of God's word, through the adultera

*** with which their ſcribes had corrupted it; and they

ſhºp that had no ſºpherd; Then ſaith he, &c.

braſs, in your purſes;

1o Nor ſcrip for your journey; neither two

Luke, 9.3, 4. & 22. 35. Truſt God for your maintenance.

were ſcattered abroad as ſheep having no ſºpherd, expoſed to

the great deſtroyer of ſouls, and deſtitute of every faithful

guide to bring them to the fold of God: they who ſhould

have direéted them aright contributed to increaſe their

errors, or by total negligence abandoned them to ruin.

Our Lord, therefore, ſtirs up his diſciples to pray, that

ſince the harveſt is ſo plenteous, and multitudes of im

mortal ſouls are willing to hear the good word of God, and

ſo few to labour for their converſion, to gather them into

God’s church,-the great Lord of the harveſt would ſend

forth labourers qualified for their work, and bleſs them

with ſucceſs. Note ; (1.) They who know the value of

their own fouls, cannot but feel with Jeſus the tendereſt

compaſſion for thoſe who live in ignorance, error, and fin,

and pity them the more becauſe they appear ſo inſenſible,

and to have no pity on themſelves. (2.) The neglect of

miniſters is an awful judgment upon the people, and muſt

be attended with aggravated guilt and ruin on their own

ſouls. (3.) When multitudes appear attentive, and willing

to hear the Goſpel, it is a grief to ſee them deprived of the

means, and a double obligation is laid on the few faithful

to exert themſelves. (4.) The grievous neglect of men's

ſouls, which we obſerve, ſhould excite our fervent prayers

to God, that he would revive his work in the midſt of the

years, and ſend forth faithful ſhepherds to feed and guide

his flock. (5.) Chriſt muſt appoint his own ſervants; he

is the Lord of the harveſt; none can call or qualify for the

office but himſelf; and whom he ſends, he is able and

willing to ſupport and bleſs; their labour ſhall not be in vain

in the Lord. They who ſee no gracious fruits of their

miniſtry, may juſtly conclude that the Lord of the harveſt

never ſent them. (6.) All Chriſt's ſervants are labourerſ;

they are no loiterers who are of his appointing. Diligence,

fidelity, and zeal, mark their miniſtrations.

C H A P. X.

Wer. 1. And when he had called unto him] The diſtinétion

of the ſacred writings into chapters and verſes, which is a

modern invention to facilitate references, has with that

advantage many inconveniencies, becauſe it often breaks

that thread of diſcourſe, which is the proper clue to lead

us into the meaning of what follows. It will be ſeen how

reaſonable this refle&tion is, if we look back to the 36th

verſe, &c. of the preceding chapter, where we read that

Jeſus, beholding the multitudes (in their ſpiritual capacities,

which were ever the principal objećt of his regard), had

compaſſion on them, becauſe they were tired and lay down, at

After this,

as he himſelf wis ever foremoſt, on all proper occaſions,

to do what he commanded others, he paſſed the following

night in prayer ; ſee Luke, vi. 12, 13: ; and the next

morning choſe twelve from among his diſciples, whom he

conſtituted apºſileſ; perſons ſent, that is to ſay, eſpecial meſ

ſingers, and ſent them forth with a peculiar commiſſion, as

jºkerds, to raiſe and guide thoſe dejećted forlorn ſtep,

who had moved his compaſſion; and as labourers, to be

T 2 employed
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coats, neither ſhoes, nor yet ſtaves: "for the

workman is worthy of his meat.

* Luke, Io. 7. 1 Tim. 5. 18. Lev. 19. 13. Deut. 24. 14, 15.

JEph. 5, 15. Lodge with perſons of credit.

I Cor. 9. 4-14.

11 “And into whatſoever city or town ye

ſhall enter, inquire who in it is worthy; and

1 Tim. 5, 17, 18. Gal. 6. 6. * Luke, io. 8. 1 Cor. 14.33, 43.

employed in the harveſt which was now mature, and fit

for the threſhing-floor. The language is figurative, and

there is an abſolute neceſſity that it ſhould be ſo; becauſe

the mental diſpoſitions here ſpoken of have no proper

names in human language, which conſiſts only of terms,

that in their firſt ſignification all belong to the objećts of

ſenſe. The language is therefore figurative ; and even

different figures are here made uſe of to expreſs the ſame

obječt; which alſo cannot ſometimes be avoided : for

every ſimilitude is defective, and can ſhew but a part.

Therefore, where one ſimilitude falls ſhort, another may

aptly ſupply its deficiency, and repreſent, by new images,

the whole of what was intended. Thus, in the paſſage

now under conſideration, the ſame mental diſpoſition is

expreſſed by two metaphors, both highly inſtructive, yet

in different reſpects, for each gives a different leſſon. The

firſt ſhews what kind of perſons are rightly diſpoſed to be

admitted into that laſt and peculiar diſpenſation, which is

called the kingdom of heaven ; and the ſecond intimates to

thoſe who are to be admitted, what kind of treatment they

are to expe&t there. See Heylin, the note on ver, 6.,

and on ch. iii. 7. It appears from the preſent verſe, that

Jeſus had already choſen from among his diſciples thoſe

whom he afterwards honoured with the name of Apoſtles.

Compare Mark, iii. 14. Luke, vi. 13. It is probable that

he choſe twelve, in reference to the twelve tribes of Iſrael

(ſee ch. xix. 28. Luke, xxii. 30. Rev. 21. I 2, 14. and

compare Exod. xxiv. 4. Deut. i. 23. Joſh. 4. 2, 3.); and

therefore care was taken, on the death of Judas, to chooſe

another to make up the number ; which ſeems to have

been a mark of reſpect paid to the Jews, previous to the

grand offer of the Goſpel to them : whereas, when they

had generally rejećted it, Paul was added to the Apoſtles,

without any regard to the particular number of twelve.

Wer. 2. Now the names, &c.] In the catalogue of the

apoſtles, Simon and Andrew, the ſons of Jonah, are named

firſt ; not becauſe they were greater in dignity than their

brethren of the apoſtolical college, but becauſe they had

become Chriſt's diſciples before them. With reſpect to

Andrew, this is plain from John, i. 40, 41. ; and as for

Peter, he may have been the ſecond diſciple, notwith

ſtanding it was another perſon who accompanied Andrew

when he firſt converſed with Jeſus. That perſon is ſup

poſed to have been John, the ſon of Zebedee, and the

author of the Goſpel, becauſe he is ſpoken of in the

manner in which John uſually ſpeaks of himſelf. But

whoever he was, Peter may have been a diſciple before

him, becauſe it by no means follows from Andrew's being

convinced, that his companion was convinced alſo. The

foundation of his faith may have been laid at that meeting,

though he did not acknowledge Chriſt's miſſion till after

wards. Now, as ſome one of his diſciples was to have the

firſt place in the catalogue, the earlineſs of Peter's faith

might be a reaſon for conferring that honour on him. But

he takes place even of his brother Andrew, who was con

verted before him, perhaps becauſe propriety called for it.

he being, as is generally believed, his eldeſt brother. In

like manner, james the ſon of Zebedee, being elder than

John his brother, is mentioned before him, though it is

probable he was the younger diſciple. In the catalogue o

apoſtles, Simon, the brother of Andrew, is diſtinguiſhed

from the other Simon by the ſurname of Peter, which

had been conferred on him when he firſt became acquainted

with Jeſus at Jordan. The reaſon of the name, however

was not aſſigned till long after that, viz. when Simoſ

declared his faith in Jeſus as the Meſſiah, Matth. xvi. 17

18. for it was then that Jeſus told him he was cºllec

Cephas, and Peter (which by interpretation is a rock), o

account of the fortitude wherewith he was to preach th

goſpel. Simon and Andrew were originally fiſhermen, ant

inhabitants of Bethſaida, a town ſituated on the north

ſhore of the lake of Genneſareth ; but after Peter wa

married, he and his brother ſettled in Capernaum, perhap

becauſe his wife lived there. Before they became acquainte

with Chriſt, they were diſciples of the Baptiſt, who pointed

him out to them as the Meſſiah. Andrew has left n,

writings, for which reaſon; we are at a loſs to judge of hi

literary endowments ; but Peter was the author of the tw

epiſtles which bear his name.

james and john, the ſons of Zebedee, were alſo fiſher

men; they dwelt in Capernaum, and ſeem to have beer

in rather better circumſtances than Peter and Andrew ; ſo

the Goſpel ſpeaks of their having hired ſervants to aſſiſ

them in their buſineſs. John is thought to have been th

youngeſt of all the apoſtles; yet he was old enough to hav

been a follower of John the Baptiſt before he came t

Chriſt. On this, or on ſome other occaſion, James an

John, the ſons of Zebedee, obtained the ſurname of Boa

nerges, that is to ſay, the ſºnſ of thunder; perhaps becauſ

of the natural vehemency and impetuoſity of their tempers

Accordingly their ſpirit ſhewed itſelf in the defire the

expreſſed to have the Samaritans deſtroyed by fire from

heaven, becauſe they refuſed to lodge Jeſus in his way t

Jeruſalem. It appeared alſo in their ambition to becom

the great officers of ſtate in their Maſter's kingdon

which they ſuppoſed would be a ſecular one. Beſide

John's writings ſhew that he was a man of a very affe,

tionate turn of mind. This affectionate turn of his min

gave him a fingular fitneſs for friendſhip, in which he wº

not only peculiarly amiable, but peculiarly privileged, as

rendered him the objećt of Chriſt's peculiar love; a lo

which will do him honour to the end of the world. A

for James, his being put to death by Herod is a pro

that his zeal was uncommon, and that it moved him

be eminently aćtive and bold in the work of the Goſpe

Had it been otherwiſe, he would not have become t

object either of Herod's jealouſy or of his reſentmer

Some indeed are of opinion, that the epithet ſºns of thund

was not expreſſive of the diſpoſitions of the two brother

but of the force and ſucceſs with which they ſhould pread

4.
t
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Peter and Andrew.

ºl, whoſe converſion is related, John, i. 45, &c.

Ancients tell us he was a native of Cana, and was ſkilled

in the law.

he was otherwiſe named Levi, and left his gainful employ

| there abide till ye go thence.

12 And when ye come

* Luke, Io. 5. 1 Peter, 3.8.

into an houſe,

Pſalute it.

13 * And if the houſe be worthy, let your

* Aës, 13.46. Pſ. 35. 13. If 55.11. 2 Cor. 2.16. Pray for, and preach the Goſpel to, them.

the Goſpel: yet if that had been the reaſon of the fur

name, it was equally applicable to all the apoſtics. Philip

is ſaid to have been a native of Bethſaida, the town of

He was originally a diſciple of the

Baptiſt, but he left him, to follow Jeſus, as ſoon as he

became acquainted with him at Jordan. John, i. 44. Bar

th:lºmew is ſuppoſed to have been the diſciple called Nathan

The

Matthew was a rich publican of Capernaum :

ment for the ſake of Chriſt. He wrote the Goſpel to

which his name is prefixed, and was the ſon of one

Alpheus, of whom we know nothing but the name.

There is nothing ſaid of Thomas before his converſion:

however, it is conjećtured that, like the reſt, he was of

mean extraction; and becauſe he is mentioned among

thoſe who went a fiſhing, John, xxi. 2, 3. it is ſuppoſed

#at he was a fiſherman by occupation. He obtained the

imame of Didymus, probably becauſe he was a twin, and

made himſelf remarkable by continuing longer than his

*::thren to doubt of Chriſt's reſurreótion. In the college

ºf Apoſtles, beſides James the ſon of Zebedee and brother

ºf John, Judas Iſcariot who betrayed his maſter, and Simon

imamed Peter, we find james ſurnamed the Leſ, or

Tanger (ſee Mark, xv. 4o.), to diſtinguiſh him from the

ºther James, the ſon of Zebedee, who was elder than he

** judas ſurnamed Thaddeus (Mark, iii. 18.) and Lebbeuſ,

the brother of James the Leſs, and Simon ſurnamed Zelater.

ºmes the Leſs, Judas Thaddeus, and Simon Zelotes, were

Mothers, and ſons of one Alpheus or Cleophas, who was

kewiſ a diſciple, being one of the two to whom our

lºrd appeared on the road to Emmaus after his reſurrec

ºn. They were called Chriſt's brethren (Matth. xiii. 55.),

thitis, his couſins; in which ſenſe the word is uſed, Lev.

#4. It ſeems their mother Mary was ſiſter to Mary our

lºrd's mother; for it was no unuſual thing among the
Jews to have more children than one of a family called by

the ſame name. The three apoſtles, therefore, who go by

the name of our Lord's brethren, were really his couſins

german: James the Leſs and Judas Thaddeus wrote the

‘Fittles which bear their names. This James was a perſon

* great authority among the apoſtles; for in the council

which met at Jeruſalem to decide the diſpute about the

*-ūty of circumciſion, we find him, as preſident of the

*ting, ſumming up the debate, and wording the decree.

ºn, the coufin of our Lord, is called by Matthew and

* the Canaanite; but from the above account of his

*ions it is plain, thät the epithet does not expreſs his

*ſcent, otherwiſe his brothers James and Judas ought to

ºve been termed Canaanite; likewiſe. Luke calls him. Simon

ſº which ſeems to be the Greek tranſlation of the

*** appellation given him by Matthew and Mark.

* Nº [kenal zelotyphus fuit, he wasjealouſ,-comes
* Chaldaic word \\p [kenem] zelotes, a zealot. See

Buxtorff on the word. Put the Greek termination to this

Chaldaic word, and it becomes x&vavitz;, the Canaanite :

wherefore the appellation of Canaanite, given to Simon

here and in Mark, and the epithet Zºlotes which he bears

in Luke, are as perfectly the ſame as Cephar and Petror,

Tabitha and Dorcar. The Zealots were a particular ſect

or ſection among the Jews, who in later times, under

colour of zeal for God, committed all the diſorders imagi

nable. They pretended to imitate the zeal which Phinehas,

Elijah, and the Maccabees expreſſed, in their manner of

puniſhing offenders; but they ačted from blindfury, or from

worſe principles, without regard either to the laws of God,

or to the dićtates of reaſon. Some are of opinion, that

Simon the Apoſtle had formerly been one of this peſtilent

fačtion ; but, as there is no mention made of it till a little

before the deſtruction of Jeruſalem (Joſeph. Bell. lib. iv.

c. 3), we may rather ſuppoſe that the ſurname of Zelotes

was given him on account of his uncommon zeal in

matters of true piety and religion. judas the traitor was

the ſon of one Simon : he had the ſurname of Iſcariot

given him, to diſtinguiſh him from Judas Thaddeus, our

Lord's couſin. The literal meaning of Iſèariot is, a man

of Cariot or Kerioth, which was a town in the tribe of

Judah. Joſh. xv. 25. In all probability, therefore, this:

ſuraame denotes the place of the traitor's nativity. Some

pretend, that among the Jews no perſon was ſurnamed by

the place of his birth, but ſuch as were illuſtrious on

account of their ſtation; and ſo would have us believe,

that Judas was a perſon of ſome diſtinction. They think

his being entruſted with the bag, or common ſtock purſe,”

preferably to all the reſt, is a confirmation of this ; but as

the other apoſtles were men of mean condition, theſe argu

ments are too trivial to prove that Judas was diſtinguiſhed

from them in that particular. &

Thus were the foundations of the church laid in twelve

illiterate Galileans, who, being at firſt utterly ignorant of

the nature and end of their office, and deſtitute of the

qualifications neceſſary to diſcharge the duties of it, inte

grity excepted, were the moſt unlikely perſons in the world'

to confound the wiſdom of the wiſe, to baffle the power

of the mighty, to overturn the many falſe religions which

then flouriſhed everywhere under the protećtion of civil

government, and, in a word, to reform the univerſally

corrupted manners of mankind. Had human prudence

been to make choice of inſtruments for ſo grand anº

undertaking, doubtleſs ſuch as were remarkable for deep

ſcience, ſtrong reaſoning, and prevailing eloquence, would

have been pitched upon ; and theſe endowments probably.

would have been ſet off with the external advantages of .

wealth and power. But, lo! the wiſdom of God, infi

nitely ſuperior to that of men, ačted quite differently in

this matter: for the treaſure of the Goſpel was committed to

earthen veſſels, that the excellency ºf its power might in all:

countries be ſeen to be of God. Accordingly, the religion.

which theſe Galileans taught through the world, without

- having.
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peace come upon it: but if it be not worthy,

let your peace return to you.

* Luke, 9.5. & 1 c. 1 c, 11. Aás, 13. 51. & 18.6. & 2c. 26. Mark, 6, 11.

14 " And whoſoever ſhall not receive you,

nor hear your words, when ye depart out of

Neh. 5. 13.

having at all applied themſelves to letters, exhibited a far

juſter notion of things than the Grecian or Roman philo

ſophers were able to attain, though their lives were ſpent

in contemplation and ſtudy. Hence, by its own intrinſic

ſplendour, as well as by the external glory of the miracics

which accompanied it, this religion ſhewed itſelf to be

altogether of divine original. Beſides, it was attended

with a ſucceſs anſwerable to its dignity and truth. It was

received everywhere with the higheſt applauſe, as ſome

thing which mankind had hitherto been ſeeking in vain ;

while the maxims and precepts of the philoſophers never

fpread themſelves much farther than their particular

fehools. It was therefore with the higheſt wiſdom that

the foundations of the church were thus laid in the labours

of a few weak illiterate fithermen : for with irreſiſtible

evidence it demonſtrated that the immenſe fabric was at

firſt raiſed, and is ſtill ſuſtained, not by the arm of fleſh,

but purely by the hand of Almighty God. See Mac

knight.

Wer. 5. Go nºt into the way, &c.] It may ſeem ſtrange that

our Lord neither preached himſelf to the Gentiles in gene

ral, nor allowed his diſciples to preach among them, during

his own lifetime ; eſpecially when it is evident that he

came into the world on purpoſe to deſtroy the polytheiſm

of the heathens, their idol mediators, and their idolatrous

worſhip, and to eſtabliſh the knowledge of the true and

triune God, and of the only Mediator between God and

man, and of the right method of attaining his favour :

but our wonder will ceaſe, when the reaſon of his condućt

is underſtood. As the Jews were the only people in the

world who believed in the one true God, before his

meſſengers attempted to preach him to the heathens, it was

fit that they ſhould prove their miſſion, to the conviction

of the Jews; inſtruct them nore fully in the fundamental

do&trines of religion, and correół what errors had crept

into their faith. Beſides, Chriſtianity was to be propa

gated through the world, not only by the force of its own

intrinſic excellence, and by the miracles wherewith it was

accompliſhed, but it was to make its way alſo by the

evidence which it derived from the Jewiſh prophecies, and

by the light thrown upon it, confidered as the perfeótion

of that grand ſcheme which was begun in the firſt ages,

and carried on under various diſpenſations from time to

time, till it obtained a more complete and laſting form

under the Jewiſh economy. It was highly expedient,

therefore, that a competent number of Jews ſhould be

converted to Chriſtianity, who might publiſh it to the

reſt of the world, with all the evidence which was proper

to be offered : but if, on account of the former revelation

made to the Jews, it was abſolutely fit that the new reve

lation ſhould be preached by them to the reſt of the world,

it was neceſſary that the Goſpel, at the firſt, ſhould be

confined to them ; becauſe, had it been preached to the

Gentiles, that circumſtance alone would have made the

Jews reject it univerſally. It is well known how high the

prejudices of the Apoſtles themſelves ran on this head,

even after they had received the gifts of the Spirit; being

exceſſively offended with Peter, one of their number, who,

by a viſion from heaven, had with difficulty been prevailed

upon to preach to Cornelius the centurion. Nay, they

were hardly brought to believe that God intended to

beſtow the Goſpel on the Gentiles, when th y ſaw them

receive the greateſt of its privileges themſelves, even the

gifts of the Spirit; and though after this they preached to

the Gentiles, yet, wherever they came, their cuſtom was

to begin at the Jews, if there were any in the place, that

all offence might be prevented ; and, on the Jews rejećting

the Coſpel, they turned to the Gentiles. Acts, xiii. 46.

Thus, as the Apoſtle tells us, Rom. xv. 8. jºſº Chri;

was a miniſter of the circumciſion for the truth ºf God, to cº

firm the promiſt made unto the fathers, namely, concerning

the convertion of the Gentiles, and that tºe Gentileſ might

glorify God on accºunt of his mercy; the mercy of the Goſpel

Diſpenſation, which they enjoyed by their converſion to

Chriſtianity. IIad Jeſus Chriſt been a miniſter of the

uncircumciſion, that is to ſay, had he preached the Goſpel

to all the Genties, the Jews would have rejected it; ſo

that the profeſytes, and ſuch as held the faith of the pro

ſelytes, which many of the beſt ſort of Gentiles ſeem to

have done, would not have become Chriſt's diſciples with

ſuch eaſe and readineſs. The reaſon was, the evidence of

the Goſpel being greatly weakened by the univerſal unbe

lief of the Jews, the converts among the Gentiles would

have been few in compariſon, and, by that means, the

promiſes made to the fathers, that in Chriſt all nations

ſhould be bleſſed, would not have been confirmed, or at

leaſt not ſo fully accompliſhed as it is by the ſcheme which

Providence has actually choſen. See Macknight. When

our Saviour ſays, Enter not into any city ºf the Samaritanº

he means, “Enter not with a defign to preach.” It is

true, in the beginning of his miniſtry, our Lord himſell

preached to the Samaritans with great ſucceſs, John, iv. 41.

42. and therefore, had he ſent his apoſties among them

numbers in all probability would have become members o

the Chriſtian diſpenſation ; but the inveterate enmit

which the Jews bore to the Samaritans, made the conver

fion of the atter to Chriſtianity improper at this time, ſo
the reaſons mentioned above. -

Per. 6. But go rather to the lºft ſheep, &c.] See wha

has been ſaid concerning the metaphors of ſheep and harveſ

in the note on ver, 1. With reſpect to the firſt, it ſhoul

be remembered, that in the note on ch. iii. 7. it was ot

ſerved, that men, as animals, have each of them a peculi.

reſemblance to ſome particular ſpecies of other animals

which we exemplified in the term lamb, ſheep, wolves, dºg

&c. We now farther add, that thoſe appellations a

upon no account to be taken for indelible characters; bi

thoſe to whom they are applicable at any given time, mº

in the future courſe of life, through the converting an

ſanctifying grace of God, be enabled ſo far to contr

the
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# that houſe or city, ſhake off the duſt of your

º feet.

* Ezek. 16. 48, 51. Mark, 6. 11,

15 Verily I ſay unto you, "It ſhall be more

tolerable for the land of Sodom and Gomorrha

Luke, Io. 12–15. Ch. r. 20–24. John, 15, 22-24. Heb. 6.4–8, 10, 26–31.

their wrong propenſities by a ſteady praćtice of the con

trary graces and virtues, as to afford to the church and to

the world a quite oppoſite charaćter. To effect this is the

Prºper work of grace, producing repentance in the ſoul,

and then genuine converſion, including a change of mental

dº ſtion, whereby the crafty, rapacious, miſchievous,

ſtubborn, or other ſavage temper, may be tranſmuted into

that fimplicity, meekneſs, harmleſſneſs, and dućtility,

which conſtitute the character of ſheep, or, what is an

infinitely more honourable title, members of Chriſt's myſ

tical body. When our Lord is ſaid to behold the multi

tudes, tired, lying down, and without a ſhepherd;—when, in

conſequence of this view, he direéts his apoſtles to go in

queſt of them, he calls them the lºft ſheep; not that they

.-

.

>

had gone aſtray from their ſhepherd, for they wanted

ºne; but lºſ? here imports, that they were quite at a loſs

how to proceed, and actually periſhing for want of a guide.

Such were the perſons who had moved the compaſſion of

cur Lord, and for whoſe ſake he had ſent forth his apoſtles

tº publiſh the glad tidings of hiſ kingdom, with aſſurances

that divine power was at hand to take them under his

immediate regency. And as that kingdom was mental,

ind therefore not obvious to ſenſe, the apoſtles were at the

fime time ſent to give viſible proofs of its reality, by heal

*; the ſch, cleanſng the lepers, raiſing the dead, and caſing

ºf demont. Theſe miraculous teſtimonies were to thoſe

*to were, by the grace of repentance, rightly diſpoſed,

*ºſe ground of faith in Chriſt; and, when concurring

with the attractions of ſtill ſuperior degrees of grace,

wºuld induce them in fimple faith to reſign themſelves,

with an implicit ſubmiſſion, to the condućt of his Spirit,

the fulneſs of which dwelt without meaſure in the incar

tale Jeſus, and was communicated in the power of con

"ſting grace to thoſe whoſe repentant hearts were prepared
tº receive it. -

War. 7. Preach, ſºying, &c.] The original word is

Kºzzite, which is derived from xrew: a herald, and fig

*tics “proclaim, with that ardour and zeal which becomes

“my heralds.” Probably they were to make this procla

nation with a loud voice, as they paſſed through the ſtreets

ºf the towns which they viſited, as Jonah deciſired his meſ

*se to Nineveh. See Jonah, iii. 4. and Doddridge.

ºr. 8. Raiſe the dead] In ſeveral copies this clauſe is

*ºnting; for which reaſon, and becauſe the diſciples did

* raiſe any perſon from the dead whom we read of,
till after Chriſt's aſcenfion, Dr. Mill takes it for an inter.

* But his opinion is ill-founded; as it is certain
that this, with ſeveral other articles in the apoſtles' firſt

$ºmmiſſion, have a direct relation to the period compre

henºa under that more extenſive commiſſion which they

*** atter their Maſter's reſurrection. See ver. 18,

21, 23. Whitby and Wetſtein. That the direétion at

the end of this verſe, Freely, or gratis ye have received,freely

*** **s to the miraculous cures which the apoſtles

***"Powered to perform, and not to the ſtated offices

of the apoſtolical funétion, is evident from Luke x. 7.

where our Lord, in giving a like commiſſion to the Seventy,

bids them eat and drink what was ſet before them, becauſe

the labourer was worthy of his hire; nay, in this very charge,

no ſooner did he order the apoſtles to give freely, than he

forbade them to provide gold, &c. becauſe the workman

is worthy of his meat; [deſerves hiſ maintenance ; Heylin;]

plainly intimating, that while they were preaching, they

had a right to maintenance from thoſe who enjoyed the

benefit of their labours, and ſhould, in the courſe of

divine providence, be ſupplied with all things neceſſary.

Accordingly, we find the apoſtles receiving ſuch mainte

nance, and infiſting upon it as their due, I Cor. ix. 4, 5,

14. Galat. vi. 6. See Macknight.

Wer. 9. Braſs in your purſes] The Greek word wrºng's,

which ſignifies to pºſſeſ, ſignifies alſo to get, to furniſh one

felf with; which is the meaning of it here. The ſtreſs

ſeems to lie on this word : they might uſe what they had

already, but they might not delay at all to provide any

thing more, nor take any thought about it. Nor indeed

were they to take any thing with them, more than was

ſtrićtly neceſſary; leſt it ſhould retard them, and becauſe

they were to learn hereby to truſt God in all future exi

gencies. In your purſeſ, in the Greek is Čºva;, girdler.

The Eaſtern girdles being doubled, and ſewed along the

edges, were more convenient for carrying a quantity of

money than purſes, becauſe money, being diſtributed

round the body in the fobs of the girdle, the weight of it

was not ſo much felt. By money, therefore, in their girdler,

is to be underſtood a confiderable ſum. See Calmet,

Beaufobre and Lenfant, and Shaw's Travels, p. 227.

Wer. Io. Nor ſcrip for yºur journey] The ſcrip, IIñéa, was

a ſort of large bag, in which ſhepherds, and thoſe who

journeyed, carried their proviſions. See on Luke x. 34.

Thus the bag into which David put the ſmoºth ſomer,

wherewith he ſmote Goliah, is called both a ſtrip and a

ſºpherd's bag. In the account in which St. Mark gives

the repetition of theſe inſtructions, immediately before

the diſciples took their journey, he ſays, they were per

mitted to be ſhod with ſandals, ch. vi. 9. The ſandal was a

piece of ſtrong leather, or wood, faſtened to the ſole of the

foot with ſtrings, which they tied round the foot and

ancle; but the ſhoe was a kind of ſhort boot, that covered

the foot and a part of the leg, and was a more delicate

piece of dreſs than the ſandals. See Calmet on the word

Jandals, and Lightfoot. St. Mark ſays, ch. vi. 8. that they

were allowed to take a ſtaff; which Calmet obſerves may

be reconciled with St Matthew, by attending to th:

ambiguity of the Hebrew word toº ſhabet, anſwering to

the Greek word 4:30; : for, as the Hebrew fignifies any

ſort of rod, whether club, ſtaff, ſceptre, or pole, he thinks

the ſaff, which, according to St. Matthew, the diſciples

were prohibited to uſe, may have been a pole for carrying

a burden on ; an accoutrement which was uſeleſs, as they

were not allowed to carry any proviſions with them, nor

any
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in the day of judgment, than for that city. .

16 "| "Behold, I ſend you forth as ſheep in

* Luke, Io. 2. Ver. 23.

14. 20. Atts, zo. 28, 29.

luke, 12. 4–12. & 2 ſ. 16–10.

Ch. 23. 34. & 24, 9. * Or ſimple.

Rom. 16. 19.

the midſt of wolves: be ye therefore wiſe as

ſerpents, and * harmleſs as doves.

Col. 4.5. Eph. 5. 15, 16. Ezek. 2. 6. Jer. 1, 18. Phil. 2. 15. 1 Cº.

any ſpare clothes; whereas the ſuff, which by St. Mark's

account he permitted them to take, was a 'walking-ſlºff,

very proper for thoſe who were to perform a journey with

expedition. Heinſius labours to prove, that si Pº, the

exceptive particle in Mark, may ſignify no nºt ; and ſo

would have the clauſe is º ºxºov porov, tranſlated no, nºt

a ſingle ſtaff. But the more probable ſolution of the diſh

culty ſeems to be, that ſuch of the apoſtles as had ſtaffs

in their hands might take them: as for thoſe who were

walking without them, they were not to provide them;

for as the providence of God was to ſupply, them with

all neceſſaries, to have made the leaſt preparation for their

journey would have implied a diſbelief of their Maſter's

promiſe.

Wer. 11. Inquire who in it is wºrthy] Anciently they had

no houſes of entertainment for the accommodation of

travellers, but only houſes for lodging them, called in

modern language carava'ſ raſ, into which travellers

.brought their own proviſions and accommodated them

ſelves in the beſt manner they could ; but it was common

for perſons of humane diſpoſitions, ſuch as our Lord here

calls & Żol, worthy perſºns, to entertain ſtrangers according

to their ability. Sce Judg. xix. 15, 21.

Ver. 12, 13. When ye come, &c.] The Vulgate, and

many manuſcripts, add to the end of the 12th verſe,_

ſaying, Peace he to this houſe; words which we find in the

parallel place, Luke x. 5. and which ſerve to explain the

verſe following; for they ſhew that this ſalutation was no

formal compliment in the mouths of the apoſtles, but effi

cacious to minds rightly diſpoſed. A calm and compoſed

fpirit is neceſſary for hearing the word of God profitably.

See Heylin.

Ver. 14. Whºſºever ſhall not receive you] In Scripture, to

receive one ſignifies to allow him the benefit of our com

pany, to converſe familiarly with him, and to do him good

offices. See Luke, xv. 2. It ſignifies alſo to entertain one

hoſpitably, being applied twice to Rahab's entertaining the

ſpies, Heb. xi. 31. James, ii. 25. The Jews thought

there was ſomething of ſo peculiar a holineſs in the land

of Iſrael, that when they came home from any heathen

country, they ſtopped at its borders, and wiped the duſt

of it from their ſhoes, that the ſacred inheritance might

not be polluted with it : nor would they permit herbs to

be brought to them from their neighbours, leſt they ſhould

bring any of the duſt of their land upon thcm. So that

the action here enjoincid to the apoſtles of ſhaking off the

duſt was a lively intimation, that when the Jews had

rejećted the Goſpel they were no longer to be regarded

as the people of God, but were on a level with heathens

and idolaters. See Fleming's Chriſtology, vol. ii. p. 16o.

Doddridge, and Calmet. -

Ver. 16. Behºld, I ſend you fºrth as ſheep, &c.] Confider

ing the nature of the tidings which the apoſtles were now

ſent out to publiſh, namely, that the kingdom ºf heaven was at

band; the number andvariety of miraculous cures which they

lº.

were enabled to perform in confirmation of their doćtrine,

and the greatneſs of the benefits that they were empowered

to conſer upon the families who ſhould entertain them

kindly, it is reaſonable to think that they were flattering

themſelves with the hopes of great honour and acceptance

wherever they came. In the mean time, the event was by

no means to anſwer their expectation; they were every

where to be deſpiſed, perſecuted, delivered up into the

hands of public juſtice, and puniſhed as evil-doers. Our

Lord, therefore, in the moſt fair and generous manner

forewarned them of theſe things; made them large pro

miſes of the divine aid, and gave them directions with

reſpect to their condućt in every circumſtance. Behºld,

ſend yºu frth, &c. “I ſend you forth weak and defence.

“ leſs amongſt a cruel and wicked people.” Beye ther fºr

wiſe aſ ſirpents, and harmleſ, as doves. “On the one hand,

“ be ſo prudent as not to irritate them unneceſſarily by

“ your behaviour or mode of ſpeaking, ch. vii. 6. ; and

“ on the other, let not your prudence degenerate intº

“ craft, left it lead you to betray the truth, or to encou.

“rage men in their evil practices. Join prudence and

“harmleſſneſs together; rendering yourſelves remarkable

“ for integrity amid the greateſt temptations, and fo

“ meekneſs under the greateſt provocation.” The wor

rendered harmleſ, 2xipzio, properly ſignifies pure and

unmixed, or unwilling to do any harm. See Stockius. The

ſimplicity recommended here, includes meekneſs and fince

rity ; and it is with theſe virtuous qualities that the Lord

Jeſus Chriſt tempers what might be pernicious in th

ſerpentſ, whoſe prudence is commonly accompanied with

miſchievous diſpoſition. See Gen. iii. 1. Our bleſſe,

Saviour has given remarkable inſtances of the prudence tha

he requires here in his diſciples. Compare ch. xxii. 21, &c

Biſhop Warburton obſerves, that the character of th

Chriſtian miſſion is denoted in theſe words, Behold, Iſºn

you fºrth as ſheep; and the condition of an unbelievin

world in the following-I ſend you in the midſt ºf wºlve

Though the faith was to be propagated only by the mi

meaſures of perſuaſion, yet even this would provoke th

wolfiſh diſpoſition of the power of darkneſs to put in u

all the iniquitous contrivances of fraud and violence f

its oppreſſion. Their provident Maſter, therefore, delive

them a rule for the integrity and prudence of their ow

conduct; Be ye wiſe, &c.—a direction equally reſpectii

their private and their public characters, whereby the fi

might correſpond with the dignity of their office, and t

other with the obječts of their care. So that, as men, t

human virtues, as miſſionaries the ſºcial, are recommend

to their practice, and both under the familiar images

the ſerpent's wiſdom, and the dove's innocence. What th

human virtues are, the illuſion in the figurative expreſii

will diſcover; what the ſºcial, muſt be determined by t

occaſion of the precept, Beye therefºre wiſe as ſerpent, a

harm'ſ a dove, a direction conveyed in two provert

ſayings, whoſe import the diſciples perfectly underſto
T
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17 But beware of men: for they will deli

veryou up to the councils, and they will ſcourge

you in the ſynagogues;

18 And ye ſhall be brought before gover

poſs and kings for my ſake, for a teſtimony

againſt them and the Gentiles.

* John, 2.24. Aćts, 2. 40.

P. i. 1–6. Phil. 1. 23. * Mark, 13. 11.

*** 13. 2. Jer. 1. 7. 2 Tim. 4. 17.

Ch. 24. 9. Mark, 13. 9–11. Luke, 12. 11. & 21. 12, 13. , Aëts, iv-viii. xii. xvi-xxvi. & 25. 13.

Luke, 12. 11, 12. & 21. 14, 15.

19 “But when they deliver you up, take

no thought how or what ye ſhall ſpeak: for

it ſhall be given you in that ſame hour what

ye ſhall ſpeak.

20 For it is not ye that ſpeak, but the

Spirit of your Father which ſpeaketh in you.

1 Tim. 4. 16, 17.

Acts, iv. v. vii. xvi. xxii—xxvi. Exod. 4. 12, 15.Pſ. 46.1-5.

The firſt alludes to a vulgar ſuppoſition of the ancient

world, which gave credit to certain artiſts, who pretended

tº the power of rendering ſerpents innoxious by the force

ºf charms and incantations. The men who traded in this

impoſture, in order to hide their frequent miſcarriages, made

the people believe that ſome of theſe ſerpents had gotten a

tick as good as their own, which was, to ſhut their ears to

their enchantments. Hence the proverb of the deaf adder

that flºppeth her ears, which rºfºſth to hear the voice of the

charmer, charm he never ſº wiſely; by which moraliſts

would infer the wiſdom and ſafety of abſtaining from

unlawful pleaſures. The ſecond, of being harmleſ; ă, dover,

alludes to as ancient and as fanciful an error of the natu.

raits, that the dove is without a gall. The whole of this

monition, therefore, to the diſciples in their private cha

racter implies, that they ſhould learn to abſtain from all

ºnlawful and intemperate pleaſures, and to ſuppreſs in
themſelves all the ſentiments of rage, envy, and revenge;

the ſerpent's wiſdom being directed againſt the concupiſcible

paſſions, as the dove's innocence is againſt the iraſcible;

and bºth together make one good precept for the ſubjec

tº ſhrough the power of Almighty Grace] of our brutal

ature to the rational, in which conſiſts the exerciſe of the

human virtues. Could any thing be more harmleſ; than

this method of propagating religion 3 Could any thing be

more holy than the manners of its propagators 2 What

regard to the rights of men, to the laws of ſociety, was

ºnjoined to the offerers of the Goſpell what neglect of

the intereſts of fleſh and blood was required of the

receivers of it ! Truth was the laſting foundation on

*hich Jeſus creded his church, and hºlineſs and virtue

* living principles which were to aduate its members.

Indeed, the purity of his intentions, and the reëtitude of

his meaſures, are ſo evident from the evangelic hiſtory of

his life and death, that the moſt ſtubborn infidei is ready

****r him of fraudulent impoſture, and to centre all his

ſuſpicions in a well-meaning enthuſiaſm. This is the laſt

miserable refuge of obſtinate in picty. - -

-- 'er. 17, 18. But *are ºf men] “Though I order you

**º meek and patient under injuries, I do not mean

... that yºu ſhould not be on your guard, and, as far as is

ºttº: with conſcience and duty, avoid them: no,

tº the more circumſpect you are, the better; for, after all,

--. willº with many indignities, and often be in

Theyº jº, cwen from the hand of public juſtice.”

Jºrge yºu i.%yºu up t fºe Sinhedriº, or con ſtories, and

yº "Jynagºgueſ. Scourging is a ſort of diſci

*::::: has long ſince been uſed in the ſynagogues,

where they keep their courts. See Beaufobre and Len

fant’s introdućtion. And ye ſhall be brought befºre gºvernors,

&c. Theſe things did not happen while the apoſtles were

on their firſt miſſion, but after Chriſt's aſcenſion. See

Aćts, iv. 6, 7, &c. v. 4o. xii. 2, 3, &c. &c.—For a tºſſi

mony againſt them and the Gentiles, “All theſe things are

“ ordered to befal you, that your integrity may appear,

“ and that the truth of the Goſpel may be demo/ſtrated.”

Had the apoſtles never come before the ſupreme powers,

nor defended their cauſe in the preſence of kings and

governors, it might have been ſaid, that becauſe Chriſ

tianity could not bear a ſtrićt examination from able judges,

it was preached to none but men of vulgar underſtandings,

who were not capable of detecting it: but when perſons

of the higheſt diſtinction for birth, fortune, capacity, and

learning, had the Goſpel laid before them, in the defences

which the apoſtles and firſt preachers of it were obliged to

make at the public tribunals of every country, its ſtanding

ſuch a tribunal was certainly a great confirmation of its

truth. Wherefore, as Jeſus here foretold, the bringing of

his apoſtles before kings became a teſtimony of their inte

grity, and of the truth of the Goſpel, and conſequently

an undeniable proof of the guilt of both Jews and Gen

tiles who neglečted it. See Macknight, Clarke, and the

hiſtories of the firſt ages of the church.

Ver. 19, 20. But when they deliver you up, take no thought]

Be not ſºlicitour. This direction was repeated on ſeveral

occaſions afterwards; ſee particularly Mark, xiii. 1 1.

Luke, xii. 1 1. The apoſtles, being illiterate men, and

wholly unacquainted with the laws of the different coun

tries whither they were to go, as well as with the forms of

their courts, their Maſter foreſaw that they might be in

great perplexity when they appeared as criminals before

perſons of the firſt diſtinétion. He foreſaw likewiſe, that

this circumſtance would occur to themſelves, and render

them anxious to meditate beforehand by what apology

they might beſt defend ſo noble a cauſe. More than once,

therefore, he expreſsly forbad them to be in the leaſt

ſºlicitous about the defences they were to make, or ſo much

as to premeditate any part of them; promifing to afford

them, on all occaſions, the aid of their Father's Spirit,

who would inſpire them to ſpeak in a manner becoming

the cauſe which they were to defend. Nothing ſurely could

have been more ſuitable than the promiſe which our Lord

here makes them; nor can one conceive any admonitions

and declarations farther from the language of impoſture

and enthuſiaſm, than thoſe before us in the preſent

chapter.

Uſ Wer,
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2 I ? And the brother ſhall deliver up the

brother to death, and the father the child:

and the children ſhall riſe up againſt their

parents, and cauſe them to be put to death.

22 “And ye ſhall be hated of all men for

my name's ſake: * but he that endureth to the

end ſhall be ſaved.

23 °But when they perſecute you in this

city, flee ye into another: for verily I ſay

unto you, Ye ſhall not * have gone over

the cities of Iſrael, till the Son of man ‘be -

COITY C. - º

24 “The diſciple is not above his maſter,

nor the ſervant above his lord. º

25 It is enough for the diſciple that he be

as his maſter, and the ſervant as his lord. ‘If ~

they have called the maſter of the houſe Beel- *

zebub, how much more ſhall they call them of *"

his houſehold 2 ---

26 'Fear them not therefore: * for there is "

* Ver. 34, 35. Luke, 21. 16. & 12.51. Micah, 7.5, 6, with Deut. 13.6–10. Zech. 15. 3. * Luke, 21. 17. John, 15. 18. Rom. 8.7,8. Jer.

37. 9. * Mark, 13. 13. Ch. 24. 13. Dan. 12. 12, 13. , Gal. 6. 9. Rev. 2. 7, 10, 17. & 3. 21. * Ch. 2. 13. & 4. 12. & 12. 15. Luke, 4. 30.

A&ts, 8.1, & 9. 25. & 14.6. & 17. 1, 10. * Or end, or finiſh. • Ch. 16. 28. A &ts, ii. & 7. 26. In the powerſul deſcent of the Holy Ghoſt. * Luke, º

6. 40. John, 13. 16. & 15. 20. 2 Sam. I 1. 11. * Ch. 9. 34. & 12. 24.

* Prov. 29. 25. Jer. 1, 8, 17. Dan. 3, 16. Aćts, 4. 19. 1 Peter, 3.14.

Mark, 3.22. Luke, 11. 15. John, 7. zo. & 8.48, 52. & o. 20. & 15, 20.

* Mark, 4. 22. Luke, 8.17. & 12. 2. Mark, 16. 15. Ch. 28. 19, 20. &

24. 14. & 26, 13. Acts, 1.8. & ii—xix. Rom. Io. 13. & 16. 26. Col. 1. 6, 23–23. Eph. 3. S. with job, 12. 22. If 52. 15. -

-

-

Ver, f. And the brother ſhall deliver up, &c.] “ Such

“ is the nature of the men among whom ye are going,

“ and ſuch the obſtinacy with which they will oppoſe the

“ Goſpel, that, were it their brother, their father, or their

“’ ſon who preached it, they would make no ſcruple of

“ being ačtive in putting theſe neareſt relations to death.

“You may therefore expect the hotteſt perſecution; but

“ as you are to have great aſſiſtances, you need not be

“ diſmayed.” See the next note.

Ver. 22. Yeſhall be hated of all men] They who believed

the teſtimony of the apoſtles, as multitudes did, could not

but ardently love them, as their fathers in Chriſt. See

Gal. iv. 15. This, therefore, is plainly one of thoſe many

ſcriptures, in which the univerſal term all is to be taken

with great reſtrictions. Compare John, xii. 32. Phil. ii.

21. There is a peculiar emphaſis in the words fºr my

name's ſake in this place. The apoſtles and firſt Chriſtians

fet themſelves in oppoſition both to the Jewiſh and Pagan

religions, declaring the nullity of the former, and urging

the renunciation of the latter in all its forms, as matter

of indiſpenſable neceſſity. On the moſt tremendous

penalties, they required every man, without exception, to

believe in Chriſt, and to ſubmit implicitly to his authority;

a demand moſt galling to the pride of their princes, prieſts,

and philoſophers. Moreover, having a lively ſenſe of the

importance of the things which they preached, they urged

them not in a cold and indifferent manner, but with the

“ perſecutions that you are to meet with, in any period of

“ your miniſtry, diſcourage you : but when you are fore

“ preſſed in any one city, flee to another, where you will

“ meet with an aſylum : for I affire you, in ſpite of all

“ oppoſition, your labours ſhall be attended with ſuch .

“ ſucceſs, that you ſhall not have gone over the cities of Iſrael

“ till the Son of Man be come,” that is to ſay, according to

the general interpretation, “before he comes to execute

“ vengeance upon the Jews, by the deſtruction of their

“ devoted city.” The deſtruction of Jeruſalem by Titus is

often called the coming of the ſon of man. See ch. xxiv. 27, 37,

39, 44. Luke, xviii. 8. Macknight differs from this inter

pretation, and gives the following: “Beſore ye have carried º

“ the glad tidings of the Goſpel to the ſeveral cities of

“Iſrael, my kingdom ſhall be eſtabliſhed in many places; -

“ ſo that in the midſt of the hotteſt perſecution, you may

“ always expect to find ſome who will befriend you.” Sce

Olearius, and Whitby.

Per. 24, 25. The diſciple is not above his mºſfer, &c.]

* That you may bear all with a becoming fortitude, con

‘ ſider that they have calumniated, traduced, and perſe

‘ cuted me your Maſter; for which cauſe you, my diſ

“ ciples, cannot think it hard if they calumniate and per

‘ ſecute you.” This is a proverbial expreſſion, which

our Lord applies on different occaſions. Here, and John

xv. 20, it relates to the perſecutions that his diſciples were

to undergo. It is applied to another ſubject, John xiii. 16.

t

utmoſt fervency. Need it be matter of wonder then, that - Luke, vi. 40. Concerning Beelzebub, ſee the note on

in every country ſuch a furious ſtorm of perſecution aroſe

againſt them, and the religion which they taught, and that

they were treated as the filth and off-ſcourings of the earth 2

Our Saviour adds, But he that endureth, &c.; he who

perſeveres, who bears conſtantly, and with invincible

patience, theſe perſecutions. The original word Uzog eſta;

denotes both patience and conſtancy. Jeſus gave this encou

ragement to his diſciples likewiſe, when he ſpoke to them

of the ſufferings that they were to meet with about the

time of the deſtrućtion of Jeruſalem. See ch. xxiv. 13.

We may therefore believe that he had thoſe ſufferings alſo
InOW 111 V16W.

Wer. 23. Butwºn thypeſºu, you, &c.] “Let not the

2 Kings, i. 2.

Ver. 26. Fear them not therefore, &c.] The meaning of

this verſe is, that the diſciples ought not to conceal the

truth which had been committed to them, notwithſtand

ing all the contradićtions that they might meet with in the

courſe of their miniſtry; becauſe the deſign of the Lord

Jeſus Chriſt was, that the goſpel which he revealed to

them in private, and which was a myſtery to all the reſt of

mankind, ſhould by them be publiſhed all over the world.

Our bleſſed Saviour applies here a proverbial ſaying to the

Goſpel; ſee Mark iv. 22. Luke viii. 17. xii. 2. There is

nothing covered, &c. This is a general rule, which may

admit of feveral exceptions. Our Lord applies it to diffe

8 * Tent
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: nothing covered that ſhall not be revealed;

l,

º

!

|

º

And hid, that ſhall not be known.

27 What 1 tell you in darkneſs, that ſpeak

ye in light : and what ye hear in the ear, that

preach ye upon the houſe-tops.

23 ° And fear not them which kill the

body, but are not able to kill the ſoul: but

rather fear him who is able to deſtroy both

ſoul and body in hell.

29 "Are not two ſparrows ſold for a *far

thing and one of them ſhall not fall on the

* Lake, 12.4. If 3. 12, 13. & 51. 7, 8, 12. Jer, 1.8, 17. Ezek. 3.9.

14. 7, 9. * Or three farthings. * I Sam, i4. 45. 2 Sam. 14. 11.

'Ch. 5, 16. 1 Cor. 9. 9. Pſ. 3. 5. If 43. 1–3. & 4.1. 10–16.

19. "Mark, 8.38. Luke, 9.26. & 12. 9.

* Luke, 12. 8.

1 John, 2. 23. 2 Tim. 2. 12.

ground without your Father.

30 “But the very hairs of your head are

all numbered.

31 'Fear ye not therefore, ye are of more

value than many ſparrows.

32 "Whoſoever therefore ſhall confeſs me

before men, him will I confeſs alſo before my

Father which is in heaven.

33 " But whoſoever ſhall deny me before

men, him will I alſo deny before my Father

which is in heaven. -

Pſ. 2. 1 1. Prov. 28. 14. 1 Peter, 3. 14. ' Ch. 6. 26. Heb. 1. 4. Pſ.

1 Kings, 1.52. Aćis, 27. 34. Luke, 21. 18. 1 Peter, 5.7. Phil. 4. 6.

Roin. Io. 9, 10. Pſ. 119.46. Acts, 4, 19. Rev. 3. 5. 1 Sam. 2.

tent ſubjećts. Here he gives his diſciples to underſtand, that

it was his deſign that they ſhould openly and courageouſly

reveal to the world thoſe truths, which the time and

º did not then permit him to diſcloſe every

Where. * -

Wer. 27. What I tell yºu in darknºſ'] That is, in private.

In the light, means in public. In the next words our

Lord alludes to a cuſtom among the Jews, whoſe teachers

were accuſtomed to have their interpreters, who received

the dićtates of their maſters whiſpered in the ear, and

then publicly propoſed them to all. The laſt words, that

frºach ye upon the houſe-tºps, refers to another cuſtom of

making things public, by proclaiming them on the flat

rºofs of the houſes in the Eaſt. The Mollahs among the

Turks at this day proclaim on the top of their moſques,

that “God is great, and Mahomet is his prophet,” as a

fgnal for the people to come to public prayers. See on

th. xxiv. 17. and Wynne's new tranſlation.

Wºr, 28. And far not them, &c.] This was a ſaying

fimiliar to the Jews. See Wiſd. xvi. 13–15. and com

pare Iſaiah li. 7, 8. Our Saviour moſt wiſely cautions

his diſciples againſt the fear of man, ſince they were going

to encounter all the powers of the world and of darkneſs,

by Promoting the goſpel of purity, and of true holineſs.

Dr. Doddridge obſerves very well, that theſe words con

t-in a certain argument, to prove the exiſtence of the ſoul

in a ſeparate ſtate, and its perception of that exilence,

tº the ſoul would be as properly killed as the body; and

accordingly he paraphraſes the words, “ Fear not them who

can only kill the mortal body, but cannot kill or hurt the

* immaterial ſºul, which will ſtill ſurvive in all its vigour,

“..while its tabernacle lies in ruins.” Our Saviour, inſtead

the word &zokriya, to kill, makes uſe of the word

******, to dºffroy, in the ſecond clauſe, which carries

Yºh it the fignification alſo of tormenting. See Grotius.

'hat an awful verſe is this before us! How fit is it that

* Sternal and almighty God ſhould be the objećt of our
umble fºr, and that in compariſon with him we ſhould

: nothing elſe! All the terrors, and all the flatteries of

i. ** are diſarmed by this —an idea which in every

* ** ſhould engage us to be faithful to God ; ſo ſhall

*** moſt truly faithful to ourſelves.

Wer. 29–31. Are not two ſharrows ſºld fºr a farthing ”

&c.] Our Saviour here goes on to encourage his diſciples,

from the important confideration of God's particular

providence. “You ſhould conſider that your enemies

“ cannot touch even your bodies without your Father's

“ permiſſion; for the meaneſt of his creatures are under

“ the protection of his providence; inſomuch that nothing

“ befalleth them without his direétion or permiſſion.”

The Greek word &zzaglow, rendered a firthing, denotes a

very ſmall piece of money, about the value of which

Commentators are not agreed. Fall on the ground is a

Hebrew phraſe ſignifying to periſh. See Joſh. xxiii. 14.

2 Kings, x. 10. and compare Luke xxi. 18. with Aćts

xxvii. 34. The next verſe is a proverbial expreſſion, which

gives a very noble and lively repreſentation of the care

God takes of the righteous. See I Sam. xiv. 45. 2 Sam.

xiv. II. I Kings, i. 51, 52. Than many ſparrows, ver. 31,

means, “ than all the ſparrows in the world:” the word

many is ſometimes put for a great many, or fºr all. See

Dan. xii. 2. and compare Rom. v. 12, 15. Theſe verſes

contain a full proof of the univerſality of the divine provi

dence; but the fingular interpoſitions of it in favour of

good men may, with ſtill additional force, be argued from

the prayers and promiſes offered in Scripture with regard

to particular events, and the promiſes of temporal bleſfings

made to thoſe who fear and ſerve God. Nor are we much

concerned to determine how far any of theſe are miracu

lous, and how far the reſult of general laws, ſettled in an

exact congruity to the temper and condućt of every indi

vidual affected by it, which an omniſcient God foreſaw,

and for which his perfeót ſchemes might eaſily provide, by

methods to us unſearchable. It is plain that Homer thought

divine Providence intereſted itſelf in the lives of brute

animals. See Iliad, lib. xv. ver. 274. and we have a

remarkable inſtance in the book of Jonah of God’s care

for all his creatures, ſmall and great; for he urges his

compaſſion to brute creatures as one of the reaſons why he

would not deſtroy Nineveh. See Jonah iv. 11. Grotius,

and Doddridge. -

Ver. 32, 33. Whºſºever ſhall confſ, me, will I confſ,

&c.] Acknowledge, &c. To confſ, here ſignifies publicly

to acknowledge Jeſus Chriſt for the promiſed Micíliah, and
- U 2 the
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34 “Think not that I am come to ſend peace

on earth: I came not to ſend peace, but a ſword.

* For I am come to ſet a man at variance

againſt his father, and the daughter againſt

her mother, and the daughter-in-law againſt

her mother-in-law.

36 And a man's foes ſhall be they of his

own houſehold. - -

37 He that loveth father or mother more

than me is not worthy of me: and he that

loveth ſon or daughter more than me is not

worthy of me.

38 ' And he that taketh not his croſs, and

followeth after me, is not worthy of me.

• Luke, 12.49–53. John, 7.40, 41. Aćts, 13.44, 45. & 28. 24. P See ver. 21. Micah, 7.5, 6. Jer. o. 4. Luke, 12. 53. Pſ. 41. 9. & 55.

23, 14. John, 13. 18. & 16. 33. & 15. 18-25. Acts, 14, 22. & 26. 23. 2 Tim. 3. Iz. * Luke, 14, 26. John, 21. 15. Ch. 19, 29. Pſ. 73. 25.

Phil. 3. 7–9. Deut. 33.9. * Ch. 16. 24, 25.

Ch. 19. 29. Aćts, zo. 23, 24 & 21. 13.

Mark, S. 34, 35. Luke, 9.23, 24. & 17.33. Join, 12. 25. Mark, Io. 29, 30. Luke, 18. 29, 30.

the Son of God. This confeſſion extends to the receiving

of his whole doćtrines, and even the leaſt of his com

mands. To deny Jeſus Chriſt is, not to acknowledge, or

to diſºwn him ; to renounce his doćtrine, or be aſhamed of

the profeſſion of it. There is an unſpeakable majeſty in

this member of our Lord's diſcourſe: though in the loweſt

ſtate of humanity, he declared, that his confeſſing us before

God is the greateſt happineſs, and his denying us the greateſt

miſery, that can befalus.

Ver. 34–36. Think not that I am come, &c.] Becauſe

the prophets have ſpoken glorious things of the peace and

happineſs which ſhall flouriſh, under the Meſſiah, whom

they have named, for that reaſon, the prince ºf peace; you

may imagine that I am come to put the world into that

happy ſtate immediately: but this is far from being the

caſe; for though the nature of my government be ſuch as

might produce abundant felicity, inaſmuch as my religion

breathes nothing but love, men will not lay aſide their

animoſity, nor will they exerciſe a mutual friendſhip

among themſelves, as ſoon as the Goſpel is preached to

them. No ; ſuch is their weakneſs and wickedneſs, that

they will make the Goſpel itſelf an occaſion of ſuch bitter

diffenſions, that it will ſeem as if I came on purpoſe to

ſow the ſeeds of diſcord among the children of men.”

Theſe bad conſequences, however, are not to be confidered

as peculiar to Chriſtianity; and therefore muſt not be
imputed to it, but to the wickedneſs of men. The Deiſts

indeed boldly affirm, that the diverſity of opinions and

worſhips, which prevailed among the heathens, never

produced either bloodſhed or diſorder, nor diſturbed the

peace of mankind. But their affºrtion is falſe. It is true,

we are not ſo well acquainted with the religious diſputes

of the heathens, as we are with our own : not becauſe no

ſuch diſputes were ever known, but becauſe the hiſtorians

of thoſe times did not think them worthy of being tranſ

mitted to poſterity. Some flagrant inſtances, however,

are accidentally preſerved, by which we may judge of the

reſt. Socrates, one of the beſt of the heathens, and the

wifeſt and moſt learned of all the Greeks, was put to

death by the Athenians, for teaching the unity of God,

and the ſpirituality of the worſhip due to him. Ariſtotle

the philoſopher was alſo impeached for his opinions, and
obliged to fly from Athens, left he ſhould have incurred

the fate of Socrates. Antiochus Epiphanes raiſed a moſt

violent and bloody perſecution againſt the Jews, in their

own country, on account of religion, in which many
thouſands periſhed, for refuſing to ſubmit to the idolatrous

worſhip which he had ſet up in the temple at Jeruſalem.

The emperor Claudius baniſhed the Jews from Italy for

their religion, pretending that they were ſeditious. The

religious quarrels of the Egyptians, the fury with which

they proſecuted them, and the diſturbances that they occa

fioned, are well known. And, to name no more, was

there ever any perſecution raiſed by Chriſtians, either

againſt one another, or againſt infidels, more bloody,

cruel, and extenſive, than the ten perſecutions carried on

by the Roman emperors, at the inſtigation of the philo

ſophers : It is to no purpoſe to reply, that theſe were

perſecutions of men, who ſet themſelves to overturn the

=-

eſtabliſhed religions of the countries where they lived: for

while thoſe men attacked them with the force of argument

only, they ought to have been repelled by no other wea

pon ; and if they could not be thus quelled, their adver

faries, inſtead of perſecuting them, ought to have yielded

to truth. While the accounts of thoſe perſecutions ſtand

on record, it muſt not be a little aſſurance which is able to

bear the Deiſts out in affirming, that the ancient heathen

religions never inſpired their votaries with a ſpirit of per
ſecution.

tianity, though it ſhould be allowed to have occaſioned

more diſturbances than any other religion. On the con

trary, it is rather a proof of its ſuperior excellency; for

if Chriſtianity animates the perſons who believe it with

greater zeal for truth, it is becauſe it approves itſelf better

worth the contending for. Its evidence was clearer, and

its tendencies better than thoſe of any falſe religion, and

therefore no wonder that men have eſpouſed its intereſts

more heartily. See Macknight, and Biſhop Hoadley's
ſermons on the text.

Ver. 37. He that loveth father or mother, &c.] See Deut.

xxxiii. 9. to which our Saviour manifeſtly alludes. “He

“who preferreth the friendſhip of his neareſt relations,

“ though the ſweeteſt of all earthly ſatisfactions, to my

“religion 3 renouncing it, that he may enjoy their good

“will; is not worthy of being my diſciple; docs not deſerve

“to be called a Chriſtian.” Our Lord told them this with

peculiar propriety, after having declared that their bittereſt

foes ſhould be the members of their own families. Beau

ſobre and Lenfant, and Macknight. See alſo the Rºffee

tions for a farther improvement of the ſubject.

Wer. 38. He that taketh not his crºſs] This alludes to the

cuſtom of criminals carrying the croſs to which they were

to be faſtened ; and was a ſtrong intimation, that he ſhould

himſelf be crucified ; and that none could be a fincere

Chriſtian without a willingneſs to bear even that ſhameful

and cruel death for his ſake, if he was called to it. He

- fºllows

Yet it will not reflečt any diſhonour on Chriſ
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39 He that findeth his life ſhall loſe it:

and he that loſeth his life for my ſake ſhall

* Ch. 18.5. Luke, 1o. 16. 2 Cor. 5. 20. John, 13

find it.

40 " ' He that receiveth you receiveth me,

. 20. & 5. 23. & 12.49. & 14, 21, 24. 1 Thefſ. 5. 13.

flºws Chriſ?, ſays Grotius, who leads his life, as much

as pºſſible, in conformity to Chriſt's life and precepts.

ſer. 39. He that find th His life, &c.] He who makes

ºwreck of faith and a good conſcience to ſave his life,

fººl loſe that which is really ſo,-his everlaſting happi

tº whereas he who maintains his integrity with the loſs

ºf life, and all its enjoyments, ſhall find what is infinitely

better-a bleſſed immortality.” See ch. xvi. 24. There is

in this ſentence a kind of figure, whereby the ſame word
is uſed in different ſenſes, in ſuch a manner as to convey

the ſentiment with greater energy to the attentive. “He

“who, by making a ſacrifice of his duty, preſerves tem

"Poral life, ſhall loſe eternal life; aſid contrariwiſe.”

The like trope or figure our Lord employs in that expreſ

ſºn, ch. viii. 22. Let the dead bury their dead. Let the

ſpiritually dead bury the naturally dead. See alſo ch. xiii.

1: . In the preſent inſtance, the figure has a beauty in the

º, which we cannot give in a verſion. See Camp

War. 40–42. He that receiveth, &c.] “As you ſhall be

“rewarded for perſeverance in my faith, ver. 39. ſo in

“ proportion ſhall they who entertain you for my fake.

“He who receiveth you, &c. that is to ſay, ſheveth you

“Hindneſs, ſheweth me kindneſs, and for the ſame reaſon

“ſheweth my Father kindneſs, who hath ſent me; and

“ſhall be rewarded accordingly.” By a prºphet is meant a

miniſter of God in general. The word ºzzi, rendered

nºtive, plainly ſignifies here to entertain in a hoſpitable

way, as it does likewiſe, Heb. xi. 31. James, ii. 25, &c.

Nor can the gradation in the following words be under

tºod without ſuch an interpretation. Our Lord ſtyles

thoſe perſons little ones, ver, 4.2. who were recommendáble
neither for their learning, nor dignity; plain and well

meaning men, who, though they were illiterate, were of a

“hable diſpoſition, and entertained a great love of truth,

and enjoyed the love of God in their hearts. See ch. xi.

# 35 xviii. 6. Mark is. 42. Luke xvii. 2. By diſciple
in this verſe is not to be underſtood one of the twelve

;Poſtles; for Jeſus, obſerving here a gradation, deſcends

#om a prºphet to a rightecus man, that is to ſay, one who

**minent in holineſs, a righteouſ man in the way of emi

*** and from a righteous man to a diſciple, that is to

** any genuine believer. See ch. v. 1. xviii. 6. We

**y firſt obſerve here, that what renders good works

acceptable in the fight of God, and procures them a

*Pence from him through the blood of the covenant,
is, their being done out of regard for him. By the rewards

here Pºmiſed, Le Clerc underſtands the happineſs of

.*.*, *arly in theſe words: “He that ſheweth kind
-: neſs to a Prophet on account of his miſſion and doc

--º °, to a righteous man on account of his righteouſ

... nº “Tecially if by ſo doing he expoſes himſelf to

--º ſhall be highly rewarded : nay, he who

- .º gºod ºffice whatever to the meaſieſt of my
... : "P"s, though it ſhould be but the ſmall ſervice ºf

*g a cup of cold water to them, ſhall not go

“ unrewarded.” Other commentators think it improper

to interpret theſe promiſes of the rewards of the life to

come, becauſe the offices to which they are annexed may

poſſibly be performed by very bad men, who on ſome

occaſions honour and cheriſh the ſervants of Chriſt, as

Herod did at one time John the Baptiſt. But Le Clerc

has endeavoured to obviate this, by adding the circum

ſtance of men's ſuffering perſecution for ſuch good offices;

yet he adds it without warrant from the text. Beſides,

the promiſe thus underſtood would not have animated the

diſciples ſo powerfully in the diſcharge of their duty, under

the difficulties that they were to meet with. Perhaps, there

fore, it is more reaſonable to underſtand theſe rewards

actively of the temporal bleſſings which the Apoſtles, as

prophets and righteous men, were empowered to confer

on the families who ſhewed them hoſpitality. As pro

phets they could heal the ſick in thoſe ſamilies, and raiſe

the dead : as righteous men, they could aſſiſt them in the

management of their affairs, by giving them prudent

advice in difficult caſes; or they might keep them back

from fin by their religious converſation and example: and

in both capacities might draw down many bleſſings on

them by their prayers (ſee ver. 13.). “You are to meet,”

ſaid Chriſt, “ with great oppoſition; but I will engage

“ men to befriend you : for all who do you any kindneſs

“ ſhall, even in this life, be ſo rewarded by your miracles

“ and prayers, that they ſhall be confirmed in their good

“ will to you; and others, obſerving how God has bleſſed

“ them, ſhall be excited to imitate their kindneſs.” Calvin

thinks this text teaches, that the rewards of the good

offices here mentioned will bear a proportion to the dignity

of the perſon in the church of God, who receives them.

But whatever ſenſe we put upon the paſſage, the decla

ration and promiſe here made, joined with ver. 14, 15.,

where our Lord threatens to puniſh thoſe who ſhould

rejećt his meſſengers, were excellently calculated to com

fort them under the proſpect of the bad reception which

he told them they were to meet with, while employed in

preaching the Goſpel. See Macknight. Dr. Campbell,

inſtead of in the name of, reads becauſe,_becauſe he is a pro

phet,_becauſe he is a righteous man,—becauſe he is my diſ

ciple.

Infºrenceſ.—How gloriouſly confirmed is the Goſpel of

Chriſt by the various ſigns and wonders which were

wrought by thoſe who firſt preached it ! This Goſpel is

to be publiſhed to all, and it will not be in vain, but be

ſavingly received by many. What an encouragement is

this to thoſe that preach, and thoſe who hear it ! and how

careful ſhould we be to give it due entertainment If we

rejećt it, it is to cur own perdition, which will be more

terrible than what the worſt of heathens will ſuffer who

never heard it: but if we embrace it, and perſeveringly

cleave to it, it will be to our ſalvation and eternal glory.

Though the miniſters of this Goſpel are not to ſeek great

things in this world for or by their militatiºn.
the W.
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and he that receiveth me receiveth him that

ſent me.

* Gen. 20. 7.

-ā-

1 Kings, 17. 15, 23. & 18, 4.

41 He that receiveth a prophet in the

name of a prophet ſhall receive a prophet's º

2 Kings, 4, 8, 16, 17, 37. James, 5.16,

their great Lord and Maſter has made it the duty, and will

incline the hearts, of his believing people to provide for

them : and as it is their exceeding joy to be owned and

honoured by him, and made his inſtruments of gathering

in loſt ſouls; ſo the leaſt Chriſtian affection or kindneſs

ſhewn to any of his faithful ſervants or diſciples, becauſe

they are ſuch, ſhall be graciouſly accepted ; and he will

own it, as if it were done perſonally unto himſelf. Ah!

what are the deareſt friends and comforts of life, if put in

the leaſt competition with Chriſt and why ſhould any

reproaches or troubles that we may meet with for his ſake

be a diſcouragement to us, ſince he has undergone them

before us, will take care of us in the way, and, if faithful,

publicly own and recommend us to his Father at the end

Needleſsly to expoſe ourſelves to ſufferings is unwarrant

able and imprudent: but to neglect any known duty, or

commit any known fin to avoid them, is in its degree a

kind of apoſtacy; it is fearing men, who cannot kill our

immortal ſpirits together with our mortal bodies, nor affect

our trueſt intereſts; it is fearing them more than the great

God, who will dreadfully reſent it, and can deſtroy both

ſoul and body for ever in hell. But whatever we are

called to loſe or ſuffer for Chriſt and his cauſe, we ſhall

never loſe by him, while with faith and patience, with

meekneſs and holy courage, we commit ourſelves to Him

that judgeth righteouſly, and has all our affairs under his

eye and government: for he that endures to the end ſhall

be ſaved. º

REFLECTIONs —1ſt, Thoſe whom our Lord intended

to be his miniſters and ambaſſadors, he had before called

to be his attendants, that they might learn from his

divine inſtructions the truths that they muſt preach toothers,

and imitate his bright example which they beheld. None

can poſſibly be fit for the miniſtry, or be called of God to

take that office upon them, who have not firſt been taught

of Chriſt by communion with him, and acquaintance

with his word, the bleſſed truths which they are to declare

to others, and been furniſhed with gifts as well as graces

for that arduous employment. It is the ſcandal of any

church, and muſt be the ruin of the people’s ſouls, when

iſuch are ſent forth as miniſters who are themſelves igno

rant, careleſs, and unacquainted with the glorious truths

of God, and merely take up the miniſtry as a mainte

nance ; and they who ſend them ſhall ſhare their guilt.

1. Chriſt called them unto him in private, from the

reſt of the diſciples, and, with their commiſſion to preach

his Goſpel, inveſted them with authority over the un

clean ſpirits and diſeaſes of every kind, that by their

miracles they might confirm their miſſion. Nze; (1.) A

particular call is needful for the miniſtry, beſides the

general one to be Chriſt's diſciple ; and we muſt ſee this

clear before we prºfume to run. (2.) The great deſign

of the goſpel-miniſtry is, to oppoſe and deſtroy Satan's

power over the hearts of men. Though bodily poſſeſ

fions may be leſs frequent, his empire over men's ſouls

is ſtill mighty; and nothing but the power of the Goſpel

can cliectually caſt out the unclean ſpirit from the fallen

heart. (3.) In the grace of Jeſus there is a cure for every

fickneſs; none of our ſpiritual maladies are ſo inveterate,

but there is in his word medicine which can heal the

diſeaſe. -

2. The number and names of the apoſtles are recorded,

They were twelve in number, according to the tribes of .

Iſrael, to whom they were ſent. They are mentioned in

pairs, being ſent forth by two and two, as mutual helps

to each other; and ſome of them were brethren in blood,

as well as apoſtleſhip ; and happy it is where relations are "

thus by grace doubly united. Peter is placed firſt, not as

inveſted with ſuperior power over his fellow-labourers,

but as among thoſe who were firſt called, and appeared -

ever moſt zealous in the cauſe. Matthew, the writer of

this Goſpel, humbly ſets Thomas before himſelf, though

the other Evangeliſts place him after Matthew ; and he

adds his former occupation, the publican, as a foil to ſet

of the diſtinguiſhed grace of Jeſus to him, and to keep -

him lowly in his own eyes, remembering whence he was

taken. Simon, another of the ſame name with l’eter, is

diſtinguiſhed from him by being called the Canaanite,

either from his city Cana of Galilee, or, as the name

ſignifies, he was of the Zealots, Luke vi. 15. a ſect among

the Jews, who in imitation of Phinehas, out of pretended

zeal for God's glory, executed vengeance on offenders,

without any proceſs before the magiſtrates. Judas the

traitor is the laſt. The pureſt ſocieties will have ſome

ſuch among them ; he is called Iſºariot, concerning which

name there are many conječtures; the moſt probable ſeems

to be, that it was given him from the place of his nativity,

and to diſtinguiſh him from the other Judas or Jude, the

brother of James. See the Critical Notes.

2dly, Chriſt, having given the apoſtles their commiſſion,

direčts them how to diſcharge it aright.

1. Their miniſtry muſt be confined to the loſt ſheep of

the houſe of Iſrael alone, and therefore they are forbidden

to viſit any city of the Gentiics or Samaritans. The

Moſaic diſpenſation had not yet ceaſed : it was needful,

therefore, according to the divine plan, that the Goſpel

ſhould firſt be preached to the Jews; that the faithful

among them might enjoy all the high privileges of the

new diſpenſation, and the reſt be left inexcuſable in their

infidelity.

2. The ſubjećt of their preaching muſt be the ſame

which John at firſt, and Jeſus himſelf, had inculcated ;

that the kingdom of heaven was at hand; and therefore they

were to urge all men to repent and turn to God, as

became the true members of the Mcfliah's kingdom.

Nºte; (1.) Truth is uniform. Novel doćtrines carry their

own conſutation along with them. (2.) The nearneſs of

Chriſt's coming in his kingdom ſhould quicken our dili

gence to prepare to mect him.

3. They are directed to work miracles in confirmation

of their miſſion, and to engage the readier attention to

their
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reward; and he that receiveth a righteous man

in the name of a righteous man ſhall receive

* Mark, 9.41. 2 Cor. 9. 6. Ch. 18. 5, 6. & 25. 34-40.

a righteous man's reward.

42 "And whoſoever ſhall give to drink

Heb. 6. Io. Iſ. 21. 14.

their doğrine: in the name of Jeſus they ſhall be enabled

to heal the ſick, cleanſe the lepers, raiſe even the dead,

and caſt out devils from the poſſeſſed; evidences theſe of

divine power, which none who were not wilfully obſti

nate could withſtand; and for theſe acts of benevolence

they muſt neither defire nor receive the leaſt reward,

ſhewing their diſintereſted zeal and charity, and giving as

freely as they had received. Nºte: Nothing more cwidently

tiraderiſes the faithful miniſters of Chriſt, than their

diſintereſted labours, not ſeeking gain for themſelves, but

the good of mankind.

4. They need not be at all ſolicitous about a proviſion

in their journey; nor ſhould they take either money in

their purſe, or meat in their ſcrip, or change of garments,

of any other than the clothes they had on, the ſandals on

their feet, and the ſtaff in their hands: he who employed

them in their work, will take care that they ſhall not want.

Though they may not defire to enrich themſelves by their

hbours, they juſtly deſerved their maintenance. Note ;

Though the miniſters of the goſpel muſt not ſeek filthy

lucre, they have a right to a ſubſiſtence; and they who

Preach the goſpel ſhall live by the goſpel.

5. As they were going into places where they were

utterly unknown, their firſt inquiry muſt be who was wor

tº in the place (not of the goſpel or the grace of God;

tº who was moſt noted for hoſpitality, and the entertain

rent of ſtrangers), and abide in their houſe during their

tºy, if they found a welcome. In which caſe, entering

with kindeſt wiſhes of every bleſfing, they ſhould ſalute the

raiser and his houſehold ; and if they received a courte

cºs and hearty entertainment, then the bleſſings they

wiſhed for ſhould deſcend upon that houſe; but if their
ſalute was returned with coldneſs or incivility, then their

Foºd wiſhes ſhould not be loſt; but, inſtead of deſcending

ºn that family, ſhould return with bleſfings upon their own

toºls. But woe to that houſe or city that ſhould, by their

*ind behaviour, compel them to depart they aré com

manded to ſhake off the duſt of their feet againſt them,

ºr as teſtifying their abhorrence of their wickedneſs in

ºuſting the goſpel from them, or as a teſtimony againſt

them in the day of judgment; at which aweſúl ſeaſon

ºn Sodom and Gomorrah would not meet with ſo heavy

ºn, as theſe who rejected the counſel of God againſt

ºf own ſouls. Note: (1.) Religion is never a plea for

rudeneſs or moroſeneſs; to be courteous is a goſpel duty.

º No gºod wiſhes are ever in vain; the prayers offered

* the evil and unthankful will bring a bleſfing to us, if

* Procure none for them. (3.) Nothing is loit by being

employed in God's ſervice, and the ſupport of the goſpel;

i. money lsº out in any way will bring richer returns than

º º They who reject God's miniſters, rejed him,

:* º Aſſadors they are ; ſo he will interpret it, and

flº **, * Quarrel... (5) When any place or people

(6. rº goſpel, juſtly does God take it from them.

vious º a day of judgment at hand, when among the

*S*s of Puniſhment which will be inflicted on

finners, none will endure ſo heavy vengeance as thoſe

againſt whom the duſt of a ſlighted and rejected goſpel

ſhall riſe up for a teſtimony.

3dly, As they were now beginning the work of their

miniſtry, our Lord informs them of the troubles and per

ſecutions to which they would be hereafter expoſed in the

exerciſe of their office; that when they came, they might

not think ſome ſtrange thing had happened to them as

they might otherwiſe do, if they were buoyed up with the

hopes of a temporal kingdom. And that they may not be

at a loſs in theſe ſeaſons of trial, they have gracious en

couragements to ſupport them, and dire&tions for their

condućt in ſuch emergencies. -

1. They muſt expect to meet with many difficulties and

much ſuffering. They were harmleſs and defenceleſs, as

ſheep, and were going forth into a world where they

would be worried by wicked men, fierce and ſavage as

wolves: for Chriſt's name's ſake, and for their fidelity to

him, they would be hated; the natural heart being full of

enmity againſt God and his image, and this being at the

root of all perſecution, with whatever ſpecious pretences

the wicked ſeek to cloak their animoſity. They would be

arrºffed as criminals, and brought to the bar; the arm of

juſtice which ſhould be ſtretched forth to.protect the in

nocent, having in all ages, through faiſe miſlepreſentations

and partial judges, been made the means of the moſt cruel

oppreſſions of God's people. They would be expoſed to
ſuffer in their perſºns, even unto death ; ſo far will the in

veterate malice of their enemies go: not content with ,

ſcourging them, and putting them to ſhame, they will per

ſecute ſome even unto blood, and with all the ignominy of

a public execution take away their lives. To give a pre

text for ſuch cruelties, they will be branded with every op

probrica's name, and their charaćierſ be blackened, as if they

were very fiends of hell; this being the practice of per

ſecutors in every age, to miſrepreſent the people of God,

and dreſs them up in the moſt odious colours, the more

eaſily to deſtroy them. So far, therefore, from that out

ward peace and proſperity which the Jews fancied would

attend the Meſſiah's kingdom, they muſt look for the ſword

of perſecution, and a ſtate of conſtant variance and war

faré with the world which lieth in wickedneſs. That

goſpel of peace, which in itſelf breathes ſuch charity and

good-will to men, through the perverſeneſs of the natural

heart, would give occaſion to the moſt implacable feuds ;

difference of religion being the ground of the moſt cruel

perſecutions. Now theſe things they are warned of, that

they may count the coſt, and, knowing the conſequences,

their choice may be deliberate and fixed. Theſe trials

alſo would be the more ſevere, conſidering the perſons

from whom they would come, from men, even thoſe of

their own nation; from the very perſons to whom they

preached, and for whoſe ſouls they laboured,—frºm all men,

men of all ranks and degrees, and from the world in ge

neral which lieth in wickedneſs; few of whom would re

ceive their teſtimony, and the reſt would not be onlyº
- dencil,
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unto one of theſe little ones a cup of col

water only in the name of a diſciple, verily I

ſay unto you, he ſhall in no wife loſe his

reward. -

dened, but exaſperated againſt them,-from the great men,

the kings and governors of the earth, who would employ

their power in oppreſſing and oppoſing them ; for the

goſpel ſeldom meets with friends among the great, -yea,

from thoſe who made a ſlew of religion ; even in the ſyna

gogues they would find the moſt inveterate foes, who

would even count God honoured in the puniſhment that

they inflićted on them, and place their bittereſt malice to the

account of zeal for his glory: and ſuch perſecutors on
principle are the worſt of perſecutors. And finally, what

would be of all others the moſt irkſome to be borne, from

their neargſ; and diary? relationſ the moſt unnatural enmity

may be expected. The neareſt ties of blood ſhall be diſ

ſolved; even brothers ſhall loſe all fraternal affection, and

parents themſelves turn unnatural to their own offspring,

and children forget all duty and regard. Even daughters

ſhall riſe up againſt their mothers, and the daughter-in-law,

who before lived peaceably with her mother-in-law, will

now entertain the deadlieſt animoſity, inflamed with blind

zeal and bigotry, as if from the moment their deareſt re

lations embraced the goſpel of Jeſus, no affection or re

fpcćt was henceforward due to them, no meaſures to be

kept with them; but that with implacable enmity they

muſt be perſecuted, accuſed, or murdered: ſo that a man's

bittereſ fºes ſhall be thºſe of his own houſehold; and this has

been grievouſly verified by the experience of paſt ages; and

more or leſs, as our good converſation in Chriſt exhibits

the ſtrongeſt contraſt to the ways of a world which lieth

in wickedneſs, will be the caſe till the univerſal reign of

Chriſt be eſtabliſhed.

2. Chriſt gives them counſel and encouragement how

to bear up under theſe heavy trials. His counſel is,

(1.) Be wift as ſerpents. When we have crafty ene

mies to deal with, we are bound to uſe every prudential

means for our own preſervation, and, as far as may be, to

counteract their miſchievous deſigns, and not unneceſſarily

expoſe ourſelves to danger: notwithſtanding which, in

the clear way of duty, we ſhould be bold as lions.

(2.) Be harmlºſ as doves ; give no needleſs provocation;

ſhow no rancour or ill-will in return for any injuries; ma

nifeſt that genuine ſimplicity and harmleſſneſs of conduct,

which may cut off occaſion from thoſe who defire occaſion;

and then the ſubtlety of the ſerpent is laudable, when thus

joined with the innocence of the dove.

(3.) Beware of men. Becautious whom you truſt, and

with whom you are connected. In this falſe and wicked

world, we muſt not haſtily believe every word, or be open

to every plauſible profeſſor: prudent reſerve often keeps

us from fruitleſs repentance. -

(4.) When they perſ cute you in one city, flee into another.

In caſes where life is in danger, or virulent oppoſition pre

vents all opportunity of exerciſing our miniſtry, then to fly

is duty, provided no unlawful means are uſed to eſcape;

and that we follow the leadings of Providence, not deſert

ing our poſt through fear, but maintaining our zeal and

integrity unſhaken.

(5.) Fear not them who can kill the body, but are not able

to kill the ſºul; this mortal life is the utmoſt to which their

-

rage can extend : bºt rather far him which is able to dººr,

both ſºul and body in hell. The ſoul is the valuable part o

man, the body is but duſt; and however great the terror

of the perſecutors may be, the terrors of the Lord ar.

greater; the everlaſting burnings of hell, the wrath of th

eternal God, and the ſufferings both of ſoul and body i

torment, without meaſure and without end, muſt be re

membered as an antidote againſt the fear of man, wher.

he comes armed with every inſtrument of torture, racks

gibbets, fire, or ſword. How much better is it bravely t

endure a momentary pang, and in an inſtant be gone be -

yond all the malice of perſecutors, than by baſe complianc

provoke God, from whoſe hands none can deliver us, an

whoſe wrath will be for ever wrath to come!

(6.) Hºhat I tell you in darknºſ, that ſpeak ye in ligh

Let nothing intimidate you from a bold and open profe

fion and miniſtration of the goſpel; and what ye hear

the ear, of my ſecrets communicated to you as your frien

or maſter (it being the cuſtom of the Jewiſh doćtors t

whiſper in their diſciples' ears), that preach ye upon the hºuſ

topſ : which being low and flat-roofed, a perſon might tº

heard in the ſtreets from them diſtinétly; and this in

timates, that in the moſt public places of concourſe, the

muſt deliver their meſſ.ge without fear or ſhame. Chriſt

goſpel ſeeks no covert, nor muſt his miniſters conce

from their hearers any thing of the whole counſel

God. |

4thly, The encouragement propoſed to them, boldly

endure hardneſs as good ſoldiers of Jeſus Chriſt, is as grea

as the dangers which they had to grapple with were intim

dating. - -

1. Verily I ſºy unto you, Ye ſhall not have gone over,

finiſhed, the cities ºf Iſrael, till the Son of man be come. B

fore they could finiſh their teſtimony, they would ſee t

kingdom of heaven, which they preached, come wi

power; when, after the reſurreótion and aſcenſion

Jeſus, and the effuſion of the Holy Ghoſt upon the

they ſhould be endued with greater powers, and ſee t

moſt wonderful effects of their miniſtry; the proſpect

which ſhould quicken them in their preſent labours.

2. They need not be under any concern about what tº

ſhould ſay when brought before their ſuperiors, and accuſ

by their enemies; fºr it ſhall be given you in the ſame hº

what ye ſhall ſpeak, being under a divine guidance th

fhould never be at a loſs, but ſhould be enabled to win

cate the truth with the moſt powerful arguments, and

deliver themſelves with the greateſt propriety, to the aſ

niſhment of their adverſaries; endued with wiſdom a

power more than human, which the moſt ſubtle of th

foes ſhall not be able either to gainſay or refift ; fºr ;

nºt ye that ſheak, but the Spirit ºf your Father which ſpeak

in, or by you : and when on emergencies we are ſudde.

called forth to ſpeak for Chriſt, if his glory be our fin

aim, we ſhall ſtill in our meaſure and degree find the ſa

teaching and ſtrength, and may comfortably truſt him

aſſiſtance.

3. Their very ſufferings ſhould tend to propagate

goſpel that they preached, and be for a tſiimony againſ, j.
7
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C H A P. XI. diſciples, “he departed thence to teach and to

jºin ſendºth his diſcipleſ to Chrift. Chriſ", ºftimony con- Preach in their cities.

ºrming john. The opinion of the people both concerning 2 * * Now when John had heard in the

Jºº, ºff pºiſºtº," than'fulneſ and priſon the works of Chriſt, he ſent two of his
impenitence ºf Chorazin, Bethſaida, and Capermaum and, fiſcipl -

praiſing his Father's wiſdom in revealing the gºſpel to the (111cipies, - -

Jºple, he calleth to him ſuch as feel the burden ºf their 3 And ſaid unto him, Art ‘ thou he that

£nſ. - - ſhould come, or do we look for another

[Anno Domini 31.] 4 Jeſus anſwered and ſaid unto them, Go,

ND it came to paſs, when Jeſus had and ſhew John again ‘thoſe things which ye

made an end of commanding his twelve do hear and ſee :

iſ 61. 1.7. John, S. 20. Atts, 10. 38. If 48. 17. & sº. 13. & 6t. 1–3. & 42. 1–4. * Luke, 7. 18–30. & 3. 19. Ch. 14. 4. & 4, 12.

|-hº, 3.23–36. & 1. 26–36. Gen. 3. 15, & 22. 17, & 39 to. Deut. 18, 15–18. It. 55. 4. Dan. 9. 24–26. Mal. 3. 1–3. * 1ſ. 35. 5, 6.

* * * * 42.7. & 6. 1–3. Pſ. 146. 3, with Ch. Io. 8. John, 2. 23. & 5. 36. & 1 c. 25, 5;, 38. & 14.1 r. 1ſ 66. 2. Zeph. 3. 1. Zech. ii. 7.

jºints, 2. 5.

and Geniile!, before whoſe tribunal, when brought as cri- creatures that he has made; nay, if the very hairs of their

minals, they would have a more public opportunity of head are numbered, and not one of them can fall unknown.

bearing witneſs to the glorious truths of God; and if they or unnoticed; how little need they fear death or danger |

filed them with their blood, as martyrs, this would be a their enemies, however inveterate, can have no power

fronger confirmation of the truth of their miſſion, and over them, except it be given them or permitted from

kave thoſe who rejećted their teſtimony inexcuſable. above ; and they may be aſſured the leaſt evil cannot

4. He that endureth to the end ſhall he ſaved. Theſe light reach them without the divine ſufferance. They are of

tićtions are but for a moment; their end is near, death at more value than many ſparrowſ ; and therefore, not only as

tº worſt ſhall put a period to them; a little patience and men, but as diſciples dear to Jeſus, may expe&t his peculiar

pºſeverance will make them more than conquerors; care and protećtion. Note ; True faith in God’s provi

, and the far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory dence will filence all our fears, and ſhew them as fruitleſs

l will infinitely overpay all the ſufferings of this preſent as they are ſinful; fince the cºunſel of the Lord, that ſhall
time. and.

5. They could never be treated worſe than their Maſ- 8. According as they are faithful, they will be owned

tº had been before them. Whatever perſecution or re- or rejećted by Jeſus, at the great day of his appearing and

£perior, had ſuffered, or would ſuffer, the ſame. They will I confſ; alſº before my Father which is in heaven.

had called him Beelzebub, a devil, the prince of the devils, Whatever reproach or danger a bold, open, and conſtant

ind treated him with every imaginable ignominy; and profeſſion of Jeſus may expoſe us to, it will redound to

this contradićtion ef finners he patiently endured. Ha- our diſtinguiſhing honour in the day of Chriſt, when the

wing therefore ſo glorious an example before them, they great Judge and Lord of all ſhall teſtify his approbation of

might well be content to bear his reproach, and count it our conduct before men and angels, and preſent us before

their he:our to be made like their Lord and Maſter. the throne of God, as proved and found faithful; and

when we look to Jeſus, and ſee what he endured 2 mortality. But whoſever ſhall deny me befºre men, him will

* 6. Tºre is nºthing covered that ſhall not be revealed, and I alſo deny before my Father which is in heaven ; whoever,

ºut ſhall not be known. However their enemies might through coward fear or ſhame, ſtarts back in the day of

sº to ſuppreſs the word of truth, it ſhould blaze forth trial, and hides or denies his profeſſion before men, he

tº ſpite of all oppoſition; and their characters, though ſhall be diſowned by me in the great day, rejećted with

**ºned by the moſt malignant calumnies, ſhould abhorrence, and expoſed to everlaſting ſhame and con

º be vindicated, their innocence proved, their in- tempt for ſuch baſe apoſtacy. Every motive, therefore,

ºt; demonſtrated either in this world, or at fartheſt, if of fear or hope urges us to be faithful.

fºul, at that great day, when every man's work ſhall 9. Whatever their loſſes may be for Chriſt, they ſhall

*:::ed of what fort it is ; and they be declared righteous, be abundantly gainers in the end. It is true, they may be

are exalted to glory in the fight of men and angels. Little called upon to part with every thing near and dear to them,

*d we then regard the revilings of men, when our judg- and muſt love the Lord Jeſus and his ſervice above all be

**t is with our God, and he ſhall ſoon bring forth our ſides, ready to ſacrifice every thing for him when it

*:::::::ſn'ſ as the light. itands in competition with his glory. Neither father,

7-, ! hey ſhall be under the peculiar care of Providence, mother, ſon, nor daughter, muſt rival him in our hearts;

and therefore might comfortably and confidently truſt, and nay, our very lives muſt not be dear unto us, when for his

*ot be afraid, if a ſparrow falls not to the ground, poor ſake called to lay them down. Whatever croſs the Lord

*****heſ, as it is, without the cognizance, and only Jeſus calls us to endure, whatever commands he is pleaſed

E.; tº the appointing, permiſſive, or ſuffering will of to lay upon us, we are not worthy of a name among his

; : **** extends to thc very leaſt and loweſt diſciples, unleſs we cheerfully take it up, and obediently

follow

Wºo of us ſhould ſtart at ſhame, inſult, or ſuffering, then ſhall all ſuch be advanced to glory, honour, and im

*******

********

yoich they might endure, He, who was ſo greatly their glory. Whoſºever therefore ſhall conſiſ me befºre men, him
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(

5 The blind receive their fight, and the

lame walk, the lepers are cleanſed, and the

deaſ hear, the dead are raiſed up, and the

poor have the goſpel preached to them.
º

follow him: and indeed in ſo doing, we moſt effectually

conſult our own advantage and ſafety. For he that findeth

his life, preſerveth it at the expence of ſome baſe compli

ance or unfaithful condućt, ſhall lºſe it , all the comforts

of it ſhall be embittered to him here, and he ſhall periſh

eternally; ſo that in the iſſue he ſhali ſee his folly great as

his fin: while he that lºſes his liſt fºr my ſake, ready to lay

it down when called for, rather than take one ſtep out of

the path of duty, he ſhall find it at the reſurrection of the

juſt, with moſt ample compenſation for all his loſſes, in

the eternal bleſſedneſs of body and ſoul with God in glory.

Laſtly, Though they would find many enemies, they

would meet alſo with faithful friends ; whom, for their

kindneſs to his diſciples, he would abundantly reward :

he would regard every inſtance of reſpect and affection

ſhewn to them, as done to himſelf; and God the Father

will aſſuredly repay it. Whoever therefore ſhould receive

their word, or the word of thoſe who ſhould ſucceed them,

and ſhew their kindneſs to their perſons as the miniſters

and prophets of the Lord, he ſhall receive a prºphet's re

award, bleſſed by his labours, and, if faithful, ſharing with

him in the promiſe of eternal happineſs. And in like

manner, he that receiveth a righteous man in the name ºf a

righteous man, loving and kind to him, not for any worldly,

perſonal, or private conſiderations, but purely on account

of him whoſe image he bears, he ſall receive a righteous

man'ſ reward, rewarded in this life, and, if he embrace

and cleave to the goſpel, partaking with him that life and

glory which is the gift of God in Jeſus Chriſt, the re

ward, not of debt, but of grace. Nay, the very leaſt and

moſt inconfiderable favours ſhewn to the very meaneſt

diſciple, if but a cup of cold water, ſhall be remembered

and recompenſed. Confiderations theſe, admirably ſuited

to comfort them under all their trials and afflićtions, and

embolden them with fidelity to perſevere. And we are

alike intereſted in theſe things, and ſhould be comforted

and encouraged under all our troubles for the goſpel's

fake, with the ſame reviving expectations. See the An

110tat 1011S.

C H A P. XI.

War: 1. Had made an end ºf commanding] Had finiſhed

Žis inſiručions to, &c. Heylin. In their cities—means “ in

“ the other cities of the Jews;” for the pronoun is often

put without having a noun going before, to which it refers.

Compare Luke, iv. 15. v. 17. : or elſe, by the cities here

mentioned, we may underſtand thoſe cities of Galilee, of

which the apoſtles were ; ſee A&ts, ii. 7. The attentive

reader will obſerve, that the chapters are again here very

ill divided, as this verſe ſhould certainly cloſe the laſt

chapter. See Bengelius's Greek Teſtament, the diviſions

whereof are the moſt judicious that I have met with.

P'er. 2. Now when john had heard, &c.] Beauſobre and

Lenfant, with ſome others, think, that John was ſo diſ

couraged by his own long impriſonment, that he began

himſelf to doubt whether Jeſus was himſelf the Meſſiah;

and agreeably to this he ſuppoſes, that when our Lord

fays, happy is he that is not ºffended in me, he meant it as a

caution to John that he ſhould be upon his guard againſ:

ſo dangerous a temptation. But, conſidering what clear

evidence John had before received by a miraculous ſign

from heaven, and what cypreſs and repeated teſtimonics

he himſelf had borne to Jeſus, I cannot imagine this to

have been poſſible; eſpecially as he for ſaw and foretold

that he muſt himſelf quickly be laid aſide. John, iii. 30.

But his diſciples might very probably be ºffended at this

circumſtance, as well as at the freedom of Chriſt's con

verſation, ſo different from the auſtcrity uſed among them;

and, therefore, he might think it neceſſary to put them in

the way of farther ſatisfaction; not to ſay that John might

have been uneaſy at the reſerve which Chriſt maintained,

and that he might imagine it agreeable to the good deſign

of his own office thus to urge a more expreſs declaration.

This appears an eaſy and natural ſolution of the diſficulty

ariſing from this event. Some writers, however, and

thoſe of diſtinčtion, arc of different ſentiments. Mr.

Bell, in his treatiſe on the divine miſſion of John the

Baptiſt, and the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, part iii. ſeót. 8. has

ſhewn, that this remarkable meſſage, viewed in every light,

ſupplies us with one of the moſt ſatisf.ctory circumſtan

tial proofs of the integrity and divine charaćter of the

Ilord Jeſus, and of the truth of the Baptiſt's miſſion, which

the goſpel affords: and whether we can point out the par

ticular motives which actually induced the true Elias to

ſend his diſciples with ſuch a meſſage to the true Meſfiah,

or not, is an inquiry of no real importance at all, however

it might gratify our curioſity to be able to ſolve the queſ

tion; ſince in the mean time it appears abundantly plain,

that no ſuch meſſage could on any account have been ſent

from John to Jeſus, had they in reality been no better

than impoſtors. See the note on ver, 4. The reader will

find more on this ſubject in Jortin's Diſcourſes, p. 196.

Biſhop Atterbury's, vol. iii. p. 35. and Archbiſhop Til

lotſon's Serm. I 17.

P'er, 3. Art thºu he that ſhould come] It ſeems that by

their ſpeaking of the Meſſiah in the phraſe he that cometà.

or he that is coming, ("O exop two;,) the pious Jews in the

moſt lively manner expreſſed their confident expectation o

him, and their eager longing for his appearance, as th

greateſt, moſt welcome, and moſt deſirable perſon tha

ever did or ſhould come into the world. See Mark, xi

9, ſo, and compare Daniel, vii. 13, &c. Biſhop Pearſo

juſtly obſerves, that this, among many other arguments

proves that the notion of two Meſſiahs, the one ſuffering

the other triumphant, is a vain dream of the moder

Jews, altogether unknown to the ancients. See Char

dier's Defence, p. 7. and Pearſon on the Creed, p. 183.
Wer. 4. Go, and ſlew john, &c.] This anſwer is a cle.

reference to a ſignal propheſy of Iſaiah concerning ti

Meſhah ; and therefore it is manifeſt that Jeſus referr,

the inquirers for convićtion at once to the evidence

propheſies and miracles. The finger of God is manif.

in the whole occurrence. It could not be by chance th

John ſent his diſciples to propoſe this important queſti

to our Lord, at the very time when he was enabled

give the fulleſt ſatisfaction to it, and to confirm in ſo I

2 markal
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6 And bleſſed is be, whoſoever ſhall not be
cfended in me.

"If 5. 14, 15. Rom. 9. 32, 33. 1 Peter, s. 7, 3. 1 Cor. 1. 23. & 2. 14.

*7 || And as they departed, Jeſus began to

ſay unto the multitudes concerning John,

Luke, 2. 34. John, 6.69, 66. Ch. 13. 57. & 21.44. & 24, 10. & 26, 31.

markable a manner the teſtimony of the Baptiſt. It

could not be by chance, that inquiry was made after his

ésire character, at that critical period when he was diſ

Fijing the ſtrongeſt marks of it; in the ſame hour when

He was engaged in curing many ºf thir infirmitieſ and

£ºgueſ, and ºf evil ſpirits, and iſ giving fight to thºſe who

łºd been torn blind, (See Luke, vii. 22.) We ſee then the

i. of this inquiry, without deducing it from any

ºppoſed doubts or diſcontents in the mind of the Baptiſt

himſelf, or even any incredulity in his diſciples. John

had frequently declared our Lord to be the Meſſiah,

which was indeed the grand purpoſe of his own miſſion.

But without his doubting, or his diſciples diſbelieving this

teſtimony, they muſt all alike have been ſenſible that this

tº ſtimony could not have its full force, till it ſhould be

confirmed by the event, and till our Lord ſhould prove

himſelf to be what John aſſerted him to be. The pro

pºets had deſcribed the Meſſiah : John had pointed out

ºr Saviour to the world, as the perſon by them de

ſcribed. His teſtimony, therefore, muſt have been over

thrown, had it not afterwards appeared that all thing:

“ich john ſhake ºf this man were true. Hence it was

natural, nay, it was neceſſary, that he ſhould ſend his diſ

ciples to our Lord, that they might ſee the prophetical

deſcriptions of the Meſſiah, and the teſtimony of their

Maſter verified in him. And when the buſineſs of his own

miſſion was accompliſhed, when his doćhrine and his teſti

mony of our Lord's divine character had made the due

impreſſions upon the people; when the report of the

mighty works of Chriſt had reached him in perſon, and he

perceived that our Saviour i.º. diſplay that divine

power which the prophets had aſcribed to the Meſſiah ;

he then ſaw that it was the ſeaſon pointed out to him by

Providence for ſending his diſciples to make this in

quiry. See Rotheram on the Origin of Faith.

Ver. 5. The blind receive their ſht] Nothing can be more

*ppoſite, natural, and convincing, than ſuch an anſwer as

this; which took its riſe from what Chriſt was then do

ing, and reſted on the moſt apparent teſtimony of God

himſelf, in aſtoniſhing miracles, to which they knew their

matter made no pretences: (See John, x. 41.) miracles of

ſo beneficent a nature, that no auſterities of a retired

life were by any means comparable to them; and mira

cºs receiving an additional luſtre, from their being fore

told by a prophet many ages before; even by Iſaiah the

Prophet, by whom the Baptiſt was ſo particularly deſcribed,
that as he himſelf had frequently referred to him (Mat

***, iii. 3. Luke, iii. 4–6. John, i. 23.), ſo his diſ

ºple: muł, no doubt, have made themſelves peculiarly
familiar with his writings. Theſe and many other parti

** are ſet in the moſt beautiful light by the maſterly

**of Biſhop Atterbury, in his Poſthumous sermons,

Yº- i. p. 41–50. Archbiſhop Tillotſon alſo has largely

1:-ewn the correſpondence between the propheſies and

5 °nts here referred to. See his I 17th ſermon, and Dr.

homas Jackſon's Works, vol. ii. p. 470. The laſt cir

- *

cumſtance mentioned in this verſe, The poor, &c. diſtin

guiſhed the Meſſiah from all the heathen philoſophers and

prieſts; for whereas they concealed the myſteries or depths

of their doćtrines from the poor and thoſe who were not

initiated, he opened his to every one, without diſtinction ;

to the poor as well as the rich, to the unlearned as well

as the learned. It diſtinguiſhed him likewiſe from th:

prophets who went before him, they being chiefly ſent

to monarchs; whereas Chriſt diſcovered the treaſures

of life to the illiterate. It diſtinguiſhed him from the

Scribes and doćtors of the Jews, who taught nonc but the

rich, and charged very highly for their inſtruction, de

ſpiſing and neglecting the poor, who were ſtyled the ºff

ſouring of the earth, and holding it as a maxim, that the

ſpirit reſted upon the rich only. It might have convinced

the Jews, that their ideas of the Meſſiah were falſe : they

looked upon the Meſfiah as a temporal prince, who ſhould

ſubdue the world to his yoke: but he placed his glory in

ſubduing fin, and in overcoming iniquity. It might have

ſerved to convince the Jews that he was diſintereſted:

inſtead of paying his court to the great, he applied himſelf

to the diſtreſſed ; and inſtead of engaging the prieſts and

Scribes for his diſciples, he preached to the lower people,

and choſe twelve illiterate and poor men to be the pro

pagators of his doctrine. To ſpeak the blind to fight, to

command the lame to walk, to reſtore the deaf to hearing

by a ſingle word, and to call the dead to life, were ſuch

miracles as plainly ſhewed him to be the Meſſiah. But

theſe cures were only the cures of bodily diſeaſes: his of:

fice was likewiſe to include in it the cure of our mental

diſtempers; and therefore our bleſſed Lord adds, as the

heightening and diſtinguiſhing criterion of his character,

that he preached #e gºſpel to the poor. Others put a differ

ent ſenſe upon the clauſe IIrºzoi ivayy:Aſſovia, tranſla

ting it aitively, the poor preach the gºffel, as if Jeſus in

tended to infinuate, that the Baptiſt lºad no reaſon to be

diſpleaſed with the election of twelve illiterate fiſhermen

to preach the goſpel, while he, whoſe gifts were far ſu

perior to theirs, was ſuffered to lie uſeleſs in riſon, be

Cauſe this alſo was one of the charaders of the Meſſiah’s

reign, mentioned by Iſaiah. According to this interpre

tation, our Lord's meaning was, “Go, and tell your

“ maſter, that the miracles which you have ſeen me

“ perform, are the very miracles which Iſaiah long ago

• predicted that the Mcilian ſhould perform; and that the

• perſons I have choſen to aſkit me in preaching the gºſpel,

“ are ſuch as the ſame prophet had pointed out for that

“ work.” See Macknight and Sherlock. . . .

Ver. 6. Bºſd is be whºſºever, &c..] See the note on

chap. v. 29. It was forctoid of the Meſſiah, that the

world ſhould be ºffended at lin, Iſaiah, viii. 14, iii. 1–3.

This is intimated in the preſent words ; wherein our

saviour hints, that notwithſtanding the great works which

he did among them, which teſtified of him that he came

from God; notwithſtanding the predictions of the pºº

phets concerning the Mciliah were ſociearly and puuºusly
A 2 - auCOAll
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What went ye ‘out into the wilderneſs to ſee?

A reed ſhaken with the wind;

8 But what went ye out for to ſee : A man

clothed in ſoft raiment 2 behold, they that

wear ſoft clothing are in kings' houſes.

9 But what went ye out for to ſee? A

f Luke, 3.7. & 7. 24–26. Ch. 3. 5. & 14.5 & 21, 26. Luke, 1.76.

Mark, 1.2. Luke, 7, 17.

prophet? yea, I ſay unto you, and more

than a prophet. -

Io For this is he, of whom it is written,

* Behold, I ſend my meſſenger before thy face,

which ſhall prepare thy way before thee.

11 Verily I ſay unto you, Among them
* * *

John, 5.35. with Eph. 4- 24- * Mal. 3. 1. & 4, 5, 1ſ. 40. 3. Ch. 3, 5 -

accompliſhed in him; notwithſtanding all this, they would
take offence at his doćtrine: but even this, that they

reſcºed him, and would not own him for the Meſſiah,

was another ſign and evidence that he was the true Meſ

fah foretold by the prophets; for, among other things,

this was expreſsly predicted concerning him, that he ſhºuld

be deſpiſed and rºled of men. See Archbiſhop Tillot

iſon. -

P'er. 7, 8. What went ye out, &c.] Theſe, and the fol

lowing queſtions, are in the ſtyle of the Hebrews; and

according to the idiom of their language, imply a ſtrong

negation. The reader by recurring to the book of Job

will meet many paſſages to confirm this obſervation; ſo

that, according to this interpretation, the meaning is,

“When ye went into the wilderneſs to John, with what

“ deſign did you go?–Not to ſee the reeds waving on the

“ banks of Jordan;–nor becauſe he made a magnificent

“ appearance, &c.” They went not to ſee a reed ſhaken

with the wind; that is to ſay, no trifling, mean, wavering,

or inconſtant objećt, but one employed on a meſſage of

great importance ; ſteady, upright, and conſiſtent in his

teſtimony. In this queſtion the courage and conſtancy of

the Baptiſt are applauded. By ſºft rainent, ver. 8. is

meant ſuch as is made of ſilk ; which was ſo ſcarce and

valuable in thoſe early ages, that it was ſold for its weight

in gold. It was not to gaze at the ſplendid appearance

of ſuch as frequent the courts of princes, that they went

into the wilderneſs to hear and contemplate the meſſage of

a man, plain indeed in his appearance, but who by the

auſterity of his life, ſanétity of his manners, and dili

gence in performing the commiſſion which he had re

ceived from above, drew the regard of the whole people.

In this queſtion, the auſtere mortified life of the Baptiſt is

praiſed, and the ſpiritual nature of the Meſſiah's kingdom

inſinuated. His forerunner did not reſemble any of the

officers who attended the courts of earthly princes; and

conſequently he himſelf was in no reſpect like an earthly

prince. See Heylin, Grotius, and Macknight.

. . Wer. Io. This is he, of whom it is written] See the note

on Mal. iii. 1. Dr. Hammond obſerves, that what is

here lºfore thy face, is in Malachi before my face, or before

me. Hence it appears, that Chriſt, here referred to by the

word thy, is there the ſame with God; or, yet farther,

that the face of God, ſignifying often his coming or preſences

and the ſending before his face, the ſending a harbinger or

fore-runner in a journey (Luke, ix. 52.). This coming of

Chrift into the world, is the coming of God himſelf; this

preſence of his on the earth, the preſence of God himſelf;

and ſo the ixzxzelow, or covering ºf the ark, noting the pre

ſence of God, appears to have been meant as a type of

Chriſt, Rom. iii. 25.

Wer. 11. Among them that are born of women]. “As he

“ is, with regard to his moral and religious charaćter, one ..

“ of the beſt men, ſo he has ſome peculiar honours ſu

“ perior to any prophet of former generations: Neverthe

“ leſs, there is a ſenſe in which he that is leaſt in the

“ kingdom of heaven, not only in its final glories, but

“ even here on earth, is greater than he. For my mi

“niſters, and people in general, ſhall receive ſuperior ſup

“ plies of the ſpirit, and know many important truths

“ relating to my Goſpel, which have not been revealed to

“John himſelf.” By the legſ in the kingdom of heaven, is

not meant the ſame as chap. v. 19. What is expreſſed

by legſ, p. ixgåregos, might have been rendered leſs ; that is

to ſay, in appearance more abject; yet, by being a mem

ber of the kingdom of heaven, he has thereby an advan

tage over John, whoſe commiſſion was ſuperſeded by our

Saviour's miniſtry; for John himſelf ſays, he mºſt increaft,

but I muſt decreaſe. The kingdom of heaven was declared

to be at hand, when the firſt meſſenger came preaching

in the wilderneſs; and after the deſcent of the hol

ſpirit upon the apoſtles, the information of the inſpire

Chriſtian muſt have exceeded his who was to diſcern tº

great perſon of whom he was to bear record, by the d

ſcent and reſidence of the ſpirit of God upon him. 'Y'

miniſtry of John was preparatory to that of Jeſus. I

was to lead our feet into the way of peace ; to proclaim

kingdom of heaven; and therefore he, who was infer

in other reſpects to John, muſt have advanced beyow, \\

and ſo have been greater than he, if a member of

kingdom of heaven. But this may perhaps be ſet

ſtronger light: our Lord honoured the Baptiſt with

magnificent title of one that was more than a prº

(ver, 9.) for four reaſons; 1. He was the ſubječt of

cient propheſies, and had long been expected by the

ple of God under the idea of Eliaſ, a name given hi

Malachi, becauſe he was to poſſeſs the ſpirit and p

of Elias: 2. His conception and birth had been at

panied by miracles: 3. When the ſeaſon of his in

tion came, he was favoured with a clearer reve)at

the Meſſiah, than had been enjoyed by many of th

phets under the law : 4. By his ſermons he Yore pan

Jews for receiving the goſpel, and conſequently beg

more excellent diſpenſation. But though the Bayº

excelled all the preceding prophets, the ſeaſº in ſpin

ſon in the kingdom of heaven, the leaſt apoſtle of Yº

of the goſpel, was greater than he , becauſe by co

attending on Jeſus, they were much better a c.

with his character, diſpoſition, and doğtrine, 1

Baptiſt who had ſeen him only tranſiently : vHer,

reſpect of their perſonal knowledge of the INI

Apoſtles greatly excelled the Baptiſt. Further, t

<=.
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that are born of women, there hath not riſen a violence, and the violent take it by force.

'greater than John the Baptiſt: notwithſtand

ing, he that is leaſt in the kingdom of heaven

is 'greater than he.

12 And from the days of John the Baptiſt

until now the kingdon of heaven “ſuffereth

* Ch. 3. 1 1. & 13. 1-. Luke, 1. *i. & 3. 16. John, 1.15, 27. & 5. 35.

1 Fe'er, 1. Ie, 12. Heb. 1 .. 4o.

'kill 4 ; Luke, 1.17. John, 1. 23. Ch. 7, 16–13.

Or is gotten by force, and they that thruff men.

* Ch. 13. 9, 43.

13 For all the prophets and the law prophe

fied until John.

14 And if ye will receive it, this is 'Elias,

which was for to come.

15 " He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.

2 Tim. 1. 10.

Mal. 4, 4, 5.

Rev. 2, 7, 11, 17, 29. & 3. 6, 13, 22.

* Eph. 3. 3. & 1. 9. Col. 1. 26, 27. Rom. 16. 25, 26.

Ch. 3. 3, 5. Luke, 1. 16, 1-, 76. & 7. 20. & 16. 16.

Mark, 4, 9, 23. & 7. 16.

employed, not in making preparation for, but in erecting

the Meſſiah's kingdom. Hence they were greater than

the Baptiſt in reſpect to the dignity of their office: more

over, having gifts beſtowed on them to fit them for that

office, far ſuperior to his, they were greater in reſpećt of

their illumination; they had the ſpirit ſo dwelling in them,

that on all due occaſions they could declare the will of

God infallibly, being as it were living oracles. To con

clude, as they had been likewiſe the ſubjećt of ancient

oracles, Aëts, ii. 16., &c. they had been long expected by

the people of God. See Macknight and Sharpe's ſecond

Argument. Greater, ſays Wetſtein, is the dignity of a

companion of Chriſt, than of an harbinger; as much as

John excelled the prophets, ſo much do the diſciples of

Chriſt excel John. The time of the prophets was the

right; in the time of John the morning began to appear;

the diſciples of Chriſt were illuminated with the brighteſt

ºys of the ſun. See Olearius's 33d and following Ob
ſervations.

Wer. 12, 13. The kingdom of heaven ſuffereth violence] I;

viºlently invaded. , Dr. Heylin reads it, The kingdºm of hea

vºn iſ entered by force, and they who ſhrive with all their might

take it, aſ by violence. The kingdom of heaven was indeed

the inheritance both of Jews and Gentiles; but the jews

ºffeemed all thºſe who knew not the law accurſed. However,

they neglected to accept the gracious terms of the Goſpel,

while the publicans and finners, complying with theſe

tºrms, entered into that inheritance which the Jews

thought they had no legal claim to. Hence they are ſtyled

the viºlent, becauſe he who is obliged to make uſe of vic

knce to ſecure any thing cannot be ſuppoſed to have a
legal claim to that thing. By referring to a parallel place,

Luke vii. 29. the meaning of the preſent verſes will more

“idently appear: And all the people who heard him [that is

to ſay, John], ſays our Lord, and the publicans, juſtified

Gºd, being baptized with his baptiſm. . The meaning is, that

while John executed his miniſtry, the people, particularly

the publicans, juſtified God, by receiving his baptiſm; or,

tº expreſs the matter differently, by believing on John, they

declared the Son of God's righteouſneſs, and vindicated the

**.Yºom in ſending him. Hence we ſee the reaſon

*hy faith is ſo abſolutely required, and ſo highly com
º in the Scripture; for, can there be a more ſacred

neſ:ºº to God the glory of his righteouſ
blatiºn . at| has revealed ; or a more heinous

dočtrin w h to rob him of his veracity, by reječting the

- *Which comes from him The ſenſe we have

fºº" ºf this verſe of St. Luke is confirmed by the paſſage

* * where our Lord expreſſes himſelf ſomewhat

differently, but to the ſame purpoſe: the general import

whereof is, “ The tax-gatherers, ſºldiers, harlots, and

“ others of the ſame ſtamp, perſons of the moſt abandoned

“ charaćters, whom ye look upon as having no right to

“ become members of the Meſſiah's kingdom, enter into

“ it; and this you think a violence done to the kingdom

“ of heaven; but in reality it is not ſo, becauſe the law

“ and the prophets, the diſpenſation which makes a diſ

“ tinétion between men, was virtually ſet afide at the

“ coming of John, in whoſe miniſtry the kingdom of

“ heaven began,—that diſpenſation which admits all per

“ ſons equally to the enjoyment of its privileges upon their

“ repentance and faith: fºr, if ye will believe it, he is the

“ Meſfiah's forerunner, whom Malachi predićted under the

“ name of Elijah.” Dr. Heylin, upon the 13th verſe, ob

ſerves, that to propheſy, in Scripture language, is (frequently)

the ſame as to preach; and the ſenfe is, “The prophets and

“ the law were your guides and inſtructors till John came;

“ now God gives you another Maſter in me, and John is

“ that Elias who was to prepare the way before me;” or,

in other words, “Repentance, ſuch as John taught and

“ practiſed, is the neceſſary preparation for that kingdom.
“ of God which I came to eſtabliſh in the hearts of men.”

St. Auſtin obſerves upon this verſe, “God hath ſo.

“ ordained, that it is in every man's power to be happy:

• the kingdom of heaven ſuffers violence ; to deſire, to reſolve,

“ to endeavour, to ſtrive, is to be qualified; and no man

“ ever failed in his attempt who was willing to take it by

“frce.” See the Reflections.

Wer. 14. And if ye will receive it. There is nothing

for the particle it in the original; therefore Dr. Heylin

reads him ; and if this be the proper ſupplement, ſays he,

we muſt underſtand that total perfeót repentance which

conſtitutes the common character both of him and Elias.

For more on this ſubject we refer the reader to Mal. iv. 5,

6. and Bullock on Propheſy, pref. p. 5o.

Wer. 15. He that hath ears to hear, &c.] In the prophetic
ſtyle of writing in general, there are two ſenſes exhibited to

the reader; firſt the literal, and then the figurative ; for,

as the words are intended to be the vehicle of the literal

ſenſe, ſo the literal ſenſe is intended to be the vehicle of

the figurative, to the man whoſe underſtanding is exerciſed

“ to diſcern the things of the Spirit.” It is to ſuch there

fore, in a particular manner, that whatever is written in

the ſymbolic ſtyle in the New Teſtament is addreſſed.

Our Lord, to diſtinguiſh ſuch from the unthinking multi

tude, calls them thoſe who have ears to ear. Whºſ hath

ears to hear, let him hear. The ſame expreſſion is alſo

uſed in the Apocalypſe, a book of propheſies. And it

- deſcrves
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16 | *But whereunto ſhall I liken this.

generation? It is like unto children ſitting

in the markets, and calling unto their fel

lows, º -

17 And ſaying, We have piped unto you,

and ye have not danced ; we have mourned

unto you, and ye have not lamented.

18 °For John came neither eating nor

drinking, and they ſay, He hath a devil.

19 The Son of man came eating and

drinking, and they ſay, Behold a man giut

tonous, and a wine-bibber, a friend of pub.

licans and finners. * Dut wiſdom is juſtified

of her children.

20 * : Then began he to upbraid the cities

wherein moſt of his mighty works were done, ſº

becauſe they repented not :

2 I Woe unto thee, Chorazin' woe unto .

thee, Bethſaida for if the nighty works

which were done in you had been done in

Tyre and Sidon, they would have repente)

long ago in ſackcloth and aſhes, -

* Luke, 7.30–35. Rev. 3, 15–17. Iſ. 28.9–13. Jer, 5. 1–5. 1 Cor. 12. 6, 7. * Ch. 3. 4. Luke, 1, 15. 1 Cor. o. 17. 1 Peter, t. 1, with .

{. Io. 2 o. Ch. Io. 25. P Ch. 9. 1 1. Luke, 7. 30. & 15. 1, 2. 1 Cor. o. 1 0. Rom. I s. 2. * Phil. z. I 5, 16. & 5. 7 – 4. 1 Peter, n. 1

om. 1. 26. 1 Cor. I. 23, 24. * Luke, 1o. 13–15. If 1.2. P. ſ. 31. 11. Hoſea, 11. 2, 7. Lzek, 3. 17. * Ezek. 3, 6, 7, with li. xxiii. Lack

xxvi-xxviii. Jonah, 3. 7, 8. * I Kings, 21. 29. Jorah, 3. 10.

deſerves to be attended to, that the Lord Jeſus Chriſt

never employs theſe words in the introduction or the con

cluſion of any plain moral inſtructions, but always after

ſome parable or prophetic declarations figuratively expreſſed.

I'or this alſo holds in reſpect to allegory, apologue, and

parable. Campbell.

Wer. 16, 17. But whereunto ſhall I liken, &c.] For the

better underſtanding of our Saviour in this place, ſee Luke

vii. 29–35. To ſhew the Phariſees more plainly the

perverſeneſs of their diſpoſition, our Saviour told them

they were like children at play, who never do what their

companions deſire them; peeviſh and froward, and diſ

pleaſed with every thing. The phraſe it is like, in St.

Matthew’s ſtyle, often ſignifies only, in general, that the

thing ſpoken of may be illuſtrated by the following ſimili

tude. Compare ch. xiii. 24, 45. xviii. 23. xx. I. xxii. 2.

in Judaea, when the people were grown very luxurious

and wanton, it was uſual, at feaſts, to have muſic of an

airy kind, accompanied with dancing ; and at funerals

they had melancholy airs, to which were joined the lamen

tations of perſons hired for the purpoſe. See ch. ix. 23.

The children therefore of that country, imitating theſe

things in their diverſions, while one band of them per

formed the muſical part, if the other happened to be fro

ward, and would not anſwer or lament as the game direéted,

it naturally gave occaſion to the complaint, we have piped

unto you, and ye have nºt danced, &c. which at length was

turned into a proverb ; and we find it frequently quoted

both in Jewiſh and heathen writers. The mourning airs

here ſpoken of are uſed to repreſent the ſeverity of the

Baptiſt's manners, and the mournful doctrine of mortifi

cation and repentance which he preached : on the other

hand, the cheerful airs are intended to repreſent our

Lord's ſweet diſpoſition, affible condeſcenſion, and en

gaging method of giving inſtruction; ſo that every thing

was tried wi.ich could poſſibly have influence, to bring the

Jews to repentance. See Grotius and Wetſtein.

Per. 18, 19. For ºn came neither eating, &c.] Our

Lord juſtifies the application of the proverb in the pre

ceding verſe to the Phariſces, by obſerving, that the

divine Wiſdom had tried every method proper for convert

ing them, but in vain: for, firſt of all, the Baptiſt was
-

ſent unto them, in the ſtern dignity of their ancient pro

phets, ſo that it was natural to think they would have

reverenced him ; nevertheleſs they rejećted him altogether.

Such, it ſeems, was the pride and malice of the Phalices,

that when they found their own oſtentatious and hypocº

tical mortifications utterly eclipſed by the real autterities

of this holy man's life, they impudently affirmed, that\\

living in deſcrts, his ſhunning the company of men, tº

coarſeneſs of his clothing, the abſtemiouſneſs of his º

with the other ſeveritics which he praśliſed, were all th

cffcóts of madneſs, religious mclancholy, and diabolic

agency: jºn came neither eating breal nor drinking wi

(ſee Luke vii. 24, &c.), and they ſºy he hath a devil; lit

rally, he hath a demon. This method of converting t

Phariſees proving unſucceſsful, God ſent his only Son

a more familiar manner, ver. 19. Jeſus did not prad

thoſe mortifications which rendered the Baptiſt rema

able : he in general fared like other men, and went

mixed companies, not avoiding the company of public

and finners. But neither would they hear him : ſoy

withſtanding he maintained the ſtricteſt temperance

ſelf, and never encouraged the vices of others, evº

diſſimulation or example, they attributed that eaſy

temperate way of living to a certain looſeneſs of K.

tion ; but Wiſdom is juſtified by her children. "

words appear to be a Jewiſh proverb. See Iſai. S. .

Luke vii. 29. Wiſdom here implies the met?,od

God followed in bringing the Jews to Chriſtianity

children ºf Iſiſdom mean the truly wiſe, the diſºp/e;

dam : they are the babes mentioned in the 25 tin v

this chapter. The clauſe may be paraphraſed,

“ who are truly wiſe and religious muſt needs :

‘ this beautiful variety in the conduct of Provideº

‘ ſee that the difference in our mode of living f

“ purpoſes of our reſpective appearances, and is

“ to promote the general deſign of God’s glory, a

‘ ſalvation.” -

Wer. 20–24. Then began he to upbraid Zºe czz F.

reproving the Phariſees, Jeſus pronounced lives

ments againſt Chorazin, Bethſaida, and Cap errn an

which he had often bleſſed with his preſence = {

they had heard him preach many awakening fºr

&
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22 But I ſay unto you, "It ſhall be more would have remained until this day.

tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of 24 But I ſay unto you, * That it ſhall be

judgment, than for you. more tolerable for the land of Sodom in the

23 And thou, Capernaum, which art ex- day of judgment, than for thee.

alted unto heaven, ſhalt be brought down to 25 At that time Jeſus anſwered and ſaid,

hell: for if the mighty works which have been I thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and

done in thee had been done in 'Sodom, it earth, becauſe thou haſt hid theſe things from

* ! uke, 12 a 7, 8 & 1 c. 12–14. Heb. 6.4–8. & 10, 26–31. Ch. 10. 15. Ver. 24. Lam. ... 6. * Gen. 1. 4. Deut. 1. 28. Iſ. 14. 13.

ºf 51. 53. Ezek. 16.2c. & 32. 8, 23. Lan. 4. 6. Luke, 'o. 15. * Gen. 13. 13. & xix. F Zek, ; 6.46, 47. * See ver, 22. * Luke, Io. 21.

*** *, +, Deu". Io. 14. 1 Cor. 1. . . , 26, 27. John, 9.40, 41. Ch. 16. 17. & 13. 11. Pſ. 25. 8, 9. Iſ. 29. 14, 18. & 44. 18. & 32.4 & 54. 13.

* 1: 1. James, z. 5. 2 Cor. 2. 16. - 4.3—5.

ſºn him perform many aſtoniſhing miracles, ſuch as for ſome time, and frequently converſed with its inhabit

would have converted Tyre, Sidon, and Sodom, cities ants. It was in the moſt flouriſhing condition, and exalted

infamous for their impiety, contempt of religion, pride, to a very high pitch of earthly glory, as the phraſe which

luxury, and debauchery ; yet ſo great was their obſtinacy, art exalted to heaven implies. Compare Dan. iv. 22.

tº t they perſiſted in their wickedneſs, notwithſtanding all Brought down to hell is a ſcripture phraſe, uſed to denote

that he had done to reclaim them. The words wºe unto thee, an utter deſiručijon, a total overthrow. See Iſa. xiv. 3, 15.

do not contain an imprecation againſt thoſe cities, but lyii. 9. 1 Sam. ii. 6. Dr. Heylin renders it, ſalt be brought

only a denunciation of the judgments which they were to utter deſiručion. “ This propheſy has been ſo exactly

bringing down upon themſelves by their impetitence. “ fulfilled, ſay Beaufobre and Lenfant, in the deſtruction

The expreſsion ºng agº, or lºng ſince, ver. 21., ſeems to refer “ of Capernaum, that, according to the relation of tra

to the time when Ezekiel reproved the inhabitants of Tyre “ vellers, there are not now above eight cottages where it

:: Sidon for their enormous crimes; and intimates, that “ ſtood.” The word hell, ºne, doc: not ſignify here the

iſ 1.2ckiel had enforced his remonſtrances by the aid of place of the dimmed, but only the condition and place of the

iºch miracles as he himſelf had wrought in the cities of dead; the ſpulchre. See Epheſ. iv. 9. In ſickclºth and

Judaea, they would have been as exemplary for their peni- after means the deepeſt contrition and ſorrow. Sackcloth

ºnce as the Ninevites were. See Jonah, iii. 5, &c. and aſhes were the outward ſigns of penitence in thoſe

Hence our Lord infers the guilt of thoſe who rejećted his days.

doctrine, although it was ſupported by ſuch miraculous Ver. 25. At that time jºſº anſwered and ſid] Dr.

pºwers. But though the obduracy of the Tyrians and Doddridge reads this, jºſº, took occaſion to ſay, and when

ºlonians in the time of Ezekiel was not comparable with the words ſo introduced, ſays he, are not a reply to any

the Galileans in the time of Chriſt, their puniſhment was preceding ſpeech, I apprehend the verſion here given

n:vertheleſs juſt and equitable; for they violated every expreſſes the ſenſe of them with greater exactneſs. Dr.

Pºinciple of morality and humanity. In their commerce Heylin renders it, ºft's continuing his diſcourſe, ſaid, and

they were guilty of the greateſt frauds, and inſulted the Mr. Pilkington, in his remarks, obſerves, after the gene

Jews, their confederates and allies, in their diſtreſſes, rality of commentators, that this phraſe is derived from

when ſubdued by the Chaldeans. Their nearneſs to the Hebrew, which not only ſignifies to anſwer, but like

Judea, their common language, their daily commerce, wiſe to utter a ſentence, or begin a diſcourſe; and thus the

ºuld not but bring them acquainted with the worſhip of Hebrew word, job iii. 2. is not anſwered, but ſpoke or ſaid.

tº true God, eſpecially as prophets were raiſed to correót We make this obſervation once for all, and it removes any

their faults. Theſe and other advantages were ſufficient little objection againſt the propricty of the writings of the

t have converted the Phoenicians, if they would have New Teſtament, becauſe the word anſwered is ſometimes

Yº-d to the grace of God; and, on the other hand, made uſe of where there is no previous queſtion. Inſtead

** {utºrient to manifeſt their obduracy, if they diſre- of I thank thee, Heylin reads, I praiſe thee; literally, I

girded them, though they had not the benefit of thoſe confſ or acknowledge thee.

ºrdinary miracles which infinite Wiſdom had re- Becauſ, thou haſ hid] God is often ſaid in Scripture to

fººd for the times of the Meſſiah. See Grotius's excel- do thoſe things, which he determines to permit, and which

* * By the day ºf judgment, ver. 22., Dr. Ham- he foreſees will be in fact the conſequences of thoſe cir

** underſtånds the temporal calamities to be brought cumſtances in which his creatures are placed, though their

*** Places by the Romans, who did indeed ſhortly aſter wills are laid under no conſtraint. See on Exod. ix. 34,

ºverrun the whole country, and make dreadful ravages in 35. 2 Sam. xii. 1 1, 12. xxiv. 1. 1 Kings, xxii. 22, 23.

º: º theſe cities; but there is no evidence that the in this ſenſe alone could God be ſaid to hide thoſe things

º: º of thºſe Jewiſh cities was more dreadful than from the learned men of that age, which he revealed ſo

that of §. and Sºon, and it certainly was leſs ſo than plainly, that honeſt and well-diſpoſed perſons, though

fpeaks of .ºº Gomorrah; beſides, our Lord plainly children in underlanding, might cone to the knowledge of

Elacesº Smºnt which was yet to come on all theſe them through his grace. See ch. x. 34, 35. It ſeems

for *ationed. Capernaum, ver. 23., was famous they were but a few, and thoſe generally of the lower

**: tillery, commerce, and every other advantage of a ſort of people, who embraced the doćtrine of Chriſt, and
riaritime ſituati - !g people, who emprace ºrine of Chriſt, a

*on. Here our Lord had fixed his abode aſſiſted him in erecting his kingdom; circumſtances which,

in
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the wiſe and prudent, and haſt revealed them

unto babes. -

26 Even ſo, Father: "for ſo it ſeemed good

in thy ſight.

27 All things are delivered unto me of

* Tph. 1. 4, 11. 2 Tim. ... o. Pom. 5. 21.

1. 4. & 2. 3. Phil. z. º. iſ 52. 13. & . . .

24, 21. & 6. 19. John, 6. 35, 37.

• Ch. 28. 18. Pſ. 8. 7.

Luke, 15, 17. & 13. 13.

* john, r. 18. & 6. 44, 46. & Jo. 1 S. & 14. 9, to.

Rom. 7. 24. Jer. 31. 18–29.

2:

.." tº
my Father: and no man knoweth the Son,

but the Father; “neither knoweth any man

the Father, ſave the Son, and he to whomſo

ever the Son will reveal him. ... ".

28 Conne unto me, all ye that labour and

...tº

John, 3.35. & 13.3. & 17, 2. 1 Cor. 15. 5, 17. Tph. 1, 21, 15. Hº.

* 1ſ. 2s. 12. & 45. 22, & 55. I-7, Jet. 3. .

in the eyes of common wiſdom, were melancholy and mor

tifying ; but our Lord foreſtw that, by divine direction,

theſe very circumſtances would become the nobleſt demon

ſtrations of his perſonal dignity, the cleareſt proofs of the

excellency of his religion, and the inoſt ſtupendous

inſtances of lis power, who, by ſuch weak inſtruments,

eſtabliſhed his religion in every part of the habitable

world, againſt the policy, power, and malice of devils and

men conibined to oppoſe lim.

rulers and learned ſcribes, and nobles, the wits, and

geniuſes been converted, it muſt have ºccm prejudicial to

the Goſpel in ſeveral reſpects, as ſuch convents and

teachers might probably have made the Gentiles look upon

it as a trick of ſtate : perhaps alſo they would have mixed

it with things foreign to its nature: our Lord, therefore,

moſt wiſely made the rejećlion of the Goſpel by the great

men of the nation, and the reception of it by perſons in

lower ſtations, matter of eſpecial thankſgiving. See Luke,

x. 21. Babes, wrºto, in ſcripture language, are perſons

whoſe faculties are not improved by learning; but who,

to that ſagacity and underſtanding which is purely natural,

join, through the grace of God, the beſt diſpoſitions of

heart, ſuch as meekneſs, modeſty, honeſty, humility, doci

lity, and a1 the other engaging qualities which are in a

carnal ſenſe to be obſerved in children. This is plain from

ch. xviii. 3. Babes therefore ſtand in oppoſition, not to

men of found judgment and reaſon, but to proud poli

ticians, and men of learning, who are ſo full of themſelves,

that they diſdain to receive inſtrućlions from others, and

who make all their abilities ſubſervient to their advance

ment in this world. See Macknight, Beaufobre and Len

fant, and Stockius.

Wer. 26. Even ſº, Father] The Pruſſian editors render

this verſe, Thus it is, O Father, becauſe ſuch waſ thy will ;

and Mr. Wynne obſerves, that poſſibly the Greek would

be more properly rendered, Be it ſº, O Father, ſince ſuch has
been thy pleaſure. -

Per. 27. All things are delivered, &c.] “Every thing

“ relating to the ſalvation of the world is committed by

“ my Father to my care as Mediator.” And no one knoweth,

&c.—“ Knoweth his nature and dignity, what he hath

“ done, and what he is yet to do, for the ſalvation of the

“ world.” Neither km. with any one the Father, but the Son,

&c. “None but the Son and his genuine diſciples know

“ the perfeótions and counſels of the Father.” It is evi

dº nt from this verſe. that there is ſomething inexplicably

myſterious in the nature of the perſon of Chriſt, which

indeed appears in the moſt convincing manner from the

account elſewhere given of his Supreme Divinity in Scrip

ture. See Doddridge, and Hammond, who interprets the

verſe differentl, . Our Lord, here addreſſing himſelf to

Tº fides, had the great

his diſciples, ſhews why mº, wiſe and underſtanding in

other things, do not know this ; namely, becauſe none

can know it by mere natural reaſon; none but thoſe to .

whom he revealeth it; and the wiſe in the fleſh reject it

and deſpiſe it with the utmoſt ſcorn, and therefore in that

ſpirit cannot poſſibly receive it.

Ver. 28. Come unto me, &c.] Our Savour here ſhews to

whom he is pleaſed to reveal theſe things, Warmed with

the moſt ardent love to men, he graciouſly invites all who

are weary of the ſlavery of fin, and deſire to be in a ſtate º

of reconciliation with God, to come unto him or to believe in

him : not becauſe he expected any advantage from them,

but becauſe he both knew how to give them relicſ, and

was willing to do it, upon no other motive whatever,

but merely to ſatisfy the immenſe deſire he had to do

them good. In this invitation our Lord ſeems to

have had his eye on Iſaiah, l. 4. where the Meſſiah is

introduced, ſaying, The Lord God hath given me the tºngu

of the learned, that I ſhould know how to ſpeak a word in ſea

Jºn to him that is weary, for, his having all things deliver

to him of the Father, is parallel to the Lºrd’s giving hi

the tongize of the learned; and his inviting all who latz

and are heavy laden, is the end mentioned by the proph

for which the tongue of the learned was given him , a

this, poſſibly, is the reaſon why many critics, by reſt

fered in this invitation, underſtand that freedom frow

burdenſome ſervices of the law which Chriſt has gram

to men, through the promulgation of the goſpel, terr

in the propheſy ſpeaking a word in ſeaſon to him the

weary; and it muſt be owned that this interpretatic

favoured by the ſubſequent clauſe, in which men ar

vited to take on them Chriſ's yoke, from the confider:

that it is eaſy, in conpariſon of Moſes's yoke 5 an

burden, from the confideration that it is light, in

pariſoº; of the ceremonial precepts of the law. , 'YY,

no reaſon, however, for confining the rºſſ ºf the ſº,

offered, to that particular privilege of the Cox'\\\s

gion; it is more natural to think that it compr

therewith all the bleſlings whatſoever of the goºseV

Doddridge has well paraphraſed it, “All ye that

“ and are heavy-burdened, whether with the di Guy

“ life, or with the ſenſe of guilt, (Sce I’ ſalin xx

“ or with the load of ceremonial obſervances.”

been well chſerved, that Chriſtianity, accorn pani

the power of divine grace, gives reſt to the ſoul],

1ſt, it clearly informs the judgment concerning

in portant points, removing all doubts concerinir

becauſe 2dly, it ſettles the will in the choice o

for its happineſs; becauſe 3dly, it dire &ts the

aright, and ſo keeps them under good govex in rin

the Rºfficiouſ. *

4.
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are heavy laden, and I will give you reſt.

29 "Take my yoke upon you, and learn

of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: light.

Col. i. 6. Gal. 6. 2. 1 Peter, 2. 21.

Heb. 5, 7, 8. Zech. 9. 9.

Eph. 5. 2.

Phil. z. 7, 8. 5

* Rom. 8. 29.

* Jer, 6.16. Heb. 4- 3.

Ch. 12. 19. & 21. 5.

"and ye ſhall find reſt unto your ſouls.

3o 'For my yoke is eaſy, and my burden is

Luke, 9.54–56.

Gal. 5. f.

John, 8. 29.49. 1 Peter, 2.22, 23.

1 John, 5. 3.* Prov. 3. 17. Acts, 15. 19.

Fºr 29, 32. Take my yºke upon you] The word yoke is

uſed even by the heathen philoſophers, to ſignify doctrine

and precepts. St. John interpreting this paſſage in his firſt

Epiſtle, ch. v. 3. ſubſtitutes the word ommandment; in

ſºad of yoke. The meaning is, “My dodrine and pre

“cepts are eaſy and pleaſant; in which reſpect they are

“dittinguiſhed from the Moſaical ceremonies, and alſo

“ from the traditionary precepts of your doctors, who

“bind up heavy loads of duty, and lay them upon men's

“ſhoulders.”. Some have apprehendéd, ſays Dr. Dod

dridge, that when our Lord ſays, I am meek, and lowly in

heart, he intends peculiarly to recommend the imitation

of his humility and meekneſs, as what would eſpecially

conduce, in the natural conſequence of things, to pro

note the repoſe and tranquility of their minds. But I

apprehend that our Lord chiefly means to remind them of

the general lenity of his temper; which would engage

him to decline all grievous impoſitions, and unneceſſºry

burdens, and tenderly to inſtruct them in the way of

Tardon and life. See chap. xii. 19, 20. Dr. Heylin reads
this, Far I am a mild and condſcending mºſłer. The ori

ginal word 'Exargºv, ver, 30. properly ſignifies both light

and pleaſant , and the other zºrrº, eaſy, may be alſo reu

dered gººd, gentle, and agreeable; and ſo with great pro

priety may expreſs that true pleaſure and cheerfulneſs,

which are the genuine reſult of a fincere ſubjection to

Chriſt's government. That Chriſt's yoke is caſ; and his bur

dºn light, muſt be acknowledged, becauſe ail his affirma

tive precepts are as neceſſary to the ſouls of men, as food

is to their bodies; and for his negative injunctions, ab

£inence from drink is not more expedient for perſons

fººled with the dropſy, than they are to all who would

Preſerve the health and vigour of their ſouls. The obe

cºnce therefore which he required, is ſuch a reaſonable

cºdience as every gracious and well-informed mind muſt

*joice in ; and the pleaſures which he promiſes are the

Pleaſures of goodneſs, the moſt extenſive, ſatisfying, and

*able of all pleaſures, being to the mind a delicious and

*ontinual feaſt. See Macknight and Hammond.

Infºrences.—Whatever were the motives which inclined

the Baptiſt to ſend his diſciples to Jeſus, which we cannot

doubt were the beſt, we certainly ſhould be thankful for

tº inquiry; as thence we derive a convincing teſtimony

* the truth of that Goſpel, *

by the evidence of propheſy and of miracles. If at any

**º tempted to doubt the truth of Chriſtianity, we ſhould

recolle& the Veracity and unanſwerable proofs of it which

*** ***ined in the comprehenſive words of our Re
deemer, ver, 4-6-Proofs ariſing from the miracles, and
f - - -

Form the prophetic teſtimony which was borne to him.

our Lord pronou

ºtº him, It is our wiſdom and our duty to confider

P. º: *gs are in the doćtrine or circumſtances of

which is ſtrongly ſupported,

nces a kiſſing upon thoſe who ſhall not be

Chriſt, which have proved the moſt dangerous ſtumbling

blocks, and endeavour, in conſtant dependence on divine

grace, to fortify our ſouls againſt thoſe temptations which

may ariſe from them : ſo the trial of that faith, which is

a much more valuable treaſure than gold which periſheth,

though tried in the fire, may be found unto praiſe, and

honour, and glory. -

How happy would it be, if we could learn, through the

grace of God, to correół the natural inconſiſtencies of

our tempers and condućt by wiſe refle&tions ! how much

more improving would our attendance on the miniſtrations

of God's ſervants be, were we ſeriouſly to aſk ourſelves to

what purpoſe we attend What went ye out for to ſee 2

ver. 7–9. It ought ſurely to be followed with ſuch con

ſiderations, ſince it is intended to lead us to the kingdom

of heaven ;—a glorious prize, too glorious to be obtained

by faint wiſhes and inactive deſires | There is a ſenſe in

which it ſtill ſºffºr; viºlence (ver. 12.): and how ſad is the

degeneracy of our nature, that we ſhould exert ſo little

warmth in ſuch a purſuit, and ſo much ior every

trifle !

Inſtead of that holy ardour with which men ſhould

preſs into it, thcy fold their hands in their boſoms, and

loſe themſelves in ſoft luxurious dreams, till the precious

opportunity is for ever gone. How eager then ſhould we

be, to preſs into that heavenly city, where our home and

our privileges are! where we are frce denizens, and may

have our names enrolled in the book of God |

Whatever meaſures good men take, they will never

eſcape the cenſures of the world: however contrary in their

manners the Baptiſt and the holy Jeſus, they were equally

reproached by the Phariſees. The moſt unſpotted inno

cence, and the moſt unparalleled excellence, did not prove

a defence againſt the reproach of tongues. A man's beſt

gifts, and beſt ačtions, which are both well intended, and

well calculated for edification, may be made the matter of

his reproach. It is true, in ſome ſenſe, that Chriſt was a

friend ºf publicans and ſinners (ver. 19.), the beſt friend they

ever hād; for he came into the world to ſave ſinners, great

finners, even the chief. So he ſaid very feelingly, who had

been himſelf, not a publican and ſinner, but a pharife and a

funer; but this is, and will be Chriſt's praiſe to eternity;

and they forfeited the benefit of it, who thus turned it to
his reproach. For ourſelves, we ſhall diſcover in all things

ſufficient cauſe to adore the wiſdom and goodneſs of God,

whea, happily, we are of the number of the true children

of this incarnate Wiſdom.

What can we imagine more dreadful than the guilt and

condemnation of thoſe, who hear the goſpel only to de

ſpiſe it How can we read the doom of Chorizin, Beth

ſaida, and Capernaum, (ver, 21–24.) without º;
for ourſelves, left we ſhould incur the like terrible ſentence

—We (who have now the written word in our hands, the

goſpel preached, and goſpel ordinances adminiſtered to i
all
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C}riff reprºſet} the blindrieſ ºf the Phariſes concerning the
*/ - r - ~

breach ºf the ſabbath, ty ſcriptºrº, by reaſin, and by a

miracle : he health the man pºſſeſ, who wear l'ind and

duº. . Blaſphemy againſ the Hºly Ghºſ' ſº all never befºr

given. Accorºnt // all be made ºf idle word: ; he rebuietà

the unſaiº fill who ſeek ºf ºr a ſign, and/ºewell who is his!/ -- ~/ o”2

brother, ſºfter, and mother.

[Anno Domini 3 1.]

A T that time Jeſus went on the ſºuth

day through the corn; and his diſciples

b Ver. Io.

2. 25, 26.

* Deut. 2 .. 25. Mark, 2. 27–28. Luke, 6, 1–5.

Num. 15. 32–36. * I Sain. 21. 3–0. Mark,

Luke, 13. 14.

Luke, 6.3.4.

were an hungered, and began to pluck the

ears of corn, and to eat.

2 But when the Phariſecs ſaw it, they ſaid

unto him, "Behold, thy diſciples do that

which is not lawful to do upon the ſabbath

day.

3 But he ſaid unto them, Have ye not

read what David did, when he was an hun

gered, and they that were with him ;

4. How he entered into the houſe of God,

John, 5. Io, 16. with Exod. zo. 9. & 23. 12. & 31, 15 & 35. 2.

and who live under the diſpenſation of the ſpirit,) have

advantages not inferior to thoſe of theſe ungrateful cities;

and our account in the laſt day will be accordingly.

The profeſſors, therefore, of this age, whether they go to

heaven, or to hell, will be the greater debtors in either of

theſe places: If to heaven, the greateſt debtors to divine

mercy, for thoſe rich means which brought them thither:

If to hell, the greateſt debtors to divine juſtice, for thoſe

rich means which would have kept them thenceſ

Still we ſee the goſpel hidden from many, who are

eſteemed the wiſſi and moſt ſenſible of mankind (ver. 25.);

and, bleſſed be God, we ſhall ſee it revealed to ſome, who,

in compariſon of them, are but babes. Let not this of.

fend us: but rather, taking our notions from the word of

God, let us learn to honour thoſe babes, as poſſeſſed of

the trueſt wiſdom, and adore the riches of divine grace,

if we are in their number, while many of ſuperior capa

cities, but enemies to the work of grace, are left to ſtumble

at this ſtone, till thcy fall into final ruin.

How ſolemn a truth have we in the words of Chriſt,

ver. 27. All thingſ are delivered ºnto me, &c. Chriſt is

the ſovereign diſpenſer of ſalvation, and the Lord of all

things, even in his mediatorial office, by the donation of

his father ; as well as in his divine nature God over all,

bleſſed for evermore. All the ſprings, and the whole diſ

penſation of the divine favours, are in the hands of Chriſt;

as Prieſt and Sacrifice, as Saviour and Mediator, Head and

Pattern, Paſtor and ſovereign Judge of men. There is no

knowledge of the Father and the Son, no belief of the

myfiery of the Ijoly Trinity, but what is a gift of God,

by Jeſus Chriſt. How lovely is this dependence bleſlid

lord we accept it with joy; we deſire to depend on

thee! Make us to know the father ; make thyſelf known

to us: but let the love in us be yet greater than the know

ledge 1

Un?er all our troubles and affiétions, after our miſcar

riages, in our temptations, and in our inability to do good,

our only remedy is, to have recourſe to Chriſt ; and how

ſweet is it to be able to fly to a Redeemer, who comes to

meet us, in order to ſolicit us to cºme to him / wer. 28.

Sinners, wearied in the ways of iniquity, throw yourſelves

into the boſom of this amiable Shepherd, who, while on

earth, took ſo much pains to ſeek you, and to bring you

back to his fold. Penitents, humbled under the weight of

your crimes, unite yourſelves to this ſanctifying Victim,

- 1.

who bore your ſins on the croſs. Chriſtians, overburdened

with the multitude of your defects, and with the great

neſs of your duties, liſt up yourſelves to this eternal High

prieſt, who is at the right hand of God his father, con

tinually making interceſſion for you. The bleſſed Jeſus

excepts none; all are invited, all are urged to come to him.

None ſhall ſeek, and not find : none ſhall go to Chriſt,

without receiving rºl. He himſelf promiſes, and ſhall we

not believe

Jeſus Chriſt is the great teacher of humility, ver. 29.

Learn ºf A1E, ſays the bleſſed Saviour, with great and

peculiar propriety; for it was a leóture of philoſophy

until then but little known in the world. Humility was

a virtue, which had not ſo much as a name among the

Gentiles before Chriſtianity. But, ſuppoſing it had been

known to the world before our Saviour, yet no mere

mortal was fitted to teach it in perfection; and therefore

it was a doctrine and a diſcovery reſerved for and pecu

liarly adapted to the character and condition of the Lord

Jeſus Chriſt; who not only humbled himſelf to the mean

neſs of our nature, but vouchſafed to aſſume one of the

loweſt conditions of life, to teach us perfect humility in all

its parts and circumſtances; that humility, without which

we can find no rºſ' to our ſºuls. Pride is the ſource of a

thouſand diſquietudes.

It is not ſufficient to go to Chriſt by faith ; we muſt

through his divine grace take upºn tº the yoke of his law and

goſpel, that we may conform our lives thereto, and ſtudy

his diſpoſition and behaviour, in order to imitate them.

In the ichools of the world, ſome ſtudy philoſophy, others

phyſic, law, &c.; in the ſchool of Chriſt, every one muſt

ſtudy meekneſs and humility : for to theſe two the whole

ſcience of Chriſtianity may be reduced ; the meekneſs of

love, calm and ſedate in the midſt of wrongs, injuries, af

fronts, perſecutions; without envy, without malice, with

out revenge: humility of heart, remote from all inordinate

and worldly defires, by which pride is nouriſhed ; aſcri

bing nothing to itſelf, and deſiring nothing ; ready to part

with all things, to be placed below all men, to remain in

filence and oblivion. Lord, vouchiafe to teach us this

ſcience, writing it in our hearts by thy love!

How eaſy and ſweet it is to ſerve Chriſt, even bearing

his croſs how hard and painful is the ſlivery of the

world, of fin, and of our own paſſions, even with all their

falſe pleaſures! That ſatisfaction, peace and comfort, which

grace
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and did eat the ſhew-bread, which was not were with him, “but only for the prieſts;

lawful for him to eat, neither for them that

* Exod. 25. 30. & 29, 32, 33. lev. 8. 31. & 24.6, 9.

f

5 Or have ye not read in the law, how

* Num, 23. 9, 10.

grace gives here below, and that which hope encourages

us to expect in heaven, make a Chriſtian full amends for

all his pains in ſubduing his paſſions through the power of

grace, and in oppoſing the world.

REFLEctions.— ſt, Having finiſhed his inſtructions to

his diſciples whom he ſent forth, our Lord did not de

volve the work to them and fit down idle himſelf, but d

farted thence to teach and preach in their cities ; and in this

bleſſed work the diſciples ſent from John found him em

ployed. We are told, -

1. Where John was; in priſºn, for his fidelity in re

proving Herod the king. Such reward may the zealous

miniſters of God ſometimes expect to meet. But the

fame of Jeſus reached him even there: and now, no

doubt, with joy he heard of his labours and ſucceſs. If

we be diſabled, it is ſtill a moſt reviving cordial to hear

that the work of God proſpers.

2. The queſtion that he put to Jeſus by the diſciples whom

he ſent; Art thou he thatſhould come, or do we look fºr ano

ther * art thou the promiſed Meſfiah, or not Some have

ſuppoſed John was himſelf in doubt, and either diſcou

raged by his long confinement, or, like the reſt of his

countrymen, prºpoſſeſſed with the notions of a temporal

Meſſiah ; though it ſeems much more reaſonable, from the

teſtimony which John had borne to him, to ſuppoſe, that not

for his own ſake he ſent this meſſage, but for the ſake of

his diſciples ; whom, though they had cleaved to John

hitherto, yet, he being ſhortly to leave them and to be

ºut off, he introduces to Jeſus, that they might receive

him from the fulleſt conviction of his character, and hence

forward commence his diſciples. Nºte; (1.) God will not

leave his people deſtitute : if one able miniſter be removed,

another is raiſed up. (2.) It is the duty of faithful mi
niſters to lead their hearers off from ail attachment to

men, even themſelves, and to direét them ſimply to Jeſus.
(3.) Where the matters of our eternal ſalvation are con

cºrned, it becomes us to be inquiſitive, and to ſee that

our faith be built on ſure grounds.

3. The anſwer of Chriſt returned to their inquiries.

Hº reſets them to the facts which they beheld, as the moſt

fitisfacty proofs of his being that Meſſiah who ſhould

come into the world. The blind receive their ſght, the lame

**, *e, full evidences theſe of a divine miſſion, and a

clear fulfilment of the propheſies which went before con

$ºing him. Iſaiah, xxxv. 5, 6. lxi. 1. And the poor have

ºf gººd preached to them ; thoſe whom the Scribes and

*haikºs deſpiſed, he received kindly, and acquainted

. with the glad tidings of his grace, which many of

*W*ingly received: or the pºor preach the gºſpel; mean

*nd illiterate men are endued with great gifts and abilitics

** Pºgate the doćtrines of the goſpel; and blººd is he

i. *ver ſhall nºt be ºffended in me; not prejudiced againſt

º *::: of his poverty, the meanneſs of his ſtation,

**Picable followers who attended him; but, look

ing above all theſe things, beholds in his works and words

his divine character, and gives him the glory due unto his

name. Note ; (1.) Many treat the poor with contempt;

but Chriſt hath taught us a different leſſon; of ſuch his

church is chiefly compoſed, and this adds abundant ho

nour to them. (2.) There are many things in Chriſt's

charaćter and goſpel which miniſter occaſion of offence to

the proud and ſelf-righteous; but faith admires the con

deſcenſions of Jeſus, and adores him for that at which

others ſtumble and fall. -

2dly, When John's diſciples were gone, Jeſus took this

opportunity of paſſing a high encomium on his chara&ter

and miniſtry. He would not ſay it in their hearing, leſt it

ſhould ſeem flattery; nor would have it reported to John,

for he well knew how ill the beſt can bear even deferved

praiſe.

1. He addreſſes a queſtion to the multitude around him,

many of whom had been John's hearers. What went ye

out into the wildermſ to £e 2 a reed ſhaken with the wind *

was it mere curioſity; or did you ſuppoſe him a man un

ſteady and wavering It was John's honour that he was

uniform and ſteady in his preaching and labours: and an

intimation is contained in this queſtion, that they who

had gone ſo far to hear him ſhould well confider what he

had ſaid, and inquire what profit they got by their atten

dance. Note, Many go a great way to hear miniſters

from curioſity, who ſoon forget all that they hear as a dream.

But what went ye out fºr to ſº. 2. A man clothed in ſºft rai

ment 2 No. His garb beſpoke his deadneſs to the world.

He neither ſpoke nor dreſſed like a courtier. His reproofs

were plain and rough as his appearance: the caſe of thoſe

to whom he addreſſed himſelf required it. Behold, they that

ºvear ſºft clothing, and live delicately, are in kings he'ſ

and he was utterly unlike thoſe ; his manners auſtere, his

conduct ſteady. Nºte: (1) In the work of the miniſtry,

unſhaken reſolution is needſul, which is alike unmeved by

frowns or ſmiles. (2.) They who have heard and ſeen

God’s miniſters, ſhould often inquire what they have

gained thereby, or what end they purpoſed by their at

tendance. (3.) Our dreſs ſhould be according to our

ſtation. It is no evil in thoſe who are in kings' courts to

put on ſoft clothing; though it would be ſinful in others

to imitate them in expenſive apparel which they cannot

afford, or which is unbecoming their fituation or character

in life.

2. He tells them plainly the diſtinguiſhed honour of

this eminent teacher. But what went ye out fºr to ſee *

a prºphet 2 yea, I ſºy unt; yºu, and more than a prºphet. In

général aſ held John for a prºphet, and yet they under

food not that peculiar diſtinction which he enjoyed above

all who went before him.

[...] He was the perſon foretold, Mal. iii. 1. as the

forerunner of the Meſſiah, who ſhould more immediately

prepare his way, and uſher him into the world. The

other prophets ſaw him at a diſtance, and only ſpoke of him
2 2. 23
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that on the ſabbath-days the prieſts in the

temple * profane the ſabbath, and are blame-,

leſs 2

* In killing, flaying, waſ,ing, and burning the ſacrifices, &c. as well as on anctler day.

6 But I ſay unto you, That "in this place is

one greater than the temple.

7 But if ye had known what this meaneth,

* Mal. 3. 1. Hag. z. 7. 2 Chron. 6. 18. Ch 23, 18.

as to appear in the fulneſs of time. John beheld him

face to face, and pointed him out as preſent: behold the

Lamb of God!

[2.j Among them that are born of women, there hath not

riſºn a greater than jokn the Baptiſt. Not only his mira

culous birth, his being filled with the Holy Ghoſt from

his mother's womb, his exemplary life, rendered him fin

gular; but, above all, the clear revelation that he had of the

Meſhah, his baptizing him in the Jordan, ſeeing the heavens

opened and the Holy Ghoſt deſcending upon him, and

the teſtimony he bore to him on that occaſion,-theſe made

John far ſuperior to all his predeceſſors. Nºtwit ſlanding, he

iſ, t if legſ in the kingdom of heaven, iſ greater than he, the

leaſt of the miniſters and apoſtles of Chriſt, or the meaneſt

believer in him, would in clearneſs of goſpel light, and

knowledge of Jeſus, be able to ſee farther, and to ſpeak

more diſtinétly of his ſufferings, death, grace, and glory,

and of the ſpiritual nature of his kingdom, than even the

moſt eminent ſaints and prophets of old. Note ; (1.) True

reatneſs is not to be meaſured by outward ſplendour, but

#. the gifts and graces of God's ſpirit, and the manifeſta

tions which Jeſus makes of himſelf to the ſoul. (2.) If

we enjoy greater advantages than others, our condemna

tion will be the greater if we do not profit under them.

[3.] By John the goſpel of the kingdom began to be

preached, and God owned his miniſtry with eminent ſuc

ceſs; for from the days ºf john the Baptiſ; until now, a

ſpace of little more than two years, the kingdºm ºf heaven

ſuffereth violence, and the violent take it by force; the pub

licans and harlots, who by the Scribes and Phariſees

would be reckoned intruders, convinced now of their guilt,

and turned to the Lord, eagerly preſſed for a place in the

Meſfiah's kingdom ; and multitudes of others, awakened

to a diſcovery of their fin and danger, eagerly embraced

the declarations of grace, and with a holy violence ſtrove

to enter in at the ſtrait gate. Nºte ; (1.) Wherever di

vine grace has quickened the ſoul, there ſalvation will be

made the great concern, and eager diligence uſed to make

our calling and election ſure. (2.) It is a diſtinguiſhed

honour conferred on any miniſter of the goſpel, when

God is pleaſed to make him eminently inſtrumental in

calling finners to fly from the wrath to come. (3.) Slug

giſh and negligent triflers in religion may never hope for

admiſſion into the kingdom of God. See the Annota

tionS. -

[4.] In the miniſtry of John the Old Teſtament diſpen

ſation cloſed, and the New began. For all the prophets and

the law prophyſed until john ; in types and predićtions they

pointed to the future Meſſiah, all the ritual ſervice of the

temple being deſigned to direct the worſhippers to him ;

and, viewed in this light, it appears truly glorious : but

now he was come, in whom all theſe were to be fulfilled.

And if ye will receive it, and can credit my aſſertion, this is "

Elia, which was fºr to come, not Elijah perſonally, but he

who was ſpoken of, Mal. iv. 5. and who came in the

ſpirit and power of Elijah, like him in dreſs and manners,

and imitating his zeal. He that hath ears to hear, let him

hear; which intimates that theſe were things that deſerved

attentively to be weighed, and, though dark and difficult

to be believed, were truths of great importance. Note:

(1.) The word of God muſt be examined with ſerious

concern; it is not a ſlight and curſory peruſal which will

be ſufficient to let us into the meaning; deep meditation,

fervent prayer, and comparing ſpiritual things with ſpiri

tual, being neceſſary to a right underſtanding of the my

ſteries of grace. (2.) It is not hearing, but receiving the

truth in the light and love of it, which can make us wife

unto ſalvation. -

3dly, Having ſpoken of the excellence of John's mi

niſtry, he cannot but reflect upon the inexcuſable per

verſeneſs and ſtubbornneſs of that generation, which had

for the moſt part continued in their impenitence, notwith

ſtanding John's preaching, and in oppoſition to all the mi

racles and means of grace which they had enjoyed under

his own miniſtry and that of his apoſtles. For which an

aweful reckoning remained.

I. He ſeems at a loſs for a ſimilitude whereunto he ſhall

liken the men of that generation, they acted ſo contra

dictorily and abſurdly; like ſullen and froward children,

who, when their playfellows uſe every little art to engage

them, mimicking a wedding or a funeral, and inviting

them to dance with them, or in mournful reſponſes to

anſwer them, moroſe and ill-natured they will join in

neither. Such was the temper of the Scribes and Phariſees,

With their diſciples, reſpe&ting the miniſtry of Chriſt and

his fore-runner; who uſed different means, but neither

could prevail. John called to mourning, preaching re

pentance and humiliation, and in his own abſtemious and

ſelf-denying condućt ſet them an example of mortifica

tion; and, ſo far from being affected thereby, they treated

him as melancholy, and poſſeſſed by a devil. The ſºn of

man, with the ſweeteſt muſic of goſpel grace, fought to

engage their minds; and by every kind word and deed

endeavoured to inſinuate himſelf into their affections;

free and open in his manners, affable to all, joining with

them in partaking the innocent refreſhments of nature,

and ready to converſe with the chief of finners for their

good ; and immediately they brand him as a glutton, a

wine-bičber, a friend ºf publicans andſinners, an encourager

and a partaker with them in their immoralities. But wiſ

dam is juſtified ºf her children. They who are through

grace made acquainted with the truth, will approve all the

means and methods which God is pleaſed to uſe, though

9thers reject and deſpiſe them : or Chriſ, the wiſdom of

God, will be acquitted of all theſe malicious accuſations

of wicked men, by all who truly become the children of

8 God,

i
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"I will have mercy, and not ſacrifice, ye would

not have condemned the guiltleſs.

* Hoſe, 6.6. Ch. 9. 13. 1 Sam. 15, 22. Eccl. 5. 1. Iſ. 1. 11-15.

8 For the "Son of man is Lord even of the

ſabbath-day.

Micah, 6.6–8. * Dan. 7. 13. Ch. 16. 13. Mark, 2.27,

Gºd, and are enlightened to know his true character.

They will admire and adore him for what others revile

and malign him. Nºte: (1.) There is nothing ſo abſurd

ºr contradictory which the enemies of the goſpel will not

fy and do, in order to vent their malice againſt the mi

hºrs and truths of God. (2.) God uſes every means

With finners, declaring the terrors of his law and the com

forts of his goſpel, fending them, by turns, mercies and

judgments, and all to work on their obdurate hearts, or to

lºve them inexcuſable in their impenitence. (3.) Dif.

fºrent miniſters have different manners of addreſs, and

are more particularly ſuited to the diſpoſitions and tem

Pers of ſome than of others: ſome are ſtruck with a

Beanerges, ſome melted under a Barnabas, a ſon of con

ſolation; ſome are affºted with the more auſtere man

ners of one like John the Baptiſt, others engaged by the

ſweetneſs and affability of Jeſús. Every one has his gift,

and al for the edification of the body of Chriſt, and for

bringing finners into his fold. (4.) The moſt powerful and

"Saging miniſtrations are not always crowned with ſuc

&ls: but, when we have diſcharged our ſouls, and men

refuſe to hear the voice of truth, of reaſon, of conſcience,

Feither drawn by the bonds of love, nor driven to God by

: the terrors of wrath to come, then their blood is on

their own heads; we are free. (5.) The greateſt, the

&# of men, even he that was more than man, have

ºn reviſed as mad or libertines, as preaching doćtrines

ºf deſpair or licentiouſneſs. Let it not ſeem ſtrange if

the ſame things be ſaid of us, and if what is our higheſt

hºnour in God's fight be made matter of ſevereſt reproach.

He is near who will juſtify us. (6.) Though the goſpel

si the miniſters of it in general be ſlighted and revied

ºf men, to ſome their word will be a favour of life, and

tº will juſtify God in all his ways, being themſelves

*ing inſtances of the efficacy of the methods that he has

taken to bring poor finners to himſelf.

.*. As he had reproached the obſtinacy of that genera

*in general, he particularly upbraids the cities wherein

ºft ºf his mighty wºrks were dºne, becauſe they repented not ;

* tº lead them thereunto was the great end of all his

*sand preaching ; but it had been in vain; and how

"all they eſcape who neglect ſo great a ſalvation ? They

ºut needs periſh who reject the only remedy which can

‘ure them: and ſuch wilful obſtinacy muſt bring down

greater damnation.

3. Two inſtances are particularly brought, of cities which

º **joyed the greateſt means and mercies, and yet

. more hardened than even the vileſt of the hea

... [1] W. unto thee Chorazin I wo unto thee Bethſhida 1

F.º: peculiarly favoured with Chriſt's miracles

º and yet the generality of the inhabitants

º in their impenitence ; though, had the like

ºi. done even in Tyre and Sidon, aban

* ſucklaſh ickedneſs as they were, they would have repented

* * **, and humbled themſelves to prevent

the impending ruin. Therefore at the judgment-day their

doom ſhall be more tolerable than that of thoſe cities

which, by rejecting the goſpel, fall under the moſt aggra

vated guilt. Note: An awful day is near, when the eter

mal ſtates of all muſt be determined ; when all the means of

grace and mercies that we have enjoyed, muſt be accounted

for; and none will receive ſo great damnation as thoſe

who, in oppoſition to the cleareſt light of the goſpel, have

perſiſted in the darkneſs of error and fin.

[2.] Capernaum, with peculiar emphaſis, is threatened.

Thou moſt dignified by the reſidence of Jeſus, and diſtin

guiſhed with fingular advantages above all other cities,

which art exalted to heaven in outward privileges, ſhalt be

brought down to hell, to utter deſtruction ; and fall deeper

into eternal miſery from the heights of abuſed mercy.

For even Sodom's doom will be more tolerable than hers;

for if the like miracles and long-continued miniſtry of

Jeſus had been vouchſafed to that city, her ruin would

have been averted : but if Sodom was not ſpared with leſs

guilt, Capernaum, with greater, muſt needs fiak under

more aggravated ruin. Note: Many of this day ſeldom

think of the ineſtimable talent committed to them in the

oracles of God and the goſpel of his Son ; but for theſe

things a ſolemn account muſt ſoon be given ; and woe

to the finner whoſe profiting at that day ſhall not ap

Car. -

4thly, Though in general the perverſeneſs of the

many afforded the moſt melancholy proſpect of their

deſtruction, yet did not the goſpel word return in vain.

1. Our bleſſed Lord offers up his thanks to God the

Father for thoſe who had already yielded to be ſaved by

grace through his ſacred miniſtry; who, though few, and

in the eyes of men deſpicable, poor, and illiterate, yet

were precious to Jeſus, and were the travail of his ſoul.

[1.j He addreſſes God as his Father, in whoſe love he

had the moſt aſſured intereſt, and as the Lord ºf heaven and

earth, the ſovereign diſpoſer of all things, able to do

whatever he pleaſed according to the counſels of his

own will. Note: Prayer is then a pleaſing ſervice, when

we can call God Father, approach him with confidence, and,

perſuaded of his all-ſufficiency to ſupply our wants, can

quietly caſt our care upon him.

[2.j He adores his divine will in being pleaſed to hide

the glorious truths of goſpel grace from the worldly-wiſe

and carnally prudent, and revealing them to ſuch as, com

paratively ſpeaking, reſpecting natural abilities, learning,

and human accompliſhments, were vaſtly their inferiors.

Note; (1.) It is a mortifying truth, and of hardeſt digeſtion

to the proud heart of man, that thoſe whom the world

admires as great, learned, and wife, the deepeſt ſcholars,

the moſt profound ſtateſmen, the moſt reverend doctors,

and acute metaphyſicians, in general are not, through the

indulgence of their pride and their unwillingneſs to ſtoop

to the humiliating terms of the goſpel, even on a level

with the meaneſt clown, reſpecting the knowledge that

maketh wiſe unto ſalvation; but for the moſt part farther

- - removed
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o " ' And when he was departed thence, he

went into their ſynagogue:

* Mark, 3. 1–5.

º

* *

1o And, behold, there was a man which had ' ' '.

his hand withered. And they aſked him,”

*** * *.

Luke, 6, 6–1o.

removed from it, and, through the ſelf-confidence of their

own hearts, given up to learned ignorance, and left to the

ſpiritual blindneſs of their fallen ſpirits. (2.) The major

part of thoſe who embrace the goſpel in its power, are

ſuch as the great and wiſe in the fleſh deſpiſe, poor in

every reſpect but grace, poor in ſtation, abilities, human

literature, and all that a fooliſh world admires. Some few

indeed are found of the wife, mighty, and noble, but not

many, and this will ever be, till the latter day's glory

arrives, as it was from the beginning, a ſtone of ſlumbing

and rock of offence: Have any ºf the rulers and 1%arſes

believed?

2. Chriſt invites every mourning ſoul to come to him,

with kindeſt aſſurances both of his power and willingneſs

to help and ſave them.

[1..] He declares the plenitude of power with which he

is inveſted for the comfort of all who ſhould apply to him

for refuge : All things are delivered unto me ºf my Father.

As Mediator, he hath received a delegated authority, diſ

tinót from that which he eſſentially poſſ.ſºs as God over

all, bleſſed for ever. The work of reconciliation, and all

the bleſſings of grace and glory, are lodged in his hands.

Aid no man knoweth the Son, but the father ; neither knoweth

any man the Father, ſave the Son, and he to whom ſever the Son

«will reveal him. It is not the effort of man's natural ſkill

and labour, but a divine revelation which alone can make

known to us the true character of God, his triune exiſt

ence and perfeótions, together with the deſigns of his grace.

And as there is a mutual conſciouſneſs between the divine

Perſons, in the undivided Godhead, he, who from cternity

ay in the boſom of the Father, is alone able to make him

known, being inveſted with his mediatorial character for

this very purpoſe. Nºte; (1.) There is no true knowledge

of God, or intercourſe to be maintained with him, but in

and by Jºſas Chriſt. (2.) To all thoſe who will embrace

Chriſt as their Saviour, he manjº Ainſ. ºf as he dº not unto

fºe world, John xiv. 22, 23.

[2] He declares his readineſs to receive cycry poor

finger who comes to him weary and heavy laden ; and

invites them to lay down their burdens of ſin and ſorrow

his feet, that they may find reſt unto their ſouls. Nºte: (1.)

The perſons invited are all that labour and are heavy laden ;

thºſe who are convinced of their guilt and danger feel the

inſupportable burthen of ſin, and are weary not merely of

the burthenſome rites of the ceremonial law, but of the

bondage of corruption. And all, without diſtinčion of

nation, or difference in the meaſure of their guilt and fin

fulneſs, are invited. Jeſus rejº &s none becauſe of the

depth of their miſories, who do not themſelves reject his

mercies. (2.) The invitation is, Come to me, willing to

receive, and able to relive, all the wants of the miſerable

and the deſperate, who by faith caſt their care upon me,

renouncing every other hope and dependence, placing their

traſt on me alone as their Saviour to the utten moſt, and

taking me henceſcº ward for their Lord and Maſter. (3.)

The promiſe made to ſuch is, I will give yºu ryl, pardon

and peace of conſcience to filence the accuſations of guilt, º' "

power againſt fin to deliver you from the weariſome bond.:--, -º

age of corruption, ſetting the ſoul at liberty from all terri.

fying fears, and enabling you on ſure foundations to expº º

a part in the eternal reſt which remaineth for the people of ººº

God. (4.) The dutiful returns for ſuch mercies are were ºv,

preſcribed : Take my yºke upon you. We muſt receive Chūlt .…": . .

in all his offices; as the King to rule in and over us, as , .

well as the Prophet to teach, and the Prieſt to atone for . . . . .

us. Obedience to his goſpel muſt follow faith in his pro- - - -

miſes; and he aſks nothing from us but that we ſhould

copy his cyample and be like him, that we may be meet

for the enjoyment of him. Learn ºf me, fºr I am neck and

lowly in heart; tempers which muſt ever characteriſe the , . . .

diſciples of Jeſus, in oppoſition to that pride, perverientis,

paſſion, and ſelf-will, which are natural to the fallen mind. ...

He was meek under every provocation, patient towards the

dulneſs of his ſcholars; lºwly in heart, condeſcending to the

meancſt, and ſubmitting for our ſakes to every abaſement;

and when we learn to be like him, we ſhall find rift to our

ſºul: ; ſuch divine diſpoſitions will bring a preſent heaven to

the ſoul, and enable us to enter into reſt here below, happy

in communion with Jeſus, and ſtamped with his image,

Nor may we think that his yoke implies any thing grievous.

No : his yoke is eaſy, and his burden light : his ſervice is per

fect freedom. Lven the afflictions, temptations, and diſh

culties that we may meet with, are to be counted all joy;

ſince ſo powerful will be the aſſiſtance of his grace, io

abundant his conſolations, and ſo blefied the iſſue, that we

have reaſon continually to go on our way rejoicing, any to

own to his eternal praiſe, and for the encouragement of

others, that his ways are ways ºf pleaſantnºſ, and all his paths

are peace.

C H A P. XII.

Per. 1. On the ſabbath-day] See the note on Luke vi. 1

where the Evangeliſt points out the ſabbath and dº

whereon this happened. Through the corn means throu

the paths that were in the corn. The word s-xxv-, m

indifferently ſignify ears of any kind of grain ; but it m'

probably was barley, which was ripe at that time

Juozen.

Per. 2. Jºhen the Phariſes ſaw it, they ſaid, &c.)

Jºws were allowed by the law, when they canne intº

flanding corn of their neighbours, to pluck ſome exs

eat them, 1)eut. xxiii. 25. But as they were by tº

law forbid to reap on the ſabbath-day, the Phariſee

verſely enough, accounted this a &tion of the diſciple

a kind of reºping. They looked alſo upon the rut

ears ºf corn in their hands as a breach of the law,

they were not allowed by it to dreſs their vićtual

fabbath-day. See Beaufobre and Lenfant, Inti o

p. I 59.

her. 3, 4. But he ſaid unto therzz, & c.T Concern

tranſaction ſee the note on Mark ii. 25, 26. By t

£f Gºd is not meant the temple, for it was not the
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ºf flying, “Is it lawful to heal cm the ſabbath

** days? that they might accuſe him.

* Luke, 13. 14. & 14. 3. John, 5, 10–16. & 9. 16. Ch. 22. 17.

I 1 And he ſaid unto them, What man

ſhall there be among you, that ſhall have one

* - but the court of the tabornacle, which was at that time

º, died at Nob, one of the prieſts’ cities in the tribe of

ºr knjamin.

tº War. 5. Or have ye not read in the law, &c.] He did not
nº

mean that the te words were to be found in thc law, but

- it they might read in the law, that the prieſts were

ºligºd on the ſabbath-day to perform ſuch ſervile work

s in the temple, as, conſidered ſeparately from the end of it,

wis a profanation of the ſabbath; and yet were guiltleſs,

ºf kºuſe it was neceſſary to the public worſhip, on account
* … of which the ſabbath was inſtituted. From Numb. xxviii.

º: ), it appears, that, beſides the continual burnt-offerings, the

- preſts were obliged on the ſabbaths to ſacrifice two lambs

º: túñordinary, by which their ſervile work was that day

double of what it was on the other days of the week. This,

º ºgh really no prºfanation of the ſabbath, might, accord

tº ing to the common notion of the Jews, be ſo termed ; and

tº therefore, in ſpeaking of it, our Lord calls it ſo. See

Micknight and Calmet. -

War. 6. But I ſºy unto you, that in this place, &c.] “If

"rom reply, that the prieſts were not culpable in thoſe

“actions, becauſe they were undertaken for the temple

" ſervice, I acknowledge it ; but at the ſame time it ſhould

“be obſerved, that if the temple, with its ſervice, be of

“ſuch importance as to demand a particular diſpenſation

... " from the law of the ſabbath; I who am the Lord of the

ſ: , “temple, and of whom the temple is but the type, may,

“with equal reaſon, take the ſame liberty in a caſe of the

“like neceſſity.” Every prophet was in ſome ſenſe greater

: thin the temple; and hence Elijah ſacrificed out of the

temple on an extraordinary occaſion : but our bleſſed Lord

*s infinitely greater than any prophet. It ſhould alſo be

ºrved, that Chriſt and his apoſtles were ſo taken up in

the diſcharge of their duty, that they had not leiſure to

Prºpare food for the ſabbath; they were therefore under a

ºcc.ility cither to intermit their prophetic office, or to ačt.

cºntrary to the literal ſenſe of the law. Now, as the Jews

did not intermit the office of the prieſthood on account of

#. law concerning the ſabbath; ſo neither ſhould the pro

Piº office be in termitted on that account, eſpecially as it

*-s ſuperior in its dignity, and more extenſive in its bene

* According to this interpretation the reading ºsſº ov,

*ºtºr wºrk, inſtead of asſºv, a greater perſon, which is

ºoriſed by a number of manuſcripts, will have a peculiar

*gence. “There is here a much more noble work carry

“ing on than the temple-ſervice.” Or the common read

. may be retained thus: “If the ſervile work done in the

st ºple on a ſabbath is not reckoned an offence, becauſe

4.º on account of the temple-worſhip, the
tºº of the ears of corn, for which you blame my

…. tº cannºt be any ; ſeeing they do it in order to
tº. life, while they are employed in the ſervice of

º w§ is infinitely greater than the temple.” For the

tem ature of Jeſus was an infinitely more auguſt

* in reſpect of the eſſential habitation of the Divi

nity, than that of Jeruſalem. See Grotius, Hammond,

Wetſtein, and Mill.

Per. 7. I will have mercy, &c.] I delight in mercy (ſo

5%:... ſignifies, ch. xxvii. 43), more than ſtcriſice; for this is

the IIcbrew form of compariſon. Sºe the note on ch. ix.

13. Works of mercy, acts of kindneſs and beneficence,

are eſſential duties, and preferable to all the ceremonial

law, named here (from its principal act) ſic, ifice, when

that comes in competition with them. As the ſenſe of ſo

many important foriptures depends upon it, it may be pro

per to obſerve, that, according to the genius of the Hebrew

language, one thing ſeems to be forbidden, and another

commanded, when the meaning only is, that the latter is

greatly to be preferred to the former. The text before us

is a remarkable inſtance; as likewiſe John vi. 27. And it

is evident, that Gen. xlv. 8. John vii. 19. and niany more

paſſages, are to be expounded in the ſame comparative

ſenſe. See Doddridge, Heylin, and Beaufobre and Len
fant.

P'er. 8. For the Son of man is Lord, &c..] See on Mark

ii. 27, 28. The expreſſion even ºf the ſiłóath-day, na; tā

catéare, certainly implies, that the ſabbath was an inſtitu

tion of great and diſtinguiſhed importance. It may perhaps

alſo refer to that ſignal act of authority which Chriſt after

wards, by the miniſtry of his apoſtles, exerted over it in

changing it from the ſeventh to the fift day of the week.

P'er. 9. When he was departed thence] There can be no

doubt as to the connection of this hiſtory with the pre

ceding, in which all the Evangeliſts agree ; and indeed, had

not St. Luke told us, that it was on another ſabbath, the

words of St. Matthew would have led us to imagine it

had been the ſame day. Perhaps our Lord might ſpend

moſt of the week in the town, to which the fields above

mentioned belonged. See Doddridge and Chemnitz.

ſer. Io. And they aſked him, &c.] That is, the Phariſees,

ver, 14, who, when they ſaw Jeſus going to perform the

cure, put this queſtion to him, Is it lawful, &c.; by

which they declared in the ſtrongeſt terms their opinion of

its unlawfulneſs: but in ſo doing they had no intention to

prevent the action which they knew he was reſolved upon,

but to render him odious to the common people ; expect

ing that he would openly declare ſuch things lawful, in

oppoſition to the definitions of the dodors, who had all

determined that to perform cures upon the ſabbath was a
violation of the Holy reſt: or, if he ſhould give no anſwer

to their queſtion, as it implied an affirmation of the un

lawfulneſs of what he was about to attempt, they thought

it would render him inexcuſable, and give the better co

lour to their accuſation. The word Óscarsväy, rendered

to heal, is very extenſive, and properly includes all the

care, labour, and attendance, which the caſe of any diſ

tempered or wounded perſon can require ; as I apprehend

our Engliſh word cure alſo does, though through the po

verty of our language we are forced to apply it to thoſe

miraculous effects, which were ſo inſtantancouſly "...i
- duce
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ſheep, and if it 'fall into a pit on the fab

bath-day, will he not lay hold on it, and lift

it out 2 -

12 How much then is “a man better than

a ſheep? Wherefore it is lawful to do well on

the ſabbath-days.

13 Then faith he to the man," Stretch

forth thine hand. And he ſtretched it forth;

and it was reſtored whole, like as the other.

14 * Then the Phariſees went out, and held

a council againſt him, how they might deſtroy

laim.

15 But when “Jeſus knew it, he withdrew

himſelf from thence: and "great multitudes

* Exod. 23.4. 5. Deut. 2”. 4.

7. Mark, 3. 5. * or toºk counſel.

4. t 3. P Ch. 4, 24, 25. & 19. 2.

23. 19. Titus, i. 2. Acts, I c. 43.

40. 10. Iſ. 11. Io. & 5. 3. & 49. 6.

Ezek. 34. 16. Amos, 8.7.

Mark, 3.. 6, 7. Luke, 6. 1 i.

lſ. 35. 3–6.

* Ch. 1 1. 29. Zech. 9. 9.

* The man might have to work for his own and ſimily's ſubſiſtence.

John, 1.c. 39. & 11. 53. with h. Io. 23.

* Ch. 8. 3. & 9. 20. & 17. 9.

* 1ſ. 42. 1–4. Ch. 3. 17. & 17. 5.

followed him, and he healed them all;

16 “And charged them that they ſhould

not make him known :

17 That 'it might be fulfilled which wº

ſpoken by Eſaias the prophet, ſaying,

18 "Behold my ſervant, whom I hav

choſen ; my beloved, in whom my ſoul

well pleaſed : ‘I will put my ſpirit upo

him, and he ſhall "ſhew judgment to t

Gentiles.

19 He ſhall not ſtrive, nor cry; n.

ther ſhall any man hear his voice in t

ſtreets.

20 " A bruiſed reed ſhall he not break, a

n King, 13, . Luke, 1, 13, AA,

Luke, Jº 2. *5,** |

* 1ſ 61. I. John, 3.34. u

i’ſ. 147. 3. Job, 36, 7, 19. Lan, 3.3,

Mark, 7.36, & 5, 43.

Col. i. 13. John, 1. 18.

* 1ſ. 4o. 1 1. & 61. 1.

duced by the healing word of our bleſſed Redeemer.

What Syriac word the Phariſees might uſe, we know not :

but it is plain that the queſtion is put in very general terms,

which beſt favoured their baſe purpoſe of founding an

accuſation on our Lord's anſwer. See Doddridge and

Macknight.

Ver. I 1. That ſall have one ſleep. Who, if he have but

one ſheep that on the ſabbath-day ſhould fall into a pit, will nºt,

&c. The ſtreſs is not here to be laid upon a man's hav

ing only one ſheep, but upon one only falling into a pit.

The following Jewiſh ſaying is mentioned by ſome wri

ters: “It is unlawful to do any ſervile work on the fab

“ bath-day, unleſs it be on purpoſe to ſave a life,” which

comprehends alſo brutes. From what is ſaid here, and

Luke xiii. 15. xiv. 5. it appears, that this was then a

common ſaying. The firſt clauſe of the next verſe might

be rendered, Of how much greater value is a man than a

ſheep? To do well, wºx&; rately, implics all the offices of

charity and tenderneſs, and is oſtentimes uſed in oppoſi

tion to doing evil or killing, when it bears the ſame ſenſe as

it does here ; and the context ſeems to require it, namely,

to preſerve life. To perform the lovely pleaſing acts of

kindneſs and bencficence, is preferable to ſacrifice or any

ceremonial performance; the former being a more eſſen

tial duty, more pleaſing to God, and more beneficial to

mankind. See Doddridge, Beaufobre and Lenfant, and

Heylin.

Mer. 14. Hºw they might diſºry him] This is the firſt

time that mention is made of a deſign on our Saviour's

life. It is natural to thin: that the hiſtorian would acquaint

us of their concurring in the deſign, before he would

ſpeak of their conſulting about the means. See Camp

bell.

Wer. 15. But when jºſus knew it] But jºſif knowing it

withdrew. - -

- Ver. 16. And charged them, &c.] To what we have

obſerved concerning the reaſons why our Lord deſired

to conceal his mighty works in the note on ch. v.

v. ould add the following remarks: This concealms

himſelf may ſeem ſtrange in one who was come to

light into the world, and was to ſuffer death for the

mony of the truth. This reſervedneſs may be thou

look as if he had a mind to conceal himſelf, and no

known to the world for the Meſſiah, nor to be belie

as ſuch ; but we ſhould be of another mind, and co

this proceeding of his according to divine wiſdot

ſuited to a fuller manifeſtation and evidence of hi

the Meſſiah, when we conſider that he was to fill

time foretold for his miniſtry; and, after a life ill

in miracles and good works, attended with h

meekneſs, patience, and ſuffering, and every w

formable to the propheſies concerning him ; ſhoul

as a ſheep to the ſlaughter, and with all quiet ſº

be brought to the croſs, though there was no guil

found in him. This could not have been, if, as

he appeared in public and began to preach, he

ſently profeſſed himſelf to have been the Meſſiah,

who owned that kingdom which he publiſhed to b

for the Sanhedrim would then have laid hold of it

got him in their power, and thereby have ta

his life; at leaſt they would have diſturbed his

and hindered the work he was about ; unleſs he

ciſed his Almighty power in a way that we have

expect. That this induced him to avoid the o

provoking them, and falling into their hands, is

John vii. 1. Such was the will of our B. cºlº

who could have called for legions of angels to

him, or done himſelf what he pleaſed in heave

and in hell.

Wer. 17–21. That it might be fulft/ſeal, &c."

this propheſy, we refer the reader to the note

xlii. 1, &c. juſt obſerving, that it is not quo

aćtly according to the Hebrew original, th

having contracted it.

-
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ſmoking flax ſhall he not quench, till he ſend

forth judgment unto vićtory.

21 “And in his name ſhall the Gentiles

truſt.

22 M*Then was brought unto him one poſ.

ºffed with a devil, blind and dumb: and he

healed him, inſomuch that the blind and dumb

! " " If it. 16. Pſ. 9. 10. Rom. 15, 9–12. Ver. 18.

tº lik’. 1.31. Rom; i. 3. & 9.5. * Ch. 9.34. Mark, 3.22–so.

iſ, Heb. 4- 13. Rev. 2. 23.

* Luke, 11. 74.

Luke, 11. 15–23. Ch. Io. 25.

both ſpake and ſaw.

23 And all the people were amazed, and

ſaid, "Is not this the ſon of David :

24 || “But when the Phariſees heard it,

they ſaid, This fellow doth not caſt out devils,

but by Beelzebub the prince of the devils.

25 And “Jeſus knew their thoughts, and

33. Jº 3. 3. & 7. 31. Ch. 1. 1. & 15. 21.Ch. 9. 32.

Wer, 15. Ch. 9. 4. John, 2.25 & 21

* Ch. 9.

ſ: :

º, Wr, 20. And ſmoking flax, &c.j And a dimly burning

ºr he will not extinguiſh, till he render his laws vićloriouſ,

Cſ, till he hath made juſtice vićtoriouſ.

that he ſhall teach the nations judgment; by which I un

º derſtand, ſays Dr. Heylin, in nearly theſe words, that

ſelf-judgment [the noſee teipſum, ſelf-knowledge, reduced to

prictice] which is, under divine grace, the ground of all

morality, and commonly named judgment in the ſcrip

! turt. This on the firſt awakenings of the ſoul muſt be

; gently defective: ſelf-knowledge is then dim, as the

--- | jºking wick, and good purpoſes weak as the broken reed :

ºt, under the condućt of Chriſt, theſe unpromifing diſ

Pºſitions will improve by continual acceſſions of divine

ight, till the penitent finner, enabled to lay hold upon

Chriſt by fimple faith, becomes conſcious of an intereſt

in his blood, and feels a renovation of nature, which is

hºt meant by ſending forth judgment unto vićtory.

: War. 21. And in his name, &c.] St. Matthew has here

fºllowed the LXX. In Iſaiah it is, and the iſles/hall wait

| fir his law - but the meaning of both paſſages is the

ñme; for the Evangeliſts uſe the name of God with that

htitude which it has in the Hebrew language, wherein it

&notes the Deity himſelf, his perfeótions, his worſhip, his

hws, and, in one word, every thing relating to religion.

In the language of the Old Teſtament, the iſles commonly

denote the idolatrous nations to the weſt of Judaea. The

Prophet's meaning therefore is, that the heathen nations,

charmed with the kindneſs and gentleneſs of the Meſfiah's

kingdom, the equity of his government, and the beauty

and rectitude of his laws, ſhall, through divine grace, truſt

in him, or obtain for themſelves protećtion and ſafety by

kºming his ſubjećts. See Macknight and Vitringa.

%r. 21. One poſſid, &c.] A demoniac.

Yºr. 24. This fºllow doth not caff out, &c.] The Phariſees

*firmed, that Jeſus performed his miracles, particularly

on poſſeſſed perſons, by the aſſiſtance of Beelzebub, for two

*aſons; fift, Jeſus had all along been at great pains to

ºppoſe thoſe ſuperſtitions which moſt of the teachers and

Peºple of that age looked upon as the eſſentials of religion,

ºld extolled as the principal branches of piety. Hence

they conſidered him, who decried them, as a very flagitious

Perſon; and becauſe it is ſuppoſed, Deut. xiii. 1–3. that

** Prophet might work figns and wonders, with an

º to turn men from the worſhip of God, they

º: our Lord was a deceiver of that kind; affirming

ſ at he Performed all his miracles by the affiltance of evil

º, and with a view to ſeduce the people from their

;: to God. Secondly, The demons, in addreſſing

*

: ; ;-

tº

It is ſaid at ver. 18.

Jeſus, honoured him with the title of Meſſiah. This, it is

probable, his enemies ſaid the devils would never have

done, had he not been in compačt with them. Hence

we ſee the reaſon why our Lord, on ſeveral occaſions,

ſtrićtly charged the devils not to make him known: he

would not have their teſtimony, becauſe he foreſaw that

a bad uſe would be made of it by men of evil minds. The

truthis, that the account which the Phariſees gave of Chriſt's

miracles, and which they endeavoured to propagate, in

order to prevent the effect which they might have had

upon the people, though it was altogether falſe and mali

cious, and even abſurd, in the fight of impartial judges;

yet, placed in the light juſt now mentioned, had ſome

ſhew of argument in it, at leaſt to perſons whoſe preju

dices and intereſts were favoured by it. Accordingly,

among other cauſes, it contributed not a little to the infi

delity of the Jews, which, to any thinking mind, cannot

but be matter of great wonder, conſidering what multi

tudes were witneſſes of the many miracles which Jeſus

performed on the ſick of all ſorts; on the blind, the deaf,

the dumb, the maimed, and the lame ; on paralytics,

lunatics, demoniacs, and other miſerable objećts ; nay,

and on ‘dead perſons, whom he raiſed again to life ; on

the winds, and on the ſeas; in a word, on every part of

nature. See the note on ch. x. 25. It may be proper to

obſerve once for all, that the word fellow is not in the

Greek, but inſerted by our tranſlators. . In the original it

is owroº, he, or this man ; the term is certainly uſed con

temptuouſly.

Per. 25, 26. And jeſus, knew their thoughts, &c.] It

frequently happens that, through ignorance or weakneſs,

men form wrong judgments of things; a misfortune which,

becauſe it neceſſarily ſprings from the imperfeótion of

human nature, does not deſerve the very harſheſt cenſure;

but when wrong judgments proceed from evil diſpoſitions,

they become highly culpable; therefore, to ſhew that the

judgment which the Phariſees paſſed at this time upon our

Lord's miracles was of the latter kind, the Evangeliſt

obſerves, that Jeſus knew their thoughts; knew that the

wickedneſs of their hearts, and not the weakneſs of their

underſtandings, had led them to form the opinion they

had uttered, if it was their real opinion ; or rather ta

affirm it contrary to their convićtion ; , which was the rea

ſon that at the concluſion of his defence he reprimandcd

them in the ſharpeſt manner. Accordingly, addreſſing

himſelf both to them and the people, he demonſtrated the

abſurdity of their calumny, by an argument drawn from

the common affairs of ": Every kingdom, &c. as much

- 25
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ſaid unto them, “Every kingdom divided

againſt itſelf is brought to deſolation ; and

every city or houſe divided againſt itſelf ſhall

not ſtand:

26 And if Satan caſt out Satan, he is di

vided againſt himſelf; how ſhall then his king

dom ſtand 2

27 And if I by 'Beelzebub caſt out devils,

‘by whom do your children caſt them out 2

* therefore they ſhall be your judges.

28 But if I caſt out devils by the Spirit ºf

God, then 'the kingdom of God is come

unto you. -

: 29 “Or elſe how can one enter into a

ſtrong man's houſe, and ſpoil his goods, except

he firſt bind the ſtrong man? and then he will

ſpoil his houſe.

30 "He that is not with me is againſt me

* Gal. s. 15. Iſ. 9. 21. * Or Beelzebul. And ſo wer. 24. * Mark, 9.38, 39. Luke, 9.49, 50. Aćts, 19. 13. * Luke, 19.11. tº

3. 2 o. to condemn you. Luke, 9.60. Mark, 1. 14, 15. Dan. 2.44. & 7. 14. Luke, 1.33. Heb. 12. 28. Iſ. 9. 6,7. The gºſpel diſpenſato

Iſ 49.24, 25. John, 16. 1 1. Luke, 11. 21, 22. Mark, 3. 27. * Luke, 11.23. & 9.50. Maik, 9.40.

*

as to ſay, “If evil ſpirits aſſiſt me in working miracles for

“ the confirmation of my doćtrine, they do what they can

“ to promote the ſpiritual worſhip and ardent love of the

“ true God, and as effeótually as poſſible excite men to

“ the pračtice of univerſal juſtice, benevolence, tempe

“ rance, and ſelf-government; all theſe virtues being

“ powerfully recommended by my doćtrine. But thus to

* make the evil ſpirits fight againſt themſelves, is evi

“ dently to make them ruin their own intereſt; unleſs it

“ can be thought that the ſtrength and welfare of a ſociety

“ is advanced by jarring diſcord, and deſtructive civil

“ wars: your judgment, therefore, of my condućt, is

“ palpably malicious and abſurd. This anſwer of our
gº }. demonſtratively proves, that Beelzebub and Satan

“ are names of the ſame perſon ; and conſequently that

“Satan was confidered as the prince of thoſe demons who

“ were caſt out by Chriſt, and who are elſewhere repreſented

“ as hiſ angels. It may not be improper to add here, that

“ the Jewiſh rabbis call every demon by the name of Satan,

“ and often uſe the name in the plural number. So they

“ call Sammael (which is but another name for Beelzebub)

“ the head or prince of all the Satans.”. See Caſaubon

on the place, and Archbiſhop Tillotſon's Sermons, vol. iii.

545. -p ź 27. By whom do your children, &c.] Your ſons, joi.

Dr. Chandler paraphraſes the verſe thus: “You do not

“ impute the miracles of your prophets to Beelzebub,

“ but, on the evidence of theſe miracles, you receive

“ them as the meſſengers of God; nevertheleſs you rejećt

“ me, who work greater and more numerous miracles than

“ they, and impute them to the power of evil ſpirits. Is

“ this condućt of a piece Wherefore theſe prophets

44 ſhallº judges; they ſhall condemn you.” Others,

however, ſuppoſe, and, as it ſeems to me, with better

reaſon, that by your ſons is meant your diſciples, or your

countrymen in general; for that many of the Jews did at

this time attempt to caſt out devils, is plain from Mark

ix. 38. Luke ix.49. Aëts xix., 13. and Joſephus, Antiq.

lib. viii. c. 2. Calvin thinks that God conferred a power

of this kind on ſome particular perſons among the Jews

anciently, that, by thus proving his preſence among them,

he might retain the nation in the faith of his covenant ;

and that the people, having experienced God's power in

thoſe inſtances, came fooliſhly to inſtitute for themſelves

the office of an exorciſt. Agreeably to this it may be

g

obſerved, that our Lord's argument does not require t

the demons were a&ually expelled by theſe exorciſts; i.

ſufficient that the Jews thought they were expelled,

did not condemn thoſe pretended miracles, as they

Chriſt's real ones. See Whitby and Grotius on

place.

Wer. 28. Then the kingdom of God is come unto yºu.)"

is, “You may thereby diſcover that I am the Meſ

“ or that king who was promiſed to the Jews."

miracles of our Lord, and the manner in which he

formed them, were manifeſt demonſtrations of his ly

been ſent from God (ſee John iii. 2.), and conſequ

that what he ſaid of himſelf was true. But the cºffi

of devils, in particular, was a miracle which proved

to be the Meſſiah ; ſince he came into the world or

poſe to dºffrºy the works of the devil. See 1 John,

John xii. 31. Heb. ii. 14. and Beaufobre and Lenſ.

Wer. 29. A ſtrong man's houſ] The houſe of th

one. See Iſai. xlix. 24, 25. The ſtrong one is the

the evil one, and the prince of this world. The ar.

ſuppoſes, that the ſtrong one is 2&tually preſent t

his houſe; and indeed the caſe in queſtion proves

fence of Satan. The houſe of the ſtrong one, int

Chriſt entered, was the world, fitly called Beelzebub",

palace, becauſe there he is ſerved by luxury, lug, c

neſs, pride, anger, and other evil paſſions of me

goods or veſſel; belonging to this ſtrong one, whi

ſpoiled, are the wicked, called Beelzebub's veſſels

rically; as St. Paul is called by Chrift his chº

Acts ir. 15. Or, if we chooſe to purſue the

more cloſely, by the veſ.'s or furniture of B

houſe we may underſtand the luſts and paſſions

hearts, the inſtruments by which he keeps pº

them. See Heylin, Macknight, and Chemnitz.

Per. 30. He that is not with me, &c.] “ If, a

“ the maxims of the world, thoſe are reckon

“who do not affiſt us againſt our foes ; I,

“deeply engaged in the oppoſition to Satan,

“rather to be reckoned his enemy 5 and he w

“fet himſelf, according to his ability, to gat

“ into my kingdom with me, is but vainly .

“ſcattering abroad; and, however he is empl

“ his time and labour in what will at laſt turr

“ account. Much more criminal and fatal th

“character and conduct of thoſe be, who, wit
º
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and he that gathereth not with me ſcattereth

abroad.

31 Wherefore I ſay unto you, "All manner

of fin and blaſphemy ſhall be forgiven unto

" Mirk, ; 28. Luke, 12. Io. Heb. 6. 6, & 10, 26–29. 1 John, 5. 16.

§ 11, iſ 1. 18. S. 55. 7, & 44- 22.

men; but the blaſphemy againſ the Holy

Ghoſt ſhall not be forgiven unto men.

32 And whoſoever ſpeaketh a word againſt

the Son of man, it ſhall be forgiven him :

with 1 Tim. 1. 13, 15, 16. Heb. 7. 25. John, 1.9 & 2. 1, a. Ezek.

“implicable malice, oppoſe my cauſe, and are reſolved, at

“iſ adventures, to do their utmoſt to bear it dow", as you

* if: attempting to do by theſe vile infinuations which you

“have now ſuggeſted.” See Doddridge, and the note on

Markix. 40.

War. 31. Shall be fºrgiven unto men] It is evidently our

Iord's meaning here, not that every ſuch fin ſhall actually

be pardoned, but that it is, in the divine economy, capable

of being pardoned, or is pardonable. Dr. Campbell renders

the paſſage, in men is pardonable.

Wºr, 31, 32. The inference in theſe verſes is not parti

tularly conneéted with the member of the diſcourſe imme

itely preceding it; but it ariſes from the whole ſeries

of the reaſoning; as if our Lord had ſaid, “Since all

“theſe arguments make it evident that I perform my mi

ºricles by the Spirit of God, you ſhould not aſcribe

“them to the devil; yet this blaſphemy may be forgiven

"ſou, becauſe you may repent and believe, upon re

“ceiving ſtronger proofs of my miſſion from God. When

“that period comes, namely, after I am raiſed from the

a dead by the Holy Ghoſt; when his miraculous gifts are

“ſhed down upon believers, and the nature of the Meſfiah's

“kingdom is more fully made known, the foundation of

“your prejudices againſt me ſhall be wholly removed :

* wherefore, if you ſhall then ſpeak againſt the Holy Ghoſt -

“by maliciouſly affirming that his gifts and miracles come

“from the devil, it ſhall not be forgiven you ; becauſe it

“is a fin which you cannot poſſibly repent of, inaſmuch as
“farther evidence ſhall not be offered you; but you ſhall

“be puniſhed for it both in this world and in the world

“to come.” Or we may tranſlate the clauſe differently:

“It ſhall not be forgiven him, neither in this age, neither

“in the age to come;” importing, that no expiation was

Provided for the blaſphemer of the Spirit, neither under

the Jewiſh nor Chriſtian diſpenſation. St. Mark adds,

th. iii. 30. Becauſe they ſaid, he hath an unclean ſpirit;

fignifying, that our Lord declared the irremiſſibleneſs of the

ſº againſt the Holy Ghoſt on this occaſion, that the Pha

Rees might be awakened to a ſenſe of their danger,

in approaching ſo near as they did to that fin, when,

being unable to deny his miracles, they repreſented them

is performed by the aſſiſtance of the devil. The reader

deſirous of ſeeing the above interpretation indubitably.

confirmed is referred to Dr. Whitby's note, and 4th

*"Pendix to St. Matthew, and to John Hales's tračts.

Archbiſhop Tillotſon, vol. i. ſerm. 17. has endeavoured

tº prove, that the fin againſt the Holy Ghoſt was that

*º theſe Phariſees committed in aſcribing the miracles

*Chriſt to Satan ; and certainly, if they perfiſted in that

blaſphemy after the full demonſtration of Chriſt's miſſion,
this*Teally to fin againſt the Holy Ghoſt. Dr. Clarke's

ºaſe, vol. vi. ſerm. 1. nearly agrees with what we

**ove given; but for the Citisfaction of the reader

on a ſubjećt of ſo much inquiry, we ſhall here ſubjoin it':

“Since it is as evident as it is poſſible for any thing to be,

“ that the works which I do are by the immediate autho

“rity of God, and by the power of the Holy Spirit,

“ therefore whoſoever ſhall reſiſt this great convićtion, by

“ ſo unreaſonable and obſtinate a degree of malice, as to

“ aſcribe theſe very works, theſe greateſt and higheſt evi

“dences of divine authority, to the power of the devil;

“ to ſuch a perſon God will never afford any farther means

“ of convićtion; and therefore, though all other blaſphe

“mies, and all particular fins whatſoever, may be repented

“ of and forgiven, yet he who is guilty of this total cor

“ruption of mind, this maliciouſly perverſe and deſperate

“ reječting of the greateſt and higheſt convićtion which

“God vouchſafes to afford men, ſhall never have granted

“ him any farther means of repentance and forgiveneſs.

“Every particular kind or ſort of fin whatſoever, and all

“ other blaſphemies whatſoever, ſhall be forgiven men :

“even he that ſpeaks againſt me (ſays our Lord) in all

“ other reſpects, or calumniates me upon any other

“ account whatſoever, and is not at firſt convinced by my

“ preaching and exhortations, may yet afterwards be con

“vinced by the mighty works he ſhall ſee, and by the

“ power of the Holy Ghoſt, and ſo repent and be for

“given : but he who obſtinately reſiſts even this greateſt

“ and moſt extraordinary method which God has thought

“ fit to make uſe of for the converſion of mankind, and

“maliciouſly reviles the moſt evident operations of the

Spirit of God; ſuch a one has no farther means left,

by which he might be convinced and brought to

repentance, and conſequently he can never be for

“ given.”

War. 32. Whoſºever ſpeaketh a word, &c.] The preju

dices which alleviated the fin of the Jews, who reječted

Jeſus during his own lifetime, and which in the period

here referred to (viz. the day of Pentecoſt) were to be

removed, aroſe from ſuch cauſes as theſe : 1ſt, His parent

age and place of abode ; for his countrymen, being well

acquainted with both, would not allow him to be the

Meſſiah, becauſe they imagined when the Meſſiah came,

no man would know whence he was, John vii. 27. 2dly,

The old prophet Elias had not appeared to uſher in the
Meſfiah, as they expected, according to the doctrine of

the ſcribes, Matt. xvii. 10. founded on the propheſy, Mal:

iv. 5. 3dly, Chriſt's mean condition of life occaſioned

violent prejudices againſt him in the minds of the Jews,

who firmly believed that their Meſſiah would be ſurrounded

with all the pomp aid ſplendour of an earthly prince ;

and who, in ſpeaking of him, had been accuſtomed to

give him the titles of the King of Iſrael, and Son of God.

But, by our Lord's reſurrečtion from the dead, and by

the deſcent of the Spirit on the Apoſtles, the foundation :

ef all theſe prejudices was ſapped. Then he was demon

Ž 2 ſirated
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but whoſoever ſpeaketh againſt the Holy

Ghoſt, "it ſhall not be forgiven him, neither

in this world, neither in the world to

COIIlê. -

33 ° Either make the tree good, and his

fruit good; or elſe make the tree corrupt, and

his fruit corrupt: for the tree is known by his

fruit.

34 °C) generation of vipers, how can ye,

being evil, ſpeak good things : for out of the

abundance of the heart the mouth ſpeaketh.

35 "A good man out of the good treaſure

of the heart bringeth forth good things; and

an evil man out of the evil treaſure bringºth

forth evil things.

36 But I ſay unto you, "That every ide

word that men ſhall ſpeak, they "... give

account thereof in the day of judgment

37 For by thy ords thou ſhalt be ju

tified, and by thy words thou ſhalt be cof

deºiled.

38 ‘Then certain of the Scribes and

* Matk: 3.29. , Heb. 6.4–8. & ſo. 26–31. 1 Sam. 2. 25. 2 Theſſ. 1. 9. Iſ. 21. 14. • Ch. 7. 17. Luke, 6.44–45. John, 15.5.

3. 7. & 23.33. Luke, 6.45. Job, 12. 18–20. “Ch. 13.52. Prov. 10, 20, 21. 1 Sam. 24. 13. 1ſ. 32. 6. Jer, 6.7. Luke, c. 45. J.

35. , Essl. 12. 14. Rom, 14-12. Exod. 29. 7. Lev. 19. 12. Eph. 5, 4, 6. Prov. 18. 1. * Ch. 16. 1–4. Luke, 1.1. 16, 29–31. 1 Cor. i.
Mark, 8.12.

ſtrated to be the Son of God with power, Rom. i. 4. Then

he was known to have come down from heaven, John vi. 6o

—62. Then he was exalted to be a Prince and a Saviour,

to give repentance and remiſſion of ſins, A&ts v. 31.-A

kingly dignity, infinitely ſuperior to all the moſt dazzling

honours of an earthly diadem. See Macknight.

Wer. 33. Either make the tree good, &c.] “If you make

“my miracles Beelzebub's, you muſt make my doctrine

“ his alſo: all the good I do, you muſt ſay is his work ;

“ all the exhortations by which I excite finners to repent

“ ance are his ; the knowledge which I give you of the

“ way of life, and the motives I offer for your encourage

“ ment to enter upon it, are his. On the other hand, if

“ you make my doćtrine GOD's, you muſt make my

“miracles his likewiſe; for men judge of the nature of

“ an agent by the aëtions which he does, juſt as they

“ judge of trees by the fruit they produce; for which

“ reaſon you may eaſily know that I am not in league

“ with Beelzebub ; but that you yourſelves are ſo.” Or,

we may give the words another turn, thus : “Since you,

“ Phariſees, pretend to extraordinary holineſs, your

“ words and actions ſhould be all º: judge therefore

“ candidly, and ſpeak reverently of the divine diſpenſa

“tions; or, if you will blaſpheme, lay aſide your preten

* fions to religion; for, however ſpecious theſe may be,

“ your true chara&ers will be diſcovered by your words

“ and ačtions, even as a tree is known by its fruit.” See

Macknight, and Beauſobre and Lenfant.

Wer. 34–37. O generation of vipers, &c.] Without

attending to the context, and our Saviour's general argu

ment, which he is here cloſely purſuing, interpreters have

been ſtrangely perplexed with the phraſe every idle wºrd, in

wer. 36., which many of them have confidered as a diſtinčt

and ſeparate injunction; whereas it is cloſely connected

with that calumnious and blaſphemous way of ſpeaking,

proceeding out of an evil heart, which our Saviour is ſo

ſharply condemning in the Phariſees. He declares that

the atrociouſneſs of the blaſphemy againſt the Holy Spirit

is not leſſened by its being a fin committed in words; the

reaſon whereof is obvious: words are only the dreſs of

thought; they expreſs the diſpoſitions of men's hearts, and

conſequently partake of the nature of thoſe diſpoſitions;

on which account we ſhall be rewarded or puniſhed for

our words as well as for our actions. The malicious

blaſphemous heart diſcovers its malignity by malic

and blaſphemous words, and thoſe are the idle or w

word, whereof our Saviour here ſpeaks, as the co,

indiſputably proves. The editors of the Pruſſian t

ment have obſerved very well, that the LXX, whoſe

the apoſtles generally make uſe of, render the He

word npº ſheker, which ſignifies falſehood, reviſin

lumny, by vain, or unprofitable. Compare the H.

with the LXX, Exod. v. 9. Hoſea xii. 1. Mic. i. 14.

ii. 3. and ſee Epheſ. v. 6. Now it is manifeſt fro

31, 32. that our Saviour is not ſpeaking here of

impertinent, but of falſe, reviling, and blaſphemour

For this reaſon ſome manuſcripts read woreov, wick,

thus St. Chryſoſtom underſtood it. To what theſe

obſerve, we may add, that the word idle was uſ

merly, and perhaps at the time when our tranſlat

made, to convey the idea of wicked; for though v

now in the firſt verſe of the firſt pſalm of Ste.

verſion, to wicked wight his ear, in ſome ancient

is, to idle wight. But God forbid, that any thin

drop from my pen, which might in the leaſt mea

tribute to injure the cauſe of holineſs. I am

conſcious, from a thouſand texts, as well as fron

verſal tenor of the word of God, that the whol

gion conſiſts in living in the preſence and to th

God in all well-pleaſing, which includes the w

the whole life, and conſequently the whole of ol

ſation ; and that every thing we are, and ſpea

has a conſtant and immediate reference to o

ſtate. But as an honeſt and faithful Commenta

candidly and without reſerve give the meanin

paſſage in the word of God, agreeably to the c

to the beſt of my judgment, united with the beſt

draw from other genuine Commentators. Se

26. and the whole of James, ch. iii. where

ſubjećt of our words and converſation will be

at large, to the full ſatisfaction, I truſt, of

reader. -

Wer. 38, 39. Then certain of the Scriber, &

our Saviour's reaſoning was clear and unanſ

ſome of the Scribes and Phariſees, deſirous

diſcourſe to another topic, and fully demol
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the Phariſees anſwered, ſaying, Maſter, we

would ſee a ſign from thee. . . . "

39 But he anſwered and ſaid unto them,

‘An evil and adulterous generation ſeeketh

after a ſign; and there ſhall no ſign be given

to it, but the ſign of the prophet Jonas:

* Ch. 16.4. & 23.33. Iſ 57. 3. Mark, 8.38. John, 4.48. & 2. 18. , James, 4.4. 1 John, 2. 15.

* Jonah, 3.5-io. Luke, 11. 32. Jer, 3: 1. Eack. R6, 51, Rom. 2. ~". .* khu, a. 19.

4o "For as Jonas was three days and three

nights in the whale's belly; ſo ſhall the Son of

man be three days and three nights in the

heart of the earth.

41 * The men of Nineveh ſhall riſe in judg

ment with this generation, and ſhall condemn
--~~~

u * --

* Jºn”, “ ”...:2. 2. ch. 16. 21. & 22,

hardneſs of their hearts, required a ſgn from heaven; as

much as to ſay, “Maſter, thou profeſſeſt thyſelf a teacher

* of extraordinary authority, and we may juſtly expect

“ſome proportionable proof of it: Now theſe ſuppoſed

“ diſpoſſeſſions which we have lately ſeen or heard of, are

“ſo liable to fraud and colluſion, that we cannot fully

“acquieſce in them, but would gladly ſee a more remark

“able and convincing ſign from thce; and particularly

“ſome ſuch celſial appearance as ſeveral of our ancient

“prophets gave.” The words of St. Luke, xi. 16. ex

preſsly fix it to this ſenſe: and St. Matthew, in another

relation of this kind, ch. xvi. 1. tells us they demanded

a ſºn from heaven : (See Mark viii. 1 1. the note on

th. iv. 6, and John vi. 30.) and they might probably con

dude, that they had the better excuſe for making ſuch a pro

poſal, as Moſes, Joſhua, Samuel, and Elijah had given ſuch

ſigns. Jeſus told them, that their requiring a ſign after ſo

many miracles were wrought to convincethem,ſhewed them

to be a wicked and adulterous generation, a ſpurious breed

which had degenerated from the faith and piety of their

greatprogenitor Abraham; for which reaſon they ſhould have

no other, but ſuch as they were every day beholding in his

miraculous werks, the fign of the prophet Jonah excepted.

He meant hereby the miracle of his own reſurre&tion

from the dead, typified by the deliverance of Jonah from

the fiſh's belly, and to which he often appealed, as the

great evidence of his miſſion from God. We may juſt

obſerve, that as the reſurreótion of Chriſt was attended

given : inſtead of giving it, it was proper to affirm ex

preſsly, as Jeſus did affirm, that it never would be given,

and that it did not belong to the Meſfiah, juſtly conceived.

Whenever a fign was aſked, he appealed for the certainty

of his miſſion to his own reſurrečtion from the dead. So

far was he from refuſing any rational evidence of his miſſion,

that even their perverſeneſs hindered him not from vo

luntarily pointing out the ſtrongeſ?. His reſurrečtion was

in itſelf the moſt ſtupendous miracle, and its force was

increaſed by its being in this manner appealed to; for it

thus became the accompliſhment of the propheſies uttered

by him. But there is a farther propriety in his foretºlling

it, when they required a fign : it was a plain infinuation

that their opinion of the manner of the Meſfiah's appear

ance was wrong ; that he was not ſuch a prince as they

expected; for £, it he informed them expreſsly, that he

muſt be put to death, or at leaſt die, before he entered on

his kingdom. His anſwer was therefore fit for leading

them to a juſter interpretation of Daniel's propheſy (ch. vii.

13, 14.), and for preventing their reječtion of the Meſ

ſiah, becauſe he wanted a charaćter which was never pre

dićted of him. See Dr. Gerard's Diſſertations on ſubjećts

relating to the Genius and Evidences of Chriſtianity,”

p. 186, &c.

Wer. 40. For at jonas war three days and three nights]

See the note on Jonah, i. 17. Inſtead of the whale's, we

ſhould read the fiſh's belly. It is no where in the Old Teſ

tament ſaid that it was a whale, and wºro; ſignifies any large

with the appearance of a deſcending angel, it was, with fiſh in general. See Mintert on the word. The heart of

greater exačtneſs than is generally obſerved, the very thing

which theſe Phariſees demanded ; a ſign from heaven.

Some have objećted to our Saviour, as being unwilling to

give all the evidence of his miſfion which he might have

given, on account of his refuſing a ſign when it was de

manded. But to this it may be replied, that as the perſons

who made this demand were ačtuated by no laudable mo

tives, but by perverſeneſs and prejudice, which had alread

made them withſtand the cleareſt evidence, and theº:
miracles, and which it was in vain to expe&t to conquer

by working more miracles; it was therefore as reaſonable

tº refuſe to work more, as it is not to perfiſt in reaſoning

with a man, who ſhews that he reaſons only for the ſake

of contention, without any concern to diſcover truth.

* when we recollea what was the fign which they

*fired, the objećtion is even abſurd. It was a ſign which

§ were led to expećt only by their falſe notions of a

*Poºl Meſſiah ; it was abſolutely inconſiſtent with the
*of the Meſfiah's charaaer: to have given it, would

**ºn to become juſt ſuch a deliverer as the Jews

**d; it was therefore impoſſible that it could be

the earth is a Hebraiſm for the earth. See what Ezekiel

ſays of the city of Tyre, which was fituated on the ſea

ſhore, ch. xxvii. 4. xxviii. 2. Our Saviour, in the expreſ

fion here uſed, alludes to Jonah, ii. 2. The miraculous

preſervation of Jonah for three days in the belly of a fiſh,

was to the Ninevites a certain proof of his miſſion from

God, being credibly atteſted to them, either by the ma

riners, who threw him overboard at a great diſtance from

land; or by ſome other perſons, who happening to ſee the

fiſh vomit him alive upon the ſhore might inquire his hiſ.

tory of him ; and who, in the courſe of their buſineſs,

met him afterwards at Nineveh, where they confirmed his

preaching by relating what they had ſeen. In like manner

Chriſt's reſurre&tion from the dead, after having been

three days and three nights in the heart of the earth, being

credibly atteſted to the Jews, ſhould clearly demonſtrate

that he came from God. -

Ver. 41, 42. The men of Nineveh, &c.] The Ninevites

being judged at the ſame time with the men of that gene

ration, and their behaviour being compared together,

ſhould make the guilt of the latter appear in its º: co

Ours,
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it: becauſe they répented at the preaching

of Jonas ; and, behold, a greater than Jonas

is here. -

42 *The queen of the ſouth ſhall riſe up

in the judgment with this generation, and ſhall

condemn it: for ſhe came from the uttermoſt

pºrts of the carth to hear the wiſdom of

Solomon ; and, behold, a greater ºn Solo

mon is here.

43 * When the unclean ſpirit is gone out

of a man, he walketh through dry places,

ſeeking reſt, and findeth none.

7 iſ 9. 6. John, i. 14. & 10, to, & 3. 31. Rom. 9.5.

& 17. 5. Ch. 12. 5. Coi, 2. 3, 9. john, 1. 18. * Luke, 11. 24.

Gal 5. 19—21. Titus, 3, 3. * Pſ. 31. 2.

ohn, 15. 22, 24. 1 licſi. 2, 15, 16.

al. i. 19.

Titus, 2. 13. Phil. z. 6, 7.

Aës, S. 13.

Iſ 66. 3, 4. Heb. 6, 4–8. & 10, 26. -

* Mark, 3. 31-35. & 6. 3. Lake, 8. 19–21. Ch. 13.55. John, 2. 11. & 7. 3. Aćis, 1, 14. 1 Cor. 9.

44 Then he faith, I will return into my º

houſe from whence I came out; and, whº

he is come, he findeth it “empty, ſwept, and

garniſhed.

45 ° Then goeth he, and taketh with him.

ſelf ſeven other ſpirits more wicked than him.

ſelf, and they enter in and dwell there; and

the laſt ſtate of that man is worſe than the

firſt. Even ſo that it be alſo gºto this wicked

generation. +

46 | While he yet talked to the people

‘behold, his mother and his brethren |\oot

* 1 Kings, I c. r. 2 Chr. 9. 1.

* Job. 1.7 & 2. 2. 1 Peter, 5.8.

2. Peter, z. zo–22.

Luke, 11. $1. * Ch. 3, 1.

Ch. 8. 29. * Pſ. 31. 11,

Ch. 21. 38–41. & 15, 1}. & 23, 34–

lours, and condemn them: for though they were idolaters,

they repented at the preaching of Jonah, a ſtranger, a poor

perſon, and one who continued among them only three

days, and wrought no miracle among them to make them

believe him : but the men of that generation, though wor

Thippers of the true God by profeſſion, could every day

hear unmoved the much more powerful preaching of a

prophet infinitely greater than Jonah; even the preaching

of the eternal Son of God, who confirmed his doćtrine

by the moſt aſtoniſhing miracles. Our Saviour likewiſe

told them that the queen ºf the ſºuth, (of the ſouth-country,

Campbell,) being compared in the day of judgment with

them, would condemn them; ſhe having undertaken a

long journey to hear the wiſdom of Solomon ; whereas they

would not hear one infinitely wifer than Solomon, though

he was come to their very doors; or, if they condeſcended to

hear his wiſdom, they would not embrace it. See the note

on 1 Kings, x. 1. From the uttermºſt parts ºf the earth, in rºw

7sg: ray rm, y ç, is rendered by ſome commentators, from

the utmºſ' bounds of the land. “I do not think,” ſays one of

them, “ that the word yń is uſed in the New Teſtament

“ for the earth : yº is the land, by eminence; oxsº syn, the

“ Roman empire; zogu Gº, the earth.” One cannot help

remarking the very ſublime manner, yet the perfeół modeſty

and decorum, wherewith cur Lord here ſpeaks of himſelf.

The humble form of his appearance, and his neceſſary

reſerve in declaring himſelf the Meſfiah in ſo many words,

made it yet more expedient, that by ſuch phraſes as theſe

before us, he ſhould ſometimes intimate it; and indeed,

his ſaying that he waſ greater than Solomon, that moſt illuſ

trious of all the deſcendants of David, was as plain an

intimation as could well be given. -

Per. 43–45. Hºhen the unclean ſpirit, &c.] Our Lord

here finiſhes his defence, alluding to the occaſion of the

diſpute, ver. 22. with a parable of a poſſeſſed perſon, who,

having had a devil or demon expelled out of him, received

him back again, with many others, or was taken poſſeſ.

fion of by them, and thereby was brought into a worſe

condition than ever. By 2wº, dry places, are meant

dfºrts. See Pſalms cwi. 14. lxx. Dr. Whitby and ſome

others interpret this of the devils being caſt out of Judaea,

yet finding no reſt in the deſerts of heatheniſm, beca

there alſo the apoſtles caſt them out: which drove then

return again to the Jews, and to make them worſe t

before. Dr. Doddridge thinks, that after the devú

driven out, he would be under a kind of reſtraint f

while ; and that the circumſtance of his going into &

places is beautifully imagined, to repreſent thoſe malig

beings as impatient at the fight of mankind, when reºr,

from hurting them, and as chooſing on ſuch occaſio

ſeek their reſt in the proſpect of a ſandy deſert: buſ

needleſs perhaps thus to ſtretch the minute circumſ

of a parable: if the moral intended be clearly exp

by the chief ſtrokes of it, a variety of leſſer circumſ

may without any particular ſignification be added, tº

and enliven the principal members of the compoſitio

the interpretation of a parable, therefore, we are not

the leaſt neceſſity of aſſigning a moral meaning t

particular circumſtance; at the ſame time, if all c

naturally ſuggeſt ſuch a meaning, the parable is {

the more perfeót: in this of the ejećted demon,

cumſtance of his going away to deſerts aftex \ne

poſſeſſed, may be one of the kind above mentioned

who have read the ſad account which Joſewlyws

the temper and cond.&t of the Jews after the aſc

Chriſt, and juſt before their final deſtruction \s

mans, muſt acknowledge that no emblem *... i

more proper to deſcribe them, than that whic

viour here uſes. Their characters are the vile ſt

be conceived, and they preſſed on to their own

they had been poſſeſſed by legions of devils, an

up to the laſt degree of madneſs. See Macknig
and Chemnitz.

Wer. 46. Behold, his mºther and hir *z-ezž,----- |

55. Mary was attended by her fiſter’s cynn) are:

the couſins, or, according to the Hebrew diale

thren of Chriſt, (ſee on ch. x. 2.) and w\\o º

during her ſtay in Capernaum; a piece of re

her bleſſed Son could not ſhew, on acco-wº

of his miniſtry. It was on occaſion of the

to him, that Jeſus uttered that excellent - i.

ſubſequent verſes, which will never be for

4
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it) ºil

| wi:

ſº, tº

hi.

mir,

*::::

º

wi.

* Mier occaſioned.

without, deſiring to ſpeak with him. ...

47 Then one ſaid unto him, Behold, thy

mother and thy brethren ſtand without, deſi

fing to ſpeak with thee.

48 But he anſwered and ſaid unto him that

told him, Who is my mother ? and who are

my brethren :

Luke, 6, 13–16. A&s, 1. 13. John, 17. 12.

1 Peter, i. 15, 16.

* Ch. Io. 2-4.

17 & 15, 14. Ron 2. 13. James, 1. 22.

* Gal. 5.6. & 6. 15.

2 Peter, 1.4—10.

49 And he ſtretched forth his hand toward

*his diſciples, and ſaid, Behold my mother

and my brethren :

$o “For whoſoever ſhall do the will of my

Father which is in heaven, the ſame is my

brother, and fifter, and mother.

Col. 3. 11.

Luke, 11. 27, 28.

Ch. 7, 21. Pſ. xv. & 24. 3-5. John, 13.

there are memories in the world to retain it, or tongues

to repeat it.

Wr. 48. Who is my mother P &c.] To ſuppoſe that our

Lord here intends to put any ſlight on his mother, would

k very abſurd. He only took the opportunity of expreſ

fing his affection to his obedient diſciples in a peculiarly

ºndearing manner, which could not but be a very great

comfort to them, and would be to Suſanna, Joanna,

Mary Magdalene, and the other pious women who ſat

near him, (Luke, viii. 2, 3.) a rich equivalent for all the

fitigue and expence which their zeal for their heavenly

And as this ſeems to have been to

wards the beginning of their progreſs, it is obſervable that

... out Lord appears to have been peculiarly concerned for

their encouragement. See Luke, xi. 27, 28. and Dod

didze.

F. 50. The ſame is my brother, and ſºfter, and mother]

H. is my brother, or ſiſter, or mother. Doddridge. This

ſort ſpeech of our Lord, related by the evangeliſt with

great fimplicity, is, without his ſeeming to deſign it, one of

the fineſt encomiums imaginable. Could the moſt elabo

ſite panegyric have done our Lord and his religion half

the honour which this divine ſentiment has done them 2

Whºſever ſhall do the will of my Father, &c. “I regard

“obedience to God ſo highly, that I prefer the relation

“that it conſtitutes, and the union which it begets, to

“the ſtrongeſt ties of blood. They who do the will of my

“Father, #. a much greater ſhare in my eſteem than

“my kinſmen; as ſuch, I love them with an affection

"tender and ſteady, like that which ſubſiſts between the

" neareſt relations; nay, I reckon them, and them only,

“my brethren, my ſiſters, and my mother.” A high com

mendation this, and not a refle&tion upon our Lord's mo

tieſ, who no doubt was among the chief of thoſe who

* the will of God. What veneration ſhould reign in

* hearts of men for Jeſus and his religion, which ex

hibits an idea of ſuch perfection and goodneſs!

Infºrencer.—We may obſerve with pleaſure the zeal

which the attendants of Chriſt expreſſed, who choſe on a

*ºred feſtival to expoſe themſelves to hunger as well as

* (ver. 1.), rather than they would loſe the benefit of
his inſtructions, which, like the heavenly manna on the

* Preceding the ſabbath, were then poured out in a

*Plenty. But what numerous auditory is ſo candid

** contain none who come like theſe Phariſees, with

raćter of hypocrites, and of thoſe who have only a falſe

zeal; they are offended at things in their nature innocent,

and even ſometimes at ſuch as are good, neceſſary, and

acceptable to God; while they themſelves negle&t the moſt

eſſential duties of religion, and eſpecially the great duty of

charity.

What our Lord ſays upon this occaſion, and chiefly the

expreſſion I will have mercy, and not ſacrifice, ver. 7. de

ſerves our beſt attention. The Chriſtian religion deals not

in forms and ceremonies, nay, diſpenſes even with rituals

of divine, appointment, when humanity and benevolence

interfere with the obſervation of them. How great then

the perverſeneſs and wickedneſs of thoſe, who ſacrifice

mercy itſelf, not merely to ceremonies of divine original,

but to their own arbitrary inventions, ſuperſtitious dreams,

and precarious, though confident determinations. We

ſhould practiſe habitual caution and candour, left before

we are aware we condemn the innocent and the pious, and

become guilty of what is much more diſpleaſing in the

fight of God, than the faults which a peeviſh and cen

ſorious temper may fancy it diſcovers in our brethren.

The change of the Jewiſh into the Chriſtian and ſpiri

tual ſabbath ſhews, that Chriſt is not only the Lord, ver, 8.

but alſo the truth and completion of it. When, Lord,

wilt thou change this ſabbath into that of etermity into

that unchangeable rºſt, which remaineth to the people ºf God?

Heb. iv. 9. -

There are but too many Chriſtians ſo called, it is to be

feared, who regard their cattle even more than the ſouls

committed by Providence to their care, and therefore, no º

doubt, more than their own too: ver. I 1, 12. If we owe

a great deal to a man, let him be what he will, how much

more to a Chriſtian, together with whom we help to form

the body of Chriſt? Strange corruption of the heart of

man, to whom it muſt be proved, that he is permitted at all

times to do good!

The maice of the Phariſees did not reſtrain the bene

volence of our compaſſionate Saviour, nor deprive the poor

patient of his cure, ver. 13. The fear of giving offence

to Phariſaical perſons ſhould never hinder an evangelical

labourer from going forward with God’s work, according

to his rules and maxims. We ſhould never be overcome ºf

evil. -

The bare will of our Lord has an Almighty power of

reſtoring life and vigour to our ſouls. He makes the afflic

tion evident, in order to make known his mercy : Stretch

**ºre to cavil rather than to learn? The malignity of fºrth thine hand. When God deſigns to heal the withered
leir temper ſufficiently appeared in taking exception at

to ſmall a circumſtance, ver, 2. Indeed 8 p

z

this is the cha-,

band of a penitent (and when does he not 2), he need

only give command, and the penitent begins preſently
to
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The parable of the ſower and the ſeed; the expoſition of it.

The parable of the tares, of the muſtard-ſeed, of the leaven,

of the hidden treaſure, of the pearl, of the draw-net caff into

the ſea; and how Chriſt is contemned of his own country

1710 ºz.

[Anno Domini 30.]

H E * ſame day went Jeſus out of the

houſe, * and ſat by the ſea-ſide.

2 And great multitudes were gathered toge

ther, unto him, ſo that he went into a ſhip,

and ſat; and the whole multitude ſtood on the

ſhore.

3 And he ſpake many things unto them

“in parables, ſaying, Behold, “a ſower went

forth to ſow : --

4 And when he ſowed, ſome ſeeds fell by

* A&s, Io. 38. Iſ 63. 1. Gal. 6.. 9. * Mark, 4.1-13. Luke, 5. 3. & 8. 4-1c., Gen. 49. 10. , Ch. 4, 25. & 8. 2. & 14. 13. & 15, 30. & 19, 2,

* Pſ, 49.3, 4, & 78.2. Mark iv. Luke viii. xv. xvi. &c. * Ver. 37. 18–23. Mark, 4.3—zo. Luke, 8.4-15.

to ſtretch it fºrth to him by prayer and faith. Lord, my

ſoul is before thee, like this hand; vouchſafe to ſhew it

the ſame ſaving mercy

How ſtriking is the prudence of our Lord, who avoided

every thing that looked like vanity or oſtentation How

ſtriking his humility, meekneſs, and condeſcenſion l—ver.

15, 16. Surely face does not more exactly anſwer to face

in water, than the charaćter of Chriſt drawn by the pro

phet to his temper and condućt as deſcribed by the Evan

geliſts. How ſhould Zion rejoice, and the daughter of judah

ſhout, that fuch a king cometh unto her, meek, and having

ſalvation? He diſcourages nobody; he bears with the

weakneſs of men with great patience; and while there is

any good in us, he forſakes us not. This ought, on one

Thand, to encourage and make us confide in him; and, on

the other, induce us to imitate him; to be humble, meek,

and peaceable as he was ; to avoid vain-glory, and a deſire

of praiſe; to ſhun quarrels and diſputes; to exerciſe great

forbearance towards men; to make allowances for, and

condeſcend to, their weakneſs.

The Spirit of Chriſt is not a ſpirit of contention, mur

muring, clamour, or litigiouſneſs: Heſhall not ſtrive nor cry!

He who loves all theſe belongs not to him. The meek

neſs of Jeſus Chriſt, as his Father's miniſter, was parti

cularly foretold, to teach the miniſters of the Goſpel, that

their miniſtry is not a miniſtry of pride, imperiouſneſs,

. violence ; but of humility, moderation, and mild

Inel S.

We have here another triumph of Chriſt over the evil

ſpirit, ver. 22. and another proof of the horrible corrup

tion of human nature; how prone it is to be captious and

cavilling : and at the ſame time how full of blindneſs,

prejudice, and malignity, againſt Chriſt and the Goſpel.

Who could have thought the Holy One, and the Wiſdom of

God, who gave the cleareſt evidence of his excellent cha

raćter as divine, and every way infinitely greater than that

of Solomon, or any of the prophets, ſhould ever have been

traduced as a confederate with the devil; or that it ſhould

have ever entered into the heart of man to blaſpheme the

bleſſed Spirit in the higheſt manifeſtations of his glory,

and ſtigmatize him as an evil ſpirit If we ſhut our eyes

and hearts againſt the rich means of grace which Chriſt

has given us, in vain do we call for farther evidence, and

better means to convince us: mo ſgns from heaven would

prevail upon us ; and the very heathens muſt reproach

us, and riſe up in judgment againſt us; ver. 39, &c.

How great is the danger and the aggravation of finning

againſt light and grace | The more convićtions are ſtifled,

6

the greater is the hardneſs which enſues; till at length

Satan obtains a ſecure dominion over the finner, and the

worſt of all condemnation will paſs upon him in the great

day; ver, 45. How ſhould the thoughts of ſuch a day to

come make us dread every word as well as aétion, which

will then make againſt us! ver. 36, 37. How ſhould it

incite us to ſet a watch on the door of our lips, and to

labour daily to uſe our tongue ſo that it may be indeed, as

it is called in Scripture, our glory. For this purpoſe we

{hould endeavour to lay up a good treaſure of Chriſtian

knowledge and experience in our hearts, ver, 35. ; that

while too many are poiſoning thoſe round about them

with erroneous principles and vicious diſcourſes, the open

ing of our lips may be of righteous things; and we may ſtill be

ready, upon all proper occaſions, with freedom, variety,

and ſpirit, to bring forth good and profitable things from

the good treaſure of our hearts, which may edify thoſe

who hear us, and may go from one heart to another.

But let us remember, that before the lips can be ſančti

fied, and the life holy, the heart muſt be changed; and

certainly it is the greateſt comfort to hear that by goſpel

grace the heart may be changed. It is matter of the

greateſt thankfulneſs thus expreſsly to be told, that all

manner of ſin and blaſphemy ſhall be forgiven, upon our true

repentance; while it is aweful to hear, that the blaſphemy

againſ the Holy Ghºſ is excepted. Thoſe who, while they

cannot deny the fačts of Chriſtianity, yet deſpiſe and

oppoſe its doćtrines, ſhould tremble to think how near

they approach to the boundaries of this fin. But let not

the humble ſoul, that trembles at God’s word, meditate

terror to itſelf from ſuch a paſſage; which, when viewed

in its due conneétion, cannot with any ſhadow of reaſon

be thought to belong to any but thoſe who obſtinately

rejećt the Goſpel, and maliciouſly oppoſe it, when made

known to them with its ſulleſt evidence.

In vain do men ſeek for ways of accommodation to

ſoften the Goſpel; there is no medium between loving

God and being his enemy; between belonging to Chriſ

or to the devil; between being governed by charity or by

ſelf-love; ver. 30. If we would belong to Chriſt as w

ought, we muſt give ourſelves entirely to him. He alon

has paid down the price for us; he alone ought to be ou
Lord.

The devil ceaſes not to tempt thoſe whom Chriſt ha

taken from him : he has no other joy but in doin

hurt to man: he makes new efforts, and takes new pre

cautions, that he may not fail to ruin us; while we per

haps uſe none at all to eſcape him. The reaſon is, becº
l
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the way ſide, and the fowls came and devoured

them up.

* Ezek. 1.1. 19. & 36.26. Zech. 7. 12.

5. Some fell upon “ſtony places, where

they had not much earth; and forthwith they

Luke, 14. 23.

he counts our loſs his gain and delight, and we count not

our ſalvation our proper buſineſs. How much is a relapſe

to be dreaded ! This renders the ſinner more intolerable

than before, through his ingratitude and perfidiouſneſs,

ver, 43–45. Habits are formed and ſtrengthened by

relapſes, and relapſes are multiplied and become more

incurable through new habits. How is it that the finner

:as not eyes to ſee what a ſoul is, when deſerted by the

many contrary habits, as it were to ſeven devils, to whom

it his ſurrendered up itſelf by fin 2 What compaſſion

::… would a poor galley-ſlave, loaded with ſeven chains, raiſe

º

in our hearts

affided at the idea of a captive ſoul, reduced by frequent

relapſes under the power of ſeven devil; / - º

What can be more gracious and indulgent than thoſe

declarations, by which our Redeemer draws us, as with

tº ºrd ºf a man, and as with the bands of love 2 Behold

my mather and my brethren?

Heitly related to Jeſus Chriſt. They wear his name, they

bear his image, they have his nature, they are of his

family. He loves them, owns them, converſes freely with

them, as his relations. He bids them welcome to his

title, provides for them, ſees that they want nothing

proper for them.

ties: now he is in heaven, he keeps up a correſpondence

with them by his Spirit, continually intercedes for them,

and will at length, glorious iſſue of his relationſhip !—

ſective all thoſe who perſeveringly cleave to him in faith

into his eternal kingdom, and confeſs them before men,

before angels, and before his Father himſelf. Who, then,

ſt-ce, to do the will ºf Gºd; that they may be thus dear,

thus nearly allied to that Redeemer, who ought by ſo

º; tender, ſo many intereſting bonds, to be dear to
cm 2

REFLECTIONs.—1ſt, Thoſe who are moſt corrupt in

º: morals, formetimes think to atone ſor the defect by

ºil rigid zeal for the rituals of religion; as was the café

ºf the Phariſees, who, while they lowered the other com

mands to the mere letter, ſtretched the ſtrić obſervation

ºf the ſabbatical reſt to an extreme that was never de

frned: which falſe explanation our Lord confutes, and

fiews that works of mercy and charity may be practiſed

conſiſtent with the moſt religious obſervance of the fab

bath-day.

1. The occaſion given for this diſcourſe aroſe from the

ºdious reflections of the Phariſees on the diſciples of

* for rubbing the ears of corn in their hands on the

#bbath-day, as they paſſed through the fields, and eating

tem, being hungry. This the Phariſees obſerved, and

º to Jºſus as a thing unlawful to be done on the

º ath-day. The law had allowed the gathering of ſuch

* of corn, Ileut. xxiii. 25. ; but they regard the bodily
...tº - - - -

rº. ". rubbing them in their hands as a tranſgreſſion

Holy Ghoſt and his precious gifts, and made a ſlave to as

With what terror, then, ought we to be

All obedient believers are

When he died, he left them rich lega

would not exert their utmoſt endeavour, through his

of the reſt enjoined, according to the traditions of the

elders. Note ; (1.) Chriſt's diſciples were inured to want

and coarſe fare: we muſt not think it hard, if God in his

providence at any time brings us into the like ſtraits, and

cauſes us to know what it is to be hungry. (2.) The

moſt innocent actions are liable to the moſt perverſe inter

pretations from thoſe who wait for an opportunity to find
fault. * - -

2. Chriſt vindicates the praćtice of his diſciples by

allowed precedents or unanſwerable arguments.

[1..] By allowed precedents. . -

(1.) In the caſe of David and his men; who, being

preſſed with hunger, were, with the high-prieſt’s conſent,

permitted to eat the ſhew-bread, which none ordinarily

might do but the prieſts alone. And if it was adjudged

lawful to diſpenſe with a poſitive inſtitution of God to

ſatisfy David's hunger, it ſurely could not be thought fin

ful, in like circumſtances, to diſpenſe merely with the tra

ditions of the elders. -

(2.) In the caſe of the prieſts; who were obliged to do

much ſervile work on the ſabbath-day, ſuch as ſlaying,

ſkinning, and cutting up the beaſts for ſacrifice, &c.; and

yet none could conceive that to be a tranſgreſſion of the

commandment; and how much leſs the merely rubbing

out a few ears of corn in their hands for neceſſary food. Iłut

it might be obječted that they were not prieſts, and that the

temple-ſervice had a particular diſpenſation. Therefore,

[2.] Our Lord adds arguments to the examples which

he produced.

(1.) Iſºy unto you, that in this place is one greater than

the temple. And if the prieſts were blameleſs in their ſer

vice, much more were the diſciples of Jeſus allowed to

ſatisfy their hunger when attending on their Maſter, who

was the Lord of the temple, in dignity and holineſs infi

nitely greater, having all the fulneſs of the Godhead

dwelling in him bodily, and from him alone that fabric

derived all the ſančtity which it poſſeſſed.

(2.) Ifye had known what this meaneth, I will have mercy

and not ſacrifice, Hoſ. vi. 6. ye grºuld not have condemned the

guillºſ. They were ignorant of thoſe Scriptures which they

pretended to urge; for, if they had underſtood them, they

would have obſerved, that the great commandment of cha

rity was vaſtly ſuperior to mere ritual obſervances, and

therefore would never have condemned the diſciples for

thus ſatisfying the cravings of hunger on the ſabbath-day.

Note: Ignorance of God's word is generally the cauſe of

raſh cenſures on our brethren ; and this is eſpecially cul

pable in thoſe who pretend to teach others.

(3.) The Son ºf man is Lord even ºf the ſabbath-day. He

who enjoined the reſt, and preſcribed the rule on mount

Sinai, muſt needs know what obedience himſelf required,

could beſt interpret his own mind, and was fully authoriſed

to make any alteration that he ſhoºld think fit. Thus now,

though the commandm nt of obſerving a ſeventh day ſtill

is in force, he has transferred it from the laſt to the firſt

day of the week, called from him the Lord's day.
A a 3. By
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ſprung up, becauſe they lad no decpneſs of

earth :

6 And when the ſun was up, they wer: .

ſcorched; and becauſe they had not ‘roº,

* Eph. 3. 17. Col. 2. 7. & 1. 23.

3. By the cure of a paralytic man in the ſynagogue on a

fabbath-day ſome time after, he took occaſion farther to

vindicate works of mercy and charity as moſt lawful and

acceptable to God on that day. º

[1..] The perſon on whom the cure was wrought had a

withered arm, ſo that he was diſabled from labour; yet,

though unable to work, while he could walk he failed not

to be at the place of worſhip: and in the way of duty we

may hope for a bleſſing.

[2.] The Phariſees, ever on the watch, ſuſpe&ting that

Jeſus would cure him, queſtioned him concerning his

thoughts of the lawfulneſs of healing on the ſabbath-day,

which their doćtors, except in caſes of extremity, had

forbidden; and their deſign herein was to accuſe him,

either to the Sanhedrim, if he aëted contrary to their

determinations, as a ſabbath-breaker; or to the people, if

he declared it unlawful, and contradićted his own vindi

cation of his diſciples.

[3.] Chriſt anſwers them by an appeal to their own

condućt. If one of their ſheep fell into a pit, none

ſcrupled to draw it out on the ſabbath-day: how much

then was a man better than a ſheep, and his diſtreſſes

rather to be relieved No doubt therefore could be made

but that it was lawful to do good on the ſabbath-day.

[4.] Without delay, and, for aught that appears, without

waiting for a requeſt from the poor patient, who might,

ſeeing the temper of theſe men, be diſcouraged from

making application, jeſus bids him ſtretch out his hand, and

power accompanied the command. He ſtretched it forth,

and, to the aſtoniſhment of the beholders, it was reſtored

whole, like as the other. Note: Like this withered arm are our

ſouls by nature, impotent of themſelves to every thing that

is good ; and yet the calls to believe and obey are neither

abſurd nor unreaſonable, ſince Chriſt has promiſed to

accompany his word with the efficacy of his Spirit, if we

will but uſe the grace which he has previouſly given, and

ſtretch forth, as it were, the withered arm.

2dly, Exaſperated, inſtead of convinced, by his preach

ing and miracles, we are told,

1. The malicious deſigns of the Phariſees. They met

in conſultation, determined ſome way or other to put an

end to his obnoxious diſcourſes and his life together; for

which this laſt pretended breach of the ſabbath might afford

them a handle; cloaking with zeal for religion the blackeſt

crimes of hell.

2. Chriſt hereupon choſe to retire, and avoid the danger

which he foreſaw, his hour not being yet come ; but ſtill

he was attended, even in his retirement, by multitudes, to

whom he continued his accuſtomed mercies, healing all their

infirmities ; but charged them that they ſhould not make him

*nown, not deſiring fame from his miracles, and now par

ticularly willing to be concealed from the malice of his

perſecutors. Nºte: God's approbation, not man's applauſe,

is what we ſhould covet.

3. The fulfilment of the Scripture hercin is obſerved,

Iſa. xlii. 1–4. Behold, with wonder and aſtoniſhment,

my ſervant, ſo low he humbled himſelf, who counted it is

robbery to be equal with God, whom I have dºn

deſigned for the office of Mediator, and now qualified for

the work of redemption ; my beloved, in whom my ſºulis wº

pleaſed; from etermity the objećt of his complacence; and

in his perſon, office, and character as the Meſſiah, God

the Father delighted in him, and by repeated declaration

from heaven expreſſed his approbation of him. I will tº

my Spirit upon him, anointing him with the oil of gladnci

above his fellows, beſtowing ſuch a plenitude of gifts an

graces upon him as may enable him gloriouſly to diſchar

and accompliſh his arduous undertaking; and he ſhallſ,

judgment to the Gentiles, preaching to them that Goi

wherein God's righteouſneſs is revealed, and his counſ

concerning finful men are made known: he ſhall nºt jiri

with noiſe and oſtentation ſetting up his kingdom; neit

//all any man hear his voice in the ſtreets, contentious

clamorous againſt his oppoſers: a bruiſed reed ſhall he

break, the broken-hearted, weak, and trembling finue

will bind up and ſtrengthen ; and ſmoking flix ſhall h

quench; thoſe who have but the beginnings of ſpir

life, in whom the graces are feeble, and much dar

and infirmity remain, he will quicken if they clea

him, and blow the ſmoking flax into a flame; till he

forth judgment unto vićiory, by the power of his Goſp

pelling the darkneſs of error, delivering the ſoul iro

bondage of corruption, and cauſing his grace to re

all his faithful people. And in his name ſhall the (

triſ ; the heathen nations ſhall become obedient

faith, be incorporated with his Iſrael, and place a

hopes of ſalvation on the infinite merit and interce

this divine Redeemer alone.

3dly, Chriſt had before ſhewn his power over

kingdom, diſpoſſeſſing him from the bodies as well

of many. And we have alſo,

1. Another inſtance of his curing one pºffſ:

devil; a man blind and dumb through the powe

wicked ſpirit; the emblem of the ſinner, whoſe

god of this world has blinded, and whoſe lips are

from prayer and praiſe, and all converſation to

edifying. One word of Jeſus reſtored his loſt î

fight and ſpeech were perfeótly recovered.

2. The people admired the aſtoniſhing eſús

word of Jeſus, and reaſonably concluded, Is not

of David 2 the promiſed Meſſiah 2 But the

when they heard it, ſtung with envy, and obſt

dened againſt convićtion, with blaſphemous ca

five inſult, replied, This fºllow doz/; not caſh oxt

Beelzebub the prince of the devils. The fact th

deny ; but imputed the miracle to a compo

devil. To ſuch miſerable ſhifts are they driv

termined in infidelity, refuſe to ſubmit to th

truth.

3. Chriſt refutes ſo baſe an accuſation. H

malicious deſigns, and heard their words of

and therefore he at large vindicates himſelf.
8
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they withered away. /

7 And ſome fell among “ thorns; and the

thorns ſprung up, and choked them :

3 But other fell into "good ground, and

* Jer. 4. 3. Hoſ. 6. 4. Luke, 21. 34. * John, 15. 4, 5. 2 Cor. 5, 17. Rom. 7.4, with Gen. 26. 12.

tion was abſurd, and ſelf-contradićtory: it is an allowed

maxim, that every kingdom, city, or family, divided

againſt itſelf, muſt haſten its own diſſolution: impoſſible,

therefore, would it be for Satan to think of ſupporting

his dominion by thoſe means which naturally muſt ſubvert

it; the miracles of Chriſt being wrought in confirmation of

thoſe doćtrines of truth and holineſs which directly tend

to deſtroy the works of the devil. Add to this, that among

themſelves they admitted ſome exorciſts did caſt out devils

by the power of God. Aćts, xix. Mark, ix. 38. Why

then ſhould they not, by parity of reaſon, admit that his

miracles evinced a divine power 2 therefore theſe men

ſhould riſe up in judgment, and condemn them for this

pittality and blaſphemy. It being then inconteſtably

apparent that Chriſt's miracles were effected by the Spirit

of God, he urges this as a proof that the kingdºm ºf God,

of the Meſſiah promiſed to bruiſe the Serpent's head, was

1&ually now come unto them : for if this had not been the

taſe, how could it be poſſible that he ſhould thus diſpoſſeſs

the devil from the bodies and ſouls of men 2 This wicked

firit, as a ſtrong man armed, will keep faſt hold of his

Trºy, and guard his houſe. Nothing but a ſuperior power

can bind his arms, and reſcue his priſoners from him;

which Jeſus had done, and therefore proved that he re

trived no aſſiſtance from him, but was his ſuperior and.

(onqueror. Beſides, the very nature of their kingdoms

king direétly oppoſite, there can be no fellowſhip; on the

contrary, there is implacable enmity between them; and

ill who league with the one are regarded as rebels againſt

the other: ſo that they who gather not to Chriſt as their

ſhepherd, and liſt under his banners as their king, are

Mattered, expoſed to his wrath, and devoted to deſtrućtion.

So far, therefore, from a confederacy between Chriſt and

Sitan, there is open war between them, and not even a

neutrality permitted. Note; (1.) Diviſions are the ſureſt

way to deſtruction both in religious and civil communities.

* The devil has a potent kingdom erected in the world,

and he will do his utmoſt to ſupport it: but Chriſt is come

deſtroy his dominion, and will finally prevail. (3.)

They who are under the influence of prejudice will blamé

that very condućt in thoſe whom they diſlike, which they

*Prove in thoſe they love. (4.) The deſtruction of Satan's

Pºwer in the ſoul is the work of the Spirit of God; and

whenever that is evidently ſeen, there the kingdom of God

**ſuredly come. (5.) Coldneſs and indifference in the

ºuſe of Chriſt will be regarded as enmity againſt him :

* muſt be hearty in his ſervice, or we ſhall be dealt with
2s traitors.

4. From what has been obſerved, our Lord takes occa

º tº caution his hearers againſt that unpardonable crime,

... againſt the Holy Ghoff. All other fins, however

i. multiplied, or aggravated, may be forgiven, Chriſt's

lead being 2. ſufficient atonement for them ; and whoever

. s it in faith will find pardon, even thoſe who reviled

...ºutºrſpatch againſ the Holy Gºff,
*** ** forgiven Aizi, neither in this world, neither in th.

world to come. And this blaſphemy is not any denial of his

divine perſon, or oppoſition to his work through ignorance,

nor any reſiſtance againſt the miniſtry of his word, nor

wilful fin committed againſt his light and warnings; but “a

“ wilful and deſpiteful rejećtion of the Spirit of grace, the

“ imputing his miraculous operations and illuminations to

“ diabolical agency ; and this through obſtinate malice, in

“ oppoſition to a man's own light and conſcience.” This

is a direét ſin againſt our remedy, and muſt needs be

attended with inevitable perdition. See the critical

InOteS.

5. Chriſt addreſſes the Phariſees, convićting them of the

wickedneſs of their hearts by the malice which appeared in

their lips. It was as abſurd for them, who committed ſuch

blaſphemies, to pretend to ſančtity, as to expe&t good fruit

from an evil tree. For, as a man's heart is to be diſcerned

by his words and ačtions, it plainly appeared, by what they

ſpoke out of the abundance of their hearts, that they were a

generatiºn of viperſ, thruſting out their envenomed tongues

againſt Chriſt and blaſpheming him, the natural effect of

the evil which dwelt within them. A good man out of the

good treaſure of his heart, repleniſhed with divine grace,

bringeth forth good things, ſuch as are for the uſe of edifying,

and for the glory of God. But an evil man, whoſe ſpirit is

unrenewed, out of the evil treaſure of corruption which is

natural to him, bringeth forth evil, in the corrupt com

munication which proceeds out of his mouth, and the pol

luted ſtreams in his life and converſation, which break

forth from the inexhauſted ſource within. And if not an

idle word paſſes without the divine notice, but we muſt

anſwer for it in the day of judgment, how much more ter

rible muſt be the blaſphemer's guilt With what circum

ſpection, then, ſhould we keep the door of our lips, when

our eternal ſtate is to be determined thereby, and our words

muſt all be produced at the bar of God as evidences of our

juſtification or condemnation, and ſentence proceed ac

cordingly We may learn hence, (1.) That unleſs the

heart be renewed by the power of God's ſpirit, nothing but

evil, and that continually, can proceed out of it. (2.) Our

words are the index of our minds, and by our general

courſe of communication our ſtate God-ward may be eaſily

diſcovered. (3.) The ſolemn account which we muſt one

day make for every word that is on our tongue ſhould be

ever on our mind, to reſtrain all idle, vain, impertinent

diſcourſe, as well as what is more immediately noxious.

How much has every man to lament on this behalf!

4thly, Though what our Lord had ſaid was ſufficient to

convince every impartial hearer, certain Scribes and Phari

ſees pretended that they were not yet ſatisfied of his divine

miſſion ; and though they addreſs him with reſpect, calling

him Maſſer, it ſeems to be done hypocritically; for they

demand a ſign from heaven ; perhaps ſuch as of old ap

peared on Mount Sinai; intimating that, notwithſtanding

his other miracles, without this they ſhould not acknow

ledge him as the Meſſiah: a demand unreaſonable and

inſolent, and which our Lord juſtly denies. They who

4 a 2 3rt
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brought forth fruit, ſome an hundred-fºld,

ſome ſixty-fºld, ſome thirty-fºld.

* Deut. 29. 4. Ch. 1.1. 15. Rev.

=_*

9 'Who hath ears to hear, let him hear.

Io "| And the diſciples came, and ſº

2. 7, 11, 17, 29. & 3. 6, 13, 22.

are diſſatisfied with the evidences of truth which he has

been pleaſed to give, notwithſtanding what they may pre

tend, would never be convinced by any other.

1. He brands them as an evil and adulterouſ generation,

degenerate from the piety of their forefathers, and charge

able with the moſt criminal apoſtacy from God, literally

and ſpiritually committing adultery againſt him. -

2. He rejećts their demand. No ſign ſhall be given

them, ſuch as they required, from heaven ; but one ſhould

be given them from the earth in his reſurrection, which had

been prefigured by Jonah the prophet, who, after being

three days and three nights in the ſº’s tely, was caſt alive on

dry land: ſº ſall the Sºn ºf man be three days and three

mights in the heart ºf the earth ; that is, part of three natural

days, as the Jews computed their time ; for ſo long he lay

in the grave, reckoning Friday, before ſun-ſetting, as one ;

Saturday, as the ſecond ; and Sunday, after ſun-ſet, when

the third day commenced, as the third; our Lord then

ariſing from the dead. Note: The reſurreótion of Jeſus

is the great hinge on which our everlaſting ſalvation turns,

and the grand ſign confirming all the reſt: and they who

refuſe the evidence with which this is attended, and aſk for

more, we may be fully ſure, deſire no ſign to confirm their

faith, but on the contrary a plea for their infidelity.

3. He warns them of the conſequences which would

attend the wilfulneſs and wickedneſs of the men of that

generation. The men of Nineveh ſhall riſe up as witneſſes

to condemn them ; for they, though heathens, repented at

the preaching of Jonas for one day only: but Chriſt had

wrought manifold miracles, had long and earneſtly

preached the goſpel of the kingdom, ...i ſhortly was to

riſe from the dead; in all which he was far ſuperior to

Jonas. If therefore they reječted him, far greater would

be their condemnation than that which was threatened

againſt the men of Nineveh and their ſpeedy repentance.

ſhall riſe up to condemn the unbelief and impenitence of

the men of that generation.

In like manner ſhall the queen ºf the ſºuth, who came from

far on the report of Solomon's wiſdom, condemn theſe

deſpiſers cf Chriſt and his goſpel. She, though a Gentile,

no ſooner heard the wiſe king, than ſhe owned the truth of

the report concerning him : but, when a greater than So

Irºn was there, even Jeſus, in whom dwelt all the treaſures

of wiſdom and knowledge, the men of that generation

refuſed to receive his word, or believe in him, and there

fore how aggravated will be their condemnation They

who have enjoyed and abuſed the greateſt means and mer

cics, ſhall ſink under heavier guilt and receive greater dam

nation. -

4. He deſcribes their charaćter, as willing ſlaves of

Satan. They were like one poſſeſſed of a devil who goeth

for a while out, to return with double violence. He is

called an unclean ſpirit having loſt all purity himſelf, he

ceaſes not to tempt men to all manner of uncleanneſs. He

wałeth through dry placer, like a melancholy perſon, ſºcking

rºft, and find tº none, being miſerable when he is no longer

in miſchief; and therefore, taking ſeven other ſpirits worſ.

than himſelf, he returns to his former abode, and finds the

ſinner's heart ready to entertain them, as a houſe ſwept and

garniſhed to receive its gueſts; and there they fix tº

ſtay, ſo that the loft ſlate of that man is wºrſt than theſiſ

more wicked than before ; even ſº ſhall it be alſ, unto thi

wicked generation.

5thly, While Chriſt continued his diſcourſes which bo

ſo had upon the Phariſees, we are told, -

1. That his mother and brethren flood without: app

henſive perhaps of the danger to which he would be

poſed, they defired to ſpeak to him, and warn him agai

giving ſuch offenſive and plain rebukes. Hereupon on

his auditors immediately informed him of their requ

Nºte; (1.) Near relations, by their fears for us, often

hindrances in our way. (2.) Danger muſt not dete

from fidelity in the way of our duty.

2. Chriſt replies, in anſwer to the meſſage, Who

mother, and who are my brethren not as contemuin.

rental authority, or diſregarding the ties of blood; b

timating that the addreſs was unſeaſonable; for when

glory was concerned, no natural or civil reſpects w

be regarded. We are bound to love them much,

love God more: yea, and the union which divine

makes between kindred ſouls, is in many reſpects ſt

than the bonds of blood. He ſiretched fºrth his hand

hir diſciples, and ſaid, Behold my mother and my breth

affectionately did he regard them : fºr whºſoever ſhe

will of my Father which is in heaven, attentive to the

and obedient to the faith, the ſame is my brother, c

and mºther, ſo near and dear to him. Note: (

mark of diſcipleſhip to Jeſus is obedience to the

word and will of God. (2.) However deſpiſed

be or rejected of men, it is ſufficient honour to be

the brethren of Jeſus. (3.) They who reſemble

ſpirit, temper, and diſpoſition, and have the bleſ

of that one Father, even God, ſtamped upon t

perſeveringly cleave to him, will be acknowledg

Lord of life and glory in the day of his appe

admitted, as heirs of God and joint-heirs with

ſhare with him the eternal inheritance.

C H A P. XIII.

Ver. 1, 2. The ſame day.] This is the plain

meaning of the original, and it may be \\\\\ex

day when the mother and relations of our Sav

him. It muſt however be obſerved, that tººs

not always to be taken literally, but may on iy

time, or on a certain day,+on one of th:/z dass

words it, ch. v. 17. It ſeems the calu nn inies

ſees had not the effect intended ; for the cre

become ſo great, that neither the houſe, no.

fore it, could contain the people who canne

fore carried them out to the ſea-ſide, a ind

and becauſe there were many ſtill corning

judged it neceſſary to enter into a £242, for tº
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unto him, Why ſpeakeſt thou unto them in

parables?

* I Cor. 4.7. Ch. 11. 25. & 16, 17.

1 John. i. 27.

11 He anſwered and ſaid unto them, “Be

cauſe it is given unto you to know the myſ

Pſ. 25.8, 9, 14. Iſ. 29. 14. 1 Cor. 2. 7–16. Eph. 3. 9. Col. 1. 26. 1 Fet. 1. 10, 11. 2 Cor. 4. 3.

of being heard and ſeen by all, which he might eaſily be,

if the ſhore thereabouts was ſomewhat circular and de

dining, after the manner of an amphitheatre. Thus com

modiouſly feated in the veſſel, he delivered many doćtrines

of the higheſt importance, making choice of ſuch for the

fibject of his ſermons, when he had the greateſt number

of hearers, becauſe there was a probability of doing the

moſt good by them.

War. 3. He ſpake many things unto them in parables]. The

word gatagºn, which we tranſlate paralle, ſignifies, a

&mpariſm or ſimile ; a transferring of the ideas or properties

which are in one ſubjećt generally familiar and well known,

to another leſs known and underſtood, in order to heighten

and enliven that other the more to the mind. It is a put

ting of one thing for another, that the matter intended to

be taught may not immediately appear from the bare letter,

ind the caſe put; but when the key is given may ſtrike

more fully and ſtrongly on the mind ; for a parable is

eadly what we call “putting a caſe;” when one thing

is ſaid and ſuppoſed, with a deſign to teach, illuſtrate, and

enforce, ſome other. Such are our Saviour's parables;

ſo that, to underſtand them, we muſt look beyond the letter;

in ſuch as he has not himſelf interpreted, we ſhall find the

key either from his general application, or from the connec

tion wherein the parable ſtands with his miracles or his diſ

courſes. And while, carefully attending hereto, we ex

phin the other circumſtances agreeably to the ſubjećt in

hand, and the analºgy of faith, there is no doubt but we

ſhall obtain all the profit which was intended to be con

veyed to us by this moſt pleaſing, beautiful, and perſuaſive

method of inſtrućtion. That parables were very familiar,

and much in uſe among the Eaſtern nations, and particu

htly thoſe of Paleſtine, we learn from the concurrent

evidence of all writers on the ſubjećt; and, for the moſt

part, as Sir Iſaac Newton (on Daniel, p. 148.) obſerves,

“Both Chriſt, and his forerunner John, as well as the old

“prophets, were wont in their parabolical diſcourſes to

“allude to things preſent, and ſuch as immediately offered

“ themſelves.” See the note on ch. v. 1. and 14. Theſe

are ſome of the reaſons why our Saviour ſpoke in parables:

iº, As a judicial puniſhment upon thoſe who were har

dened againſt, and ill diſpoſed to the truth; and ſometimes

as a more lively method to convince and confute them,

even from their own mouths: 2dly, As a means to awaken

the attention and whet the inquiry of thoſe who were well

diſpoſed, and to lead them to a ſerious examination and

digent ſearching after the truth, as a method the moſt

natural, beautiful, and inſtructive, to teach, from common

and familiar objects, the moſt divine and important leſſons,

3dly, As a veil to

the myſteries of his kingdom, and a method leſs offenſive

and to imprint them on the memory.

tº convºy ſome very ungrateful and unpalatable truths, ſuch

Pºrticularly as the reječtion of the Jews, the calling of the

ºntics, &c. 4thly, As a leſſon of man's natural blind

** and ignorance in ſpiritual matters, unleſs Chriſt, by

his grace, opens the underſtanding and enlightens the

mind. And all this, 5thly, to fulfil the propheſies concern

ing him in this reſpect, as well as to comply with the cuſ

toms and manners of the nation with whom this method

of inſtruction was familiar.

In this chapter our Lord delivers ſeven parables, dire&-

ing the four former, as being of general concern, to all

the people; the three latter to his diſciples. He began

with the parable of the ſwer, who caſt his feed on different

ſoils, which, according to their natures, brought forth

either plentifully, or ſparingly, or not at all. By this fimi

litude he repreſented the different kinds of hearers, with

the diſſerent effects which the doćtrines of religion have

upon them, according to their different diſpoſitions. In

ſome, theſe doćtrines are ſuppreſſed altogether; in others,

they produce the fruits of righteouſneſs, more or leſs, ac

cording to the goodneſs of their hearts, through divine

grace. A parable of this kind was highly ſeaſonable, now

that the multitude ſhewed ſuch an itching deſire to hear

Chriſt's ſermons, while perhaps they negle&ted the end

for which they ought to have heard them. This parable

too was exquiſitely proper for an introdućtion to all the

reſt, as our Lord anſwers in it a very obvious and very

important queſtion : “The ſame ſower Chriſt, and the

“ ſame preachers ſent by him, always ſow the ſame feed;

“ why has it not always the ſame effect " He that hath

ears to hear, let him hear. See Bengelius.

Per. 4. And when he ſºwed, &c. the fºwl.) And aſ he

ſºwed, &c. the birds. It is obſervable, that our Lord points

out the great hindrances of our bearing fruit, in the ſame

order as they occur. The firſt danger is, that the birds will

devour the ſeed; if it eſcape this, there is yet another dan

ger, namely, left it be ſtorched and wither away; it is not

long after this that the thorns ſpring up and choke the

good ſeed. A vaſt majority of thoſe who hear the word

of God receive the ſeed as by the way-fide ; of thoſe who

do not loſe it by the birds, yet many receive it as on ſtony

ground: many of thoſe who receive it in a better foil, yet

fuffer the thorns to grow up and choke it ; ſo that few

comparatively even of thoſe endure to the end, and bear

fruit to perfeótion: and yet in all theſe caſes it is not the

will of God which hinders, but their own voluntary per

verſeneſs. See Mr. Weſley's notes on the New Teſta

InCºlt.

Wer. 5: Stony placej Rocky ground. The phraſe, ſºony

places, does not expreſs the ſenſe. There may be many.

looſe ſtones, from which the place would properly be de

nominated ſººny, where the ſoil is both rich and deep.

What is meant here is evidently continued rock, with a

very thin cover of earth. -

Wer. 6. And when the ſun was up] This was the reaſ.”

that, upon the ſun's appearing, they were ſorched, &c. Pruſ

ſian editors. * *

Wer. 8. But other fell into gºod ground]. But another part,

filling on gºod ground, bare fruit ; one grain yielding an*
(lrºdy
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teries of the kingdom of heaven, but to them of Eſaias, which ſaith, "By hearing ye ſhall

it is not given. hear, and ſhall not underſtand; and ſeeingy:

12 "For whoſoever hath, to him ſhall be ſhall ſee, and ſhall not perceive:

givea, and he ſhall have more abundance: but 15 For this people's heart is waxed grºſ,

whoſoever hath not, from him ſhall be taken and their ears are dull of hearing, and their

away even that he hath. eyes they have cloſed; leſt at any time the

13 "Therefore ſpeak I to them in parables: ſhould ſee with their eyes, and hear with thi

becauſe they ſeeing ſee not; and hearing they ears, and ſhould underſtand with their heat

hear not, neither do they underſtand. and ſhould be converted, and I ſhould he

14 And in them is fulfilled the propheſy them.

' Ch. 25. 29. Mark, 4. 25. Luke, 8. 18. & 19. 26. John, 15. 2–5. Rev. 22. 11. " 2 Theſ. 2. 1 or 11. Iſ. 42. 19, 20. Deut. 29, 1

2 Cor. 4. 3, 4. " iſ. 6. 9, 10. & 44. 18. Jer, 5. 21. Mark, 4. 12, 13. Luke, 8, 19. John, 12.40. Acts, 28. 26. Rom, 11.8. Deut. :)

2 Cor. 3. 14, 15. & 4. 3, 4 & 2. 16. 1 Cor. 2. 14. Ezek. 12. 2. Eph. 4, 18. Heb. 5: 11.

dred, another ſixty, another thirty. Pruſſian editors. See “mer ſays of Tantalus) ſhould be ſurrounded with

Gen. xxvi. 12. The fruitfulneſs of the ſeed which was “ things as were in themſelves deſirable, but not be

ſown on good ground, is not to be underſtood, ſays Mac- “ to touch them.” The word myſlery ver, 11. ſignific

knight, of the field's producing a hundred times as much as general whatever is hidden and unknown. The heat

was ſown on it; but it is to be underſtood of a ſingle grain were accuſtomed to give that name to their ſecret

producing a hundred grains, which it might eaſily do gious ceremonies; but our Lord uſes it here to di

where it met with a good ſoil, and was properly nouriſhed; ſome particulars which were to happen relative t

but there are many accidents by which the produce of a goſpel, the preaching of it, and the ſucceſs it was to

field, ſo rich as to be capable of nouriſhing a hundred with in the world ; which were at that time unknowr

rains by a ſingle root, is reduced within ordinary bounds. conſequently myſteries, till they were revealed. See

he parable mentions ſome of them ; part of the ſeed is tert on the word uvržtoy. We have an expreſſion i

trodden down by paſſengers, or deſtroyed by the birds, venal, parallel to the latter clauſe of the 12th verſe:

part is ſtarved in bad ſoil among rocks, and part is choked

by weeds.

Wer. 1 o—13. And the diſciples came, &c.] See the note - - -

on Mark iv. 3. The†† our Lord here returns ..ºš.º to boaſt-,

to his diſciples is remarkable: “You, my diſciples, ſays nd yet, poor Codrus at nothing loſt.

“ he, who are of a humble, docile, temper, and are con- This ſentence of our Lord, which has the appea

“ tent to uſe means, and to reſort to me for the under- a paradox, is often made uſe of by him. He that

“ ſtanding of ſuch things as I deliver, to you it ſhall be he that improveth thoſe advantages which God ha

“ no diſadvantage that they are clothed in parables; for, him, and continually receives more, till he has at

“beſides that I am ready to interpret every thing to you, full meaſure of them: He that hath not, is he t

“ my diſcourſes are ſo ordered, as to become plain and not improve the like advantages, but makes ſo ill

“ intelligible to ſuch unprejudiced minds: the truth will them, that they ſtand him in no more ſtead than i

“ ſhine through the veil, and the ſhadow ſhall guide you them not. Shall be taken away even that he bath, r

“ to the body and ſubſtance. But as for thoſe proud talents, or advantages wherewith he has been

“ and ſelf-conceited Phariſees, who are elated with their This ſentence is explained by the parable of t

“ own prejudices, and will neither underſtand nor prac- ch. xxv. 14, &c. See alſo Luke viii. 18. In th

“ tiſe things plainly delivered, for the judicial hardening before us we have the grand rule of God’s dea

“ of them, I deliver myſelf in a manner which will not the children of men,-a rule fixed as the pillars

“ readily be apprehended by men of their temper. They this is the key to all his providential diſpenſatio

“ ſhall choke themſelves with the huſks, while you feed appear to men and angels on the great day :

“ upon the kernel. They have brought this wilful blind- fore in purſuance of this general rule, I ſpºak

“ neſs upon themſelves, that in ſeeing they ſee not ; and parables, ſays our Saviour, ver. 13. “I do no

“ this wilful deafneſs, that in hearing they hear not, neither “ knowledge to this people, becauſe they uſ

“ underſland.” This is elegantly paraphraſed in the verſion “ which they have already : having all the me

of 1727. They overlook what they ſee, and are inattentive to “ing, i.earing, underſtanding, they uſe non

what they hear the Hebraiſm, however, is peculiarly em- “ they do not effectually ſee, or hear, or und

phatical. The account which Jamblichus gives of the “thing.”

obſcurity of Pythagoras is ſomething ſimilar to what our Wer. 14, 15. And in them is ſuff//ed, & c. ,

Saviour ſays here : “Pythagoras ſtudied ſome obſcurity on Iſai. vi. 9. The prophet's meaning is, th

“ in his dićtates, that thoſe only who were virtuouſly diſ- ſhould certainly hear the doćtrines of the go

* poſed, and ſo prepared for his notions, might be bene- underſtanding them, and ſee the miracles whi

* fited by his diſcourſes ; but as for others, they (as Ho- thoſe doćiriucs, without perceiving the finge.

Nil habuit Codrus;–et tamen illud

Perdidit infelix totum nil. Sat. iii.

g

g

g

g
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* 16 “But bleſſed are your eyes, for they

Sº ſee; and your ears, for they hear.

17 For verily I ſay unto you, * That many

prophets and righteous men have deſired to

tº ſee thoſe things which ye ſee, and have not

: ſeen them; and to hear thoſe things which ye

* hear, and have not heard them.

l * Ch. 16. 17. Luke, 1o. 23. with ch. 5. 3-11.

* Rºn 16 26, 27. Eph. 3. 5, 6. Col. 1. 26.

Ch. 4, 23. Eph. 3. 8. 2 Cor. 4. 3, 4.

‘Jºb i. 6 & 2. I. 1 Pet. 5. 8.

Luke, 2. 30.

* Ver. 11. 12.

2. Pet. 2. 4.

2. Cor. 2. 11. Iſ 53. 1.

John, 1. 14. & 20. 29.

Iſ, 54. 13. ch. 11. 25.

Iſ, 53. 1. & 52. 7.

" Rom. Io. 8.

18 "I Hear ye "therefore the parable of the

ſower. -

19 When any one heareth 'the word of

the kingdom, and 'underſtandeth it not, then

cometh ‘the wicked one, and catcheth asway

that which was "ſown in his heart. “This is

he which received ſeed by the way ſide.

1 Pet. I. Io. 11.

Luke, 8. 11–15.

Iſ. 42. 19, as.

* Luke, 1e. 24. Heb. 11. 13.

1 John, 2. zo, 27. Mark, 4. 14-zo.

* 2 Cor. 2. 16. & 3. 54, 15. 1 Cor. 2. 14.

a Theſ. 2. Io. * Vor. 4, 5. º

them; not becauſe the evidences of the goſpel, whether

internal or external, were inſufficient to eſtabliſh it, but

becauſe the corruption of their hearts hindered them from

diſcerning thoſe evidences: For this people's heart is waxed

grºſ, &c. In Iſaiah the paſſage is worded ſomewhat dif

irrently, Make the heart of this people fat, &c. Now this

ſom is peculiar to the prophetical writings; implying no

more than an order to the prophet ſimply to foretel that

the Jews would make their own hearts hard, ſenſual, proud,

ind ſtubborn ; and their ears heavy, and ſhut their eyes, &c.

They would fnut their eyes againſt the miracles, and their

ºr tiſs againſt the doćtrines of the Goſpel, as if they were

... iii! of being converted and healed; having the ſtrongeſt

º' wriſon to hear or fee what was contrary to their incli

: nition. See Jer. i. 9, 1o. Ezek. xliii. 3. Gen. xli. 13.

This propheſy, therefore, and its citation, are exačtly the

º, fire; only the propheſy repreſents the thing as to happen,

–Małe the heart ºf this people, &c. whereas the citation

ſpreſents it as already come to paſs, This people'ſ heart is,

&c. “This people have made themſelves ſo wicked and

"proud, that they will neither hear nor ſee any thing"op

i “poſite to their luſts, ſo that they appear as if they were

* reſolved not to be converted.” This interpretation of

;

º

*

"ſerable condition ? Andhe anſwered, Till the cities be waſ ed

“without inhabitant, and the houſes without man, and the land

“& utterly deſºlate ; their blindneſs is to remain, till utter

"deſtruction falls upon them as a nation, overturning the

“conſtitution of their church and ſtate.” It is confirmed

alſº by the ſubjećts of the parables to which our Lord ap

*this propheſy: For, had he told the Jews plainly,

*hat he told them in an obſcure manner by the parable of

i.

parable of the leaven hid in a quantity of meal;-that the

kingdom of the Meſſiah was neither to be erected nor ſup

ported by the violence of war, but by the ſecret force of

truth, whoſe operation, though ſtrong, is imperceptible;—

I ſay, had our Lord taught his hearers theſe things in plain

terms, they would have rejećted them, been greatly of—

fended, and probably have forſaken him altogether; ſo

oppoſite were the doćtrines mentioned to their favourite

notions and expectations. In the mean time, if it be aſked

why he handled ſuch ſubjećts at all, fince he delivered

them in terms ſo obſcure ? The anſwer is, it was expe

dient for the confirmation of the Goſpel, that he himſelf,

in his own lifetime, ſhould give ſome hints of the nature

of it, and of the reception it was to meet with ; becauſe

the Jews, comparing the events with theſe parabolical pre

dićtions, might be diſpoſed thereby to acquieſce more

peaceably in the admiſſion of the Gentiles into the church,

without ſubjećting them to the Moſaical inſtitutions; a

thing which they were not brought to do but with the ut

moſt difficulty. Seč Macknight, and more in the note on

Mark iv. 11. Dr. Doddridge renders theſe verſes, And in

them is the propheſy of Iſaiah fulfilled, which faith, By hear

ing you ſhall hear, but you ſhall not underſland; and ſeeing you

#: propheſy, and of its application made by St. Matthew, ſhall ſee, but ſhall not perceive. For the heart ºf thir people is

is confirmed by Iſaiah himſelf, ch. vi. 11. “ Then ſaid I, grown ſift with fatneſs, and they hear with heavy eart, and

“Lºrd, how long " How long are they to be in this mi-- draw up their eyes [as if they were more than half aſleepl.

left at any time they ſhould ſee, &c.

*::: #. }%.ź you, That, &c.] This is what

ſets the diſciples above all prophets, and renders them.

greateſt in the kingdom of heaven. See ch. xi. 1 1. and

comp. Pſ. cxix. 174. Luke, ii. 25, 29, 30. x. 23, 24.

John, viii. 56. 1 Pet. i. 1 o—12.

Ver. 19. When any one heareth, &c.] From this inter
pretation of the parable by our Saviour, we learn, that the

the £wer, namely, that a principal part of the Meſſiah's ſeed fignifies the doćtrines of true religion; and the va

ºffice was to inſtil the doćtrines of true religion into the

*inds of men, and that the chief effect of his power on

ºth ſhould be to ſet them free from the tyranny of their
hºis, that they might become fruitful in goodneſs; had

be Plainly declared what he infinuated in the parable of the

:* ºf ſºard, which grew ſo great, as to ſhelter the
*s of heaven under its branches,—that the Gentiles

*ºbe governed by the Meſſiah, not as ſlaves but free

ſubjećts, and to enjoy all the privileges of his king

** an equal footing with Jews; had he taught them

*I, what he infiniated obſcurely, by the parable of

* Pº ſeed, which ſprung up filenty; and by the

rious kinds of ground, the various kinds of hearers: the

compariſon between God and the ſower is frequent

among the Jewiſh writers, and ſeed is among almoſt all

nations uſed for doćtrine or inſtrućtion. The ground by

the highway fide, which is apt to be beaten by men's

treading upon it, is an image of thoſe who have their

hearts ſo hardened with impiety, that though they hear

the Goſpel preached, it makes no impreſſion at all upon
them; becauſe they either hear it inatt utively, or, if

they attend, quickly forget it. This inſenſibility and in

attention are ſtrongly repreſented by the beaten ground

along the highway, into which the ſecd never entering, it
- - MS
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20 But he that received the ſeed into ſtony

places, the ſame is he that heareth the word,

and anon with joy receiveth it;

2 I Yet hath he not * root in himſelf, but

dureth for a while : " for when tribulation or

perſecution ariſeth becauſe of the word, by

and-by he is offended.

22 * He alſo that received ſeed among the

thorns is he that heareth the word; and le

care of this world, and the ‘deceitfulneſs of

riches, choke the word, and he becometh un

fruitful.

23 “But he that received ſeed into the goºd

ground is he that heareth the word, and under.

y iſ 58. 2. Mark, 4. 16, 17. & 6. 20. John, 5. 35. Ezek. 33. 31, 32. A&s, 8. 13. * Ver. 6. Col. 2. 7, Eph. 3. 17. º: :-

2 Cor. 5, 17. Gai. 6. 15. & 5. 6. * Job 27, io. , 2 Tin. 4. Io. & 1. 15. Gal. 5. 7. & 6, 12. , Ch. 11.6, $org, i. 5, 6, vſ. 5.

• Prov. 11. 28. Luke, 18. 24. 1 Tim. 6, 9, 10, 17, 2 Tim, i.* Ver. 7. Ch. 19. 21. Luke, 21. 34. Prov. 23. 5. 1 Tim. 6.. 9, 19. 17.

& 4. 19. * Ver. 8. Pſ. 1. 2, 3, & 92. 13, 14. John, 15, 4, 5, Gal. 5. 22, 23. Col. 1. 6–11. & z. z. Phil. i. 11 & 2, 15. 1 Pet 1. 4

is bruiſed by the feet of men, or picked up by birds.

When any one heareth the word ºf the kingdom, or goſpel, and

undeſlandeth, or conſidereth it not, (for the original word

avºiáſz, ſignifies both,) then cometh the wicked one, &c. The

devil is ſaid to come and catch the word from this fort of

hearers, not becauſe he has power to rob men of their

knowledge, or religious impreſſions, by any immediate

aćt; but becauſe they expoſe themſelves, through careleſſ

'neſs, to the whole force of the temptations which he lays

in their way, and particularly to thoſe which ariſe whe

ther from the commerce of men, (a circumſtance obſerved

by St. Luke, who tells us that the ſeed was trodden down,)

or from their own head-ſtrong luſts, which, like ſo many

hungry fowls, fly to and quickly eat up the word out of

their mind. The perturbation occaſioned by the paſſions

this kind of hearers, and by the temptations to which they

are expoſed, renders them altogether inattentive in hear

ing; or if they attend, it hardens them againſt the impreſ

ſion of the word, and effaces the remembrance of it in an

inſtant ; inſomuch, that the pernicious influence of evil

paſſions and bad company cannot truly be repreſented by

any lower figure, than that the word is taken away by the

devil, whoſe agents ſuch perſons and luſts moſt certainly

are. See Macknight. Dr. Campbell reads the laſt clauſe,

This explaineth what fill by the way-ſide.

Per. 20, 21. But he that received—into ſºony places] The

ſºony, or rocky ground, repreſents thoſe hearers, who ſo

far receive the word into their hearts, that it ſprings up

in good reſolutions, which perhaps are accompanied with

a partial reformation of ſome fins, and a temporary prac

tice of ſome virtues. Nevertheleſs, they are not thoroughly

affected with the word ; it does not ſink deep enough to

remain in their minds ; and therefore, when perſecution

ariſes for the ſakg of the Goſpel, and ſuch hearers are ex

poſed to fines, impriſonments, corporal puniſhments, ba

niſhment, and death, or even to any great temptation of

an ordinary kind, which requires firmneſs to repel it, thoſe

good reſolutions, which the warmth of the paſſions had

raiſed ſo quickly in hearing, do as quickly wither, be

cauſe they are not rooted in juſt apprehenſions of the

nature of the Goſpel, and in genuine Chriſtian experience;

juſt like vegetables, which, not having depth of ſoil ſuf

ficient to nouriſh them, are ſoon burnt up by the ſcorch

ing heat of the mid-day ſun.

Ver. 22. He alſº that received ſed among the thºrnſ. The

ground full of thorns which ſprang up with the ſeed and

choked it, repreſents all thoſe who receive the word into

hearts full of worldly cares; which ſooner or later le\

whatever convićtions or good reſolutions are raiſed by

word. Worldly cares are compared to thorns, not t

becauſe of their pernicious efficacy in choking the w

but becauſe it is with great pains and diſficulty that

are eradicated. In the parable, the hearers of this

nomination are diſtinguiſhed from thoſe who receiv

feed on ſtony ground, not ſo much by the effect o

word upon their minds, as by the different nature of

for in both the feed ſprang up, but brought for

fruit. The ſºony-ground hearers will not retain th

preſſions made by the word ; they have not root in

ſelves ; no ſtrength of mind; no firmneſs of reſo

to reſiſt temptations from without. Whereas the

ground hearers have the ſoil, but then it is filled w

cares of the world, the deceitfulneſs of riches, .

love of pleaſure, which ſooner or later ſtifle the imp

of the word ; and by this means, in the iſſue, the

unfruitful as the former. But both are diſtinguiſh

the way ſide hearers by this, that they receive th

and yield to its influences in ſome degree 5 wh

others do not receive the word at all, hearing wit

tention; or, if they do attend, forgetting it imp

The way-ſide hearers hold the firſt place in the pa

cauſe they are by far more numerous than the

the good-ground hearers the laſt, becauſe they are

in number. The phraſe & Tarn tº 724ts, the

of richer, is very elegant, and admirably expref

rious artifices by which people, in the purſuit

excuſe themſelves from day to day, in putting

dent purſuit of genuine religion,-and the aſto

appointment which often mingles itſelf with tº

and even with their ſucceſs. Comp. I’rov. xi.

xviii. 24. 1 Tim. vi. 9, Io, 17. 2 Tim. ii.

P'er. 23. But he that re-eived ſºed izi:o the

St. Luke has expreſſed this rath ºr more fully,

But that on the gººd ground are *A y, ºtho, irº

gºod heart, having heard the word, keep it, in

the way-ſide, which never received the ſeed at

ing it on its ſurface, offered it to the devou

and bring fºrth fruit with pifiezzº-e ; in oppo

the ſºony and thorny grºund, which in ouri; hed

was caſt into them only for a while ; the f

ſºn arºſ, the latter till the thorn. A razºg zºº.

of heart for which this kind of hearers a

conſiſts in their ſimplicity and ſince rity : the

having been duly cultivated by thern, they ze,

5
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ſandeth it; which alſo beareth fruit, and likened unto a man which ſowed ‘good ſeed in

lingeth forth, ſome an hundred-fold, ſome his field: -

fixty, ſome thirty. 25. But while men ſlept, his "enemy came

24 " Another parable put he forth unto and ſowed 'tares among the wheat, and went

them, ſaying, ‘The kingdom of heaven is his way.

Ver. 31, 33, 45, ºz. Ch. 3. 2. & 4. 17. i. e. the goſpel church. Ch. 4, 23. 1 Pet 1.23. ver 4, 19. 2 Tim 3, 15–17. col. i. 6. Phil. 1 g,

1Cº. 2. 7. * Acts, zo. 29. Luke, 21. 34. * Ver. 36. 1 Pet. 5. 8. * Ver. 39. Phil. 3. 18, 19. Acts, 8, 13.

... tº hear. The honºſy of their heart conſiſts in their diſ- indeed no doubt but that the negligence of governors and

jºin through grace to believe the truth, though con- magiſtrates, civil and eccleſiaſtical, may be often one cauſe

nº to their prejudices; and to practiſe it, though oppo- of the ignorance and wickedneſs of the people: but that
fit to their inclinations: All who hear the word with theſe it is aſſigned as a cauſe in the parable cannot be proved ;

quifications, and join thereto, through the ſpirit of God, for theſe words while men flºpſ, inſtead of charging the

imme's of reſolution, and the government of their paſ- ſervants with negligence, plainly ſhew that no care or dili

iºns, never fail to bring fºrth, ſºme an hundred fºld, ſºme gence of theirs could prevent the enemy. While they

fº, ſºme thirty ; fruits of righteouſneſs, in proportion to were awake, their care was awake alſo, and the enemy had

it different degrees of ſtrength in which they poſſeſs the no ſucceſs; but ſleep they muſt, nature requires it, and

gic's neceſſary to conſtitute them profitable hearers of the then it was that the enemy did the miſchief. Had it been

wººd. See Macknight, and Biſhop Beveridge's 9th ſer- ſaid, while men played, or were careleſs or riotous, that

mºn, vol. x. 8vo. would have been a charge upon them ; but to ſay while

Wr 14, 25. The kingdom of Heaven is likened, &c.] The men ſlept, is ſo far from proving that their negligence

łºm ºf heaven may be compared to, &c. or literally, is like cauſed it, that it plainly proved their diligence could not

: It is a phraſe often uſed by our Lord, to fignify that prevent it. For what will you ſay 2 Should huſbandmen

tº following parable, in its principal circumſtances, bears never ſleep 2–It is a condition upon which they cannot

11:ſemblance to what comes to paſs in the kingdom of live, and therefore their fleeping cannot be charged as their

hºven; that is to ſay, the evangelical diſpenſation. See crime. This circumſtance therefore in the parable is to

th. xi. 16. and Luke, vii. 32. Reſpecting the tareſ, ſee ſhew, not the fault of the huſbandmen, but the zeal and

the note on ver, 30. The great and judicious Biſhop induſtry of the enemy to do miſchief. Watch him as

Sirlock has admirably illuſtrated this parable. Take narrowly as you will, yet ſtill he will break through all

why the dreſs of parable, ſays he, and what our Saviour your care and diligence. If you do but ſtep aſide, com

kic delivers amounts to this: “ There will always be a pelled by the calls of nature to eat, to drink, or to ſleep,

“mixture in the world of good and bad men, which no he is ready to take the opportunity to ſow his tares. Far-.

“care or diligence can prevent; and though men may ther, the charaćter of the huſbandmen throughout the

" and will judge that the wicked ought immediately to be parable agrees to this expoſition : when they ſaw the tares

" ºut off by the hand of God, yet God judges otherwiſe, ſpring up, they betrayed no conſciouſneſs of guilt or neg

“and delays his vengeance for wife and juſt reaſons, ligence; they did not come with excuſes to their maſter,

"ſparing the wicked at preſent for the ſake of the but with a queſtion, which plainly ſpeaks how little they

"righteous; reſerving all to the great day in which the miſtruſted themſelves: Sir, did; thou not ſºw good ſed in

“divine juſtice ſhall be fully diſplayed, and every man thy field 2 From whence then hath it tareſ Would any fer

“ſhall receive according to his own works.” The view vint, who had ſuffered the field to grow wild by his own

of this parable has, in ſome parts of it, I think, been miſ- lazineſs, have expoſłulated the caſe in ſuch a manner 2

Applied. It is intended to repreſent the condition of man- The maſter, far from charging any of his family with the

kind ariſing from the nature of grace and moral agency, fault, lays it at another door, an enemy hath done thir.

ſºme being good, ſome bad; a mixture, which from the Upon which the ſervants, not ſparing of their pains, were

ºf nature of mankind is always to be expcéted;—and to defirous to go to work immediately, and to root out all
juſtify God in delaying the puniſhment of thoſe fins the tares at once. What is there in all this that ſuits with

which appear to be ripe for vengeance. This being the the character of a lazy, idle, negligent, ſervant What

ºw of the parable, it is going out of the way to confider is there which does not ſpeak a care and concern for their

the particular cauſes to which the fins of men may be maſter's affairs P. As ſoon as they diſcover the tares, they

aſcribed; for the queſtion is, not from what origin the go directly to their maſter, and inform him, and offer

irs of men ariſe, but why, from whatever cauſe they their ſervice to root them out. In this particular he cor

ſpring, they are not puniſhed In the parable therefore our reëts their judgment, though he does not condemn their

tº aſſigns only a general reaſon of the wickedneſs of diligence. And in truth one main view of the parable is,

world,—an enemy hath done thir. But there are who to corre&t the zeal of thoſe who cannot ſee the iniquity

* they ſee another reaſon aſſigned in the parable; of the world without great indignation; and not being

*},the careleſsneſs of the public governors and rulers, able to ſtop or to correół it themſelves, are apt to call

**ted in thoſe words, But while men ſept, his enemy upon God to vindicate his own cauſe, by taking the matter

‘....'* amºng the wheat; and this text al- to himſelf, and puniſhingº: The menwº

- place in ſuch complaints. And there is have this zeal and warmth againſt iniquity, are Hot com
Vºl. I, - B 5 monly
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26 But when the blade was ſprung up,

and brought forth fruit, then appeared the

tares alſo.

27 So the * ſervants of the houſholder

came and ſaid unto him, Sir, didſt not thou

ſow good feed in thy field 2 from whence

then hath it tares :

23 He ſaid unto them, An enemy hath

done this. The ſervants ſaid unto him, WM

thou then that we go and gather them

up -

29 But he ſaid, Nay; left while ye gath:

up the tares, ye root up allo the wheat wit

them.

* I Cor. 12. 28. Eph. 4, 11. * Luke, 9, 54, with 1 Theſ, 5, 14. Heb. 1. 14.

monly the idle negligent rulers; nor can we ſuppoſe that

our Saviour would paint the ſame men in ſuch different

colours in the compaſs of a ſhort parable ; repreſenting

them idle and careleſs at the 25th verſe, ačtive and zea

lous at the 28th. Beſides, as was obſerved before, to

charge the wickedneſs of the world upon the negligence

of this or that part of men anſwers no purpoſe of the

parable ; which is, to juſtify the wiſdom of Providence, in

permitting the fins of men to go unpuniſhed for the pre

fºnt. But the juſtification does not ariſe from confidering

the cauſes of iniquity, but from conſidering the effect

which immediate puniſhment would have. In the other

way, now explained to you, this circumſtance, that while

men ſlept, the tares were ſºwn, promotes the main end of

the parable, and completes the juſtification of the Pro

vidence of God; for this ſhews, that ºffences muſt need;

come : they are not to be prevented, without diſturbing the

very courſe of nature; without God’s interpoſing mira

culouſly to ſuſpend the workings of ſecond cauſes, ſince

all care exerciſed in a human way is too little; for even

when men ſleep, and ſleep they muſt,-the enemy will

Jów hit tares. Since therefore the parable ſhews, that

iniquity can neither be prevented, nor immediately pu

niſhed, conſiſtently with the wiſdom and goodneſs of God;

it ſhuts out every complaint, and forces us to acknowledge

that God is juſt in all his ways, and righteous in all his

dealings with mankind. See his Diſcourſes, vol. iii.

diſc. 8. part 1.

Wer. 27. So the ſervants of the houſholder.] The original

word 'Ono???rººns, ſeems to ſignify in this connection,

“ the proprietor of the eſtate " he is ſuppoſed to be the

maſter of the field, and of ſome lodge or farm-houſe, in

which theſe ſervants dwelt.

Wer. 29. But he ſaid, Nay, &c.] Theſe words account

for the juſtice of God in ſuſpending his judgments. To

ſee the full force of the reaſon in this reſpc&t, it is ne

ceſſary we ſhould underſtand what ſort of finners are

ſpoken of, for this reaſon is not always applicable to all

caſes; many finners are ſpared upon other accounts than

this which is here given: the finners intended in this paſ

ſage are ſpared merely on account of the righteous, that

they may not be involved in the puniſhment due to the

fins of others; but ſome finners are ſpared out of a mercy

which regards themſelves, in hopes of their amendment.

The finners repreſented by the tares are ſuch, of whoſe

repentance and amendment there is no hope: and our Sa

viour has told us that theſe finners ſhall certainly be pu

niſhed at the laſt; which cannot certainly be ſaid of any

but incorrigible finners: theſe finners, therefore, being

*

conſidered as incorrigible, there was no room to juſtify

delay of puniſhment from any circumſtances ariſing ol

their own caſe. Even the mercy of God was exclude

this reſpect; for if the incorrigible finner be the obje

mercy, no finner need fear puniſhment. Our Saw

therefore, gives them up intirely, and juſtifies the wi

and goodneſs of God in ſparing them, from other

tives. The intereſts of good and bad men are ſo

in this world; there is ſuch a conne&tion between

in many reſpects, that no ſignal calamity can bef

wicked, but the righteous muſt have his ſhare in it.

was Abraham's plea when he interceded with the L

the men of Sodom. In public calamities it is evide

all muſt be ſufferers without diſtinétion: fire and

famine and peſtilence, rage indifferently in the bo

the righteous and the finner, and ſweep away one

as the other. Thus far then the reaſon of this ve

certainly extends, and ſhews us the mercy of Go

bearing to appear againſt finners in ſuch puniſy

would bring upon the beſt of men the puniſhm

only to the worſt. You ſee a great wicked man

ſperous condition, and you think his happy tran

perpetual reproach to the providence cf God: y

not have God rain fire and brimſtone upon the ci

ſake of this great offender, ſince many innocer

would neceſſarily ſuffer in the ruin 2 No; but y

have God take him ſuddenly away by ſome

filent method; or you would have him puniſhed

tune, and reduced to that miſery which his ſ

This you think would be very juſt and reaſe

highly becoming the wiſdom of God. Dut

confider that there is no great man who is n

others ? are all the relations and dependents c

finner as wicked as himſelf Is there not on

the better for him 2 Are his children all aba

would you turn out a family of innocent chil

their bread in the ſtreets, rather than let the i

father go unpuniſhed for a few years Till ye

theſe queſtions, you muſt not pretend to ºr

dom and goodneſs of God, in ſparing this of

theſe confiderations plainly ſhew the equity

of God in delaying the puniſhment of ti

both the caſes above-mentioned you ſee that n

over juſtice, and the guilty is preſerved for t

innocent, which is ſuch an act of goodne

ſurely has reaſon to complain of. Nor wil

God ſuffer in this account, as will plainly

the following confiderations: the parable is

tended as an anſwer to the common obj
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30 Let both "grow together until the har

weſt: and in the time of harveſt I will ſay to

the reapers, Gather ye together firſt the tares,

and bind them in bundles to burn them : but

gther the wheat into my barn.

$1 * Another parable put he forth unto

them, ſaying, "The kingdom of heaven is

* With ch. 1. 12. & 2 s. 32 * Mark, 4. 30-32.
3 5. 3 4. 3 3.

lii. 1–4. Mic. 4: 1-3. Zech. 8. 20–23. Prov. 4. 18. Job. 17. 9.

Luke, 3, 18, 19.

like to a grain of muſtard ſeed, which a man

took, and ſowed in his field: * - -

32 Which indeed is the leaſt of all ſeeds :

but when it is grown, it is the greateſt among

herbs, and becometh a tree, ſo that the birds

of the air come and lodge in the branches

thereof. -

1 Cor. 1. 26, 27. Job, 8.7. Ezek. 47. 1, 12. Dan. 2, 44.Pſ. 83, 8–1 1.

2 Pet. 3. 18. -

Providence, drawn from the proſperity of finners, or the

impunity of offenders. Aſk the man who makes this

ºdion againſt God’s government, why he thinks it un

ºming the wiſdom of God to delay the puniſhment of

ſmets? He will readily anſwer, becauſe it is contrary to

his juſtice; and to ſupport his reaſon, he will farther add,

thiſ it is an undoubted maxim of juſtice, that all finners

dºne puniſhment. And here I think he muſt ſtop; for

it cannot enter into particular caſes, unleſs he knew more

* ºf man than he does, or can know. In anſwer to this, our

Sviour owns the truth of the general maxim, as far as it

1:lites to the deſert of ſinners; and therefore teaches us,

ºf God has appointed a day in which he will judge the

world; but then he ſhews, from ſuperior reaſons of juſ

tº, that the application of the principle in the preſent

tº is wrong; for though it be juſt to puniſh all finners,

ſº to puniſh them immediately, would deſtroy the very

Riſon which makes it juſt to puniſh them. It is juſt to

puniſh them, that there may be a difference made between

the good and the bad, according to their deſerts, that their

| puniſhment may be a diſcouragement to vice, and an en

touragement to holineſs and virtue. Now our Lord ſhews

in this parable, that the immediate puniſhment of the

wicked would quite deſtroy thoſe ends of juſtice; for the

fighteous and the wicked, like the wheat and the tares,

growing together in one field, are ſo mixed and united in

intereſts in this world, that, as things ſtand, the wicked

cannot be rooted out, but the righteous muſt ſuffer with

them: conſequently, the immediate deſtruction of the

wicked, ſince it muſt inevitably fall upon the righteous

alſº would make no proper diſtinction between the good

and the bad; could be no encouragement to holineſs and

Virtue, for the virtuous would ſuffer; could be no diſ

touragement to vice, for vice would fare as well as vir

tue: And therefore it is not only reaſonable to delay, in

mumerable inſtances, the puniſhment of the wicked, but

ºn neceſſary, to the obtaining of the ends of juſtice, ſince

they cannot be obtained in their immediate deſtruction.

* Biſhop Sherlock's 8th Diſcourſe, parts 1 and 2. vol. 3.

* alſo the Reflections.

**, 30. Gather—the fores, and bind them in bundles] The

w: farer does not ſeem to expreſs the meaning of the

onginal {{avia : for tares, with us, are not noxious weeds,

: £riceable kind of pulſe, of great uſe for cattle, and

witr eaſily diſtinguiſhed in their growth from wheat ;

the º ºriginal expreſſes ſomewhat (and the ſcope of

º ºble demands it) which is of no ſervice at all; fit

}*be burned, and which cannot eaſily be diſtinguiſhed
in the good corn till both are grown up ; and to theſe

particulars anſwer either what are called the deaf cars in

wheat, which cannot be diſcerned till the time of harveſt;

or rather a weed, called darnel, the inflix ſolium, which

grows up with wheat, and unleſs gathered out of it be

fore it be reaped, is very prejudicial to the corn. Dr.

Johnſon, indeed, in his Dićtionary, ſays, that “ tares

“ (from teeren, Dutch, to conſume) are a weed that grows

“ among corn.” The original word, as ſome very able

Grecians tell us, is not found except in the Evangeliſts,

and certain of the fathers; and they give it different de

TiVat IOllS. - .* . -

Wer. 31, 32. Another parable put he fºrt.j The former

parables relate chiefly to unfruitful hearers ; theſe that

follow, to thoſe who bear good fruit. In the preſent

parable our Lord ſhews, that notwithſtanding the goſpel

appeared at firſt contemptible, by reaſon of the ignominy

ariſing from the crucifixion of its Author, the difficulty of

its precepts, the weakneſs of the perſons by whom it was

preached, and the ſmall number and mean condition of

thoſe who received it; yet having in itſelf the ſtrength of

truth, it would grow ſo great as to fill the earth, affording

ſpiritual ſuſtenance to perſons of all nations, who ſhould

be admitted to it, not in the quality of ſlaves, as the Jews

imagined, but as free-born ſubjećts of the Meffiah's

kingdom, enjoying therein equal privileges with the Jews.

This ſenſe of the parable is the more probable, as our

Lord ſeems now to have had his eye on Nebuchadnezzar's

dream, Dan. iv. Io–12. in which the nature and advan

tages of civil government are repreſented by a great tree

with ſpreading branches, fair leaves, and much fruit. This

parable was well calculated to encourage the diſciples;

who, judging of the Goſpel by its beginning, might have

been apt to fall into deſpair, when, inſtead of ſeeing it

preached by the learned, countenanced by the great, and

inſtantly received with applauſe by all, they ſound it ge

nerally oppoſed by men in high life, preached only by

illiterate perſons, and received by few beſides the poor.

Theſe, certainly, were melancholy circumſtances according

to outward appearance, and what muſt have given great

offence : yet in proceſs of time they became ſtrong con

firmations of the Chriſtian religion. The treaſure of the

Goſpel was committed to ca, them veſſeſ, that the excellency of

the power migłt appear to be from God. The phraſe, the

ſeaſ of all ſeed, is a figure frequently uſed in common

diſcourſe, and ſignifies one of the lºft, or the leaſt of all

thoſe ſeeds with which the people of Judaea were then

acquainted ; ſo ſmall, that it was proverbially uſed by the

Jews to denote a very little thing. “The globe of the

“earth, ſay the rabbies, is but a grain of muſtard-ſeed,

- * B & 2 “ when

.*
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33 * * Another parable ſpake he unto

them : The kingdom of heaven is like unto

leaven, which a woman took, and hid in three

* meaſures of meal, till the whole was lea

vened.

34 " All theſe things ſpake Jeſus unto the

multitude in parables; and without a parable

ſpake he not unto them :

35 That it might be fulfilled which was

ſpoken by the prophet, ſaying, "I will open

my mouth in parables; I will utter things

which have been kept ſecret from the foun

dation of the world.

36 °. Then Jeſus ſent the multitude away,

and went into the houſe : and his diſciples

came unto him, ſaying, ‘Declare unto us the

parable of the tares of the field.

37 He anſwered and ſaid unto them, 'He

that ſoweth the good ſeed is the Son of

man;

38 ''The field is the world ; "the good

ſeed are the children of the kingdom ; * but

the tares are the children of the wicked

Oſle ; -

39 The enemy that ſowed them is the

devil; * the harveſt is the end of the world;

and the reapers are the angels.

4o As therefore the tares are gathered and

burned in the fire; ſo ſhall it be in the end of

this world.

* Luke, 13. 20. , Rºm. 1. 14, 16. Cor. 9. 21, 23. Pſ 72. 16. & 19, 11. with I Cor. 5. 7. Gal. 5, 9. * Saton, or ſeah, held a little more

than a peck. * Mark, 1. 33, 24. Ver. i. * Pſ. 49. 3, 4, & 78. 2.

Heb. 1. 1. * Ver, 11: Prov. 2. 1–7. Aćts, 8. 30, 31. Ezek. 36, 37.
Rom. 16. 25, 16. 1 Cor. 2. 7. Eph. 3. 9. Col. 1. 25, 26. 2. Tim. 1. 10.

James, 1. 5. Mat. 7. 7. * iſ 61. 1, 2. Heb. 2. 3. & 1. 1. A &ts, 3.

22. Iſ 48. 17. ' Ch. 28. 19. Mark, 16. 15. Ron. 15. 18, 21. & 16. 26. Col. i. 6. Luke, 24. 47. Rom. Io. 18. & 1 1. 1, 12. u Pſ. 22.

32. If 53. 19-12. & 54. 13. Heb. 3. 1. John, 3.8. John, 3. 3, 5. 2 Cor. 5. 17. Gal. 6, 15. * Gen. 3. 15. John, 8. 44. Aćts, 13. 10.

Tit. 1, 16. Phil. 3. 18, 19. 2 Tim. 3. 2–5. 1 John, 3 8. * Gen. iii. 2 Cor. 11. 3. 1 Pet. 5. 8. Rev. zo. 1, 2. * Joel, 3- 13.

Rev. 14. 15.

* when compared with the expanſe of the heavens.” See

ch. xvii. 29. The term tree is applied by botaniſts to

plants of the larger kind, which grow to the magnitude of

ſhrubs ; and for that reaſon are termed plante arbºr ſenter.

The Talmud mentions a muſtard-tree, or at leaſt what

the Orientals comprehended under the ſpecies of the

Jºnapi, ſo large that a man might with eaſe fit in it; and

another, one of whoſe branches covered a tent. It is

certain, that we ſhould be much miſtaken, if we judged

of vegetables or animals in the Eaſtern or Southern coun

tries, merely by what thoſe of the ſame ſpecies are with

us. The word karazuyow, rendered lodge, ſignifies, “They

“find ſhelter, and paſs their time there.” See Tremellius

and Lightfoot's Hor. Heb. on the place.

Wer. 33. The kingdom ºf heaven is like unto leaven] The

meaning of this parable is commonly thought to be the

ſame as that of the preceding ; but there ſeems to be this

difference between them ; the parable of the grain of muſ

tard ſeed repreſents the ſmallneſs of the Goſpel in its be

ginnings, together with its ſubſequent greatneſs; whereas

the parable of the leaven, which, being hid in a quantity of

meal, fermented the whole, expreſſes in a very lively man

ner both the nature and ſtrength of the operation of truth

upon the mind ; for though the doctrines of the Goſpel,

when firſt propoſed, ſeemed to be loſt in that enormous

maſs of paſſions and worldly thoughts with which men's

minds were filled ; yet did they then, through the Divine

Spirit, moſt eminently exert their influence, converting

men's thoughts and deſires into a conformity to truth.

The preciſe difference, therefore, between this and the fore

going Parable is, that the former repreſents the extenſive

propagation of the Goſpel from the ſmalleſt beginning;

but this, the nature of the influence of its àoariº:

upon the minds of particular porſons. Our Saviour

* l

mentions here three meaſures of meal in particular, be

cauſe this ſeems to be the quantity they uſually kneaded

at once. See Gen. xviii. 6. Macknight, Beaufobre and

Lenfant.

Wer. 34, 35. And without a parable ſpake he not, &c.]

That is, “not at that time,” or “to the people who then

“ heard him.” See the note on ver. 1. Beauſobre and

Lenfant obſerve, that the quotation from the Pſalms is

not a propheſy of the manner in which Chriſt was to

teach, but only an application, made by the Evangeliſt, of

the words of the Pſalmiſt to the myſterious manner in

which our Saviour taught. And Dr. Doddridge and fe

veral others are of the ſame opinion, ſuppoſing this paſ

ſage quoted by way of alluſion. See on ch. i. 22. But

Dr. Whitby's interpretation ſeems to me preferable, who

obſerves that the ſenſe may be this:—our Saviour ſpake in

parables, that what David, filled with the prophetic ſpirit,

ſaid of himſelf, might be fulfilled alſo in that Son of

David, of whom he was a type ; for he, being our great

law-giver, might more truly ſay, Hear my law, O my people,

Pſ. lxxviii. 1. See the note on Pſ. xlix. 4. Olearius's

49th Obſervation, and Wetſtein.

Ver. 38. The children of the kingdom] This is a Hebraiſm,

ſignifying the heirs of the kingdom, ch. viii. 12. where the

unbelieving Jews are named the children of the kingdom, in

oppoſition to the Gentiles, beauſe they were born within

the Moſaic covenant. Here the children ºf the kingdom

are the true believers, as the children ºf the wicked orie

are the unregenerate and diſobedient. See John, viii. 4 I,

44. º

Ver. 39. The end ºf the world] Of the age, literally, a

Hebraiſm, frequently uſed in the New Teſtament. Comp.

the next verſe, and Heb. i. 2. What follows is an allu

ſion to Joel, iii. 13. See alſo Rev. xiv. 15.

Wer. 4 I.
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41 ‘The Son of man ſhall ſend forth his

ingels, and they ſhall gather out of his king

dom all “things that offend, and them which

do iniquity;

42 "And ſhall caſt them into a furnace of

fire: there ſhall be wailing and gnaſhing of

teeth.

43 Then ſhall the righteous ſhine forth as

the ſun in the kingdom of their Father. “Who

hath ears to hear, let him hear.

# * : Again, the kingdom of heaven is

it unto treaſure hid in a field; the which

when a man hath found, he hideth, and for

jºy thereof goeth and ſelleth all that he hath,

and buyeth that field.

4; "| Again, the kingdom of heaven is like
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unto a merchant man, ſeeking goodly pearls:

46 Who, when he had found one pearl of

great price, went and ſold all that he had, and

bought it.

47 'ſ Again, the kingdom of heaven is

like unto a net that was caſt into the ſea, and

gathered of every kind : -

48 "Which, when it was full, they drew to

ſhore, and ſat down, and gathered the good

into veſſels, but caſt the bad away.

49 So ſhall it be at the end of the world:

the angels ſhall - come forth, and ſever the

wicked from among the juſt,

5o And ſhall caſt them into the furnace of

fire: there ſhall be wailing and gnaſhing of

teeth.

• Ch. 14. 31. & 25. 32. & 5. 29, 30. & 18. 7, 9. 1 Cor. 11, 19. with 1 Pet. 2. 1. * Or ſtandals. * Ch. 3. 12. & 3. 12. & 22. 13. , Rev. 14.

rº, 11. & zo. 15. & 2.1. 8, 27. & 22, 15. & 19. 20. * Dan. 12. 3. 1 Cor. 15. 41–54. Ch. 15. 34. Phil. 3. 21. Rev. 7. 9–17. & xxi. Iſ. 6d.

19, 10. * See ver, 9. Ch. 1.1. 15. * Prov. 2. 1–4. & 3. 13–16. 1 Cor. 2, 9. Col. 2. 3. & 3. 3. John, 3. 35. Phii. 3. 7–9. If 55. 1.

Rt. 3, 18. * Prov. 2. 4. & 3. 13–16. & 3. 10, 11. Ch. 16. 26. ſee ver. 44. * Ch. 4, 19. Luke, 5. Io. Mark, 16. 15. Ch. 28. 19. & 22.

9, 10. Luke, 14. 21, 23.

1 ib.ſ. i. 7-1 c. ver. 42.

Eph. 3, 8. Tit. 3. 3–7. * Rev. Io. 7. & 1. 7. & zo. 12–15. Ch. 24. 3 1. & 25. 32, 41-46. & 24-51. & xxv

w

Ver, 41. The Son ºf man ſhall ſend fºrth, &c.] The reader

muſt obſerve how high an idea our Saviour here gives

his diſciples of himſelf, when he ſpeaks of the angels as

his attendants who were at the laſt day to wait on him, and

iſ his order to aſſemble the whole world before him : they

Aull gather out of his kingdom all that ºffend, wºvtz Tz

way:zz, all things which are an offence to others, by

laying ſtumbling-blocks in their way; Kai tow;, &c.

“Even all the tranſgreſſºrs ºf the law, for ſo the word zai

ſhould be rendered in this and many other places of the

New Teſtament. - -

Wer. 42. A furnace] The furnace. -

Wer. 43. Then ſhall the righteous ſhine forth, &c.] In this

beautiful expreſſion, our bleſſed Săviour ſeems to allude to
Din. xii. 3. They that be wift ſhall ſhine, &c. They ſhall

fline like the ſun in the firmament for brightneſs and

beauty, and ſhall find no diminution of their ſplendour by

*ge. A noble image this to repreſent the glory and hap

Pineſs of righteous men with God their Father. The ex

climation at the end of the verſe intimates that truths of

Feater importance and ſolemnity cannot be uttered, than

thoſe which reſpect the final miſèry of the wicked, and the

"conceivable happineſs of the righteous; and that all who

his the faculty of reaſon ought therefore to regard them

with becoming attention. See Macknight and Calmet.

P.ºr. 44–46. Again, the kingdom of heaven is like unto

*] Theſe three following parables are propoſed not
ſº much to the multitude, as to the apoſtles particularly.

º: parable of the treaſure which a man found hidden in

oſpel as it were by accident, and without ſeeking after it,

; to what the prophet Iſaiah ſays, ch. lxv. 1. that

i. * fºund ºf ther, whoſeek him not. On the other hand,

* Parable of the merchant, who inquired after goodly or

ld, was deſigned to teach us, that ſome meet with the

beautiful pearly, and found one of great value, informs us,

that men's receiving the Goſpel is often, through the grace

of God, the effect of a diligent ſearch after truth. The

Goſpel is fitly compared to a treaſure, as it enriches all

who profeſs it; and to a pearl, becauſe of its beauty and

preciouſneſs: both the parables repreſent the effect of

divine truth, upon thoſe who find it through grace, whether

by accident or upon inquiry. Being found and known, it

appears exceedingly valuable, and raiſes in men's breaſts

ſuch a vehemency of deſire, that they willingly part with

all that they have for the ſake of obeying its precepts ; and

when they part with all on account of it, think themſelves

incomparably richer than before. The ſacred writers elſe

where compare and prefer wiſdom to jewels. See Job,

xxviii. 15–19. Prov. iii. 15. viii. 1 I.

Wer. 47–50. Again, the kingdom ºf heaven is like unto a

met] This parable intimates, that by the preaching of the

Goſpel a viſible church ſhould be gathered on earth, con

fiſting both of good and bad men, mingled in ſuch a

manner, that it would be difficult to make a proper diſ

tinótion between them ; but that at the end of the world

the bad ſhall be ſeparated from the good, and caſt into

hell; which the parable repreſents under the image of

caſting them into the furnace of fire, becauſe that was the

moſt terrible puniſhment known in the Eaſtern countries.

See Dan. iii. 6. This parable will appear peculiarly pro

per, if we confider that it was ſpoken to fiſhermen, who

had been called from their employments with a promiſe

that they ſhould catch men. Ch. iv. 19. It differs from

the parable of the tares in its extent, repreſenting the final

ſtate and judgment of wicked men in general; whereas

that of the tares deſcribes more particularly the miſerable

end of hypocrites and apoſtates. The word gargº, ren

dered bad, ver, 48. generally ſignifies corrupt or putrid,

- - and
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51 Jeſus ſaith unto them, 'Have ye un

derſtood all theſe things? They ſay unto him,

Yea, Lord.

52 Then ſaid he unto them, “Therefore

every ſcribe which is inſtructed unto the king

dom of heaven, is like unto a man that is an

houſholder, which bringeth forth out of his

treaſure things new and old. -

53 "| And it came to paſs, that when

Jeſus had finiſhed theſe parables, he departed

thence.

54 'And when he was come into his own

country, he taught them in their ſynagogue,

inſomuch that they were aſtoniſhed, and ſaid,

Whence hath this man this wiſdom, and thºſe

mighty works :

55 "Is not this the carpenter's ſon 2 is not

his mother called Mary 2 and his brethren,

James, and Joſes, and Simon, and Judas 2.

56 And his ſiſters, are they not all with

us? Whence then hath this man all theſe

things? - -

57 And they were offended in him. But

Jeſus ſaid unto them, “A prophet is not with

' Aéts, 8. 30, 31. Ch. 16. 1 r. 2 Cor. 4. 3, 4. 1 Cor. 2. 1C–16. John, 13. 17. * Neh. 8. 3. Ch. 23. 34. 1 Cor. 12. 28. Eph. 4, 11–11.

Song, 7, 13. | Mark, 6, 1–5. Luke, 4, 16. Deut. 18. 15–19. Iſ. 50. 4. Pſ. 22. 22. & 4o. 9, 1°. " John, 6, 42. Luke, 4. 22.

Mark, 6. 3. Ch. 12. 46. Iſ 49. 7. & 53. 2, 3. * Ch. 11. 6. & 26. 31. Iſ. 53. 2, 3. Pl. 2.2. 6. & 69. 3, 19, 29. * Maſk, 6.4.

Luke, 4, 24. John, 4. 44.

and ſeems an alluſion to the drawing up of ſome dead fiſh in

the net with the living. It has been obſerved, that this in

the ſtrongeſt terms repreſents the hopeleſs ſtate of finners

at laſt. See Herbery’s Diſcourſe of future Puniſhment.

Wer. 51, 52. Have ye underſfood, &c.] When Jeſus had

finiſhed his parables, he aſked his diſciples if they under

ſtood them ; and upcn their anſwering in the affirmative,

he told them, that every teacher of the Jewiſh religion, who

was converted to Chriſtianity, and made a preacher of the

Goſpel, might, by reaſon of the variety of his knowledge

and his ability, be compared to a prudent maſter of a

family, who nouriſhes them with the fruits both of the

preſent and of the preceding years, as their need requires.

Our Saviour has given the pattern and example of ſuch a

teacher in his diſcourſe contained in this chapter; and by

the ſimilitude of the houſeholder, he ſhºws his diſciples

the uſe that they were to make of the knowledge they had

acquired, whether from the old revelation tranſmitted to

them by the prophets, or from the new revelation, of which

Jeſus was, in a more peculiar ſenſe, the author and diſ

penſer. See Macknight and Wetſtein. Dr. Clarke in his

Sermons, vol. x. ſerm. 4. gives the following expoſition

of the 52d verſe : “Thoſe thoroughly qualified to be

“ ſucceſsful preachers of the Goſpel .." be able on

“ all occaſions to bring forth out of their memory, as

“ out of a copious ſtorehouſe, inſtructions ſuited to per

“ ſons of all capacities.” Concerning the word treaſireſ,
ſee the note on ch. ii. 1 1

Wer. 54. Into his own cºuntry] Nazareth is ſq., called,

becauſe it was the town in which Jeſus was brought up,

and to diſtinguiſh it from Capernaum, where he commonly

reſided. This wiſdom fignifies this learning. They were

amazed to find in our Lord ſuch extraordinary learning,

without having ever been taught by their doćtors. Theſe

mighty works, in the Greek is ºvvous.g., virtueſ. The word

denotes both miracles, and the power of performing them.

Wer. 55. If not this the carpenter’s ſºn "J In St. Mark,

ch. vi. 3. it is, I not this the carpenter P 'O riºray; Ac

cordingly Juſtin Martyr tells us, and the ancient Chriſtians

were all of the ſame opinion, that Jeſus was employed in

this occupation. Their canons required that all parents

ſhould teach their children ſome trade; and probably the

poverty of the family engaged Chriſt, while he was at

home with Joſeph, to work at his. What an additional

proof this, of the humiliation of the bleſſed Redeemer for

our fakes | By comparing ch. xxvii. 56., Mark, xv. 40.,

John, xix. 25., with this paſſage, it appears, that the four

perſons mentioned here were the ſons of Mary, ſiſter to

the virgin Mary, and the wife of Cleºpha; or Apheus, which

is the ſame name. See ch. x. 3, xii. 46. By jameſ is

meant James the Leſſer, whom St. Paul calls our Lord's

brother, Galat. i. 19. jºſe; or Joſeph (for it is the ſame

name) is the only ſon of Mary, the wife of Alpheus, who

never was an Apoſtle. Simon is he who is called the

Canaanite or Zeal-t, to diſtinguiſh him from Simoit Peter.

And judi; or Jude is the author of the Epiſtle which

goes under that name, wherein he ſtyles himſelf the bro

ther ºf james.

Ver. 56. Whence then, &c.] This, like many other things

which have ſince been objected againſt the Goſpel of

Chriſt, is as much the language of ſtupidity as of in

fidelity; for the meanneſs of Chriſt's education was a

demonſtration, that his teaching in ſo excellent a manner

muſt have been the effect of ſome extraordinary and di

vine influence on his mind.

Per. 57. And they were ºff ſided in him] The Nazarenes,

not being able to reconcile the miracles and wiſdom of

our Lord with the meanneſs of his birth, were full of

doubts and uncertainties: they could not tell what to ſay

or think of him, ſuſpecting perhaps that he was a forcerer.

The word unbeliſ, uſed in the next verſe, ſerves to explain

all this. And we learn from Luke, iv. 22. that, notwith

ſtanding their unbelief, they could not forbear praiſing

and admiring him. Dr. Doddridge renders the next clºuſe,

“A prºphet is no where lºſ; ſeemed than in his own country,

“ and among his relations, even in his cºrn family,” which

is plainly the ſenſe of the words, though ours is a literal

tranſlation : for a prophet may be, and often is, affronted

at a diſtance from home, as our Saviour himſelf found by

frequent experience. (See John, iv. 44. Luke, iv. 24.)

The expreſſion is proverbial, ſignifying that thoſe who

poſſeſs extraordinary endowments are no where in leſs

9 requel
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:: Out honour, ſave in his own country, and in

his own houſe.

58 ' And he did not many mighty works

there becauſe of their unbelief.

P Mark, 6. 5, 6. Heb. 4. 2. & 3. 19.

rueſt than among their relations and acquaintance.

* The reaſon is, ſuperior work never fails to be envied ;

it in envy, ever induſtrious in its ſearch, commonly finds

ſºme way or other to turn the knowledge it has of per

ſms to their diſadvantage.

Fr. 58. And he did not, &c.] We are not to under

find theſe words as if the power of Chriſt was here

tº dimed: but only that they brought but few ſick peºple to

him for a cure, Mark vi. 5. He did not judge it con

- Wºment to obtrude his miracles upon them, and ſo could

* nºt honourably and properly perform them. On the

ñme principle it is that faith, in ſome caſes, though not in

ill, is made the condition of receiving a cure. Compare

this, 29. Mark, ix. 23. and A&ts, xiv. 9. Chriſt ſaw

prºper to make it ſo here, as he well might, confidering

º, whitthe Nazarenes muſt undoubtedly have heard of him

... from other places, and what they had themſelves confeſſed

... but juſt before, of mighty works being wrought by his

hands; which ſhews indeed that their unbelief did not ſo

much confift in a doubt of his miraculous power, as of his

time miſſion, which, to any unprejudiced perſon's mind,

that power ſo abundantly proved. In this view therefore

# shard to ſay, how he could, conſiſtently with his cha

náer and perfeótions, have laviſhed away his favours on

ſº unworthy a people. Dr. Clarke explains this, “He

“could not do any mighty works there, confiſtently with

“his rule and method of ačting, or with his preſent pur

“poſes and deſigns.” See vol. ix. ſerm. 3.; the note on

Maſk, vi. 6. ; Doddridge; and Clearius. The reaſon, ſays

ºt, why many mighty works are not wrought now is, not

that the faith is everywhere planted, but that unbelief

tºry where prevails,

º
s**

-

Inferencer.—We have in this chapter one more pro

Fictic teſtimony to the divine character and miſſion of

ºur great Redeemer, his ſpeaking in parables ; and cer

Finly we ſhould think ourſelves peculiarly favoured, that

while the great truths of the Goſpel were veiled in ob

ſºurity, and hid from the fight of thoſe who had rendered

themſelves unworthy of clearer information, we, with the

ºples of our Lord, are permitted to know the myſteries

ºf the kingdong, and are indulged with the clearéſt and

fileſ intelligence of thoſe great and intereſting truths,

"ich many prophets and righteous men have anxiouſly

wiſhed to know, but have not known them.

we ſhould for ever fix it in our minds, that more abun

int ligh; and information require a proportionably higher

"...sº of holineſs and virtue; to whom much is given,

ºf them much will be required. And as from the parable

of the ſower we are clearly informed, that increaſe and

*P*ment depend, under the influence of God’s grace,

"P” ourſelves; that the ſeed and the ſower being al

*** ſame, the ſucceſs of that ſeed, and the fruitful

: it, ariſe from the ſoil; we ſhould be eſpecially
º ; lil dependence on the Holy Spirit, duly to prepare

**, to bring that good and honeſt, that humble

and teachable, that attentive and conſiderate diſpoſition

to the hearing of the Goſpel, which will always be abun

dantly recompenſed with a right knowledge, a genuine

experience, and the zealous practice of that Goſpel.

When we review mankind, and conſider the various pur

ſuits in which they are engaged, the idleneſſes and the

occupations, the buſineſs and the pleaſures which ſo totally

engroſs the minds of the generality, we cannot wonder at

the little influence which the preaching of the word of

Chriſt has upon them. Cares are thorns to the poor,

wealth to the rich, the deſire of other things to all. Riches

are called deceitful, and with great propriety : for they

ſmile and betray, kiſs and ſmite into perdition; they put

out the eyes, harden the heart, ſteal away the divine life,

fill the ſoul with pride, anger, and love of the world, and

make men enemies to the whole croſs of Chriſt; and all

the while are eagerly deſired, and vehemently purſued even

by thoſe who believe there is a God; nay, who profeſs to

believe the Goſpel of Chriſt.

How great is the forbearance and long-ſuffering of our

God! However pernicious the tareſ, however abandoned

the wicked; however they defy his power, defile his gifts,

and diſhonour his works, he will not ſuffer them inſtantly

to be rooted up; he will rot in terrible vengeance im

mediately exert the ſeverity of his judgments upon them.

And ſhall our forbe: ance and lenity be leſs than God's

When we behold vice triumphant, may when we ſuffer

beneath its oppreſſions, or in any reſpect feel its fatal

conſequences, let us preſerve our ſouls in patience, and

remember that a day is coming, when the great ſeparation

will be made ; when all thing that offend ſhall be caſt out

of the kingdºm ºf heaven ; and when the faithful righteous

ſhall ſhine forth, bright and pure as the ſun, in that kingdom

of the Pather. Glorious and triumphant conſolation ?

What more do we want to ſuſtain us, amidſt all the evils

and difficulties of this ſtate of probation ? What more

can we want to encourage us to maintain the faith of

Chriſt, and to make ourſelves, through grace, of the num

ber of thoſe righteous 2

The bleſſed Jeſus renewed his viſit to Nazareth, ver. 54,

though the people of that place had attempted to murder

him on his firſt preaching annong them : So ſhould we

never be weary ºf well-dºing, nor refuſe to renew our at

tempts on the moſt obſtinate finners, where the intereſts

of their immortal fouls are concerned. Blind and deaf

though they be, while hardened in guilt, to the dreadful.

danger of their unhappy ſtate; yet we, as having our eyes

open by Almighty grace to that danger, ſhould be the

more ready to compaſſionate and relieve them.

But though theſe Nazarenes were aſtoniſhed at his wif

dom, and could not but allow the mighty works which

he had wrought ; yet they went on, perverſe and ungrate

ful, to reject him, and in ſo doing were condemned out

of their own mouth. Well would it be if theſe perſons

afforded us the only inſtance of ſuch ſelf-condemnation.

Well would it be, if, among thoſe who profeſs the*
- O
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erod's opinion of Chriſt. Iſherefºre john Baptiſt was

beheaded. Jeſus departeth into a deſºrt place ; where he

feedeth five thouſand men with five loaves and two fiſhes :

he walketh on the ſea to his diſciples: and, landing at Gen

meſaret, health the ſºck by the touch of the hem of his gar

171t ºf.

[Anno Domini 3 1.]

T that time Herod the Tetrarch heard

of the fame of Jeſus,

* Mark 6. 14—-o. Luke, o. 7–0.

* Lev. 18. 6, 16. & 20, 21. 2 Sam. 12. 7.

Iſ Kx. 15.

Dan. 5. 22, 23.

* Or are wrought by him.

2 And ſaid unto his ſervants, This is John

the Baptiſt; he is riſen from the dead; and

therefore mighty works “do ſhew forth them

ſelves in him.

3 * * For Herod had laid hold on John, and

bound him, and put him in priſon for Hero

dias' ſake, his brother Philip's wife. -

4. For John ſaid unto him, ‘ It is not law

ful for thee to have her.

* Luke, 3. 19, 20. Mark, 6. 17, 18, &c. Ch. 4. 11.

of Chriſt, who acknowledge his wiſdom and mighty works,

none were found, who in heart and life rejected him,

diſavowing by their actions what their lips continually

expreſſed. Formality of profeſſion is ever to be moſt

dreaded by thoſe, who, brought up in a ſpeculative faith,

receive their creed by tradition, and without due exami

nation ; and therefore we cannot be too carefully guarded

againſt it.

How much did theſe Nazarenes loſe by their obſtinate

prejudices againſt Jeſus! How many diſeaſed bodies might

have been cured, how many loſt ſouls might have been

recovered and ſaved, had they given him a better reception!

"Their unbelief as it were diſarmed Chriſt himſelf of his

power to do good, and rendered him a ſavour of death

rather than of lift to their ſouls: and ſtill the ſame de

ſtrućlive principles will work the ſame deſtructive con

ſequences: faith ſeems to have put the Almighty power

of God into the hands of men, while unbelief ſeems even

to tie up the hands of Omnipotence. It is a fin pregnant

with every other ; and with reſpect to the diſpenſation of

the Goſpel, one which diſcovers no leſs blindneſs than

diſingenuouſneſs in the mind: fºr what could the Lord have

done more fºr his vineyard than he hath done in it 2 What

more abundant and convincing teſtimony could he have

given in proof of his divine miſſion, than he has graciouſly

afforded to mankind —Propheſics clear and continued,

miracles mighty and indiſputable, wiſdom pure and per

feół. The Nazarenes allowed his wiſdom ; and we ſhall

do well to obſerve, that the very argument which they

made uſe of to ſupport their rejection of this moſt Divine

Prophet, is in itſelf a ſtrong proof of his divine miſſion.

Jºhence half this carpenter’s ſºn this wiſdom º Born and

educated amongſt us, without any of the means of im

provement in human learning, putting his hand to the mail,

and his right hand to the workman’ſ hammer ? Wheuce this

awiſkin, theſe mighty works, to a man ſo mean, ſo low, ſo

utterly uninſtrućted, unlettered, unaided ?, O ye Nazarenes,

can ye want an anſwer This wiſdºm is from Gºd O wiſ

dom of the Son of God O power of the Father who

canſt at the ſame time diſcover thyſelf to the eyes of ſim

ple and genuine believers, and conceal thyſelf from ſuch

as are carnal: my faith owns, adores, invokes thee, as the

uncreated and incarnate Wiſdom, as the light of angels

and men, hid under the obſcurity of our fleſh, veiled in the

voluntary meanneſs of thy humiliation, and debaſed in the

proud conceits of ſelf-ſufficient philoſophers of this world.

*

REFLEctions.—1ſt, With indefatigable diligence did

the great Prophet labour to inculcate the doctrines of his

Goſpel. The ſame day went Jºſur out ºf the houſe, and ſat

by the ſa-ſide, his auditory being too great for a houſe to

contain them ; and there, aſcending a ſhip for his pulpit,

while the attentive multitude crowded the ſhore, he ſpake

many thing unto them in parables, more, probably, than are

here recorded ; and he choſe this method for reaſons

given. Note ; (1.) In preaching the Goſpel, we are called

to be inſtant in ſeaſon and out of ſeaſon: no time nor

place is unſuitable to ſpeak a word for Chriſt and for im

mortal ſouls. (2.) Where Chriſt is preached, there ſhould

we with delight attend : his preſence and bleſſing on the

ſea-ſhore are better than all the magnificence of Solomon's

temple without him.

1. The parable with which Chriſt opens his diſcourſe

is that of a ſower, ſowing his ſecti, with the various foils

on which it fell, and the conſequences thereof. By fa

miliar and well-known objects, Chriſt would thus convey

more pleaſingly his divine inſtructions, and teach them

to ſpiritualize their daily labours, and to draw from them

profitable meditation. The explication of the parable

Chriſt is pleaſed timſelf to give, and we cannot err when

following an infallible interpreter. The ſeed is the word ºf

the kingdºm, the Goſpel ; the ſºver is the Lord Jeſus, with

all his divinely appointed miniſters ; and he alſo by his

Spirit quickens the feed fown, that it may bring forth

fruit in the hearts of thoſe who will with ſimplicity accept

his grace. The field is the world in general ; and the

ſeveral forts of ground here mentioned, on which the ſeed

falls, repreſent the different tempers of thoſe to whom the

Goſpel is preached, and the eſrećts thereby produced

upon them.

[1..] Some are like the way-ſide, where the ſeed, falling

on the hard ground, not broken up, is expoſed to the

birds, and devoured. This repreſents the caſe of thoſe who

are careleſs, negligent, and in attentive hearers, on whom

the word of God makes no impreſſion : they undeſland ;

not, being wilfully under the darkneſs of their faller

mind, and their hearts hardened. The wicked one, th

devil, ever watchful to prevent all good men from entering

no ſooner obſerves ſuch a one in the way of the Goſpel

than he ſeeks to divert him from it, and catches away th

word from his heart as it falls, diſtraćting his attention b

ſome objećts around him, or ſuggeſting ſome idle, v.in

worldly, or trifling thoughts, ſo that the word of God i

immediatel
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5 And when he would have put him to

daſh, he feared the multitude, “becauſe they

QInted him as a prophet.

‘Ch. 21. 26. Luke, 20. 6.
* When John had lain about a year and a half in priſon.

6 But * when Herod's birth-day was kept,

the daughter of Herodias danced before thein,

and pleaſed Herod.

* Gen. 40. zo. Aćts, 12. 21. Eſth. 1. * * *. 13.

immºly effaced from the memory, and becomes utterly

UNICitible. -

[...] Others are like the flony ground, on which what

tº is own ſprings up quickly, the earth being ſhallow ;

hi, Unible to bear the ſcorching ſun, for want of root,

it withers away. Such are they who attend the miniſtry

ºf the word, and, greatly ſtruck at firſt with what they

haſ, give an immediate aſſent to its truth; but the root

ºf the matter is not in them ; they are unfaithful; they

aſ: not brought to a deep and humble ſenſe of the finful

lºſs of their nature; they do not ſee the utter impotence

ºf their hearts to all good ; they are not humbled to an

univerſal renunciation, of themſelves; nor led to Chriſt

alone for pardon, righteouſneſs, grace, and glory: but

while ſome lively impreſſion or ſudden flaſh of joy ſucceeds

their hearing, they are ready to conclude that the work

is done; their hearts continue unhumbled and unholy;

they are not influenced by the divine principle of faith

which worketh by love; they have never truly counted

the coſt, and therefore, when they are called to painful

{{ſ-denial for Chriſt's ſake, to endure reproach, the loſs

of friends or fortune, or the ſeverer ſufferings which in

venomed perſecutions may inflićt, then they ſhrink from

the croſs, diſhonour their proſcſſion, comply with the

world, are offended, and walk no more with Jeſus. May

we never be numbered among ſuch

[3] Another fort of hearers are compared to the ſeed

own among thorns. Theſe go farther than the former :

they are attendants on the word and ordinances, and in

appearance Chriſtians altogether; but inſenſibly the cares

of the world, a too great anxiety about a proviſion for

themſelves or families, an inordinate love of money, and

too eager a purſuit after it, theſe, under many a ſpecious

cloak of prudent care and becoming induſtry, ſeduce the

affections to gold from God, and inſenſibly, like the thorns,

eat out the life and ſpirit of that godlineſs which they

ºnce poſſeſſed; the heart grows cold, eternal things loſe

cir importance, the vanities of time appear more ſigni
ficant; and though the profeſſion of religion and the form

ºf duties may ſtill be carried on, it is mere huſk; no ſub

ſtantial fruit of grace remains: the word is choked, and

the ſoul drowned in perdition and deſtruction. How

many thus have fallen May we be warned of the immi

ºnt danger, and fear for ourſelves, leſt this evil world

teal away our hearts from God

[4] Though others were unfruitful, one ſort of hearers

ºſt mentioned, who, like the good ground, repaid the huſ

ºnman's toils. Their hºts ſincerely yielded to be

fived by grace : they received the ſeed of the Goſpel, and,

**tered by the dews of heavenly influence, it grew, and

bºught forth fruit abundantly. They are deſcribed not

Hºly as hearing the word, but underſlanding it, the eyes

ºf their mind being enlightened ; and they receive the

* not only in the light but in the love of it : in their

%. ºcca takes soot, and brings forth the genuine

fruits of righteouſneſs and true holineſs: and this va

riouſly; for though the quality of the fruit be the ſame in

ali, wrought by that one and the ſeif-ſame ſpirit, yet in

ſome theſe fruits are more eminent and abundant than in

others. May Jeſus give us then the hearing ear and un

derſtanding heart, that our profiting may appear ; and may

we ſeek to abide and abound in all the fruits of grace,

jº by Jeſus Chriſt are to the praiſe and glory of
God |

2. Chriſt reſolves the queſtion addreſſed to him by his

diſciples, why he ſpoke to the people by parables 2 In

general, ſuch was the good pleaſure of his will. With

regard to thoſe who were his diſciples, he intended to ſtir

up their inquiries after the explanation of what they heard;

they had left all, and followed him ; and to them it was

given to know the myſleries of the kingdom but to thoſe who

refuſed to liſten to the firſt inſpirations of grace, and trod

under foot or negligently caſt away thoſe divine ſeeds out

of which faith and regeneration might have ſprung up in

time, it waſ not given. Where the divine light which he

beſtows is faithfully improved, there he will continue to

work, increaſing his gifts of wiſdom and grace: but where

there is no deſire to profit by his word, but a determined

obſtinacy to reject it, there he will take away the external

gifts, the means of grace, or miniſtry of the Goſpel,

which ſuch perſons before enjoyed, or at leaſt leave them

to the blindneſs they have choſen. And this he aſſigns

as the reaſon why he ſpake to them in parables, without

expounding them to the multitude, as he did to his own

diſciples. He deſigned to leave thoſe, who wilfully had

rejected the light of his miracles and doćtrines, to the

hardneſs and impenitence of their own hearts. They did

not chooſe to ſee or underſtand, and therefore he decrees in

juſt judgment that they ſhall not. And herein the propheſy

of Iſaiah was fulfilled. The Jews were now given up to

that judicial blindneſs which he had ſoretoli. In the midſt

of the glorious light of the Goſpel, and in the face of the

aſtoniſhing miracles wherewith Jeſus as the Meſſinh had

confirmed his miſſion, they obſtinately ſtopped their ears,

and cloſed their eyes, as if they were afraid left the force of

convićtion and the ſtrong evidence of truth ſhould over

power them, and neceſſitate them to ſubmit to the Sa

viour's doctrine, and yield up their hearts and ways to

his government: which they being reſolved not to do, his

ſpirit will no longer ſtrive with them, and they are left

to the ignorance and impenitence of their hearts. But

towards thoſe ſimple ſouls that received the truth in the

love of it, God had the moſt gracious deſigns: he had

given them the ſecing eye and the hearing ear, and bleſſed

them with the underſtanding of thoſe myſteries of his

grace which were hidden from the eyes of the others: yea,

they enjoyed tranſcendant favours beyond all the prophets

and righteous men who had gone before them ; for,

earneſtly as the pious in ancient days longed for the ap

pearing of the Mcfiiah, and to behold him incarnate, they

C & ſaw
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*7 Whereupon the promiſed with an oath 8 And ſhe, being before inſtrućted of her ºf

to give her whatſoever ſhe would aſk. mother, ſaid, “Give me here John Baptiſt's zºº

* Eſth. 5. 3, 6 & 7. 3. Ch. 4. 9. * Prov. Io. 12, 13. & 1. 16. & 4. 16.

ſaw his day but at a diſtance, and chiefly beheld the great pernicious errors in doćtrine and praćtice, ſeducing un- ...

things of his kingdom wrapped up in types and figures; ſtable fouls: and for a while the miſchief is not diſcovered,

while his preſent diſciples beheld him face to face, ſaw ſo artful are his wiles ; like the villain who ſowed tares,

his miracles, and from his own mouth more diſtinétly and flipped away unnoticed under the covert of the night. ...

were informed of thoſe truths which the others ſaw only But though at firſt the ſecret wickedneſs which lurked

through a glaſs darkly. Nºte ; (1.) Many enjoy the means under the cloak of profeſſion is not perceived, in a little . . . .

of grace whoſe hearts only grow more hard and inſchſible while the difference between the wheat and tares becomes –

under them. They hate the light, and therefore are very viſible. The exerciſe of grace in the one appears

juſtly abandoned to the darkneſs which they have choſen. evident in the ſpirituality of their tempers, the fimplicity ...

(2.) The greateſt of all bleſſings is the knowledge of Jeſus; of their hearts, and the purity of their manners; whilſt . .

for to know him is everlaſting life. (3.) If we be diſ- obſervation and experience diſcover the unfaithfulneſs of

tinguiſhed by peculiar circumſtances of the divine regard, the tares; and a day of trial ſhews their real charaćter.

the ſtronger obligation is laid upon us to be thankful, and With grief and ſurpriſe the faithful miniſters and ſervants .

to walk in the light, as children of the light. of Jeſus behold the errors and immoralities among the pro

2dly, Our Lord farther continues his diſcourſe to the feſſors of godlineſs, and carry their ſorrowful inquiries to

people in parables, chooſing in this manner to wrap up their Lord ; for they who have a zeal for him cannot but

the doćtrines that he inculcated, according to the propheſy be affected with every thing in his church which refle&ts

(Pſ. lxxviii. 2.); and while he thus opened a door for in- diſhonour upon his holy religion. He informs them

quiry to his diſciples, to whom he afterwards explained whence theſe tares ſprung; he marked his enemy in all

the meaning of the figures that he uſed, and informed them his ways. He does not reflect upon his ſervants, as if

of the ſecrets of wiſdom couched under theſe parables, he negligence were to be charged on them : nor will he grant

left the multitude in general, who ſhewed no ſolicitude to their requeſt of immediately eradicating theſe pernicious

be informed of their meaning, to their wilful ignorance. inmates of the viſible church. There would be danger, if *

Seven parables are delivered after that of the ſower, one it was left to us, leſt our undiſtinguiſhing eye might claſs

of which is afterwards particularly explained by our Lord among the hypocrites ſome who were ſincere; or, too

in private to his diſciples, who deſired to be informed of rigid or haſty in our judgments, we ſhould count thoſe ºn

its deſign. We have, tares, whom the Lord knew to be genuine believers; for "

1. The parable of the tares, which is the repreſentation his all-ſeeing eye alone can diſcern the true characters of Sº

of the viſible church in particular, as the former related to men. They are therefore permitted to grow together; º

the world in general. the day of ſeparation will come, when the diſtinétion sº

[1..] The ſower of the good ſeed is the Son of man, who, between tares and wheat will be evident. And hence we --

by himſelf, and his miniſters whom he appoints, ſows the ſhould learn, (i.) That as long as Chriſt has a church, the

feed of divine life in the hearts of believers, and cauſes it devil will ſtill be ſeeking to diſturb the peace, or corrupt tº

to take root and bring forth fruit: all that is good in man the purity of the profeſſing members of it, notwithſtand- -

intirely originates with him. ing the care of the moſt vigilant paſtors, and the admi

[2.j The field if the world, through which the Goſpel is niſtration of the ſtriëteſt diſcipline. (2.) We ſhould be

ſpread 3 and particularly the viſible church where the word very cautious of pronouncing raſh and haſty cenſures on

is preached, and Chriſt's ſervants, under him the great the characters of others: God only knoweth the heart;

Huſbandman, continually labour to break up the fallow and it is better that many criminals ſhould eſcape, than .

ground, and caſt in the living ſeed. one righteous perſon be condemned. -

[3.] The goºd ſeed are the children ºf the kingdom ; thoſe [6] The harveſ? is the end of the world; the reaperſ are

who by faith embrace the doctrines of the Goſpel, and in the angel: ; they ſhall go forth, and make the aweful ſc

all holy converſation and godlineſs adorn it. - paration. All that ºffend and do iniquity, whoſe pernicious

[4.] The tares are the children ºf the wicked one ; all hy- doctrines, or immoral condućt, have been a ſcandal to

pocrites and careleſs profeſſºrs, who, though they have a the religion they profeſſed, ſhall be gathered out, and, like

name to live in the viſible church, are really dead in treſ- tares, bound in bundles for the burning. The diſtinčušon

paſſes and fins; under the influence of the devil, reſembling between the righteous and the wicked ſhall then be too

him in their ſpirit and tempers, and a trouble and vexation evident to admit of a miſtake, and the ſeparation between

to the children of God among whom they aſſociate. . them ſhall be perfeót and everlaſting. For,

[5] The enemy that ſºwed them is the devil; that ſpirit [7.] They ſhall coff them, the tares, into a furnace ºf fire :

of wickedneſs whoſe unwearied labours are employed to the fire prepared for the devil and his angels, the place of

corrupt and deſtroy the ſouls of men, and who watches torment appointed for all the ungodly, where they ſhall

day and night to take advantage againſt the church of burn, and none ſhall quench them; their pangs intole

Chriſt: and while we are off our guard, or lulled by out- rable and eternal, under the wrath of God, which is for

ward proſperity into a ſtate of ſecurity, he inſinuates his ever wrath to come ; where every expreſſion of acuteſt

7 - - anguiſh

*

-
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it din a charger,

9 And the king was "ſorry: 'nevertheleſs

* Ver. 5. Mark, 6. 20. Luke, 13. 32.

for the oath's ſake, and them which ſat with

him at meat, he commanded it to be given ber.

* Rom. 1. 32. Tit. 1. 16. James, 1. 14.

rgiſh and black deſpair ſhall prove how fearful a thing

it is to fall into the hands of the living God. Lord,

gthſ not my ſoul with theſe finners

[8] The wheat ſhall be gathered into God's barn. The

fºols being proved and found faithful, ſhall be col

kid in one glorious company, and ſhine fºrth as the ſun

Tyed in robes of ſpotleſs purity, and clothed with ho

Mrand immortality; admitted into their Father's king

dom, and fitting down on the throne of their Lord, to

Rign with him for ever and ever. The proſpect of ſuch a

ºrious ſtate before us ſhould deeply engage our atten

tion; he therefore that hath ears to hear, let him hear.

1. The parable of the grain of miſſard ſeed, which, from

mt of the ſmalleſt ſeeds, grows, in the Eaſtern countries,

into the greateſt of herbs ; ſo that, like a ſpreading tree,

the birds find ſhelter in its branches. And ſuch is,

[1] The work of God in a faithful ſoul. The begin

nings are oſten ſmall, and ſcarcely perceptible ; but, watered

with divine influences, the ſeed of eternal life ſprings up,

aud, amidſt all the ſtormy blaſts of temptation, corruption,

perſecution, afflićtion, to which it is expoſed, increaſeth

with the increaſe of God.

[...] Such alſo was the Meſſiah's kingdom at the firſt.

Chrill and his diſciples ſeemed little, mean, and deſpicable ;

but their word took deep root; abundant converts were

made; the Goſpel ſpread on every ſide, and filled the

fice of the world with fruit: and, like the enlarging circle

in the water, the church of Chriſt ſhall go on increaſing,

till the kingdoms of the world become the kingdom of the

Lord; and all the fowls of the air, both Jews and Gen

les, be converted, and flock together into it. Haſten,

0 Lord, this happy day ! -

3. The parable of the leaven. As a little of this diffuſes

itſelf gradually through the whole maſs of meal with

which it is mingled; ſo does the Goſpel word, when

quickened by Divine grace, powerfully diffuſe its energy

- through all the faculties of the believing ſoul, and over all

the members of the body; ſanétifying the whole, com

municating throughout a ſweet ſavour of Chriſt, and

working a bleſſed and univerſal change into his image and
likeneſs: And ſpreading far and wide among all nations,

the word of truth ſhall continue its mighty operations,

ºil all nations ſhall be brought to the obedience of the

fith. Nite. Where the leaven of truth is hid in the

heart, there its influence will infallibly appear; there will

* ſweet favour of Chriſt in all we ſpeak or do.

4. The treaſure Aid in the field, which is Chriſt himſelf,

* the great and precious promiſes that are in him.
The field is the Scripture, wherein He is revealed to us,

**on are hid at the treaſures of wiſdom and know

** and from whom the mºſt in-ſtimable riches to a

fºr, of pardon, peace, righteouſneſs, and grace, are to

“rived. Theſe are Aid from us in our ſtate of nature :

º we have the Scriptures before us, we cannot look

*than the ſurface of them, till God imparts the ſpi
ritual underſtanding, and enables us to dig deep in the

precious mine. When we have found the treaſure, we

muſt hide it in our hearts; and nothing can equal the joy

with which a poor finner diſcovers the riches of the grâce

revealed in Jeſus Chriſt : for the ſake of this we ſhall be

ready to part with all beſides, and count an intereſt in his

love and favour the moſt invaluable treaſure.

5. The parable of the pearl of great price is much of

the ſame import with the foregoing. The merchant is the

convinced finner, ſeeking after Chriſt and his ſalvation,

the pearl ºf great price, an objećt indeed deſerving our moſt

eager purſuit. Shall merchants compaſs ſea and land for

one poor jewel ; and ſhall we not be more aſſiduous in

fecuring an intereſt in Jeſus, and the poſſeſſion of all the

jewels of grace and glory He finds it, as all who truly

ſeek the Saviour aſſuredly will; and then with cheerful

neſs ſells all to become poſſeſſor of it; content to quit the

world, with all its riches, honours, pleaſures ; and his

fins, with all their allurements; that Chriſt may be to him

all and in all.

6. The parable of the net caſt into the ſea, with the ex

plication annexed. The net is the Goſpel preached to

every creature; the miniſters of Chriſt are the fiſhermen,

who caſt it into the ſea, the world: by it a multitude

of ſouls are incloſed, and brought into the viſible church.

When it is full, in the latter days, and all, both Jews and

Gentiles, are gathered into it, then cometh the end, when

the net ſhall be drawn to ſhore, in the great day of final

ſeparation, and the contents of it be examined. The good

fiſh, the juſt, who in Chriſt Jeſus are juſtified from all

things, and found faithful, ſhall be gathered into the veſ

ſels of glory prepared for their reception; while the an

gels, the miniſters employed in this ſervice, ſhall ſeparate

the bad, the wicked, from among them, and caſt them

away as vile and reprobate into the everlaſting burnings.

ote ; (1.) Many, who have had a place in the Goſpel

church, will at the laſt day be rejećted by the great Head

of the church, as hypocrites and unfaithful. (2.) They

who live in wickedneſs, have nothing to expect but an

eternity of woe. (3.) The conſideration of the dreadful

end of thoſe who periſh, ſhould awaken our greater ſo

licitude to make our calling and eleētion ſure.

7. The parable of the houſeholder aptly finiſhes, as the

practical improvement of the whole. Our Lord had in

terrogated them on their proficiency, whether they had un

derſtood the meaning of the parables which he had uttered;

and as they had replied in the affirmative, he directs them

to the proper uſe of the knowledge which they poſſeſſed.

They were to be evangelical Scribes to preach the everlaſt

ing Goſpel, as the Scribes in their days expounded the

law : and herein they were to reſemble a houſeholder, who,

having made a liberal proviſion for the family under his

care, brings forth out of his ſtorehouſe thing; new and old,

as each is beſt ſuited to their wants. The family under

our care is the church of Chriſt, that particular part of

it to which we are ordained to miniſter. Our treaſure is .

the word of truth, and Chriſt eſpecially therein revealed,
C c 2 with
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1o And he ſent, and * beheaded John in the

priſon.

11 And his head was brought in a charger,

and given to the damſel: and ſhe brought it

* 2 Chr. 36. 16. Ch. 1.c. 21. & 21. 35, 36. & 12. 6.

with an experimental knowledge of him in all his offices,

of the riches of his ſalvation, and the obligations to love

and ſerve him thence ariſing. Theſe we muſt ſet before

the people, drawn from the ſacred ſtorehouſes of the Old

and New Teſtament ; inculcating anew ancient truths ;

adding to old experiences, new obſervations; and providing

thus a ſupply of ſpiritual food, ſuited to every ſtate, con

dition, and circumſtance of the pcople whom we ſerve.

And this wiſdom, this ability to miniſter, no attainments

of ſcience, no reſearches of philoſophy, no force of genius

can beſtow : it is the gift of the great Maſter of the fami

ly, the Lord Jeſus; and they who would ſavingly teach

others the doctrines of the kingdom, muſt be themſelves

firſt taught of him.

3dly, When Jeſus had finiſhed this diſcourſe, he re

turned to his own city Nazareth, where he had before

been ſo contumeliouſly treated, and where he again met

the like contempt. -

1. Though they could not help being aſtoniſhed at the

wiſdom and authority with which he ſpoke in their ſyna

gogue, and the mighty works that he performed, yet

their queſtions ſhew the prejudices which they enter

tained againſt him. They knew his parentage and edu

cation: he had not been brought up under their admired

do&tors; and his father was of no higher rank than a car

enter: his mother Mary, a woman of no account; and

his brethren and ſiſters mean, low, and illiterate people:

and at this they ſtumbled, deſpiſed his perſon, and ſlighted

his miniſtry.

2. Chriſt gently rebukes their unreaſonable prejudices,

and puniſhes them for their low thoughts of him. They

aćted according to vulgar prepoſſeſſions, which lead us to

pay little reverence and reſpect to thoſe with whom we

have been familiar ; and if they riſe to ſuperior excellence,

and above their former ſtation, they are envied. There

fore, ſince they deſpiſed and rejected him, refuſed to be

lieve his doćtrine, and ſubmit to the evidence of his mira

cles, he did not many mighty workſ there ; not for want of

power, but in juſt judgment; leaving them to their un

belief and hardneſs of heart. Note ; (1.) Prejudice en

tertained againſt miniſters is a great obſtruction to our

profiting by their labours. (2.) We owe it to our un

belief, that we ſee and experience no more of the mighty

works of Jeſus.

C H. A. P. XI ".

War. 1. Herod the Tºrarch] Herod is called Tºrarch,

becauſe he inherit d but a fºur tº part of his father’s do

minions. However, he exerciſed a regal authority in

Galilee, and is ſtyled a king, ver, 9. and Mark vi. 14.

This was Herod Antipas. See ch. ii. 1.

P'er. 2. This is jºhn the B.º.º. Thorn Luke ix. 7. we

learn that Herod and his courtiers were ſtrangely perplexed

reſpc&ting the ſame of Jeſus, which occaſioned many ſpe

culations among them. Some ſuppoſed that it was John

riſen from the dead, others, that it was Elias, and others

one of the old prophets; but Herod declared it to be his opi

nion that it was John ; and therefºre, ſays he, mighty works do

ſlewfºrth themſºlveſ in him, that is to ſay, extraordinary and

miraculouſ powers were exerted by him. Eraſmus indeed

thinks, that as Herod was of the ſect of the Sadducees, who

denied the immortality of the ſoul, (compare ch. xvi. 6.

Mark viii. 15.) he might ſay this by way of irony to his

ſervants, ridiculing the notions of the lower people, and

thoſe who joined in that opinion ; and this ſolution

might have paſſed, had not Herod been perplexed on this

occaſion, Luke ix. 7. The image of the Baptiſt whom

he wrongfully put to death, preſented itſelf often to his

thought, and tormented him; therefore, when it was re

ported that he was riſen from the dead, and was working

miracles, I ſerod, fearing ſome puniſhment would be in

flićted on him for his crime, in the confuſion of his

thoughts ſaid, that John was riſen from the dead, notwith

ſtanding he was a Sadducee. Nay, he might ſay this, al

though he had heard of Jeſus and his miracles before,

there being nothing more common than for perſons in

vehement perturbations to talk inconſiſtently. Befides, it

is no eaſy matter to arrive at a ſteady belief of ſo great an

abſurdity as the annihilation of the human mind. The

being of God, the immortality of the ſoul, the rewards

and puniſhments of a future ſtate, with the other great

principles of natural religion ; often obtrude themſelves

upon unbelievers, in ſpite of all their efforts to baniſh them;

and leave a ſting behind them in the conſcience, whoſe

pain, however it may be concealed, cannot eaſily be allayed.

Of this, Herod is a remarkable example ; for, notwithſtand

ing he was a king, his conſcience made itſelf heard and

felt, amidſt all the noiſe, the hurry, the flatteries, and the

debaucheries of a court. -

Per. 3. For Herod had laid hold on jºhn] Here is a di

greſſion in the hiſtory, from this to the 13th verſe, in

which the Evangeliſt gives us an account of the Baptiſt's

death, though he does not tell us preciſely when it hap

pened. St. Mark indeed ſeems to aſſign it as the cauſe of

the Apoſtles' return from their circuit; and St. Matthew

and St. Luke mention it as the reaſon why Jeſus retired

with them to the deſert of Bethſhida. It is therefore

probable that John was put to death while the Apoſtles

were firſt abroad, perhaps not long before Jeſus became

the ſubject of converſation at court: hence, becauſe he

was but lately dead, the people in general, the courtiers,

and even Herod himſelf, believed that he was riſen, when

they heard the fame of Chriſt's miracles. In ſome of

his private conferences with the king, the Baptiſt had been

fo boli as to reprove him for his adultery with Herodias.

This princeſs was grand-daughter to Herod the Great, by

his ſon Arilobulus, and had formerly been married to her

uncle, 11erod-Philip, the ſon of her grandfather by

Mariamne. Some time after that marriage, this Herod

Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee, and ſon of Herod the Great

by Malthace, happening, in his way to Rome, to lodge at

his brother's houſe, fell paſſionately in love with Herodias,

aud

*
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th:

º,

º:º,

º

ºn:

º, wife, the daughter of Aretas, king of Arabia.

- is was Herod the Great’s ſon, he was brother to Herod

tº her mother. -

1. And his diſciples came, and took up

the body, and buried it, and went and told

Jeſus.

* I Kings, 13. 29. Ch. 27. 58–61. Aás, 8, 19. Ch. Io. 16, 17.

ai on his return made offers to her: ſhe accepted his

iii.ſs, deſerting her huſband, who was only a private

ºn, Philip tetrarch of Iturea, mentioned Luke iii. 1.

* king a different perſon from this Philip,) that ſhe might

hiſt with the tetrarch in the honours of a crown. On

tº other hand, to make way for her, he divorced his

As An

Hip, the huſband of Herodias, and uncle to Herodias

itſelf; wherefore both parties being guilty of inceſt as

will is adultery, they deſerved the rebuke, which the

lºſt give them with a courage highly becoming the

mºlenger of God: for though he had experienced the

iºtage of the tetrarch's friendſhip, he was not afraid

tº ſeaſe him when his duty required it. Herod had

with great pleaſure heard John's diſcourſes, and by his

* Kriſon had done many good actions ; Mark, vi. 20.

... but now that he was touched to the quick, he reſented it

tº ſuch a degree, that he laid his monitor in irons. Thus

... hippens ſometimes, that they who do not fear God

itſelf, will go certain lengths in the obedience of his

cºmmandments, provided ſomething is remitted to thern

ºf way of indulgence; but when they are more ſtraitly

tried, throwing off the yoke, they not only become ob

finite but furious; which ſhews that no man has any

ºn of ſelf-complacency becauſe he obeys many of the

#ine laws, unleſs he has learned through the power of

Divine grace to ſubječt himſelf to God in every reſpect,

ind without exception. Joſephus aſſerts, another reaſon

for the apprehending of John ; namely, his exceſſive po

º See his Antiq. Tib. xviii. c. 5. Macknight, and
Oſtin. -

Wr. 4. For john ſaid unto him, &c..] Poſſified of great

ticit with Herod, and with the people, it is not poſſible

tº ſuppoſe that the Baptiſt would have incurred Herod's

kilouſy and diſpleaſure, had he been an impoſtor, and an

iſºciate of a pretended Meſfiah,-for fear of blaſting at

once all his preconcerted deſigns. Certainly, he would

ºw, more than ever, have employed all his art to keep

the influence that he had acquired with the king and the

ºple. But how oppoſite to all this was his condućt ; at

tº critical point of time, in this peculiar ſituation, when

ºth his own and his confederate's intereſt abſolutely re

ºted him to ačt in the manner juſt mentioned, he even

Fºrded to reprove Herod himſelf for the wickedneſs

* his life. An impoſior, in John's particular ſituation,

ºuld not but have refle&ed, at the firſt thought of ſo

*gerous a ſtep as that which occaſioned his death, that

*** not his own immediate aſſiſtance only of which his

iſ cite would be deprived by his deſtrućtion,-though
this ºne would have been ſufficient to prevent him from

ºpting it; but he would beſides have confidered, that

**u impriſonment and death would probably ſtrike

** Panic into the people, however zealous they had be

*been in his favour, as would reſtrain them from liſten

**wards to Jeſus, or paying the ſame regard which

in

they might otherwiſe have done to his pretenſions; nay,

nothing was more probable, than that John's public mi

miſtry, being put to ſo ignominious an end, would even

deſtroy that good opinion of John himſelf, which they had

hitherto entertained, and induce them to believe, that,

notwithſtanding his fair outſide, he could be no better than

an impoſtor. For by what arguments could John think

it poſſible, that the Jews would perſuade themſelves he

was really ſent to be the divine forerunner of this

triumphant Meſſiah, when they ſhould have ſeen him

ſeized by Herod's order, impriſoned, and put to death 2

Beſides, therefore, John's regard to his own ſucceſs, his

liberty, and even his life itſelf, which no impoſtor can be

thought deſirous of expoſing to certain deſtruction for no

reaſon ; his connection with Jeſus, if they were deceivers,

and the neceſſary dependence of both upon the mutual

ſucceſs and aſſiſtance of each other, muſt unqueſtionably

have reſtrained John from provoking at this time the

inveterate hatred of Herodias, and drawing on himſelf

Herod's violent ſuſpicion and diſpleaſure. So that the re

markable behaviour of John, in this important particular,

and at ſo critical a conjuncture, affords us one of the

ſtrongeſt preſumptive proofs imaginable, that neither he

nor Jeſus could poſſibly be deceivers. See on Mark i. 14.

and Bell's Inquiry, p. 384.

Wer. 6. But when Herod's birth-day was kept] If Herod's

reſentment of the freedom which John the Baptiſt took

with him was great, that of Herodias was much greater.

The crime that ſhe was guilty of was odious; ſhe could not

bear to have it named, and far leſs reproved. She was

therefore enraged to the higheſt pitch, and nothing leſs

than the Baptiſt's head would ſatisfy her. Therefºre

Herodias had a quarrel againſt him, and would have killed -

him, but ſhe could not ; Mark, vi. 19. Ever fince he offended

her, ſhe had been plotting againſt his life, but could not

yet accompliſh her purpoſe ; fºr (ver. 20.) Herod feared,

or reverenced john, &c. Great and powerful as the king

was, he ſtood in awe of John, though in low life, and

durſt not attempt any thing againſt him ; ſuch force have

piety and virtue ſometimes upon the minds of the higheſt

offenders. Herodias, therefore, finding that ſhe could not

prevail againſt the Baptiſt in the way of direct ſolicitation,

watched an opportunity to deſtroy him by craft. At length

one offered itſelf. Herod, on his birth-day, made a

ſumptuous entertainment for the great lords, generals, and

other great perſons of his kingdom ; wherefore, as it was

the cuſtom in thoſe countries, for princes to beſtow favours

at their feaſts, ſometimes of their own accord, ſometimes .

in conſequence of petitions which were then preſented,

Herodias, thought the birth-day a fit opportunity to get

the Baptiſt deſtroyed. With this view ſhe propoſed to

Salome, her, daughter by Philip, who was now of age,

and had followed her mother's fortunes, to dance before

the company at the birth-day; pretending, no doubt, that

it would turn out greatly to her advantage, becauſe the

king, in the exceſs of his good-humour, would probably

9
bid
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13 * "When Jeſus heard of it, he departed

thence by ſhip into a deſert place apart: and

* Mark, 6. 32, 33. Luke, 9.10, 11. John, 6.

when the people had heard thereof, they fol.

lowed him on foot out of the cities. -

2. Ch. 12. 15. James, 1. 19. Ch. Io. 16, 17.

bid her name what ſhe would pleaſe to have, as the

reward of her complaiſance; or if he ſhould not, ſhe

might, conſiſtently enough with good manners, beg him

to grant her the boon ſhe was moſt deſirous to obtain :

only, before ſhe named any particular favour, it would be

proper to come out and conſult with her mother. The

Ivangeliſts, indeed, do not abſolutely ſpeak of this pre

vious agreement: but St. Mark gives the ſtrongeſt hint of

it, ch. vi. 21, &c.; And when a convenient day [ivkzigov, a

favourable opportunity] was come, that Herod, &c.; for, as

he had mentioned the attempts which Herodias had made,

without ſucceſs, to deſtroy the Baptiſt,--by calling this a

convenient day, on account of the feaſt, he infinuates, that

Íhe thought the entertainment afforded favourable oppor

tunity to take away the Baptiſt's life; conſequently he

directs us to confider all the favourable tranſactions of the

birth-day, which have any reference to the Baptiſt's death,

as the effect of Herodias's contrivance. Beſides, a pre

vious agreement between the mother and the daughter

muſt be admitted, in order to account for the latter's

dancing before the company on the birth-day: the reaſon

is, in ancient times it was ſo far from being the cuſtom

for ladies of diſtinétion to dance in public, that it was

reckoned indecent if they were ſo much as preſent at

public entertainments: we need refer only to the inſtance

of queen Vaſhti, who thought it ſo diſhonourable, that

rather than ſubmit to it even when commanded by Aha

ſuerus, ſhe forfeited her crown. We may likewiſe remark,

that notwithſtanding Herodias was a lady of no diſtin

guiſhed charaćter for virtue, ſhe had ſuch a regard to

decency and reputation, that ſhe did not appear at this

birth-day feaſt. We may therefore believe, that it was

an extraordinary thing for young ladies of quality to dance

before large companies of men at public entertainments;

and if ſo, the reader muſt be ſenſible, that this dance of

Herodias's daughter could not happen by accident, but

muſt have been brought about by ſome contrivance or

another. See Calmet, Macknight, and Lardner's Credi

bility, part i. vol. i. p. 23. . .

Wer. 7. He promiſed with an oath] It is very probable

that this oath of Herod's was repeatedly given; becauſe,

according to the manners of the Eaſt, it was diſgraceful

for women of rank to appear in public; and they never

did appear, unleſs they were ſent for, or 'had an im

portant requeſt to make. (See Eſth. v. 2, 3, and the

former note.) It was immediately concluded, that Salome's

extraordinary condeſcenſion proceeded from her having

ſome favour to aſk of the king : beſides, the honour ſhe

was doing to the day and the company might be inter

preted as a public acknowledgment of Herod's civility to

her, and at the ſame time judged a becoming expreſſion

of her gratitude. As for the king, he conſidered the re

ſpect ſhewn to his gueſts as terminating upon himſelf; and

having greatly injured the young lady by debauching her

mother, he was caught with flattery, and grew vain. His

fancy alſo being heated with wine and muſic, and the

applauſe of his gueſts, the ſight of the damſel dancing,

and the idea of her mother, whom he paſſionately loved,

he made her the promiſe which he imagined ſhe was

filently ſoliciting ; a promiſe which, though it had the

air of royal muniſcence, ſuited but ill with the gravity

of wiſdom or with any ſpark of goodneſs. See Mark vi,

22, 23. and Macknight. º

Ver. 8. And ſhe, being befºre inſ'ruđed] Being befºre urged.

Doddridge. When the plot had thus ſucceeded, and Sa

lome had obtained the king's promiſe, ſhe went out to conſult

with her mother, who immediately diſcloſed her purpoſe,

bidding her aſk the Baptiſt's head. A counſel of this kind,

no doubt, ſurpriſed Salome, for ſhe could not ſee of what

uſe the head could be to her; beſides, ſhe might think

the demand improper, as their quarrel with the Baptiſt,

and the cauſe of it, were univerſally known; not to .

mention, that when ſhe conſented to dance, it was na-.

tural to imagine her fancy had been running on very dif

ferent ſubjects: Probably, therefore, at the firſt ſhe ſcrupled

to comply, as may be gathered alſo from the force of the

word wºotºzººsſrz (rendered in our verſion bºfore in

ſiručied), by which St. Matthew expreſſes the effect that her

mother's ſolicitation had upon her. Aecording to Heſy

chius, the Greek word wºogda & ºv, ſignifies to urge, excite,

or impel, and conſequently ſuppoſes reluctance in the per

ſon urged. Herodias, however, full of the fierceſt re

ſentment againſt the holy man, would take no denial.

She peremptorily inſiſted that her counſel ſhould be fol

lowed, without queſtion repreſenting to her daughter that

John had attempted to expel and ruin them both ; and

that, confidering the opinion which the king ſtill enter

tained of him, he might ſome time or other, though in

irons, regain Herod's favour, and accompliſh his deſign;

for which reaſon, the preſent opportunity of taking away

his life was not to be neglected, if ſhe regarded her own

ſafety. Theſe and the like arguments wrought up

Salome to ſuch a pitch, that ſhe not only conſented to do

as ſhe was bidden, but became hearty in the cauſe; for

we read in Mark, vi. 25. (where the narration is by far

the moſt circumſtantial, and very animated) that ſhe came

in s!9:2; atra aro; 3%, immediately, with eagerneſs : and

while all the gueſts ſat mute, expecting what mighty thing

would be aſked, ſhe demanded the holy Baptiſt's head,

as of greater value to her than half the kingdom. Give me

here (fearing that, if he had time to conſider, he would not

do it,) john the Baptiſ' head in a charger, wrºvaz, a large diſh,

which the antiquated word charger well expreſſes. We

muſt juſt obſerve, that it was and is cuſtomary with

princes in the Eaſtern parts of the world, to require the

heads of thoſe whom they had ordered to be executed to be

brought to them, that they might be aſſured of their death

The grand ſignior does it to this day. See Lardner'.

Credibility, as above; Beza; and Blackwall’s Sacred Claſſics

vol. i. p. 383. -

*
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* 14 And Jeſus went forth, and ſaw a great

multitude, and was moved with compaſſion

Ward them, and he healed their ſick.

1; 'And when it was evening, his diſciples

time to him, ſaying, This is a deſert place,

and the time is now paſt; ſend the multitude

*Miik, fl. 34. Ch. 9.36. & 15. 32. Heb. 4. 15. & 5. 2. & 2. 17.

ſh #, Ch. 5, 33. Luke, 9. 13. John, 6. 6–Io.

away, that they may go into the villages, and

buy themſelves vićtuals. -

16 But Jeſus ſaid unto them, " They need

not depart; give ye them to eat.

17 And they ſay unto him, We have here

but five loaves, and two fiſhes.

° Mark, 6. 35–46. John, 6.5–21. Luke, 9. 12–16. * 2 Kings, 4,

Wr.), And the king was ſºrry] Sudden horror, no

tº, ſeized every heart on hearing Salome's requeſt; the

King's gifty vaniſhed; he was confounded and vexed ;

tº ºbting unwilling to appear either raſh, or fickle, or falſe,

tº kírt a company of the firſt perſons in his kingdom for

º, mk and chara&er, he commanded her requeſt to be

gºinted; not one of the gueſts being ſo friendly as to ſpeak

the laſt word to divert him from his mad purpoſe, though

he gave them an opportunity to do it, by ſignifying to

tº them that he performed his oath out of regard to the com

tº pry:-perhaps they dreaded the reſentment of Herodias.

tº Thus, out of a miſplaced regard to his oath and his gueſts,

; : ºng Herod committed the moſt unjuſt and cruel of ačtions,

… which will ever refle&t the deepeſt diſhonour and diſgrace

ºn his memory. See Macknight, and the note on

tº: Numb. xxx. 2.

* Fir, to. And he ſent, and beheaded john] This was con

tº try to the law of Moſes, whereby it was enjoined that

–9 mileſićtors ſhould be publicly executed. Thus the Bap

… if, having performed his office, died ſoon after Chriſt

22, hid begun his miniſtry. God took him then to himſelf,

gº is St. Chryſoſtom has obſerved, that the people might no

2. lºnger be divided between him and Chriſt, but might the

sº more readily follow the Meſfiah. His reputation, how

… ºver, ended not with his life: the people continued to

... honour his memory; inſomuch, that when Herod had loſt

- in army by a great overthrow, the Jews, as Joſephus

informs us, ſaid that it was a divine judgment, and a juſt

Puniſhment inflićted upon him for putting John to death.

Sct his Antiq. lib. xviii. c. 7. Chryſoſtom's 28th homily

upon John, and Jortin's Diſcourſes, p. 187. -

War. 11. And his head was brought in a charger] The

kid of the prophet, whoſe rebukes had awed the king in

his looſeſt moments, and whoſe exhortations had often

tacited him to virtuous ačtions, was immediately brought

File and bloody in a charger, and given to the daughter of

Hºſodias, in preſence of the gueſts; which proves that the

Priſon in which they confined the Baptiſt was at hand, in

!ºria, where Herod kept his court, and not in Machoerus

ºft, as the interpolater of Joſephus affirms. Salome,

*getting the tenderneſs of her ſex, and the dignity of

**k, with a ſteady cruelty, agreeable to her relation

**bid a woman, received the bloody preſent, and

ºrd it to her mother ; who enjoyed the whole plea

*ºf revenge, and feaſted her eyes with the fight of her

*head, now rendered filent and harmleſs. St. Je

**lls us, that Herodias treated the head in a very

*inful manner, pulling out the tongue, which ſhe

ºned had injured her, and piercing it with a necdle :

**) gratified themſelves in the indulgence of their

luſts, and triumphed in the murder of this holy prophet,

till the righteous judgment of God overtook them all :

for Providence intereſted itſelf very remarkably in the re

venge of this murder on all concerned; as Herod's army

was defeated in a war, occaſioned by marrying Herodias

(ſee the laſt note); and both he and Herodias, whoſe am

bition occaſioned his ruin, were afterwards driven from

their kingdom, and died in baniſhment at Lyons in Gaul;

and if any credit may be given to Nicephorus, Salome,

who was afterwards infamous for a life ſuitable to this

beginning, fell into the ice, as ſhe was walking over it,

which, cloſing ſuddenly, cut off her head. See Whitby,

Doddridge, and Univ. Hiſtory, vol. x. p. 632. 8vo.

Ver. 13. When jºſus heard of it, he departed, &c.] Into

the deſºrt of Bet/ſaida, Luke 9, 10. on the other ſide of the

ſea, John vi. 1. and conſequently in the tetrarchy of

Philip, who was a meek and peaceable prince. Perhaps

by this retreat Jeſus propoſed to ſhun Herod, who deſired

to ſee him, and might be contriving ſome method of ob

taining an interview with him; for he had perfeót know

ledge not only of the converſation which paſſed at the

court of Galilee, but of Herod's thoughts alſo. It is true

he remained but a little while, perhaps two or three days

only, under Philip's juriſdićtion; for Herod's perplexity

quickly wore off, and therefore, though about the time

that our Lord retired, he might be contriving means to

get a fight of him, yet, as he ſoon returned to his former

ſtate of mind, he troubled himſelf no farther with the

matter. See Luke, xxiii. 8.

Wer. 15. When it was evening] When Jeſus was come

aſhore, he taught the multitude with his uſual goodneſs,

and healed their ſick (ver. 14.), ſpending ſeveral days in

theſe charitable offices. The words of the text lead us

to this ſuppoſition; for the diſciples came and told him, that

it was time to diſmiſs the people: And when it was

evening,-that is to ſay, at three o'clock in the afternoon,

for the Jews had two evenings, one of which commenced

when the ſun had declined and the greater part of the

day was ſpent, and the other when the ſun was ſet. The

firſt evening, which began at three, is here meant, as ap

pears from ver. 23. where another evening is ſaid to have

come aſter the people were fed and diſmiſſed; namely, the

frcond evening, which began at ſun-ſetting. See ch. xxviii.

1.—At this time his diſciples came to him, ſaying, &c. which

implies, that the people had now no meat remaining ; and

therefore, as it was the cuſtom in thoſe countries to have

two or three days’ proviſions with them when they tra

velled (ſee on Luke x. 34.), we may reaſonably pre

fume, that the multitude had been with Jeſus ſeveral days

before the diſciples had any thought of diſmiſſing *::::
&.
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18 He ſaid, Bring them hither to me.

19 And he commanded the multitude to

ſit down on the graſs, and took the five loaves,

and the two fiſhes, and, “ looking up to hea

ven, he bleſſed, and brake, and gave the loaves

to his diſciples, and the diſciples to the mul

titude.

20 And they did all eat, and were filled :

and they took up of the fragments that re

mained twelve baſkets full.

21 And they that had eaten were about

five thouſand men, beſide women and chil

dren. -

22 * “And ſtraightway Jeſus conſtrained

his diſciples to get into a ſhip, and to go be

fore him unto the other ſide, while he ſent
~

the multitudes away.

23 And when he had ſent the multitude

away, he went up into a mountain apart to

pray: and when the evening was come, h

was there alone.

24. But the ſhip was now in the midſt o

the ſea, toſſed with waves : for the wind wa

contrary.

25 And in "the fourth watch of the nigh

Jeſus went unto them, walking on the ſea.

26 And when the diſciples ſaw him walkin

on the ſea, they were troubled, ſaying, It i

a ſpirit; and they cried out for fear.

27 But ſtraightway Jeſus ſpake unto them

ſaying, 'Be of good cheer; it is l; be nº

afraid.

* This was to bleſs the proviſion : for Chriſt never wrought his miracles by means of prayer. Ch. 15. 36. & 26. 26. 1 Sam. 9. 15. Deut. 8, 1

1 Tim. 4. 4, 5. Luke, 9. 16, 17. Mark, 6. 41-44. John, 6. 11–14. Ch. 16, 9. * Prov. 13.25. & 6. 6. Pſ. 145. 18. & 2 s. 1. * Mark,

45–52. John, 6. I 5–2 1. John, 0. 15. Mark, 6. 46. & 3. 7, 13. Luke, 6. 12. Aćts, 1. 24. & 6. 4. & 13. 3. * Gen. 22. 14. Job, 9.

Pſ, 93. 3, 4 & 29. Io. * Job, 4. 14, 15. Pſ, 88. 15. * 1ſ. 41. Io. & 45. 1, 2. Pſ. 46. 1–5. Rom. 8. 31. Gen. 22. 11–14. Mark, 5.3

The time is now paſſed, is interpreted by ſome, the time of

dining. The Greek word Qºz, denotes the ſeaſºn of

doing anything, and here it ſeems to ſignify the ſeaſon

of the people's attending on Chriſt, which was now paſſed,

becauſe they had continued with him till their proviſions

were conſumed. See Macknight, and Beaufobre and

Lenfant. -

Wer. 19. And he commanded the multitude, &c.] See the

note on John vi. 11. where this miracle is related more

circumſtantially, and where we ſhall ſpeak more fully

concerning it. -

Wer. 22. Jeſus conſºrained his diſciples] We learn from

John vi. 15. that in conſequence of this great miracle the

peºple were deſirous to take him by fºrce, and make him a

king; but Jeſus knowing both the purpoſe of the multitude,

and the inclination of the diſciples, which moſt probably

led them to encourage thoſe purpoſes, he ordered the

latter to get into their boat, and to go before him to the

other ſide of the creek, to the city of Bethſaida, while he

fhould diſmiſs the former. The diſciples therefore expreſs

great unwillingneſs to depart: they would not go till he

conſºrained or obliged them to depart. It ſeems they would

gladly have detained the people, with whom they fully

agreed in ſentiment; for it was their opinion alſo, that

he who could feed ſuch a number with ſo little, had no

reaſon to conceal himſelf; but, without running the leaſt

riſk, might take the title of Meſfiah whenever he pleaſed.

Beſides, they certainly ſuppoſed that the favourable mo

ment was come, the people being in ſo proper a temper,

that if Jeſus but ſpake the word, they would all to a man

have liſted under him, and formed an army immediately.

See Macknight and Doddridge. -

Ver. 24, 25. The ſhip was now in the midſt of the ſeal

The diſciples, having met with a contrary wind, could not

keep their courſe to Bethſaida, which was ſituated north

wards, about a league or two from the deſert mountain o

which the miraculous dinner was given. If Bethſaida ha

been at a greater diſtance, Jeſus would hardly have ſer

the diſciples away; nor would the diſciples probably hav

conſented to go ; but as it was only a few miles off, h

could eaſily walk thither on foot. See the note on Joh

vi. 17. The diſciples rowed therefore againſt the win.

to keep as near their courſe as poſſible, and were 1://rd vi

lently up and down [3xazviću svoj all night, and ſo ha

gotten only about one league from the ſhore, John, vi. 1;

when towards the concluſion of the fºurth watch, or abol

five o'clock in the morning, Jeſus on the mountain looke

at them ; but they did not ſee their Maſter, though I

beheld their diſtreſs, and was about to appear for the

relief. See the Inferences. The Jewiſh night was divide

into four watches, each containing about three or fo

hours, eſpecially ſo near the equinox; the firſt began

ſix in the evening, the ſecond at nine, the third at mi

night, and the fourth at three in the morning. Calm

thinks that they learned this diviſion from the Romar

Walking on the ſea was thought ſo impracticable, that t

pićture of two feet walking on the ſea was an Egypti.

hieroglyphic for an impoſſibility ; and in the Scripture

is mentioned as the prerogative of God, that he alo

treadeth upon the waves of the ſa, Job, ix. 8. Thus Jef

aſſerted and proved his Divinity. See Calmet's Dićtiona

under the word Hours, and Grotius, and Beauſobre a

Lenfant. -

Ver. 26. When the diſciples ſaw him—they were trouble

It is well known, that it is never intirely dark on t

water ; not to urge that the moon might perhaps now

in the laſt quarter, as it muſt have been, if this was abo

three weeks before the paſſover. By that little light, ther

fore, which they had, the diſciples ſeeing Jeſus, but n

perfectly diſcerning who it was, were much terrified, a

Jai
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I

: And Peter anſwered him, and ſaid,

* lii, if it be thou, bid me come unto theč

'#' (the water.

* :) And he ſaid, Come. And when Peter

wºme down out of the ſhip, he walked

*: G the water, to go to Jeſus. -

* {0 But " when he ſaw the wind * boiſte

ſº, he was afraid ; and beginning to fink,

*: i: ſitd, ſaying, Lord, ſave me !

ºn 31 And immediately Jeſus ſtretched forth
|W.

'Lºkº, , ; Ch. 12. z o. Rom. 12. 3. * 2 Kings, 6. 15.

* Dº 1.5% * Ch. 6. 30. & 3. 26. James, 1. 6.

* 1: 14, 16 & 2.7. 54. & 26. 6.3, 65. Pſ. 2. 7. John, 1. 5o.

!".

Rom. 4. 19.

If 7. 9. with Rom. 4. 19, 20.

* Mark, 6. 55–56.

hit hand, and caught him, and ſaid unto

him, “O thou of little faith, whereſore didſt

thou doubt?

32 And “when they were come into the

ſhip, the wind ceaſed. - - -

33 * Then they that were in the ſhip came

and worſhipped him, ſaying, Of a truth thou

art the Son of God.

34 * 'And when they were gone over,

they came into the land of * Genneſaret.

Pſ. 38. 17. * Or ſtrong. * Gen. 22. 14. Pſ. 46. 1–5.

* Pſ. 107. 29, so. Ch. 8. 26, 27. * Ch. 8. 27

* A city on the weſt of Jordan.

jº: -

ſil. It is certainly an apparition, or evil ſpirit, [taytaeux]:

fºr no human body, they conceived, could thus be ſup

pºſted by the water.

War, 28–30. And Peter anſwered him, &c.] St. Peter,

* man of a warm and forward temper, looking at Jeſus

Wilking upon the ſea, was exceedingly ſtruck with it, and

tºnceived a mighty deſire of being enabled to do the like ;

wherefore, without weighing the matter, he immediately

- bºgged that Jeſus would bid him come to him on the

… witur. He did not doubt but his Maſter would gratify

him. Perhaps he thought he ſhewed him reſpect thereby,

his requeſt infinuating, that he would undertake any thing,

However difficult, at Chriſt's command. There was no

height of obedience to which Peter would not ſoar. That

this was the true language of his ačtions, may be gathered

from the circumſtances before us; it would have been

pºſedly ridiculous in the Apoſtle to have aſked ſuch a

picoſ of the perſon's being Jeſus who ſpake to him, as,

had it failed, would have become fatal to himſelf. No

man in his ſenſes can be ſuppoſed to have defired a proof

of that kind; Peter's requeſt therefore ſhould have been

tranſlated, Lord, ſeeing it is thou, command me, &c. the

particle tº being put for gri. (See Aćts iv. 9. in the Greek.)

To ſhew Peter the weakneſs of his faith, and to bear

down that high opinion which he ſeems to have entertained

of himſelf, as well as to demonſtrate the greatneſs of his

Power, Jeſus granted his requeſt: for, in ſupporting him

on the water together with himſelf, Jeſus appeared greater

ºn in walking thereon fingly. Befides, it might be de

fgned to obviate the conceit of thoſe ancient heretics, who

ºn this paſſage of the Sacred Hiſtory pretended to prove,

tº out Lord did not aſſume a real human body, but only
the *ppearance of one. Peter being thus permitted to

** upon the ſea, it flattered his vanity not a little, when,

deſcending from the veſſel, he found the water firm under

*ſect. Hence at the firſt he walked towards his Maſter

** abundance of confidence: the wind becoming more

ºkrous than before, made a dreadful noiſe; and the

ºf at the ſame time, ſhook him in ſuch a manner,
tº he was on the point of being overturned. His cou

'Sº ſtaggered; in the hurry of his thoughts he forgot

º Jeſus was at hand, and fell into a panic ; and now the

ſecret power of Ged, which, while Peter entertained no

doubt, had made the ſea firm under him, began to with

draw itſelf: in proportion as his faith decreaſed, the

water yielded, and he ſunk. In this extremity he looked

round for Chriſt, and, upon the very brink of being ſwal

lowed up, cried out, in a great conſternation of ſpirit,

Lord, ſave me! Peter probably could ſwim, as moſt fiſher

men can (compare John xxi. 7.); and poſſibly he might

venture on the attempt which he now made, with ſome

ſecret dependence on his art, which God, for wiſe reaſons,

ſuffered to ſail him. The verb ºxazovrºs:02, rendered

to ſink, is very expreſſive, and may intimate, that he felt

himſelf ſinking with ſuch a weight, that he had no hope

of recovering himſelf, and expected nothing but that

he ſhould go directly to the bottom of the ſea. See

Macknight, Doddridge, Mintert, and the note on ch.

xviii. 6. -

War. 3 1. jºſs ſtretched frth his hand, &c.] Peter did

not doubt that it was Jeſus who walked upon the water;

he might have been convinced of that, as we obſerved in

the former note, before he left the veſſel; nay, muſt have

been convinced of it while he was finking, otherwiſe he

would not have called to him for aſſiſtance; but he was

afraid that Jeſus could not or would not ſupport him

againſt the wind, which blew more fiercely than before:

a doubt moſt unreaſonable and culpable, ſince it was as

eaſy to ſupport him againſt the ſtorm, as to keep him

above the water, which Jeſus had virtually promiſed to

do by his permiſſion, and which he had actually per

formed, when Peter firſt left the veſſel. ce the In

jerenceſ.

Per. 34. They came into the ſand ºf Geºſpºt. The land

of Genne farct was a large tract of ground on the weſtern

ſhore of the lake, in part of which C. pernaum appears

to have been ſituated ; for though St. Matthew and St.

Mark only ſpeak of their coming to the land of Gennefºret,

and putting to ſhore there, (See Mark vi. 53.) it is plain

from St. John's account, that Jeſus, at his landing,

came to Capernaum ; for it was there the people found

him, who followed in the morning to the other ſide of

the ſea. See Doddridge ; and compare John vi. 22, 24.

and 59.

2 I) d Wer.
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5 And when the men of that place had

knowledge of him, they ſent out into all

that country round about, and brought unto

him all that were diſeaſed ;

* John, 4. 28. Ch. 4. 24, 25. * Ch. 9. 20, 21.

36 And befought him that they might

* only touch the hem of his garment; and

as many as touched were made perfectly

whole.

Mark, 3. 10. Luke, 6. 19. Aćts, 19. 12.

Ver, 35, 36. And whem, &c.] And the men—knowing

him, ſent out ; Jeſus ordinarily reſided in the neighbourhood

of Capernaum ; but he had been long abſent, namely,

ever fince his mother had taken him with her to Nazareth;

ſee ch. xiii. 54. and Mark, vi. 1–6. wherefore the inha

bitants, glad of this new opportunity, came with their fick

in ſuch crowds, that it was impoſſible for Jeſus to beſtow

particular attention on each of them, which when the fick

obſerved, they befºught him, that they might only touch the hem,

the border, or fringe of his garment; when aſ many as touched

it were made perfeółly whole, and that whether they were

good or bad people ; not becauſe there was any virtue in

his garments, otherwiſe the ſoldiers who obtained them at

his crucifixion might have wrought miracles; but becauſe

Jeſus willed it to be ſo; for it was now with them the

acceptable time, the day of ſalvation, foretold by Iſaiah, xlix. 8.

and Chriſt's volition was ſufficient to remove any diſtemper

whatever. This pitch of faith ſeems to have been wrought

in the fick multitude by the inſtance of her who had lately

been cured of the flux of blood at Capernaum, upon

touching the hem of our Lord's garment. See Luke, viii.

43., &c. Macknight, and Chemnitz.

Inferences.—Men of flagitious lives are, and ever muſt

be, ſubject to great uneaſineſs: whatever calm and repoſe

of mind they may ſeem for a ſeaſon to enjoy, yet anon,

a quick and pungent ſenſe of guilt, awakened by ſome

accident, ariſes like a whirlwind, ruffles and diſquiets them

throughout, and turns up to open view, from the very

bottom of their conſciences, all the filth and impurity
which had ſettled itſelf there: of this truth there is not

perhaps in the whole book of God, a more apt and lively

inſtance than that of Herod in the chapter before us,

Ver. 1. 2.

The crying guilt of John the Baptiſt's blood ſat but ill,

no doubt, on the conſcience of Herod, from the moment

of his ſpilling it. However, his anguiſh and remorſe were

ſtifled and kept under for a time by the ſplendour and

luxury in which he lived, till he heard of the fame ºf jºſs

and then his heart ſmote him, at the remembrance of the

inhuman treatment which he had given to ſuch another juſt

and good man; and wrung from him a confeſſion of what

he felt, by what he uttered on that occaſion. He ſaid, thir

is john, &c. There could not be a wilder imagination

than this, or which more betrayed the agony and con

fuſion of thought under which he laboured. He had

often heard John the Baptiſt preach, and muſt have known

that the drift of all his ſermons was to prepare the Jews

for the reception of a prophet mightier than him, and whºſe

Jhºe; he was not worthy tº bear. And yet no ſooner does

that prophet arrive, but Herod's frighted conſcience gives

him no leiſure to recollect what his mºſ, ger had ſaid;

and immediately ſuggeſts to him, that this was the mur

dered Baptiſt himſelf -

Herod, though circumciſed, appears to have been little

better than a heathen in his principles and practices; or,

if fincerely a Jew, at moſt only of the ſect of the Sud

ducees, who ſaid there was no reſurre&ion ; and yet under

the preſent pangs and terrors of his guilt, he imagines that

john waſ riſen from the dead, on purpoſe to reprove
him.

It was the Baptiſt's diſtinguiſhing charaćter, that he did

no miracles, (John x. 41.) nor pretended to the power of
doing them ; and yet, even hence the diſturbed mind of

Herod concludes that it muſt be he, becauſe mighty work:

did ſhew fºrth themſelves in him. And ſo great was his

conſternation and ſurpriſe, that it broke out before thoſe

who ſhould leaſt have been witneſſes of it: for he whiſpers

not his fears to a boſom-friend, to the partner of his crime

and of his bed; but forgets his ſtate and character, and

declares them to his very ſervants. Surely nothing can

be more juſt and appoſite than the alluſion of the prophet,

in reſpect to this wicked tetrarch: he is like the trºubled
ſea, when it cannot rºſt, whoſe waters caſ; up mire and dirt,

Iſaiah Ivii. 20. And ſuch is every one who fins with a

high hand againſt the clear light of his conſcience: al

though he may refift the checks of it at firſt, yet he will

be ſure to feel the laſhes and reproaches of it afterwards.

The avenging principle within us will certainly do its duty,

upon any eminent breach of ours ; and make every fla

grant act of wickedneſs, even in this life, a puniſhment

to itſelf. See the Inferences on Mark vi.

Who can help obſerving, on occaſion of this remarkable

event, how myſterious are the ways of that Providence

which left the life of ſo holy a man as the Baptiſt in ſuch

infamous hands 2 which permitted it to be ſacrificed tº

the malice of an abandoned harlot, to the petulance of .

vain girl, and to the raſhneſs of a fooliſh and perhaps a

intoxicated prince, who made the prophet's head the re

ward of a dance ver. 8, 9. The ways of God are un

ſearchable ; but we are ſure that He can never be at

loſs to repay his ſervants in another world for the greateſ

ſufferings they endure in this, and even for life itſell

when given up in his cauſe.

What ſtrange kind of religion was this in Herod, t

remember God in the midſt of fin, to no other end bu

to make his name ſubſervient thereto by a ſcandalous oath

inſtead of thinking of him with reverential awe, in ord:

to renounce his paſſion An oath is criminal, and by coi

ſequence void, when it cannnot be performed without fi

and injuſtice.

We may reaſonably conclude, that death could never

an unfeaſonable ſurpriſe to ſo holy a man as the Baptiſ

ver. Io. When the executioner came into the priſon t

migh
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C. H. A. P. XV.

Chrift reproveth the Scribes and Phariſes fºr tranſºrſing

Gºd’s commandments through their own traditions ; and

teach, th hºw that which goeth into the mouth dºth not defile

a man : he health the daughter of the woman of Canaan,

ard aſ great multitudeſ : and with ſeven leaves, and a

fºr little fiſhes, fedeth fºur thouſand men, byſder women
and children.

[Anno Domini 31.]

HEN ' came to Jeſus ſcribes and Phariſees,

which were of Jeruſalem, ſaying,

• Mark, 7, 1–9. b Mark, 7. 2.

Dºct. 5, 14. & 2 ... 18. & 27. 16. Prov. 20. 20. & 23. 22. & 3c. 17.

iſ all ºtiica ed to oud. Prov. 20. 25.

Eph

Gal. i. 14. Col. 2. 8, 18–22.

. 6. 2.

2 * Why do thy diſciples tranſgreſs the tra

dition of the elders ? for they waſh not their

hands when they eat bread.

3 But he anſwered and ſaid unto them,

Why do ye alſo tranſgreſs the commandment

of God by your tradition ?

4. For God commanded, ſaying, “Honour

thy father and mother: and, He that curſeth

father or mother, let him die the death.

5 But ye ſay, “Whoſoever ſhall ſay to his

Ch. 7. 3-5. * Excd. 2d. 12. & 21. 17. Lev. 19. 3, 2. & 20. 9.

* Mark, 7. 11, 12. Lev. xxvii. Piov. 11. 25. Hoſ. 8, 12. It

^

-*-

right, (perhaps breaking in upon his ſlumbers,) and ful

filled his bloody commiſſion, almoſt as ſoon as he declared

it—a ſoul like his might welcome the ſtroke, as a means

of liberty and glory, aſſured, that the tranſient agony of

a moment would tranſmit it to a kingdom, where the

leaſt of its inhabitants would be in holineſs, honour, and

ſºlicity, ſuperior to John in his moſt proſperous and ſuc

ceſsful ſtate on earth. -

We ſee here the fruit of a bad education; a wicked

daughter of a wicked mother, ver. 11. They are ſervice

able to one another in order only to fin and damnation

This is a dreadful example for their ſex, which is na

turally ſoft, timorous, and baſhful. A woman could not

arrive at once at ſuch an exceſs of fury, as to prefer the

preſent of a head, ſwimming in blood, before every other

favour which ſhe might have aſked ; but revenge, a paſ

ſon ever to be dreaded in its leaſt approach, cauſes a

perſon to take pleaſure in that, which, if paſſion were

abſent, would raiſe the utmoſt horror.

The hiſtory of Herod's birth-day tranſmitted to poſ

terity in the Scriptures ſtands a perpetual beacon, to

warn the great, the gay, and the young, to beware of

diſſolute mirth. Admoniſhed by ſo fatal an example, they

ought to maintain, even in the midſt of their feſtivals,

an habitual recolle&tion of ſpirit, leſt reaſon at any time,

enervated by the pleaſures of ſenſe, ſhould ſlacken the

rein of wiſdom, or let it drop, though but for a moment,

becauſe their headſtrong paſſions, ever impatient of the

curb, may catch the opportunity, and ruſh with them into

follies, whoſe conſequences will be unſpeakably, and, it

may be, perpetually bitter!

How magnificent a proof did He who is the bread of

life give of his power and goodneſs, by feeding a great

multitude with a few loaves and fiſhes ver. 17–21.

This was one of the moſt aſtoniſhing, and at the ſame

time moſt extenſively convincing, of all the miracles which

Jeſus performed during the courſe of his miniſtry, and

therefore every one of the Evangeliſts has recorded it ;

and what is remarkable, it is the only one found in each

of their hiſtories. We ſhall have occaſion to conſider it

more fully hereafter: obſerving only at preſent, that though

the people ſat on the ground, under no canopy but the

ſky, and had only barley bread, and, as it ſeems, cold, or

dried fiſhes to eat, and probably nothing but water to drink,

yet was there more real grandeur diſplayed by the Maſter

of this feaſt, than by Ahaſuerus in that royal feſtival,

which was intended to ſhew the riches of his gloriouſ king

dom, and the honour of his excellent majgſy, (Eſth. i. 4–7.)

when the vºff' and the beds were of gold and of ſilver, upon -

a pavement of porphyry, marble, and alabaffer.

When the day had been thus employed in healing and

feeding the people, Chriſt retired to a mountain to pray;

ver. 23. Thus muſt ſecret devotion attend our public

labours for the inſtruction and ſalvation of men, if we

would ſecure that divine bleſfing, without which, neither

the moſt eloquent preaching, nor the moſt engaging and

benevolent conduct, can command or promiſe ſucceſs.

The proper diſpoſitions and circumſtances for praying well,

are retirement from the world, elevation of heart, and ſºli

tude, and the ſilence and quiet of the might ſerve to increaſe

the ſolemnity of the occaſion.

The diſciples, wanting their Maſter, were toſſed on the

billows of diſtreſs, ver. 24. When the ſtormy waves of

afflićtion beat upon, and are ready to overwhelm God's

people, they are apt to think that he has forgotten them,

though his eye is all the while upon them ; though he takes

particular notice of every thing which befalls them, and

is about to work their deliverance in a manner altogether

unexpe&ted. In ſuch caſes, he oftentimes on a ſudden

calms the ſtorm, makes every thing ſerene around them,

and at length brings them ſafe into the haven where they

would be. So Jeſus, who had left his diſciples alone in the

preſent danger, that he might teach them to rely in the

greateſt extremities on the providence of God, went to

ſave them, walking upon the ſea.

Happy is he who always diſcernſ his Lord, and always

conceives of him aright ! but alas ! how often does He

appear to the diſordered mind as the objećt of terror,

(ver. 26.) rather than of confidence l. And in a day of

afflištion, while he may ſeem to treat his ſuffering people

with neglect, inſtead of ſeeking him with the more earneſt

importunity, how are we ready to be overwhelmed with

fears, and to conclude that he has forgotten us! Speak, Lord,

to the hearts of all ſuch, to the hearts of all who doubt or

diſbelieve; who fear, or are troubled ; ſpeak the powerful,

the elicacious word, It is I; and their incredulity will be

changed into faith, their doubts into hope, their fears

into fortitude.

D d 2 At
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father or his mother, It is a gift, by what

ſoever thou mighteſt be profited by me;

• Prov. 1. 25.

6 And honour not his father or his mo

ther, he ſhall be frce. “ Thus have ye made

At the command of Jeſus, Peter ventured to go to him

on the ſea; and through what ſtorms and dangers may

we not ſafely venture, if we are ſure that our Lord calls

us * ver. 28, 29. Yet the rebuke which he ſuffered may

warn us, not raſhly to throw ourſelves on unneceſſary

trials. Warned by this example, we ſhould beware of

preſumption and ſelf-ſufficiency, and in all our actions

take care not to be precipitate. Wherever God calls, we

are boldly to go ; not terrified at the danger and diſficulty

of the duty, his providence being always able to ſupport

and protećt us. But he who goes without a call, or pro

ceeds farther than he is called; who ruſhes into difficul

ties and temptations without any reaſon; may, by the

unhappy iſſue of his condućt, be made to feel how dan

gerous a thing it is for any one to go out of his ſphere.

lord, ſay to my ſoul, Come , and it will then go to thee,

and do whatſoever thou wouldſt have it, without the leaſt

apprehenſion from the world !

In how many circumſtances of life do too many weak

believers appear, to their own imagination, like Peter

beginning to fink in the waves: but in the time of our

diſtreſs, let us cry to Jeſus for help ; and while we are

lifting up our hands of faith and prayer, we may humbly

hope that Chriſt will ſtretch forth his omnipotent arm for

our reſcue. It is good always to be dependent upon the

Ilivine arm, weak and frail as we are; ſince not one

moment paſſes, but we have occaſion to ſay, Lord, ſave
me /

REFLECTIONs.—1ſt, John, the harbinger of Jeſus, had

lately finiſhed his glorious race, and won the crown of

martyrdom. We have in this chapter an account of that

bloody ſcene; and the occaſion of its being here intro

duced is intimated. The fame of Jeſus and his miracles

began to be noiſed ; and no ſooner did they reach Herod's

cars, than his guilty conſcience betrayed his fears, and

inſtantly ſuggeſted, that this was John whom he had

beheaded, who was raiſed from the dead, and endued

with more extraordinary powers to vindicate his injured

character, and perhaps avenge himſelf on his perſecutors.

Nºte: (1.) On this fide hell, the greateſt torment is a guilty

conſcience. (2.) Perſecutors will find that they in vain ſeek

- to be rid of their troubles: though one be ſlain or removed,

God will raiſe up freſh witneſſes to the truth. (3.) Many

tºnder the mere horrors of conſcience, like the devils,

tremble, yet continue in penitent.

In thei. of John's ſufferings, we are told,

1. The occaſion of them : and this was, his fidelity and

zeal in reproving Herod for his flagitious enormities, and

eſpecially for his adultery and inceſt with Herodias, his

brother Philip's wife, whom he had inveigled away fom

her own huſband ; and though he was alive, and had

children by her, yet had Herod publicly married her, and

continued to cohabit with her. This atrocious crime

John plainly and faithfully charged upon his conſcience,

as utterly unlaw.ul, and ſure to bring down the wrath of

God upon him. Though Herod was a king, John feared

not to diſcharge his commiſſion. As the greateſt mo

narchs have no prerogative to break God’s laws, his mi

niſters muſt boldly vindicate his honour, and, withou

reſpect of perſons, declare his wrath againſt the mightieſ

tranſgreſſors.

2. For this, John was impriſoned. Inſtigated by He

rodias, who meditated revenge, as well as to gratify hi

own reſentment, Herod had ſeized, bound, and caſt him

into priſon.—They who will be zealous againſt fin, muſ

prepare to ſuffer. Faithful rebukes, however kindly meant

will be often reſented as affronts, and expoſe us to th

vengeance of an enraged perſecutor ; but when we hav

a good cauſe, and a good conſcience, we need not fea

bonds or impriſonment.

3. Herod would have diſpatched him out of hand, and

rid himſelf of this troubler; but his fears prevailed ove

his reſentment, and for a while reſtrained him from thi

bloody deed. John's character as a prophet had procured

him ſuch general veneration, that to murder him outrigh

might provoke ſome popular inſurrection, and endange

his own perſon and government. Nºte ; (1.) None ar.

greater ſlaves to fear, than they who affect to tyranniz.

with deſpotic ſway. (2.) The fear of man often reſtrain:

thoſe who have caſt off all fear of God.

4. At laſt the barbarous deed is contrived and executed :

and, after a tedious confinement, the faithful martyr i

by death releaſed, and goes where the wicked ceaſe from

troubling. It appears probable, that the whole plot wa

concerted by Herodias, whoſe unrelenting malice coul

not reſt while John was yet alive. Some ſuppoſe th:

Herod was privy to the deſign ; the circumſtances being

contrived merely to blind the populace. However, whe

ther he knew it, or raſhly involved himſelf by his oath

Herod is without excuſe. The time choſen for the exe

cution of the deſign was Herod's birth-day, and the in

ſtrument was Salome, the daughter of Herodias. T

grace the feſtival, ſhe condeſcended to appear before th

auguſt aſſembly, and danced ſo exquiſitely, that Herod iſ

a tranſport of delight ſwore that he would gratify her i

whatever requeſt ſhe ſhould make : and ſhe demands th

head of John the Baptiſt at the inſtigation of her mother

who thought thereby at once to get rid of his reproofs

and glut her revenge. Struck with this bloody requeſt, a

leaſt appearing to be ſo, Herod expreſſed great forrow an

reluctance to comply with it. The injuſtice, cruelty, an

infamy of ſuch an ačtion cried aloud. Nevertheleſ

pretending conſcience, as if a raſh oath could oblige hiſ

to commit ſo wicked a deed, and out of reſpect to thoſ

around him, who being witneſſes to the oath ſilently

leaſt approved the performance of it, and probably wer

glad to get rid of ſo troubleſome a reprover, he give

orders for John's execution in the priſon, and inſtantly

without form or proceſs, ſends one of his ſavage inſtru

ments to bring the head of the holy Baptiſt in a charge

The bloody diſh is delivered to Salome, and ſhe preſen
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the commandment of God of none effect by

your tradition.

7 Ye hypocrites, well did Eſaias propheſy

of you, ſaying, -

* Ch. 23. 13–15, 23, 25, 27, 29. Tit. 1, 16. 2 Tim. 3. 5.

it to her mother, a feaſt for her cruel revenge; while

with malicious delight ſhe beholds that tongue for ever

filent, which had ſo deeply wounded her repoſe. Note ;

(1) Seaſons of carnai mirth and jollity are uſually attended

with much miſchief. Feaſting and dancing are pleaſing

to the fleſh; but they are pernicious to the ſpirit, and

often productive of fatal conſequences. (2.) Raſh oaths

involve the conſcience in dreadful dilemmas, where guilt

is ſure to faſten on either ſide : yet, when we have ſworn

to do evil, that oath is more ſafely broken than kept.

Our obligation to keep God’s laws cannot be ſuperſeded by

any other which we chooſe to lay ourſelves under. (3.) The

boſom, which ſhould be the ſeat of tenderneſs, when fired

with luſt and revenge, becomes the moſt barbarous and

ſwage. (4.) The bad examples of parents are fatally per

nicious. We quickly learn the evil to which the bias of

corrupt nature leans ſo ſtrongly. (5.) Many are made

ſºrry by their fins, who never have laſting and godly for

row fºr them. Though ſcourged by their conſciences,

their love of evil bears down their convićtions. (6.) The

triumphing of the wicked is ſhort; God will ſoon require

at their hands the innocent blood they have ſhed. º

5. The diſciples of John hearing the ſad cataſtrophe

cºme to pay their laſt kind offices to their maſter's corpſe,

and teſtify their affection and reſpićt by attending it to

the grave; and then went and informed Jeſus of the

event, on whoſe miniſtry probably they had attended

fince John's impriſonment: and if they were drawn .

nearer to him by their former maſter's removal, they

were, in the iſſue, gainers by their loſs. Note ; (1.) As

the duſt of his ſaints is precious to the Lord, ſo ſhould

their very corpſes be to us, for the ſake of the ſpirit

which dwelt in them. (2.) We muſt carry all our griefs

to Jeſus, and be confident that he will alleviate the ſorrows

which we pour into his compaſſionate boſom. (3.) Whatever

human helps, friends, or miniſters, we may be deprived of,

we muſt not deſpond; our Maſter in heaven ever lives;

and if we be driven nearer to him, he can more than

compenſate our loſſes. -

2dly, To ſhelter himſelf from the jealouſy of a cruel

tyrant, as well as to give ſome reſt to his diſciples, re

turned from their travels and preaching, our Lord with

drew into a deſert place. His hour was not yet come;

nor was he called to expoſe himſelf to Herod's enmity;

and therefore he took this prudential ſtep, teaching us

by his example, though always to be prepared for ſuffir

ing in the way of duty, not raſhly or needleſsly to court

perſecution. Hereupon we are toid,

1. That the multitude, who had heard of his departure,

immediately followed him on foot; ſo eager were they to

attend his miniſtry. Though there might be danger in

cleaving to a man ſo obnoxious, and they muſt go many

a weary ſtep to attend him, nothing diſcouraged them.

Thoſe who have a reliſh for the Goſpel, will follow it in

al, its removes, and ſtop at no pains to enjoy the fincere

milk of the word: nor will perſecution abate their ardour,

but increaſe it. -

2. The fight of ſo many poor ſouls awakened the

compaſſions of Jeſus; and though he came thither for

retirement, he gladly choſe to forego his own eaſe, to do

them good. He would not ſuffer them to come ſo far in

vain, and therefore went forth, pitying their ſad caſe, de

ſtitute of food for their bodies, many ſick and weak, and,

worſt of all, their ſouls periſhing for want of knowledge:

and therefore he undertakes the relief of all their neceſ

ſities; healing their fick; inſtrušting them in the doc

trines of his kingdom ; and deſigning, ere they parted, to

ſpread a table for them in the wilderneſs. With like

compaſſions ſhould we regard the ſouls and bodies of men,

and then ſhall we readily lay out ourſelves, and cheerfully

ſpend and be ſpent in their ſervice.

3. The diſciples, ignorant of the intentions of their

Maſter, and foreſeeing the inconveniences which muſt

ariſe from detaining ſo vaſt a multitude there, where no

refreſhment could be procured, deſired the Lord to diſ

miſs the congregation, the day beginning to decline. But

he, who knew his own intentions, to try their faith, bids

them communicate their little ſtock of proviſions to the

people. The diſciples reaſonably objećt the inſufficiency

of their ſlender ſtore, amounting to no more than five

loaves and two fiſhes, which, though they were ready to

part with thcm, would not be taſted among ſuch a multi

tude. Yet Jeſus bade them bring them to him, and truſt his

power. Note ; (1.) In following Chriſt, we may be re

duced to the greateſt ſtraits; but in the way of duty we

muſt truſt, and not be afraid. (2.) They who have Chriſt,

have all, and abound; his preſence and love can abun

dantly compenſate every iofs, and enable us to be content

even to be hungry, and in need of daily food. (3.) Chriſt

and his diſciples lived on coarſe and ſcanty fare, to teach

us abſtinence and the mortification of our ſenſual appetites.

(4.) Though we have but little, we ſhould be ready, when

duty calls, to give of that little.

4. Our Lord diſtributes the proviſion. Having com

manded the multitude to fit down, where the graſs was

their carpet, he aſked a bleſſing on the meal, and, break

ing the bread, gave it to his diſciples, who waited on the

multitude, as they ſat in ranks oppoſite each other, and

with aſtoniſhment beheld the meat grow under their hands,

and increaſe as it deſcended. Note ; (1.) Chriſt himſelf

is the living bread, which faith daily feeds upon ; in him

there is enough for all. (2.) We ſhould never fit down

to our meals without aſking God's bleſſing. It is among

the ſureſt marks of an irreligious family, or an irreligious

heart, wherever this is neglected. We who are fed by his

bounty, are ſurely bound at leaſt to acknowledge the

favour. (3.) When we charitably break our bread to the

hungry, we ſhall find no diminution of our ſtore. . .

5. There was enough, and more than enough for all.

They did all eat, and were filled ; five thouſand men, beſides

- WOmncil
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8 * This people draweth nigh unto me with

their mouth, and honoureth me with their

* Iſ. 29. 13. Ezek. 33. 31. Mark, 7. 6. * Iſ. 1. 13, 15.

lips; but their heart is far from me.

9 * But in vain they do worſhip me, teach

Tit. i. 14. 1 Tim. 1. 6,7. Col. 2. 18–22.

women and children: and, inſtead of ſuffering any loſs,

the diſciples, on collecting the fragments, find that they

far exceed the original food, amounting to twelve baſkets

full. Note ; (1.) The bleſſing of God can multiply a

little into abundance; and none are paid with ſo good

intereſt, as thoſe who in charity lend unto the lord.

(2.) Though we have plenty, it muſt not therefore tempt

us to waſte. Since we cannot make one bit of bread,

and multitudes of God’s poor may want it, every crumb

fhould be carefully colle&ted. The truly liberal will be

the beſt ceconomiſts.

3dly, Miracle ſucceeds to miracle: he had juſt pre

ſerved the multitude from being famiſhed, and now he

ſaves his diſciples from foundering in the ſtorm. The

Lord is ever a very preſent help in trouble. We are

told,

1. The conſtraint that he put upon his diſciples, ordering

them to embark while he diſmiſſed the multitude. There

appeared in the people preſent a deep conviction of his

being the Meſſiah; and, according to their prejudices, they

now thought of proclaiming him king, which opportunity

his diſciples were eagerly ready to embrace: but they

miſtook the nature of his kingdom, and for a while en

tertained the falſe notions of their countrymen. Nºte,

The diſciples of Chriſt are too apt to look for a temporal

inſtead of a ſpiritual kingdom.

2. When he had ſent away his diſciples, though re

lućtant, and diſmiſſed the people, he retired for prayer

and communion with God; and in that pleaſing work

continued till night drew on. Note: They who are much

in public miniſtrations, need alſo be much in prayer and

converſe with God. They will be moſt ſervent in their

diſcourſes, who come from their knees into their pul

p1tS.
p 3. His diſciples, who had embarked at his command,

were now in imminent danger. All was ſmooth when

they ſet ſail; but now when they were far from land, the

ſtorm aroſe, and the wind blew directly againſt them.

Thus in the way of duty we may meet with fore tempta

tions, and be ſometimes apparently in imminent danger:

all things may ſeem to be againſt us, and the diſpenſations

of Providence dark and gloomy as this tempeſtuous night;

whilſt even then all things are working together for our

good. If we ſteadily hold on our courſe, and walk by

faith, not by fight, we ſhall arrive ſafely at the ſhore of eter

nal reſt.

4. In the time of need, Jeſus approaches them at the

morning watch, walking on the ſtormy waves, and thereby

ſhewing them his power to ſave them, and his attention

to them in the hour of danger. But they not knowing

him, and obſerving ſomething moving on the waters, con

cluded it an apparition, or ſome vil ſpirit; and, ſuppoſing

that it foreboded ſome miſchief to them, cried out fºr far:

but Jeſus immediately undeceived them, and with his well

known voice endeavours to quiet their apprehenſions of

danger. Be ºf good cheer; be undſmayed; it is I, your

Maſter and Lord; be not afraid, whilſt I am ſo nigh, and

able to ſave you. Note ; (1.) Chriſt is nearer us when we

are in trouble, than we are aware of ; and when we ſeem

in greateſt danger, his right hand is under us, to keep us

from finking. (2.) When the ſoul is in diſtreſs, we are

ready to interpret even the appearances in our favour as

ominous, and to ſtart from our approaching mercies.

(3.) If Chriſt ſpeaks comfort to our hearts, we need not

then be afraid of any danger or diſtreſs; for he through all

can make us more than conquerors.

5. Their fears being in ſome degree quieted, Peter,

impatient to be at his Maſter's feet, and ever the foremoſt

to expreſs his fidelity and zeal, begs leave, if it was the

Lord indeed, or ſeeing it was the Lord, that he would

command him to come down, and enable him to go to

him on the waters. Though eager to go, he dares not

without a warrant ; but if Jeſus bids him, neither winds

nor waves diſmay him. The Lord grants his requeſt, and,

at once to convince him of his weakneſs, and confirm his

faith, permits him to come. Note ; (1.) They who love

the Lord Jeſus Chriſt in ſincerity will, at his bidding, go

through fire or water. (2.) Though no dangers muſt

deter us in the way of duty, we muſt not wilfully run

into them without a divine call. (3.) Chriſt knows our

hearts ; and though he ſees much infirmity mingled with

our warmeſt profeſſion, he knows how to pity and par

don the one, while he kindly accepts the other.

6. Peter no ſooner receives permiſſion, than immediately

he boldly caſts himſelf into the deep, and, by faith upheld

walks on the foaming billows. But when he felt the

ſtormy wind, and obſerved the boiſterous waves, his faith

ſtaggered, his fears prevailed, and he began to fink. Read,

to periſh, he inſtantly and eagerly cries, Lord, ſave me

and in the laſt extremity ſtretches the arms of faith and

prayer towards the almighty Saviour. Note; (1.) Whil

we walk by faith, not by fight, we ſhall ſtand firm ami,

the ſtorms of this tumultuous world. (2.) We muſt neve

expect perfeót deliverance from our fears, till we ar

perfeółed in love. (3.) We cannot but ſtagger, the me

ment we take our eye off from Chriſt and his promiſe

to look at the difficulties and dangers before us, and ou

own inability to ſurmount them. (4.) Though Chri

permits true believers ſometimes to be in deep waters (

adverſity, be will not ſuffer them to be drowned, if the

perſevere in truſting him ; but means only to magnify h

power and grace towards them, and to excite their gr.

titude and love in the more abundant experience of h

ſalvation. (5.) Times of danger ſhould be times

prayer; and Jeſus never yet failed the poor ſinner, wh

ſenſible of his inevitable ruin without him, thus ardent

cried, Lord, ſave me.

7. The prayer is ſcarcely ſooner uttered than anſwered

the almighty hand of Jeſus ſtretched out, ſnatched hi

from the jaws of death ; and, raiſing him up, he rebuk

his weak and wavering faith, when, after experiencing

much of his Lord's power, he could yet diſtruſt hit

Not
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ing fºr doćtrines the commandments of men.

10 * 'And he called the multitude, and

Mark, 7. 14. * A&s,

Tit. i. 15.

Prov. 2, 1–6, & 4. 1–7. Iſ. 55. 3. Io. I4, 15.

ſaid unto them, Hear, and underſtand :

i I “ Not that which goeth into the mouth

Rom. 14. 14, 17. 1 Cor. 3. 1, 4 & 10. 25. 1 Tim. 4. 4.

N-te; (1.) Every true believer may remember the time

when he was more or leſs ready to give up all for loſt,

and ſeemed finking into eternal death; and then did

Jeſus ſnatch him as a brand from the burning. (2.) All

our diſquieting fears ariſe from our unbelief, and ſhould

drive us more to our knees, that the cauſe of them may

be removed by the increaſe of our faith. (3.) When

we diſhonour our Lord by diſtruſting his power and love,

we deſerve to be upbraided for it.

8. On the coming of Jeſus into the ſhip with Peter,

the ſtorm inſtantly ceaſed, the waves ſubſided; and, ſtruck

with aſtoniſhment, all who were in the ſhip fell at his

feet, acknowledging his divine power and Godhead in the

wonders they had ſeen, and adoring him for the mercies

they had received. Note ; (1.) When Chriſt comes to

viſit the troubled ſoul, then the winds of diſtreſs and

temptation are huſhed, and the tempeſt of doubts and fears

is calmed. (2.) Experience of the Redeemer's grace and

power ſhould confirm our faith, and excite our adoration;

and this is the bleſſed end for which he permits his faithful

people to be exerciſed, that he may more abundantly

diſplay his own glory in their ſalvation. . . -

Athly,The ſtorm being over, and their ſhip arrived ſafely

in port, they diſembarked in the fruitful land of Gen

reiret; and thus ſhall the faithful ſaints of God at laſt,

when all the tempeſts of life are blown over, reach that

land, where there is undiſturbed repoſe, and pleaſures for

tytrimore. -

No ſooner is it known that Jeſus is there, than we are

told the eagerneſs with which the people of that country

crowded around him, ſpreading the glad tidings through

the neighbourhood, and bringing all their diſeaſed to

Jeſus, the great and general phyſician. And ſuch was

their faith in his ſufficiency to heal all their maladies,

that they beſºught him, if but to touch the hem of his gar

ment, perſuaded ſuch virtue reſided in him, that nothing

more was needful to their cure: nor were they diſap

pointed in their confidence or application. He granted

their requeſt; and as many as touched him were imme

diately made perfectly whole. Note: (i.) Chriſt's viſits

are precious; we ſhould improve them with diligence.

(2.) If we have found him a Saviour unto us, it becomes

us to ſpread the glad tidings, and invite others to come

and ſhare our bleſfings. (3.) There is no diſeaſe of our

fouls, but Jeſus hath healing for it. If we periſh, it is

becauſe we will not come to him that we may have life.

(4.) They who in faith and humility approach the Saviour,

are ſure never to go diſappointed away.

C H A P. XV.

Wer. 1, 2. Then came to jeſus, &c.] The law of Moſes

required external cleanneſs as a part of religion: not how

tver for its own ſake, but to ſignify with what careful

neſs God's ſervants ſhould purify their minds from moral

pollutions: accordingly their duties are preſcribed by Moſes

“ honour their parents;

with ſuch moderation, as was fitted to promote the end of

them 3, but in proceſs of time they came to be multiplied

prodigiouſly : for the ancient doćtors, to ſecure the ob

ſervation of thoſe precepts which were really of divine

inſtitution, added many commandments of their own, as

fences to the former ; and the people, to ſhew their zeal,

obeyed them. For example, becauſe the law, Levit. xv. 11.

faith, JWłomſºever he toucheth that hath an iſſue, and hath

not rinſed his hands in water, he ſhall waſ his clother and

&the himſelf in water, and be unclean until the evening,

the people were ordered to waſh their hands immediately

on their return from the places of public concourſe, and

before they ſat down to meat, leſt, by touching ſome un

clean perſon in the crowd, they might have defiled them

ſelves. The Phariſees were very zealous in theſe trifles,

and from this ſource came that endleſs variety of purifica

tions not preſcribed by the law, but ordained by the elders;

ſuch as the waſhing ºf cups and pºts, brazen veſſeſ, and tabler,

Mark vii. 4, not becauſe they were dirty, but from a prin

ciple of religion, or rather of ſuperſtition. Theſe ordi

nances, though they were of human invention, came at

length to be looked upon as eſſential in religion ; nay,

were exalted to ſuch a pitch, that, in compariſon of them,

the law of God was ſuffered to lie neglected and for

gotten; inſomuch that in ſome of the Jewiſh writings we

find theſe blaſphemous maxims: “ The words of the

“Scribes are more lovely than the words of the law; the

“ words of the ancients are more weighty than thoſe of

“ the prophets.” See Beaufobre and Lenfant, and Wet

ſtein.

Wer, 3–6. But he anſwered, &c.] It was eaſy for our

Lord to retort upon the Phariſees the charge of impiety

which they had brought againſt his diſciples, being them.

ſelves guilty of the groſſeſt violations of the divine law,

through the regard which they ſhewed to their own tra.

ditions. Accordingly, he produces an inſtance of an atro

cious kind ; “God (ſays he) has commanded children to

’ that is to ſay, among other

things, to maintain them when reduced ; for as the greater

includes the leſs; ſo honour, ver, 4. imports aſſiſtance and

maintenance when they are wanted, as appears from ver, 5.

And honour is uſed for maintenance, 1 Tim. v. 17, 18. and

elſewhere.—“Nevertheleſs (ſays our Lord) you Phariſees

“ preſumptuouſly make light of the divine commandments,

“ and of the aweful ſanction annexed ; affirming, that it

“ is a more ſacred duty to enrich the temple than to nou

“riſh one's parents, though they be in the utmoſt ne

“ ceſſity ; and pretending that what is offered to the

“ Great Parent is better beſtowed, than that which is

“given for the ſupport of our parents on earth, as if the

‘ intereſt of God was different from that of his creatures.

“Nay, ye impiouſly teach, that a man may lawfully

“ ſuffer his parents to ſtarve, if he can ſay to them, It is

“ a gift, &c. that is to ſay, what ſhould have ſuccoured

“ you is given to the temple. Thus have you hypocrites

** made
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defileth a man; but that which cometh out

of the mouth, this defileth a man. -

12 Then came his diſciples, and ſaid unto

him, Knoweſt thou that the Phariſees were

offended after they heard this ſaying :

13 But he anſwered and ſaid, " Every plant,

which my heavenly Father hath not planted,

ſhall be rooted up. -

14 "Let them alone: they be blind leaders

of the blind. And if the blind lead the blind,

both ſhall fall into the ditch.

* Ch. 9. 34. & 12. 24. & 1 .. 6. * John, 15. 2. 1 Cor. 3. 9, 12– 5.

1 : * Then anſwered Peter and ſaid unto

him, Declare unto us this parable.

16 And Jeſus ſaid, "Are ye alſo yet with

out underſtanding:

17 Do not ye yet underſtand " that

whatſoever entereth in at the mouth goeth

into the belly, and is caſt out into the

draught?

18 But thoſe things which proceed out of

the mouth come forth from the heart; and they

deſile the man.

Ch. 3. 12. & 3. 12. " Hoſ. 4. 14, 17. Luke, 6. 39. Ch. 23. 16.

1ſ. 9. 16. & 42. 19. Jer. 6. 15. Hoſ. 4. 0. jer. 5. 31. & 2 c. 6. Rev. 22. 15. * Mark, 7. 17. Ch. 13. 36. Aćts, S. 30, 31. Prov. 2. 1–4

& 4. 1–7. * Mark, 7. 18. Co. 16. 9. Heb. 5. 12. Deut. 29. 29. iſ 28. 9, 19. * I Cor. G. 13. Col. 2. 21, 22. * James, 3.. 6.

Ch. 12. 34. 1 Tim. I. 15, 16.

“ made void the commandment of God, though of im

“ mutable and eternal obligation, by your frivolous tra

“ ditions; and diſtinguiſhed with a cloak of piety the

“ moſt horrid and unnatural actions whereof a man can

“ be guilty.” See the note on Mark vii. 1 1. Dr. Heylin

reads the 5th and 6th verſes thus: But you ſay, that who

ever will declare to hiſ father or mother, that what he might

aſſ; them with is an ollation, ſhall hereby be free from his

obligation to maintain them. This you invalidate the command

of God by your tradition. Dr. Doddridge reads it: But you

affºrt, that any one may ſay to his father or mºther, let that

be a gift, by which thou mightſ; receive an advantage frºm

me, and he/hall not honour his father and mother. Thuſ,

&c. See Capellus and Sir Norton Knatchbull. The ver

ſion of 1729 gives the ſenſe of the paſſage thus: “But

“ your doćirine is this, If any man declare to his father or

“ mother, that whatever he has to give fºr their religf ir

“ dedicated to the temple, he is not obliged to regard,” &c.

- Ver. 7–9. Ye hypocriter, &c.] See note on Iſaiah xxix.

13. In St. Mark, our Lord makes this citation at the be

ginning of his diſcourſe, ch. vii. 6,7. Poſſibly therefore he

cited and applied it twice; firſt, at the beginning, as

St. Mark tells us ; and having proved that it was truly

applicable to the Scribes and Phariſees, he applied it again

at the concluſion of his argument, as St. Matthew affirms.

We have ſeveral examples of the like repetitions in the

Goſpels. See Mark x. 6–9. compared with Matthew

xix. 4–6. ;-ch. xxiv. 5. compared with ver. I I, 24. ; and

Luke xxii. 18. compared with Matthew xxvi. 29. Dr.

Doddridge renders the laſt clauſe of ver, 9. While they

reach doćirines that are human injunctionſ, the mere pre

cepts of men, which have no ſtamp of divine authorit

upon them. .

Ver. 11. Nºt that which goeth into the mouth diffleſh] Our

Lord, addreſſing the multitude, obſerved to them, that

nothing could be more abſurd than the precepts which

the Scribes and Phariſees endcavoured to inculcate :

anxious about trifles, they neglečted the great duties of

morality, which are of unchangeable obligation. They

ſhuddered with horror at hands unwaſhed, but were per

fečtly eaſy under the guilt of impure mind; ; although

rat that which goeth into the mouth dºſileth a man; becauſe,

---

in the fight of God, cleanneſs and uncleanneſs are qualities

not of the body, but of the mind, which can be polluted

by nothing but fin. Our Lord did not at all mean to

overthrow the diſlinétion which the law had eſtabliſhed

between things clean and unclean in the matter of men's

food ; that diſtinction, like all the other emblematical in

ſtitutions of Moſes, was wiſely appointed, being deſigned

to teach the Iſraelites how carefully the familiar company

and converſation of the wicked is to be avoided : he only

affirmed, that in itſelf no kind of meat can defile the

mind, which is the man, though by accident it may : a

man may bring guilt upon himſelf by wilfully eating what

is pernicious to his health, or by exceſs in the quantity of

food and liquor; and a Jew might have done it by pre:

ſumptuouſly eating what was forbidden by the Moſai.

law, which ſtill continued in force; yet in all theſe in

ſtances the pollution would ariſe from the wickedneſs o

the heart, and be proportionable to it: which is all tha

our Lord aſſerts. See Macknight, 1)oddridge, Calmet.

Wer. 13. Every plant, &c.] Every plantation, ©vre,a

that is to ſay, doćirine. The metaphor was familiar in th

time of our Lord, and is ſtill uſed by the Jewiſh writer

with whom to pull up plantations fignifies “to deny a

“ ticles of faith.” See Heylin and Wetſtein.

Wer. 14. They be blind leaders, &c.] “Teachers wº

“ fooliſhly think to lead their diſciples to perfeótion

“ the obſervation of precepts wherein there is not t

“ ſmalleſt degree of true piety; and who will not be co

“ vinced of the contrary: for which cauſe, both the guid

“ and the guided, who prefer ignorance to knowledg

“ and ſuperſtition to religion, ſhall fall into the ditch

“ eternal perdition. Therefore let them a.ſ. wie, conce

“ not yourſelves about them.” |

Ver. 15. Declare unto us this parable.] The diſciples, 1

underſtanding their Maſter's doctrine concerning me.

deſired him, when they came home, to explain it. S

Mark vii. 17. He complied, and ſhewed them that me:

being of a corporeal nature, cannot defile the mind,

make a man a finner in the fight of God, unleſs wh

uſed immoderately, or in oppoſition to the commandm

of God; in which caſe the pollution ariſes from the m

and not from the meat: whereas that which proceed

5
º
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19 "For out of the heart proceed evil

thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications,

thefts, falſe witneſs, blaſphemies:

20 Theſe are the things which defile a

man: but to eat with unwaſhen hands defileth

ſlot a ſmall.

' ' Gen. 6. S. & 8. 21. Prov. 6. 14. Jer. 17. 9. & 6.7.

15–18. * Mark, 7. 24–30. The confines of the Jews' territory. Ver. 24. Ch. 19. 5, 0.

18, 13. Tit. 3. 5. * Iſ II. I. Ch. 1. 1. & 9. 27. & 20, 30, 31. & 22.42–45.

18, 20, 22, 26. Ch. 17. 15.

Mark, 7. 21–23.

21 * 'Then Jeſus went thence, and de

parted into the coaſts of Tyre and Sidon.

22 "And, behold, a woman of Canaan

came out of the ſame coaſts, and cried unto

him, ſaying, ‘Have mercy on me, O Lord,

* thou ſon of David; my daughter is “grie

Gal. 5. 19–21. 1 Cor. 6. 9, ſo. Tit. 3. 2, 3. Rom. 13. 13. & 3.

Rom. I 5. 8. * Gen. 49. Io. Iſ. 11. Io. * Luke,

John, 6, 14. i. e. O Mediah. * Ch. 4, 24. Mark, 9.

*

out of the man's mouth, coming from his heart, really

pollutes the mind. See ver. 18. The verb pºzzoy, ren

dered declare, ſignifies properly, make known or explain.

Comp. ch. xiii. 36.

Wer. 19. Evil thought:1 Ataxoylapºoi wrovneet, evil rea

ſhings : So I chooſe to render it, ſays Dr. Doddridge, as

better ſuiting both the original and the occaſion, and as

containing a more univerſal and important truth; for thoſe

thoughts only defile the heart, which it willingly admits,

and does as it were hold a parley and converſe with ; and

I fear there are multitudes in the preſent age like theſe

Phariſees, who are contracting immenſe guilt by thoſe

corrupt and ſophiſtical reaſonings, on the ſubtilty of

which they may highly value themſelves and each other.

See Mark vii. 21, 22. Dr. Heylin renders it ill deſigns,

and inſtead of blaſphemies, he reads calumnier. The ori

ginal word includes all reviling, backbiting, and evil-ſpeak

ing. It is remarkable, that three of the crimes here men

tioned as pollutions of the mind, namely, murder, falſe

witneſs, and blaſphemy, were on this very occaſion com

mitted by the perſons who charged our Lord with im

piety, becauſe he neglected ſuch ceremonial precepts of

religion as were of human invention: for while they

feigned the higheſt reverence for the divine law, they

were making void its moſt eſſential precepts. At the very

time that they condemned the diſciples for ſo ſmall an of

fence as eating with unwaſhen hands, contrary only to the

tradition of the elders, the Scribes and Phariſees were mur

dering Jeſus by their calumnies and falſe-witneſſings, not

withſtanding it was the whole ſtudy of his life to do them

all the good poſſible.

Wer. 2o. Theſe are the thing; which defile a man] Thus.

our Lord defended his diſciples by a beautiful chain of

reaſoning, wherein he has ſhewn the true nature of ac

tions, and loaded with perpetual infamy thoſe Jewiſh

teachers and all their poſterity who ſhould imitate them;

the main ſtrokes of whoſe characters are, that by their

frivolous ſuperſtitions they weaken and ſometimes deſtroy

the eternal and immutable rules of righteouſneſs. It may

be proper juſt to obſerve, that St. Matthew repreſents

theſe evil thing; as proceeding out of the mouth, ver. 18. not

ſo much by way of contraſt to meats which enter by the

mouth into the man, as becauſe ſome of them are com

mitted with the faculty of ſpeech, ſuch as falſe-witneſ;

and blaſphemy; and others of them are helped forwards

by its affiſtance; as adultery, deceit, &c.

Wer. 21, 22. Then jeſus went thence] It may eaſily be

ºved, that the Phariſees were highly offended at the

º*ich Jeſus took in the preceding diſcourſe; for
9I. I.

Ham, the ſon of Noah.

he had plucked off from them the maſk wherewith they

had covered their deformity, and rendered themſelves ſo

venerable in the eyes of the people. Accordingly, their

plots being laid againſt his reputation and life, he judged

it proper to retire to the remote regions which lay be

tween the cities of Tyre and Sidon, propoſing to conceal

himſelf awhile. Sidon was a very ancient town, having

been built by Sidon, the eldeſt ſon of Canaan, the ſon of

It appears from Joſhua xxii. 9.

that the whole country weſtward of Jordan was called

Canaan, that on the eaſt being named Gilead. From the

ſame book, ch. xix. 28, 29. we learn that Tyre and Sidon

were cities in the lot of Aſhur; which tribe having never

been able wholly to drive out the natives, their poſterity

remained even in our Lord's time. Hence he did not

preach the doćtrine of the kingdom in this country, be

cauſe it was inhabited principally by heathens, to whom

he was not ſent as a miniſter or preacher. See ch. x. 5.

Neither did he work miracles here with that readineſs

which he ſhewed everywhere elſe. The reaſon of his

retiring to theſe parts was, as before obſerved, to ſhun the

Phariſees by concealing himſelf; but he could not be hidden.

It ſeems he was perſonally known to many of the Gen

tiles in this country, who no doubt had often heard and

ſeen him in Galilee. See Mark iii. 8. As for the reſt,

they were ſufficiently acquainted with him by his fame,

which had ſpread itſelf very early through all Syria; ſee

ch. iv. 24. In one of the towns of this remote country

there lived a Canaanitiſh woman, whoſe daughter was pºſ

ſºftd with a devil. She was a deſcendant of the ancient

inhabitants, and by religion a heathen, as ſeems plain from

St. Mark, who calls her a Greek, a Syrophemician by na

tion, ch. vii. 26. For ſince the woman's nation is men

tioned in the latter clauſe, the title of a Greek, which is

given her in the former, muſt certainly be the denomina

tion of her religion : Keuchenius thinks, that the epithet

Kzyavaſa, a Canaanite, denotes the woman's occupation,-

fe merchandized; and ſupports his notion by the like uſe of

the word in the Old Teſtament: but this conjećture will not

hold, becauſe our Lord’s reply to her, ver. 26. It is not

meet, &c. plainly imports that ſhe was a heathen ; I am

not ſent but unto the lºft ſheep of the houſe of Iſrael. But

though this woman was ignorant of the true religion, ſhe

had conceived a very great, honourable, and juſt opinion

not only of our Lord's power and goodneſs, but even of

his charaćter as Meſfiah, which ſhe had gained a know

ledge of by converfing with the Jews; for when ſhe had

heard of his arrival, ſhe went in queſt of him, and meet

ing him as he paſſed along the ſtreet, ſhe addreſſed him
E e with
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vouſly vexed with a devil.

23 But he anſwered her not a word.

And his diſciples came and befought him,

ſaying, Send her away; for ſhe crieth after

ll.S.

24 But he anſwered and ſaid, "I am not

ſent but unto the loſt ſheep of the houſe of

Iſrael.

25 “Then came ſhe and worſhipped him,

ſaying, Lord, help me !

• Pſ. 22. 1, 2. Lam. 3.8. Jer. 14. 0. * Ch. 10. 5, 6. & 9. 36.

6, 17. Ezek. 34. 5, 6, 14, 16, 23. Zech, 11. 7, 11. Luke, 1.54, 55.

Gen. 32. 26. * Ch. 7. 6. & 10, 5, 6. Rom. 9.4, with Eph. 2. 12.

& 42. 6, 7, & 45. 22. & II. 19. * Ch. 8. 19, 13. Mark, 9, 23.

Acts, 19. 12.

I Cor. 10. 13. Eph. 3. 20.

26 But he anſwered and ſaid, “It is not

meet to take the children's bread, and to caſt

it to dogs.

27 And ſhe ſaid, ' Truth, Lord: “yet the

dogs eat of the crumbs which fall from their

maſters’ table.

28 Then Jeſus anſwered and ſaid unto her,

O woman, “great is thy faith: be it unto thee

even as thou wilt. "And her daughter was

made whole from that very hour.

A&ts, 13. 46.

John, 1. 1 1.

• Pſ. 73. 22.

Rom. p. 4, 5. & 15. 8. Iſ. 53. 6. , 1 Pet. 2. 25. Jer, 50.

• Luke, 11. 8. & 18. 1. Eph. 6. 18. 1 Theſ, 5, 17.

Prov. 30. 2. Gen. 32. Io. ' Ch. 5.45. 1ſ. 49. 6.

If 57. 16. * Ch. 8. 13. John, 4' 50-53,

with the title of Son of David, or promiſed Meſfiah, and

cried after him for a cure of her daughter. See Mac

knight. Dr. Heylin renders the laſt clauſe of the 22d

verſe, My daughter is in a grievous manner pºſſed by a

demon.

Ver. 23. But he anſwered her not a word] Jeſus did not

ſeem to regard the woman, intending that the greatneſs

of her faith ſhould be made to appear ; an end, highly

worthy of the wiſdom of Jeſus; becauſe it not only juſ

tified his condućt in working a miracle for a heathen, but

was a ſharp rebuke to the Jews for their infidelity. In

the mean time his diſciples, being ignorant of his deſign,

were uneaſy at the woman's importunity, thinking, that

if ſhe was permitted to follow them, they ſhould ſoon be

diſcovered. Defirous, therefore, to get rid of her, they

intreated their maſter to diſmiſs her, as he was uſed to

diſmiſs ſuch petitioners, that is to ſay, with the grant of

her requeſt. The verſion of 1729 renders the clauſe,

His diſciples came and intreated him to grant her requgſ?; for,

ſaid they, ſhe is very importunate with ur. As it appears

from Mark vii. 24. that Chriſt was entered into an houſe, and

that the application of this woman prevented his being

concealed, as he ſeemed deſirous to have been ; it appears

probable, that, having learned that Jeſus was there, ſhe

watched for the diſciples, as they went in and out, and

having cried after them ſome time, ſhe at length got ad

mittance into the houſe, and with the profoundeſt reſpect

accoſted him ; at firſt from ſome diſtance, and then drew

near, and threw herſelf at his feet. See Doddridge.

Ver. 24. 1 am not ſent but, &c.] See the note on

ch. x. 5. “Though I am come to ſave all the nations of

“ the world, my miniſtry muſt be confined to the Iſ

“ raelites.” Thus at firſt Jeſus ſeemed to refuſe both the

woman's requeſt, and the diſciples’ interceſſion in her be

half: our Lord's anſwer was well adapted to their own

prejudices. And as they entertained high notions of the

Jewiſh prerogative, they were ſo well ſatisfied with the

reply, that we hear them no more pleading for this un

happy Gentile.

Wer. 26. It is not meet to take the children's bread, &c.]

The Jews gloried greatly in the honourable title of God’s

thildren, becauſe of all nations they alone knew and wor

£hipped the true Jehovah: they gave the name of dogs to

the heathens for their idolatry and other pollutions, by

which they had in their judgment degraded themſelves

from the rank of rational creatures. By this appellation

the Jews intended to mark the impurity of the Gentiles,

and their odiouſneſs in the fight of God; at the ſame

time conveying an idea of the contempt in which they

were held by the holy nation: though in ſome reſpects iſ

was applicable, it muſt have been very offenſive to th:

heathens. Nevertheleſs, this good woman neither refuſed

it, nor grudged the Jews the honourable title of children.

ſhe acknowledged the juſtneſs of what Chriſt ſaid, and

by a ſtrong exerciſe of faith, drew an argument from it.

which the candour and benevolence of his diſpoſition

could not reſiſt.

Wer. 27. And ſhe ſaid, Truth, Lord] Nai, Kºis: which

is ſometimes uſed as a form of aſſenting, and ſometime

of intreating. “I acknowledge, Lord, the truth and juſ

“ tice of what thou haſt ſaid ; nevertheleſs let me hav

“ ſuch kindneſs as the dogs of any family enjoy: from

“ the plenty of miraculous cures which thou beſtowe:

“ on the Jews, drop the offal of this one to me, wh

“ am a poor diſtreſſed heathen ; for by it they will ſuffe

“ no greater loſs than the children of a family do by th

“ crumbs which are caſt to the dogs.” See Macknigh

and Blackwall's Claſſicks, vol. i. p. 143.

Wer. 28. Then jeſus anſwered—O woman I great is t

faith] Jeſus having, thus made it evident that the woma

poſſeſſed a very high degree of faith, a juſt notion of h

power and goodneſs, and of her own unworthineſ

wrought with pleaſure the cure which ſhe ſolicited c

behalf of her daughter, and at the ſame time gave h

faith the praiſe which was due to it. As ſoon as ſhe h;

uttered the ſentiment which was ſo acceptable to Chri

he willed the ejećtion of the demon; and though ſcar

any time paſſed between her uttering that ſentiment an

his anſwer, ſo great was his power and goodneſs, th

the devil was expelled before he ſpake, Go thy away, !

devil is gone out of thy daughter, Mark, vii. 29. The ſu

ceſs which this Canaanitiſh woman's ſuit met with fro

Jeſus, teaches us two leſſons of great importance: 1ſt, Th

God is no reſpecter of perſons, but always accepts fince

faith and fervent prayer, proceeding from a humble F

nitent heart. 2dly, That it is our duty to continue

I
pray
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29 " ' And Jeſus departed from thence, and faint in the way. º

came nigh unto the ſea" of Galilee, and went 33 And his diſciples ſay unto him,” Whence

up into a mountain, and ſat down there. ſhould we have ſo much bread in the wilderneſs,

3o 'And great multitudes came unto him, as to fill ſo great a multitude :

having with them thoſe that were lame, blind, 34 And Jeſus faith unto them, " How

dumb, maimed, and many others, and caſt them many loaves have ye? and they ſaid, Seven,

down at Jeſus' feet, and he healed them : and a few little fiſhes.

31 Inſomuch that the multitude wondered, 35 And he commanded the multitude "to

when they ſaw the dumb to ſpeak, the maimed ſit down on the ground.

to be whole, the lame to walk, and the blind 36 And he took the ſeven loaves and the

to ſee : and " they glorified the God of fiſhes, and 'gave thanks, and brake them, and
Iſrael. gave to his diſciples, and the diſciples to the

32 * * Then Jeſus called his diſciples unto multitude.

him, and ſaid, I have compaſſion on the mul- 37 'And they did all eat, and were filled :

titude, becauſe they continue with me now and they took up of the broken meat that

three days, and have nothing to eat ; and I was left ſeven baſkets full.

will not ſend them away faſting, leſt they 38 And they that did eat were four thou

Mark, 7. 31. Ch. c. r. * Or of Tiberias. John, 6. 1, 24. & 2 ſ. 1. Gen. 49. Io. Deut. 18. 15–18. Pſ. 22. 27–31. Iſ. 2. 2–5.

$4; 27. & 35. 5, 6, & 3 o 20. & 42. 18. Ch. 4. 23, 24. & 8. 16. & 9. 35. & 1 1. S. & 14. 36. & 21. 14. Luke, 7. 21. m Ch. 9. 33.

Maſk, 7.37. Luke, 17. 13. Pſ. 1 15. 1. & xcvi.—c. & cylv.—cl. 1ſ. 24. 14–16. * Mark, 8.1—to. Ch. 9; 36. & 14, 14. Pſ. Io;. 13. & 145.

* 9, 16. Heb. 2. 17. & 4. 15. John, 4.34. ° Mark, 8.4. 2 Kings, 4.42, 43. Num. 1 1. 21, 22. Mark, 6.52. John, 6.7–9. P Nunn.

11. 22. Ch. 14. 15. * Luke, 9. 14, 15. Ch. 14. 19. ' Ch. 14. 19. & 26. 26. Deut. 8, 10. 1 Tim. 4. 4, 5. Rom. 14. 6. * Mark,

!. 8, 9. Cb. 16. I c. Prov. 13. 25.

prayer with earneſtneſs, although the anſwer thereof ſhould caſe, ſo far as we can judge by all the accounts of the

be long deferred. But ſee more in the Inferences and blind reſtored to fight which occur in the Goſpels. And

Refe:Pionſ. . with reſpect to the maimed,—xvXx:0;, that is, perſons who

Wer. 29–31. And jeſus departed from thence] Jeſus at had lºff their leg; and arms, and who are here diſtinguiſhed

length departing from the coaſts of Tyre and Sidon, returned from the lame or crippled (ſee Mark ix. 43.), Jeſus gave

to the ſea of Galilee through the region of Decapolis, new memberſ in their ſtead; but when he thus created ſuch

on the eaſt fide of Jordan. See Mark vii. 31. Having parts of their bodies as were wanting, without having

continued in Decapolis a confiderable time, the fame of any thing at all as a ſubječt to work upon, the ſpe&tators

his being in the country reached every corner; where- could not have been more ſurpriſed, had they ſeen him

fore, to avoid the crowds, he retired into a deſert moun- form a whole human body out of the duſt of the earth.

tain befide the ſea of Galilee. Here the ſick, the ſame, the The Jewiſh multitudes ſeem to have apprehended the

dumb, the blind, and the maimed, were brought to him greatneſs of theſe miracles more diſtinčtly than the ge

from all quarters, and laid down around him by their nerality of Chriſtians; for we are told, ch. ix. 33. when

friends who followed him thither. The fight of ſo many Jeſus opened the mouth of the dumb man, the multitude

People in diſtreſs moved the compaſſion of the Son of God marvelled, ſaying, It waſ never ſº ſeen in Iſrael. See alſo

exceedingly; for he graciouſly healed them all; particu- ch. xii. 22, 23. On this occaſion likewiſe they were not

larly the dumb, who are commonly deaf alſo. He not only filent nor unaffected : They glorifted the God ºf Iſrael; ac

conferred the faculty of hearing and pronouncing arti- knowledging that in this event was fulfilled the propheſy

culate ſounds, but he conveyed into their mind at once the of Iſaiah, ch. xxxv. 5. This clauſe makes it probable,

whole language of their country, making them perfectly that many heathens were now preſent with our Lord, be

acquainted with all the words in it, their fignifications, held his miracles, and formed a juſt notion of them. . It

their forms, their powers, and their uſes, ſo as to com- ſeems, his fame ſpreading itſelf into the neighbouring

prehend the whole diſtinétly in their memories; and at countries had made ſuch an impreſſion even upon the

the ſame time he gave them the habit of ſpeaking it both idolatrous nations, that numbers of them came from far

fluently and copiouſly This was a kind of miracle very to hear and ſee the wonderful man of whom ſuch things

altoniſhing ; but the change produced in the bodies of men were reported, and if poſſible to experience his healing

was but the leaſt part of it: what paſſed in their minds goodneſs; wherefore, when they beheld theſe effects of

was the grand and principal thing, being an effect ſo his power, they were exceedingly ſtruck with them, and

extenſive, that nothing inferior to infinite power could broke forth in praiſes of the God, by whoſe aſſiſtance and

have produced it. With reſpećt to the blind reſtored to authority they confidered him as acting: and it may be

fight by this great Light of the world, they ſaw every alſo, from that time forth devoted themſelves to his wor

object diſtinctly, and immediately bore, without any in- ſhip. See Macknight, Beza, and Eiſner.

convenience, the full force of unaccuſtomed light ! A moſt Ver. 32–38. I have compºſion ºn the multitude] Sºayz

wonderful circumſtance, but which was univerſally the wººkal, a very expreſſive word, ſignifying .31 y bow. A yearn,

It e 2. 9T
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ſand men, beſide women and children.

39 And he ſent away the multitude, and

took ſhip, and came into the coaſts of ‘Mag

dala.

* A city or territory on the eaſt of the ſea of Tiberias, and near Dalmanutha. Mark, 8, 10.

or are moved, ſee ch. ix. 36. It is pleaſing to remark the

ſtrong compaſſion which our bleſſed Lord continually diſ

covered in all his ačtions toward mankind. The multitude,

it is probable, intent on hearing Chriſt and ſeeing his mi

racles, had lodged two nights together in the fields, as the

ſeaſon of the year was pleaſant, this event happening

quickly after the paſſover: and, beſides that the great num

ber of the cures which had been wrought but juſt before

might animate them,-perhaps they might conclude, that

the miraculous power of Chriſt, which was diſplayed in

ſo many glorious inſtances around them, would either

preſerve their health from being endangered by the large

dews which fell in the night, or reſtore them from any

diſorder they might contract by their eagerneſs to attend

on his miniſtry. The multitude having now, as on a

former occaſion, conſumed all the proviſion they brought

with them, Jeſus would not ſend them away without

feeding them, left they might have fainted in the way

home. The diſciples, who it ſeems did not refle&t on the

former miraculous dinner, imagined that Jeſus propoſed

to feed this great multitude in the natural way; and were

greatly ſurpriſed, and ſtrongly hinted the impračticability

of ſo doing, ver, 33. Jeſus did not reprove them for

theſe wrong notions, but meekly aſked them what meat they

had ; and upon their telling him that they had ſeven loaves

and a few little fiſhes, he ordered them to be brought,

and out of theſe made a ſecond dinner for the mul

titude by miracle. The Evangeliſt having, in the hiſ

tory of the former dinner, deſcribed the manner in

which the multitudes were ſet down, thought it need

leſs on this occaſion to ſay any thing of that particu

lar; probably becauſe they were ranged before in com

panies, by hundreds and by fifties. Few or none of theſe

perſons, it is, moſt probable, were preſent at the former

dinner; they ſeem to have been principally ſuch as fol

lowed Jeſus from the coaſts of Tyre and Sidon, and the

neighbouring heathen country: hence they are ſaid, on

ſeeing his miracles, to have glorified the God of Iſrael.

This dinner was in all reſpects like to the firſt, except in

the number of loaveſ and fiſhes of which it was made,

the number of perſons who were preſent at it, and the

number of baſkets which were filled with the fragments

that remained. One cannot but remark with what wiſ

dom. Jeſus choſe to be ſo much in deſerts during this

period of his miniſtry: he was reſolved, in the diſcharge

of the duties of it, to make as little noiſe as poſſible, to

avoid crowds, and to be followed only by ſuch as had

diſpoſitions proper for profiting by his inſtructions; and

to ſay the truth, not a great many others would have

accompanied him into ſolitudes, where they were to ſuſ.

tain the inconveniences of hungcr and the weather for

feveral days together. As the multitude on this and the

like occaſions remained long with Jeſus, doubtleſs his

doćtrine diſtilled upºn them, all the while like dew, and as

the ſmall rain upon the tender herb, if ſo, what ſatisfaction

and edification ſhould we find in the divine diſcourſes

which he then delivered, were we in poſſeſſion of them

The refreſhment that we reccive from ſuch of them as the

inſpired writers have preſerved, raiſes an ardent deſire of

the reſt. At the ſame time it muſt be acknowledged,

that we are bleſſed with ſo much of Chriſt's doćtrine as

is fully ſufficient to the purpoſes of ſalvation. See Mac

knight, Doddridge, and Wetſtein.

Ver. 39. And came into the coaſis of Magdala] Bengelius

properly ſeparated this verſe from the preſent chapter, and

placed it at the beginning of the next ; for it was on the

coaſts of Magdala that the Phariſees came to our Saviour.

Compare Mark viii. Io. where it is ſaid, that jeſus came

into the parts of Dalmanutha : but the Evangeliſts may be

eaſily reconciled, by ſuppoſing that Dalmanutha was a

city and territory within the diſtrićt of Magdala. Reland

(Palaeſt. p. 884.) mentions a caſtle called Magdala, not

far from Gamaba, which he thinks gave this region its

name. See Hammond, Calmet, and Wetſtein.

Inferences.—The good Shepherd walks the wilderneſs

to ſeek for immortal ſouls, ver, 21. Why are we weary

in doing good, when our Saviour underwent this perpetual

toil in healing bodies, and winning ſouls

No nation carried ſuch brands and marks of a curſe

as Canaan; yet, to the ſhame of theſe careleſs Jews, even

a faithful Canaanite is a ſuppliant to Chriſt, while they

negleči ſo great ſalvation.

in every nation they who fear him, will obtain his favour.

This woman does not merely ſpeak but cry, need and

God is no accepter of perſons;

deſire have raiſed her voice to an important clamour;

ment ſolicitation; not to make himſelf inclinable to grant,

but to make us capable of receiving bleſfings.

words, and not prayers, which fall from careleſs lips.-

Neither does her vehemence ſo much argue her faith, as

her addreſs, O Lord, thou Son of David What proſelyte,

what diſciple could have ſaid more ? O bleſſed Syrophe

nician who taught thee this abſtraćt of divinity ? What

can we Chriſtians confeſs more, than the Deity, the hu

manity, and the Meſſiahſhip of our glorious Saviour *

His Deity as Lord, his humanity as a Son, his Mºffałſlip

as the Son of David. Whoever would come to Chriſt

effectually, muſt come in the right ſtyle; apprehending a

true God, a true man, a true God and man : any of

theſe ſevered from the other, makes Chriſt an idol, and

our prayers fin.

Being thus acknowledged, what ſuit is ſo fit for the

Son of David as mercy P. Have mercy on me ! It was her

daughter who was tormented; yet ſhe ſays, Have mercy on

me. Perhaps her poſſeſſed child was ſenſeleſs of her mi

ſery: the parent feels both her ſorrow and her own. As

ſhe was a good woman, ſo a good mother. No creature

is ſo unnatural, as the reaſonable who has put off affection.

My daughter is grievouſly vexed with a deviſ. It was this

which ſent her to Chriſt. I doubt whether ſhe would have

inquired after Chriſt, if it had not been for her daughter's

diſtreſs.

... the God of mercy is quick to hear; yet he loves a vehe

They are
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The Phariſees require a ſign. jeſus warneth his diſciples of

the leaven of the Phariſees and Sadducees. The people's

opinion of Chrift, and Peter's confſon of him. Jeſus

fºrgſleweth his death, reproveth Peter fºr diſſuading him

from it, and admoniſleth thºſe that will follow him, to bear

the crºſº.

[Anno Domini 31.]

HE • Phariſees alſo with the Sadducees

came, and, "tempting, deſired him that

* Ch. 22. 23, 34. Aćts, 5. 17, 34. & 23.6–8. John, 7. 48.

3. * 1:... 18. John, 4.48. 1 Cor. i. 22. Exod. xix. xx. Deut. 4. 5.

he would ſhew them a * ſign from heaven.

2 He anſwered and ſaid unto them, When

it is evening, ye ſay, It will be fair weather :

for the ſky is red.

And in the morning, It will be foul wea

ther to-day: for the ſky is red and lowring.

O ye hypocrites, ye can diſcern the face of the

ſky; but can ye not diſcern the ſigns of the

times : -

* Mark, 8, 11–21. luke, 12. 54–57. & 11. 16, 53, 54. Ch. 12. 33 & 19.

* As at the giving of the law. ‘. The evidences that the Meſhah is coaſt.

º

Gen. 49. Ic. Deut. 18. 15. Iſ. 7. 14. & xi. xxxv. liii. Mic. v. Dan. 9. 24, 25. Hag. 2. 7. Mal. iii. iv. with Ch. 11. 5. & 4, 23.

diſtreſs. Our affeótions are the files and whetſtones

which ſet an edge on our devotions; neither are they

ſtronger motives to our ſuit than our own miſery; that

miſery ſues, and pleads, and importunes for us; that,

which ſets men at a diſtance, whoſe compaſſion is finite,

attraćts God to us. Who can plead diſcouragements in

his acceſs to the throne of grace, when our wants are our

forcible advocates, and all our worthineſs is in a capable

miſery 2

wi. would expe&t any other than a kind anſwer to ſo

pious and faithful a petition ? But behold, he anſwered her

ºf a word 1 O holy Saviour, we have often found cauſe

to wonder at thy words ; never, till now, at thy filence:

A miſerable ſuppliant cries and ſues, while the God of

mercies anſwereth not he who comforts the afflićted,

adds afflićtion to the comfortleſs by a willing diſreſpect

Whether for the trial of her patience and perſeverance;

whether for the farther ſharpening of her defires, and

raiſing of her zealous importunity; whether for the gi

wing more, ſweetneſs to the bleſfing by the difficulty of

obtaining it; whether for the engaging of his diſciples in

ſo charitable a ſuit; whether for the wiſe avoidance of

exception from the captious Jews; or, laſtly, for the

drawing of a holy and imitable pattern of faithful per

ſeverance, and to teach us not to meaſure God's hearing

of our ſuit by his preſent anſwer; the wiſdom of Jeſus

reſolved upon filence.

It was no ſmall fruit of this ſilence, that the diſciples

thereupon were moved to pray for a favourable diſmiſſion

of this woman; they felt her miſery, and became ſuitors

for her, unrequeſted. It is our duty, in caſe of neceſſity,

to intercede for each other; and by how much the more

familiar we are with Chriſt, ſo much the more to improve

our intereſt for the relief of the diſtreſſed. We are bidden

to ſay, our father, not mine; he cannot pray, or be heard

for himſelf, who is no man's friend but his own. There

is no prayer, without faith; no faith, without charity;

no charity, without mutual interceſtron.

That which urged them to ſpeak for her, is urged to

Chriſt by them for her obtaining her requeſt; ſhe crieth

ºfter us, ver. 23. Prayer is as an arrow ; if it be drawn

up but a little, it goes not far; but if it be pulled to the

head, it flies Rrongly, and pierces deep : heartleſs motions

do but teach us to deny 3 fervent ſuits offer violence both
to taith and heaven.

6

Chriſt would not anſwer the woman, but he anſwers

his diſciples, I am not ſent, ver. 24. But who can tell

whether his filence or his anſwer be more grievous?

While he ſaid nothing, his forbearance might have been

ſuppoſed to proceed from the neceſſity of ſome greater

thoughts. But now his anſwer profeſſes that filence to

have proceeded from a willing reſolution not to anſwer.

Yet is not this woman hereby to be diſcouraged. Neither

the filence of Chriſt, nor his denial, can repulſe her:

as if ſhe ſaw no arguments of diſcouragement, ſhe comes,

and worſhipſ, and crier, Lord, help me! no contempt can

caſt her off. Faith is an undaunted grace. It has a

ſtrong heart and a bold forehead; even denials cannot

diſmay it, much leſs delays. The woman's firſt ſuit was

for mercy; her preſent, for help. There is no uſe of

mercy, if it produce not help. To be pitied without aid,

is but an addition to miſery. Who can blame us, if we

care not for an unprofitable compaſſion ? the very ſuit was

gracious. She ſays not, Lord, if thou canſ,—help me, like

the father of the lunatic; but profeſſes the power, while

ſhe begs the aët, and gives glory, where ſhe would have
relief.

Who can expect other than a fair and yielding anſwer

to ſo, humble; ſo faithful, ſo patient a ſuppliant 2 What

can ſucceed well, if a prayer of faith, from the knees

of humility, ſucceed not 2—And yet, behold ! her diſ

couragement is doubled with her ſuit. It is not meet to

take the children's bread, and to caſt it to dogs. Firſt, his

filence ſeemed to imply a contempt; then, his anſwer de

fended his filence; now, his ſpeech cxpreſſes and defends

his apparent contempt. Lo, he has turned her from a

woman to a dog, and, as it were, ſpurns her from his feet

with a harſh repulſe. What ſhall we ſay : Is the Lamb of

God, turned a lion * Does that clear fountain of mercy

run blood 2 O Saviour ! did ever ſo hard a word fall from

thoſe mild, lips ? Thou calledſt Herod fox, and moſt

worthily,–he was crafty and wicked;—the Scribes and

Phariſees a generation of vipers, they were venomous and

cruel;-Judas a devil,—he was both covetous and a traitor:

—but here, was a woman in diſtreſs, and challenges

mercy 3–a good woman, a faithful ſuppliant, a Canaanitiſh

diſciple, a Chriſtian Canaanite;—yet treated by thee with

great ſeverity; by thee, who wert all goodneſs and mercy.

How different are thy ways from ours even thy ſeverit

argues favour ; the trial had not been ſo ſharp, ifi.
ad!
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4 * A wicked and adulterous generation

ſeeketh after a ſign , and there ſhall no ſign

* Ch. 12. 39, 40. Jon. 1. 17. 1 Cor. 15. 4.

be given unto it, but the ſign of the prophet º:

Jonas. “And he left them, and departed, “”

* Pſ. 31. 12. Hoſ. 4. 17. Gen. 6. 7. & 15, 16.

hadſ not found the faith ſo ſtrong,-if thou hadſt not

meant the iſſue ſo happy!

What ordinary patience would not have been cwer

ſtrained with ſuch a repulſe how few but would have

fallen into paſſionate expoſtulations : “Art thou the pro

“ phet of God, who ſo diſdainfully entertaineſt poor

“ ſuppliants Is this the comfort which thou dealeſt to

* the diſtreſſed ? Is this the fruit of my humble adora

“tion, of my faithful profeſſion *-But here was nothing

of this kind; on the contrary, her humility grants ali; her

patience overcomes all ; and ſhe meekly anſwers, Truth,

Lord, yet the dºgſ eat ºf the crumb, which fill frºm their

maſſers’ table. “Thou, O Lord, art truth itſelf; thy

“ word can be no other than truth; thou haſt called me a

“ dog, and indeed ſuch I am ; a poor outcaſt, a finner,

“ and a Gentile. Give me therefore the favour and pri

“ vilege of a dog, that I may gather up ſome crumbs of

“ mercy from under the table whereat thy children ſit.

“ This bleſfing, though great to me, yet, to the infini

“tude of thy power and mercy, is but a crumb to a

“ feaſt. I preſume not to preſs to the board, but to

“ creep under it: deny me not thoſe ſmall offils, which

“ elſe would be ſwept away, and loſt in the duſt 1”

O woman, ſay I, great is thy humility, great is thy

patience ; but, O woman, ſays my Saviour, great is thy faith !

He ſees the root, we the ſtock; nothing but faith could

thus temper the heart, thus ſtrengthen the ſoul, thus

charm the tongue. It is ne wonder, if that chiding end

in favour; be it unto thee even aſ thou wiſt : Never did ſuch

grace go away uncrowned: the beneficence had been

itrait, if thou hadſt not carried away more than thou

Hucdſt for; lo, thou, that cameft as a dog, goeſt away a

child. Thou that wouldſt but creep under the children's

feet, art ſet at their elbow, art fed with full diſhes. The

way to ſucceed well at God's hand, is to be humbled in

His eyes, and in our own. It is quite otherwiſe with

God than with men: with men, we are ſo accounted of,

as we account of ourſelves; he will be ſure to be vile in

the fight of the children of this world, who is vile in his

own; but with God nothing is got by vain oſtentation ;

nothing is loſt by abaſement. He that humbleth himſelf,

ſłall be exalted

REFLEctions.—1ſt, Since the purity of the Redeemer's

condućt was ſuch that his moſt inveterate enemies could

not convićt him of fin, the Scribes and Phariſees en

deavoured, if they could not prove him guilty of a breach

of God’s law, to accuſe him at leaſt as a breaker of the

canons of their church.

1. The accuſation laid againſt him is for permitting his

diſciples “ to tranſgreſs the tradition of the elders; and

“ eat bread with unwaſhen hands :” which to them ap

peared highly criminal, who, having loſt the ſpirit and

power of godlineſs, were wholly engroſſed with the form,

and ſpent their zeal in pračtifing and enforcing the vain

ſuperſtitions of their own invention as the moſt eſſential

parts of religion. And, ſimilar to this, we ſtill too fre-*

quently ſee the moſt rigid and ſuperſtitious obſervers of ... "

the form of godlineſs the greateſt enemies to the power of -º-

it, and the moſt inveterate perſecutors of the ſpiritually- -

minded. • , ------

2. Chriſt anſwers their accuſation, vindicates his diſ. -

ciples, and rebukes their hypocriſy. -----

[1..] He vindicates his diſciples, by ſhewing the folly

and wickedneſs of the traditions on which they grounded " `

their charge, and recriminates by a juſter accuſation of

thcir conduct who made void the commandments of God -º

by their traditions. In proof of which, he produces the

fifth commandment, where the duty of children towards -

their parents is enjoined; and in the honour that we muſt

pay to them there is included the relief of their wants, in . . .

caſe of necd: and to this law God has annexed the moſt º

awcful fºnótion : the tranſgreſſor who curſes, or butſº

contempºy of, his father or mother, is doomed to death,

1.xod. xxi. 17. But their falſe caſuiſtry had provided an -

evaſion, to avoid miniſtering to the neceſſities of their …

parents; and their tradition aſſerted, that however ur

gent thºſe might be, if they vowed to employ in ſacred

uſes what ſhould have been given to relieve their parents' --

wants ; or, as Dr. Gill interprets the paſſage, vowed that

what they had ſhould be as Corbºn, as if dedicated to the

ſančtuary, and ſhould not be given to their parents' uſe;

they were then ſuppoſed to be bound by their vow ; and cº

though the things were not employed in ſacred uſes, they

thought themſelves authoriſed under this pretence to with

hold from their father or mother the relief which they ought

to have aforded them : a tradition as abſurd as impious,

and utterly overturning the law of God. Nºte ; (1.) Many

who are ſlaming in zcal for trifling human ceremonies,

diſregard and violate the moſt cºſtential precepts of charity,

and the moſt evident commands of God's law. (2.) Tra

dition has been ever a treacherous guide ; therefore nei

ther antiquity nor authority muſt weigh a ruſh with us

againſt the revealed truths of God's word. -

[2.] He rebukes their hypocriſy. He knew their hearts,

and therefore there was no raſhneſs nor uncharitableneſs in

the charge laid againſt them : and he brings his reproof º

from Iſaiah; for what the prophet ſpake as the character

of the men of his day, had alſo a farther view to the º

generation then preſent, who exactly anſwered the de

ſcription ; and it is indeed equally applicable to the ſtate Sº

of all hypocrites and formal profeſſors to the end of time.

They made an outward ſhew of religion, and, ſo far as `

lip-ſervice and cyternal worſhip went, pretended to honour ºs

God; but their hearts, without which he is pleaſed with `

no ſervices, were far eſtranged from him : and while they

appeared to pay the higheſt reſped to God, they ſet up

their traditions and human inventions, or many of them >.

at leaſt, in direct oppoſition to God's law; and this rendered

all their worſhip and apparent devotion vain, uſeleſs, and

rejećted. Nºte: (1.) Hypocriſy is among the moſt com-º-

mon and fatal ſins ; and though men may not diſcover it

in ºx
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º

5 " And ' when his diſciples were come

to the other ſide, they had forgotten to take

' Ch. 15. 39. Mark, 8. 14. * Maik, 8. 15–21. Luke, 12. 1.

bread. - - -

6 Then Jeſus ſaid unto them, ‘Take heed

1 Cor. 5. 7.

in us, it cannot be hidden from God. (2.) God's firſt re

quirement of us is our heart ; if this be alienated from

him, nothing that we can offer him beſides will meet with

any acceptance. -

2dly, Having vindicated his diſciples, and rebuked the hy

pocriſy of the Phariſees, he endeavours to ſet the multitude

in general right in a matter of ſuch importance, which had

een ſo grievouſly miſtaken. And for this purpoſe he calls

them to him, as perhaps they had withdrawn while the

Phariſees talked with him, and bids them hear and under

ſtand; for it requires much attention and careful examina

tion before we can emancipate ourſelves from the fetters of

long-rooted error, and the prejudices of education.

1. He lays down this grand axiom, that all defilement

comes from within. It was a ſuperſtitious tradition which

the Phariſees inculcated, that the meat eaten with un

waſhen hands communicated pollution to the ſoul; whereas

nothing can defile the ſoul but fin, which, taking its riſe

in the heart, iſſues forth at the mouth. And herein he

levelled a tacit rebuke againſt theſe cavillers, who, while

they contended for cleanneſs and purity, betrayed the

venom and malignity of their own hearts. The ſevereſt

cenſurers of others are uſually thus found moſt culpable

themſelves. While they pretend to pluck the mote from

their brother's eye, they diſcover not the beam which is

in their own. ,

1. When they were retired into a houſe, the diſciples,

ware of the great offince which this declaration gave to the

Whariſees, expreſſed their concern about it, as if the obſer

wation had been better ſuppreſſed, and might prejudice and

exaſperate them againſt him. Nºte ; (1.) Truth, however

ºffenſive, muſt on proper occaſions be ſpoken; and the

woe lies not againſt thoſe who give the offence, but againſt

thoſe who take it. (2.) We are too apt to hear for others,

and to fear, left ſome of the audience ſhould be diſguſted

with plain dealing. But they who would convert men's

ſouls, muſt often be content to offend nice ears.

3. In anſwer to their ſuggeſtion, Jeſus vindicates what

he had ſpoken, as proper and neceſſary. As theſe men,

and their traditions, were not thoſe heavenly plants which

God the Father had planted; they are thus, by the pier

‘ing word of truth, diſcovered, detected, and rooted up.

If they be offended, the diſciples need not regard it; for

high as their charaćter was among the people, they were

in fact no better than blind leaders of the blind, ignorant

themſelves of ſaving truth, and miſleading thoſe who

bully and implicitly obeyed their dićtates. And the

***ary conſequence of this was, that they muſt periſh

*gether, and fall into the pit of eternal miſery. Note;

º). However plauſible men's profeſſions may be, and

*ºr admired their characters, if they are not the

Plining of God, and experimentally partakers of the

*inginfluences of his Spirit, their ruin is as ſure

... ºf impenitent publicans and harlots. (2.) Pride
*Windneſs of heart are inſeparable companions; and

** ſo far from the light of truth, as thoſe who,

filled with the conceit of their own wiſdom and abilities,

vainly boaſt how clearly they ſee. (3.) The deceived and

the deceiver will periſh together; and they who chooſe

their own deluſions, have themſelves only to blame for

the ruin which enſues.

4. Peter, in the name of the diſciples, not underſtand

ing the meaning of the parable, or ſtill biaſed by the

prejudices of education, deſires his Maſter to explain him

ſelf more diſtinctly on this point: and though their back

wardneſs to underſtand was culpable, their deſire to be

informed was commendable. It is always good to be

inquiſitive about the great concerns of our ſouls, and

Chriſt is willing to teach thoſe who defire to learn; while

the wilfully ignorant, the ſelf-ſufficient, and the proud,

are juſtly left to their darkneſs and ruin.

5. Chriſt rebukes the dulneſs of their capacity, yet

graciouſly condeſcends to give a farther explication of

what he had advanced. Are ye alſo yet without underſtand

ing * They had enjoyed many and long opportunities for

profiting under him; and it was a ſhame that, in a matter

ſo plain, they ſhould be yet ſo ignorant. Chriſt juſtly ex

pećts that our means and mercies ſhould produce a propor

tionate advancement in grace and knowledge. Nothing

- could be more evident than that the meat, of whatever ſort

it were, which entered at the mouth, and merely paſſed

through the body, could communicate no moral defile

ment to the ſoul. But the heart being the ſource and

fountain of all ſpiritual impurity, what flowed thence

alone communicated in God’s fight defilement to the man:

and the corrupt and impure ſtreams which flow from that

ſpring he enumerates, a dreadful catalogue, but the na

tural produce of every fallen ſpirit. (1.) Evil thoughts,

ſuch as lewd defires, infidel reaſonings, covetous wiſhes,

malicious purpoſes, fraudulent deſigns, which never ap

peared in words or actions, but were naked and open

before God, and brought guilt upon the ſoul. (2.) Mur

ders, not only the effuſion of human blood, but every

word of anger, every ačt of violence, every expreſſion of

malice, hatred, or revenge. (3.) Adulteries, formications,

with all the various ſteps and contrivances which have a

tendency to lead men to theſe horrid deeds. (4.) Thefts,

whether committed by force or fraud. (5.) Falſe witneſs,

in perjuries, lies, deceit, and miſrepreſentation. (6.) Blaſ

phenier, againſt God or man. Theſe are the great viola

tions of God’s law, the things which involve the con

ſcience in guilt, and make us loathſome in the eyes of

divine purity: while to eat with unwaſhen hands com

municates no defilement to the ſoul, nor in the leaſt ren

ders any man a finner before God.

3dly, Departing from the country of Genneſaret, our

Lord viſited the coaſts of Tyre and Sidon ; where, by an

aćt of favour to one of the poor Gentiles, he intimated

the mercy which he had in ſtore for them. We have,

1. The application made to him by a poor woman of

that country, a Canaanite. Having heard the fame of

Jeſus, ſhe ſeized the preſent moment to prefer her requeſt

Her
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and beware of the leaven of the Phariſees and

of the Sadducees.

* Pſ. 94- 8, 11. Luke, 14, 25. Ch. 15, 16-18.

7 And they reaſoned among themſelves, ſay. º

ing, " It is becauſe we have taken no bread.

Her caſe was very afflićtive, her daughter was grievouſly

vexed with a devil, poſſeſſed and tormented by him, and

therefore ſhe earneſtly cries, Have mercy on me, O Lord,

thou ſºn of David. She profeſſes her faith in him as the

true Meſfiah, expreſſes her confidence of his power to

help her, and, conſcious of her own unworthineſs to re

ceive any favour from him, caſts herſelf intirely on his

mercy. Note; (1.) To ſee their children under the power

of diſeaſe, is deeply felt by every tender parent ; but to

behold them under the power of fin and Satan, is far

more grievous. (2) When we can do no more for our

unhappy offspring, we muſt continue in prayer to pre

ſent their miſerable ſtate to Jeſus, if ſo be he may inter

poſe to heal them. (3.) The mercies ſhewn to our chil

dren are favours done to ourſelves, and ſhould be ſo

acknowledged. (4.) All that a finner has to aſk of the

Saviour, is mere mercy; we have no claim upon him,

and can only caſt ourſelves at his feet, to do with us, and

by us, according to the riches of his grace.

2. Her application at firſt appears to be utterly diſ

regarded, and Jeſus did not condeſcend to make a reply;

nºt that he meant to deny her requeſt, but to exerciſe her

faith, and quicken her importunity. His diſciples, who

had never before ſeen their Maſter deaf to the intreaties of

the miſerable, intereſted themſelves in her behalf; and

not merely to be rid of her cries, but probably affected

with her deep diſtreſs, wiſhed her requeſt granted, and

that ſhe were diſmiſſed in peace; but his anſwer ſeemed

to carry a ſtill more unfavourable aſpect, as if his mi

ºniſtry and miracles were to be confined to Iſrael alone.

Nay, when the poor petitioner, notwithſtanding all diſ

couragement, approaching nearer, fell down at his feet,

importunately reiterating her requeſt, ſhe apparently meets

with ſtill a rougher reception; ſeems to be ſpurned away

as a dog, and excluded from the participation of mercies

which were confined to the Jews; as if all out of the pale

of their church deſerved to be treated as impure animals,

and rejećted by the faithful. Note; (1.) We muſt not

conclude that our requeſts are refuſed, becauſe they are not

immediately granted ; nor that though the Saviour ſeems

to frown, or even really frowns, he forbids farther in

treaty ; it is to exerciſe our faith, and quicken our prayers.

-(2.) Gracious ſouls are ever ready advocates and inter

ceſſors for the miſerable.

3. Not diſmayed by this repulſe, nor driven to quit her

hold, her faith cleaves to Jeſus, and her ſoul bows down

before him. Far from being offended at being treated as

a dog, or finking into deſpair at Chriſt's reply, her anſwer

expreſſed the deep humility and unſhaken dependence of

her heart upon him. “Truth, Lord, ſhe replied ; I own

“ the charge; more vile and worthleſs than I am, no dog

“ can be ; a finner, a Gentile, undeſerving of any favour:

* yet, as a dog regard me;” (So gracefully and power

fully does ſhe improve that for her plea, which ſeemed to

convey the greateſt diſcouragement;) “They are per

“mitted, under their maſter's table, to pick up the crumbs

“ which fall; I aſk no more. While happier Iſraelites

“ enjoy the abundance of thy miracles, let one crumb

“fall on me, a poor Canaanite; no loſs to them, to me

“ a mercy ſo unſpeakable.” Note; (1.) Nothing muſt

ever drive us from Chriſt; the more we are diſtreſſed, the

more ſhould we cleave to him. If we periſh, we periſh;

but let it be at leaſt at the feet of Jeſus, and there none

ever yet were caſt away. (2.) We can never have too

lowly thoughts of ourſelves; the worſt that we can ſay of

ourſelves, or others can ſay of us, is nothing in compariſon

with what God has ſeen in us. (3.) Active faithlays hold -

even on the hand which ſeems ſtretched out to deſtroy:

-

“Though thou ſlay me, yet will I truſt in thee:” and this

is indeed the triumph of faith.

4. As if amazed and overcome by faith ſo diſtinguiſhed,

Jeſus grants her requeſt, and diſmiſſes her with the higheſt .

marks of his approbation. To her utmoſt wiſhes he ex

tends the favour, and inſtantly her daughter was made

whole. Note ; (1.) Nothing is ſo pleaſing and honourable

to Jeſus as great faith in his power and love. (2.) There

is no mercy that we can aſk, believing, which Jeſus will

ever refuſe us ; whether it be pardon, holineſs, or conſola

tion, it ſhall aſſuredly be given us.

4thly, Jeſus returned again to the coaſts of Galilee:

and ſeating himſelf on a riſing ground, as the great and

univerſal phyſician, appeared ready to receive and relieve -

º

every miſerable patient, whatever his diſeaſe might be, with

out money, and without price. We have an account,

1. Of the multitudes who came to him, bringing the

afflicted with various maladies, and caſting them down at -

And his compaſſions were ſo great, his power ſo .

Note; (1.) The diſeaſes

his feet.

effeótual, that he healed them all.

of our bodies drive us inſtantly to the phyſician, though.

his art is uncertain; ſhall not then the more dangerous

diſeaſes of our ſouls drive us to Jeſus, whoſe medicines of .

grace are infallible 2 (2.) The world is full of fickneſs and .
n

pain becauſe full of fin; but if the cauſe be removed

through the infinite merit of Jeſus, and by the ſpirit of

grace, in the faithful ſoul, the effects will quickly ceaſe,

and the inhabitants above ſhall never more ſay I am ſick.

*

2. Theſe wonders of power and grace deeply affected

the beholders. Amazed to hear the dumb ſpeak, to ſee

the lame walk, the blind reſtored to fight, and every

malady removed with a word, they glorified the God ºf

Iſrael for ſending the promiſed Meſfiah; for ſuch their

words beſpoke him whom they now beheld. Note, Every

mercy demands a tribute of praiſe; and if the removal

of bodily complaints excited ſuch wonder and thankful

neſs, how much more ſhould we admire the ſpiritual

riches of Chriſt, and adore the God of our ſalvation, if

our ſouls have experienced the power of his healing

grace; if our once blind eyes ſee the light of truth; if our

ears, once deaf, are open to the Goſpel's joyful ſound; if

our once lame feet are ſtrengthened to run the way of his

commandments For theſe unutterable bleſſings, praiſe the

Lord, O my ſoul. -

-

3. A
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8 Which when Jeſus ‘perceived, he ſaid

unto them, “O ye of little faith, why reaſon

' Ch. 9. 4. & 12. 15, 25.j 5 Mark, 8.16, 17. Jer. 17. Io. John, 2.24, 25.

31. jam. I. 0. -Am not I as able and ready to ſupply you as ever ?

ye among yourſelves, becauſe ye have brought

no bread : -

Heb. 4, 12, 13. Rev. 2. 23. * Ch. 6. 30 & 8, 25 & 17, 17. & 14,

3. A ſingular miracle is wrought, wherein all partook,

ſimilar to what he had done before, chap. xiv. with this

little variation, that in the preſent inſtance fºur thouſand,

leftis; women and children, are fed with ſeven loaves and a

fºr little fºes : in the former, five thouſand men, bºſdes

wºmen and children, were fed with five loaves.

[1] The circumſtances of the people aſſembled moved

the compaſſion of Jeſus. So eager were they to attend

on his miniſtry, and to behold his miracles, that for three

days ſucceſſively they continued with him ; and if they

brought any little proviſion with them, it was ere this

conſumed, ſo that they had now nothing to eat; and as

many of them came from far, and could not ſoon get a

ſupply of food, to ſend them away thus faſting might

expoſe them to faint by the way through weakneſs, and

to periſh with hunger. Calling his diſciples, therefore, he

acquainted them with his gracious deſign of feeding them

there; but they forgetting what they had ſo lately ſeen,

*

chap. xiv. 21. objećted to the poſſibility of providing meat

for ſuch a multitude in that wilderneſs ; and eſpecially

when by his queſtion he ſeemed to intend ſupplying the table

out of their ſcanty ſtore, which appeared ſo inſufficient,

being no more than ſeven loaves, and a few ſmall fiſhes.

Nºte: (1.) They who know the ſweetneſs of the Goſpel

word, will undergo wearineſs and hunger, rather than be

deprived of it. (2.) It is through our forgetfulneſs of

the paſt interpoſitions we have experienced, that under

nºw difficulties we fall into freſh perplexity.

[...] Having commanded the multitude to fit down, he

tºok tºe loaves and fiſhes, as before, and, thanking God

fºr the proviſion, divided the bread and fiſhes among

the diſciples, that they ſhould diſtribute them to the peo

Pl: ; and far from any lack, when all had eaten and were

filled, ſeven baſkets full of fragments ſtill remained. The

Proviſion indeed was ſomewhat more, the company fewer,

and the fragments leſs than in the former inſtance, but

the miracle was the ſame in one caſe as the other; and

the wondrous enlargement of the food evidenced the ſame

divine creative power. Note: We ſtand aſtoniſhed at

this relation; but is not every corn which is caſt into the

eith as marvellouſly increaſed at the harveſt ? yet who

thinks of the wonder-working hand of him, by whoſe

daily bread we are continually fed 2

[3] Having liberally ſatisfied his gueſts, he diſmiſſes

them to their own homes. Thither duty called them ;

*e cannot always be in attendance on the ſančtuary, it is

*Proper that we ſhould. As for himſelf and his diſciples,

wº toºk ſhip, and came into the coaſts of Magdala.

* wºrk was to be going about doing good; and in every

* he kit behind him abundant marks of his tran

*Power, grace, and love.

C H A P. XVI.

º The Phariſees alſº] Dr. Campbell reads the laſt

.. º: the laſt chapter and the preſent verſe, Then having

º:# multitude, he embarked, and ſailed to the cogſ ºf

demanded of him the ſign from heaven.

Magdala. Thither ſºme Phariſes and Sadducees repaired,

who, to try him, deſired that he would ſhew them a ſign in the

./ky. Whilſt Jeſus was in Dalmanutha, or Magdala, the

l'hariſees, having heard of the ſecond miraculous dinner,

and fearing that the whole body of the people would

acknowledge him for the Meſſiah, reſolved to confute his

pretenſions fully and publicly : for this reaſon they came

forth with the Sadducees, who, though the oppoſers and

rivals of the Phariſees in all other matters, joined them

in their deſign of oppreſſing Jeſus, and together with them

It ſeems that the

Jews, from Daniel, vii. 13. expected that the Meſſiah would

make his firſt appearance in the clouds of heaven, and take

unto himſelf glory and a temporal kingdom. See the note

on ch. xii. 38, 39. Agreeable to this, Joſephus, deſcribing

the ſtate of the affairs in Judaea under Felix, tells us,

“That the deceivers and impoſlors pretending to inſpira

“tion, endeavouring to bring about changes, and ſo

“ making the people mad, led them into the wilderneſs,

“ as if it had been to ſhew them figns of liberty:” Where

fore when the Phariſees deſired Jeſus to ſhew them the

ſgn from heaven, they certainly meant, that he ſhould

demonſtrate himſelf to be the Meſſiah, by coming in a

viſible and miraculous manner from heaven with great

pomp, and by wreſting the kingdom out of the hands of

the Romans. Theſe hypocrites craftily feigned an incli

nation to believe, if he would but give them ſufficient

evidence of his miſſion: however, their true deſign was,

that by his failure in the proof which they required, he

ſhould expoſe himſelf to general blame. It was upon the

ſame principles that they continued their demands in the

Apoſtles' time (ſee I Cor. i. 22.); though ſo many ſigns

from heaven had then been given, in the voice from thence,

in the preternatural darkneſs at our Lord's crucifixion, in

the deſcent of angels in repeated inſtances, and in that of

the Holy Spirit in a viſible form, as well as in moſt ſen

fible effects. See Joſephus’s Jewiſh War, b. ii. c. 12.

and Lardner's Credibility, lib. i. c. 5.

Ver. 2, 3. He—ſaid unto them, &c.] Our Saviour's reply

may be thus paraphraſed : “It is moſt apparent that you

“ aſk this out of a deſire to cavil, rather than to learn the

divine will : for, in other caſes you take up with de

grees of evidence, far ſhort of thoſe which you here

reječt. As for inſtance, you readily ſay in an evening,

It will be fair weather to-morrow ; becauſe the ſky is, this

evening, of a bright and fiery red: And in the morning,

—It will be tempſlucus weather to-day, fºr the ſºy is red

and lowering. , O ye hypºcrites, you know how to diffinguiſh

the face of the heavens, and to form thence probable

conjećtures concerning the weather, and can you not

diſlinguiſh the ſigns of the preſent time; * and ſce, by the

various miracles which are daily performed among you,

by the prophetic and various other tokens which attend

my appearance, that this is indeed the period which you

profeſs to deſire with ſo much eagerneſs, and which you

might diſcern with much leſs ſagacity.” Dr. Lightfoot
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9 'Do yo not yet underſtand, neither re

member the five loaves of the five thouſand,

and how many baſkets ye took up 2

Io "Neither the ſeven loaves of the four

thouſand, and how many baſkets ye took

up 2 -

I 1 "How is it that ye do not underſtand

that I ſpake it not to you concerning bread,

that ye ſhould beware of the leaven of the

Phariſees and of the Sadducees 2

12 Then underſtood they how that he bade

them not beware of the leaven of bread, but

of the * doćtrine of the Phariſees and of the

' Ch. 14, 17–21. Mark, 6. 34–44. Luke, 9. 12–17. John, 6, 2– 4.

Sadducees.

13 * When Jeſus came into the coaſts of :

* Ceſarea Philippi, he aſked his diſciples, ſaying,

* Whom do men ſay that I the Son of man

am : -

14 And they ſaid, " Some ſy that than art

John the Baptiſt; ſome, Elias; and others,

Jeremias, or one of the prophets.

1; He faith unto them, But whom ſay ye

that I am

16 And Simon Peter anſwered and ſaid,

' Thou art the Chriſt, the Son of the living .

God.

* Ch. 15. 34–38. Mark, 8, 1–9. * Heb. 5. 12. 1 Cor. 3. ..

Pſ. 94. 8. Luke, 24. 25. * I Cor. 5. 6, 7. Gal. 5. 9. with Ch. 15. 6, 9. & xxiii. & 21. 23. Aëts, 23. 8. * A ciry in the north-eat

of Canaan. * Mark, 8. 27. Luke, 9. 13–21. Pſ. 8. 4, 5. Dan. 7. 13, 1 + 1. 7. 14. & 9. 6. & 1 r. 1. Jer. 23. 5, 6, & 33. 15, 16. M. c. 5,

2. John, 1. 14. Rem. 1. 3, 4. & 9. 5. & 8, 3. 1 Tim. 3. 16. Gal. 4. 4. Heb. 2. 4, 16–1*. * Lake, 9, 7–9. Ch. 14. z. Mark, 6, 14.

Mal. 4. 5. ' Ch. , 3. 1 1. Luke, 12, 48. * John, 6. 69. & 1 1. 27. Acts, 3. 37. & 9. 20. 2 Joan, 4, 15, & 5. 5. Ch. 16. 63. John, 1. -"

41, 49. Pſ. 2. 7. Heb. 1. 5.

has obſerved, that the Jews uſed to value themſelves highly

on their ſkill in prognoſticating the weather ; and Grotius,

in his note on this place, has ſhewn what a variety of ſigns

marked out that time for the arrival of the Meſſiah. The

Syriac verſion, inſtead of the times, reads very well the time,

Kagoy. See Doddridge, Lightfoot, and Grotius.

Wer. 5. And when his diſciples were come, &c.] This

would be rendered more properly, Now the diſciples, going

fo the other ſide, had fºrgotten to take bread; for it is more

agreeable to the nature of the thing to ſuppoſe, that this

converſation happened as they ſailed, than when they were

come to the other ſide, where they might eaſily have been

fupplied with bread. The verſion of 1729 renders it,

Nºw at their departure to go to the other ſide, &c. And

with it, Dr. Heylin and the Pruſſian editors agree. It

ſeems Jeſus and the diſciples had remained ſo long in

Dalmanutha, that they had conſumed the ſeven baſkets of

fragments which they had taken up after the late mira

culous dinner. Our Saviour hence took occaſion to give

his diſciples a ſolemn charge to beware of the dºrine ºf

the Pharifter and Sadducees, which he called leaven, becauſe

of its pernicious wifluence to ſour men's tempers with

pride and other evil paſſions. For as theſe hypocrites

chiefly enjoined the obſervation of frivolous traditions,

their doćtrine was a great enemy to the principles of true

piety, and puffed men up with a high conceit of their own

ſanctity. The flowneſs of the diſciples’ underſtanding

£hewed itſelf on this occaſion, as it had done on many

others. As they had forgotten to take bread with them,

and had often heard the doctors prohibit the uſe of the

Jeaven of heathens and Samaritans, they thought that he

forbade them to buy bread from bakers of either ſects, left it

might be made with impure leaven; and ſo they looked

on the advice as an indirect reproof of their careleſſneſs.

Our Saviour, after properly reproving them, ſoon gave

them to underſtand his meaning. See ver. 12. Mac

knight, and Calmet. -

Wer. 13. Iſken jeſus came into the coaſ's, &c.] When

jºſ. came intº the territorieſ ºf, or was going toward, Cºſarca
14.

Philippi, he aſked his diſcipler, ſiying, Hºhºm dº menſy I am *

the ſºn of man & Heylin. Ceſarea Philippi, while it was .

poſleſſed by the Canaanites, was called Lºſhem, Joſh. xix. Tº

47. and Laiſº, Judg. xviii. 27. But when the children of

Dan took it, they named it after their progenitor. In

later times it was called Paneas, from the mountain be-,

neath which it ſtood.

Philip the tetrarch ſo exceedingly, that he reſolved to make s

it the ſeat of his court; for which purpoſe he enlarged º

and adorned it with many ſumptuous buildings, and called

it Ceſarea in honour of the Roman emperor: the tetrarch's

name, however, was commonly added to diſtinguiſh it

from the other Ceſarea, ſo often metioned in the Ads,

which was a fine port in the Mediterranean ſea, and had

The fituation of Panea; pleaſed .

been rebuilt by Herod the Great, and named in honour of

Auguſtus Ceſar. See the note on Acts, viii. 40. Joſephus *

gave Philip ſo good a character, that ſome have thought

our Lord retired into his territories for ſecurity from the º

inſults of his enemies elſewhere.

Lenfant, Introdućtion, p. 27.

See Beaufobre and

Wer. 14. And they ſaid, Sºme, &c. Perhaps thoſe who

held Chriſt to be Elias, did not think him the Meſſiah, but

only his forerunner; this being the received opinion of the

whole nation, that Elias was to come before the Meſfiah,

and anoint him when he came. Thoſe who thought that he

was jºhn the Baptiſ; riſen from the dead, ſpoke ſuitably to .

the opinion of the Phariſees, “who (ſays Joſephus) held

“ that there was for good men an eaſy return to life.”

That he was jeremiah, or one of the prºphets, was the con

ſequence of an opinion which prevailed, that the Meſſiah

was to come not from the living, but from the dead : As

they thought none of that age of picty ſufficient to bear

him, and that the reſurreótion was to begin with his king

dom, they might eaſily be induced to think that he would

be one who ſhould riſe from the dead; and as God had

ſaid of Jeremiah, that he was ſet to root out, pull dºwn, and .

d//roy Kingdºmſ, &c. ch. i. 5–1 o. ; and as it was their

opinion that the great buſineſs of the king Meſſiah was to

pull down all the nations which ruled over them, and

make

s
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17 And Jeſus anſwered and ſaid unto him,

‘Bleſſed art thou, Simon Bar-jona : for "fleſh

and blood hath not revealed it unto thee,” but

my Father which is in heaven.

18 And I ſay alſo unto thee, that ‘ thou

: Ch. 13. 15, 17. & 5. 3-1 1. Fph. i. 3.

art Peter; and * upon this rock I will build

my church ; and the gates of hell ſhall not

prevail againſt it. -

19 "And I will give unto thee the keys of

the kingdom of heaven: and whatſoever thou

- * Man. Pſ. 56. 4. Iſ 4o. 5, 6. Ch. 24, 21. Rom. 3. 20. * Ch. 11. 25, 27. John, 1. 18.

1 Cºr. 2. 10–16. Gal. 1. 15, 16. Eph. 1. 17, 18. & 3. 13, 19. * John, 1.42. * 1 Cor. 3. 1 1. & 10. 4. 1ſ. 28. 16. Eph. 2. 19–22.

luk-, -2. 31, 22. Rev. 21. 14, 19. Heb. 12. 28. Pſ. 125. 1, 2. 1ſ. 2. 2, 3, & 54. 17. * John, 2 c. 23. Ch. 13. 18. Iſ. 22. 22. I Cor. 4. Iz.

Mark, 16, 15, 16. Rom. 1. 16. Luke, 1 1. 22. Lev. 13.13. 15.

make them tributaries and ſervants to the Jews; they might

on this account pitch on him, as the fitteſt perſon to be

the Meſſiah. See Whitby, Craddock's Harmony, and

2 Macc. ii. 5. Meſſrs. Beaufobre and Lenfant think, that

they mentioned Jeremiah rather than any other prophet,

becauſe the ancient Jews uſed to place Jeremiah at the

head of the prophets. It ſeems to follow, both from the

queſtion in the preceding and in the following verſe, that

Jeſus had not as yet directly aſſumed the title of the

Miſfiah, at leaſt in their hearing.

Per. 17, 18. Bleſſed art thou, Simon Bar-jona, &c.] Bar

jºna is the Son of jona. Some authors ſuppoſe, that john

and jona are one and the ſame. Flºſ, and blood is a He

braiſm, ſignifying his own reaſon, or any natural power

whatever. This knowledge had not been communicated

to him, either by the ſentence of the Sanhedrim, declaring

Jeſus to be the Meſſiah, or by the authority of any human

teſtimony whatever, but merely by the teaching of God.

See on John vi. 45. “Bleſſed and happy art thou, O Pe

“ ter; for this confeſſion which thou haſt made is not a

“bare human conjećture, formed by report, or by the

“unaſſiſted ſagacity of thine own mind; but my Father in

“ heaven has diſcovered it to thee, and wrought in thy

“ſoul this cordial aſſent, in the midſt of thoſe prejudices

* againſt it, which preſent circumſtances might ſuggeſt.”

However, to be a fºundation in this ſenſe was not his honour

alone; his brethren ſhared with him in it (ſee Epheſ. ii.

20. Rev. xxi. 14.); as they did alſo in the power of bind

ing and lºſing; (ſee Matth. xviii. 18. John, xx. 23.).

Upon the whole, how weak the arguments are which the

papiſts draw hence to ſupport the ſupremacy ºf Peter in

their wild ſenſe of it, is ſufficiently ſhewn by Biſhop Bur

nett on the Articles, p. 198. Dr. Barrow on the Creed,

ſerm. 28. ; Dr. Patrick, in his ſermon on the text; and

many others needleſs to be named. There ſeems a re

ference in the expreſſion before us to the common cuſtom

of building citadels upºn a rock. The gates ºf hell or ºf

death, is a periphraſis for hell or death itſelf. So the phrate

is uſed, Iſaiah xxxviii. 1 o. where Hezekiah, ſpeaking of

himſelf, ſays, I ſhall go, tv ráxaſ; ºv, to the gates ºf Hadeſ,

that is to ſay, “I ſhall die.” Our Lord's meaning there

fore is, that the Chriſtian church ſhall never be annihilated;

no, not by the united force of men and devils combined

againſt it. See More's Theological Works, page I Io.

Whitby, Grotius, &c.

Ver. 19. And I will give unto thee the Keyſ. As ſtewards

of great families, eſpecially of the royal houſehold, bore a

key, (probably a golden one, as Lords of the bed-chamber

do with us, in token of their office,) the phraſe of giving

a perſon the key naturally grew into an expreſſion of rai

Our Saviour goes on, and promiſes, (alluding to the ſur- ſing him to great power. See the note on Iſaiah xxii. 22.

name of Peter, which comes from Il trea, a rock,) that he

ſhould have a principal concern in eſtabliſhing his king

dom. “Thou art, as thy name ſignifies, a ſubſtantial

“rºck; and, as thou haſ ſhewn it in this good confeſſion,

“I aſſure thee, that upon this rock I will build my church :

“faith in me, as the Son of God, ſhall be its great ſup

“ port, and I will uſe thee as a glorious inſtrument in

* raiſing it.” This is evidently one of thoſe Scriptures,

the ſenſe of which might be moſt certainly fixed by the

particular tone of voice and geſture with which it was

ſpoken: if our Lord altered his accent, and laid his hand

on his breaſt, it would ſhew, that he ſpoke not of the

Perion, but of the confeſſion of Peter,-as moſt proteſtant

divines have underſtood it ; and meant to point out him

ſelf as the great foundation. Compare I Cor. iii. Io, 1.

** it is obſervable, to confirm this ſenſe, that the Lord,

** he ſays upon thiſ rock, does not make uſe of the

word II-tº, referring to Peter himſelf, but a tax, which

* * *ppellative noun, and immediately refers to Peter's

*ſon; but if our Saviour turned to the other Apoſtles,

* Pºinted to Peter, that would ſhew that he meant to

*the honour he would do him, in making him

**ment ſupport to his church. This is the ſenſe in
wn -

* many ºf the commentators have underſtood it.

The keys of the kingdom of heaven, which on this occaſion

are given to Peter, are to be underſtood metaphorically:

for our Lord's meaning was, that Peter ſhould open the

gates of the kingdom ºf heaven, or Gºſpel diſpenſation, both

to Jews and Gentiles; that is to ſay, ſhould be the firſt

who preached the Goſpel to them, particularly the latter;

and in this ſenſe Peter ſeems to have underſtood the mat

ter himſelf, Aéts xv. 7. Or by the keyſ, we may under

ſtand power and authority, which is ſometimes the mean

ing of the metaphor: and according to this interpretation,

the power of binding and lºſing, added to the power of

the keys, may be conſidered as explicatory thereof:

“After my aſcenſion into heaven, I will give thee, and

“ thy companions in the apoſtolate, authority to order all

“ the affairs of my church ; ſo that whatſºever thou ſhalt

“ bind on earth, ſhall be bound in heaven, &c.” It can be

no objećtion againſt this interpretation, that it conneéts

the idea of binding and logſng with that of the keys, con

trary to the exact propriety of the two metaphors; for all

who have ſtudied the Scriptures know, that in many paſ

ſages the ideas and expreſſions are accommodated to the

ſubjećt matter, rather than to the precedent metaphors.

The power of binding and loºſing now conferred on Peter,

and afterwards on all the Apoſtles, (ſee ch. xviii. 18.)

Ff 2 Waş
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ſhalt bind on earth ſhall be bound in heaven :

and whatſoever thou ſhalt looſe on earth ſhall

be looſed in heaven.

20 * Then charged he his diſciples that

they ſhould tell no man that he was Jeſus the

Chriſt.

21 * From that time forth began Jeſus to

* Ch. 17. 9. Luke, 9. 21, 22. Mark, 8. 30.

22, 44. & 13. 31. & 24, 7, 26. John, 16. 16.

1 Cor. 2. 8.

1 Cor. I 5.4. d Gr

See Ch. 8.

ſhew unto his diſciples, how that he muſt go

unto Jeruſalem, and ſuffer many things of

the elders and chief prieſts and ſcribes, and be

killed, and be raiſed again the third day.

22 Then Peter took him, and began to

rebuke him, ſaying, “Be it far from thee,

Lord : this ſhall not be unto thee.

4 * Ch. 17. 22, 23. & 20, 17, 18. & 26. 2.
- Mark, 9.30.

. Pity thºſeſ. 2 Sam. 23. 17. 1 Chr. 11. 13.

Luke, 9.

was a power of declaring the laws of the Goſpel, and the

terms of ſalvation; for in the Jewiſh nation, to bind and

toºſe are words made uſe of by the doćtors to ſignify the

unlawfulneſs or lawfulneſs of things. Wherefore our

Lord's meaning was, “Whatever things thou ſhalt bind

“ up from men, or declare forbidden on earth, ſhall be

“ forbidden by heaven; and whatſoever things thou ſhalt

“ looſe to men, or bid to be done, ſhall be lawful and

“ obligatory in the eſteem of heaven.” Accordingly it

may be obſerved, that the gender made uſe of in both

paſſages agrees to this interpretation: in that under con

ſideration it is 3, not dy; in the other it is ‘zz, not gov;.

This high power of declaring the terms of ſalvation, and

precepts of the Goſpel, the Apoſtles did not enjoy in its

full extent till the memorable day of Pentecoſt, when they

received the Holy Ghoſt in the plenitude of his gifts.

After this their deciſions on points of doćtrine and duty

being all given by inſpiration, were infallible definitions,

and ratified in heaven. Here then was an immenſe ho

nour conferred on the Apoſtles, and what muſt yield great

conſolation to all believers. There is nothing doubtful in

the Goſpel, much leſs falſe; but we may ſafely reſt the

ſalvation of our ſouls on the diſcoveries made to us there,

ſince they are all originally derived from God. See Dod

dridge, Macknight, Lightfoot, Biſhop Hoadly, and the

other writers on this controverted paſſage of Scripture.

Ver; 20. Then charged he his diſciples, &c.] Jeſus forbade

his diſciples to tell any man that he was the Meſſiah, be

cauſe he was to ſuffer the puniſhment of death;—a cir

cumſtance, which could not fail to give his followers great

offence, as they did not yet underſtand the nature of his

kingdom ; for which reaſon he thought it better to leave

every one to form a judgment of his charaćter from his

doćtrine and miracles, than in all places to aſſume the

title of Meſſiah publicly under ſuch diſadvantages. Or,

his meaning may have been, “Becauſe it is determined

“ that the Meſſiah ſhall ſuffer death, it is not proper to

“ aſſume that title publicly, left the people, declaring in

“ny behalf, endeavour to prevent the execution of the

“ divine counſel.” The Romans certainly, ſay ſome,

would not have ſuffered him to proceed, if he had gone

about preaching that he was the king whom the Jews ex

pećted ; unleſs he had interfered by his divine and ir

reſiſtible power. Such an accuſation would have been

inſtantly brought againſt him by the Jews, if they could

have heard it out of his own mouth ; and if that had been

his public doćtrine to his followers, which was openly

preached by his Apoſtles after his death, and of which

tº y are accuſed, Acts xvii. 5–9. Though the magiſtrates

of the world had no great regard to the talk of a king

who had ſuffered death, and appeared no longer upon

earth; yet, if our Saviour had openly declared this of

himſelf in his lifetime, with a train of diſciples and fol.

lowers everywhere owning and crying him up for their

king, the Roman governors of Judea could not have for

borne to take notice of it, and to make uſe of their force

againſt it. In this the Jews were not miſtaken, and there

fore they made uſe of it as the ſtrongeſt accuſation, and

the likelieſt to prevail with Pilate againſt him, for the ta

king away his life; it being treaſon, and an unpardonable

offence, which could not eſcape death from a Roman

deputy, without the forfeiture of his own life. See

Luke xxiii. 2. and the note on Matth. xii. 16. Dr. Camp

bell, following many of the manuſcripts, leaves out the

word jeſus : then he fºrbade his diſciples tº tell any man that

he is the Mºffah. -

Ver. 21. From that time fºrth began jºſº, &c.] Though

all the circumſtances mentioned in this verſe were marks ...

of the Mcſſiah, yet, ſays a commentator, how little they

were underſtood by the Apoſtles, or ſuited to their ex

pectation of the Meſſiah, appears from the manner in ... ..

which they were received by Peter, ver. 22. Peter had

twice before acknowledged Jeſus to be the Meſſiah, and .

yet here he cannot bear the thought that he ſhould ſuffer,

and be put to death, and be raiſed again: whereby we

may perceive how little Jeſús had at this time explained

to the Apoſtles what perſonally concerned himſelf. They

had been a good while witneſſes of his life and miracles,

and thereby being grown into a belief that he was the

Meſſiah, were in ſome degree prepared to receive the

particulars which were to fill up the character, and anſwer

the propheſies concerning him. This from hencefºrth he

began to open to them, though in a way out of which the

Jews could not form an accuſation; the time of the ac

compliſhment of all, in his ſufferings, death, and reſur

rection, now drawing on, (for this was in the laſt year of

his life,) he being to meet the Jews at Jeruſalem but once

more at the paſtover, and then they were to have their will

upon him ; wherefore he might now begin to be a little

more open concerning himſelf, though yet ſo as to keep

himſelf out of the reach of any accuſation, which might

appear juſt or weighty to the Roman deputy.

Ver. 22. Then Peter, &c..] Then Peter—began to expºſu

late ºvkh him, &c. Dr. Doddridge renders the original

word Tºcºzºpºvoz, by taking him by the hand: Dr. Fuller

ſuppoſes that phraſe "Ixtº; got, ſhould be rendered, may

God have compºſion upon thee : Heinſius, Grotius, and Le

Clerc give the ſame interpretation ; and the accurate Dr.

- Scott,
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23 But he turned, and ſaid unto Peter,

i: "Get thee behind me, Satan: thou art an of.

fence unto me: for thou ſavoureſt not the

things that be of God, but thoſe that be of

| " (TCI1,

24 " 'Then ſaid Jeſus unto his diſciples.

If any man will come after me, let him deny

himſelf, and take up his croſs, and follow

IIle,

25 For whoſoever will ſave his life ſhall

loſe it; and whoſoever will loſe his life for

my ſake ſhall find it.

26 "For what is a man profited, if he ſhall

gain the whole world, and loſe his own ſoul?

or what ſhall a man give in exchange for his

ſoul ?

‘Jºhn, 6, 7c. & 8. 44. Aëts, 15. 16. Rev. 2., 10. James, 3. 15. Rcm. 8. 7, 8, , 1 Cor. 2. 14. , 2 Cor. 2. 16. * Luke, 14. 27. & 6. 25—

“. . 17.33, Ch. I c. 38. Mark, 3. 34-38. Gal. 4. 24. & 6. 14. 2 Tim. 3. 12. A &ts, 14. 22. Col. 1. 24. Eſth. 4, 16. 1 Cor. 3. 18. Phº. 3.

º, S. Heb. 1 1. 24. * Ch. , o. 39. Luke, 17.33. John, 12. 25. Gal. 6, 12. Rev. 12. 1 r. Heb. ii. 35. * Job, 2.4. Mark, 8.3%

luke, 9, 15 & 12. 19, 2d. Pſ. 49. 7, 8. 1 Pet. 1. 18, 19.

Sº, who is followed by Dr. Heylin, renders it, Mercy

* * which is moſt literal. The phraſe, as uſed by the

... LX\, generally ſignifies God fºrbid! or, as we render it,

... ºfar frºm thee. Sce 1 Sam. xiv. 45. 2 Sam. xx. 20.

... I Kings, xxi. 3. 1 Chron. xi. 19. Compare 1 Macc. ii.

... and ſee Doddridge, and Wetſtein. -

fºr. 23. Get thee behind me, Satan () See Luke iv. 8.

it word Satan, which is originally Hebrew, and has

º tºnce been taken into ſeveral languages, is often uſed in

# 0.d Teſtament, as we have had occaſion to obſerve, to

... ſity an adverſary ; and the expreſſion has appeared ſo

iſ to ſome, as coming from the mouth of Chriſt to one

ºf his Apoſtles, that they have rather choſen to tranſlate

# 0 mine adverſary. The verſion of 1729, reads the

ºiſe, But he frowned upon Peter, and ſaid, Out ºf myſght,

Priciºus ºfficle to my diſgns / your views are all worldly,

gardleſ ºf what is divine. But as the Evangeliſts

live made uſe of the word Xatavá, which muſt be owned

tº have a found as harſh in the Greek, as it has now with

t; we may conclude that it was uſed by Chriſt, or his

Rºuke to Peter would have been otherwiſe expreſſed by

kme Greek word ſignifying an adverſary. Nor can the

word appear at all too harſh, when we conſider that the

tºldency of Peter's ſaying, though it might be ſpoken

ºut of a ſingular affection to his Maſter, was to obſtrućt

He great deſign for which he came into the world; and

ºne but Satan could defire to prevent what he was ready

º ſubmit to for the ſalvation of loſt finners. Dr. Young,

in his ſermons, vol. ii. p. 137. rendering the phraſe "Ixºſ,

ºfyºur thyſ, f, ſuppoſes that our Lord calls Peter, Satan,

kºuſe he now fell on that advice, which Satan uſes the

Tº ſucceſsfully of all his artifices to undo men, that

ºf ſelf-indulgence, and ſo makes this Scripture an intro

†ion to his diſcourſe on ſelf-denial. Sºe Rom. viii. 5.

Filip. iii. 19. and Col. iii. 2. It is remarkable, that our

Lºrd, immediately after conſerring upon St. Peter the

high dignity before mentioned, openly, in the hearing of

**diſciples, calls him Satan, or adºrſary; and decińres

** he had then no particular reliſh for the divine appoint

ºntº, but was influenced merely by human views and

ºtions of worldly intereſt. If the pºpiſts rightly

*nied to this paſſage of the Sacred Hiſtory, they

wºuld ſee their fancies of the primacy of St. Peter,

*h they built upon it, in a better light than they ſeem

i: sº Macknight, Doddridge, and Bcauſobre and
ial. -

º 5.

Wer. 24. If any man will come ºfter me] Becauſe Peter's

improper behaviour, juſt before mentioned, proceeded

from his love to the world and its pleaſurss, Jeſus declares

publicly, that all who would be his diſciples, and ſhare

with him in the glory of his kingdom, muſt deny them

ſelves; that is to ſay, be in conſtant readineſs to renounce

every earthly pleaſure, with life itſelf, when called to do

ſo, (See Luke xiv. 33.); and, in Crdinary caſes, take up

his croſs; ſee on ch. x. 38. After having undergone

many afflićtions, the diſciples of Chriſt may ſtill look for

more ; which, when laid upon them, they muſt ſuſtain

with equal patience, following their Maſter in the foot

ſteps of his afflićtions. This indeed is a hard and difficult

lefſon, but at the ſame time it is abſolutely neceſſary; be

cauſe if, in order to preſerve our temporal life, we diſ

pleaſe Chriſt, ver. 25. we ſhall loſe what is really and

truly our life, the eternal happineſs of our ſouls:

whereas, if we will die rather than diſobey him, we ſhall

obtain infinite and endleſs joys. See the next note. Dr.

Clarke paraphraſes the latter part of ver. 25. : “Whoever

“ parts with his virtue and good conſcience to ſave his

“ temporal life, ſhall loſe that which is eternal; and, by

“ eſcaping the firſt death for a time, ſhall incur the pe

“ nalty of the ſecond death for ever.” See ſermon iv.

vol. 7. and for an expoſition of ver. 17, 18. his 17th ſer

mon, vol. 8. -

Wer. 26. For ºvhat is a man prºfited, &c.] To carry

home the argument more cloſely, he puts them in mind

of the method according to which men eſtimate things.

If God ſhould offer the riches of Solomon, the ſtrength

of Samſon, the policy of Ahithophel, the beauty of Ab

ſalom, the eloquence of Apollos, univerſal monarchy, and

all kinds of pleaſures, and ſay, Take them fºr one hºur,

and them die,-who is the man that would not immediately

reject the propoſed condition, and reply that life is better

than them all But will men forego every earthly thing for

life,-the life of the body ? and will they not part with

them, nay, and with life itſelf, for their ſouls ſince the

longeſt any one can enjoy this life with all its pleaſures is,

in compariſon of eternity, no longer than he enjoys the

good things before mentioned, who dies in the ſame hour

that he receives them. The latter part of this verſe may be

rendered, and ſºft his own lift : fuz’, (the ſame word is

uſed, ver. 25.) or what ſhall a man give as a ra'ſ in fºr his

life 2 The Greek word & Fºxxx y, z, properly ſignifies a

ranſ in ; and in this connection leads us to rººflºt, how

- williºg
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27 'For the Son of man ſhall come in the 28 Verily I ſay unto you, 'There be ſome

glory of his Father with his angels ; * and ſtanding here, which ſhall not taſte of death, ...

then he ſhall reward every man according to till they ſee the Son of man coming in his

his works.

' Ch. 24, 3c. & 2 s. 31. & 26.64, Zech. 14. S. Jude, 14. Job, 10. 25.

1o, 11. Jer, 17, 10. & 32. 19. Ezek. 7. 27. Rom. .. 6. 1 Cor. 3. 8.

& 22, 12. * Mark, 9.1. Luke, 9, 27. & 22, 18. Ch. 26.64.

2 Cor. 5. o.

Heb. 2. 9. & 12. 28.

kingdom.

* Job, 14. 1 r. Pſ, 62. 12. & 96. 13. & 98.9.

Gal. 6.5. Eph. 6. S. Col. 3, 25. 1 Peter, 1. 17. Rev. 2. 13

willing a condemned malefačtor would be, to give up all

that he had gotten by his crimes to buy his pardon, and how

vain his attempt muſt in this caſe prove. The phraſe Tºw

Yuzºv Čngiºsa'ai, does not merely ſignify to loſe the life,

which might be applied to a man who accidentally met

death in the purſuit of gain, as a merchant who ſhould

be loſt in his voyage; but it properly imports the under

going a capital execution ; which is an idea of much

greater terror, as well as of much ſtrióter propriety in the

preſent caſe. See Job, ii. 4. Luke, ix. 25. Raphelius's

Annotations, and Archbiſhop Tillotſon's Sermons, vol. 3.

Wer. 27. For the Son ºf man ſhall come, &c.] That the

argument in the preceding verſe, by which the neceſſity of

ſelf-denial is ſo clearly eſtabliſhed, might have the greater

weight, our Lord ſpake more particularly concerning the

rewards and puniſhments of a future ſtate; aſſuring his

diſciples, that they are all to be diſtributed by himſelf, the

Father having appointed him univerſal Judge; ſo that his

enemies cannot flatter themſelves with the hope of eſcaping

condign puniſhment, nor his faithful friends be in the leaſt

afraid of loſing their reward: and to encourage them the

more, he told them, that he would come to judge the world,

not in his preſent low and contemned ſtate, but moſt

magnificently arrayed, both in his own glory, and in his

Father's. See Luke, ix. 26. He would come, not at

tended by twelve weak diſciples, but ſurrounded with

numberleſs hoſts of mighty angels, to reward every man,

not with the honours of a temporal kingdom, great offices

and large poſſeſſions, but with the joys of immortality.

See the Inferences and Rºffečions at the cnd of this

chapter.

Ver. 28. Verily I ſay unto you] Becauſe the doćtrine of

Chriſt's being conſtituted univerſal judge might appear to

the diſciples incredible at that time, on account of his hu

miliation, he told them, that ſome of them ſhould not

taſte of death till they ſaw him coming in his kingdom ;

and by that ſhould have not only a proof of his being the

judge,but an example of the judgment which he was to exe

cute: “Do not doubt that there ſhall be a day of judgment,

“ when I ſhall come clothed with Divine Majeſty, and

“ attended by millions of angels, to render unto men ac

“, cording as their actions in this life have been good or

“bad : there are ſome here preſent who ſhall not die till

“ they have ſeen a faint repreſentation of the glory in

“ which I will come, and an eminent examplc of this

“my power, exerciſed on the men of the preſent ge

“neration.” Accordingly, the diſciples ſaw their Maſter

coming in his kingdom, when they were witneſſes of his

transfiguration, reſurreótion and aſcenſion, had the mira

culous gifts of the ſpirit conferred upon them, and lived

to ſee Jeruſalem with the Jewiſh ſtate deſtroyed, and the

Goſpel propagated through the greateſt part of the then

known world. Raphelius, Albert, and ſome other critics

would have the latter part of the verſe tranſlated, till the

ſhall ſe the Sºn ºf man gºing into his kingdºm ; underſtand

ing it to be the diſciples beholding Chriſt's aſcenſion intº

heaven, where he took poſſeſſion of his mediatorial king

dom, and which without doubt was a very proper proo

of his coming again to judge the world; but the commo

tranſlation appears much more natural and juſt, as wel

as the ſenſe above given; eſpecially as our Lord's manne

of ſpeaking intimates, that moſt of theſe preſent ſhoul

be dead before the event referred to ; but his aſcenſio

This verſe, ſays

commentator, which imports the dominion that ſome ther

happened a few months after this.

preſent ſhould ſee him exerciſe over the nation of th’

Jews, was ſo covered by being annexed to ver. 27.—

where Chriſt ſpeaks of the manifeſtation and glory of hiº

kingdom at the day of judgment, that though his plai

meaning be, that the appearance and viſible exerciſe o

his kingly power was ſo near, that ſome there ſhould liv

ºr

Prov. 23. 12. If 3. ..

to ſee it; yet if the foregoing words had nºt caſt a ſhadow

on theſe latter, but had been left plainly t) be underſtood ºr .

as they plainly fignified that he ſhould be a king, and tha

it was ſo near, that ſºme there ſhould ſee him in his king

dom, this might have been laid hold on, and made th

matter of a plauſible and ſeemingly juſt accuſation againſ

him by the Jews before Pilate. This ſeems to be th

reaſon of our Saviour's inverting here the order of th

two ſolemn manifeſtations to the world of his rule ant

power, thereby perplexing at preſent his meaning, and

ſecuring himſelf, as was neceſſary, from the malice of th

Jews, which always lay ready to entrap him, and accuſ

him to the Roman governor ; and they would no doub

have been ready to allege theſe words,--Some here ſha,

not tyłe, &c. againſt him, as criminal, had not thei

meaning been, by the former verſe, perplexed, and th

ſenſe at that time rendered unintelligible, and not appli

cable by any of his auditors to a ſenſe that might hav

been prejudicial to him before Pontius Pilate : for how

well the chief of the Jews were diſpoſed towards him

St. Luke tells us, ch. xi. 54. which may be a reaſon tº

ſatisfy us reſpecting the ſeemingly doubtful and obſcur

way of ſpeaking uſed by our Saviour in other places;—hi.

circumſtances being ſuch, that without ſuch a pruden

carriage and reſerve, he could not ha e gone through his

work in the way that it pleaſed the Father and him, nor have

performed all the parts of it in a way correſpondent to the

deſcriptions given of the Meſſiah, and which would be af.

terwards fully underſtood to belong to him when he had

left the world.

Inferencer.—How aweful an event does our great Re

deemer here offer to the ſerious contemplation of all

mankind
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C. H. A. P. XVII. bringeth them up into an high mountain

The tranſfiguration ºf Chriſ?, he health the lunatic, fºre- apart,

idith his own pºſion, and payeth tribute.

[Anno Domini 31.]

ND after fix days Jeſus taketh "Peter,

James, and John his brother, and

Luke, 9. 28—56.

* Ch. 13. 11.

* Mark, 5. 37. & 14, 33., 5 4* Mºrk, 9 1–:o.

Aðs, Io. 43. Roºn. 3. 21.: Pºe', i. 16, 17.

Ch. 26. 37.

Luke, 24, 27, 44.

2 “And was transfigured before them : and

his face did ſhine as the ſun, and his raiment

was white as the light.

3 “And, behold, there appeared unto them

* Exod. 34. 29, 35. 1ſ. 33. 17. Ch. 28. 3. John, 1. 14.

minūnd In the glory of his Father, accompanied with a

mighty hºſt of iroly angels, he ſhall deſcend from heaven

º ºth aſlaut, with the vºice of the archangel, and with the

moment, in the twinkling of an eye.

ºrious call.

at the approach of God; or, ſeized with inexpreſſible

trump ºf Gºd, making all heaven, earth, and hell to re

ſºund. The dead of all countries and times hear the tre

Hark! the living, filled with joy, exult

terror, ſend up doleful cries, and are all changed in a

Behold ; the dead

ºrſ, forth from their graves, following each other in cloſe

ºceſſion, the earth ſeems quick, and the ſea gives up its

* =

kid. Mark the beauty, the boldneſs, and the gladneſs

ºf ſome, ſpringing up to honour; but the ghaſtly coun

trances, the trembling, the deſpair of others, ariſing to

ºr and everlºfting contempt.
See how amazed and ter

ºfed they look with what vehemence they wiſh the ex

idion ºf their being fain would they fly, but cannot :

impelled by a force as ſtrong as neceſſity, they haſten to

the place of judgment. As they advance, the fight of the

tibunal from afar ſtrikes new terror: they come on in the

:::pºſt filence, and gather round the throne by thouſands

withouſands. In the mean time the angels, having brought

; their bands from the uttermoſt paits of the carth, fly

fºund the numberleſs multitudes, ſinging melodiouſly with

ºld voices, for joy that the day of general retribution is

cºre, when vice ſhall be thrown from its uſurpation,

tº ineſs exalted from its debaſement to a ſuperior ſtation,

tº intricacies of Providence unravelled, the perfections

ºf God vindicated, the church of God, purchaſed with

His blood, cleared of them that do iniquity and of every

fing that offendeth, and eſtabliſhed impeccable for ever.

Lt G d ariſ. let his enemies be ſcattered as ſmoke is driven

stay, ſº dive them away : a wax melteth befºre the fire, ſo

l: the wicked periſh ct the prºſnce of God. But let the righ

tº be glad Î lºſſ them rejoice befºre God! yea, let them ex

ºrdingly rejoice Pſ. lxviii. 1, &c. For ſtrong is the Lord

Gºd whº judgeth. Rev. xviii. 8.

And now the Son of man appears on the throne of his

foſy; and all nations, princes, warriors, nobles, the rich,

the poor, all intirely ſtripped of their attendance, and

ºvery external diſtinction, ſtand naked and equal before

him, filently waiting to be ſentenced to their unchange

able A te; and every individual is filled with an aweful

cºnſciouſneſs that he in particular is the object of the ob

ſºvation of Almighty God, manifeſt in his ſight, and

:aually under his eye, ſo that there is not one ſingle per

ºn concealed in the immenſity of the crowd. The

jºire, who can be biaſed by no bribe, ſoftened by no

ºr inſinuations, impoſed upon by no feigned excuſes,

bºrg been himſelf privy to the moſt ſecret ačtions of

each, needs no evidence, but diſtinguiſhes with an un

crring certainty. -

He ſpeaks | Cºme from among them, my people, that ye

receive not ºf their plagues. They ſeparate ; they feel their

judge within them, and haſten to their proper places, the

righteous on the one hand of the throne, and the wicked

on the other; not ſo much as one of the wicked daring to

join himſelf with the juſt. Here the righteous, moſt beau

tiful with the brightneſs of holineſs, ſtand ſerene in their

looks, and full of hope at the bar of God, a glad com

pany while the wicked, confounded at the remembrance

of their lives, and terrified at the thought of what is to

come, hang down their heads, inwardly curſing the day of

their birth, and wiſhing, a thouſand and a thouſand times,

hat the rockſ would fall on them, and the mountains cover

them : but in vain; for there is no eſcaping nor appealing
from this tribunal.

Behoid, with mercy ſhining in his countenance and

mild majeſty, the king invites the righteous to take poi

ſeſſion of the kingdom prepared for them from the foun

dation of the world: but with angry frowns he drives

the wicked away, into puniſhment that ſhall have no end,

no refreſhment, no alleviation, everlºfting puniſhment1–

O the rejoicing ! O the lamenting the triumphant ſhout

ing of aſcending ſaints, caught up in the clouds, to be ever -

with the Lord! the horror, the deſpair, the hideous ſhriek

ing of the damned, when they ſee hell gaping, hear the

devils roaring, and feel the unſpeakable torment of an

awakened conſcience

Now they bitterly cry for death;—but death flies from

them. Now they envy the righteous, and gladly would be

ſuch ;-but all too late | Lo! the Son of God bows his

head, the ſignal for his ſervants;---the heavens and the

earth depart, their works being at an end. See and hear

with what a terrible thundering noiſe the heavens paſs

away,+the elements melt with fervent heat, and the earth,

and all the works that are therein, are burnt up ! the frame

of nature diſſolves earth, ſeas, ſkies, all vaniſh together,

making way for the new heaven and the new earth. – It

appears 1—the happy land of Promiſe, formed by the hand

of God, large, beautiful, and pleaſant, a fit habitation for

his glorified ſaints, and long expected by them as their

country. Hiere all the righteous, great and ſmall, are aſ

ſeabled, making one vaſt bleſt ſociety, even the kingdom

and city of God. Here God manifeſts himſelf in a pe

culiar manner to his ſervants, wipes away all tearſ from ºff

their faces, and adorns them with the beauties of in

mortality, glorious to behold. Here they drink fulneſs.

of joys, from the cryſtal river proceeding out of the

throne of God and of the Lamb, and eat of the tree of

life;

2.
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Moſes and Elias talking with him.

4. Then anſwered Peter, and ſaid unto Jeſus,

I ord, it is good for us to be here: if thou

wilt, let us make here three tabernacles; one”

for thee, and one for Moſes, and one ſorº

Elias.
***

life; and there ſº. be tº more death, neither ſºrrow nor

<ry::g, meſ; ºr /*all tº cre àe any mºre pain; but every one,

happy in himſelf, imparts the bleiling to his fellows: for

mutual love warms every breaſt; love like that which ſub

ſiſts between the Father and the Son; mutual conference

on the ſublinicit ſubjects refreſhes every ſpirit with a di

vine repaſt of wiſdom, and joys flowing from the ten

dereſt friendſhip, fixed on the flable ſoundation of an

innoveable virtue, gladden every heart. All the ſervants

of God ſerve him in perfect holineſs, ſee his face, feel

tranſports of joy, and, by the reflection of his glory,

ſhine as the fun in the firmament for ever and ever. And

*ēere ſºa'ſ #e no night there; and they need no candle, neither

the light ºf the ſum : fºr the Lord God hath given them light,

and they ſhall reign fºr ever and ever.

Happy day ! happy place and happy people ! O bleſſed

hope of joining that glorious ſociety —All the ſervantſ

of Gºd ſhall ſerve him, and ſee his face.—Serve God, and

fee his fice —What an immenſity of felicity is here !

imagination faints with the fatigue of ſtretching itſelf to

comprehend the vaſt, the unmeaſurable thought.

REFLECTIONs.—1ſt, However oppoſite in their tenets

the Phariſees and Sadducees were, they perfectly agreed

in their enmity againſt Chriſt and his goſpel.

1. They came in concert with a view to tempt and

entangie him, and, pretending diſſatisfačtion with the mi

racles that he wrought, deſired a proof of the divine miſſion

which he aſſumed, by ſome ſign from heaven. Not indeed

that they wiſhed to be convinced, but merely ſought ſome

refuge for their infidelity. Note: They who, after all the

miracles which Jeſus has wrought, defire farther evidence

of his charaćter, evidently ſhew that they determine not to

receive him ; and if never ſo many ſigns or wonders were

granted them, yet would they not believe in him.

2. Chriſt juſtly refuſes to gratiſy their vain curioſity,

and unreaſonable requeſts. There was evidence ſufficient

before them, if they choſe to ſee ; and they did not want

natural ſagacity to judge of it. Front obſerving the ap

pearances of the ſky, they determined what weather would

follow. If the ſky was red at evening, they preſumed, by

obſervation and experience, that the following day would

be fair : but, if in the morning the ſky appeared red and

lowering, then it would be wet or windy: and from great

probability they drew theſe concluſions. But how gla

ringly did they play the hypocrite, when, pretending the

higheſt veneration for Moſes and the prophets, though they

could judge of the weather by the appearances of the ſky,

they could not diſcern the ſgns of the timeſ, ſo clearly and

diſtinctly revealed in the ſacred writings; could neither

fee the preſent exact fulfilment of all the propheſies con

cerning the Meſſiah, nor the ruin coming upon themſelves

for rejecting him : and therefore, ſince they were a wicked

and adulterous generation, wilfully blind to the evidence

of truth, no other ſign ſhall be given them than the mira

tles which they had already rejected, except his reſurre&ion

from the dead after three days, prefigured by the abode of -'

the prophet Jonas in the belly of the great fiſh. And with

this he left them, as incorrigible finners, with whom it

was in vain to remonſtrate, and croſſed the lake to another -

part of the country. Note: (1.) Many are wife enough in

human concerns, yea, deeply ſkilled in the myſteries of

ſcience, who yet are ſtark blind with regard to their ſoulsº

(2.) They who by their obſtinacy and infidelity provoke

Chriſt to depart from them, are juſtly given up to per

dition. -

2dly, Departing in haſte, the diſciples had forgotter.

to take with them proviſions as uſual: and thereupor.

from temporal things he takes occaſion to introduce ſpiri

tual inſtructions.

1. He cautions them to beware of the leaven of the

Phariſees and of the Sadducees; of their principles and ºn

dočtrines, which would ſpread their pernicious influence

through the whole man.

2. They miſtook his meaning, and, taking his word.

literally, concluded privately among themſelves that it wa

intended as a rebuke for their careleſſneſs; or a caution

not to make uſe of the bread of the Phariſees and Sad. . .

ducees, or ſo much as to eat with them. -

º

3. He reproves them for the finful diſtruſt of thei

hearts, and the dulneſs of their apprehenſions. It was . .

proof of the weakneſs of their faith, after the miracles

they had ſo lately ſeen, to harbour a moment's diſtrull º

about a proviſion which their Maſter could ſo eaſily

ſupply: and it ſhewed their ſtupidity, not to underſtand

after what had paſſed, that it could not be of bread, li º

terally, that he ſpoke, but of ſomething ſpiritual and

figurative, of much greater moment than merely bread

Note: (1) Chriſt is diſpleaſed with his people, when they

harbour worldly fears, and are diſturbed about the mea

which periſheth. It is a proof of little faith indeed, tº

ſuppoſe that thoſe who have a promiſe of heaven for their

home, ſhould want bread by the way. (2.) If we remen.

bered better the paſt experience of God's care, it would

adminiſter an argument to filence our preſent diſtruſts anº

perplexities.

4. At laſt they comprehend his meaning, that he ſpak.

not of the bread, but of the doćtrines of theſe ſects, cau.

tioning them againſt the falſe traditions, pride, and ſelf.

righteouſneſs of the Phariſees, and againſt the infidelity

and licentious principles of the Sadducees; both fatally

dangerous : againſt which we have alike need to be or

our guard. Take heed and beware of them. -

3dly, Being now in the remoteſt part of the country.

our Lord took occaſion in private conference to inquire -

into the opinions entertained concerning himſelf by the

people in general, and by his diſciples in particular. Not

that he was ignorant of either ; but he meant to lead

them to an open confeſſion of their faith in him.

1. He aſks concerning the general opinion which the

people formed of himſelf, who appeared under the name of

the Sºn ºf man—the humble title which he aſſumed when he
a 4

empt ed.,
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"3" 3.

5 * While he yet ſpake, behold a bright voice out of the cloud, which ſaid, This is

º

** doud overſhadowed them; and, behold, a “my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleaſed;

* : Pºt. 1, 17. Exod. 40. 34. 1 Kin. 3. 10.

*

emptied himſelf, and was made in the likeneſs of finful it : the faithful ſouls that cleave to him, he will ſave

fl-ſh. Or it may be read, Whom do men ſay that I am 2

the Sºn ºf man º Do they acknowledge my character and

miſſion as the Meſſiah : or, what do they think of me

2. The diſciples, who had heard the different ſentiments

of the multitude, informed him that there were various

conjectures, formed concerning him ; ſome ſuppoſing

him John the Baptiſt riſen from the dead; others Elias,

prºpheſied of by Malachi ; others Jeremias, or one of the

ancient prophets ſent to reform the guilty age : opinions

which ſhewed the honourable ſentiments that the people

in general entertained of him, yet far ſhort of the truth.

The meanneſs of his birth, relations, dreſs, and followers,

ſeem to have quite excluded the notion of his true cha

rider as the Meſfiah, whom their prejudices had always

repreſented as to come with all the pomp of majeſty, and

the glory of a conquering hero.

3. He queſtions them concerning their own ſentiments

of him. They had been better taught, and therefore

ſhould have higher notions of his true charađter; and,

king ſhortly to become teachers of others, they were pe

culiarly called upon to entertain right apprehenſions of

is important truth themſelves. Note: We muſt know

lºſus ourſelves, his perſon and offices, or it is impoſſible

that we ſhould truly be his miniſters to others.

4. Peter, according to his uſual zeal and forwardneſs, in

* name of the reſt, and as their ſpokeſman, nobly re

*s, Thou art the Chrift, the Son of the living God. They

underſtood his real charaćter, they truly believed in him

*the divine Meſſiah, the anointed prophet, prieſt, and

ting of the church, and were ready to confeſs him not

itſely as Son of man, but as the coequal Son of God.

5. Chriſt expreſſes his high commendation of this truly

irºſtolic confeſſion. It was a diſtinguiſhed bleſſing which

*::: Poſſeſſed, thus to know the Lord's Chriſt; and what

rºther ſprang from his birth, education, nor his own

*aſoning, but from divine revelation. So noble and open

* Profeſſion of his faith ſhewed him to be what his name

imported, a rock: and hereupon Chriſt adds, Upon tºr

º: I will build my church - which ſome apply perſonally

tº Peter, who may in a ſound ſenſe be admitted as one of

ºf: apoſtles on whom, as the foundation, the church is

ſºd to be built, being raiſed in the firſt inſtance by their

miniſtry, Eph. ii. 20. Rev. xxi. 14. Nor can this at all

ºntenance the abſurd pretenſions of the biſhops of Rome,

who are neither his ſucceſſors in office nor in doćtrine.

lººked, nothing can more evince the weakneſs of their

ºùms, than ſuch perverted ſcriptures, wreſted and preſied

to the ſervice. But by the rock more probably is meant

Shºt himſelf, who in ſpeaking pointed to his own per

*and who was evidently the rock on which Peter himſelf

ºil, the true foundation, other than which can no man

º, I Cor. iii. 1 1. Hereon he is pleaſed to raiſe the glorious

*iſtructure of his church: the glory of it is all his

ºn; and on his power, love, and faithfulneſs, its ſta

Wºl, I.

from Satan, fin, death, and hell.

ſo acceptable to Jeſus as a bold profeſſion of our con

fidence in him.

know the Son of God. (3.) All that we know of God and

his Chriſt is from his own revelation.

Note ; (1.) Nothing is

(2.) They are truly bleſſed who ſavingly,

6. Having engaged to erect his church, Chriſt provides

for the government of it, and commits to Peter and the

other Apoſtles the keys, the enſigns of authority, empower

ing him and them, in his name, to declare what was law

ful and unlawful, to charge ſin upon men's conſciences,

and to declare the abſolution of them on their humilia

tion and genuine repentance, to pronounce ſpiritual cen

ſures, or looſe men from them ; and what they did upon

earth in his name, and according to his will and word, he

engages to ratify in heaven.

dreſſed to Peter, as being appointed to be the firſt preacher

of the Goſpel both to the Jews and Gentiles, and as the

honour conferred upon him for the glorious confeſſion.

which he had made.

And this is particularly ad

7. He ſtrictly charges his diſciples to conceal at preſent.

what they knew of his divine perſon and character ; and

this for many reaſons; becauſe his hour was not yet.

come, and ſuch declarations would exaſperate the Phari

ſees to deſtroy him, alarm the government, and occaſion

an inſurrection among the people, big with the hopes of

a temporal Meſſiah: beſides that they were to be better

furniſhed, after his refurreótion, with greater abilities for

their work, and fuller evidence of the truth in their own

ſouls, and for the convićtion of others.

4thly, To check the aſpiring hopes which his own diſ

ciples fooliſhly entertained concerning the nature of his

kingdom, he begins to inform them of the ſufferings that

he muſt undergo: and from that time, when their faith ap

peared more or leſs eſtabliſhed in him, inculcated this

mortifying leſſon, as they were able to bear it. Chriſt's

method is to let us into the knowledge of his truth by

degrees: it might utterly have ſtaggered them, if they

had known at firſt all the diſcouragements with which they

were afterwards to meet.

1. He ſcreteis his ſufferings and death, (ſtrange ti

dings to their cars 1) the ſcene of which would be in Je

ruſalem, the holy city ; and the inſtruments, the moſt ad

mired charaćters, the elders, chief pricits, and Scribes, .

who by their office and profeſſion ſhould have been the

firſt to receive

withal he informs them, to ſupport their hopes, that the

third day he ſhould riſe again.

and honour him as the Meſſiah: but

2. Peter, ſtill the foremoſt to ſpeak, though now as

faulty as he had bºn before commendable, could not bear

to hear of his death and ſufferings, and therefore had the

boldneſs to take him aſide and expoſtulate with him, .

expreſſing his diſpleaſure at what he had heard, his ab

horrence of the thought of it, and his preſumption that it

- was impoſſible the Meſſian ſhould thus ſuffer, and the

tº reſts: nor ſhall the gates of hell ever prevail againſt Sön of the living God be put to death. Note: (1) Our

G. g. hearts

* If 42. 1, 21. Pſ. 2.7. John, 1. 14. & 3. 16. & 1.34. Ch. 3. 17. & 16. 16. Col. 1. 13. * -

&
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* hear ye him. .

6 And when the diſciples heard it "they

* Exod. 23. 21. Deut. 18. 15–18. Aćts, 3. 22, 23.

20, 22. Dan. 8. 18. & Io. 9, 15.

Heb. 2. 3. & 12. 25, 26. i. e. inſtead of all the prophets.

* Dan. 8. 18. & 9. 21. & 10, 10, 18. Rev. 1. 17. 1ſ. 41. 19.

~

fell on their face, and were ſore afraid. :

7 And Jeſus came and 'touched them, and *

* Num, 14.5. & 16. 21. Judg. 13.

-

hearts ill bear commendation; like Peter, we are too apt

to preſume upon it. (2.) How intricate ſoever God's

ways may appear, and his diſpenſations however painful

to us, it is not for us to queſtion the reëtitude of his

procedure, or pretend to be wifer than he ſubmiſſion and

ſilence are our bounden duty. (3.) Our corrupt nature

ever ſhrinks from the croſs with abhorrence. Had Chriſt

thus ſtarted back from it, what had become of us 2

3. With a ſharp rebuke the Lord teſtifies his diſ

pleaſure againſt Peter. He turned, with ſternneſs in his

look, and ſaid unto Peter, in the hearing of the twelve,

Get thee behind me, Satan; be gone: thou ſpeakeſt under

his influence: and this pretended kindneſs implies real

enmity. Thou art an offence, or hinderance to me, oppoſing

the great end for which I came into the world: for thou

ſavoureſ not the things that be of God, doſt not reliſh the

contrivance of infinite wiſdom, for the manifeſtation of

his own glory, and the redemption of finners, by my

ſufferings, but thoſe that be of men, expećting in the Meſ

ſiah a temporal monarch, and influenced by the hopes of

worldly wealth, power, and honour. Note ; (1.) We may

find often as dangerous ſnares in the falſe kindneſs of

our friends as in the avowed enmity of our foes. (2.) If

any one would diffuade us upon any pretence from the

path of duty, we muſt rejećt the advice with abhorrence,

and rebuke him with ſeverity. (3.) Maxims of carnal

policy, and defire of earthly eaſe and honour, are ſtrangely

apt to infinuate themſelves even into good men, and diſ

incline them from taking up that croſs which God hath

appointed them. We have need of conſtant jealouſy over

our hearts, leſt, imitating Peter's condućt in the preſent

inſtance, we ſhould meet with his rebuke.

5thly, As he had foretold to them the ſufferings that

himſelf muſt endure, he forewarns them alſo to expect

the like treatment, and advertiſes them that only thus bear

ing his croſs they could be truly his diſciples.

1. He plainly ſets before them the terms of diſciple

ſhip; very different from what their national prejudices

ſuggeſted. If any man will come after me, a volunteer in

my ſervice, and chooſing it with all the trials which for

my fake he may be expoſed to endure, let him deny himſelf,

his own will and wiſdom, his pride and ſelf-righteouſneſs,

his carnal luſts and appetites, his worldly honour, eaſe, and

advantage, and whatever elſe would tend to clog, retard,

or turn him back from my ſervice; and let him take up

his croſs, cheerfully ſubmitting to every providential afflic

tion, and ready to expoſe himſelf in the way of duty to

perſecutions, loſſes, reproaches, ſufferings, yea, even to

death itſelf, if need be, for my ſake, and the open and

avowed profeſſion of my name: and let him follow me in

all humility, patience, faith, perſeverance, ſteadfaſt and

unmoveable in the work of the Lord, whether to do or

ſuffer according to his holy will. Hard terms for fleſh

and blood l Indeed we muſt have more than human ability,

or they would be impraćticable.

i. was a Chriſtian without his croſs.

croſs we bear is the croſs of Chriſt; and not what our

us with ſteadineſs and cheerfulneſs to embrace his propoſal. .

:
* *

Note: (1.) Self-denial -

is the firſt leſſon of Chriſt's ſchool. (2.) There never,

Fartherefore from .

ing diſcouraged . what we ſuffer, we ſhould rather .

conclude our real diſcipleſhip from this conformity to our

Lord. (3.) It becomes us however to take care that the

º

own wilfulneſs or fins have brought upon us. -

2. Chriſt ſuggeſts the moſt powerful arguments to engage .

**r:

[1..] An eternity of happineſs or miſery depends on our

preſent choice and conduct. Whoever by baſe and finful.

compliances with a world which lieth in wickedneſs, would s

ſcreen himſelf from ſufferings and death, takes the direct

method to deſtroy for ever the life that he thus ſeeks to pre-º

ſerve: while he who with unſhaken fidelity, for the ſake of

Chriſt and his Goſpel,is ready to endure the loſs of all things, .

and even of life itſelf, rather than diſhonour his profeſſion, ''

or betray the cauſe in which he is engaged,—this manº

ſhall in eternity be unſpeakably a gainer, and effeótually

ſecure the life that he thus bravely dares to part with. We sº

muſt therefore weigh time againſt eternity, and, under the

influences of realizing faith, ſhall not heſitate a moment, sº

whether we ſhall ſuffer with Chriſt that we may reign with

him, or, prolonging a momentary exiſtence by our cowar

dice, periſh everlaſtingly. º:

[2] Our immortal ſouls are at ſtake, infinitely more ºf

valuable than ten thouſand worlds. Admit that we ſhould sº

by complying with the world, gain all that it has to beſtow, sº

wallow in its wealth, riot in its pleaſures, or riſe to ther:-

pinnacle of earthly grandeur, yet if this be purchaſed by

the loſs of our ſouls for ever, driven from the preſence of ºr

God, and conſigned to everlaſting torment, how incon- ºr,

ceivably fooliſh will this bargain ſhortly appear, and hows:

irreparable the damage 2 ſince, had a man millions of sº,

gold and ſilver, yea, worlds unnumbered, to beſtow, they sº

would in God's account be lighter in the balances than ,

vanity itſelf; yea, would be leſs than nothing, if proffered."

in exchange to redeem but one ſoul from death eternal, sº

Note: (1.) The value of the ſoul and the vanity of the

world ſhould be the ſubjećts of our frequent meditation, ,

(2.) How many thouſands are daily bartering their ſouls,

for the moſt miſerable pittance of this world's honours, sº

gain, and pleaſures 1 and yet ſo has the God of this world.

blinded them, that they will not ſee the folly, the madneſs

of their purſuits. (3) A ſoul loſt, is loſt for ever; there

is no redemption in the grave. (4.) There is but one

ſufficient price to redeem the ſoul from death, and that is .

the blood of Chriſt; and all other things for this purpoſe,

are in God’s account as dung and droſs. º

[3.] The rewards of eternal glory will infinitely com.

penſate all the ſufferings of this preſent time. This is a

periſhing world; the end of all things is at hand; the

Judge is at the door; the Son of man ſhall come iº
the

“,

*
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ă, Ariſe, and be not afraid.

8 And when they had lifted up their eyes

they ſaw no man, ſave Jeſus only.

9 And as they came down from the moun

the glory of Divinity with his angelic guards around his

throne of judgment, and then will he diſpenſe his rewards

according to men's works; when the faithful ſhall receive

the eternal glory, honour, and immortality, which he has

yet, upon the faith of the tradition mentioned above, the

Chriſtians very early built a monaſtry and church on the

top of Tabor, which, according to the account of travel

lers, ſpreads itſelf into an ample plain, ſurrounded with a

promiſed; and the wicked, the worldling and apoſtates, the

wages of their iniquity in eternal torment. Note; To

live under the conſtant expectation of this great day, is

the beſt means of ſtrengthening us againſt every trial that

we may be called to encounter.

[4] As an eſpecial argument to ſecure their fidelity,

Chriſt aſſures them, that ſome there preſent, before their

death, ſhould fee the glory of the Meſfiah's kingdom

begun, in his reſurrečtion from the dead, the out-pouring

of his Spirit on the day of Pentecoſt, the ſpreading of

his Goſpel, and the deſtruction of the Jewiſh ſtate and

nation, their bittereſt perſecutors, which would be an

emblem of the final perdition of all ungodly men in the

day of judgment.

wood. The church was dedicated to Jeſus, and his two

attendants Moſes and Elias , and from 2 Peter, i. 18. they

call the mountain itſelf the Holy Mount. Our Lord -

admitted to the fingular honour of his transfiguration

Peter his moſt zealous, James his moſt ačtive, and John

his moſt beloved diſciple. It was neceſſary that this re

markable occurrence ſhould be ſupported by ſufficient

evidence: hence it was that three of the diſciples were

choſen, becauſe ſo many witneſſes were required to eſtabliſh

a fačt by the Jews; and no more were choſen, becauſe

this number was ſufficient. Beſides this reaſon for eleēt

ing theſe three perſons in particular, we may add, that

Peter was the moſt ſanguine and the moſt forward ſpeaker

among the apoſtles, that James was the firſt martyr, and

that John, being the ſurvivor of all the other Apoſtles,

gave a ſanétion to this record, as it is moſt probable that

he had a fight of all the other Goſpels, and likewiſe con

firmed it by his perſonal teſtimony as long as he lived.

See Macknight, Renald's Palaeſt. Illuſt, lib. 1. and Maun

drell's Journey, p. 112.

Wer. 2. And was transfigured before them]'. The word

Rastauoppºn implies either that there was a transfigura--

tion made on the ſubſtance of his body, according to the

import of the word in the beſt claſſic writers; (See Phil;

iii. 21.) or that the outward appearance only of his body

C H A P. XVII.

Wer. I. And after ſix days, That is, about fix days if we

reckon excluſively, and about eight days if we reckon in

cluſively, after our Lord had accepted the title of Meſfiah.

See Luke, ix. 28. who has it, about eight days after.

The two accounts differ only, as if one ſhould ſay, that

Chriſt appeared to his diſciples after his death, another

ºfter his reſurreàion; the conneétion with the end of the

former chapter muſt be attended to here, as in many

ºther places. Heylin. Tradition has generally conferred

* the honour of the transfiguration on mount Tabor, famed was altered, as ſeems moſt probable from the manner in

in ancient hiſtory for the vićtory which Deborah and which St. Luke has expreſſed it. In this transfiguration

Barak gained over Siſera, Judges, iv. 14. Reland obſerves, the face of Jeſus became radiant and dazzling; for it

that this tradition took its riſe from Mark, ix. 2. where it ſhone like the ſun in its unclouded meridian clearneſs, and

isſid, that Jeſus carried Peter, James, and John into a ſo was incomparably more glorious than the face of Moſes

high mountain apart by themſelves. It ſeems the original at the giving of the law: at the ſame time his garments

words war' ºſay, apart, were thought to deſcribe the po- acquired a ſnowy whiteneſs bright as light, and ſweetly

flion of the mountain; and becauſe Tabor is very high, refulgent, but in a degree inferior to the radiancy of his

and ſtands in the plain of Eſdraelon, at a diſtance from countenance. Thus for a little, while, during the ſtate of

other hills, they thought it could be ſaid of no other his humiliation, the Son of God permitted the glory of his

mountain ſo properly, that it is an high mountain by itſelf divinity to break forth, as it were, and ſhine through the

Hence the tradition of our Lord's being transfigured on veil of his human nature with which it was covered. Sec

this mountain might ariſe; eſpecially as this mountain is Macknight and Calmet. -

not only high, but verdant alſo, and woody, and of a Wer. 3. And behold, there appeared—Moſer and Eliaſ] See

- beautiful regular form ; nevertheleſs the whole account Luke, ix. 30., &c. reſpecting the remainder of this tranſ

determines i. transfiguration to ſome mountain not far action.

- from Ceſarea Philippi, rather than to Tabor, which was Ver. 8. And when they had lifted up their eyeſ, &c.] This

º

ſituated in the ſouth of Galilee: for after the transfigu

-- ration, when Jeſus had cured an epileptic who was alſo

* Poſſeſſed by a demon, it is ſaid, Mark, ix. 30. that they

: departed and paſſed through Galilee, and then to Ca

Pernaum. Now it is not very probable that the Evangeliſt

Yould in this manner have related our Lord's journey

***mount of transfiguration to Capernaum, if that

transfiguration of our Lord was intended for ſeveral im

portant purpoſes. About fix days before it happened,

Jeſus had predićted his own ſufferings and death; at the

ſame time, to prevent his diſciples from being dejećted by

the melancholy proſpect, as well as from falling into

deſpair when the diſmal ſcene ſhould open, he told them,

that though in appearance he was nothing but a man, and
*

*inhad been in Galilee, the region in which Ca

*Wood, eſpecially if, as the continuators of Chem

*hatmony affirm, the word ratarogiusa'92, ſignifies

***hºlidly, ſecretly, and as it were in a journey :

afflićtion was generally to be the lot of his diſciples, he

would come hereafter in great glory as univerſal Judge,

and render unto every man according to his deeds, ch. xvi.

27, 28. And for proof of this he declared, that ſome of

- Gºg 2. themſelver
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tain Jeſus * charged them, ſaying, Tell the

viſion to no man, until the Son of man be

riſen again from the dead.

10 *| And his diſciples aſked him, ſaying,

Why then ſay the ſcribes that 'Elias muſt

firſt come -

11 And Jeſus anſwered and ſaid unto them,

* Elias truly ſhall firſt come, and reſtore all

things: -

12 But I ſay unto you, that Elias is

* Luke, 9.21, 22. Mark, 8.30. & 9. 9. Ch. 16. 7 o' & 9. §o. & 12. 16.

11. Mal. 4. 5. & 3. I. Iſ. 4o. 3.

26. & 3. 25–36. & 5. 33–35. Luke, 16. 16, 17.

*-Mark, 9. 14–30. Luke, 9.37–45. Pſ. 50. 15. Hoſ. 5. 15.

" Ch. iii. & 11.2–18. & 14, 3–12. & 21. 24, 25.

* Ch. 16. 21. Luke, 9, 21, 22, 44. & 18. 31.

* Ch. 15, 22.

come already, and they knew him not,

but have done unto him whatſoever they

liſted: "likewiſe ſhall alſo the Son of man

ſuffer of them.

13 Then the diſciples underſtood that he

ſpake unto them of John the Baptiſt.

14 || " And when they were come to the

multitude there came to him a certain man,

kneeling down to him, and ſaying,

15 * Lord, have mercy on my ſon: for he -

Iſ 42. 2. John, 5.41. & 7. 18. & S. 50.

Mark, 1.2–9. & 6. 16–29. Luke, i. iii. John, 1.6-

luke, 18. 13. Pſ. 6.2–4. Mark, 9. 18.

themſelves ſhould not taſe of death till they ſaw him coming in

Air kingdom ; ſaw a lively repreſentation of the glory which

he ſpake of, and were witneſſes to the extent of his power

as judge, on his enemies, the unbelieving Jews, who were

to be puniſhed by him with the moſt terrible, deſtruction

that ever-beſel any nation. The firſt article of his promiſe

he fulfilled by the transfiguration, wherein he gives three

of his Apoſtles both a viſible repreſentation, and alſo a

clear proof of the glory in which he will come to judg

ment. That this was one principal end of the transfigu

ration, and of the voice from heaven, which attended it,

we learn from St. Peter, who urges both, to demonſtrate

the certainty of Chriſt's coming : 2 Epiſt. i. 16–18. For

we have not followed cunningly deviſed fables, when we made

known unto you the powerand coming of our Lord jeſus Chriſt;

but were eye-witneſſes of his majºſly. For he received from

God the Father honour and glory, when there came ſuch a

voice to him from the excellent glory, “ This is my beloved Son,

“, in whom I am well pleaſed.” And this voice which came

- from heaven, we heard when we were with him in the holy

mount.—Nevertheleſs, other purpoſes might likewiſe have

been ſerved by the transfiguration: as, 1. The conference

which our Lord had with Moſes and Elias, concerning the

ſufferings that he was to meet with in Jeruſalem, might

animate him to encounter them with reſolution, and make

his diſciples ſenſible how agreeable it was to the doćtrine

of Moſes and the Prophets, that the Meſſiah ſhould be

evil-intreated and die, before he entered into glory.—

2. The appearing of theſe two great men, ſo long after

they had gone into the inviſible world, was a ſenſible

proof and a clear example of the immortality of the ſoul,

very neceſſary in thoſe times, when the opinion of the

Sadducees was ſo prevalent.-3. To find Moſes and Elias

aſſiſting Jeſus in the new diſpenſation, muſt have given

great ſatisfaction to the converted Jews, and particularly

the Apoſtles, who thus could not doubt that the Goſpel

was the completion and perfection of the law. For had

it not been ſo, Moſes, the giver of the law, and Elias, who

with a ſlaming zeal had maintained it in times of the

greateſt corruption, would not have appeared on earth to

encourage Jeſus in his deſign of ſetting it aſide.—4. The

three Apoſtles were allowed to be witneſſes of their Maſ

ter's glory in the mountain, that they might not be of..

fended by the depth of afflićtion into which they in par

ticular were ſoon to ſee him plunged.—5. The trans

figuration demonſtrated, that all the ſufferings befalling

Jeſus, were on his part perfectly voluntary, it being as

' Ch. 1.1. 14. Mark, 0.

lſ. 50. 6. & 52. 14. & liii. Pſ, zzii. lxx, .

eaſy to deliver himſelf from dying, as to have adorned

himſelf with celeſtial glory.—6. The glory with which our

Lord's body was adorned in the transfiguration, exhibited a

ſpecimen of the beauty and perfeótion of the glorified

bodies of the ſaints after their reſurreótion. This the

Apoſtle intimates, Philip. iii. 21.

vile body, that it may be faſhioned like unto his gloricus body, ac

Who ſhall change cur.

cording to the working whereby he is able even to ſubdue all things -

unto himſ/f. It is alſo intimated by St. Luke : for although

the glory of Moſes and Elias at the transfiguration was

vaſtly inferior to that of Jeſus, he ſays expreſsly, that

they appeared in glory; not becauſe they appeared in

heaven, but becauſe they appeared in glorified bodies,

like to thoſe which the ſaints ſhall have in heaven. There

can be no doubt of this, with reſpect to Elias, for his

body was changed and fitted for immortality when he

was tranſlated ; and as for Moſes, though he had not

his own body, he might have one formed for the occaſion.

See Macknight.

Ver. 9. And at they came down, &c.] Jeſus and his diſ

ciples having been in the mountain all night, (See Luke, ix.

37.) thc transfiguration may be ſuppoſed to have hap

pened either in the day-time, or in the night: that it hap

pened in the night-time is probable, from the diſciples

falling aſleep while Jeſus prayed; a circumſtance which

could hardly happen by day to all the three, and in the

open air. Next morning, as they were coming down from

the mountain, Jeſus charged the Apoſtles to conceal what

they had ſeen, till he ſhould ariſe from the dead. He

knew that the world, and even his own diſciples, were

not yet capable of comprehending the deſign of his trans

figuration, nor of the appearance of Moſes and Elias; and

that if this tranſaction had been publiſhed before his re

ſurrečtion, it might have appeared incredible, becauſe

nothing hitherto but afflićtions and perſecution had at

tended him. See Macknight, and for an explication of

the following verſes, the note on Mark, ix. Io, &c.

Ver. I 1. Eliaſ truly, &c.] True, Elias was to come fift,

and to ſet all thing right : ver, 12. But I tell you, &c.

Ver. 15. For he is lunatic] Xianwix; stai. The Engliſh

word lunatic always implies madneſ but the Greek word

9 - 1S
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º

is lunatic, and ſore vexed: for oft times he

falleth into the fire, and oft into the water.

16 And “I brought him to thy diſciples,

and they could not cure him.

17 Then Jeſus anſwered and ſaid, 'O faith

leſs and perverſe generation, how long ſhall

I be with you? how long ſhall I ſuffer you !

bring him hither to me.

18 "And Jeſus rebuked the devil, and he

departed out of him : and the child was cured

from that very hour.

* Mark, 9. 14–16. Luke, 9.40.

Acts, Io. 33. Mark, 9. 20–27.

17.6. Ch. 21. 21. Mark, 1 1. 23.

11. 4; 33, 34.

Luke, 9.42.

1 Cor. 13. 2.

* Mark, 9. 28.

* Ch. 21. 22.

* Ch. 6. 30. & 8, 16. & 14. 31. & 16. S. & ! 3, 58.

Ch. 1 . . o. 56. & 15. I 5.

Mark. 9. 23."

19 Then came the diſciples to Jeſus

apart, and ſaid, Why could not we caſt him

out : - . .

20 And Jeſus ſaid unto them, "Becauſe of

your unbelief: for verily I ſay unto you, ‘If

ye have faith as a grain of muſtard-ſeed, ye

ſhall ſay unto this mountain, Remove hence

to yonder place; and it ſhall remove : and

nothing ſhall be impoſſible unto you.

2 I Howbeit, this kind goeth not cut but

by ‘prayer and faſting.

Heb. 3. 11, 10. & 4. 2. * Ch. 4, 24. & 9. 33. & 12. 21.

* Ch. 13. 58. & 6. 30. See ver, 1 -. * Luke,

* Eph. 6. 18. 2 Cor. 12. 7, 8, 1 Kings, 17, 2c, 11. * Kings,

z

is applied to any diſeaſe which is under the influence of

the moon, ſuch as the epilepſy, which ſeems to have been

the diſtemper wherewith this man's ſon was afflićted by

the power of the demon which poſſeſſed him. See alſo

for this hiſtory the parallel places in St. Mark and Luke,

who relate it more circumſtantially than St. Matthew.

Wer. 20. Becauſe of your unbelief] When the diſciples

were come with our Lord, they aſked him the reaſon why

they could not caſt out that particular demon; to which

he replies, becauſe ºf your unbelief—“Knowing that you

“doubted whether I could enable you to caſt out this

“demon, I ordered it ſo, that he would not go out at

“Your command, for a reproach of the weakneſs of your

“faith.” We may obſerve that the diſciples had attempted

to caſt him out. To encourage them, our Lord deſcribes

to them the efficacy of the faith of miracles; If ye have

faith as a grain of muſſard-ſeed, &c. If you have but the

leaſt degree of the faith of miracles, you may ſay to the

*# mountain whence we juſt now came down, Move

#ºlf, and go to ſome other place, and it ſhall obey you.

It ſhall by that faith be able to accompliſh the moſt

ºfficult things, in all caſes where the glory of God and

the good of his church are concerned. It is certain that

the faith which is here ſpoken of may ſubſiſt without

ſaving faith: Judas had it, and ſo had many, who thereby

caſt out devils, and yet will at laſt have their portion

with them. It is only a ſuperpatural perſuaſion given to

* man that God will work miracles by him at that hour.

Now, though I have all this faith ſo as to remove moun

:ains, yet if I have not the faith which worketh by love,
I am nothing. Not only the perſons on whom the

Power of working miracles was beſtowed, were oblig'd

to have faith likewiſe, in order to the exerciſe of that

Power; but it was a different kind of faith from that

which was neceſſary in the ſubject of the miracles. For

it conſiſted, firá, in a juſt and high notion of the divine .

Power, by which the miracle was to be effected: Jºcondly, .

* * *wed, in a firm perſuaſion that the miracle was
*n\e wieught at that particular time. Now this perſua

**ºting from a two-fold ſource: 1. A conſciouſ

*** * *wer which Chriſt had conferred on them

*A* ordained them his Apoſtles: 2. It was to ariſe .

. .

to the growth of faith.

from a ſenſible impreſſion made upon their minds by the

Spirit of God, ſignifying to them that a miracle was to be

performed at that time. Accordingly, the Apoſtles, atd

ſuch of the firſt Chriſtians as were afterwards honoured

with the power of miracles, never attempted to exerciſe it

without feeling an impreſſion of this kind; as is plain;

from St. Paul's leaving Trophimus at Miletum, ſick.--

Wherefore as the nine had, in all probability, attempted

to cure the youth ſpoken of in this account, and had made

the attempt with ſome degree of doubtfulneſs, it is no

wonder that they were unſucceſsful. To remove mountains

is a proverbial expreſſion, which fignifies the doing of any

thing ſeemingly impoſſible, as we may learn from Zech.

iv. 7. When the Jews had a mind to extol any of their

doctors, they were uſed to ſay of him that he plucked up

mountains by the roots. In this deſcription of the efficacy.

of faith, there is a beautiful contraſt between the ſmallneſs

of a grain of muſtard ſeed, to which their faith is com

pared, and the vaſt fize of the mountain that was to be

removed thereby. Dr. Heylin finely remarks, “All in

“ animate nature is paſſive to Deity, and therefore infalli

“bly executes what it is deſigned for. When faith is,

“ conſummate in the human nature, that becomes alike:

“ ſuſceptible of the divine energy.” - º

Wer. 21. This kind goeth not out, &c.] Prayer and faſting

could have no relation to the ejećtion of demons, but ſo

far only as they had a tendency to increaſe the faith of ,

miracles in him who had that power formerly conferred.

upon him. For example, prayer, by impreſſing a man's

mind with a more intimate ſenſe that all things whatſoever

depend upon the infinite and incomprehenſible power of

God, raiſes his idea of that power to a greater ſublimity

than can be done in the way of ordinary ſpeculation.

And as for fºſſing, by weakening the animal life, it ſub

dues ſuch paílions as are nouriſhed ‘by continual repletion,

of body. Hence faſhing has a tendency to free the mind,

from the dominion of paſſion, which never fails to occa

ſon a great inward perturbation, and at times has been,

found to make even holy men inattentive, at leaſt to the

more ſilent impreſſions of God's Spirit. Fºſſing therefore,

produces an inward, quictneſs and calm, very favourable

... ** * * * *

Ver, 22.
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22 * * And while they abode in Galilee

Jeſus ſaid unto them, The Son of man ſhall

be betrayed into the hands of men:

23 And they ſhall kill him, and the third

day he ſhall be raiſed again. And "they were

exceeding ſorry.

24 " And when they were come to Ca

pernaum, they that received tribute-money

came to Peter, and ſaid, Doth not your maſter

pay tribute 7 . -

25 He faith, Yes. And when he was come

into the houſe Jeſus prevented him, ſaying,

-

* Ch. 20. 17. 18. & 16. 21. Mark, 9.31. & 8, 31. & 10. 33.

* Cor. 15. 4. Iſ. liii. * Ch. 26, 22. John, 16. 6, 20.

rather than for the temple-ſervice. Exod. 30. 13. & 38. 26.

Luke, 9. 22, 44. & 18. § 1. & 24, 26. John, 2. 19. & 10. 18. & 19. 11.

* Gr. Didrachina, in value fifteen-pence.

* 1 John, 2. Io.

What thinkeſt thou, Simon of whom do the

kings of the earth take cuſtom or tribute of

their own children, or of ſtrangers?

26 Peter ſaith unto him, Of ſtrangers.

Jeſus ſaith unto him, Then are the children

free.

27 Notwithſtanding, left we ſhould “offend

them, go thou to the ſea, and caſt an hook,

and take up the fiſh that firſt cometh up ; and,

when thou haſt opened his mouth, thou ſhalt

find * a piece of money : that take, and give

unto them for me and thee. -

Aóts, 2. 13.

This appears to be a payment to the Romans

* Ur a flater: it is half1 Cor. 10.32. Rom. 14, 13. & 13.7.

an ounce of ſilver, in value two ſhillings and fixpence, after five ſhillings the ounce.

Ver, 22. And while they abode in Galilee) It ſhould ſeem

that the wonder of the diſciples was accompanied with

proportionably high expectations of happineſs in that tem

poral kingdom, which they were now convinced Jeſus

could eaſily erečt. Our Lord, knowing this, thought fit

when they came to Galilee, the country where he had the

greateſt train of followers, to moderate his diſciples' am

bition, not only by concealing himſelf for awhile, forbear

ing to preach and work miracles as he returned through

Galilee, but alſo by predićting a third time his own ſuf

ferings and death. Upon this they were exceeding ſorry,

taking no comfort from the mention that he made of his re

furrečtion: the predićtion concerning his death raiſed ſuch

fears in their minds, that they durſt not aſk him to ex

plain it; eſpecially as they remembered that he had often

inculcated it, and reprimanded Peter for being unwilling

to hear it.

Ver. 24. And when they were come to Capernaum] Jo

ſephus has expreſsly aſſerted, that each of the Jews uſed

yearly to pay a didrachma, or half ſhekel, the piece of

money here mentioned, and in value about fifteen-pence of

our currency, to the ſervice of the temple, (See Antiq.

lib. xviii. c. 9.) a cuſtom which probably took its riſe from

the demand of that ſum from each of the Iſraelites when

they were numbered, Exod. xxx. 13. , Thus Caſaubon,

Hammond, and many other great critics, underſtood it.

It was gathered every year through all their cities; and,

as it ſhould ſeem from the manner of the collečtors’ mak

ing the demand, was a voluntary thing, which cuſtom

rather than law had eſtabliſhed. See Neh. x. 32. Beza is

of opinion, that it was the poll-tax levied by the Romans,

after Judea was reduced into the form of a province,

(ſee Ch. xxii. 17.) and which Agrippa Major, in the reign

of Claudius, remitted to the Jews. If this was the tri

bute which the colle&tors demanded of Peter, the import

of their queſtion was this: “Is your maſter of the ſe&t of

* Judas of Galilee, whoſe opinion is, that taxes ſhould be

“ paid to no foreign power ". They demanded the tri

bute for Jeſus from Peter, either becauſe the houſe in

which Jeſus lived was his, or becauſe they obſerved him to

be more forward than the reſt, or becauſe none of them

were with him at that time but Peter. See Mack night.

Wer. 25–27. He ſaith, 1 er] Peter told the collectors,

that his Maſter would pay tribute, and conſequently, made

a ſort of promiſe to procure it for them; yet when he con

fidered the matter more minutely, he was afraid to ſpeak

to the Meſſiah concerning his paying taxes upon any pre

tences whatever. In the mean time, Jeſus knowing both

what had happened, and what was turning in Peter's

thoughts, ſaved him the pain of introducing the diſcourſe:

jeſus prevented him, ſaying, what thinkeſ; thou, Simon, &c.?

hereby infinuating, that becauſe he was the Son of the

Great King, to whom heaven, earth, and ſea, and all things

in them belong, he was not obliged to pay tribute, as not

holding any thing by a derived right from any king what

ever. Or if, as is more probable, the contribution was

made for the ſervice and reparation of the temple, his

meaning was, that being the Son of Him to whom the

tribute was paid, he could juſtly have excuſed himſelf.

Nevertheleſs, that he might not give offence, He ſent Peter

to the lake, with a line and a hook, telling him, that in

the mouth of the firſt fiſh that came he ſhould find a

Jºater, a Grecian piece of money ſo called, equal in value

to two didrachma, or one ſhekel of Jewiſh money, the ſum

required for himſelf and for Peter. There can be no rea

ſon to ſuppoſe, with ſome commentators, that the piece of

money was created on this occaſion ; but if the fiſh had

accidentally ſwallowed it, perhaps as it was falling into the

water near ſome other prey, one cannot forbear remarking

how illuſtrious a degree of knowledge and power our Lord

diſcovers in the event before us. Jeſus choſe to provide

the tribute-money by miracle, either becauſe the diſciple

who carried the bag was abſent, or becauſe he had not ſo

much money as was neceſſary. Farther, he choſe to pro

vide it by this particular miracle rather than any other,

becauſe it was of ſuch a kind as to demonſtrate that he

was the Son of the Great Monarch worſhipped in the

temple, and who rules the univerſe. Wherefore, in this

very manner of paying the tax, he ſhewed Peter that he

was free from all taxes; and at the ſame time gave his

13 followers
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Chriſ warneth his diſcipleſ to be humble and harmleſ, to avoid

#ences, and not to deſpiſe the little oners teacheth how we

are to deal with our brethren when they offend ur, and how

§en to forgive them ; which he ſetteth forth by a parable of

the ling, who took account of his ſervants, and puniſhed him

who ſhowed no mercy to his fellow.

[Anno Domini 31.]

T * the ſame time came the diſciples

unto Jeſus, ſaying, Who is the greateſt

in the kingdom of heaven

* Mark, 9. 35–37. Luke, 9.46–48. Ch. 20. 21–24. Mark, 1o. 42. Luke, 11. 24-27.

- 1 Peter, 2. 1, 2.1 Cor. 14.2c.& 13, 16. * Ch. 19. 14. Luke, 18. 17.

1ſ. 57. 15. & 66. 2.“Pi. 131. 2. & 138. 6. Ch. 20. 26. & 23, 11. Luke, 9.48. & 14, 11.

2 And Jeſus called * a little child unto him,

and ſet him in the midſt of them,

3 And ſaid, Verily I ſay unto you, * Ex

cept ye be converted, and become as little

children, ye ſhall not enter into the kingdom

of heaven.

4 * Whoſoever therefore ſhall humble him

ſelf as this little child, the ſame is greateſt in

the kingdom of heaven,

5 And * whoſo ſhall receive one ſuch little

* Ch. 19. 14. Pſ. 34. 1 1. & 45. 10. Prov. 8. 17.

2. Cor. 5. 17. Gai. 6. 15. Ezek. 1.1. 19. & 36. 16.John, 3. 3. 5.

* Ch. Io. 40. & 25. 40, 45.

followers this uſeful leſſon, that in matters which affect

their property in a ſmaller degree, it is better to recede

ſomewhat from their juſt rights, than by ſtubbornly in

fifting on them to offend their brethren, or diſturb the

ſtate. Inſtead of ſtrangers, ver, 25, 26. Dr. Campbell

reads others. We poſtpone the Inferences on the trans

figuration, and the cure of the lunatic, to the other Evange

liſts, and ſubjoin here Inferences on our Lord's payment of

the tribute-money.

Inferences.—All the other hiſtories ſet forth the power

of Chriſt; this ſhews both his power and obedience; his

tºwer over the creature, his obedience to the civil authority.

Capernaum was one of his own cities: to his hoſt there

fore the collečtors repair for the tribute. Doth not your

rafter, ſay they, pay tribute P, All Capernaum knew that

Chriſt was a great prophet; his doćtrine had delighted

them, his miracles had aſtoniſhed them ; yet when it

cºmes to a money matter, his ſhare is as deep as the reſt.

Queſtions of profit -admit no difference: and whatever

itſerence may be challenged by the ſacred tribe, who

cares how little they receive, how much they pay ? Yet no

man knows with what mind this demand was made, whe

ther in a churliſh grudging at Chriſt's immunity, or in an

sweful addreſs to the ſervant, rather than the maſter.

Peter had a ready anſwer at hand; I do not hear him

require them to ſtay till he ſhould go in, and learn his

Maſter's reſolution; but as one well acquainted with the

mind and pračtice of his Lord, he anſwers, 1 es; Peter

well knowing that he not only gave but preached tribute.

When the Herodians had laid ſnares for him, ſuppoſing

that ſo great a prophet would be for infifting on #. li

berty and exemption of God's choſen people, he repels

their artifices in their own way, and tells them that the

tamp argued the right, Give unto Caſar the things that

* Cºſar'i. O Saviour ! if thou by whom king; reign didſt

nºt withhold the payment of tribute, what power under

the can deny it to thoſe who rule for thee

- The demand was made without doors; but no ſooner

*** come in, than he is prevented by his Maſter's

*\m, What thinkſ; thou, Simon 2 Of whom, &c. The

Yºuterrogation was a ſufficient anſwer to his intended

*\tº. He who could thus know the heart was cer

*W twº tight, liable to no human exaction. But

-

O Saviour ! may I preſume to aſk, What this is to thee *

Thou haſt ſaid, my kingdom is not of this world; how then

does it concern thee what is done by the kings of the earth,

or impoſed upon the ſons of earthly kings 2 Thou wouldſt

be the ſon of a humble virgin, and chooſedſt not a royal

but a ſervile ſtate; but it is thy divine royalty and Sonſhip

which thou here juſtly urgeſt. Hence the argument is

irrefragable: “If the kings of the earth do ſo privilege

“ their children, that they are free from all tributes and

“impoſitions, how much more ſhall the King of hea

‘ ven give this immunity to his only Son 2 So that in true

“reaſon I might claim an exemption for me and my
<< train.” -

Our Saviour was free, and yet would not urge that

freedom. He was free by natural right, yet he would not

be ſo by voluntary diſpenſation, left an ºffence might be

taken. Surely, had there followed an offence, it had been

taken only, and not given , Woe be to that man by whom

the ºffence cometh It cometh by him who gives it; it

cometh by him who takes it when it is not given; no part

therefore of this cenſure could have cleaved unto our Lord

either way: yet ſuch was his goodneſs, that he would not

ſuffer an offence even to be unjuſtly taken at that which

he might juſtly have denied. We may hence learn that

meekneſs of wiſdom, which will teach us to ſeek the intereſt

of others rather than our own, and to conſider how we

may edify mankind by the abundance of our good works,

rather than how we may excuſe ourſelves in the omiſſion

of any.

tº void the unjuſt offence even of publicans, Jeſus

will work a miracle. What would not one of a loving

g

ſpirit do for peace : Any thing ſurely, which is not ex

preſly forbidden in the word of God. Peter is ſent to the

lake, and that not with a met but with a hook: he knew

a net might encloſe many fiſhes: a hook could take but

one. The diſciple was now in his own trade : with that

hook he muſt go and angle for the tribute-money ! a fiſh

ſhall bring him a ſtater in his mouth, and that fiſh which

bites firſt. What an unuſual bearer is here ! What an

unlikely element to yield a piece of ready coin I adore

thine infinite knowledge and power, O Saviour ! which

could make uſe of the unlikelieſt means, and ſerve thyſelf

of the very fiſhes of the ſea, in a buſineſs of earthly and

civil employment. Thy knºwledge, in penetrating into the
bowels
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child in my name receiveth me. *

6 But whoſo ſhall offend one of theſe

t

* Mark, c. 42. Luke, 17. 1, 2, Ch. 25. 41–46.

little ones, which believe in me, it were better .

:for him that a millſtone were hanged about

a T eſ, I –o Zeº'. 2. 3. Ezek. xxv, xxxv.

bowels of this animal, though in the ſea; thy pºwer, in

dircóting the very fiſh to Peter's hock, though thou thyſelf

lwºrt at a diſlande how muſt this have encourage, both

Peter and his brethren in a firm, dependence on the I)ivine

Providence

It was not out of need that our Saviour did this: what

veins of gold and mines of ſilver lay open to his command

but out of a deſire to inſtruct Peter, that, while he would

be tributary to Caſar, the very fit.es of the ſea were tri

butaries to him. How ſhould this encourage our de

pendence on that omnipotent hand of the Saviour, which

hath heaven, earth, and ſea at his diſpoſal ſtill he is the

ſame for us his members, as he was for himſelf the head :

rather than offences ſhall be given to the world, by a

ſeeming neglect of his dear children, he will cauſe the

very fowls of heaven to bring them meat, and the fiſhes

of the ſea to bring them money. O let us then ever look

up to Him by the eye of our faith, and not be wanting

in our dependence on Him who cannot be wanting in his

providential care of us.

REFLECTIONs.—1ſt, As Chriſt had ſo lately ſpoken of

the Son of man's coming in his kingdom, he here gives

them a glimpſe of his glory on the mount of transfigura

tion. We are told,

1. When and where this happened, and who were the

ſpectators. It was ſix days after the former diſcourſe be

fore recorded; or, according to St. Luke, about eight, he

taking in the day the diſcourſe paſſed, and that on which

the transfiguration happened; but the other evangeliſts

only mentioned the intervening ſpace of time. The place

was the top of a mountain apart, whither he had retired

for prayer, with three of his diſciples, Peter, James, and

John, whom he was pleaſed to favour with the glorious

viſion, the lively impreſſion of which dwelt long after on

their minds. See 2-Pet. i. 16–18.

2. The manner of his transfiguration. As he was pray

ing, Luke, ix. 29, the glory of the Divinity burſt forth,

and he who bore the form of a ſervant ſuddenly appeared

in the form of God, Phil. ii. 6. His face as the ſun ſhining

in its ſtrength, dazzled the beholders with its tranſcendant

Huſtre, and ſuch bright beams darted from his glorified

body, that, ſurrounded with irradiation, his very raiment

glittered, and became white as the light—An aweful plea

fing fight ! Happy the favoured ſouls who then beheld

him and yet far happier they who ſhall with open face

hehold him on the mount of God, and be changed into

the ſame image, faſhioned like to his glorious body.

3. The attendants who waited on him, Moſes and Elias.

They too appeared in glory, known probably to the diſ

ciples by immediate revelation, or by the converſation they

heard, which we are told, Luke, ix. 31. reſpected Chriſt's

fuffering and death at Jeruſalem.

4. Overwhelmed with wonder and delight, Peter, the

ready ſpokeſman for his brethren, expreſſes the exulting

rapture of his heart, and wiſhes for the continuance of

the glorious viſion. Fin would he for ever there fix his .

abode, and, with a mixture of commendable piety and

inconſiderate weakneſs, propoſes to make three booths,

where Chriſt with his celeſtial viſitants might dwell;

ſcarce knowing what he ſaid through the tranſport of his

mind. Note: (i.) They who have ever known experi- .

mentally the ſweetneſs of communion with Jeſus, and

have by faith beheld ſome of his giory, long to maintain .

the delightful intercourſe; for it is good to be with him. .

(2.) The place to enjoy Chriſt's viſits is not in the buſy

world, or gay circle, but in retirement, meditation, and

prayer: in this mount of the Lord he may ſtill be ſeen.

5. A bright cloud, at the inſtant Peter ſpoke, over

ſhadowed them, the emblem of the Divine preſence; and

from the excellent glory iſſued forth the voice of God the

Father proclaiming the dignity, excellence, and acceptable

neſs of his dear Son Jeſus, and enjoining on them ſolemn

attention to all his words: This is my beloved Son, in whom I

am well pleaſed ; hear ye him.

(1.) That this was a repetition of what had been declared

Where we may obſerve,

at Chriſt's baptiſm, containing the grand truth on which

our everlaſting hopes depend, that God is well pleaſed

with the undertaking of Jeſus, and is in him reconciling

finners to himſelf, ſatisfied with his ſubſtitution on their

behalf, and therefore not imputing their treſpaſſes unto

them. (2.) There never has appeared but one perſon un

der the fun concerning whom God could fully ſay, In

him I am well pleaſed, and that was his own Son. Him

therefore we muſt hear, ſince only by and through him

can God be well pleaſed with us; the infinite merit of

his righteous obedience unto the death cf the croſs muſt

be alone our truſt; his word of goſpel-grace our conſtant

rule, his will our duty and delight.

my heart, that I may thus hear thee!

Lord, ſpeak thou to

6. Terrified with the appearance of the Divine Majeſty,

and trembling at the voice of God, the diſciples pro

ſtrated themſelves on the earth in ſilent adoration, con

ſcious of their own vileneſs, and afraid to lift up their

eyes before the holy Lord God. But Jeſus kindly ap

proached and quieted their fears, encouraged them to

ariſe, and bid them not be afraid; the voice which they had

heard was not that of an angry God, but of the Father

of mercies; not ſpeaking out of the thick darkneſs, as on

Mount Sinai, the demands of an inexorable law, but, out

of the bright cloud of Goſpel light and love, publiſhing

ſalvation, and pointing them to a Redeemer. Note : .

(1.) It is through the infinite merit of Chriſt alone that we

can with boldneſs approach the throne of God. (2.) Jeſus

is the comforter of his afflićted people; and when we are

diſmayed under what we feel or fear, and ready to fink

down in deſpair, his words of conſolation revive our

drooping heads, and embolden us to look up.

7. Riſing at the command of Jeſus, when they looked

around the viſion had diſappeared, and Moſes and Elias

were gone. Jeſus however ſtill remained with them in

his uſual form as before his transfiguration. Nº º
lſ!!!.
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his neck, and that he were drowned in the

depth of the ſea.

7 * * Woe unto the world becauſe of of.

fences ! for it muſt needs be that offences

* Luke, 17. 1. 1 Cor. 1 r. 19. 2. Theſ. 2. 11, 12. with ver, 8, 9. Ch. 5, 29, 30. & 26. 24.

Chriſt remain with us, we can eaſily reſt content with the

loſs of any thing beſides.

8. He charged them as they came down from the

mount, to take no notice of the viſion they had ſeen, but

reſerve it till his reſurrečtion from the dead, when that

would add credibility to their report, which now, con

ſidering the ſtate of ſufferings which was before him,

might be diſbelieved and rejećted.

9. A difficulty aroſe in the diſciples' minds ; revolving

what had paſſed ; the ſhort ſtay that Elias made ; and the

injunétions of ſecrecy laid upon them; why it ſhould be ſo

often inculcated by the ſcribes that Elias muſt firſt come,

publicly uſhering in the appearing of the Meſſiah; and

this queſtion they begged their Maſter to reſolve : which

he does to their full ſatisfaction. He tells them, it was

true that Elias muſt be the forerunner of the Meſſiah, as

was propheſied, Mal. iv. 5, 6. and by his preaching re

fºre all thingſ, preach the doćtrine of repentance, and di

rečt the people to him who comes to make all things new.

But this had already been fulfilled; there had appeared

one in the ſpirit and power of Elias, whom they knew not

is the perſon meant by the propheſy; and him the ſcribes

and Phariſees in general had rejected, and treated with

contempt: and Herod had murdered him. And as they

had perſecuted to death the meſſenger, ſo would they

deal by the Maſter, that Son of man, whoſe way he was

ſent to prepare, who would ſuffer the like indignitics,

cruelty, and death itſelf, by their hands: Note ; (1.) When

we do not thoroughly underſtand any paſſage of Scripture,

we muſt go to Chriſt on our knees, and ſhall find prayer

the beſt means of arriving at all neceſſary truth. (2.) If

we be treated with inſult and cruelty by the world, let

it not be thought ſtrange; we are compaſſed with a great

toud of witneſſes who have trod the way before us.

Lilly; the diſciples now underſtood clearly what he

meant, and that John the Baptiſt was the perſon to whom

he pointed; and from the fulfilment of the propheſy in

him, they received a freſh confirmation of their faith in

Jeſus, as the Chriſt.

2dly, The next day, when Jeſus, with the three diſciples,

returned from the mountain to the reſt of their company

and the people who waited for him, he found his preſence

greatly needed, and opportunely arrived to give a freſh

diſplay of his power and mercy.

1. An afflićted father addreſſes him on his knees, in be

half of his only ſon, poſſeſſed with a devil, a lunatic, and

frequently ſeized with epileptic fits, in which he fell into

the fire or water, which-ever he chanced to be near, to the

great hazard of his life. In the abſence of Chriſt he had

… *Weè in vain to the diſciples, who were unable to caſt

* **the evil ſpirit; ſo that, unleſs Jeſus could help, the caſe

-.

s

Yºs "cºrate. Note ; (1.) Tender parents ſuffer in every

Vº which their children feel. (2.) Under all their

*aks of body or ſoul, we muſt carry our children's mi

** w Jeſus, and at leaſt commend them in prayer to

º other means and method fail.

QL, l.

2. Chriſt compaſſionates the caſe, and bids the patient

be brought to him ; but he directs a ſharp rebuke to that

perverſe and faithleſs generation the Scribes and Phariſees,

and the people, who probably inſulted the diſciples on their

failing in attempting the cure, and imagined -this was a

caſe which would baffle the Maſter's ſkill. Juſtly he up

braids them with their unbelief and hardneſs of heart, after

all the miracles that he had wrought before them; and well

might he refuſe any longer to bear with their perverſeneſs.

Yet his patience waits, and he will give them freſh in

ſtances of his power, that at leaſt they may be inexcuſable

in their rejecting him. Note: (1.) Nothing is ſo pro

voking to the Redeemer, as the perverſeneſs and unbelief

of thoſe, to whom he has long vouchſafed the means of

grace. (2.) Men's wickedneſs will not prevent the exer

ciſe of Chriſt's goodneſs; and if this lead them not to

repentance, it will heap up wrath upon them againſt the

day of wrath.

3. Jeſus with a word diſpoſſeſſed the devil, and the

child immediately received a perfect cure. Before his

authoritative command, Satan fell a vanquiſhed foe; and

by the word of Jeſus, the ſword of the Spirit, and the

ſhield of faith, ſhall we ſtill triumph over the powers of

darkneſs, and ſee the arch enemy of our ſouls bruiſed

under our feet. - -

4. The diſciples took the firſt opportunity, when alone,

to inquire of their Maſter why they had failed in attempt

ing the cure, and diſpoſſeſſing the evil ſpirit; being con

cerned perhaps for their reputation among the people, or

fearful left they had provoked the Lord to withdraw that

miraculous power which he had once beſtowed upon them.

Note: When we ſee ourſelves baſiled in contending with

the powers of evil, it becomes us ſeriouſly to inquire how

we came to fail, and by what means the fault may be

amended. -

5. Chriſt gives them a full anſwer: it was their unbelief

which prevented the cure. While the multitude in ge

neral were utterly faithleſs, they were culpable in a lºſer

meaſure ; for though they were not utterly deſtitute of

faith, they had at this time failed in the exerciſe of it.

For, elſe, the leaſt meaſure of this miraculous faith, poſſeſſed

and exerted, was ſufficient to remove the mountain now

before them, and to do whatever elſe ſhould be needful

to confirm the truth of their miſſion, and to promote the

glory of God and the good of mankind, however to hu

man view impoſſible: but this faith muſt be the fruit of

earneſt prayer and faſting, the means appointed of God

for obtaining it. Some refer the words, this kind, not to

faith, but to the devils, ſuppoſing ſome more difficult to

be diſpoſſeſſed than others, and conſidering this as another

reaſon why they could not ſucceed. See the critical notes.

Note ; (1.) Whenever we fail in duty, and are foiled in

temptation—to this we muſt ever aſcribe it, it is becauſe of

our unbelief. (2.) Though we may not be claſſed with un

believers, yet have we daily cauſe to lament the weakneſs of

our faith. (3.) The faith of miracles has ceaſed; we

- - h Callud?
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come; but woe to that man by whom the

offence cometh !

* See ch. 5. 29, 3c. Mark, 9.43-48.

8 * Wherefore, if thy hand or thy foot

offend thee, cut them off, and caſt them from

Deut. 13. 6. i. e. if what is very uſeful or dear to thee cauſe thee to fin, renounce, avoid, or mortify it.

cannot now ſay to this mountain, remove: but it is as

great an inſtance of divine power, and requires as real an

exerciſe of divine faith, to remove the mountains of guilt

and corruption. And, bleſſed be the Lord, this faith re

maineth in all the faithful people of God.

3dly, While they were journeying through Galilee, in

their return to Capernaum, we are told,

1. That Jeſus again took occaſion to remind his diſ

ciples of the ſufferings to which he muſt be delivered up

through the treachery and malice of wicked men, who,

thirſting for his blood, would murder him by the moſt

cruel and ignominious death. See Luke, xxiv. 7. But

for their comfort he added, that on the third day he

ſhould riſe again.

2. His diſciples appeared exceeding ſorry, and deeply

affected with what he told them. They did not under

ſtand what his riſing again meant, and then all the reſt

appeared dark and diſmal, and utterly contradićtory to

thoſe opinions of the Meſſiah which they had entertained.

Note: Through the darkneſs of our minds we ſuffer,

needleſsly, many a gloomy hour under afflićtive providences.

We do not look to their end, or underſtand how all theſe

things are working together for our good: if we did, we

ſhould be always rejoicing.

4thly, The tribute mentioned ver. 24, &c. was pro

bably the half ſhekel, about fifteen pence in value, which

every Jew, above twenty years of age, paid annually to

the temple for the maintenance of the ſervice. See the

notes,

1. The colle&tors of this tax applied to Peter, at whoſe

houſe, probably, Jeſus abode when at Capernaum, Chap.

viii. 14. to know if his Maſter did not pay the uſual tri

bute. And Peter, not doubting his Maſter's readineſs to

comply with the eſtabliſhed law, anſwered in the affirm

atIVC.

2. Jeſus prevented him, as he came to ſpeak to him of

the matter; with a queſtion which ſhewed his omniſcience,

as being acquainted with the purpoſe of his coming, and

the right he had to exemption, had he choſen to plead his

privilege. Of whºm do the kingſ of the earth take ciſion or

tribute 2 of their own children, or ºf ſirangers * The anſwer

was obvious: and Peter inſtantly replied, ſuch taxes could

be exačted from none but ſtrangers, ſince to tax their own

children would be abſurd and uſeleſs. Then, ſaid Jeſus,

are the children free; and conſequently I, who am the Son

of God, for the ſervice of whoſe temple this tribute is

levied, am excuſed from the payment of it. Nevertheleſs

he waves his right, though ſo poor as to be unable, with

out a miracle, to furniſh the pittance demanded ; and, to

avoid the appearance of offence to thoſe who, not knowing

his charaćter, might be led to eſteem him, if he had re

fuſed to pay, a deſpiſer of the temple, and thereby might

be prejudiced againſt his doćtrine, he orders Peter to go

to the ſea, and, baiting his hook, to take up the firſt fiſh

which came to it, in the mouth of which he would find a

ſlater, a piece of money of the value of a Jewiſh. ſhekel,

which would juſt ſuffice to pay for both, and remove all

occaſion of offence. We may learn hence, (1.)The di

vine perfections which ſhone forth in Jeſus during his hu

miliation. All creatures are under his controul, and ſub

ſervient to his pleaſure: he is acquainted with all that

paſſes in the heart of man and in the depths of the ſea;

thus, even when in the form of a man, ſhewing ſtill his

divine power and Godhead. (2.) If Chriſt paid tribute,

and ſubmitted to the exiſting powers, who can plead a

right to exemption 2 (3.) In many caſes it is a Chriſtian's -

duty to wave his title to what may be ſtriëlly his due, and

even to ſuffer in his ſecular intereſts, rather than give

offence, or prejudice any againſt the Goſpel. We ſhall in

the end be no loſers by ſuch ſelf-denial. (4.) When

Chriſt would work a miracle, Peter muſt uſe the ap

pointed means; for it is in the way of diligence in duty,

not in ſloth, that we can expect a divine interpoſition in

our behalf. (5.) When Chriſt could have furniſhed all

his wants for ever, he choſe juſt a ſufficiency for the pre

ſent emergence, and depended for a ſubſiſtence afterwards

in the ordinary way; to teach us, if we have enough for

to-day, to truſt God for the morrow.

C H A P. XVIII.

Ver. 1. At the ſame time came the diſcipler] This chapter

is connected with the two preceding ; for after Chriſt

had delivered the keys of the kingdom of heaven to Peter,

and had taken him up into the mountain with James and

John, leaving the reſt of his Apoſtles, theſe three ſeem

to have exalted themſelves above their colleagues, and to

have been envied by them. In conſequence of their ani

bition, they began to inquire which of them ſhould hold

the higheſt dignities under the Meſfiah 2 who ſhould be

his general, his privy counſellor, and his ſteward (ch. xx.

21.) he who firſt embraced his doćtrine 2 or he who is

the neareſt in blood to him 2 or he to whom he has been

the moſt frequent gueſt ? or he who is the eldeſt ? And

as St. Matthew treats more largely of this contention of

the Apoſtles than the other Evangeliſts, he ſeems to in

finuate that he was aimed at by the inquiry of his col

leagues, and in ſome meaſure deſpiſed for the infamy of

his former life; but that he was happily and fully vin

dicated and comforted by our Lord's anſwer. wet
ſtein.

Ver. 2. Jeſuſ called a little child] See Luke, ix.47.

Mark, ix. 33., &c. To check the fooliſh emulation of his

diſciples, Jeſus called a little child to him, and having

ſet him in the midſ?, that they might confider him at

tentively, he ſhewed them, by the ſweetneſs, docility, and

modeſty viſible in its countenance, what the temper and

diſpoſitions of his diſciples ought to be, and how dear to

him perſons of ſuch diſpoſitions are, though otherwiſe

weak and infirm. Some are of opinion, that the child here

mentioned was the celebrated St. Ignatius, who ſuffered

martyrdom under the reign and by the command of Trajan.

The method of inſtruction here uſed was agreeable to the

Illall Ilcſ
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thee: it is better for thee to enter into than, having two eyes, to be caſt into hell fire.

life halt or maimed, rather than, having two 10 * 'Take heed that ye deſpiſe not one

hands or two feet, to be caſt into everlaſting of theſe little ones; for I ſay unto you, that

fire. in heaven “their angels do always behold the

9 And, if thine eye offend thee, pluck it 'face of my Father who is in heaven.

out, and caſt it from thee: it is better for 11 "For the Son of man is come to ſave

thee to enter into life with one eye, rather that which was loſt.

"Ver. 6. r. 15. 4. & 16. 3 & 119.63. Luke, 10. 16. Prov. 11. 11. & 14. . . . Theſ, 4, 8. * Gen. 32. 1, 2. ~ Kings, 6, 16, 17. Pſ. 34.

7. & 91. 11. Heb. 1. 14. * Pſ. 16. 1 1. & 17. 15. Frod. 33. 18, :o. 1 Cor. 13, 12. Luke, 1. 19. * Luke, 19. 19. & 9. 56. Ch. 10. 6.

& 15, 14. John, 3. 16, 17. & 12. 47. 1 Tim. I. 15.

manner of the Eaſtern doćtors and prophets, who, in have ſhewn at large, that drowning in the ſea was a pu

teaching, impreſſed the minds of their diſciples by ſym- niſhment frequently uſed anong the Syrians, Greeks, and

bolical actions, as well as by words. Thus John, xx. 22. Romans; and that the perſons condemned had ſometimes

Jeſus, by breathing on his Apºſiles, ſignified, that through the heavy ſtones tied about their necks, or were rolled up in

inviſible energy of his power he conferred on them the ſheets of lead, ºxtazovrić cºal, to fink them with the

gifts of his ſpirit. Thus, John, xxi. 19. he bade Peter weight. It ſeems to have grown into a proverb for dread

flow him, to ſhew that he was to be his follower in af- ful and inevitable ruin. See on ch. xiv. 28. and Mintert

flićtions. And in Rev. xviii. 21. an angel caſt a ſtone on the word nara.Toyrºo. Mºxo; dº; probably ſignifies

into the depth of the ſea, to fignify the utter deſtruction a mill-ſtone too large to be turned, as ſome were, by the

of Babylon. For more examples, ſee John, xiii. 4, 5, 14. hand; and requiring the force of aſ to move it, as it

Acts, xxi. 1 1. and Macknight. ſeems thoſe animals were generally uſed by the Jews on

Per. 3, 4. And ſaid, Verily, &c.] “So far ſhall ye be this occaſion. See Raphelius, Riping, Antiq. Rom. lib. ii.

‘ from becoming the greateſt in my kingdom, that ye c. 7. and Lightfoot.- f ~ -

“ ſhall not ſo much as enter into it, unleſs ye be like Wer. 7. For it muſt needs be that offences come] See Luke,

* little children, free from pride, covetouſneſs, and am- xvii. 1. where our Lord expreſſes this more fully ; it is

“bition, and reſemble them in humility, ſincerity, do- impºſſible but that ºffences will come ; impoſſible, through the

“cility, and in diſengagement of affection from the weakneſs, folly, and wickedneſs of mankind. But auce

“things of the preſent life, which fire the ambition of unto the man by whom, that is to ſay, by whoſe faults, theſe

“ grown men.” Whoſoever therefore (ver. 4.; reſts ſa- ºffences, or ſcandals, come Dr. Campbell tranſlates this

tistied with the providence which God has aſſigned him, verſe, Woe unto the world becauſe ºf ſnares : ſhares indeed

whatever it may be, and meekly receives all the divine there muſt be ; nevertheleſ woe to the inſnarer.

inſtructions, though contrary to his own inclinations, and Ver. 8. Wherefºre, if thy hand or fºot ºffind thee] Infrare

prefers others in honour to himſelf, ſuch a perſon is really thee. Campbell, and ſo ver, 9. Our Lord here renews

the greateſt in my kingdom. The firſt ſtep towards en- the exhortation which he formerly gave, Ch., v. 29, 30.

tering into the kingdom of grace is to become as little rather to ſubmit to the ſevereſt mortifications, than to in

children, lowly in heart, knowing ourſelves utterly ig- dulge our ſinful inclinations, to the ſcandal of others, and

norant and helpleſs, and depending wholly on our Father our own ruin. . We may obſerve, that St. Matthew, who

who is in heaven, for a ſupply of all our wants. Except has ſo largely recorded the ſermon on the mount, gives us

we be turned from darkneſs to light, and be renewed in again this paſſage of it on the preſent occaſion ; which is

the image of God here, we can never enter into the king- one proof among others, that our Lord did not think

dom of glory. - it improper or unneceſſary ſometimes to repeat what he

War. 5, 6. And whºſ, ſhall receive, &c.] “All who in had then ſaid; and confidering the importance of theſe

“the ſenſe above explained are little children, are un- maxims, and how little many of his hearers were diſpoſed

“ſpeakably dear to me; therefore help them all you can, to receive and retain them, it was a valuable inſtance of

“as if it were myſelf in perſon, and ſee that ye offend his compaſſion and wiſdom. , See Doddridge. -

“ them not; that is to ſay, that ye neither turn them out Wer. Io, 11. Take heed that ye deſpiſe nºt, &c.] Becauſe

“ of the right way, nor hinder them in it.” Dr. Clarke pride, or a high opinion of one’s ſelf, with the contempt

thinks, that little ºnes mean plain and ſincere Chriſtians, of others, is often the parent of offences, our Lord ſo

before compared, for their ſimplicity and fincerity, to little lemnly cautioned his diſciples againſt that evil, and ſhewed

children; and that to ºffend them fignifies to caft a ſlum- them the unreaſonableneſs of it by this delightful argu

bling-blºck befºre them, to cauſe them to fin, to diſcourage ment, that the meaneſt Chriſtian is an object of the

them in their duty, or attempt to offerid them. So that care of Providence—Take heed that ye deſpiſ nºt one ºf thºſe

whoever, by a ſcandalous liſe, ſhould lead others to think little ones ; one who is converted, and becomes, as a little

\ of the Chriſtian profeſſion in general, or ſhould by child; one of my real diſciples, of whom I have been
vºtecution diſcourage the weak, or by ſophiſtry, bad ſpeaking to you; fºr I ſay unto, you, that in heaven, &c.

cººle, or otherwiſe, pervert them from the way of truth which Dr. Clarke interprets, “they are the care of ºn

* Qo'neſs, would fall under the weight of the terrible “ gels, and under the protećtion of God.” The expreſ

*akchºre denounced. Caſaubon, Eiſner, and others, fion, behold the face ºf my Father, alludes to the cuſtom

- H b 2. of
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12 * How think ye? if a man have an

hundred ſheep, and one of them be gone

aſtray, doth he not leave the ninety and nine,

and goeth into the mountains, and ſeeketh that

which is gone aſtray : -

13 And, if ſo be that he find it, verily I

ſay unto you, he “rejoiceth more of that ſhe?

than of the ninety and nine which went not

aſtray. -

14. Even ſo it is not the will of your

Father which is in heaven that one of theſe little

ones ſhould periſh.

1; "| Moreover, "if thy brother ſhall treſ.

paſs againſt thee, go and tell him his fault

between thee and him alone: if he ſhall hear

thee, thou haſt gained thy brother:

16 But, if he will not hear thee, then take

with thee one or two more, that in the mouth

of two or three witneſſes every word may be

eſtabliſhed.

17 And, if he ſhall negle&t to hear them,

tell it unto the church : but, if he neglect

to hear the church, let him be unto thee as

an heathen man and a publican.

, - Luke, 15. 4–7. Jer, 50. 6. Ezek. 34.6, 8, 16, 23. If R 3. 6, 10–12. John, Io. 1 r. 1 Peter, 2.25. Pſ. 119, 176. Iſ 63. 1. & 45.22, 14.

1 Tim. 1. 13, 15, 16. • Luke, 15. 7. & 9. 9. & 7. 56–50. & 18, 13–35. John, iv. viii. 1 Tim. 1. 13–16. P Eph. 1. 5. Rom. 9. ,

19. John, jo. 28. * Lev. 19. 17. Luke, 17. 3, 4, James, 5. 19, 29. trov. 25. 8, 9. & 28. 23. & 9. 8, 9. Pſ. 14'. 5. Gal. 6. 1.

* Numb. 35. 32. Deut. 17. 6, & 10, 15. 1 Kings, 1.1. 12. John, 8, 17. 2 Coſ. 13. 1. Hºb. 10. 28. * Numb. 16. 33. Acts, 8.1. 1 Tim. 5. 22.

* Rom. 16. 17. 1 Cor. 5. 5, 9, 11, 13. 2 Cor. 2. 6. 2. Theſ, 3.. 6, 14. 1 Tim, i. zo. Tit. 3. 19. John, 2. 19.

of earthly courts, where the great men, thoſe who are

higheſt in office and favour, are moſt frequently in the

prince's palace and preſence. Wherefore, when we are

told that the angels of the leaſt of Chriſt's diſciples behold

the face of God, the meaning is, that the chief angels

are employed in taking care of ſuch ; and our Lord's rea

ſoning is both ſtrong and beautiful, when on this account

he cautions us againſt deſpiſing them. To conclude, by

telling them that the Son of man was come to ſeek and ſave

tlat which was lºft ; and by delivering the parable of the

loſt ſheep, which its owner found after much painful

fearching, he has eminently diſplayed the immenſe care

which the Father Almighty takes of men, and has given

us a juſt notion of the value which he puts on the leaſt

of his reaſonable creatures. He gives his angels charge

concerning them ; he has ſent his only-begotten Son to

fave them, and condeſcends to ſhare in the joy which the

heavenly beings are filled with upon their recovery. The

particle yog, rendered for in ver, 11... introduces another

reaſon to enforce the caution not to deſpiſe theſe little ones ;

and therefore would be rendered more properly, moreover

or further. “Not only the angeſ; miniſter to their ſal

“vation, but I, the Lord of men and angels, am come

“ down from heaven for their fakes.” See Macknight,

Grotius, and Suicer's Theſaurus, vol. i. p. 43.

Ver. 12. Doth he not leave the ninety and nine] This

might be rendered, Would he not leave the ninety and nine

on the mountains (in their paſture or fold) and go out to ſeek,

&c. 2 See this parable in Luke, xv.

Ver. 14. Even ſo, &c.] That is, “God greatly delights

“ in the converſion and ſalvation of men, and is at as

“ much pains to reclaim them, as a ſhepherd is to bring

“-back a ſheep which was ſtrayed from the fold.” We

may obſerve the gradation in theſe verſes: firſt, the angels

do not deſpiſe theſe little ones;–neither the Son,-nor

the Father.

Ver, 15–17. Moreover, if thy brother ſhall treſhaſ, &c.]

Our Lord, having thus ſpoken to the perſons ºffending, now

addreſſes his diſcourſe to the perſons ºffended, ſhewing

º

them in what manner they ought to behave towards an

offending brother; and whoſoever ſhall cloſely obſerve

this threefold rule, will ſeldom offend others, and never

be offended himſelf.

“ is a member of the ſame religious community, do any

“If any, more eſpecially one who .

“ thing amiſs, of which thou art an eye or ear-witneſs,

“firſt, go and tell him alone: if it may be, in perſºn ; if

“ that cannot ſo well be done, by thy meſſenger, or in writ

“ ing: If this ſucceed, thou haſt gained thy brother; haſt

“ recovered him to God, who rejoices at the repentance

“ of a finner; and to thyſelf, with whom he was at

“ enmity; and ſo haſt ſaved him from periſhing.” See

Prov. xxviii. 23. Obſerve, our Lord gives no liberty to

omit this, or to exchange it for either of the following

ſteps: “If this gentle method do not ſucceed, Secondly,

“ Take with thee cne or two more men whom he eſteems

“ and loves, who may then confirm and enforce what

“ thou ſayeſt, and afterwards, if need require, bear wit

“neſs of what was ſpoken. (See Deut. xix. 15.) If

“ even this do not ſucceed, then and not before, tell it to

“ the church, or to that particular congregation of the faith

>

“ ful to which he belongs; whoſe ſentence being de

“ clared, will ſhew him, that in the judgment of all good

“ men, thou haſt done thy duty, and he is to blame. If

“ all this avail not, you will do well to enter into a proteſt

“ againſt him, by forbearing any intimate friendſhip with

“ ſuch a perſon ; and let him therefore, in this caſe, be unto

“ thee as an heathen and a publican, or other moſt notorious

“ finner, to whom you would perform only the common

“ offices of humanity, but would avoid his intimate ſo

“ciety, as ſcandalous ; and to whom you are not under

“ thoſe peculiar obligations, whereby Chriſtian brethren

“ are bound to each other.” Can any thing be plainer

than this 2

tians who ſce a brother do evil, to follow this method,

not another, and to take theſe ſteps in this order,-as

he does, to honour our father and mother.—But if ſo,

Chriſt here as expreſsly commands all Chriſ

in what land do the Chriſtians live See Doddridge, and

Bengelius.

* - Wer. 18.
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18 Verily I ſay unto you, "Whatſoever ye

ſhall bind on earth ſhall be bound in heaven;

and whatſoever ye ſhall looſe on earth ſhall

be looſed in heaven.

19 Again I ſay unto you, * That, if

two of you ſhall agree on earth as touch

ing any thing that they ſhall aſk, it ſhall

be done for them of my Father which is in

heaven.

20 For where two or three are gathered

together in my name, 'there am I in the midſt

of them.

21 * Then came Peter to him, and ſaid,

Lord, how oft ſhall my brother fin againſt

me, and I forgive him : “till ſeven times 2

22 Jeſus ſaith unto him, I ſay not unto

thee, Until ſeven times : but, "Until ſeventy

times ſeven. -

23 Therefore is "the kingdom of heaven

likened unto a certain king which would

take account of his ſervants.

24 And, when he had begun to reckon,

• John, 10. 23. 1 Cor. 5. 4. Ch. 16. 19. * 1 John, 3. 24. & 5. 14. John, 16. 23. & 14. 13. & 15. 7, 16. Ch. 7. 7, 11. & 21. 22. Mark,

11. 14. Luke, 11. 9. James, i. 5, & 5. 16. * Ch. 28. 20. Rev. 1. 13. & 2. 1. 1 Cor. 5. 4, 5. Exod. zo. 24. Ezek. 48. 35. Zech. 2. 5.

Rev. 11. 3. * Luke, 17. 4. ver, 15. * i. e. many hundred times. Rom. 12. 19, 20. Eph. 4, 32. Col. 3. 13. 1 Cor. 4. 12. Ch. 6. 12, 14.

& S. 44. Mark, 11. 25. * Goſpel-church. Ch. 3. 2. & 4. 17. & xiii. John, 3.3, 5. * I'ſ. 2. 6. iſ 9. 6, 7, John, 1.49. & 18. 36.

Ch. 25. 34.

War. 18. Whatſºever ye ſhall bind on earth, &c.] Our Sa

viour here confers on his diſciples in general the power of

inding and lºſing, which he had formerly conferred on

Pter fingly: but the preſent grant, from the connection in

which it ſtands, appears manifeſtly to refer to ſomething

further than the former, which had reſpect to nothing but

dārine and precept. Whatever Peter declared lawful and

unlawful ſhould be held ſo in heaven; whereas here it re

hits not only to doćtrine, but to diſcipline. If by their

imonitions, whether public or private, the Apoſtles

brought their brethren to repentance, they looſed the guilt

ºf their fins, the fetters by which the divine juſtice detains

men its priſoners; or, as it is expreſſed above, they gain

tir brethren. On the other hand, if the offending brother

continued impenitent, after the methods preſcribed were

all tried, they bound his guilt the faſter upon him; becauſe,

according to the laws of heaven—the terms of ſalvation

which they were to preach by inſpiration, none but peni

“nts ſhall obtain pardon. Wetſtein gives the following

ºplanation of this verſe: “If any one ſhall deſpiſe your

“ſentence paſſed upon him, according to your appointed

“rules, he will do it to his own extreme hazard; for,

“refuſing to return into favour with you, he will be

"steemed guilty before God. On the contrary, if he

“ſhall reconcile himſelf to you, he ſhall alſo obtain from

"God pardon for the fin committed againſt you.” See

Mcknight, Grotius, and ch. xvi. 19.

War. 19, 20. Again Iſay unto you] Further to encourage

gºod men to be very earneſt in their endeavours to bring

finners to repentancé, he aſſured them, that if they prayed

tº God for it, he would hear them, provided it was agree

itle to the wiſe ends of his providence. Perhaps here

* an alluſion to a notion of the Jews, that it was ne

ºffary, that ten at leaſt ſhould concur in ſocial prayer,

* an extraordinary ſucceſs was expe&ted. I am in the

ºft ºf them, ver. 20. means, “ by my ſpecial favour and

" Preſence: for, obſerving that in thoſe religious aſſem

“blies they ačt as the duty which they owe to me directs,

" I will intercede with my Father for them, and procure

... them from him a gracious anſwer to their prayers.”

** Hebrew doctors have a ſaying, that “where two

-

“ perſons ſit together converſing about the law, there the

“ Shechinah is among them.” I)r. Clarke paraphraſes

the 20th verſe thus: “In whatever place the true doctrine

“ of Chriſt is profeſſed and pračtiſed, whether by many

“ or few, there is the true church of Chriſt.” See Ser

mon 13. vol. 1 o. Wetſtein, and Tillotſon's Works, vol. iii.

... ? O'7.
p }. 21, 22. Then came Peter—and ſaid, Lord, how off,

&c.] If my brother repeatedly trºſpaſ againſt me; how ºften

muſ I forgive him Campbell. When our Saviour had

given his advice for the accommodation of differences

among his diſciples, Peter, imagining that it might be abuſed

by ill-diſpoſed perſons, as an encouragement to offer in

juries to others, aſks his Lord, how often his brother

might offend, and claim forgiveneſs 2 See Luke, xvii. 4.

where it is ſeven times in a day, which implies very often.

Here it is ſeven times only, a mode of expreſſion which

ſome imagine to have been borrowed from the Jewiſh

tradition, by which the neceſſity of pardoning in lighter

matters, is limited to ſeven timer, and no more. In op

poſition to this tradition, our Lord may be underſtood as

extending the terms of forgiveneſs, and ordering that

pardon ſhould be repeated as often as the injury, till

ſeventy times ſeven, – as often as there is occaſion; a certain

number for an uncertain. See Grotius and Wetſtein.

Ver. 23. Therefºre is the kingdom ºf heaven likened, &c.]

“ For this reaſºn, or, with reſpect to this matter, I may

• properly ſay that the kingdom of heaven, in its conſtitu

• tion and final proceſs, may be likened to, or illuſtrated

‘ by the inſtance of a certain king who ruled over a large

“ country, and who, as he had a great number of officers

“ under him, was determined at length to ſettle accounts

“ with hiſ ſervants.” Thus our Lord illuſtrates the ex

cellent morality in the preceding verſe, by a lively parable ;

in which is ſhewn the neceſſity of forgiving the greateſt

injuries—a neceſſity of the ſtrongeſt kind, ariſing from this

law of the divine government, an invariable rule of which

is, that God will not forgive us our treſpaſſes, if we do

not forgive others. See ch. vi. 12.

Wer. 24. One was brought unto him, &c.] When the

king began to inſpect the accounts of his ſervants, one
was

|
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one was brought unto him which owed him

“ten thouſand * talents.

25 But, foraſmuch as he had not to pay,

* his lord commanded him to be ſold, and his

wife and children, and all that he had, an
payment to be made. t

26 The ſervant therefore fell down, and

t worſhipped him, ſaying, Lord, have pa

tience with me, and I will pay thee all.

27 Then the lord of that ſervant ' was

moved with compaſſicn, and looſed him, and

forgave him the debt.

28 But the ſame ſervant went out, and

found one of his fellow ſervants which owed

him an hundred pence: and he laid hands

on him, and took Aim by the throat, ſaying,

Pay me that thou oweſt.

29 And his fellow ſervant fell down at his

feet, and beſought him, ſaying, Have patience

with me, and I will pay thee all.

* Gen. 13. 13.

bºught him.

eign h part of an ounce, in value ſeven pence thee farthings.

were offended and glieved at ſuch unnatural cruelty and revenge.

1 ſ et. 5. S. Ch. 5. 25. 2 Theſ, i. 8, 9. Rev. 14. Io, 11.

4. A 2. Ch. 7. 2. James, 2. 13.

1 Tim. 1. 13, 15, 16. * A talent of filver is 34?!. 3s. 9d.

* Pſ, to 3. 13. & 145, 7, 8. & 130. 4, 7. Eph. 2.4–8. Tit. 3. 5.

Ch. 20. 2. & 22. 19.

* Eph. 4. 32. & 5. 2.

* Prov. 21. 13. Ch. 6. 12, 14, 15.

3o And he would not: but went and caſt

him into priſon till he ſhould pay the debt. -

31 So, when his fellow ſervants ſaw

what was done, " they were very ſorry, and ,

came and told unto their lord all that was .

done. ****

32 Then his lord, after that he had called

him, ſaid unto him, O thou wicked ſervant,

I forgave thee all that debt, becauſe thou

deſired.ſt me : ---

33 Shouldeſt not thou alſo have had com:

paſſion on thy fellow ſervant, even as I had .

pity on thee *

34 And his lord was wroth, and delivered

him to the * tormentors till he ſhould pay all º

that was due unto him. s

35 'So likewiſe ſhall my heavenly Father

do alſo unto you, if ye from your hearts

forgive not every one his brother their treſ

paſſes. -

* Lev. 25. 39. Neh. 5. 2, 5, 8.

Hoſ. 11. 8. Judges, o. 16.

Rev. 6. 6. * Rom. 12. 15. 2 Cor. 11, 29.

Col. 3. 13. Ch. 5. 44, 45. Luke, 6. 36.

Mark, I 1. 26. Eph. 4, 32.

2 Kings, 4. 1. + or

* The Roman penny is th: :

Heb. 13. 3. They

* 2: Cor. 12. 7.

Col. 3. 13. 1 Cor.
º

sº

*

was brought unto him, probably his ſteward or treaſurer,

who had ſo abuſed the eminent ſtation in which he had

been placed, and the high confidence which his prince had

repoſed in him, that he owed him a moſt immenſe ſum,

and ſtood accountable for ten thouſand talents : that is to

ſay, upwards of 1,870,oool. ſterling. The Pruſſian edi

tors ſay, that the ten thouſand talents are here put for an

immenſe ſum. Our Lord ſeems to mention ſo large a

fum with a deſign to intimate the number and weight of

'our offences againſt God, and our utter incapacity of

making him any ſatisfaction. See Prideaux's Connection,

vol. i. preface, p. xx. and vol. ii. p. 138.

Ver. 25. But, fraſmuch as he had not to pay] As it plainl

appeared by this ſervant's having run through ſuch º

ſums, that he had been both negligent and extravagant,

his lord, according to frequent cuſtom in ſuch caſes,

ordered him, &c. to be ſºld. See Exod. xxii. 3. Lev. xxv.

39. 2 Kings, iv. I. Neh. v. 5. Iſaiah, l. 1. Not that

the value of him, his family and effects, was any way

cqual to the debt, but as a puniſhment for his wickedneſs;

for on any other ſuppoſition, it is hard to conceive how

his lord, whoſe humanity was ſo great, came to take ſo

rigorous a meaſure, eſpecially as the advantage accruing

to himſelf therefrom muſt have been but a trifle in com

pariſon of his loſs. See Macknight and Olearius.

Wer. 27. Then the Lord—was moved with compaſſion]

See ch. xv. 32. It is plain that the Lord forgave the ſer

vant his debt conditionally, as is ſtrongly implied by the

rt vocation of the pardon afterwards, ver. 34.

Wer. 28. Which owed him an hundred pence] The Roman

penny, or denarius, here ſpoken of, being in value about ſeven

pence haffenny of our money, the whole ſum which was .

due to him did not much exceed three pounds ſterling; .

therefore the ſervant's demanding this trifle in ſo rough

a manner from his fellow-ſervant, immediately on his

coming out of the palace, where ſo much lenity had been

ſhewed to him in a matter of far greater importance,

manifeſted the very baſeſt diſpoſition in the man. The
word Tºys, which we render took him by the throat, im

ports the doing ſo in the moſt furious manner, ſo as almoſt

to ſtrangle him ; and therefore more ſtrongly exprefies the

man's cruelty.

Wer. 31. His fellow-ſervants—told unto their Lord, &c.]

Alsºapnaay. “They gave their Lord an exact and faithful

“ account,” which is the full meaning of the word. See

Albert, and the Inferences on this chapter.

Ver. 32. O thou wicked ſervant IJ Slave. Doddridge;

who obſerves that the word Aoix; is not always a term of

reproach, nor does it neceſſarily imply more than a ſervant;

yet in this conneétion the word ſlave ſeems beſt to expreſs

the indignation with which his lord is ſuppoſed to ſpeak.

The verb waſ ex3xtaag, rendered dºſired/l, implies ſomething

more ſtrong ; becauſe thou did/ earneſtly requgſ; and intreal

19te.

Wer. 34. Delivered him to the tormentorſ] Badaw:-ziº, the

executioners of juſtice. Heylin. The word does not only

ſignify executioners, or perſons who put criminals to th

torture ; but alſo gazlers, who had the charge of priſoner

4. all
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Chriſ? Healeth the ſick; anſwereth the Phariſe; concerning

divorcement : fleweth when marriage is neceſſary : receiveth

lifle children : inſtrušieth the young man how to attain

eternal lift, and how to be perfeół: telleth hiſ diſciple; how

hard it iſ fºr a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God :

andpromiſeth reward to thoſe that forſake any thing to fol

Izw him.

[Anno Domini 33.]

ND it came to paſs " that, when Jeſus

had finiſhed theſe ſayings, he departed

* Ch. 4. 23–25. & 8. 1, 18.* Mark. Io. 1. John, 1o. 40. & 3. 22.

* Gen. i. 27. &1. & 22. 15. Luke, 11. 53, 54. Mark, Io. 3-12.

from Galilee, and came into the coaſts of

Judea beyond Jordan:

2 ” And great multitudes followed him ;

and he healed them there.

3 * * The Phariſees alſo came unto him,

tempting him, and ſaying unto him, Is it law

ful for a man to put away his wife for every

cauſe 2

4 And he anſwered and ſaid unto them,

Have ye not read, “that he which made

& 9. 35, 36. & 12. 15. & 13. 1. & 14, 35. & 15. 30. & 17. 14. ‘ Ch. 16.

5. 2. Mal. 2. 15, 16.

and examined them. Impriſonment is a much ſeverer pu

niſhment in the Eaſtern parts of the world than here:

ſtate-priſoners eſpecially, when condemned to it, are not

only forced to ſubmit to a very, mean and ſcanty allow

ance, but are frequently loaded with clogſ, or yoker ºf

Heavy wºod, in which they cannot either lie or fit at eaſe;

and by frequent ſcourgings, and ſometimes racking, are

quickly brought to an untimely end There is probably a

reference to this in the preſent paſſage. It may perhaps

ſeem at firſt a very improper method purſued by the lord,

of obtaining payment in theſe circumſtances ; yet when

it is conſidered that the man's behaviour to his fellow

ſervant ſhewed him to be a wretch, not only of the moſt

barbarous diſpoſition, but extremely covetous ; his lord

had reaſon to ſuſpect that he had ſecreted his money and

goods, eſpecially as nothing, appeared in his poſſeſſion;

wherefore he wiſely ordered him to be tormented on the

rack, till he ſhould diſcover with whom they were lodged,

and make complete payment.—Beſides, it may be con

fidered in the light of a puniſhment incomparably heavier

than that which was to have been inflicted on him purely

for his inſolvency: for though the debt was immenſe, yet

whilſt it appeared to have been contracted not by fraud,

but by extravagance and bad management, he was only

to be ſold with his family for a certain term of years,

that payment might be made as far as their price woul
go: but now that he added to his former miſbehaviour,

covetouſneſs, and unmercifulneſs in the exaction of a

trifling debt from a fellow-ſervant, to whom he ought to

have been more indulgent for the ſake of their common

lord, who had been ſo kind to him ; there was all the rea

ſon in the world to ſuſpect, that in his lord's affairs he

was more fraudulent than negligent; for which cauſe he

was delivered to the tormentors, to be puniſhed in the man

ner his crimes deſerved ; than which a ſtronger repre

ſentation of God's diſpleaſure againſt men of unmerciful,

wnforgiving, and revengeful diſpoſitions cannot be ſet

forth, or even conceived, by the utmoſt force of human

imagination. May it not be proper to put it here to the

conſciences of ſome, and to aſk, whether rigour in exact

ing temporal debts, in treating without mercy ſuch as are

unable to ſatisfy them, and confining them in a miſerable

Fºon, where they are totally incapacitated from any pro

bability of ſatisfying them;-whether this can be allowed

** Chriſtian, who is bound to imitate his God and Fa

ther 2—to a debtor, who can expe&t forgiveneſs only on the

condition of forgiving others —to a ſervant, who ſhould

obey his maſter 2—and to a criminal, who is in daily cz

pećtation of his judge and final ſontence 2 See Macknight,

Heſychius, and Samedo's China, p. 225.

Inferenceſ.—How great and common, a misfortune is it

for men to think of nothing but their own greatneſs, and

how to raiſe themſelves above others! If the Apoſtles,

who had forſaken all, and who had ſo long enjoyed the

daily inſtructions and edifying example of Chriſt, were

not void of this paſſion, who ought not to be afraid :

Either Chriſt is not truth itſelf, or without a true cont

verſion and humility (ver. 3.) there is not the leaſt hºpe ºf

any place in heaven. What is it to be an evangelical child,

but to be pure in mind and body ? to wiſh ill to none, to

be ready to do good to all, and to have no projects for

advancement, riches, honours, fortunes, &c. * This Chriſ

tian childhood will make us great in the kingdom of hea

ven. But alas ! how low do we debaſe ourſelves, in order

to be great on earth / To be great in heaven, how little do

we do it ! The humility which pleaſes God, is that of

choice, or of acceptance, not a natural meanneſs of heart

and ſpirit; and the firſt place is promiſed to this virtue,

which ſeems the moſt eaſy, and to the exerciſe of which

external things are leaſt needful ; on which account we

are certainly the leſs to be excuſed, if we be found de

ficient in it.

It is melancholy to think, that many who have by their

office been employed to read and explain this leſſon to

others, and who have not been children in undegfanding,

ſeem to have learned ſo little of it themſelves, as if it

had never been at all intended for that order of men to .

whom however it was immediately addreſſed If there be

any ſuch yet remaining in the Chriſtian miniſtry, (and,

would to God there were not too many ) let them fe

riouſly weigh the woe denounced on that man by whom the

offence cometh, ver, 7. We can never too earneſtly pray

that the mercies of God may be extended to all profeſſing

Chriſtians, who wholly give themſelves up to worldly

purſuits and projećts; but eſpecially to thoſe who make

the church of Chriſt only a kind of porch to the temple

of Mammon. May the divinc grace deliver us from ſuch

fatal ſnares, and form us to that ſelf-denial and mortifica

tion, without which we cannot be the true diſciples of

- - Chriſt;.
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them at the beginning made them male and

female;

* Gen. 2, 24. Eph.

5 And ſaid, ‘For this cauſe ſhall a man

leave father and mother, and ſhall cleave to

:

:-

5. 31. Pſ, 45. Io. ul'

Chriſt, but after having pierced ourſelveſ through with many

unneceſſary ſorrows here, ſhall plunge ourſelves deep into

eternal perdition.

How happy are the meaneſt ſervants of Chriſt, in the

care and favour of their bleſſed Maſter, and in the angelic

guard (ver. Io.) which by his high command are con

tinually attending even the lambs of his flock | So con

deſcending are the bleſſed ſpirits above, that even the

greateſt of them do not diſdain to miniſter unto the heirs

of ſalvation: how then ſhall the wiſeſt and greateſt of

men dare to deſpiſe thoſe, whom angels honour with their

guardianſhip and care; eſpecially, ſince God hath loved

them ſo exceedingly, as to give even his own Son for

them 1 ver. 11. Who can either doubt or wonder as to

God’s ſending his angels for the ſervice of ſouls, after

he has ſent his own Son to ſerve them even with his

blood | They do what they can to deſtroy the workman

fhip of Chriſt, who, by the means of ſcandal and offence,

cauſe thoſe to relapſe into fin, whom he by his labours

and ſufferings has reſcued and cleanſed from it.

It is a rule to be obſerved by paſtors, to apply them

ſelves moſt to thoſe ſouls whoſe wants are greateſt. The

good ſhepherd left the ninety and nine, to ſeek the ſheep that

was loſt. In order to comprehend our good ſhepherd's joy

on the recovery and converſion of a finner, it is neceſſary

to comprehend his love towards ſouls. But who is able

to do this 2 If we would have ſome idea of it which comes

near the truth, let us judge of it by his deſcent from hea

ven to be incarnate, by the labours of his life, and by the

pain and ignominy of his death. .

What could have been happier for the church of

Chriſt than the obſervation of that plain and eaſy rule

which he has given for ending diſputes among his fol

lowers ? ver. 15–17. and yet, who that ſees the condućt

of the generality of Chriſtians, would imaghie that they had

ever heard or read of ſuch a rule 2–Inſtead of this private

expºſulation, which might often bring a debate to a ſpeedy

and amicable concluſion, what public charges what paſ

fionate complaints what frequent and laboured attempts

to take, if the leaſt ſcandalous, yet not the leaſt pernicious

kind of revenge, by wounding the chara&ers of thoſe

whom we imagine to have injured us ! Alas! what is

there of the ſpirit of Chriſtianity in all this If from the

private carriage of man to man, we carry our refle&tions

to proceedings of a more public nature, in what Chriſtian

nation are church cenſures conformed to this rule 2 Is this

the form in which eccleſiaſtical judgements appear, in the

popiſh or even the proteſtant world 2 Are theſe the me

thods uſed by thoſe who boaſt the moſt loudly of the au

thority of Chriſt to confirm their ſentence 2 Let us

earneſtly pray, that this diſhonour to the Chriſtian name

may be wiped away, and that true religion and even com

mon humanity, may not with ſuch ſolemn mockery be

deſtroyed, in the name of the Lord.

God is found in union and agreement: nothing is

more efficacious than prayer, (ver. 19.) when we are united

to Jeſus Chriſt, and offer up our prayers through his me. -:

diation. It is He himſelf who prays, His merits which tº

aſk, His love which intreats, His heart which groans, His

blood which intercedes; and it is the Son who obtains all tº

from his Father. This ſhews the advantages of prayer

made in common by Chriſtian ſocietics, where God is

ſerved as it were with one heart, and one ſoul ; but above

all, by the great ſociety of the church, where we are

united in the body and by the Spirit of Jeſus Chriſt.

* Where love is, there is Chriſt ; where diviſion is, there “º

is the evil ſpirit. A Chriſtian family, which, like that of -.

Tobias in chooſing the ſtate of marriage, ſeeks God alone, is

which brings up children only for him, and which does -

all the good that lies within its ſphere, may be aſſured, ...

by virtue of this promiſe, that Chriſt is preſent in the ºl

midſt of them in a very particular manner. None but an -

omnipreſent, and conſequently a divine Perſon could ſay,

wherever two or three are gathered together in my name, -

there am I in the midſt of them : His power and his good

neſs can never be impaired : be it therefore our encourage

ment to ſocial prayer; and let the remembrance of our

Redeemer's continual preſence and inſpection always en- .

courage us to behave ourſelves agreeable to the relation

which we claim to him, and to thoſe expectations from

him which we profeſs.

How unreaſonable and how odious does a ſevere and .

uncharitable temper appear, when we view it in the light .

of this juſt and convincing parable / ver. 23, &c. which

may be conſidered as our Lord’s explication of the fifth

petition of his own prayer. There are three things in it

oppoſed to each other; the lord to his ſervant,-an im

menſe ſum to a trifle,_and the moſt extraordinary cle

mency to the greateſt cruelty. The application of the

parable therefore is eaſy, and ſufficient to overturn all the

arguments whereby evil minds would juſtify revenge ;

particularly thoſe taken from the nature and number of

the offences committed, or from the benefits conferred

on the perſons who commit them. For, in the firſt place,

what are men compared with God In the ſecond place,

how immenſe a debt does each of us owe to him?—A

debt, which from infancy we began to contračt, and are

daily increaſing in our ripening years. And in the third

place, how trifling are the offences which our brethren

commit againſt us, perhaps through inadvertency, or in

conſequence of ſome provocation received from us 1 moſt

unworthy therefore of the divine mercy are weak mortals,

who, notwithſtanding they are themſelves weighed down

with an infinite load of guilt, are implacable towards

their fellow-creatures, and will not forgive them the

ſmalleſl offence.

Perſons of this monſtrous diſpoſition ſhould ſeriouſly

confider the concluſion and application of the parable

before us: So likewiſe ſhall my heavenly Father do alſº unto

you, if you from your hearts, that is to ſay, really, inwardly,

and not in word or tongue only, forgive not every one, how

ever great, or rich, or powerful you may be, his brother

2 their
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his wife; and 'they twain ſhall be one fleſh? one fleſh. What therefore God hath joined

6 Wherefore they are no more twain, but

* 1 Cor. 6. 16. & 7. 2. Gen. z. 24.

together “let not man put aſunder.

* Except for adultery, fornication, or wilful deſertion. Ver. 9. Mal. 2. 14–16. 1 Cor. 7. 10–13.

their freſhafts—A moſt aweful denunciation which ought,

and ſurely muſt ſtrike terror into men of fierce and im

placable minds: for, whatever they may think, it will in

its utmoſt extent be executed upon all, who will not be

perſuaded by the confideration of the divine mercy fully

to forgive, not their fellow ſervants merely, but their own

irethren, ſuch petty treſpaſſes as they may happen to com

mit againſt them. O let us think ſeriouſly on that aweful

moment, wherein we ſhall fall down at the feet of our

Judge, there to receive the ſentence of our eternal fate,__

inſolvent debtors as we are, without any plea but the in

finite merits of the adorable Jeſus; and then we ſhall have

but little inclination to inſult thoſe whom we ſee proſtrate

before us ; we ſhall diſcharge our hearts of every ſenti

ment of rancour and revenge, nor ever allow a word, or

even a wiſh that favours of it: and to this end give us,

Lord of love, that Chriſtian heart, whoſe bottom is all

charity and mercy, whoſe works are all mildneſs and in

dulgence 1

Reflectrio Ns.-1ſt, The diſciples, deeply tinótured

with Jewiſh prejudices, entertained very falſe conceptions

of the Meſfiah's kingdom, and had, in the way to Caper

naum, been diſputing which of them ſhould have the

precedence in it. Jeſus, who knew what had been the

ſubjećt of their contention, now aſked them concerning

it. And, after ſome filence and ſhame at being diſcovered,

ſee Mark, ix. 33, 34. they, -

1. Propoſe to him the queſtion in diſpute, which of

them ſhould be promoted to the firſt poſt of honour in

his kingdom; for each had formed ſome pretence to this

diſtinguiſhed place: and ſo ... we all to be partial

in our own favour; inſtead of being humbly content, in

the views of our real deſerts, to ſit down with the leaſt

and the loweſt. -

2. By an appoſite emblem Chriſt ſeeks to rebuke their

vanity, and teach them what ſpirit they ſhould put on.

He took a little child and ſet him in the midſt of them,

that they might look and learn while he commented on the

caſe; aſſuring them, that ſuch was the nature of his king

dom, that none could enter therein, or partake of its hon

ours and privileges, unleſs their hearts were converted, and

turned from the affeótation of earthly grandeur and great

neſs, and, like little children, they became dead to the con

tentions of ambition, and the vain deſires of outward

wealth and eminence: while the way to ſecure the moſt

honourable place among his members upon earth, and the

highest throne next his own in glory, was by ſinking

lºweſt in their own apprehenſions of themſelves, and, in
tead of affecting magiſterial dominion over others, be

ºtting humble, teachable, and ready to fit down at the

fººt of the meaneſt. Hard leſſons theſe for human pride

* : (1)The way to honour is humility. The lowlieſt

fouls ate leareſt to the Lord ; they moſt reſemble him ;

*::::: made angels devils, defaced God's image from

the human ſoul, drove man from paradiſe, and bars the

gate againſt his return. -

3. Chriſt expreſſes his high regard and tender concern

for thoſe who in this childlike ſpirit are his diſciples in

deed. If any ſhall ſhew them the leaſt kindneſs for the

ſake of their relation to him, he will regard it as if the

favour had been ſhewn to his own perſon; while if any

offend one of theſe, perſecute or oppreſs them, take ad

vantage of their fimplicity or meekneſs to trample on

them, or of their weakneſs to endeavour to deceive or

diſcourage them, the moſt dreadful of judgements will

be the puniſhment of ſuch an offender ; and better were

it for him to have come to the moſt fearful death by the

hands of the public executioner, even to be thrown into

the ſea with a militone about his neck, than with ſuch

guilt to fall into the hands of an avenging God, under

whoſe wrath he muſt periſh, both body and ſoul, in hell.

Note ; (1.) Chriſt has the tendereſt care for his poor peo

ple; and a cup of cold water given to the meaneſt in his

name ſhall not loſe its reward. (2.) It is a fearful thing

to fall into the hands of a jealous God. They who now

oppreſs and oppoſe the meek diſciples of Jeſus, little think

againſt whom they offend, and the vengeance which

awaits them. -

2dly, We have the woe denounced againſt the world

becauſe of offences: under which is comprehended what

ever has a tendency to ſeduce or affright the ſoul from the

good ways of the Lord, or to diſcourage and grieve the

hearts of the righteous.

1. That there will be offences is certain. Confidering

the craft, malice, and vigilance of Satan, the perverſeneſs

of ungodly men and their rooted enmity to the Goſpel,

and, above all, the deep and deſperate wickedneſs of

every human heart by nature, it is morally impoſſible that

offences ſhould not come ; and God, for wiſe ends, is

pleaſed to permit them ; but this will in no wiſe ex

tenuate the guilt of thoſe by whom the offence cometh,

nor abate the ſeverity of their judgement. Note ; (1.)

We are travelling a dangerous road: this world is full of

evil, of ſnares and ſtumbling-blocks; the multitude lieth

in wickedneſs, and many who pretend to know the path

of ſafety only lie in wait to deceive. We need be jea

lous of our going, cleave to God's word alone, and nei

ther be offended with the enmity of thoſe that are without,

nor the hypocriſy and falls of thoſe that are profeſſors

within, remembering that the fºundation of God ſlandºth ſure.

He knoweth thoſe that are hir, and will keep his faithful

ſaints that nothing ſhall ºffend them, Pſalm crix. 165.

(2.) Though the deceived and the deceiver periſh together,

yet will they lie down under aggravated guilt who have

been Satan’s inſtruments to lead others into error or fin :

the blood of the latter will be upon the hcads of their

ſeducers. . .

2. Whatever may be occaſion of offence to ourſelves

or others, however near and dear to us it may be, we

* J i must
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7 They ſay unto him, "Why did Moſes

then command to give a writing of divorce

* Deut. 24.

ment, and to put her away *

8 He ſaith unto them, Moſes, becauſe of .

Ch. 5, 31.

muſt part with it. The body of fin muſt be crucified.

And though it may be as painful to mortify particular

corruptions as to ſuffer the amputation of a hand or a

foot, unrelenting ſeverity is needful, where our own ſouls

or others are in danger. And however acute the pain, or

however ſenſibly felt the loſs may be, it is better, infinitely

better to endure the momentary pang of preſent ſelf

denial, that we may eſcape eternal miſery, and ſecure a

life of never-ending glory, than for a tranſitory indul

gence of appetite, and the ſenſual enjoyments of an hour,

to be caſt into devouring fire, and dwell in everlaiting

burnings. Note ; (1.) In this ſtate of corruption, not

only the groſſer pollutions which are in the world through

luſt muſt be abhorred, but every word, every action, be

avoided, which may tend in the remoteſt way to inflame

our own paſſions or enſnare others. (2.) It is highly uſe

ful for us, when in temptation, to look into the burnings

of hell, and thence gain arguments to ſtart from the moſt

pleaſurable fins. (3.) They only who have begun the

life of grace, know experimentally what is meant by theſe

ſevere operations of ſelf-denial.

3. A particular caution is given to beware of deſpiſing

the leaſt of Chriſt's little ones, the weakeſt of his diſciples.

We muſt not be indifferent about our behaviour towards

them, careleſs of what may offend them ; muſt not treat

them with contempt, as if regardleſs of their welfare, or

flighting their weakneſs or infirmities; nor do ought to

diſtreſs, diſcourage, enſnare, or lead them into fin ; but

we ſhould ſhew our tenderneſs towards them, and our

jealouſy for them, by every expreſſion of kindneſs in

word and deed, and by a careful avoiding of whatever may

grieve or hurt them. -

4. He enforces his diſcourſe with the confideration,

that the meaneſt heir of ſalvation is attended by angelic

miniſters.

behold the face of God, and ſtand around his throne, the

ready ſervants of his will, do not diſdain to wait upon

theſe little ones, much leſs ſhould we think them beneath

our regard; and may juſtly dread, if we ſhould treat

them ill, that theſe guardian ſpirits would be our accuſers,

and be employed as executioners of the divine diſpleaſure

againſt us.

3dly, As we muſt be careful not to give offence, equally

careful ſhould we be to ſhew all Chriſtian tenderneſs and

charity when we are juſtly offended. Since in this fºil

and corrupted ſtate even good men are but men, and liable

to fall, tranſgreſſing the precepts of prudence, juſtice, or

charity, we are therefore directed how to behave towards

them in ſuch caſes.

1. If a brother, a profeſſing member of our moſt holy

faith, ačt unſuitably there unto, and do us an injury, or

give us cauſe of complaint againſt him, we muſt firſt give

him a private and kind admonition of his fault, and

mildly argue the caſe, deſiring to bring him to repentance

and amendment; more ſolicitous for his good, than the

And if thoſe glorious ſpirits, who in heaven .

redreſs of our own wrongs. We may not in this caſe,

through fear of offending on the one hand, be ſilent, and

ſuffer fin upon our brother without rebuke; nor, on the

other, give way to raſh anger or revenge, and by a public

reproof expoſe him to others, which, however true the

charge, would ſerve not to recover, but exaſperate him

the more. In this way of mild and ſecret admonition

• *

-, *
r

* -

ºw

* -

we may hope for ſucceſs; and if he expreſs his ſorrow,

and deſire reconciliation, then the rebuke will be eſteemed . .

a kindneſs, the friendſhip more ſtrongly cemented, our .

brother recovered, and the offence forgiven and for

gotten. --

2. If this method of reproof prove abortive, and he is

obſtinate againſt conviction, and diſpleaſed inſtead of .

humbling himſelf; then take two or three faithful im

partial Chriſtian brethren, and in their preſence let the

matter be diſcuſſed, that they may hear and judge, and º

add their weight to bring the party offending to due ſub

miſſion and reparation of the injury. Or if their ſenti

ments be diſregarded alſo, they will be evidences before
-.

the church of the ſteps which have been taken, and ready S :

to confirm the truth of the juſt accuſation of the injured - ".

perſon. -

3. If every other method prove ineffectual, then the

matter ſhould be laid before the church, the ſociety of

... ."

faithful people among whom ſuch a one aſſociates, that ºr

he may have a public admonition for his offence, and

be called upon to repent and amend of the evil that he
-

has done.

4. If he ſtill remain incorrigible, and perſiſt in his ini

quity, then he is to be excluded from the communion

of the faithful, and no more connection and familiarity

are to be maintained with him ; for the charity whic

teaches us to forgive our enemies, does not forbid us to

be on our guard againſt thoſe who have uſed us ill, and

refuſe to repair the injury. From the whole we may learn,

(1.) Under every injury received, to guard our own hearts

againſt paſſion or revenge : this wrath of man worketh not

the righteouſneſs of God. (2.) Never to ſpeak of ano

º

ther's faults behind his back, till we have in love and the

ſpirit of meekneſs firſt admoniſhed him to his face.

(3.) To be ready under every provocation to forgive and

forget, the moment real repentance appears in our bro

ther. (4.) Not to endeavour to form a party in our favou",

but in caſes of offence, real or ſuppoſed, where the ſen

timents of brethren may differ about the facts, to let

ſome common impartial friends hear and judge, before

the matter be mentioned in public, or but whiſpered to

others.

cenſure offenders, and ratifies the ſentence which ſhall

be pronounced in correſpondence with this his revealed

word: ſo that thoſe who for their motorious evils are ex

cluded from the ſociety of the faithful now, ſhall be

written among the reprobate, and for ever baniſhed from

5. Chriſt delegates authority to his church thus to

7 the
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'the hardneſs of your hearts, * ſuffered you ginning it was not ſo.

to put away your wives : * but from the be

* Deut. 9. 6. & 3 r. 27.

* Gen. x. 24. Jer. 6. 16.

7. 1-3. Jer. 3. 18.

I Cor. 1 1. 23. Ch. 28. 20. ' Ch. 5. 32.

Aét’, 7. 51. & 13. 18. & 14. 16. i. e. their cruelty to their wives.

Mark, Io. 11.

9 'And I ſay unto you, Whoſoever ſhall

* But not commanded nor approved.

I Cor. 7. 11, 12. Mal. 2. 14–16. Rom.

Ma'. 2. 13–16.

Luke, 16. 18.

the preſence of God, unleſs they repent of their tranſ

greſſions; and then they are again to be received into the

boſom of the church, and all that is paſt to be intirely for

given. The abſolution pronounced on them by the mi

niſters of God on earth ſhall be ratified in heaven, and,

the correótion having become effectual, the broken-hearted

Penitent is to be comforted, and reſtored to his former

place, both in the church of God, and in our brotherly

affection and regard.

6. For their encouragement in every religious concern,

and eſpecially with regard to the recovery of thoſe who

are fallen into fin, that they may be reſtored, our Lord de

clares the mighty efficacy of united prayer. Whatever, ac

cording to the divine will, two or three faithful ſouls ſhall

meet together with joint ſupplications to beg at God's

hands, he will aſſuredly hear, and will grant their requeſts.

For wherever the ſmalleſt number of real believers aſſemble

in Chriſt’s name, depending on his promiſes, and deſiring

above all things the advancement of his glory, there will

he ever be, quickening their prayers, ſtrengthening their

faith, enlivening their hopes, and comforting their hearts;

and when he is one of the company, their ſupplications

muſt be effectual, for him the Father heareth always; and

what an encouragement is this to ſocial prayerſ

4thly, As our Lord had juſt given directions concerning

the charitable conduct to be obſerved towards offenders,

Peter, defirous to know how far this forgiveneſs of per

ſonal injuries extended, propoſed to his Maſter the queſ

tion, Whether, if the offence was repeated ſeven times,

the forgiveneſs muſt be as often granted, on the repentance

of the offender He concluded this to be a great ſtretch of

charity; but our Lord's anſwer ſhewed him how limited

his apprehenſions were: I ſay not unto thee, Untilſven timeſ:

but, until ſºverty times ſeven : intimating, that we muſt make

no limitation to our forgiveneſs, but be always and in all

caſes ready to grant it, whenever the offender repents;

imitating the divine compaſſions, which know no bounds,

nor end. And, to enforce and elucidate this, he introduces

a parable, wherein this godlike charity appears moſt emi

ment, and the guilt and danger of the oppoſite conduct is

drawn in ſtriking colours. The parable repreſents,

1. The noble clemency of a great lord, who, looking into

his affairs, and reviſing his own accounts, (which it were

well if every great man did) found, among other debtors,

one who owed him an immenſe ſum, the leaſt part of

which he was unable to diſcharge. In conſequence where

of, in courſe of law, according to the cuſtom of thoſe times,

he gave orders that himſelf and family ſhould be ſold for

Aves, and all that he had be diſpoſed of for his uſe. But,

wººd at the ſentence, though juſt, the poor debtor intreats

* **, with many fair promiſes of payment; when,

*** with his diſtreſs, the compaſſionaté maſter gene

ºuts and freely forgave him all, and delivered him at

**om his terrors and his debt. And this may be ap

** the caſe between God and the ſinner. (1.) We

are deeply in arrear to him : every fin is a debt, and we

are overwhelmed with it: we are born with a ſinful na

ture, and our thoughts, words, and deeds have been ſo

perverſe before God, ſo often and ſo greatly have we of:

fended, that no computation can reach the number of our

tranſgreſſions, nor can we conceive the greatneſs of our

guilt or provocations. (2.) The miſery of our caſe; and

what renders it moſt deplorable, yea, deſperate, is, that

we have nothing to pay. Could we render by a perfeół

obedience the preſent debt of duty, this would make no

compenſation for paſt iniquity. (3.) God keeps an account

of all : not a word is on our tongue, nor a thought in our

hearts, but he knoweth it altogether; ſo that we can no

more conceal our tranſgreſſions from him, than we can

cancel them. (4.) If the divine law take its courſe, the

conſequence muſt be, that we ſhould be ſold to ſuffer for

our iniquities, and in the place of torment, in body and

ſoul, continue ſatisfying the juſtice of God to eternity.

(5.) The diſcovery of this dreadful ſituation made to the

finner's ſoul by i. preaching of the word to his con

ſcience, or by ſome awakening providence, fills him with

terror, and ſets him crying for mercy. But frequently at

firſt the cries of the awakened conſcience are for a re

ſpite, with many promiſes of amendment, which the finner

ſometimes fooliſhly thinks will be accepted in payment.

And he does not ſee his own utter inſolvency, but thinks,

through the ignorance and ſelf-righteouſneſs of his heart,

that he can make God ſome payment ; till by and by the

trial convinces him that his beſt is bad ; and ſelf-deſpair

ſtrips him naked at the foot of the croſs of Chriſt. (6.) God's

infinite compaſſions extend through the Redeemer to the

moſt guilty and deſperate. He freely and fully forgives

all that is paſt : not that he does it without a ſatisfaction

made to his juſtice; this the Son of his love, incarnate,

and dying under the guilt of our fins, has paid ; but the

mercy of pardon, reconciliation, and deliverance from the

bondage of guilt and corruption, is to us freely given, to

the praiſe of the glory of his grace, without money and

without price. -

2. We are told the unſuitable condućt which this much

obliged ſervant ſhewed reſpectingafellow-ſervant of his, who

owed him a triſling debt. He no ſooner obtained his own

pardon and liberty, than he went out, ſeized and throttled

his fellow-ſervant, till he was almoſt choked ; and, with

menaces and inſolence demanded inſtant payment, or

threatened him with a priſon. In vain his poor brother

begged a reſpite, and, in the very words that himſelf had

uſed, deſired only time, and the debt ſhould be paid : he

was deaf to intreaty, and thruſt him into a jail—a piece of

cruelty and oppreſſion which the other ſervants beheld

with grief and indignation ; and they failed not to acquaint

their lord with this inhuman behaviour. Note ; (1.) Many

profeſſors, who preſume upon God's forgiveneſs, ſhew, by

their covetouſneſs and rigorous cenſures of others, the

hypocriſy of their hearts, and the vanity of their höpes.
I i 2 (2.) Oſ
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put away his wife, except it be for fornication,

and ſhall marry another, committeth adultery :

and whoſo marrieth her which is put away

doth commit adultery.

(2.) Offences done to us, compared with thoſe which we

have committed againſt God, are ſo trivial, that we ſhouldbe .

aſhamed to ſhow rigour in exacting reparation. (3.) Pride

and paſſion render men unmerciful; though they know that a

priſon pays no debts,they take delight in thus gratifying their

inſolence or revenge. (4.) The debtor muſt not complain,

though he be dealt with rigorouſly ; humble intreaty be

comes his condition, eſpecially when he ſuffers only the

fruits of his folly or extravagance. (5.) A compaſſionate

heart feels for the diſtreſſes of others, and, if it can afford

no other relief to them, carries the caſe of the oppreſſor

and the oppreſſed to God in prayer, and his ears are open

thereunto; he will anſwer in mercy and judgment. (6.)

It is eſpecially grievous to a gracious perſon, to ſee in

profeſſors of religion a ſpirit of bitterneſs and unmerciful

neſs; and he laments it before the Lord.

3. Juſt reſentment fired the maſter's heart on hearing

theſe tidings; and, inſtantly citing this hardened wretch be

fore him, he charges him with his wickedneſs, and upbraids

him with his cruelty and ingratitude for all the mercies that

he had ſo lately received expoſtulating with him on the

caſe, and leaving him without excuſe. In wrath, he bids

him therefore inſtantly be ſeized and delivered to the tor

mentors; to be confined in priſon, and ſuffer the moſt

rigorous puniſhment, till all the former debt ſhould be

id.

r: The whole parable is intended to ſhew us, that God

will deal with us as we deal with our brethren ; and if we

fhew an implacable and unforgiving ſpirit; whatever hopes

of pardon we may entertain, they are deluſive ; his wrath

hangs over us, and, in the great day of account, we ſhall

be delivered to the tormentors. Moſt bounden are we

therefore to forgive every injury, and never to cheriſh the

leaſt wiſh or deſire of revenge; for we expe&t greater

mercy and forgiveneſs from God than ever man can from

us; and therefore a ſenſe of his pardoning love ſhould

kindle ours.

C H A P. XIX.

Wer. 1, 2. The coaſis of judea, beyond jordanj, Properly

ſpeaking, no part of Judea was on the further fide of Jor

dan; for though, after the Jews returned from the cap

tivity, the whole of their land was called Judea, eſpecially

by foreigners who happened to mention their affairs, it is

certain, that in the Goſpels Judea is always ſpoken of as

a particular diviſion of the country: we may therefore

reaſonably ſuppoſe that St. Matthew’s expreſſion is ellip

tical, and may ſupply it from St. Mark, x. 1. thus: And

came into the coaſis ºf judºa, 3, 2 tº Tiga, Tov 'Iotºzºvou,-

through the country beyond jordan. See John, x, 40. In

this journey our Lord paſſed through the country beyond

Jordan, that the Jews living there might enjoy the benefit

of his doćtrine and miracles; and great multitudes followed

him, namely, from Galilee into Perea. Our Saviour's

fame was become exceedingly great, inſomuch that every

where he was reſorted to and followed;—by the ſick, who

wiſhed to be healed ; by their friends, who attended them;

by thoſe whoſe curioſity prompted them to ſee and ex

amine things ſo wonderful; by well-diſpoſed perſons, who

found themſelves greatly profited and pleaſed with his

ſermons; by enemies, who watched all his words and

aćtions, with a deſign to expoſe him as a deceiver; and,

laſty, by thoſe who expečted that he would ſet up the

kingdom immediately. Beſides, at this time the multitude

might have been greater than ordinary, becauſe, as the

paſſover was at hand, many going thither might have cho

ſen to travel in our Lord's train, expecting to ſee new

miracles. See Macknight and Lamy. The verſion of 1729

renders the latter part of the 1ſt verſe, And came into the

confines of judea on the other ſide jºrdan.

Wer. 3. The Phariſees alſo came, ..I. every cauſe]

Upon every pretence. Campbell. At diſcretion. Verſion of 1729.

Our Lord had delivered his ſentiments on the ſubject

twice; once in Galilee, ch. v. 32. and again in Perea,

Luke, xvi. 18.

his opinion, and ſolicited him to declare it, hoping that it

would incenſe the people, who reckoned the liberty which

the law gave them of divorcing their wives, one of their

chief privileges. Or, if, ſtanding in awe of the people,

he ſhould deliver a doćtrine different from what he had

taught on former occaſions, they thought it would be a

fit ground for accuſing him of diſſimulation. But they

miſſed their aim entirely; for Jeſus, always confiſtent with

himſelf, boldly declared the third time againſt arbitrary

divorces, not in the leaſt fearing the popular reſentment.

See Macknight, and the note on ch. v. 31, 32. and on Deut.

XXIV. I.

It is probable, therefore, that they knew

*

-

Ver. 4–7. And he anſwered, &c.] The accounts which -

St. Matthew and St. Mark have given of this matter,

though they ſeem to claſh upon the firſt view, are in

reality perfeótly conſiſtent. The two hiſtorians, indeed,

take notice of different particulars; but theſe, when joined

together, mutually throw a light on each other. Accord

ing to both the evangeliſts, the Phariſees came with an

infidious intention, and aſked our Lord's opinion con

cerning divorce. But the anſwer returned to their queſtion

is differently repreſented by the hiſtorians. Matthew ſays,

that our Lord deſired the Phariſees to confider the original

inſtitution of marriage in Paradiſe, where God created

the human kind of different ſexes, and implanted in their

breaſts ſuch a mutual inclination towards each other, as in

warmth and ſtrength ſurpaſſes all other affections wherewith

he has endowed them towards any other of their fellow

creatures; and becauſe they have ſuch a ſtrong love to

each other, he declared, that in all ages the tie which

unites them together in marriage ſhould be ſtronger than

any other tie, and among the reſt ſtronger even than that

which binds them to their parents; and that male and

female, thus joined together in marriage, are by the

ſtrength of their mutual affection mo more twain but one

fiſh ; that is to ſay, conſtitute only one perſon in reſpešt

to the unity of their inclinations and intereſts, and of the

mutual power which they have over each other's body,

(1 Cor. vi. 16. vii. 4.) and that as long as they continued

2 faithful
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1o His diſciples ſay unto him, If the caſe 1 1 But he ſaid unto them, "All men can

of the man be ſo with his wife, "it is not not receive this ſaying, ſave they to whom it

*

good to marry.

* Prov. 21. 9, 19. & 19. 13. & 9. 13.

is given.

* I Cor. 7. 2, 9, 17.

faithful to this law, they muſt remain undivided till death

ſeparates them. From the original inſtitution of marriage

in Paradiſe, and from the great law thereof declared by

God himſelf upon that occaſion, it evidently appears, that

it is the ſtrongeſt and tendereſt of all friendſhips ; a friend

thip ſupported by the authority of the divine ſančtion and

approbation; a friendſhip therefore which ought to be

indiſſoluble till death: What therefore God hat) joined toge

ther, ie: nºt man put aſunder, by unſeaſonable divorces.

Thus, according to St. Matthew, our Lord anſwered the

Phariſees’ queſtion concerning divorce, by referring to the

original inſtitution of marriage in Paradiſe: but St. Mark

ſays, ch. x. 3. that he anſwered them by referring them to

the Moſaical precepts; he anſwered, What did Moſes com

mand you ? The evangeliſts, however, may be eaſily freed

from the imputation of inconſiſtency, by ſuppoſing, that

the anſwer in St. Mark was given aſter the Phariſees had,

as St. Matthew informs us, ver. 7. objected the precept in

the law to the argument againſt divorce drawn from the

original inſtitution: Why did Moſes then, &c. * “If di

“vorce be contrary to the original inſtitution of marriage,

“as you affirm, how came it that Moſes has commanded

“us to give a bil; of divorce, and to put her away f" The

Phariſees, by calling the law concerning divorce a command,

infinuated, that Moſes had been ſo tender of their happi

meſs, that he would not ſuffer them to live, with bad

wives, though they themſelves had been willing ; but

Fºremptorily enjoined them, that ſuch ſhould be put away:

to this our Lord anſwers, Mark, x. 3. What did Moſes

cºmmand you, &c. 3 and this queſtion being placed in this

order, implies, that he wondered how they came to con

ſider Moſes's permiſſion in the light of an abſolute com

mind, fince it was granted merely on account of the

hardneſs of their hearts. See Macknight, 1)oddridge, and

other harmoniſts, and the following note. Dr. Heylin,

inſtead of He which made them, in the fourth verſe, & wolnſas,

reads the Creat-r; and inſtead of ſaid, ver, 5. he reads it

waſ ſaid, for I take the word sizey here, ſays he, for an

imperſonal verb. It was Adam who ſaid ſo, and not Gºd.

The Pruſſian editors read, ſays the Scripture. But on this

ſubject, ſee the note on Gen. ii. 24.

War. 8. Becauſe of the hardneſs ºf your hearts] He meant

their paſſionate, ſtubborn, perverie temper, which was

ſuch, that had they not been permitted to divorce, their

wives, ſome would not have ſcrupled to murder them ;

cºhers would have got rid of them by ſuborning witneſſes

wo prove the crime of adultery againſt them. Others

wou" have reckoned it great mildneſs, if they had con

* themſelves with ſeparating from their wives, and

*ing unmarried. Moſes therefore acted as a prudent

*ºr in allowing other cauſes of divorce beſides adul

tºy ; becauſe, by admitting the leſs, he avoided the greater

**. At the ſame time the Jews, whoſe hardneſs of heart

****A this expedient neceſſary, were chargeabic with

all the evils that followed it; for which reaſon, as often

as they divorced their wives, unleſs in the caſe of adultery,

they finned againſt the original law of marriage, and were

criminal in the fight of God, notwithſtanding that their law

allowed ſuch divorces. Our Lord, as Grotius well ob

ſerves, ſtrongly intimates, that a more tender diſpoſition

than that which chara&erized the Jews under the Mo

ſaic diſpenſation, might juſtly be expected from his

diſciples.

Wer. 9. Whoever ſhall put away his wife, &c.] From

our Lord's anſwer it appears, that the ſchool of Sammai

taught the beſt morality on the ſubjećt of divorce, but

that the opinion of the ſchool of Hillel was more agreeable

to the law of Moſes on that point. See on ch. v. 31.

The preſent verſe ſeems to be parallel to Mark, x. 11.

having been ſpoken to the diſciples in the houſe, as is

prebable from the unuſual change of perſons obſervable in

this part of the diſcourſe. The practice of unlimited di

vorces, which prevailed among the Jews, gave great en

couragement to family quarrels, was very deſtructive of

charity, and hindered the good education of their common

offspring : beſides, it tended not a little to make their

children loſe that reverence for them which is due to pa

rents, as it was ſcarcely poſſible for the children to avoid

engaging in the quarrel. Our Lord's prohibition, there

fore, of theſe divorces is founded on the ſtrongeſt reaſon,

and tends highly to the peace and welfare of ſociety. See

Mackaight, and Mintert on the word rocysia.

Wer. Io. If the caſe of the man be ſo, &c.]. The diſciples

obſerved to their Lord, that fince the law of marriage is ſo

rigid, that, unleſs the woman breaks the bond by going

aſtray, her huſband cannot diſmiſs her, but muſt bear with

her, whatever are her other vices, deformities, or defeóts,—

a man had better not marry at all. To this our Lord re

plies, that certainly it is not in every one's power to live

continently ; yet if any man has the gift, whether by na

tural conſtitution, or by the injury of human force uſed

upon him, which has rendered him incapable of the

matrimonial union,-according to that infamous traffic

which the luxury and effeminacy of the Eaſtern world ren

dered ſo common ; or by an ardent deſire of promoting

the intereſts of religion, animating him to ſubdue his na

tural appetite, and enabling him to live in voluntary chaſ

tity, unincumbered with the cares of the world; ſuch a

perſon will not ſin, though he lead a ſingle life. That

the imputation of defire only is meant by the phraſe, who

have made themſelver eunuchs, may be gathered from the

other clauſes of the paſſage : for there is mention made

firſt of eunuchs, who were ſº born from their mother’s womb :

plainly importing that ſome are continent by natural con

ſtitution. Next we are told of eunuchs who have been made

ſo by men ; and laſt of all, there be, who have made themſelver

eunuchs for the kingdom ºf heaven's ſake; not by doing vio

lence to themſelves, but by a ſtrong reſolution of living

- continently
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12 For there are ſome * eunuchs which

were ſo born from their mother's womb : and

there are ſome eunuchs which were made

eunuchs of men: and there be eunuchs which

have made themſelves eunuchs for the king

dom of heaven's ſake. He that is able to

receive it, let him receive it.

13 * * Then were there brought unto

Mark, Jo. 12.

P Mark, Io. 15–16.

1 Pet, 2. 1, 2.

Acts, 8. 6, &c.

° iſ 56. 5–5. 1 Cor. 7. 7, 1-, 32–15. & ). 5.

others in order that they may the better ſerve Chriſt.

18. 3. Mark, Io. 14. Luke, 18, 16. 1 Cor. 14, 20.

6, 5 & 16, 18. Luke, 4, 40. & 13, 13. Num. 8. 20.

Prov. 8, 17. & 23, 26.

-

-

º

him little children, that he ſhould put hi;

hands on them, and pray. And the diſciples

rebuked them. - -- *

14 But Jeſus ſaid, "Suffer little children,

and forbid them not, to come unto me; for .

of ſuch is the kingdom of heaven.

15 And ' he laid his hands on them, and T

departed thence. -

Some abſtain from marriage from a natural, and others from a forced, defea; and

Luke, 13. 5, 16. Gen. 48. 14, 1 S. 1 san, 1. 24. Jct. 49. 11. * Ch. , .

Pſ. 34. 1 1. & 45. 1 c, y i. * Gen. 48. 14. Mark,

continently in a ſtate of celibacy, for the ſake of pro

moting more effectually the intereſts of religion. See

1 Cor. vii. 7, 37. Our Lord adds, He that is able to receive

it, ſet him receive it, which words muſt not be referred to

the clauſes immediately preceding them, as if our Lord

meant to ſay, “He who is able to become an eunuch by any

“ of the ways I have mentioned, let him become one :” for

the ſecond way is without all queſtion unlawful : but they

muſt refer to ver. 1 1. as is plain from the words themſelves.

In that verſe Jeſus had ſaid, “ All men cannot receive thir

“ſaying, &c. They cannot live without marriage chaſtely,

“unleſs they have the gift of continency.” In the 12th

verſe he ſhews how that gift is obtained, mentioning three

ways of it; and then adds, he that iſ able to receive it, let

him receive it. “He who by any of the methods that I have

“mentioned is in a capacity of living chaſtely, may con

“tinue unmarried without finning.” We may juſt ob

ſerve, that what is here ſaid of a fingle life, is entirely

perverted by the Roman Catholics, when they produce it

to diſcredit matrimony, and exalt celibacy as a more per

fect ſtate ; for on this very occaſion marriage is declared

to be an inſtitution of God: and, left any one might

have replied, that it was a remedy contrived purely for the

weakneſs of our fallen ſtate, it is particularly obſerved,

that it was inſtituted in the time of man’s innocence.

Wherefore, as the Apoſtle tells us, Marriage is honourable

in all ranks and conditions of perſons, provided the duties

thereof are inevitably maintained. Beſides, it is falſe

to affirm that our Lord recommends celibacy ; he only

gives permiſſion for it, as a thing not unlawful; telling

them, that if they were able to live continently, they

would not fin, though they did not marry ; eſpecially as

the times they lived in were times of perſecution. In this

light alſo the judgment of the apoſtle St. Paul is to be

confidered, 1 Cor. vii. 26. See Macknight, Wetſtein, and

Chemnitz. -

P'er. 13. Then were there brºught unto him little children]

Grotius obſerves, that it was a cuſtom with the Jews to

bring their children to perſons of remarkable ſanctity, to

receive their bleſſing, and to enjoy the benefit of their

prayers; a cuſtom which is preſerved among them to this

day. The impoſition of hands was a ceremony with

which the ancient prophets always accompanied their

prayers in behalf of others. This aélion of our Saviour

might be performed only in compliance with the above

mentioned cuſtom ; yet there are others who imagine that Jition ºf hands being always accompanied with prayer,

theſe children were brought by certain perſons, who, ſeeing

the many wonders performed by Chriſt, thought perhaps

that his power would be effectual in preventing, as in re

moving diſtempers; and therefore propoſed to get their

little ones ſecured by his prayers from all harms. What

ever was their deſign the diſciples rebuked them ; apprehend-º

ing them too troubleſome, and thinking it beneath the -

dignity of ſo great a prophet, to concern himſelf about .

ſuch little creatures, who were incapable of receiving any .

inſtruction from him. Wetſtein thinks that, being deeply

engaged in the diſcourſe concerning matrimony, and :-

having many curious queſtions to propoſe to their Maſter,

they were diſpleaſed to be thus unſeaſonably interrupted. “

Wer. 14. Sºffer little children, &c.] Let the little children .

alºne, and do not hinder them frºm cºming to me. See Dr.

Scott, Doddridge, &c. Chriſt's ſhewing his regard in ſuch

a manner for theſe children, muſt not only have been ex-.

ceedingly pleafing to the parents, but the memory of this

condeſcenſion might make tender and laſting impreſſions

on the children themſelves; and the fight muſt have been

very edifying and cncouraging to other young perſons

who might happen to be preſent; not to ſhy how inſtruc

tive this gentleneſs to children may be to miniſters, and

how much their uſefulneſs may be promoted by a regard

to it. Our Lord might reaſonably be the more diſpleaſed

with his diſciples for endeavouring to prevent their being

brought, as he had ſo lately ſet a child among them, and

inſiſted on the neceſſity of their being made conformable

to it. See ch. xviii. 2, 3. And perhaps, as the diſciples

expreſſed ſome diſſatisfaction at his doctrine concerning

divorce, ver, to. Jeſus took this opportunity to inform

them again, that unleſs they potſ fied the humility, mcek

neſs, and docility of children, they ſhould not enter into the

kingdom of God ; fºr ºf ſºck is the kingdom ºf heaven; that

is to ſay, as Dr. Doddridge paraphraſes it, “ Perſons of

“ ſuch a charaćter are the true ſubjects of my kingdom,

“ and heirs of eternal glory, to which my little children

“ are received; and, in token of it, the children of believing

“parents are to be adamitted into my church by baptiſm.”

See Mark, x. 15. -

Per. 15. And he laid his hand; on them, &c.] Though

the little ones could not profit by our Saviour's inſtruc

tions, yet being capable of his good wiſhes and bleſſings,

St. Mark tells us, ch. x. 16. He took them up in his armſ,

and, with his uſual benevolence, blºſſºd them. The impº

St.
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16 " ' And, behold, one came and ſaid

unto him, Good maſter, what good thing

ſhall I,do that I may have eternal life

17 And he ſaid unto him, Why calleſt thou

me good there is none good but one, that is

God: * but, if thou wilt enter into life, keep

the commandments.

18 He ſaith unto him, Which Jeſus ſaid,

' Thou ſhalt do no murder, Thou ſhalt not

commit adultery, Theu ſhalt not ſteal, Thou

ſhalt not bear falſe witneſs,

19 Honour thy father and thy mother:

and, Thou ſhalt love thy neighbour as thyſelf.

20 The young man ſaith unto him, * All

theſe things have I kept from my youth up ;

what lack I yet

21 Jeſus ſaid unto him, " If thou wilt be

perfect, go and ſell that thou haſt, and give to

* Mark, Io. 17–22. Luke, 18. 18–23. & 10.25–29. * Rom. Io. 2, 3, & 9, 31, 32. John, 6, 28. * I Sam. 2. 2. Pſ. 119.68. James,

1, 17. * Lev. 18, 5. Rom. Io. 5. Gal. 3. 10, 12. Iſ. 1. 19. & 3. 10. * Exod. 20. 12–17. Deut. 5, 16–21. Mark, Io. 19. Luke, 18. 20.

Rom. 13. S, 9. Cal. 5. 14. James, 2.8. Eph. 6. 2. Lev. 19. 13. Ch. , 22. 39. * Titus, i. 16. 1ſ. 58. 2. Ezek. 33. 31. Luke, 18. 1 1, 1z.

* Ch. 6. 19, 2c. & 5. 48. Luke, 12. 33. & 16. 9. 1 Tim. 6. 18, 19. Acts, 2.44. & 4, 32, 34.

- T

St. Matthew, who, in the beginning of this account, had

jºined theſe two together, ſays ſimply at the concluſion,
that He laid his hand; on them, and departed. It is probable,

therefore, that Jeſus both recommended the young ones to

God in prayer, and bleſſed them himſelf.

Pºr. 16. Behold, one came and ſaid] For the explanation

of this event ſee the notes on Mark, x. 17. &c. where it

is more circumſtantially related.

Wer. 17. There is none good but one, that is God] This

paſſige has been produced and ſtrongly argued by the

Arians in favour of their ſyſtem. They found their argu

rent upon the Greek, which runs thus, Ovºst, erty &y2%G',

s an is, 3 Os3P. There is none good, but sº one ; and that

(one) is ; G=G’, God. Whence it is argued, that the ad

jective si; being in the maſculine gender, cannot be inter

Preted to ſignify owe being, or nature (for then it ſhould

have been sv in the neuter), but one perſºn ; ſo that by con

fining the attribute of goodneſs to the ſingle perſon of the

Father, it muſt of courſe exclude the perſons of the Son

and Hºly Ghºſt from the unity of the Godhead. This, it

muſt be owned, is a plauſible obječtion: for, ſuppoſing

the word el; to ſignify cae perſon (and in that lies the whole

fºrce of the argument) then, if one perſon only is good, and

th-t perſon is God, it muſt alſo follow, that there is but

one perſon who is God; the name of God being as much

confined hereby to a ſingle perſºn, as the attribute of good

rºſ. But this is utterly falſe ; the names of God, Lord,

Lºrd ºf hºr, the Almighty, A13/? High, Eternal, God of

Jrael, &c. being alſo aſcribed to the ſecond and third per

ºns of the bleſſed Trinity. Take it in this way, therefore,

and the objection, by proving too much, confutes itſelf,

and proves nothing. The truth is, this criticiſm, upon the

trength of which ſome have dared to undeify the Saviour,

is no foundation in the original. The word sig is ſo far

from requiring the ſubſtantive perſºn to be underſtood with

* that it is put in the maſculine gender to agree with its

****mºve 9:32, and is beſt conſtrued by an adverb. If

yºu fºow the Greek by a literal tranſlation, it will be

*** Tºrº is none gºd, is ºn s.s 3 04:32,--but the one God,

*** in Common Engliſh, but God only. And it happens,

º *...ſame Greek, word for word, occurs in Mark,
• -

: **ted by our tranſlators; and we have a plain

ºter of fact, that the word ti; in this place cannot poſ

* *mit the ſenſe of one perſºn, becauſe Chriſt, who is

Whº can fºrgive ſus, it an is . Øegº, but God only ”.

another perſºn, took upon him to fºrgive ſºnſ. In the pa

rallel place of St. Luke's Goſpel (ch. v. 21.) the expreſ

fion is varied, ſo as to make it ſtill clearer, sº ºn wovć”

& ©sG-,-not e.g., but wºGP, another adjcótive of the

maſculine gender, which, though it agree with its ſubſtan

tive Osº, is rightly conſtrued with an adverb, either the

alone God, or Gºd only: and the Greek itſelf uſes one for

the other indifferently, as #7' astº uºvº, by bread only, Matth.

iv. 4. ev ×67% ºvov, in word only, I Theſſ i. 5. The

utmoſt that can be gathered therefore from theſe words,

is no more than this, that there is one God, (in which we

are all agreed) and that there is none good beſides him,

which nobody will diſpute. Whether in this God there be

one perſºn or three, remains yet to be confidered ; and the

Scripture is ſo expreſs in other places as to ſettle it beyond

all diſpute. If it ſhould here be aſked, for what reaſon.

Chriſt put the queſtion before us, JWhy callyl thou mie good P

I anſwer, for the ſame reaſon that he aſked the l’hariſees, .

Why David in ſºirit called him. LORD? ch. xxii. 43. and

that was, to try if they were able to account for it. This

young man, by addreſſing our Saviour under the name of

good mºſſer, when the Pſalmiſt had affirmed long before,

that there is nome that dºth Good, no Nor oSE, (Pſ. xiv. 3.)

did in effect allow him to be God; no mere man ſince the

fall of Adam having any claim to that character; and,

when he was called upon to explain his meaning, for that

God only was good, he ſhould have replied in the words of

St. Thomas, Aſy Lord, and my God! which would have been .

a nobie inſtance of faith, and have cleared up the whole

diificulty. See Jones’s “Catholic Dočtrine of a Trinity,”

• I 2. - - -

p }. 21. If thou will be perfº, &c.] That is, “If thou

“wilt prove thyſelf a true diſciple of mine; if thou wilt

“enter perfectly and unfeignedly under my banner, and

“enliſt in my cauſe.” It may not be improper to ob

ſerve, that the terms of ſalvation here ſettled are not diffe

rent from thoſe mentioned elſewhere in Scripture: for

though faith is declared by our Lord himſelf to be the

condition of ſalvation, it is ſuch a faith, as influences to

the univerſal righteouſneſs here deſcribed ; If thou wilt

enter into life, keep the commandments. Moreover, the

Chriſtian religion, being from God, is eſtabliſhed upon ſuch

ſolid evidences, that every humble perſon to whom it is

offered will receive it with pleaſure ; and, if any man re

fuſe it, his infidelity can be owing to no other cauſe. -

this,
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the poor, and thou ſhalt have treaſure in hea

ven: and come and follow me.

22 But, when the young man heard that

ſaying," he went away ſorrowful: for he had

great poſſeſſions.

23 * Then ſaid Jeſus unto his diſciples,

Verily I ſay unto you, that a rich man ſhall

hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven.

24. And again I ſay unto you, “It is eaſier

for a camel to go through the eye of a needle

than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom

of God.

* Ch. 13. 22. Judges, 18. 23, 24. Pſ. 17. 14. Phil. 3. 19.

& 5. 1–3. 1 Tim. 6.. 9, 16. James, 2.5. Mark, Io. 23–26.

* Job, no. 13. & 42. 2. Jer, 32, 17. Zech. 8. 6. Gen. 18. 14.

* Mark, Io. 28–31. Luke, 18. 28–30. Ch. 4. zo, 22. Luke, 5.11.

5. 17. Gal. 6. 15. Heb. 9. 1 o. 2 Peter, 3. 13. Acts, 3.21.

• Ch. 13. 21.

luke, 18. 24–27.

Luke. I. 37. & 18. 27.

Phil. 3.7–9.

25 When his diſciples heard it they were

exceedingly amazed, ſaying, Who then can

be ſaved 2 ...

26 But Jeſus beheld them, and ſaid unto *

them, " With men this is impoſſible, but with *

God all things are poſſible.

27 " " Then anſwered Peter and ſaid unto .

him, Behold, we have forſaken all, and fol

lowed thee; what ſhall we have therefore ?

28 And Jeſus ſaid unto them, Verily I ſay -

unto you, that ye which have followed me !

* in the regeneration, when the Son of man

Prov. 1 1. 28. 1 Cor. I. 26.

Luke, 18. 25. John, 5. 44. 1 Cor. i. 16.

Heb. 7. 25. If 63. 1–4. Mark, Io. 27.

* li. 65. 17. & 66. 22. John, 3.3, 5. 1 Cor.

Job, 31. 24. Pſ. 62. 1 1.

* Jer, 13. 25.

Phil. 4. 13.

Dcut. 33.9.

James, 4.4.

this, that his deeds are evil. So our Lord himſelf ſays

expreſsly, John, iii. 19. and therefore, in returning a ge

neral anſwer concerning the terms of ſalvation, Jeſus fitly

direéted this young man to a ſincere, conſtant, and univerſal

obedience; and, when he replied that he had arrived at that

already, and deſired to know if he lacked any thing more,

—namely, to render him perfeótly good, our Lord, who

knew how deſtitute he was of the true evangelical princi

ples of holineſs, required him to become his diſciple ;

which, as he had acknowledged our Lord's divine miſſion,

he could not refuſe to do, if he was the man that he pre

tended to be. At the ſame time Jeſus let him know, that

he could not be perfeół, or his diſciple, and much leſs a

preacher of the Goſpel, without renouncing worldly poſ

ſeſſions; becauſe, as matters then ſtood, the very profeſ

ſion of his religion, and much more the preaching of it,

would infallibly expoſe him to the loſs of his eſtate. Here,

therefore, our Lord has declared, that all men to whom

the Goſpel is offered muſt believe it, and make profeſſion

of it, and produce all the fruits of it internally and exter

mally, or they cannot be ſaved; but he by no means' ſays,

that it is abſolutely neceſſary for all Chriſtians to ſell their

goods, and give them to the poor. An intire a&tual re

nunciation of worldly poſſeſſions might, in innumerable

inſtances, be neceſſary in the firſt ages, when the pro

feſfion of Chriſtianity, but eſpecially the preaching of it,

expoſed men to perſecution and death; which was the

reaſon that Jeſus mentioned it to the young man as his

indiſpenſable duty, eſpecially as he aimed at the higheſt

degree of goodneſs: but all that our Maſter requires of us

at preſent is, that we be in conſtant and habitual readineſs

to part with all things in the world; and that we ačtually

do ſo with perfect acquieſcence in God's good pleaſure,

when he in his providence calls thereto. See on Luke,

xiv. 33. Macknight, and Law's Chriſtian Perfeótion, ch. 3.

Wer. 23. Shall hardly] Will hardly.

Ver. 24. It is eaſier for a camel, &c.] Or, a cable. See

Boch. tom. i. p. 92. Vorſt. Adag. p. 14. The rendering

of the original word by cable, undoubtedly coaleſces more

perfeótly with the other metaphor of the needle; but, as

there is nothing in the proverbial expreſſion, as it ſtands -

in the common verſions, but what is very agreeable to the

Eaſtern taſte, and may be paralleled in other Jewiſh

writings, there ſeems no great reaſon to depart from it.

The Jews generally made uſe of the phraſe, An elephant

cannot paſ; through the eye of a needle ; which our Saviour

changes for a camel, an animal very common in Syria, and

whoſe bunch on its neck is apt to hinder its paſſage through

any low entrance. In our Saviour's time, too, the word

camel was proverbially uſed to expreſs any vaſt object,

that being the largeſt animal in Paleſtine. Thus we read,

ch. xxiii. 24. Strain at a gnat and ſwallow a camel. We

may juſt obſerve, that theſe ſtrong expreſſions muſt be

underſtood in their ſtrióteſt ſenſe, of the ſtate of things

at that time ſubſiſting ; yet in ſome degree are applicable

to rich men in all ages: the reaſon is, riches have a woeful

effect upon piety in two reſpects: fift, in the acquiſitiºn; .
for, not to mention the many frauds and other fins which

men too often commit to obtain riches, they occaſion

an endleſs variety of cares and anxieties, which draw the

affections away from God. Secondly, They are generally

offenſive to piety in the pºſſion ; becauſe if they be

hoarded, they never fail to beget covetouſneſs, which is

the root of all evil; and if they be enjoyed, they become

ſtrong temptations to luxury and drunkenneſs, to luſt,

pride, and idleneſs. See Heylin, and Mintert on the word

KawnxG”.

Ver. 28. Ye which have fºllºwed, &c.] Te who have fl

lowed me, ſhall in the regeneration, when the Son of man ſhall

ſit upon, &c. ſit alſo upon, &c. See Doddridge, and the

verſion of 1729. The latter has the paſſage thus: In the

new age, when the Son of man ſhall ſit in the throne ºf hiſ

glory, ye that have followed me ſhall likewiſe ſit upon twelve

thrones, &c. This appears to be a very natural ſenſe of

this difficult paſſage: many commentators, however, un

derſtand it differently, and agreeably to our tranſlation.

“Jeſus replied (ſays Macknight) to the inquiry of Peter,

“ that he and the reſt of the apoſtles ſhould certainly have

“a peculiar reward even in this life; becauſe, immedi

“ately after his reſurrection, when he aſcended thedº,
** Q
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* ſhall fit in the throne of his glory, 'ye alſo

ſhall ſit upon twelve thrones, judging the
twelve tribes of Iſrael.

29 “And every one that hath forſaken

houſes, or brethren, or ſiſters, or father, or

* Pſ. 1 to 1. Heb. 1. 3. or ch. 25. 31. Rev. 20. 4, 11. Theſſ. 4. 17.

1.26. & 3-2 1. 2 Tim. 4. 8. & 2. 12.

& 21.31, 32. Mark, 1o. 31. Luke, 13. 30. & 7. 29, 30. Kom. ix–xi.

* Mark, ic. 29, 30. Luke, 18. 19, 30. Ch. 8. 11, 12. & 21. 31, 32.

mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for my

name's ſake, ſhall receive an hundred fold, and

ſhall inherit everlaſting life.

3o 'But many that are firſt ſhall be laſt ;

and the laſt ſhall be firſt. - -

* I Cor. 12. 28. Eph. 4, 11. Luke, 21, 28-3o. 1 Cor. 6. 2, 3. Rev.

' Ch. 22. 16. & S. 11, 12.

*

“of his mediatorial kingdom, he would advance them to

“the high honour of judging the twelve tribes of Iſrael,

“that is to ſay, of ruling his church and people, of which

“the twelve tribes were a type. 1 ou who have fºllowed

“me in the regeneration, waxyytysaig, you who have left

* all and followed me, in order to aſſiſt me in accompliſh

“ing the creation of the new heavens and the new earth,

“predićted Iſai. lxv. 17, when the Son of man ſhall ſit, &c.

“yºu alſº ſhall ſit, &c. In the 7th chapter of Daniel, the

“prophet, ſpeaking of the Meſſiah's kingdom, ſays, ver, 9.

“&c. I beheld till the thrones were ſet, (not caſ; down, as it

“is in our tranſlation,) and the Ancient of days did ſit,

“namely, on one of thoſe thrones; and behold, one like the

“Sºn ºf man came to the Ancient of dayſ, while he ſat on

“his throne, and they brought him near before him ; and

“there waſ given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom.

“By the kingdom which was given to the Son of man, the

“prophet meant his mediatorial kingdom; and by the

“glºry, his being ſeated beſide the Ancient of days on

“one of the thrones, in teſtimony of his exaltation to that

“kingdom. The throne of his glory therefore, which

“our Lord ſpeaks of in the text, is the throne of his me

“diatorial kingdom; called the throne of his glory, in alluſion

“to the repreſentation which Daniel had given of it. In

“this kingdom the apoſtles likewiſe were to be ſeated on

“thrones, and to judge the tribes ; that is to ſay, were

part of the earth 5–for a few brethren and ſºfters, an in“to be next to the Meſſiah in dignity and office; his

“miniſters, by whom he was to ſubdue and govern his

“church. In Luke, xxii. 28. we find this promiſe re

“peated to the diſciples in words more fully to the ſame

“purpoſe. See the note on that place. Our Lord adds,

“judging the twelve tribes of Iſrael. Now, according to the

“ common interpretation of theſe words, they imply, that

“ at the general judgment the apoſtles ſhall aſſiſt Chriſt

“in paſſing ſentence on the Iſraelites , yet this explica

“tion may juſtly be diſputed, becauſe the promiſe thus

“underſtood would make the apoſtles very much inferior

“to all other faints, of whom it is ſaid that they ſhall judge

“ the world, and not the world only, but angels alſo,

“I Cor. vi. 2, 3. Beſides, the promiſe, in the ordinary

“ſenſe of it, is not applicable to Judas at all, who, having

“proved ſo bad a man, cannot be ſuppoſed capable of

“the dignity of Chriſt's aſſeſſors at the general judg

“ment. Our Lord certainly well knew that Judas would

“º from his office and dignity; but as Matthias filled

“º place, and ſtood entitled to the promiſe, he did not

“think fit to enter into any particular diſtinétion, but

“‘peaks to the whole body of the apoſtles in words which

.* *** would be accompliſhed to the far greater part

º to whom they were addreſſed. In the Hebrew

jºjº ſignifies to rule or govern. See Judges,

“xii. 7. 1 Sam. viii. 5. wherefore, by the apoſtles fitting

“on the thrones, judging the tribes, may be underſtood

“ their ruling the Chriſtian church, of which the Jewiſh

“was a type, by the laws of the Goſpel which their

“Maſter inſpired them to preach, and by the infallible

“deciſions relative to faith and manners which he enabled

“ them to give in all difficult caſes. Such ſeems to have

“been the true nature of the dignity which Jeſus pro

“miſed to his apoſtles: however, as they had always been

“ accuſtomed to look on the Meſſiah's kingdom as a

“ſecular empire, they would naturally interpret their

“ſitting on thrones, and judging the tribes, of their being

“made chief magiſtrates in Judea under their Maſter;

“ and would thence take courage again, after having been

“greatly diſpirited by the declaration which Jeſus had

“made concerning the impoſſibility of a rich man's enter

“ing into his kingdom.” See Macknight, Fleming's

Chriſtology, vol. i. p. 28. Grotius, Wetſtein, and Biſhop

Bull's Works, vol. i. p. 281.

Wer. 29. And every one that hath fºrſken, &c.] Our

Saviour ſpeaks next of the rewards which his other diſ

ciples ſhould receive, both in this life, and that which is

to come. See Mark, x. 30. where the promiſe is more

fully expreſſed. Wetſtein obſerves, that the event con

firmed the predićtion. For one houſe, the firſt preachers ºf

the Goſpel found a hoſpitable reception in almoſt every

numerable multitude of true believers; for children, all

thoſe whom they had truly converted to the Chriſtian

faith; for lands, all the goods of the Chriſtians, which were

in common; and in fine, for this life, life eternal. They

fall receive an hundred fold, inzroy'rarazoſova. That is, ſays

one, “They ſhall have abundantly more and greater bleſ

“fings than they part with 5–a full content of mind, and

“ the comforts of an upright conſcience, the joys of the

“Holy Ghoſt, increaſe of grace, hopes of glory; they

“ſhall have God for their father, Chriſt for their ſpouſe,

“ and all good Chriſtians for their brethren.”

Ver. 30. But many that are fift, &c.] “Many, who in

“ the eyes of their fellow-creatures are leaſt in this life,

“ by reaſon of their afflićtion, mortification, and ſelf

“ denial, are really firſt, not only in point of future re

“ward, but even in reſpect of preſent ſatisfaction.” Theſe

words were ſpoken alſo with a view to keep the diſciples

humble, after their imaginations had been warmed with

the proſpect of their reward; for, in all probability, they

interpreted the promiſe of the thrones ſo, as to make it

refer to the higheſt offices in the temporal kingdom,-the

offices of greateſt power, honour, and profit in Judea ; and

ſuppoſed that the other poſts, which were to be occupied

at a diſtance from the Meſſiah’s perſon, ſuch as the go

K & WCIIlullcut
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Chrift, by the ſimilitude of the labourers in the vineyard, ſhew

eth that God is debtor unto no man ; foretelleth his paſſion ;

by anſwering the mother of Zebedee's children, teacheth his

diſciples to be lowly and giveth two blind men theirJight.

[Anno Domini 33.]

OR the kingdom of heaven is like unto

* a man that is an houſeholder, which went

* Ch. 3. 2. & 4. 17. & 13. 1–52. * iſ 5. 1, 2. Pſ, 8o. 8–11.

3. 15. Prov. 8, 17. * Phil. z. 12. 2 Peter, 1.5–1 o.

penny is ſeven peace three farthings. Ch. 18. 23. & 22. 19. Rev. 6. 6.

Jer. 2. 21.

1 Cor. 15.58.

out early in the morning to hire “labourers

into his vineyard. -

2 And, when ‘ he had agreed with the

labourers for a 'penny a day, he ſent them

into his vineyard. -

3 And he went out about the * third hour,

and ſaw others ſtanding idle in the market

place;

4 And ſaid unto them, Go ye alſo into the -

Ch. 21. 33–43. Song, 8–11.

* Exod. 19, 5, 6. Deut. iv-xxxii.

* 1 Kings, 18. 12. 2 Tim.

Iſ. 1. 16-20. * The Roman

vernment of provinces, the command of armies, &c.

would all be filled by their brethren the Jews, to whom,

of right, they judged them to belong, rather than to the

Gentiles. Nay, it was a prevailing opinion at this time,

that every particular Jew whatever, the pooreſt not ex.

cepted, would enjoy ſome office or other in the vaſt em

pire which the Meſfiah was to erect over all nations. In

this light Chriſt's meaning was, “Though you may ima

“gine that you and your brethren have a peculiar title to

“the great and ſubſtantial bleſſings of my kingdom which

“I have been deſcribing, yet the Gentiles ſhall have equal

“opportunities and advantages of obtaining them; be

“cauſe they ſhall be admitted to all the privileges of the

“Goſpel, before your nation is converted.” See Rom.

xi. 25, 26. Jeſus illuſtrated this doćtrine by the parable

of the houſeholder, who hired labourers into his vineyard at

different hours, and in the evening gave them all the ſame

wages, beginning from the laſt to the firſt. See the firſt

verſe of the next chapter, which the ſubjećt, as well as the

connective particle for, ſhews to be very improperly di

vided from the preſent verſe and chapter.

Inferencer.—What our Saviour ſays at the beginning of

this chapter, with reſpect to the divorces in uſe among

the Jews, teaches us in general, that many things which

had been tolerated till that time, on account of the hard

neſs of this people's hearts, would not be allowed among

Chriſtians: bleſſed with greater light, they are certainly

called to a higher degree of holineſs.

The union which is formed between man and woman

by marriage is more intimate and inſeparable than that

between parents and children, ver, 5. It is honoured by

being made the figure and repreſentation of the union

which ſubſiſts between Chriſt and his church ; it is a

partnerſhip of ſoul and body, of life and fortune, comfort

and ſupport, and deſigns and inclinations. What a wicked

neſs it is to ſow diviſions in a ſociety ſo holy and ſo dear

to God | But how much greater is it ſtill, to violate it

by a criminal and adulterous commerce

That which is eſtabliſhed by the wiſdom of the Creator

is one thing ; that which is extorted from his condeſcen

ſon by the hardneſs of men's hearts is another; ver, 8.

The former has nothing but what is worthy of the Creator;

the latter is only a remedy for the imperfeótion of the

creature: conſidering the indiſſoluble bond by which God

has joined them together, how much ſhould thoſe who

are married, make it their conſtant care to promote each

other's comfort and happineſs |

they guard againſt every degree of contention, or even of

diſtaſte, which might at length occaſion an alienation in . . .

their affections, and render ſo cloſe a bond proportionably º

grievous !

Before we enter into an engagement which nothing but

death can intirely difiolve, prudence certainly obliges us to

conſider it on all ſides ; nor ſhould we ever determine our

choice by confiderations of a low and tranſitory nature.

There are inconveniencies in every ſtate; but thoſe of

marriage are not ſufficient to keep ſuch perſons from it as

God thinks fit to call thereto. They muſt conſult his

will, and rely upon his grace.

and perpetual continence, undertaken for God's ſake, is a

gift of God himſelf, and the only kind of virginity which

he has engaged to reward. Let thoſe who prefer the free

dom of a fingle life to a ſtate, which, with its peculiar

How cautiouſly ſhould sº

The ſtate of voluntary -

comforts, muſt neceſſarily have its peculiar cares and trials

too, diligently improve that diſengagement as an obligation

to ſeek the kingdom of God with greater ardour, and to

purſue its intereſts with more ačtive zeal and application;

Wer. I O-I 2. -

How delightful and inſtructive it is to ſee the compaſ- -

fionate Shepherd of Iſrael thus gathering the lambs in his

armſ, and carrying them in his bºſºm, with all the tokens of

tender regard; rebuking his diſciple, who forbad their

coming, and laying his graciour hands upon them to blºſ,

them How condeſcending and engaging a behaviour !

How encouraging and amiable an image

Let his miniſters behold it, to teach them a becoming

regard to the lamèſ of their flock, who ſhould early be taken

notice of and inſtructed, and for and with whom they

ſhould frequently pray; remembering how often divine

grace takes poſſeſſion of the heart in the years of infancy,

and ſančtifies the children of God almoſt from the womb.

Every firſt impreſſion made upon their tender minds ſhould

be carefully cheriſhed ; nor ſhould thoſe whom Chriſt him

ſelf is ready to receive be diſregarded by his ſervants, who,

upon all occaſions, are bound to be gentle unto all, and apt

to teach. -

Behold this fight, ye parents, with pleaſure and thank

fulneſs; and let it encourage you to bring your children to

Chriſt by faith, and to commit them to him in baptiſm

and
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you. And they went their way.

* Phil. 1.7. Col. 4. 1. 1 Pet. 1, 13. Heb. 6. 10.

—

and by prayer. Should he, who has the keys of death

and the unſeen world, ſee fit to remove thoſe objećts of

your tendereſt care in their early days, let the recollection

of this, hiſtory comfort you, and teach you to hope and

truſt that he who ſo graciouſly received theſe children,

has not forgotten yours; but that they are fallen aſleep

in him, and will be everlaſting objećts of his care and love:

For ºf ſuch is the kingdom of God. -

Ye children too, obſerve this fight with gratitude and

joy: the great and glorious Redeemer did not deſpiſe thºſe

little oner; nay, he was diſpleaſed with thºſe who would

have prevented their being brought to him. As kindly would

he, no doubt, have received you; as kindly will he ſtill

receive you, if you go to him in the fincerity of your

hearts, and aſk his bleſfing in humble and earneſt prayer.

Though you ſee not Chriſt, he ſees and hears you; he is

ever preſent with you, to receive, to bleſs, and to ſave

you. Happy the weakeſt of you, when lodged in the arms

of Chriſt nothing can ever harm you there.

Under this joyful perſuaſion let us all commit ourſelves

to him; ſtudious to become as little children, if we deſire to

enter into hiſ kingdom. Governed no more by the vain

maxims of a corrupt and degenerate world, our minds no

longer poſſeſſed, tormented, enſlaved by pride, ambition,

avarice, or luſt—be it our care to put ourſelves with the

amiable fimplicity of children, into the wiſe and kind

hands of Jeſus as our guardian, cheerfully referring our

fºlves to his paſtoral and parental care, to be clothed and

fed, to be guided and diſpoſed of, as he ſhall ſee fit : for

this purpoſe lay on us, O Lord, the inviſible hand of thy

Divinity, that it may take poſſeſſion of our hearts and

ſenſes; that it may repreſs in us whatever is contrary to

thy will, and ſo make us the children of God now, that

we may at length be the happy children of the reſur

rection.

Reſpecting the º: youth falling ſhort of the

kingdom of heaven through the love of this world, we

will ſpeak on a future occaſion. But who can fail to re

ceive inſtruction from this example, and to be upon their

guard againſt that ſpecious harlot, the world, that moſt

deluſive and dangerous enemy of man, who hath caſt down

many wounded; yea, many ſtrong men have been ſlain by her 2

Dangerous as they are to our eternal ſalvation, (ver. 23.)

yet how univerſally are richef defired how eagerly are

they purſued by perſons in all ſtations, and of all profeſ

ſons in life! But what do they generally prove 2—Shining

riſchief, and gilded ruin. God, who well knows this,

*refore, in fatherly mercy keeps or makes ſo many of his

cºlºren poor. In this view they ſhould be more than con

tente" with their ſafer ſtate; while thoſe who are rich can
Tºot too importunately intreat of God thoſe influences of his

***, which can effect ſuch things as are impoſſible with
men, wer. 26, .

Hay they who, truly following Chriſt, think not much

** ºrgthat he demánds; knowing that whatever they

* cle, or whatever they may reſign, they ſhall gain far

vineyard, and ‘whatſoever is right I will give 5 Again, he went out * about the ſixth and

ninth hour, and did likewiſe.

* At different periods of time, and of men's life.

*

more by his favour. How little faith have we, to be un

willing to forſake for a moment, that which ſhall be re

ſtored with ſo much intereſt in heaven He who poſſeſſes

God regains every thing in him. This is that hundred-fºld,

which ſurpaſſes all expectation, all idea.

REFLections.—1ſt, Having finiſhed his miniſtry in

Galilee, Chriſt departed to return no more, till after his

reſurrection, unleſs for one paſſing viſit, (Luke, xvii. 1 I.).

When God’s miniſters have done their work in a place,

Providence dire&ts their removal; and till they have, none

of their enemies in earth or hell, if they be faithful, can

diſplace them. Chriſt was now advancing towards Jeru

ſalem, the ſcene of his ſufferings; and, in his way, took

that part of Judaea where John had chiefly exerciſed his

miniſtry. As was uſual in every place through which he

paſſed, great multitudes reſorted to him, and, according

to his wonted compaſſions, he healed them of all their

diſeaſes, in confirmation of the doćtrines which he taught.

His ever-inveterate enemies the Phariſees failed not to

attend him here alſo, uſing all their wiles to draw him into

a ſnare, that they night prejudice the people againſt him.

For which end we have,

1. The infidious queſtion which they propoſed to him

concerning divorces: Whether it was lawful for a man to put

away his wifefor everycauſe? a queſtion much debated in their

ſchools; and, through the abuſe of the permiſſion granted

in the law of Moſes, they had done it on the moſt frivolous

pretences. The Phariſees hoped, therefore, either to have

matter of accuſation againſt him, if he condemned divorces,

as an oppoſer of the law of Moſes; or, if he allowed them.

thus generally, they would have treated him as licentious,

the more ſerious Jews condemning thoſe divorces which

were made on trifling provocations.

2. In anſwer, Chriſt refers them to the original inſtitution

of marriage, as the beſt ſolution of the difficulty which they

propoſed. Let them confider that, and they might reſolve

their own queſtion. It would thence appear that ſuch ar

bitrary divorces were directly repugnant to the nature of

the matrimonial bond. In the very creation of the firſt man

and woman, the indiſſoluble union between them might

be colle&ted : Adam had none but Eve, nor could divorce

her for another. This being of all relations the neareſt,

God ordained, that even a father or mother muſt be left

for the ſake of a wife : not that marriage vacates the obli

gation lying upon us to help and relieve them ; no ; but

if all admit, that the reciprocal relation between parent

and child may not be broken, much leſs can the nearer

connection of huſband and wife be diſſolved. They are

one ſlºſh, near to each other as the members of the ſame

body, which no one ever thought of parting with, but

cheriſhes with tendereſt care. Thoſe therefore whom God

has thus joined, it would be highly criminal and preſump

tuous in man to ſeparate. * * *

3. The Phariſees ſtart an objećtion to this interpretation

of Scripture, and flatter themſelves that they have Moſes on

k 2 - their
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6 And about the "eleventh hour he went

out, and found others ſtanding idle, and

* Time of calling the Gentiles. Rom. 16. 26. Eph. 1. 10. & 3.5, 6. Col. 1. 23.

faith unto them, Why ſtand ye here all the

day idle :

Heb. I. I.

their fide; IPły did Mºſºr then, &c. : very ready to ſeize

the ſhadow of a plea, and, by repreſenting Chriſt as an

enemy to the inſtitutions of Moſes, to render him ſuſpe&ted,

and prejudice the people againſt him. Thus do wicked

men endeavour to pervert the bleſſed Scriptures, and make

them militate againſt themſelves.

4. Chriſt anſwers their objećtion, and in a way which

did not a little refle&t on their ill tempers and condućt.

What they ſuppoſe a command, our Lord ſays was merely

a toleration, and permitted as a judicial and political law, to

prevent the greater evils which muſt enſue: ſuch being

their hardleſ ºf heart, that, rather than their helpleſs wives

ſhould be cruelly treated, perhaps murdered, to be rid of

them, ſuch being their malignity and obduracy, God was

pleaſed for their ſakes to diſpenſe with his poſitive law,

though from the beginning it was not ſº. Nor in the Goſpel

ſtate ſhould this be any longer ſuffered, Chriſt being come

to reſtore this ordinance to its primitive inſtitution, and to

take away the hardneſs of men's hearts; therefore hence

forward no divorces would be allowed, except in the caſe

of unfaithfulneſs to the marriage-bed: and whoſoever on

any other cauſe ſhould divorce his wife, and marry an

other, would be guilty of adultery, as he would be alſo

who married her thus divorced.

5. The diſciples, on hearing this determination of their

Maſter, could not help, when they were alone, ſuggeſting

their apprehenſions of the unhappineſs of the married

flate, if divorces were ſo ſtrićtly prohibited; and that the

experiment would be ſo dangerous, that it amounted to an

injunétion of celibacy: ſo apt are men to ſeek liberty for

the indulgence of appetite, and to argue againſt the beſt

inſtitutions, becauſe of ſome inconveniencies which may

ariſe from them. If we poſſeſs the ſpirit of Chriſtianity,

of meekneſs, patience, and love, we ſhall learn to bear

each other's burdens, compaſſionate each other's infirmities,

and be thankful for the comforts that we enjoy, which far

exceed the inconveniencies that divorce can be ſuppoſed

to remedy. -

, 6. Chriſt replies to their ſuggeſtion, that their reaſoning

in one view was right, and that a ſingle ſtate is preferable

for thoſe who have the gift of continence; eſpecially in

days of perſecution and diſtreſs, and where the cares of

a family, and the incumbrances thereto annexed, would

make it more difficult for the firſt preachers of the Goſpel

to be travelling from place to place, or take up too much

of their time and thoughts, inſtead of better things. But

there are few, very few comparatively, who are poſſeſſed

of this gift ; and therefore marriage, with all its croſſes,

is far the moſt preferable, and to be choſen as a matter of

duty ; and, when entered upon in the fear and love of

God, the comforts of that relation will be found to over

pay us for all the croſſes. But ſome there are from the

birth by natural conſtitution formed for celibacy, ſtrangers

to the deſire of women; ſome by the wickedneſs of men

are incapacitated for the marriage ſtate; and ſome, ſeeing

powerful reaſons to determine their choice, for the ſake of

greater uſefulneſs in the ſervice of Jeſus Chriſt, have ſuch a

particular ſupplies of divine grace given them, as to be

able to forego the delights of wedlock, and may laudably

purpoſe to live a ſingle life, though not under any vows,

if afterwards they ſhould ſee cauſe to change their ſenti

ments: not as any thing meritorious, as the Papiſts ſug

geſt; but purely, that, being diſengaged from the cares of .

life, they may be enabled to employ themſelves more in

tirely in the work of God, than otherwiſe they could. He

that is able to receive it, let him receive it.

2dly, We have ſeen multitudes of others making their

application to Chriſt: we behold, in the next place, ſome

pious parents bringing their children to aſk his divine

benediction. -

1. They brought their infants, that Jeſus might lay

his hands upon them, and pray for them, expecting in

faith that he could impart to them ſpiritual bleſfings, and .

that his prayers would be attended with gracious effects.

Nºte: They who have taſted the grace of Jeſus themſelves,

cannot but earneſtly deſire, that all theirs may ſhare with

them the ineſtimable mercy, and therefore fail not to pre

ſent their little ones to him for his bleſling.

2. The diſciples, apprehenſive leſt ſuch a precedent

ſhould induce others to bring their children, and thereby

occaſion their Maſter much trouble ; or ſuppoſing it be

neath him to take notice of infants, or uſeleſs to bring

them to him ; rebuked thoſe who brought the children,

and wanted to prevent their application. But,

3. Chriſt expreſſed his diſpleaſure againſt his diſciples

for obſtructing ſo charitable a work, and bids them ſuffer

theſe babes to be brought, ſeeing that ºf ſuch is the kingdom ºf

heaven : not only becauſe the members of his church ſhould

be like theſe in ſpirit and temper; but alſo becauſe the

infants themſelves, as well as grown perſons, are capable

of becoming ſubječts of the Goſpel kingdom, and of having

an intereſt in its ſpiritual bleſlings and privileges ; and if

ſo, then there can be no ſufficient reaſon why they may

not by baptiſm be admitted into the viſible communion of

the faithful. And he laid his hands on them, and bleſſed

them : (Mark, x. 16.) though they cannot ſtretch out their

infant hands to him in faith and prayer, he can confer on

them his gifts of grace, and prepare them for his eternal

kingdom. Thus, having confirmed the privileges of the

lambs of his flock, he departed thence.

3dly, We have a conference between a promiſing young

man who came with a queſtion of the laſt importance,

and our bleſſed Lord, whoſe anſwer is deſigned for his

convićtion and humiliation.

1. His addreſs was moſt reſpe&tful, and his inquiry of

the laſt conſequence. Though Chriſt appeared outwardly

mean and deſpicable, and he himſelf was a perſon of diſ

tinčtion, ye he humbly knelt before him, and with a title

of uncommon veneration addreſſed him, deſiring to be in

formed by him, as a prophet ſent from God, by what

works of righteouſneſs he might aſſuredly attain that eter

nal life which he ſeemed above all things ſolicitous to ſecure.

4. Note ;
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| They ſay unto him, Becauſe no man

hath hired us. He ſaith unto them, Go ye

alſo into the vineyard; and whatſoever is

right that ſhall ye receive.

Näs; (1) Eternal life is the grand objećt, and moſt de

ſerving our firſt concern. (2.) Youth and riches are

dangerous ſnares, which too frequently divert the mind

from the conſideration of another world; but the more

riſe, the more commendable it is, when we ſee any perſon

ºff:ffed of both, ſeeking in the firſt place the kingdom of

God. (3) They who would learn the way to eternal life,

muſt be daily coming to Chriſt on their knees.

2. Our Lord replies both to his addreſs and queſtion.

As the young ruler regarded him as a mere man, the title

ºf Gºd, in that emphatic ſenſe was miſapplied, ſince none

is abſolutely and perfeótly good but God alone. As to the

queſtion—according to the views wherewith he came,

expecting to obtain life by obedience to the law as a

Covenant of works, there was but one way: If thou wilt

tier intº lift keep the commandments, perfeóty, univerſally,

pºpetually. Nothing ſhort of this can ſecure a title to

tiºnal life under the law, where every defečt, failure, or

ºmiſſion, immediately incurs the penalty of the curſe de

nºunced, Deut. xxvii. 26. In which anſwer Chriſt appears

“ſigning to lead him to a view of the impoſſibility of

*ining righteouſneſs and life eternal by any doings and

dies of his own, and, by unhinging him from an opinion

ºf his own goodneſs and abilities, to ſhew him the ne

“ſity of the atonement and prevalent interceſſion of the

gºat Deliverer and Saviour. Nºte; There was once a

*:I to life by perſonal perfeót obedience; but, ſince the

it man's fin, none ever went that way, he only excepted
who was more than man.

3. Willing to know what theſe commandments were,

and conceiving his abilities and inclinations equal to the

tº the young ruler begs a diſtinct enumeration of them;

ind Jeſus, to convince him how miſtaken an idea he had

fºrmed of himſelf, inſtances only in the duties of the ſc

§nd table, which, if rightly underſtood, would miniſter to

in abundant matter for humiliation, and ſhew him the

jºin of obtaining eternal life by his own obe
!Cºlce.

4. Ignorant of the ſpirituality of the law, and judging

ºccording to the wretched literal comments of the ſcribes,

tº thought that he might ſafely vouch for his obedience.

ſºn his youth up he had eſcaped from the groſſer pol

lºſions which are in the world, and made conſcience

of his ways. He was no adulterer, thief, murderer, or

ſºurcd perſon; and, having kept all theſe command

nºis, as he ſuppoſed, deſired, with ſome ſhew of ſelf

*Placence, to know what farther was required, as if he

ºf wanted to be informed, and was ready to obey.

*: (1) Pride on our duties is as damnablé as the ii

ºnce of our fins. (2.) It may appear a ſtrange, but

*.*.* true aſſertion, that the faireſt charaćters in the cyes

ºf the world, are uſually the fartheſt from the kingdom of

God. (3.) We may be fully aſſured that we know neither

God's law nor our own hearts, when we preſume to ſay

ºf the leaſt of his commandments, All theſe have I kept

ñºm my youth. (4.) A humbling fight of our ſins, not a

º ºnceit of ourſelves, is the firſt ſtep to the kingdom

5. To convince him how miſtaken his apprehenſions

were of his own goodneſs, Chriſt puts him on giving a

proof of obedience to that leading precept of the law, Thou

ſhalt love thy neighbour as thyſelf; and he would preſently ſee

how much he wanted of the attainments which he boatted.

He wiſhed to be perfect : if he would be, as one ſtep to

wards it, let him ſell all his poſſeſſions, diſtribute them to

the poor, have his affections taken off from earthly things,

commence a conſtant attendant on Jeſus, take up his croſs,

and follow his footſteps; and then he would ſecure the

treaſures of eternity, and be in the way to that eternal life

which he ſought. Note ; (1.) A holy deadneſs to the world is

at all times the duty of Chriſt's diſciples; and there may be

occaſions ſtill, where literally we are called on to part with

all for his fake. (2.) Covetouſneſs and inordinate love of

the world are often ſeen in the faireſt profeſſors, and are

among the worſt ſymptoms of the infincerity and hypo

criſy of their hearts. (3.) They who leave all for Chriſt,

will be no loſers in the end; the treaſures of eternity will

prove an ample recompenſe.

6. Unable to bear theſe hard ſayings, and not at all in

clined to part from his great poſſeſſions, though eternal life

was at ſtake, the young man thought the way too narrow ;

yet, grieved to find that he had not reached the perfeótion -

which he ſancied in himſelf, and loth to quit Chriſt and

eternal life, he went away ſºrrowful, unwilling to loſe the

hopes of heaven, and yet reſolved not to part with his great

poſſeſſions on earth. Note ; (1.) Riches are the rock on

which innumerable ſouls are ſhipwrecked, and drowned

thereby in perdition and deſtruction. (2.) The more we

have of this world, in general the cloſer our affections

cleave to it; and increaſing wealth brings uſually an in

creaſe of ſnares. (3.) Many are ſorry to part with Chriſt,

and ſubmit with reluctance to the yoke of fin and the

world, who yet periſh under the bondage of corruption.

4thly, On occaſion of ſo promiſing a youth's departure

from him, through inordinate attachment to worldly

wealth, our Lord, dircóting his diſcourſe to his diſciples,

1. Obſerves the vaſt obſtructions which riches lay in

the way of men's ſalvation. A rich man, whoſe heart is

engaged with the care and love of his ſubſtance, can hardly

ever become a ſubjećt of Chriſt's kingdom upon earth, or

an inheritor of his kingdom in heaven. Things in their

nature the moſt impracticable may be expected to happen,

even, according to the proverbial expreſſion, for a camel to.

go through a needle's eye ſooner than for a man, whoſe

heart is attached to his wealth, and ſeeks his happineſs

º: to become a real diſciple of Jeſus, and an inheritor

of glory. Note ; (1.) The immenſe difficulties which riches

put in our way to heaven, ſhould make us thankful in a low

condition, that God has not expoſed us to this temptation;

ſhould ſuppreſs, every riſing of envy againſt our wealthy

neighbours, and quench every inordinate deſire of abun

dance. (2.) They who are rich have more duties to diſ

charge ; more temptations to ſtruggle with ; more ſelf

denial to exerciſe; and a larger account of talents to ſettle

than others; and therefore great grace is necdful to ſanc

tify great poſſeſſions.

2. The
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8 So when even was come the lord of the labourers, and give them their hire, beginning

vineyard faith unto his ſteward, Call the from the laſt unto the firſt.

* Job, 19. 25. Acts, 17. 31. Ch. 13.39, 4o. & 24. 44. & 25, 6, 19, 31, 32. Heb. 9. 28. Rev. 20, 11, 12. 1 Theſſ. 4. 16, 17.

2. The diſciples expreſs their aſtoniſhment at their

Maſter's aſſertion: and if the caſe ſtood thus, they do not

conceive it poſſible that the Meſſiah's kingdom could be .

ſupported, according to their miſtaken ideas concerning it,

if all the rich and great are excluded, who uſually ſway the

world: or, if they underſtood him of the heavenly king

dom, they are ready to conclude, that few or none would

ever attain thereunto, as many are poſſeſſed of wealth, and

almoſt all deſire it. Note: The more the hindrances in

the way of ſalvation are, the greater diligence we need uſe

to ſurmount them.

3. Chriſt, with concern obſerving their ſurpriſe and con

fternation, replied, that indeed with men, in their ſtate of

nature, conſidering their native corruption and worldly

mindedneſs, ſalvation was utterly out of their reach ; they

being unable of themſelves to effect the needful change in

their own hearts, or in each other's : more than human

ſufficiency was requiſite. This is the work of God; im

poſſibilities with us are poſſible with him : almighty grace

can ſubdue the moſt inveterate corruptions, ſpiritualize the

affections of the moſt worldly-minded, and enable the rich

as well as the poor to overcome the temptations of their

perilous ſtate, and ſhew themſelves rich in faith, and heirs

of the kingdom. None therefore are to be deſpaired of:

if they fly to God for pardon and ſalvation, they ſhall find

it through the Beloved. Some refer this to the Meſfiah's

kingdom upon earth, as if the anſwer implied, that though

it appeared ſo impracticable to them to ſet up this king

dom, in oppoſition to all the wealth and greatneſs of the

world; yet ſuch ſupports ſhould be miniſtered to them,

poor and inconſiderable as they were, as ſhould enable

them to withſtand all their enemies, and make their labours

fucceſsful. -

4. Peter, in the name of his brethren, thought this no

unfavourable ſeaſon to inquire what they ſhould get, ſince

they had left all and followed him. It is true, their all was

not much ; but ſuch as it was, it was equally dear to them

as if they had poſſ fied greater wealth. Note ; (1.) If our

ſpirit be right, though our loſs for Chriſt exceed not the

widow’s mite, he will accept it as if we had left greater

poſſeſſions. (2.) Though it is not the mere motive of ad

vantage which influences the faithful, we may notwith

ſtanding with comfort look to the great recompenſe of

reward.

5. Chriſt engages, that they who forſake all for him,

ſhall be no loſers in the iſſue. They who have fºllowed him

in the regeneratiºn, ſhall be honoured with the moſt emi

nent ſ.ats in his kingdom, and ſit upon twelve throneſ,

judging the twelve tribes of Iſrael.

In the regeneratiºn, either refers to the preſent ſtate of

the diſciples who had followed Chriſt, and may ſpiritually

deſcribe the change which had paſſed on their ſouls by the

renewing power of divine grace : or, it may ſignify their

attendance upon him, and devoting themſelves to his ſer

vice in ſetting up that kingdom which was deſigned to

effect a glorious reformation in the world. This phraſe

may likewiſe be conneéted with the latter part of the

clauſe, when the Son ºf man ſhall ſit in the throne of lighry,

in the regeneration, and then it has reſpect to the future

ſtate of the Redeemer’s exaltation, when, after his aſcen

fion from the dead, they ſhould be endued with power

from on high, the former Moſaical diſpenſation ſhould be

aboliſhed, and they commiſſioned to preach the Goſpel,

and erect the Chriſtian church; in which old things, the

Jewiſh ceremonials would paſs away, and all things be

come new ; new ordinances be adminiſtered, and new

hearts and minds be given to the converts.

Their ſitting on thrones, &c. may either imply the dignity

of their apoſtleſhip, to which they ſhould be advanced, to

charge the Jews with their crimes, eſpecially their rejec

tion of the Meſſiah, and to denounce the vengeance ready

to be executed upon them, which, in conſequence of

their predićtions they ſhould ſee accompliſhed : or, it

refers to their diſtinguiſhed place of honour, when, in

the great day of the Redeemer's appearing and glory, they

ſhould be admitted to fit down as aſſeſſors with him, on

thrones around his own, approving and applauding his

judgement, diſpenſed according to the word which they had

preached ; and afterwards ſhall, in the eternal world, reign

with Chriſt in glory everlaſting.

And, while he thus promiſed the twelve this diſ

tinguiſhed honour, he added alſo, for the encouragement

of all who ſhould tread in their ſteps to the end of

time, that the like rewards ſhould be the portion of the

faithful. It is ſuppoſed, that, for Chriſt’s ſake, all his

true diſciples would be called upon to make very painful

ſacrifices, and often be forced to loſe the affection of

neareſt and deareſt relations, be ſeparated from the greateſt

comforts of life, and deprived of all they poſſeſſed: but

he engages to indemnify them for their loſſes; ſometimes

in kind, by his providence ſo ordering events, as that they

ſhall in preſent advantages receive a hundred fºld; or at

leaſt always in comfºrt ſhall have an abundant recompenſe,

enjoying clearer and brighter manifeſtations of God's love

and favour ; and, for temporal loſſes, finding their ſouls

enriched by ſpiritual graces—beſides the glorious hope of

eternal lift in the world to come, which will infinitely overpay

us for all the croſſes and loſſes of this tranſitory life. We may

learn from the whole of this diſcourſe, (1.) To expect, if

we are Chriſt's diſciples, many a croſs, and to be ready to

part with whatever ſtands in competition with his honour

and intereſt. (2.) To be thankful if we be not called to

thoſe ſeverer exerciſes of diſcipleſhip which others before

us have endured. (3.) To keep the promiſes in our eye

when the day of trial comes, and then we ſhall think no

thing too hard to ſuffer, or too dear to loſe. A ſenſe of

the Redeemer's preſent love, and a proſpect of the glory

which ſhall be revealed, will make every preſent affliction

light, and cauſe us to rejoice in the midſt of our ſorrows.

(4.) The time in which the faithful ſuffer for Chriſt is

momentary ; but their reign with him ſhall be eternal.

6. He adds, by way of obviating any miſtake*
- might
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9 And, when they came that were hired

about the eleventh hour, they received every

man a penny.

10 But, when the firſt came, they ſup

poſed that they ſhould have received more;

and they likewiſe received every man a

penny,

* Luke, 15.28, 29. Aëts, 1 1. 1, 2. & 22. 21, 22.

1 Cºr 11, 13, 14. Luke, 15. 29. with Rush, 2. 19.

1 Theſſ. 2, 16. Rom. 11. 23.

11 And when they had received it they

* murmured againſt the good man of the

houſe, - -

12 Saying, Theſe laſt “ have wrought but

one hour, and thou haſt made them equal

unto us ' which have borne the burden and heat

of the day. - º

* Or bave continued one boar only. * I Cor. 4. 11.

might ariſe, as if eternal life was the reward of merit, not

ºf grace; or as if priority of calling gave precedence in

his kingdom; that many who were fift /hall be lºft, and the

lift fift. Many of the Jews who were firſt called, refuſed

the invitation; and many Gentiles through grace, though

h; invited, eagerly embraced the Goſpel; and alſo many

ºf thoſe, both of the Jews and Gentiles, who were firſt

ºverted and endured to the end, would be outſtripped

n attainments, and excelled in ſpirituality, zeal, and

fielity, by thoſe who in order of time would afterwards

ºme in, and be exalted to higher honours in his king

*m; which he elucidates by a parable in the ſucceeding

ºper. Nºte: If we be cailed late we muſt work the

Hº, and give the greater diligence to redeem the time.

C H A P. XX.

Vir. 1. For the kingdom of heaven, &c.j The true ſcope

ºf this parable is, to ſhew that the Jewiſh nation, who

ºf all pople were firſt in external privileges, and parti

titly in reſpect of the offer of the Goſpel, would be

ºf in accepting it; and that when they did receive it,

tº ſhould enjoy no higher privileges under that diſpenſa

ºn, than the Gentiles, who were called at the eleventh

hºur. The application of the parable ſuggeſts this in

"pretation, ver. 16. So the laſt ſhall be fift, &c. The

ºard fignifies the diſpenſations of religion in general,

which God gave to mankind in the different parts of the

Yºld. The hiring of labourers early in the morning repre

ºn's that interpoſition of Providence by which the Jews

*born members of God's viſible church, and laid un

ºbligations to obey the law of Moſes; “ for the king

"dºn ºf heaven (the Maffer of the kingdom of heaven)

" ; lite unto a man, or may be fitly repreſented by the

“ſimilitude of a man, who iſ an houſeholder, oxoºsa Tornº,

"the mafier of a family.” God's beſtowing the Goſpel

diſpenſation upon mankind, and the preparations previous

thereto, may be illuſtrated by a maſter of a family's ſend

"shbourers at different hours of the day to work in his
º See Macknight, and Petavius, Dogmat. Theolog.

*... p. 305.

War. 2. For a penny a-day] A denarius, or Roman penny,

value about ſeven-pence halfpenny of our money,

"ith hence it ſeems was the uſual price of a day's ſer

* mong the Jews, as Tacitus tells us it was among

* Romans, Annal. i. 17. It is therefore juſtly men.

ºned, Rev. vi. 6. as a proof of the great ſcarcity of

*lions, when a meaſure, or chaenix of wheat, which was
the iſual allowance to one man for a day, and was about

**'ſ quart, was ſold at that price. See Doddridge.

in

Ver. 3–7. He went out about the third hour, &c.] The

hiring of labourers at the ſubſequent third, fixth, and

ninth hours, fignifies the various interpoſitions of Provi

dence, by which many of the Gentiles in the different

ages of the world were converted, either in whole or

in part, to the knowledge of the true God; becoming

ſome proſelytes of righteouſneſs, others proſelytes of the gate.

The invitation given at the eleventh hour ſignifies God's

calling the Gentiles to the Goſpel diſpenſation, when the

Goſpel was preached in every civilized nation of the

world.—The Jews were ready to look upon themſelves.

with complacency, as a people who had for many ages

adhered to the worſhip of the true God, and in ſome pe

riods had endured great extremities out of a regard to it:

and it ſeems natural to interpret what is ſaid, ver, 12. of

bearing the burden and heat of the day, with a reference to.

this, rather than to any peculiar hardſhip which the earlier.

converts among the Jews might have endured, more than.

the believing Gentiles, many of whom met with much the,

ſame treatment on their embracing Chriſtianity. See.

1 Theſſ. ii. 14. The hours are mentioned according to:

the ordinary diviſion of the day among the Jews, the

third hour being nine in the morning, and ſo on. The

word 3ſ., aloy, ver. 4. rendered right, ſignifies not only

what a perſon may legally claim, but what he might equi

tably expect from a perſon of honour and humanity;

whatſoever is reaſonable. See Macknight, and Doddridge.

The word at yovº, rendered idle, ver. 6. ſhould rather be

rendered unemployed; for they were willing to work.

Ver. 8, 9. Call the labourerſ, &c.] The equal reward.

beſtowed on all,—the penny given to each labourer as his.

wages, fignifies the Goſpel, with its privileges and advan

tages, which they all enjoyed on an equal footing. The

ſleward who called the labourers to receive this reward,

repreſents the Apoſtles and firſt preachers, by whom the.

Goſpel was offered both to Jews and Gentiles; and the

rewards being firſt beſtowed on the labourers who came

at the eleventh hour, ſignifies, that the idolatrous Gentiles.

and proſelytes would enjoy the Goſpel with its privileges,

before the Jewiſh nation would accept of it, the condi

tion not of a few individuals, but of great bodies of men,

being repreſented in the parable. -

Ver. I 1. They murmured againſ the good man, &c.] The

ouojia T4 ng, or maſter of the family. That this was the

caſe with the Jews, upon a general notion of the Gentiles.

being, according to the Chriſtian ſcheme, intended to be

partakers with them in the ſame church privileges, is plain

from a variety of Scriptures; particularly A&ts, xi. 2, 3.

xiii. 45–50. xvii. 5, 13. xviii. 6, 13. xxii. 21, 22. xxviii.

*

29.
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13 But he anſwered one of them, and ſaid,

"Friend, I do thee no wrong: didſt not thou

agree with me for a penny ?

14 Take that thine is, and go thy way: I

will give unto this laſt even as unto thee.

15 "Is it not lawful for me to do what I

will with mine own : * is thine eye evil be

cauſe I am good

16 ° So the laſt ſhall be firſt, and the firſt

laſt : for many be called, but few choſen.

17 " " And Jeſus, going up to Jeruſalem,

' took the twelve diſciples apart in the way,

and ſaid unto them,

18 Behold, ‘we go up to Jeruſalem, and

the Son of man ſhall be betrayed unto the

chief prieſts and unto the ſcribes, and they

ſhall condemn him to death,

19 And ſhall deliver him to the Gentiles to

mock, and to ſcourge, and to crucify him: .

and the third day he ſhall riſe again.

20 * * Then came to him the "mother of

Zebedee's children, with her ſons, worſhipping

him, and deſiring a certain thing of him.

21 And he ſaid unto her, What wilt

" Gr, fellow. 1 Cor. 3. 9. with Rom. 9. 14. * Ch. 11. 25. Rom. 9. 15–21. Eph. 1. 3-1 1. & 2.4–8. ° Deut. 15.9. Prov. 23.6.

Ch. 6. 23. Jonah, 4.1-4. P Ch. 19. 30. Mark, Io. 3 1. Luke, 13. 3c. & 7. 29. & 12. 32. Ch. 22. 14. & 7, 13. Acts, 13.48. * Mark,

1o. 32–34. Luke, 18. 31-34. ' Ch. 5. 2. & 13. 1 1, 36. & 16. 13. A €ts, o. 41. Deut. 6.7. Gen. 18. 19. ' Ch. 16. 2. & 7, 9, 11,

23. & 26. 2. John, 2. 19. It. 53. 1-12. Pſ. 2. r—i. & 12. 1–21. & 6.9. t—zo. Ch. xxvi-xxviii. Mark, xiv-xvi. Luke, xxii—fxiv. John, xiii

-xx. Atts, 4, 17, 2°. & 2. 23. * Ch. 4. 21. Mark, Io. 35–45. Jer. 45. 5. * Sºlome. Mark, 15.40. Ch. 27. 56.

*

29. 1 Theſ, ii. 16. Since no murmurings can happen

among the bleſſed, this muſt refer to the unbelieving Jews;

but as it is certain they will have no place in the kingdom

of heaven, we plainly ſee that it would be very abſurd to

pretend to draw doctrinal conſequences from every inci

dental circumſtance of the parable.

Wer. 13–15. Friend, I do thee no wrong] “Seeing I

“ have given thee the hire which I promiſed thee, thou

“ haſt no reaſon of complaint; and if I chooſe to give

“ unto thoſe who came laſt into the vineyard as much

“ hire as I have given to thee, who can find fault with it 2

“I own it is an ačt of generoſity; but am I not free to

‘ beſtow what is mine own as I ſee proper ? I thine eye

‘ evil, becauſe I am good? Becauſe I am liberal and boun

‘...tiful, art thou envious and covetot. " A malignant

aſpect is generally the attendant of a ſelfiſh envious tem

per, which was very charaćteriſtic of the Jews; this part

of the parable, therefore, is a ſtriking repreſentation of

God’s goodneſs in beſtowing upon the Gentiles the Goſpel

sliſpenſation, without ſubjećting them to the grievous

burden of the Moſaic yoke. In ver. 14. The original

words 'Agºw to cov, might be rendered, take up that is

thine ; and implies that they not only murmured, but

in their paſſion threw down upon the ground the money

which they had received. -

Wer. 16. For many are called, &c.] A proverbial expreſ

ſon, which, as it is here ſtated, imports that the Jews

fhould all be called by the Apoſtles and firſt preachers to

receive the Goſpel;-“They ſhall have the Goſpel

“ preached to them;’” but that few of them, in com

pariſon, would obey the call or become choſen ſervants,

the generality of the nation wilfully remaining in infidelity

and wickedneſs: wherefore, this branch of the parable

very fitly repreſents the pride of the Jews in rejećting the

Goſpel, when they found the Gentiles admitted to its pri

vileges without becoming ſubjećt to the inſtitutions of

Moſes. In the mean time, we muſt not urge the circum

ſtance of the reward ſo, as to fancy that either Jew or

Gentile merited the bleſfings of the Goſpel by their having

laboured faithfully in the vineyard, or having behaved well

&

under their ſeveral diſpenſations. The Goſpel, with it:

bleſſings, was beſtowed of God's free grace, and without

any thing in man meriting it : beſides, it was offered pro

miſcuouſly to all, whether good or bad, and was embraced

by perſons of all characters. See Macknight, Wetſtein,

and the Inferenceſ.

'er. 17. And jºſits gºing up to jeruſalem] See Mark,

X. 32. -

ń. 18. Shall be betrayed unto the chief priſis. The ori

ginal word Tagajºgs rai, is the ſame both here and in

St. Mark, x. 33. and plainly includes both our Saviour's

being treacherouſly diſcovered by Judas, and given up into

the hands of his enemies. He foretels that they ſhould

mock him, as if he was a fool, ſcourge him, as if he was

a knave; ſpit on him, (Mark, x. 34.) to expreſs their ab

horrence of him, as a blaſphemer; and crucify him, as a

criminal ſlave. This predićtion, being built upon the an

cient propheſies concerning the Meſſiah, certainly con

tained matter of great encouragement to the diſciples, had

they underſtood and applicq it in a proper manner; and

it is a remarkable proof of the prophetic ſpirit which

dwelt in Chriſt; for, humanly ſpeaking, it was much

more probable that he would have been privately aſſiſſinated,

or ſºoned, as was once attempted, by ſome zealous tranſ

port of popular fury, than that he ſhould have been thus

ſolemnly condemned, and delivered up to crucifixion; a

Roman puniſhment, with which we do not that find he had

ever been threatened. Indeed, when the Jews condemned

him for blaſphemy, for which the puniſhment appointed

in the law was ſening, and Pilate at laſt gave them :

general permiſſion to take him, and judge him according t

their own law, (Matth. xxvi. 65, 66. John, xviii. 31. xix. 7.

it is wonderful that they did not chooſe to ſºone him

But all this was done, that the Scriptures might be fulfilled

Compare Matth. xxvi. 56, and John, xix. 36.

Ver. 20, 21. Then came to him, &c.] Our Saviour's pre

dićtions reſpe&ting his ſufferings were either not under

ſtood by his diſciples, or at leaſt they apprehended that

whatever difficultics lay in the way, thoſe ſufferings cer

tainly would end in his temporal triumph and #.
* - - Upo.
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thou? She ſaith unto him, Grant that theſe
º'--

* my two ſons may fit, the one on thy right

º hind and the other on the left in thy king
dºm,

2. But Jeſus anſwered and ſaid, “Ye know

ºf what ye aſk. Are ye able to drink of

* the cup that I ſhall drink of, and to be bap

it with the baptiſm that I am baptized

with? they ſay unto him, "We are able.

2) And he ſaith unto them, ‘Ye ſhall

Rºm. 3, 26. James, 4.3. * Pſ. 75. 8. Ch. 26. 39, 42.
!º 15. * Ch. 26. 56. John, 16. 32. c jº. 33.

# Rºm. S. 17. 1 Cor. 2. 9. Heb. 11. 16. John, 17. 2.

*; Muk, Io. 41, 42. Prov. 13. Io. James, 4, 1.

Kings, 2. 19. & 22, 19. Pſ. 4°. 9. & 1 Io. 1. i. e. be thy chief miniſters of ſtate.

Mark, 14. 36.

Ch. Io. 17–34. & 24. 9. Col. 1. 24.

Rev. 2. 7, 19, 17. & 3. 5, 12, 21.

drink indeed of my cup, and be baptized

with the baptiſm that I am baptized with:

but to fit on my right hand and on my left

is not mine to give, but to then “for whom

it is prepared of my Father. -

24 “And when the ten heard it they were

moved with indignation againſt the two bre

thren.

25 But Jeſus called them unto him, and

ſaid, Ye know that the princes of the Gen

y Ch. 19. 28. & 16. 27, 28. Heb. 2. 3,

Luke, 12. 50. & 22. 42. John, 18. 11. If 5.1. 17, 22. Pſ, 60.
A&ts, iv-xii. Rev. 1, 9. d Ch. 2 :

2 Cor. 1. 7. Eph. 1. 3-14. * Luke, 22, 24,

9. & 12. 2.

Upon this preſumption, the mother of Zebedee's chil

tº, with her ſons James and John, and at their inſti

... [ton, came to Jeſus with a peculiar requeſt, which diſ

wered in the cleareſt manner the temper of mind they

were in: ſee Mark, x. 35. It ſeems Salome, for that

wisher name, (compare ch. xxvii. 56, with Mark, xv. 40.)

was now in our Lord's train, having followed him from

Gike with other pious women, who attended him in

§ journey, and miniſtered unto him; that is, ſupplied
him with money, and took care to have him accommo

... ºd with lodging and other neceſſaries. Salome could
º, the more eaſily give this attendance, as her huſband ſeems

hºw to have been dead, and to have left her in good cir

ºnſtances, according to his ſtation; for we learn from

* Goſpels that he had a veſſel of his own, and hired

ºnts, Salome, therefore being particularly acquainted

with our Lord, and having always ſhewn him great re

*a, thought herſelf entitled to diſtinguiſhed favour, and
ºn that account readily undertook, at the deſire of her

º, to intercede with him in their behalf. Ever ſince

ſ's transfiguration the two brothers had conceived

*I high notions of the glory of his kingdom, and, it may

% of their own merit alſo, becauſe they had been ad

ºted to behold that miracle. They formed the projećt,

ºfeſore, of ſecuring to themſelves the chief places by

*Particular promiſe, and embraced this as a fit oppor

*] ºf accompliſhing their purpoſe. There is probably

*"uſion in the words of their requeſt to a circumſtance

.. the Talmudical writers relate concerning the San

ſ *—that there were two officers of diſtinction, who

on each fide of the Naſi, or preſident of the court ;-

ºne called 45-bethain, or, “the father of the juſti

t Ciary, who ſat on the right hand of the preſident ;

º: %cºarn, or the ſige, who ſat on the left. See

* Miſcel. Sacra, vol. i. lib. ii. diff. 3. and Biſhop
ul's works, vol. i. p. 286.

st º ** * **any not what ye aſk] “You are ignorant of

… tºº: of the honour that you are aſking: however,

.* Yºu deſire to partake with me in my glory, I

st. know if you be willing to ſhare with me in my

*. for the ſake of the Goſpel;" infinuating

º** to greatneſs in his kingdom lay through the

º*awn and perſecution on account of truth.

It was cuſtomary among the ancients to aſſign to each

gueſt at a feaſt a particular cup, as well as diſh, and by the

kind and quantity of the liquor contained in it, the reſpect

of the entertainer was expreſſed. Hence cup came in

general to ſignify a portion aſſigned, whether of pleaſure or

ſorrow; and many inſtances occur in which it refers to

the latter. See ch. xxvi. 39, 42.

Wer. 23. And be baptized with the baptiſin] That is,

“ſhall partake of my afflićtions.” This metaphorical

ſenſe of the word baptiſm, is derived from the figurative

expreſſions of the Old Teſtament, in which afflićtions are

repleſented under the notion of great waters paſſing over,

and being ready to overwhelm a perſon. In this view of

the matter James and John were baptiſed with Chriſ's bap

tiſin; for James was put to death by Herod, A&ts, xii. 2.

being the firſt of all the Apoſtles who ſuffered martyrdom

for Chriſt; and though the account which ſome gave of

John's being caſt into a cauldron of boiling oil at Rome

has been called in queſtion by many, it is not to be

doubted that he had his ſhare in the perſecutions, from

which none of Chriſt's Apoſtles were exempted. He

was impriſoned and ſcourged by order of the council at

Jeruſalem, A&s, v. 18, 40. and baniſhed to the iſle of Pat

mos fºr the word of God, and for the tiſſimony ºf jeſus Chriſ?,

Rev. i. 9. The laſt clauſe of this verſe, is not mine to

give, &c. ſhould be tranſlated, is not mine to give, unleſs

to them for whom it is prepared, &c. 'AAA2, being put here

for t, p.2, as it is Mark, ix. 8. See alſo ch. xvii. 8. Our

Saviour meant that it was not in his power, conſiſtently

with his perfeótions, to give the chief places to any, but

to thoſe who were moſt eminent in their graces, particu

larly for their faith and fortitude; ſuch only having a

right to the chief places in the kingdom of heaven, ac

cording to the unalterable laws of the divine adminiſtra

tion. “I can give the chief places of my kingdom, to

“ none, but to thoſe, who, according to the immutable

“ laws of my Father, are capable of enjoying them :"

And in this view of the text, how poor a ſupport does it

afford to the Arian or Socinian cauſe !

Per. 25. The princes ºf the Gentileſ] Of the nations around.

For God had preſcribed to the children of Iſrael a juſt

and equitable form of government. See Deut. xvii. 14.,

to the end. The word rendered, have dominion over them,

L /
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tiles exerciſe dominion over them, and they

that are great exerciſe authority upon them.

26 But it ſhall not be ſo among you : but

whoſoever will be great among you, let him

be your miniſter; -

27 And whoſoever will be chief among

you, let him be your ſervant:

28 ° Even as the Son of man came not to

be miniſtered unto, but to miniſter, and to

give his life a ranſom for many. -

29 || " And as they departed from Jericho

a great multitude followed him.

* Luke, 14. 1 1. & 18. 14. Ch. 18. 3, 4. & 23, 8–12. John, 13. 12–17. Ch. 1 r. 29. Heb. 5. S. Phil. z. 5–3. Rom. 15. 2. 1 Cor. 7, 19

-2 i. * 1ſ. 55. o, 11.

* I im. 2. 6. Tit. 2.

Epil. i. 7. & 5. 2.

Dan. 9. 24, 26. Ch. 26. 28.

14. Heb. 9. 28. 1 Peter, 1.

* Mark, 1 c. 46–52. Luke, 18. 35-43.

Luke, 22. 27.

18, 19. & 2. 24. & 3. 18.

John, 1 1. 51, 52. & 1o. 1 1, 15.

2 Cor. 5. 2 I.

Rom. 5. 15–19. Phil. z. 7, 8.

Gal. 3. 13. & 4. 4. Rom. S. 3, 4 & 3, 24–26. .

-

karazuelsſov’ry, ſignifies ſometimes to uſe an immoderate

and lº, power. See Mark, x. 42. It imports the

abuſe of royal authority (ſee I Sain. viii. 1 ., &c.) which

God ſometimes is pleaſed to permit for the puniſhment of

men's iniquities. Jeſus, ſolicitous to cure that pride,

which made ſome of his diſciples ambitious, and others

jealous, called them unto him, and told them that his king

doºm was not, as they imagined, of the ſame nature with

the kingdoms of the world; and that the greatneſs of his

diſciples was not the greatneſs of ſecular princes, which

conſiſts in reigning over others with abſolute and deſpotic

ſway. Sce Grotius, and Beaufobre and Lenfant.

Wer. 27. Let him be your ſervant] There is a gradation

here not commonly obſerved: the original word 3,243:2; in

the former verſe, which, for want of a better word, we

rendered miniſer, is a name which might be given to any

who occaſionally attended others, or were ſtatedly em

oyed to render them any particular kind of ſervice;—

but jouxº, ſirvant, ſignifies one, whoſe whole buſineſs it

is to ſerve, and who is indeed the property of another.

Our Lord appears to mean, that he who preſides over

others, ought to conſider his flation, not ſo much a noble

and high poſt, as a charge and office, which indiſpenſably

obliges him to be always ready to defend and aſſiſt his

ſubjects. This may be an alluſion to what is ſaid,

Deut. xvii. 20. that the heart of the king of Iſrael ought

not to be liſted up above his brethren ; and generally, in

deed, true greatneſs conſiſts in a man's humbling himſelf,

and condeſcending to the meaneſt and loweſt offices, if

hereby he can at all advance the true happineſs of his fel

low-creatures.

Per. 28. Even aſ the Son of man] “ The greatneſs of

“ my diſciples conſiſts in doing men all the good they

“ poſſibly can, by a continual courſe of humble laborious

“ ſervices, in imitation of me your maſter, whoſe great

“ neſ, conſiſts not in being miniſtered to by men, but in

“ miniſtering to them as a ſervant ; by healing the fick,

“ feeding the hungry, inſtructing the ignorant, and lay

“ing down my life a ranſom for tie fins of many.”

This being the higheſt dignity in Chriſt's kingdom, he

night well tell the two brothers, that they did not know

what they were aſking, when they begged the honour of

filling the higheſt ſtations in it. Inſtead of nºt to be mi

miſered ºnto, but to minifer, Dr. Høyjºn rºads, nºt to be

ferved, but to ſerve i and inſtead of let him be your ſervant,

ver. 27. let him perfºrm the meanſ ºfficer. It does not

follow, that becauſe it is ſaid Chriſ gave his life a ranſºm

fºr many, that Chriſt died not fºr all. The word waxxo,

being uſed in other places, where it moſt evidently ſg.

nifics all. See Daniel, xii. 2. compared with John, v.

28, 29. Rom. v. 15. compared with 1 Cor. xv. 22.

Wer. 29. And as they departed, &c.] St. Luke ſays, that

the blind man was cured as our Lord drew nigh to jerich,

ch. xviii. 35. and before he paſſed through the town,

ch. xix. 1. The other Evangeliſts ſay, the miracle was .

performed as he dºparted from Jericho. But their accounts

may be reconciled three different ways : Fift, Jeſus ar.

riving about mid-day entered Jericho, and having

viſited his acquaintance, or done any thing elſe that he

had to do, returned in the evening by the gate through

which he had gone in. As he was coming out, he paſſed

by the beggars, and cured them. The next day he en

tered into and paſſed through Jericho in his way to Je

ruſalem. There is nothing improbable in this ſolution;

for if our Lord was a night in that part of the country,

he might ſpend it in ſome of the neighbouring villages,

rather than in the city, where he had many enemies.—It

may be objected, that St. Luke ſeems to ſay the miracle

was performed as Jeſus went toward, Jericho, not as he

was coming away, tyivsto 3: v tº yyás, wavrov sig'ſs;zº;

but if the opinion of Grotius, Le Clerc, and others, may

be relied upon, the phraſe tº to yyº, ſtands here for

sy tº syyy; tızzi, while he waſ near jºricho. The ſecond

ſolution is as follows: the blind man, of whom St. Luke

ſpeaks, may have cried for a cure as Jeſus went into Je

richo about noon, though he did not obtain it then. The

multitude rebuked him, and Jeſus paſſed without giving

him any anſwer, intending to make the miracle more

illuſtrious. Towards evening, therefore, as he was re

turning, the blind beggar, who had cried after him in the

morning, being joined by a companion in the ſame un

happy condition with himſelf, renewed his ſuit, beſeeching

the Son of David to have mercy on them. The mul

titude, as before, rebuked them for making ſuch a noiſe;

but the ſeaſon of the miracle being come, Jeſus ſtood

ſtill, called them to him and cured them: it may be ob

jećted, that St. Luke makes no diſtinétion between the

beggar's calling to Chriſt in the morning, and the cure

performed in the evening as he came out, but connects

the two events, as if they had happened in immediate

ſucceſſion.—The anſwer is, there are ſeveral undeniable

examples of this kind of connection to be found in the

Sacred Hiſtory, particularly in St. Luke's Goſpel, ch. xxiii.

25, 26. xxiv. 4, &c. The third ſolution of the difficulty

is this: Jcricho, having been a flouriſhing city before the

Iſraelites entercd Canaan, muſt, in the courſe of ſo many

ages,
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30 And, behold, two blind men fitting by

tle way ſide, when they heard that Jeſus

Mikd by, cried out, ſaying, Have Increy on

ls, “O Lord, thou Son of David

' Ch. 3, 27. & 12. 22. & 11. 5. If 35. 5, 6. & 42. 18. & to. 10.

&T, I, 3, 4, Rev. 22. 16. ' Ch. 19, 13 & 15, 23, with Ch. 18. 19.

|, i.e. e

31 'And the multitude rebuked them, be

cauſe they ſhould hold their peace: but

they cried the more, ſaying, Have mercy on

us, O Lord, thou Son of David'

* Iſ 1. 1. Jer. 23. 5, 6, Ch. 1. 1. & 9. 27. & 12. 23. & 15. 22.

Luke, 18. 1. & II. S. Ch. 7, 7. Phil. 4. 6. Pſ. 59. 15.

ſº, have undergone various changes from war and other

...idents; we may therefore ſuppoſe that it conſiſted of

in did and a new town, ſituated at a little diſtance from

ºth other. On this ſuppoſition, the beggars fitting on

tº the ſold between the two towns, might be ſaid to have

tº gined their cure either as Jeſus departed from the one, or

1: tºw high to the other, according to the pleaſure of the

ºf hiſtorians. The reader, however, muſt not look upon

* this as a mere ſuppoſition; for, on examination, he will

find dear proof of it in the Sacred Hiſtory. We are

ºld (Joſh. vi. 24, 26.) that after the Iſraelites had burned

º: kicho, Joſhua, their general, interdićted by a curſe the

Ibuilding of it. His curſe ſtruck ſuch terror into the

Iſraelites, that for the ſpace of five hundred years no man

attempted to rebuild Jericho, till Hiel the Beth-elite, in

the days of Ahab, brought it upon himſelf, by venturing

tº riſe the old city out of her aſhes. 1 Kings, xvi. 34.

. But though the old city thus continued in ruins for many

tº gº, there was a town very ſoon built not far from it, to

... which they gave its name: for ſo early as Eglon's time we

: Iad of the city ºf Palm-trees, Judges, iii. 13. a name

… ſºuliar to Jericho on account of the fine palm-trees with

… which it was environed. Deut. xxxiv. 3. 2 Chron.

tº º mi. 15. Beſides, we find Jericho, ſome time after

tº expreſsly mentioned by name, it being the town

where David' ordered his meſſengers to abide till their

bºrds, which Hanun king of Moab cauſed to be ſhaved,

*:::grown. Wherefore, as there was a Jericho before

His rebuilt the ancient town, which Joſhua deſtroyed, it

s &nnot, I think, be doubted, that from Hiel's days there

- "tº two cities of this name, at no great diſtance from

ºth other; perhaps a mile or ſo. Beſides, Joſephus in

fººts, that both of them ſubſiſted in his time; expreſsly

... declaring, “ that the ſpring which watered the territories

ºr “of Jericho aroſe near the old town.” See Bell. Jud. v.

4. Thus therefore we have an eaſy and perfeót reconci: .
-

- ition of the ſeemingly contradićtory accounts which the

º Hangeliſts have given of our Lord's miracle on the blind

ſº ºn in this part of the country. But although there
h
hid been no hint in antiquity, direéting us to believe there

... ** two cities of the name of Jericho, not far from each

ºther, *Yery reader muſt acknowledge, that to have ſup

poſed this, would have been ſufficient to our purpoſe of

*iling the Evangeliſts, becauſe there are ſuch towns

tº be met with in every country ; a thing which of itſelf

nº have rendered the ſuppoſition not only poſſible, but

*; and I may venture to ſay, that had two pro
*hiſtories related any fact with the diſagreeing cir

- º found in the Evangeliſts, the critics would

º “thought them good reaſons for ſuch a ſuppoſition,

ºly if the hiſtorians were writers of charaćter, and

- º ºn either eye-witneſſes of the things which they

* or informed by the eye-witneſſes of them. To

conclude, this inſtance may teach us never to deſpair of

finding a proper and full ſolution of any imagined incon

fiſtency that is to be met with in the Sacred Hiſtory. The

city of Jericho, for greatneſs and opulence, was inferior

to none in Paleſtine ; Jeruſalem excepted. It was beau

tifica with a palace for the reception of the governor, if

he choſe to go thither, with an amphitheatre for public

ſhews, and a hippodrome for horſe-races. The city was

pleaſantly ſituated, at the foot of that range of hills which

bounded the Campus Magnus to the weſt. The country

round was the moſt fertile ſpot in Canaan; yielding, be

fides the neceſſaries of life in great abundance, the beſt

palms, alſo excellent honey, and the famed baſſam-tree,

the moſt precious production of the earth. The fruit

fulneſs of this region was owing to various cauſes, and

among the reſt to a fine ſpring with which it was wa

tered, and which anciently was ſweetened by the prophet

Eliſha, who bleſſed the land likewiſe, by God's command,

with perpetual and extraordinary fruitfulneſs. 2 Kings, ii.

18–22. The air was exceedingly mild ; for when it ſnowed

in the other provinces of Paleſtine, and was ſo cold that

they were obliged to make uſe of the warmeſt clothing,

the inhabitants of this place went about clad in linen only.

Hence, as Joſephus tells us, the territory of Jericho was

called "slow zººloº, a heavenly country, reſembling paradiſe

for beauty and proſpect, fertility of ſoil, and felicity of

climate. The fountain which enriched this delightful ſpot

was ſo large, as to deſerve the name of a water or river,

(Joſhua, xvi. 1.) and refreſhed a plain of ſeventy ſtadiº.

long, and twenty broad; but the excellency of its quality

is viſible in its effeóts: for it gladdened the whole tract

through which it glided, and made it look like a garden,

affording a proſpect more agreeable, as the neighbouring

country was black and inhoſpitable. Jericho was a hun

dred and twenty ſtadia (that is, fifteen miles)from Jeruſalem,

almoſt due eaſt, the country being mountainous ; but

thence to Jordan, which was at the diſtance of twenty

ſtadia, or two miles and a half, and towards the Aſphaltic

lake, the land was flat and barren. See Macknight, and

Reland’s Palaeſt. -

Ver. 30. And, behold, two blind men] St. Mark and St.

Luke ſpeak only of one blºnd man who was cured near

Jericho. St. Auguſtin is of opinion, that one of theſe

was more remarkable than the other, being the ſºn of Timeus,

who ſeems to have been a perſon of ſome diſtinčtion; and

that, having fallen into poverty and blindneſs, he was forced

to beg for his bread. He thinks this a good reaſon for his

being mentioned particularly by one of the Evangeliſts. It

may be added, that he might himſelf be remarkable by

the extraordinary earneſtneſs with which he cried. See

Aug. de Conſen. Evang. lib. 2.

Wer. 31. Lºcalſ: they ſhould hold their peace] That they

might, &c. -

.L / 2 War. 32.
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32 And Jeſus flood ſtill, and called them,

and ſaid, What "will ye that I ſhall do unto

ou ? -

33 They ſay unto him, Lord, that our eyes

* Ch. 7. 7. Ezek. 36. 37.

7, 9, 15. * Ch. 9. 29. & 12. 22. & 11. 5.

Pſ. 50. 15. & 91. 15.

Iſ. 35. 5. Luke, 1. 79.

* Heb. 4- 1 S. & 2. 17.

may be opened.

34 So "Jeſus had compaſſion on them," and .

touched their eyes: and immediately their

eyes received fight, and they followed him.

Pſ. 145. 8. Ch. 9. 36. & 14. 14. & 15. 32. Hoſ. 11. 8. Iſ 63.

Ver. 32. Jºſur—ſaid, What will ye, &c.] It is obſerv

able, that we never find Jeſus beſtowing an alms of money

on any poor perſon falling in his way ; yet this is no

objećtion againſt his charity: for if the perſon who ad

dreſſed him was incapable of working for his own ſub

fiſtence by reaſon of bodily infirmity, it was much more

noble, and much more becoming the dignity of the Son

of God, to remove the infirmity, and put the beggar in a

condition of ſupporting himſelf, than by the gift of a ſmall

ſum to relieve his preſent want, which would ſoon return;

ſuch an alms being at beſt but a trifling and indirect

method of helping him. On the other hand, if the beg

gars who applied to him were not in real diſtreſs through

want or diſeaſe, but, under the pretence of infirmity or

poverty, followed begging, as they deſerved no encourage

ment, ſo they met with none from Jeſus, who knew per

feótly the circumſtances of every particular perſon with

whom he converſed. Beſides, to have beſtowed money on

the poor was not only beneath Chriſt's dignity, but, ha

ving occaſion to perform great cures on ſeveral beggars,

it might have afforded his enemies a plauſible pretence

for affirming, that he bribed ſuch as feigned diſeaſes, to

feign cures likewiſe, of which they gave him the honour.

See Macknight.

Per. 34. And they fºllowed him] The blind men travelled

along with Jeſus, perhaps all the way to Jeruſalem, being

deeply affected with a ſenſe of his power and goodneſs,

and earneſtly deſirous to ſhew their gratitude, by declaring

openly to all the perſons they met, what a great miracle

Jeſus had performed upon them. Beſides, by fºllowing

him in the road without any guide, they put the truth of

the miracle beyond all ſuſpicion. Accordingly St. Luke

tells us, ch. xviii. 43. that the people, when they ſaw

what was done, were thankful to God for the mercy of

the cure, and acknowledged the divine miſſion of the pro

phet who had performed it, and who, before the cure,

had been addreſſed by the blind men as the Son of David,

or the Meſfiah. The allegorical refle&tion which Eraſmus

makes on this circumſtance is beautiful: “Thus Jeſus

“ by his touch cures the mind, which is blinded by

“ worldly luſts, and gives light for this end, that we may

“ follow his footſteps.”

Inferencer.—Of what waſ meaning and high importance

are the concluding words of our Lord’s awakening parable

in this chapter | Many are called, but few are choſen. We

ought often to meditate upon them, that we may not con

tent ourſelves with having the offers of the Goſpel made

to us, or even with being admitted into the viſible church

of God, but may give all diligence to make our calling and elec

fion ſure.

We are ſummoned to a courſe of holy labour, even to

work in our Lord's vineyard ; or in every ſtation, whether

public or private, to do our utmoſt to promote the glory

of God, and the happineſs of mankind. With ſo many

calls, and ſo many advantages, ſhall we ſand all the diº

idle * No ; rather let us be active and patient, and cheer.

fully willing to bear all the burdºn and heat of the day in ſo

good a cauſe; knowing that ere long the evening will

come, and that he who employs us, ſaith, Behold, I come º

quickly, and my reward is with me, to give to every man

according as his work ſhall be.

It is an encouraging thought to thoſe who have long

neglected the great buſineſs of life, that ſome were called .

at the eleventh hour ; but it will be dangerous indeed for

any to preſume on their having ſuch a call. It will be r

deluſive and erroneous to ſtrain the parable ſo far, as to .

imagine that an equal reward awaits all, without any

regard to their characters or improvements; for this is

moſt contrary,to the reaſon of things, to the word of God, sº

and to the great intent of that day, which is to render to

every man according to his works. The Gentiles are

indeed now called to equal privileges with the Jews, to

which this circumſtance of the parable refers; and we all

ſee how odious a temper it was in that favourite nation

to be offended with the Goſpel on that account, which

ſhould rather have recommended it to their moſt joyful

acceptance. It ſhould be our care to avoid every degree

of envy, whoever may be put on a level with, or preferred

to us; acknowledging the ſovereign right of God to do

what he will with his own, nor ſuffering our eye to be evil .

and malicious, becauſe he is bountiful and good. To pre

vent this, we ſhould labour after that unfeigned love to

the brethren, which will never allow us to repine at their

advancement, but will engage us to rejoice in their honour

and happineſs; ſo ſhall we exchange the baſeſt and moſt

uneaſy paſſion of human nature, for that which is of all

others the nobleſt and moſt delightful.

He, who had his own time and ours in his hand, fore

knew and foretold the approach of his diſſolution; ver, 17

—19. When men are near their end, and ready to make

their will, then is it reaſonable to ſue for legacies. Thus

did the mother of Zebedee's children. It is an uncommon

ſtile which is given to this woman. It had been as eaſy

to have ſaid the wife of Zºledº, or the ſºfter ºf Mary, or

of Jºſeph, or plain Salome; but now, by an unuſual de

ſcription, ſhe is ſtiled the mother of Zebedee's children.

Zebedee was an obſcure man ; ſhe, as his wife, was no

better: the greateſt honour ſhe ever had, or could have,

was to have two ſuch ſons as James and John ; thoſe

gave a title to both their parents. Honour aſcends as well

as deſcends ; holy children dignify the loins whence they

proceed, no leſs than they derive honour from their pa

rents. Salome might be a good wife, a good woman, a

good neighbour, but all theſe cannot ennoble her ſo much

as being the mother ºf Zebedee's children. - -

The
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Crift ridet} to jeruſalem, upon an aſ , driveth the buyer:

and ſellers out of the temple, curſeth the fig-tree, putteth to

ſince the prieſts and elders, and rebuketh them by the ſimi

hude ºf the two ſonſ, and the huſbandmen who ſlew ſuch

aſ were ſent unto them.

[Anno Domini 33.]

ND when they drew nigh unto Jeru

ſalem, and were come to Bethphage,

*Muk, I i. 1–15.

iſ 1.

Luke, 19. 20–44. John 12, 12–15.

* a Cor. 8. 9.

* Pſ. 24. 1. & 50. 1 c, 11.

Zech. 9. 3. to mark his debaſement, and that he was the true king of Iſrael.

unto the mount of Olives, then ſent Jeſus two

diſciples, w

2 Saying unto them, Go into the village

over againſt you, and ſtraightway ye ſhall

find an aſs tied, and a colt with her: looſe

them, and bring them unto me.

3 And, if any man ſay ought unto you, ye

ſhall ſay, " The Lord hath need of them;

A&s, Io. 36. Heb. 1. 2.

Deut. 17. 16.

2. John, 3. 35. & 5. 22. &

I Kings, i. 33.

The ſuit was the ſons"; but by the mouth of their mo

tº. It is not diſcommendable in parents to ſeek the

pºſtment of their children: why may not Abraham ſue

#1 in Iſhmael ? So it be by lawful means, in a moderate

me ſuſt, and in due order, this endeavour cannot be

miſs. -

He, who knew all their thoughts afar off, yet, as if he

had been a ſtranger to their purpoſes, aſks, What would ſt

:: iu? Our infirmities do then beſt ſhame us, when they

tº drawn out of our own mouths ; like as our prayers

iſ ſerve not to acquaint God with our wants, but to

make us the more capable of his mercies.

Our Saviour had ſaid, that his twelve followers ſhould

# Upon twelve thrones, and judge the twelve tribes of

linel. This good woman would have her two ſons next

his perſon, the prime peers of his kingdom. Every one

* apt to wiſh the beſt for his own : worldly honour is

ºther worth our ſuit, nor unworthy our acceptance :

º, Salone, had thy mind been in heaven ; hadſt thou

itended this defired pre-eminence in that deſired ſtate of

º, yet I know not how to juſtify thinc ambition.

The mother aſks, the ſons have the anſwer. To con

ſince them of their unfitneſs for glory, -they are ſent

ºtheir impotency in ſuffering, Are ye able, &c. * ver. 22.

Saviourſ even thou, who art one with thy Father, hadſt

**p of thine own ; never portion was ſo bitter as that

*ich was mixed for thee; it is not enough for thee to

§ ºf this cup, thou muſt drink it up even to the very

dºgs. When the vinegar and gall were tendered to thee

by men, thou didſt but kiſs the cup ; but when thy Father

*into thine hands a portion infinitely more diſtaſteful;
hou for our health didt drink deep of it, even to the

bottom; and ſaidſt, It is finiſhed. And can we repine at

thoſe unpleaſing draughts of afflićtion which are tempered

** ſinful men, when we fee thee, the Son of thy Fa

º, ove, thus dicted we pledge thee, objeń śa
"' we pledge thee according to our weakneſs, who

it begun to us in thy powerful ſufferings: only do
ºnnkla

"." "able us, after the natural ſtruggles of reluctant
**ure are over,

conſtant ſufferings for thee; for if thou haſt not grudged

s: # Pºtious blood tº us, well mayſt thou challenge ſome

... *
a

ºf drops from us; through many tribulations miſ; we

º into the kingdom of heaven. Let who will hope to

** "Pºº roſes and violets thither, I will trace thee, O

º by the track of thy blood, and by thy red ſteps
* thee to thine eternal reſt.

at laſt willingly to pledge thee in our

The motion of the two diſciples was not more full of

infirmity than their anſwer:-We are able; out of an

eager deſire of the honour, they are ready to undertake

the condition. The beſt men may be miſtaken in their

own powers: alas, how ſtriking an inſtance have we in the

caſe of our Lord's followers when it came to the iſſue,.

They all forſºok him, and fed. It is one thing to ſuffer in:

ſpeculation, another in practice. There cannot be a worſe

ſign than for a man in a carnal preſumption to vaunt of

his own abilities: how juſtly does God ſuffer that man to

be foiled, on purpoſe that he may be aſhamed of his own

vain confidence O God, let me ever be humbled in the

ſenſe of my own inſufficiency; let me give all the glory.

to thee, and take nothing to myſelf but my infirmities.

Oh the wonderful mildneſs of the Son of God He

does not chide the two diſciples, either for their ambition

in ſuing, or their preſumption in undertaking ; but, leaving

the worſt, he takes the beſt of their anſwer; and, omitting

their errors, encourages their good intentions. Te ſhall

drink indeed, &c. wer. 23. Were it not as high honour to

drink of thy cup, O Saviour, thou hadſt not promiſed

it as a favour: I am deceived, if what thou grantedſt was

much leſs than that which thou deniedſt. To pledge

thee in thine own cup, is not much leſs dignity and fa

miliarity than to fit by thee. If we ſuffer with thee, we

ſhall alſo reign together with thee: what greater promo

tion can fleſh and blood be capable of, than a conformity

to the Lord of life and glory —Enable thou me to drink

of thy cup, and then ſeat me where thou wilt.

Reflections.—1ſt, The parable with which this chap

ter opens, is a comment on the text which concluded the

foregoing chapter, and repreſents to us the Goſpel diſpen

ſation, and this with particular application to the Jews and,

Gentiles; the former of whom were ever for excluding

the latter from all the bleſfings of the Meſfiah's kingdom,

and could never endure the thoughts of the heathen being

admitted to equal privileges with themſelves. But ſo God

had ordained ; and though for their fathers' ſakes the firſt

offers of the Goſpel were to be made to them, yet the

Gentiles were ſhortly to be admitted to the farme high

privileges and glorious diſpenſation. But I have enlarged

ſo fully on this parable, in the critical notes and the Infer

ences, that I refer my reader to them for every thing

which I judge it neceſſary to advance on this ſubject.

2dly, To prepare them for that ſcene of diſtreſs and

ſufferings on which he was about to enter, our Lord once

* InOrº
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and traightway he will ſend them.

4 All this was done, that it might be

Sr. M A T T H E w. CHAP, XXI,

fulfilled which was ſpoken by the prophet, º:
ſaying, ~

... tº * *

more took his diſciples apart, as they went up together to

Jeraſalem, and repeated what he had ſaid before, chap.

xvi. 21. xvii. 22, 23. informing them now more particu

larly concerning the manner of his ſufferings and death,

which he had foretold: that he ſhould not only be betrayed

into his cnemies’ hands, but perſecuted with unrelenting

malice, and by a moſt unrighteous ſentence condemned

to die : that he ſhould be delivered to the Gentiles, the

Romans, who alone had then the power of life and death

in Judaea ; and, after enduring the moſt ſhocking and

barbarous indignitics, ſhould ſtifier death—tidings that no

doubt filled them with horror and diſmay : but he adds,

for their comfort and ſupport, that on the third day he

ſhould riſe again. Note: In all the troubies that we feel or

fear, it is a comfort to look forward to a reſurrection-day.

3dly, Far from being cured of their national prejudices

by all the ſuffrings which our Lord had foretold them he

ſhould endure, they concluded that theſe would be only

the prelude to the gicrious manifeſtation of his temporal

power at his riſing again. And therefore,

1. Two of the diſciples, James and John, the ſons of

Zebedee, with their mother Salome, who is ſuppoſed to

have been nearly related to Joſeph, and might therefore

hope to have a ſtrong intereſt in Jeſus, came to their Miaſ

ter, and, through her preferring their requeſt, with deep

reſpect ſhe befoºght him to grant her a favour; and being

ordered to name it, ſhe deſired him to confer on lier two

ſons the firſt honours of that temporal kingdom which

they ſhortly expected would appear.

2. Pitying their ignorance and weakneſs, inſtead of up

braiding their pride and folly, our Lord turned to the two

diſciples, and gently admoniſhed them, ſaying, ſe know not

avla je aſ your notions of the nature of my kingdom

are utterly miſtaken : it is not an earthly throne to which

I ſhall be exalted : and as miſtaken are you in the means of

attaining the honours that you feck. You are not aware of

the ſufferings and trials which muſt be endured by all

thoſe who would come to reign with me. Through much

tribulation lies the entrance into heaven ; and can you,

think ye, drink of my bitter cup, or bear to be baptized

in blood, as I muſt ſhortly be Such ſufferings as theſe

they were not prepared for : their ambition looked ſo high,

that they ſaw not the dangers which were before them,

nor knew what manner of ſpirit they were of. Nºte ;

(1.) They who would reign with Chriſt, muſt firſt ſuffer

with him; and every Chriſtian ſhould well count the coſt,

before he begins to take up his croſs. (2.) In all our

ſufferings it ſhould ſweeten our cup to think that Chriſt

has drank of it before us, and all the bitterneſs of fin he

has taken away.

3. Their ſelf-confidence is a natural conſequence of

their pride; and therefore without heſitation they boldly

engage for their own ability and fidelity; though, alas !

they were ſad ſtrangers to themſelves, and knew not what .

they ſaid. Note: Young converts are often very forward,

till ſad experience has taught them their own weak

neſs. -

4. Chriſt replies, and aſſures them that they ſhall ſufferſor

him, and in a manner which they probably at that time little “”

apprehended. But though they did ſo, ſtill he left their º

requeſt in ſuſpenſe. The honour they ſought was not to

be given, unlºſs to them fºr whºm it is prºpared ºf my Father,
See the notes. -

5. The ſame ambitious ſpirit which ſpake in the requeſ, ºr

of John and James, equally appeared in the indignation :

of the other ten againſt them; who each thought himſelf :

as much entitled to the ſuperiority which they deſired. * *- :

They did not grieve for the fin of their brethren, but were : ... º.º.

angry at what they conceived an affront to themſelves; : …

and, while they violently condemned the ambition of the rºº

other diſciples, were, like too many, blind to the ſame ºr .

ſpirit in their own hearts. Note: Defire of pre-eminence : *-

is among the moſt fruitful ſources of diſputes among bre- - - -

thren. Inſtead of being in his own eyes the laſt and the

leaſt, each is for aſſuming a ſuperiority, which the proud -

heart of his fºllow is very unwilling to admit. … "

6. To ſilence the diſpute, and ſtrike at the root of the

evil, Jeſus with the greateſt tenderneſs called them to him; : ...

and, to beat down that ſpirit of ambition, ſo evil in itſelf, s , ,

and ſo peculiarly unbecoming their holy and humble pro- tº

feſſion, he endeavours to undeceive them reſpecting the

nature of his kingdom, which was purely ſpiritual. The

kings and princes of the Gentiles indeed thirſted after s... .

dominion and deſpotic ſway, and the more potent exer- * **

ciſed unbounded authority over their weaker vaſſals and a

ſubjects; but utterly unlike them muſt their conduct be. .

Their greatneſs muſt conſiſt, not in lording it over God's

heritage, but in their abounding labours; not in aſpińng .

deſires to rule, but in humble endeavours to promote the

ſalvation of men's ſouis. The only laudable ambition that

Jeſus can approve, is the holy ſtrife who ſhall be moſt

condeſcending, and the firſt in every work and labour of

love to ſerve the meaneſt who bear the Chriſtian name. . ."

Nor did he, their Maſter, recommend aught to them, of

which himſelf had not ſet them an eminent example, who

came not to take ſtate upon himſelf, and be ſerved with

earthly pomp and grandeur; but humbled himſelf to the

loweſt offices in the ſervice of men's ſouls and bodies ,

and, after living the life of a ſervant, was about to die the

death of a ſlave; that by the ſacrifice of himſelf he might

give his life a ranſºm fºr many, even for the whole world,

but eſpecially for them that believe and endure to the end ;

in order to redeem them from the guilt and power of their

fins, and from the wrath of God which they had pro- &

voked; having him therefore for ſuch a patterm of

humility, they were peculiarly obliged to copy after it.

Note ; (1.) The affectation of earthly pomp and {\\\en or |

is utterly unbecoming thoſe who pretend to be the mini

ſters of the meek and humble Jeſus. (2.) The church ot

Chriſt has never ſuffered greater injuries than from the

tyranny and oppreſſion of thoſe, who, profeſſing to be tºe

ſucceſſors of the Apoſtles, ſeem to have inherited nothing

from them, but that lordly, ambitious, and domineering,

flirit, for which Jeſus ſo juſtly reprimanded thens.

(3-) The

tº

-

---

* -
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; : Tell ye the daughter of Sion, Be

hold, thy King cometh unto thee, meek,

* Iſ 62. 1 1. Zech. 9. 9. John, 12. 15. Ch. 11, 29. &

and fitting upon an aſs, and a colt the foal

of an aſs.

12, 19, 20. Pſ. 45. 4. 2 Cor. 42. 7, 8. Song, 3. . .

5) The only allowable ambition among the miniſters of

:*: Chiiſt is, who ſhall be moſt humble and ſerviceable to their

brºthren, and herein moſt conform to their bleſſed Maſ

ºf image.

tly, Advancing ſtill towards Jeruſalem, Jeſus and his

diſciples paſſed through Jericho, attended as uſual by a

wit multitude, whom curioſity to hear him or to ſee his

mincks, defire to learn, or want of his healing influence,

had drawn together ; when behold a wondrous inſtance of

his power and compaſſion appears.

1. Two blind men, beggars, ſat by the way-ſide, and

king from ſome of the multitude, that the famed pro

pict of Nazareth, who had wrought ſo many miracles,

dº was paſſing by, they immediately concluded it a moſt

º: ſtoridential circumſtance, and with united and loud ſup

tº Pications cried out inceſſantly, Have mercy on uſ, O Lord

º:

'''“ ' '.

ºriº:

tº ill &n ºf David. Note ; (1.) In theſe blind beggars we

tº my behold a lively emblem of our own ſouls in their

, ſº mural ſtate. Our underſtanding is darkneſs, and we are

tº ºily deſtitute of all good, periſhing incvitably in want

... it wretchedneſs, unleſs the divine mercy reſpect our

'... mºry and relieve us... (2.) They who feel their real ſtate,

n tº will cry after Jeſus, the only hope of the miſerable and

tº deſtitute. (3.) Providential opportunities ſhould be

improved; if we neglect them now, they never may re
tuſſl.

2. They made ſo loud a noiſe, and cried ſo vehemently,

it the multitude rebuked them as troubleſome, and bade

firm be filent. But this only made them redouble their

Pºyers, ſaying, Have mercy on us, O Lord, thou Son of Da

ºld; thou, who art ſo able to help us, whoſe tender mer

tits have been ſo often extended to others, let our pitiable

* engage thy notice, and move thy wonted compaſſions.

And herºin they have ſet us a noble example, (1.) Of

ſºn: prayer. Their wants were great ; they felt them
with deep ſenſibility; therefore they cried ſo loud, ſo

Pºiſºveringly: ſo ſhould we do. We may meet with

mily diſcouragements in ſeeking Chriſt; but theſe, inſtead

ºf ſilencing our prayer, ſhould quicken our importunity.

G. Of confident faith. They were fully perſuaded, that

Žat they aſked, he was willing and able to grant them.

* Power as the Lord, his office as the Son of David,

"toldened their truſt in his mercy. It is by faith that we

muſt thus in every diſtreſs honour Jeſus by caſting our

* *"Pon him, pleading his name as the ground of our
* confidence. (3.) Of deep humility. They aſk for mercy
** alone ºf.--: - - - -

º **, referring themſelves intirely to him for the manner

... 2 **ich he pleaſes to diſpenſe it to them. We have no

º ºt; can claim nothing at God's hands; deſerve nothing.

... *."ºh and hell: all our hope is in his boundleſs grace,

º; all our poverty and wretchedneſs, to pardon our

… ** and to beſt ow the graces of the ſpirit, and thereby

the great privileges of the goſpel diſpenſation. This

* * ºut, o son of David
º º Quilt, who had heard their cries, and knew what

** had met with, ſtood and called them to him;

for he delights to revive the ſpirit of the contrite, and to

relieve the wants of the miſerable. He bids them there

fore prefer their requeſt, intimating his readineſs to grant

the mercy they had ſo importunately ſought. Note: The

promiſes of Chriſt give an unlimited ſcope to our prayers;

we can aſk nothing really good for us, which Jeſus is not

willing to beſtow. -

4. The poor blind men have a ready anſwer: Lord, that:

our eyes may be opened. They aſk not for filver or gold, but

for a boom far niore difficult to be granted, which yet they

are aſſured he can eaſily beſtow. We have need to prefer

the ſame prayer every day ; and would to God we were

more deeply affected with our ſpiritual blindneſs, that our

applications might be more frequent and fervent.

5. Their cure is immediate. The compañions of Jeſus.

left them not in ſuſpenſe: he touched their eyes; a flood

of day inſtantly broke upon them ; and joining the com

pany, they joyfully followed him, teſtifying their gratitude,

love, and praiſe. Nºte ; They who are enlightened by

the Redeemer's grace, will from that moment cleave to

him in his holy ways, and gratefully labour to advance

his glory. '

C. H. A. P. XXI:

War. 1. And when they drew nigh unto jeruſalem] The

multitude which attended our Lord in this journey, ch. xx.

29. having increaſed prodigiouſly as he advanced towards

Jeruſalem, he did not now ſhun them, and enter the city

privately, as he had always done on former occaſions.

The people were to honour him with the title of the Meſ

fiah, publicly, that he might have an opportunity of ac

cepting that auguſt marne in the moſt avowed manner,

before he aſcended into heaven. Moreover, the chief

prieſts who had iſſued out a proclamation againſt him,

John, xi. 57. were to be awed, at leaſt for a while, and

reſtrained from offering him violence; for, as he had

do&rines to teach, rebukes to give, and other things to do, .

which could not fail to incenſe thoſe proud rulers, with

out doubt they would have put him to death prematurely,

had not the people appeared on his fide, or he himſelf

interfered with divine and irreſiſtible power. Accord

ingly, after the parable of the huſbandman was ſpoken,

ver. 45, 46. the priſ's fought to lay hands on him, but

feared the multitude, becauſe they took him fºr a prºphet.

Nay, the whole council was intimidated by them; for in

their deliberation about putting Jeſus to death, they ſaid

one to another, ch. xxvi. 5. Not on the feaſt-day, lºft there

be an uproar among the people. Our Lord's driving the

buyers and ſellers out of the temple, his parables of the

huſbandmen and marriage-ſupper, repreſenting the rejec

tion of the Jewiſh nation, and the downfal of the ſtate,

with the woes denounced againſt the Phariſees in their

own hearing, made part of the work that he had to do before

he aſcended , which would have brought inſtant deſtruc

tion upon him, had not the great men's rage been re

ſtrained by the uncommon reſpect which the people ge

4. - nerally;
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6 * And the diſciples went, and did as Jeſus

commanded them ;

And brought the aſs, and the colt, ' and

put on them their clothes, and they ſet him

thereon.

8 And a very great multitude ſpread their

garments in the way; others cut down

f

• Mark, 1 1. 4-6. Luke, 19, 31-34. * 2 Kings, 9. 13.

Ver. 15. Pſ. 24. 7-10.

Lev. 23.

branches from the trees, and ſtrewed the

the way.

9 And the multitudes that went be

and that followed, * cried, ſaying, Hoſ

to the Son of David : Bleſſed is he that co

in the name of the Lord; Hoſanna iſ

higheſt

40. John, 1. 14. & 12, 12-14. * Pſ. 118, 14–16, Cl

nerally ſhewed him : wherefore, the multitude being now

very great, and Jeſus having ſuch good reaſons not to

ſhun them as formerly, he ſent two of his diſciples for an

aſs which never had been rode upon, but which by his

ſimple volition he could tame ; propoſing according to

the propheſy, Zech. ix. 9. to ride into the city amid the

ſurrounding throng. Probably there were ſtrait paſſes in

the mount of Olives, through which the road lay, Luke,

xix. 37, and, no doubt, narrow ſtreets in the city alſo, by

which he was to go to the temple. In theſe narrow paſſes

and lanes Jeſus might have been incommoded by the preſs,

had he walked on foot; beſides, the ſtrangers who were

now at Jeruſalem would increaſe the crowd. It ſeems

they knew of his coming, John, xii. 12. and perhaps ex

pected that he was bringing Lazarus along with him, to

ihew him in public, as a trophy of his power. (Compare

John, xii. 12. with ver. 18.) For the fight of Lazarus in

Bethany having already induced many to believe, they

might naturally ſuppoſe that his appearing openly would

produce the ſame effect in Jeruſalem; and as they were in

full hopes that the Meſfiah's kingdom was to be erected

at this paſſover, they could not but think it neceſſary, that

all oppoſers ſhould inſtantly be convinced, and obliged to

acknowledge the Meſſiah's title to the throne of his illuſ

trious anceſtors.

St. Mark and St. Luke mention Bethphage and Bethany;

whence it ſeems to follow, that travellers, in their way to

Jeruſalem from Jericho, arrived at Bethphage before they

came to Bethany. Theſe two villages were ſituated at

the foot of the mount of Olives, and the road to the city

lay between them; only it was nearer to Bethphage than

to Bethany; therefore, when Jeſus, in travelling from

Jericho, came to the foot of the mountain, he was but a

little way from Bethphage, nevertheleſs, intending to lodge

at Bethany with Lazarus, he went thither. Next day,

returning to the road from Jericho, he ſent the two diſ

ciples to Bethphage, with orders to bring the aſs, ver. 2.

If the reader will view the ſeveral expreſſions uſed by the

Evangeliſts in the light of this deſcription, he will ſee the

exact propriety of each of them. Jeſus ſent the diſciples

away, when he was come nigh to Bethphage and Bethany, at

the mount ºf Oliver, as St. Luke tells us ; or as St. Mark

expreſſes it, when they came nigh to jºrºſalem, unto Beth

phage and Bethany; a phraſe, which not only determines

the place whence the diſciples were ſent away, but ſhews

on what quarter Jeſus and his train were approaching the

town. Both the villages being fituated at the foot of the

mountain, and Jeſus being between them, on the road

from Jericho to Jeruſalem, he might very properly be ſaid

to have been nigh to both, and nigh to Jeruſalem

was at the diſtance of about two miles only. All

come to Bethphage, unto the mount ºf Olives, as St.

expreſſes it, becauſe, as we before obſerved, the

nearer Bethphage than Bethany. And as Jeſus wº

from Bethany, when he ſent the diſciples away, w

ſent them muſt have been direčily ºppºſite to the

it is termed the village over-againſ them —

×artyavt1,–being a little off from the road of

See Luke, xix. 37. Macknight, Lightfoot, an

on Mark, xi. 1.

Per. 3. And ſiraightway he will ſend them] A

LordJ will quickly ſend them back again. See D

tens, &c.

Wer. 4. All this was done, &c.] See th

Zech. ix. 9.

Per. 7. And brought the aſ The exact

which our Lord ſhewed of ſo many minu

fortuitous particulars, muſt ſurchy impreſs

theſe meſſengers greatly, and eſtabliſh the fai

lowers. It is obſervable, that many ſuch th

before his death, which, confidered in this

peculiar beauty. Compare Matth. xxvi. 3 1

xiv. 15, 16. and Luke, xxii. 1 o—13. Th

like the particle vau in the Hebrew, is h

is frequently, to ſignify even, or that is, up

a colt, &c. They ſet him thereon, means

which they had placed upon the aſs. All t

except St. Matthew, ſpeak expreſsly of his

colt,

Wer. 8, 9. And a very great multitude ſº

ment; J When the multitude ſaw Jeſus no

mediately bethought themſelves of ſhe

honours which kings and conquerors ot

triumphal entries; for, as they all firmly

would take the reins of government into

at this paſſover, they had a mind to ma'

Jeruſalem have the air of a triumph. A

ſpread their garmentſ in the gray, (See

others cut dºwn branches ºf the trees, and

the way, carrying a larger fort on high, in

the Meſſiah, as demonſtrations of thei

xxiii. 4o. 2 Macc. x. 7. This ſeems

to the feaſt of tabernacles, which was co

expectation of the Meſſiah’s corning a

human fleſh ; and theſe Jews teſtified

in Jeſus as that Meſfiah. Their acci ann

the ſame thing. Hºſannah ſignifies, /?.…

and, applied to Jeſus on this occaſion, i

5
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** 12 || And

Io "And, when he was come into Jeruſa

km, all the city was moved, ſaying, Who is

this?

11 And the multitude ſaid, This is 'Jeſus

the prophet of Nazareth of Galilee.

Jeſus went into the temple of

God, and * caſt out all them that ſold and

* If $3. 1. & 9. 6. & 49. 9–1 1. & 62. 11.

tº 19. John, 1.45. & 7. 41. & 6. 14. & 9. 17.

kº. 7, Pſ. 93. 5. * Jer. 7. 11. Mark, 11. 17. Luke, 19. 46.

Zech. 9. 9. * Deut. 18. 15–18.

* John, 2. 13-16.

bought in the temple, and overthrew the ta

bles of the money-changers, and the ſeats of

them that ſold doves,

13 And ſaid unto them, It is written,

'My houſe ſhall be called the houſe of

prayer; " but ye have made it a den of

thieves.

A&ts, 3. 22, 23.

Deut. 14, 25, 26. Mark, 11. 15.

Ch. 2. 23. & 16. 14. Luke, 4. 16-19.

Luke, 19. 45. * If 5.0. 7.

Hoſ. 12. 7.

impºrt with our acclamation, God ſave the king 1 and in

ºr linguage would have been expreſſed thus : God ſave

tº ling Mºffah The next clauſe, Bleſſed is he that cometh,

&c. contains nearly the words of Pſalm cºviii. 26. St.

Miſk ſays, they cried likewiſe, Bleſſed be the kingdom of our

jihar David, which cometh, or which is to be erected

* now, in the name of the Lord—the Meſſiah. Hoſannah in,

* I tither among the higheſ, means, “Let the higheſt orders

“of angels join us in praying for the proſperity of the

"king Meſfiah.” We need not obſerve how fimilar the

tº words in St. Luke, Peace in heaven, and glory in the highſ,

th. xix. 38. are to thoſe of the angels on the birth of

Chriſt, ch. ii. 14. Some would render the clauſe, J}lºſed

; : it he that cometh, &c.—Blºſſed in the name ºf the Lord is he

º

º
*

***

ill &mdh. See the “Obſervations on paſſages of Scrip

"ture," p. 281.

War. 11. And the multitude ſaid, Thiſ is jeſus, &c.] The

multitude is the appellation which the ſacred hiſtorians

tºmmonly give to Chriſt's friends; wherefore, as they

* here ſaid to have called him the prophet of Nazareth

ºf Galilee, we may ſuppoſe that they did it with a view to

motify his enemies; as if they had ſaid, “You have

"always affirmed that no prophet, no Meſfiah, can ariſe out

" ºf Galilee; what is your opinion now *—Jeſus rode

iſedly to the temple, but did not drive the buyers and

ſºlets out this firſt day; for St. Mark expreſsly tells us,

th. xi. 11. that it was evening by the time he got thither,

ºld had locked round on all thing; ; whence we learn, that

the market in the temple, which he intended to prohibit,

was over. It ſeems he ſtayed in Jeruſalem but a little
while. Having made his public appearance in the me

tºpºlis, received the title of Meſfiah openly from the mul

tºde, and ſurveyed the temple, he left the city without

*ing any thing, to the great diſcouragement of the throng
who had come in with him, expe&ting that he was imme

diſcly to have laid hold on the reins of government.

War. 12. And jeſus went into the temple] See the notes

on John, ii. 14, &c.

Wºr... 13. But ye have made it a den of thieves] The Jews,

1:koning the lower and outer court of the temple as a

Plºt of no fanółity, becauſe it was deſigned for accom

Todating the Gentiić proſelytes in their worſhip, not only

łºt the daily market there, of ſuch things as were neceſ

ity in offering ſacrifices, but ſuffered the common porters,

gºing from one part of the city to another, to paſs

*gh it with their burdens, for the ſake of ſhortening

*way: but as theſe abuſes occaſioned great diſturb

*;** proſelytes, Jeſus reformed them a ſecond
0L,

L

time, ſee John, ii. 14. telling the people around him that

the Gentiles worſhipped there by divine appointinent as

well as the Jews; the temple being ordained of God to be

the houſe ºf prayer for all nations, Mark, xi. 17. and to

prove this, he cited Iſaiah, lvi. 7. from which the inference

was plain, that they were guilty of a groſs profanation of

the temple, who carried on any traffick even in the courts

of the Gentiles ; much more they, who made gain, com

mitted frauds and extortions in the proſecution of their

traffick; becauſe thus they turned God's hºuſe ºf prayer

into a den of thieves. The expreſſion of a den ºf thieves

may allude to thoſe gangs of robbers which at that time

infeſted Judea, and uſed to hide themſelves in the holes

and dens of the mountains, as appears from ſeveral paſ

ſages in Joſephus's hiſtory; not but that our bleſſed Sa

viour here plainly refers to Jeremiah, vii. 1 1. St. Jerome,

who thinks this one of our Lord's greateſt miracles, in his

commentary on the place, gives a lively deſcription of

ſeveral artifices whereby the avaricious prieſts endeavoured

to extort money. “In the temple of Jeruſalem, (ſays he)

“ the fineſt and moſt ſpacious of any in the world, where

“ the Jews from almoſt all the countries of the earth

“ aſſembled, ſacrifices of different kinds, ſome for the

rich, and others for the poorer ſort, were offered ac

cording to the law; but, becauſe thoſe who came

from diſtant countries often wanted ſuch ſacrifices,

the prieſts took the advantage of buying up all the

beaſts appointed for that purpoſe, ſold them to thoſe

who wanted them, and received them again at their

hands; and becauſe ſome who came to worſhip were

ſo very poor that they could not even purchaſe the leſſer

ſacrifices, namely birds, the prieſts placed bankers in

the courts of the temple, to lend money upon ſecurity;

but finding that they could not do this without tranſ

greſſing the law, they had recourſe to another device,

namely, to appoint a kind of pawn-brokers, inſtead of

bankers; that is to ſay, men, who for the advancing a

ſmall fum, took fruits, herbs, and other commodities,

inſtead of intereſt-money. Our Lord, therefore, having

obſerved this method of traffick carried on by the prieſts

in his Father's houſe, not only expelled their agents, but

arraigned them alſo as a band of thieves ; for he is

really a robber who makes lucre of religion, and whoſe

º is not ſo much for the veneration he has for

God, as the opportunity of making his own intereſt

and advantage.” See Jerome on the place, and biſhop

Smallbrooke's Vindication of our Saviour's Miracles,

vol. i. ch. iv. p. 130.
p. I 3 M m
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14 " And the blind and the lame came to

him in the temple; and he healed them.

15 " " And when the chief prieſts and

ſcribes ſaw the wonderful things that he did,

and the children crying in the temple, and

ſaying, * Hoſanna, to the " Son of David

they were fore diſpleaſed,

16 And ſaid unto him, Heareſt thou

what theſe ſay ? And Jeſus faith unto them,

Yea; have ye never read, "Out of the mouth

of babes and ſucklings thou haſt perfected

raiſe 2

17 " ' And he left them, and went out of

the city into Bethany, and he lodged there.

18 Now in the morning, as he returned

into the city, he hungered.

19 And, when he ſaw a fig-tree in the

way, he came to it, and found

thereon, but leaves only, and ſaid

Let no fruit grow on thee hence

for ever. And preſently the fig-tree

away.

20 And, when the diſciples ſaw

marvelled, ſaying, "How ſoon is th

withered away !

21 Jeſus anſwered and ſaid un

Verily I ſay unto you, *If ye h

and doubt not, ye ſhall not only

which is done to the fig-tree;

if ye ſhall ſay unto this mountain

removed, and be thou caſt into t

ſhall be done.

22 ' And all things, whatſoev

aſk in prayer believing, ye ſhall re

* Gen. 49. Io. Iſ. 35. 5. Hag. 2. 7. Mal. 3. 1. Ch. 4. 23, 24. & 3. 16. & 9. 35. & 1 1. F. & 12. 15. & 14, 35, 36. & 15, 31
A&s, 4. 2. & 13. 45: Job, 5. 2. Eccl. 4. 4. Ch. 27. 18. * i. e. Save now. P The Meſſiah. Iſ. 11. 1. Jer. 23.

* Pſ. 8. 2, 1 Cor. 26–28. * Mark, 11. 1–22. John, 1 1. 1, 18. & 12. 1. * Mark, 1 1. 12, 13. Luke, 13. 6-9

2 Tim. 3. 5. Tit. 1, 16. Heb. 6. 4–8. & 10, 26–31. 2 Peter, 2, 20–22. Ch. 12. 43–45. Ver. 40-44. Luke, 19. 42—44.

Tit. 1. 16. Rev. 3. 1. " Mark, 11. 20, 21. Ch. 24. 42, 44, 50. & 2 5. 6, 13. Job, xvii. xx. If 30, 13, 14. * Ch. 17

James, I. 6. Rom. 4. 19, 20. 1 Cor. 13. 2. * Ch. 7, 7, 11. & 18. 19. Mark, 11. 24. Luke, 11. 8, 9. John, 14. 13.

James, 5. 16. 1 John, 3. 22. & 5, 14.

Ver. 14–16. And the blind and the lame came to him, &c.]

The opinion that Jeſus was the Meſfiah now prevailed

generally; for, while he was in the temple, the blind and

the lame, and other diſeaſed perſons, were brought to him

from all quarters, to be healed. Many ſuch, no doubt,

would be waiting in the ſeveral avenues of the temple to

aſk alms, at a time when there was ſo vaſt a concourſe of

people; and there ſeems a peculiar propriety in our Lord's

multiplying theſe aſtoniſhing miracles, both to vindicate

the extraordinary ačt of authority which he had juſt been

performing, and to make this his laſt viſit to Jeruſalem as

convincing as poſſible, that thoſe who would not ſubmit to

him, might be left ſo much the more inexcuſable. Upon

this occaſion the very children, when they ſaw the cures

which he performed, proclaimed him the Son of David;

ſo wonderfully were they ſtruck with his miracles. Indeed

the chief prieſts and doćtors, finding him thus univerſally

acknowledged, were highly diſpleaſed ; yet they durſt not

do any thing to put a ſtop to it, as ſtanding in awe of

the multitude. They only aſked him if he heard what the

children ſaid, ver. 16. inſinuating, that it was his duty to

ftop their mouths, by refuſing the praiſes they offered

without underſtanding what they ſaid. Jeſus anſwered

them out of the 8th Pſalm, where David obſerves, that

though all ſhould be ſilent, God has no need of other

heralds to proclaim his praiſe, than infants who hang at

their mothers’ breaſts; becauſe, though they be dumb, the

admirable providence of God, conſpicuous in their preſer

vation, is equal to the loudeſt and ſublimeſt eloquence.

To ordain ſirength, which is the phraſe uſed by the Pſalmiſt

in the paſſage here referred to, was in effect to perfeół

praiſe, as the LXX. render it; ſo that there is no need to

*

be ſolicitous about that little variance i

This general obſervation of David was g

by the hºſannahs of the children, and ye

the triumph of the Apoſtles, weak as t

reſpects, over all the oppoſitions of J.

But ſee the note on Pſ. viii. 2.

Wer. 18–22. Now in the morning, &c

the remarks on this miracle to Mark

related with ſome circumſtances which

notice ; obſerving that our Lord curſed

morning of the day on which he ca

ſellers out of the temple: and though

inſtant to wither, the diſciples did not

withering, becauſe they left the ſpot

pronouncing the curſe; neither did the

evening, as they returned to Bethany,

was dark when they paſſed by, and the

diſtance from the road. They obſer

were going into the town next mo

occaſion to the converſation concer.

faith; but the withering of the fig-ti

ſation occaſioned thereby, having :

either be related among the tranſactio

the converſation occaſioned by its wi

they might be related ſeparately, e

This ſuggeſts an eaſy reconciliation

ferent times which are aſſigned to th

and Mark. Matthew, in the begin

ſtill deſcribing the tranſactions of th

curſed the fig-tree as he went to p

in the morning, viz. of the day when

the Evangeliſt had been relating hal
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s 23 " ' And, when he was come into the

temple, " the chief prieſts and the elders of

the people came unto him as he was teach

ing, and ſaid, "Dy what authority doeſt thou

theſe things 2 and who gave thee this au

thority ?

24 And Jeſus anſwered and ſaid unto

them, I alſo will aſk you one thing, which

what authority I do theſe things.

25 “The baptiſm of John, whence was

it from heaven, or of men 2 And they rea

ſoned with themſelves, ſaying, If we ſhall ſay,

From heaven; he will ſay unto us, Why did

ye not then believe him º

26 But if we ſhall ſay, Of men; we fear

the people : * for all hold John as a prophet.

if yt tell me, I in like wife will tell you by 27 And they anſwered Jeſus, and ſaid,

* Vark, 11. 27–33. Luke, 2c. I-8. * 1 Chron. xxiv. Exod. 19. 7. Num. I 1. 16. Ruth, 4. 4. 1 Sam. 15. 30. * Exod. 2. 14.

Adi, l, 17. & 3. 7. Ch. 7. 29. * Ch. 1o 16, 17. Eph. 5, 15. Job, 5. 13. * Ch. iii. Luke, i. iii. Mark, 1. 1–11. John, 1.6–36.

* j, 11-36. & 5. 32–35. Luke, 7. 29, 39. Ch. 17. 12. Mark, 9. 13. * Ch. 14. 5. Malk, 6, 29. Luke, 29. 6. John, 5. 35.

º

ing of the day following, as is commonly ſuppoſed—in

tº mºrning, as he returned into the city, he had hungered

(triari, Aoriſt.) ver. 19. and ſeeing a ſingle fig-tree

(º, aſzy) in the way, he came to it, and fºund nothing

thrºn but leaves only, and ſaid unto it, Let no fruit grow

on the henceforward for ever, and sángzºn wagºzºuz—

(Exaruit illico, Beza,) it withered forthwith ; that is, began

to wither from that time forth, though the diſciples did

not then obſerve it, becauſe they paſſed by while Jeſus

was pronouncing the curſe ; neither did they obſerve it as

they came out in the evening, becauſe in all probability

it was dark, ver. 20. And when the diſciples ſaw it, ſaw

the fig-tree withered from the roots, that is to ſay, next

morning, as they were returning to the city from Bethany;

—for ſo we are expreſsly told in the more particular ac

cºunt which Mark has given of this miracle—They mar

tilled, ſaying, how ſoon is the fig-tree withered away The

ſolution arifing from the tranſlation of the paſſage here

offered ſeems the moſt natural which can be given. For,

as Matthew choſe to relate the curſing of the fig-tree and

the effect of the curſe together, it was proper to ſpeak of

the curſe after relating the other tranſaction of the next

day to be mentioned in the hiſtory. The ſacred volume

furniſhes ſeveral examples of incidental hiſtories intro

duced in this manner. For inſtance ; the hiſtory of John

the Baptiſt's death, ch. xiv. 3, &c. See alſo Mark, xvi. 7.

and Luke, ix. 46. where it is ſaid, Now there had ariſºn

a diſpute amºng them, viz. on the road to Capernaum,

: St. Mark ſays expreſsly that the diſpute happened
there,

Ver, 23–26. And, when he was come, &c.] The rulers,

much alarmed at the proceedings of Jeſus, were very de

frous of putting him to death; but they wiſhed to do it

under the pretext of law. See ver. 46. and Mark, xi. 18.

In conſequence of their intentions to do ſo, the chief

Prieſts, ſcribes and elders, that is to ſay, ſome of the firſt

nº of the nation, came by appointment of the Sanhedrim

tº Jeſus, as he was teaching in the temple, and before all

the people put two queſtions to him. The fift was, con

“ſhing the nature of the authority by which he acted,

"hºther as a Prophet, a prieſt, or a king. The ſecond

ºftiºn was, that if he claimed the authority of any, or all

* chara&ers, they deſired to know whence he derived

* ver, 23. Jeſus, that he might at once reprove the im

Yºst of the queſtion in thoſe circumſtances, and, in

• ‘s

faćt, return an unexceptionable, though oblique anſwer

to it, ſaid to them in reply, I alſº will aſk, &c. ver. 24, 25.

This queſtion reduced the prieſts to an inextricable di

lemma. They confidered on the one hand, that if they

ſhould acknowledge John's miſſion to be from God, it

would oblige them to acknowledge Chriſt's authority;

John having more than once borne teſtimony to him as

the Meſſiah. On the other hand, if they denied John's

authority, they did not know but the people who ſtood

round them liſtening to Jeſus might ſtone them, for they

generally believed John to have been a prophet: many of

them had ſubmitted to his baptiſm, and his reputation by

no means ended with his life; not a few then helding him

in high eſteem, both on Chriſt's account and his own.

See Luke, xx. 6. and the note on ch. xiv. Io. Wherefore,

as matters ſtood, they judged it ſafeſt to anſwer, that they

could not tell whence John's baptiſm was. By return

ing this anſwer, the prieſts left Jeſus at liberty to decline

giving the Sanhedrim that ſatisfaction, which they were

demanding. That court whoſe prerogative it was to judge

of prophets, required our Lord to make good his preten

fions to the character that he aſſumed: but by the queſtion

which he put, he obliged them to confeſs, that they had

not been able to paſs any judgment upon John the

Baptiſt, notwithſtanding he claimed the character of a

meſſenger from God, and they had ſent to examine his

pretenſions: this, in effect, was to acknowledge themſelves

incapable of judging of any prophet whatever. “Ye are

“ come,” ſaid he, “to inquire into the proofs of my

“ miſſion. I agree to ſubmit myſelf to your examination,

“ on condition that you will tell me what your determi

“ nation was concerning john. Was he a true, or a falſe

“ prophet F. You ſay, you cannot tell. If then you are not

“ able to form a judgment concerning John, how can

“ you take upon you to judge of me?” In this light

our Lord's queſtion, in anſwer to theirs, appears to have

been formed with the greateſt wiſdom and addreſs; be

cauſe whether the prieſts replied in the affirmative or ne

gative, or gave no reply at all, they abſolutely condemned

themſelves. See Macknight, Grotius, Calmet.

Mer. 27. Neither tell I you] “I do not think it at all

neceſſary to tell you by what authority I do theſe things;

‘ for the other queſtion concerning John, naturally re

“quires to be determined firſt ; and when you think

“ proper to decide that, you may eaſily perceive that the

lſ ºn 2 “ ſame
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* We cannot tell. And he ſaid unto them,

* Neither tell I you by what authority I do

theſe things.

28 " But what think ye " A certain man

had two ſons; and he came to the firſt, and

ſaid, Son, go work to-day in my vineyard.

29 He anſwered and ſaid, I will not :

* but afterward he repented, and went.

30 And he came to the ſecond, and ſaid

likewiſe. And he anſwered and ſaid, I go,

ſir; and went not. -

31 Whether of them twain did the will

of his father "They ſay unto him, The firſt.

Jeſus faith unto them, Verily I ſay unto you,

" that the publicans and the harlots go into

f Rom. 1. 18, 21, 22, 28. 2 Cor. 2. 1 r. & 4. 3, 4. 2. Theſſ. 2. 9, 10.

Gen. ix. * Rom. 1. 13–32. Eph. 2. 2, 3, 11, 12. & 4, 17-19.

19, 20. Ch. 23. 3. Luke, 13. 11, 12. Exod. 19. 3. Deut. 5. 27.

29, 30. * Ch. 3. S. Luke, 3. . 2, 13. & 7. 9–5c. Ch. 1 1. 18.

12. Pſ, 81. 11, 12. 9 Pſ. 8o. 8–15. Song, 8. 1, 12. Iſ. 5, 1–4.

Leut. I. 15. & 10. 13. & 17, 9–15. * Pſ. 1. 3- Song, 8. 11, 12.

the kingdom of God before you, º

32 For “John came unto you in the way

of righteouſneſs, and ye believed him not,

but the publicans and the harlots believed

him : and ye, when ye had ſeen it, repº

not afterward, that ye might believe him,

33 * Hear another parable: There was a

certain houſeholder, " which planted a vine.

yard, and hedged it round about, and digged

a wine preſs in it, and built a tower, and let

it out to huſbandmen, and went into a ſat

country :

34 And, when the time of the fruit drew

near, he ſent his ſervants to the huſbandmeſ

‘that they might receive the fruits of it,

Prov. 26. 4. Job, 5, 13. * Luke, 15. 11–31. Ch. 10,

* Luke, 15. 17, 18. Acts, 17. 30. Eph. 2. 1–8, 12, 19. A Pſ.

* 2 Sam, 12. 5–7. Job, 15. 6. Luke, 19. 22. * Ch, 9. 9. Luk:

Luke, 18. 13. & 19. 1–10.

Jer, 2, 21. Mark, 12. 1-12. Luke, zo. 9-13.

* Pſ. 10. 4. John, 5.* Zech. 7.

\\ln, Mil. IV.

“ ſame anſwer will ſerve both " which was plainly the

caſe ; for, as on the one hand, the expreſs teſtimony which

John bore to Chriſt muſt be a ſufficient proof of his di

vine miſſion, if that of John was allowed, (ſince according

to the Jewiſh maxim, the teſtimony of one prophet was

fufficient to confirm the authority of another); ſo Chriſt

had ſpoken in ſuch an honourable manner of John, that to

condemn John as an impoſtor, would imply a like cenſure

on the character of Jeſus.

Wer. 28–30. But what think ye * A certain man, &c.]

Becauſe the chief prieſts and elders had ſaid that they did

not know whence John's baptiſm was, Jeſus ſharply re

buked them for diſbelieving him : he conveyed his reproof

under the parable of two ſons, who were commanded to

work in their father's vineyard ; and by aſking their opi

nion of the behaviour of theſe ſons, he made them con

demn themſelves. See on ch. xiii. 3. The temper and

behaviour of the ſecond ſon was an exact pićture of the

temper and behaviour of the Phariſees; for, in their

prayers and praiſes, they gave God the moſt honourable

titles, and profeſſed the utmoſt zeal to ſerve him ; but at

the ſame time would do no part of the work which he

enjoined them, and particularly would not hearken to the

Baptiſt's exhortations. In the character of the other ſon,

the diſpoſition of the tax-gatherers and harlots is well

deſcribed : they neither profeſſed nor promiſed to do the

will of God; yet, when they came to think ſeriouſly, they

fubmitted themſelves firſt to John, then to Chriſt, and, in

conſequence of their faith, were admitted to partake of

the privileges of the Goſpel. See Macknight and Chem

yìit Z.

Wer. 31–32. They ſay untº him, The firſlī It ſeems that

the Phariſees did not perceive that by this anſwer they con

demned themſelves, till Jeſus made a direct application of

the parable in that ſharp, but juſt reproof, Verily, I ſay

unto you, that the putlicanſ and the larlott go into the king

dom of God before you. For, ver. 32. though you ſt

that you do not know whence the baptiſm of John

john came unto you in the way of righteouſneſ; he c

proved his miſſion from God, and ye believed him

gave no credit to the teſtimony he bare to me; anº

ſequently would not go into the vineyard; but the pu

and the harlots believed him ; they received his teſt

and obeyed the Goſpel; and ye, when ye had ſen

pented not afterward, that ye might believe him ; wh

had perſons of the moſt abandoned chara&ers re

by his ſermons, (which doubtleſs was a ſtrong T

his miſſion from God,) you did not repent of y

poſition to that holy man; nor of your diſobed

his inſtructions; at leaſt, your remorſe was not

a kind as to make you afterwards believe hil

Heylin renders the laſt clauſe, And though you .

yet you did not repent, ſº as to believe him.

The moral refle&tion ſuggeſted by this paſſa

hiſtory is, that the openly profane are more apt

than hypocrites; which experience ſhews alſo t

The reaſon is, perſons openly profane have nothin

they can defend themſelves againſt the terror

when once they begin to faſten upon their cº

whereas hypocrites, having a form of godlit

themſelves therewith from all the attacks wi

made upon them by the ſtrongeſt arguments,

ther from reaſon or from the word of God.

Wer. 33. Hear another parable] Not ſatisfied

ing the rulers the heinouſneſs of their ſin, in

Baptiſt, Jeſus judged it proper likewiſe pu

preſent the crime of the nation, in rejecting

ſengers of God, from firſt to laſt 5 and ann

his only-begotten Son: at the ſame time he

plainly of their danger, by reaſon of the

which they incurred on account of ſuch a cont

of rebellion. The outward occonomy of relig
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35 ' And the huſbandmen took his ſer- ſon, they ſaid among themſelves, This is the

Vints, and beat one, and killed another, and

ſtoned another.

36 Again, he ſent other ſervants more

thin the firſt: and they did unto them likewiſe.

37 But laſt of all he "ſent unto them

is ſon, ſaying, They will reverence my ſon.

$ But, when the huſbandmen ſaw the

º:: **** & *3,º,” 15, 16.

& 17. I. John, 11. 53. Ch. xxvi. xxvii. Maik, xiv. xv.

lj. Ii.

Neh. 9. 26.

Gal. 4. 4. Luke, i. ii. iv. &c.

Luke, xxii. xxiii.

heir ; come, let us kill him, and let us ſeize

on his inheritance.

39 And they caught him, and caſt him out

of the vineyard, and ſlew him.

4o When the Lord therefore of the vine

yard cometh, what will he do unto thoſe huſ

bandmen :

Jer. xx. xxvi. xxxvi. xxxvii. xxxviii. Ch. 23. 34, 37. Aćts, 7. 52,

Ch. i. iv. John, ii. &c. * Heb. 1. 2. Ch. 26. 3, 4.

John, v. vii. viii. x. xviii. xix. Acts, 3. 14, 15. 1 Cor. 2. 8. Heb.

they gloried, was to be taken from them ; their relation

tº God, as his people, cancelled; and their national con

... Ritution deſtroyed: but, becauſe theſe were topics ex

tremely diſagreeable, he couched them under the veil of a

patible, which he formed upon one made uſe of long

, bºoſt by the prophet Iſaiah, ch. v. 1, &c. where ſee the

nºtes. This vineyard, with its appurtenances, repreſents

the Moſaical diſpenſation, a diſpenſation attended with

gºt preſent advantages, and many promiſes of future

tkiings: the other circumſtances of the parable are ex

timely clear. St. Matthew uſes the word anyov for a wine

Fſ, and St. Mark, JToxnvoy; the former ſignifies the

wine-preſs, the other the cavity under it, wherein the

ºil was fixed which received the liquor preſſed from

tº grapes. The one of theſe naturally implies the other;

it our Lord choſe to mention both.

War. 37. Laff ºf all, he ſent unto them his ſon] That no

means might be left untried, God ſent unto them his

ºwn Son; whoſe authority, clearly eſtabliſhed by unde

rible miracles, ought to have been acknowledged with

ºrfulneſs and joy by thoſe wicked men. The queſtion

is not here, how prudent it would have been in a human

ther to venture his ſon in ſuch a caſe as this; for the

Pºwer which God had of raiſing Chriſt from the dead,

* making all his ſufferings redound to his glory and
hºpineſs, quite alters the caſe. The deſign is, to ſhew

tº patience of God, and the wickedneſs of the Jews by

ºblem; than which nothing can be more expreſſive.

* is note on Luke, xx. 13.

Fr. 38, 39. It’hen the huſbandmen ſaw the ſºn] It would

hence ſeem, that the Jews knew Jeſus to be the Son of

God. Yet Peter ſays both of the rulers and the people,

that they crucified the Lord ignorantly, A&ts, iii. 17. and

ºf Lord himſelf prays for them as not knowing what

tº did. It is evidént indeed, that the rulers, for very

* cauſed him to be crucified; yet it is not at all

improbable, that though they could not but confeſs him

. ſome great perſon or prophet, yet they might be far

. being convinced that he was the Meſfiah. The

poſtles themſelves, notwithſtanding they had been eye

* of all his miracles, and had the advantage of

. all his diſcourſes, doubted whether he was the

küü, while he lay in the grave; there can therefore be

*"Propriety, in ſuppoſing that the unbelieving Jews

* in the ſame ſtate of mind. And, if ſo, where is the

*ncy in ſaying, that though they put him to death

t

as a prophet, they did not crucify him as the Meſſiah?

That this was really their opinion is evident both from

Sacred Hiſtory, and from the general ſentiments of their

deſcendants, even to this day. Our Lord's words may

bear another ſenſe, and imply, that though it be granted

they acknowledged his being the Meſfiah, and thought

that in putting him to death, they were anſwerable for the

death of a mere mortal only, yet they were ignorant of

his eſſential dignity, and the near relation in which he

ſtood to his heavenly Father.

other circumſtance of their ſeizing upon the inheritance, may

be added to heighten and complete the parable, without

being intended to convey any particular and independant

truth.

fable, or an hiſtorical picture, to convey ſome general truth

to the mind, reſulting from the whole aſſemblage of cir

Yet after all, this, like the

For it is the nature of a parable, as well as of a

cumſtances or figures taken colle&tively; but not to con

vey particular truths from any fingle circumſtance or figure

conſidered as ſeparate, detached from, or independant of

the reſt. St. Matthew and St. Luke ſay, That the huſband

men cy? the ſºn out of the vineyard, and killed him, (ver. 39.)

St. Mark ſays, They fift killed him, and then caſt him out :

but his meaning may have been this ; they ſo beat and

bruiſed him, before they caſt him out, that he could not

live ; and, after having caſt him out, they completed the

murder, killing him outright.
The manner in which

St. Mark has expreſſed it, inſinuates, that after they had

killed him, they threw out his body, without burial, to the

dogs; a circumſtance which does not ſeem to have any

particular reference, but is formed to ſhew in a general

point of view, the greatneſs of the rebellion of theſe huſ

bandmen. If ſuch a propoſal as that before us, come, let

us kill him, &c. would have been the height of folly as

well as wickedneſs in theſe huſbandmen, it was ſo much the

more proper to repreſent the part that the jewiſh rulers ačted

in the murder of Chriſt, which they were now projecting,

and which they accompliſhed within three days. The ad

monition was moſt graciouſly given; but ſerved only, in

an aſtoniſhing manner, to illuſtrate that degree of hardneſs

to which a ſinful heart is capable of arriving.

knight, Doddridge, and Chemnitz.

See Mac

Wer. 40–42. When the Lord therefºre—cometh]. Accord

ing to St. Mark and St. Luke, Jeſus anſwered this queſ

tion himſelf; which, according to St. Matthew, the prieſts

anſwered : this apparent inconſiſtency may be reconciled

by ſuppoſing, that after they had ſaid to him, God forbid?

9
3S
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41 They ſay unto him, " He will miſerably

deſtroy thoſe wicked men, and will let out

his vineyard unto other huſbandmen, which

ſhall render him the fruits in their ſeaſons.

42 Jeſus faith unto them, "Did ye never

read in the ſcriptures, the ſtone which the

iyuilders reječted, the ſame is become the head

of the corner: this is the Lord's doing, and

it is marvellous in our eyes }

Therefore I ſay unto you, * The king

dom of God ſhall be taken from you, and

given to a nation bringing forth the fruits

thereof.

41 “And whoſoever ſhall fall on this ſome

ſhall be broken : but on whomſoever it ſhill

fall, it will grind him to powder, -

4; And, when the chief prieſts and Phai

ſees had heard his parables, they perceived

that he ſpake of them. -

46 But, when they ſought to lay hands on

him, they feared the multitude, becauſe they

* took him for a prophet.

y Luke, 19. 27, 42—44. & zo. 15, 16. Mark, 12. 9. Deut. 4, 26, 27. & 28. 15–68. & 29. 18–28. & 31. 17, 18. & 31, 15-35. Lev. 16. I

–39. Ch. 8. 1 , , 2. & 3. 12. & 12. 43–45. & 23: 35–78. & 22. 7 & 24, 2–34. Luke, 7. 22–37. & 21, 6–33. Prov. 1. 21-32. John,
39–41. Acts, 28. 23–28. * Ch. 8, 11. Acts, 13. 46, 47. & 18, 6. Rom. I i. 11–19. Pſ. 47. 9. Dan. 2.44. Ver, 43. * Pſ, 1 \\, ,

Aółs, 4. 1. Luke, 20. 17. Rom 9. 33. 1 Pe'er, 2. 7. 1ſ. 28. 16. Eph 2. 14–23. Ch. 16. 18. Zech. 3- 9. * 1 Tim. 3. 16. Rum,

26, 27. Col. 1. 25–27. Eph. 3. 3–9. * See on ver, 41. * Iſ. 8. 4, 15. Rom. 9. 33. 1 Peter, 2. 7. Luke, to 18. li. 60. 12. 1:

12. 3. Pſ. 2. 9. 1 Theſſ. 2. 16. See ver. 41. 2 Cor. 3. 14. & 4. 3, 4. Dun. 2, 43, 41. I'ſ 1 to. 5, 6. * Luke, 11. 45. 1 Tim &

* Ver. 26. Ch. 14. 5. Luke, zo. 6. Mark, 12. 12. * Luke, 7. 16. John, 7.40. Sce ver, 11.

as St. Luke tells us, they repeated his words ironically,–

he will miſèrably dy'roy thoſe wicked men, &c. ſpeaking with

a tone of voice expreſſive of the diſpoſition of their mind,

and then added contemptuouſly, “which will render him

“ the fruit; in their ſeaſºnſ, which will behave better, no

“ doubt, than we have done:” for they underſtood his

parables, and deſigned to affront him by ridiculing what he

ſaid. Beſides, unleſs we ſuppoſe that the prieſts ſpoke

theſe words ironically, the anſwer which St. Matthew tells

us Jeſus returned to them, will loſe much of its force, be

cauſe it implies that the prieſts had denied that the vine

yard was to be taken from them, and given to others.

jºſus ſlith, ver, 42. did ye never read, &c. “If the vine

“ yard is not to be taken away from you, and given to

“ others, what is the meaning of Pſ. cxviii. 22. Doth

“ not that paſſage of Scripture foretel, that the Meſſiah

“ ſhall be rejećted by the Jewiſh great men, and that

“ though they crucify him, He ſhall become the head of

“ the corner, or of the church 2 Now what elſe is this,

“ but that he ſhall be believed on by the Gentiles, and

“ unite them to the church of God, as a head corner

“ ſtone unites the two fides of a building " Accordingly

St. Luke expreſſes the connection of our Lord’s anſwer

with their denial more clearly, ch. xx. 17. See the note

on Pſ. cxviii. 21, 22. Jeffery’s Review, p. 119. and Mac

knight. Dr. Campbell reads, ver, 42. “A ſome which

“ the builders rejected, is made the head ºf the corner. This

“ the Lord hath ºff ded, and we behºld it with admiration.”

Ver. 43, 44. Therefºre I ſay unto you, &c.]” “For the

“ reaſon that God has expreſsly foretold this judgement

“ ſhall happen to you, and becauſe it is a moſt righteous

“ and equitable judgement, I aſſure you it will fall upon

“ you, however you may deſpiſe or diſbelieve it. The

“ theocracy, the outward ceconomy of religion, which

“ you have long enjoyed very unprofitably, ſhall be taken

“ from you, and given to the Gentiles; who, whatever

“ you may think of them, will improve it far better than

“ you have done.” Theſe words ſeem to confirm the firſt

method of ſolving the difficulties mentioned in the laſt

note: for had the prieſts ſpoken ſeriouſly, our Lord need

not have been at the pains to produce texts of Scºt

to prove what they had ſo fully acknowledged. “ iſ

“ ever ſhall fill on this ſºone, continues our Lord, wi

“ the builders have reječted, but which God will r

“ the head of the corner, ſhall be broken. See Rom. ix.

“Whoſoever ignorantly oppoſes the Meſfiah, ſhall th

“ receive great harm to himſelf-in alluſion to

“ ſtumbling at a ſtone thrown aſide as uſeleſs; b

“ whomſºever it ſhall fall, it will grind him to pº

Our Saviour ſeems to have had in view Dan.

where the deſtruction of all the oppoſers of the M

kingdom is deſcribed thus: “ Thou ſaweſi, till that

“ was cut out without hands, which ſmote the image u

“feet, that were of iron and clay, and brake them to

“ver. 35. Then was the iron, the clay, the braſs, th

‘ and the gold broken to pieces together, and became

‘ chaff ºf the ſummer threſhing floors ; and the win

“ them away, that no place was found for them :

“ ſome that ſmote the image became a great moun,

“filled the whole earth.” Our Lord's meaning is,

the oppoſers of the Meſfiah's kingdom, called ve

kingdom ºf God, and by Daniel the kingdom of 1

heaven, ch. ii. 44. ſhall be utterly deſtroyed,

to Daniel's viſion of the image. The firſt clauſe

ſhall fall, &c. ſeems to deſcribe the fin and p

of the great men, who being chief in the rebelli

way to the reſt, and had an active hand in Yi

authority of the Mcſſiah. See Macknight. lor.

explains it, “Whoſoever ſhall ſtumble at n

“ doćtrine, while I am here on earth in this lau

‘ he ſhall be broken and damaged by it : but

* ſhall oppoſe me after my exaltation to glo

“ pouring out of my Spirit for the full revel

“Goſpel, and proof of my miſſion ; he wil

“ himſelf aggravated guilt, and unavoidable

See Wetſtein.

Wer. 45. They perceived that he /pake of złezzº

think they could have been at no loſs for th

tion of the parable, conſidering how nearly

that in Iſaiah, V. I., &c. with which they we

8
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Tº parable of the marriage of the king's ſºn. The vocation of

tº Gentier. The puniſhment of him that wanted the wedding

garment. Tribute ought to be paid to Ceſar. Chriſ con

filth the Sadducees about the reſurreàion, anſwereth the

kiwyer which is the firſ? and great commandment, and em

Hrraſſeth the Phariſees about the Mºffat.

[Anno Domini 33.]

N D Jeſus anſwered and ſpake unto

them again by parables, and ſaid,

2 * The kingdom of heaven is like unto a

certain king which made a marriage for his

ſon,

3 And ſent forth ‘ his ſervants to call them

that were bidden to the wedding: and they

would not come.

4. Again, he ſent forth “other ſervants,

ſaying, Tell them which are bidden, Be

hold, I have prepared my dinner: my oxen

‘Chº. 15–17. & 12.43-45. & xiii. & 20, 1–14. & 21, 28–44. Luke, xiii—xix., Ch. 14. 43–51. & 25. 1–29. * Ch. 3. 2. & 4, 17.

& di & zo. 1. & 21. 31, 43, with Luke, 14. 16–24. Rev. 19. 7, 9. Song, i-viii. Pſ. xlv. * Ch. iii. x. Mark, i. ii. Luke, i. iii. vi. x.

Prº. 9. 1–5. & 1. 2o–25. Hoſ. 1 1. 2, 7. * Luke, 24. 47. Aćts, i-ix. Prov. 9. 1–5. & 1. zo—23. Iſ. 25. 6. Ch. xxvi-xxviii. Mark,

i-wi, Luke, xxii—xxiv. John, xviii.-xx, & 6. 27—57.

will acquainted: only it is to be obſerved, that there Iſrael

is the vineyard, here the true religion is repreſented under

that figure. Accordingly it is there threatened, that the

vineyard ſhould be deſtroyed; but here, that it ſhould be

k; ºut to other huſbandmen, each event ſuiting its con

* 1:dion. See Doddridge and Calmet.

Iftrenceſ on Chriſ's Proceſſion to the Temple.—Never did

ºut Saviour take ſo much ſtate upon him as now that he was

gºing to his paſſion. Other journies he meaſured on foot,

without train or tumult; this with a princely equipage, and

º acclamations. O Saviour, whether ſhall we moſt ad

mºthy majeſty, or thy humility ?—that divine Majeſty,

which lay hid under ſo lowly an appearance, or that fin

tº humility, which veiled ſo great a glory Thou, O

lºrd, whºſe chariots are twent thouſand, even thouſands of

ength, wouldſt chooſe one .# the meaneſt of animals to

ºny thee in thy laſt, thy royal progreſs. How well is

ty birth ſuited with thy triumphs Even that very gſ;

whereon thou didſt ride, was the ſubjećt of propheſy;

ºther couldſt thou have completed thoſe vatical predic
tiºns flou: this conveyance. O glorious and yet homely

pºmp

Jeſus would not loſe aught of his right. He who was a

§ng, would be ſo proclaimed: but, that it might appear

histingdºm waſ not of this world, he who could have de

manded, all worldly magnificence, thought fit to re

inquiſh it. Inſtead of the kings of the earth, who, reign

*ś by thee, thou King of kings, and Lord of lords,

might have been employed among thine attendants ;—the

Pºpe are thine heralds, their homely garments thy car

*their green boughs the ſtrewings of thy way. Thoſe
*ē, which were wont to be borne in the hands of

them who triumph, are ſtrewed under the feet of thy

*; it was thy greatneſs and honour to contemn the
gories which worldly hearts are apt ſo much to admire.

Jºſtly did thy followers hold the beſt ornaments of the

*Wºrthy of no better claim than to be trod upon by
thre: how happily did they think their backs diſrobed

for thy honour ! " How gladly did they employ their

*in Rºſannaz., tº thes, the son of Ijavid'ſ where

**: the greateſt maſters of the ſynagogue, who had

*the ejećtion of whoſoever ſhould confeſs Jeſus to

* : Chūſºio here, bold and undaunted clients of

*\, who dare proclaim him in the public road,

in the open ſtreets In vain ſhall the impotent enemies

of Chriſt hope to ſuppreſs his glory: as ſoon may they

hide with the palm of their hand the face of the ſun, as

withhold the beams of his divine truth from the eyes of

men by their envious oppoſition. In ſpite of all the

Jewiſh malignity, his kingdom is avowed, applauded,

bleſſed. -

O thou fairer than the children of men, in thy majgſy ride

on prºſperouſly, becauſe of truth, of meekneſ, and righteouſ

nºſ, and thy right hand/hall teach thee terrible things

In this princely, yet poor and deſpicable pomp, does our

Saviour enter into the famous city of Jeruſalem—Jeru

ſalem noted of old for the ſeat of kings, prieſts, and pro

phets. Thither would Jeſus come as a king, as a prieſt,

as a prophet; acclaimed as a king ; teaching the people,

and foretelling the woeful devaſtation of the city, as a

prophet; and as a prieſt, taking poſſeſſion of his temple,

and vindicating it from the foul profanations of Jewiſh

ſacrilege. -

As all the world was bound to the Redeemer for his

incarnation and refidence on the earth, ſo eſpecially Ju

dea, to whoſe limits he confined himſelf. But thoſe places

and perſons which have the greateſt helps and privileges

afforded to them, are not always the moſt anſwerable in

the return of their thankfulneſs. Chriſt’s being amongſt

us does not make us happy, but his welcome : every day

we may hear him in our ſtreets, and yet be as much to

ſeek concerning him as thoſe citizens of Jeruſalem,-JWho

if this 2

The attending diſciples could not be at a loſs for an

anſwer; which of the prophets have not put it into their

mouths:—Who is this 2 Aſk Moſºr, and he ſhall tell you;

the ſeed ºf the woman, who ſhall bruiſe the ſerpent's head. Aſk

your father jacob, and he ſhall tell you, the Shiloh of the

tribe ºf judih. Aſk David, and he ſhall tell you, -the King

of glory. Aſk Iſaiah, and he ſhall tell you, -Emmanuel,

wonderful, counſeller, the mighty God, the everlºſing Father,

the Prince of peace I Aſk jeremiah, and he ſhall tell you,

—the righteouſ Branch. Aſk Daniel, he ſhall tell you,-

the Mºffah. Aſk john the Baptiſ, he ſhall tell you, -the

LAMB of GoD.—If you aſk the God of the prophets, he

hath told you, This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well

pleaſed. Yea, if all theſe be too good for you to conſult

with, the very devil; themſelves have been forced to con

feſs, I know thee who thou art, the Holy One ºf God. On º
ſide
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and my fatlings are killed, and all things are their ways, one to his farm, another to his

ready : come unto the marriage.

5 * But they made light of it, and went

• Gen. 19. 14. Aćts, 2. 13. Prov. 1. 24, 25. Pſ, 81. 11. Heb. 2. 3. Ch. 13. 22. 1 Tim. 6. 9, 1o.

Acts, iv.-viii. & xii. & 13. 45. & 14. 4, 5, 19. & 17. 5, 13. & 13. 12. & zo. 3. & 21. 30. & xxii-xxv.34, 37.

merchandiſe : -

6 "And the remnant took his ſervants, and

* 2 chron, 35. 16. Ch. 21.3; &# .
1 Theſſ, 2, 14, 15.

ſide has Chriſt left himſelf without a teſtimony; and,

accordingly the multitude have their anſwer ready, This is

Jesus, the prophet ºf Nazareth in Galilee.

With this humble pomp and juſt acclamation, O Sa

viour, doſt thou paſs through the ſtreets of Jeruſalem to

the temple, as a good ſon, when he comes from far,

alights firſt at his father's houſe. Neither would he think

it otherwiſe than prepoſterous to viſit ſtrangers before his

friends, or friends before his father. Beſides, the temple

had more need of thy preſence ; there was the moſt diſ

order, and thence, as from a corrupt ſpring, it iſſued forth

into all the channels of Jeruſalem. A wiſe phyſician in

quires into the ſtate of the chief and vital parts; ſurely

ail good or evil begins at the temple.

there; if men find there nothing but wholeſome inſtruc

tion and holy example, the commonwealth cannot want

ſome happy tincture of piety, devotion, ſanótimony, as

that fragrant perfume from Aaron's head ſweetens the

utmoſt ſkirts of his garments. On the contrary, the diſ

tempers of the temple cannot but affect the whole body

of the people. As therefore the good huſbandman, when

he ſees the leaves grow yellow, and the branches unthriv

ing, looks preſently to the roots, ſo didſt thou, O holy

Saviour, upon fight of the diſorder ſpread over Jeruſalem,

addreſs thyſelf to the reëtifying of the temple.

No ſooner is Chriſt alighted at the gate of the outer

court of his Father's houſe, than he ſets about the great

work of reformation, which was his errand into the world.

With what fear and aſtoniſhment did the repining of

fenders look upon ſo unexpe&ted a chara&er; while their

conſcience laſhed them more than thºſe cords, and the terror

of that meek chaſtiſer more affrighted them than his

blows 2 Is this that mild and gentle Saviour, who came

to take upon him our ſtripes, and to undergo the chaſtiſe

ment of our peace : Is this that quiet lamb, which befºre

his ſhearers openeth not his mouth 2 See now how his radiant

eyes ſparkle with holy anger, and dart forth beams of in

dignation in the faces of theſe guilty money-changers |

Yea thus, thus it became thee, O thou glorious Redeemer

of men, to let the world ſee that thou haſt not loſt thy juſtice

in thy mercy that there is not more lenity in thy for

bearances, than rigour in thy juſt ſeverity; that thou canſt

thunder as well as ſhine.

But why did not the prieſts and Levites, to whom the

gain principally belonged, abet the money-changers, and

make head againſt ſo apparently weak an agent 2 Why

did not thoſe multitudes of men ſtand upon their defence,

and wreſt the ſcourge out of the hand of an almoſt un

armed prophet;-inſtead of running away like ſheep

before him, not daring to abide his preſence, though his

hand had been ſtill —Surely had theſe men been ſo many

armies, ſo many legions of devils, when God will aſtoniſh

and chaſe them, they cannot have the power to ſtand and

reſiſt How eaſy is it for him who made the heart, to

If God have his due

put either terror or courage into it at pleaſure! It was

none of thy leaſt miracles, Almighty Saviour, that \\

didſt thus drive out a multitude of able offenders in ſpite

of their gains and reſentful reſolutions. The profit M.

no power to ſtay them againſt thy frowns.

RFELEctions.—1ſt, Being about to offer himſelf as t

true paſchal Lamb, our bleſſed Lord determined to ma

his triumphant entry firſt into Jeruſalem, as a prelude

thoſe more exalted honours, to which, on his reſurreà:

from the dead, he ſhould be advanced. We are told on

approaching the ſuburbs, where he halted,

1. The preparations that he ordered to be mºe.

find no heralds ſent to clear the way; no guards ſurro

his glittering car; no muſic fills the air with havnowy

officers of ſtate with gorgeous robes attend their mi

Sovereign. The lowly Jeſus deſpiſed this worldly wo

it fitted not his ſtate of humiliation; and therefore, th

he could in an inſtant have commanded down chº

legions to attend his ſteps, and made the clouds hi

riots, he choſe his poor diſciples to be with him :

ſeated on an aſs's colt, and not even that his ow

termines thus to make his public entry. Yet eve

he takes occaſion to diſplay his divine omniſcient

his influence over the ſpirits of men; ſending his d

to the village over againſt them, directing them w

find the aſs tied with her foal; and aſſuring them

any man offered to queſtion them for looſing ºve

the colt, it would be ſufficient to ſay their Maſtel

them, and he would immediately let them go.

2. The fulfilment of the Scripture herein is pa

remarked. Long before had the prophets Iſaiah an

riah predićted this event ; Tell ye the daughter of

tidings of great joy: Behold, admire and adore

King, the long-expected Meſſiah, cometh unro º

ing ſalvation; meek as a lamb, to bear every in

Zion's ſake, and gentle to rule with a ſceptre

the hearts of his believing people ; ſitting upazi

a colt the fºal of an aſ , like one of the ancien

Iſrael, and in ſuch humility as was beſt ſuited

racter which he bore. Note ; Chriſt is Zion'

happy ſubjećts may well rejoice in his power

but let his enemies tremble; though he conne

lamb, he will ſhortly roar againſt them as a lic

3. The diſciples having obeyed their NV A.

and brought the aſs with her colt, they ſpre

ments on them, and ſeated him thereon 5 aws

expreſſion of exultation and joy, which thi

to human view, deſpicable multitude coul,

uſhered him into the city, ſpreading their ga.

of carpets on the ground, or hanging the nº

ſide ; cutting down boughs of trees, and

by the road ; and carrying palm-branches i

(John, xii. 13.) as in the feaſt of tabernacles
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titreated them ſpitefully, and ſlew them.

7 * But when the king heard thereof he

was wroth : and he ſent forth his armies, and

* “h 2:31–39. 3. 24, 2–34. Luke, 17. 22–37. & 19, 41–44. & 21, 6–33. Heb. 6, 4–8. & 12. 26–31.

Dinº. 16, -7. Luke, 13. 14. Secch. 21.41.

deſtroyed thoſe 'murderers, and burned up

their city. - * -

8 Then ſaith he to his ſervants, The wed

f

1 Theſſ. 2. 16. 1 Peter, 4. 17, 13.

with loud hoſannahs their triumphant ſongs of praiſe;

* Welcoming their adored Meſſiah, the Son of David, who

time with divine authority from on high; wiſhing him

* ill proſperity, honour, happineſs, and glory; praying for

the appearing of his kingdom, and that his throne might

* Alted over all ; and calling on the heavenly hoſts to

jºin in their bleſlings, praiſe, and adoration. Note ; (1.)

* The coming of Jeſus into the finner's heart is ſtill mat

* ºr of greater exultation, and deſerves louder ſhouts of

priſe, (2.) They who have taſted the preciouſneſs of a

Atºmer's grace in their own ſouls, cannot but long to

, ſº his kingdom eſtabliſhed in the hearts of others; and

ſºutly pray for its more abundant manifeſtation in the
world.

4. Such an uncommon ſcene excited great emotion in

* tº inhabitants of Jeruſalem, according as they were diffe

* Intly affected with wonder, envy, contempt, or exulta

tº; and the general inquiry was, Who is this ; that comes

with ſuch a train and ſuch exclamations 2 To which the

multitude replied, This is jeſus, the prophet of Nazareth ºf

ºil, whoſe doctrines and miracles have rendered him

Wilmed, and confirmed his divine miſſion. Nºte: (I.)

Sit is often little known, where the greateſt profeſſion

this religion is made. (2.) The poor deſpiſed multitude

"general judge more rightly concerning Jeſus, his charac

º, and Goſpel, than the wiſe and noble, who often affect

tº deſpiſe them. º

idly, The Son of God, the King in Zion, regards his

ºlº as his palace, and thitherward directs his ſteps.

. . He purges it of intruders, the buyers and ſellers, who

*courts carried on their traffic; exchanging bills to

ºthile ſheep and doves for ſacrifice, or money to pay

- * annual half ſhekel ; and, under pretence that this was
Li ºler to aſſiſt the temple-ſervice, the prieſts, through

ºnce, connived at it, enriching themſelves by the extor

* Practiſed on theſe occaſions. But the Lord overthrew

* tails, and drove them out before him, confounded

: ºble to bear his frowns, or reſiſt his arm ; vindi

*; his conduct and condemning their wickedneſs by a

*tion from Iſa. lvi. 7. and Jer. vii. 1 1. ſaying, If is

ºritº, My Aoi'ſ ſhall be called the houſe ºf prayer, to which

º jould reſort, and where God had promiſed to hear

º º upplications; but ye have made it a den of thieves, per

º to the vileſt purpoſes, diſhonouring God, and
fºg the people. Note ; (1.) The vileſt corruptions

º ºn introduced into the church by thoſe who, making

inº: the end of their proºflion, counterfeit godlineſs

º, to make gain. (2.) The eyes of Chriſt's peculiar

ºil." his church, and nothing can more offend
in th . ead of it, than to behold an avaricious ſpirit

** wh9, by their very calling, profeſs themſelves
**to the wºrld.

* When he had ejećted the intruders, he ſat as a king
w - - -- - -

ºwne to diſpenſe his royal favours, healing the
*L. I. -

º

º

..

ºw

-

.*

l

blind and lame who came to him in the temple: and

thither the ſpiritually blind and lame are invited ſtill to

come to him ; and by his word and Spirit he continues to

manifeſt there his healing power and grace.

3. He rebukes the envy of the chief prieſts and ſcribes.

They could not bear to ſee ſuch inconteſtable miracles

wrought by him; and when the very children, ſtruck

with the works of Jeſus, joined their feeble voices to the

acclamations of the multitude, and cried, Hoſannah to the

Son of David, they were ſtung with malignant cnvy, and

intimated to Jeſus, that to hear without ſilencing ſuch filly

little creatures, proved him weak, vain, and oftentatious.

But Jeſus vindicates theſe infant praiſes which he heard ;

he approved their liſpings; and, had theſe cavillers known

the Scriptures, they might have herein obſerved their ful

filment, where it was written, Out ºf the mouth of babes and

ſucklings haſ thou ordained ſºngth. Pſ. viii. 2. God's

ſtrength was now made perfect in their weakneſs; and the

Meſſiah’s praiſe was advanced by theſe feeble inſtruments,

to the confuſion and condemnation of thoſe who reječted

and denied him. Nºte ; (1.) Greatneſs and goodneſs are

ever the objects of envy ; and the proud cannot bear to

hear the tribute of commendation paid to ſuperior excel

lence. (2.) It is happy when children learn betimes to liſp

the Redeemer's praiſes. Though education cannot beſtow

grace, yet example and inſtruction in the way of godlineſs

are means that we may humbly hope God will effectually

bleſs. (3.) The prayers and ſervices of little children are

pleaſing to the adorable Saviour, and he will graciouſly

accept their feeble efforts to expreſs their gratitude.

4. Leaving them to refle&t on what had paſſed, he de

parted to Bethany, where he lodged, about two miles from

Jeruſalem; thus for a while withdrawing himſelf from

their malice and fury, and depriving them of the bleſling

of his preſence which they had ſo juſtly forfeited.

3dly, In the morning early Jeſus returned to Jeruſalem,

and, having probably come out faſting, he was hungry;

being, as man, ſubject to all our finleſs infirmities. See

ing a fig-tree remarkably flouriſhing, he came up to it;

and, finding no fruit upon it, he denounced a curſe upon it

for its barrenneſs; and the tree immediately began to

wither. And herein Chriſt ſeems to have particularly in

his view the Jewiſh people, of whom this fig-tree was a

lively emblem. They were, in their profeſſion of religion,

zealous and plauſible, but barren of all true fruits of

righteouſneſs, and therefore were now given up to the

curſe, to be deſtroyed without remedy. See the Critical

Notes. Note : (i.) Chriſt requires of his diſciples not

merely leaves of profeſſion, but the fruit of grace ; though

too many deceive his expectations, and reit in the form,

while they continue ſtrangers to the power of godlineſs.

(2.) The curſe will light upon the barren trees: often in

this world the hypocrite's hope periheth; they diſcover

their infincerity, and wither in the eyes of maj; ; but at

Aſ a . fartheft,
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ding is ready, but "they which were bidden

were not worthy.

* Aás, 3.26. & 13.46. Ch. 10, 11, 13. Pſ, 81. 11.

16. 15, 16. Luke, 24.47. Aćts, 1.7, 8 & 13.46, 47. Rom. . o. 18

* Prov. 1. 2 o–22. & 3. 1–4.

Eph. 3. 8.

9 : Go ye therefore into the highways, and

as many as ye ſhall find bid to the marriage,

Ch. 8, 11. & 13.47. & 11, 41, 43 & 13, 13–10, Mik,

Rev. 21. 17. 1ſ. 42. 6, 7. & 45. 11, & 55, 1.

fartheſt, the day of recompenſe will blaſt their confi

dences.

The diſciples in the next morning paſſing with their

Maſter the ſame way, Mark, xi. 20. obſerved with

wonder how ſoon the fig-tree was withered away which

Jeſus had curſed the preceding day : and ſo terrible are

his comminations, and ſo ſure to light down upon the im

penitent ſinner's head. In anſwer to which obſervation,

Jeſus replied, that this was little, compared with the power

with which they ſhould be endued, if they exerciſed unſhaken

and unwavering faith in God; not heſitating or reaſoning

how the miracle could be performed, but truſting God's

power and promiſes: in which caſe they would be enabled,

not merely to dry up a fig-tree with a word, but to ſay

to this mountain, on which they now ſtood, be thou removed,

and cºff into the ſea, and it ſhall be done. Such aſtoniſhing

miracles ſhould they be enabled to work; and whatever

other thing they ſhould find needful in the execution of

their miniſtry, for the honour of God and the furtherance

of his Goſpel, they need only aſk it in prayer, nothing

doubting, and it ſhould aſſuredly be granted them. Note:

The prayer of faith is ſure to prevail; to this God denies

nothing. If ever we be unhappy, to this ſource it may

be traced, to the diſtruſt of his promiſes, his power, or

his love. -

4thly, We have,

1. The inſolent demand made upon our Lord, and the

interruption given him in his bleſled work, by the chief

prieſts, and elders ; who, unable any longer to contain

themſelves, and, filled with indignation at what they had

ſeen and heard the preceding day, inſiſted upon his pro

ducing authority for what he did, and ſhewing the com

miſſion under which he ačted; preſuming that his anſwer

would infallibly lay him open to ſome accuſation, which

they had ſo long wiſhed to find againit him. Note: When

we are faithfully labouring for Chriſt, we need not won

der, if Satan and his inſtruments labour to interrupt us.

2. Chriſt anſwers their demand by another. He knew

how to confound them, while they thought to filence him;

and is ready out of their own mouths to condemn them.

The baptiſm of john, waſ it from heaven, or ºf men 2 Was he

commitſioned from heaven, or went he forth at his own

will, or under merely human authority ? The queſtion

was ſhort, but the dilemma to which it reduced them

was inextricable. They plainly ſaw, if they ſhould ſay, that

John ačted under a divine commiſſion, then Chriſt would

have an immediate proof of his own, and they would be

incxcuſable for not receiving him as the Meſſiah, to whom

John bore witneſs. On the other hand, their own honour,

Fives, and ſafety, were at ſtake, the people being fully per

ſuaded of John's prophetic charaćter; which ſhould they

deny, they juſtly apprehended leſt they ſhould be ſtoned

like blaſphemers; and therefore, contrary to their own

coilviº ions, they choſe to confeſs ignorance, and tell a lie,

rather than own the divine miſſion of the miſſenger, which

would in its conſequence involve the divine authority ºf

Jeſus. But if they thus wilfully choſe to appear ignorint

in one caſe, our Lord was fully vindicated in refuſing

to give them farther ſatisfaction about himſelf, ſeeing it

was in vain to talk with thoſe who had firſt reſolved no

to be convinced. Note ; (1.) Worldly minds are un

ſpeakably more influenced by the fear of men, WAA \

the fear of God. (2.) Many are more afraid of ſham

than ſin, and therefore heſitate not at a lie concern

their thoughts and apprehenſions, their affections and

tentions, their remembering or forgetting things, &c,.\

cauſe they flatter themſelves that no one can diſprove the

but there is a Searcher of hearts, from whom no ſect

are hid. (3.) If men wilfully ſhut their eyes againſt

truth, it is in vain to reaſon with them any farther.

5thly, Having filenced their cavils, he makes an at

upon their conſcience, in a parable, with an applic

to them.

1. We have the parable itſelf. A certain man had

ſons, whom he ſent into his vineyard to work: th

appeared at firſt refractory, undutiful, and refuſed tº

his father's commands; but afterwards, refle&\\\g

ill conduct, he was ſorry, repented, and went to his

the other no ſooner was bid to go, than with ºr

reſpect he promiſed immediate obedience, but neve

The queſtion which did his father's will was too

to admit of heſitation, and they allow the penitent t

dutiful ſon. Note ; (1.) God is our Father ; he co

his children to ſerve and glorify him: by our re

him obedience is our duty, and ſhould be our

The day of life is the day of labour, and ſhould

be diligently improved by us. But, (2.) Such is

nature, that we are rebellious children, refuſe tº

yea, dare to ſay, JWe will not ſerve him, but our

and pleaſures, and inſolently turn from him, ew

his own way. (3.) Whenever through divine

repent and return, God in Chriſt is graciouſly

receive us, and to forgive our wickedneſs and

again he permits us to be employed in his [

reſtores us to his regard. (4.) While ſome

than they promiſe, others prove the very con

fair profeſſions of love to Chriſt and his ſervic

go farther; Chriſtians in word and in ton;

in deed and in truth.

2. Chriſt applies the parable to thoſe who

him ; the primary ſcope of which is to ſhew,

and harlots, repenting, would enter the ki

than they : and probably he has an eye to

who would repent and be converted by the

the Jewiſh nation, for their inn penitence

would be rejected. And this had evident 1

the effects of John's miniſtry, who came

righteouſneſ his life remarkably exemplary

directly tending to lead men to reperitan cº

the Meſſiah ; whereby he proved his miſfic

4. -
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Io So thoſe ſervants went out into the

highways, and gathered together all as many

as they found, both bad and good; and the

wedding was furniſhed with gueſts.

* Aës, x–xix. Rom. Io. 18. & 15, 19. Col. 1. 6, 23. Rev. 7. 9. & 5.9. Ch. 13. 38.47.

but notwithſtanding ye believed him not ; though you pre

** ſuch reſpect for God, as the ſecond ſon did for his

**er, you did not receive John's teſtimony, nor believe the

ºn: that he preached; but the publicans and harlots be

**d him, were convinced of their guilt and danger, re

$ººd his teſtimony concerning Jeſus, repented and were

*P*zed; and, notwithſtanding theſe remarkable fruits of

***iniſtry, which ſerved to evince the divine power and

ºuthority which accompanied his word, 2%, when ye had

& ºf repented not afterward, that ye might believe him, but

.* obſtinately hardened againſt every method of
º ićtion. Note; (1.) The ſucceſs of our miniſtry is one

*- * beſt teſtimonials of our miſſion from God. (2.)

. Profeſſors are wrought upon with much more

§. and ſeldomer converted, than careleſs ſinners.

alº. *ſs in the ceremonials of religion, and the pride of

#. When truſted upon for righteouſneſs, are anong the

ever : holds of Satan in the human heart. (3) Where:

i...ºpe comes in power, converting publicans and
in...” there will it leave thoſe inexcuſable who, behold

§º.<licacy on others, ſtill contradiº, and blaſpheme,

...” the counſel of God againſt their own ſouls.

forme Jº Another parable, nearly of the ſame import as the

º, is delivered. We have,

ºjosei • privileges which the Jewiſh church had long

They h • preſented by a vineyard let out to huſbandmen.

by Č..." been planted in a pleaſant land, fenced round

iſ tº ... ºculiar care, bleſſed with the means of grace;

hisº of them he had ſet up his altar, manifeſted

QT i.e. depoſited his lively oracles, inſtituted divine

could $* and appointed a holy miniſtry: nothing which

in . °nduce to their fruitfulneſs or defence was want

Sinai *nd therefore, having ſettled their conſtitution at

the i. ºf the dedication of the temple, retiring between

ejº he committed to the chief prieſts and elders

Sre re * his church, for the edification of which they

N.''''''''', as huſbandmen in a vineyard, to labour.

church is his vineyard, and under his

(2-D Miniſters in the church muſt labour in

º Statification, ; očtrine : a life of eaſe, indolence, and ſelf

º 3. Enjo ...jºngſtent with his ſacred employment.

… that jº. º **** means and mercies, God juſtly expe&ted
tº hispº ting ſhould appear; and ſent accordingly

- *m up and i. **rr, ind them of their obligations, and ſtir

they might, inº them to the diſcharge of them, that

º * tribute to{.{º its of grace and righteouſneſs, render

* 3: The baſ.” Yv hich was ſo much his due.

divine meſſengers * = ri ki cruelty of the huſbandmen to theſe

... andrº t V* = s. aſtoniſhing. They abuſed, inſulted,

: "true their hand * - Prophets, and even went ſo far as to

ºn xxiv. 21 * * r * their blood, Jer xx. 2. Neh. ix. 26.

*d pity, f. = r > d when the Lord, in his patiencethan - nt other- - -

gº might be ``s in ſucceſſion, to ſee if at laſt ſome
all the więa. * Sught, the riſing generation repeated

* the lot ºù”. their forefathers. Note ; (1.) It has

Sod's faithful miniſters from the be

the word and d

ginning to ſuffer perſecution; and none have been deeper in

this tranſgreſſion than thoſe, who by office and profeſſion

filled the moſt diſtinguiſhed places in his church. (2.) God's

patience with finners is aſtoniſhing. Though provoked and

inſulted in the perſon of his ambaſſadors, he ſtill ſends

them with proffers of peace and pardon. -

4. When, in infinite condeſcenſion and love, God ſent

to them his Son, to whom they might well be expected to

pay reverence and attention; and from whoſe miniſtry and

miracles at leaſt, if they rejećted others, ſome bleſſed

change might have been hoped for ; ſo far were they from

receiving and ſubmitting to him, that, to fill up the mea

ſure of their iniquities, they immediately began to plot

againſt him; and what theſe huſbandmen had done, they

were now about to repeat, to caſt him out and ſlay him;

as if, when they had crucified him without the walls of

Jeruſalem, they might then lord it without controul in the

church, and, by the murder of the heir, ſeize the inheri

tance without oppoſition,

5. Chriſt appeals to them for what they thought muſt

be the conſequence, when the Lord of the vineyard came ;

for come he ſurely will, to reckon with the perſecutors of

his prophets and the murderers of his Son. And they,

not yet underſtanding the meaning couched under theſe

parabolic expreſſions, readily replied, no doubt the caſe of

theſe wicked huſbandmen will be terrible ; they have no

thing to expect but condign puniſhment for their crimes,

and that the vineyard ſhould be committed to more truſty

ſervants—thus unknowingly pronouncing their own doom,

and juſtifying God’s procedure in rejecting them, and in

calling the Gentiles into his church, who would render

him more abundant honour, love, and ſervice. Nºte; (1.)

Even thoſe who periſh ſhall be made to confeſs God's

righteouſneſs, and ſhall out of their own mouths be con

demned. (2.) The end of all the ungodly, and of the

perſecutors of Chriſt and his people, is, to be miferably

deſtroyed under the conſuming wrath of an offended

God.

6. When, on our Lord's intimating how much they were

concerned in this parable, they had teſtified their abhor

rence of the thought he ſuggeſted of murdering God's Son,

Luke, xx. 16—19. he aſſures them this would be the caſe,

and they had, no doubt, often read the Scripture which

foretold it, Pſ. cxviii. 22. The ſome was himſelf, the rock

on which his church ſhould be built up; the builders were

the chief prieſts and elders, who rejećted him, and refuſed

to own him as the Meſſiah; yet, notwithſtanding their

malice and infidelity, he muſt become the head-ſione of the

corner, exalted to be the head of all principalities and

powers, and of his church in particular, both of Jews and

Gentiles united in one glorious body. And this is the

Lord’s doing, who permitted and overruled their wicked

neſs for good, and would, at the reſurreótion and aſcenſion

of Chriſt, thus advance his only-begotten Son, and give

him a name above every name: and it is marvellous in our

eyer, the obduracy of the Jews, the calling of the Gen
N n 2 tiles,
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11 And, when the king came in to ſee the 12 And he ſaith unto him, Friend" how

gueſts, he ſaw there a man which had not on cameft thou in hither, not having a welding

" a wedding garment : - garment And he was ſpeechleſs.

*
-

* Luke, 10. 1 r. Rev. 2. 23. " Rem. 13. 14. Rev. 10.8. & 3, 4, 18. & 16. 15. 1ſ 6 t. 1 o Luke, 15. 22. Ch 6. 31. . Cor. 5, 11, Rom. ; ſº,

& 3. 22. Pſ. 45. 13, 14. Eph. 4. 24. Col. 3. 19, 12. " John, 3. 3, 5. Ch. 5, 20. Phil. 3. 3, 8, 9. * Rom. 3, 19. Titus, 3, 11,

tiles, the rejećtion of the Meſſiah and his exaltation, are

all marvellouſly ordered to advance the divine glory, to

pour confuſion on the enemies of the Redeemer, and to

ſecure the ſalvation of his faithful people.

7. Chriſt, particularly addreſſing himſelf to the chief

prieſts, elders, and people before him, maics a direct appli

cation of all that he had ſpoken to their caſe. The Goſpel

which they had rejected ſhould ſhortly be taken from them,

and they ſhould be abandoned of God, becauſe of their inſi

delity and impenitence; while this word of ſalvation

ſhould be ſent to the Gentiles, who would thankfully em

brace it, be admitted into the Meſſiah’s kingdom, and ap

prove themſelves faithful ſubječts of it in all holy conver

ſation and godlineſs. Whoſoever therefore among them,

offended at the humiliation of Jeſus, through wilful igno

rance or prejudice rejećted him as the Meſſiah, ſhall be

broken, as a man that ſtumbles againſt a ſtone: but whoſo

ever, in his ſtate of exaltation, obſtinately perfiſt in their

malice againſt him, ſhall be cruſhed in pieces by him as

under the fall of a mighty rock. Note: They who will

not bow to the ſceptre of the Redeemer's grace, muſt

miſerably periſh under the iron rod of his judgments.

Lºſſly, The chief prieſts and Phariſees could not miſ

take his meaning : they plainly perceived the deſign of his

parables and diſcourſe, and ſaw them expreſsly levelled

againſt themſelves, out of their own mouths drawing their

condemnation, and confirming the ſentence of wrath againſt

them ; but ſo hardened were they, that, inſtead of in

flantly humbling their ſouls that they might avert the

threatened vengeance, they were ſo enraged that they

would inſtantly have laid violent hands upon him, and pro

bably have murdered him on the ſpot; but the fear of the

people reſtrained them, who, taking Jeſus for a prophet,

would at preſent have interpoſed for his reſcue: they were

therefore conſtrained to defºr their revenge to a more

convenicnt ſeaſon. Note ; (1.) The word of God is

powerful and penetrating, and conſcience will make the

application, Thou art the man. (2.) They who are not

correóted by reproof, muſt be craſperated thereby. (3)

It is a mercy that God has many ways of reſtraining men's

wickedneſs, though they have caſt off his fear: he can

bind them with human fetters, when they refuſe to be

governed by his divine law.

C H A P. XXII.

War. 1, 2. And jºſº anſwered, &c.] The rulers being

afraid to apprehend Jeſus, he was at liberty to proceed in

the duties of his miniſtry. Accordingly he delivered an

other parable, wherein he deſcribed, on one hand, the bad

ſucceſs which the preaching of the Goſpel was to have

among the Jews, who for that reaſon were to be deſtroyed;

and, on the other, the cheerful reception which it was to meet

with among the Gentiles, who thereupon were to be ad

mitted to the participation of the privileges of the Goſpel

diſpenſation. The kingdom ºf even may be compard tº a

king, who made a marriage ºf aſ fºr is ſºn; Taº ſignifies

not only a marriage, but the fuſ' at a marriage, or any

great entertainment whatever : in which latter ſenſe

ſeems evidently to be uſed here. “God’s gracious deſig

“in giving the Goſpel to men, and the ſucceſs with whº

“ the preaching of it will be attended, may be illuſtrat

“ by the behaviour of a certain king, who, in honow

“his ſon, made a great feaſt, to which he invited ma

“gueſts.” This marriage-ſtºpper, or great fºſi, ſignifies

joys of heaven, (ſee Rev. xix. 9.) which are fitly cº

pared to an elegant entertainment, on account of t

exquiſiteneſs, fulneſs, and duration; and they are here

to be prepared in honºur ºf the Son ºf God, becauſe they

beflowed on men as the reward of his obedience tº

death of the croſs. Our Lord is frequently repreſent

Scripture under the character of a bridegroºm. Sº

ix. 15. Luke, v. 34. John, iii. 29. the notes on

xiv. 16. &c. Macknight and Wolfius.

Wer. 3. And ſent fºrth his ſervants] It was ſom

cuſtomary to ſend two meſſages, as in the caſe her

poſed, which repreſented the condeſcenſion the g

and ſuited the repeated invitations given to the J.

Chriſt himſelf during his life, and by the Apoſtles a

death. . The invitation which preceded the call

hour of ſupper, may ſignify the vocation of the J,

which they became in a peculiar ſenſe the viſible

and, in conſequence whereof, they had the cal) giv

at that hour ; that is, when the fulneſs of time app

they had the Goſpel, the call to the great ſeaſ of

preached to them, firſt by John the Baptiſt, an

Jeſus himſelf: But they wºuld not come. Thows

and invited to enter into the kingdom of hea

would not obey, but rejected the Goſpel.

P'er. 4. Again he ſent fºrth otherſ rvants.) Af

refurrection and aſcenſion, the Apoſties were

form the Jews, that the Goſpel covenant was

manſions in heaven were prepared, and nothing

ing, but that they ſhould cheerfully accept of

deſigned them. It was agreeable to the ſimpl

antient ages to mention oxen and fuz/ings as th

of a royal entertainment. Thus, in Honner a

cient writers, we ſee princes of the firſt rank

feaſting each other with nothing but the iſ

ſheep, and ſwine. Compare Iſai. xxv. 6.

P'er. 5, 6. But they in de light of it, & c."

undervaluing the favour offered them, mock

ſage, and went about their ordinary buſine

of them, more rude than the reſt, in ſulted,

the ſervants who had come to call them. "I

the call, and the treatment which the king’

with, were deſigned to repreſent the ill ſucc

Goſpel and its miniſters might expect annº

who being, in a national point of view, God

8
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13 Then ſaid the king to the ſervants,

* Bind him hand and foot, and take him away,

P Ch. 3. 12. & 8, 12. & 12.45. & 21. 41. Ver. 7, & 24, 51.

and caſt him into outer darkneſs: there ſhall

be weeping and gnaſhing of teeth.

& 13.42. & 25. 32. 2 Pet. 2. 17. Jude, 6, 13. 2. Theſſ. i. 9.

-

F's, were on that account to have the firſt offers of the

°oſpel made to them. They would generally reject it,

Pºsferring the world and its purſuits to the practice of

Rºy, the favour of God, and the enjoyment of heaven.

*Y* to obſtinacy they would add inſults and cruelty, per

****ing unto death the miniſters who exhorted them to

elieve - * -

§ iTer... 7. When the king heard thereof, he was wroth] The

lººtion to the marriage-ſupper of his ſon, ſent by this

ºš to his ſuppoſed friends, was the higheſt expreſſion of

**. for them, and the greateſt honour which could

trifli Swn them; therefore, when they refuſed it for ſuch

wº reaſons, and were ſo ſavagely ungrateful as to beat,

º and kill the ſervants who came with it, it was a

j." affront ; all injury deſerving of the ſevereſt

fºrzàº Accordingly the king, in great wrath, ſent

is * armiº, to diffroy thºſe murderers, and burn their city.

tion Finch of the parable plainly predićted the deſtruc

ºf the Jews by the Roman armies, called God’ſ armies,

ey were appointed by him to execute vengeance

Preſent once favoured, but now rebellious people. The
fre/º/, clauſe muſt be ſuppoſed to come in by way of

t;...” or anticipation; for it is plain that there could not

attem e before the feaſt already prepared was ſerved up, to

** º ºn execution of this kind. It is needleſs to object,
“ as it the circumſtances of this parable are improbable,

“ fuſe "is never heard of in the world that ſubjects re

“ hi º invitation of the ſovereign to the marriage of

theº for, allowing this to be ſo, it only aggravates

was liteº Jews the more, with reſpect to whom it

in the ğ. true—the honour which God offered them

than th." Pºl, and which they rejected, being far greater

invitatiºn ºur which is conferred on a ſubject by the
ich th of his prince. Moreover, the joys of heaven to

ely t; were called, and which they refuſed, do infi

O cº, Cend the pleaſures of any royal banquet. And,

muchj. reflections from them to ourſelves, how

"emſelves i. conſideration condemn thoſe, who, calling

ºrs and. name of Chriſt, refuſe all the gracious

feaſt; w jºigºs of the King of glory to the heavenly

forwärd and' Guick to the call of carthly honour, they are

“mporary fº **otºs to accept diſtinguiſhed invitations to

Per.º: ºnci pleaſures 1

** explied i. <cºdding is ready, &c.]. The 8th verſe

*Pliſhment of Å; A&ts, xiii. 46, 47. which was an ac

..", the cºli. *** is part of th; parable. In the next

"s's ſervants goi *>f the Gentiſts is repreſented by the

"ºne in, (ſe: i. º's forth, and compelling all that they met

**, woºi o **= - siv. 23.) whether they were maimed

"make no diſtinct s"+ ++ worthy, good or bad; for they were
fies the way, mºſt jº *** **. The phraſe, biºvvi tºy 33%, ſigni

l d {{**-ented, the places where ſeveral ſtreets

Ittle reaſon He is intimates that the Gentiles had as

the call of the Goſpel, as common

rs to expect an invitation to a royal

*cauſe th

upon tha

nit

to ex

Lºuet, * “awell

Ver. 11. He ſaw there a man, &c.] It may ſeem ſtrange,

that, in ſuch a number of men gathered to this feaſt, there

was only one ſound who had not on a wedding-garment,

and that he ſhould be puniſhed with ſuch ſeverity for want

ing what he could not be expected to have, while he was

performing a journey perhaps, or ſitting begging under the

hedges, as appears from Luke, xiv. 23. Nevertheleſs the

heinouſneſs of the offence, and the cquity of the ſentence

which was paſſed upon him, will fully appear, if we call

to mind a circumſtance, which, becauſe it was common

at that time, is not mentioned in the parable. The

Eaſterns, among whom the faſhion of clothes was not

changeable as with us, reckoned it a principal part of their

magnificence to have their wardrobes ſtored with rich

habits. Thus Job, ſpeaking of the wicked, (ch. xxvii. 16.)

ſays, Thºugh they heap up ſilver aſ the diſ', and prepare rai

ment as the clay. Accordingly, in Scripture, when the un

certainty of earthly treaſures is ſpoken of, they are repre

ſented as ſubject not only to ruſt, but to moths, Matth. .

vi. 19. James, v. 2. The matter is evident likewiſe from

Horace, who tells us, that when Lucullus, the Roman ge

neral, who had enriched himſelf with the ſpoils of the Eaſt,

was aſked, if he could furniſh a hundred habits for the

theatre He replied, he had five thouſand in his houſe,

of which they were welcome to take part, or all. See

Epiſt. vi. lib. 1. ver, 40. We may therefore naturally

ſuppoſe, that this king, having invited his gueſts to his

feaſt from the highways and hedges, would order his ſer

vants to make each of them a preſent of ſplendid apparel,

as a farther mark of his reſpect, and that they might be

all clothed in a manner becoming the magnificence of the

ſolemnity. For it cannot otherwiſe be underſtood how,

among ſuch a number collected in ſuch a manner, only

one ſhould have been found wanting a wedding garment,

eſpecially as we are told that they gathered together all,

as many as they found, both good and bad. Beſides, that

the great men in the Eaſt were accuſtomed to make often

tation of their grandeur, and to expreſs their reſpect for

their peculiar friends by gifts of this kind, is evident from

the preſents which Joſeph beſtowed on his brethren in

Egypt, Gen. xlv. 22. and from the agreement which Sam

ſon entered into with the gueſts at his marriage-feaſt,

Judges, xiv. 12, 13. To conclude, in the 4th Odyſſey,

wer. 47–51. Homer tells us, that Telemachus and Pi—

fiſtratus happening to arrive at Menelatis’s houſe in Lace

daemon, while he was ſolemnizing the nuptials of his ſon

and daughter, the maids of the houſe waſhed the ſtrangers,

anointed them, dreſſed them, and ſet them down by their

maſter at table. Without all doubt, therefore, the man

who was ſentenced to be bound and caſt out of doors, had

been offered a wedding-garment, or ſumptuous apparel,

along with the reſt, but would not receive it 5 and ſo

haughtily came in, dirty and ragged as he was. The king,

looking on this as a great inſult, inflicted upon the perſon

who was guilty of it a puniſhment ſuitable to the demerit

of his offence. What Dr. Calvin ſays concerning the

- - wedding

+
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14 For many are called, but few are

choſen.

15 " ' Then went the Phariſees, and took

counſel how they might entangle him in his

talk.

16 And they ſent out unto him their diſ

ciples, with the Herodians, ſaying, ‘Maſter,

* Ch. 22. 16. & 19. 3c. Mark, Io. 31. Luke, 7. 29. & 12. 31. & 13. 24–30. Ch. 7. 1 :, 14. & 8, 11, 11.

Micah, 2. 1.

Acts, Io. 34, 35.

20–26. & 11. 53. Pſ. 2. 2. Jer. 18. 18. Eccleſ. 4. 4. Job, 5. 2.

& 55. 21. * * Cor. 2. 17. 1 Theſſ, 2.4. Gal. i. 1 o.

we know that thou art true, and "teacheſt the

way of God in truth, neither careſt thou for

any man ; for thou regardeſt not the pºllow

of men.

17 ‘Tell us therefore, What thinkeſt low?

Is it lawful to give tribute unto Ceſar, or

not :

* Mirk, 11, 15-17. Lukt, 15.

* Ch. 16. 6. Maik, 3. 15. Ch. 26, 49, 59. 1'ſ. 1.1.

* Ezra, 4.13. Acts, 5, 37. Jer. 41.2, 3.

wedding-garment in the parable deſerves a place here.

“It is uſeleſs to diſpute about the wedding-garment, whe

“ ther it be faith or a pious holy life; for neither can faith

“ be ſeparated from good works, nor can good works

“ proceed except from faith. Chriſt's meaning is only

“ that we are called in order that we may be renewed

“ in our minds after his image; and therefore, that we

“ may remain always in his houſe, the old man with his

“ filthineſs muſt be put off, and a new life deſigned, that

“ our life may be ſuch as is ſuitable to ſo honourable an

“ invitation.” Dr. Doddridge obſerves, that this circum

ſtance of the parable is admirably adapted to the method of

God’s dealing with us. For he requires repentance in

deed and holineſs, in order to our partaking of the happi

neſs of heaven; but at the ſame time he graciouſly offers

to work it in us by his Holy Spirit, and therefore may

juſtly puniſh our negleót of ſo great a favour.

Wer. 12. And he was ſpeechleſ) And he was ſiruck ſpeech

lºſ. This is the true import of the original word iº.

pººr, which is more expreſſive than the phraſe in our

tranſlation, he waſ ſpeech/ſ ; as an Engliſh reader might

be led by our tranſlation to conceive that the man was

diamé, and ſo could not ſpeak; whereas he was made

dumb only by ſelf-condemnation and convićtion, even as

Chriſt made dumb–spp. 278, -put to ſilence the Sadducees,

ver. 34. and as Peter would have us make ſpeechleſ, put

to ſilence, the ignorance ºf fºoliſh men. See Gerhard's Con

tinuation of Chemnitz's Harmony, on the place. This

latter part of the parable repreſents the laſt judgment ;

teaching us, that, though the Gentiles obeyed the call of

the Goſpel with nore alacrity than the Jews, they would

not all be ſaved by it: It’ithout holingſ, no man ſhall ſee the

Lord.

Ver. 14. For many are called, &c.] Theſe words are

proverbial, and muſt be referred fift to the jewº, who,

though they were called in great numberſ by the preaching

of the Goſpel, fºw were ckſºn ; for they did not believe.

See on ch. xx. 16. They muſt be referred alſo to the

Gºles, too many of whom, though they embraced the

Goſpel in ſpeculation, rejećted the wedding-garment when

it was offered to them, and refuſed the gracious inſpira

tion of God's good Spirit to perſe&t holineſs in the fear of

the Lord. The parable is concluded in this manner, to

ſhew us, that the profeſſion of the Chriſtian religion will

avail a man nothing, unleſs he lives in a manner worthy of

that religion; that not they who ſay Lord, Lord! but they

zuho do the will of that Lºrd, ſhall enter into the joys of his

kingdom. See the Inferences.

ºr. 15. Intangle him] Enſnare him.

t

Ver. 16. With the Herodians] Theſe, in the Syriac ver

ſon, are termed the domyſłics, or courtiers ºf Herod, “Of

“gen and St. Jerome have, in my opinion,” ſays Bea

ſobre, “ rightly ſuppoſed that they were men (probab

“ of the ſe&t of the Sadducees) who ſided with Her

“ Antipas, who, to ingratiate himſelf with the emper

“ was very buſy and earneſt in raiſing the taxes." Al

ſeem to have been men who diſtinguiſhed themſelves

their zeal for the family of Herod; and, on that acco

they would be naturally zealous for the authority of

Romans, by whoſe means Herod was made and cowtº

king ; and it is probable, as Dr. Prideaux conject

that they might incline to conform to them in ſome

ticulars, which the law would not allow of ; and eſpe

in the adıniſſion of images, though not in the religio

rather idolatrous uſe of them. Herod's attempt to

a golden eagle over the eaſtern gate of the temple is

known : theſe complaiſant courtiers would, no dou'

fend it; and the ſame temper might diſcover itſelf i

other inſtances. On all theſe accounts, they wer

diametrically oppoſite to the Phariſees ; ſo that t

junction of their counſels againſt Chriſt is a very

rable proof of the keenneſs of that malice, whic

thus cauſe them to forget ſo deep a quarrel with ea.

Thus united, they reſolved to ſend certain of their

to enſnare jºſif in hiſ wºrd: ; whom they directe

themſelveſ juſt men, Luke, xx. 2d. men who ha

veneration for the divine law, and a dread of d

thing inconſiſtent therewith ; and, under that m

queſt him, for the eaſe of their conſciences,

opinion whether they might pay taxes to the Roi

fittently with their regard for their religion. It

queſtion was much debated in our Lord’s time,

of Galilee having taught the unlawfulneſs of

taxes, and gathered a numerous faction, eſpec

the common people. The prieſts, therefore, in

it was not in our Lord's power to decide the

out making himſelf obnoxious to ſome of the

divided upon it. If he ſhould ſay it was 1

the taxes, they believed that the people, in w

the queſtion was propoſed, (ſee Luke, xx. 2

incenſed againſt him, not only as a baſe pre

on being attacked publicly, renounced the ch

Meſſiah, which he had aſſumed among his fri

flatterer of princes alſo, and a betrayer of the

privileges of his country. For the notion -

nerality of the Jews formed of the NMeſſiah

would deliver them from foreign ſervitude

he, who called himſelf the Meſfiah, recomme
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18 But Jeſus perceived their wickedneſs,

and ſaid, Why tempt ye me, ye hypocrites?

19 Shew me the tribute money. And they

brought unto him a penny,

20 And he ſaith unto them, Whoſe if this

image and * ſuperſcription ?

21 They ſay unto him, Ceſar’s. Then

ſaith he unto them, "Render therefore unto

y See Ch. 16.8. John, 2.25. * Ch. 2. 38. & 10. 3.

6. 6. • Oriºſ: iption. * Ch. 17. 25. Rom. 11. 7.

• Mark, 12. 18-27. Luke, 20. 27–39. with Acts, 23.6, 8.

Luke, 1.1. 16, 54.

Prov. 24. 21.

1 Cor. 15. Iz.

Ceſar the things which are Ceſar's ; and unto

God the things that are God's. -

22 When they had heard thºſ word; they

* marvelled, and left him, and went their way.

23 * “The ſame day came to him the

Sadducees, which ſay that there is no reſurrec

tion, and aſked him, .

24 Saying, Maſter, Moſes ſaid, If a man

Ch. 20. 2. & 13. 28.

I Cor. 1, 19, 20.

Gen. 38, 8.

* In välue ſeven-pence three farthings.

1 Peter, 2. 17. * Ver. 33. 46.

2 Tim. z. 17. * Deut. 25, 5, 6.

Rev.

Job, 5, 12, 13

ing of taxes to the Romans, they could not but think this

inconfiſtent with his pretenſions, nay, an entire renun

ciation of them. But, if he ſhould affirm that it was un

lawful to pay, the Herodians reſolved to inform the governor

of it, who they hoped would puniſh him as a fomentor

of ſedition. Highly elated, therefore, with their projećt,

they came and propoſed their queſtion, after having firſt

paſſed an encomium on the truth of his miſſion, and upon

his courage, integrity, and impartiality, with a deſign, no

doubt, to make him believe that they were his friends, and

that he ought boldly to declare what the will of God was

in this matter. See Beaufobre, Prideaux, Macknight,
and Calmet.

Ver. 18–21. Why tempt ye me, ye hypocriter PJ Our

Saviour called them hypocrites, to ſignify, that though they

made conſcience, and a regard to the divine will, their

pretence for aſking the queſtion, he ſaw through their de

fign, and knew that they were come to enſnare him. The

Jews were ſo tenacious of the cuſtoms of their country,

and had ſo high an opinion of their own holineſs, that

they were extremely reluctant to make uſe of heathen

money, as appears from the buſineſs of the money-changers

mentioned in the Goſpels. Probably it was for this reaſon

that the Romans inſiſted on having the taxes paid in their

ºwn coin, becauſe, by making it current, they taught the

Jews that they were their maſters. Hence the force of

ºur Lord's argument appears: “Since this money bears

“Caeſar's image, it is his ; and, by making uſe of it, ye

“acknowledge his authority. If ſo, I leave it to your

“ſelves to judge, whether tribute ought to be paid toward

“the ſupport of that government which ye have acknow

“ledged, which ye cannot ſhake off, and by which your

“tranquillity is preſerved.” That this was our Lord's

meaning, appears from the illative particle therefºre, by

which his anſwer is conneéted with the Phariſees’ opi

nion; They ſay unto him, Cæſar’ſ . Then ſaith he unto them,

Render therefºre unto Caſar, &c. Having thus declared

the lawfulneſs of paying taxes to the civil powers, he

ordered them at the ſame time to be careful to pay to

God what was his due, as their Maker and Preſerver :

Render therefore to Caſar—and unto God the things that are

Gºd’s. “In diſcharging your duty to the civil magiſtrate,

“ you ſhould never depart from the duty which you owe to

“ God; but ſhould remember, that as you bear the image

“of the great God omnipotent, you are his ſubječls, and

" ought to pay him the tribute of yourſelves; that is,

“ought to yield yourſelves to him, ſoil and body, ſerving

“ him with both to the utmoſt of your power.” The

Phariſees and their adherents, under pretence of religion,

often juſtified ſedition; but the Herodians, in order to in

gratiate themſelves with the reigning powers, made them

a compliment of their conſciences, complying with what

ever they enjoined, though directly contrary to the divine

law. Our Lord, therefore, when he returned this anſwer,

had both in his view; exhorting them in their regards to

God and the magiſtrate to give each his due ; becauſe

there is no inconſiſtency between their rights, when no

thing but their rights are inſiſted on. Dr. Lightfoot tells

us, that the Jews have a tradition among them, that, to

admit of the title of any prince on their current coin, was

an acknowledgment of ſubjection to him. It is certain that

their not daring to refuſe this coin, when offered them in

payment, was in effect a confeſſion that they were con

quered by the Romans, and conſequently that the emperor

had a right to their tribute.

Ver. 22. They marvelled, and left him] The unexpc&ted

and moſt wiſe anſwer of our Lord, in which he clearly

confuted them on their own principles, and ſhewed that

the rights of God and the magiſtrate do not interfere in

the leaſt, becauſe magiſtrates are God's deputies, and rule

by his authority, quite diſconcerted and ſilenced his crafty

enemies. They were aſtoniſhed at his having perceived

their deſign, as well as at the wiſdom by which he avoided

the ſnare; and went off inwardly vexed and greatly

aſhamed. 'Eſſaduzcay, they marvelled, might be rendered,

they were ſtruck with admiration and ſurpriſe.

Ver. 23. The ſame day came to him the Sadduceeſ]. It is

generally known that Sadoc, the maſter of this ſect, and

from whom the Sadducees took their name, thought that

God was not to be ſerved from mercenary principles; that

is to ſay, as he crudely explained it, from the hope of re

ward, or fear of puniſhment. His followers interpreted

this as an implicit denial of a future ſtate, and ſo imbibed

that pernicious notion of the utter deſtruction of the ſoul

at death;-equally uncomfortable and abſurd. The ſtory

which they mention here ſeems to have been a kind of

common-place objećtion, as we meet with it in the old

Jewiſh writers. Some are of opinion, that by the reſur

rečion which the Sadducees denied, is to be underſtood the

reſurreótion of the body; others contend, that it ſignifies

ſimply the exiſtence of men in a future ſtate: properly

ſpeaking, however, the two notions coincide, for as the

Sadducees denied the immateriality of the ſoul, a future

ſtate, according to their conceptions of it, could *.no
ing
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die, having no children, his brother ſhall marry

his wife, and raiſe up ſeed unto his brother.

25 Now there were with us ſeven brethren:

and the firſt, when he had married a wife, de

ceaſed, and, having no iſſue, left his wife unto

his brother : -

26 Likewiſe the ſecond alſo, and the third,

unto the ſeventh. -

27 And laſt of all the woman died alſo.

28 Therefore in the reſurre&ion whoſe

wife ſhall ſhe be of the ſeven for they all had

her.

29 Jeſus anſwered and ſaid unto them, Ye

do err, not knowing the ſcriptures, north:

power of God. -

3o For * in the reſurreàion they neither

marry, nor are given in marriage; but are as

the angels of God in heaven.

31 But, as touching the reſurrečtion of the

dead, have ye not read that which was ſpoken

unto you by God, ſaying, -

32 I am the God of Abraham, and the

God of Iſaac, and the God of Jacob? GQ

is not the God of the dead, but of the living,

33 And, * when the multitude heard thi

they were aſtoniſhed at his doctrine,

* If 3.20. & 27. 1 1. & 28. 9, 12. Hoſea, 4.4, 6 & 8, 12. John, 2 o. 31. Rom. 15. 4. 2 Tim. 3. 15–17, with Job, 19, 25, 26. Ezek. 37.5-

Dan. 12. 2. * Gen. 18. 14. Jer. 32. 17. Ch. 18. 26. Luke, 1.37. Phil. 3. 21. Acts, 26. 8. * Luke, 29.3%. 1 Cor. 7, 20, 30. & 15.

44, 49, 52. 1 John, 3. 2. John, 5. 29. * Exod. 3. 6, 16. Gen. 17.7. & 28. 21. & 32.9. Lev. 26. 12. Acts, 7. 32. Heb. 11. 16. Mark, 11.

Luke, 2 o. 37, 33. * Ch. 7. 28, 29. Mark, 6. 2. Luke, 4, 22.

thing elſe but the reſurreótion of the body; and their

denying the reſurreótion of the body, was the ſame thing

with their denying a future ſtate. Farther, as they had

no idea of ſpirit, they were obliged to make uſe of terms

relative to the body, when they ſpoke of a future life.

Hence came the familiar uſe of the word reſºrreàiºn in

their diſputes, to denote a future ſtate fimply; and this

ſenſe is not more unuſual than the meaning which they

affixed to the word dead, when they made it to fignify per

ſons annihilated, or who have no exiſtence at all. See Luke,

xx. 38. Our Lord's reaſoning in behalf of a future ſtate,

placed in this view, is clear and concluſive. See Druſius,

and Lightfoot on the place.

Wer, 24–28. Moſler, Mºſes ſaid, &c.] The argument

by which the Sadducees endeavoured to confute the notion

of a future ſtate, was taken from the Jewiſh law of mar

riage, which, to give their objećtion the better colour,

they obſerved was God's law delivered by Moſes. As

they believed the ſoul to be nothing but a more refined

kind of matter, they thought if there was any future ſtate

it muſt reſemble the preſent; and that men being in that

ſtate material and mortal, the human race could not be

continued, nor the individuals made happy, without mar

riage. Hence they affirmed it to be a neceſſary conſe

quence of the doćtrine of the reſurreótion or future ſtate,

that every man's wife ſhould be reſtored to him. See the

next note.

War. 29, 30. Jºſiº anſwered and ſaid, &c.] Jeſus con

futed their arguinent, by telling the Sadducees that they

were ignorant of the power of God, who has created ſpirit

as well as matter, and who can make man completely

happy in the enjoyment of himſelf. He obſerved further,

that the nature of the life obtained in the future ſtate,

makes marriage altogether ſuperfluous; becauſe in the world

to come, men being immortal, like the angels, lazy yº ot,

there is no need of an increaſe of mankind. See on

Luke, xx. 36. .

Ver. 31, 32. But, aſ touching, &c.] Our Lord, having

demonſtrated that the Sadducees were ignorant of the

power ºf God, proceeded to ſhew that they were ign.

of the Scriptures likewiſe; and particularly of the wº

of Moſes, whence they had drawn their objection

out of the law itſelf he demonſtrated the certainty

reſurrection, at leaſt of juſt men, and thereby quite

turned the opinion of the Sadducees, who, believi

materiality of the ſoul, affirmed that men were anni

at death, and that the writings of Moſes ſupported

opinion. His argument was this: “As a man

“ properly be a father without children, or a king

“ out ſubjects, ſo God cannot properly be cº

“ this ſenſe God or Lord, unleſs he has his people

“ Lord of the living. Since, therefore, in the law

“ himſelf the God of Abraham, Iſaac, and Jac

“ after theſe patriarchs were dead, the relation

“ by the word God ſtill ſubſiſted between them ; f

“ reaſon they were not annihilated, as the Saddu

“ tended, when they affirmed that they were

“ were ſtill in being, God's ſubjećts and glorifi,

Others chooſe to explain the argument thus: to b

of any perſon is to be his exceeding great reward.

xv. 1. Wherefore, as the patriarchs died with

obtained the promiſes, Heb. xi. 3.9. they muſt

other ſtate to enjoy them, that the veracity of

remain ſure. Beſides, the Apoſtle tells us, t

not aſhamed to be called their God, becauſe

pared for them a city: Heb. xi. 1 6. which i

he would have reckoned it infinitely beneath

his relation as God to any one to whom he

fered a ſtate of permanent happineſs. T

taken either way is concluſive ; for which c

ſuppoſe, that both the ſenſes were intended

full of demonſtration: accordingly, the pec,

agreeably ſurprized, when they heard ſuc

ſolid confutation of the ſect which they abo

that too in an argument where they had a

themſelves impregnable. See the next verſ.

and Doddridge. Biſhop Sherlock obſerves,

from hence that our Saviour thought the
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34 " ' But when the Phariſees had heard

that he had put the Sadducees to filence, they

were gathered together.

35 Then one of them, which was a lawyer,

aſked him a queſſion, tempting him, and ſaying,

36 "Maſter, which is the great command

ment in the law

37 Jeſus ſaid unto him, "Thou ſhalt love

* Mark, 12. 28–34; Luke, Io. 25–28. See. ver. 15.

18, 12. & 30. 6. Luke, Io. 27. Prov. 23.26. Mark, 12. 30, 33.

* 8. Luke, to 27, 36, 37. 1 John, 3. 18. Ch. 7, 12.

ºn Ch. 7. 21.

1 Tim. 1. 5.

the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with

all thy ſoul, and with all thy mind.

38 This is the firſt and great command

In ent, -

39 And the ſecond is like unto it, "Thou

ſhalt love thy neighbour as thyſelf.

4o On theſe two commandments hang all

the law and the prophets.

Ch. 26. 49, 50. Ver. 16. n

Rom. 13. 9. Gal. 5, 14.

Pſ. 12. 2. & 55. 21. peut. 6. s. &
* Lev. 19. 18. i

u

1 Tim. T. 5. James,

afforded good proof of a future ſtate; which is incon

fiſtent with the ſuppoſition that there was no evidence for

life and immortality till the publication of the Goſpel.

ce his Diſcourſes, vol. i. ferm. 6. Beaufobre and Len

fant obſerve very well upon this ſubjećt, that, “ as the

“ calamities and misfortunes which Abraham, Iſaac, and

“Jacob underwent in this life could not well be re

“ conciled with the extraordinary favours that are in

“luded in the expreſſion, I will be thy God: it thence

“ follows, that, when God declared himſelf to be their

“ God, he conſequently bound himſelf to reward and

“ make them happy after this life, if faithful to his

“ grace.” See Heb. ch. xi. 16. This argument was then

already very concluſive againſt the Sadducees, who de

ned the immortality of the ſoul, and the reſurreótion of

the body: but it proves at the ſame time the reſurrečtion,

becauſe the ſouls of Abraham, Iſaac, and Jacob, not being

Abraham, Iſaac, and Jacob, themſelves, it thence follows,

that God could not properly be ſtiled their God, unleſs they

were to riſe again from the dead. There are in the Jewiſh

writings ſome arguments, much like this, uſed to prove the

itſurrection. See alſo Grotius, and Archbiſhop Tillotſon.

War. 35. Then—a lawyer aſked, &c..] A ſcribe, or public

ºther. See Luke, xi. 44. Tempting or trying him, here,

dºes not mean that he did this with an infidious deſign; and

indeed St. Mark's account, ch. xii. 28. forbids ſuch an in

terpretation; but he propoſed the queſtion with a view to

make a farther trial of our Lord's ſkill in the ſacred vo

lime. Some of the doćtors declared, that the law of

fictifices was the great commandment, becauſe ſacrifices,

#y they, are both the expiations of fin, and thankſgivings

fºr mercies. Others beſtowed this honour on the law of

ºrcumciſion, becauſe it was the ſign of the covenant eſta

biſhed between God and the nation. A third part yielded

tº the law of the ſabbath, becauſe by that appointment both

the knowledge and the pračtice of the inſtitutions of Moſes

were preſerved; and, to name no more, there were ſome

who affirmed the law of meats and waſhings to be of the

greateſt importance,becauſe thereby the people of God were

ºtually ſeparated from the company and converſation

ºf the heathens. But Jeſus, with infinitely better reaſon,

decided in favour of the beauties of piety and holineſs;

mentioning particularly that comprehenſive ſummary of

both found in Deut. vi. 4, 5. which was one of the ſen

ºnses written on their phylacteries, and Lev. xix. 18. See

*:htfoot's Hor. Heb. on Mark, xii. 28.

"; 37. Thou ſalt love—with all thy heart, &c.] Theſe
QL. I.

words heart, ſoul, &c. though uſed promiſcuouſly, yet,

when thus put together, ſeem intended to expreſs, after a

more diſtinét manner, the requiſite circumſtances of that

obedience which is the proper evidence of our love towards

God. The words with all thy heart imply, that our love

and obedience ſhould be fincere, conſiſting not in the ex

ternal act only, but likewiſe in the inward affečlions of the

mind. The words with all thy ſoul ſhew, that our obedience

muſt be univerſal; for he does not love God in the Scrip

ture ſenſe, who obeys him in ſome inſtances only, and

not in all. Laſtly, the words with all thy mind teach, that

our obedience to God ought to be willing and cheerful.

Wer. 38, 39. This is the firſt and great commandment, &c.]

From this head are to be deduced all the ſervice, worſhip,

and honour, which we owe and pay to our Creator and

Redeemer. Of the love of God, our Saviour ſays, that it

is the firſt and great commandment ; and the love of our

neighbour he ſtiles the ſecond, like unto it. Now perhaps it

may hence be inferred, that the love of God, which is the

firſt and great commandment, is a law of ſuperior obliga

tion to that which is only the ſecond, and may therefore,

in ſome inſtances, controul and overrule it. Whence it

ſhould follow, that we might lawfully overlook the love

of our neighbour, in obedience to the ſuperior obligation

that we are under to love God: but our Saviour's ſaying the

love of God is the firſt commandment, is no manner of

reaſon to think, that it ever is or ever can be inconſiſtent

with the ſecond. The love of God is properly ſtyled the

fift commandment, in reſpect to God, who is the objećt of

the love, and becauſe it is indeed the fountain of all reigion,

and the ground even of that commandment which is ſtyled

the ſecond. Dut this is ſo far from ſhewing that the love

of God may ever claſh with the love of our neighbour,

that it proves the contrary; for if the love of our neigh

bour is deducible from the love of God, it muſt ever be

conſiſtent with it. No man who thinks himſelf bound to

love and obey God, can think himſelf at liberty to hurt

or oppreſs thoſe whom God has taken under his protection. ,

No man who believes it his intereſt as well as his duty

to pleaſe God, but muſt likewiſe believe it is his intereſt

and duty to be kind and tender to thoſe who are the

children of God, and in whoſe happineſs he is not an un

concerned ſpectator. For this reaſon the love of God is

called the firſt commandment, and for this reaſon it never

can be inconſiſtent with the love of our neighbour, which

is the ſecond.

Wer, 40. On thºſe two commandments, &c.] The mean

O o ing
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41 * * While the Phariſees were gathered

together, Jeſus aſked them,

42 Saying, What think ye of Chriſt whoſe

ſon is he They ſay unto him, "The ſºn of

David.

43 He ſaith unto them, How then doth

David in ſpirit call him Lord, ſaying,

44 “The LORD ſaid unto my Lord, St

thou on my right hand, till I make thine

enemies thy footſtool

45 If David then call him Lord, how isht

his ſon 2

P Mark, 12. 35–37. Luke, 10. 41–44. Ver. 15. 34. * If 7. 14. & 9. 6, 7, & 1 r. 1–4. Jer. 25. 5, 6, Faek. 14, 15, 14, & 7. 1,

* 2 Sam. 23. 2. 1 I'eter, 1. 21. A ‘ts, 1. 16. & 2. 30. * Pſ. 11o. 1.

22. with Rev. 21. 16. Rom. 1. 3. & 9. 5.

Aéts, 2. 34. 1 Cor. 15. 25. Heb. 1. 1, 13 & 10, 12, 13, Eph. 1, 19.

ing is, that the whole reaſon of religion (which, in the

Jewiſh diſpenſation, was included in the law and the pro

phets) lies in theſe two general commandments; that in

theſe all particular precepts and duties are comprized :

that nothing can be of any obligation in religion, but as

it relates either to the love we owe to God, or the love

we owe to our neighbour. The relation between God and

man being once known, the firſt concluſion is, that we ought

to love the Lord our God with all, &c. that is, with all our

power; and, till this general principle be eſtabliſhed, the

particular duties owing to God cannot fall under con

ſideration. There is no room to inquire after the proper

inſtances of expreſſing our love to God, till the general

obligation of loving God be known and admitted. The

ſame reaſon holds likewiſe as to the other general head

of religion,-the love of our neighbour. But theſe general

principles being once eſtabliſhed, the particular duties flow

from them of courſe. The love of God, and the love of

our neighbour, if carefully attended to, will eaſily grow

into a complete ſyſtem of experimental and pračtical re

figion. The duties of religion are all relative, regarding

either God or man; and there is no relative duty which

love does not readily transform itſelf into, upon the mere

view of the different circumſtances of the perſon con

cerned. Love, with regard to a ſuperior, becomes honour

and reſpect. With reſpect to equals, it is friendſhip and

benevolence ; towards inferiors, it is courteſy and conde

ſcenſion: if it regards the happy and proſperous, it is joy

and pleaſure; if it looks towards the miſerable, it is pity

and compaſſion ; it is a tenderneſs which will diſcover it

ſelf in all the acts of mercy and humanity. In negative

duties, this principle is no leſs effectual than in poſitive.

Love will not permit us to injure, oppreſs, or offend our

brother ; it will not give us leave to neglect our ſuperiors,

or deſpiſe our inferiors; it will reſtrain every inordinate

paſſion, and will not ſuffer us to gratify our envy at the

expence of our neighbour's credit or reputation. The ſame

may be ſaid of our love to God; for the duties which we

owe to God are founded in the relation between God and

us. Were there no ſuch relation, the perfeótions of God

might be matter of admiration, but could not be the

ground of duty and obedience. I have obſerved that

love naturally transforms itſelf into all relative duties

which ariſe from the circumſtances of the perſons related.

Thus, in the preſent caſe, if we love God, and confider

him as the Lord and governor of the world, our love will

foon become obedience ; if we confider him as wife, good,

and gracious, our love will become honour and admira

tion; if we add to theſe our own weakneſs and infirm

love will teach us dependence, and prompt us in all

wants to fly for refuge to our great Prote&or; and t

in all other inſtances may the particular dutics be dr

from this general principle. Prayer and praiſe, and c

parts of divine worſhip which are the aës of theſe du

are ſo clearly connected to them, that there is no me

ſhewing diſtinétly concerning them, how they flow

this general commandment.

Ver. 42—45. What think ye of Chrift ºn The Ph.

having, in the courſe of our Lord's miniſtry, pr

fundry difficult queſtions to him, with a view to

prophetical gifts; he, in his turn, now that a body o

was gathered together, thought fit to make trial

ſkill in the ſacred writings. For this purpoſe, he

aſked their opinion of a difficulty concerning the M

pedigree, ariſing from Pſ. cx. The doćtors, i.

did not in general look for any thing in their Meſi

excellent than the moſt exalted perfeótions of huma

for, though they called him the Son of God, the

notion that he was God, and ſo could offer n

of the difficulty. Yet the latter queſtion mi

ſhewed them their error: for, if Meſſiah was

a ſecular prince, as they ſuppoſed, ruling the

own time, he never could have been called Lord

who died before he was born ; far leſs would ſ

king as David, who alſo was his progenitor,

him Lord. Wherefore, ſince he rules over, n

mon dead only of former ages, but even ove

from whom he was hiryſelf deſcended, and

comprehends the men of all countries and

preſent, and to come, the doćtors, if they

accurately upon the ſubject, ſhould have expt

Meſfiah a king different from all other king

Beſides, he is to ſit at God’s right hand, till

made the fºotſiool ºf his feet ; made thoroughly

him. Numbers of Chriſt’s enemies are ful

in this life; and they who will not bow to

ſhall, like the rebellious ſubjects of other

reduced by puniſhment. Being conſtituted v

all, whether friends or enemies, ſhall apſ

tribunal, where, by the higheſt exerciſe of

he ſhall doom each to his unchangeable ſt

knight. We may obſerve, that our Lord

for granted, in his arguments with the

writers of the Old Teſtament were under

ordinary guidance of the Holy Spirit, as to

ſelves with the ſtrićteſt propriety on all occa
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46 'And no man was able to anſwer him

a word, neither durſt any man from that day

forth aſk him any more queſtions.

* Mark, 12. 34. Luke, 14. 6 & 20.4o.

d:th David in ſpirit, &c. ver, 43. comp. John, x. 35. And

I look upon this, ſays Dr. Doddridge, as no contemptible

argument for the inſpiration of the New Teſtament; for

we can never think the apoſtles of Chriſt to have been leſs

aſſiſted by the DivineSpirit in their writings, when they were

in other reſpects ſo much more powerfully endued with it.

Wer, 46. And no man was able to anſwer him a word]

None of them could offer the leaſt ſhadow of a ſolution of

the difficulty which he had propoſed. Neither durff any

man from that day forth, &c. The repeated proofs which

they had received of the prodigious depth of his under

ſtanding, in preſſed them with ſuch an opinion of his

wiſdom, that they judged it impoſſible to entangle him in

his talk; for which reaſon they left off attempting it, and

from that day forth troubled him no more with their cap

tious and infidious queſtions. .

Inferences.—How rich are the proviſions of the Goſpel !

ver, 2–A fraft indeed, becoming the dignity and ma

jeſty of the King of heaven, and proportionable to the

love which he bears to his own Son, in honour of whom

it is made How wonderful is the grace which calls us

to the participation of thoſe proviſions ! (ver. 9, 10.)—Us,

who were originally ſinners of the Gentiles, aliens from the

&mmonwealth of Iſrael, and ſtrangers from the covenants ofpro

ºft Epheſ. ii. 12. Yet has he graciouſly ſent his meſ.

Jºngers to us and invited us to his houſe, and his table,

with the additional hope of yet nobler entertainments in

reſerve. May none of us reječi ſo condeſcending a call;

-'eſt we turn his goodneſ into righteous indignation, and

trºſure up to ourſelves wrath againſt the day of wrath t

It is not every one who profeſſes to accept the enter

tainment; not every one who talks of Goſpel bleſfings,

ind ſeems to deſire a ſhare in them, who will be admitted

ºit. In order to our partaking of an inheritance among the

Jints in light, it is neceſſary that we be made meet for it,

by the holineſs both of our hearts and lives. This is the

*ding-garment (ver. 11.) wrought by the Spirit of God

*ſelf, and offered to us by the freedom of his grace.

* it is ſo neceſſary, that without it we muſt be ſeparated

ºn the number of his gueſts and friends, and, even

though we Isad eaten and drank in his preſence, muſt be caſt

ºuter darèneſ. -

.. \ghly does it behove us frequently to think of

*t aweful day, when the king will come in to ſee his gufts;

when God will take a moſt exačt ſurvey of every ſoul

under a Chriſtian profeſſion; to think of that ſpeechleſ;

*ſon which will ſeize ſuch as have not on the wedding

º and of that inexorable ſeverity with which they
will be conſigned to weeping and gnaſhing of teeth I To have

* for a while the light of the Goſpel, and the fair

º: ºf an eternal hope, will but add deeper and
**ſble horror to thºſe gloomy caverns. To have

: thoſe glad r idings of great joy, and then to hear them

itº echoed back in accents offinal deſpair, how will

*nd the ear, and pierce the heart May God pre

vent it, by fulfilling in us all the good pleaſure of his goodneſs,

and the work of faith with power, that the name of our Lord

jeſus Chriſ may be glorified in us, and we in him ; when the

marriage ſupper of the Lamb ſhall be celebrated, and all the

harmony, pomp, and beauty of heaven ſhall aid its ſolem

nity, its magnificence, and its joy!

Our Lord was indeed the perſon whom the artful hypo

criter before him deſcribed (ver. 16.); and was in that

reſpect an excellent pattern to all his followers, and eſpe

cially to his miniſers. He knew no man in the diſcharge

of his office; but, without regarding the perſons of any,

neither ſeeking their favour, nor fearing their reſentment,

he taught the way ºf God in truth, and declared the whole of

hiſ counſel.

From our Lord's deciſion in the preſent caſe, we may

learn with readineſs to render to all their dues, ver. 21.

Our civil magiſtrates, by virtue of their office, juſtly claim

our reverent regard; and tribute is moſt reaſonably due to

thoſe who attend continually on the ſervice of the public,

and are, under God, the pillars of our common tranquility.

Let that tribute therefore be duly rondered with honour

and with cheerfulneſs; for he, ſurely, is unworthy to ſhare

in the benefits of government, who will not contribute his

part towards its neceſſary expence. But let it alſo be re

membered, that the Rights of GOD are ſacred and in

violable. He alone is the Lord of conſcience ; and, when

that is invaded, it is eaſy to judge, whether man or God is

to be obeyed, Aëts, iv. 19.

With what ſatisfaction ſhould we read our Lord's vin

dication of the reſurreótion, that important article of out

faith and hope How eaſily was the boaſted argument

of theſe Sadducees unravelled and expoſed, and all their

pride of valuing themſelves ſo much on that imaginary

penetration which laid men almoſt on a level with the

brutes, covered with juſt confuſion | Indeed, objećtions

much more plauſible than theirs againſt the reſurreótion,

may be anſwered in that one ſaying of our Lord's, 1%

know not the Scripturer, nor the power of God. Were the

Scripture doćrine of the reſurrečion conſidered on the one

hand, and the omnipotence of the Creator on the other, it

could not ſeem incredible to any that God ſhould raiſe the

dead. Aćts, xxvi. 8. How ſublime an idea does our Lord

give us of the happineſs of thoſe who ſhall be thought

worthy to attain it ! They ſhall be equal to the angels 1 ver, 30.

Adored be the riches of that grace which redeems us from

this degenerate and miſerable ſtate, in which we had made

ourſelves ſo much like the begſ?, that periſh, to raiſe us to

ſo high a dignity, and marſhal us with the armies of hea

ven. O may we be found faithful -

Chriſt, we ſee, argues a very important point of doc

trine from premiſes in which, perhaps, we might not have

been able to have diſcovered it, without ſuch a hint. Let

us learn to judge of Scripture arguments, not merely by

the ſound, but by the ſenſe of the words. And as our

Lord choſe a paſſage from the Pentateuch, (ſee Mark,

xii. 19.) rather than from . prºphets, for the convićtion.
0 2 of
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Chriſt admoniſłeth the peºple to fºllow the good dºrine, not the

evil example of the ſcribeſ and Phariſe: ; hiſ diſciples muſt

beware %their ambition ; he denounceth eight wear againſ?

their hypocriſy and blindn'ſ and prophºſieth the dyiručion

ºf jeruſalem. -

- [Anno Domini 33.]

THEN ſpake Jeſus to the multitude, and

to his diſciples,

2 Saying, “ The ſcribes and the Phais :

ſit in Moſes’ ſeat : -

3 * All therefore, whatſoever they lily)

obſerve, that obſerve and do; but do not ye

after their works: for they ſay, and do not.

4 * For they bind heavy burdens, and

grievous to be borne, and lay them on men's

ſhoulders; but they themſelveſ will not move

them with one of their fingers,

• Ch. 2. 4. ver. 3, 5, 23, 27, 29. Neh. 3. 4. Deut. 33. K. Perhaps it means, that they were civil governors, as Moſes wis. Rom 1; 1. Tº

3. 1. If S. zo. John, 5. 39. * 2 Tim. 3. 5. Titus, i. 16. Roal. 2. 1, 2, 17-25. * Luke, 11.46. Iſ. 10, 1. Aës, 15, 10, Gil 6, 1

of the Sadducees, be it our care to ſtudy the tempers, and

even the prejudices, of thoſe with whom we converſe ; that

ſo we may, iſ poſſible, let in the light of divine truth on

their hearts, on that ſide by which they ſerm moſt capable

of receiving it.

Whatever might be the deſign of the ſcribe in putting

his queſtion to Chriſt, wer. 28. we have reaſon to rejoice in

the important anſwer that he received. O that it might be

inſcribed on every heart as with the point of a diamond I

The great commandments are the entire love ºf God, and

of our neighbour aſ ourſelves. But alas ! what reaſon have

we to complain of our own deficiency on both theſe heads!

Can we ſay that the bleſſed God has the whole of our

hearts 2 Is the utmoſt vigour of our faculties exerted in

his ſervice 2 And do we make him the end of all our -

aćtions, of all our wiſhes, of all our purſuits 3–Do we

fo equitably judge between ourſelveſ and otherſ as to ſeek

our own particular intereſts no farther than they may be

ſubſervient to, or conſiſtent with the good of the whole 2

And do we make all thoſe allowances for others, which

we expect, or deſire they ſhould make for us?—But if

this be not, in the main, the prevailing temper of our

minds, in vain are our burnt-offerings and our ſacrifices;

in vain are all the ſolemnities of public worſhip, or forms

of ſecret devotion; and by all our moſt pathetic expreſſions

of duty to God, and friendſhip to men, we do but add

one degree of guilt to another.

The Goſpel of Chriſt has given us a key to that queſtion

of his, (ver. 4.1, &c.) with which the Phariſees were ſo

perplexed. Weli might David in ſpirit call him Lord, who,

according to the flºff, was to deſcend from his loins; inaſ

much as befºre David or Abraham waſ, He if.-Let us

adore this myſterious union of the divine and human na

tures, in the perſon of our glorious Emmanucl; and be

very careful that we do not oppoſe him, if we would not

be found fighters againſ? God.

It is remarkable, that our Lord's ſummary of piety

(ver. 37–40. compare Mark, xii. 29, &c.) begins with

an emphatical and ſtrong aſſertion of the unity of God.

The reaſon is, it is neceſſary that men ſhould be deeply

impreſſed with juſt notions of the objećt of their worſhip—

particularly, that he is the only true God, the maker of

heaven and earth, and the poſſeſſor of all perfeótion, to

whom there is not any being equal, or like, or ſecond 5–

in order that they may apply themſelves, with the ut

moſt diligence, to obey his precepts, the firſt and chief of

which is, that they give him their heart,
*

*

The divine Being is ſo tranſcendently amible in li

ſelf, and, by the benefits he has conferred upon us,

ſuch a title to our utmoſt affection, that, in reſpºt to

objećt, there is no obligation which bears any proport

to that of loving him. The honour aſſigned to this

cept proves, that picty is the nobleſt act of the huſ

mind, and that the chief ingredient in piety is

founded on a clear extenſive view of the divine perſed

a permanent ſenſe of his benefits, and a deep conviº

his being the ſovereign good, our portion, our happi

But it is eſſential to love, that there be a deſight in

templating the beauty of the objećt beloved, whethe

duty be matter of ſenſation or reflection; that wº

quently, and with pleaſure, refle&t on the benefits

the objećt of our affection has conferred upon us

we have a ſtrong deſire of pleaſing him, and a ſ

joy in the thought of being beloved in return, Her

duties of devotion, prayer, and praiſe, are the m

tural and genuine exerciſes of the love of God.

over, this virtue is not ſo much any ſingle affection

continual bent of all the affections and powers of t

In which light, to love God, is as much as poºl

rečt the whole ſoul towards God, and to exerci

faculties on him as its chief objećt. Accordingly,

of God is deſcribed in Scripture by the ſever.l.o.

of the mind, the knºwledge ºf Gºd, John, xvii.

following hard after Gºd, Pſ. lxiii. 8. namely, b

contemplation 3–a ſenſe of his perſe ‘tions, grat

his benefits, truſt in his goodneſs, attachment

vice, reſignation to his providence, the obeying of

mandments, admiration, hope, fear, joy, &c. N.

it conſiſts in any one of theſe fingly, but in a

together. For to content ourſelves with partial

the Supreme Being, is not to be affe&bed tow.

the manner we ought to be, and which the pe.

his nature claim. Hence the words of the I

Thºu ſhaft love—with all thine Ásart, &c. tha

with the joint force of all thy faculties ; and

idols whatſoever muſt partake of the love .

which are due to God.

But the beauty and excellency of this ſtate

is beſt ſeen in its effects; for the worſhip a

flowing from ſuch an univerſal bent of the

God, is as much ſuperior to the worſhip ar

ariſing from partial conſiderations, as the lig'

is to any pićture of it which can be draw n.

if we look on God only as a ſtern lawgiver,
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; : But all their works they do for to be

ſeen of men: ‘ they make broad their * phy

• Ch 6, 1, 2, 5, 16. They impoſe troubleſome rites on others, while they neglect them themſelves. .

* Scraps of parchment, with ſome ſentences of the law written on them, faſtened to their forehead or hand.Prov. 3, 3.

lačteries, and enlarge the borders of their

garments,

* Numb, 15. 38, 39. Deut. 22. 12. & 6. 8.

will puniſh our rebellion, it may indeed force an awe and

dread of him, and as much obedience to his laws as we

think will ſatisfy him; but can never produce that con

ſtancy in our duty, that delight in it and that earneſtneſs

to do it in its utmoſt extent, which are produced and

maintained in the mind by the ſacred fire of divine love,

or by the bent of the whole ſoul turned towards God; a

frame the moſt excellent which can be conceived, and

the moſt to be deſired, becauſe it conſtitutes the higheſt

perfection and happineſs of the creature.

The precept enjoining the love of our neighbour, is

fimilar to that which enjoins the love of God, becauſe

charity is the ſiſter of piety, equally the offspring of God,

founded on the ſame authority, and produced by the in

fluence of the ſame Spirit. Piety and charity conſiſt in the

like motions and diſpoſitions of ſoul; and are kept alive by

the ſame kind of nouriſhment. They have the ſame happy

tendency to make thoſe in whom they reſide like God,

who is God by being good and doing good; like him alſo

in his felicity, which ariſes not only from the poſſeſſion,

ºut from the communication of his goodneſs. They are

like to each other in their ſublime and important nature,

and of like uſe in the condućt of life; the one being the

Pinciple from which the whole duty we owe to God muſt

#ing, the other, that from which the whole duty we owe

tº man muſt flow. Theſe are the features by which piety

and charity are ſtrongly marked, by which their aſſinity to

ºth other is clearly proved, and by which they are ten

*d filter graces, and inſeparable companions.

REFLECTIONs.—1ſt, The parable contained in the firſt

fit of this chapter, is in import much the ſame as the

*going, ſhewing the rejection of the Jewiſh people for
their obſtinate infidelity, and the calling of the Gentiles

ºquent thereupon.

The Goſpel diſpenſation is compared to a magnificent

*ainment made by a king on the marriage of his ſon;
which repreſents the fich proviſion made for poor finners,

º the gracious invitation ſent to them by the great

ligroom of his church, Chriſt Jeſus, the 'Son of the

tiºnſ King. We have, -

*...* rich proviſion made on this occaſion. The oxen

*\taungs are killed, with all that vaſt abundance which

. the royal table; ſignifying thoſe ſpiritual bleſfings

ºº and periſhing finner needs, ſuch as the pir

º ”, “cceptance with God, a ſenſe of his love, the

º graces of the Holy Spirit, ſpiritual ſupports

0 . º through the journey of time, and the glorious

º: * "Jºyment of God in eternity. And theſe

*...* richeſt feaſt for a ſinful ſoul.

r: ºpºs calls ſent to thoſe who had been in

º ..". the ir attendance. Thus in particular the
People; Ilf ... th-e ſeventy diſciples to call the Jewiſh

º and, wher= i. refuſed to hearken, he again, after

*tion, ſerit forth his apoſtles and evangeliſts,

to urge with greater vehemence their coming in, having

now perfeóted his great plan of atonement by the one obla

tion of himſelf, and obtained for every faithful ſoul all

ſpiritual bleſſings in leavenly things. He invited them

therefore once more to join themſelves to the Lord, and

take him as their covenant-head and glorious bridegroom.

And thus in general by his miniſters to the end of time,

does the Lord ſend forth his gracious invitations to miſer

able ſinners, entreating them to come and ſecure their

own happineſs, be reconciled to God, and partake of the

Goſpel feaſt, where all things are ready which they can

with or need; where Jeſus is ready to receive them, the

Father to pardon and bleſs them, the Spirit to comfort and

ſtrengthen them. Well therefore may we with earneſtneſs

beſeech men, as they value all that is dear to them to, Come

unto the marriage.

3. The folly and wickedneſs of thoſe who were invited

appear in ſtriking colours; at firſt in a careleſs and info

lent refuſal of the favour done them ; and afterwards,

when expoſtulated with, and again intreated to comply,

by a contemptuous treatment of the meſſage, and a more

cruel treatment of the meſſengers: ſome ſlighted and de

ſpiſed the offer, preferring their worldly avocations, and

pretending more neceſſary engagements; whilſt others,

provoked with the importunity of the ſervants, not only

inſulted and reviled them, but even in a rage imbrued their

hands in their blood. Thus it happened to the firſt

preachers of the Goſpel: the Jewiſh people ſlighted their

admonitions, and, inſtead of hearkening to the word of ſal

vation, were the bitter perſecutors and murderers of thoſe

who preached it. Nor were they fingular herein. The

ſame invitation has ever fince, to this very day, met with

very much of the like treatment. Many continue to

make light of Chriſt : negligent about the concerns of

their immortal ſouls, their pleaſures, their gains, their

worldly engagements, occupy all their hearts, and they have

neither leiſure nor inclination to mind the concerns of re

ligion. They are engroſſed with the cares of life, and

anxious about ſo many other things, that they pretend

they cannot purſue the one thing needful. Thus thouſands

turn their backs on Chriſt; their farm and their merchan

diſe occupy them wholly, and the calls of the Goſpel find

no entrance into their deaf ears. Whilſt others, exaſ

perated at being diſturbed in their ſinful purſuits by the

zealous miniſters of God, hate and revile them, and would,

but for human reſtraints, renew the former perſecutions.

They who preach the Goſpel muſt expect to ſuffer for

1t.

4. The offended monarch, in righteous wrath, to vindi

cate his honour, and avenge his ſervants’ wrongs, ſent forth

his armies, deſtroyed theſe murderers, and burnt up their

cities. The Roman armies, at God's command, thus de

ilroyed the Jewiſh nation and burnt up Jeruſalem, as the

puniſhment due to them for rejecting and murdering their

Mediah and his miniſters. And the like vengeance awaits

all
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6 : And love the uppermoſt rooms at feaſts,

and the chief ſeats in the ſynagogues,

* Mark, 12. 38, 39. Luke, 11. 43. & 20, 46. 3 John, 9. Prov. 16. 18. & 29. 23.

º

7 And greetings in the markets, and to \t

called of men, * Rabbi, Rabbi,

Hab. 2.4. * My maſºr, or frut ºn.

all that obey not the Goſpel, and perſecute the preachers

of it: wrath will ſhortly come upon them to the utter

moſt.

5. The calling of the Gentiles into the Goſpel-church

was a conſequence of the rejećtion of the Jews. God's

feaſt ſhall not be prepared in vain. When they therefore

who were firſt bidden, were, by their refuſal, judged un

worthy a place in his kingdom, he ſent forth his ſervants

into the heathen world, with a general invitation, to preach

the Goſpel to every creature: which commiſſion they

readily executed, inviting all of every rank and ſtation,

and finners of every degree, to coine to Jeſus Chriſt,

with aſſurances of a ready reception from him. And thus

the Chriſtian church was filled with an innumerable mul

titude of converts or proſelytes; ſome who really and truly

turtled to God, others but falſe-hearted and hypocritical

profeſſors. Note: (1.) Chriſt will have a church and

people in the world, however many rejećt his Goſpel.

(2.) The invitation is general : we therefore muſt preach

the Goſpel to every creature. (3.) Under the diſpenſation

of grace by Jeſus Chriſt, and in reſpect to the offers of

mercy and pardon, all diſtinčtions between one finner and

another are in ſome ſenſe aboliſhed ; as the leaſt ſinner

muſt eternally periſh without Chriſt, the greateſt have a

full and free redemption offered in him : but the final re

ward of the faithful will be according to their works.

6. The diſcovery, convićtion, and condemnation of hy

pocrites in the church, are repreſented by the king's viſit

to his gueſts ; where obſerving one without a wedding

garment, (which was provided for each of the gueſts on

theſe occaſions; and therefore the negle&t was highly

criminal, eſpecially if he preferred his rags of natural de

pravity before the bright garments of Goſpel-holineſs

which lay ready for him) he addreſſed him with a ſtartling

inquiry, how he dared intrude himſelf there without the

wedding-garment: and, ſtruck ſpeechleſs at the queſtion,

his filence confeſſed his guilt. Shackled therefore as a

malefactor, the king commands him to be dragged from

the room illuminated for the bridal feaſt, and thruſt into

the darkneſs without, to bewail, with unavailing expreſſions

of bitter anguiſh, his preſumption, fin, and folly. Where

we may obſerve, (1.) The particular notice which the Lord

takes of thoſe who profeſs to believe in him: he trieth the

heart. Hypocriſy may deceive men, but not God. The

day will come when the falſe-hearted ſhall be detečted,

either by fifting providences in this world, or at the ap

earing of the King upon his throne. May we now ſo

judge ourſelves, that we may not then be judged of the

Lord (2.) They muſt needs be ſpeechleſs in the day of

God, who in profeſſion have joined in the outward ordi

nances, while their faith has never laid hold of Chriſt, nor

their hearts been conformed to his image. (3.) Hypocrites

in the church will receive the greateſt damnation in eternal

torments, doomed to ſuffer agonies unutterable and in

conceivable, and filled with the moſt excruciating rage,

horror, and deſpair.

7. The parable concludes with the repetition of the W.

ſervation which Chriſt had made before, thatmany are alſº

but few chºſen : an alarming notice, to examine outſest

whether we be in the faith; how we came into the Lord

table; what garments we are clothed with; and how v

can bear the Maſter's piercing eye.

2dly, Ceaſeleſs in their deſigns of malice, the Phaſiſ.

aſſociated with the Herodians, endeavoured to ental

him in his talk, and, by ſome captious ſubjećt of dip

to draw from him expreſſions whereon to found an

cuſation againſt him. So little can the pureſt innoc

or the moſt faultleſs integrity, ſcreen us from the m

lence of wicked men.

The Herodians are thought to be a ſe& of the New

were the partizans of Herod, and were zealous f

Roman government and the payment of the ti

while the Phariſees and the reſt of the nation abhor

yoke, and hardly could brook this ignominious b

ſervitude. They were therefore proper inſtrum

the preſent occaſion. See the Critical Notes.

1. The queſtion they put to our Lord was, w

was lawful to give tribute to Ceſar, or not; and

cluded this would neceſſarily involve him in a

Should he deny the lawfulneſs of paying tribute

rodians would immediately accuſe him to the g

as a rebel and incendiary: ſhould he affirm it, th

thought he would immediately exaſperate the

give them the wiſhed-for opportunity to a

Note; It has been the invariable pračtice of S

ſaries to lay ſnares for God's ſervants, and,

an unguarded expreſſion, by wilful miſtake

miſrepreſentation, to blacken and abuſe then

is one who heareth and judgeth.

2. To cover this infidious deſign, they uſ

expreſſions of reſpect ; as if, conſcientiouſ

follow the path of duty, and highly vene

wiſdom and piety, they deſired his direc

condućt, perſuaded that, being a teacher co

no frowns nor fear of man would ſway his

Note; (1.) The faireſt profeſſions often c

deſigns. (2.) Their chara&ter of Chriſt

pattern for all his miniſters. Faithful a

themſelves, no fear nor flattery muſt tem

ceal any thing of the whole counſel of C

but, regardleſs of men's perſons, with z.

they muſt diſcharge their commiſſion, a

as it is in Jeſus.

3. Chriſt baffles their craft and diſ.

ſigns. He knew the ſecret wickedneſs wh

and, by his queſtion, which ſhewed his

hearts, reproved their hypocriſy : Płºży z.

crites ? Shew me the tribute-money. C

mouths he would ſilence them, and anſw

own confeſſions: for, producing to hi

Roman coin, he demanded whoſe image

it bore; and, they replying Ceſar’s, he
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*

:-

:

8 *But be not ye called Rabbi: for one

is your Maſter, even Chriſt; and all ye are

brethren.

* James, 3.1. 1 Cor. 3, 4. with ch. 17. 5. 2 Cor. 1. 24.

15,32. & 7. 11. & 13.43. & 19-17.

1 Peter, 5. 3, 4.

9 And call no man your father upon the

earth: "for one is your Father, which is in

heaven.

* Mal. 1. 6. John, 6.45. Ch. 5. 16, 48. & 6. 1, 4, 6, 9, 14, 18,

therefore unto Ceſar the things which are Caeſar’s. As the

coining of money was the royal prerogative, the circulation

of ſuch coin implied ſubječtion to the perſon whoſe image

it bore: there could be no doubt therefore but that, if

Ceſar's money was regarded as the current coin of the land,

there could be no unlawfulneſs in rendering him the tri

bute which bore his image, in return for the protećtion

and adminiſtration of the civil government, which they

received from him. And this interfered not with their

religious duties: they muſt render alſo unto God the things

that are God's. Thus neither could the civil government

have cauſe to be offended, nor the Phariſees be able to

accuſe him without condemning themſelves. Note ; (1.)

When we have to deal with crafty adverſaries, we need

be wiſe as ſerpents, while we are harmleſs as doves. (2.)

The maſk of hypocrites, however naturally painted, cannot

impoſe upon him who trieth the heart. Their hope of

toncealment is delufion; and while they tempt him, they

deſtroy themſelves. (3.) Captious queſtions ſhould have a

cautious anſwer, that, if poſſible, they who came to en

ſhare us, may be confounded themſelves. (4.) It is rea

ſonable that we ſhould pay tribute to the government from

which we receive protećtion. Chriſt's ſervants muſt on

Principle be loyal ſubjećts. But, though Caeſar has our

tribute, God muſt have our hearts.

4. Though confounded with his reply, they could not

but admire his wiſdom ; and, defeated in their purpoſe,

ity retired with ſhame as baffled foes, unable to find the

kit ground for accuſation againſt him. May the Lord

ºr endue his miniſters with the like wiſdom, and enable

*m to diſappoint the malice of thoſe who lie in wait for

in occaſion againſt them

3dly, The Phariſees and Herodians being foiled, the

Sºurces next reſolved to take the field of controverſy

againſt him. They utterly denied a future ſtate, the ex

iſience of angels or ſpirits, and the reſurre&tion of the dead,

* thought they could propoſe a queſtion to our Lord
which it would puzzle him to decide.

I. They ſtated a caſe, (whether real or imaginary was

**terial) founded on the Moſaical inſtitutions con

‘. the widow of a man who died childleſs, whoſe

. According to the law, Deut. xxv. 5; was obliged

... and raiſe up an heir to the inheritance of

if aº º The queſtion they propoſed therefore was,

Iloj. fively married ſeven brothers, and, havin

wifehº y any of them, at laſt died herſelf-whoſe
theſime titl. at hiº, fince all could claim

to join the e to her They thought thus to lead our Lord

ownhis; m in denying a reſurre ion, or to reduce him to

prove totº. or to make a decificn which they could

\\rt, urd, and unſupported by reaſon of Scrip

...º: fies their miſtake, reproves their igno
y °ws their objećtion againſt a reſurrection to

be fallacious: they erred, not knowing the Scripturer, nor the

power of God. The Scriptures declare that there ſhall be a

reſurreótion, Job, xix. 26., Ezek. xxxvii., Dan. xii. 2.; and

though the collečtion of the ſcattered atoms of the human

body appears never ſo difficult, it is not beyond the al

mighty power of God to effeót. Beſides, their ideas of a

future ſtate were falſe and carnal. There will be no occaſion

there for marriage, to perpetuate inheritances, or to keep

up a ſucceſſion of names, or to miniſter to our comforts,

or alleviate our cares ; but all will be in heaven as the

angels of God, perfeótly pure and ſpiritual, and happy as

thoſe glorious miniſters who ſurround the throne of God.

But our Lord reſts not in confuting their miſtakes : he

ſupports the truth by unanſwerable arguments, drawn even

from the Pentateuch, the ſacred authority of which books

they themſelves admitted. Now, concerning the reſurrec

tion of the dead, they muſt needs remember what God

himſelf declared at that memorable occaſion when he ap

peared to Moſes in the burning buſh, Exod. iii. 6. where

he ſaid, I am the God ºf Abraham, Iſaac, and jacºb, though

theſe patriarchs were long before dead. He ſaith not I

was, but I am, he ſtanding towards them ſtill in the ſame

relation; and as his being their God implies ſome pecu

liarly great and glorious advantages thence accruing, but

theſe holy men, during all their lives, were ſtrangers and

pilgrims in the earth, exerciſed with various troubles and

affiićtions, therefore it follows that there muſt be a future

ſtate, where their eternal reward awaits them. Beſides, God

is not the God of the dead, but of the living. Had theſe pa

triarchs ceaſed to be when their bodies died, God could

not with any propriety be ſaid to continue in the ſame

covenant relation to them as before. He being their God

proves them ſtill alive; and the exiſtence therefore of their

ſouls as immortal is evident : but he was not only the

God of their ſouls, but of the men in their whole perſons.

As therefore their ſouls now live, their bodies will be

quickened alſo; elſe would he be ſtill the God of the

dead: the reſurrečtion of the body, as well as the im

mortality of the ſoul, therefore is here ſuppoſed, and the

argument concluſive againſt the tenets of the Sadducees.

Note ; (1.) The cauſe of all our grand errors is our igno

rance of the Scriptures. (2.) Many things to the eye of -

ſenſe impoffible, the eye of faith, which looks to the pro

miſes and power of God, ſees not only poſſible, but ſure

and certain. (3.) They who have the Lord for their God,

need not wiſh for more, but that he may be their increaſ

ing and eternal portion and exceeding great reward.

3. The Sadducees were filenced ; but the multitude

were aſtoniſhed: they had never before heard the eternal

happineſs of the righteous, the immortality of the ſoul,

and the reſurrečtion from the dead, ſo nobly defended

and proved.

4thly, The Phariſees again return to the charge; and,

grieved probably that he ſhould be able to filence:
Whoſºl
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1o Neither be ye called maſters : for one

is your Maſter, even Chriſt.

I 1. “But he that is greateſt among you

ſhall be your ſervant.

* Ch. 20. 26, 27. & 18. 3, 4. & 11. 19. John, 13. 12–17. Phil. z. 4–3. Heb. 5.8.

whom they could not, conſulted together how to put a ſtop

to his increaſing reputation, which ſo eclipſed their own.

They who greatly ſhine, muſt expe&t to be greatly envied.

One of their lawyers then propoſed a queſtion, probably

with a good intention. See the Critical Notes on this

chapter, and Mark, xii. 28–34.

1. The queſtion was, which iſ the great commandment in

the law 2 ſome eſteeming it to be circumciſion, others the

obſervation of the ſabbath, others the wearing the phylac

teries, waſhings, &c. And ſhould he determine the queſ

tion in favour of any one party of diſputants, the reſt

would probably have been offended with the deciſion.

2. His anſwer carries evidence and convićtion along

with it : the firſt and great commandment is the perfect

love of God, and the next the loving of our neighbour as

ourſelves: theſe two commandments comprize the whole

moral law, with all the duties enforced by the prophets;

and to be obedient to theſe, this divine principle of love

can alone engage us. Theſe commandments ſtill continue

in full force; and in the practical exerciſe of theſe con

fiſts all vital religion: for though we are not under the

Jaw, that we ſhould exped life from our obedience: yet

are we bound to ſet them before us as our rule of duty

and law of life, and by the Goſpel-faith, which worketh

by love, ſhall be enabled in our meaſure to walk as Chriſt

alſo walked, humbly following his bright example. Note:

(1.) We muſt love the Lord our God, and labour through

grace to love him with all our hearts. We muſt firſt be

lieve that he is our God, our reconciled God in Jeſus

Chriſt, and then love will be the immediate effect: this

will produce a hearty obedience to his commands, and

unreſerved ſubmiſſion to his providence. The love of God

will make us count none of his commandments grievous,

and reckon every diſpenſation righteous, juſt, and good.

(2.) The love of our neighbours follows. They muſt be

dear to us as we are to ourſelves: their perſons, property,

charaćters, be regarded as our own ; and we ſhould be

ready in every good word and work to do them ſervice,

wiſh them every bleſfing, and deſire to act towards them,

in every fituation, as we could reaſonably expećt they

{hould behave to us, if they were in our circumſtances.

The more we appear under the influence of theſe divine

precepts, the more we ſhall ſhew of the ſpirit and power

* of true Chriſtianity.

5thly, Having thus filenced all his opponents, our Lord

is now pleaſed to put a queſtion in his turn to thoſe who

had ſo often tempted him. And he did it when they were

gathered together to conſult how to enſnare him, that his

triumph over them might be more diſtinguiſhed.

1. The queſtion ſeemed ſo plain that a child might

anſwer it. What think ye of Chriſ a whºſe Son is he P And

they have their reply ready, little imagining in what diffi

culties it would involve them. They ſay unto him, The San

of David.

determined, Pſ. lxxxix. 35, 36., Iſa. ix. 7.., xi. 1. It is a

queſtion that we ſhould be ſeriouſly concerned to anſwer,

So far they were right, the Scripture had thus

What we think of his perſon, offices, undertaking; and

whether he is a Chriſt to us, a Saviour to the uttermoſt

2. From their anſwer our Lord propoſes to them an

other queſtion of more difficult ſolution. How is the

Meſſiah’s being David's Son reconcileable with his being

1)avid's Lord for ſuch the Pſalmiſt acknowledges him,

when, ſpeaking under divine inſpiration, Pſ. cx. 1. he

faith, The Lord, God the Father, ſaid unto my Lord, the

divine Meſſiah, Sit thou at my right hand, exalted to the

throne of the Majeſty in the heavens, till I make thine ene

mies thy fºot/loc/; for ſo long will he reign in his mediato

rial kingdom, till every foe is deſtroyed, and the kingdoms -

of the world become the kingdoms of the Lord and of

his Chriſt, and death itſelf be baniſhed from his church

for ever. If David then call him Lord, acknowledging him

his ſuperior, and a divine Perſon, how is he is ſºn, and to

deſcend from him as man

3. This queſtion quite puzzled them. They ſeem to

have been ignorant of the divine character of the Meſ

ſiah; they regarded him as a mere man, and underſtood

not the union of God and man in one Chriſt ; or, if they

knew it, they were not willing to acknowledge his Deity,

and choſe to be filent, rather than reply. Perceiving now

how unequal a match they all together were for his ſu

perior wiſdom, they durſt not encounter him with any

more enſnaring queſtions, and avoided any farther diſputes :-

which they found muſt iſſue in their ſhame. Note: Many

are filenced, without being convinced ; and have their argu

ments confuted, while their hearts ſtill remain uncon

verted.

C H A P. XXIII.

Ver. 1, 2. Then ſhake jeſus, &c.] Becauſe our Saviour

had mentioned the final conqueſt and deſtruction of his

enemies, who were to be made his footſtool, he turned

towards his diſciples, and in the hearing of all the people

ſolemnly cautioned them to beware of the Scribes and

Phariſees; by which he infinuated, and that not obſcurely,

who the enemier were, whoſe end he had hinted at. The

name of Pharifter being the appellation of a ſeót, it cannot

be ſuppoſed that our Lord meant to ſay of all the party,

that they ſat in Moſes’ chair; ſuch a character was appli

cable to none but the doćtors of the ſe&t ; for which

reaſon we may ſuppoſe that the phraſe Scribes and Phariſter,

is a Hebraiſm for the Phariſan Scribes. Some think there

is an alluſion, ver. 2. to thoſe pulpits which Ezra made

for the expounders of the law, Neh. viii. 4. and which

were afterwards continued in the ſynagogue, from which

the rabbies delivered their diſcourſes fitting. It is pro

bably called Mºſes' Chair, becauſe it was that from which

the books of Moſes were read and explained ; ſo that he

ſeemed to dićtate from thence. It is ſtrange that Light

foot and others ſhould explain this of a legiſlative 2u

thority, ſince the Scribes and Phariſees, as ſuch, had no

peculiar authority of that kind. See Doddridge, and

Lightfoot. ,

9
Wer.
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§ 12 "And whoſoever ſhall exalt himſelf ſhall

be abaſed; and he that ſhall humble himſelf

ſhall be exalted.

Dan. 4. 37. Job, 22, 20.

Titus, i. 1 1.

| Luke, 14. 1 1. & 18. 14. Prov. 20. 23.

51, fick, 22. 25. 2 Tim. 3. 6.

Luke, 1.51, 52.

ye hinder men from believing the Goſpel, as well as reject it yourſelves,

13 "I But "wo unto you, ſcribes and Phari

ſees, hypocrites! for ye ſhut up the kingdom

of heaven againſt men: for ye neither go in

James, 4.6. , 1 Peter, 5.5. Prov. 15. 33. * Luke, 11.

War. 3. All therefºre, &c.] The morality of the Phariſees,

was of a very looſe kind; and as for the traditions which

they taught, they often made void the law of God alto

gether. It is not therefore to be thought, that Jeſus would

recommend the doćtrines and precepts of the Phariſees

without exception; and for this reaſon we muſt limit the

general expreſſions here made uſe of, by what goes before

in this diſcourſe; thus, “While theſe men fit in Moſes’

“ſeat, while they rightly explain the doćtrines and pre

“cepts of the law, be ſure to obey them; but by no

“means imitate their pračtices.”

Wer. 4. Fºr they bind heavy burdens]. It is well known

that the Phariſees gloried in the exactneſs with which they

obeyed the ceremonial part of the law. Nay, they carried

matters ſo high, that, not content with the commandments

which God had enjoined, they took upon them to preſcribe

a variety of traditionary precepts of their own invention.

Therefore, if it was this kind of duties that our Lord

meant, when he ſaid they bind heavy burdens, &c. their zeal

muſt have ſhewn itſelf chiefly in public: or, by the grie

was burdens which the Phariſees bound up, may be un

... ittood the ceremonial precepts of the law; which are

led grievous, not becauſe they were reckoned ſo by the

ºffices. This interpretation agrees well with the cha

ºr given of the precepts in queſtion. They were

*ivered from Moſes' feat, that is to ſay, were taken out

ºf the book of Moſes; and the diſciples were to obſerve

*I do them, which our Lord would by no means have

º ºnlined, had he been ſpeaking of the traditionary pre

ºs of the elders. Beſides, in this light the character

- *" of the Scribes and Phariſees is palpably juſt, namely,

it they bºund up heavy burdenſ, &c. For while they

*mºves neglected both the moral and ceremonial pre

ºf of the divine law, as often as they could do it with

ſ: ſecrecy, they wreathed the ceremonial precepts of it faſt

ºut the necks of the people, and would not give them

e ſix ſmalleſt reſpite from its moſt burdenſome ceremonies

... º jºy occaſion whatſoever. The words of our Lord

* to the practice of thoſe who load and drive beaſts

- s bwéen: they firſt make, or bind. up their loads, then

º º own *:::: backs, and, in driving them through bad

2.º the loads, and keep them ſteady by taking

“ Th tºº. . . Our Lord's meaning, therefore, was,

. . .” “tº either bear theſe loads themſelves, nor will
aº the People, the kaſt reſpite from them, even

º Jºr dits sh; it is due." See Macknight.

&i. 4' their work; they do, &c., “Any good

* * princi sº they happen to perform, is vitiated by the
“º º from which it proceeds. They do it with a

Gº Crº: applauſe, and not from a regard to

“mºr. * = . love of goodneſs. They are proud

ºt, as is plain from their affected gravity of* eſs fro - - - -

Pºli in the arixiety which they diſcover to get the

as appears from many examples mentioned in the Goſpel,

“ principal ſeats at feaſts and all public meetings, as be

“ longing to them on account of their ſuperior worth,

“ and from their courting to be ſaluted in the ſtreets with

“ particular marks of reſpect, and to be addreſſed with

“ pompous and high ſounding titles of rabbi, father, and

“ mºſſer, thinking ſuch public acknowledgement of their

“ merit due from all who meet them.” Concerning the

Phyſaºries, ſee the note on Deut. vi. 8. What the borders

of their garments, or fringes (x;azz sax) were, may bega

thered from Deut. xxii. 12. From this uſe of the gar

ment on which the fringes were to be put, it is ſuppoſed

to have been the veiſ, which they then wore on their heads;

and the fringes are thought to have been tufts of twined

thread, faſtened to the four corners of it with a ribbon,

in a manner, that each tuft hung at a little diſtance from

the corner of the veil to which it was faſtened. Hence

we ſee the propriety of the expreſſion, they make the fringer

of their garments great, or large ; hence alſo we learn that

theſe fringes were conſidered as badges of holineſs, and

that the Phariſees wore a larger kind of them than ordi

nary, to give themſelves the appearance of uncommon

gravity, piety, and wiſdom. The doctors had ſeats by

themſelves, with their backs towards the pulpit in which

the law was read, and their faces towards the people.

Theſe were accounted the moſt honourable, and therefore

theſe ambitious Scribes and Phariſees contended for them.

The word rabbi properly ſignifies great, and was prefixed

to the names of thoſe doćlors who had rendered them

ſelves remarkable by the extent of their learning; or who

were the authors of new ſchemes in divinity, heads of ſeóls,

whoſe fame had gained them many followers. The Jewiſh

dočtors were particularly fond of this title, becauſe it was

a high compliment paid to their underſtanding, gave them

vaſt authority with their diſciples, and a very ſignificant

appearance in the eyes of the world. See Macknight, and

Gale's Sermons, vol. i. p. 8o.

Ver. 8–11. But be not ye called Rabbi J The Apoſtles of

Chriſt were to be very different, both in temper and con

dućt, from the Jewiſh teachers. They were to decline

being called Rabbi, becauſe the thing fignified by it be.

longed ſolely to their Maſter, in whom all the treaſurer of

knowledge and wiſdom are kids and who for that reaſon is

the only infallible director of men's conſciences; alſo be

cauſe they owed none of their knowledge to themſelves,

but derived it entirely from him; in which reſpect they

were all brethren, and on a level. Further the Jewiſh doc

tors were accuſtomed to inculcate on their diſciples, that

exiſtence, except it was improved and ripened by know

ledge, was in a manner no exiſtence at all ; and boaſted

that they who formed men's minds by erudition, gave

them a real being ; and for that reaſon were to be con

fidered as their true parents. Hence they arrogantly aſ

ſumed to themſelves the name of fathers, to intimate the

peculiar obligations which their diſciples, but eſpecially

P p the
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yourſ/ver, neither ſuffer ye them that are en

tering to go in.

14 Wo unto you, ſeribes and Phariſees,

hypocrites' " for ye devour widows’ houſes,

and for a pretence Inake long prayer ;

* Mark, 12.40. Luke. 29. & 7. 2 Tim. ". 5, 6. Titus, 1. 11.

Gal. 4. 17. 2 Tin. 3.. 6. Acts, 13 45 & 14, 2, 19. & 17. 5, 6, 13.

Job, 21. 9. i. e. rob them of their [roperty.

therefore ye ſhall receive the “greater damna.

tion.

15 Wo unto you, ſcribes and Phariſees,

hypocrites' for ye" compaſs ſea and land to

make one proſelyte; and, when he is made,

* Ch. 1 r. 22. 24. Luke, 11.4:

the proſelytes from idolatry, were under to them for their

exiſtence, and for the advantages which accompanied it :

the title of father in this ſenſe our Lord abſolutely pro

hibited his Apoſtles either from taking or giving, becauſe it

belongs only to God; for one is your Father who is in lea

ven. Life, with all its bleſſings, comes from God; and

men wholly depend upon him : for which cauſe, all praiſe

and thankſgiving ſhould ultimately be referred to him.

So that if any one teaches rightly, not the teacher, but

the wiſdom of God is to be praiſed, which exerts and

communicates itſelf by him : and with reſpect to the title

of maſter or / adºr, ha'ºyntz, which the Jewiſh doctors

courted, the Apoſtics of Chriſt were not to accept, far

leſs to ſolicit it; becauſe in point of commiſſion and

inſpiration they were all upon an equality. Neither had

they any title to rule the conſciences of men, except by

virtue of the inſpiration which they received from their

Maſter, to whom alone the prerogative of infallibility

originally belonged. Nevertheleſs, our Lord did not mean

to ſay, that it is ſinful to name men by the ſtations which

they hold, or the relations that they bear in the world. He

only defigned to reprove the fimplicity of the people, who

offered high praiſes to their teachers, as if they owed all

to them, and nothing to God; and to root out of the

minds of the Apoſtles the phariſaical vanity, which decked

itſelf with honours properly belonging to God; but eſpe

cially to keep them all on a level among themſelves, that

the whole glory of the Chriſtian ſcheme might redound

to him whoſe right it was. Withal he ſhewed them what

that greatneſs was, whereof they were capable, and after

which only they ſhould aſpire: it was a greatneſs ariſing

from love and humility; a greatneſs diametrically oppoſite

to that of the Scribes, ver. I 1. He that is greateſ?, or de

Jires to be greatºff, atºwy, alludes to the fignification of the

word rabbi. See Macknight, Heylin, and Wetſtein.

Ver, 12. Whoſºever ſkill exalt himſelf] Dr. Doddridge

obſerves, that our Saviour, by the frequent repetition of

this maxim, ſeems to intimate, that he intended it not

only for thoſe who were to be the teachers of others, but

for all his diſciples without exception ; and it is well

worthy of our obſervation, that no one ſentence of our

Lord's is ſo frequently repeated as this, which occurs at

leaſt ten times in the Evangeliſts.

Ver. 13. But ‘wo unto you, Scribes and Phariſes, hypocriter]

The above diſcourſe againſt the Scribes and Phariſees was

pronounced in the hearing of many of the order; they

were therefore greatly incenſed, and watched for an op

portunity to deſtroy Jeſus: but it was not a time for him

now to conceal from them any neceſſary reproof, this be

ing the laſt ſermon that he was ever to preach in public. It

was neceſſary to uſe violent remedies, eſpecially as gentle

medicines had hitherto proved ineff &ual; wherefore,

with a kind of ſeverity he threatened them in the moſt

aweful and ſolemn manner, denouncing dreadful woes

againſt them, not on account of the perſonal injuries they

had done him, although they were many, but on account

of their exceſſive wickedneſs. They were public teachers

of religion, who abuſed every mark and character of

goodneſs to all the purpoſes of villany. Under the gri

mace of a ſevere and ſanctified air, they were malicious,

implacable, lewd, covetous, and rapacious; in a word,

inſtead of being reſormers, they were corrupters of man

kind ; ſo that their wickedneſs being of the very worſt

fort, it deſerved the ſharpeſt rebuke that could be given,

Our Lord pronounced eight blºſings upon the mount; here

he pronounced eight wºes ; not as imprecations, but ſo

lemn compaſſionate declarations of the miſery which theſe

ſtubborn ſinners were bringing upon themſelves. The

reaſons, why theſe woes were denounced againſt the

Scribes, are ſet forth in the ſubſequent verſes, 1. The firſt

is, becauſe they ſhut up the kingdom of heaven from

men, by taking away the key of knowledge, (Luke, xi. 52.)

or the right interpretation of the ancient propheſies con

cerning the Meſſiah, by their example and authority; for

they both rejećted Jeſus themſelves, and excommunicated

thoſe who believed in him; in ſhort, by doing all they

could to hinder the people from repenting of their fins and

believing the Goſpel. Dr. Moore, with great propriety,

obſerves, that the word hypocrites, trox;ita, in its moſt

exact application,º players, who, according to the

unnatural cuſtom of the ancients, ačted a part under a

maſk. See his Theological Works, p. 293. Vitringas'

Obſerv. Sacr. and the note on chap. vi. 16.

P'er. 14. For ye devour widowſ’ houſes] 2. This verſe

contains the ſecond reaſon of the woes; becauſe they

committed the groſſeſt iniquities, being covetous and ra.

pacious under a cloke of religion ; they devoured widºw.'

houſes, and at the ſame time made long prayers in order tº

hide their villany. “This,” ſays Calvin, “was as if, pre

“ tending to kiſs the feet of Chriſt, one ſhould riſe up.

“ and audaciouſly ſpit in his face.” See Mark, xii. 40.

Wer. 15. Ye cºmpaſs ſea and land, &c.] 3. The third wo:

is denounced, becauſe they expreſſed the greateſt zea

imaginable in making proſelytes, compaſſing ſea and land

that is to ſay, uſing the moſt indefatigable pains and ar

dour, and leaving no art unpractiſed for that end; whil

at the ſame time their intention in all this was, not tha

the Gentiles might become better men through the know

ledge of true religion, but more friendly to them ; yieldin

them the direction of their purſes, as well as of the

conſciences. Accordingly, in the heathen countries theſ

worldlings accommodated religion to the humours of men

2 placin
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ye make him * two-fold more the child of

hell than yourſelves.

16 Wo unto you, * ye blind guides,

! E: which ſay, ' Whoſoever ſhall ſwear by the

i = temple, it is nothing; but whoſoever ſhall

ſwear by the gold of the temple, he is a

debtor'

17 re fools and blind: for whether is

greater, the gold, or the temple that ſanc

tifieth the gold 2

18 And, whoſoever ſhall ſwear by the

altar, it is nothing; but whoſoever ſweareth

by the gift that is upon it, he is t guilty. .

-

iſ tº:

*…*

...ſº

* More furiouſly mad againſt the goſpel. * Iſ. 56. 10, 11. Ch. 15.

Preſended that a man's oath by the temple did not bind him, unleſs he ſwore by the conſecrated treaſures of the temple.

10 Ye fools and blind : for whether is

greater, the gift, or the altar that "ſančlifieth

the gift :

20 Whoſo therefore ſhall ſwear by the altar,

ſweareth by it and by all things thereon.

21 And whoſo ſhall ſwear by the temple,

ſweareth by it and by him that dwelleth

therein. -

22 And he that ſhall ſwear by heaven,

ſweareth by the throne of God, and by him

that fitteth thereon.

23 Wo unto you, ſcribes and Phariſees,

hypocrites | * for ye pay tithe of mint and

James, 5. 12. Jer, 5. 7. Ezek. 21. 23. They

* Ch. 3. 7 & 12. 34. John, 8.

14. * Ch. 5. 34, 34.

ºf tº 44, Atti, 13. Io. & 23. 3. with Ch. 5. 2 . * Exod. 30. 29. & 29. 37. Ver. 19. T Or debtor, or bound. * Ver. 17. Exod. 29. 37.

… * 1 King, 8. 13. 2 Chr. 7. 2. & 6. 2. Pſ. 26. 8. & 132, 13, 14. * Ch. 5. 34. Iſ 57. 15. & 66. 1. Rev. 4. 2, 3. Dan. 7. 9. Acts, 7. 49.

º: * Luke, 11. 41. with Ch. 9. 13. & 12. 7. 1 Sam. 15. 22. Hoſ. 6. 6. Prov. 21. 3. Mic. 6. 8. Gal. 5. 22, 23.

11 : 7.

tº::

:* - placing it, not in the eternal and immutable rules of righte- meaning, it is an appeal to the Creator himſelf: in any

likº ouſneſs, but in ceremonial obſervances; the effect of which other light, an oath by the creature is abſolutely ridiculous,

Tº was, either that the proſelytes became more ſuperſtitious, becauſe the creature neither has knowledge with reſpect

tº more immoral, and more preſumptuous than their teachers; to the matter of the oath, nor power to puniſh the perjury.

º: or that, taking them for impoſtors, they relapſed again See on ch. v. 33., &c. It is nothing, means, “it conſtitutes

ſº into their old ſtate of heatheniſm; and in both caſes be- “ no obligation to tell the truth, or, to perform one's vow.”

gº came two-fold more the children of hell than even the He is a debtor, means, “he is bound to ſpeak the truth,

ſº Phariſees themſelves; that is to ſay, more openly and “ or, to perform his vow.” And in like manner he is

** unlimitedly wicked than they. The zeal of the Jews in guilty, ver, 18. means, he is bºund by hiſ oath. The Pha

...tº making proſelytes was ſo remarkable, that it was taken riſees taught, that oaths by the creature might be uſed on

ſº notice of by the heathens, and turned into a proverb: trifling occaſions, and violated without any great guilt;

gtº Ac veluti te - but they excepted oaths by the corban, and by ſacrifices :

ºccº judri, cagamu; in hanc concedere turlam. in which it is plain, that, without any regard to common

º - Hoa. Lib. i. Sat. 4, ver. 142. ſenſe or decency, they were influenced merely by a view

º We'll force you, like the proſelyting Jews, to their own intereſt, and therefore ºpºl, theſe to

:* To be like us. - the people, as things of more eminent fanótity than even

** -
FRAN c1s. the temple or altar itſelf. The gold ºf the temple means’

º the treaſure kept in the temple, otherwiſe called corban.

sº Upon which St. Ambroſe obſerves, that “this plea- See ch. xxvii. 6.

º “ſantry of the poet ariſes from the proſelyting ſpirit of P'er. 17–22. 1% fols and blind] The Apoſtle's words,

the Jews, who infinuated themſelves into families, en- Heb. vi. 16. are a proper comment on the 17th verſe, fºr

ſº “tered into the courts of juſtice, diſturbed the judges, men verily ſwear by the greater. Whºſº ſhall ſwear by the

*:::: “ and were always more ſucceſsful in proportion as they altar, ſays our Saviour (ver. 20.) ſweareth by it, and by all

... g. “ were more impudent.” To the ſame purpoſe is what thing thereon : conſequently the oath is an invocation of

º jºin Mar: yr ſaid to Trypho the Jew: “Your proſelytes his wrath, to whom the altár, and the gifts on the altar,

º vº not only -liſheieve Chriſt's doarine, but blaſpheme his are ſacred, in caſe of falſehood or breach of vows. The

sº wº * much again as yourſelves.” Child ºf hell, and particular ſpecies of wrath invoked in this oath, is God's

-, § fºrditiºn, were terms of reproach made uſe of among rejecting the ſwearer's ſacrifice, and denying him the par

Cws. -

}ºr. 16, 2% Hºnd guide: 4. The fºurth woe is de

*d for their falſe doćine. Our Saviour had before

fled them ºf -crite, from their perſºnal charačer ; now he

§º them another title, Hind guides, reſpešting their in

... ºn others. Both theſe appellations are ſeverely
- º put ºther in ver, 23–25. and this holy, ſeverity riſes

* "the height irs the 33d verſe. Our Saviour mentions

º *ularly their dearine concerning oaths, and declares,

º º cºlºradiºion to their exccrable tenets, that every oath

*. \s ºlory, ti-e matter of which is lawful; becauſe

** **n ſwear by the creature, if their oath has any

**

don of fin—He adds, yer. 21. Whºſ ſhall ſwear by the

temple, ſweareth by it and by him that dwelleth therein, con

ſequently the oath is a ſolemn wiſhing that he who

dwelleth in the temple may hinder the perſon from ever

worſhipping there, if he is telling a falſehood, or neglects

his vow. And laſtly, ver. 22. He that ſhall ſwear by hea

ven, ſweareth by the throne ºf God, &c. and therefore his

oath is a ſolemn wiſhing, that God who dwells in heaven

may exclude him from that bleſſed place for ever, if he

falſifies his oath. -

Wer. 23, 24. Ye pay tithe, &c.] 5. The fifth woe is de

nounced for their ſuperſtition. They obſerved the cere
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aniſe and cummin, and have omitted the

weightier matters of the law ; judgment,

mercy, and faith: theſe ought ye to have

done, and not to leave the other undone.

24 * Ye blind guides, which "ſtrain at a gnat

and ſwallow a camel.

25 Wo unto you, ſcribes and Phariſees,

hypocrites for ye make clean the outſide

of the cup and of the platter, but within they

are full of extortion and exceſs.

26 Thou blind Phariſee, “cleanſe firſt that

which is within the cup and platter, that the

outſide of them may be clean alſo.

27 Wo unto you, ſcribes and Phariſes,

hypocrites for ye are like unto whited ſe

pulchres, which indeed appear beautiful out

ward, but are within full of dead men's bones,

and of all uncleanneſs.

28 Even ſo ye alſo outwardly appear righ

teous unto men, but within ye are full of hy

pocriſy and iniquity.

29 Woe unto you, ſcribes and Phariſees,

hypocrites' becauſe ye build the tombs of

the prophets, and garniſh the ſepulchres of

the righteous,

3o And ſay, If we had been in the days

a Sec ver. 16, 17. * Ver. 23. Ch. 15. 2–6. John, 18. 28, 4c. they ſcrupled to commit leſſer fins, and indulged themſelves in greater. • Luke,

11. 39. Mark, 7. A. Ch. , 5. 10, 10. * Get your hearts ſančified, that your life may be holy. Luke, 1. 41. Ier. 4. 14. & i. 27. James, 4, 8,

1 Cor. 6, 1 1, 20. Tit. I. 15. Heb. 19. 22. * Luke, 11. 44. Acts, 23. 3. Ch. 7. 15, 21. Iſ, 58. 2. Ezek. 33. 31. 2 Tim. 3. 5. Tit, i.

16. * Luke, 1 1. 47-51.

monial precepts of the law with all poſſible exačtneſs,

while they utterly neglected the eternal, immutable, and

indiſpenſable rules of righteouſneſs,-juſlice, mercy, or

charity, and fidelity. Beſides the reproof of their ſuper

itition in the performance of poſitive duties, our Saviour

condemned it alſo in the obedience which they gave to

the negative precepts of the law; for there likewiſe this

evil root ſhewed itſelf, ver, 24. Ye blind guides, which ſhrain

at a gnat, -or rather, who ſtrain cut a gnat, (namely, from

your drink,) and ſwallow a camel. The expreſſion is pro

verbial, and was made uſe of by our Lord on this occaſion

to ſignify, that the Phariſees pretended to be exceedingly

afraid of the ſmalleſt faults, as if fin had been bitter to

them like death, while they indulged themſelves ſecretly

in the unreſtrained commiſſion of the groſſeſt immorali

ties. Serrarius obſerves, that in thoſe hot countries gnats

were apt to fall into wine, if it were not carefully covered;

and paſſing the liquor through a ſtrainer, that no gnat or

part of one might remain, grew into a proverb for exact

neſs about little matters. See Wetſtein. “ Could any

“ authority be produced, in which K2waxov ſignifies

“ a large inſe&, I would with great pleaſure (ſays Dr.

“ Doddridge) follow the tranſlation of 1729, in rendering

“ the latter clauſe, ſwallow a beetle.” See on Chap.xix. 24.

Ver. 25, 26. Tº make clean the outſide, &c.] 6. The ſixth

woe is denounced for their hypocriſy : they were at great

pains to appear virtuous, and to have a decent external

condućt, while they negle&ted to beautify their inward

man with goodneſs, which, in the fight of God, is an or

nament of great price, and renders men dear and valuable

to all who know them. Within, they—means the cup and

platter ;–are full of extortion and exceſ which you ſwal

low down without the leaſt ſcruple: inſtead of extºrtion

and exceſ, ſome would read, rapine and intemperance,

d'ézzyż;, xa, 24 agiz;. The laſt word takes in not only

all kinds of outward intemperance, particularly in eating

and drinking, but all intemperate or immoderate defires,

whether of honour, gain, or ſenſual pleaſures. Dr. Hey

Jin obſerves well, that the cenſure here is doubled, taking

intempcrance in the common ſenſe. Theſe miſerable

men, procured unjuſtly what they uſed intemperately :

no wonder tables ſo furniſhed prove a ſnare, as many

find by ſad experience. Luxury puniſhes fraud, and feeds

diſeaſe with the fruits of injuſtice. Thou blind Phariſe,

continues our Lord, ver. 26. Cleanſe firſ, &c. that is,

“ Take care that what is within the cup, and not ſo much

“ expoſed to view, be clean; and then thou mayeft with

“ propriety beſlow pains in cleanſing the outſide of the

“ cup.” But though in this clauſe our Lord ſtill makes

uſe of the metaphor, he reaſons according to the thing

intended by it, thus, “Cleanſe firſt thy mind, thy in

“ ward man from evil diſpoſitions and affe&tions, and

“ of courſe thy eutward behaviour will be virtuous and

“ good.”

Ver. 27, 28. 1% are like unto whited ſpulchreſ) 7. The

feventh woe is denounced for the exceſs of their hypocriſy.

By their care of external appearances, the Phariſees and

Scribes made a fair ſhew, and deceived the fimple. Like

fine whited ſepulchres, they looked beautiful without, but

within were full of uncleanneſs, and defiled every one

that touched them. This was a ſevere rebuke to men, who

would not keep company with publicans and finners, for

fear they ſhould have been polluted by them. The truth

is, theſe hypocrites were publicly decent, but privately

diffolute : they put on a ſaint-like look, but in reality

were the very worſt of men. A French commentator

obſerves, that the Jews uſed to paint or whiten their ſº

pulchres or tombs at certain ſeaſons of the year; that

people might diſcern that they were polluted places. See

Luke, xi. 44.

Per. 29–31. Ye build the tombs, &c.] 8. The eight,

woe is denounced, becauſe by the pains they took in adorn

ing the ſepulchres of the prophets, they pretended a great

veneration for their memory ; and as often as they hap

pened to be mentioned, condemned their fathers, who

had killed them ; declaring, that if they had lived in tle

days of their fathers, they would have oppoſed their

wickedneſs; while in the mean time they ſtill dº
thé
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of our fathers, we would not have been par

takers with them * in the blood of the pro

hets.
p 31 Wherefore "ye be witneſſes unto your

ſelves, that ye are the children of them which

killed the prophets.

32 * Fill ye up then the meaſure of your

fathers.

33 Ye ſerpents, ye generation of vipers,

how can ve eſcape the damnation of hell ?

34 * Wherefore, behold, " I ſend unto you

prophets, and wiſe men, and ſcribes: and

ſºme of them ye ſhall kill and crucify, and

ſºme of them ſhall ye ſcourge in your ſy

magogues, and perſecute them from city to

city :

* Ver. 34, 37. 2 Chr. 36. 15, 16. See Ch. 21. 35, 36. & 2.2. 6. * Joſh. 24. 22. Luke, 10. 22. Job, 15. 5, 6. Pſ. 6.1. 8. * Aës, 7.

*1, 5:... I Treſ. 2. 1 r. 2 Chr. 36. 16. * 1 Theſ. 2. 16. Gen. I r, 16. Nun. 32. 14. Pi. 69. 27. ' Ch. 3. 7. & 12. 34. John, 3. 14

Iſ I. 15. Heb. 2. 3. & c. 29. & 12. 25, 26. "2 Chr. 36. 5, 16. Neh. 9. 26. Luke, 11. 49. Ch. 10. 17. Acts, 5 +c. & 7. 51, 52, 59.

& 21, 19. & S. 4. & 12. 2. & xxi-xxv. 1 Theſ. 2. 15, 16. 2 Cor. , i. 24, 25. Rev. 13. 24. -

the ſpirit of their fathers, perſecuting the meſſengers of

God, and particularly his divine Son, on whoſe deſtrućtion

they were reſolutely bent. The meaning of the 31ſt verſe

is, “By affirming, that if you had lived in the days of

“your fathers, you would not have been partakers with

“ them in the blood of the prophets, you acknowledge

“that you are the children of them who murdered the

“prophets 3–their children, I muſt give you to know,

“in other reſpects than by natural generation; for

“ though you pretend to be more holy than they were,

“you are like them in all reſpects; particularly you poſ

“ſeſs their wicked perſecuting ſpirit, and teſtify it by all

“your actions.” See Luke, xi. 48. and 1 Macc. xiii. 27,

29. What Vitringa tells us, (de Synagog. p. 221.) of

the extraordinary honour paid to the ſepulchre of Mor

decai, is an agreeable illuſtration of theſe words. Joſephus

alſo, from Nicolaus Damaſcenus, mentions Herod's re

pairing in a very ſplendid manner the ſepulchre of David.

See his Antiq lib. xvi. cap. 7. and compare Aćts, ii. 29.

From the 3d to the 30th verſe of this chapter is expoſed

tºry thing that commonly paſſes in the world for religion;

whereby the pretenders to it keep both themſelves and

others from entering into the kingdom of God ; from at

taining, or even ſeeking after thoſe tempers, in which

alone Chriſtianity conſiſts; as, fift, punétuality in attending

on public and private prayers merely for the ſake of ſhew ;

"ºr. 4-14. Secondly, zeal to make proſelytes to our opi

hºnor communion, though they have leſs of the ſpirit of

*gion than before; ver. 15. Third y, a ſuperſtitious

ºnce for conſecrated places or things, without any
for him to whom they were conſecrated, ver, 16–22.

Żurſ/4, a ſcrupulous exačtneſs in little obſervances,

though with the negle&t of juſtice, mercy, and fidelity,

Nº. 23, 24. Fifthly, a cautiouſneſs to cleanſe the outward

behaviour, without any regard to inward purity; ver, 25,

* Sixtº, a ſpecious face of virtue and piety, covering

the deepeſt hypocriſy and villany, ver. 27, 28. Seventhly,

* Profeſſed veneration for all good men, except thoſe

*; whom they live, ver. 29, 30. See Bengelius.

* from ver, 29.’ to wer. 32., Grotius has very juſtly

*wed, ſhould make one ſentence; ori, becauſe, referring

º member of "s and ver, 31. ſhould be in a pa

\S wºe fo 4. ---> ºld— "-

anfill tºp, &c. you Scribes, becauſe you build—and ſay

º Fillye up the ºr the meaſure, &c.] That is, the mea

* Your fathers' fin- (the meaſure fixed upon by God

for puniſhment.) See John, xiii. 27. This expreſſion in

plies, that there is a certain meaſure fixed for every na

tion to which its iniquity is allowed to riſe; and that be

fore deciſive puniſhment, amounting to exciſion, or to the

entire overturn of their polity, is inflicted on nations, the

meaſure of their iniquity, or of that of their rulers, muſt

be filled up, by the ſucceeding generations adding to the

iniquity of the preceding, till the meaſure is full ; an idea

which receives great countenance from Gen. xv. 16. Ac

cording to Glaſſius, and other critics, Lºcº, wanzºats, is

here the imperative for the future, yºu will All tip , but it

may be underſtood as a word of permiſſion, not of com

mand. As if our Lord had ſaid, “I contend with you

“ no longer; "I leave you to yourſelves ; you have con

“ quered ; you may now follow the devices of your

“ own hearts.”

Wer. 33. Ye ſerpents, &c.] See Luke, iii. 7. Men of

warm tempers are apt to miſtake this part of Chriſt's

diſcourſe ; they fancy that his giving the Phariſees names

expreſſive of their charaćters, and his denouncing woes

againſt them, juſtifies thoſe cenſorious judgments, which,

without reaſon, or, it may be, contrary to reaſon, they paſs

on perſons who happen to be at variance with them. It

is very true that Jeſus pronounced the Scribes and Phariſees

hypocrites, blind guides, ſerpents, &c., and theclared that they

could not eſcape the damnation of hell; but it is equally

true, that they were hypocrites and fools, as wicked as

he has painted them, and that he knew them certainly

to be ſuch. Wherefore, till we can make it evident that

we have the faculty of knowing men's hearts, which Chriſt

poſſeſſed, we have no pretenſions to imitate him in an

aćtion not deſigned for our imitation, being done by him

as a prophet and in virtue of his prophetical gifts, or as

God over all, not as an ordinary man. Inſtead of making

free with the chara&ers of others, as too many do, it is

far ſafer, and in every reſpc&t better, both for ourſelves

and for ſociety, that we keep cloſe to the precept forbid

ding raſh judgments, evil ſurmiſings, and all backbitings.

See ch. vii. 1–5. The phraſe ATof vyetv =guz, which is

the ſame in ſenſe with the original, rendered to eſcºpe the

damnation, properly ſignifies, to evade convićion in a court

of judicature; which is often done by the artifice of the

criminal. See Taphaelius and Macknight.

Per. 34. IWherefºre] A12 Tºto, “for this cauſt–that ye

“ are ſirpenºs, and a brood of vipers, who will fill up the

“ meaſure of your fathers' iniquities.” Our Saviour's

meaning
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35 That " upon you may come all the

righteous blood ſhed upon the earth, from

the blood of righteous Abel unto the blood

of Zacharias ſon of Barachias, whom ye ſlew

between the temple and the altar.

36 Verily I ſay unto you, * All theſe things

ſhall come upon this generation.

37 ° O Jeruſalem, Jeruſalem, thou that

killeſt the prophets, and ſtoneſt them which

* Exod. zo. 5. Mich. 6. 16. Gen. 3. 5, 6. Pſ. 9. 12. Gen. 4. 8.

21–28. Ch. 24. 14. 1 Peter, 4. 17, 18. * Luke, 19. 42. & 13. 34.

21, 22. Neh. 9. 26. Acts, 7. 52, 59. * Deut. 52. 29.

* Pſ. 69. 26. Iſ. 1. 7. Mic. 3. 12. Pſ, 81. 11, 12. Hoſ. i. 2, 7.

* Prov. 1. 26–30. John, S. 21, 24. & 7. 34.

2 Chr. 24. 21, 22.

Pſ, 81. 10. & so. 7.

Prov. 1. 24, 25.

Luke, 21. 24. Hoſ. 3. 4, 5.

are ſent unto thee, * how often would I have

gathered thy children together, even as a hen

gathereth her chickens under her wings, and

'ye would not

38 Behold, your houſe is left unto you

deſolate.

39 For I ſay unto you, 'Ye ſhall not ſee

me henceforth, till ye ſhall ſay, "Bleſſed is he

that cometh in the name of the Lord.

Zech. 1. 1. Rev. 18. 24.

See ver. 3o, 31, 34. Ch. 21. 35, #6. & 2.2. 6.

Luke, 19. 42. with Deut. 32. 1 1, 11.

* Temple. Ch. 24. 2. Luke, 19. 44.

* Ch. 21. 9. Pſ. 118. 26.

• Ezek. 7. 2–11. & 17.

2 Chr. 36. 15, 16. & 14,

Pſ. 17. 8. & 91. 4.

2 Chr. 7, 20–21

meaning was, not that he would ſend them prophets to be

killed, that they might eſcape the damnation of hell; but

that every poſſible method might be tried for their con

verſion, though he well knew that they would make light

of all, and, by ſo doing, pull down upon themſelves ſuch

terrible vengeance, as ſhould be a ſtanding monument of

the divine diſpleaſure againſt all the murders committed

on the face of the earth from the beginning of time.

For, “even as Sodom and Gomorrah anciently, and the

“ cities about them, giving themſelves over to fornication,

“ and soing after ſtrange fleſh, are ſet forth for an ex

“ ample, ſuffering the vengeance of eternal fire;” juſt ſo

the Jewiſh nation was fingled out, and that generation of

the nation pitched upon to be the ſubjećts of God's ven

geance againſt murder, and an example of puniſhment to

all generations, as they were the moſt atrocious body of

murderers that ever lived. The titles mentioned by cur

Lord in this verſe, prophetſ, wiſe men, Scribes, correſpond

with that diverſity of gifts mentioned in the firſt epiſtle to

the Corinthians: they are ſtiled prºphets, becauſe inſpired

to foretel things to come ; aciſe men, becauſe they were

enlightened with the knowledge of heavenly myſteries;

and Scriber, from their ſuperior knowledge of the law.

Among the firſt martyrs, whoſe death verified this pro

pheſy, were Stephen, who was ſtoned; Paul, who was

ſcourged and killed; and Peter, who was crucified. See

Macknight and Hammond. Inſtead of ye ſhall kill,—ſhall

ſcourge, we may read, ye will kill, &c.

Wer. 35, 36. That upon you may come all the righteous

blood, &c.] The meaning is, “As by your cruel and per

“ ſecuting temper you ſeem to approve of all the murders

“ which have been committed ſince the beginning of the

“ world, you ſhall be as ſeverely puniſhed as if you your

“ ſelves had been the authors of them.” This refers to

temporal puniſhment, becauſe in the life to come men

will not be puniſhed for the fins of others to which they

were not acceſſary. But Dr. Campbell makes the follow

ing obſervation on this paſſage: “As I underſtand it, this

“ expreſſion muſt not be interpreted as implying that thoſe

“ individual crimes, which happened before the time of

“ the people then living, would be laid to their charge;

“ but that, with every ſpecies of cruelty, oppreſſion, and

“ murder, which had been exemplified in former ages,

“ they of that age would be found chargeable ; inaſmuch

g

‘ as they had permitted no kind of wickedneſs to be pc

“ culiar to thoſe who had preceded them ; but had care
g

• fully imitated, and even exceeded, all the moſt atrocious

“ deeds of their anceſtors from the beginning of the world.

“ There is no hyperbolé in the repreſentation. The ac

“ count given of them by Joſephus, who was no Chriſtian,

“ but one of themſelves, ſhews, in the ſtrongeſt light,

“ how juſtly they are here charaćterized by our Lord."

The Zechariah here ſpoken of, is thought by many learned

commentators to be that Zechariah who is expreſsly ſaid to

have been ſlain in ſo remarkable a manner, between the

temple and the altar, 2 Chron. xxiv. 20, 21.

Ver. 37, 38. O Jeruſalem, jeruſalem / ) Our Lord hav

ing laid before the Phariſees and the nation their heinous

guilt and grievous puniſhment, the thought of the cala

mities which were coming upon them moved him exceed

ingly: his bowels were turned within him, and his breaſt

was filled with the gracious meltings of pity to ſuch a

degree, that, unable to contain himſelf, he broke forth into

tears; bewailing Jeruſalem particularly, on account of the

peculiar ſeverity of its lot. For, as its inhabitants had

their hands more deeply imbrued in the blood of the

prophets, they were to drink more deeply of the puniſh

ment due to ſuch crimes. His lamentation for the city

was moſt moving, O jeruſalem, jeruſalem / &c. Theſe

tender exclamations, which can hardly be read without

tears, convey a ſtrong idea of Chriſt's love to that ungrate

ful nation. The words, how ºften, mark his unwearied

endeavours to cheriſh and protećt them from the time

they were firſt called to be his people ; and the oppoſition

which is ſtated between his will and theirs, How ºften

would I-but ye would not, very emphatically ſhews their

unconquerable obſtimacy in reſiſting the moſt winning

and moſt ſubſtantial expreſſions of the divine love. The

clauſe, Behold, &c. is a predićtion of the puniſhment

which was to be inflicted upon them for their fin in re

jećting Chriſt. Their houſe, (the temple of God, ſee

2 Kings, xxiii. 27.) was from that time to be deſºlate.

The glory ºf the Lºrd, which Haggai had foretold ſhould

fill the ſecond houſe, was departing. Our Lord ſpoke

this as he was going out of his houſe for the laſt time.

See Howe's Tears of the Redeemer.

Ver. 39. Hencefºrth] Az' ºr, hereafter. “Becauſe

“ you have killed the prophets, and endeavoured to ſtone
cº ſlit’,
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C. H. A. P. XXIV. him for to ſhew him the buildings of the

Chrift fºretelleth the deſiručion of the temple : what and how temple.

great calamities ſhall precede it. The ſigns of his coming to 2 And Jeſus ſaid unto them. See ye not all

judgement : becauſe that day and hour is unknown, we ought - J > - 2 y: Th

tº watch like good ſervants, expediing every moment our theſe things - verily I ſay unto you, * 1 here

Moffer'ſ coming. ſhall not be left here one ſtone upon another

[Anno Domini 33.] that ſhall not be thrown down.

ND Jeſus went out, and departed from 3 || And as he ſat upon the mount of

the temple: and his diſciples came to Olives the diſciples came unto him privately,

* Mark, 13. 1-3. Luke, 21. 5–11. with Ch. 23. 38, 39. * Luke, 19. 44. Jer. 5. Io. & 26, 18. Mic. 3. 12. I Kings, 9. 7. Ezek, 7.

29-22.

“me, whom the Father hath ſent unto you; becauſe your calculated to pleaſe him ; ſuch as prayer, alms-giving,

“great men are at this moment plotting againſt me, who

“am the Lord of the temple ; and becauſe you will

“aſſiſt them in putting me to death ; your temple ſhall

“be deſolate: it ſhall never be favoured with my preſence

“any more. Nay, your nation ſhall be deſerted by me;

“For you ſhall not ſee me hencefºrth, &c.” In the capacity

of a teacher, Jeſus had often filled the temple with the

glory of his doctrine and miracles; and, as a kind

friend, had tried with unwearied application to gather the

Ration under his wings, that he might protećt them from

the impending judgments of God. Therefore, by their

not ſeeing him from that time forth, we are to underſtand

their not enjoying his preſence and care as a teacher,

guardian, and friend. This was the laſt diſcourſe that

Jeſus pronounced in public; with it his miniſtry ended.

From that moment he abandoned the Jewiſh nation, gave

them over to walk in their own counſels, and devoted

them to deſtruction ; nor were they ever after, as a nation,

to be the obječts of his care, till the period of their con

verſion to Chriſtianity ſhould come, which he now fore

tºld: je ſhall not ſee me, till ye ſhall ſay, Blºſſed, &c. that is,

till your nation is converted ; for the ſtate of the nation,

and not of a few individuals, is here ſpoken of, as it is

alſo in the parables of the vineyard and the marriage

ſupper. Blºſſed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord

was the cry of the believing multitude, when Jeſus made

his public entry into Jeruſalem a few days before this.

Hence, in predićting their future converſion, he alludes in

* Very ſtriking manner to that exclamation, by which they

had expreſſed their faith in him as the Meſſiah. This is

by far the moſt ſpirited of all our Lord's diſcourſes, and

*& Pronounced no doubt with an elevation of voice,

* "chemence of geſture, ſuitable to the ſentiments which

**Preſſed, it could not but aſtoniſh the people, who had

always looked upon their teachers as the holieſt of men.

Even the perſons themſelves, againſt whom it was levelled,

"º confounded; their conſcienges witneſfing the truth

ºf what was laid to their charge. They knew not what

courſe to take; and ſo, in the midſt of their heſitation,

they let Jeſus go away quietly, without attempting to lay

ū. on him, or ſtorie him, as they had ſometimes done

º; upon leſs provocation. See Grotius, Macknight,

*9earius. Thus did our Lord pull the maſk of hy

lº from off the teachers of his own times, condemn

&º its forms. He treated hypocriſy with ſeverity,

ſo & it is a moſt encºrmous fin, rendering men criminal

* 9", by things which in their own nature are

faſting, and other religious duties. The ſharpneſs with

which our Lord ſpoke now, and on other occaſions, againſt

hypocrites, plainly and ſtrongly intimates to us, that we

ſhould ſtrive more to be good, than to appear ſo. But on

this ſubject, I will ſpeak more, when I come to Luke, xi.

Inferences.—With what humility, integrity, and contempt

of this world, ſhould the miniſters of Chriſt behave and

how ſhould they live the doćtrines they preach; and not

lord it over their hearers but if any of his ſervants act

unſuitable to their charaćter, their doctrine is nevertheleſs

to be regarded, as far as it agrees with the word of God ;

though their diſorderly lives are not to be imitated. And

woe unto them, who either pervert the ſacred oracles, or,

under a pretence of piety, are guilty of the vileſt abomi

nations; who aim at dominion over mens’ faith and con

ſciences, and neither embrace the Goſpel themſelves, nor

ceaſe from hindering others, that ſeem to be well affeóted

towards it; who are fond of ſpecious appearances of ex

ternal ſanétity,but whoſe hearts are full of all impurity; who

are ſuperſtitiouſly ſcrupulous about trifles, and negle&t the

moſt important things of Chriſtianity; and who make

light of oaths, and manage all their religion with ſecular

views. How can ſuch as theſe eſcape the damnation of

hell? Chriſt will find out every hypocrite, and take venge

ance upon them another day. In the mean while, with

what faithfulneſs and compaſſion, condeſcenſion and grace,

does he deal with all ſorts of finners in the goſpel ! but

what a deplorable condition are they in, who nevertheleſs

go on in their treſpaſſes, and rejećt him by unbelief; and

eſpecially who indulge a perſecuting ſpirit, which will one ,

time or other bring down the heavieſt vengeance upon their

own heads ! let them that condemn this or any iniquity

in others, take heed of practically approving it, by doing

the ſame themſelves: for a time is coming, when the ini

quity of impenitent finners will be full, and God will heap

upon them the meaſures of wrath, which they have been.

treaſuring up to themſelves againſt the day of wrath, and

revelation of his righteous judgment. Oh that we might

all know the things that belong to our peace, before

they be hid from our eyes! and that when Chriſt appears.

again, we may be glad with exceeding joy |

REFLections.—1ſt, Among all the Jewiſh ſeóts the

Phariſees maintained the moſt diſtinguiſhed rank for their

reputed wiſdom and piety. Yet none ever fell under more.

cenſures from Chriſt than theſe reputed patterns of ſanc

tity,
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ſaying, ‘Tell us, when ſhall theſe things be?

and what ſhall be the ſign of thy coming,

and of the end of the world 2

• Mark, ; ; ;, 4. Lu', e, 21. 7. 1) in. 12. 6, 8. John, 21. 21. 1 Theſ. 5. 1.

Gal. 6, 7. John, 3. 7. & 4. 1.Eph. 5, 6, Col. 2, 8, 18. 2 ºf heſ. 2. 3.

and ſaid unto

no man deceive

4 And Jeſus anſwered

them, “ Take heed that

you.

* Jer. 29. 8. Luke, 21. 3. 1 Cor. 6. 9. & 15. 33, & 3. 18.

tity, becauſe indeed they were the moſt inveterate enemies

of hiº, and his goſpel: as thoſe of a like ſtamp ever have

been and will be. Their religion was all ſhow, their hearts

enmity againſt God, filled with pride, ſelf-righteouſneſs,

love of eſteem, worldly-mindedneſs, and hatred to the

power of internal vital godlineſs. Whom the world there

fore admired as the beſt ſort of people in it, God abhorred

as the worſt, as the ſartheſt from his kingdom and righ

teouſneſs. And the caſe is the ſame to this very day.

Againſt theſe whited ſepulchres Chriſt therefore cautions

h's diſciples.

1. He honours the office which they bore as expoſitors of

the law, who ſat in Moſes’ ſcat, and read and interpreted in

the ſynagogues the ſacred oracles to the people. And ſo

far as they ſpºke agreeably to the Scriptures, they were

to be attended to, and their word to be obſerved and done.

Nºte ; (1.) The moſt ſacred and honourable offices in the

church have often been filled by the worſt of men. Yet

ought not this to bring any diſhonour upon the miniſtry

itſelf, or prejudice us againſt the order—that many, who

are a ſcandal to the name they bear, have thruſt them

fºlves into it. (2.) When wicked men preach ſound truth,

their word is to be received, while their works are ab

horred ; though example is moſt forcible to perſuade, and

it can hardly be expected that they ſhould convince others,

who do not themſelves appear to believe the very doćtrines

they preach.

2. He brands the men who lived ſo unſuitably to the

word they taught, and cautions the people to beware of

imitating them. 190 not after their works : fºr they ſay, and

do nºt. They boºſted indeed of the purity of their morals,

as well as the orthodoxy of their ſentiments; but the one

was as corrupt as the other was culpable. Several things

our Lord charges upon them.

[1] Their hypocriſy. They were very ſtriët preachers

of the law, and rigid alſo in enforcing their vain traditions,

laying upon mee's conſciences burdens intolerable, while

they themſelves diſpenſed with their own obſervance of

them, and their practice gave the lie to their preaching.

Note ; Many preachers pretend the greateſt zeal for mo

rality, whoſe lives ſhew the laxeſt morals; and who muſt

therefore be damned upon their own ſhewing.

[2.] Their formality, and deſire of human applauſe.

Their religion was all outſide ; and to make a fair ſhew

before men was their great ambition. Inſtead of internal

ſpirituality, and meditation on God's word, they made broad

their phy/tºleri, r, which were ſcrolls of parchment, on

which ſelect portions of the law were written, ſewed

up in the ſkin of a clean beaſt, and hung at their arms

and over their foreheads; and by their uncommon breadth

they meant to infinuate their uncommon zeal for the law.

And they el Jºrge the borders ºf their garments : not only

conform up to the precept, Numb. xv. 38–40. but aſ

fecting, by the width of their fringes, to ſhew their diſ

tinguiſhed ſanótity, and obſervance of the command. So

true it is even to the preſent day, that the moſt zealous

contenders for the fºrm of godlineſs, are ſometimes the

greateſt ſtrangers to the power of it.

[3.] Their pride and affectation of pre-eminence. They

coveted always the moſt diſtinguiſhed place at an entertain

ment ; and even in the ſynagogues, where they aſſembled

for religious worſhip, the ſame deſire of precedency ap

peared in their choice of the chief ſeats, as if their buff

neſs there was more to make a figure themſelves, than to

pay their humble adorations. In like manner they af

fected ſounding titles of reſpect, and, when they appeared

in public, they loved to have deep homage paid them, and

to be addreſſed with, Rabbi, Rabbi that others might

hear and obſerve their importance and dignity. Nºte:

(1.) There is no harm in receiving or giving titles of ho

nour to whom honour is due : but to take a pleaſure in

hearing the found, to be puffed up with the title, and

to be offended at the omiſſion of it, theſe mark deteſtable

pride. (2.) Nothing can ſhew a ſtronger tincture of

Phariſaiſm than coming to God's houſe to ſeek our own
s “ -“.

glory, and to be more anxious in what pew we are placed,

than with what ſpirit we worſhip.

3. He forbids his diſciples to challenge for themſelves,

or aſcribe to others, any ſuch pompous names as the

ſcribes aſſumed.

faith or conſciences of their brethren: nor muſt they be

ſtyled Mafter, as if upon their own authority they ſat up

for guides and leaders; but muſt own one Maſier only,

that is Chriſ?, whoſe word alone muſt be their rule; while

they, as brethren, arrogated no ſupremacy over each other,

alike ſubmiſſive to their common head. Nor may they give

flattering titles to any : calling no man Father upon the

earth. Not that this forbids us honouring our natural

parents, or thoſe who have begotten us in the Goſpel, or

paying due reverence to age or dignity; but we muſt re

gard no man as the founder of our religion, or as the

head of the church, to whom, in matters of conſcience, we

owe implicit obedience, this being the ſole prerogative of

our God and Father, whoſe throne is in the heavens: but

if any man among them excelled in gifts or graces, or was

eſteemed and preferred to a more honourable place in the

church than others, far from being puffed up with his

eminence, he is required to be the more condeſcending

and laborious, cmploying himſelf the more zealouſly and

humbly for the benefit of his fellow-Chriſtians. And our

Lord ſubjoins the moſt forcible argument to ſupport what

he had advanced: whoſºever y'all exalt himſelf, grow proud,

imperious, and aſſuming over his brethren, ſhall be alºfti,

either in penitent humiliation, when brought to a fight of

his ſin, in this world ; or be covered with confuſion in the

more aweful day of Chriſt's appearing : while he that hum

blº limſ j in every work and labour of love, and in a

lowly

They muſt not be called Rabbi, affecting

human honour, or any title importing dominion ovel the
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; For ‘many ſhall come in my name, ſay

* ing, I am Chriſt; and ſhall deceive many.

‘Jer, 11. 21, 25. & 14. 14. John, 5. 43. A&ts, 5. 36, 37. Rev. 13. 3.

1-3, 8: 111. 7. Iſ. 8. 12-14. -

6 And 'ye ſhall hear of wars, and rumours

of wars : * ſee that ye be not troubled : for

Ver. 11, 24. * Jer, 4. 19. & 5, 16, 11. * Pſ. 46. 2, 3 & 27.

lºwly ſenſe of his own deep unworthineſs, he ſhall be exalted

in the eyes of God and all good men.

idly, Like Ezekiel's bitter roll, we have repeated fearful

tº wors, like ſo many bolts of thunder, levelled againſt theſe

proud ſelf-righteous Phariſees. The general charge againſt

* - them is their being hypocriter, proved in a variety of par

ticulars; and this being the charaćter which God eſpecially

- hors, we ſhould be the more jealous over our own ſouls,

that this rank weed of bitterneſs ſpring not up under the

it profeſſion of godlineſs, and mar the whole.

º: 1. Pretending to be teachers of the law, and poſſeſſed

tº ºf the key of knowledge, inſtead of explaining the ſpiritual

- meaning of all the typical rites, as pointing to Chriſt ; or

the purport of the propheſies which related to him ; they

ſtudiouſly ſought to pervert both; commenting upon them

in ſuch a way as moſt intirely to overturn the true nature

st ºf the Meſſiah's office and kingdom, and leading the people

to reſt on the ſhadows inſtead of the ſubſtance. In

tenomed enemies to the Goſpel, they turned a deaf ear to

iſ that Chriſt advanced in proof of his own divine cha

nãer and miſſion, and not only rejećted him themſelves,

but uſed their utmoſt efforts, employing all their influence,

their examples, and their cunning, to prejudice the people

iginſt him and his Goſpel; reviling his perſon, doćtrine,

- and miracles, and thundering out their anathemas againſt

... thoſe who ſhould profeſs to receive him as the Meſſiah.

:. . . They made the cloak of religion ſubſervient to the

, biſeſt purpoſes of gain and avarice, inſinuating themſelves

… into the confidence of helpleſs widows, on whom, by their

lºng prayers and affected ſhew of devotion, they impoſed;

and who, ſuppoſing their piety as great as the appearances

ºf it, entruſted them with the management of their af

firs, and were direéted by their advice; by which means,

liking advantage of their ſuperſtition and credulity, they

fºrced them of their ſubſtance, and enriched themſelves

with the ſpoil of the moſt cruel inhumanity, as well as

buſeſt injuſtice; for which, though they might eſcape the

cºnſures of men, God, the all-ſeeing Judge, would ſurely

give them greater damnation in the day of recompenſe.

Nºte: (1.) The vileſt wickedneſs may ſometimes be ſo

inaded by craft, as to elude the eye of human obſervation.

(*) The appearance of godlineſs put on to cover worldly

*gns, is in God’s account the moſt atrocious of crimes.

(3) Long prayers are not always culpable; it is only when

they are for a pretence, that they become an abomination.

(4) There are degrees of miſery in hell: ſome ſhall re

** greater damnation than others; and the moſt dread

tº vengeance of all ſhall light on the hypocrite's head.

3. They exerted the greateſt zeal to make proſelytes

ñom the Gentiles, in order to heighten their own re

**, and ſtrengthen their party ; and omitted no

º to ſucceed in their attempts; and then abuſed the

jºy which they obtained over the conſciences of

.*.*...to inſtil the moſt virulent prejudices intoºft Chriſt and his Goſpel; making them more

bigotted than theniſelves to the vain traditions of the elders,

and more bitter perſecutors of the diſciples of Jeſus even

than their maſters. See Aéts, xiii. 45. xiv. 2—19. xvii.

5. xviii. 6. Thus their pretended converſion ſerved to

render them but two-fºld more the children of hell than them

ſelveſ. ... Note ; (1.) Every impenitent finner and hypocrite

is a child of hell, of his father the devil, and doomed to

dwell with him cternally. (2.) The induſtry which theſe

Phariſees uſed to gain proſelytes in ſo bad a cauſe, ſhould

condemn our negligence and want of zeal, who take ſo

little pains to make converts to Chriſt and his Goſpel.

4. They were blind guides, erring through greedineſs

after gain, and deceiving others, miſleading them into the

moſt dangerous errors reſpećting the obligation of oaths;

diſtinguiſhing between the temple and the gold, the altar

and the gift ; as if they might ſwear by the former, and

break the oath with impunity; but an oath by the

latter was conſcientiouſly obligatory: and the reaſon was

clear, becauſe theſe blind guides made gain of the gold

vowed to the temple-ſervice, and of the gifts offered on

the altar. But how abſurd and fooliſh this diſtinétion ?

the temple which ſanctified the gold, and the altar which

ſanétified the gift, muſt needs be more holy than the

gold and giſt, which received all their ſanctity from being

offered there. Indeed theſe kinds of oaths were in them

ſelves evil and profane ; but if a man once made them,

he was bound to fulfil them. An oath by the altar in

cluded all the gifts thereon; as alſo to ſwear by the tem

ple, or by heaven, implied an appeal to him who dwelleth

there, manifeſting his preſence between the cherubim, or

fitting on his throne moſt high; and therefore every

breach of ſuch oath was direét perjury. Note ; (1.) It is

a dreadful thing for the poor people, when they who

undertake to ſhew them the way to heaven are blind and

ignorant; and it is ſtill more terrible for the blind guides

themſelves, who will periſh under the guilt of thoſe ſouls

which they have miſled and ruined. (2.) Oaths are ſacred;

they are an appeal to the heart-ſearching God: by him

alone we may ſwear; but if any profanely ſwear by other

things, their profaneneſs will be no plea for their per

jury; they are ſtill in conſcience bound to fulfil their oath

as to the Lord.

5. They were ſcrupulous about trifles, and negligent of

the eſſential duties of religion. They were moſt exaët in

the payment of their tythes, even to the ſmall herbs of

their garden, to the mint, and aniſe, and cummin; but they

omitted the weightier matters of the law, ſuch as judgement,

the due adminiſtration of juſtice, and protećting the weak

and helpleſs againſt their oppreſſors; mercy, the kind relief

which they ſhould have ſhewn to the diſtreſſed; and faith,

a dependance upon God's care and love, and the grateful

return due in conſequence thereof. Theſe they ſhould

have pračtiſed, as the moſt important and momentous;

while matters comparatively trivial deſerved but a ſubor

dinate regard: but they were ſuch blind guides, corrupt in

&4 practice
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all thºſe things muſt come to paſs, but "the

end is not yet.

n Jer, 4, 27. & 5. 10, 18. Ver, 14.
* Hag. 2. 22. Zech. 14. 13.

7 'For nation ſhall riſe againſt nation,

and kingdom againſt kingdom ; and there

Heb. 12. 27. Dan. 2.44. 2 Chr. 15. 6. Aas, 11. 28. Joel, 2, 30.

pračice as well as do&time, they ſº, aimed at a gºat, or

Jirained out a gnat from their liquors, as if it would choak

them; pretended ſuch a ſcrupulous attention to avoid the

leaſt fin, and practiſe the niceſt morality; while they

could ſwallow a camel, making no conſcience in ſecret of

the moſt enormous crimes, to gratify their pride, their

covetouſneſs, and their malice. See ver. 14. chap. xxvii.

6. John, xviii. 28. Note ; (1.) The practice of one duty

can never be pleaded as a compenſation for the neglect

of another; and much leſs can obſervances merely ce

remonial excuſe the neglect of thoſe weightier moral pre

cepts, judgement, mercy, and faith. (2.) Many pretend a

ſcrupulous conſcience in trifles, who, when any thing im

portant to them is at ſtake, heſitate not at committing the

moſt flagrant immoralities. - -

6. Their religion conſiſted in mere externals, while

their hearts continued utterly corrupt and defiled. They

were very curious about waſhing their cups and platters, and

placed much purity in this ; while they cared little by what

oppreſſion they obtained the proviſion that they ate out of

them : at leaſt, their inward parts were very wickedneſs,

whatever ſpecious cloak they threw over their ways.

Juſtly therefore does the Lord Jeſus upbraid them, Thou

blind Phariſte dark to the pollution of thy ſoul; cleanſe

firſt thy inmoſt thoughts, principles, and deſigns; begin

within; be pure in heart, and then you may, with confiſt

ency, contend for an exact conformity to the external rites

and ceremonies enjoined by the law. But in their preſent

ſtate they were the very reverſe of real purity; like whited

ſepulchres, garniſhed and glittering without, but within

full of pollution and putrefaction ; the lively emblem of

their hypocriſy and iniquity, lurking under the ſplendid

guiſe of uncommon piety. Note ; (1.) Our hearts are

our grand concern; all our ſervices in religion will be

acceptable or abominable, as they are truly purified by the

blood of Jeſus, or left polluted with native guilt and cor

ruption. (2.) They who have never ſeen, felt, and la

mented the plague of their own hearts, muſt neceſſarily

be blind to all ſpiritual concerns, fince here all vital god

lineſs begins. (3.) The world abounds with whited ſe

pulchres; we need be warned of them, leſt, miſtaking

ſhew for reality, we eſteem thoſe patterns of piety, who are

in fact but finks of pollution, full of pride, worldly-minded

meſs, and enmity to the power of experimental religion.

7. They pretended a high veneration for the prophets

of old, and, in honour of their memories, built ſumptuous

monuments for them, and kept them with the miceſt care.

They made great profeſſions of the reſpect they would

have paid them, had they been ſo happy as to have lived

in their days; and condemned bitterly the wickedneſs of

their forefathers in perſecuting and murdering them;

proteſting againſt ſuch violence, and that they would have

never joined in ſhedding ſuch innocent blood. Thus by their

own confeſſion they acknowledged themſelves the deſcend

ants of thoſe who had murdered the prophets; and how

much of their ſpirit they had imbibed, their behaviour

towards John the Baptiſt, and their poſt and preſent ma

licious deſigns againſt Jeſus, plainly evinced. Therefore

he juſtly abandons them to the ruin that they have de

ſerved, leaving them to fill up the meaſure of their ini- I.

quitics, by crucifying him, the Lord of life and glory, I

and perſecuting, even to death, his Apoſtles and miniſters, .

till wrath ſhould come upon them to the uttermoſt. Tºſerpents, ſubtle and poiſonous; ye generation ºf viper, t

fierce and malignant : hºw can ye eſcape the damnation ...

of hell ? In their preſent temper and condućt, it was ºf

impoſſible but that the eternal wrath of God muſt

abide upon them. Note ; (1.) Many pretend reſpect for

paſt reformers and good men, who perſecute with the *

greateſt virulence thoſe who tread in their ſteps. (2.) The

deceitfulneſs of the heart is great : we are ſtrangely apt

to flatter ourſelves, how well we ſhould have done and * *

aćted, if we had been in other perſons' circumſtances. "

Many think that the hard-hearted Jews, who heard the º

dočtrines of the Son of God, and ſaw his miracles, and

yet crucified him, were finners of a peculiar dye; and

had they lived then, they ſhould have welcomed him with

rapture to their houſes and their hearts; who yet treat his

word, his miniſters, his people, with the ſame contempt ºr

and enmity. (3.) God’s patience waits long with offen-sºº

ders; but their meaſure of fin will be full, and then ſhall º

wrath come upon them to the uttermoſt. (4.) The dam- - -

nation of hell is to be freely denounced againſt the impeni

tent and hypocrites, how unwilling ſoever they may be to

hear it, or ready to mock at theſe terrors of the Lord.

3dly, Their fathers, they allowed, had perſecuted and º

ſlain the prophets of the Lord, and they would ſoon prove ...,

themſelves genuine deſcendants from them. º

1. Chriſt foretels what would be their behaviour to- 'º.

wards his Apoſtles and Evangeliſts. Once more he would

give them a trial, by ſending to them his miniſters, in- >

veſted with divine authority from him their God and king, .

who in gifts and graces ſhould be no ways inferior to the

prophets, wiſe men, and ſcribes who went before them. .

But inſtead of obedience to their word, or reſpect for their º

perſons, they would juſt do as their fathers before them

had done, or worſe; perſecuting them from city to city, º

ſcourging them in their ſynagogues, and putting them to

the moſt ignominious and cruel deaths. See Aéts, vii. 59.

xii. 2. xxvi. 1 1. º

2. The meaſure of all their fathers' fins, which thus

they imitated, approved, and exceeded, being full, God

would not fail to require at their hands all the blood which

had been ſhed for righteouſneſs' ſake, from the blood of

righteous Abel, the firſt martyr, to the blood of Zechariah,

the ſon of Barachiah, or Jehoiada, ſee 2 Chron. xxiv. 20,

21. whom they ſlew between the porch and the altar, and

who was the laſt martyr for the truth recorded in the Old

Teſtament. On this generation Chriſt aſſures them ſhall all

thºſe things come , all the heavy wrath threatened for their

forefathers' guilt and their own. Note; (1.) Every inſult

and injury ſhewn to God's righteous ones, ſhall, ſooner or

later, a
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ſhall be famines, and peſtilences, and earth

quakes, in divers places.

8 All theſe are the beginning of ſor

IOWS. -

liter, be ſeverely avenged. (2.) The nearer judgements

approach, the louder they call for repentance.

3. Chriſt pathetically laments over the wickedneſs of

Jeruſalem, and denounces her doom.

[1] He laments over her wickedneſs, upbraiding her

withingratitude and in penitence under all the means and

mercies that ſhe had enjoyed: Thou that killſ; the prophets,

andſºnſ: them which are ſent unto thee, as blaſphemers. Such

had been, and would be again her practice ; and the great

truths of God have been often thus loaded with the ſevereſt

cenſures, and the moſt faithful and zealous advocates for

them perſecuted undor the ſpecious pretence of vindicating

God's honour, and puniſhing thoſe whom theſe pretended

ºilots are pleaſed to brand as enthuſiaſts. Yet, ſays

Chriſt, How ºften would I have gathered thy children tºgether,

ºwn as a Ben gathereth her chickens under her wingſ, and ye

ºld nºt * As a man, and a miniſter of the circumciſion,

Chriſt peculiarly regarded Iſrael for their fathers' ſake; he

wiſhed therefore to engage them to attend his miniſtry,

* fit by acknowledging him as the Meſſiah, they might

present the doom with which their rejecting him would

tº attended. But ye, the Scribes and Phariſees, who pre

jºiced the people againſt him, would not ; effectually pre

vºting the people from receiving Chriſt as the Meſſiah,

tº do which they in general ſeem to have becm diſpoſed;

ind thus theſe falſe guides brought ruin upon themſelves

ind their deluded followers. Note ; (1.) They who have

tº to Chriſt for refuge, will find a ſure covert from the

form of divine wrath; whilſt all who refuſe his ſalvation

will be left expoſed to deſerved vengeance. (2.) Chriſt will

it for all the means and mercies that men have abuſed;

and a deſpiſed and rejected Goſpel will bring down the

heavieſt condemnation.

. . [...] He reads her doom. Tour #ziſ is left unto yºu de

ſº. God was now about to abandon them as incorrigible;

tº leave his temple; and his preſence withdrawn, the gold

kºme dim, the fine gold was changed. Nothing but

“ſolation remained within thoſe once ſacred walls, when

tº divine inhabitant was fled; nor would it be long ere

cº- ſtone ſhould not be left upon another. When God

*Pºrted, their glory and defence forſook them : their city

*d nation with their temple were now devoted to utter
diſtruction.

4. He takes his ſad farewel of that temple which he never

** would enter; nor would they ever ſee him after his

**ure to heaven, till that great day of his appearing

* Slory, when too late they would be convinced of his

ºf the Meſſiah. Many ſuppoſe this refers to the con

"ſon of the Jews in th: latter day, when they ſhall wel

*** Redeemer, whom their fathers crucified, with

...” blºſſing, and praiſe. See the critical notes.

.."; (*) he jºy is near, when every eye ſhall behold

". crucified Jeſus on a throne of judgment; and
(*. ... to thoſe who pierced him and repented not.

º Will not fee, are juſtly given up to the

to tº." their hearts ; and fince they would not bow

*P* of a Redeemer's grace, they muſt periſh
- 2

º

s

.

}

under the rod of his judgment. (3.) If we welcome Jeſus

now to our hearts, and he is pleaſed to make them his

temple, and by his ſpirit to take up his conſtant reſidence

therein, then ſhall the day of his appearing and glory be

our exceeding great joy, and we ſhall riſe up to welcome

and call him bleſſed that conteth, in the name of the Lord,

to be glorified in his ſaints and admired of all that be.

lieve. - -

C H A P. XXIV.

P'er. I. And jºſa-departed, &c.] Our Saviour was

in the temple, ſpeaking to a mixed audience of his diſciples

and the multitude, when he uttered that pathetic lamen

tation at the cloſe of the preceding chapter; wherein he

has left to his diſciples a generous and amiable pattern of

a patriot ſpirit; and whence we ſee how contrary to truth

is the infinuation of a noble writer, that there is nothing

in the Goſpels to recommend and encourage the love of

one's country. Such a r. ſolution as that mentioned by

our Lord, ver: 38, 39. appeared very ſtrange to his diſ

,ciples, and affected them much ; for which reaſon

they ſtopped him, as he was departing out of the temp., and

deſired him to obſerve what a magnificent ſtructure it

was ; inſinuating, that they were ſurprized to hear him

talk of leaving it deſolate; that ſo rich and glorious a

fabric was not to be deſerted raſhly ; and hat they ſhould

all be very happy when he, as Meſſiah, took poſſeſſion of

it, with the other palaces which of right belonged to

him. They were going to the mount of Olives, which

ſtood eaſtward from the city. It was the eaſtern wall,

therefore, of the temple, fronting that mountain, which the

diſciples deſired their Maſter to look at, and which being

built from the bottom of the valley to a prodigious height

with ſtones of an incredible bulk, firmly compačted to

gether, made a very grand appearance at a diſtance. The

ſtones employed in the foundations were in magnitude

forty cubits, that is to ſay, ſixty feet; and the ſuperſtruc

ture was worthy of ſuch foundations. There were ſome

ſtones of the whiteſt marble, forty-five cubits long, five

cubits high, and ſix cubits broad, as a prieſt of the temple

has deſcribed them. In Mr. Mede's opinion, the eaſtern

wall was the only part of Solomon's ſtructure which re

iained after the Chaldeans burned the temple. Hence

the portico built on the top of it, obtained the name of

Solomon's porch or portico. See Joſeph. Antiq. Jib. xv.

c. 14. War, lib. vi. c. 6. The magnificence of the fabric,

however, was not the only topic they deſcanted upon.

They ſpake alſo of the precious utenſils with which it was

furniſhed, and of the gift; wherewith the treaſury was

enriched; for there the giſts of ages were depoſited, the

preſents of kings and emperors, as well as the offerings of

the Jews. . Hanging up ſuch a z' ruz 2, or conſecrated

giftſ, was common in moſt of the ancient tenºples. Tacitus,

Hiſtor. Jib. 5, ſpeaks of the immenſ: opulence of the temple

at Jeruſalem. Amongſt other of its treaſures there was a

golden table given by Pompey, and ſeveral godden vines of

exquiſite workmanſhip, as well as immenſe ſize; for Jo

&q 2 fºphus
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9 * Then ſhall they deliver you up to be

afflićted, and ſhall kill you; and ye ſhall be

hated of all nations for my name's ſake.

Io And then ſhall many be offended, and

ſhall betray one another, and ſhall hate one

another.

* Ch. Jo. 17–22. Mark, 13.9—23. Luke, 21. 12–24. John, 16. 2. & 15. 20. Ch. 23. 34. & 2.2. 6. & 13. 21. & 11. 6. Rev. 2. Ic. Ads,

iv-xii. xxi-xxv.

ſephus tells us, that they had cluſters as tall as a man,

which ſome have thought referred to God's repreſenting

the Jewiſh nation under the emblem of a vine. Joſephus

likewiſe aſſerts, in the place above quoted, that the marble

of the temple was ſo white that it appeared at a diſtance

like a mountain of ſnow; and the gilding of ſeveral of its

external parts, which he there mentions, muſt, eſpecially

when the ſun ſhone upon it, render it a moſt ſplendid and

beautiful ſpectacle. See Luke, xxi. 5. and Mark, xiii.

chapters which the reader will pleaſe to keep in view

while we go through the preſent; and we would refer

him by all means to Joſephus’s Hiſtory of this event.

Chriſtian writers have always, with great reaſon, repre

ſented his Hiſtory of the Jewiſh War as the beſt com

mentary on this chapter; and many have juſtly remarked

it, as a wonderful inſtance of the care of Providence for

the Chriſtian church, that this writer, an eye-witneſs, and

in theſe things of ſo great credit, ſhould be preſerved, and

eſpecially in ſo extraordinary a manner preſerved, to tranſ.

mit to us a colle&tion of important tracts, which ſo ex

aćtly illuſtrate this noble propheſy in almoſt every cir

cumſtance. -

Ver. 2. There ſhall not be left here one ſcre] No impoſtcr,

Biſhop Chandler very juſtly obſerves, would have at

tempted to foretel an event at once ſo diſagreeable, and ſo

improbable as it ſeemed at preſent, confidering the peace

of the Jews with the Romans, and the ſtrength of their

citadel; which forced Titus himſelf to acknowledge, that

it was the fingular hand of God which compelled them

to relinquiſh fortifications unconquerable by human power.

The worthy Biſhop of Briſtol (to whoſe accuracy and learn

ing we ſhall be particularly obliged in the courſe of our

annotations on this chapter, as we have already enriched a

former part of this commentary from his valuable Diſºr

tainſ cn the Prºphºſes) obſerves, that our Saviour in his

propheſies frequently alludes to phraſes and expreſſions

uſed by the ancient prophets; and as Haggai, ii. 15. ex

preſſes the building of the temple, by a ſtone being laid upon

a ſome, ſo Chriſt expreſſes the deſtruction of it by one ſome

not being left upon anºther. See Luke, xix. 44. It is a pro

verbial expreſſion to denote an utter deſtruction ; and the

propheſy would have been amply fulfilled, if the city and

temple had been entirely ruined, though every ſingle ſtone

had not been overturned. But it happened in this caſe

that the words were almoſt literally fulfilled, and ſcarcely

one ſtone was left upon another. For when the Romans

had taken Jeruſalem, Titus ordered his ſoldiers to dig up

the foundations both of all the city, and alſo of the temple,

after it was burnt. The temple was a building of ſuch

itrength and grandeur, of ſuch ſplendor and beauty, that

it was likely to be preſerved for a monument of the vićtory

and glory of the Roman empire: Titus was accordingly

very deſirous of preſerving it; and proteſted to the Jews

swl,o had ſortified themſelves within it, that he would pre

ſerve it even againſt their will. He had expreſſed the like

deſire of preſerving the city too, and ſent Joſephus and

other Jews, again and again, to their countrymen, to per

ſuade them to ſurrender; but one greater than Titus had

determined it otherwiſe. The jews themſelves firſt ſet

fire to the porticos of the temple, and then the Romans.

One of the ſoldiers neither waiting for any command, nor

trembling at ſuch an attempt, but urged by a certain diving

impulſe, ſays Joſephus, mounted the ſhoulder of his com.

panion, thruſt a burning brand in at the golden window,

and thereby ſet fire to the building of the remple itſelf.

Titus ran immediately to the temple, and commanded his

ſoldiers to extinguiſh the flame; but neither exhortations

nor threatenings could reſtrain their violence; they either

could not or would not hear; thoſe behind encouraging

thoſe before to ſet fire to the temple. Titus was ſtill for

preſerving the holy place : he commanded his ſoldiers even

to be beaten for diſobeying him. But their anger and

hatred of the Jews, and a certain warlike vehement fury,

overcame their reverence for their general, and their dred

of his commands. A ſoldier in the dark ſet fire to the

doors ; and thus, as Joſephus ſays, the temple was burned

againſt the will of Caeſar. Afterwards, as we read in the

Jewiſh Talmud, and in Maimonides, Terentius Rufus,

who was left to command the army at Jeruſalem, did with

a ploughſhare tear up the foundation of the temple, and

thereby ſignally fulfilled Micah, iii. 12. Euſebius too af.

firms that it was ploughed up by the Romans, and that ht

ſaw it lying in ruins. The city alſo ſhared the ſame fate

and was burned and deſtroyed as well as the temple. Th

Romans burned the extremeſt parts of the city, and de
moliſhed the walls. Three towers only, and ſome part o

the wall were left ſtanding, for the better encamping o

the ſoldiers, and to ſhew to poſterity what a city, and how

fortified, the valour of the Romans had taken. All th

reſt of the city was ſo demoliſhed and levelled with th

ground, that they who came to ſee it, could not believ

that it was ever inhabited. . . After the city was thu

taken and deſtroyed, great riches were found among tº

ruins; and the Romans dug them up, in ſearch of th

treaſures which had been concealed and buried in the cart!

So literally were our Saviour's words accompliſhed, in th

ruin both of the city and of the temple; and well miº

Lleazer ſay, “That God had delivered his moſt holy ci

“ to be burned and ſubverted by their enemies;”—ar

“ wiſh that they had all died, before they ſaw that he

“ city demoliſhed by the hands of their enemies, and t

“ſacred temple ſo wickedly dug up from the foundations

See Biſhop Newton's 18th Diſſertation, and Joſephu

War, lib. vi. and vii.

Mer. 3. And aſ he ſat upon the mount of Olivej When t

diſciples heard their Maſter affirm, that not ſo much

one of thoſe ſtones, which had mocked the ſury of Neb

chadnezzar's army, and ſurvived the envy of time, was
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if .

11 'And many falſe prophets ſhall riſe, and

ſhall deceive many.

' Ch. 7, 15. Aés, 20. 29, 30. 1 Cor. 11. 19. 2 Cor. 11, 13. 2 Tim. 2. 17. 2 Peter, 2. 1. Jule, 4. 18, 1 Tim. 4. r.

+ 10, 16. Heb. 10. 25.

12 And, " becauſe iniquity ſhall abound,

the love of many ſhall wax cold.

* 2 Tim. 1. 15. &

be left upon another, but that they were all to be thrown

down, they perceived that the temple was to be demo

liſhed; but at this time none of our Lord's followers had

the leaſt apprehenſion that he was to take away the ſacri

fice, and make ſuch a change in religion as would render the

temple of no uſe: and therefore, hearing him ſpeak of its

demolition, they no doubt ſuppoſed, that the fabric then

ſtanding was too ſmall for the numerous worſhippers who

ſhould come, when all nations were ſubječted to Meſſiah ;

and that it was for that reaſon to be pulled down, in order

to be erected on a more magnificent plan, ſuitable to the

idea which they had conceived of the greatneſs of his future

kingdom. Entertaining theſe imaginations, they received

the news with pleaſure, and fancied to themſelves very

glorious things as they travelled along.—Accordingly, when

Jeſus was come to the mount of Olives, and had taken

a ſeat on ſome eminence, whence the temple and part of

the city were to be ſeen, they drew near, and expreſſed

their joy by defiring to know when the demolition of the

old ſtructure was to happen, and what were to be the ſigns

of his coming, and of the end of the world. The ſign of

tly coming, and of the end of the world, are only different

expreſſions to denote the ſame period with the deſtruction

of Jeruſalem ; for they conceived, that when Jeruſalem

ſhould be deſtroyed, then would be the coming of Chriſt;

and when the coming of Chriſt, then the end of the world;

or rather, as it ſhould be rendered, the concluſion of the age,

Xwrºtiz rs airy®. The concluſion of the age is the ſame

period with the diſrućlion of jeruſalem ; for there being

two ages, as they were called among the Jews, the one

under the law, the other under the Meſfiah, when the city

and temple were deſtroyed, and the Jewiſh polity in church

and ſtate was diſſolved, the former age muſt of courſe be

concluded, and the age under the Meſfiah commence.

The phraſe appears to be uſed in the ſame manner as in

Hebrews, ix. 26. But now once, in the end of the world—

ſta, Xuvtexsia rºw arovºy, in the concluſion of the Jewiſh

age or ages] hath he appeared, to put away ſin. See Epheſ.

ii. 7. 1 Cor. x. 1 1. The coming of Chrift is alſo the ſame

period with the deſtruction of Jeruſalem, as may appear

irom ſeveral places in the Goſpel, but particularly from

ch. xvi. 28. and John, xxi. 22. The latter part of the

queſtion our Saviour anſwers firſt, treating of the ſgns of

his coming, and of the deſtrućtion of Jeruſalem, from the

4th to the 31ſt verſe, and then paſſes on to the other part

of the queſtion, concerning the time of his coming. By

Jºni are meant the circumſtances and incidents which

ſhould forerun, uſher in, and attend this great event; and

we may venture to affirm, that the whole compaſs of hiſtory

cannot furniſh us with a propheſy more exactly fulfilled in

all points than this has been, “Our Lord (ſays lyr. Dod

ºridge upon this ſubjećt) with perfeót integrity and con

. ſummate wiſdom, anſwers the queſtion of the diſciples
4t by giving them an account of the prognoſticating and

*comitant/ gas of the deſtrućtion of Jeruſalem; and

“ then, without ſaying one word of any temporal kingdom

“ to be erected, which was the ſtrongeſt idea then in their

“minds, raiſes their thoughts to the final judgment, to

“ which the figures uſed in the former deſcription might

“many of them be literally applied; and ſets before them

“ a heavenly kingdom, and eternal life, as the great object

“ of their purſuit.” See ch. xxv. 34–46. This I take

to be the key to this whole diſcourſ. As the things which

befel the Jewiſh nation, ſays Dr. Macknight, their bond

age in Egypt, their deliverance from that bondage, their

paſſage through the Red Sea, abode in the wilderneſs, en

trance into Canaan, &c. &c. were all typical, repreſenting

the methods by which God delivers mankind from the

bondage of fin, and condu&s them to heaven; ſo the

deſtruction of the nations here ſet forth may prefigure the

deſtruction of the world, though the propheſy certainly

cannot be interpreted primarily of that deſtrućtion.

Wer. 4, 5. Take heed that no man deceive you] Our Sa

viour mentions falſe Chriſts as the firſt ſign of his coming.

He begins with this in all the evangeliſts, and in all uſes

almoſt the ſame words: only in St. Luke, xxi. 8. he adds,

the time draweth near ; and indeed within a little time this

part of the propheſy began to be fulfilled. Very ſoon after

our Saviour's deceaſe, appeared Simon Magus, who boaſted

himſelf among the Jews as the ſon of God, and gave out

among the Samaritans, that he was ſºme great one, Aćts,

viii. 9, 10. Of the ſame ſtamp and charaćter was Dft

theus the Samaritan, who pretended that he was the Chriſt

foretold by Moſes. In the reign of Claudius, about twelve

years after the death of our Saviour, an impoſtor, named

Theudas, perſuaded a great multitude to follow him, with

their beſt effects, to the river Jordan; for he ſaid that he

was a prophet, and promiſed to divide the river for their

paſſage ; and ſaying theſe things, he deceived many, ſays

Joſephus: but Fadus ſent a troop of horſe againſt them,

who, falling unexpectedly upon them, killed many, and

made many priſoners; and, having taken Theudas himſelf

alive, they cut off his head, and brought it to Jeruſalem.

A few years afterwards, in the reign of Nero, theſe im

poſtors roſe ſo frequently, that many of them were appre

hended and killed every day. They ſeduced great numbers

of the people, ſtill expecting the Meſfiah. Our Saviour

therefore might well caution his diſciples againſt them.

See the note on ver, 24. Biſhop Newton, and Archbiſhop

Tillotſon's Diſcourſe on this ſubjećt.

Ver. 6. And ye ſhall hear ºf wars, &c.] To relate the

particulars of wars and rumours of wars, which happened

at the period here referred to, would be to tranſcribe a

great part of Joſephus’s Hiſtory. There were more eſpe

cially rumours of wars, when Caligula the Roman emperor

ordered his ſtatue to be ſet up in the temple at Jeruſalem,

which the Jews refuſed to ſuffer, and perſiſted in their re

fuſal; and, having therefore reaſon to apprehend a war from

the Romans, were in ſuch a conſternation, that they omit

ted eyen the tilling of their lands. But this ſtorm was ſoon
t blown
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13 "But he that ſhall endure unto the end,

the ſame ſhall be ſaved.

*

Ch. Io. 22. Rev. 2. Io. Mark, 13, 13.

Mark, i. 15.

* Dan. 12. 12.

15, 19. Col. 1. 6, 23.

Heb. 3. 6. & 10, 39.

14 And ' this goſpel of the kingdom ſhall

be preached in all the world, for a witneſs

* Ch. 4. 23. & 9. 35. Aćts, 2.5. Rom. 1. S. & 10, 18. &

blown over, and their fear diſſipated by the timely death of

that emperor. But be ye not troubled, ſays our Lord, at the

proſpect of theſe calamities, for all theſe thing muff firſt

cºme to paſ; they muſt come to paſs a conſiderable time

before the deſtruction of the nation; but the end iſ not yet.

The end of the age, or Jewiſh diſpenſation, and the de

molition of the temple, will not be immediately on the

back of theſe things. See on ver, 8.

Wer. 7. For natiºn ſhall riſe, &c.] Here, as Grotius ob

ferves, Chriſt declares, that greater diſturbances than thoſe

which happencil under Caligula ſhould fall out in the

latter times of Claudius, and in the reign of Nero. The

rifing of nation againſ' nation portended the diffenſions,

inſurrections, and mutual ſlaughters of the Jews, and thoſe

of other nations, who dwelt in the ſame cities together ;

as particularly at Ceſarea, where the Jews and Syrians

contended about the right of the city ; which contention

at length proceeded ſo far, that above twenty thouſand

Jews were ſlain, and the city was cleared of the inhabi

tants. At this blow the whole nation of the Jews was

exaſperated, and, dividing themſelves into parties, they

burned and plundered the neighbouring cities and villages

of the Syrians, and made an immenſe ſlaughter of the

people. The Syrians, in revenge, deſtroyed not a leſs

number of Jews; and every city, as Joſephus expreſſes it,

was “ divided into two armies.” At Scythopolis the in

habitants compellcd the Jews who reſided among them to

fight againſt their own countrymen, and after the victory,

b ſely ſetting upon them by night, murdered above thirteen

thouſand of them, and ſpoiled their goods. At Aſcalon,

they killed two thouſand five hundred ; at Ptolemais, two

thouſand, and made not a few priſoners. The Tyrians put

many to death, and impriſoned more. The people of Gadara

did likewiſe, and all the other cities of Syria, in proportion

as they hated or feared the Jews. At Alexandria the old

enmity was revived between the Jews and Heathens, and

many fell on both fides, but of the Jews to the number

of fifty thouſand. The people of Damaſcus too conſpired

againſt the Jews of the ſame city, and, aſſaulting them un

armed, killed ten thouſand of them. The riſing of king

dom againſ kingdom portended the open wars of different

tetrarchies and provinces againſt one another; as that of

the Jews who dwelt in Peraea againſt the people of Phila

delphia concerning their bounds, while Caſpius Fadus was

procurator; that of the Jews and Galileans againſt the

Samaritans, for the murder of ſome Galileans going up

to the feaſt at Jeruſalem, while Cumanus was procurator;

and that of the whole nation of the Jews againſt the Ro

mans and Agrippa, and other allies of the Roman empire,

which began while Geflius Florus was procurator. But,

as Joſephus ſays, there was not only ſedition and civil war

throughout Judea, but likewiſe in Italy, Otho and Vitellius

contending for the empire. It is farther added, and there

ſhall be faminer, and pºſilenceſ, and earthquakes in diverſ

places. There were famines, as particularly that prophe

fied of by Agabus, and mentioned, Aëts, xi. 28. and by

Suetonius, and other prophane hiſtorians referred to by

Euſebius, which came to paſs in the days ºf Claudius Cæſar,

and was ſo ſevere at Jeruſalem, that, as Joſephus ſays,

many periſhed for want of victuals —and pºſſilences, for

theſe are the uſual attendants upon famines. Scarcity and

badneſs of proviſions almoſt always end in ſome epide

mical diſtemper. We ſee that many died by reaſon of the

famine in the reign of Claudius; and Joſephus farther in

forms us, that when Niger was killed by the Jewiſh zealots,

he imprecated, beſides other cruelties, famine and peſti

lence upon them (xiaºrs was xopov, the very words uſed

by the Evangeliſt,) all which, ſays he, God ratified and

brought to paſs againſt the ungodly :—And earthquaker in

divers places , as particularly that in Crete, in the reign

of Claudius, mentioned by Philoſtratus in the life of Apol

lonius; thoſe alſo mentioned by Philoſtratus at Smyrna,

Miletus, Chios, Samos, in all which places ſome Jews in

habited ; thoſe at Rome mentioned by Tacitus; that at

Laodicea, in the reign of Nero, mentioned alſo by Tacitus;

which city was overwhelmed, as were likewiſe Hierapolis

and Coloſſe ; that in Campania, mentioned by Seneca;

that at Rome, in the reign of Galba, mentioned by Sue

tonius ; and that in Judea, mentioned by Joſephus: for

by night there broke out a moſt dreadful tempeſt, and

violent ſtrong winds, with the moſt vehement ſhowers, and

continual lightnings, and horrid thunderings, and prodi

gious bellowings of the ſhaken earth; ſo that it was mani

feſt, as he obſerves, that the conſtitution of the univerſe

was confounded for the deſtruction of men; and any one

might eaſily conjecture, that theſe things portended no

common calamity.

Wer. 8. All thºſe are the beginning ºf ſºrrowfj &#x2 ºver,

the beginning of throes, or pangº. Great troubles and ca

lamities are often expreſſed in Scripture language meta

phorically, by the pangs of travailing women: “All theſe

“ are only the firſt pangs and throes, and are nothing to

“ that hard labour which ſhall ſucceed.” See on ver, 6.

Ver. 9. Then ſhall they deliver yºu up, &c.] Had Jeſus

been an impoſtor, he would, like all other impoſtors, have

fed his followers with fair hopes and promiſes; but on

the contrary, we ſee that he denounces perſecution to be

the lot of his diſciples; he pointeth out to them the diffi

culties they muſt encounter, the fiery trials they muſt un

dergo, and yet they did not ſtagger in their faith; did not

therefore, like faint-hearted ſoldiers, forſake their colours,

and deſert his ſervice. One hardly knows whom to admire

moſt, him for dealing ſo plainly, or them for adhering ſo

ſteadily to him. -

Ver. Io. Then ſhall many be ºffended, &c.] By reaſon of

perſecution and of the univerſal hatred which all nations

bore againſt the Chriſtian name, many were indeed ºffended,

and apoſtatized from the faith; as particularly Pºygelluſ and

Hermogency, and many others in Afia, 2 Tim. i. 15. and De

mas, iv. Io. But they would not only apoſtatizefº
le

-
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s
and then ſhall the endunto all nations,

COIIlC.

w

* Mark, 13. 14. Luke, z 1. 20. Dan. 9. 25, 27. & 12. 11.

15 ' When ye therefore ſhall ſee the

* abomination of deſolation, ſpoken of by

Luke, 19. 43. * Roman armies.

--

tº the faith, but alſo betray and hate one another. To illuſtrate

which point, we need only cite a ſentence out of Tacitus,

ſpeaking of the perſecution under Nero: “At firſt, (ſays

“he) ſeveral were ſeized, who confeſſed, and then, by

“their diſcovery, a great multitude of others were con

“vićted and executed.”

- , Vir. 11. Many falſe prophets ſhall riſ] Such particu

htly were Simon Magus, and his very numerous followers,

the Gnoſtics. Such alſo were the Judaizing teachers,

mentioned 2 Cor. xi. 13. Such alſo were Hymeneus and

Philiuſ, of whom the apoſtle, 2 Tim. ii. 17. complains,

... that they affirmed the reſurrection to be pºſt already, and over

threw the faith ºf ſºme.

Ver, 12. Becauſe iniquity, &c.] The genuine fruit and

tf:ft of all theſe evils was the lukewarmneſs and coolneſs

among Chriſtians. By reaſon of theſe trials and perſecu

tions from without, and theſe apoſtaſies and falſe prophets

from within, the love of many to Chriſt and his doćtrine,

and alſo their love to cach other, ſhall wax cold. Some

ſhall openly deſert the faith; ſome ſhall corrupt it, as

ter, 11. and others again, as here, ſhall grow indifferent

to it; and not to mention other inſtances, who can hear

St. Paul complaining at Rome, 2 Tim. iv. 16. that at his

fift anſwer all men fºrſook him , who can hear the divine

author of the Epiſtle to the Hebrews exhorting them,

th. x. 25. not to fºrſake the affmbling of themſelves tºgether,

aſ the manner of ſºme is, and not conclude the event to have

ſufficiently juſtified our Saviour's predićtion 2

Wer. 13. But he that ſhall endure] “ He who ſhall not

“be terrified by theſe trials and perſecutions; he who

“ſhall neither apoſtatize from the faith of himſelf, nor

“ be ſeduced by others; he who ſhall not be aſhamed to

“profeſs his faith in Chriſt, and his love to the brethren ;

“the ſame ſhall be ſaved, both here and hereafter.” And in

deed it is very remarkable, and was certainly a moſt ſignal

act of Providence, that none of the Chriſtians periſhed in

the deſtruction of Jeruſalem. See Luke, xxi. 18. 2 Pet.

ii. 9, and Biſhop Newton.

War. 14. This Gºſpel—ſhall be preached in all the world—

and then, &c.] Then ſhall the deſtruction of Jeruſalem,

and the end of the Jewiſh polity, come to paſs; when all

nations ſhall be, or may be, convinced of the crying fin

o: the Jews in crucifying the Lord of glory, and of the

iºtice of God's judgments upon them. Some imagine

that by all the world is meant only the whole land of Ju

**, the very words of the text being uſed by the Septua

$nt and by Joſephus himſelf in this ſenſe. But that

ſomething more than this muſt be meant will appear, if

we conſider, that though the Aćts of the Apoſtles con

*only a ſmall part of the hiſtory of a few of the apoſtics,
Yet even in that hiſtory we ſee the Goſpel was diſſemi

"*", and had taken root in the moſt confiderable parts

'*Roman empire. As early as the reign of Nero the

º were grown ſo numerous at Rome, as to raiſe

º of the government; and the firſt general perſe

**ommenced againſt them under pretence of their

having ſet the city on fire. The Goſpel was preached by

St. Paul in Arabia, and through the vaſt tract from Jeru

ſalem to Iconium, in Lycaonia, and in Galatia, through

all Aſia Minor, in Greece, round about to Illyricum, in

Crete, Italy, Spain, and Gaul. Clement, who was his

cotemporary and fellow-labourer, ſays of him in particu

lar, “ that he was a preacher both in the Eaſt and Weſt ;

“ and that he taught the whole world righteouſneſs, and

“ travelled as far as the utmoſt borders of the Weſt.” And

if ſuch were the labours of one apoſtle, what muſt have

been the united labours of them all 2 We have ſtill remain

ing the Epiſtles of St. Peter to the converted Jews in Pontus,

Aſia, Cappadocia, and Bithynia. The Ethiopian eunuch

converted by Philip probably carried the Goſpel into his

own country. It appears, indeed, from the writers of the hiſ

tory of the church, that before the deſtrućtion of Jeruſalem

the Goſpel was not only preached in the Leſſer Aſia, and

Greece, and Italy, the great theatres of ačtion then in the

world, but was likewiſe propagated as far northward as

Scythia, as far ſouthward as Ethiopia, as far eaſtward as

Parthia and India, and as far weſtward as Spain and Britain.

Our anceſtors of this Iſland, though as remote from the

ſcene of our Saviour's actions as almoſt any nation, probably

heard the preaching of St. Simon : there is indeed much

more probability that the Goſpel was preached here by St.

Paul; and there is abſolute certainty that Chriſtianity was

planted in this country in the days of the apoſtles, before

the deſtrućtion of Jeruſalem. The evidence of Euſebius

and Theodoret abundantly prove it to have been a fact;

and St. Paul himſelf, Col. i. 6, 23. ſpeaks of the Goſpel's

being come into all the world, and preached to every creature

under heaven. See alſo Rom. x. 18. Though the ſucceſs of

the apoſtles was ſo great, yet the difficulties which they had

to encounter were no leſs than the ſuperſtition, the preju

dices, and the vices of the whole world. From a view of

the Jewiſh and Gentile world it is evident, that every thing

which moſt ſtrongly influences and tyrannizes over the

mind of man, religion, cuſtom, law, policy, pride, inte

reſt, vice, and even philoſophy, was united againſt the

Goſpel; enemies in their own nature very formidable and

difficult to be ſubdued, had they even ſuffered themſelves

to be attacked upon even ground, and come to a fair en

gagement; but, not relying upon their own ſtrength only,

they intrenched themſelves behind that power of which

they were in poſſeſſion, and rendered themſelves inacceſ

fible, as they imagined, to Chriſtianity, by planting round

them, not only all kinds of civil diſcouragements, but even

torments,chains, and death. Theſe were the difficulties which

Chriſtianity had to ſtruggle with, and over which ſhe at

length ſo prevailed, as to change the whole ſcene of things,

overturn the temples and altars of the gods, filence the

oracles, humble the impious pride of the emperors, con

found the preſumptuous wiſdom of the philoſophers, and

introduce into the greateſt part of the known world a new

principle of religion, holineſs, and virtue. But what were

the inſtruments of ſo ſtupendous a work | a few illiterate

- - perſons,
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Daniel the prophet, ſtand in the holy place,

(whoſo readeth, let him underſtand)

16 Then let them which be in Judea flee

into " the mountains:

17 ' Let him which is on the houſe-top not

come down to take anything out of his houſe:

* Gal. 1. 17. Gen. 36.8. Prov. 22. 3. Heb. 1 r. 7.

13. 16. 2 Kings, 15. 16. 2. Sam. 4. 4.

* Job, 2.4. Ch. 6. 25.

* Exod. 16. 29. Acts, i. 12.

18 Neither let him which is in the field re

turn back to take his clothes.

19 And wo unto them that are with child,

and to them that give ſuck, in thoſe days

20 But pray ye that your flight be not in

the winter, neither on the 'ſabbath-day :

Luke, 17. 31. Mark, 13. 14-16.

i. e. the Jewiſh Sabbath.

* Luke, 23.29. Hoſº,

perſons, many of whom were fiſhermen The ſtate of

the firſt preachers of the Goſpel, and of their oppoſers,

was this: the latter were poſſeſſed of all the wiſdom, au

thority, and power of the world; the former were igno

rant of human ſcience, contemptible, and weak. Which of

them then, according to the natural courſe of human affairs,

ought to have prevailed 2 The latter, without all doubt

and yet not St. Paul only, but all hiſtory, and our own ex

perience aſſure us, that the ignorant, the contemptible, and

the weak, gained the vićtory over the wiſe, the mighty, and

the noble. See Biſhop Newton, Weſt on the Reſurre&tion,

and Dr. Young on Idolatry, vol. 2.

Wer. 15, 16. When ye therefºre ſhall ſte, &c.] Whatever

difficulty there be in theſe words, it may be cleared up

by the parallel place, Luke, xxi. 20, 21. Whence it ap

pears, that the abomination of deſolation is the Roman army;

and the abomination of deſºlation ſtanding in the holy place, is

that army beſieging Jeruſalem. This, ſays our Saviour, is

the abomination of deſºlation ſpoken of by Daniel the prophet,

ch. ix. and xii. and ſo let every one who reads theſe pro

- pheſies underſtand them. The Roman army is called the

abomination, becauſe its enſigns and images were ſo to the

Jews, among whom every image of a man, and every idol,

was called an abomination. After the city was taken, the

Romans brought their enſigns into the temple, and placed

them over againſt the eaſtern gate, and ſacrificed to them

there. The Roman army therefore is fitly called the

abomination, and the abomination of deſolation, as it was to

deſolate and lay waſte Jeruſalem : and this army's beſieging

Jeruſalem, is called ſtanding in the holy place; the city, and

ſuch a compaſs of ground about it, being accounted holy.

“When therefore the Roman army ſhall approach to be

“ ſiege Jeruſalem, then let them who are in Judea con

“ ſult their own ſafety, and fly into the mountains.”

This counſel was wiſely remembered, and put in pračtice

by the Chriſtians afterwards. When Ceſtius Gallus came

with his army againſt Jeruſalem, many fled from the city:

After his retreat, many of the noble Jews departed from

it; and when Veſpaſian was approaching it with great

forces, a vaſt multitude, ſays Joſephus, fled from Jericho

into the mountainous country for their ſecurity. At this

junéture all who believed in Chriſt left Jeruſalem, and

removed to Pella, and other places beyond the river Jordan;

ſo that they all marvellouſly eſcaped ; and we do not read

any where that ſo much as any one periſhed in the deſtruc

tion of Jeruſalem : of ſuch ſignal ſervice was this caution

of our Saviour to the believers See Biſhop Newton, and

Bullock's Vindication, book, i. ch. 4. Dr. Heylin reads

the laſt words, Let him that read; conſider it well.

J'er, 17. Let him which is on the houſe-top.] The houſes of

the Jews, and of the preſent inhabitants of the Eaſt, as

well as thoſe of the ancient Greeks and Romans, were

flat on the top for them to walk on, and had uſually two

pair of ſtairs, one on the infide, and the other on the

out, by the latter of which they could aſcend and deſcend,

without coming into the houſe. In the Eaſtern walled

cities theſe flat-roofed houſes uſually formed continued

terraces from one end of the city to the other, which

terraces terminated at the gates. He, therefore, who is

walking and regaling himſelf upon the houſe-top, let him

not come down to take anything out of his houſe ; but let

him inſtantly purſue his courſe along the tops of the houſes,

and eſcape out at the city-gate as faſt as he poſfibly can.

See Biſhop Newton.

Wer. 18. Neither let him which is in the field return] Our

Saviour makes uſe of theſe expreſſions to intimate, that

their flight muſt be as ſudden and haſty as Lot's was

out of Sodom ; and the Chriſtians eſcaping juſt as they did,

was the more providential, becauſe afterwards all egreſs

out of the city was prevented. Theſe are as ſtrong ex

preſſions as one can imagine, to urge the ſpeedieſt retreat.

It is indeed obſervable that this whole diſcourſe abounds

with very lively figures of oratory, and is heightened with

the nobleſt beauties of deſcription. See Biſhop Newton,

and Elfmer's Obſervations, vol. 1. -

Ver. 19. Woe unto them that are with child, &c.] For

neither will ſuch perſons be in a condition to fly, nor will

they be able to endure the diſtreſs and hardſhips of a fiege.

This woe was ſufficiently fulfilled in the cruel ſlaughters

which were made both of the women and children, and

particularly in that grievous famine which ſo miſerably

afflićted Jeruſalem during the fiege. For mothers, as Jo

ſephus reports, ſnatched the food from the very mouths of

their infants; and the houſes were full of women and

children who periſhed by famine. See the note on Deut.

xxviii. 53–56. and Biſhop Newton.

Ver. 20. But pray ye that your flight be not, &c.] “Pray

“ that theſe evils be not further aggravated by the con

“ currence of other natural and moral evils, ſuch as the

“ inclemencies of the ſeaſons, and your own ſcruples:

“ Pray that your flight be not in the winter; for the hardneſs

“ of the ſeaſon, the badneſs of the roads, and the ſhort

“neſs of the days, will all be great impediments to your

“ flight; neither on the Sabbath-day : that you may not raiſe

“ the indignation of the Jews by travelling on that day,

“ nor be hindered from doing it by your own ſcruples.”

This ſeems to be ſpoken a good deal in condeſcenſion to

the Jewiſh ſcruples, a Sabbath-day's journey among the

Jews being but about a mile ; and conſequently inſuffi

cient for the ſecurity of their lives who fled. It has been

obſerved,
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§ 11 "For then ſhall be great tribulation, ſuch

as was not ſince the beginning of the world to

tº this time, no, nor ever ſhall be.

dº * Dan. 11.1. Joel, z. z.

18–28. Iſ 65. 12–15.* ... Zech. 1 1. 9. & 14. 2. Mal. 4. 1.

* 4 17, 18. Ch. 8. 12. * 1ſ. i. 9. & 6. 13. & 65. 8.

Lev. 25. 14–39. Deut. 28. 5–68. & 29. 18–28. & 31. 17, 18. & 32.21–35.

Luke, 21. 23, 24. & 19, 43, 44.

Zech. 13. 8, 9. & I4. 2.

22 * And, except thoſe days ſhould be

ſhortened, there ſhould no fleſh be ſaved : but

for the eleēt's ſake thoſe days ſhall be ſhortened.

Prov. 1.2 :-32. Pſ.” 1. 8–12. & 60.

1 Theſſ. 2. 16, Heb. 6.8. & 10, 26, 27, 29. 1 Pe.

" 'ſerved, (on Pſ. cxlvii. 16. and Ezra, x. 9.) that the

winters are very cold in the Holy Land. St. Jerome

ſpeaks of the cold of that country, as frequently too ſevere

to be borne by thoſe who might be glad to ſecrete them

ſºlves for fear of their lives; and, in his letter to Algaſia,

he thus underſtands, as to the literal ſenſe, the dire&tion

of Our Lord here given to his diſciples; the ſeverity of

the cold being ſuch, as would not permit them to conceal

themſelves in the deſerts. Agreeable to this, and at the ſame

time a lively comment on theſe words of our Lord, is the

account which William of Tyre gives of the ſtate of Sala

" * dine's troops after their defeat in the neighbourhood of

* Aſcalon. “ They for haſte threw away their armour and

* “cloaths, [ºffium genera qualibet , that is to ſay, their

* “ift, and iurncoſº, deſcribed by Dr. Shaw, p. 226.

º " which they found entangled them, and retarded their

* “fight] but ſo ſunk under the cold, with want of food,

... "tediouſneſs of the ways, and greatneſs of the fatigue,

** “that they were daily taken captives in the woods, moun

“tains, and wilderneſs; and ſometimes threw themſelves

“in the way of their enemies, rather than periſh with cold

“ and hunger.” See the Olſervations on Sacred Scripture,

p. 15. As our Saviour cautioned his diſciples to fly when

they ſhould ſee Jeruſalem encompaſſed with armies; ſo

was it very providentially ordered that Jeruſalem ſhould

be compaſſed with armies, and yet that they ſhould have

ſuch favourable opportunities of making their eſcape. In

the 12th year of Nero, Ceſtius Gallus came againſt Je

fuſalem with a powerful army; and though, if he had

aſulted the city, he might have taken it, and have put an

and to the war; yet, without any apparent reaſon, and

cºnfrary to every one's expectation, he raiſed the ſiege.

Veſpaſian, who ſucceeded him in the command, inveſted

* the city on all fides; but the news of Nero's death, and

ºn after of Galba's, cauſed him to ſuſpend his opera

tions againſt Jeruſalem; and the city was not actually be

fieged in form, till Veſpaſian was confirmed in the empire,

ºd Titus was ſent to command the forces in Judea.

Theſe incidental delays were very opportune for the Chriſ

*S, and thoſe who had thoughts of retreating and pro

ºg for their ſafety. See Biſhop Newton.

%r. 21. Then /hall be great tričulation] In the preceding

ºrſes our Saviour warned his diſciples to fly as ſoon as

$ver they ſaw Jeruſalem beſieged by the Romans, and now

* affigis a reaſon for his giving them this caution. The

** *fcd in this verſe fem to be a proverbial form of

º as in Exod. x. 14. Joel, ii. 2. 1 Macc. ix. 27.

ºfº therefore, might fitly apply the ſame manner

...; upon the preſent occaſion : but he does not

in iºl expreſſions without a proper mean
º all i. may be underſtood even literally. For in

cavalnit. titory cannot furniſh us with a parallel to the

** and miſeries of the Jews ; rapine and murder,

* :

ºr

an

ºf [...

4tº

n

lºº

, iſ

l

famine and peſtilence within, fire and ſword, and all the

terrors of war without. Our Saviour wept at the forefight

of theſe calamities; and it is almoſt impoſſible for perſons

of any humanity to read the relation of them without

weeping too. The Jewiſh hiſtorian might well ſay, as he

does in the preface to his hiſtory: “If the misfortunes

“ of all, from the beginning of the world, were compared

‘ with thoſe of the Jews, they would appear much in

“ferior upon compariſon. In ſhort, no other city ever

* ſuffered ſuch things, as no other generation from the

“ beginning of the world was ever more fruitful of

“ wickedneſs.” See Luke, xxi. 22, &c. and Biſhop

Newton.

Per. 22. Except thºſe days ſhºuld be ſhortened] “If

“ thoſe wars and deſolations were to continue, no fºſh—

“ none of the jews, would eſcape deſtruction.” The

number of thoſe who periſhed in the ſiege were about

eleven hundred thouſand, beſides thoſe who were ſlain in

other places; and, if the Romans had gone on deſtroying

in this manner, the whole nation of the Jews would cer

tainly, in a little time, have been extirpated. But, for the

ele&#' ſake, thoſe days ſhall be ſhortened. The eleči is a well

known appellation in Scripture and antiquity for the Chriſ

tian: ; and the Chriſtian Jews, partly through the fury of

the zealots on the one hand, and the hatred of the Romans

on the other, and partly through the difficulty of ſubſiſting

in the mountains, without houſes or proviſions, would, in

all probability, have been almoſt all deſtroyed either by

the ſword or by famine, if the days had not been ſhorten

ed; but providentially the days were ſhortened. Veſpaſian,

who was advanced in years, and therefore could not carry

on the ſiege with that vigour which might cauſe the city

ſoon to fall into his hands, transferred the command to

Titus; who, having Rome, and the riches and pleaſures

there, before his eyes, took every meaſure which might

render his expedition ſucceſsful, and contribute to his

glory, by the ſhortneſs of the time which he employed to

&

effect it. The beſieged too helped to ſhorten the days by

their diviſions and mutual ſlaughters, by burning their pro

viſions, which would have ſufficed for many years, and by

fatally deſtroying their ſtrong-holds, where they could never

have been taken by force, but by famine alone. By theſe

means the days were ſhortened; and indeed otherwiſe Je

ruſalem could never have been taken in ſo ſhort a time, ſo

well fortified as it was, and ſo well fitted to ſuſtain a longer

fiege. The enemy could hardly ever have prevailed, but

for the factions and ſeditions within. Titus himſelf could

not but aſcribe his ſucceſs to God, as he was viewing the

fortifications after the city was taken. His words to his

friends are very remarkable : “We have fought with God

“ on our fide, and it is God who has pulled the Jews out

“ of their ſtrong-holds; for what could the hands of men

“ or machines do againſt theſe towers " Gºd, therefore,

A r in
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-

23 ' Then if any man ſhall ſay unto you,

Lo, here is Chriſt, or there; believe it not.

24 * For there ſhall ariſe falſe Chriſts, and

falſe prophets, and ſhall ſhew great ſigns and

wonders, inſomuch that, if it were poſſible,

they ſhall deceive the very elect.

25 ° Behold, I have told you before.

26 Wherefore, if they ſhall ſay unto you,

y Mark, 13. 21. Luke, 17. 23. & 2 1.8.

* Behold, he is in the deſert, go not forth; be.

hold, be is in the ſecret chambers, believe it a

InOt.

27 "For, as the lightning cometh out of the

eaſt, and ſhineth even unto the weſt, ſo ſhall

alſo the coming of the Son of man be.

28 ° For whereſoever the carcaſe is, there

will the eagles be gathered together.

* See ver, 5.11. Deut. 13. 1, 2, 2 Theſſ. 2. 9–11. Rev. 13. 13. John, 5.41. Ch. 7. 15. 2 Pet.
3. 17. * John, 6. 37. & 10.2o, 28, 29. Rom. 8. 28–39. 1 Pet. i. 5. 2 Tim. 2. 19. b John, 16. 1. If 44. 7, 8, & 46. 10. & 48. 5, 6. "

* Jude, 10. Rom. 16. 17, 18. * Luke, 17. 24. 1ſ. 30. 13, 14. & 24. 1-6. & 1c. 22, 23. & 26. 21. * Luke, 17. 37. Job, 39. 29, 30. Jer,

16. 16. Dan. 9. 16, 27. Amos, 9. 1–4. 1 Theſſ. 2. 16.

in the opinion ofTitus, ſhortened theſe days. After the de

ſtrućtion of Jeruſalem too, God inclined the heart of Titus

to take ſome pity upon the remnant of the Jews, and to

reſtrain the nations from effecting the cruelty that they

would have exerciſed againſt them. At Antioch particu

larly, the ſenate importuned him to expel the Jews from

the city; but he anſwered, that their country being laid

waſte, there was no place to receive them. They then

requeſted him to deprive the Jews of their former privi.

leges; but thoſe he permitted them to enjoy as before.

See Biſhop Newton, and Dr. Jackſon's Credibility of the

Scriptures.

Wer. 23, 24. Lo, here is Chrift, or there] In faét, many

ſuch impoſtors did ariſe about that time, and promiſed de

liverance from God; but as it was to little purpoſe for a

man to take upon him the character of the Chriſt, or even

of a prophet, without miracles to vouch his divine miſſion, ſo

it was the common artifice and pretence of theſe impoſtors

to ſhew ſgnſ and wonderſ. Simon Magus performed

wonders, according to the account given of him, Aćts,

viii. 9–1 1. Doſtheus likewiſe was reputed to do ſo;

and Barchochebas is ſaid to have pretended to vomit flames.

Such alſo were the Jews of whom St. Paul ſpeaks, 2 Tim.

iii. 8. 13. There is a ſtrange propenſity in mankind to be

lieve things marvellous and aſtoniſhing ; and no wonder

that weak and wicked men, Jews and Samaritans, were

deceived by ſuch impoſtors, where, if it had been pºſſible,

they would have deceived the very eleå, even the Chriſ

tians themſelves. See Biſhop Newton. This is not a

mere repetition of what was ſaid before, ver. 5. but re

lates more particularly to thoſe impoſtors who appeared

during the time of the ſiege ; concerning whom, ſee Jo

fephus's War, b. vi. c. 5. Euſeb. Eccleſ. Hiſt. b. iv. ch. 6.

and Grotius on the place. -

Wer. 25, 26. Behc d, &c.] “Behold, I have given you

“ ſufficient warning.” It is remarkable, that our Saviour

ſhould not only foretel the appearance of theſe impoſtors,

but alſo the manner and circumſtances of their condućt ;

for ſome he mentions as appearing in the deſert, and ſome

in ſcret chamberſ, and the event has in all points anſwered

to the predićtion. Several of the falſe Chriſts and falſe

prophets conducted their followers into deſerts, where they

promiſed to ſhew wonders and ſgn and many, being per

ſuaded, ſuffered the puniſhments of their folly; ſome of

them being brought back by Felix, and chaſtiſed or ſlain

by him. The Egyptian falſe prophet, mentioned A&ts,

xxi. 38. led out into the wilderneſ, four thouſand men that were .

murderers ; but being engaged by Felix, the Egyptian him- .

ſelf with others fled away, and moſt of i. who had a

been with him were ſlain or taken priſoners. Theſe things

happened before the deſtruction of Jeruſalem. And a .

little after, one Jonathan, a weaver, perſuaded many indi

gent men to follow him into the deſert, promiſing to ſhew

them ſigns; but moſt of his followers were alſo ſlain, ſome :

made priſoners, and he himſelf was afterwards taken, and

burned alive, by order of Veſpaſian. As ſeveral of thoſe :

impoſtors condućted their followers into the deſert, ſo did

others of them into the ſecret chambers, or places of fe- :

curity; particularly the falſe prophet mentioned by Jo

ſephus, who declared, that God commanded the people

to go up into the temple, where they ſhould receive the

ſigns of deliverance. A multitude of men, women, and ,

children went up accordingly ; but, inſtead of deliverance,

the place was ſet on fire by the Romans, and fix thouſand

periſhed miſerably in the flames, or by throwing them

ſelves down to eſcape them. We may here obſerve, that

the Meſſiah was particularly expected about the time of

our Saviour, and conſequently that the prophets had before

hand marked out that very tiime for his coming. We read

not of any falſe Meſfiahs before the age of our Saviour,

nor of ſo many in any age after ; and why did they riſe

in that age particularly, if the Meſſiah was not at that time

particularly expected And why did the Jews expect

their Meſfiah at that time more than at any other, if that

was not the time before appointed for his coming 2 See

Biſhop Newton. -

Wer. 27. As the lightning—ſhall alſº the coming of the Sºn

of man be] His coming will not be in this or that particular

place, but, like the lightning, ſudden and univerſal. The

appearance of the true Chriſt will be as diſtinguiſhable

from that of the falſe Chriſt, as lightning, which ſhineth

all round the hemiſphere, is from a blaze of ſtraw : it is

very remarkable, “ That the Roman army entered into

“Judea on the eaſt fide of it, and carried on their con

• queſts weſtward; as if not only the extenſiveneſs of the

‘ ruin, but the very route which the army ſhould take,

‘ was intended in the compariſon of the lightning coming

“ out of the eaſt and ſhining even unto the weſt.”- See

Pearce's Diſſert. on the Deſtruction of Jeruſalem, and

Biſhop Newton.

Wer. 28. Wherefºever the carcaſe is, &c.] By the word

carcaſe is meant the Jewiſh nation, which was morally and

5 judicially



29 ' Immediately after the tribulation of

thoſe days ſhall the ſun be darkened, and the

moon ſhall not give her light, and the ſtars

ſhall fall from heaven, and the powers of the

* heavens ſhall be ſhaken :

30 " And then ſhall appear the ſign of the

* Son of man in heaven: and then ſhall all the

* Iſ 13. 10. Ezek. 32.7. Zeph. 1. 14–18. Joel, 2, 30, 31. & 3. 15.

1. * f. 11–17. * Dan. 7. 13. Ch. 16. 27, 28. & 26.64. Rev. 1.7.

* -18. 1 Cor. 15.5.1. 1 Theſſ. 4. 16, Ch. 25. 32, 33. * Or with a

tribes of the earth mourn, and they ſhall ſee

the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven

with power and great glory.

31 "And he ſhall ſend his angels “ with

a great ſound of a trumpet, and they ſhall

gather together his elect from the four winds,

from one end of heaven to the other.

Amos, 5. 20. Mark, 13. 24–37. Luke, 21. 25–33. Aëts, 2. 19, zo. Rev.

* Mark, 16. 15, 16. Ch. 28. 18–20. or 13.41. Acts, 26, 19. & 13.46

trumpet and a great voice.

judicially dead, and whoſe deſtrućtion was pronounced in

the decrees of heaven. Our Saviour, after his uſual man

* ner, applies a proverbial expreſſion with a particular mean

tº ing: for as, according to the old proverb, wherſever, &c.

*: ſo whereſoever the Jews are, there will Chriſt be taking

vengeance upon them by the Romans, who are properly

& compared to eagles, as the fierceſt beaſts of prey, and whoſe

r: tnſign was an eagle, to which alſo probably our Saviour

inthis paſſage alluded. And as it was ſaid, ſo it was done;

for the vićtories of the Romans were not confined to this

or that place, but, like a flood, over-ran the whole land.

: There was no part of Judea that did not partake of the

cahmities of the captivity. At Antioch many were burnt

in the theatre, and others were ſlain; the Romans ſlew

ºr them every where; at Jardes not fewer than three thouſand

were put to death. Being on the point of being taken at

* Maſade, they firſt murdered their wives, and children, and

then themſelves, to the number of nine hundred and ſixty,

- to avoid falling into the enemies' hands. . In Cyrene, the

- followers of Jonathan the weaver were moſt of them ſlain;

he himſelf was taken priſoner, and, by his accuſation,

... three thouſand of the richeſt Jews were put to death. See

- Biſhop Newton.

º Par. 29. Immediately after the tribulation, &c.] Com

mentators generally underſtand this and what follows, of

the end of the world, and of Chriſt's coming to judgment;

but the words evidently ſhew that he is not ſpeaking of

any diſtant event, but of ſomething conſequent upon the

tribulation before-mentioned, and that muſt be the de

ſtruction of Jeruſalem. It is true, his figures are very

ſtrong; but no ſtronger than are uſed by the ancient pro

phets on fimilar occaſions. See Iſai. xiii. Biſhop War

burton obſerves upon the ſubjećt, that this propheſy of

Jeſus concerning the approaching deſtruction of Jeruſalem

by Titus, is conceived in ſuch high and ſwelling terms,

that not only the modern interpreters, but the ancient like

wife, have łº, that our Lord interweaves into it a

direct predićtion of his coming to judgment: but if we

conſider the nature of the two diſpenſations, and the ne

ceſſity of aboliſhing the former before the introdućtion

of the latter, it will then appear, that this propheſy does not

ºped Chriſt's ſecond coming to judgment, but his fift, in

the abolition of the Jewiſh polity, and the eſtabliſhment of

the Chriſtian; that kingdom of Chriſt which commenced

* the total ceaſing of the theocracy. This was the true

eſtabliſhment of Chriſtianity, not that effected by the do

nations or converſions of Conſtantine. This therefore being

*of the moſt important arras in the economy of grace,

*:

and the moſt awful revolution in all God's religious diſ

penſations, we ſee the elegance and propriety of the terms

in queſtion, to denote ſo great an event, together with the

deſtrućtion of Jeruſalem, by which it was effected: for in

the old prophetic language, the change and fall of princi

palities and powers, whether ſpiritual or civil, are ſignified

by the ſhaking of heaven and earth, the darkening the ſun,-

and moon,_and the falling of the ſtarr ; as the riſe and

eſtabliſhment of new ones are by proceſſions in the clouds of

heaven, by the ſound of trumpets, and the aſſembling together

of hoſts and congregations. See Biſhop Newton, Biſhop

Warburton's Julian, b. i. ch. i. p. 21. and the next note.

Wer. 30. And then{.." appear the ſign, &c.] The plain

meaning of this is, that the deſtruction of Jeruſalem will

be ſuch a remarkable inſtance of divine vengeance, ſuch a

ſignal manifeſtation of Chriſt's power and glory, that all

the Jewiſh tribes ſhall mourn, and many will be thence led

to acknowledge Chriſt and the Chriſtian religion. In the

ancient prophets God is frequently deſcribed as coming in the

clouds, upon any remarkable interpoſition and manifeſtation

of his power; and the ſame deſcription is here applied to

Chriſt. See Biſhop Newton, and Gerhard's Diſſertations,

p. 200, &c. and John, vi. 30. Dr. Clarke ſays, that the

ſign here mentioned means the figure given by the pro

phet Daniel, the ſignal of that Son of man there deſcribed.

Inſtead of the tribes of the earth, ſome read the tribes of the

land.

Wer. 31. And he ſhall ſend hiſ angeli) This is all in the

ſtyle and phraſeology of the prophets, and, ſtripped of its

figures, means, that after the deſtruction of Jeruſalem,

Chriſt, by his angels or miniſters, will gather to himſelf

a glorious church out of all the nations under heaven. No

one ever ſo little verſed in hiſtory needs to be told, that

the Chriſtian religion ſpread and prevailed mightily after

this period, and hardly any one thing contributed more to

this ſucceſs of the Goſpel than the deſtruction of Jeruſa

lem falling out in the very manner, and in the very circum

ſtances ſo particularly foretold by our bleſſed Saviour. See

Biſhop Newton. Moſt tranſlations, as well as our own,

have greatly obſcured this text, by rendering the word

2yyºos, angel: ; for though it generally ſignifies thoſe

celeſtial ſpirits who are on great occaſions the meſſengers

of God to our world, it is well known that the word re

fers not to their nature, but to their office, and it is often

applied to men, and rendered mºſºnger. Sce Mark, i. 2.

Luke, vii. 24. ix. 52. 2 Cor. viii. 23. Philip. ii. 25. and

James, ii. 25. in ſome of which places it ſignifies, as here,

preachers of the Goſpel, who were ſent forth to carry on

R r 2 God’s
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32 * Now learn a parable of the fig-tree : tion ſhall not paſs till all theſe things be ful. :

When his branch is yet tender, and putteth filled. -:

forth leaves, ye know that ſummer is nigh: 35 “Heaven and earth ſhall paſs away, but tº

33 "So likewiſe ye, when ye ſhall ſee all my words ſhall not paſs away. ſ:.

theſe things, know that it is near, even at the 36 ‘ſ' But of * that day and hour knoweth ºf

doors. no man, no not the angels of heaven, but my º

34 Verily I ſay unto you, This genera- Father only. º

* Luke, 2 r. 29–33. Mark, 13. 28–30. James, 5.9. 1 Pet. 4, 17, 18. Ezek. 7, 2–13. & 12. 22–28. Ch. , i. 16. & 16. 28. & 23. 36. Heb. --

1o. 37. It took place within forty years after Chriſt's death. * Mark, 13. 31. Ch. 5. 18. 2 Pet. 3. 10. I'ſ. 1 oz. 16. 1ſ. 4o. 8. & 51. 6. Heb. 1. 11, ...

x Pºt. 1. 25. Titus, i. 2. * Ver. 42, 44. Ch. 25, 6, 19, 31. Mark, 13. 32. John, 5. 28. Acts, 17. 31. & 1. 7. 1 Theſſ. 5. 2. 2 Pet. 3. iQ. --

* i. e. day of the laſt judgment. --

*

* .

God's great deſigns of uniting all his believing people in ed! At the time when Chriſt pronounced theſe prophe- *

one ſociety, under Chriſt under their common head. See

Epheſ. i. 10.

Wer. 32, 33. Now learn a parable ºf the fig-tree] Our

Lord, having anſwered the latter part of the queſtion pro

poſed ver. 3. proceeds in theſe verſes to anſwer the former

part, as to the time of his coming, and the deſtrućtion of

Jeruſalem. And he begins by obſerving, that the ſigns

which he had given would be as certain an indication of the

time of his coming, as the fig-tree's putting forth its leaves

is of the approach of ſummer.

Ver. 34. Thiſ generation /hall not paſs, &c.] Our Lord

proceeds to declare, that the time of his coming was at no

very great diſtance; and to ſhew that he has been ſpeak

ing all the while of the deſtrućtion of Jeruſalem, he af

firms with his uſual aſſeveration, Verily, I ſay unto you, &c.

It is therefore matter of wonder how any man can refer

part of the foregoing diſcourſe to the deſtruction of Je

ruſalem, and part of it to the end of the world, or any

other diſtant event, when it is ſaid ſo poſitively here, all

theſe things ſhall be fulfilled in this generation. See Biſhop

Newton, and Mark, ix. I. -

Wer. 35. Heaven and earth ſhall paſ away] It ſeems as

if our Saviour had been aware of ſome ſuch miſapplication

of his words, as is intimated in the preceding note, by ad

ding yet greater force and emphaſis to his affirmation;

heaven and earth ſhall paſs, &c. It is a common figure of .

fpeech in the oriental languages, to ſay of two things, that

the one ſhall be, and the other ſhall not be, when the mean

ing is only, that the one ſhall happen ſooner or more early

than the other,-as in this inſtance of our Saviour: the

meaning therefore is, “’Heaven and earth ſhall ſooner or

“ more eaſily paſs away, than my words ſhall paſs away:

“ the frame of the univerſe ſhall ſooner or more eaſily

“ be diſſolved, than my words ſhall fail of being fulfilled.”

See Luke, xvi. 17.

One would be ready to think it next to impoſſible, that

any man ſhould duly conſider theſe propheſies, and the

exact completion of them ; and if he be a believer, not be

flill more confirmed in the faith; or if he be an infidel,

not be converted to the faith. Can any ſtronger proof be

given of a divine revelation than the ſpirit of propheſy

And can any ſtronger proof be given of the ſpirit of pro

pheſy, than the example now before us 2 in which ſo

many contingencies, and we might ſay improbabilities,

which human wiſdom or prudence could never foreſee,

are ſo particularly foretold, and ſo punctually accompliſh

fies, the Roman governor reſided at Jeruſalem, and had a

force ſufficient to keep the people in obedience; and

could human prudence foreſee, that the city as well as

the country would revolt and rebel againſt the Romans?

Could any human prudence foreſee famines, and peſtilences,

and earthquakes in divers places 2 Could human prudence

foreſee the ſpeedy propagation of the Goſpel, ſo contrary

to all human probability ? Could human prudence foreſee

ſuch an utter deſtruction of Jeruſalem, with all the cir- .

cumſtances preceding and following it It was never the

cuſtom of the Romans abſolutely to ruin any of their pro- .

vinces; it was improbable therefore that ſuch a thing tº

ſhould happen at all, and ſtill more improbable that it

ſhould happen under the humane and generous Titus, who

was indeed, as he was called, the love and delight ºf man- ;

kind. Yet, however improbable this was, it has happened,

and it was foreſeen and foretold by Chriſt. But how was

it poſſible for him to do it, unleſs his forefight was divine,

and his predićtion the infallible oracle of God? See Bi

ſhop Newton, and Dr. Macknight.—Euſebius obſerves

well upon this place, that whoever ſhall compare the words

of our Saviour with the hiſtory of the war which Joſephus

has written, cannot but admire the wiſdom of Chriſt, and

acknowledge his predićtion to be divine. *:

Wer. 36. But of that day and hour knoweth no man] The

word Q92, is of a larger fignification than hour; and be

fides, it ſeems ſomewhat improper to ſay, of that day and

hour knoweth no man ; for if the day was not known, cer

tainly the hour was not; and it was ſuperfluous to make

ſuch an addition. The paſſage therefore might be ren

dered, “ of the day and ſeaſºn,” &c. as the word is fre

quently uſed in the beſt authors, both ſacred and prophane.

It is true our Saviour declares, all theſe things ſhall be ful

filled in this generation; it is true, the prophet Daniel has

given ſome intimation of the time in his famous propheſy

of the ſeventy weeks: but though this great revolution

was to happen in that generation; though it was to happen

at the concluſion of ſeventy weeks, or four hundred and

ninety years, to be computed from a certain date that is

not eaſy to be fixed ; yet the particular day, the particular

ſeaſon in which it was to happen, might ſtill remain a

ſecret to men and angels: and our Saviour had before

(ver. 20.) adviſed his diſciples to pray, that their flight

might not be in the winter, neither on the Sabbath-day.

The DAY not being known, they might pray that their

flight might not be on the Sabbath day; the ſeaſºn not being

known,

:-

º
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7 * But, as the days of Noe were, ſo ſhall

alſo the coming of the Son of man be.

38 For, as in the days that were before the

food they were eating and drinking, marrying,

and giving in marriage, until the day that Noe

entered into the ark,

39 And knew not until the flood came and

took them all away, ſo ſhall alſo the comin

of the Son of man be. -

40 * Then ſhall two be in the field; the one

ſhall be taken, and the other left.

41 Two women ſhall be grinding at the

mill; the one ſhall be taken, and the other

left. -

* Luke, 17. 26–36. Gen. vi. vii. Job, 22. 16. 2 Peter, 2. 5. & 3. 6. 1 Peter, 3. 19, 20. Heb. 11. 7. 1 Theſſ. 5. 2, 3.

1 Theſſ. 5. 6.

2 Peter, 3. 10, 11.

36. 1 Cor. 4. 7.

34–36. * Luke, 12. 39.

1 Theſ, 5, 6, 2 Peter, 3. 11, 12.

-17. Ads, zo. 28. Gal. 6. 1 o.

* Ch. 25. 13. Rom. 13. 11. 1 Cor. 16. 13.

1 Theſſ. 5. 2. Rev. 16. 15. & 3. 3.

Phil. 4. 4. James, 5. 9.

Eph. 4, 11–13. Heb. 3. 5.

1 Peter, 4. 7.

2 Tim. 2. 2.

42 * * Watch therefore: for ye know no

what hour your Lord doth come. -

43 " But know this, that if the good man

of the houſe had known in what watch the

thief would come, he would have watched,

and would not have ſuffered his houſe to be

broken up.

44 * Therefore be ye alſo ready : for in

ſuch an hour as ye think not the Son of man

cometh.

45 ' Who then is a faithful and wiſe

ſervant, whom his Lord hath made ruler over

his houſehold, to give them meat in due ſea

ſon :

* Luke, 17. 34—

Maik, ; 3. 33–37. Luke, 21.

luke, 12. 40. Rev. 21. 2. & 19. 7.

I Cor. 4. 2. John, 21. 15

1 Peter, 5. 8. Rev. 16. 1 3.

* Ch. 25. Io.

* Luke, 12. 42. & 19. 17. Ch. 25. 21.

known, they might pray that their flight might not be in

the winter. We ſhill enlarge on this ſubječt, when we

come to Mark, xiii. 32. See Biſhop Newton.

War. 37–39. But as the days of Noe, &c.] The days

ºf Nah fignify the days in which he preached to the old

world that righteouſneſs which they ought to have prac

tiſed, and denounced the judgments of God to fall on

them, if they did not repent of their wickedneſs. By

parity of reaſon, the days of the Son of Man fignify the days

in which Chriſt and his Apoſtles preached to the Jewiſh

mation, whoſe behaviour here is ſaid to have been the

ſame with that of the old world, and of the Sodomites,

under the preaching of Noah and Lot. See Luke, xvii.

28. They went on ſecure, and wholly intent upon their

worldly affairs, without being in the leaſt moved by the

Kpeated warnings of the divine judgments, which Jeſus

and his Apoſtles gave them ; for which cauſe theſe judg

ments fell on them, and deſtroyed them. Dr. Woodward,

in his Theory of the Earth, thinks, that the phraſes eating

ºld drinking, &c. were modeſt expreſſions to fignify their

Fing themſelves up to all the extravagances of riot and

luſt. And Wolffus upon the place has fully proved, that

Yºzi, is often uſed in a very criminal ſenſe: but how

ºut reaſon foever there may be to believe, that the ante

*ian finners did ſo, the words may be intended to

*no more than the ſecurity and gaiety with which

ºf purſued the uſual employments and amuſements of

life, when they were on the very brink of utter deſtrućtion.

See Doddridgé.

º 43, 41. Then, Zall two be in the field, &c.] Provi

:... make a diſtinétion between ſuch as are

ū.jºed now. Some ſhall be reſcued from

of Sod ºtion ºf Jeruſalem, like Lot out of the burning

tº: while others, no ways perhaps different in

Biſho Sºlº s, ſhall be left to periſh in it. See
º ewton's Diſs ertations, and Luke, xvii. 31. Dr.

it deſ ge is of opini -on, that the grand tranſition from

*Pºon of the deſtruction of Jeruſalem to that of

the day of judgment, is made preciſely after theſe two

verſes. For after them there is not a word peculiar to

that deſtruction, but many circumſtances are introduced

which refer to the day of judgment, and of death as tranſ

mitting to it, and which can only be thus underſtood. Our

Lord, in the following verſes of St. Matthew and St. Mark,

directs their thoughts to that final ſolemnity in which they

are ſo highly concerned, by repeating, almoſt in the ſame

words,the cautions and advices which he had formerly given,

Luke, xii. 35, &c. In which whole context there is no

reference to the temporal calamities coming on the Jews,

which have been the ſubjećt of almoſt the whole preceding

diſcourſe; and the remembrance of what had paſſed on

the former occaſion, might the more eaſily lead them to

the diſtinét underſtanding of what was now added; though

it may not be improper to recollečt, that the ſame pious

care through grace in the temper and condućt, which

would be a preparative againſt national judgments, and

obtain for them the ſpecial protećtion of Providence in

them, would alſo, through the alone merit of the great

Atonement, ſecure them from any unwelcome ſurpriſe by

a call to the tribunal of God.

Wer. 43. But know this, that, &c.] But conſider that if,

&c. Heylin.

Ver, 44. Therefore, le ye alſº ready] As the miſeries which

men were to undergo at the deſtruction of Jeruſalem, the

reaſons of that deſtrućtion, the paſſions which its approach

would raiſe in their minds, together with the ſuddenneſs

and unexpectedneſs of it, nearly reſembled what ſhall

happen at the deſtruction of the world and the general

judgment; it was natural for our Lord, on this occaſion,

to put the diſciples in mind of that judgment, and to ex

hort them to the faithful diſcharge of their duty, from the

uncertainty of the time of his coming to call every

particular perſon to an account at death. Concern

ing the form and ſtructure of the parable in the next

verſes, we ſhall enlarge, when we come to Luke, xii.

42., &c.

Wer. 46,
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46 Bleſſed is that ſervant, whom his Lord

when he cometh ſhall find ſo doing.

47 ‘Verily I ſay unto you, that he ſhall

make him ruler over all his goods.

48 "But and if that evil ſervant ſhall ſay

in his heart, My Lord delayeth his coming;

49 And ſhall begin to ſmite his fellow

ſervants, and to eat and drink with the

* Rev. 16. 15.

12. 45.

John, 5, 28, 29.

2 Tim. 4. 7, 8. See ver, 42.

2 Peter, z. 3, 4. Ezek. 12. 22–28.

* Or cut him off.

* Ch. 25. 21.

* Iſ. 65. 5, 13.

Luke, 19. 17. & 22. 29, 30. & 12, 44.

John, 9. Io.

* Job, zo. 29. Pſ. 11. 6. Ch. 8. 12. & 22. 13. & 13. 42, 5o. & 25. 30.

drunken;

$o The Lord of that ſervant ſhall come in

a day when he looketh not for him, and in

an hour that he is not aware of,

5 i And ſhall “ cut him aſunder, and

appoint him his portion with the hypo

crites: there ſhall be weeping and gnaſhing of

teeth. -

1 Peter, 5. 4. Dan. 12. 2, 3.

1 Theſſ. 5. 2, 3.

* Luke,

2 Cor. 1 1. 26. * Ver. 42, 44. Rev. 16, 15.

Wer. 46, 47. Blºſſºd is that ſervant] “You, the miniſters

of religion, ought to be particularly faithful in the diſ

charge of your-duty ; for it is not an ordinary truſt

which is committed to your charge; you are ſtewards,

whoſe buſineſs it is to take care of the whole family;

and who, becauſe of the influence which your example

may have upon the reſt, ought to be remarkably dili

“gent, that you may provoke your fellows to be frugal,

“’aétive, and ſober. Your duty is, to be well acquainted

with the ſtores of evangelical truths, and to underſtand

how they may be beſt applied. You ſhould know like

wiſe the charaćters of the various perſons under your

charge ; that you may be able to give every one of

them their portion of meat in due ſeaſon: and if when

I c. me, I find you thus employed, you are blefied ; for

I will highly reward you with the joys of my kingdom;

even as an earthly maſter beſtows particular marks of

reſpect on ſuch ſervants as have been remarkably faith

ful in any important truſt.” We may juſt obſerve, that

as no peculiar rewards were conferred on any of the

Apoſtles, or other faithful miniſters, at the time of Chriſt's

coming to deſtroy Jeruſalem, this clauſe ſufficiently proves

a reference to the final judgment; and will not permit us,

with Dr. Hammond, to underſtand the Gnoffics, or with

Dr. Whitby, the apºſtate jews, as particularly intended by

the ſubſequent mention of the wicked ſervant ; which ſeems

plainly to refer to a debauched and perſecuting clergy,

hypocritically pretending to a diſtinguiſhed zeal for Chriſ

tian forms and inſtitutions. See Hammond, Whitby, and

Doddridge.

Wer. 48—51. But, &c.] But if that ſervant, being evil,

ſhall ſay, &c. Heylin. “If on the other hand you behave

“ like wicked ſtewards, who, becauſe their Lord delays

“ his coming, beat their fellow-ſervants, and get drunk

with ſots and epicures: if you tyrannize over the con

ſciences of your brethren, neglect the duties of your

funétion, and give yourſelves up to ſenſual pleaſures;

I will come when you little think of it, and make you

dreadful examples of my indignation, by the ſevere

“ puniſhments which I will inflićt upon you.” It is re

markable, that in this parable the crime of the unfaithful

ſtewards is ſaid to have been ſenſuality; particularly

drunkenneſs, than which a more abominable vice can

hardly be named. A drunkard, one who employs him

ſelf in erafing the illuſtrious ſignature of reaſon, which

God ſtamped upon him in creation, as the prerogative of

his nature; and who makes himſelf incapable of his duty,

-

while he is ready to commit every fin to which a tempta

tion offers; what a monſter is this, and how unlikely to

lead others in the way of eternal life I See Macknight.

Wer. 51. Shall cut him aſunder] This was one of the

heavieſt kinds of puniſhment anciently uſed: ſee 1 Sam,

xv. 33. 2 Sam. xii. 31. Dan. ii. 5. iii. 29. A. Gel

lius, lib. xx. c. 1. In the paſſage firſt cited we are told

that Samuel heaved Agag in pieces ; wherefore, as that ac

tion proceeded from the greatneſs of the prophet's indig. .

nation, or rather from a knowledge of the divine will,

the ſame puniſhment inflićted on the ſlothful, ſenſual, mer

cileſs ſteward, fitly expreſſes the greatneſs of his Lord's

indignation. In ancient times the ſtewards of great fa- .

milies were ſlaves, as well as the ſervants of the lower .

claſs, being raiſed to that truſt on account of their fidelity,

wiſdom, ſobriety, and other good qualities: If any ſteward,

therefore, in the abſence of his lord, behaved as is repre

ſented in the parable, it was a plain proof that the vir

tues on account of which he was raiſed were counterfeit, .

and by conſequence that he was a hypocrite. Slaves of .

this character, among other chaſtiſements, were ſometimes

condemned to work in the mines; and as this was one of

the moſt grievous puniſhments, when they firſt entered,

nothing was heard among them but weeping and gnaſhing

of teeth, on account of the intolerable fatigue to which

they were ſubjećted in theſe hideous caverns, without hope

of releaſe:—there ſhall be weeping and gnaſhing of teeth.

But, becauſe the immediate effect of being cut aſunder is

death, and not a ſtate of bitter lamentation, the Greek

particle of conneétion may be underſtood in this verſe

disjunétively;—ſhall cut him aſunder, or appoint him, &c.]

unleſs we can ſuppoſe that in the latter clauſe our Lord

ſpeaks not according to the form, but the meaning of his

parable. The truth is, as cutting aſunder gives us a lively

idea of the torment of an awakened conſcience, the por

tion of hypocrites is a proper emblem to repreſent the

melancholy ſtate of the damned ; who are ſhut up for ever

in the dreadful dungeon of hell, never more to ſee the

light of God's countenance, whereby the whole ſpiritual

creation is enlightened, and made unſpeakably happy.

The Pruſſian editors, after ſeveral learned critics, render

the word 3.xotowºgs, which literally ſignifies ſhall cut aſun

der—by ſhall ſeparate him, which it ſignifies metaphorically;

(ſee ch. xxv. 32.) This interpretation they obſerve is prowed

from hence, that it is immediately added, and ſhall appoint

him his portion with the hypocrites ; which plainly expreſſes

his ſeparation from the company of faithful ſervants. See

Stockius
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Tº parable of the ten virginſ, and of the talents.

lſcription ºf the laſt judgment.

[Anno Domini 33.]

HEN ' ſhall " the kingdom of heaven be

likened unto ten ‘ virgins, which took

Aſ the

' Ch. 24, 27, 36, 42. * Ch. 3. 2. & 4. 17. & xiii.

1, 1 & 46. 29. Numb. 23. 15. Eph. 5. 31.

Tit, 1, 16.

Dan, 2.41.

Rev. 19. 7. • Ch.

their lamps, and went forth “to meet the .

bridegroom.

2 * And five of them were wiſe, and five

were fooliſh.

3 They that were fooliſh ' took their lamps,

and took no oil with them :

* Gen.• 2 Cor. 11. 2. Rev. 14. 4. Pſ. 45. 14. Rev. 21. 2, 9.,

2 Tim. 3. 5.20, 16. & 13, 20–23, 47. & 22. 12. Rom. 9, 6.

Stockius on the word. Dr. Doddridge paraphraſes it,

* Will ſcourge him with that ſeverity, that he will even

" ºut him aſunder " (Compare Luke, xii. 46.) As to this,

and other circumſtances here mentioned, it is to be ob

ſerved, that as rich mines ſometimes grow up even to the

ſuffice of the earth, ſo in the parable of our Lord, the

ſpiritual ſenſe ſometimes breaks through the literal, which

it interrupts with a ſudden tranſition to the application.

It has been obſerved upon this laſt verſe, that if miniſters

:: are the perſons here primarily intended, there is a peculiar

prºpriety in the expreſſion, ſhall appoint him his portion with

the hypocriter ; for no hypocriſy can be greater, than to

call ourſelves miniſters of Chriſt, while we are the ſlaves

of ambition, avarice, and intemperance. Wherever ſuch

are found, under whatever mark or form, may God re

form them by his grace; or diſarm them of that power

and influence which they continually abuſe, to his diſ

honour, and to their own aggravated damnation I

Inferences.—The firſt Inference which naturally occurs

to the thinking mind on reading this remarkable chapter,

is the ſtrange and ſurpriſing manner in which, the pro

pheſies recorded in it have been fulfilled, and the un

inſwerable arguments which may thence be drawn for

the truth of our Saviour's divine miſſion; as hath been

urged at large in the note on ver. 35.

What is uſually obječted to the other predićtions of

holy writ, cannot with any pretence be objected to theſe

Hºpheſies of our Saviour, -that they are figurative and

ºbſcure; for nothing can be conveyed in plainer, fimpler,

ºrms, except where he affected ſome obſcurity for par

ticular reaſons, as has been hinted in the courſe of the

*s. It is allowed, indeed, that ſome of theſe pro

Pºlics are taken from Moſes and Daniel; our Saviour,

Pºpheſying of the ſame events, has borrowed and applied

*ºf the ſame images and expreſſions; but this is a

*mendation, rather than any diſcredit to his predic

*; he has built upon the foundations of the inſpired

"ºrs before him ; but what a ſuperſtructure did he raiſe !
has aéted in this caſe, as in every other, like one who

º: *...* ºffroy the law and the prophets, but to fulfil

. He has manifeſted himſelf to be a true prophet,

| ***interpretation and application of other pro
i. He is alſomuch more particular and circumſtantial

º either Moſes or Daniel: in ſeveral inſtances his pro

.. *.entirely new, and properly his own; and be

.*greater preciſion in fixing and confining the
me to that very generation.

ſincerity and irngenuity of Chriſt, and the courage

and conſtancy of his diſciples, ſtrike us alſo ſtrongly, from

a review of theſe propheſies. See the note on ver, 9.

The ſudden and amazing progreſs of the Goſpel, which

ſpread ſo far and ſo wide before the deſtruction of Jeru

ſalem, and which our Saviour here ſo minutely foretold,

cannot fail to ſtrike us. The greatneſs of the work which

was wrought, the meanneſs of the inſtruments who wrought

it, and the ſhort time in which it was wrought, muſt force

all conſidering men to ſay, This is the Lord's doing, and it

is marvellous in our eyes. The Mahometan religion, indeed,

in leſs than a century over-ran a great part of the world;

but then it was propagated by the ſword, and owed its

ſucceſs to arms and violence: but the Chriſtian religion

was diffuſed over the face of the earth in the ſpace of forty

years, and prevailed, not only without the ſword, but againſt

the ſword; not only without the powers civil and military

to ſupport it, but againſt them all united to oppreſs it :

and what but the Spirit of God could bid it thus go forth

conquering, and to conquer & Had this counſel or this work

been of men, as Gamaliel argued, it would have come to

nought, but being of God nothing could overthrow it.

Obſerve we again, that for the completion of thoſe pro

pheſies, the perſons ſeem to have been wonderfully raiſed

up and preſerved by divine Providence. Veſpaſian was

romoted from obſcurity ; and though feared and hated

É. Nero, was yet preferred by him, and ſingled out as the

only general among the Romans, who was equal to ſuch

a war; God, as Joſephus intimates, ſo diſpoſing and or

dering affairs. Titus was wonderfully preſerved in ſome

of the moſt critical circumſtances of danger; upon which

Joſephus obſerves, remarkably enough, that lence it is ob

vious to underſtand, that the turns of war, and the dan

gers of princes, are under the peculiar care of God; and

indeed Joſephus himſelf was no leſs wonderfully preſerved

than Titus; the one to deſtroy the city, the other to re

cord its deſtruction, in a hiſtory which was moſt particu

larly authenticated. As a general in the wars, he muſt

have had an exact knowledge of all tranſačtions; and as

a Jewiſh prieſt, he would not relate them with any favour

or partiality to the Chriſtian cauſe. His hiſtory was ap

proved by Veſpaſian and Titus, who ordered it to be pub

liſhed ; and by king Agrippa, and many others, both Jews

and Romans, who were preſent in thoſe wars. He had

likewiſe many enemies, who would readily have convićted

him of falſification, if he had been guilty of any. He

deſigned nothing leſs;–and yet his hiſtory of the Jewiſh

wars may ſerve as a larger comment on our Saviour's

propheſies of the deſtruction of Jeruſalem.

As theſe propheſies are the cleareſt and the moſt mi

~ nutely
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4 * But the wiſe took oil in their veſſels

with their lamps.

* 2 Cor. 5, 17. Cal. 6, 1 ; ze, h 4, 2, 3. John, 1. 16. Phil. 3. 3. 2 Cor. 1. 12.

5 * While the bridegroom tarried, they all

ſlumbered and ſlept.

* Ch. 24. 48. 2 Pet. 3. 4. Rom. 2. 4. Rev. 2. ::,

Song, 5. 2. & 3. 1. Eph. 5: 14. 1 Theti. 5, 6,7. Ch. 20. 43. Rom. 13. 11. James, 3. 2. Ch. 26. 49, 43.

nutely fulfilled, ſo were the calamities the greateſt which

the world ever ſaw ; and what heinous fin was it which

could bring down ſuch heavy judgments on the Jewiſh

church and nation ? Can any other be aſſigned with half

ſo much probability as what the Scripture aſſigns,—their

crucifying the Lord of Glory? This is always objećted as

the capital crime of the nation: and upon reflection we

ſhall find ſome correſpondence between their crime and

their puniſhment, as every reader may have remarked from

what has gone before.—They put Jeſus to death, when

the nation was aſſembled to celebrate the paſtover : and

when the nation was aſſembled alſo to celebrate the pail

over, Titus ſhut them up within the walls of Jeruſalem.

The reječtion of the true Meſſiah was their crime; and

the following of falſe Meſſiahs to their deſtruction was

their puniſhment. They ſold and bought Jeſus as a ſlave;

and they were themſelves afterwards ſold and bought as

ſlaves at the loweſt prices. They preferred a robber and

a murderer to Jeſus, whom they crucified between two

thieves; and they themſelves were afterwards infeſted and

over-run with robbers and murderers. They put Jeſus to

death, left the Romans ſhould come and take away their

place and nation ; the Romans did come, and take away

their place and nation. They crucified Jeſus before the

walls of Jeruſalem ; and before the walls of Jeruſalem,

they themſelves were crucified in ſuch numbers, that room

was wanting for the croſſes, and croſſes for the bodies.

One would think it hardly poſſible for any man to lay

theſe things together, and not conclude the Jews’ own

imprecation to be remarkably fulfilled: His blood be upon

tus, and tº on cur children /

We Chriſtians indeed cannot be guilty of the ſame

offence in crucifying the Lord of Glory ; but it behoves

us to conſider, whº ther we may not be guilty in the ſame

kind, and by our fins and iniquities crucify afreſh the Son

of God, and put him to an open ſhame; and therefore,

whether, being like them in their crime, we may not alſo

reſemble them in their puniſhment.—They rejected Chriſt;

and we indeed have received him : but have our lives been

agreeable to our holy profeſſion ? or rather, as we have

had opportunities of knowing Chriſt more, have we not

obeyed him leſs than other Chriſtian profeſſors, and trodden

under foot the Son of God, counting the blood of the co

venant, wherewith he was ſanctified, an unholy thing, and

doing deſpite to the Spirit of grace :

The flagrant crimes of the Jews, and the principal

fources of their calamitics, in the opinion of Joſephus,

w it, their trampºng upon all human laws, deriding divine

things, and making a joſt of the oracles of the prophets,

as ſo many dreams and fables: and how has the ſame

ſpirit of licentiouſneſs and infidelity prevailed likewiſe in

our land how have the laws and lawful authority been

inſulted with equal inſolence and impunity l—how have

the holy Scriptures, thoſe treaſures of divine wiſdom not

only been rejected, but deſpiſed, derided, and abuſed to

-

the very worſt purpoſes' How have the principal articles

of our faith been denied, the propheſies and miracles of

Moſes and the prophets, of Chrift and the Apoſtles, been

ridiculed, and impiety and blaſphemy not only been whiſ.

pered in the ear, but proclaimed from the preſs! how

have all public worſhip and religion, and the adminiſtra

tion of the ſacraments, been ſlighted and contemncid –

Alas, how much are they ſtill ſlighted, and the ſabbath

profaned 1 and that too by thoſe who ought to have ſet a

better example, to whom much is gives, and of whom

therefore much will be required and how few compara

tively ſerve God with a loving, willing ſpirit, deſirous toy § g ip

advance in holineſs, influenced by the powerful love of

their Maſter–On the contrary, they ſeek only how little

is neceſſary to be done, and with how ſmall a portion of

religion a man may be ſuppoſed to ſave his future intereſts;

as if they were unwilling to ſerve God, who gives them

all, more than needs muſt. Surely nothing can be more

abominable to the great God of love 1 and if for their

fins and provocations God ſpared not the natural branches,

take heed left he alſo ſpare not thee: becauſe of unbelief

they were broken off, and thou ſtandeit by faith !—Ee not

high-minded, but fear. God bore long with the Jews, and

has he not borne long with us alſo f—but at length the

fearful day came —It may come to us alſo.

Whatever may be the caſe with particular ſtates and

people, this we know aſſuredly, that as Jeruſalem periſhed

in fore deſtruction, ſo ſhall deſtruction, utter and terrible,

one day overwhelm this world, and with it all our worldly

hopes, and all our earthly pleaſures the ſun ſhall then

indeed be darkened, the moon ſhall then indeed with-hold

her light, and all the ſtars ſhall withdraw their ſhining:-

and then in all his glory ſhall the Son of man himſelf

appear—appear to judge, to judge and fix irrevocably

the doom of all mankind

When refle&tion caſts her eye on that great, that im

portant hour, how aſtoniſhing does it ſeem, that poor

weak worms, like us, ſhould dare to defy ſuch omnipotence,

and arm ſuch a power, by our bold offences, in wrath

againſt us! how amazing does it ſeem, that any thing in

this life ſhould captivate our hearts, and make us wretched

ſlaves to things ſo ſoon to periſh, and be utterly diſſolved

how amazing does it ſeem, that pride and arrogance, va

nity and ſelf-conceit, ſhould ever ſwell our boſoms, when

the remembrance of Omnipotence ſeated in glory to judge

us and our fellow finners, ſhould ſink us into the deepeſt

humility, and moſt perfeót ſelf-renunciation.

Let us think ourſelves happy, that the great Lord of

love vouchſafes to us this ſeaſon of mercy; and let us,

if we would act as reaſonable creatures, endeavour duly

to uſe this bleſſed ſeaſon, and to prepare for that ſolemn

appearance, which we muſt all aſſuredly make. Let us
only aſk our own hearts, in what ſtate we would wiſh

to be found on that day when eternal rewards and eternal

puniſhments ſhall be awefully diſpenſed. And as we find
Our
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Behold, the bridegroom cometh; go ye out

* tº meet him.

'C', 4, 31, 44.

Hii. 10, 15. Jam. 5. 8, 9.

1 Theſſ. 4. 16. & 5. 2. Rev. 16. 15.

* Ch. 5, 16. Luke, 12. 35. 2 Pet. 3.

6 "And at midnight there was a cry made,

Luke, 12. 46.

I4.

7 * Then all thoſe virgins aroſe, and trim

med their lamps.

8 And the fooliſh ſaid unto the wiſe, Give

Prov. 1. 24. Mic. 6. 9.

Ch. 13. 6. 12, 21. & 7. 27.

Phil. 4. 5. Mark, 13. 35. Luke, 12. 20.

I".

* or hearts wiſh, ſo let us adt by all means, nor ſuffer our

tº bºtter reaſon and our conſcience to condemn us. Trifle

as we may, neglect it as we will, put it off as we can,

-- truth it is, that this great day will come. We may diſ

tº believe it, as the Jews did the deitručtion of their city ;

4- but as aſſuredly as their deſtruction came to them, ſo

º, iſſuredly will Chriſt come in judgment upon the world.

in The day of death is indeed, in effect, that day to all of

us; this day we know will come, and it is haſtening on

… the wing; and this night perchance may bring it nearer

to ſome of us, and for ever preclude our further prepara

rations, Boaſt we not then of our reaſon and our ſenſe,

if we live in neglect of ſo aweful an hour. Man is

titated only for eternity ; and he ſadly inverts the great

Creator's deſigns, who lives only for the preſent time, and

º: leglects the time eternal | If the compaſſionate Jeſus wept

over Jeruſalem, think how contrary it is to his benevolent

purpoſe, that any of thoſe who are baptized into his faith,

ſhould forfeit his favour, and have the things concerning

- ºr peace, hid from their eyes; and therefore, in pleaſing

- Iºance on his mercy and love, in conſtant expectation of

the future day approaching, and with ſincere deſire to be

accepted on that day, let us unite all our efforts, and ſo

live to, and ſo ſerve him here below, that he may wel

come us to his right land, and ſay,+Well done, good and

jºijul ſervant, enter thºu intº the joy of thy Lord! Amen.

REFLECTIONs.—1ſt, Having foretold the deſolations of

Zion, Chriſt took his laſt farewell of the temple's devoted

walls, and went out, to return no more. On his departing,

we are told the converſation which paſſed between Jeſus

ºld his diſciples. They were aſtoniſhed probably at his

Predićtion, perhaps incredulous of its fulfilment, and

*gged him a moment to behold the magnificent ſtructure,

and vicw the ſtrength and beauty of the fabric. Tinc

tuted with national prejudices, they ſeem to have been

• *Pleaſed with the outward

thought with regret of its deſolations; but Chriſt, ſo far

*Tºwerfing the ſentence, more awefully confirms it,

decreting its utter and irrecoverable ruin; ſo that not even
One ſtone filould be left upon another ; which, by the con

ºring teſtimony of hiſtórians, was literally fulfilled, and

"... sº ground ploughed up where the temple ſtood.

- *: We are too apt to look upon outward grandeur

- *º *Ye of ſenſe, and to be influenced by the pomp

º ºº of the world; but the eye of faith ſees the

. . . }* “ºry thing below the ſun, and looks above it

... .º.A. tºy great, and permanently glorious. . .
º ” “hing the mount of Olives, oppoſite to which
º * temple ſtood f - - - A - - -----

cameº: full in view, the diſciples, as he ſat there,

* ... ."." "Him, ſaying, Till is, when ſhall thºſe
º º º the deſtrºłón of the city and temple: and

* * ſhall be theJºgº
***Accord; of thy coming, and ºf the end of the

P. flººding to their rooted prejudices, they ſeem

glory of the building, and

ſtill to have cºpected him to appear as a glorious temporal

Mieſiah ; and by his coming, meant not his appearing in

the day of judgment ; or, by the end ºf the world, the final

conſummation of all things; but rather the end of the

preſent age; ſuppoſing it probable that the deſtruction of

the temple would pave the way for the erection of ano

ther far more magnificent, when in all the pomp of

earthly majeſty he would appear, and they ſhould be

highly advanced in that univerſal kingdom which they ex

pected him to eſtabliſh. They were very ſolicitous therefore

to be informed of the ſigns which ſhould uſher him to the

throne ; and Jeſus, to caution them againſt deluſion, to

rečlify their miſtakes, and to confirm them in the faith

when they ſhould ſee the predictions accompliſhed, anſwers

their queſtions.

1. He cautions his diſciples againſt deceivers. Having

rejećted the true Meſſiah, yet impatient for the temporal

deliverance which they expected from him, the Jews were

open to receive every pretender who ſet up in his name ;

and to the falſe Chriſts and falſe prophets who ſhould ariſe,

were they juſtly to be given up, who ſo obſtinately and

wickedly had rejećted the true. The diſciples muſt pay

no regard to the pretenſions of theſe deluders, but turn a

deaf ear to their emiſſaries, who ſay, Chriſt is in the de

fert, or hid in ſome ſecºt chamber, and ready to appear.

Nor are they to be believed, though they may do ſtrange

feats, and pretend to work miracles, which will impoſe

upon the credulous. So powerfully indeed would the

great Seducer play of his illuſions, that nothing but the

grace of God, with a firm truſt in his promiſes, could pre

ſerve them from being deceived; but Chriſt would defend

his faithful ones, who would own him and obey him as

the true Meſſiah : and therefore they muſt remember theſe

cautions now given them in the day of temptation, which

would ſet them on their guard, and preſerve them from

ſeduction. Note ; (1.) The devil and his inſtruments may

do ſtrange things to ſupport the credit of his falling cauſe,

and lying wonders may be wrought that may ſtagger the

incautious ; but whatever would draw us from Chriſt

muſt be rejected with abhorrence. (2.) Novel pretenſions

and opinions in matters of religion are ever to be ſuſ

pected: there cannot be a new, or another Goſpel.

2. Wars and rumours of wars will precede the threat

ened deſtruction. By inſurrcótions and ſeditions againſt

the Roman government in Judaea, thouſands miſerably

periſhed; whilſt inteſtine commotions and ſlaughters among

themſelves prepared the way for their final deſtruction,

when, on their laſt revolt, the Romans marched their

armies to beſiege and utterly ruin their city and nation.

Yet Chriſt warns his diſciples not to be diſcouraged by

theſe things, ſo as to diſcontinue their preaching, or be
terrified in their minds; fºr all theſe thing muſi come to

fºſ, but the end is not yet ; the Jews ſhall be ſpared a little

longer, to experience other judgments. Nºte: The ra

, S/ - wages
w
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us of your oil; for our lamps are * gone

Out.

* Job, 3, 13, 14. & 13. 5. & 21, 17, & 11. zo.

º:

9 But the wiſe anſwered, ſaying, Not ſº;

left there be not enough for us and you; but
º,

* Or going cut.

vages of war make dreadful work ; we cannot but tremble

at the alarm; though where the heart is fixed on the rock

of ages, we ſhall not be troubled. Nature will ſhudder,

but faith can raiſe us above our fears.

. Another ſign he gives them of the approaching

dº. Nation ſhall riſe againſ? nation, &c. great

commotions being in the Roman empire between the

contenders for ſovereignty ; and there ſhall be faminer,

and pºſſilenceſ, and earthquakeſ in divers places : all which

came to paſs before the deſtruction of Jeruſalem ; and

are called the beginning of ſorrow: ; being but the prelude

to the pangs in which ſhe ſhould expire; as all the temporal

judgments which light upon the heads of ſinners, are but

the beginnings of ſorrows inconceivably bitter as they are

endleſs.

4. He bids them expe&t a fiery perſecution. Far from

ſtanding high in that earthly kingdom with which they

flattered themſelves, nothing but bonds, impriſonment, and

death in all its moſt terrible forms, awaited them ; hated

both of Jews and Gentiles for the ſake of Chriſt, and his

Goſpel which they preached. And theſe trying ſeaſons

would have aweful effects on many who before profeſſed

the faith of Jeſus, but now, when the croſs lay ſo heavy,

would be offended, and apoſtatize; for ſuffering times

are the fieve for hypocrites and unfaithful Chriſtians, whoſe

fair profeſſion then is quickly blaſted. Such are content

to be Chriſtians only as long as it coſts them neither the

loſs of eaſe, intereſt, nor honour; and as apoſtates uſually

turn the bittereſt perſecutors, by ſuch falſe brethren they

ſhould be betrayed, and hated with uncommon malignity.

Through the concurrence of ſuch unfaithfulneſs among

profeſſors, ſuch enmity in their perſecutors, and ſuch de

luding and ſeducing teachers as would ariſe, iniquity would

peculiarly abound; and, as the conſequence of it, the love

of many would wax cold. Though perſecution would

make the flame of love burn fiercer in ſome, many would

be glad to ſeek a ſhelter from the ſtorm by concealing

their profeſſion, or, falling into decays, would loſe the

vital warmth and power of godlineſs : but for the comfort

of thoſe who approve themſelves faithful in theſe trying

times, they ſhall be ſaved.

5. Notwithſtanding all their ſufferings, this Gºſpel of the

kingdom, which points the way to the kingdom of grace

and of glory,{. be preached in all the world, to which

their very perſecutions eminently contributed, (A&ts, viii.

1–4.) º Apoſtles and others carrying the glad tidings

into all the kingdoms under the Roman empire, and pro

bably beyond its limits, (Col. i. 6. 23.) for a witneſs unto all

natiºns, of pardon and peace to thoſe who believed, and

as a teſtimony againſt thoſe who perfiſted in their infidelity.

And all this was done within forty years after our Lord's

aſcenſion, and before Jeruſalem was deſtroyed, and is men

tioned as the laſt fign of its approaching ruin.

6. Having foretold the figns of the times, our Lord

proceeds to inform them of the immediate cauſes of the

deſtruction, and to direct them how to ačt when the de

ſolation came up as a flood. They would ſee the aloming

tion ºf deſolation ; the Roman armics compaſſing their city

and the holy place, with ſtandards flying, on which they

bore the images of their gods, ſo hateful to the Jewiſh na.

tion ; and then whoever read the prophet Daniel would

ice by the event his predićtion verified. When this was

the caſe, then it was high time for them to flee, and leave

the devoted city and country; betaking themſelves to the

mountains for concealment from the ravages of the inva- -

ders. And when the danger was ſo near and urgent, not -

a moment was to be loſt : they muſt not go into their houſe, ...

if walking on its roof, to pack up their goods; nor return -

from the field to carry of their cloaths; but, as they tº

were, inſtantly fly for their lives to ſome place of ſafety,

as we are told the Chriſtians immediately did to Pella, on .

the approach of the Roman army. In this ſeaſon of diſ. . .

treſs ſome will be found in circumſtances peculiarly me

lancholy and grievous ; even ſuch as are with child, and give

ſuck, whoſe flight will be hereby greatly retarded, and it -

will be more difficult for them to eſcape. Alſo they had

need pray, that their flight might not be in the winter, when -

the inclemency of the weather and depth of the roads

would increaſe their calamity ; nor on the ſabbath day, when ...

many, who ſtill were attached to the rigid Moſaic obſer- ...

vance of that day, would be ſcrupulous of travelling, or

when the Jews would prevent their journey as contrary

to the law. But fly they muſt ; for in the city of Jeruſ

lem during the ſiege there would be ſuch a ſcene of miſery,

horror, and diſtreſs, as never before was known, nor ever

ſhall be, till the time of the conſummation of all things;

ſo that, ſhould theſe calamities continue, not one of the

Jewiſh nation would be left. But God would preſerve . .

a remnant among them, deſigning in ſome future day, by º

a remarkable out-pouring of his ſpirit, to raiſe up a nu

merous people for himſelf out of the deſcendants of thoſe

who ſhould cſcape from the ſword; he therefore hath "

ſhortened theſe calamitous days, not dealing with them in

that rigour which they deſerved, but ſparing them from an

utter extirpation. Note ; (1.) In days of tribulation, when

God opens a door of eſcape, we muſt thankfully embrace º

the opportunity. Though we may never fly from duty,

we muſt not expoſe ourſelves to unneceſſary danger.

(2.) Delays are dangerous; eſpecially where our ſouls are

at ſtake. The preſent moment only is allotted us to fly

for refuge to the mountain of a Saviour's grace. (3.) At

the worſt of times, and in the worſt of places, God has

had a few faithful ones; and for their ſakes he is gra

ciouſly pleaſed to ſhorten the days of calamity. The men

of this wicked world little think how much they are in

debted to thoſe whom they often deſpiſe and abhor.

7. He adds a repeated caution againſt deceivers, whoſe

fallacious promiſes in theſe calamitous times would be

more eaſily credited ; and pretending to come as the

Meſſiah to reſcue the Jewiſh nation from the Roman yoke,

would find many ready to receive them, and willing to

be deluded with the leaſt ſhadow of hope; and their pre

tended

: ".

*
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º

3 *

º

gº ye rather to " them that ſell, and buy for

yourſelves.

• cot. ii. 28. Ech. 4. 11-13. Mark, 16. 15. Eph. 3.8.

ilt 1. 4-1 i. 1 Pet. I. 13.

* Ch. 24. 36, 44. Rev. 1. 7. & 22. Iz, zo.

io And while they went to buy," the bride

groom came ; * and they that were ready went

° 2 Tim. 4. 8. Eph. 4, 13.

tended ſigns and wonders would have a great effect on

multitudes; but they muſt remember this warning, and

rjö all thoſe impoſtors. -

3. He aſſures them, that the ruin of Jeruſalem and the

Jewiſh nation ſhould be ſudden, irreſiſtible, and aweful, as

when the blaſt of lightning darts from the cloud. And as

tiges by their quick ſcent diſcover and ſeize the carcaſe, ſo

ſhould the Romans, bearing the figures of eagles on their

ſtindards, ſurround the city as a corpſe to be devoured by

them, and through the land hunt out, ſeize, and deſtroy

this devoted people.

Some ſuppoſe there is a reference here to the ſwift

ſpreading of the Goſpel through the world, as a light

from heaven illuminating the earth, breaking through the

clouds of darkneſs and ſuperſtition, ſeen far and wide,

and attended with moſt amazing ſucceſs; when innu

metable converts eagerly flocked to Chriſt, as eagles to

the cutcaſe, which was indeed the caſe ; but the former

ſenſe ſeems to be principally intended. -

9. The utter ruin of the eccleſiaſtical and civil ſtate of

the Jewiſh nation will then immediately enſue. All their

glory will depart, all their temple ſervice ceaſe, and their

Intire diſperſion be accompliſhed ; metaphorically repre

ſented by a total dire eclipſe of all the luminaries of hea

wn, and by a diſſolution of the very frame of nature.

Then will the Meſſiah, whom they have rejećted, appear,

to execute the threatened vengeance upon them ; and all

their tribes with deepeſt anguiſh and diſtreſs will feel the

weight of that blood which they imprecated on their heads.

Laſtly, On this final ruin of Jeruſalem, the angels of

the churches, Chriſt’s miniſters, ſhall blow the Goſpel

trumpet, and ſpread its aweful pleaſing ſound throughout

the earth, which, accompanied with the demonſtration of

the ſpirit and power, will be made effeótual to the con

verſion of multitudes through the whole earth: and this

Goſpel will continue to be preached till the end of time:

and then ſhall he be revealed from heaven with majeſty

and great power, of which this is the type and figure.

Though to this event of the deſtrućtion of the Jewiſh peo

Ple and nation, this propheſy primarily and moſt imme

diately is applicable; yet there are ſeveral things contained

in it, which have a ſtrong reference to the more aweful

appearance of the great Judge of quick and dead in the

laſt day; whoſe coming will be uſhered in with infinite

Pºmp and dread; whoſe Goſpel will be firſt ſpread through

* lands; and whoſe appearance will be ſudden, unex

Pºded, and terrible as the lightning. Then with horror

tº guity world, ſtartled from their ſlumbers and ſecurity,

will behold the terrible Judge ſeated on his throne, ſur

ſºunded by angelic hoſts, the miniſters of flame, who wait

his orders, and execute his ſentence. Too late, with tears

* Anguiſh and deſpair, they will bewail their inevitable

miſtry, who had before refuſed to mourn in penitence their

provocations. With power irrefiſtible, and glory incon

*ible, ſhall the Son of Man be revealed in clouds,

burning with vengeance againſt his foes; but bright with

refreſhing beams of cheering light to gladden the hearts of

his ſaints. Then every eye ſhall ſee him, and from his

lips expect their irrevocable doom. Awakened from the

duſt by the laſt trumpet’s blaſt, around his throne ſhall his

elect, his faiti fui ones, be gathered, condućted by mini

ſtering angels ; whilſt every boſom glows with hope, de

light, and joy unſpeakable and full of glory; and wel

comed by their Lord, their glory ſhall commence never to

end, whilſt they in wonder, love, and adoration, bow be

fore him, with thankfulneſs unutterable own the infinite

favour, and aſcribe to him alone the everlaſting praiſe.

Thruſt from his preſence, ſpeechleſs with guilt, covered

with ſhame, the unbelievers, the impenitent, the hypocrite,

ſhall then be configned to their manſions of eternal horror,

torment, and deſpair, and find the juſt but terrible reward

of their deeds. Conſider, ſinful ſoul, ere that day comes,

who can dwell with devouring fire P who can dwell in ever

lofting burning; 8

3dly, As the events predićted would ſpeedily have their

accompliſhment, they muſt prepare for them. -

1. They may judge of the approach of Jeruſalem'

ruin by the figns mentioned, as eaſily and as ſurely as they

would conclude ſummer at hand, when the fig-tree begins

to bud, and put forth leaves. The things that Chriſt had

ſpoken would certainly and ſpeedily have their fulfilment:

heaven and earth ſhould paſs, ſooner than one jot or tittle

of his word could fail; and they of that generation would

behold it, though the very day or hour fixed for Jeruſalem's

fall, no man nor angel knew, that being a ſecret in the

divine boſom.

2. He deſcribes the ſenſuality and ſecurity in which the

Jewiſh people would be ſurpriſed, like the men of the old

world, who ſlighted Noah's warnings, perſiſted in the ſer

vice of their luſts and pleaſures, and, drowned in carnal

gratifications, would not believe the threatened judgment,

till wrath came upon them, and the flood ſwept them away.

In ſuch a flate of falſe peace and worldly purſuits would

the Jews be found when their deſtroyers came, notwith

ſtanding all the warnings of Chriſt and his Apoſtles; and

then, by wondrous turns of Providerice, where two perſons

were found at the ſame employments in the field or at the

mill, one ſhall be taken, either a captive, or ſlain, and the

other ſhall be left, eſcaping from the hands of the enemy.

And this may repreſent the world of the ungodly before

the great day of the Lord comes. They will be ſurpriſed

in the midſt of ſenſual and earthly gratifications; refuſing

to hear the voice of God's miniſters calling them to re

pentance, he will give them up to the ſpirit of ſlumber.

Their indulgences drive them to infidelity, and their un

belief hardens them in their fins; ſo reciprocally do the

love of pleaſure and infidelity operate. Thus they will

put far away the evil day, though they only impoſe upon

themſelves; and will be more terribly aſtoniſhed at its

ſudden arrival: and then an aweful and eternal ſeparation

S / 2 * - ſhall
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in with him to the marriage : * and the door

was ſhut.

P Pſ. 95. 11.

2 Tim. 2. 19.

Luke, 13, 25,

11 Afterward came alſo the other virgins,

ſaying, "Lord, Lord, open to us.

* Heb. 12, 17, Ch. 7, 21–23. Luke, 13. 25. Pſ. 1. 6, & 5, 5, & 6, 8, Hab. 1. 13, 1 Cor, $ 3. Gal. 4 3.

fhall be made between the children of men who were

before of the ſame occupation, engaged in the ſame la

bours, dwelling perhaps under one roof, or partners of the

ſame bed. Theſe ſhall now be for ever ſeparated; the

ſaints ſhall be caught up to the Saviour's boſom, the im

penitent left to the eternal miſery and ruin which they

have choſen.

3. He admoniſhes them, in the view of theſe things, to

be always ready, faithfully diſcharging their truſt, and, as

uncertain of the time, ever wakeful and watchful, that

when theſe judgments come, they may be found on their

guard. And what is here ſaid, was not peculiarly di

rected to them, but is ſpoken to all, who being in jeo

pardy every hour, and not knowing whether the very next

they may not be called to meet their Lord by death, if

not at the throne of judgment, have continual need to be

expc&ting and preparing for their great change. Two

things we know ; that Chriſt will come; but when is un

certain, and therefore left uncertain that we might be

always ready; unleſs we act more fooliſhly reſpecting our

fouls, than any man of common prudence does with re

gard to his perſon or ſubſtance ; for if he be admoniſhed

of danger from the approach of a thief by night, he will

watch to prevent the robber's entrance; and how much

more then are we called to watch, that we may not be

ſurpriſed at midnight with the coming of the great Judge,

and periſh in a fatal ſecurity, body and ſoul for ever ?

Our Lord enforces this great duty of watchfulneſs by the

caſe of a maſter and his two ſervants, the one negligent,

the other, diligent and watchful ; recommending it to us

to copy the example of the wife and faithful ſervant, that

we may receive his reward, and eſcape the miſery which

neglect and careleſſneſs about the concerns of our ſouls

muſt neceſſarily be attended with. -

[1..] The wife and faithful ſervant repreſents every gra

cious ſoul, and eſpecially the miniſters of Chriſt, who are

ſent by him, the great ruler of his family, the church, to

ſerve in their ſeveral departments, according to their

ſeveral capacities. Their buſineſs is to ſerve, not them

ſelves, but the church of God ; ſtudying to render the

ſouls under their care every kind office, and to give them

that meat of the found, ſavoury, and ſtrengthening

doctrines of truth, which they need; and this regularly

in due ſeaſon, and as ſhall beſt ſuit the ſtate of every one

of their people. Hercin the faithful miniſter muſt ap

prove, (1.) His wiſdom, in ſtudying and conſulting their

wants, and how to ſupply them. (2.) His faithfulneſs, in

diſcharging his truſt, with a conſtant regard to his Maſ

ter's honour, and an eye to the real good of thoſe com

mitted to his care; willing to approve himſelf to their

conſciences ; and, when both cannot be done, more ſoli

citous to profit them than to pleaſe them. (3.) His dili

gence, always employed in the bleſſed work, that when his

Mather comes, he may be fºund ſº doing. (Note; Love

of idleneſs and eaſe in a miniſter is doubly criminal.)

Where ſuch a faithful ſervant thus perſeveringly labours,

he ſhall not loſe his reward. The bleſling of Jeſus ſhall

reſt upon him in life, in death, for ever: he will have the

comfort of his work when he lives, will feel ſatisfactien

*in it when he dies, and the bleſſing ſhall follow him into

the eternal world, where he ſhall be advanced to the

higheſt honours, and ſhine forth in the kingdom of Jeſus,

as the ſun for ever and ever. May ſuch a proſpect ani

mate our zeal, and quicken our diligence.

[2.] The very reverſe is the condućt and end of the

wicked ſervant ; under which charaćter every miniſter and

profeſſor of religion is repreſented, whoſe pračtice and

principles contradićt his pretenſions. (1.) His practice is

deſcribed as bad, very bad; quarrelſome, inſolent, and op

preſſive to his fellow-ſervants, and abuſing the power that

he is entruſted with over them. Inſtead of ſtudying their

good, and labouring for their ſervice, he is wholly taken s.

up with the indulgence of his own appetites. If he can

find good eating and drinking for himſelf, he cares nothing

for his Maſter's intereſts; and his company are thoſe with

whom he can feaſt to the full, in luxury, exceſs, and

drunkenneſs. Note ; The Lord obſerves the condućt of

thoſe who falſely call themſelves his miniſters and ſervants.

He marks their pride and inſolence; ſmiting with words

of reproach, or, under pretence of vindicating their Maſ

ter's honour, abuſing with the exerciſe of oppreſſive au

thority, their more faithful fellow-ſervants, uſually becauſe

they are faithful.

unbecoming aſſociates, their compliances with a world

lying in wickedneſs, and their partaking in other men's

fins, perhaps loſt in exceſs themſelves: miniſers yet,

horrid to tell, drunkards, or companions with them will

he not viſit for theſe things 2 (2.) His principles are as

infidel, as his practice is immoral. Far from living in a

conſtant expectation of his Maſter's coming, he puts far

off the evil day, and flatters himſelf there is no danger

yet. And thus his heart is emboldened to live after the

faſhion of the world, and to neglect the aweful charge

committed to him. Note ; There is much more infidelity

in many, both miniſters and people, profeſſing godlineſs,

than they themſelves are aware of ; yet ſuch a one would

be ſhocked and affronted to be charged as an infidel, whoſe

practice, notwithſtanding, every day evinces the infidelity

of his heart, and demonſtrates, that it is impoſſible he

can believe the ſolemn account he muſt ſhortly make,

when he ſo ſeldom or ſo careleſsly thinks of it, and takes

ſo little pains to prepare for it. (3.) His doom is fearful.

Surpriſed by his Maſter's coming in death or judgment,

his negligence and guilt will ſtare him in the face, when

it is too late for repentance or amendment. He ſhall be

cut off from all his ſenſual purſuits, in the midſt of his

iniquities; and, ſeparated for ever from the Lord, his

portion ſhall be appointed him with hypocrites in the

deepeſt abyſs of miſery, where eternal weeping and gnaſh

ing of teeth beſpeak the unutterable torments of the
damned.

The Lord ſees their carnal lives, their ...
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12 But he anſwered and ſaid, Verily I ſay the day nor the hour wherein the Son of man

unto you, I know you not.

13 * Watch therefore, for ye know neither

' Ch. 24. 42. Mark, 13. 33, 36, 37. Luke, 21. 34, 36. 1 Cor. 16.

1Col. 12. 7, 11, 28. FPh. 4, 11. Ch. 21. 33. 2 Cor. 3. 5.

cometh. -

14 * * For the kingdom of heaven is as a

1 Peter, 5. 8. Rev. 16. 15. * Luke, 19. 12–27. Rom. 12, 6,

dimmed. Let every careleſs ſinner, and, above all, every

negligent, faithleſs, worldly-minded miniſter, read this

awciul ſentence and tremble, while yet there is hope.

They ſhall aſſuredly receive greater damnation than any

Others, who, under the guiſe of a pretended commiſſion

from Chriſt, have deluded and deſtroyed the people com

mitted to their charge, and by their errors, negligence,

Crill examples, lie down with the blood of loſt ſouls upon

i: their heads crying for vengeance.

C H A P. XXV.

Wr. 1. Then ſhall the kingdom of heaven be likened, &c.]

The particle then evidently points out the conne&tion of

the preſent parable with the latter part of the preceding

chapter. Our Lord having mentioned the rewards and

puniſhments of a future ſtate, in order to animate his

diſciples to the rigorous diſcharge of their duty, it was

eaſy and elegant to paſs from that ſubjećt to the confider

aion of the general judgment, at which theſe rewards

will be diſtributed in their utmoſt cºtent. And therefore,

to rouſe men in every age, he has given a ſtriking repre

ſºlitation of the laſt judgment, with its conſequences, in

three excellent parables. He had before frequently de

thred what would be the portion of all the workers of ini

ſuity: but what will become of thoſe who do no harm,

though they do no good Inoffenſive, good fort of people 2

We have in the preſent chapter a clear and full anſwer to

this important queſtion. The firſt parable is that of the

in virgins, who waitcd to meet the bridegroom : Then ſhall

* Hngdom ºf heaven, &c. that is to ſay, “At the general

“judgment, the charaćter, condućt, and lot of the ſubjećts

“of the kingdom of heaven, (of the profeſſors of the

“Goſpel) may be repreſented by the charaćter, condućt,

“and lot of virgins at a wedding.” It ſeems, in thoſe

Countries the bridegroom commonly brought home his

bride in the evening; and that ſhe might be received at

his houſe in a ſuitable manner, his female friends, of the

Younger ſort, were invited to come and wait with lamps,

till ſome of his retinue, diſpatched before the reſt, brought

word that he was at hand; on this they went forth with

their lamps trimmed to welcome him, and conduct him

with his bride into the houſe. And for this ſervice they

bad the honour of being gueſts at the marriage-feaſt.

* Wynne conjectures that probably a wedding pro

ºffion paſſing by, gave occaſion to this parable; and the

fºllowing account of the marriage ceremony at Aleppo,

the capital of Syria, by a perſon who lately reſided there,

may poſſibly throw ſome light on the parable, as it alludes
to te cuſtoms of thoſe countries on that occaſion. “On

the appointed day in the afternoon, the bridegroom's

ºlations go to the bride's houſe; and having ſupped

“there, they return to that of the bridegroom, who is

“W cuſtom obliged to hide himſelf, or, at leaſt, is not

“to be found without a ſeemingly ſtrićt ſearch ; when he

“ is brought out dreſſed in his beſt cloaths, great noiſe

and rejoicings are made upon finding him ; and he and

the brideſmen, being led ſeveral times round the court

yard in a noiſy proceſſion, are carried into a room.

There he is dreſſed in his wedding cloaths, and led

back into the court-yard. At midnight, or a few hours

later, the relations, accompanied by all who are invited

to the wedding, both men and women, return again to

the bride's houſe in proccflion, each carrying a candle,

and muſic playing before them. When they come to

the door, it is ſhut againſt them. Then they knock and

demand the bride, but are refuſed admittance: upon this

enſues a mock fight, in which the bridegroom's party

always prevails. The women then go to the bride's

chamber, leading her out veiled ; and in the like pro

ceſſion as above deſcribed, carry her to the bridegroom's

houſe,” Sce the notes on Pſalm xlv. Solomon's Song,

and the Cuſtoms of the jews and Indians compared, p. 41.
&c.

Ver. 3, 4. They that were fºlſ, &c.] Five of the virgins

that waited for the bridegroom were ſo fooliſh, as to take

only a little oil in their lamps, to ſerve their preſent oc

caſion: but the other five, being more wife, knew that the

coming of the bridegroom was uncertain ; for which

reaſon, beſides filling their lamps at firſt, they prudently

took a quantity of oil in their veſſels to ſupply their

lamps, that they might be in readineſs to go forth at a

moment's warning. See ver. 12. for an explanation of

the parable. *

Ver. 6. And at midnight there was a cry] Perhaps the

tradition which St. Jerome mentions, wherein it was aſ.

ſerted that Chriſt would come to judgment at midnight,

might be borrowed from this paſſage; though certainly it

is abſurd enough, ſince that can be the caſe only under

one meridian. - -

Wer. 9. Saying, Not ſº, &c.] This, ſays Dr. Doddridge,

ſeems merely an ornamental circumſtance ; and it is

ſtrange, that any popiſh writer ſhould conſider it as fa

vouring their doctrine of a ſtock of meritſ in the church,

founded on works of ſupererogation; ſince if it referred

to them at all (which there is no reaſon to imagine) it

would rather expoſe than encourage any dependance upon

them. -- -

Ver. 12. Verily—I knºw you not j This circumſtance in

the parable is perfeótly confiſtent with the reſt; for no

thing intimated a perſonal acquaintance with them ; and

gueſts aſking admittance with ſuch a pretence, might have

been multiplied beyond all reaſon and convenience: at

leaſt its ſignificancy and application are very apparent and

important. In this parable, by the Kingdom of heaven is

meant the Goſpel kingdom—the kingdom of grace in its

laſt diſpenſation, when it is about to be ſwallowed up in

glory. By the ten virgins are meant the complete and

general number of all Chriſtian profeſſors; the viſible
church
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man travelling into a far country, who called

his own ſervants, and delivered unto them his

goods.

15 And unto one he gave five * talents,

to another two, and to another one ; to every

man according to his ſeveral ability; and

ſtraightway took his journey.

16 Then he that had received the five ta

lents went and traded with the ſame, and

made them other five talents.

17 And likewiſe he that had received two,

he alſo gained other two. -

18 But he that had received one went and

" digged in the earth, and hid his lord's mo

ney. -

19 After a long time the lord of thoſe

ſervants cometh, and reckoneth with them.

20 And ſo he that had received five talents

* A talent is 3421. 3s. 9d. and denotes here gifts, offices, and opportunities.

14, 15. * Phil. z. z 1. & 3. 19. Pſ. 17. 14. * Luke, 16. 2.

* 1 Cor. 15. Io. 2 Tim. 4. 7, 8. James, 2. 18. Rom. 15. 19. Acts, zo.

1o. 1 Peter, 1. 7. Ch. 24. 47. * Pſ. 40. 14. Rov. 2. 16, 27.

Pſ. 16. 11. Heb. 12. 2. Aćts, 2. 28. with Gen. 39. 4.

on wer. 2 i.

Luke, 22. 29, 30.

* 2 Cor. 8. 12.

came and brought other five talents, ſaying,

Lord, thou deliveredſt unto me five talents:

behold, I have gained beſide them five talents

InOre. -

2 I His lord ſaid unto him, ‘Well done,

thou good and faithful ſervant; thou haſt been

faithful over a few things, " I will make thee

ruler over many things: enter thou into the

joy of thy lord.

22 He alſo that had received two talents

came and ſaid, Lord, thou deliveredſt unto me

two talents: behold, I have gained two other

talents beſide them.

23 His lord ſaid unto him, ‘Well done,

good and faithful ſervant; thou haſt been

faithful over a few things, I will make thee

ruler over many things : enter thou into the

joy of thy lord.

* 1 Peter, 4. . o. 2 Peter, 3. 12.

Eccleſ. 12. 14. 2 Cor. c. 1 o. 1 Co-. 3. 1 2 – S. & 4, 5.

24. 2 iſ in. 4. 2. * I ( or. 4. S. Rom. z. zº.

Joh", 12. 26. & 17. 24.

I Peter, 4. . o.

J b, 17. 9.

2 'l im. 2. 12. 1 12tt. i. 8.

Rom. 12. 6-8. * I in 2. 2. 1 Cor. 4- a.

church of God upon earth, mixed with good and bad.

By their taking the lamps, and going forth to meet the

bridegroom, is meant their taking upon them by baptiſm,

and their leading their lives in, the outward profeſſion of

the Chriſtian faith. By the bridegroom is meant the Lord

Jeſus, the divine and glorious bridegroom of his ſpouſe,

the church. By the fooliſh virgins are meant mere pro

feſſors; Chriſtians only in name, who have a lamp without

oil, faith without love. By the wiſe virgins are meant

real Chriſtians, who to an outward profeſſion join inward

holineſs; who have not only the form, but the power of

godlineſs; faith which works by love; a life beautified by

the fruits of the Holy Spirit, whoſe gifts and graces par

ticularly are figured out to us by the oil. By the ſlumber

and ſleep of them all, wiſe as well as fooliſh, is meant

death, the common lot of good and bad. By the mid

night cry to go forth and meet the bridegroom, is meant the

laſt aweful ſummons to judgment, the archangel's trumpet,

and the voice of God: by the ſolicitude of the fooliſh

virgins, the diſcovery which nominal profeſſors will make,

too late, of their want of holineſs. By the reproof of the

wiſe is ſhewn, the impoſſibility of transferring good works

from one to another; and of conſequence the abſurdity,

of the popiſh doćtrine of ſupererogation; ſince no man

at that day will be found to have more than enough for

himſelf. By the admiſſion of the wiſe to the marriage

feaſt, is meant the happy entrance of faithful Chriſtians

into bliſs eternal with their all-glorious bridegroom ; and

by the excluſion of the fooliſh, the everlaſting baniſhment

of the ſtrangers to true holineſs from that bliſs. And as

the parable repreſents the ſuddenneſs of Chriſt's coming,

it ſhews both the folly and danger of delaying repentance

to a death-bcd, and powerfully enforces habitual watch

fulneſs, both in the acquiſition and exerciſe of grace, upon

all men in every age, from the uncertainty of life;—for

the day of death is to each of us as the day of judgment.

Accordingly, the application of the parable is, watch there

fºre, &c. ver. 13.

P'er: 14. For the kingdom of heaven if as a man travelling]

For He [the Son, ver, 13.] is as a man, &c. The kingdom

ºf heaven, added by our tranſlators, appears to be repeated

from the firſt verſe ; but the connection ſeems to require

the verſion here given. See Luke, xix. 12. Inſtead of

his goods, Dr. Heylin reads his ºffečis. -

Wer. I 5. Unto one he gave five talents] See the note on

ver: 30. and Prideaux's preſace to his Connedion, p. 20.

her. 21. Well done "I The original word Ey, has a pe.

culiar force and energy, far beyond what we can expreſsin

Engliſh. It was uſed by auditors or ſpectators in any

public exerciſe, to expreſs the higheſt applauſe, when any

part had been excellently performed. By joy is here

meant the place appointed for feſtivals and rejoicings, as

is evident from ver. 30. where we read, that the wicked

ſervant is caſt into outer darkneſs, in oppoſition to the

lights which illuminated the banqueting-room. Enter

thou into the joy, &c. means, “ ſhare with me in the plea

“ſures of my palace, and by fitting down at the enter

“tainment which I have prepared, rejoice with me on

“ account of my ſafe return.” Grotius well obſerves

upon the words over a few things, that even the obedience

of Apoſtles and martyrs which they have manifeſted

through grace, muſt appear trifling indeed, when com

pared with the exceeding weight of glory wherewith it
ſhall be rewarded.

War. 24.

Prov. 4. 18. & 2. '

Rom. 14. 11. "

Luke, 19. 1-. & 16, §

• Sct
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24. Then he which had received the one

talent came and ſaid, “Lord, ‘ I knew thee

that thou art an hard man, reaping where thou

hiſt not ſown, and gathering where thou haſt

not ſtrawed : --

25 And I was 'afraid, and went and hid

thy talent in the earth : lo, there thou haſt

that is thine.

* 1: 4. & 22. 13 & 24, 51.

26 His lord anſwered and ſaid unto him,

Thou wicked and ſlothful ſervant, thou kneweſt

that I reap where I ſowed not, and gather

where I have not ſtrawed:

27 * Thou oughteſt therefore to have put

my money to the exchangers, and then at my

coming I ſhould have received mine own with

uſury. - ... *

28 * Take therefore the talent from

him, and give it unto him which hath ten

talents.

29 For unto every one that hath ſhall be

given, and he ſhall have abundance: but from

him that hath not “ſhall be taken away even

that which he hath. -

3o 'And caſt ye the unprofitable ſervant

into outer darkneſs: there ſhall be weeping

and gnaſhing of teeth.

‘Ch. 7, 21. Luke, 6.46. * Tit. 1. 16. 1 Cor. S. 1. Ezek. 18. 25, 29. f Rev. 21. 8. Luke, 19. 20, 21. * Luke, 19. 22, 23.

Jºb, 15, 5, 6. 2 Sam. 12. 6, 7, Ch. 12. 37. Tit. 3. 11. * Luke, 19. 24. Ezek. 46. 17. ' Ch. 13. 12. Malk, 4. 25. Luke, 8. 18. & 19.

15. John, 15. 2. Rev. 22. 1 1. Pſ. 27. 14. 1 Cor. 15. Io. 2 Cor. 6. 1. * Ezek. 33. 13. 2. John, 8. Gal. 3. 4. ' Ch. 3. 12. & 3. 12.

Luke, 17. I c. 2. Theſſ. 1. 9. Rev. 14. Io, I 1. & 2 i. 8. & ra. 15.

Ver, 24. Then he which had received the one talent came,

&c.] This circumſtance may intimate, probably, that we

are accountable for the ſmalleſt advantages with which

we are entruſted; but it cannot imply that they who have

received much, will in general paſs their accounts beft ;

fºr it is too plain in fact, that moſt of thoſe whoſe dig

sity, wealth, and genius give them the greateſt opportu

alties of ſervice, ſeem to forget they have either any Maſ

ter in heaven to ſerve, or any future reckoning to expe&t ;

and many of them render themſelves much more criminal

than this wicked and ſlothful ſervant, who hid his talent

in the earth. See Grotius and Doddridge. Where thou

tº not ſtrawed, might be rendered, where thou haſ not

Jättered; that is to ſay, where thou haſt not ſown, by

ſcattering the grain. -

Wer, 25. Lo, there thou Haft that if thine] Dr. Heylin

tenders this, ſee, you have your own, and it comes nearer

to the emphatical beauty of the original, which ſtrongly

“preſſes the moroſe ſurly brevity of the ſlothful ſervant.

The language is a lively pićture of the mind, and an echo

to the ſenſe: 'ºs, zºº tº voy. Lo, thou haſ that—thine.

This is one inſtance among a thouſand of the excellency

of the ſacred Scripture in this reſpect alſo. The next
yerſe might be rendered more properly by interrogation,

Knewſ; thou that, &c.; Dr. Whitby well obſerves, that

when he ſaid, Thou kneweſt, or knew ºff thou that I was an

hard man, &c. this is no conceſſion that the maſter was

truly ſo, but an argument out of his own mouth to con

demn him, for not aćting ſuitably to his own hard concep

tions of his lord. Sée Luke, xix. 22. Nor do theſe

words thou oughtſ to have put my money to the exchangers,

&c. ſhew that Chriſt approved of uſury; but only that

he who thought ſo ſordidly of his maſter, ſhould have

uſed his talent agreeably, that ſo he might have had his own

with intereſ. -

Wºr, 28, 29. Take therefore the talent from him] Thus
Chriſt will ſtrip graceleſs perſons, whether miniſters or

Peºple, of all the good things he beſtowed upon them;

and will confer ſignal bleſfings on them who are eminently

faithful and diligent in the exerciſe of their gifts and graces,

for his glory, and the good of his church. By having,

ver. 29. is meant improving, or making a right uſe of a

thing. See ch. xiii. 1 o –13. A man is ſaid not to have

what he does not make uſe of: Avaro tam deſt quod habet,

quam quod non habet : a covetous man is as deſtitute of what

he has, as of what he has not. St. Chryſoſtome obſerves,

that it availed not this ſlothful ſervant that he waſted not

his Lord's talent ; but this ruined him—that he returned

it not improved with increaſe. See the Inferences.

Wer. 30. And caſt ye the unprofitable ſervant, &c.] This

puniſhment muſt have been greatly embittered to him by

the happier lot of his fellow-ſervants, who were highly

applauded for their diligence, and gladdened with the

proſpe&t of their reward. See on ch. viii. 12.

In this parable, by the man travelling into a far ceun

try, is repreſented to us our Saviour, who is ſaid to do

ſo, either in reference to his aſcent into heaven, or to

that long-ſufferance of his, whereby he waiteth for the

fruit of our works. By his own ſervants are meant the

ſubjećts of his goſpel kingdom, who are entruſted with

his ſpiritual gifts and graces; and of neceſſity, by the

goods or talents intruſted to them, muſt be meant, not only

the gifts of nature, but of grace. By the ſervants who

improved their lord's talents, are meant thoſe who dili

gently labour to improve all the gifts of God, natural and

ſpiritual, agreeable to the will of their heavenly Maſter,

perfºjing holineſ; in the far of the Lord, while by the

ſlothful ſervant, ſuch are pićtured out to us as live ſolely

to themſelves, without regard to the glory of God, or the

good of mankind. “He who lives not ſolely to his own

“ profit, (ſays Theophylačt,) but whether he have prudence

“ or riches, or power and authority with the great ; or

“ whatever influence and heart he hath, endeavours

“ thereby to ſerve and be uſeful to others, this is the

“ man who doubles that which is given him ; but he who

“ hider his talent, is the man who has regard folely to his

“ own advantage, and not to that of others; and there

“ fore is condemned. And whenever you ſee a man of

“good underſtanding and induſtrious, uſing his parts in

“ the purſuit of worldly things, and carthly devices, of
3 “ him

*
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31 *| "When the Son of man ſhall come

in his glory, and all the holy angels with

him, then ſhall he ſit upon the throne of his

glory:

32 And before him " ſhall be gathered all

nations: and he ſhall ſeparate them one from

another, as a ſhepherd divideth his ſheep from

the goats :

33 ° And he ſhall ſet the ſheep on his right

hand, but the goats on the left. . .

34 Then ſhall the King ſay unto them

on his right hand, Come, ye bleſſed of my

Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you

from the foundation of the world :

35 * For I was an hungered, and ye gave

me meat : I was thirſty, and ye gave me drink:

I was a ſtranger, and ye took Ine in :

36 Naked, and ye clothed me: I was ſick,

and ye viſited me : I was in priſon, and ye

Catſ,C ll IntC II) e. -

13. Jude, 14. 1 Theſſ. 4. 16. 2. Thºſ. 1. 7, 8. Heb. 9. 28.* Job, 19. 25. Zech. 14. 5. Ch. 16. 2”. & 19. 28. Aćts, 1. 1 1 & 3. 21. & 17

Pail. z. 9, 12. Rev. i. 7. & 3. 2 . & zo. 1 1. & 22. 12, 20. * Joel, 3. 11–14 Rom. 4. o, 12. 2 Cor. 5, ſo. Rev. 20. 12. Ch. 13. 49.

E:ck. Zo. 33. & 34. 17, 22. Mal. 3, 18. * Pſ. 1 io. I. Heb. 1. 3. Rev. 3. 21. Ch. 24. 51. Ezek. 34. 17–22. 1 Theſſ. 4. 15, 17.

* Heb. 9. 28. 2 i in 4: S. Eph. I. 3–5. John, 14. 2. Ch. 20. 23. Ron. 3. 1-. 1 Cor. 1. 9. Mark, I c. 40. Heb. 1 1. 16. 1 Peter, 1. 3, 9.

Rev. 21. 7. * if 53. 7. Ezek. IS. 7. fico. 13. 1–3. & 6. c. 1 1 in. 5. 19. James, i. 27. & 2. 15, 16. 2 Tim. 1. 16.

-*-

“ him you may ſay, that he hides his talent in the earth;

“ to take an account whereof, the Maſter will one day

“ come—the eterial judge of heaven and earth, whoſe

“ future coining for that great purpoſe is figured out to us

“ by the return of the lord of thoſe ſervants, after a lºng

“ i.e., to reckon with them. And as by the reward of

“ the good and faithful ſcrvant the bleſſedneſs of all true
&f

“ and ſlo.hful one, is declared to us the miſery of all no

“minal and merely outward profeſſors of the faith and

“ religion of Chriſt, who, on the day when, voted in ter

“rible majeſty, the Lord jºſº ſhall be revealed from hea

“ven, &c. (2 Theii. i. 7, &c.) ſºill be puniſhed with

“ everlaſting dyſłrućion from the prºjince ºf the Lord.”

Wer. 31–33. Hºhen the Sºn of man /all come, &c..] Our

Saviour begins here his third parable, which is agreeable

to the language of the Old Teſtament, in which good

*en arc compared to ſheep, on account of their harmleſſ

neſs and tºefulneſs, (See Pſalm xxiii.) and the wicked

men to gº…, for the exorbitancy of their luſts. The al

luſion however is dropped almoſt at the cintrance of the

parable, the greateſt part of this repreſentation being ex

preſſed in terms perfectly ſimple; ſo that though the ſenſe

be profound, it is obvious: here the judgment of all na

tions, Gentiles as well as Chriſtians, is deſcribed, and the

points on which their trials are to proceed are known :

they ſhall be acquitted or condemned, according as it ſhall

then appear that they have performed or neglected works

of love;—the duties which in Chriſtians neceſſarily ſpring

from the great principles of faith and piety, and which

the heathens themſelves were invited, through the blood

of the covenant, to perform by the ſmaller meaſures of the

ſecret influences of the ſpirit of God offered to them in

that inferior diſpenſation under which they lived. But

then we are not to underſtand this, as if ſuch works were

meritorious in either; for all who are acquitted at that

day, whether under the Chriſtian or Heathen diſpenſation,

Thail be acquitted ſolely on account of that redemption

which is in Chriſt, as the meritorious cauſe. If we ob

ſerve the correſpondence between theſe words and chap.

xxiv. 30, 31. it will ſeem probable, that Chriſt intended

to teach his diſciples to conceive of his firſt coming to

the deſtruction of Jeruſalem, as a kind of cmblem of his

-

ºriſtians is ſhewn; ſo by the puniſhment of the wicked

final appearance to judgment; and conſequently we may

be authorized in uſing ſome of the texts in the former

chapter, when diſcourſing of that great and important

day. Every reader muſt remark with what majeſty and

grandeur our Lord ſpeaks of himſelf in this portion of

Scripture, which is a noble inſtance of the true ſublime,

and paints the ſolemnities of the great and final audit in

the ſtrongeſt manner. Inſtead of divideº, we may read

ſparate. - "

P'er. 34. Then ſhall the king ſy] The ſentence paſſed

upon the righteous, aſſords a noble motive to patience and

continuance in well-doing. In the beginning of the pi

rable our Lord calls himſelf the Son ºf 41...m only ; but he

now changes the appellation, taking the title of King with

great propriety, when he is ſpeaking of niințelf as exer

ciſing the higheſt act of kingly power; in paſſing final

ſentence upon all men as his ſubjects, whereby their ſtate

will be unaiterably fixed for ever. And this title adds

unutterable beauty to the condeſcending words that he is

repreſented as ſpeaking on this great occaſion. One cannot

imagine a more magnificent image than this before us–

the aſſembled world, diſtinguiſhed with ſuch unerring pe—

netration, and diſtributed into two grand claſſes, with as

much eaſe as ſheep and goats are ranged by a ſhepherd in

different companies —that aſſembled world waiting to

receive their everlaſting doom from the lips of Almighty

and impartial juſtice The preſent ſtate of good men is

at beſt but a baniſhment from their native country ; an

exile in which they are frequently expoſed to manifold

temptations, to perſecutions, to poverty, to reproach, and
to innumerable other evils. But that they may bear all

with unfainting courage and conſtancy, they are given tº

know by this ſentence, that they are beloved and bleſſed

of God, as his own children ; and that there is no les

than an eternal kingdom prepared for the faithful ſaints
of God from the fºundation or formation of the world,

through that infinite preſcience of Deity, whereby hº

foreſces who will be faithful, and who will not. Well

may ſuch bear with the violence of their oppreſſors, know"

ing what an exceeding and eternal weight of glory awa”

them.

Ver. 35, 36. For I waſ an hungered, &c.] Or, I waſ huſ:

gry and ſo ver, 42. In* 36. inſtead of, And yº ".
Jºti
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37 Then ſhall the righteous anſwer him,

ſaying, Lord, when ſaw we thee an hungered,

and fed thee 3 or thirſty, and gave thee drink 2

38 When ſaw we thee a ſtranger, and took

thee in 2 or naked, and clothed thee 3 -

39 Or when ſaw we thee ſick, or in priſon,

and came unto thee *

40 And the king ſhall anſwer and ſay unto

them, Verily I ſay unto you, In as much as

ye have done it unto one of the leaſt of theſe

my brethren, ye have done it unto me.

41 Then ſhall he ſay alſo unto them on

the left hand, Depart from me, ye curſed,

into everlaſting fire, prepared for the devil and

his angels. -

42 For I was an hungered, and ye gave

' Ch. 10. 42. Mork, 9. 41. Prov. 14. 21, 31. & 19. 17. Heb. 6. Io.

& 8, 12. & 1 1. 42, co. 3 I heſi. i. 9. 1ſ 66. 2.;.

13, Deut. 23. 4. Ju ges, 1. 7. Ch. 7, 2. Pſ. 18. 26.

Adi, 9, 5. Zech. 2. S. Pſ. 105. 15. * Dan. 12. 2.

1 jºin, 3. 2. & 2. 23. Ff. 16. 19, 11. & 17. 15. & 13. 24; 26.

life eternal.

Rev. 14. Io, 11. & 20, 1 c, 5.

Jam-s, 2. 13–16.

John, 5. 2,.

me no meat: I was thirſty, and ye gave me

no drink : -

43 I was a ſtranger, and ye took me not

in : naked, and ye clothed the not : ſick, and

in priſon, and ye viſited me not.

44. Then ſhall they alſo anſwer him, ſaying,

Lord, when ſaw we thee an hungered, or

athirſt, or a ſtranger, or naked, or ſick, or in

priſon, and did not miniſter unto thee *

45 Then ſhall he anſwer theºn, ſaying,

Verily I ſay unto you, * in as much as ye

did it not to one of the leaſt of theſe, ye did

it not to me.

46 And theſe ſhall go away into ever

laſting puniſhment: but the righteous into

* Pſ. 6. S. & 1. 5. & co. 17. Ch. 7, 2:. Like, 1 ; 27. Ch. 4. . .

Ma k, q, 44. 46, 3 S. 2 Perr, 1. 4. Ju e, 6. * |amºs. 2.

1 John, 3. 17. A mes, 6. 6. * Prºv. 14. § 1. & 17. 5. & 1, 13.

Rev. 14. 1 1. & 29, 19, 15 & 3. 21. & 7. I j-, 7, & 2:... j. x 27. 4.

fied me, Heylin and Doddridge read, And ye looked after

me: ºr, as J.27% us, which ſignifies in general to take the

overſight and care of any thing; an office which requires

diligent inſpection and attendance. Compare James, i. 27.

And it ſtrongly intimates, that ſuch an attendance on the

poor in their illneſs, is a very acceptable charity, and is

what many may have an opportunity of doing, who have

very little money to ſpare. Our Lord's words may be

thus paraphraſed: “In the whole of your condućt you

“have imitated the goodneſs and benevolence of my Fa

“ ther; and therefore I now declare you bleſſed and be

“loved of him, and appoint you to inherit his kingdom.

“Moreover, that you may know how acceptable acts of

“kindneſs and charity, flowing from genuine love, (for

“ the motive muſt be good,) are to me, I aſſure you that

“I reckon every thing of this ſort as done to myſelf.

“It was I who was hungry and thirſty ; a ſtranger, and

“naked, and fick, and in priſon. It was I whom you

“ clothed, and lodged and viſited, and comforted ; coming

“to condole with me in my ſufferings, and to relieve my

“neceſſities in confinement and afflićtions.” See the next

Ilott.

Ver. 40. Varily Iſºy—in as muth, &c.] This is unſpeak

ably aſtoniſhing! The united wiſdom of angels could not

have thought of any thing more proper to convey an idea

of the warmth and ſtrength of the divine benevolence to

man, or offered a more conſtraining motive to charity, than

that the Son of God ſhould declare from the judgment

ſeat, in the preſence of the whole aſſembled univerſe, that

ſuch good offices as are done to the afflićted through ge

nuine love, are done to him. Having in the day of his

fleſh ſuffered injuries and afflićtions unſpeakable, he con

ſiders all the holy diſtreſſed members of his body, loves

tiºn tenderly, and is ſo much intereſted in their welfare,

*; when they are happy, he rejoices; when they are
QI. I.

diſtreſſed he is grieved. In a much as ye have ºne it unt,

one ºf the legſ of thºſe my brethren, ye have dºne it into me.

Wonderful condeſcenſion of the Son of God Aſtoniſhing

ſtupidity of men who neglect altogether or are perful ſed

with difficulty, to do good to Chriſt. What wonderful

condeſcenſion, that the Son of God ſhould call any of us

his brethren | This happy relation ariſes from the manhood,

which he ſtill poſſeſſes in common with us. The faithful

are with him, but in an infinitely inferior ſenſe, ſons of

the ſame Father, after whoſe image they are formed through

the influence of his Spirit working faith in them. It is

this conformity of nature human and divine, which makes

men Chriſt's brethren ; for which reaſon, in whatever per

ſon, it is to be found, he will acknowledge the relation,

without regard to any circumſtance whatever, that is out

of the perſon's power. See Macknight. By thºſe my

brethren, Dr. Heylin alſo underſtands, the ſints, who

ſhould come in Chriſt's train to judgment. See Mede's

Works, p. 81. and Wetſtein. - -

Ver. 41–46. Depart from me, ye cuiſed] What the

wicked are here repreſented as anſwering, ver. 44. perhaps

may only intimate that ſuch will be the language of their

hearts; which Chriſt perceiving, will reply to it, as in

ver, 45. But there is no neceſſity for ſuppoſing that they

will actually plead thus; multitudes, no doubt, will re

member, that they have only heard what reply will be

made to ſuch a plea. God grant that none who read it

here, may be in the number of thoſe to whom it will be

made 1 in this parable the abſolution of the righteous

is repreſented as happening before the condemnation of the

wicked, to ſhew that God takes greater delight in reward

ing, than in puniſhing mankind. Moreover it is remark

able, that the fire of hell is here ſaid to be prepared, not

for the wicked, but for the devil and his angel: ; whereas

the kingdom of heaven is ſaid to be prepared erº,
T * Or
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The rulers con Žire again? C. §2. The woman an:inteth his

**'. jº, ſºlºth ſini. Chrift gateth the pºſſiver : in
ſituteth } iſ }ºly ſtºpper : prayeth in the garden ; and being

*rºyed with a ſº, is carried to Caiapaſ, and denied by
I’eſer. - -

[Anno Domini 33.]

\ ND it came to paſs, when Jeſus had

•º- § finiſhed ail theſe ſayings, he ſaid unto

his diſciples, -

- John, 1:. . with 17. 4. * M. K. 14. 1, 2. Luke, 22. 1, 2.

53. 2, 3, 1 1. 2. 1, 2. & 64. 4. & 41. 7 & 56. 6. tº 22. 2, 13.

for the righteous. Perhaps our Lord by this deſigned to

teach us, that God's original intention was to make men

happy, and not to damn them. No ſooner were we

created, than a ſtate of conſummate felicity was formed

for us. But the fire of hell was prepared for the devil and

his angels, namely, after their fall ; and becauſe wicked

men partake with devils, in their ſin of rebellion againſt

God, they are doomed to ſhare with them in their pu

niſhment. Perhaps alſo the fire of hell is declared to be

made for the devil and his angels, to intimate the great

neſs of the miſery, to which men irreclaimably wicked

ſhall be conſigned. The puniſhment which they ſhall

ſuffer is of the heavieſt kind, being the puniſhment of

devils.

neglected to take pity on Chriſt's brethren, does not im

ply that he would have our works of charity confined to

good men ; or that he does not diſapprove of inhumanity

and cruelty towards thoſe who are bad. The circumſtance

is formed only to ſhow more effectually, the niggardly,

mcrcileſs, ſelfiſh diſpoſition of the wicked : for if a perſon

be hard-hearted to a ſaint, he will be ſo to a ſinner: ſo

that it was needleſs to mention their cruelty to ſuch.

The iſſue of the judgment, as it is repreſented in this

parable, is aweful beyond deſcription. Thºſe ſhall go away

into everlying puniſhment, but the righteous into life eternal.

If the meaning of this ſhort ſentence were fully un

derſtood or duly conſidered, what an impreſſion would

it make upon the ſoul; everlying puniſhment ſ—everlaſſing

Ije 1–What is there which is not comprehended in theſe

words; and how miſerable are they, who dare to venture

their ſouls on the ſuppoſition, that the important word in

the original [alovoyj which is the ſame in both places, fig

nifies a limited duration in either -

It may ſeem ſtrange, that in this repreſentation of the

judgment, the equity ſhould be ſaid to turn, not upon the

commiſſion of crimes, but upon the performance of duties.

The reaſon may be, that, generally ſpeaking, men look

upon the neglect of dutics as a trivial affair, but dread

the commiſſion of crimes: and hence it comes to paſs,

that while they keep themſelves clear of the latter, they

are apt to find many excuſes for the former. Wherefore,

as there is not a more pernicious error reſpecting religion

and morality than this, it was highly becoming the wiſ

dom of Jeſus, to give ſuch an account of the judgment,

as ſhould be the moſt ſolemn caution poſſible againſt it.

But ſince the enquiry is ſaid to turn wholly upon the

John, 13. 13.

The condemnation of the wicked for having.

2 ” Ye know that after two days is the

fedſ' of the paſſover, and the Son of man is

betrayed to be crucified.

3 * : Then aſſembled together the chief

prieſts, and the ſcribes, and the elders of the

people, unto the palace of the high prieſt,

who was called Caiaphas,

4 And conſulted that they might take Jeſus

by ſubtilty, and kill Aum. -

* John, 1 1. 47–53. Acts, 4. 25–23. Ch. 21. 3. 1ſ.

performance of duties, it may ſeem more ſtrange ſtill,

that the offices of charity are mentioned, and not a word

ſpoken of any ſearch made into men's conduct with regard

to the duties of picty. To vindicate this part of the re

preſentation, let it be conſidered, that piety and love never

can ſubſiſt ſeparately : piety and its root, faith, always

producing love and charity; and love, wherever it ſubſiſts,

neceſſarily pre-ſuppoſing picty. See on chap. xxii. 37, &c. .

The connection between piety and chârity will clearly

appear, provided this dićlute of enlightened reaſon and

experience is attended to : namely, that no man can be

truly benevolent and merciful without loving thoſe diſ

poſitions. If ſo, he muſt love benevolence in God, that

is, he muſt love God himſelf —for piety, or the love of .

God, is nothing elſe but the regard that we cheriſh towards .

God, on account of his perfeótions; and, above all, on

account of his love to us, manifeſted in Jeſus Chriſt our .

Lord. -

Piety and true charity being thus eſſentially conneéted

together, to examine men's conduct with reſpect to either

of theſe graces was ſufficient. In the parable the inquiry .

is repreſented as turning upon the duties of charity; pel- ,

haps becauſe in this branch of goodneſs there is leſs room s

for ſelf-deceit than in the other. Hypocrites, by ſhewing º

much zeal in the externals of religion, oftentimes make a

ſpecious pretenſions of extraordinary piety, and uncom

mon heights of the love of God; while in the mean time

they are altogether defective in charity; are covetous,

unjuſt, rapacious, and proud ; conſequently really void of
the love of God. -

The caſe is otherwiſe with the love of man. None

can aſſume the appearance of this grace, but by feeding

the hungry, clothing the naked, relieving the diſtreſſed,

viſiting the fatherleſs and widows in their affliction, and

performing the other friendly offices of love, according

to their abilities and reſpective ſtations in life. Charity

therefore does not ſo eaſily admit of ſelf-deceit. It is

true, works of charity may proceed from other principlº

than the holy root of a pious benevolent diſpoſition,-ſath

as from vanity, or even from views of intereſt , but th:
it muſt be remembered, that an ordinary hypocriſy will

hardly engage men to undertake them in any extenſº
degree. They are by far too weighty duties to be ſuſ

tained by thoſe hollow falſe principles which ſupport bad

men, and therefore are ſeldomer counterſcited in any large

meaſure than acts of devotion. This

*
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5 But they ſaid, “ Not on the feaſt day, leſt

there be an uproar among the people.

* Gen. 3. 1.

Luke, 7. 37, 38. Ver, 12.

Ch. 21. 26. & 14.5. Luke, 20. 6. John, 7. 12, 40. Prov. 21. 30. & 19. 2 I.

6 * * Now when Jeſus was in Bethany, in

the houſe of Simon the leper,

• John, 1. 1, 2. & 12, 3–9, Mark, 14.3-9.

This parable therefore teaches us, in the plaineſt manner,

that pretenſions to piety, however loud, will avail a man

nothing at the bar of God, if he be deficient in works of

charity. At the ſame time, taken in its true light, it gives

no man reaſon to hope well either of himſelf, or of others,

if they be wanting in their duty to God; even though

they ſhould not only be charitable but grateful alſo, and

juſt, and temperate, and outwardly blameleſs in all their

dealings with men. The reaſon of this is, the duty that we

owe to God is no other than what is due to men, in the

like circumſtances, and which if we neglected, we ſhould

be unjuſt to them. It conſiſts of diſpoſitions and ačtions,

the ſame in kind, but different in degree proportionably

to the perfeótion of the objećt.

He who loves and admires holineſs, juſtice, goodneſs,

and truth in men, cannot but love theſe perfections in

God; that is, he muſt love God: ſo likewiſe he that is

truly grateful to an earthly benefactor, cannot be ungrate

ful to one, from whoſe bounty all the good things that he

enjoys do flow. And ſince ingratitude in men conſiſts in

this, that the perſon obliged forgets the benefit he has

received, never thinks of his benefactor, and is at no

pains to make ſuitable returns ; how can he acquit him

iclf from the charge of ingratitude, who never thinks of

God, nor of all the favours which he has received from

him; has no ſenſe of the obligations he lies under to him,

and is not at the pains ſo much as to return him thanks;

that is to ſay, wholly neglects the internal and external

exerciſes of devotion. Since therefore the duty which we

owe to God is the ſame in kind with that which men claim

from us in like circumſtances, it is unqueſtionable that true

morality never can exiſt where there is no piety; and that

for one to pretend to morality who is deſtitute of piety,

is altogether ridiculous.

But if this parable gives perſons no encouragement who

are deſtitute of piety, although they make a fair ſhew of

many moral virtues; it much leſs gives thoſe any ground

of hope, who are not only void of piety, but are faulty

almoſt in every reſpect ; unleſs it be that they have a

lovely kind of tenderneſs and humanity in their diſpoſition,

which leads them on ſome occaſions to do excellent acts

of beneficence. For though there be nothing ſaid of any

enquiry made concerning the duties of juſtice, temperance,

chaitity, and fidelity, we are by no means on that account

to fancy theſe virtues ſhall not be inquired after at the

judgment, and rewarded in the faithful; or that the con

trary vices of falſehood, and fraud, and debauchcry ſhall

not be taken notice of and puniſhed. Genuine holy love,

frequently called charity, being the end of the command

ment, ſo far as it reſpects our duty to men, is the higher

branch, and therefore has for its ſupports juſtice, veracity,

and the other ſocial virtues; or rather is the fountain of

them all : moreover, being connected with temperance,

chaltity, and ſelf-government, it can never be without theſe

attendant graces, the neglect of which is evidently a direčt

and groſs breach of love. In a word, as among the vices,

ſo among the graces and virtues, there is a natural affinity

and cloſe conneétion. They are ſomehow abſolutely eſ

ſential and neceſſary to each other, and ſo can in no caſe

ſubſiſt ſeparately. For which reaſon, if any of them be

wanting, much more if ſo capital a virtue as the love of

God be wanting, it is a ſure proof that our charity, our

juſtice, our temperance, or whatever other graces we may

ſeem to have, are but the mimickry of thoſe virtues, and

not the virtues themſelves. At the ſame time, it cannot

be denied that the parable is formed ſo, as to give us the

higheſt idea of works of charity; they are demanded at

the judgment as the fruit of all the virtues, and loudly ap

plauded wherever they are fºund flowing from right mo

tives. On the other hand, hard-heartedneſs, cruelty, and

uncharitableneſs, are branded with the blackeſt marks of

infamy. And we may obſerve, in concluſion, that our

Lord's declarations on this occaſion, open a very'wide field

for the excrciſe of charity by the poor as well as by the
rich.

Inferenceſ.—The ſame great and important truth, that

there is no ſuch thing as negative goodneſs, is three

times ſhewn in this chapter. In the parable of the virginſ,

—in the much plainer parable of the ſervants who had re

ceived the talents, and in a direct declaration of the man

ner wherein our Lord will proceed at the laſt day. The

ſeveral parts of theſe anſwer exactly to each other, only

each riſes above the preceding.

In the firſt parable we cannot fail to obſerve, that the

virgins differ in no reſpect ſave one. They are called

virgins ; they all take lamps; they all go forth to meet

the bridegroom ; they all ſlumber and ſleep; they are all

awakened and ariſe, and prepare to trim their lamps. The

great and only difference which ſo materially diſtinguiſhes

them is, with the fººliſh, the want of oil in their veſſels ;

with the wiſ, the poſſeſſion of that oil ; and this is the

only thing that can diſtinguiſh true and formal pro

feſſors: each is called by the name of Chriſt; each is bap

tized, and made a candidate for immortality; each dies,

and ſlumbers in the grave; and each will be awakened

by the laſt trump. But then the material difference will

be found: theſe ſhall hear, “ Cºle ye bºd; fºr I ºf

hungry, and ye gave ºne meat, &c. and thus proved your faith

“ by your living, holy works of mercy and of love;—while

thoſe ſhall hear, “Depart, ye cuiſºd; fºr I was hungry, and

“ ye gave me no meat, &c. profeſſing my faith only, but

“ deſtitute of that love and charity to your brethren, which

“ is the ſure characteriſtic of all my diſciples.”

How careful ſhould we be to provide for this deciſive

day ; to ſee that we bear not an empty lan:p only; are

not Chriſtians merely in name, but Chriſtians in heart

and life To this purpoſe we ſhould labour to obtain the

divine oil of the Spirit ; carefully examining ourſelves,

whether we be in the faith, whether we have redemption

- * T; 2 threugh
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There came unto him a woman having

an alabaſter box of very precious ointment,

* Eccl. 4. 4. Job, 5. 2. Mark, 14. 4.

and poured it on his head as he ſat at meat.

8 But when his diſciples ſaw it they had

John, 12.4–6. Judas ſtirred up the reſt.

through the Blood of the covenant, cven the forgivencſs

of fins 2 If we can anſwer theſe inquiries in the affirmative,

to the glory of the grace of God, let us further examine,

whether we love God more and more ; whether we find

the love of our neighbour more and more increaſed 3–

whether we find our love of holineſs, and our deſire to be

diff/ved, and to be aviº Chriſ?, daily advancing and quicken

ing into perfection ? Thus ſhould we be ſolicitous and

careful in our inquiries after the ſupplies of grace; not

content merely to ſtand ſtill, to remain from year to year

the ſame ; but zealous through divine grace to pluck every

evil from our hearts, and to implant there all the fair

flowers of paradiſe, all the ſweet graces and holy affections

which make the foul indeed the kingdom of God, and

transfuſe an ineffable ſweetneſs and happineſs into our

whole life and converſation. Giver of all good gifts

make us more than ordinarily zealous to increaſe in holi

neſs and in all good works, that we may not only adorn

the profeſſion of our Lord and Saviour, but be found hap

pily prepared, with our lamps trimmed and burning, when

the bleſſed bridegroom calls, and gives us a glorious ad

miſſion into his everlaſting joy.

In the parable of the talents, our Saviour deſcribes in a

ſtriking manner the judgment of his own ſervants,—his

apoſtles, miniſters, and all who are in eminent ſtations of

life; ſhewing, that though they are not bleſſed indeed with

equal advantages, yet all the gifts, whether of nature or

of grace, which they have enjoyed, are beſtowed on them

for their Maſter's ſervice, to whom they properly belong;

and that they ſhould be employed in promoting his intereſt,

the intereſts of truth and righteouſneſs, which he came to

eſtabliſh on earth:—he, who eſteems the moſt holy and

uſeful life to be the moſt praiſe-worthy, and will reward

it accordingly.

The behaviour of a good man in an eminent ſtation of

life is fitly enough compared to a courſe of merchandize;

for as merchants, by laying out their money in trade, re

ceive it again with profit, ſo the ſervants of God, by oc

cupying the abilitics and opportunities which he has put

into their hands, improve, ſtrengthen, and increaſe them ;

and whatever ſucceſs they have in this ſpiritual mer

chandize, their Maſter is pleaſed to conſider it as his own,

and to think himſelf enriched thereby, rejoicing infinitely

in the happineſs of his creatures. Can we have a fairer

or more amiable view of the Deity ?

The excuſe which the ſlothful ſervant made for himſelf,

truly expreſſes the thoughts of wicked men. They look

on Chriſt as a hard tyrannical maſter, who rigorouſly ex

aćts what he has no title to, and who puniſhes with unrea

ſonable ſeverity things that are no faults at all, or but ſmall

ones; and they regard his laws as ſo many infringements

of their liberty, by which they are ſecluded from much

innocent pleaſure. But the anſwer which the Judge is

ſaid to have returned, demonſtrates that all the excuſes

which wicked men can make for themſelves, will avail

them nothing at the great day; and truly, it is not to be

imagined how any man can produce before God a reaſon

ſufficient to juſtify his neglect of doing good, and improv

ing thoſe talents which are entruſted to him ſolely for that

purpoſe.

The crime and puniſhment of this idle ſervant ought to

be attentively conſidered by all; eſpecially by perſons ad

dićted to pleaſure, who imagine that there is no harm in

giving themſelves up to ſenſual gratifications, provided

thereby they do no injury to others: for the Judge of the

world here ſolemnly declares, that to have done no harm,

will be by no means a ſufficient plea at his bar; that a

life ſpent in amuſements will be ſeverely puniſhed; that

it is highly criminal to ſuffer the divine grace to lie buried .

in idleneſs; and that all God's ſervants muſt be actively

good, exerting themſelves to the utmoſt in promoting his .

intereſt, which is no other than the happineſs of his crea

tures. By this indeed they acquire no merit; yet it is by

this that they are qualified for the enjoyment of heaven,

the gates of which Chriſt has ſet open by his blood,
But further we may reflect, that if the ſervant who hid

his talent in a napkin was reckoned unfaithful to his truſt,

and puniſhed accordingly, notwithſtanding he delivered it

up to his lord intire; what may they expect, who deſtroy

the noble faculties beſtowed on them, or uſe thoſe tem

poral bleſfings as occaſions of fin, which God intended.”

means for the exerciſe and improvements of grace : Sº
more in the Reflections, and in the Inferences on Luke XiX.

and, for the latter part of this chapter, the note on the

laſt verſe. -

REFLections.—1ſt, Though the parable contained in

the firſt part of this chapter may, as connected with tº

former chapter, have a particular reference to the deſtrº

tion of the Jewiſh people, who had ſlighted the goſp;|.

ſalvation, and negle&ted their day of grace; yet it may be

well underſtood as of more general import, and including

a warning and caution to men in every age and place.

The parable itſelf is taken from a common cuſtom *

thoſe days, when the bridegroom uſed to go in the ever

ing attended by his friends, to the houſe of the bride,
who, on hearing of his approach, went out with lights,

accompanied by a number of virgins, her companions,
to

welcome his arrival, and condućt him to the entertainment

provided on that occaſion; and ſuch ſhall be the ſtate of

the goſpel-church at the coming of Chriſt, as wº

preſented in this parable. See the Critical Notº.

have, - -

1. The perſons ſpoken of, the virginſ,

their lamps to meet the Bridegroom. - ſe;

Lord Jeſus, who condeſcends to call his church hisº:

and to honour every member of it with that nº.. wion

alted relation. The virgins are thoſe profeſſo; of religion,

who appear deſirous to preſent themſelves tº e puts

comelineſs, beauty, and fimplicity, which his s: !.ys

upon them: they go forth to meet him, found "...
- - :- ºr from

and ordinances here on earth, expecting his comm;eaycrl

asho went out. quith e

The Bridegroºm * the

ſee re

We

Chriſt, in the
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º

º

indignation, ſaying, To what purpoſe if this

waſte

9 For this ointment might have been ſold

for much, and given to the poor.

lºven, and if they are Chriſtians indeed, loving and looking for the day of his appearing. o

1. The characters of the virgins. They were very dif

frºnt, as their actions ſhewed. Five of them were wiſ; ;

and as an evidence of their forefight and prudence, they

lock care to be well provided with oil, that they might

hºt enough, if they ſhould continue long in waiting.

Theſe repreſent the faithful ſouls made wife unto fj

vºtion, whoſe hearts are truly ſupplied with the oil of di

ºne grace, and have not only the light of profeſſion, but

tº real experimental knowledge of Jeſus Chriſt, poſſeſs a

hiſ principle, and partake of a divine nature; but five

tºrtfºliſ”, who, though in appearance aſſociated with the

ºthers, were unacquainted with the life-giving truths of

* Gºſpel, profeſſors, but not poſſeſſors of the grace which

is in Jeſus Chriſt; ſhining to others in a name to live, but

really dead and dark in their own ſouls: they have lamps;

but tº ºil with them, deſtitute of ſpiritual life; careful only

to make a fair ſhow in the fleſh, and recommend them.

Rives to their neighbours as Chriſtians, without a ſingle

* to Chriſt, and a real deſire in fimplicity and godly fin

ºily to approve themſelves to him. And they are fooliſh

indeed, who, thus deceiving others, moſt fatally deceive and

deſtroy their own ſouls.

3. The bridegroom not coming ſo ſoon as they expeacd,

"; all ſlumiered and ſºft ; but as their ſtate was different

*hºn awake, it was different alſo when aſleep, at leaſt

with reſpect to their ſouls in the ſtate of ſeparate ſpirits.

4. At midnight, the cry of the bridegroom's approach

flankd them from their ſlámbers, and inſtantly they were

ſimmoned to meet him with their lamps: thus ſuddenly
ſurpriſed are we often by death. But does our Lord dé.

** is this moment yet our own Awake then, thou

that ſleepeſt, prevent this dire alarm.

5. Inſtantly they aroſe, and began to trim their lamps.

# wiſe trimmed their lamps which were then flaming

*h love, and welcomed their Redeemer, confidently ex

Fººting to be found of him in peace. The fooliſh too ef.
fºyed to prepare, but alas! too late ; their lamps were gone

* and no oil to be procured : in vain. they ſeek to beg

from their companions, or buy from others ; they have

lºſt the moment which cannot be regained. While there

** indeed, the market is ſtill open to the lateſt mo

**; they who come to Chriſt. may buy pardon, grace,

º without money and without price: but when

ºº the ſcene, the lamp of hope is for ever ex
‘’s thºd; and as the tree falleth, it muſt lie.

tº: the fooliſh virgins went to buy, the bride
£ern i. Many on their death-beds expreſs deep con

ºr neglected ſouls, and think by ſome extra

*) ads of devotion and charity ſtill to purchaſe
Caven :

º which ſatisfieth not.

ſº* to the laſt ; they who in this day of trial come

thatº ºy to him, never find it too late.—They
*re foundr. *vent in with him to the marriage ; all who

in the }*ified through his infinite merit, and ſhining

**f his Spirit, are admitted to his eternal pre:

3 miſtaking the market, and ſpending their labours.

Chriſt alone can ſave a fink

ſence, and fit down with him in glory: and then the dºor

was ſhut ; they who are entered into the reſt of the bleſſed,

go out no more; and they who are once excluded, can

never more gain admiſſion : the great gulph is fixed, and

deſpair has for ever barred the door of hope. Too late

the fºl'ſ virgins came, importunately aſking for admittance,

but all entrance is refuſed them, and the Bridegroom ut

terly diſowns them : verily I ſay unto you, I know you not :

and woe to that ſinner who is thus abandoned of God to

his miſery, and doomed never to enter into the reſt which

remains for the people of God.

7. The inference from the whole is, Watch therefºre :

the concerns of cur ſouls are infinitely momentous, and

will not admit of being trifled with ; the time is ſhort,

eternity depends upon our improvement of it. We know

neither the day nor the hour when we ſhall be ſummoned

away; the ſleeping virgins had a midnight call, and why

not you or I ? Watch therefore, that you may be always

ready to go forth with joy to meet the Lord.

2dly, As a farther illuſtration of the method in which

the Lord will deal with the viſible members of his church;

the parable immediately following the preceding is de

livered. Chriſt is the great Maſter and Lord of all ; we

are all his ſervants in profeſſion, and they eſpecially who

are put in truſt with the Goſpel: our great buſineſs there

fore here below is, to make our profiting appear to the

glory of our Lord. We are told,

1. Of the truſt committed to the ſervants during their

Maſter’s abſence. To one he gave five talents, to an

other two, to another one; to the leaſt a very conſiderable

ſum. (1.) Theſe talents refer to the gifts that he beſtowed on

his diſciples after his aſcenſion, qualifying them with extra

ordinary miraculous powers, and furniſhing them with

ability for the diſcharge of the arduous truſt committed to

them while he went up to heaven, being in the fulneſs'

of time again to return, and cail his ſervants to an ac

count for the improvement of that which he had coin

mitted to their care. (2.) The talents eſpecially refer in

general to all the gifts of grace, nature, and Providence,

of which we are poſſeſſed, and which are lent us of the

Lord, purely to ſerve the purpoſes of his glory, and promote

the intereſts of his kingdom; and for them we muſt be ac

countable to him in the great day of his appearing. Some

have more than others, God being ſovereign in his gifts;

and, as we deſerve nothing from him, it is a mercy that

we ſhould be entruſted with the leaſt talent. They, who

by their ſtation, abilities, or poſſeſſions, are entruſted with

much, whoſe capital is large, and influence moſt extenſive,

have the more to anſwer for, and need give the greatºr

diligence: but all have ſomething; the meaneſt have one

immortal ſoul to care for, infinitely more precious than,

millions of filver and gold.

2. The improvement that each made of the talents com

mitted to them. Two of them immediately ſet themſelves

to work, and by their diligence doubled their capital.

Thus faithful miniſters andChriſtians, laying out themſelves

in the Redeemer’s work and ſervice, ſee the moſt abundant

bleſfing attending their labours of love. Their own ſouls
arc
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1o When Jeſus underſtood it he ſaid for ſhe hath wrought a good work upon

unto them,

tº Pſ. 129, 31. Job, 42. 7, 8.

Why trouble ye the woman me

2 Cor. 1 c. 13.

are enriched with knowledge and grace, while they are

ſerving others; the church is edified and increaſed, and

immortal ſouls are gained for Chriſt (in his account the

richeſt treaſure).-One of the ſervants, and he that had

leaſt, was negligent and careleſs, inſtead of making uſe of

his talent, he went and hid it in the earth; repreſenting

herein the character of thoſe, whether miniſters or pro

feſſors of religion, who make no improvement of their

natural abilities, providential endowments or ſpiritual gifts;

but are ſo buried in earthly-mindedneſs, and attention to

this world's purſuits, that they have neither inclination

nor leiſure to ſcrve the intereſts of Chriſt and of ſouls.

3. After a long time the Maſter of theſe ſervants came

to reckon with them : for though the Lord Jeſus waits

long, he will aſſuredly come at laſt; and we muſt at his

tribunal, every one of us, render up our account. Oh

that it may be with joy and not with ſorrow !

(1.) The faithful ſervants with readineſs appeared, and

gave up their accounts, highly to their maſter's ſatisfaction,

who failed not abundantly to reward their diligence. He

that had five talents, had gained other five : he that had

two, had doubled them : both therefore are received with

approbation, and gloriouſly rewarded. Thus in the day

of Chriſt, the faithful miniſters and diſciples of Jeſus ac

knowledging the truſt committed to them as a matter of

grace, will produce full evidence of their diligence and

profiting ; and whether it be leſs or more of the gifts of

grace, nature, or Providence which they have poſſeſſed,

their Lord will graciouſly accept the improvement that they

have made, will commend their fidelity, and abundantly

reward them ; exalting them to a throne of glory in his

eternal kingdom, and admitting them into a participation

of thoſe unſpeakable and never-ending joys which are at

his right hand for evermore, a reward indeed infinitely

exceeding all their ſervices. But as it was through grace

that they received their talents, ſo it is of grace, not of

debt, that they receive the recompenſe ſo far beyond all they

could deſire or deſerve.

(2.) The ſlothful ſervant next appears, and ſain would

excuſe his own negligence by the moſt unjuſt reflection

upon his gracious Maſter; pretending apprehenſions of his

auſterity and rigorous exaction, as if he expected to reap

where he had neither manured the ſoil, nor ſown the

feed : producing therefore the talent, and pleading fear,

he hopes his Lord will be ſatisfied with his own, and not

diſapprove his care in hiding it, that he might reſtore it

intire at his return. Such are the ſentiments, pleas, and

excuſes of the falſe and faithleſs diſciple. [1..] He has

hard thoughts of God, and thinks his demands too rigor

ous and ſevere, deſirous to lay the blame of his ſins on

him rather than himſelf. [2.] He is under the bondage of

mere ſlaviſh fear; the little that he affects to do proceeds

from that baſe principle alone; and where this only reigns,

utterly void of genuine love, no acceptable ſervice can be

rendered to God. [3.] He depends for his acceptance

with God on a negative religion, and thinks it very ſuffi

cicht if he can plead that he has done no harm, has not

been ſo bad as others, nor indulged in thoſe exceſſes which

they fell into ; though he can produce neither the works

of faith, nor the labours of love. [4.] He preſumes on

the validity of his plea, and ſees not that there is a lie in

his right hand. -

(3.) Convićted out of his own mouth, judgment is pro

nounced upon him. His ſloth and wickedneſs were evi

dent; and to be idle in the ſervice of God is highly crimi

mal. Iſis very excuſe ſhewed ſelf-contradiction ; ſince, if he

had ſo auſtere a perſon to deal with, at leaſt he ſhould have

given the money into a banker's hands where it would

have been equally ſafe, and borne lawſui intereſt. Nºte:

The ſinner's excuſes in the day of judgment will but prove

his guilt more evident: if God were the hard matter that he

pretends, he ought to have been at more pains to pleaſe

him, and more diligent to improve the meaſure of gifts or

grace, however ſmall, which was vouchſafed unto him.

juſtly therefore does ſentence proceed, take the talent frºm

him ; for they who uſe not the gifts, means, and mercies,

temporal or ſpiritual, which they enjoy, deſerve to forfeit

them; and give it unto him which hath ten talent: ; God

thus graciouſly rewarding the fidelity and diligence of his

ſervant with an increaſe of bleſlings, adding to the ſtore

that he had improved; while he often ſtrips off cven the

profeſſion of the hypocrites, and deprives them of the com

mon gifts of nature, Providence, or goſpel-privileges

which they before enjoyed. Nor does the unprofit

able ſervant's puniſhment reſt in the mere loſs of what he

poſſeſſed, but in the ſufferings to which he ſhall be doomed,

when he is caſt into outer darkº, where there ſhall be

avetping and gnºſing of teeth. Note: (1.) Hell is the place

of the ſinner's tornent, and the direct expreſſions of hu

man agony and diſtreſs can but faintly repreſent the m

ſeries of that diſmal manſion. (2.) If the ſlothful aid

unprofitable meet ſo fearful a doom, where will the ex

travagant and abandoned appear, who have ſquandered

inſtead of hiding the talent, and abuſed it to the moſt

immediate diſhonour and injury of the Maſter that en

truſted them therewith ?

3dly, Without a parable, our Lord proceeds to give a

delication of that awful proceſs, which will be obſerved

in the great day of final judgment: may it awaken our

minds to prepare for it ! We have,

1. The majeſty of the eternal Judge diſplayed. The Sº

of Aſan, the incarnate Jeſus, who once ſuffered on a croſs,

and is now exalted to the crown, all power being given

him in heaven and in carth, at his bar ſhall the nations

be aſſembled, and every individual of the ſons of Adam

muſt then appear before him, to receive, according to the

deciſions of his juſtice, everlaſting happineſs, or eternal

torment. In the glory of Deity, with the peculiar dignity

of Mediator, ſhall he be revealed ; the myriads of bright

angelic hoſts ſhall grace his train, and ſtand the ready

miniſters to exccute his orders ; while ſeated on a throne

of glory, brighter than the ſun when he goeth forth inhº
- - 2 ſtrength,

*
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11 * For ye have the poor always with you,

but me ye have not always.

* Deut. 15. 11. John, 12. 8. & 13.33. & 16. 5, 28. & 17, 11. Aºts, 3, 21. with ch. 18. 10. & 28. 20. John, 14, 19. Heb. 13. 5, 8.

27. 57–69. Mark, 15.42–47. Luke, 23. 56-56. John, 19. 38–42.

ſtrength, every eye ſhall ſee him, and from his lips expeã.

their irrevocable doom. Shall I be there f my ſoul, tremble

at the thought, and give all diligence to be found of him

in peace

2. The all-diſcerning eye of Jeſus, incapable of miſ

taking the true charašters of men, ſhall now make the final

ſeparation. His ſheep, who in faith unfeigned, and low

without diſſimulation, followed him the true Shepherd,

ſhall, in diſtinguiſhed honour, be placed high at his right

hand: while the gºats, the hypocrites and impenitent, whoſe

hearts remain uncleanſ d from their native filthincts, who

lived and died in fin unpardoned, ſhall be degraded to the

left with ſhame, the prelude to their approaching fearful

ſentence. Reader, conſider, where ſhall thy place be

3. The faithful ſhall be received with the moſt endcar

ing welcome. Then when he ſhall have made the ſepara

tion, and no one ſpot remains among the glorious hoſt, ad

dreſſing himſelf with every endeariticut of voice and aſpect,

the King, whoſe word is with power, and his ſentence un

changeable, ſºnſ/ſy into them, Cºme, ye who have fol

lowed me in the regeneration; come, to be for ever with

me, to behold and partake of my glory, ye blºſed children ºf

my Fath, r * honoured with this diſtinguiſhed title ; though

deſpiſed, abhorred of men, precious to the God of heaven,

bleſſed now with his eternal favour; come, inherit the king

dºm, as joint-heirs with me, a kingdom which cannot be

moved, eternal in the heavens; compared with which, all

earthly grandeur vaniſhes, as the glow-worm before the

meridian fun ; a kingdom of never-fading glory, prepared

frºm the fºundation of the world by the power and grace of

the Almighty, to crown the felicity of his faithful ſaints.

With what rapture and delight, with what joy un

ſpeakable and full of glory, will the faithful redeemed hear

this addreſs from the mouth of their adored Judge, of their

beloved Lord! Oh! that my lot may be among theſe

ſaints in light ! - -

4. Chriſt mentions the evidences of their relation to him

as his people, clearly ſhewn in the regard paid for his fake

to their brethren in afflićtion and diſtreſs: the deſtitute,

hungry, and naked, their hands were open to relieve ; the

ſick were cheered by their preſence and ſweet counſel; and

all the horrors of a priſon kept them not from viſiting the

faithful there confined for the teſtimony of Jeſus Chriſt,

ſupporting their wants, and not aſhamed of their bonds.

Works of genuine charity theſe, which, though not meri

torious, Jeſus remembers, and in the riches of his grace is

pleaſed to mention to their honour, as undoubted tokens

of their faith unſeigned. (See the Critical Notes for a

more enlarged view of this ſubjećt.) Surpriſed to hear

their Lord make mention of their poor inſignificant ſervices,

and with deep humility conſcious how little they deſerved

it at his hands, the righteous were ready to queſtion and

diſclaim the works attributed to them. They never ſaw,

at leaſt the moſt of them, their Lord in the fleih, and

cannot hear, without ſome confuſion, his declarations with

12 For, in that ſhe hath poured this oint

ment on my body, ſhe did it for my burial.

* Ch.

regard to their duties; when they ever bluſhed to think

how defe&tive they had been : but the King from his throne

ſhall anſwer, with the ſtrongeſt aſſurances of his kind ap

probation of their condućt, that he regards what they did

for the meaneſt of his diſciples, whom in his infinite con

deſcenſion he is pleaſed to call my brethren, as done unto

himſelf. I [c interprets our practice by our principles. The

leaſt deed of charity, even a cup of cold water, when be

ſlowed with a deſire to his glory, and proceeding from love

to him, ſhall be remembered. And in the leaſt of his poor

people Jeſus is ſtill preſent with us; and what we beſtow

to relieve their wants will be equally acceptable to him, as

if we had viſited him in the days of his fleſh, and mini

ſtered to him of our ſubſtance. What an engagement

and cncouragement this, to every work and labour of

love 1

5. Sentence is paſſed on thoſe at the left hand. With

terror in his voice, and frowns of terrible ire, the Judge

ſhall pronounce the unchangeable decree. Depart from me,

ye objects of my abhorrence, whoſe guilt and impenitence

provoke my indignation; be for ever baniſhed from my

preſence, and therewith from all bliſs, and eaſe, and hap

pineſs for ever. Depart, ye curſºd, on whom my wrath

eternally abides, and all the penalties of a broken law ;

vengeance ſhall purſue you to the bottomleſs pit, thither

muſt ye be driven, into everſaſiing fire, to dwell in flames

which never can be quenched; where an agonizing

body adds to the miſery of the tortured ſoul; and as

intolerable as the torment is, ſo eternal ſhall be the ſuſ

fering ; no ray of hope ſhall ever cheer the horrid gloom:

there is neither proſpect of an end, nor remiſſion of the

torture, but black deſpair adds bitterneſs inexpreſſible to

every pang which the damned feel: and this not originally

deſigned for you, but prepared fºr the devil and his angeſ;

whom ye have choſen to imitate, whoſe ſervice ye have

devoted yourſelves to, whoſe works ye have followed ;

and therefore with them muſt fuſier; alike in fin, alike in

puniſhment . With ſuch companions to ſpend eternity,

how terrible ! In ſuch torments to lie down how in

tolerable ! O, fin, fin, what haſt thou done

6. The reaſon for the ſentence is given, and the crimi

nais' plea overruled. The inſtances of their guilt are

produced, drawn from the omiſſions of thoſe duties which

the righteous practiſed, the ſure evidence of the want of

that faith which worketh by love. Engrofled with ſelfiſh

confiderations, negligent and at eaſe, they cared not for

the diſtreſſes of the miferable, nor ſought to alleviate them:

were unconcerned what the faithful ſuffered for their

Maſter's ſake; and if at any time mere humanity, ſenſi

bility to diſtreſs, oftentation, or ſelf-complacence opened

their purſes to the relief of indigence, their giſts never

flowed from the divine principle of love to Jeſus and his

brethren, nor were directed to his glory alone; therefore

they were as reprobate ſilver. They objećt indeed to the

charge ; and becauſe they never ſaw Chriſt in the fleſh,

preſume
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13 Verily I ſay unto you, * Whereſoever

this goſpel ilhall be preached in the whole

world, there ſhall alſo this, that this woman

hath done, be told for a memorial of her,

* Mark, 16, 15. Ch. 28. 19. Rom. i. 8. & 10, 18. & 15, 19. Col. 1. 6, 23. If xiii. xlix. liv. lx.

*

preſume that they cannot be accuſed of thus negle&ing him:

but the plea is frivolous. Chriſt is one with every member

of his church, ſuffers in them and with them ; and every

i.iſult, ſlight, or neglect ſhewn to them, he reckons as done

to himſelf. And this ſhould comfort the deſpiſed and ſuf

ſering ſervants of Jeſus ; he feels and takes a part in all

their trºubles; and let thoſe who treat them with indig

nity, tremble. They may pretend, indeed, that they mean

to diſcountenance and diſcourage a deluded ſect, to ridicule

or oppreſs a company of enthuſiaſtic religioniſts, and the

like; but men need well confider what they do, and whe

ther they ačt clearly on the authority of their Bibles, and

under the in ſluence of fervent divine love ; leſt a per

ſecuted Jeſus ſhould riſe up terribly to avenge his own

and his people's wrongs. if the doom of the negligent,

the unnerciful, and uncharitable be ſo dreadful, what

will be the caſe with the unjuſt, and the perſecutors of

Cod's people :

. The ſentence is no ſooner pronounced than exe

cuted. Theſe ſhall go away into everlying puniſhment ; there

is no appeal from Chriſt's bar, nor eſcape from his judg

ment: the doom is irrevocable, the execution immediate.

Driven from his preſence, they are caſt into the burning

lake, and the ſmoke of their torment aſcendeth up for ever

and ever. But the righteous, who through his grace are

approved as faithful, ſhall go into life eternal; to the en

joyment of God in his kingdom of glory; to partake of all

the bleſſedneſs which the boundleſs love and power of an

all-ſufficient God can beſtow on his glorified ſaints; their

holineſs and happineſs conſummated, and their bliſs fe

cured to cternity. -

C H A P. XXVI.

Per. 1, 2. Iſhen jºſis had finiſhed, &c.] See Luke,

xxi. 37, 38. When our Lord ſat down on the mount of

Olives to foretel the deſtruction of the city, and to deliver

the parables which repreſent the method of the general

judgment, he was far on his way to Bethany. After the

parables were pronounced, and before he departed, he

thought fit to add a word or two concerning his own

death. The greateſt trial which his diſciples were ever to

meet with was now approaching in their Maſter's ſuffer

ings; wherefore, to prepare them, he foretold thoſe ſuffer

in is, together with the particular time and manner of them;

and by ſo doing proved that he knew perfeótly whatever

was to befal him, and that his ſufferings were all voluntary

and neceſſary. The preceding diſcourſes were moſt likely

delivered on the Tueſday of the week in which our Lord

ſuffered; and he probably delivered what we have here, that

evening, which was juſt two days before the Paſchal Lamb

was caten. We do not find that any of the tranſačtions

of Wedneſday are recorded, beſides the general account

iven in the place of St. Luke above referred to. This

being the laſt of our Lord's public teaching, (Tueſday,) it

was more full of action than any other mentioned in the

hiſtory, as will appear from the following indućtion of par

*

ticulars. He came to Bethany ſix days before the paſſover,

probably about ſun-ſetting. He rode into the city fur

rounded by the multitude the next afternoon; for when he

had looked round on all things in the temple, after his entry,

it was evening: Mark, xi, 11. This happened five days

before the paſſover. He went thither again from Bethany

the day following; namely four days before the paſſover,

and by the way blaſted the fig-tree, and after that drove

the buyers and ſellers out of the temple. Next morning,

namely, three days before the paſſover, and the laſt of his

public teaching, being on his way to the city, he ſpake con

cerning the cilicacy of faith, oil occaſion of the diſciples .

º great aſioniſhment at ſeeing the fig-tree withered

from the roots. When he appeared in the temple, the

deputies, who were ſent by the council, came and aſked him

concerning his authority; he anſwered them with a queſtion

concerning the baptiſm of John ; then ſpake the parable

of the two ſons, and after that the parables of the vineyard

and the huſbandmen, and of the marriage-ſupper. Then

he avoided the ſnare which was laid for him in the queſtion

concerning the tribute-money; confuted the doćtrine of

the Sadducees concerning the reſurrection; ſhewed the

ſcribe which was the greateſt commandment in the law;

aſked the Phariſees whoſe Son the Chriſt is ; cautioned his

diſciples to beware of the Scribes and Phariſees, againſt

whom he denounced many grievous woes: when the woº

were finiſhed, he obſerved the people throw their gifts into

the treaſury, probably as they worſhipped at the evening

ſacrifice, and commended the poor widow for her charity.

After the ſervice was over, he left the temple, and went

to the mount of Olives, where he foretold the downfal of

the nation, and ſpake three parables repreſenting the Pº.

cedure at the general judgment. Laſt of all, he concluded

the work of the day with predicting his own ſuffering. .

By this time it muſt have been about ſun-ſetting. Hº

went away therefore with his diſciples to Bethany, tº

tending to paſs the night there, at a diſtance from his enº,

mies the Scribes and Phariſees, who were now gathº

together at the high-prieſt's palace to delişerate how they

might take him, and put him to death. There was a tº
dition among the Jews, (ſtill extant in the cabaliſtic books)

that the people ſhould be redeemed in the days of *.

Meſfiah, the ſame day upon which they went out 9

Egypt; for though their dºparture from Egypt was on tº
fifteenth day of the month, yet they prepared for it on

the fourteenth, and ate the paſſover, ſtanding, on that very

day: conſequently, on the very day that the paſchal hº

the type of the great Deliverer of mankind, was eat” º
the Jews, the Saviour typified by that lamb was ſacrific
for the fins of mankind. See Macknight, Grotius, aſ

Calmet. -

Per. 3. Hºho was called Caiaphas] See John, xi, 49.

Joſeph Caiaphas was made high-prieſt by Valerius Gratus,

as we learn from Joſephus, Antiq b. xviii. c. 3, and*.
wards depoſed by Vitellius, ch. 6. We may inſer from Aëts,

v. 17. that Caiaphas was of the ſect of the Sadduce”Fºr
6 tº a
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14 || | Then one of the twelve, called Judas

Iſcariot, went unto the chief prieſts,

15 And ſaid unto them, What will ye give

me, and I will deliver him unto you? And

Maik, 14. Io, 1 r. Luke, 22. 3-6. Ch. Io. 4. Pſ. 41.9 & 55. 12, 14. John, 6.70, 71. & 13. 27.

11. 32. i. e. 31. 8s. 5d. farthing.

they covenanted with him for " thirty pieces

of ſilver.

16 And from that time he ſought oppor

tunity to betray him. -

" Zech. 1.1. 12, 13. Ch. 27.3. Exod.

Vir. 4. By ſubtilty] Surpriſe. Pruſſian Teſtament. See

Luke, xxii. 6. -

War. 5. Not on the feaſt-day] 'Eofºrº, the faſt; that is to

ſy, the whole time of the ſolemnity, which laſted ſeven

days. All this interval was favourable to uproars and fe

ditions, on account of the vaſt concourſe of people. It is

very remarkable, that the Jews in this inſtance receded from

their uſual cuſtom ; which was, to puniſh the moſt heinous

criminals at this very time, that the example might be

more general and diffuſive. The prieſts, however, were

doubtleſs more apprehenſive of the Galileans, among whom

Jeſus reſided, than of the inhabitants of Jeruſalem. How

ever, through fear of an uproar among the people, they

determined to depart from their uſual mode of proceed

ing. This circumſtance, therefore, affords us an illuſtrious

proof of the interpoſition of the divine Providence; for the

Jews,having a fair opportunity offered them by the treachery

of Judas of apprehending our bleſſed Lord, relinquiſhed

their intended deſign of not apprehending him on the

feaſi-day, and thereby our Lord's crucifixion had a greater

number of witneſſes, and fell out upon the very time

when the paſchal lamb was ſlain. See Grotius, and Jo

ſephus, Antiq. b. xx. c. 4.

Ver, 6, 7. Nºw when jeſus was in Bethany] Or, Now

jºſs being in Bethany. It is not to be thought that Simon

was now a leper; for in this caſe he would not have been

ſuffered to live in a town, nor would the Jews have come

to an entertainment at his houſe ; but either he was once

a leper, and had been cured by Jeſus, or elſe the name was

given to the family, as ſome confiderable perſon in it had

formerly been a leper. The boxes here ſpoken of were

called only alakºffers, not becauſe they were all made of

alabaſter, for there was ſome glaſs; but the greateſt part of

them were of a kind of alabaſter called onyx, and made in the

ſhape of a pyramid. It was cuſtomary among the ancients

to regale their gueſts at entertainments with perfumes,

odours, and chaplets of flowers, in token of reſpect;

odoriferous balſams, gums, &c. were likewiſe uſed by the

Jews and Egyptians to embalm their dead. Inſtead of,

very preciºus ointment, ſome would render the Greek, odo

riferºus baſſain of great price. See Mark, xiv. 3.

Ver. 8. But when his diſsiples ſaw it. It appears from

John, xii. 4–6. that none but Judas, found fault with

what this woman had done. St. Matthew has probably

put the diſciples in general, for one of the diſciples ; as he

ſays elſewhere, with St. Mark, that the thieves reviled Chriſt,

though it appears from St. Luke, xxiii. 39. that there was

but one guilty of that crime. By the figure called erallage,

the plural number is put for the fingular, which Longinus

mentions as an elegance in his treatiſe on the ſubjime.

See Joſh. vii. 1, 21. and compare Luke, xxiii. 36. John,

xix. 29. with Matth. xxvii. 48. and Mark, xv. 36. Some

º: thought that Judas Iſcariot was the ſon of that Simon,

0L. I.

in whoſe houſe the feaſt was made; but the name was ſo

common, that it cannot be concluded with any certainty.

Wer. I o–12. Why trouble ye the woman, &c.] The vin

dication of the woman ſuggeſts the reaſon why Jeſus per

mitted ſo expenſive a compliment to be paid to him. He

told them, that God had ordered it for the exerciſe and

improvement of charity, that there ſhould always be poor

in the land to whom they might do good offices at any

time; but if their love was not teſtified to him at that

junéture, they would have no opportunity to ſhew it

afterwards; becauſe he was to die within two days, for

which reaſon the woman had come very ſeaſonably to

anoint him for his burial; 7:3; tº ivtzpix.cat us, corpus

metam ad funus componere, Lornamentis ſepulchralibus ornare,

—“to prepare my body for its funeral :” ſee Mark, xiv. 8.

“You think,” ſays our Lord, “ that this profuſion of pre

“cious ointment is a piece of extravagance; but if the

“very ſame thing was done to a dead body, none would

“ find fault with it: for this is not only an eſtabliſhed

“ cuſtom, but likewiſe a deed which is worthy of praiſe,

“ eſpecially when a king is the ſubjećt, and ſuch this wo

“ man eſteems me. Why then ſhould the ſame ačtion,

“ which would be praiſe-worthy if the dead were the

“ objećt, be thought blameable when applied to the living?

“I have often told you and others that my death is not

“ far off. This woman therefore has only anticipated the

“ ſolemn office to my body, a ſhort time before it would

“ be otherwiſe neceſſary.” This poſſibly was not the de

ſign of Mary ; but our Saviour puts this conſtruction upon

what ſhe did, that he might confirm thereby what he had

ſaid to his diſciples concerning his approaching death.

See ch. xx. 18. John, xii. 3, &c. and the note on Deut.

XV. I. I.

Per. 15. They covenanted with him fºr thirty piece of ſilver]

Judas Iſcariot, one ºf the twelve, (a circumſtance of ſuch

high aggravation, that each of the evangeliſts has marked

it out in this view) having been more forward than the reſt

in condemning the woman, or, moſt probably, the only

one who did ſo, thought himſelf peculiarly affronted by

the rebuke which Jeſus gave. Riſing up, therefore, he

went ſtraightway into the city, to the high-prieſt's palace,

where he found the whole council ſeaſonably aſſembled,

and, being in a paſſion, he promiſed to put his Maſter into

their hands for the reward of thirty pieces ºf ſºver, razºro.

dywºſz. The Aºyvºrov is commonly ſuppoſed to have been

the Jewiſh ſhekel, which, properly ſpeaking, was the de

nomination of a weight equal to twenty gerahs, (Exod.

xxx. 13.) each weighing fixteen barley-corns. The ſhekel,

therefore was equal to the weight of 320 barley-corns, or

half a Roman ounce; conſequently in ſilver was equal to

two ſhillings one farthing and a half ſterling. Thirty ſhekels

were the price of a ſlave : ſee Zech. xi. 13. It deſerves to

be remarked, that Judas did not fix this price himſelf, but
U te the
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17 " " Now the firſt day of the ſtaff of

unleavened bread the diſciples came to Jeſus,

ſaying unto him, Where wilt thou that we

prepare for thee to eat the paſſover ?

18 And he ſaid, Go into the city to ſuch a

man, and ſay unto him, “ The Maſter faith,

* My time is at hand; I will keep the paſſover

at thy houſe with my diſciples.

19 "And the diſciples did as Jeſus had ap

pointed them; and they made ready the paſſ.
OVCr.

20 " ' Now, when the even was come, he

ſat down with the twelve. -

21 And as they did eat he ſaid, Verily I

ſay unto you, that one of you ſhall betray

IIl C.

* Mark, 14. 12–17. Luke, 22.7—13. John, 18. 28. Frod. 12. 6. & 13. 3, 6. Lev. 23. F., 6. Numb. 9. 3. & 28. 16, 1-. Deut. 16. 1–4.

* Ch. 8. 25. & 21. 3. & 23. 8, 10.

* 1 Sam. 15. 22. Exod. 23. 21.

16. 1. * John, 6.7c, 71.

John, 15. 14. Deut. I 1. 28.

Ver, 2. Pſ. 41. 9. & 55. 12–14.

John, 20. 16. & 1 1. 8, 28. Acts, to. 36.

* Mark, 14. 18--25.

P Ver. 2. John, 7. Ro. & 12 23. & 17. 1. & 13. 1. Luke, 12, 5.

Luke, 22. 14-39. John, 13. 21-34. Exod. 12. 4, 6, Deut.

the Jewiſh Sanhedrim; and therefore, as it was the very

price predićted by a prophet, no colluſion could be ſuſ

pećted between Chriſt and his diſciples, to make an ap

pearance of his reſembling the Meſſiah in ſuch circum

ſtances, as otherwiſe he might not have reſembled him.

This price was fixed by his enemies, who would have done

all they could to prevent any reſemblance between the

circumſtances of our Lord’s life, and thoſe which were

foretold of the life of the Meſſiah. It was choſen, above

all other prices, to ſkew their enmity, and to diſgrace the

charaćter of Chriſt, as it was the price and ranſom of the

meaneſt ſlave : but their malice counteracted itſelf; and

the circumſtance which they pitched upon to vilify our

Lord's character, ſerved to exalt and ennoble it, by ſhºw

ing him really to be the perſon of whom the prophet

had ſpoken. As the treachery of Judas Iſcariot muſt

raiſe the aſtoniſhment of every reader, who has any juſt

notion of our Lord's character, ſome particular confider

ations will be found at the end of this chapter, reſpect

ing the motives which ſwayed him to be guilty of ſuch

an atrocious crime, and the circumſtances that at

tended it.

Ver. 17, 18. Now, the ſºft day of the figſ, &c.] We

learn from Mark, xiv. 12. and Luke, xxii. 7... that this

was done the very day on which the paſchal lamb was

killed ; for, though the feaſt of unleavened bread did not,

properly ſpeaking, begin till the 15th of the firſt month, as

it is termed in Lev. xxiii. 5, 6. Numb. xxviii. 16, 17.) yet

they began to abſtain from leavened bread on the even

ing of the 14th day. The pºſlover [ . 79 cºal means

the paſhal lamb; for the word is often uſed to denote

the lamb itſelf, which was killed and eaten during the

celebration of this ſolemnity. Into the city, means Jeruſa

lem by way of eminence. The phraſ to ſuch a man, in

plies that Jeſus named the perſon to whom they were ſºut;

though the Evangeliſts have not thought it of importance

to mention his name. See Mark, xiv. 13. and Luke, xxii. 1 o

AMy time is at hand, ſeems to mean, “ the time of my ſui

“ferings and death ;” for overy body knew that the time

of eating the paſſover was near. I will keep the paſſ ver,

means, “I will eat the p.ſchal lamb.” It was cuſtomary

for the inhabitants of Jeruſalem to prepare rooms, tables,

&c. for ſtrang rs to celebrate this feſtival; at which time,

as appears by the Talmudiſts, the iouſ s were not to be

let, but were of common right for any one to eat the paſſ

over in. The Jews uſed to prepare the place in which

they intended to eat the paſſover the night before, as they

do at preſent. Their chief ſolicitude in their preparation

cenſiſts in ſearching after any leavened bread, and

their ſcrupulouſneſs goes ſo far as to pick up the leaſt

crumb they can find. After this they make the beds or

couches on which they recline, furniſh their room, and

drºſs their meat. See the notes on Exod. xii. and Calmet's

Dictionary under the word Paſſover.

Per. 20. Now, when the even waſ come] When the Jews

cºl, brated the paſſover, they aſſembled together from ten

to twenty in number, at ſome private houſe, or more pro

perly ſpeaking, laid down, and ate the lamb with un

leavened bread. After this repaſt was finiſhed, they

waſhed again, and, lying down the ſecond time, they had

for the ſecond courſe, a diſh of ſallad, confiſting of bitter

herbs, into which they put a kind of ſauce named harſt',

made of palm-tree branches, or raiſins and berries, bruiſed

and mixed with vinegar and ſeaſoning, to repreſent the

clay of which their fathers made bricks in Egypt; for

hards, is the Hebrew word for a brick. Then the maſter

of the family, dividing the bread into two parts, is ſaid to

have bi fied one of them in the following form of words:

“ Bloſſ d be thou, O Lord our God, the king of the

“whole world, in the eating of unleavened bread;" but

he hid the other part under the napkin till the feaſt was

ended. Afterwards le took the piece of bread that was
hidden, and having divided it into as many parts as there

wºre priors preſent, diſtributed to every one of them,

uſing theſe woºds; “This is the bread of afflićtion which

“ our fathers ate in the land of a fliction. 1,ct him that

“ is hungry come, and eat the pºſłover; let him that hath

“ need cone, and eat the paſſover.” Then taking the
cup he firſt taſted it himſelf, and afterwards preſented it.

to each of them, ſaying, “ 14 fied be thou, O Lord, who

“ h; it created the fruit of the vine.” We ſhould obſerve,

that after eating the unleavened bread and bitter herbs, one
of the young, r perſons preſent (generally a child) aſked

the reaſon of what was peculiar in that feaſt, according to
Exod. xii. 26, &c. which introduced the haggadah, that

is to ſay, the ſewing fºrth or declaration of it: in alluſion

to which we read of ſºwing fºrth the Lord's death, I Cor.

xi. 26. Aitºr theſe things they ſung Pſalm criſi, and

the five Pſalms following, which they called the great

hallelujah ; and thus the feaſt ended. Sce the authors
above quoted, Joſephus's War, b. vi. cil, ix. and the Re

ligiºuſ Ceremonies, vol. i. p. 215. -

- Wer,
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22 And they were exceeding ſorrowful,

and began every one of them to ſay winto him,

Lord, is it I ?

23 And he anſwered and ſaid, ' He that

diſpeth his hand with me in the diſh, the

ſame ſhall betray me.

21 * The Son of man goeth, as it is written

of him : but ‘wo unto that man by whom

the Son of man is betrayed it had been good

for that man if he had not been born.

25 Then Judas, who betrayed him, 'an

ſwered and ſaid, Maſter, is it I ? He ſaid unto

him, * Thou haſt ſaid. - --

26. " " And, as they were eating, Jeſus

took bread, and * bleſſed it, and brake it, and

gave it to the diſciples; and ſaid, Take, eat;

this is my body.

27 And he took the cup, and gave thanks,

º gave it to them, ſaying, Drink ye all

Of 1: ;

‘Pſ. 41. 9. & 55. 12–14. John, 13. 18, 26. Luke, 22. 21, 22. * Gen. 3. 15. Pſ. 22. 1–2 1. & 69. 1–21. If 52. 14. & 53. 1–12. & go.

5, 6, Dan. 9. 24, 26. Zech. 13. 7. * Pſ. 55. 15–23. & ciz. Ch. 27. 3-5. Afts, 1. 6–2o. * Pſ. 94. 7. Prov. 30, 29. Jer. 8. 12.

& 2. 35. * Ver. 64. John, 18. 37. Ch. 27. 1 1. i. e. it is juſt ſo. * I Cor. I 1. -3-29. & Io. 4, 16, 17. Mark, 14. 22–25. Luke, 22.

15, 22. John, 6. 55. * Many Greek copies have, gave tanks.

War. 23. He that dippeth his hand with me, &c.] Grotius

and others think this inplies, that Judas had placed him

ſelf ſo near his Maſler, as to eat out of the ſame diſh

with him; but their way of lying oil couches at meat,

muſt have made it inco:venient for two or more perſons

to eat in that manner. It is more probable that the diſ

ciples, being in the deepeſt diſtreſs, had left off eating ;

cy Judas, to conceal his guilt, continued the meal, and

was dipping his meat into the hardſ…}, or thick ſauce be

fore mentioned, when Jeſus happened to be putting his

into it; which ſauce, according to cuſtom, was ſerved

up in a ſeparate diſh. See John, xiii. 26. -

Wer, 24. The Sºn ºf man goeth] I going indeed, that is to

fly, is departing, or near his death. Heylin.

Wer. 25. Thºu haſ ſaid] This expreſſion is equivalent

to a poſitive aſſertion, both in ſacred and prophane authors.

Compare ver. 64. The firſt time our Lord diſcovered that

he ſhould be betrayed, he only told it in John's car, that

juda, was to be the author of that atrocious villany.

ſ. told it to Peter; but the reſt knew nothing of it.

Now Jeſus plainly points him out.

ºr. 26. And is they were eating, jºſus took bread] After

they had done cating, &c. Our Lord inſtituted the holy

communion after the paſchal feaſt. See Luke, xxii. 20.

and 1 Cor. xi. 25. This paſſage might otherwiſe be

rend-red, aſ they were yet eating. The loaves of the Jews

were round, flat, thin, and conſequently very eaſy to

break. The Jews, as appears from the Talmudiſts and

Philo, never ate bread or received wine, without having

firſt returned their thanks and praiſes to God their creator.

!aimonides and other rabbies tell us, that it was a rule

atrong the Jews, at the end of the ſuppºr, to take a piece

of the lamb for the laſt thing they ate that night. If this

cuſtom was as old as Chriſt's time, it would make this

action ſo much the more remarkable; it would plainly

ſhew, that the bread here diſtributed, was a very diſtinct

thing from the meal that they had been making together,

and might be, in the firſt opening of the action, a kind of

ſymbolical intimation that the Jewiſh paſſover was to give

way to another and nobler divine inſtitution. Our Lord

having taken the bread, and broken it, gave it to his diſ

ciples, Take, eat, this iſ my body, that is, “This is the re

“preſentation of my body broken on the croſs.” This

paſſºver.

is agreeable to the ſtyle of the ſacred writers. See

Gen. x). I 2, 18. xli. 26, 27. Dan. viii. 20. Gal. iv. 25.

Rev. i. 20. and laſtly, Exod. xii. 11. where, after God

had ſpoken of the paſchal lamb, he ſays, It is the Lord's

Now our Saviour, ſubſtituting the holy com

munion, inſtead of the paſſover, follows the ſtile of the

Old Teſtament, and uſes the ſame expreſſions as the Jews

were accuſtomed to uſe at the celebration of the paſſover.

P'er. 27, 28. And he took the cup] We learn from Jewiſh

writers, that the wine was mixed with water on theſe oc

caſions; and from the firſt fathers, that the primitive

Chriſtians adopted this cuſtom. He bleſſed the cup, ac

cording to the uſual method mentioned in the note on

ver. 20. Hence the cup itſelf is named the cup ºf blºſing.

As the words this is my body, ſignify, “This is the repre

“ ſentation of my body,” ſo the words this is my blºod ºf

the new covenant, “this is the repreſentation of my blood

“ of the new covenant.” And by the ſame rule that

difficult expreſſion, 1 Cor. xi. 27. Guilty of the bºdy and

blood of the Lord, undoubtedly ſignifies, “guilty of pro

“ faming the repreſentation of the body and blood of the

“ Lord.” Wherefore Chriſt's meaning in the paſſage be

fore us was this, “All of you, and all my diſciples in all

“ ages, as many as ſhall believe, whether Jews or Gentiles,

• muſt drink of this cup, becauſe it repreſents my blood

‘ ſhed for the remiſſion of men's fins; my blood, in

‘ which the new covenant between God and man is ra

• tified; my blood therefore of the new covenant.” So

that this inſtitution exhibits to your joyful meditation the

grand foundation of men's hopes, and perpetuates the me

mory of the ſame to the end of the world. Every ſa

.

crifice conſiſted of two parts, of fleſh and blood; the

moſt conſiderable part of the ſacrifice was the blood;

ſee Lev. xvii. 1 1. and Exod. xxiv. 8. The firſt covenant

was ratiſed with blood. It is ſaid of the blood of the

ſacrifices in the place juſt quoted from Exodus, Thir is, or

l, hºld the lºod ºf the covenant. See 1 Macc. vi. 34. Theſe

words of inſtitution relative to the cup, ſhew, that it is a

primary cind of this ſervice to bring to the devout re

niembrance of Chriſtians the death of their Maſter, as the

foundation of the remiſſion of their ſins, and, in ſhort, the

whole mercy of the new covenant, as founded on the

ſhedding of his blood; therefore they greatly err, who
U u 2 make
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•

28 For this is my "blood of the New Teſ

tament, which is ſhed for many for the re

miſſion of ſins.

29 But I ſay unto you, ‘ I will not drink

henceforth of this fruit of the vine until that

* Fxod. 24. 8.

* Luke, 22. 16. Pſ. 104. 15. A&ts, io. 41. * Ch. 3. 2. & 4. 17.

* John, 18. 1, 4. Luke, 2c. 39. Acts, i. 12.

day when I drink it new with you ‘in my

Father's kingdom.

3o " And when they had ſung an

‘ hymn they went out into the mount of .

Olives.

Zech. 9. 1 1. Heb. 9. 14—17. & 13. 20. Ch. 1. 21. & 20. 28. Rom. f. 1 c, 1 1, 15–21. Jer. 31. 31. Heb. § 10–11.

1 Cor. 15. 24, 23. Luke, 22. 29, 39. * Or pſalm, i. e. Pſ. cxiii-civili,

make the keeping up of the memory of Chriſt's death in the

world, as a ſimple fact, the only end of the Lord's ſup

per. Dr. Doddridge upon this ſubject obſerves very well,

“I apprehend this ordinance of the euchariff to have ſo

“ plain a reference to the atonement and ſatiſfaction ºf
“ Chrift, and to do ſo ſolemn an honour to that funda

“ mental doćtrine of the church, that I cannot but believe,

“ that while this ſacred inſtitution continues in the church

“ (as it will undoubtedly till the end of the world) it will

be impoſſible to root that doćtrine out of the minds of
“ plain humble Chriſtians, by all the little artifices of

“ ſuch forced and unnatural criticiſms as thoſe are by

“ which it has been attacked. The enemies of this heart

“ reviving doctrine might as well hope to pierce through

“ a coat of mail with a ſtraw, as to reach ſuch a doctrine,

“ defended by ſuch an ordinance as this, with any of their

“ trifling ſophiſtries.” Another able writer has obſerved

as follows: “ Strange have been the inferences which the

“ Romaniſts have pretended to draw from theſe and ſome

“ other paſſages of Scripture of the like import; namely,

“ that the elements of bread and wine are each of them

“ ačtually tranſubſtantiated into the whole natural body

“ and blood of our Saviour Jeſus Chriſt; but it may rea

“ ſonably be aſked, why theſe perſons endeavour to im

.

g

º

“ poſe ſuch an unwarrantable fignification on the above

“ terms, while at the ſame time they deny that other

“ parts of the ſacred writ, which are expreſſed in the

“ like words, (ſee I Cor. xii. 27. Epheſ. i. 22, 23.) can

“ ever be admitted to have any ſuch meaning. However,

“ to ſpeak more dire&tly to the point, certain it is, that

“ the above doćtrine cannot be contained in the places

“ under conſideration, as it is impoſſible to be true in the

“ very nature of the thing. This muſt evidently appear,

“ from the following abſolute contradićtions, which,

“ among many others, the tranſubſtantiation in queſtion

“ neceſſarily implies, and to which it is obvious the moſt

“ unlimited power can never give a being:—that the ſame

“ numerical body which has invariably exiſted for more

“ than eighteen hundred years, does often at this time

“ begin to be ;-that the body of Chriſt is formed out of

“ a particular ſubſtance, which never had a being till

“ many centuries after the ſaid body had unchangeably

“ exiſted in full perfeótion;—that the body aforeſaid does

“ at once exiſt in its own proper form, and not in its own

“ proper form; that the ſaid body is at one and the ſame

“ moment of time both greater and leſs than itſelf, (the

“ ſize of an ordinary man, and yet no larger than a grain

“ cf ſand :) that the above body is remote and diſtant

“ from itſelf; that it is where it is not ; that it is at

“ once plainly ſeen and not ſeen by the ſame perſons;

“ that it is in real motion, while at abſolute reſt ; that it

“ comes where it was not before, and never comes to

I -

-

c

‘ ſuch place at all; that it is always in a glorifică ſtate,

* incapable of the leaſt injury or defilement, and yet is

“ ſometimes not only eaten by the moſt contemptible

“ vermin, but likewiſe totally immerſed in the worſt filthi.

“neſs.” Theſe obſervations abundantly demonſtrate

the falſehood of the tenet above mentioned; and with

regard to the phraſes, this is my bºdy—this iſ my bloºd, it

is to be obſerved, that they are figurative; their preciſe

meaning is, “This is ſymbolically, repreſentatively, inter.

“ pretatively, my body —my blood.” Thus, 1 Cor. x.

3, 4. manna is affirmed to have been ſpiritual meat, and

water ſpiritual drink, and the drinkers of the ſame are ſaid

to have drank Chriſ'; that is, not literally, but ſymboli

cally, and in divine conſtruction. In Exod. vii. 1. Moſes

is declared to have been made a gºd to Pharach, that is

to ſay, repreſentatively. So Matth. xix. 6. man and wife

are aſſerted to be one ſºft . that is to ſay, are conſidered

in that view by Almighty God. In 1 Cor. vi. 1 1, 17, he

that is joined to the Lord, is affirmed to be one ſpirit (with

him); that is to ſay, in divine eſtimation; and I Cor. xii.

27, the church is ſaid to be the bºdy of Chriſt, and the ſº

veral individuals which compoſe it, member; in particular;

that is to ſay, not corporeally ſo, but myſtically, ac

cording to the eſtabliſhed rules of the Chriſtian occonomy.

The doćtrine therefore contained in the paſſages under

examination is, that by divine appointment the ſacred

elements do, in their uſe, ačtually ſignify, ſtand for, and

repreſent the body ºf Chrift as broken upon the croſs, and

his blood as ſhed there for our fins. Such is the true in

terpretation of the foregoing controverted ſentences;

which at the ſame time that it correſponds with the

analogy of faith, is likewiſe agreeable to the ſentiments

of the beſt divines, both primitive and reformed. Sce

Waterland on the Euchariſt, ch. 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. .

Wer. 29. But I ſay unto you] Or, moreover, I ſay, &c.

In Luke, xxii. 18. our Lord made the ſame declaration

concerning the paſſover cup. Hence we gather his mean

ing, upon the whole, to have been this; that he would

not partake of any joy, till he rejoiced with them in the

communications of the Holy Spirit, which were to be be

flowed plentifully on them as ſoon as the Goſpel diſpen

ſation began. See Mark, xiv. 25. The word new, applied

to a ſubject, often ſignifics in ſcripture excellence and truth,

conſequently the ſubſtance repreſented by any emble

matical ſhadow. See John, xiii. 34. Dr. Clarke para

phraſes the preſent verſe thus: “I will have the Jewiſh

“ paſſover commemoration no longer continued; but

“ the things, of which theſe were figures, ſhall now be

“ fulfilled and accompliſhed in the kingdom of the Meſ

“ fiah.” See Whitby.

Wer, 39. And when they had ſing an hymn] This is

thought by ſome to have been one of the Pſalms uſed at

the

«
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31 Then ſaith Jeſus unto them, * All ye

ſhall be offended becauſe of me this night:

for it is written, "I will ſmite the Shepherd,

and the ſheep of the flock ſhall be ſcattered

abroad.

$2 But after I am riſen again, ‘I will go

before you into Galilee. -

33 Peter anſwered and ſaid unto him,

Though all men ſhall be offended becauſe of

thee, yet will I never be offended.

34 Jeſus ſaid unto him, '', Verily I ſay

unto thee, that this night, before the cock

crow, * thou ſhalt deny me thrice.

35 Peter ſaid unto him, "Though I ſhould

die with thee, yet will I not deny thee.

"Likewiſe alſo ſaid all the diſciples.

36 " " Then cometh Jeſus with them unto

a place called Gethſemane, and ſaith unto the

diſciples, Sit ye here while I go and pray

yonder.

* Mark, 14, 27–31. John, 16. 32. Ch. 11. 6. * Zech. 13. 7. Iſ. 5:. 5, 10. Rom. S. 32. Job, 19. 13–16. Pſ. 38. 11. * Mark, 14.

18, & 16.7. Ch. 28. 10, 16. * Mark, 14. 29–31, 66–73. Luke, 22. 31–34, 54–62. John, 13. 36–38. & 18. 15–27. Ver. 69–75.

Pſ jº. 6. * John, 13. 33. 1 Cor. Io. 12. * His principal crowing about three o'clock in the morning. * Pſ. 30. 6. Prov. 16. 18. & 29.

23. "Excd. 19. S. & 24. 3, 7. * Mark, 14. 32–42. Luke, 22. 39–46. John, 18. 1. Heb. 5. 7. Pſ. 22. 2.

the paſchal feaſt, (ſee on ver. 20.) though Grotius and

others are of opinion, that it poſſibly was ſome other hymn

more cloſely adapted to the celebration of the euchariſt.

The mount of Olives ſtood over againſt the temple of Je

ruſalem, about fifteen ſtadia from the city. Our Lord

uſually retired thither after having taught in the temple.

Her 31, 32. All ye ſhall be ºffended, &c.] That is “You

“ſhall loſe all ſenſe of your duty as diſciples, and, ſee

“ing me in a condition inconſiſtent with the vulgar idea

“of the Meſſiah, ſhall leave me to the cruelties of my

“enemies.” This was a remarkable completion of Zech.

xiii. 7. See the note. Our Lord might uſe this as a

Proverbial expreſſion, I will ſinite the ſleep, &c. but it be

ing ſo remarkably accompliſhed in him above all others,

eſpecially as he was the great ſhepherd of ſouls, as he was

deſcribed under that image in the Old Teſtament, and

had affumed the title peculiarly to himſelf;-his diſciples

could not but conſider this circumſtance as a proof of his

being the Meſfiah. No ſooner did Jeſus mention the of.

ince which his diſciples were to take at his ſufferings,

than, to ſtrengthen their faith, he told them of his re

ſiſtedion, as well as of the particular place where they

ſhould ſee him after he was riſen. An appointment to

meet in ſo large a region as Galilee, would, without this,

have been of very little uſe; and ch. xxviii. 16, expreſsly

declares ſuch an appointment. We do not know the exact

Place, but we there learn that it was a certain mountain;

Probably it might be near the ſea of Tiberias, not only

becauſe we find Chriſt on the borders of that ſea after his

reſurrection, John, xxi. 1. but alſo becauſe, as he had

reſided there longer than any where elſe, he had, no doubt,

the greateſt number of his diſciples thereabouts; and it

lay pretty near the centre of his chief circuits, and there

fºre muſt be moſt convenient, eſpecially for thoſe beyond

Jºrdan, where many had of late believed in him. See

Jºhn, x 40, 42. The angel repeats the words of the

33d verſe to the diſciples who viſited our Saviour's tomb.

ºxviii. 7. The words go before allude to the image

ºf the ſhepherd in the preceding verſe, it being the cuſ

ºn of the Eaſtern ſhepherds to precede their flocks.

See Doddridge, and John, x. 4. -

Wer, 33–35. Peter anſwered, &c.] St. Peter, no doubt,

*incºre in this proteſtation which he made ; neverthe

*

leſs he was greatly to blame for not paying a due atten

tion to his Maſter's repeated predićtions concerning his

fall, (ſee Luke, xxii. 34. and John, xiii. 38.) for the pre

ference which he gave himſelf above his brethren, and for

depending upon his own ſtrength, inſtead of begging aſ

ſiſtance of him from whom all human ſufficiency is de

rived. The 34th verſe is expreſſed differently by St.

Mark, who repreſents our Lord as ſaying, before the cock

crow twice, &c. and from ch. xiii. 35. of that Goſpel it

appears, that one of the four watches of the night was

named the cock-crowing ; now as this ended with the ſe

cond crowing, before the cock crow, is equivalent to befºre

the cock crow twice, both ſignifying, “ before the expira

“tion of the watch called the cock-crowing ;”—at three in

the morning, when the cock commonly crows the ſecond

time. Or we may ſuppoſe that this expreſſion in the

three hiſtorians is elliptical; and that the twice is under

ſtood, and muſt be ſupplied. We have examples of this

kind of ellipſis in other parts of Scripture.

Ver. 36. Unto a place called Gethſemane] Reland thinks

Gethſemane was a particular ſpot in the mount of Olives.

But its ſituation, like that of ſome other places mentioned

in the Goſpel, has been ſettled by conſidering the deſcrip

tion of a particular Evangeliſt only, without comparing

their accounts together. From John, xiv. 31. it appears,

that Jeſus went out with his diſciples immediately after

he had pronounced the conſolatory diſcourſe ; for at the

concluſion of it he ſaid to them, Ariſe, let uſ go hence :

and confidering the ſubjećt of the next ſermon, I am the

true vine, &c. it is probable he was in the mount of

Olives, among the vines, when he ſpake that parable, it

being his manner to preach from ſuch ſubjećts as were at

hand. Here alſo he delivered the diſcourſe and prayer

recorded John, xvi. xvii. Accordingly, when he prayed,

ch. xvii. 1. it is ſaid, he lifted up his eyes to heaven ; a cir

cumſtance which ſeems to imply, that he was then in the

open air. His coming down from the mount of Olives is

expreſſed indeed by the word £29s, John, xviii. 1. which

has led moſt readers to imagine, that by ſome accident or

other they were hindered from leaving the houſe till then,

notwithſtanding Jeſus had ordered them to ariſe and go

away with him: the anſwer is, that iłºs, being a ge

neral term, may be applied with propriety to one's going
Out
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7 'And he took with him Peter and the

two ſons of Zebedee, and began to be "ſorrow

ful and very heavy. -

38 Then faith he unto them, My ſoul is

exceeding ſorrowful, even unto death : tarry

ye here, and ' watch with me.

* Ch 4, 18, 21. & 16. 16, 2;...& 17. : & 20. 20. Mark, ; ;7.

& 18. 4. & 69. i. 2. & 22, 14. * Ch. 24, 42. & 25, 13. ºter, 5. 8

30 And he went a little farther, and ‘fell

on his face, and prayed, ſaying, 'O my Fa.

ther, if it be poſſible, let this cup paſs from

me: nevertheleſs, not as I will, but as thou

wilt.

4o And he cometh unto the diſciples, and

is 53. 3, 4, 10. John, 2, 27. Gal. 3. 13. Heb. 5. 7. Pf iſ .

. Eph. 6. 18, 19. • Num. 14. S. & 16. 22. Deut. 9. 18. 1 Chi.

21. 16. * Luke, 22. 42. John, 12. 27. Heb. 5. 7, 8. John, 5. 30. & 6. 33. Phil. z. S. Atts, 21. 14. 2 Sam. 15. 25. & 16. 10, 11.

out of an incloſed field, or mount, as well as to his going

out of a houſe; and though St. Luke ſcends to connect

what happened in the mountain with the tranſactious in

the garden, ch. xxii. 39–41, omitting their going to

Gethſemane from the Inountain ; it ſhould be confidered

that St. Matthew and St. Mark mention it particulariy,

and that the difficulty ariſing from St. Luke's connection

is no greater, on ſuppoſition that Gethſemane was in the

valley at the foot of the mountain, than on ſuppoſition

that it was in the mountain it ſcif. The truth is, there are

many inſtances of this kind of connection to be met with

in the goſpels. It may be allowed then that Jeſus came

down from the mount of Olives with his diſciples, croſſed

the brook Cedron, which ran through the valley, and ſo

entered the garden of Gethſemane, which therefore lay

between the brook Cedron and the city: probably it be

longed to ſome of the country-ſeats with which the fields

round the metropolis were beautified. The word Geſh

flºane in Hebrew ſignifies the valley ºf ſºtneſ. The gar

den probably had its name from its ſoil and ſituation ;

with ſome peculiar refºrence whereto, ſome have rendered

it, tºrcular dºi,--a vat ºf oil. See Macknight, and Univ.

Hiſt. vol. 1 o. It deſerves to be remarked, that the words

which our Savicar here uſes to his diſciples, are the words

of Abraham to his ſervants, when he went to offer up

Iſaac, the great type of our Redeemen. See Gen. xxii. 5.

in the LXX. -

Ver. 37. He tºok with him Peter, &c.] Theſe diſciples

were admitted to the moſt ſtriking circumſtances of our

Lord's condućt : they were preſent when he raiſed Jai

rus's daughter ; they were preſent at his transfiguration ;

and were now made witneſſes of his agony, the reſt of

his diſciples being left at the entrance of the garden, to

watch the approach of Judas and his company. See the

note on ch. xvii. 1.

Ver. 38. My ſºul is exceeding ſºrrowful] The words

uſed here, and in the latter part of ver. 37. by our tranſ.

lators, are very flat, and fail extremely ſhort of the em

phaſis of thoſe terms in which the Evangeliſt deſcribes

this aweful ſcene; for Auziº, a, rendered, to be ſºrrowful,

ſignifies to be penetrated with the moſt lively and piercing

ſorrow ; and oºgo.sy, rendered, to be very heavy, ſignifies

to be quite depreſſed, and almoſt overwhelmed with the

load. St. Mark expreſſes it, if poſſible, in a more forcible

manner; for 202.3a, §2, ch. xiv. 33. imports the moſt

ſhocking mixture of terror and amazement ; and Tagºvº Gº,

exceeding ſºrrowful, in this verſe intimates, that he was

ſurrounded with ſorrow on every ſide, ſo that it broke in

upon him with ſuch violence, that, humanly ſpeaking,

there was no way to eſcape. Dr. Doddridge tranſlates and

paraphraſs the paſſage thus: “ He began to be in a very

“great and viſible dºjcółion, amazement, and anguiſh ºf

“ mind, on account of ſome painful and dreadful ſenſº

“ tions, which were then impreſſed upon his ſoul by the

“ immediate hand of God. Then turning to his three

“ diſciples, he ſayſ to them, My ſºul is ſurrounded on all

“ ſides with an extremity of anguiſh and ſorrow, which

“ tortures me even almoſt unto death ; and I know that

“ the infirmity of human nature muſt quickly ſink unleſ
“.. it, without ſome extraordinary relief from God: while

“ therefore I apply to him, do you continue here and

“ watch.”—and had they done this carefully, they would

ſoon have found a rich equivalent for their watchfulneſs in

the eminent improvement of their graces, by this wonder

ful and inſtructive ſight. Dr. More truly obſerves, that

Chriſt's continued reſolution, in the midſt of theſe agonies

and ſupernatural horrors, was the moſt heroic that can be

imagined, and far ſuperior to valour in ſingle combit, of

in battle ; where in one caſe the ſpirit is raiſed by natural

indignation ; and in the other by the pomp of war, the

ſound of martial muſic, the example of fellow-ſoldiers,

&c. See More's Theological Works, p. 38. and Plaim

cxvi. 3.

Per. 39. And fºll on hiſ face] The human nature of our

Lord being now burdened beyond meaſure, he foundi

neceſſary to retire, and to pray that if it was poſſible, 9

conſiſtent with the ſalvation of the world, he might b

delivered from the ſufferings which were then lying ºf

him ; for, that it was not the fear of dying on the croſs

which made him ſpeak and pray in the manner here re.

leted, is evident from this conſideration, that to ſuppoſe it

would be to degrade our Lord's character infinitely: mak

his ſufferings as terrible as poſſible, clothe them with a

the aggravating circumſtances imaginable, yet, if no mºr

were included in them than the pains of death, for Jeſus
—whoſe human nature was ſtrengthened far beyond th

natural pitch, by its union with the Divine,—to hºw

ſhrunk at the proſpećt of it, would ſhow a weakneſs t

which many of his followers were ſtrangers, who em

countered more terrible deaths without the leaſt emotior

Our Lord firſt kneek d and prayed, as St. Luke tells tº

ch. xxii. 41. then, in the vehemence of his paſſion, h

fºll on his face, and ſpake the words recorded both b

St. Matthew and St. Mark; in the mean time his pravº

though moſt frvent, was accompanied with expreſſion

of the utmoſt reſignation. See Macknight and Calmet.

Wer. 40, 41. And he cometh, &c..] It was now very at
in the evening ; for after ſupper Chriſt had made hi

diſciple
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findeth them aſleep, and ſaith unto Peter, What,

cºuld ye not watch with me one hour *

41 Watch and prav, that ye enter not

into temptation. “ The ſpirit indeed is willing,

hit the fleth is weak.

42 He went away again the ſecond time,

and prayed, ſaying, O my Father, if this cup

may not paſs away from me except I drink

it, thy will be done. -

43 And he came and found them aſleep

agºn; for their eyes were heavy.

44 And he left them, and went away again,

and prayed the third time, ſaying the ſame

words,

45 Then cometh he to his diſciples, and

fiſh unto them, " Sleep on now, and take

jºr reſt: * behold, the hour is at hand, and

the Son of man is betrayed into the hands of

ſinners.

46 Riſe, let us be going : beho J, he is at

hand that doth betray me.

47 'ſ And, while he yet ſpake, lo,

Judas, one of the twelve, came, and with

him a great multitute with ſwords and ſtaves

from the chief prieſts and elders of the peo

ple.

48 Now he that betrayed him gave them

a ſign, flying, Whomſoever I hail kiſs, that

ſame is he , hold him faſt.

4) And forth with he came to Jeſus, and

ſaid, Hail, Xiafler ; and kº fled him.

So At: Jºus ſaid unto him, ‘ I'riend,

wherefore art thou come Then came they

and ' laid hands on Jeſus, and took him.

* Cº. 14. 4. & 25. 13. Ver. 38', 43. Mark, 13. 33–37. 1 Cor. 16. 13. 1 Peter, R. S. Rev. 16. 15. Ep'. f. , 8. * Sorg, 5. 2 Rom, 7.

1", 11. Gal. 5. 7, 24. Pſ. 78. 39. ** Pſ. 21. 1, 2. & 109. 4. Heb. 5. 7, 8. Phil. 2. 8. Aćl., 21. 14. 2 Sam. 15. 25. & 16. 13, 11. Ch. 6.

12, * Pſ. oº. 4. 2 Cor. 12. 8. Pſ. 22. 1 2. I leb. 5. 7, 8. * I Kings, 18. 27. F ccl. 1 1. 9. Judg. 1c. 14- * Ver, 13. John, 15.

1. Luk’, ‘z. 53. Ch. 16. 21. & 1 . 22, 2 ... & zo. 18, 19. Ver. 2, 14–6. Gen. 13. 13, wi h Ch. 9. 1 1. * Mark, 34. 43–52. Luke, 22.

47-53, john, 18. 8–11. Aćts, 1. 16. Ver. 5:. Pſ. 3. 1. & 2. 1, 2. |
ti. * Gr, Companion. Pi. # 1. 9. & 55. 13, 4, 2 Sam. 16. 17.

ohn, 1 S. 3. * John, & 3, 12. 2 Sam. o. 9, 12. Pl. 23. 3. & 55.

Lan. 4. 29. Acts, .. 23. John, 18. 12

£iples a long diſcourſe, from John, ch. xiv. to xvii. and

b-ſides they were oppreſſed and ſtupified with ſorrow. See

Luke, xxii. 45. Our Lord ſpeaks to Peter in particular,

w’o was ſo forward to boaſt that he would follow his

Maſter even unto death. Every one is apt to flatter him

iºli, when he is out of danger, that he can eaſily with

fºnd temptations; but without a particular care and

witchfulneſs, the paſſions are generally found to prevail

over reaſon at the fight of danger. Archbiſhop Tillotſon

Yºryiuſtly and beautifully obſerves in nearly theſe words,

Tº: ſo gentle a rebuke and ſo kind an apology as we

lead in theſe verſes, were the more remarkable, as our

Lºri's mind was now ſo weighed down with ſorrow, that

we might exped that he would have had a deeper and

tenderer ſenſe of the unkindneſs of his friends : and alas !

how apt are we, in general, to think affilićtion an excuſe

for previſhneſs, and how unlike are we to Chriſt in that

thºught, and how unkind to ourſelves, as well as our

fiends, to whom in ſuch circumſtances, with our beſt

temper, we muſt be more troubleſome than we could wiſh.

See Archbiſhop Tillotſon's Sermons, vol. 2.

'ºr. 44. Saying the ſame words] It is plain, by com

Piring ver, 39. and 42. that the words were not entirely

the ſame; and it is certain that 26 yo; often ſignifies mat

ºr; ſo that no more appears to be intended than that he

Prºved to the ſame purpoſe as before. The reader by re

king to Luke, xxii. 43, 44. will find a more diſtinct ac

cºunt of this aſtoniſhing ſcene.

Ver, 45. Sleep on nºw, &c.] Some read this interroga

hºly, Do yºu ſleep on ſill and take repºſe 2 See Luke, xxii.

4%. This is a reproof which very well agrees with ver.

#2, 41, and the words following that paſſage. Into the

* fſunrº, means of the Gentiles, according to the

ſtile of the Hebrews, (ſee Gal. ii. 15.) of which ſort were

the ſoldiers whom Judas brought along with him, John,

xviii. 3.

Ver. 43. He that betrayed him, gave them a ſgn. The

ſoldiers having perhaps never ſeen Jeſus before, and it

being now night, and there being twelve perſons together,

probably dreſſed much alike, Judas found it neceſſary to

point him out to them by ſome ſuch ſign as this. It was

a Jewiſh cuſtom, after a long abſence, or at departing

from each other, to make uſe of the ceremony of a kiſs.

They uſed it likewiſe as a ſign of affection to their equals,

and as a mark of homage and reverence to their ſuperiors.

See Pſalm ii. 12. Luke, vii. 45. It is very probable that

our Lord, in great condeſcenſion, had uſed, agreeably to

this cuſtom, to permit his diſciples thus to ſalute him,

when they returned to him after having been any time

abſent. One would be apt to believe, from the precau

tion which Judas gives at the end of the verſe, hold him.

fyi, that he might ſuſpećt Chriſt would on this occaſion

renew the miracles that he had formerly wrought for his

own deliverance ; (compare Luke, iv. 30. John, viii. 59.

x. 39.) though he had ſo expreſsly declared the contrary,

wer. 24

Per. 50. Friend, Iſherefºre art thou come 2) The heroic

behaviour of the bleſſed Jeſus, in the whole period of his,

ſufferings, will be obſerved by every attentive eve, and felt

by every pious heart; although the ſacred historians, ac

cording to their uſual but wonderful fimplicity, make no

encomiums upon it. With what compoſure does he go

forth to meet the traitor with what compoſure receive

that malignant kiſs with what dignity does he deliver

himſelf into the hands of his enemies yet plainly ſhe w-.

ing his ſuperiority over them, and even then leading a it

wº, º tº
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51 And, behold, one of them which 54 But how then 'ſhall the ſcriptures be

were with Jeſus ſtretched out his hand, and fulfilled, that thus it muſt be 2

drew his ſword, and ſtruck a ſervant of the 55 In that ſame hour ſaid Jeſus to the

high prieſt's, and ſmote off his ear. multitudes, Are ye come out as againſt a thief

52 Then ſaid Jeſus unto him, "Put up with ſwords and ſtaves for to take me? I ſat

again thy ſword into his place; for all daily with you teaching in the temple, and ye

they that take the ſword ſhall periſh with the laid no hold on me.

ſword. - 56 But all this was done " that the ſcrip

53 Thinkeſt thou that I cannot now pray tures of the prophets might be fulfilled.

to my Father, and “he ſhall preſently give " Then all the diſciples forſook him, and fled.

me more than twelve legions of angels : 57 " " And they that had laid hold on

e John, 18. 10. Ver. 33, 35. " John, 18. 1 r. Rom. ; 2. 10. 1 Peter, 4. 16, 19. 1 Cor. 4. 1 1, 12. 2 Cor. Io. 3. Gen. 9. 6. Ezek. ;;.

2. Rev. 13. 1 c. Pſ. 55. 23. * 2 Kings, 6, 17. Dan. 7. Io. Pſ. 91. 1 1. & 34. 7. * 1ſ, liii. Pſ. 22. 1–21. & 69. 1–2 1. Gen. 3. 15.

i.ev. i-vi. xvi. Numb. xix. xxviii. xxix. II. Sz. 13. & so. 5, 6. Dar. 9. 24–26. Zech. 13. 7. Luke, 24. 25, 26, 44, 46. Acts, 17. 3 & 26. 2:

* Ver. 54. Num. 23. 19. 1 Sam. 15. 29. Tit. i. 2. If 44, 26. * Ver. 31. John, 16. 32. Job, 19. 13, 14. Pi. 88. 8, 18. & 38. 11, iſ

63. 3., 5. 2 Tim. I. 15. & 4, 16. ° Mark, 14. 53–65. Luke, 22. 54, 66–71. John, 18. 12-14, 19–24. Pſ. 22. 16. Acts, 8. 31. If 53, 7.

were captivity captive. See Biſhop Hall's Contemplations inſtead of twelve déſerting timorous diſciples. How

on the ſubject. dreadfully irreſiſtible would ſuch an army of angels have

Per. 51—53. And behold, one of them—drew his ſword] been, when one of the celeſtial ſpirits was able to deſtroy

None of the evangeliſts but John (ch. xviii. Io.) mentions an hundred and eighty-five thouſand Aſſyrians in one night.

the name of the high-pricſt's ſervant on this occaſion, See 2 Kings, xix. 35. and the note on ver, 56.

which perhaps the others omitted, left it ſhould expoſe Ver. 56. But all this was dºne] Or, I done. This was

them to any proſecution. But John, writing long after our a confideration, which, if duly applied, might have pre

Saviour's death, needed no ſuch I recaution. Janſenius juſtly vented his diſciples from being offended at his ſufferings;

obſerves, that it was a remarkable inſtance of the power and it ſtrongly intimates that he ſtill kept up the claim
of Chriſt over the ſpirits of men, that they ſo far obeyed which he had formerly made of being the Meſſiah, and

his word, as not to ſeize Peter when he had cut off the that what he was now to go through was ſo far from

ear of Malchus, or John while he ſtood by the croſs, being at all inconſiſtent with that claim, that on the whole

though they muſt know them to have been of the number it was abſolutely neceſſary in order to make it out to full

of his moſt intimate aſſociates. One would have thought, ſatisfaction.

as Biſhop Hall remarks, that Peter ſhould rather have The diſciples, ſeeing their Maſter in the hands of his

ſtruck Judas; but the traitor perhaps on giving the ſignal enemies, fºck him and fled, according to his predidion,
had mingled with the crowd; or Peter might not under- Perhaps they were afraid that the action of Peter ſhould

ſtand the treacherous deſign of his kiſs ; or ſeeing Mal- be imputed to them all, and might bring their lives into

chus more eager than the reſt in his attack on Chriſt, he danger. But whatever they apprehended, their precipitate

might poſtpone all other reſentments, to indulge the pre- flight in theſe circumſtances was the baſeſt cowardice, and

font fally of his indignation. Though this might ſeem a ingratitude, confidering not only how lately they had been

courageous action, it was really very imprudent; and had warned of their danger, and what ſolemn promiſes they

not Chriſt, by ſome ſecret influence, overawed their ſpi- had all made of a courageous adherence to Chriſt; but

rits, it is very probable that not only Peter, but the reſt alſo what an agony they had juſt ſeen him in, what zeal

of the apoſties, might have been cut to pieces. Ac- he had a few monients before ſhewn in their defence, and

cordingly our Saviour ordered him to ſheath his ſword, what amazing power he had exerted to terrify his enemies
telling him that his unſeaſonable and imprudent offence into a compliance with that part of his demand which

might prove the occaſion of his deſtruction; or rather as related to the ſafety of his friends. He had alſo at the

Grotius interprets it, that there was no need of fighting ſame time intimated his purpoſe of giving them a ſpeedy

in his defence, becauſe God would puniſh the Jews for and kind diſmiſſion; ſee John, xviii. 8. So that it was

putting him to death ; ſee Rev. xiii. 10. where this very very indecent thus to run away without him, eſpecially dº

expreſſion is uſed, in predićting the deſtruction of the Chriſt's propheſy of their continued uſefulneſs in his church

perſecutors of true Chriſtians. Our Lord told him fur- was equivalent to a promiſe of their preſervation, whatever

ther, that it implied both a diſruff of the divine providence, danger they might now meet with. But our Lord pro

and alſo a grºſ ignorance ºf the Scriptures, ver. 53, 54. bably permitted it, that we might learn not to depend tº

The legion was a Roman military term, and as the band conſidently even on the friendſhip of the beſt of men. Sº

which now ſurrounded them was a Roman cohort, our Doddridge and Macknight.
Lord might make uſe of this term by way of contraſt, to P'er. 57. Led him away to Caiaphajj It appears from

ſhew what an inconſiderable thing the cohort was, in com- John, xviii. 13. that Jeſus was firſt led to Annas, becauſe

pariſon of the force that he could ſummon to his aſſance;— he was father-in-law of Caiaphas; beſides, that having bº

more than twelve legions, not of ſoldiers, but ºf angel,- himſelf a high-prieſt, and very much concerned in ".
- Wholt
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Jeſús led him away to Caiaphas the high

prieſt, where the ſcribes and the elders were

aſſembled.

;8 But Peter followed him afar off, unto

the high prieſt's palace, and went in, " and

ſit with the ſervants to ſee the end.

5) Now the chief prieſts and eiders, and

all the council, * ſought falſe witneſs againſt

Jeſus to put him to death ;

00 'But found none : yea, though many

* Ver, 13, 5. Prov. 9. 6. & 15. 2 c.

ºr wºrrid cºy thing criminal, or who agreed together.

* 3, 13, 14 Ch. 27. 1-, 14.

* Pſ. 27. 12. & 5. 1. Aëts,

* John, 2. 19.

falſe witneſſes came, yet found they *none.

At the laſt came two falſe witneſſes,

61 And ſaid, This fºllow ſaid, ‘ I am able

to deſtroy the temple of God, and to build it

in three days.

62 And the high prieſt aroſe, and ſaid unto

hiºn, Anſwereſt thou nothing what is it

which theſe witneſs againſt thee

63 But Jeſus' held his peace. And the

high prieſt anſwered and ſaid unto him, I

* None

Aśts, 8, 32.

* Dan. 6. 4.

Acts, 6, 13.

1 Peter, 3. 16.5. 1; 1 Kings, 21. to, 13.

* iſ 53. 7.Ch. 27. Ho. Mirk, 15. 29.

whole matter, it was but natural that he ſhould have this

honour done him. St. Matthew makes no mention of

Annas, becauſe nothing remarkable happened at his houſe,

Our Lord having ſtayed there no longer than what was juſt

rºſy to acquaint the council that they were going to

º kad him to Caiaphas.

War. 59, 62. Nºw—the councilſºughtfift witneſ] When

tº council found that Jeſus declined anſwering the queſ

ſon whereby they would have drawn from him an ac

bºwledgment of his being the Meſſiah, (ſee John, xviii. 19,

tº.) they examined many witneſſes to prove his having

ºilmed that chara&ter : for by what afterwards happened

it appears, that they confidered ſuch a pretenſion as blaſ

hemy in his mouth, who, being nothing but a man, as

º they ſuppoſed, could not, without affronting the majeſty

ºf God, take the title of God's Son, which of right be

ºrged to the Meſſiah. In examining the witneſſes, they

*ted like intereſted and enraged perſecutors, rather than

impartial judges; for they formed the queſtions after ſuch

*ºnser, as, if poſſible, to draw from them expreſſions

which they might pervert into grounds of guilt, whereupon

they might condemn Jeſus. But notwithſtanding they

were at the utmoſt pains to procure ſuch a proof as in the

tº of the law would juſtify the ſentence which they were

ſºlved at all hazards to paſs upon Jeſus, they exerted them

fºlves to no purpoſe. As this was a great proof of Chriſt's

innocence (for otherwiſe his confederates might have been

gºd to purchaſe their own ſecurity by impeaching him),

*isit a fingular inſtance of the power of God over men's

hºlds; that ſor all the rewards which theſe great men could

"icº, no two conſiſtent witneſſes could be procured to

thrge Jeſus with any groſs crimes. Poſſibly the exertion

St Mark, ch. xiv.

ºf his miraculous power, in ſtriking to the ground thoſe

wº were moſt forward to ſeize him, might intimidate the

Ptits of ſome, who might otherwiſe have been prevailed

*Pººl. See John, xviii. 6.

ºr. 60, 61. At the laſt came two falſe witneſs, &c.]

58. tells us, that theſe falſe witneſſes

*gºd, that our Lord had ſaid, I will dyſłroy this femple that

**k with lands. Now it is in the addition of theſe laſt

words that their falſe teſtimony confiſts, becauſe it reſtrains

tº the temple of Jeruſalem the expreſſion of Jeſus, which

** º otherwiſe be underſtood bºth of that temple, and
Pol. I,

of his body, and which indeed he meant of the latter.

Beſides, our Lord had not ſaid I will diffroy, but do you

dºſłroy this iempſe. See John, ii. 19. The witneſſes, it

ſeems, either through ignorance, or more probably through

maice, perverted his anſwer into an affirmation, that he

was able to deſtroy and build the temple in three days;

and the judges reckoned it blaſphemy, becauſe it was an

crect that could be accompliſhed by nothing leſs than

divine power; wherefore theſe men are juſtly branded

through the world with the name of falſe witneſſes, and

their teſtimony was deſervedly diſregarded by our Lord,

eſpeciall; as they had expreſſed great ill-will to him in

giving it, contrary to the rules of equity and goodneſs.-

This fillow, ſaid they contemptuouſly. This is one in

ſtance, among many others, in which the bow of malice

has been broken by overſtraining it, and innocence cleared

up by the very extravagance of thoſe charges which have

been advanced againſt it. It is obſervable, that the words

which they thus miſrepreſented, wºe ſpoken by Chriſt at

lcaſt three years before. Their going back ſo far to find

matter for the charge they brought, was a glorious, though

filent atteſtation, of the unexceptionable manner in which

our Lord had behaved himſelf during all the courſe of

his public miniſtry. See Doddridge and Macknight.

P'er. 62, 63. The high-prigſ arºſe, &c..] When the high

prieſt found that Jeſus took little notice of the things which

the witneſſes ſaid againſt him, he fell into a paſſion, ſup

poſing that Chriſt intended to put an affront upon the

council. For he aroſe from his ſeat, which judges ſeldom

do, unleſs when in ſome perturbation, and ſpake to him,

deſiring him to give the reaſon of his condućt. The

rabbies ſay, that a judge ſtands up only when he hears

witneſſes depoſing that ſome perſon has blaſphemed. But

the high-prieſt finding this in vain, in order to cut the trial

ſhort, and enſnare Jeſus, he adjured or called upon him to

anſwer upon oath, whether he were the Chriſt. It ap

pears that the Jewiſh high-prieſts had the power of ad

miniſtering that oath, which laid the perſon adjured un

der the neceſſity of giving an explicit anſwer, and of

ſpeaking the whole truth without diſguiſe. The craft of

the queſtion put to our Lord lay in this, that if he an

fwered in the affirmative, they were ready to condemn

him as a blaſphemer; but if in the negative, they pro
.Y. & poſed
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* adjure thee by the living God, that thou

tell us whether thou be “the Chriſt, the Son

of God.

64 Jeſus ſaith unto him, ' Thou haſt ſaid :

nevertheleſs I ſay unto you, * Hereafter ſhall

ye ſee the Son of man fitting on the right

hand of power, and coming in the clouds of

heaven.

65 " Then the high prieſt rent his clothes,

ſaying, He hath ſpoken blaſphemy; what

* Joſh. 6. 26. Mark, 5. 7. Aéts, 19. 13. 1 Kings, 22. 16. Lev. 5. 1.

69. Iſ. 0. 6, 7. * Ver, 25. Ch. 27. 1 1. 1 Tim. 6. 13. i. e.

31. John, 6.62. A&ts, i. 1 1. Rom. 14. Io. 1 T heſſ. 4. 16.

34. * Lev. 24. 16. A &ts, 6. 13. * 1ſ. 50. 6. & 52. 14. & sº. 3.

14, 65. Luke, 2.2. 64. Acts, 3. 22.

It is as thou ſayeſt.

Rev. i. 7. & 20. 1 1.

further need have we of witneſſes? behold,

now ye have heard his blaſphemy.

66 What think ye They anſwered and

ſaid, " He is guilty of death.

67 Then did they ſpit in his face, and

buffeted him ; and others ſmote him with

* the palms of their hands,

68 “Saying, Propheſy unto us, thou Chriſt,

who is he that ſmote thee :

69 || “Now Peter ſat without in the pa.

x Ch. xi. §:; : º $.*:::&T',: :..","...

* Lev. 21. Io. 2 Kings, 18. 37. & 19. 1. Gen. 31, 19,

Ch. 27. 30. John, 19. 3. * Or rods. * Judges, 16. 2 K. Mai4,

* Mark, 14. 66–72. Luke, 22. 55–62. John, 18. 15–18. 25–27, with Pſ. 1. 1. & 119. 15.

poſed to puniſh him as an impoſtor, who, by accepting

the honours and titles of the Meſſiah from the people,

had deceived them.

Wer. 64. Jeſus faith unto him, Thou haſ ſaid] Our Lord

would not vouchſafe to give an anſwer to ſo frivolous an

accuſation as was that brought againſt him, ver, 61. But

when he is called upon to acknowledge ſo important a

truth as that contained in this verſe, a truth which he

came to reveal to the world, and for the maintaining of

which he ventured the loſs of his life, then he ſpeaks

boldly and openly. Hereafter ye ſhall ſee, &c. means,

“You ſhall ſee the fign from heaven which you have ſo

“ often demanded in confirmation of my miſſion.” Hein

fius would have the words 'Ar' &pri, rendered hereafter,

joined together, ſo as to make awatri, the ſame with

atºgrap.svos, truly, expreſsly. Moreover I ſay unto you ex

preſtly, you ſhall ſee, &c. By the right hand of power or

... is meant the right hand of God, who by the

†. is called power, as Dr. Whitby has fully proved.

There is a plain reference here to the view in which the

Son of man is repreſented, Dan. vii. 1 3, 14. where he is

faid to come in the clouds of heaven—to receive dominion, &c.

Our Lord looked very unlike that perſon now ; but no

thing could be more aweful, majeſtic, and becoming, than

ſuch an admonition in theſe circumſtances. The ſending

down of the Holy Ghoſt, the wonderful progreſs of the

Goſpel, the deſtruction of Jeruſalem, of the temple, and

of the Jewiſh ſtate, were unqueſtionable proofs and de

monſtrations, ſhewn forth by Jeſus Chriſt, of the infinite

power wherewith he was inveſted at the right hand of

God, in his mediatorial kingdom.

Per. 65. Then the high-prieſ rent hiſ cliffer. Though the

high-prieſt was forbidden to rend his clothes in ſome

cafes, when others were allowed to do it, (Levit. x, 6.

xxi. 1 o') yet in caſe of blaſphemy or any public calamity

it was thought allowable. Caiaphas therefore, by this ac

tion, expreſſed in the ſtrongeſt and moſt artſul manner his

horror at hearing ſo vile a wretch, as he pretended our

Lord was, thus claiming the ſovereignty over Iſrael, and a

ſeat at the right-hand of God, and this when adjured

upon oath on fo ſolemn an occaſion. That the high-prieſt

was clothed in ordinary apparel on this occaſion, appears

from Exod. xxix. 29, 30. where the pontifical garments

are ordered to deſcend from father to ſon, and therefore

were to be worn only at their conſecration, and when they

miniſtered.

Pºr. 66. He is guilty of death.] Or he deſerveſ or it

worthy of death. - - - -

Wer. 67, 68. Then did they ſpit in his face] Spitfi's in

the face was the greateſt contempt and diſgrace which

could poſſibly be ſhewn. See Numb. xii. 14. Buffling

or ſtriking with the fiſt on the temples, was eſteemed one

of the moſt diſgraceful puniſhments by the Greeks, frºm

whom the Romans might have adopted it: ſuiting with

the open palms of their hands, was eſteemed ſuch a diº

honour, as none but a ſlave ought to endure. Sce Lºkº,

xxii. 64. and Iſ, liii. 3, 7. Becauſe St. Matthew ſº

that they who condemned Jeſus ſpit in his face and buſ

fetcd him; and St. Mark, xiv. 65. mentions the indigº

nities in particular which the ſervants put upon him -º

appears that he was ſmitten, blind-folded, and buffººd
even by ſome of the council ; who to ridicule him for

having pretended to be the great prophet foretold by Mºſº.

bade him, ſarcaſtically, to exerciſe his prophetical gifts in

gueſſing who it was that ſmote him. Prophſ, utilº º
thou Chriſ, who is he that ſinate thee P The word rendered

propheſy, ſignifies not only to foretel things that are futurº
but alſo to diſcover any thing obſcure or beyond the reach

of uninſpired nature. It was hardly poſſible for theº

miſcreants to invent any thing more expreſſive of the cº
tempt in which they held our Lord's pretenſions to the

Meſſiahſhip. Thus was the judge of the world placed º

the bar of his own creatures, falſely accuſed by the wit:

neſſes, unjuſtly condemned by his judges, and barbarouſly

inſulted by aii! yet becauſe it was agreeable to the end

of his coming, he patiently ſubmitted, though he coul

with a frown have made his judges, his accuſers, anº

thoſe who had him in cuſtody, all to drop down dead iſ

a moment, or ſink into nothing ! See Macknight, Grotius

Wetſtein. -

Per. 69. Nºw Peter ſit without] Our Lord's trial in th

high-prieſt's palace, and Peter's denying him, being coff

temporary cvents, might be related the one before th
other, according to the hiſtorian's pleaſure. St. Matthew

5 aſ!
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lice; and a damſel came unto him, ſaying,

Thou alſo waſt with Jeſus of Galilee.

70 But he denied before them all, ſaying,

I know not what thou ſayeſt.

71 And when he was gone out into the

' Ch. 2. 22, 23. & 2. 13. & 4. 12, 13. * Ch. 2. 23. & 21. 11. Luke, 2. 39, 51. & 4, 16. John, 1. 45.

with “Jeſus of Nazareth.

72 Ånd again he denied with an oath, "I
do not know the man.

* Ch. 16. 16. Ver. 33. 35.

and St. Mark deſcribe the trial firſt, becauſe it is a prin

cipal fact. But St. Luke brings it in after the denials.

St. John has preſerved the exačt and natural order: for he

begins with the firſt denial, becauſe it happened imme

diately after Peter entered the palace; then gives the hiſ

tory of the trial as the principal fact, and concludes with

the ſubſequent denials. The apoſtles, no doubt, were in

great conſternation when their Maſter was apprehended,

as appears from their forſaking him. Some of them, how

ever, recovering out of the panic that had ſeized them,

followed the band at a diſtance, to ſee what the end would

be: of this number was Peter, and another diſciple, whom

John has mentioned without giving his name, and who

therefore is generally ſuppoſed to have been John himſelf,

it being the manner of this Evangeliſt to ſpeak of himſelf

in the third perſon. See John, xiii. 23. xxi. 20. St.

Matthew and St. Mark ſeem to differ in the account which

they give of the place where Peter firſt denied his Maſter.

St. Matthew ſays, Peter ſat without in the palace; St. Mark,

xiv. 66, ſays that this denial happened as Peter was beneath

in the palace. It appears from John, xviii. 25. that Peter

was with the ſervants at the fire, when he denied his Maſ

ter the third tine; and from Luke, xxii. 61., that Jeſus

looked upon Peter, juſt as he was pronouncing the words

of the third denial. Our Lord, therefore, and his diſciples

were not, the one in the court, and the other in the veſti

bule of the palace, during his trial, as ſome have ſup

poſed; but they were together in one room, Jeſus with

his judges at the upper end of it, and Peter with the ſer

wants at the fire at the other end. According to this

diſpoſition, Peter might be ſaid to have been without in

the hall, that is to ſay, without, in relation to the crowd

of judges, witneſſes, and ſoldiers, around Jeſus; but in

relation to the place where the council fat, he was beneath

in the hall, in the lower part of it; a way of ſpeaking

common even in our own language. Further, John, ver.

18, ſays, that Peter, after the firſt denial, ſtood with the

officers at the fire; whereas St. Matthew and St. Luke

tell us, that when he firſt denied his Maſter, he ſat by

the fire. It ſeems the maid's words had put him into

ſuch confuſion, that before he anſwered her, he aroſe

from the ſeat, which the ſervants had given him at his

firſt coming in. We learn from St. John, that the damſel

who attacked Peter was ſhe who kept the door; it ſeems,

that after having admitted him, ſhe followed him to the

fire,and ſpoke to him in an angry tone,having been informed

that it was he who had cut off her fellow-ſervant's ear. See

John, xviii. 17, 26. Thou alſo waſ with jeſus, means, when

he was apprehended in the garden; to be with, ſignifies ſome

times to be a diſciple. The woman, probably, either had

Rºme knowledge of Peter before, or was informed by John,

one of Chriſt's friends. See ver. 73.

f

or ſome of thoſe who had been in the garden, that he was

The word Galilee is

added by way of diſtinétion, jeſus being a very common

name at this time. See Macknight, Grotius, Doddridge.

Ver. 71. When he was gone out into the porch] St. Mat

thew and St. Mark ſay it was a woman that attacked Pe

ter in the porch ; St. Luke ſays it was a man; and Gro

tius, to reconcile the evangeliſts, has ſhewn that the Greek

word A,%27GP ſignifies both man and woman, as homo

does in the Latin. But without having recourſe to this

criticiſm, which appears rather too nice, it is natural and

eaſy to ſuppoſe, that the apoſtle was accoſted in the porch

both by a woman and a man; the former mentioned by

St. Matthew and St. Mark, the latter by St. Luke. The

word "gozvalov, rendered porch, anſwers moſt exačtly to the

Latin word vºffibulum, by which many good interpreters

render it: and conſidering the magnificence of the Jewiſh

buildings at this time, it is reaſonable to conclude, that

this which belonged to the high-prieſt's palace, was ſome

ſtately piazza or colonnade, and therefore the word would

be better rendered portico. The Jews gave our Lord the

appellation of jeſus of Nazareth to ſhew that they looked

upon him as an impoſtor, who was neither a prophet nor

the Meſſiah, and that they held him in the greateſt con

tempt; and in that view the modern Jews give him the

ſame appellation.

Wer. 72. And again he denied with an oath] To his denial

he now added perjury. Jeſus was ſo public a perſon,

and ſo well known to thouſands, not at all in his intereſt,

that this additional falſehood, I do not know the man, was

moſt unneceſſary; and—as it frequently happens, when

people allow themſelves to tranſgreſs the bounds of

truth, it was more likely to entangle and diſcover him,

than to clear him. Dr. Clarke conjećtures, that Peter

was ſuffered to fall fouler than any of the reſt of the

apoſtles, except Judas the traitor, and to make more re

markable miſtakes in his condućt, that we might thus be

cautioned againſt that extravagant regard which would

afterwards be demanded to him and his pretended ſuc

ceſſors. How muſt theſe people, before whom Peter

porch another maid ſaw him, and ſaid unto

them that were there, This fºllºw was alſo

* -

denied his lord, be ſurpriſed, when they ſaw, as no ,

doubt ſome of them did, this timorous diſciple, within

the compaſs of a few weeks, when he was brought with

John before the council, not only maintaining the cauſe

and honour of Jeſus, but boldly charging the murder of

this Prince of Life upon the chief men of the nation, and .

ſolemnly warning them of their guilt and danger in con

ſequence of it ! See Aćts, iv. 5–12. Perhaps when it

is ſaid there, ver. 13., that they to k knowledge of Peter

and john, that they had been with jeſus, the meaning may

be, that ſome of them or their attendants remembered

A x 2 Peter

*

*

-
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73 And after a while came unto him they that

ſtood by, and ſaid to Peter, Surely thou alſo art

one of them, for thy ſpeech bewrayeth thee.

74 Then began he to curſe and to ſwear,

ſaying, I know not the man. And imme

ver, 34. Luke, ' '. 65. Mark 1:. 71.

Zech. 12. Io.

John, 13, 26, 27.

Jer, 31. 18, 2 Cor. 7, 11.

k Vcr.

diately the cock crew.

75 And Peter remembered the words of

Jeſus, which ſaid unto him, “Before the cock

crow, thou ſhalt deny me thrice. ‘And he

went out, and wept bitterly.

:
34. Mark, 14. 30. John, 13. 33. * Pſ. 119. 59, 62. Ezek. 7, 1%.

y

º

Peter and John, as the two perſons who had followed

Jeſus thus far, when the reſt had forſaken him. See

John, xviii. 15–18. and Doddridge.

Ver. 73, 74. And after a while came, &c.] The words of

Malchus's kinſman, (ſee John, xviii. 26.) bringing to Pe

ter's remembrance what he had done to that ſlave, threw

him into ſuch a panic, that when thoſe who ſtood by re

peated the charge, he impudently denied it. When the

ſervants at the fire heard Peter deny the charge which

John has mentioned, they drew near, and ſupported the

argument drawn from the accent with which he had pro

nounced his anſwer. We are told by the Jews that the

Galileans had a clowniſh and uncouth way of ſpeaking,

for which they were ridiculed by the inhabitants of Judea ;

and as the Galileans were generally ſuſpected of being

diſciples of Jeſus, Peter's having the Galilean accent is

therefore urged as a ſtrong preſumption that he was one

of the diſciples of Jeſus. Thus preſſed on all fides, to

give his lie the better colour, he profaned the name of

God by ſwearing and wiſhing the bitterſ; curſºr on himſelf,

(for ſuch is the force of the original) if he was telling a

falſehood. . Perhaps he hoped by theſe ačts of impiety to

convince them effectually indeed, that he was not a diſ

ciple of the holy Jeſus. All the evangeliſts agree, that

the cock crew immediately after Peter pronounced the

words of the third denial, which they themſelves have re

lated : but upon comparing the things ſaid when this

third attack was made, it appears that the ſpeeches at

leaſt which St. John has recorded, did not come from the

perſons mentioned by the other evangeliſts; wherefore the

third denial was occaſioned by different attacks made in

ſucceſſion; unleſs the men ſpoke all at once, which is not

very probable. It is more natural to think, that when

Peter denied his Maſter to them who firſt attacked him,

the others who ſtood by ſupported the charge with an

argument drawn from his accent in ſpeaking, which proved

him to be a Galilean. However, as in either caſe the

ſucceſſion of his anſwers muſt have been very quick, the

veracity of the evangeliſts remains unſhaken, becauſe

thus the cock crew immediately after Peter pronounced

the words which they have ſeverally related. To this part

of the hiſtory it has been objected, that the Jews, as their

tradition goes, never kept any cocks within the walls of

Jeruſalem, and conſequently that Peter could not hear

them crow, while he was in the high-prieſt's palace; but

the objećtion may be removed either by calling the tra

dition itſelf in queſtion, becauſe it contradićts the teſti

mony of writers whoſe veracity is indubitable, and who

could not but know the cuſtoms of the age in which the

lived ; and becauſe many traditions of this kind were

framed by the rabbis, with a view to magnify the ſančtity

3.

of Jeruſalem. Or, the objećtion may be removed by ſup.

poſing, that the Romans who lived in the city, neglecting

the inſtitutions of the Jews, might keep this kind of fowl

about their houſes, perhaps for their table, or for the

auſpices, a ſort of divination to which they were peculiarly

addicted. See Macknight.

Per. 75. And Peter remembered the rvard of jºſif which

fiid, &c.] Or, Hºho had ſaid, &c. See Luke, xxii. 61.

where the remarkably beautiful circumſtance of Chriſt's

turning and lºoking upon Peter is recorded : ſee alſo Mark,

xiv. 72. Hence we learn that St. Peter denied his Maſter

three different times, and with oaths, forgetting the ve

hement proteſtations that he had made a few hours before.

He was permitted to fall in this manner, to teach man

kind two leſſons: firſº, that whatever a perſon's attain

ments may have been formerly, if once he paſſes the bounds

of morality, he commonly proceeds from bad to worſe,

one fin naturally drawing on another; for which reaſon,

the very leaſt appearances of evil are to be dreaded, and

the greateſt humility and ſelf-diffidence maintained. In

the ſecond place, the goodneſs wherewith Jeſus treated his

fallen apoſtle teaches us, that no finner whatever needs

deſpair of º: who truly repents. But I ſhall reſerve

the Inferences which I may draw from the fall and reper

tance of St. Peter for another opportunity; referring the

reader in the mean time to Dr. Foſter’s Sermons, vol. 1.

and the Refle&tions on this chapter; and taking a view

here of the condućt and charaćter of Judas Iſcariot.

i

º

Inferences.—The treachery of Judas Iſcariot, in betraying

his Maſter, muſt raiſe the aſtoniſhment of every reader

who has any juſt notion of our Lord's charaćter. Where

fore, the motives ſwaying him to be guilty of ſuch an

atrocious crime, and the circumſtances which attended it,

deſerve a particular conſideration.

Some are of opinion, that he was incited to commit

this villany by his reſentment of the rebuke which Jeſus

gave him, for blaming the woman who came with the

precious ointment. But though this may have had its

weight with him, it could hardly be the only motive;

fince the rebuke was not levelled againſt him ſingly, but

was direéted alſo to the reſt, who, being rebuked at the

ſame time, muſt have kept him in countenance. Beſides,

though he had been rebuked alone, it can hardly be ſup

poſed that ſo mild a reproof would provoke any perſon,

how wicked ſoever, to the horrid act of murdering his

friend; much leſs Judas, whoſe covetouſneſs muſt have

diſpoſed him to bear every thing at the hand of his Maſ

ter, from whom he expected great preferment. If it be

replied, that his reſentment was ſo great as to hinder him

from excrciſing his reaſon, and hurried him on precipitately,

it
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Chriſ it delivered bound to Pilate. judas hangeth himſelf.

Plutº, admoniſhed by his wife, waſteth his hands, and

lºfth Barakbar. Chrift is crowned with thorns, crucifted,

º dieth, and iſ buried; his ſpulchre is ſealed and
*Uſ.'thºd.

[Anno Domini 33.]

HEN the morning was come, " all the

chief prieſts and elders of the people

toºk counſel againſt Jeſus to put him to death:

Muk, 15, 1-11. Luke, 27. 63. & 23, 1–28.-- John, 18. 28–3 c. & 19, 15.

** 1 Kings, 21. 27. Job, zo. 5, 15. 2 Col. 7. ic, with Ch. 26. 15.

2 And when they had bound him, they

led him away, and delivered him to Pontius

Pilate the governor. -

3 * * Then Judas, which had betrayed him,

when he ſaw that he was condemned, re

pented himſelf, and brought again the thirty

pieces of ſilver to the chief prieſts and el

ders,

4 Saying, I have finned, ° in that I have

Aćts, 4, 25–28. & 2. 23. b Ch,
Pſ. 2. 1-4. Iſ 53, 7, 8.

* Ver. 24. Acts, 18. 6. -

it ſhºuld be confidered, that though he ſtruck the bargain

with the prieſts a few hours after he was rebuked, yet

inſt two days paſſed before he fulfilled his bargain.

Beſides, to impute this treachery to the ſudden impulſe of

a ſtrong reſentment, is ſuch an alleviation of his crime,

is ſeems inconſiſtent with the charaćter given of it in

Scripture; where it is always repreſented in the blackeſt

colours, and ſaid to merit the heavieſt puniſhment.

Others think that Judas betrayed his Maſter out of

cºlouſneſs. But neither can this be admitted, if by

tºretouſneſs is underſtood an eager defire of the reward

ſºn him by the prieſts: for the whole ſum was not much

more in value than 31 ſterling; a trifle, which the moſt

tººtous wretch cannot be ſuppoſed to have taken as an

tuivalent for the life of a friend, from whom he had the

Feateſt expectations of gain. The reader will ſee the

lºngth of this reaſon, when he calls to mind that all the

ſciples believed the kingdom of the Meſfiah was in

ºy to be created, and that, according to the notion

which they entertained of it, each of them, but eſpecially

* Apoſtles, had the proſpect of being raiſed in a little

time to immenſe riches. Befides, the Scripture tells us,

that Judas's predominant paſſion was covetouſneſs. He

wºuld not therefore be ſo inconſiſtent with himſelf, as

when juſt on the point, according to his apprehenſion, of

ºping ſuch a reward of his ſervice, to throw all away for

tº rifling ſum above-mentioned.

..Qhers attribute Judas's perfidy to his doubting whether

his Maſter was the Meſſiah, and ſuppoſe that he betrayed

him in a fit of deſpair. But of all the ſolutions, this is

the worſt founded. For if Judas thought that his Maſter

** an impoſtor, he muſt have obſerved ſomething in his

behaviour which led him to form ſuch an opinion of him ;
and in that caſe he certainly would have mentioned it to

the chief-prieſts and elders at the time when he made the

ºrgain with them; which it is plain he did not, otherwiſe

they would have put him in mind of it, when he came

* them and declared his remorſe for what he had done.

Doubtleſs alſo they would have urged it againſt our Hord.

himſelf in the courſe of his trial, when they were at ſuch

*loſs for witneſſes to prove their accuſations; and againſt

the Apoſtles afterwards, when they reproved them for

rºling in Chriſt's name. Aëts, iv. 1 5., &c. v. 27.,

&c. Farther, had Judas thought that his Maſter was an

impoſtor, and Propoſed nothing by his treachery but the

P"the put upon his life, how came he to ſelí him for

ſuch a trifle, when he well knew that the prieſts would

have given him any ſum, rather than not have gotten him

into their hands ! To conclude this head, the ſuppoſition of

Judas’s believing that his Maſter was an impoſtor, is di

rećtly confuted by the ſolemn declaration which he made

to the prieſts, implying the deepeſt convićtion of Chriſt's

innocence, (Chap. xxvii. 4.) I have ſinned, ſaid he, in

betraying the innocent blood It is alſo confuted by the re

morſe which he felt for his crime, when Jeſus was con

demned ; a remorſe ſo bitter, that he was not able to bear

it, but fled to a halter for relief.

Since Judas's treachery then proceeded from none of

theſe motives mentioned, it may be aſked, what other

motive can be aſſigned for his condućt 2 St. John tells.

us, that he was ſo covetous, as to ſteal money out of our

Lord's bag. This account of him gives us reaſon to be

lieve, that he firſt followed Jeſus with a view to the

riches and other temporal advantages which he expected

the Meſfiah's friends would enjoy. It likewiſe authoriſes

us to think, that as he had hitherto reaped none of theſe

advantages, he might grow impatient under the delay 5.

and the more ſo, as Jeſus had of late diſcouraged all am

bitious views among his diſciples, and neglected to cm

brace the opportunity of ere&ting his kingdom, which

was offered by the multitude who accompanied him into:

Jeruſalem with Hoſannahs. His impatience, therefore,

becoming exceſſive, put him upon the ſcheme of deliver

ing his Maſter into the hands of the council, thinking it

the moſt proper method of obliging him to aſſume the

dignity of Meſfiah, and conſequently of enabling him to

reward his followers. For as this court was compoſed of

the chief prieſts, cláers, and ſcribes, that is, the principal

perſons belonging to the ſacerdotal order, the repreſenta

tives of the great families, and the doćtors of the law,

Judas did not doubt, but that Jeſus, when before ſuch an

aſſembly, would prove his pretenſions to their full con

vićtion, gain them over to his intereſts, and forthwith

enter on his royal dignity. And though he could not but

be ſenſible, that the meaſure which he adopted to bring this.

about, was very offenſive to his Maſter, he might think

that the ſucceſs of it would procure his pardon, and

even recommend him to favour. In the meantime, his

proječ, however plauſible it might appear to one of his

turn, was far from being free from difficulty ; and there

fore while he revolved it in his own mind, many things

might occur to ſtagger his reſolution. At length ‘.
ning,
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betrayed the innocent blood. And they ſaid,

* What is that to us ; ſee thou to that.

5 And he caſt down the pieces of ſilver in

* A&ts, 18. 15. Job, 13. 4. & 16, 2. * Aćts, 1. 18, 19.

the temple,

hanged himſelf.

6 And the chief prieſts took the filver pieces,

and departed, and went and

2 Sam. 17. 23. 1 Sam. 31. 4, 5. Judges, 9.54.

thing happened which urged him on. Thinking himſelf

affronted by the rebuke which Jeſus had given him, in the

matter of the laſt anointing, and that rebuke fitting the

heavier on him, as he had procured a former mark of his

Maſter's diſpleaſure by an imprudence of the like kind,

he was provoked; and though his reſentment was not ſuch

as could inſpire him with the horrid defign of murdering

his Maſter, it impelled him to execute the reſolution that

he had formed of making him alter his meaſures. Riſing

up therefore from table, he went ſtraightway into the city

to the high-prieſt's palace, where he found the chief prieſts

and elders aſſembled, conſulting how they might take Jeſus

by ſubtilty (ver. 4.). To them he made known his intention,

and undertook for a ſmall ſum of money to condućt a band

of armed men to the place where Jeſus uſually ſpent the

nights, and where they might apprehend him without the

danger of a tumult. Thus the devil, laying hold on the

various paſſions which now agitated the traitor's breaſt,

tempted him by them all.

That theſe were the views with which Judas ačted in

betraying his Maſter, may be gathered, firſt, from the na

ture of the bargain which he ſtruck with the prieſts, ver, 15.

What will ye give me, ſaid he, and I will deliver him unto

you ? He did not mean that he would deliver him up to

be put to death. For though the prieſts had conſulted

among themſelves how they might kill Jeſus, none of them

had been ſo barefaced as to declare their intention pub

licly. They only propoſed bringing him to a trial for having

aſſumed the character of the Meſſiah, and to treat him as

it ſhould appear he deſerved. The offer therefore which

Judas made to them of delivering him up, was in con

formity to their public reſolution. Nor did they under

itand it in any other : for had the prieſts thought that his

deſign in this was to get Jeſus, puniſhed with death, they

muſt likewiſe have thought that he believed him to be

an impoſtor, in which caſe they certainly would have pro

duced him as one of their principal evidences, no perſon

being more fit to bear witneſs againſt any criminal than

his companion. Or, though Judas had repented before

the trial came on, and had withdrawn himſelf, the prieſts

might have argued with great plauſibility, both in their

own court, and before the governor, that for a man's diſ

ciple to require the judges to bring him to condign puniſh

ment, branded him with ſuch a ſuſpicion of guilt, as was

almoſt equal to a full proof. Again, when Judas returned

to them with the money, declaring that he had ſinned in

betraying innocent blood, inſtead of replying (as they did

ch. xxvii. 4.) what is that to uſ * ſee thou to that, it was the

moſt natural thing in the world to have upbraided him with

the ſtain he had put upon his Maſter's character, by the

bargain that he had entered into with them. It is true, they

called the money which they gave him the price of blood, (ch.

xxvii. 6.) but they did not mean this in the ſtričteſt ſenſe, as

they neither had hired Judas to aſſaſſinate his Maſter, nor can

be ſuppoſed to have charged themſelves with the guilt of ºr

murdering him. It was only the price of blood conſequen. :

tially, being the reward that they had given to the traitor for tº

putting it into their power to take away Chriſt's life under tº:

the colour and form of public juſtice. Nay, it may be

even doubted, whether Judas aſked the money as a reward :

of his ſervice. He covetouſly indeed kept it, and the prieſts tº:

for that reaſon called it the price of blood; but he de- º

manded it perhaps on pretence of gratifying and encourag- ºg

ing the people who were to aſſiſt him in apprehending tº

Jeſus. To conclude, Judas knew that the rulers could not ºf

take away the life of any perſon whatſoever, the Romans :

having deprived them of that power, (John, xviii. 31.) :

and therefore could have no deſign of this kind in deliver-º

ing him up; not to mention that it was a common opinion .

among the Jews, that the Meſfiah would never die (John, ºr

xii. 34.); an opinion which Judas might eaſily embrace, is

having ſeen his Maſter raiſe ſeveral perſons from the dead, e.

and among the reſt one who had been in the grave no leſs &

than four days. º

That the traitor's intention in betraying his Maſter was .

what has been already urged, is probable, ſecondly, from -

his hanging himſelf when he found him condemned, not -

by the governor, but by the council whoſe prerogative it is

was to judge prophets. Had Judas propoſed to take away sº

his Maſter's life, the ſentence of condemnation paſſed upon

him, inſtead of filling him with deſpair, muſt have gratified s

him, being the accompliſhment of his projećt, whereas the .

light wherein we have endeavoured to place his condućt

ſhews this circumſtance to have been perfeótly natural.

Judas having been witneſs to the greateſt part of our Lord's

miracles, and having experienced the certain truth of them .

in the powers which had been conferred upon himſelf,

could never think that the council would have condemned

him as a falſe Chriſt, far leſs as a blaſphemer. He knew

him to be perfectly innocent, and expected that he would

have wrought ſuch miracles before the council as ſhould

have conſtrained them to believe. Therefore when he

found that nothing of this kind was done, and that the

prieſts had paſſed ſentence of condemnation upon him, and

were carrying him to the governor to get it executed, he

repented of his raſh and covetous project, came to the chief

prieſts and elders, the perſons to whom he had betrayed

him, offered them the money again, and ſolemnly declared

the deepeſt convićtion of his Maſter’s innocence, hoping

that they would have deſiſted from the proſecution; but

they were obſtinate, and would not relent; upon which

his remorſe aroſe to ſuch a pitch, that, unable to ſup

port the torments of his conſcience, he went and hanged

himſelf.

Thus it ſeems probable that the traitor’s intention in de.

livering up his Maſter, was to lay him under a neceſſity of

proving his pretenſions before the grandees, whom he had

hitherto ſhunned ; thinking that if they had yielded, thº

whol
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and ſaid, It is not lawful for to put them into

the treaſury, becauſe it is the price of blood.

7 And they took counſel, and bought with

them the potter's field, to bury ſtrangers in.

whole nation would immediately have ſubmitted, and the

diſciples have been raiſed forthwith to the ſummit of their

expectations.

This account of Judas's condućt is by no means cal

culated to leſſen the foulneſs of his crime, which was the

blackeſt imaginable. For, even in the light above men

tioned, it implied both an inſatiable avarice, and a wilful

oppoſition to the counſels of Providence; and ſo rendered

the actor of it a diſgrace to human nature. But it is cal

culated to ſet the credibility of the traitor's action in a

proper light, and to ſhew that he was not moved to it by

any thing ſuſpicious in the charaćter of his Maſter; be

cauſe, according to this view of it, his perfidy, inſtead of

implying that he entertained ſuſpicions of his Maſter's in

tegrity, plainly proves that he had the fulleſt convićtion of

his being the Meſſiah. And, to ſay the truth, it was not poſ

fible for any one intimately acquainted with our Lord, as

Judas was, to judge otherwiſe of him ; having ſecn his

miracles, which were great and true beyond exception, and

having experienced his power in the ability of working

miracles, which, along with the reſt of the apoſtles, he had

received from him, and no doubt exerciſed with extra

ordinary pleaſure. However, as the motives of men's

aćtions, at ſuch a diſtance of time, muſt needs be intricate,

eſpecially where hiſtory is in a great meaſure filent con

cerning them, we ought to be very modeſt in our attempt to

unravel them : for which cauſe the above account of Ju

gas's condućt is propoſed only as a conjećture worthy of

farther inquiry. See the notes on the next chapter.

REFLEcTIONs.—1ſt, The time was now at hand, when

Meſſiah, the Prince, ſhould be cut off.

1. He gives his diſciples notice of his betrayal and ap

proaching crucifixion, that they might be the leſs ſurpriſed.

He had finiſhed his diſcourſe on the ſufferings that they

might expedit, and on their encouragements to bear up under

them, and now he was going himſelf to ſet them the bright

example they ſhould copy.

The views of a ſuffering Chriſt ſhould ſupport every

ſuffering Chriſtian. Within two days the dreadful plot

was to be executed.

2. Juſt at this time the chief-prieſts, ſcribes, and elders,

the members of the ſanhedrim, and the men of higheſt

authority among the Jews, exaſperated now beyond mea

ſure, and reſolved upon the death of Jeſus, aſſembled to

conſult upon the propereſt means of accompliſhing their

bloody purpoſe. The high-prieſt's palace was the place

where theſe conſpirators met; and, having weighed the

dangers of an uproar which might enſue, if on the feaſt

day they ſhould attempt to arreſt him amid the concourſe

of people who attended him; they reſolved, if poſſible, to

watch their opportunity to ſeize him privately, and either

thus make away with him, or get him condemned by the

Roman governor, and execute him as a malefactor, on

account of crimes which they were ready to lay to his

charge. Note: The fear of man often reſtrains thoſe from

wickedneſs, who are unawed by any fear of God.

adly, Jeſus, though he ſpent the day at Jeruſalem, re

tired at even to Bethany, a village at a little diſtance, and

was now in the houſe of Simon the leper; one of thoſe

probably who had experienced his healing power, and had

become his faithful diſciple. We are told, -

1. The fingular mark of reſpect ſhewn him by a gracious

woman who was preſent when they ſat at meat. She poured

upon his head a box of precious ointment, as the profeſſion

of her faith in him as the Meſſiah, the anointed of God,

and as a token of her love to him, as her adored Lord and

Saviour. See the critical notes.

2. The offence which the diſciples took at the matter. They

among themſelves cenſured the ačtion as an unneceſſary
waſte of what might have been more profitably employed, if

the money which ſo valuable a box of ointment would bring

had been given to the poor; and perhaps meant tacitly to

blame their Maſter for permitting this to be done, and not

diſcountenancing the woman. Note ; (1.) Charity bids us

put the beſt conſtruction on what is dubious; and we

ſhould be very careful how we cenſure thoſe of over-doing,

or as guilty of imprudence, who go farther than we dare

or care to do. Probably the fault we complain of, will be

found more juſtly retorted; and that not their intemperate

raſhneſs, but our lukewarmneſs and want of zeal and love

for Jeſus, is to be blamed. (2.) That is never waſted,

which is employed for Chriſt and his ſervice. -

3. Chriſt rebukes his diſciples, and vindicates this gra

cious woman. He knew their murmurs, and expoſtulates

with them on the unjuſtneſs of their indignation, why

trouble ye the woman by ſuch harſh judging, and unkind.

ſentiments of her condućt 2 The work was both ſuitable

and ſeaſonable, deſerving of commendation, not cenſure.

Among the poor, for whom they expreſſed ſuch jealouſy,

they would always find objećts to exerciſe their charity;

but his bodily preſence with them was ſhort, and there

fore this ačt of reſpect was not only pleaſing to him, but

had a particular view which they knew not : it was in

tended for his burial, as an embalming of his body though

now alive, which ſhe would not have an opportunity to do

when he was dead; and this ſhe did either by revelation, or

the Holy Ghoſt direéted her to the aëtion for this end.

So far therefore from iſſuing to her reproach, it ſhould be

mentioned to her perpetual honour, as the evidence of her

genuine faith and love, wherever the Goſpel ſhould be

preached in the whole world. (See the Annotations.)

Note ; (1.) If we knew the principles and motives on which

others aćt, we ſhould often ſee abundant reaſon to approve

that condućt which now we condemn. (2.) It is a real

grief to a gracious ſoul to be cenſured for well-doing,

eſpecially by thoſe whoſe approbation he had reaſon to ex

pećt; but our judgment is with the Lord, and our reward

with our God. (3.) We never need want opportunities of

doing good, if we have hearts to do it; objećts of diſtreſs.

every where abound. (4.) Thoſe who honour Jeſus, he

will honour. -

3dly, The traitor Judas provoked with the vindication

of the woman, and vexed at the reproof which he pecu

liarly felt, as having been the chief murmurer and inſtigator

of the reſt, given up now to the devil's power, preſently

- aroſe
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-

8 Wherefore that field was called, “ The

field of blood, unto this day.

* A&ts, 1. 19. Jer. 18. 2.

9 Then was fulfilled that which was ſpoken

by Jeremy the prophet, ſaying, "And they

* Zech. 1 r. 11, 13.

aroſe full of malice and reſentment, and went directly to

the chief prieſts, who wanted, but could not hope to find,

ſo fit an inſtrument for their helliſh purpoſe. We need

not ſtartle to find that one of the twelve was a traitor, or

had a devil: where ſhall we find, among profeſſors in ge

neral, ſo ſmall a proportion of hypocrites ? We have,

1. The offer he made. I hat wiłł ye give me, and I will

dºver him wit, yºu ? This was the very thing they de

fired; they dated not ſeize him openly; nothing therefore

could be inore opportºle tº in to have a traitor among his

followers, who could introduce them ſecretly, that they

might arreſt him without an uproar. The traitor, con

ſcious of his Maſter's innocence, does not preſume to win

dicate his own baſeneſs, by pretending the diſcovery of any

crime, or daring to appear as an evidence againſt him ;

yet, reſolved to ruin him, he propoſes this villamous trea

chery. Nºe (1.) Many want only opportunity and

temptation, to ſhew the baſ, he is and hypocriſy of their

hearts. (...) None wound the cauſe ſo deeply as thoſe, who

from apoſtics turn apoſtates, and employ their bitter enmity

againſt the Goſpel which they once preached and eſpouſed.

{3.) When the heart is bent on miſchief, the devil will

ſuggeſt the means. But ſee the notes and inferences for

other views of the ſubject.

2. The chief-prieſts eagerly embraced the offer, and

immediately the bargain is ſtruck for thirty ſhekels of ſilver,

the goºdly price he was valued at by them, Zech. xi. 13.

Note: (1.) They who ſell themſelves to work wickedneſs,

often find the wages as wretched as the ſervice is vile.

(2.) Many cry out againſt the falſehood of this traitor, yet

by crafty bargains, and inordinate profit on their goods,

how often have they lied, deceived, defrauded, and ſold

their Maſter for leſs than thirty pieces of ſilver ?

3. From that time Judas ſºught opportunity to betray him,

that, acquainting them with his retirement, they might ſeize

him in the abſence of the multitude. The way of fin is

headlong, one crime draws on another, the conſcience is

hardened by the repetition of guilt, and onward the mi

ſerable ſlave of Satan is hurried to the precipice of eternal

ruin. -

4thly, We have our Lord's celebration of his laſt paſſ

Kowcr.

1. The preparation for that ſolemnity. The ſºft day of the

fºgſ ºf unleavened bread, when the paſchal lamb was to be

killed and eaten in the evening ; the diſciples, preſuming that

their Maſter would keep the paſſover at Jeruſalem, though

they knew of no houſe ready for his and their reception,

aſked him where they muſt prepare the paſchal ſupper ?

and Chriſt, at the ſame time that he gave them a ſtriking

proof of his omniſcience, directs them to a perſon who, on

delivering the meſſage that he gave them, would ſhew them

the place they ſought. Say unto him, who was probably a

diſciple, and well knew Jeſus, the Moſler ſuith, My time

is at hand, the time of his departure; I will keep the paſſ ver

at thy houſe with my diſcipleſ this was the laſt kind office

he would be able to ſhew them while upon earth. The

frid.

True humility will ever make us jealous over our hearts;

diſciples, without heſitation, obeyed; ſound all things is

he had ſaid; prepared the paſſover; and at even when he

caine, the twelve ſat down with him at table. Nºte:

When we follow Chriſt in his commands, he will make

us feaſt with him in his comforts. º

2. During the ſºpper, he took occaſion to inform them

of a circumſtance which many of them would be ſhocked

to bear ; and this was, that one of them ſhºwſ. Retray lin,

He well knew the traitor and the plot, and gave them this

notice for the confirmation of their faith, when the thing

ſhould come to paſs. Exceedingly diſtreſſed at the thought

that he ſhould be betrayed, and more that one of them

ſhould be ſo perfidious, with anxious ſolicitude the eleven

began ſeverally to aſk him, Lord, is it I? each perhaps

trembling at the deceitfulneſs and treachery of their hearts;

or rºtºcr grieved at the ſuſpicion, and conſcious of their

innocence, deſired to clear themſelves from ſuch an impu.

tation. Juſt then, it ſºcims, Judas itretched out his hand

to dip the bread into the diſh, and by this circumſtance

Chriſt pointed out the traitor ; he that dippeth his hand ºil

m, in the diff, the ſame ſhall betray me, which he mentions,

to make the perfidy appear more baſe, and to ſhew the

fulfilment of the Scripture; while he adds a terrible com

mination, if any thing might ſtartle the hardened conſcience

of this apoſtate : the Son of man muſt indeed be betrayed,

but woe to the traitor; it had been good fºr that man if he

Ż id not been born, a convincing proof of the eternal mitºry

of every damned ſoul. With impudent effrontery, una

baſhed, though conſcious of his guilt, Judas, who had been

filent before, perceiving himſelf pointed at, endeavoured to

brave it out; either fancying that Chriſt would not know

of his guilt, or would not directly charge him with it, and

therefore ſaid, Lord, is it 1 ° He ſaid unto him, Thou hift

The reply is expreſs: he was the man. Note: (1)

we know not to what we may be tempted, nor how weak

we are to refiſt ; nothing is too bad for the beſt to do ifleſt

one moment to themſelves; therefore we ſhould never *

high-minded, but far. (2.) The more nearly we have been

connected with Jeſus, in the participation of his ordinances,

the more aggravated will be the guilt of unfaithfulneſs.

(3.) Many put a bold face upon a bad cauſe, and they may

indeed eſcape the judgment of men, but God trieth the

heart.

5thly, All Jewiſh ordinances were now about to be

abrogated, and among the reſt the paſſover. In its room

Chriſt here inſtitutes the great Goſpel ordinance, hence

called The Lºrd's Supper, where he is held forth as our

paſſover, the Lamb ſlain from the foundation of the world;

and we are invited to come and feaſt thereon. The

paſchal ſupper being ended,

1. Our Lord took bread, which lay by him, and, bleſfing

it, brake and gave to his diſciples, commanding them to eat,

and explaining the import of what he did, ſaying thiſ is my

body, the repreſentation of the ſacrifice that I am about to

ſuffer for your redemption, when my body ſhall º º
- - brokcil

ºt",
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ºk the thirty pieces of ſilver, the price of him

that was valued, * whom they of the children

of Iſrael did value;

* Or whom they bought of the children of Iſrael. * Mark, 15. 2.
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Io And gave them for the potter's field, as

the Lord appointed me.

11 * "And Jeſus ſtood before the governor:

Luke, 23. 3. John, 18.33, 37. 1 Tim. 6. 13. with ch. 25. 26, 64.

broken on the tree, the conſtant memorial of which ſhall thus

be obſerved in my church to all ages, as the paſſover per

petuated the memory of Iſrael's deliverance from Egypt.

The doćtrine of tranſubſtantiation, raiſed from this paſ

ſº, is almoſt too abſurd to need confutation ; and not

only gives the lie to our ſenſes, but contradićts the very

nature of a ſacrament. See, however, the Critical Notes.

- 2. He took the cup, and, with thankſgiving and prayer,

having conſecrated the wine, gave it to them, and com

manded them all to drink of it, as the repreſentation and

memorial of that blood which he was now juſt ready

to ſhed, to confirm and eſtabliſh the New Teſtament, or

Covenant, and to procure for them all ſpiritual bleſlings,

and for as many alſo, as afterwards, truſting in his atone

ment, ſhould plead the redemption hereby purchaſed for

* them from ſin and guilt.

3. He takes a ſolemn farewel. No more would they

enjoy this free and familiar converſe with him, till the

day, the glorious day arrived, when, admitted to his eternal

kingdom, they ſhould partake of thoſe unutterable joys

ſignified by the new wine) which are at his right hand for

tvermore. Note: A dying ſaint with delight takes his fare

wel of all the comforts that he ever enjoyed here below ;

ſweet as ordinances, the word, communion with God were

to his ſoul, he is going where, inſtead of the drops that he

talled here below, he ſhall be admitted to drink of the

* living ſtreams of eternal conſolations, that ſlow uninter

* rupted, ever new, from the throne of God.

º 4. They cloſed the ſolemnity with a hymn ; and ne

wer is the ſong of praiſe more ſuitable than on ſuch an

occaſion. Hereupon departing from the houſe, he retired

by moonlight to the mount of Olives, the place appointed

- for the ſcene of his agonizing forrows.
r: 6thly, In their way to the mount of Olives, we are

told,

1. The predićtion of his ſufferings, and of their flight,

which Chriſt delivered to his diſciples. He foretels them

of the offence they would take at the treatment he ſhould

meet with that very night, inſomuch that every one of

them would deſert him, and fulfil the Scripture, Zech.

Miii. 7.; but though he ſhould be ſmitten, and die, as it

was propheſied of him, yet he ſhould riſe again and come

to them, recover them from their flight and diſperſion,

and go before them into Galilee, where they would meet

him to their unſpeakable comfort. Note : (i.) We know

not our own weakneſs till the trying hour comes. (2.) We

are never ſafe, and muſt never be ſecure. The ſweeteſt

ſeaſons of communion with Chriſt are ſometimes ſucceeded

by the foreſt temptations. -

2. Peter, unable to bear ſuch a refle&ion, with too great

tºence engages for his own fidelity, though all the reſt

ſhould fly. He not only relies on his own reſolution,

:: *w intimates a ſtrong conceit of his ſuperior courage.

: *;* ſpirit is ſure to fall. We have loſt our
º 9I.. [. - º

º

º

footing the moment we begin to think any thing as of our
ſelves.

3. Chriſt warns him of the deluſion that he was under in

this ſelf-confidence of boaſting ; and aſſures him, that all

his vaunted courage would quickly fail him,_that he

would not only forſake, but diſown him, repeatedly diſ

own him ; and that during the preſent night, before the

crowing of the cock announced the approaching return of

day. And this he ſolemnly affirms, Verily I ſay unto thee.

He knew Peter better than Peter knew himſelf. Note :

The forwardeſt to boaſt, are uſually the firſt and fouleſt

in their falls. -

4. Peter ſtill perſifls in his vain confidence, though

warned by him who could not err; and, with increaſing

vehemence, unable to bear the ſuſpicion of denying his

Maſter, ſolemnly affirms that he will ſooner die than be

guilty of ſuch baſeneſs. And all the diſciples joined his

aſſertion, unwilling to be outdone by Peter, and equall

confident of their own zeal for their Lord. Note ; (1.)

When death and danger are at a diſtance, it is eaſy to boaſt

great things; but, when they come, how many ſtagger

(2.) It is among the follies bound up in the human heart,

that we are all apt to think more highly of ourſelves than

we ought to think; and ſad experience is in general needſul

to bring us to a more humbling view of our weakneſs.

7thly, With ſacred reverence we are called to approach

the ſcene of the Redeemer's agony. The ſtorm of divine

vengeance now aroſe, to diſcharge all its fury on him who

bore our ſins and carried our ſorrows.

1. The place whither he retired was called Gethſemane,

an olive-preſs; for there it pleaſed the Lord to bruiſe him and

put him to grief. The companions he took with him

were his diſciples, all but Judas ; and, leaving the others

at a diſtance, with an injunction to fit there, he, with

Peter, James, and John, retired into ſome more ſecluded

part of the garden to pray. Thoſe who had ſeen his

transfiguration, are choſen to be witneſſes of his deepeſt
humiliation.

2. There his agony began : the ſorrows of death com

paſſed him about, and diſtreſs and conſternation unutter

able ſeized upon his ſoul. The words in the original are

moſt emphatical, expreſſive of the heavieſt load of grief,

perplexity, dejection, and anguiſh. No outward cauſe

appeared; the conflićt was internal: the powers of dark

neſs now rallied their once-defeated forces, and ſummoned

up all their fury for this deciſive blow. The wrath of an

offended God, due to the fins of mankind, all centered

now on their Redeemer, and weighed him down under the

intolerable burden. D-ath, with all its horrors of igno

miny, ſhame, and torture, ſtood before him ; and, worſe

than ten thouſand deaths of the body, the pains of hell gat

hold upon his foul, the wages of our iniquities.

3. In this diſtreſs he acquaints his diſciples with the

ſorrows of his ſoul, that even now preſſed him down to

ry the
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and the governor aſked him, ſaying, Art thou

the king of the Jews And Jeſus ſaid unto

him, * Thou ſayeſt.

* i. e. It is ſo as thou ſayeſt. * Ch. 26.63. If 53.7.

the gates of death, and only would end entirely with his

expiring breath, ſorrows ſuch as mortal never knew before,

and perhaps beyond what even the damned ever felt. He

enjoins them to continue there and watch with him, obſerve

his a ony, and be on their guard againſt their own ap

proaching temptations.

4. He humbly applies to Him, whoſe terrors he ſuffered

with a troubled mind. Being truly man, as well as God,

he could not but wiſh for relief from pain, from pain ſo

agonizing, and therefore poured out ſtrong crying and

tears, Heb. v. 7. He went a little further, that alone he

might tread the wine-pieſs of the wrath of God, and, there

falling on his face, under a load of guilt and miſery to the

humanity alone inſupportable, he poured out his com

plaints before his Father, O my Father, for with unſhaken

faith he ſtill looked through the dark cloud: if it be pºſſible,

Jet this cup paſ; from me : if, conſiſtent with the glory of the

divine perfections and the atonement that he was about to

accompliſh, theſe torments may be alleviated or removed,

his nature aſks relief: nevertheleſ, if all that Iſuffer is needful

to glorify thee, I am all reſignation, I bow my neck, and ſay,

Not as I will, but aſ thou wilt; his human will, with perfect

acquieſcence, ſubmits to the divine. Note ; (1.) In all our

forrows it is good to make God our refuge, and in prayer

to pour out our griefs into his compaſſionate boſom. (2.)

Humble deſire to be delivered from our ſufferings is per

fectly conſiſtent with the moſt unfeigned reſignation under

them. (3.) Whether our troubles be removed or not, it

is a ſure token for good when we can ſay, Not my will, but

athine be done.

5. Ariſing from the earth he returned to his three diſ

ciples, and, lo! aſtoniſhing to tell, while their Maſter was

agonizing, they were aſleep. Oppreſſed with grief, their

fenſes were ſtupified, and their eyes cloſed. But Chriſt

rouſes them from their flumbers, and gently chides their

diſobedience to his commands, and inattention to his ſuf

ferings; and, direéting his diſcourſe to Peter, who lately

appeared ſo forward in his profeſſions of fidelity and zeal,

he ſaid, What 1 is it poſſible | aſleep ! and I overwhelmed

with anguiſh | Could not ye, from whom I had ſuch expec

tations, and whoſe plighted vows of conſtancy till death

promiſed other condućt, could ye not watch with me one hour P

ſo ſhort the ſpace, ſo little difficult the command Watch

and pray; you have need to be awake, if not to ſympathize

and join with me, at leaſt to guard yourſelves, that ye enter

mot into temptation, and by this ſloth and drowſineſs be ex

poſed to fall more eaſily, when the approaching hour of your

temptation comes. Yet, while he thus gently rebukes and

admoniſhes, he alſo pities and kindly excuſes them, the ſpirit

indeed is willing; he knew that their hearts were really at

tached to him, that their love was without diſſimulation, and

that their deſire was to ſerve him ; but the flºſh is weak ; the

body weighed down the ſoul; and he knew whereof they

were made, forgave, and caſt the mantle of love over the

Aëts, 8, 32, 34.

prieſts and elders, he anſwered nothing,

13 Then ſaid Pilate unto him, “Hearcſ:

Ver, 14. 1 Peter, 2. 23. * Ch. 26.62. John, 19. 16.

º

failings which he could not but condemn. Nºte: (1)Sloth.

fulneſs, and neglect of prayer, in time of temptation, are
the ſure forerunners of a fall.

We need always watch;

12 "And when he was accuſed of the chief :
º

but, when we are forewarned of danger near, we ſhould -

double our guard, and be more importunate at a throne of *

grace.

can be touched with the feeling of our infirmities.

(2.) We have a compaſſionate High-prieſt, who º

6. Our Lord again retires, repeats his fervent ſuppli.

cations, and ſubmits to all his Father's will. Again he

returns, and finds his diſciples ſleeping; their heavy eye

lids were cloſed, and all his remonſtrances were ineffectual

to keep them awake and watchful. The third time he

withdraws, redoubles his prayers, renews his ſelf-reſigna

tion, and is heard : though the cup may not paſs from him,

he is ſtrengthened to bear the load, and patiently to yield

up his ſoul to God. Coming to his diſciples, ſtill they

ſleep, and now he conſigns them to their repoſe, if they

can or dare any longer indulge themſelves, when his foe:

and theirs are now at hand. It is high time to awake,

when the traitor is ſo near. Riſe, ſet us be going, not to

fly from the ſufferings before him, but to meet them: *

ſince the hour is come, Jeſus is prepared, and reſigns him

ſelf into the hands of his enemies. Note ; (1.) Though

we have not an immediate anſwer, we muſt pray and not

faint.
(2.) Repetition of the ſame requeſts in prayer is

often far removed from the vain repetitions which our Lord -

condemns. Reiterated cries in the ſame words frequently

beſpeak the warmeſt importunity of defire. (3.) When

calls and warnings raiſe us not from ſpiritual ſlumbers, it

is a mercy if Jeſus ſends heavier judgments, or correótions,

to rouſe our ſluggiſh ſouls.

8thly, As the words dropped from his lips, his enemics

appeared to ſeize him.

1. Judas, who knew the place of his Maſter's retirement,

|

led the way: one of the twelve, and lately dipping his

hand with him in the ſame diſh, now the guide to this

ſavage band, compoſed of Roman ſoldiers, and the ſervants

and officers of the chief prieſts, armed with ſwords and

itaves, and under their authority pretending to ſeize Jeſus

as a criminal. Thus often, while good men fleep, unap

prized of danger, the wicked are awake, and plotting their

deſtruction. It is well for us that we have a Guardian,

who neither ſlumbers nor ſleeps

2. He had given them a fignal before they ſet out, left

in the night they ſhould miſtake, by the glimmering of

torches, the perſon of Jeſus; and this was, that whomſo

ever he ſhould kiſs, that was he whom they ſhould ſeize

and bind. Accordingly, with the moſt hardened impu

dence, he no ſooner deſcried his well-known Maſter's face,

than he approached with the deepeſt profeſſions of reſpect

and warmeſt good wiſhes, and with a kiſs czecuted his trai

torous deſign. Well knowing his villany, Jeſus rebukes his

bifeneſs, and with the piercing title of Friend, that ſhould

have ſpoken ten thouſand daggers to his heart, replies,

wherefºre
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thou not how many things they witneſs againſt

thee?

14 And he anſwered him to never a word;

inſomuch that the governor harvelled greatly.

ºrfire art thou come 2 how durſt thou be preſent

What! loſt to all ſhame 2 adding ſuch impudence to foul

ingratitude 2 Note: The bittereſt enmity lurks often under

the moſt plauſible profeſſions and apparent civilities.

3. Chriſt is immediately arreſted and bound as a male

fittor. He quictly yielded up himſelf, now his hour

was come, and as a criminal ſubmitted to the arreſts of

divine judgment for our tranſgreſſions.

4. Peter, fired with zeal at what he ſaw, inſtantly drew

his ſword, and, attempting a reſcue, ſtruck at one of the

high prieſt's ſervants, who probably appeared very ačtive

on that occaſion, and cut off his ear. -

5,0hriſt rebuked him for his raſhneſs, and bade him ſheath

his ſword; fºr they that take the ſword ſhall perſ' with the

- Jºrd. Reſiſtance at preſent only expoſed thern to uſeleſs

danger; but, ere long, they would ſee thoſe who arreſted

their Maſter fall by the ſword of the Romans, or in ſome

civil tumult as their own executioners. As for them, the

weapons of their warfare were not carnal but ſpiritual;

Micnce and prayer were their beſt defence. Beſides,

Chriſt neither needed their help nor choſe to be reſcued;

if he had, effectual ſuccours were even now at hand;

mºre than twelve legions of angels, upwards of ſeventy

thouſand, were ready to appear, one of the leaſt of whom

could deſtroy a world. He had only to aſk his Father,

and theſe miniſters of flame would attend his orders: but

lºw then ſhould the ſcriptures be fulfilled, that thus it muſt

k? and their accompliſhment, wherein alſo were involved

the redemption of the world and the ſalvation of every

ñithful ſoul, was far dearer to him than his own ſafety.

I muſt be that he ſhould ſuffer, that he might redeem ; and

therefore he willingly reſigned himſelf as a lamb to the

daughter, Iſa. liii. 7. Note: (1.) God wants not our ſer

vices: we miſtake, when we think our feeble arm of im

portance to his cauſe. (2.) Chriſt's ſufferings were vo

luntary : he might, whenever he pleaſed, have been

releaſed; but his love to finful ſouls bound him ſtronger

than the cords of his perſecutors. (3.) Surrounded as the

People of God are with enemies, ſtill more and mightier

are thoſe who are for them, than all who can be againſt

them; the innumerable company of angels is their guard.

6. Chriſt turns from his diſciples to the multitude, and

mildly expoſtulates with them on their preſent condućt.

What uſe was there in all this armed hoſt 2 had he be

haved as a deſperate villain, who needed ſuch force to

overcome him or had he ſled from public juſtice, that at

midnight, in this clandeſtine manner, they ſought to ar

tº him : The gentleneſs and innocence of all his con

ºld confuted the one, and his public daily appearance in

* the other: but the Scripture muſt be ful
£d.

T. His diſciples hereupon ſhamefully deſerted him, and

* Seeing him paſſively ſubmit, and fearing leſt Peter's
tºſhaćtion ſhould exaſperate the guard, and that they ſhould

* murdered, or ſeized with their Maſler, each endea

*d to ſhift for himſelf, and left him alone to bear his

buidºns. Their baſeneſs and ingratitude herein were highly

criminal: and thus it became him to tread the wine-preſ;

alone. -

9thly, Our Lord, being ſeized as a malefactor, is dragged

before the rulers, and his proceſs begun.

1. His judges were his inveterate perſecutors, the chief

prieſts, ſcribes, and elders, who, though in the dead of

night, waked to do him miſchief, and were now aſſembled

at the palace of Caiaphas the high prieſt. Before this

confederacy of treacherous men was he preſented as a

criminal, while they ſat in judgment upon him. The

Lamb of God, now about to be offered for the fins of the

world, was thus preſented to the prieſts, (ſee Lev. xvii. 5.)

before he bled on the altar.

2. Peter, whoſe fright began a little to abate, ſolicitous

about his Maſter's fate, followed the crowd at a diſtance,

and, mingling with the ſervants in the hall, thought he

might, unnoticed, there hear the iſſue of the trial, and ſee

whether Chriſt would deliver himſelf by ſome miraculous

aćt of power, or what puniſhment they would inflićt upon

him. Thus, without a call, having thruſt himſelf into

temptation, he could not expect divine ſupport ; and his

cowardly hypocriſy, of appearing among the crowd as one

of thoſe who had been employed to ſeize the priſoner,

foreboded no good. For they who are aſhamed to be

known as Chriſt's diſciples, if brought to the trial, will,

like Peter, ſolemnly diſown him.

3. Having brought Chriſt to their bar, and previouſly,

determined his condemnation, the queſtion was, where to

procure evidence to furniſh them with a pretext for putting

him to death; nothing leſs than his blood being able to

ſatisfy his mercileſs and unjuſt judges: but though they

endeavoured to procure accuſations, and ſuborn witneſſes.

againſt him, yet the falſehoods which they advanced were

ſo palpable and inconſiſtent, that they carried their own con

futation, and even before ſuch partial judges could not fur

niſh the ſhadow of a crime. At laſt two falſe witneſſes ap

peared, and with virulence and infolence alleged that they

had heard him ſay, I am able to dºſłroy the temple of God, and

to build it in three days. He had ſaid no ſuch thing. His

words were, Dºſtroy ye this temple, not that made with hands,

as they added, Mark, xiv. 58. but the temple of his body,

John, ii. 21. ; and his raiſing it up referred to his own

reſurreótion, not the rebuilding of the material houſe of

God. But by ſuch a falſe quotation they meant to accuſe

him as an enemy to the holy place, and a blaſphemer againſt

God, as well as one that dealt in magic, from his preſum

ing to ſay that he could raiſe ſuch a building in three days.

A far-fetched accuſation indeed! and too weak to ſupport ,

the bloody ſentence which they deſired to ground thereon.

Note: If falſe witneſſes roſe up againſt the innocent Jeſus,

laying to his charge things that he knew not of, let it not

appear ſtrange if we meet with the like injurious treat

ment. The diſciple is not above his Maſter.

4. Unable longer to retain his rage, the high prieſt in a

fury aroſe, vexed at being able to produce no more plauſible

, an accuſation; and out of all patience to behold the meekneſs

and filence of Jeſus, dumb at the ſheep before her ſhearers, he

2 y 2 bids
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15 " 'Now at that feaſt the governor was

wont to releaſe unto the people a priſoner,

whom they would.

' Ch. 26.2, 5. Luke, 23. 17. Mark, 15. 6. John, 13. 39.

16. "And they had then a notable priſoner,
called Barabbas.

17 Therefore when they were gathered

* John, 18.40. Luke, 23. 25. Mark, 15. 7.

bids him make his defence inſtantly, if he had oºght to ſay

why ſentence ſhould not paſs upon him. But jeſus held

his peace. He knew their deſigns, and that the cleareſt

evidence of innocence would weigh nothing before ſuch

judges. The high prieſt hereupon adjures and commands

him upon oath to anſwer whether he was indeed the Mcſ

fiah, God’s eternal Son, or not ; that from his own mouth

they might obtain a charge againſt him, which they ſought

for from other witneſſes in vain. Note ; The ſilence of

Jeſus ſhould teach us meckneſs before our bittereſt perſe

cutors.

5. To this ſolemn interrogatory Jeſus makes a direét

reply. He was apprized of their captious deſign ; but his

hour was come; therefore he profeſſes himſelf to be that

very Meſſiah concerning whom the high-prieſt ſpoke,

though he knew the diſdain with which they would treat

his claim : nevertheleſ, he made it before them all. And

fince they would admit no preſent proof of it, he would

give them one hereafter, which ſhould aſtoniſh them, Ye

Jhall ſee the Son of man ſitting at the right hand of power, and

coming in the clouds of heaven ; which would be fulfilled in

the effuſion of his Spirit after his aſcenſion, in the ruin of

their ſtate and nation, and moſt eminently in the great

day of his appearing and glory, when they, who ſat as his

judges, muſt ſtand as criminals at his bar, and periſh under

his righteous vengeance. Note : Impenitent ſinners will

one day be convinced, when it is too late, of the cternal

ruin that they have brought upon their heads by reječting

the Lord's Chriſt.

6. Pretending to be ſhocked at ſuch blaſphemy, in token

of his abhorrence, the high-pricſt rent his clothes; and,

appealing to the council for the evidence of the crime, now

clear from the confeſſion of Jeſus, preſumes further wit

meſſes to be needleſs: and all concurred in the opinion

that he deſerved to die as a blaſphemer, for arrogating to

himſelf divine power and honours. Thus was he con

demned, though innocent, that we might be acquitted,

though guilty.

7. No ſooner was he thus unjuſtly condemned, than

they began to treat him with all manner of indignities:

ſome of the company, or the officers and ſervants, ſpat on

his fice, in token of deteſtation and contempt ; beat and

buffeted him with the palms of their hands, or with rods;

and in ridicule of his prophetic charaćter, having blind

folded his eyes, bid him tell who ſmote him. To ſuch

inſult and ſuffering did the holy Jeſus ſubmit for our

ſakes : he hid not his face from ſhame and ſpitting, that

our faces might not be covered with everlaſting ſhame and

contempt; he was bruiſed for our iniquities, that we might

not be cruſhed for ever under the wrath of God. If we

then, for his ſake, are rendered contemptible, ridiculed,

and mocked, by wicked men, let it be remembered how

much more he bore for us ; and let us never be aſhamed

of his reproach.

1 othly, We have here the memorable event of Peter's

fall and recovery.—A warning to us, never to be ſelf.

confident, left we ſhould fall like him..

1. His fin, with all the aggravations of it, is faithfully

recorded ; and bleſſed be God for the fimplicity and fidelity

of the ſacred hiſtorians. Had they, in their account of

God's ſaints, like the hiſtories of human biographers,

blazoned the excellencies and concealed the faults and

infirmities of their worthies, how many an important

leſſon would have been concealed from us | While his

Maſter was ſuffering within, Peter ſat with the ſervants

without. In bad company, no good can ever be expected;

in the devil's palace we muſt not hope for protećtion;

and, if we will aſſociate with the crowd of his ſervants,

the conſequence naturally follows, we muſt be like them,

or be laughed at. (1.) The temptation came firſt from

one of the ſervant-maids; for the weakeſt inſtrument in

the devil's hands can do much miſchief. She ſhrewdly

ſuſpected, perhaps by Peter's melancholy looks, that he

was a diſciple of Jeſus; or ſhe had ſeen him formerly among

Chriſt’s attendants; and therefore charged him with her

ſuſpicions. Peter, quite diſconcerted, ſhuffled out an an

ſwer, falſe, as he knew, and faithleſs, pretending not to º

underſtand her, and before them all denying the charge.

Note ; Many, who would heſitate at a direct lie, ſcruple
not to evade; and will pretend not to underſtand what is

ſaid, when, in truth, it is becauſe they are aſhamed of their

profeſſion, and dare not avow their knowledge of Chriſt:

which is moſt baſe, cowardly, and criminal. (2.) The

ſecond temptation quickly followed, and from a ſimilar

quarter. With infinite contempt of Peter's appearance,

another maid-ſervant came up to him as he ſtood in the

porch, perhaps meaning to ſteal off for fear of faither diſ

covery, and, looking in his face, perfectly recollected his

perſon among the followers of Jeſus, and confidently aſ

ferted before thoſe who ſtood by, that this fellow was

certainly a diſciple of Jeſus the Nazarene: as if it was a

reproach to admit ſuch a fellow into their company. With

ſuch contempt and inſolence are the diſciples of Jeſus often

treated by thoſe who know them not, becauſe they knew

him not. To filence ſuch a ſuſpicion, he ſolemnly denies

his knowledge even of the perſon of Jeſus, as if he had

never ſeen him ; and, to gain credit, backs his aſſertion

with an oath; a ſhrewd proof of the falſehood that he urged:

for they juſtly are to be ſuſpected of making no conſcience

of a lie, who make none of raſh oaths. (3.) A little while

after, one who, perhaps excited by what had been ſug:

geſted, marked Peter more narrowly, and was convinced

by his provincial diale&t and accent that he muſt be a Ga.

lilean, concluded certainly that he was a follower of Jeſus,

and declared it to his face before the company, with this evi

dent proof, thy ſpeech bewrayeth thee. Quite in a conſternº:

tion, and not knowing what to ſay or do, he thought with

a reſolute air to carry it off; and, as in a paſſion at being

- ſuſpected
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º º together, Pilate ſaid unto them, * Whom will

ye that I releaſe unto you ? Barabbas, or “Jeſus

ºf which is called Chriſt

* Joſhua, 24. 15. 1 Kings, 18. 21. Ver. 21. * Ch. 21. 9, 11. P A&ts, 7.9.

18 For he knew * that for envy they had

delivered him. -

19 || When he was ſet down on the judg

John, 9.22, & 12.42. Eccl. 4.4. Job, 5. 2. Prov. 27.4.

# ſuſpeãed of ſuch a thing, he began to curſe and to ſwear,

; : zirming with moſt horrid imprecations, that he never had

the kalt knowledge or acquaintance with the man they

tº mentioned, nor had ever before in his life ſeen him. He

... tould not indeed have taken a more effectual way to prove

cr that he did not belong to Jeſus; his diſciples never uſed

~ ſuch language. Note ; (1.) One lie generally paves the

... way for another, and then perjury becomes needful to ſup

... port the falſehood: ſo dreadfully connected are the links

of fin. (2.) A real diſciple of Jeſus may cver be known

2. by his diſcourſe; his ſpeech will indeed bewray him.

. (3) While we look at ſuch a fearful fall, we ſhould tremble

ſor ourſelves, and dread the firſt ſtep of deviation from the

path of truth, leſt with Peter we ſhould be hurried down

the precipice. -

1. His recovery affords us as amazing an inſtance of

divine mercy, as his fall has done of human weakneſs and

cºrruption. Immediately, as he ſpake, the cock crew, a ſound

in Peter's ears more terrible than the burſt of loudeſt

had foretold, and he had moſt guiltily accompliſhed; his

biſeneſs, ingratitude, profaneneſs, perjury, all ſtared him

in the face, and overwhelmed him with confuſion. Unable

to ſtay there a moment longer, he went out to give vent, in

ſome retired corner, to the burſting anguiſh of his ſoul,

and with tears of bittereſt ſorrow and unfeigned repentance

bewailed his fin, and found mercy with a pardoning God.

Nº (1.) Nothing ſo deeply affects the truly penitent

finner as the ſenſe of his ingratitude, and baſe returns for

all the love of Jeſus to his finful ſoul. (2.) They who

have never wept with Peter over their fins, it is to be feared,

have never felt their bitterneſs. (3.) It is never too late

to return to God. None periſh merely becauſe of the

grea'neſs of their fins, but through their impenitence and

unbelief.

C H A P. XXVII.

War. 1, 2. When the morning was come, &c.] The pre

ceding tranſactions of this malignant night being over, as

ſºon as the day dawned, the prieſts and elders, having con

demned Jeſus, reſolved to carry him, loaded with chains,

before the governor, that he might likewiſe give fentence

againſt him : they could not otherwiſe accompliſh their

purpoſe, the power of life and death being now taken out

ºf their hands. From the hiſtory of the Aćts it appears,

at the Roman governors of Judea reſided commonly at

* Ceſarea, and that there was only an inferior officer at Je

tº ruſalem, with a fingle legion to keep the peace of the city.

* At the great feſtivals, however, they came up to ſuppreſs

* or prevent tumults, and to adminiſter juſtice ; for the

governors of provinces frequently viſited the principal towns

sº under their juriſdićtion on this latter account. See John,

& Wii. 39, and Lardner's Credibility, part i. b. 1. Pilate

...' was, properly ſpeaking, no more than procurator of Judea ;

ºf but he was called governor, becauſe this name was better

, thunders: it inſtantly recalled to his memory what Jeſus

known, and becauſe Pilate diſcharged all the offices of a go

vernor, namely, in taking cognizance of criminal cauſes, as

his predeceſſors had done, and as was uſual with the procu

rators in the ſmaller provinces of the empire, where there

were no proconſuls. See Joſeph. War, b. 2. and Tacitus,

lib. xv. c. 44. . Our Saviour ate the paſchal ſupper in the

evening; then he went into the garden, where he was ap

prehended, and was in the high prieſt’s palace the reſt of

the night. In the morning they hurry him away, bound

with fetters to the common magiſtrate.

P'er. 3. Then judas— pented himſf, &c.] St. Matthew

introduces this account of the fate of Judas, as we ſee,

immediately after the Jews had delivered Jeſus to Pilate;

but after this the Jews muſt have been ſo intent on per

ſuading Pilate to conſent to his death, that there was

hardly time for the Sanhedrim's adjourning to the temple

where this occurrence happened, before they had prevailed

with Pilºte to condemn him ; and as Judas muſt have often

heard his Maſter ſay that he ſhould be crucified, Pilate's

order for his execution muſt have more ſenſibly affected

him, than the Jews paſſing ſentence on him ; as they had

not then the power of putting any one to death; and there

fore this event, moſt probably, happened immediately after

the condemnation of Jeſus by Pilate. The word Tots, then,

with which the Evangeliſt begins this hiſtory, may be taken

in ſome latitude, to introduce the mention of an occurrence

which happened about that time, whether a little before or

after, and need not be interpreted with ſo much rigour, as

to determine it to an aſſertion of obſerving the exacteſt

order in all circumſtances. See Doddridge, Gerhard, &c.

Dr. Macknight however is of a different opinion; “ Be

“cauſe,” ſays he, “Judas caſt down this money in the

“ temple, it is thought that the council adjourned thither,

“ before they carried Jeſus to the governor, and that Judas

“ found them there ; but they were too much in earneſt

“ to delay their revenge one moment; beſides, they had

“ now no time to ſpend in the temple: he might come

“ to the prieſts immediately after they had condemned his

“Maſter, while they were yet in the high prieſt's palace;

“ or he might accoſt them as they were pºſſing along the

“ ſtreet to the pratorium ; or he might find them ſtanding

“ before the prºtorium ; into which they would not enter,

“ left they ſhould be defiled : this latter ſeems to be the

“ true ſuppoſition; for the hiſtorian infinuates, that Judas

“ addreſſed the prieſts, after they had carried Jeſus to the

“ governor. When they refuſed the money, he left them,

“ and went to hang himſelf; but taking the temple in his

“ way, he threw down the whole ſum in the treaſury, or

“ that part of the women's court where the cheſts were

“ placed for receiving the offerings of the people who

“ came to worſhip. This money might be gathered up

“ by the Levite porters, who always waited at the gates

“ of the temple, (1 Chron. xxvi.) and might be carried by

“ them to the prieſts, with an account how they got
tº it.”

P'ºr.
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ment-ſeat, his wife ſent unto him, ſaying, for I have ſuffered many things this day in a

Ilave thou nothing to do with that juſt man: dream becauſe of him.

*

º

* Iſ. 1 1. lo. Ver. 4. Aćts, 13.46. with Dan. 2. 1. & 4. 5. Job, 33. 15, 16.

Ver. 5. And went and hanged himſelf] When Judas their buying the potter's field, had an immediate relation

found that he could not prevent the horrid effects of his to Judas’s treachery, St. Matthew very properly takes notice

treachery, his conſcience laſhed him more furiouſly than of it here, though the purchaſe might not have been made

before, ſuggeſting thoughts which by turns made the for ſome days, perhaps weeks or months, after the un- "

deepeſt wounds in his ſoul. His Maſter's innocence and happy death of Judas. Thirty pieces ºf ſilver may ſeem a

benevolence, the uſefulneſs of his life, the favours that he very inconfiderable price for a field ſo near Jeruſalem,

had received from him, with many other confiderations, But as Grotius well obſerves, the ground was probably

crowded into his mind, and racked him to ſuch a degree, much ſpoiled by digging it up for earth to make potter's

that his torment became intolerable. Wherefore, unable veſſels, ſo that it was now unfit for tillage or paſture, and

to ſuſtain the mifery of thoſe agonizing paſſions and re- conſequently of ſmall value. This field was called Act.

fle&tions, he makes a full confeſſion of his Maſter's inno- dama, or the field ºf blood, becauſe it was bought with the

cence, returns the wages of iniquity, and goes and hangs money which Judas received for betraying his Maſter's life.

himſelf. St. Peter ſeems to give a different account of Divine Providence ſeems to have ſet this name upon the

the traitor’s death —Falling headlong, he biºſi aſunder in the field, to perpetuate the memory of the tranſačtion: in

midſ, and all his bowell gifted out, Acts, i. 18. And to St. Peter's ſpeech it is intimated that Judas made an acquiſ.

reconcile the two paſſages, Tobit, iii. 10. is commonly tion of this field ; not as an eſtate, but as an eternal monu

brought to prove that the word & Tºyºto, in St. Matthew, ment of infamy and diſgrace; for the people of thoſe times

may ſignify ſºftcation with grif, in conſequence of which might be ſuppoſed to ſay, as they paſſed by, “This field

a man's bowels may guſh out ; and inſtances are cited “ was purchaſed with the money for which Judas ſold his

from Virgil, Eclogue vii. 26. : “Maſter.” Some ancient authors have even ſuppoſed

that this was the place where Judas hanged himſelf, and

Invidiá rumpantur utilia Codro. was buried. St. Jerome, who had been upon the ſpot,

- º tells us, that they ſtill ſhewed this field in his time; that

and from Joſephus, Antiq. xv. c. 13. where one Zeno- it lay ſouth of mount Sion, and that they buried there the

dorus is mentioned, who is ſuppoſed to have died in this meaneſt of their people. The hiſtorians mentioning the

manner. The Talmudiſts make ſuch a ſuffocation the purchaſe of the potter's field with the money for which

puniſhment uſually inſlićted by God upon ſuch perſons as Judas betrayed his Maſter, being an appeal to a very public

bore falſe witneſs againſt their neighbour. But as the tranſaction, ſerves to put the truth of this part of the hiſ

above-quoted inſtances may be otherwiſe underſtood, it is tory beyond all manner of exception.

more natural to ſuppoſe that Judas hanged himſelf on ſome Wer. 9, 10. Then waſ fulfilled, &c.] I. Concerning this -

tree growing out of a precipice, and that the branch break- propheſy we muſt, fift, remark, that Zachary, not Jeremy,

ing, or the knot of the rope wherewith he hanged himſelf is the prophet in whoſe writings this paſſage is found.

opening, he fell down headlong, and daſhed himſelf to Some learned men have ſuppoſed, that there might have

pieces, ſo that his bowels guſhed out. St. Peter's phraſe, been ſuch a paſſage as this in ſome of Jeremiah's writings,

#x2x.nze uſacº, he burſt aſunder, favours this conječlure ; for which were extant in the apoſtles' times, but now are loſt;

xrusa ſignifies properly lacero cum firepitá, to rend or tear and indeed St. Jerome expreſsly affirms, that theſe very

with a noiſe or cracking, and ſo may imply that Judas burſt words were read by him in an apocryphal book of the pro

aſunder by falling from an height. See Le Clerc, Grotius, phet Jeremy ; and as we find in 2 Macc. ii. 1–9. many

and Wetſtein. Thus periſhed Judas Iſcariot the traitor, words ſaid to have been ſpoken by the prophet Jeremy,

a miſerable example of the fatal influence of covetouſneſs which are not in the book of his propheſy, why might not

and worldly paſſions, and a ſtanding monument of the di- theſe words alſo have been ſpoken by him, and kept in

vine vengeance, fit to deter future generations from acting memory, or in ſome writing, till the time of Zachary 2 of
contrary to conſcience through love of the world; for whom it is obſervable, that he loved to uſe the words of

which this unhappy wretch betrayed his Maſter, Friend, Jeremiah, as appears on comparing many paſſages; whence

and Saviour, and caſt away his own ſoul! the Jews uſed to ſay, that the ſpirit of Jeremiah was in

ºr. 6–8. The treaſury, &c.; Kºçázway: the place Zechariah; and ſo both made but one prophet: and Mr.

where the gifts ſet apart for the ſervice of the temple, and Mede thinks it highly probable that Jeremiah wrote the

for other pious uſes, were depoſited, 2 Kings, xii. Io. 9th, 1 oth, and 11th chapters of Zechariah, in the laſt of

Mark, xii. 41, 42. Such an offering as this price of blood which theſe words are found. Others aſſert, that, as the

would have been as much an abomination to the Lord, as Jews place Jeremiah's propheſy firſt of the fixteen, the

the hire of a whºre, or the price ºf a dog, Deut. xxiii. 18. whole book of the prophets might be called by the fingle

The chief prieſts therefore determined to buy the potter's name of Jeremiah ; ſo that by quoting Jeremiah, the book

field with it, for burying ſtrangers in : that is to ſay, ſuch of the prophets, or the collection of propheſies in general,

perſons, whether Jews or Gentiles, as, happening to die was quoted ; juſt as by the Pſalms they meant the hºg

at Jeruſalem, had no burying-place of their own. Becauſe ographa, or the moral books of Scripture in general, be

the deliberation of the prieſts concerning this matter, and cauſe.the Pſalms were placed at the head of this collection,

7 - See
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20 " ' But the chief prieſts and elders per

ſiaded the multitude that they ſhould aſk Ba
ſabbas, and deſtroy Jeſus. - w

* Mark, 15, 11. Luke, 23. 18. John, 18, 40.

2 : The governor anſwered and ſaid unto

them, Whether of the twain will ye that I

releaſe unto you ? They ſaid, Barabbas.

Acts, 3. 14, 15.

... See Luke, xxiv. 27. Though the preſent reading is cer

tainly very ancient, it appears to me very doubtful, whether

any prophet's name was mentioned in the firſt copies, as

... the Syriac verſion, which is allowed to have been made in ,

- the moſt early times, reads only, which waſ ſpºken by the

prºd; and St. Auſtin tells us, that in his time there were

many Greek Copies, in which no particular name of any

prophet was inſerted. We may therefore well conclude,

that the paſſage ſtood originally without any prophet's

name, which was afterwards inſerted from ſome marginal

remark, and ſo has remained ever ſince Origen's time ; a

full proof, as it appears to me, not of what the enemies of

Chriſtianity would obječt, but entirely of the contrary ;

namely, that the writings of the New Teſtament, ſo far

from being in any degree corrupted, have been preſerved

with ſuch a ſcrupulous exactneſs, that the preſervers of

them have not preſumed to alter a tittle even in points

of the leaſt conſequence, and where they might have been

juſtified; a reflection,of great importance, and of much

comfort to every true believer in theſe ſacred books.

II. Now, ſecondly, with reſpect to the propheſy itſelf, we

refer to the notes on Zech. xi. 13. St. Matthew does not

quote entirely either from the Hebrew or the LXX. but

rather gives the ſenſe than the exact words of the pro

phet; but by following the Syriac verſion, the paſſage may

be tranſlated thus, more agreeably to the original : “I

“have received of the children thirty pieces of ſilver, the

“price of him that was valued, to buy the potter's field,

“as the Lord commanded me.” Dr. Doddridge obſerves,

“as for the general propriety of applying theſe words on

“this occaſion, it may well be vindicated ; for the con

“nettion and ſenſe of the propheſy ſeems to be this: in

“order to repreſent to Zechariah the contempt which

“Iſrael put upon their God, he had a viſion to the fol

“lowing purpoſe: he thought God firſt appointed him to

“appear among them as a ſhepherd, making him, by that

“emblem, a repreſentation of himſelf. After ſome time

“he dire&s him to go to the rulers of Iſrael, and aſk them

“what they thought he deſerved for his labours in that

“ºffice. They give him the price of a ſlave, thirty pieces

“ºf ſilver, and this in the houſe of the Lord, where the

“court ſat. On this, God, as reſenting this indignity

"off-rºd to him in the perſon of his prophet, orders him

“to throw it down with diſdain before the firſt poor

"abourer he met, who happened to be a potter at work

“by the temple gates, as a fitter price for a little of his

"Pätry ware, than a ſuitable acknowledgment of the

“fºurs they had received from God. Now ſurely if
“there was ever any circumſtance in which the children

of Iſrael behaved themſelves ſo as to anſwer this viſion

º “preſentation, it muſt be when they gave this very

. ºn of thirty piece, of ſilver, as a price for the very life

4. ºf “at perſon whºm God had appointed their great

*rd; and, in order to point out the correſpondence

“ more ſenſibly, Providence ſo ordered it, that the perſon

“ to whom this money went ſhould be a potter, though

“ the propheſy would have been anſwered, if he had

“ been a fuller, or of any other profeſſion.” It may alſo

be further obſerved, that God's ceaſing to be the Shep

herd of Iſrael, which was fepreſented by the prophet's

breaking his paſtoral ſtaves, was never fully anſwered, till

their final rejection aſter the death of Chriſt, which may

further lead us to refer the affront of their giving the pieces

of ſilver to this event. See Zechariah, xi. We ſhall make

ſome further remarks on this ſubject, when we come to the

firſt chapter of the Aćis. Sir Norton Knatchbull reads the

paſſage, and I tºok the thirty pieces of ſilver, the price ºf him.

that waſ prized of the children of Iſrael:—ver. Io. (and

they gave them for the potter's ſºld) as the Lord commanded

*/7c.

Ver, 11. And jºſ. ſºd, &c.] See John, xviii. 29, &c.

and Luke, xxiii. 2. for a more full account of our Saviour's

appearance before Pilate. -

P'er. 14. And İe aſſºvered him to never a word, &c.] Jeſus

made no reply to the heavy charges laid againſt him ; may,

he continued mute, notwithſtanding the governor ex

preſsiy required him to ſpeak in his own defence. See

Iſaiah, liii. 7. A condućt ſo extraordinary in ſuch cir

cumſtances, aſtoniſhed Pilate exceedingly ; for he had good

reaſon to be perſuaded of Chriſt's innocence. Indeed his

humble appearance was a fuſicient refutation of the charge

which the Jews brought againſt him ; and his ſilence

ſerved inſtead of the moſt elaborate defence; and poſſibly

Jeſus might decline making any public defence, leſt the

common people, moved by what he muſt have ſaid, ſhould

have aſked his releaſe, and prevented his death; in which

reſpećt, he has ſhewn his followers a noble example of

courage and ſubmiſſion to the divine will. -

Wer. 15. Now at that feaſt, &c.] Pilate had already ſent

Jeſus to Herod, having learned that he belonged to Galilee;

and Herod had ſent him back to him. Luke, xxiii. 6—11.

At former paſſovers the governor had courted the favour of

the people, by gratifying them with the pardon of any one

priſoner whom they pleaſed. There was no law to oblige

him to this ; but as ačts of grace are generally popular

things, this ſeems to have been firſt freely uſed by the

Romans, to pleaſe their tributaries, and now by cuſtom

was in a manner eſtabliſhed.

Ver. 16. A notable priſoner] A nºtorious criminal. Heylin.

It ſeems he was the head of the rebels; (ſee John, xviii. 40.

Luke, xxiii. 19, 25.) the ringleader of a ſedition, in which

murder had been committed.

Wer. 18. (For he knew that fºr envy they had delivered

him.) Pilate had probably heard of the ſtir made by the

rulers on this occaſion; and, as a prudent magiſtrate, could

not but have inquired into the reaſon of it. The modeſty

with which Jeſus appeared before him, muſt have given

credi: to the report that he had received; and the confi lence
- - - - - - - which
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22 Pilate ſaith unto them, What ſhall I do

then with Jeſus which is called Chriſt They

all ſay unto him, Let him be crucified.

23 And the governor ſaid, Why, what evil

hath he done But they cried out the more,

ſaying, Let him be crucified.

24. When Pilate ſaw that he could prevail

iſ k?. 2, 1. John, 15. 18. & 16. 32.

Dcut. 17. 6. & 19. 15. * Deut. 19. Io.

Rom. 8, 7, S.

A&ts, 5. 28.

* Deut. 21. 6, 7.

1 Theſſ. 1. 5, 16.

nothing, but that rather a tumult was made,

‘ he took water, and waſhed his hands before

the multitude, ſaying, I am innocent of the

blood of "this juſt perſon: ſee ye to it.

25 Then anſwered all the people, and ſaid,

* His blood be on us, and on our children.

26 Then releaſed he Barabbas unto them:

Pſ. 26. 6.

Jºſh. 2. 19.

Job, 9.30. Prov. 30. 20. Jer. 2. 35. * Ver, 4.1%

Heb. 1 o' 29. 2 Sam. 2. 16. In the crucifixion of muli.

tuses of them by Titus, and in their miſeries for 17co years paſt, they have felt the effects of their wiſh.

which Jeſus placed in his innocence, by not replying to

any charge that was brought againſt him, might have been

ſufficient to convince Pilate, that there was no fault in

him. Nicodemus, or Joſeph of Arimathea, might have been

conſulted by Pilate at the firſt appearance of the tumult;

for Joſeph of Arimathea moſt probably was perſonally

acquainted with Pilate, as may be inferred from his going

to him to beg the body of Jeſus. We can have no doubt

of their being acquainted, if Joſeph was one of the cou: cil

who aſſiſted Pilate in managing the affairs of his province,

and particularly in judging cauſes. Ali governors of pro

vinces had a council of this kind. Accordingly we find

it mentioned, Aéts, xxv. 12. by the name of X v1.32% tow. It

is obječted to Joſeph's being a member of Pilate's council,

that it was compoſed of Romans only; yet even on this

ſuppoſition he might be a member of it, ſince he might

have enjoyed the privileges of a Roman citizen, as well

as St. Paul. What other reaſon can be aſſigned for his

being called 32X.nrnç, a counſellor, Luke, xxiii. 5o. and an

honourable counſellor P Mark, xv. 43. a name not com

monly given to the members of the Sanhedrim, whoſe

proper title was agzovres, rulerſ. Further, St. Luke tells

us, ch. xxiii. 51. that Joſeph did not conſent to the counſel

(300xn) and deed of them ; that is to ſay, he did not agree

to the advice which the governor's council gave, when they

deſired him to gratify the Jews. See Macknight, Grotius,

and Lardner's Credibility, b. i. ch. 2.

Wer. 19. When he was ſet down, &c.] Or, While he

was ſitting on, &c. While Rome was governed by a

commonwealth, it was unuſual for the governors of pro

vinces to take their wives with them ; but afterwards it

grew cuſtomary, and the motion made againſt it in the

fourth year of Tiberius was reječted with ſome indignation.

This circumſtance aſcertains the time of the event, and

affords a ſtrong proof of the veracity of the ſacred hiſ

torian. Poſſibly the word rºut-ow, rendered this day,

may imply, that ſhe had dreamed theſe things that morn

ing, fince Pilate roſe ; and as the heathens imagined thoſe

dreams moſt ſignificant which came about break of day,

ſhe might on that account lay the greater ſtreſs upon them.

Janſenius thinks, and very probably, that ſhe had now a

repreſentation or forefight of thoſe calamities which after

wards befel Pilate and his family. Joſephus aſſures us,

that Pilate, having ſlain a conſiderable number of ſeditious

Samaritans, was depoſed from his government by Vitellius,

and ſent to Tiberius at Rome, who died before he arrived

there. And Euſebius tells us, that quickly after having

been baniſhed to Vienne in Gaul, he laid violent hands

upon himſelf, falling on his own ſword. Agrippa, who

was an eye-witneſs to many of his enormities, ſpeaks of

him in his oration to Caius Caeſar, as one who had been

a man of the moſt infamous character. The words way

intº, would be rendered more properly, that juſ; or

righte us one.

Ver. 23. Jºy, what evil hath he dºne *] So bent were

the chief-prieſts and elders to have Jeſus put to death, that

though the governor urged them again and again to deſire

his releaſe, declaring his innocence, and offering three

ſeveral times to diſmiſs him, they would not hear him; to

ſuch a pitch was their enmity carried againſt the Lord of

life They inſiſted upon his crucifixion, as being the moſt

ignominious death ; they inſiſted upon his being ſentenced

to this death by a Roman governor; and among the Ro

mans it was inflicted only upon the vileſt of ſlaves. To

have inflicted ſuch a puniſhment as this upon any free Jew,

would probably have been ſufficient to have thrown the

whole city and nation into an uproar. But now they were

deaf to every thing but the clamour of paſſion; and in

their madneſs forgot with how dangerous a precedent they

might furniſh the Roman governcr: and indeed it turned

dreadfully on themſelves, when ſuch vaſt numbers of them

were crucified for their oppoſition to the Romans during

the time of their laſt war. See on ver. 25. and Inferenceſ

on ch. xxiv.

Wer. 24. Pilate—took water, &c.] It is well known that

the Jews in ſome caſes were appointed to waſh their hands,

as a ſolemn token that they were not themſelves concerned

in a murder committed by ſome unknown perſon. See

Deut. xxi. 6–9. In alluſion to which law the Pſalmiſt

ſays, I will waſh mine hand; in innocency, that is to ſay, in

teſtimony of my innocence. But as this was alſo a ſite

which was frequently uſed by the Gentiles in token of in

nocence, it is more probable that Pilate, who was a Gentik,

did it in conformity to them. He thought poſſibly, by this

avowal of his reſolution to have no hand in the death of

Chriſt, to have terrified the populace; for one of his un

derſtanding and education could not but be ſenſible that all

the water in the univerſe was not able to waſh away the

guilt of an unrighteous ſentence. The following lines of

Ovid may be juſtly applied to Pilate:

Ah! nimium faciles, qui triſtia crimina caedis

Fluminea tolli poſie putetis aquà Faſt. l. ii. v. 45.

Ah! ye eaſily ſelf-deceived, who fondly imagine that you

can waſh away the horrid guilt of murder with the water of the
ſtream : - W

tr.
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and when he had ſcourged Jeſus he delivered

him to be crucified.

27 " Then the ſoldiers of the governor

took Jeſus into the * common hall, and ga

thered unto him the whole band of ſºldierſ.

28 And they ſtripped him, and put on him

a ſcarlet robe.

29 And when they had platted a crown of

thorns, they put it upon his head, and a reed

" Jºhn, 19, 1–1 5. Luke, 23. 24, 25.

!-3, John, 19. 2, 3, with Gen. 3. 18.

H:º. 1; 11.

Mark, 15. 15–20.

* Ch. 26.67.

* Or governºr's Houſ.

Iſ, 5o. 9. & 52, 14. Mich, 5, 1.

in his right hand: and they bowed the knee

before hin, and mocked him, ſaying, Hail,

king of the Jews

30 " And they ſpit upon him, and took

the reed, and ſinote him on the head.

3.1 "And after that they had mocked him,

they took the robe off from him, and put his

own raiment on him, and led him away to

crucify him. -

Mark, 15.

Ch. 21. 39.

* Pſ. 22. 16. Prov. 20. 11. Luke, 23. 1 1.

* I'ſ. 22. 6–8. & 69. 7, 19.

Wºr, 25. His blood be on us, &c.] As this terrible im

prºcation was dreadfully anſwered in the ruin ſo quickly

brought on the Jewiſh nation, and the calamities which

have ſince purſued that wretched people, in almoſt all ages

- and countries; ſo it was peculiarly illuſtrated in the ſeverity

with which Titus, merciful as he naturally was, treated

the Jews whom he took during the fiege of Jeruſalem ; of

whom Joſephus himſelf writes, that aar, yeasyo, &yerzvºzvro,

having been ſourged, and tortured in a very terrible manner, they

were crucified, in view and near the walls of this city, (per

hºps, among other places, on mount Calvary; and it is

probable that this might be the fate of ſome of thoſe very

Rºſſons who now joined in this cry, as it undoubtedly was

ºf many of their children.) For Joſephus, who was an eye

witneſs, expreſsly declares, “That the number of thoſe thus

“crucified was ſo great that there was not room for the

“crºſs to ſtand by each other, and that at laſt they had

“not wººd enough to make croſſes of:” a paſſage which,

specially when compared with the verſe before us, muſt

impreſs and aſtoniſh the attentive reader beyond any other

the whole hiſtory. If this were not the very ſinger of

ºf pointing out their crime in crucifying hiſ Son, it is hard

", ſay what could deſerve to be called ſo. Elſner has

*indantly ſhewn, that among the Greeks, the perſons on

*hoſe teſtimony others were put to death, uſed by a very

ºkmn execration to devote themſelves to the divinë venge

º nºt; if the perſons ſo condemned were not really guilty.

*his Obſervat. vol. i. p. 123. Joſeph. War, lib. v. c. 11.

- º Doddridge. Biſhop Fleetwood obſerves, that the mo

tºrn Jews are as virulent againſt the name of Jeſus, as their

ithers were againſt his power; ſo that they ſuffer as their

ºf did, and for a like reaſon.

.. ºr. 26. And when he had ſcourged jeſuſ] The Romans

uſually ſcourged the criminals whom they condemned to

crucified: this was the reaſon why Pilate ordered our

ºrd to be ſcourged, before he delivered him to the ſoldiers

** crucified. St. Matthew and St. Mark infinuate, that

ſ * Rourging was performed on the pavement : for they

.” *" is that, after it was over, the ſoldiers took Jeſus into

*Pºetorium, and mocked him; we may therefore ſup

*that the prieſts and the multitude required the go

"or to ſcourge him openly in their fight, and that he,

"º them, conſented, contrary to his inclination ;
* * as he believed Jeſus to be innocent, muſt have led

º º '9 ſhºw him all the favour in his power; and pro

º ;:jº that this previous puniſhment would have

excited the pity of the Jews, and have prevented the cru

cifixion of Jeſus. See Eiſner and Wetſtein.

Aer. , 8. And they—put on him a ſcarlet robel St. Mark

ſays, they clathed him with purple, but the ancients gave

the name of purple to all colours which had any mixture

of red in them. This was probably ſome old purple robe

which they put upon him in deriſion of his claim to the

kingdom of Judea, purple being worn by kings and great

perſonages. See Braunius, de Veſtit. Sacerd. l. i. c. 14.

Ver. 29. And when they had platted a crown of thornſ)

Though it is unqueſtionable that they intended hereby to

expoſe our Lord's pretended royalty to ridicule and con

tempt, as well as by the purple robe and mock ſceptre;

yet had that been all, a crown of thorns alone might have

ſerved as well. They meant, without all doubt, to add

cruelty to their ſcorn, which eſpecially appeared in their

ſtriking him on the head, to drive the horrid thorns into

the tender parts of his temples, when this crown was put

on. If the beſt deſcriptions of the Eaſtern thorns are to

be credited, they are much larger than any commonly

known in theſe parts. Haſſelduit, ſpeaking of the naba,

or mabia of the Arabians, ſays, “ In all probability this is

“ the tree which afforded the crown of thorns put on the

“ head of Chriſt; it grows very common in the Eaſt, and

“ the plant is extremely fit for the purpoſe, for it has

“ many ſmall and moſt ſharp ſpines, which are well

“ adapted to give great pain. The crown might be eaſily

“ made of theſe ſoft, round, and pliant branches; and what

“ in my opinion ſeems to be the greateſt proof of it is, that

“ the leaves much reſemble thoſe of ivy, as they are of a very

“ deep green : perhaps the eneries of Chriſt would have

“ a plant ſomewhat reſembling that with which em

“ perors and generals were uſed to be crowned, that

“ there might be calumny even in the puniſhment.” It

has been obſerved, that the curſe inflicted on our firſt pa

rents included thorns as the product of the earth, and this

curſe was put an end to by the thorns here uſed. See

Solomon's Song, ch. ii. 2. The word k2^z ſº, does in

deed ſometimes ſignify a ſender reed, (ch. xi. 7. xii. 20;

3 John, ver. 13.) but it alſo includes all kinds of camer, and

it is moſt probable that this was a walking came, which

they put into his hand as a ſceptre; for a blow with a

ſlight reed would ſcarcely have been felt, or have deſerved

mention in a detail of ſuch dreadful ſufferings. See

Haffelquiſt’s Travels, p. 288. and Doddridge.

Ver. 31. They took the role ºff from, &c.] It is not ſaid that
- Z z they
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32 “And as they came out, they found

a man of Cyrene, Simon by name: him they

compelled to bear his croſs.

33 *| And when they were come unto

a place called Golgotha, that is to ſay, a place

of a ſkull,

* Mark, 15. 21, 22. Iuke, 23. 26, 33.

21. John, 19. 28. Mark, 15. 23.

Numb. 15. 35. 1 Kings, 21.

they took the crown of thorns off his head, which ſerved

to gratify their paſſions both of malice and contempt :

probably our Lord died wearing it, that the title which

was written over him might be better underſtood. It was

a Jewiſh cuſtom in the time of Moſes to execute delin

quents without the camp ; but after Jeruſalem was built,

they were executed without the city walls. Dr. Lardner

has abundantly proved by many quotations, that it was

cuſtomary not only for the Jews, but alſo for the Sici

lians, Epheſians, and Romans, to execute their malefac

tors without the gates of the cities. See Heb. xiii. 12,

13. and Lardner's Credibility, part, i. vol. 1.

Ver. 32. And as they came out, &c..] We learn from the

other Evangeliſts, that our bleſſed Lord had borne his croſs

agreeable to the cuſtom in executions, at his firſt ſetting

out. It was not indeed the whole croſs which criminals

carried, but only that tranſverſe piece of wood to which

the arms were faſtened, and which was called antennae, or

furca, going croſs the ſlipes, or upright beam, which was

fixed in the earth; the criminal, from carrying this, was

called furcifer. Our bleſſed Lord, through the fatigue of

the preceding night, ſpent wholly without ſleep, the

agony that he had undergone in the garden, his having

been hurried from place to place, and obliged to ſtand the

whole time of his trial, the want of food, and the loſs of

blood which he had ſuſtained, was become ſo faint, that

he ſunk beneath the burden, and was not able to bear the

weight of the croſs.

the Romans the execution of criminals was performed by

them) meeting with Simon of Cyrene, a town of Africa

abounding with Jews, ſcized on him, probably by the

inſtigation of the Jews, and compelled him to carry the

croſs after Jeſus. Simon's ſons, Alexander and Rufus,

were two noted men among the firſt Chriſtians, at the

time St. Mark wrote his Goſpel. See Mark, xv. 21.

The ſoldiers, however, did not remove the croſs out of

compaſſion to Chriſt; but from an apprehenſion of his

dying by the exceſſive fatigue, and thereby eluding the

public puniſhment to which they were eſcorting him; or

to prevent delay. See Lipſius de Cruce, and Biſhop Pear

ſon on the Creed, p. 203.

P'er. 33. A place called Golgºthal A Syriac word, which

ſignifies a ſºu!! or head. In Latin it is called Calvary :

the place was ſo named, either becauſe malefačtors uſed

to be executed there, or becauſe the charnel houſe, or com

mon repoſitory for bones and ſkulls, might have been there.

See Mark, xv. 22.

Wer. 34. They gave him vinegar to drink mingled with

gall] It was uſual to give criminals, before they ſuffered,

a ſtupifying potion to render them inſenſible of the ig

The ſºldiers therefore (for among

34 “ They gave him vinegar to drink

mingled with gall: and when he had taſted

thereof, he would not drink.

35 And they crucified him, and parted his

garments, caſting lots : that it might be ful

filled which was ſpoken by the prophet, i.

13. Acts, 7. 53. Heb. 13. 12. Ch. 21. 39. John, 19. 17. “Pſ 6,

nominy and pain of their puniſhment; but our bleſſed

Lord, becauſe he would bear his ſufferings, however ſharp,

not by intoxicating and ſtupifying himſelf, but through

the ſtrength of patience, fortitude, and faith, refuſed to

drink of it.

mingled with myrrh, Ch. xv. 23.

ſpeak of the ſame ingredients: for though St. Mark terms

that wine, which St. Matthew calls vinegar, he may have

really meant vinegar, which was a common drink among

the ancients, (ſee Numb. vi. 3.) and ſuch as might very

properly be called wine, in regard that it was uſually made

of wine, or of the juice of grapes; beſides, it is well

St. Mark ſays, they gave him to drink wine

But the two Evangeliſts ...

known that the ancients gave the general name of wine to *

all formented liquors: it is evident therefore that to re

concile the Evangeliſts here, we have no occaſion for the º

reading of Beza's copy, which has dºoy inſtead of 3: .

'o £o; might be rendered ſºur wine, as indeed the word sº

vinegar properly imports; and this mixed with water was

the common drink of the Roman ſoldiers, and conſe. --

quently was in a veſſel at hand. As to the other ingrº. Sº

dient of this potion, let it be obſerved, that the word.º.º.

in the LXX, is often uſed as the tranſlation of the Hebrew 's

word tº Rºn rºſ, ; which properly was the name of a

poiſonous herb common in thoſe countries, and remarkable º

for its bitterneſs; hence an infuſion of it is called tºº sº.

bitter water, Jer. xxiii. 15. and wºog z.x; ;, the water ºf 1. -

termſ, Jer. viii. 14. ix. 15. Probably it was a weak iſ:
- - - - º:

fuſion of this herb in vinegar and water, which our Lord's

friends offered him, (as we have obſerved was uſual on tº

fuch occaſions) to make him inſenſible, and to ſhortºn

his life. -

oivov, myrrhed vinegar, perhaps becauſe it had myrrh mixed

with it, there being nothing more common than for a
medicine compounded of many ingredients, to take its

- -

-

**

name from ſome one of them which is prevalent in tº º

compoſition. That myrrh was proper in a potion of tº

kind has been ſhewn by Voſius; who proves from Diº

corides, lib. ii. c. 70. that frankincenſe, macerated in

It is called indeed by St. Mark tºp fººt. **

quors, makes thoſe who drink them mad; and that if tº

quantity taken be large, it ſometimes produces deº º
Hence, when Ptolemy Philopater deſigned to engage his

elephants, “. He gave them wine mingled with franki º

“ cenſe, to enrage them.” The Evangeliſts may be ſº

conciled more direétly ſtill, by ſuppoſing that zºº ſignifics º
º

Prov. v. 4. and by parity of reaſon may denote tº

any biºr drug whatſoever ; for it is applied to wºrmwº º

which has its name from a Hebrew word ſignifying bit

terneſs. Caſaubon has given a third ſolution of this diſ-,

ficulty; he thinks that our Lord's friends put a cup 9

myrrhºd wine into the hands of one of the ſoldiers to Sº
- t5 l

&

-
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º

"They parted my garments among them, and

upon my veſture did they caſt lots.

36 And fitting down they watched him

there;

37 And ſet up over his head his accuſation

witen, ' THIS IS JESUS THE KING

OF THE JEWS.

38 Then were there two thieves crucified

with him, one on the right hand, and an

other on the left.

3) " " And they that paſſed by reviled him,

º wigging their heads,

ve. 4. ‘ch 12. 38, 39. & 16. 1. Jºhn, 4.48. Luke, 4, 12. Heb. 4, 15 & 2. 18.

4o And ſaying, ‘Thou that deſtroyeſt the

temple, and buildeſt it in three days, ſave thy

ſelf. If thou be the Son of God, come down

from the croſs. -

41 Likewiſe alſo the chief prieſts, mocking

him, with the ſcribes and elders, ſaid,

42 He ſaved others; himſelf he cannot

ſave. “If he be the King of Iſrael, let him

now come down from the croſs, and we will

believe him. - -

43 He truſted in God; let him deliver

him now, if he will have him : for he ſaid,

* Pſ. 11. 18. Jºhn, 19. 23, 24. Mark, 15. 24. f it avowed his innocence and Meſfiabihip in three languages which were g-nerały underſtoºd.

Mak, 15, 26. Luke, 23. 38. John, 19. 19-23. Deut. 23. 5. * If. 53.12. Luke, 23. 32, 33. Mark, 15. 27, 28. Jahn, 9. 18. h. Pi.

::, 1. & 69. 20. & too. 25. Lam. 2. 15. Maik, 15. 29. i.uke, 23. 35. 1ſ. 53. 3. ' Ch. 26. 61. John, 2. 19. Ch. 4, 3, 6. & 26. 63, 64.

* Pſ. 22. S. & 18. 1, 2, 19.

it to Jeſus; but that he, out of contempt, added gall to it.

croſs, and readin

See the note on Pſ. lxix. 21.

Wetſtein.

Ver, 35. And they crucifted him, and parted his garments,

&c.] This was the cuſtom of the Romans; the ſoldiers

performing the office of executioners, divided among them

the ſpoils of the criminals. There was only Chriſt's tunick

which they did not divide, but caſt lots to ſee whoſe it

ſhould be. See John, xix. 23, 24. They alſo uſed to

Appoint a guard, to watch by the crucified perſons, that

nobody might come and take them away, ver. 36. Re

ſpºtting the inſcription ver. 37. which was alſo a Roman

cuſtom, we ſhall ſpeak, when we come to John, xix.

19, &c.

War. 38. Then were there two thieveſ crucified with him]

They placed Jeſus in the middle, by way of mock honour,

becauſe he had called himſelf a king, and was now crowned

with thorns; or, if the prieſts had any hand in this, they

might deſign hereby to impreſs the ſpectators with the

thought of his being an impoſtor, and to make them look

upon him as the chief malefactor: by thieves may be

meant here perſons concerned in an inſurre&tion, perhaps

confederates with Barabbas : for the Greek word ſignifies

thoſe who take up arms, without commiſſion or authority

ºf a ſuperior; and ſuch, by the Roman laws, were ſub

jë to crucifixion. See Mark, xv. 28. and on ver. 44.

Wer. 39, 40. And they that paſſed by reviled. The com

mon people whom the prieſts had incenſed againſt our

loid by the malicious lies which they ſpread concerning

him, and which they pretended to found on the evidence

ºf the witneſſes ſeeing him hang as a malefactor on the

the ſuperſcription placed over his

- held, expreſſed their indignation againſt him by railing

*himº-laſpheming—in the original. See Pſ. xxii. 7.

Ik thought their ſarcaſm, thou that diſtroyºff the tem

pº, &c. the more biting, as this was one of the charges

bºught againſt him by the falſe witneſſes, Ch. xxvi. 61.

* the latter part of the verſe contains the charge on

. they had condemned him as being guilty of blaſ

Wemy,

Vir, 41–43, -Likewiſe alſo the chief priºr, mocking, &c.]

Lipſius de Milit. Rom. and

The rulers having, as they imagined, wholly overturned

our Lord's pretenſions as Meſſiah, ridiculed him ou that

head, and with a meanneſs of foul which will for ever

render them infamous, mocked him even in the agonies

of death. They ſcoffed at the miracles of healing, by

which he demonſtrated himſelf the Meſſiah; and promiſed

faith, on condition that he would prove his pretenſions

by coming down from the croſs. In the mean time no

thing could be more falſe and hypocritical ; for they con

tinued in their unbelief, notwithitanding Jeſus raiſed him

ſelf from the dead, which was a much greater miracle

than his coming down from the croſs would have been ;

a miracle alſo that was atteſted by witneſſes, whoſe ve

racity they could not call in queſtion; for it was told

them by the ſoldiers, whom they had themſelves placed

at the ſepulchre to watch his body. It is plain, therefore,

that the prieſts ſaid they would believe if Jeſus came

down, not becauſe their incorrigible ſtubbornneſs would

have yielded to any proof, however convincing, but to

inſult Chriſt; fancying it impoſſible for him now to eſcape

out of their hands. It is difficult to tell what it was that the

rulers alluded to in the 43d verſe: He truſſed in God;—

let him deliver him now, if he will have him — e. exei xvtov,

if he deſight in him, &c. Perhaps thoſe who now ſpake,

were the perſons who attended Judas and the armed

band when they apprehended Jeſus. Luke, xxii. 52.

On that occaſion they had heard him order Peter to put

up his ſword, telling him that he could pray to hiſ Father,

and he would give him more than twelve legions ºf ange/r. In

deriſion of this expreſſion of his reliance on God, whom

he called his Father, they ſay to him, now that he was .

hanging on the croſs, “He trifted in God that he would

“ deliver him, and claimed a peculiar relation to him as.

“ his Son. If God really delights in him as his Son, let

“ him, ſhew it now, by delivering him from this igno

“ minious puniſhment.” But whatever the particular was

to which they now alluded, certain it is that the rulers,

by ſpeaking as above, fulfilled a remarkable propheſy con

cerning the Meſſiah’s ſufferings, Pſ. xxii. 8. where it is

foretold, that the Meſſiah’s enemies would utter theſe

words in deriſion of his pretenſions. Many of the Jewiſh

Z z 2 writers

:
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* I am the Son of God. t

4. The thieves alſo, which were crucified

with him, caſt the ſame in his teeth.

45 W Now from the ſixth hour there

was darkneſs over all the land unto the ninth

hour. - -

46 And about the ninth hour Jeſus cried

with a loud voice, ſaying, Eli, Eli, lama .

* Ch. , 6.64. Jºhn, 1.16 & 5, 17–79, & to. 30. * Pſ. 35. 15. Luke 23, 29–4 r. It ſeems that at firſt they both railed at bim. * Amos,

8. 9. Iſ. 5c. 3. P Pſ. 22. 1-2 1. & 69, 1–2 i. Heb. 5. 7. Mark, 15. 33–36. Luke, 25. 44–46.

writers themſelves acknowledge that theſe words belonged never continue above twelve or fifteen minutes. Where. ,

to the Meſſiah ; and it certainly merits a ſerious refle&tion,

that at the very time when theſe prieſts and elders intended

to explode our Lord's pretenſions to the Meſſiahſhip, they

ſhould make uſe of what their own writers acknowledged

to be a charaºteriſtic of the true Meſſiah. See Macknight

and Doddridge.

- Ver. 44. The thieveſ alſ—caſ; the ſame in his teeth] Re

proached him in like manner. St. Luke ſays, that owe only

of the thieves reproached him. See Luke, xxiii. 39, 40.

Some commentators endeavour to remove this difficulty,

by ſuppoſing that both the thieves might revile Jeſus at

firſt; but this ſolution is not very probable. The phraſe

is a Hebraiſm, it being very common in that language to

expreſs a ſingle thing in the plural number, eſpecially

when it is not the ſpeaker's or writer's intention to be

more particular. Thus, Judges, xii. 7. then died jephtha

the Gilcadite, and was buried in the citieſ of Gilead; that is

to ſay, in one of the cities of Gilead, as it is well ſupplied by

our tranſlators. So likewiſe the writer of the Epiſtle to

the Hebrews, ſpeaking of the worthies of the Old Teſta

ment, ſays, they ſlopped the mouths of lionſ, they were ſawn

aſunder; whereas the former ſentence is applicable only to

Daniel, and the latter to Iſaiah. So that by the word

thieves, both here and in St. Mark, we are to underſtand

only one of the thieves. -

Wer. 45. Now from the ſixth hour, &c.] During the laſt

three hours that our Lord hung on the croſs, a darkneſs

covered the face of the earth, to the great terror and amaze

ment of the people preſent at his execution. This ex

traordinary alteration in the face of nature was peculiarly

proper, while the Sun of Righteouſneſs was in ſome ſenſe

withdrawing his beams from the land of Iſrael, and from

the world; not only becauſe it was a miraculous teſtimony

borne by God himſelf to his innocence, but alſo becauſe

it was a fit emblem of his departure and its effects, at

leaſt till his light ſhone out anew with additional ſplen

dour, in the miniſtry of his Apoſtles. The Jews had

been accuſtomed to the figurative language of the eclipſe of

the luminarieſ, as fignificative of ſome extraordinary re

volution or calamity, and could hardly avoid recolle&ing

the words of Amos, viii. 9, Io. on this occaſion. The

heathens likewiſe had been taught to look on theſe cir

cumſtances as indications of the perpetration of ſome

heinous and enormous crime ; and how enormous was

that now committed by the Jews! The darkneſs which

now covered Judea, together with the neighbouring coun

tries, beginning about noon, and continuing till Jeſus ex

pired, was not an ordinary eclipſe of the ſun, for that

can never happen, except when the moon is about the

change ; whereas now it was full moon ; not to mention

that total darkneſſes, occaſioned by eclipſes of the ſun,

- I

fore it muſt have been produced by the divine power, in

a manner that we are not able to explain.

Luke, after relating that there was a darkneſ; over all the

earth, adds, and the ſun was darkened, Ch. xxiii. 44, 45. Far

ther, the Chriſtian writers, in their moſt ancient apologies :

to the heathens, affirm, that as it was full moon at the paſſ

Accordingly, .

over, when Chriſt was crucified, no ſuch eclipſe could

happen by the courſe of nature. They obſerve alſo, that

it was taken notice of as a prodigy by the heathens them

ſelves. To this purpoſe we have ſtill remaining the words

of Phlegon the aſtronomer, and freed-man of Adrian,

cited by Origen from his book, at the time when it was .

in the hands of the public;-that heathen author, in treat

ing of the 4th year of the 202d Olympiad, which was

the 19th of Tiberius, and ſuppoſed to be the year in -

which our Lord was crucified, tells us, “That the greateſt .

“ eclipſe of the ſun that ever was known, happened then;

“ for the day was ſo turned into night, that the flars in

“ the heavens were ſeen.” See Orig. contr. Celſ. p. 83.

If Phlegon, as Chriſtians generally ſuppoſe, is ſpeaking of -

the darkneſs which accompanied our Lord's crucifixion, it

was not circumſcribed within the land of Judea, but muſt

have been univerſal. This many learned men have be:

lieved, particularly Huet, Grotius, Guſſºt, Reland, and

Alphen. Another ancient writer aſſerts, “that walking

“ in Heliopolis, a town of Egypt, with a ſtudious friend,
&c.

“ certainly portended ſomething extraordinary: that either

“ the God of nature was ſuffering, or nature itſelf was

he obſerved this wonderful darkneſs, and ſaid, that it

“ about to be diſſolved.” Joſephus, it is true, takes no

notice of this wonderful phoenomenon; but the realon

may be, that he was unwilling to mention any circum

ſtance favourable to Chriſtianity, of which he was no

friend; and the Jews would, no doubt, diſguiſe this event

as much as they could, and perhaps might perſuade him

and others who heard the report of it at ſome diſtance of

time or place, that it was only a dark cloud, or a thick miſ,

which the followers of Jeſus had exaggerated, becauſe it

Such repreſentationshappened when their Maſter died.

are exceedingly natural to hearts corrupted by infidelity.

See Macknight, Doddridge, and Calmet's Differtation on

the ſubjećt.
Ver. 46. jeſus cried with a loud voice, ſaying, &c.] A

little before he expired, Jeſus repeated the firſt verſ ºf
the 22d Pſalm, pronouncing it in the Syriac dialect, which

was the common language of the country; and ſpeaking

with a loud voice, that aii who ſtood around might haſ

him diſtinétly, and know that he was the perſon ſpoken

of by David. Some would tranſlate the words, My God,

my God, to what a degree, or to what a length ºf time: Aft

thou fºrſken me? Lama in the Hebrew has this ſigniº.
tion,
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ſhachthani? that is to ſay, My God, my

God, why haſt thou forſaken me !

47 Some of them that ſtood there, when

they heard that, ſaid, "This man calleth for

Elias,

* * Pſ. 56. 5. with Mal. 4. 5. Ch. 11. 14. & 17. 11—13.

48 And ſtraightway one of them ran, and

took a ſponge, and filled it with vinegar,

and put it on a reed, and gave him to drink.

49 The reſt ſaid, Let be, let us ſee whether

Elias will come to ſave him.

* Pſ. 69. 21. Mark, 15. 36. Luke, 23. 36. John, 19. 29.

tion. Accordingly St. Mark, in the parallel paſſage, has

rendered it by sº ti. But, however tranſlated, our Lord's

words muſt be viewed in the ſame light with his prayer

in the garden. For, as that prayer expreſſed only the

kelings and inclinations of his human nature, forely preſſed

down with the weight of his ſufferings; ſo his words on

the croſs proceeded from the greatneſs of his ſufferings

then, and expreſſed the feelings of his human nature;

viz, an exceeding grief at God's forſaking him, and a

complaint that it was ſo. But as his prayer in the garden

was properly tempered by the addition of the clauſe, yet

ºf aſ I will, but as thou wilt; ſo his complaint on the

croſs may have been tempered in the ſame manner; per

haps by his repeating the following third verſe of the

Palm, though the Evangeliſts have not mentioned it par

ticularly: for that, in the inward diſpoſition of his mind,

Jeſus was perfectly reſigned, even while he hung on the

Toſs, is evident beyond all doubt, from his recommending

his ſpirit to God in the article of death; which he could

not have done, had he been diſcontented with the divine

appointments. The ſufferings which made our Lord cry

out, My God, my God, why haſ thou forſaken me 2 were

nºt merely thoſe which appeared to the ſpectators, viz.

the pains of death which he underwent. Many of his

A followers have ſuffered ſharper and more lingering bodily

tortures, ending in death, without thinking themſelves

ºn that account forſaken of God; on the contrary, they
both felt and expreſſed raptures of joy under the bittereſt

toments. Why then ſhould Jeſus have complained and
been ſo dejećted under inferior ſufferings, as we muſt

*knowledge them to be, if there was nothing here but

the pains of crucifixion ? Is there any other circumſtance

in this hiſtory which leads us to think him defečtive in

tourage or patience In piety and refignation came he

behind his own Apoſtles Were his views of Deity and

*igion more confined than theirs 2 Had he greater ſen

ºility of pain than they, without a proper balance ariſing
from the ſuperiority of his underſtanding In ſhort, was

h worſe qualified for martyrdom than they The truth is,

his words on the croſs cannot be accounted for, but on

tº ſuppoſition that he ſuffered in his mind pains inex

Preſſible, inflićted on him by an immediate interpoſition of

the power of God, the nature and intenſeneſs of which

cannot in the language of men be more juſtly, or more

mphatically expreſſed, than by the metaphor of God’s fºr

Ali's him. Some think that Jeſus on this occaſion re

Pºd the whole 22d Pſalm ; and certainly, as it is com

Pºſed in the form of a prayer, it muſt be acknowledged,

it no addreſs could be more ſuitable to the circumſtances

*in our Lord then was, or better adapted to impreſs

\; minds of the beholders with becoming ſentiments.

Natitheleſs, the things mentioned by the Evangeliſts as

w

next happening, were of ſuch a kind, that they muſt have

followed immediately upon the repetition of the firſt three

or four verſes of the Pſalm. It is probable, therefore,

that he ſtopped there. Perhaps it was not his intention

to go farther; for it was the cuſtom of the Jews, when

they quoted large portions of Scripture, to mention onl

the firſt verſes or words of the paſſage. Such of his

hearers as knew theſe to be the firſt verſes of the 22d

Pſalm, would eaſily underſtand that Jeſus meant to apply

the whole Pſalm to himſelf. And as it contains the moſt

remarkable particulars of our Lord's paſſion, being a ſort

of ſummary of all the propheſies relative to that ſubjećt,

by citing it on the croſs, and applying it to himſelf, Jeſus

ſignified, that he was now accompliſhing the things therein

predicted concerning the Meſfiah. Farther, as the Pſalm

is compoſed in the form of a prayer, by citing it at this

time, Jeſus alſo claimed of his Father the performance of

all the promiſes that he had made, whether to him, or to his

faithful people, the chief of which are recorded in the

latter part of the Pſalm. -

Wer. 47. This man calleth fºr Elias] Though Jeſus ſpoke

in the vulgar dialeót, ſome of the people preſent did not

underſtand him ; for they fancied that he called upon the

prophet Elijah to help him. Hence ſome have conječtured,

that they were Roman ſoldiers who thus miſunderſtood

Chriſt's words. The conjećture, however, cannot be ad

mitted, unleſs theſe ſoldiers were prolelytes, and had

learned the language and ‘religion of the Jews more per

fe&ly than it is reaſonable to ſuppoſe. We may therefore

believe, that it was our Lord's own countrymen who gave

their opinion concerning the meaning of his words; and

though they miſunderſtood him, it may have ariſen,

neither from their ignorance of the language in which

he ſpoke, nor from their hearing him indiſtinčtly, for he

ſpake with a loud voice; but from their not conſidering

that he was repeating the words of the 22d Pſalm. Ohters

have ſuppoſed that this was the miſtake of ſome Hel

leniſt Jews, who did not underſtand the Syro-Chaldaic

language. See Craddock's Harmony, part ii. p. 256. and

Grotius.

Wer. 48. One ºf them—took a ſponge, &c.] We have be

fore obſerved, that vinegar, or a ſmall ſharp wine and

water,--a mixture which was called pºſa,—was the com

mon drink of the Roman ſoldiers. Poſſibly, therefore,

this vinegar was ſet here for their uſe, or for that of the

crucified perſons, whoſe torture would naturally nake

them thirſty. See John, xix. 28, 29. where we are told

that thy put the ſpºnge upºn A ſº, that is to fly, a flak of

hyſſop, called by the other Evangeliits xz zº, which

figuiães not only a reed or cane, but the ſtalk of any plant:

for that this hyſſop was a ſhrub, appears from 1 Kings, iv.

33. where it is reckoned amoils the trees. They did this
Ollic:
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$o Jeſus, when he had cried again with

a loud voice, yielded up the ghoſt.

51 " ' And, behold, the veil of the temple

was rent in twain from the top to the bot

tom ; " and the earth did quake, and the rocks

rent ; -

• Mak, 15. 37, 38. Luke, 23. 46. John, 19. To Heb. 5. 7. Pſ.

* Mark, 15. 38. Luke, 23. 47. Excd. 26. 3 1. 2 C, r. º. 14. 2 Cor. 3.

18. Hab. 3. Io, 3. * l’i. 68. 20. 1ſ. 26, 19. Hoſ. 13. 14. John,

11, 10. Ch. 8. 5–11.

m

$2 And the graves were opened; and many ºf º

bodies of the ſaints which ſlept aroſe, lººting tº

53 And came out of the graves after \, .º,";

reſurreótion, and went into the holy city, and . . .

appeared unto many. ºr wºmen wº

54 Now when the centurion, and they ºw.

22. 14, 15. Dun. 9. 26. Iſ. 53. To. John, 10. 11, 15, 18, Hè Q. 1, :tºhim:

12–16. Heb. 6. 19. & Io. 19. Eph. 1, 15. "Pſ 18, 7. Exº it, ºwns \\

5. 21, 18, 29. & xi. * Ver. 36. Mark, 15, 3}. Luke, 15 #1, iſ Tº

tº y

office to Jeſus, not ſo much perhaps from pity, as to pre

ſerve him alive, in hopes of ſeeing the miracle of Elijah's

deſcent from heaven. See the next verſe.

Wer. 50. jeſus, when he had cried again with a loud voice,

yielded up the ghºff St. John tells us, that when our Lord

had received the vinegar, he ſaid, It iſ finiſhed. “The

“ predićtions of the prophets are all fulfilled, and the re

“ demption of the world is finiſhed, to accompliſh which

“ I came into the world.” And the other Evangeliſts

inform us, that in ſpeaking theſe words, our Lord cried with

a loud voice; probably to ſhew that his ſtrength was not

exhauſted, but that he was about to give up his life of his

own accord. The Evangeliſts uſe different words in ex

preſſing our Lord's death, which our tranſlators, notwith

ſtanding, render in the ſame manner, He yielded or gave

up the ghºſ; ; St. Mark and St. Luke ſay, stºrysvºs, He ex

pired; St. John, wagºns to wyswax, He yielded up his

fpirit , but St. Matthew's language is moſt fingular, 2ºne

tº wrveig. 2, He diſmiſſed his ſpirit; as the ſame word attnut

is uſed, Ch. xiii. 36. Mark, iv. 36. xi. 6. and elſewhere.

Now this expreſſion ſeems admirably to ſuit our Lord's

words, John, x. 18. No man taketh my lift from me, but

I lay it down ºf myſelf, &c., ſhewing (as did alſo the ſtrong

cry, which ſo much impreſſed the centurion) that he died

by the voluntary act of his own mind, and in a way pe

culiar to himſelf, by which he alone of all men that ever

exiſted could have continued alive, even in the greateſt tor

tures as long as he pleaſed, or have retired from the body

whenever he thought fit. Which view of the caſe, by the

way, ſuggeſts an illuſtration of the love of Chriſt mani

feſted in his death, beyond what is commonly obſerved ;

inaſmuch as he did not uſe this power to quit his body as

ſoon as ever it was faſtened to the croſs, leaving only an

inſenſible corpſe to the cruelty of his murderers; but

continued his abode in it with a ſteady reſolution as long

as it was proper, and then retired from it with a majeſty

and dignity never known, or to be known in any other

death; dying, if we may ſo expreſs it, like the Prince of

Life! See Heb. v. 7. Doddridge, and Gerhard. -

- Per. 51. The veil of the temple was rent, &c.] While

Jeſus breathed his laſt, the veil of the temple was mira

culouſly rent from top to bottom; moſt probably in the

preſence of the prieſt who burned the incenſe in the holy

place at the evening ſacrifice; for the ninth hour, at which

Jeſus expired, was the hour of offering that ſacrifice.

The ſudden rending of that veil was a ſupernatural ſign

of the deſtruction of the temple being at hand, and of the

diſſºietion of the Jewiſh occonomy. The carth alſo trem

tied, and the rocks rent, in token of the Almighty's diſ

... ', º, . . . M

hit; sº ºw

pleaſure againſt the Jewiſh nation, on account of \tº

horrid impiety whereof they were now guilty, Mr. Flt.

ming tells us, that a deiſt, lately travelling through P.

leſtine, was converted by viewing one of theſe rocks, ... ºº: tº

which ſtill remains torn aſunder, not in the weakeſt lºº, ...

but acroſs the veins; a plain proof that it was done in a .

ſupernatural manner. Mr. Sandys, in his travels, p. 264.º

has given a natural deſcription and delineation of \s º,

fiſſure; and Mr. Maundrell tells us, that it was about aº

ſpan wide at the upper part, and two ſpaws \tº\, \, .sº

which it cloſes, but opens again below, and runs down to ..."

an unknown depth in the earth. He adds, that esº

man's ſenſe and reaſon muſt convince him, that this is a

* -

.*.*.*.* tº---

º

tº gº*

natural and genuine breach. See Fleming's Chriſtology, º

vol. ii. p. 97. and Maundrell's Journey from Aleppo, º

• 73. - - - -P Wer. 52, 53. And the graves were opened, &c.] The an- º

cient ſepulchres were hewn out of rocks, which being rººt º

by the earthquake, diſcovered the cells wherein the boº º

of the dead were depoſited; but though theſe ſepulchrö

were opened by the earthquake at our Lora's eaú,Yº

the dead in them did not come to life till his reſurreºtion;

for jeſus himſelf was the ſºft-born from the dead. Cºy

18. and the fift-fruits of them that ſlipt, I Cor. xv. 30. .

ſeems probable that thoſe ſaints were not ſome of we wº
eminent ones mentioned in the Old Teſtament, but tº

ciples who had died lately; for when they went wo*

city, they were known by the perſons who ſaw them,
which could not well have happened, had they nºt beew

their cotemporaries; and as the rending of the veil of the

temple intimated that the entrance into the holy placº the

type of heaven, was now laid open to all nations, ſº *\\

reſurreótion of a number of ſaints from the dead, *

monſtrated that the power of death and the grº
broken, the ſting was taken from death, and the vićtc

wreſted from the grave. In ſhort, our V ox&s SSW

over the enemies of mankind were ſhewn to be comp

and an earneſt was given of a general vetwyeº

the dead. There is an ancient Greek manuſcript, "

reads in ver, 53. after their reſurre&#ion 5 and tºs Ş

is followed by the Arabic and Ethiopic verſions: }

it may be as natural to read the paſſage with G

when he yielded up the ghºſ', tàe graver were oAe”
after his reſurreółion, many bodies of /aints arº/”, and <

of their graver. -

Pºr. 54. Truly this was the Soz. of God] Or the 4

It is probable that this centurion was a proſelyte

Jewiſh religion, and acquainted with their of

Others however think, that it ſhould be render

“. .

::
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º

that were with him, watching Jeſus, ſaw the

earthquake, and thoſe things that were done,

they feared greatly, ſaying, "Truly this was

the Son of God.

55 ' And many women were there be

holding afar off, which followed Jeſus from

Galilee, miniſtering unto him :

56 Among whom was Mary Magdalene,

* Fºod. zo. 18, 19. Pſ. 48. 6. Aéts, 2. 37. & 16. 29.

Pſ. 18, 7. Ver. 4c. " Luke, 8. 2, 3. Mark, K. 4o, 41.

john, 20. 1-18. Mark, 6. 3. Ch. 20. 29, 21. Ver. 61. & 13. 55.

41. Pl. 21. 29.

* Ch. 8. 27. & 14. 23. & 16. 16. John, 1. 49. & 6. 69. A ‘ts 8. 37.

Luke, 13. 48, 19, 55.

Mark, 15. 4o.

and Mary the mother of James and Joſes, and

the mother of Zebedee's children.

57 || "When the even was come, there

came a rich man of Arimathca, named Joſeph,

who alſo himſelf was Jeſus' diſciple :

58 He went to Pilate, and begged the body

of Jeſus. Then Pilate commanded the body

to be delivered. -

Neh. r. 6.

Jºhn, 19. 25. * Luke, 7. 37–50. Mark, 16. 1, 9.

* Maik, 5. 42—47. Luke, 23. 50–56. John, 19. 33

waſ a Son ºf God, for as the centurion was a Roman, ſay

they, among whom it was not uncommon to ſtile a perſon

of remarkable abilities and merit a ſºn of ſome deity, the

centurion, in conſequence of this cuſtom, ſeeing the cir

cumſtances which attended this event, was convinced, that

though Chriſt was executed as an impoſtor, yet he could

not be leſs than the ſon ºf a god. The former however

ſeems the moſt probable opinion, as it is moſt likely that

theſe words of the centurion refer to thoſe of the chief

prieſts and ſcribes, ver, 43. He ſaid, I am the Son of God,

See Ch. xxvi. 63, 64. Elſner, in a note on this place, has

ſhewn, that ſome of the heathens had a notion among

them, that prodigies, eſpecially ſtorms and earthquakes,

ſometimes attended the death of extraordinary perſons pe

culiarly dear to the gods. Biſhop Sherlock has made a

fine uſe of the paſſage before us in the following words:

“Go to your natural religion, (ſays he) lay before her

“Mahomet and his diſciples arrayed in armour and in

“blood, riding in triumph over the ſpoils of thouſands

“ and tens of thouſands who ſell by his vićtorious ſword.

“Shew her the cities which he ſet in flames, the coun

“tries which he ravaged and deſtroyed, and the miſer

“ able diſtreſs of all the inhabitants of the earth. When

“ſhe has viewed him in this ſcene, carry her to his retire

“ments; ſhew her the prophet's chamber, his concubines

“ and wives: let her ſee his adultery, and hear him allege

“revelation and a divine commiſſion to juſtify his luſt

“ and his oppreſſion. When ſhe is tired with this pro

“ſpect, then ſhew her the bleſſed Jeſus, humble and meek,

“doing good to all the ſons of men, patiently intructing

“both the ignorant and the perverſe: let her ſee him in

“his moſt retired privacies; let her follow him to the

“mount, and hear his devotions and ſupplications to

“God: carry her to his table, to view his poor fare, and

“hear his heavenly diſcourſe ; let her ſee him injured,

“but not provoked ; let her attend him to the tribunal,

“ and conſider the patience with which he endured the

“ſcoffs and reproaches of his enemies ; lead her to his

“croſs, and let her view him in the agony of death,

“ and hear his laſt prayer for his perſecutors, Father, fºr

“give them, for they know not what they do.

“When natural religion has viewed both, aſk which is

“the prophet of God —but we have already had her

“anſwer; when ſhe ſaw part of this ſcene through the

“eyes of the centurion who attended at the croſs by him,

“-ſhe ſpoke and ſaid, truly this was the Son ºf God.”

Ver. 56. And the mother of Zebedee's children] Though

the conſtruction of the original be dubious, yet I think it

very rational, ſays Dr. Doddridge, to conclude, that the

mother of the ſons of Zebedee, or of James the greater

and John, was a different perſon from the mother of James

the leſs and Joſes; both as the ſons of Zebedee, though

ſuch diſtinguiſhed friends of Chriſt, are never called his

brethren, as James and Joſes are, (See Ch. xiii. 55. and

Mark, vi. 3.) and as ſome Scriptures plainly intimate, that

no more than two of the Apoſtles were the ſons of Ze

bedee. See Ch. x. 2. xxvi. 37. and Mark, iii. 17. The

frequent mention which is made in the Evangeliſts of the

generous and courageous zeal of ſome pious women in

the ſervice of Chriſt, and eſpecially of the faithful and

regular conſtancy with which they attended him in thoſe

laſt ſcenes of his ſufferings, might very poſſibly be intended

to obviate that haughty and ſenſeleſs contempt which the

pride of men, often irritated by thoſe vexations to which

their own irregular paſſions have expºſed them, has in all

ages affected to throw on that ſex; which probably in the

fight of God conſtitute the better half of mankind, and

to whoſe care and tenderneſs the wiſeſt and beſt of men

generally owe and aſcribe much of the daily comfort and

enjoyment of their lives. See Mark, xv. 4o.

Wer. 57. A rich man ºf Arimathed] A city of the Jews,

anciently called Ramoth, which lay in the tribe of Ephraim,

and was the city of the prophet Samuel. St. Mark, xv. 43.

deſcribes Joſeph under theſe two charaćters; fift, that he

was an honourable counſellor ; ſecondly, that he waited for the

kingdom of God. And St. Luke, xxiii. 5 1. adds, that he had

not conſented to the condemnation of Jeſus with the reſt of the

Sanhedrim. See John, xix. 38. and the note on ver, 1.

of this chapter. Some critics would render the laſt clauſe,

who himſelf alſo made diſciples to jºſus ; that is to ſay, after

his aſcenſion. The word iſ...}, i svae has that ſenſe in the

19th verſe of the next.

Wer. 58. He went to Pilate and bºgged the bºdy of jeſus]

St. Mark ſays, Ch. xv. 43. that he went in boldly, and craved

the body. And it was certainly a courageous act for that

rich and noble ſenator thus publicly to own his friend

ſhip for Jeſus in the midſt of his greateſt infamy; and a

perſon of ſuch ſagacity could not but know, that if a

reſurreótion ſhould happen, nothing would have been more

natural than that he ſhould be brought into queſtion as a

confederate in the pretended fraud of conveying him away.

But the regard he had for his Maſter overcame all other

- conſiderations;
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59 And, when Joſeph had taken the body, 62 "I Now the next day, that followed the

he wrapped it in a clean linen cloth, ' day of the preparation, “the chief prieſts and

6o And laid it * in his own new tomb, Phariſees came together unto Pilate,

which he had hewn out in the rock : and he 63 Saying, Sir, we remember that
h

that

rolled a great ſtone to the door of the ſepul- deceiver ſaid, while he was yet alive, 'After

chre, and departed. three days I will riſe again. -

61 And there was Mary Magdalene, and 64 Command therefore that the ſepulchre

the other Mary, fitting over againſt the fe- be made ſure until the third day, left his diſ

pulchre. ciples come

• If sº. 9. Pt 2. 's Hot 13. 14. So it could not be ſºil another had fien. f Ch. 26.

A&ts, 4. 27, 28. Ch. 26. 3, 4. " John, 7. 12. Luke, 23. 2. 2 Cor. 6, 8. * Ch.

Luke, 9. 22. & 13. 23. & 24. 6.

by night, and ſteal him away, and

17. John, 19. 14. Mark 15. 42. * Pſ. 2. 1-6.

12. 40. & 16. 21. & 17. 23. & 20. 19. John, 2, 19,

conſiderations; he therefore requeſted leave to take down When the ſcribes and Phariſees demanded a ſign from

his body, becauſe, if no friend had obtained it, it would Jeſus, he referred them to that of the prophet Jonah,

have been ignominiouſly caſt out with thoſe of the com- ſee Ch. xii. 39, 4o. where he foretold his own reſurrection

mon malefactors. See a more diſtinct account of this from the dead the third day. Alſo at the firſt paſſover,

event in John, xix. 38, &c. when the Jews required a miracle of him, in confirmation

Per. 60. In his own new tomb. See John, xix. 41. The of his miſſion, he replied, “ Dy?roy this temple, and I will

ſepulchre in which they laid our Lord, being but lately “ raiſe it up in three days.” See alſo what he ſaid further

made, was unfiniſhed, and had not yet a lock on its door; to the Phariſees, John, x. 17, 18. Now if the perſons

therefore they faſtened the door by rolling a great ſome to to whom theſe two laſt declarations were made happened

it. The word roll implies, that the ſtone was both pon- to hear the promiſe of the miracle of the prophet Jonah,

derous and large, too large to be carried, and therefore they might, by connecting the three, underſtand, that Jeſus -

it was rolled upon the ground; according to Beza's copy, meant to fignify to them his reſurrection from the dead on

it was ſo weighty, that twenty men could not roll it the third day, and might tell Pilate they remembered that

which was the reaſon why the women aſked that queſtion he had ſaid, while yet alive, after three days I will rift -

recorded by another Evangeliſt,-ſ/ho ſhall roll away the again. Perhaps alſo, on ſome occaſions not mentioned -

ſome fºr us * Which implied, that they were both too few by the Evangeliſts, our Lord might have made a public

and too weak to do it for themſelves. This ſepulchre it declaration of his reſurreótion in the very terms here ſet º

ſeems, differed from that of Lazarus, in being partly above down ; or we may ſuppoſe that Judas informed the coun.

ground ; whereas the o her, being wholly under ground, cil of his prediction; in ſhort, whatever way they came

had a ſtone laid on the mouth of it, covering the entry of to the knowledge of it, certain it is, that the chief prieſts

the ſtairs by which they went down to it. See Beza and and Phariſees were well acquainted with our Lord's pre

Macknight.

and ſo public, that they were univerſally

took this meaſure, therefore, not on the morrow, in our ſtance, that if our Lord’s reſurreótion had been a cheat,

ſenſe of the word, but in the evening after ſun-ſetting, impoſed upon mankind by his diſciples, it was the moſt

when the Jewiſh ſabbath was begun, and when they under- fimple thing imaginable for him to ſpeak of it before

ſtood the body was buried : to have delayed it till ſun- hand, becauſe the only effect of ſuch a prediction was to

riſing would have been prepoſterous, as the diſciples might put all his enemies on their guard. Accordingly, the

have ſtolen away the body during the preceding night. precaution and care which we find the rulers uſed in

Beſides, there is no inconſiſtency between this account of guarding the ſepulchre, rendered it next to impoſſible for

the time when the watch was placed, and the ſubſequent the diſciples to be guilty of any deceit in this matter; and

articles of the hiſtory, which proceed on the ſuppoſition ſo by the Providence of God, what they meant for the

that the women preſent at our Lord's funeral were ignorant cntire ſubverſion of the Chriſtian cauſe, turned out the

that any watch was placed at his grave; for they departed ſtrong ſt confirmation of it. Mr. Weſt, in his excel.

ſo early, that they had time to buy ſpices and ointment lent obſervations on the hiſtory of the reſurrection, has
in the city before the preparation of the ſabbath was ended; the following very uſeful remarks concerning the evidence

whereas the watch was not placed till the ſabbath began. of our Saviour riſing on the third day: “That he did nº:

The day ºf preparation was the day before the ſabbath, “ riſe before the third day, ſays this author, p. 222. 5

(ſee Mark, xv. 42.) whereon they were to prepare for the “ evident from what St. Matthew here relates of the

celebration of it. The next day then was the ſabbath, “ witch or guard ſet at the door of the ſepulchre. Now

according to the Jewiſh ſtyle; but the Evangeliſt here ex- “ I obſerve from theſe words, 1. That the watch or guard

preſſes it by the circumlocution, the day which fºllowed the “ was ſet at the ſepulchre the very next day after the death

day, becauſe the Jewiſh ſabbath was then aboliſhed, and “ and burial of Chriſt. 2. It is moſt probable this was

a new order ſucceeded. The Chriſtian ſabbath is the “ done on what we call the evening of that day, becauſe |

oćtave of that week. See Heylin. “ it was a high day—not only a ſabbath, but the pºſ”i -

all

dićtions concerning his reſurrection. It ſeems they were

Wer. 62–64. Nºw the next day, that fºllowed the day of often repeated,

the preparation, &c.] That is, after the ſun was ſet. They known ; and one cannot help remarking upon this circum

d
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fly unto the people, He is riſen from the the firſt. w

dead: * ſo the laſt error ſhall be worſe than

* If that is believed, it will be worſe than all that hath happened.

65 Pilate ſaid unto them, Ye have * a

* Roman ſoldiers ready at your ſervice. Aéts, 4, 1.

it and it can hardly be imagined that the chief prieſts, and

tº eſpecially the Phariſees, who pretended to greater ſtrićt

“meſs and purity than any other ſect of the Jews, ſhould,

“ before the religious duties of the day were over, defile

“ themſelves by going to Pilate; for that they were very

“ſcrupulous upon that point, appears from what St.

“John ſays, Ch. xviii. 28. of their not entering into the

tº hall of judgment or pretorium, where Pilate's tribunal

“ was the day before, left they ſhould be defiled, and ſo kept

“ from eating the paſſover. And if it ſhould be ſaid,

“ that, the paſchal lamb being always eaten in the night,

“all their ſacrifices upon that account were over, and

“ they at liberty to go to Pilate in the morning, or at

“what other time they pleaſed ; I anſwer, that allowing

“ the objećtion, it is ſtill farther to be confidered, that

“ this was the ſabbath-day ; and can it be ſuppoſed that

“ the Phariſees, who cenſured jeſus for healing, and his

“ diſciples for plucking and eating the ears of corn on the

“ſibbath-day, would profane that day, and defile them

“ſºlves, not only by going to Pilate, but with the ſoldiers,

“ to the ſepulchre of Chriſt, and ſetting a ſeal upon the

tº door of the ſepulchre, before the religious duties of that

“ſolemn day were paſt : Eſpecially, as they were under

* no neceſſity of doing it before the evening, though it

“ was highly expedient for them not to delay it beyond

“ that time. Jeſus had ſaid, while he was yet alive, that

“he ſhould riſe again from the dead on the third day :

* which propheſy would have been equally falſified by his

* ifing on the firſt or the ſecond as on the fourth. If his

* body therefore was not in the ſepulchre at the cloſe of

“ the ſecºnd day, the chief prieſts and Phariſees would

“gain their point, and might have aſſerted boldly that he
“was an impoſtor; from whence it will follow, that it

“was time enough for them to viſit the ſepulchre at the

* clºſe ºf the ſecond day. On the other hand, as he had

“declared he ſhould riſe on the third day, it was neceſ

“ſity for them (if they apprehended what they gave out,

“—that his diſciples would come and ſteal him away) to

“guard againſt ſuch an attempt on that day, and fºr that

“ day only. And as the third day began from the evening

“ or ſhutting in of the ſecond, according to the way of

“computing uſed among the Jews, it was as neceſſary

“for them not to delay viſiting the ſepulchre, and ſetting

“their guarº, till after the beginning of that third day 3

“for if they had come to the ſepulchre, though never ſo

“ſhort a time after the third day was begun, and had

“found the body miſfing, they could not from thence

“ have proved him an impoſtor. And accordingly Mat

“thew tells us, they went thither on the ſecond day,

“which was the ſabbath; and though the going to Pilate,

“ and with the Roman ſoldiers to the ſepulchre, and ſeal

“ing up the ſtone, was undoubtedly a profanation of the

“ſº bath in the eyes of the ceremonious Phariſees, yet

“might they excuſe themſelves to their conſciences, or

“(what ſeems to have been of greater conſequence in

“ their opinions) to the world, by pleading the neceſſity
KCL. I.
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of doing it that day: and ſurely nothing could have

carried them out on ſuch a buſineſs, on ſuch a day, but

the urgent neceſſity of doing it then or not at all. And,

as I have ſhewn above, that this urgent neceſſity could

not take place till the clºſe of the ſecºnd day, and juſt,

though but one moment, before the beginning of the

third, it will follow, from what has been ſaid, that in

the eſtimation of the high prieſts and Pharifees, the

day on which they ſet their guard was the ſecond day,

and the next day conſequently was the third, to the end

of which they requeſted Pilate to command that the

ſepulchre might be made ſure. Here then we have a

proof, furniſhed by the murderers and blaſphemers of

Chriſt themſelves, that he was not riſen before the

third day; for it is to be taken for granted, that before

they ſealed up the ſepulchre, and ſet the guard, they

had inſpected it, and ſeen that the body was ſtill there.

Hence alſo we are enabled to anſwer the cavils that

have been raiſed upon theſe expreſſions, three days and

three mights, and after three day; ; for it is plain that the

chief prieſts and Phariſees, by their going to the ſe

pulchre on the ſabbath-day, underſtood that day to be

the ſecond; and it is plain, by their ſetting the guard

from that time, and the reaſon given to Pilate for their

ſo doing, viz. left the diſciples ſhould come in the night,

and ſteal him away, that they conſtrued that day,

which was juſt then beginning, to be the day limited

by Chriſt for his riſing from the dead; that is the third

day. For had they taken theſe words of our Saviour,

The Son of man ſhall be three days and three mights in the

heart of the earth, in their ſtrict literal ſenſe, they

needed not have been in ſuch haſte to ſet their guard;

fince, according to that interpretation, there were yet

two days and two nights to come ; neither for the ſame

reaſon had they any occaſion to apprehend ill con

ſequences from the diſciples coming that night, and

ſtealing away the body of their Maſter; ſo that unleſs

it be ſuppoſed that the chief prieſts and Phariſees, the

moſt learned ſe&t among the Jews, did not underſtand

the meaning of a phraſe in their own ianguage; or

that they were ſo impious or impolitic as to profane

the ſabbath, and defile themſelves without any occaſion;

and ſo ſenſeleſs and impertinent, as to aſk a guard of

Pilate for watching the ſepulchre that night and day, to

prevent the diſciples ſtealing away the body of Chriſt

the night or the day following; unleſs, I ſay, theſe

ſtrange ſuppoſitions be admitted, we may fairly conclude,

that in the language and to the underſtanding of the

Jews, three days and three nights, and after three days,

were equivalent to three days, or in three dayſ. That he

roſe on the third day, the teſtimony of the angels, and

his own appearances to the women, to Simon, and to the

two diſciples on the way to Emmaus, which all hap

pened on that day, are clear and ſufficient proofs.”

Wer. 65. Pilate ſaid unto them, ye have a watch] See

ver, 54. Pilate, thinking their requeſt reaſonable, allowed

3 4 them
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watch : go your way, make it as ſure as you

Call.

* Dan. 6. 17. Their ſtone, ſeal, and guard, but concurred to render Chriſt's reſurreàion the more illuſtrious and remaikºt,

ſure, ſealing the ſtone, and ſetting a watch, ºh!"

66 So they went, and made the ſplit tº \\\\

…wºn. Tº dº

them to take as many ſoldiers as they pleaſed out of the

cohort, which at the feaſt came from the caſtle Antonia,

and kept guard in the porticoes of the temple ; for, that

they were not Jewiſh but Roman ſoldiers, whom the

prieſts employed to watch the ſepulchre, is evident from

their aſking them of the governor. Beſides, when the

ſoldiers returned with the news of Chriſt's reſurreótion,

the prieſts deſired them to report, that the diſciples had

ſtolen him away while they ſlept ; and, to encourage them

to tell the falſehood boldly, promiſed that if their neglect

of duty came to the governor's ear, proper means ſhould

be uſed to pacify him, and to keep them ſafe : a promiſe

which there was no need of making to their own ſervants.

See Joſephus’s Antiq. L. xx. c. 4.

Per. 66. So they went, &c.] The prieſts going along

with the guards granted them by the governor, placed

them in their poſt, and ſealed the ſtone that was rolled to

the door of the ſepulchre, to hinder the guards from com

bining with the diſciples in carrying on any fraud what

ever. We find a precaution of the like kind made uſe of

by Darius, Dan. vi. 17. in the caſe of Daniel ſhut up

in the lion's den. Thus while the prieſts cautiouſly pro

poſed to prevent our Lord's reſurrection from being

palmed upon the world, reſolving, no doubt, to ſhew his

body publicly after the third day, to prove him an im

poſtor; they put the truth of his reſurrection beyond all

queſtion, by furniſhing a number of unexceptionable wit

neſſes to it, whoſe teſtimony they themſelves could not

refuſe. -

Inferencer.—The ſentence of death is paſt, and who

now with dry eyes can behold the ſad pomp of the Sa

viour's bloody execution. All the ſtreets are full of ga

zing ſpectators waiting for the ruthful fight ; at laſt, O Sa

viour, I behold thee coming out of Filate's gate, bearing

that which ſhall ſoon bear thee; but alas ! worn out with

forrows, and unequal to the burden, the bleſſed Jeſus ſoon

ſinks beneath its inſupportable weight. It is not out of

any compaſſion to thy miſery, or care of thine eaſe,

bleſſed Sufferer, that Simon of Cyrene is forced to ſuſtain

thy croſs: it was out of thine enemies' eagerneſs for thy

diſpatch; thy feeble paces were too ſlow for their purpoſe;

their thirſt after thy blood made them impatient of delay.

Hadſt thou done this out of choice, which thou didſt

out of conſtraint, how ſhould I have envied thee, O Si

mon, as too happy in the honour to be the firſt man who

bore that croſs of thy Saviour—an honour, wherein mul

titudes of bleſſed martyrs, ſince that time, have been am

bitious to ſucceed thee! Thus to bear thy croſs for thee,

O Saviour, was more methinks than to bear a crown

from thee. Could I be worthy to be thus graced by thee,

I ſhould pity all other glories.

Jeruſalem could not want malefactors, though Barabbas

was diſmiſſed: that all this execution might ſeem to be

done out of zeal for juſtice, two capital offenders ſhall

accompany thee, O Saviour, both to thy death, and in it.

. . - - º ºn an \

Long ago was this unbecoming ſociety for told by lº gº º

º ſeer. He was taken from priſin and jºm juſ; ºft; ºth, is

ment ; he was cut ºff out ºf the land ºf the living; he mai: ... , \,\ ,
his grave with lºſ ..". Itºº Tº º dº |

enough to thee, adorable Jeſus, to be ſorted with tº ..., e.
beſt of men. But to be matched with the reſult of m.º

kind, whom juſtice would not ſuffer to live, is ſuch in

indignity, as confounds my thoughts! Surely there's W

angel in heaven, but would have rejoiced to attend thee;

and what could the earth afford worthy of thy traw? Nº, Wº: \

ye fond judges, ye are deceived. This is the way to gº: s ºntº

your dying malefactors. This is not the way to diºx: ". -

him, whoſe guiltleſſneſs and perfection triumph over yout º Fºr

injudice. His preſence was able to make your tiss ""

happy : their preſence could no more bºmin him thmº

your own. Thus guarded, thus attended, thus accom. * tº

panied, is the blefied Sufferer led to that \osºſome*\º

infamous hill, which now his laſt blood ſhall make ſacred,ºº

There, while he is addreſſing himſelf for his WW AW,\º
is preſented with that bitter and farewell potion, wher-ºº: it.

with dying malefactors were accuſtomed to \wewº

ſenſes ſtupified, that they might not feel the totments of .º

their execution. It was but the common mercy to \º

viate the death of offenders, ſince the intent of their laſt ºr

doom is not ſo much ſhame, as diſſolution. That drawº,

O Saviour, was not more welcome to the guilty, than hate-º.

ful to thee. In the vigour of all thine inward and out sº

ward ſenſes thou wouldſt encounter the mov violent Al

faults of death, and ſcornedſt to abate the leaſt touch of

thy quickeſt apprehenſion | Thou doſt \\\\\ va\e o this sº

cup ; it is a far bitterer than this that thou art about to

drink up to the dregs. Thou refuſed& Wav NWA Nºs

offered thee by men ; but that which was mixed by thine

eternal Father, though mere wormwood AwV NW,\

didſt drink up to the laſt drop ; and therein, O bleued

Jeſus ! lies all our health and ſalvation. I \,\SN wº

whether I do more ſuffer in thy pain, or joy in the iſſu

of thy ſufferings.

Now, even now, O Saviour, art thou entering into th

dreadful liſts, and now art thou grappling with thy

enemy, as if thou hadit not ſuffered till now. Now

bloody paſſion begins. A cruel exſpoliation is the Ur

to this violence ; again do theſe mercile's Yoº Yers Yaº

rude hands upon thee, and ſtrip thee naked 5 aga

thoſe bleeding marks of the ſcourges \\\\ SYSex, \S 3

again muſt thy ſacred body undergo the ſhame of

horred nakedneſs: Lo! Thou that cloatbew wºw

ment, and all nature with its covering, ſtandeſt ex

the ſcorn of all beholders As the firſt Adam ent

his paradiſe, ſo doſt thou the ſecond Adam into

maked: and as the firſt Adam was cloathed in in

when he had no other covering, ſo wert thou ti

too : and more than ſo, thy nakedneſs, O Saviour

our ſouls, not with innocence only, but with

hadſt not thou been naked, we had been cloat

confuſion. O happy nakedneſs whereby wº
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Chriſ’s reſurreč7ion iſ declared by an angel to the women :

he himſelf appeareth unto them. The chief prieſ?: give the

ſºldiers money to ſay that he waſ ſtolen out of his ſpulchre.

Chrift appeareth to his diſciples, and ſendeth them to baptize

and teach all nations.

[Anno Domini 33.]

N the end of the ſabbath, as it began to

dawn toward the firſt day of the week,

* Mark, 16. 1, 2. Luke, 24. 1.
- John, 20. 1. Ch. 27. 56.

Ch. 17. 2. Mark, 16. 5. Luke, 24. 4. John, 29. 12.

* Or half tren.

Luke, 1. 11, 12. & 9. 2, 9 kev. 18. 1.

came Mary Magdalene and the other Mary to

ſee the ſepulchre. -

2 And, behold, there " was a great earth

quake : for the angel of the Lord deſcended

from heaven, and came and rolled back the

ſtone from the door, and ſat upon it.

3 * His countenance was like lightning,

and his raiment white as ſnow :

Mark, 6. 4. Luke, 24. 2. John, 22. 1. * Dan. 10. 5, 6.

ºr=-----------ra

wered with ſhame: O happy ſhame whereby we are in

veſted with glory.

Shame is ſucceeded by pain; methinks I ſee and feel,

how, having faſtened thee tranſverſe to the body of that

fital tree, laid upon the ground, they racked and ſtrained

the tender and ſacred limbs of my Redeemer, to fit the

extent of their four appointed meaſures, and having tor

tured out his arms beyond their natural reach, how they

filtened him with cords, till thoſe ſtrong iron nails which

were driven up to the head through the palms of his

blºſſed hands, had not more firmly than painfully fixed

him to the croſs | The fatal tree is raiſed up, and with a

vehement concuſſion ſettled in the mortice l—woe is me,

how are the joints and finews of this patient ſufferer torn

by this ſevere diſtenſion how does his own weight torment

him, while his whole body reſts upon this forced and dolo

rous hold how did the rough iron pierce his ſoul, while,

pºſing through thoſe tender and ſenſible parts, it carried

his fleſh before it, and rivetted it to that ſhameful tree

There now, Almighty Sufferer, there now thou hangeſt

between heaven and earth, naked, bleeding, forlorn, deſ

picable, a ſpectacle of miſeries, the ſcorn of men. Is this

the head that was decked by thine eternal Father with a

tºwn of pure gold, of immortal and incomprehenſible

Mjeſty, which is now bleeding with a diadem of thorns 2

ls this the eve that ſaw the heavens opened, and the Holy

Ghoſt deſcending upon that head, which now begins to be

overclouded with death 2 Are theſe the ears that heard

the voice of thy Father owning thee out of heaven, which

now glow with reproaches, and bleed with thorns : Are

theſe the lips, that ſpake as never man ſhake,—full of grace

and pºwer, which are now ſwollen with blows, and diſ

coloured with blueneſs and blood Is this the face that

ſhould be fairer than the ſons of men, which the angels

of heaven ſo deſired to ſee, and can never be ſatisfied

with ſeeing—which is thus defiled with the foul mixtures

of ſweat and blood and ſpittings Are theſe the hands,

that ſtretched out the heavens as a curtain ; that by their

touch healed the lame, the deaf, the blind; which are now

blººding with the nails? Are theſe the feet, which walked

lºſely upon the liquid pavement of the ſea, before whoſe

fººtool all the nations of the carth are commanded to

worſhip, which are now ſo painfully fixed to the croſs 2

0 cruel and unthankful mei, that offered ſuch treatment

to the Lord of life : O infinitely merciful Saviour, who

"culiſt ſuffer all this for unthankful men; where ſhall

we find words ſufficiently ſtrong to expreſs our boundleſs

obligations !

Now, O ye cruel prieſts and elders of the Jews, you have

full leiſure to feed your eyes with the fight that you have ſo

much longed for there is the blood which ye purchaſed ;

and is not your malice yet ſatiated 2 Is not all this enough,

without your taints and ſcoffs at ſo exquiſite a miſery 2

The people, the paſſengers, are taught to inſult, where

they ſhould pity; every man has a ſcorn ready to caſt at

a dying innocent: a generous nature is more wounded by

the tongue than with the hand. Thine ear, O Saviour,

was more painfully pierced than thy brows, or hands or

feet. It could not but go deep into thy ſoul, to hear

theſe bitter reproaches from thoſe whom thou cameſt to

ſave. -

But alas! how trifling were theſe in compariſon of the

inward torments which thy foul felt, in the ſenſe and ap

prehenſion of thy Father's wrath for the fins of the whole

world, which now lay heavier upon thee for ſatisfaction.

This, O this it was that preſſed thy ſoul, as it were to

the nethermoſt hell. While thine, eternal Father looked

lovingly upon thee, what didſt thou, what needeſt thou

care for the frowns of men or of devils 2 But once he

turned his face from thee, or bent his brows upon thee,

this was worſe than death. It is no wonder now if

darkneſs was upon the face of the whole earth, when thy

Father's face was eclipſed from thee by the interpoſition

of our fins; how ſhould there be light in the world with

out, when the God of the world, the Father of lights,

complains of the want of light within that word of

thine, O Saviour, was enough to bring down the ſun out

of heaven, and diſſolve the whole frame of nature, when

thou criedit, My God, my Gºd, why hyſt thou foſſº en.

me /

O what "pangs were thoſe, blº fled Lord, which drew

this doleful complaint from thce thou well kneweſt

that nothing could be more cordial to thine enemies, than

to hear this mournful language from thce they could tec

but the outſide of thy ſufferings. Never could they have

conceived ſo deep an anguiſh of thy ſoul, if thy own lips

had not expreſſed it. Yet as not regarding their triumph,

thou thus pouredſt out thy forrow ; and when ſo much

is uttered, who can conceive what is felt This was the

very acme of that bitter paſſion, which thou wouldſt un

dergo for us ; when the Lord laid on thee the iniquities of us

all. O Saviour, had it thou not thus ſuièred, we muſt

- 3 -i 2 have
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4 And " for fear of him the keepers did

fhake, and became as dead men.

* Ch. 27. 65, 66. Pſ. 144. 6. & 43. 6. Dan. 8. 27. & 10. 7.

Maik, 5. 36.

iſ 33. 14.

5 And the angel anſwered and ſaid unto

the women, Fear not ye: for I know that

* Maſk, 16. 6. Luke, 24. 5. Iſ. 41. Io, 14. Rev. 1. 17, 18.

-

have borne the heavy weight for ever. Thy ſufferings

are our ſalvation; thy diſſolution is our ſafety.

But the ſeverity of this torment was not long to be

borne; and now the meaſure of thy ſufferings, as well as

the propheſies concerning thee, being fulfilled ; all types

and ceremonies, all ſatisfactions, both happily effected and

proclaimed ; nothing now remains but a voluntary, ſweet,

and heavenly reſignation of thy bleſſed ſoul into the hands

of thine eternal Father; and a bowing of thy head for

the change of a better crown, and an inſtant entrance

into reſt, triumph, and glory.

And now, O bleſſed Jeſus, how eaſily have carnal eyes

all this while miſtaken the paſſages and intentions of this

thy laſt and moſt glorious work Our weakneſs could

hitherto ſee nothing here but pain and ignominy; now my

better enlightened eyes ſee in the elevation of thine both

honour and happineſs. Lo, thou that art the mediator

between God and man, the reconciler of heaven and earth,

art lifted up betwixt earth and heaven, that thou mightſt

accord both. Thou that art the great captain of our ſal

vation, the conqueror of all the adverſe powers of death

and hell, art exalted upon this triumphal chariot of the

croſs, that thou mightſt trample upon death, and drag all

thoſe infernal principalities manacled after thee. Thoſe

arms which thine enemies meant violently to extend, are

ſtretched forth for the embracing of all mankind. Even

while thou ſufferedſt, thou reignedſt. O the impotent

madneſs of vain men they think to diſgrace thee with

bitter ſcoffs, with poor wretched indignities; when in the

mean time, the heavens declare thy righteouſneſs, O Lord,

and the earth ſhews forth thy power the ſun withholds

his light, as not enduring to ſee the ſuffering of his Crea

tor. The earth trembles under a ſenſe of the wrong done

to her Maker. The rocks rend; the veil of the temple

tears from the top to the bottom ; in ſhort, the frame of

the whole world acknowledges the dominion of that Son

of God, whom man deſpiſed. Thou therefore, O my

foul, unite in acknowledgment, not only of his dominion,

but of his love ; and living in conſtant adoration of his

tender mercies, who did die for thee on the croſs, intreat

him in the laſt hour to ſuſtain thee, and to enable thee

to ſay, with his fortitude and faith, Father, into thine

hands I commend my ſpirit.

RefLEcTions.—1ſt, Though the Sanhedrim had con

demned the innocent Jeſus as worthy of death, they had

not in their hands the power of capital puniſhments, and

therefore muſt have him ſentenced by the Roman gover

nor before they could proceed to execution, the ſceptre

being now departed from Judah, and the country become

a Roman province. Hereupon we are told, .

1. On a ſecond council held in the morning, in order

effectually to get their bloody purpoſes executed of put

ting him to death, they determined to accuſe him before

Pilate, at that time the Roman prefident, as an infamous

malefactor and incendiary; and accordingly, binding him

as a criminal, they led him ignominiouſly through the

ſtreets, from the houſe of Caiaphas to the governor's pa.

lace, and delivered him up, that ſentence might be pro

nounced upon him, and that he might die the death of

the croſs ; thus undeſignedly fulfilling the predictions of

Jeſus, Chap. xx. 19.

2. Remorſe had by this time ſeized on the conſcience

of Judas. When he ſaw that Jeſus was condemned and

ready to be executed, filled with horror, and agitated with

ſelf-indignation, anguiſh, and deſpair, he ran to the temple,

and there in one of the chambers to which the council

ſeems to have been adjourned, he brought the hated price

of his wickedneſs, the thirty pieces of filver, and, publicly

acknowledging the atrocious crime that he had committed

in betraying innocent blood, would have returned their

wages of unrighteouſneſs. But they, inſtead of being

ſtruck with convićtion, treated his confeſſion with con

tempt. He had anſwered their ends; and as to the means

employed, or the guilt that he had incurred, they cared

not about it; as if it was nothing to them that they had

bribed him to commit the villainy, and were that moment

perſecuting to death the innocent perſon whom he had betray

ed. Made deſperate by ſuch neglect, and the unavailableneſs

of this attempt to ſtop the proſecution of Jeſus, his life

became a burden, and the devil urged him to put an end

to it. Caſting down the abhorred filver in the temple be

fore them, and flying to ſome ſolitude, he immediately

hung himſelf, by ſelf-murder finiſhing the meaſure of his

iniquities. Note ; (1.) The time will come when the

ſweeteſt fins will be turned into the poiſon of aſps.

(2.) There is no repentance without reſtitution, as far as

poſſible, of ill-gotten gain. (3.) When wicked men can

bring the profeſſors of religion to join them, indifferent to

the remorſe which they afterwards behold in them, they only

mock at the calamity, and at fin the cauſe of it. (4.) The

love of money has been the fatal ſnare to many a ſoul;

for this they have plunged themſelves into the gulph of

perdition. (5.) Deſpair is among the greateſt crimes, and
often ends in ſelf-murder, a remedy ſtill worſe than the

diſeaſe: for the deepeſt guilt there is mercy to be hoped,

while life continues; but, when men fly from God to the

devil for eaſe by ſuicide, they are undone for ever.

3. The money being left, they conſulted how to diſpoſe

of it. Pretending conſcience, they would not put it into

the temple treaſury, though probably it was taken thence,

becauſe it was the price of blood; and therefore, with

the ſhew of great piety and humanity, laid it out to pur

chaſe a ſmall piece of ground which had been dug up by

a potter and was of little value, in which to bury ſtran

gers or proſelytes: whereby they perpetuated their own

infamy ; the people, who knew what money made the

purchaſe, calling it juſtly Aceldama, or the field of tº
4. An
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piece ºf ſlwer.

ye ſeek Jeſus, which was crucified.

6 He is not here : " for he is riſen, as

* John, 2. 19. Ch. 12. 4o. &

he ſaid. Come, ſee the place where the Lord

lay. -

16. 21. & 17. 23. & zo. 19.

And herein they exačtly fulfilled what the prophet had

foretold, Zech. xi. 12, 13. The words are ſaid to be in

Jeremy, though only found in Zechariah: concerning

which there are many ways ſuggeſted to ſolve the difficulty.

The moſt probable ſeems to be, either that, in the diviſion

of the ſacred books, the laſt volume began with Jeremiah,

and therefore, though containing all the later prophets,

bore his name; or that Jeremiah had ſo propheſied firſt,

but had not committed it to writing, and Zechariah con

firmed and wrote it in his propheſy. The words, as they

ſtand in the prophet, are, They weighed for my price thirty

And the Lord ſaid unto me, Coff it unto the

pºtter: a goody price that I was prized at of them. And I

tº the thirty pieces of ſilver, and caff them to the potter in the

kuſ ºf the Lord. Thus did they who rejected the Meſ

fish fulfil many of the great propheſies concerning him.

Nite; (1.) Many who are bitter perſecutors of God’s

people, ſtill ſtudy to maintain the charaćter of piety and

humanity among men. (2.) Chriſt's blood has provided a

reſting-place for poor finners after death; and though he

was treated with ſuch contempt, and his price ſo low, we

ſee in his humiliation peculiar glory; and the deeper his

abaſement was, it renders him in the eyes of all that be

lieve more precious.

adly, Behold the Son of God a priſoner at a human

bar; and he, to whom every knee muſt bow, and whom

we all muſt meet as our eternal Judge, now appears as a

criminal before Pilate: having condeſcended to bear our

fins, he ſubmits to ſuffer in our ſtead as a tranſgreſſor.

We have, -

1. The charge laid againſt him. Knowing the jealouſy

of the Roman government, the chief prieſts, his accuſers,

had ſuggeſted that, in aſſuming the character of the Meſ

fiah, he meant to raiſe an inſurrečtion, and make himſelf a

king. Pilate therefore interrogated him on this head,

whether he preſumed to arrogate the title of King of the

jews 2 and Jeſus acknowledged the charge ; though he

aſſumed no ſuch temporal dominion as they ſuggeſted ;

his kingdom was not of this world : (ſee John, xviii. 36.)

The chief prieſts and elders were hereupon very loud and

clamorous in their accuſations, as if he was a perverter

of the people, a ſower of ſedition, forbidding to give tri

bute to Caeſar, and affecting the ſovereignty of the coun

try. To all which Jeſus, with aſtoniſhing patience, made

no reply. What they ſaid was indeed notoriouſly falſe,

as themſelves knew : but he wanted not to defend himſelf;

his hour was come, and he ſtood prepared to anſwer the

demands of divine juſtice, and to bear our fins in his own

body on the tree. Therefore, when Pilate urged him to

reply to the charges, and clear himſelf of theſe accuſa

tions, he obſerved a profound filence, to the great aſtoniſh

ment of the governor, who could not account for ſo

unuſual a behaviour in a perſon whoſe life was at ſtake,

and depended on that moment. Note ; !'} It has been

uſual with the enemies of the ſervants of Jeſus to dreſs

them up ſo as to render them ſuſpected by the civil go

vernment, and to infinuate ill deſigns againſt the ſtate, in

order the more eaſily to oppreſs them. (2.) Silence is

often the beſt anſwer to the accuſations of malice ; and

when we know our defence is ſure to be overruled, it is

fruitleſs to contend.

2. Pilate, convinced of the innocence of Jeſus, and

well knowing the motive of the virulence ſhewn againſt

him by the chief prieſts, who were ſtung with envy at

the excellence of his character, and the high reputation

he held with many, which eclipſed their own, wiſhed for

a pretext to releaſe him. And hereunto he was yet more

induced by a meſſage from his wife, who juſt at that

time, while the trial was going on, ſent to entreat him to

do nothing againſt that juſ! man before him : for ſhe had

that morning been terrified by a very uncommon dream

concerning him, which bore ſtrong marks of a divine ori

ginal; and therefore conjured him to diſcharge the pri

ſoner, left he ſhould bring down the wrath of God upon

himſelf and family by condemning the innocent. There

fore, as it was an eſtabliſhed cuſtom at that feaſt to gratify

the people with the releaſe of any priſoner whom they

choſe, Pilate thought he could not fail of ſucceeding by

propoſing to the people their choice, whether of Barabbas

or Jeſus. The infamous charaćter of Barabbas, who for

ſedition and murder, and other villanies, was held in the

greateſt deteſtation, left him no room to doubt that the

people would prefer Jeſus, whom they had ſo lately

uſhered with hoſannahs into the city, and whoſe excellen

cies all muſt have ſeen. Note ; (1.) God has acceſs to

the ſpirit, and can ſpeak to our ſouls when our ſenſes are

locked up in deep repoſe. (2.) Sinners have ſometimes

ſolemn warnings ; but they are too apt to ſlight the hea

venly admonition. (3.) The nearer and dearer any perſon

is to us, the more are we obliged to watch over him for

good.

3. The multitude, inſtigated by the craft of their wily

prieſts, who repreſented Jeſus in every black and diabolical

colour, and engaged them to prefer Barabbas before him,

demanded the murderer, to the aſtoniſhment of Pilate, and

rejećted the Lord of life and glory: and, not content with

this, when the governor, willing to releaſe Jeſus, inquired

of them what they wiſhed he ſhould do with him whom

many regarded as the Chriſt, or Meſfiah ; they with one

conſent cried out, Let him be crucified, a death the moſt

painful, ignominious, and accuſed. Shocked at ſuch a

demand, Pilate remonſtrates with them on the injuſtice

and cruelty of ſuch an adion, Why, what evil hath he done *

On the ſevereſt ſcrutiny his judge could ſee no fault in

him, his adverſaries prove none, nor did even the traitor

ſuggeſt the ſhadow of a crime—A glorious teſtimony of

the avowed innocence of Jeſus. But this tumultuous

aſſembly, notwithſtanding, wrought up to a pitch of fury

by their malignant prieſts and rulers, with louder cries

demanded his crucifixion, determined to extort the go

vernor’s conſent, and bear down reaſon and juſtice with

rage and clamour. Note ; (1.) How little dependance is

to

-
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7 And go quickly, and tell his diſciples he goeth before you into Galilee; there ſhall

that he is riſen from the dead; and, behold, ye ſee him : lo, I have told you.

* Ch. 26. 32. Ver. Io. Mark, 14, 28. & 16. 7. John, 21. 1. A&ts, 1. 3. & 10. 41. & 13. 31. 1 Cor. 15. 5. Ch. 4, 15. & 8, 11, 11.

to be placed on popular applauſe. They who one day

cried, Hoſannah to the Son of i) avid, now cry, Crucify

him, crucify him. (2.) The unſpotted innocency of the

Lamb of God evidently ſhews, that he bore not his own

fins, but the fins of others: he voluntarily ſubmitted to

die as a criminal, that he, though juſt, might ſuffer the

puniſhment due to the unjuſt, and thereby bring us unto

God.

4. Pilate, unable to prevail with them, and not having

reſolution to deny their requeſt, ſo importunately and

clamorouſly urged, for fear of an uproar; yet conſcious

of the innocence of Jeſus, and ſhocked at the thought of

murdering a juſt man, bºthought himſelf of a miferable

expedient to pacify his conſcience without diſobliging the

people: and therefore, though yielding to their importu

mity, he proteſts againſt the fact ; and, taking water be

fore them all, he waſhed his hands, that by this ſignifi

cative action he might appear clear from all the guilt

which ſhould enſue, declaring himſelf innocent of this

righteous blood; and therefore, ſince they compelled him

to condemn the innocent, he lays it wholly upon them to

anſwer for the crime before God and the world.—An

abſurd procedure indeed in a judge, whom nothing ſhould

awe from the adminiſtration of impartial juſtice.

5. They heſitate not to ſubject themſelves to all the

conſequences which might enſue: and, ſince Pilate ſeemed

ſcrupulous, they are very ready to quiet his conſcience by

ſolemnly transferring all the guilt upon their own, madly

imprecating on themſelves, and their lateſt poſterity, the

vengeance, if any were due, His blood be on us, and on our

children. So dáring do preſumptuous ſinners grow : ſo

little are they apprehenſive of the conſequences of their

impiety. But theſe murderers ſoon found the vengeance

which they had imprecated terribly lighting on their devoted

heads in the utter deſtruction of themſelves and families; ſuch

multitudes being crucified by Titus during the fiege, that

the croſſes ſtood ſo thick around the walls, that there

was no more room for them ; five hundred in a day thus

miſerably expiring. And to this hour the effects of that

imprecation are viſible upon this miſerable people; and

will be, till, returning to the Lord whom they once re

jećted, the wrath ſhall be removed, and their iniquity be

forgiven. -

3dly, The matter being thus determined:

1. Pilate having releaſed Barabbas, that moſt infamous

criminal, delivered Jeſus over to their will, having firſt

ſcourged him ſeverely, in hopes of moving their com

paſſion, John, xix. 1. ; but finding it all ineffectual, and

that they were bent on his deſtrućtion, he appoints his

immediate execution on the croſs, as they inſiſted. And

herein we may obſerve, (1.) The fulfilment of the Scrip

tures, Pſ. cxxix. 3. Iſa. l. 6. liii. 5. where theſe ſtripes

had been foretold. (2.) In the releaſe of Barabbas we

have an emblem of our own deliverance through Jeſus

Chriſt. As guilty perhaps have we been as this notorious

priſoner: we have robbed God of his glory, and often

laboured to murder our own and others' ſouls. For which

we muſt all have periſhed without hope, had not our

divine ſubſtitute yielded up himſelf that we might go free,

and that the chief of finners might find in him plenteous

redemption. (3.) Bloody as the ſtripes of Jeſus appear,

we need bleſs God for them, ſince by theſe ſtripes we are

healed. -

2. Being delivered into the hands of the inhuman

ſoldiers, they dragged him into the common hall, and,

to make themſelves merry in his miſeries, and in the view

of the character that he aſſumed as a king, they ſtripped of

his clothes, arrayed him in a ſcarlet robe in mockery, and,

platting a crown of thorns, in deriſion placed it on his

head, giving him a reed, or hollow cane, for a ſceptre;

and, gathering the whole band around him, they, with in

ſulting homage, bowed the knee, and addreſſed him with

the deriding title of king of the Jews; while ſome ſpat in

his face in contempt of his majeſty, and others ſnatched

the cane out of his hand and ſmote him on the head that

the thorns might wound the deeper his ſacred temples.

While we reflect on their wickedneſs with horror, indig

nation, and aſtoniſhment, let ſome meaſure thereof be

transferred to ourſelves. They were the inſtruments, but

all mankind, and we in particular, have been the cauſe of

all his torment. And when we ſee the innocent Lamb of

God ſubmitting to theſe indignities, and look on that face,

marred more than any man's, defiled with ſpitting, black

with buffetings, and dyed with blood ſtreaming from his

temples, what emotions of love and gratitude ſhould glow

in our boſom towards him who endured ſuch things for

us, that we might not be the mockery of devils, the ſcorn

of angels, and abhorred of God

3. Glutted with cruelty, and ſatiated with ſuch inhuman

mirth, they ſtripped off his robes of mock majeſty, and

put on him again his own ſeamleſs garment, the perquiſite
of thoſe who ſhould be more immediately employed in his

execution. Then, binding his croſs upon him, John,

xix. 17. they led him, as a lamb to the ſlaughter, a ſpec

tacle through the city, to ſuffer, without the gate. But, it

ſeems, wearied out with his ſufferings, his firength failed

him, and they were obliged to releaſe him of his load,

left they ſhould be diſappointed of their cruelty in nailing

him alive to the tree. Scizing on one who was paſſing

by, known probably to have been a diſciple of Jeſus, and

therefore treated with ſuch indignity, they compel him to

bear the croſs after Chriſt to the place of execution.
Note: Every true believer muſt expº & his croſs, and be

content to go to Jeſus without the camp, bearing hiſ re

proach. *

4thly, We have an account of the crucifixion of Jeſus.

1. The place where he ſuffered was called Golgºth',
ſignifying the place of a ſkull; either from the form of

the hill, or becauſe the malefactors executed there wº

buried on the ſpot. Where death therefore erected his

trophies, there Chriſt, who taſted death for every man,

erected his croſs, that he might in triumph look dow"
º I upon
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8." And they departed quickly from the behold, Jeſus met them, ſaying, All hail And

ſepulchre with fear and great joy; and did they came and held him by the feet, and wor

run to bring his diſciples word. ſhipped him. -

9 * 'And as they went to tell his diſciples, Io Then ſaid Jeſus unto them, “Be not

* Eccl. 9. 1 o. Ron. 12. 11. Ezra, 3. 12, 13. John, 16, 20, 22. & zo. 20. Pſ. 2. 11. "If 64. 5. Pſ. 19. 1 1. Mark, 16.9. John, 22. 14, 16.

Song, 3-4- * If 4.1. 19, 14. & 35. 3, 4. Rev. 1. 17, 18. Mark, s. 36.

upon his vanquiſhed foe, as it was ſaid, O death, I will be their heads, as inſulting over his miſeries, (Pſ. xxii. 7.)

tly dyſłruäiºn. and triumphing in his torments; upbraiding him with his

2. Before they nailed him to the tree they offered him a pretended ability of deſtroying the temple, and raiſing it in

bitter cup of vinegar mingled with gall. (See the Anno- three days ; and bidding him now put forth ſome of that

tations.) He taſted it, but refuſed to drink. He wanted power of which he boaſted, in coming down from the

not to prolong his life, nor would do ought to diſcom- croſs to which he was nailed, and thus at leaſt prove the

poſe his mind, prepared to feel every miſery before him, truth of the high pretenſions that he made, as being the Son

and deſiring not to be excuſed the ſenſation of any one of God... Note ; (1.) When a man is run down, and caſt

painful pang that he muſt endure. The gall of that cup out for his religion, under the name of enthuſiaſm, by the

our fins ſupplied; had he not atoned for them, we muſt great and the rulers, almoſt every one is ready to join in

eternally have drank to the dregs the cup of bitterneſs and the cry. (2.) If Chriſt was thus reviled and ridiculed,

trembling. let us not think it ſtrange, if the mouth of the ungodly

3. They crucified him ; which was done by ſtretching the be opened upon us in bitter words.

arms on the wood as it lay upon the ground, and nailing [2.] From the chief priſis, ſcribes, and elderſ. They came

them; then they faſtened the feet to a piece of wood to feaſt their eyes with this fight of miſery, and, inſtead of

fixed to the body of the croſs, and lifting it up, ſtuck it being at their devotions in the temple, (Lev. xxiii. 7.) meanly

faſt in a hole prepared to receive it, the ſhock of which mixed with the rabble around the croſs, to gratify their

frequently diſlocated the bones of the criminal; and there malice, and ſpit their venom; mocking at him; and ſaying,

hanging upon the nails, in convulſions and torments in- Heſaved otherſ, himſelf he cannºt ſave. His preſent ſtate,

expreſſible, he expired. Thus did the Son of God humble they ſuggeſt, evidently proved the deluſion of the miracles

himſelf to death, even the death of the croſs. Whilſt to which he pretended, and the impoſſibility of his being the

angels with wonder and amaze behold him, what ſenti- Saviour of the world ; whereas in fact the very reaſon why

ments of tranſcendent admiration and love ſhould glow in he would not ſave himſelf, was, becauſe it would not then be

our boſoms, when we ſee him dying on the accurſed tree, poſſible for him to ſave others, fince on his ſufferings their
for us men and for our ſalvation ? - ſalvation depended. As he aſſumed the honour of Iſrael’s

4. The executioners divided his garments as their fee ; King,they upbraid him with his arrogance, and bid him exert

and while they ſat down and watched him, that no reſcue his authority, and looſe himſelf from the croſs; then, they

might be attempted ſhould the people now relent, they profeſs, they will believe in him ; though after what he

caſt lots for his outer garment, which was without feam, had done, this was a mere ſubterfuge for their infidelity.

and muſt have been ſpoiled if cut to pieces; thus in the Had he complied with their propoſals, they would inſtantly

moſt exačt manner fulfilling the prophetic word, Pſ. xii. 18. have found new objections, and would ſuppoſe that ſome

Tºy parted my garments among them, and caft lots upon my trick had been played ; that he had never been nailed to

viſiure. the tree; as they afterwards evaded the evidence of his

5. On the croſs a tablet was hung, importing the crime reſurrection, by the abſurd pretence that his diſciples ſtole

for which he ſuffered, as was uſual on theſe occaſions, away the body by night. Becauſe Jeſus had profeſſed

but this beſpoke his honour rather than reproach: This is ſuch unſhaken confidence in God, and claimed ſo near a

jºu, the king of the jews. Such indeed he really was ; relation to the Moſt High, they now bid him put it to the

and whatever intention they had who wrote it, God de- proof; intimating, that God's not delivering him in his

ſigned even here that a teſtimony ſhould be borne to his diſtreſs, ſhewed him a deceiver; and while they thus
Meſſiah. vilified him in the eyes of the people, they hurled a fiery

6. Two thieves were crucified with him, and he placed arrow againſt the faith of the Redeemer, to terrify his in

in the midſt, as if to ſtamp the moſt indelible infamy upon nocent ſoul, as if there was no hope for him in his God.

him, as the vileſt of all malefactors. Thus was he numbered (Pſ. xxii. 8.) Unmoved, the Saviour heard in filence their

with tranſgreſſºrs, and with the wicked in his death. Though blaſphemies, and perſiſted patiently in accompliſhing his

he had done no violence, yet, bearing the fins ºf the world, own glorious work. Note: Many pretend want of evi

divine juſtice treated him as a criminal, and he died under dence as a reaſon for their unbelief; but were Chriſt to

the curſe of our iniquities. * indulge them with the grant of what themſelves propoſe,

7. On the croſs he endured the greateſt contradićtion of they would be as far from faith in him as ever. The fault

finners againſt himſelf: is in the heart: they who believe not Moſes and the pro

[1] From the common people, and paſſengers who went phets, will be proof againſt every other method of con

y as he hung on the tree. Unmoved at his ſufferings, vićtion.

unaffected with the aſtoniſhing patience wherewith he bore [3.] From the thieves who were crucified with him.

them, they vented their blaſphemies againſt him, wagging See the Annotations. 8 A
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afraid; go tell my brethren that they go into

Galilee, and there ſhall they ſee me.

! Judges, 16. 16. Hoſcº, 11.8. Pſ. 1 oz. 8–13. Heb. 2. 11, 12. Ch. 12.49, 5o.

11 * Now when they were going, behold,

* ſome of the watch came into the city, and

John, 20. 17. See on ver, 7. • Being tertified by the earthquk.

8. A dreadful darkneſs now came on over all the land.

The ſun miraculouſly withdrew his light, as if terrified at

beholding his Maker's agony, and teſtifying his abhorrence

of ſuch tranſcendently atrocious wickedneſs; affording an

emblem of that judicial blindneſs to which this devoted

people were now abandoned. It might be intended alſo

to repreſent the dreadful conflict with the rulers of the

darkneſs of this world, which Jeſus maintained on the

croſs, when, by dying, he deſtroyed him that had the power

of death, that is, the devil. And this eclipſe of the great

luminary of heaven was alſo but a faint image of the

darker eclipſe in the Redeemer's ſoul, when every cheer

ing beam of conſolation was withdrawn, the light of

his Father's countenance withheld, and a ſenſe of this de

relićtion, ariſing from the wrath of an offended God,

completed the meaſure of his ſuffering. Three ſuch

hours had never paſſed ſince darknºſ was upºn the face ºf

the deep.

9. After a long and ſilent conflict, about the ninth hour,

his agony being now at the ſummit, with a loud but la

mentable voice Jeſus cried, Eli, Eli, lama ſubachſhani º

My God, my God, why hy? that, fºlſ, (en me *—Strange ac

cents from him whom God had repeatedly owned for his

beloved Son, and in whom he had teſtified himſelf ſo well

pleaſed We never hear one complaint from theſe ſacred

lips of all his inhuman treatment or bodily torment. What

he then felt was infinitely more inſupportable, and extorted

this exceeding bitter cry. Not that the hypoſtatic union

was diſſolved, or that there was any real abatement of the

Father's love towards him ; never did he as Mediator ap

pear more amiable than now, when, through the Eternal

Spirit, he offered himſelf without ſpot unto God. But

ſince he took upon himſelf the fins of the world, he was

given for a while into the enemy's hands, and all the

powers of hell were let looſe upon him ; every divine ſup

port was withdrawn, and the terrors of wrath due from an

offended God ſeized on his ſoul, and ſunk him in the

loweſt deeps. Deſpair excepted, I queſtion much, whether

the ſpirits of the damned have felt the wrath of God in

this its utmoſt depth of bitterneſs : yet, though forſaken,

firm and unſhaken Jeſus hangs faſt on God, and in this

deepeſt derelićtion ſtill can ſay, My God.

Laſtly, The by-ſtanders, either wilfully or ignorantly

miſtaking his words, ſaid he called fºr Elias, as if he wanted

his help, and that it was too late for him to cry now.

And hereupon one ran and filled a ſpunge with vinegar,

and with a cane lifted it to his lips, which might be a

fuggeſtion of compaſſion, ſince his pains muſt have created

intolerable thirſt ; though uſually it is ſuppoſed to have

been done to mock and teaze him, and add to his anguiſh:

while the reſt deriding ſaid, Let be, let him alone; let us

ſee whether Elias will come to ſave him, ſince he is to be the

forerunner of the Meſſiah ; but no ſuch help, they pre

fumed, would be afforded him, alike abandoned by heaven

and earth. -

5thly, The conflićt is now over, the vićtory complete,

fin atoned for, Satan's head bruiſed, juſtice ſatisfied, death

vanquiſhed, hell ſhut up, the kingdom of heaven opened

for all believers, and all this by the death of Jeſus here

recorded ; concerning which we are told,

1. The manner in which he expired. Having finiſhed

the work the Father had given him to do, he cried, not as

a dying man exhauſted and ſpent, but with a loud voice,

the ſhout of victory over all his conquered foes, and thus

in his full ſtrength yielded up the ghºſ; , freely reſigned his

ſoul into his Father's hands, and his body to death, the

threatened wages of fin, which he had conſented to bear.

Thus fell the ſpiritual Samſon, ſpoiling principalities and

powers, and triumphing over then on his croſs.

the great Redeemer, juſt at the time when the evening

ſacrifice of the lamb was ſlain, the figure of him who in

the evening of the world appeared, to take away fin by the

ſacrifice of himſelf. -

2. The miracles which attended his death.

[1..] Beh,'d, the veil ºf the temple was rent in twain, which

ſeparated the holy of holics from the outer tabernacle,

where the table of incenſe ſtood, and the golden candle

ſtick ; and this at the very time probably when the prieſ's

were there miniſtering, and burning the ſacred incenſe

before it. Whereby was fignified, (1.) The abolition of

Thus died

the Moſaical ſervices, the darkneſs of that diſpenſation

being now removed, and its myſteries unveiled; ſo that

with open face we now behold the glory of the Lord.

(2.) The demolition of the partition-wall between Jews

and Gentiles, who are alike called into the fellowſhip of .

the Goſpel, and partakers of the ſame privileges. (3) The

free acceſs which every ſinner has to God; ſo that he may

now come boldly to a throne of grace : and every faithful

ſoul, when death ſhall rend the veil of fleſh, ſhall be ad

mitted to a throne of glory, by that new and living wº)

which jeſus hath conſecrated for us through the veil, that is tº

ſay, his fleſh, Heb. iv. 16. x. 19, 20.

[2.] The earth did quake, and the rocks were rent by it;

marks of God’s wrath againſt theſe murderers, and of that

ſury which he would pour out upon them, when their rocky

hearts ſhould be broken in pieces. Hereby alſo was ſigni

fied the deſtruction of Satan's kingdom, and the wondrous

changes now about to be wrought in the world, when the

moſt ſtout-hearted finners ſhould tremble before the Lord,

and feel their ſouls rent with deepeſt conviction when led

to look up to a crucified Jeſus.

[3] The graves were opened, immediately by the earth.

quake, and many bodies ºf the ſaints which ſlept, arºſe, and

came out ºf the graves after his reſurrection, and went in.
the holy city, and appeared unto many, a glorious proof of

Chriſt's victory over death and the grave, and an aſſurance

to all his faints of a joyful reſurrection.
Who theſe ſaints were, wh-ther the patriarchs, or ſuch

as had ſeen Chriſt in the fiſh ; to whom they appeared;

what they ſaid or did ; theſe and the like inquiries, being

matters of mere curioſity, the Holy Ghoſt has not
thought fit to reveal to us. All that is needful for* t()

- OW,
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ſhewed unto the chief prieſts all the things the elders, and had taken counſel, they gave
that were done.

12 And " when they were aſſembled with

* Pſ. 2. 1–6. & 64. 2.

large money unto the ſoldiers,

13 Saying, Say ye, His diſciples came by

Ch. 26.3, 4.

knºw, is told us, and therein we ſhould thankfully ac

quieſce, not coveting to be wift above what is written.

3. The effect which the death of Chriſt and the ſubſe

quent miracles had on the centurion and ſoldiers who

*Pt guard at the place of execution. Though hea

thens and ſtrangers to the true God, and probably the

Very perſons who had treated Jeſus with ſuch indignity,

had lºgged him to that place, and nailed him to the tree;

theſe ſtrange fights, the darkneſs, earthquake, and expiring

<ry of the Redeemer filled them with conſternation.

Their ſtout hearts trembled for fear leſt they ſhould be

#Tºllowed up in righteous vengeance; and theſe amazing

<= fieds of divine power and interpoſition extorted from

them that noble teſtimony to the Saviour's divine miſſion

=nd character, Truly this was the Son of God.

4. To the honour of the female ſex, mention is made

ºf ſeveral women, and three of their names are recorded,

v-who, though the diſciples in general had forſaken their

T-ſiſter, and fled, continued their attendance in his laſt

**ºnents; and, having followed Jeſus out of Galilee, and

Finiſtered to him of their ſubſtance, now ſtood afar off,

Ferhaps not daring to approach nearer; and with broken

ł-earts and floods of tears beheld and lamented their dying

Lord, unable to miniſter to him either help or comfort.

**: (1) The longer and the farther we have followed

Chriſt, the more ſhould it engage us to cleave to him,

ºn to the end. (2.) They who love the Lord Jeſus in

their hearts, will be happy to employ their ſubſtance in

his ſervice.

6thly, It was foretold, that the Meſſiah ſhould make his

S** with the wicked, and with the rich in hir death ; and

*ſee it fulfilled in the honourable interment given him

by Joſeph of Arimathea, after he had died as a malefactor,

and ſuffered in our ſtead the wages of fin. Several cir

**ſtances concerning his buriai are taken notice of by
the Evangeliſt.

f * The time;-the evening of the day on which he ſuf

*d, which was Friday, ſome time before the Jewiſh
*abbath commenced.

b * The perſon who charged himſelf with the care of the

...lº-Joſeph of Arimathea, a man of wealth and diſ

"stion, one of the ſanhedrim, and a ſecret diſciple of Je

... though through fear he had not publicly avowed it;

. now, when Chriſt ſeemed deſerted of all, he dared ſtep

e sh, boldly went in to Pilate, and begged the corpſe, that

. might inter it with due reſpe&# which was granted

* *mediately, and an order ſent to deliver the body to him.

ois te; (i.) There are more ſecret diſciples than we are

an ºn aware of. (2.) The poſſeſſion of worldly wealth

W honour is uſually a grievous check to the faithful and

ºn profeſſion of Jéſus and his cauſe. (3.) In times of
Sºl, when the boldeſt are ready to ſhrink, we ſometimes

* thoſe who were ſcarcely numbered among the diſciples

ºre, come forth with unexpected courage and fidelity,

...” a noble confeſſion before many witneſſes.
L. l.

3. The manner of it. He took down the body from

the croſs, and wrapped it in clean linen, according to the

cuſtom of the Jews; and he himſelf attended, and per

formed theſe laſt kind offices to his dear Maſter.

4. The place where Joſeph laid the corpſe,_In his own

new tomb, hewn out in a rock, and cloſed with a great ſºone

at the mouth ; which when Joſeph had done, he departed

in ſilent ſorrow to bewail his loſs. So divine Providence

ordered the circumſtances, that none having lain there

before, there could be no doubt, when Chriſt aroſe, con

cerning the perſon: and the ſolid rock out of which the

ſepulchre was hewn, prevented the poſſibility of ſuſpicion

of any ſecret acceſs to the body, except by the entrance,

and that was ſufficiently guarded. Note ; (1.) He who

when alive had not a houſe to cover his head, when dead,

wanted a grave : ſo deſtitute was the Lord of glory: who

then after him dares complain 2 (2.) Since Jeſus has lain

in the grave, he has perfumed the moiſome abode ; and in

this bed of duſt, as the phoenix in her fabled neſt, the

faithful now lie down, only to riſe in brighter array, and

take their flight to manſions of eternal glory.

5. The care which Chriſt's enemies took to have the ſe

pulchre ſecured. The chief-prieſts and Phariſees, who were

ſuch ſcrupulous obſervers of the Sabbath, had not patience

to wait till it was over, but aſſembled, and went in a body

to Pilate, to petition him for a guard, in order to ſecure

the body againſt the following day; becauſe, they ſug

geſt, Jeſus, that deceiver, (ſo do they call him who is the

truth itſelf) had ſaid, while he was yet alive, (ſo that they

admit he was now certainly dead,) After three days I will

riſe again. We find not indeed that he had ever expreſsly

ſaid ſo to them; and if they founded their ſuggeſtion upon

what they had heard, (John, ii. 19.) then their own bare

faced wickedneſs was yet more evident; ſince on this very

paſſage, which they applied to the temple, they formed a

great part of their accuſation againſt him. Pretending

therefore to fear, left his diſciples ſhould come by night and ſeal

him away, and ſay he is riſen, they defire to be furniſhed

with a band of ſoldiers, to prevent all ſuch attempts; left,

if ſuch a trick ſhould be played, the conſequences of thir

laſt error, in not properly guarding the ſepulchre, ſhould be

worſe than the firſt, in ſuffering him to preach and live ſo
long; for ſhould this be once believed, the charaćter of

Jeſus would then be eſtabliſhed, and his doćtrines ſpread

with greater rapidity than ever. Pilate readily gratified

them in granting their requeſt, though no doubt he regarded

their fears as abſurd and ridiculous, and preſumed that

they had little now to apprehend from a dead man. . They

had a body of ſoldiers in the tower of Antonia for the

ſervice of the temple, and he permits them to detach what

number they pleaſed to guard the ſepulchre, and to uſe

every other method to make the place as ſure as they could.

Nor did they fail to take every ſtep to prevent the poſſi

bility of an impoſture ; ſetting a guard of ſoldiers, in whom

they could confide, to watch the body that night, and

- 3 B Jealing
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night, and ſtole him away while we ſlept.

14 " And if this come to the governor's

* John, 3. 19, 19. Acts, 12. 19.
9 Ch. 23.

ears, we will perſuade him, and ſecure you. .

15 So “they took the money, and did as

15. 1 Tim. 6. io. Prov. 1. Io-16. & 23. 21.

ſaling the ſome with the public ſeal, either of Pilate or the

ſanhedrim, that none might preſume to enter, till the next

day they ſhould return themſelves, and, producing the dead

corpſe, undeceive the people, and detect the impoſtor.

Thus by the gracious Providence of God was every cir

cumſtance ſo ordered, reſpecting the reſurreótion of Jeſus,

that our faith in that grand event might have the moſt

unſhaken grounds of evidence indiſputable, and be more

{trongly confirmed by all the methods that his enemies took

to guard the body from the poſſibility of being clandeſ

tinely removed. Indeed it can ſcarcely be ſuppoſed, that

his diſciples, who all ſo baſely forſook him and fled when

he was alive, would ever return to ſteal him away when

he was dead: and they could have no end to anſwer by it;

for to endeavour, by ſaying he was riſen, to impoſe on the

people, would be inconceivable madneſs and folly in them;

fince they muſt thereby expoſe themſelves to every ſuffering

for their teſtimony, and be of all men the moſt miſerable

in this world; conſcious of dying with a lie in their right

hand, and having no hope in the next. But had they

deſired or deſigned to execute ſuch a ſcheme, they muſt

have been now effectually prevented. In the face of a

body of armed ſoldiers, placed as centinels on the ſepulchre,

and whoſe lives depended upon their watchfulneſs, to ſup

poſe that they would ever have attempted to break the pub

lic ſeal, roll back a ponderous ſtone, deſcend into the tomb,

and carry off the body by ſtealth, is an abſurdity too glaring

to be conceived. So far as human, as diabolical power

could go, Chriſt's enemies went ; but counſel and might

are alike vain againſt the Lord. They who oppoſe his

kingdom will find their attempts not only baffled but

turned to their own confuſion ; their guilt but the more

aggravated, and their eternal ruin more dreadful.

C H. A. P. XXVIII.

Ver. 1. In the end ºf the ſabbath, &c.] Some writers

cloſe the laſt chapter thus, Sealing the ſome, and ſetting a

watch late on the ſalbath ; and begin the preſent, and when

it began to dawn, &c. as the Jewiſh day began at ſun

ſetting, the Jews diſtinguiſhed the evening into two parts,

which they called the firſt and ſecond evening; the firſt

being the evening with which the preceding day ended,

and the ſecond the evening with which the new day began.

The firſt evening was the ſpace from three in the afternoon

to ſun-ſetting; the ſecond began at ſun-ſetting, and laſted

till nine, comprehending the whole firſt watch of the

night. Thoſe able and ingenious writers who have written

upon our Lord's reſurreótion, are not agreed whether the

word rendered the end, fignifies the firſt evening or the

ſecond. I. They who imagine that the firſt evening was

intended by the hiſtorian, ſuppoſe that the two Marys went

to viſit the ſepulchre at the end of the Jewiſh ſabbath, or

about the ſetting of the ſun; but that they were prevented

by the earthquake, mentioned ver. 2. which frighted them

ſo that they turned back. To remove the objećtion

which might be drawn from the expreſſion, as it began to
6

dºwn, tº rºuo'az, they obſerve, that the Greek word,

though it implies that idea in its primary ſignification, yet "

in Luke, xxiii. 54. ſignifies to be aſ out tº lºgin, or 10 draw -

on, and that the word ſhould be uſed in the ſame tººk -

in this paſſage; In the end ºf the ſºuth, aſ it drºw nºir iſ a

the ſºft day ºf the week. II. They who imagine the hiſ. "

torian is ſpeaking of the ſecond evening, appear to be ſup- -

ported by the account in St. Mark, as well as that in Sº, tº

John ; for whether we take the Greek word to finiſ, ºr

to draw neir, or to dawn, as both thºſe interpretations -

may imply that it was yet dark, its beginning, or drawing

near to the dawn, will be allowed to denote the fame point

of time; namely, the end of the night, and the beginning :

of the day. The only queſtion ariſing from this interpre--

tation is, how this can be reconciled with the time men. …

tioned by St. Mark, namely, the riſing of the ſun ? ch, -

xvi. 2. But this queſtion may be ſolved upon the principle
of the former hypotheſis, that the women ſet out towards

the end of the evening, or towards the dawn, but were

prevented from coming to the ſepulchre till the time dºº.

termined by St. Mark. And indeed the order of St. Mil---

thew's narration requires, that his words ſhould be under.

ſtood to ſignify the time of their ſetting out, otherwiſe all ...

that is related of the earthquake, &c. muſt be thrown into

a parentheſis, which would very much diſturb the ſerks.

of the hiſtory, and introduce much greater harſhneſsimº

the conſtruction, than any avoided by it : nay, it muſt be

confeſſed that there can hardly be any harſhneſs in the in

terpretation now contended for. The word rººt, in St. ".

Matthew, might as well have been tranſlated went as amt; -

the verb itſelf ſignifying both to go and to come, and to

ſequently being capable of either ſenſe, as the context may .

require. That in St. Matthew requires to take the original

word in the former ſenſe, for the ſake of order, and for the
foliowing reaſon: the principal fact upon the account of

which the whole hiſtory of the women's going to the ſº.

pulchre ſeems to have been related, is the reſurrection of
Chriſt: and this fačt is abſolutely without a date, if the

words of St. Matthew are to be underſtood to denote tº º

time of the women's arrival at the ſepulchre. When W”
ſay without a date, we mean, that it does not appear from .

any thing in St. Matthew or the other evangeliſts, at whit

hour of that night this great event happened: all the in- º

formation they give us is, that when the women came tº .

the ſepulchre, they were told by angels that he was riº.

But on the contrary, by underſtanding St. Matthew tº

ſpeak of the time of Mary Magdalen's ſetting out to take º

a view of the ſepulchre, we have the date of the reſur- º

rećtion ſettled, and know preciſely that Chriſt roſe frºm
the dead between the dawning of the day and the ſun- º

riſing: and can any ſubſtantial reaſon be aſſigned, why

St. Matthew, having thought fit to enter into ſo circum
ſtantial an account of the reſurrection, ſhould omit the º

date of ſo important a fact; or that, not intending * *

mark it, by mentioning the time of the women's going 19

he ſepulchre, he ſhould place that fact before *.
W *
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they were taught: and this ſaying is com 16 Then the eleven diſciples went

- monly reported among the Jews until this away into Galilee, into a mountain where Jeſus

day.

* Ch. 26.32. Ver. 7. 10. Mark, 16. 9.

had appointed them. - -

1 Cor. 15. 5.

which in order of time is prior to it? All theſe confidera

tions therefore ſeem to be powerful arguments for under

ſtanding this paſſage of St. Matthew in the ſenſe above

expreſſed. About St. Mark's meaning there is no diſpute:

he certainly intended to expreſs the time of the women's

arrival at the ſepulchre ; his words cannot be taken in any

other ſenſe: thoſe in St. John are limited to the ſame in

terpretation with thoſe of St. Matthew, it having been

allowed before, that they both ſpeak of the ſame point of

time. The reaſon of the two Marys ſetting out ſo early

is here aſſigned. They went to take a view of the ſepulchre;

that is to ſay, in general to ſee if all things were in the

fame condition in which they had left them two days be

ifore; that if in that interval any thing extraordinary had

+happened, they might report it to their companions, and,

in conjunétion with them, take their meaſures accordingly.

Hence it is alſo evident why they were ſo few in number;

they came to view the ſepulchre, and came before the time

=ppointed for their meeting. They knew that they them

=elves were not able to roll away the ſtone, which they

Had ſeen placed by Joſeph of Arimathea at the mouth of

* =he ſepulchre, and which they knew could not be removed

> *without a great number of hands. Accordingly, as they

- drew near, they ſaid among themſelves, Who ſhall roll

away the ſºone for us from the door of the ſepulchre 3 Words

which intimate that one of their chief views in coming to

ſee the ſepulchre, was to ſurvey this ſtone, and to con

fider whether they, and the other women who had appointed

.. to meet them there, were by themſelves able to remove it,

* . or whether they muſt have recourſe to the aſſiſtance of

ºthers; for who ſhall roll away the ſtone for us * implies a

- ſenſe of their own inability, and of the neceſſity of calling

… in others; after which the only thing to be confidered

... was whom, and how many. This therefore was the point

sº inder deliberation when they approached the ſepulchre.

… It is plain from theſe words, that they did not exped to

… find any body there, and conſequently that they knew

º nothing of the guard which the high-prieſts had ſet to watch

, the ſepulchre; of which had they received any intelli

§ence, they hardly would have ventured to come at all, or

*Suld not have deliberated about rolling away the ſtone,

** the only or greateſt difficulty. See Weſt on the Re

**rection, p. 48, 49.

W _{tr. 2–4. And behold, there was a great earthquake]

^^hile the women were going to the ſepulchre, there was

* great earthquake, namely, that which preceded the moſt

emorable event that ever happened among men,_the

“sſurečtion of the Son of God from the dead. This earth

#S. probably frightened the women to ſuch a degree,

Q iſ they immediately returned back; or their return might

are been rendered neceſſary by a ſtorm, if this earthquake

. Nas attended with a ſtorm ; or we may eſpouſe the opinion

gº Vf Hammond and Le Clerc, who interpret the words

* ***.6 p.8)2; in this paſſage, of a tempeſt only. The

* "ord islaug' properly fignifies any ſhaling, whether in

earth, air, or ſea. As the tempeſt therefore, or earthquake,

which preceded our Lord’s reſurreótion, was a great one,

it could hardly fail to lay the women under a neceſſity of

returning. The guards, it is true, remained at the fe

pulchre all the while ; but there was a great difference

between the tempers of the perſons; not to mention that

the men being ſoldiers, duty obliged them to keep their

poſt as long as poſſible. The whole of this account is

further ſtrengthened by the following remark; that, on a

ſuppoſition that our Lord's reſurrection was preceded by a

tempeſt, or earthquake, or both, which frightened the two

Marys as they went to the ſepulchre, and made them turn

back, we can ſee the reaſon why the women did not go

out with the ſpices till the morning, notwithſtanding, ac

cording to St. Luke, they had bought and prepared at leaſt

the greateſt part of them the evening on which Jeſus was

buried ; and notwithſtanding the nature of embalming

required that they ſhould make as much diſpatch as poſ

ſible. After the two Marys returned, they went with.

their companions to get ready ſuch ſpices as were neceſſary

to complete their preparation ; (ſee Mark, xvi. 1.) and

while they were making theſe preparations for embalming

Jeſus, he aroſe from the dead; this reſurreštion being pre

ceded, as we obſerve, by the deſcent of an angel, who aſ

ſumed a very aweful and majeſtic form, inſomuch that the

keeper; ſhook, and became as dead men, for far of him : pro

bably they fainted away. . It is not ſaid at what particular

inſtant Jeſus aroſe, whether it was before the guards fell

into the ſwoon, or after they recovered themſelves and fled.

St. Mark indeed, by obſerving that Jeſus appeared firſt to

Mary Magdalene, may be thought to inſinuate, that the

guards did not ſee him when he aroſe ; yet the Evange

liſt’s words do not neceſſarily imply this ; for his meaning

may be, that he appeared to Mary Magdalene firſt of all in

reſpect to the diſciples only. Deſides, though the guards

ſaw him ariſe, it was, properly ſpeaking, no appearance

of Chriſt to them : however, be this as it may, it is

certain that Jeſus was ariſen and gone, before any of

the women arrived at the ſepulchre. Probably alſo the

angel had left the ſtone on, which he ſat at firſt, and

had entered into the ſepulchre; for as we ſhall ſee im

mediately, when he ſhewed himſelf to the women, he

invited them not to go away, but to cºme, and ſee the

place where the Lord lay. Beſides, when the women

obſerved the ſtone rolled from the door of the ſepulchre,

they ſaw no angel fitting on the ſtone, as is evident

from their going forward ſo briſkly. See Mark, xvi. 5.

The purpoſe of this angel's deſcending from heaven,

ſays Mr. Weſt, ſeems to have been, not only to roll away

the ſtone from the mouth of the ſepulchre, that the wo

men who were on their way thither might have free en

trance to it, but alſo to fright away the ſoldiers who were

ſet to guard it; and who, had they continued there, would

certainly not have permitted the diſciples of Jºſus to have

made the neceſſary inquiries for their conviction. Could
- 3 B 2 it
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17 And when they ſaw him they wor

ſhipped him: but ſome * doubted.

* Pſ, 45. 1 1. & 2. 12. John, 5. 23. Rev. S. o. Heb. 1. 6.

9. 6, 7. Ch. 1 1. 27. & 16.28. Luke, 1. 32. John, 3.35. & 13. 3. &

Eph. I. Io, zo. Phil. z. 9–11. Col. 1, 16–18. Heb. 1. 2, 3 & 2. 9.

* Or Lad do:5'ed.

17.2.

1 Peter, 3.22.

18 "| And Jeſus came, and ſpake unto them,

ſaying, All power is given unto me in

* Dan. 7. 13, 14. Pſ. 89. 27. If 52. 13. & 53.12. &

Acts, 2.3%. & 5. 3 1. & 10, 36, 38, 42. Ron. 14. 9. 1 Cor. 15. 34.

Rev. i. 13, 16, 18, 20. & 17, 14. & 19. 16.

it be ſuppoſed that either they or the women would have

attempted to enter into the ſepulchre, while it was fur

rounded by a Roman guard For this end it is not un

reaſonable to ſuppoſe, that he might not only raiſe a tem

peſtuous earthquake, but aſſume a countenance of terror,

flaſhing with dreadful light amid the darkneſs of the

night; which were circumſtances ſo full of amazement,

that they could not fail of producing, even in the hearts

of Roman ſoldiers, the conſternation mentioned by the

Evangeliſts, and driving them from a poſt, of which the

Divinity (for ſo, according to their way of ſpeaking and

ačting, they might have ſtiled the angel) had now taken

the poſſeſſion. The reaſonableneſs of theſe two purpoſes

every body muſt acknowledge, and that this is a very ma

terial point towards eſtabliſhing the fact : eſpecially, if we

confider, that without the interpoſition of heaven the ſe

pulchre would not have been opened, nor the guard re

moved, till after the expiration of the third day, the day

prefixed by Chriſt for his reſurrečtion from the dead: in

which caſe, though no earthly power could have hindered

Chriſt from coming out of the ſepulchre, yet the door

remaining cloſed, and the guard continuing there, muſt

effectually have prevented that examination into the ſtate

of the ſepulchre, which convinced St. John that Chriſt

was riſen; and which, if it did not of itſelf amount to a

clear proof of the reſurreótion, was at leaſt admirably

calculated to prepare the minds, not of the Apoſtles only,

but of all the Jews who were at that time in Jeruſalem,

to admit ſuch other proofs as were afterwards offered to

their conſideration; for it is not to be imagined that none

but the diſciples of Jeſus viſited the ſepulchre that day,

See Weſt and Macknight.

Per. 5–7. And the angel anſwered] This paragraph is

not ſo conneéted with the preceding, as if nothing had

intervened; fince it will be found, upon a cloſer examina

tion of it, and comparing it with its parallel, Mark, xvi.

2–8, that between the ſoldiers becoming like dead men,

and the angel's ſpeaking to the women, Salome had joined

the two Marys in their way to the ſepulchre; and that

before they arrived there, the keepers were fled, and the

angel was removed from off the ſtone, and ſeated within

the ſepulchre ; for which reaſon the particle Ös, inſtead of

being rendered by the copulative and, ſhould rather be ex

preſſed by the disjunctive but, or nºw, as denoting an in

terruption in the narration, and the beginning of a new

paragraph. See Weſt, p. 23.

Wer. 8. And they departed quickly, &c.] And they in

Jantly left the ſpulchre -—Verſion of 1729. And they

Aftily went out of the ſpulchre. Heylin. This verſe con

tains a beautiful deſcription of the mingled paſſions.

Wer, 9, Io. And as they went—jºſus met them] In the

general ſºleine ºf the reſurreàion which I propoſe giving at

the end of St. John's Goſpel, when we have had the whole

narrative before us, the preciſe time and circumſtances of

this meeting of our Lord's with the women will be
ſhewn.

P'er. 11—15. Now when they were going, &c.] The

chief prieſts, having received the report of the guard, called

the whole ſenate together, and conſulted among themſelves

what they were to do. The deliberations, however, of the

meeting were not kept ſecret.

diſciples, perhaps by Joſeph and Nicodemus, two members

of the council, who were our Lord's friends.

They were reported to the

The prieſts

were reduced to a moſt abſurd ſtory, though certainly the

beſt colour which they could put on the affair; a ſtory,

which they endeavoured by bribery and every other mean

method to propagate as much as they could ; and accord

ingly St. Matthew tells us, ver, 15. that this idle tale was

commonly reported among the Jews, even ſo long after

the aſcenſion of our Lord as when he wrote his Goſpel.

Juſtin Martyr informs us, that the Jews ſent a reſcript or

embaſſy to their brethren of the diſperfion, and their con:

verts all over the globe, affirming this very thing; and

Tertullian likewiſe ſays as much. To furniſh the Jewiſh

converts with an anſwer to this abſurd ſtory ſo induſtriouſly

propagated among their unbelieving brethren, and ſupported

by the authority of the chief prieſts and elders, this Evangeliſt

relates at large the hiſtory of the guarding the ſepulchre,

the earthquake, the deſcent of the angel, his rolling away

the ſtone, and the fright of the ſoldiers at his appearance: ;

and indeed, by comparing this relation with the report

given out by the ſoldiers, it will eaſily appear on which ſide
the truth lay. For as there is nothing in the miraculous

reſurrection of our Lord, ſo repugnant to reaſon and pro

bability, as that the diſciples ſhould be able to roll away

the ſtone which cloſed the mouth of the ſepulchre, and

carry away the body of Jeſus unperceived by the ſoldiers,

who were ſet there on purpoſe to guard againſt ſuch an

attempt ; ſo it is alſo evident, that the particulars of the

ſoldiers' report were founded upon the circumſtances ºf
this hiſtory. In this report three things are aſſerted; viz.

that the diſciples ſtole the body, that they ſtole it in the

night, and that they ſtole it while the guards were allºp.

That Jeſus came out of the ſepulchre before the riſing

of the ſun St. Matthew informs us: who ſays, that the

earthquake, &c. happened at the time when Mary Magº
lene and the other Mary ſet out to take a view of the fe

pulchre, which was juſt as the day began to break. This

fact was undoubtedly too notorious for the chief prieſts to
venture at falfifying it, and was beſides favourable to the

two other articles: this therefore they admitted; and,

taking the hint from what the ſoldiers told them, of thiſ

having been caſt into a ſwoon or trance, and becoming lite

dead men at the appearance of the angel, and conſequently,

not having ſeen our Saviour come out of the ſepulchre,
they took the hint, we ſay, of framing theſe twº laſt

meñtioned articles from that circumſtance related by St.

Matthew, of the lepers ſating and becºming like dºº
up
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tº heaven and in earth. -

~ 19 'Go ye therefore, and teach all nations,

* Mark, 16. 15, 16. Luke, 24. 47. Rom. Io. 18.
E. 1 Cor. 11.2, 23. Deut. 5. 32. & 12. 32.

Aćts, 2.33. & 8, 12.

baptizing them in the name of the Father, and

of the Son, and of the Holy Ghoſt:

1 Cor. 1. 13, 15. & Io. 2. 1 Peter, 3. 21. Col. 1, 23, 28. Aëts, 20, 27.

upon the fight of the angel; for throughout this whole

hiſtory there was no other befides this, upon which they

could prevaricate and diſpute. The ſtone was rolled away

from the ſepulchre, and the body was gone; this the chief

prieſts were to account for, without allowing that Jeſus

was riſen from the dead. The diſciples, they ſaid, ſtole it

away. What! while the guards were there 2 Yes; the

guards were aſleep. With this anſwer they knew many

would be ſatisfied, without inquiring any farther into the

matter: but they could not expect that every body would

be contented; eſpecially as they had reaſon to apprehend,

that although the ſoldiers, who had taken their money,

might be faithful to them, keep their ſecret, and atteſt the

ſtory which they had framed for them, yet the truth might

come out by means of thoſe whom they had not bribed; for

St. Matthew ſays, ver, 11. “Some of the watch went into the

“city, andſhewed,” &c. Some therefore remained behind,

who probably had no ſhare of the money which the chief

- prieſts gave to the ſoldiers; or, if they had, in all likeli

: hood it came too late: they had already divulged the truth,

as well from the eagerneſs which all men naturally have

to tell anything wonderful, as from a defire of juſtifying

- themſelves for having quitted their poſt. The chief prieſts
-. therefore were to guard againſt this event alſo ; in order

to which nothing could be more effectual than to counter

work the evidence of one part of the ſoldiers, by putting

into the mouths of others of them a ſtory, which, without

directly contradićting the fačts, might yet tend to over

... throw the only concluſion which the diſciples of Jeſus

--. would endeavour to draw from them, and which they

... were ſo much concerned to diſcredit; viz. That Jeſus was

iſen from the dead. For if the diſciples and partizans of

Jeſus, informed by ſome of the ſoldiers of the ſeveral cir

cumſtances related in St. Matthew, ſhould urge theſe mi

ºculous events as ſo many proofs of the reſurre&tion of

their Maſter, the unbelieving Jews were, by the teſtimony

ºf thoſe ſuborned witneſſes, inſtructed to anſwer that the

ºr: farthquake and angel were illuſions and dreams, that the

ſoldiers had honeſtly confeſſed that they were aſleep, though

gº ſome of them, to ſcreen themſelves from the ſhame or

... Pºniſhment that ſuch a breach of duty deſerved, pre

... shded they were frightened into a ſwoon or trance by an

- **traordinary appearance, which they never ſaw, or ſaw

: ***ly in a dream —that, while they ſlept, the diſciples came

* - d ſtole the body; for none of the ſoldiers, not even

*** who flºw moſt, pretend to have ſeen Jeſus come out

the ſepulchre;—they were all equally ignorant by what

W- tº the body was removed 3–when they awaked, it

a miſſing;—and it was more likely that the diſciples

t{ *~ould have ſtolen it away, than that an impoſtor ſhould

sº." the dead. This ſtory is founded entirely upon

o's e circumſtance of the ſoldiers not having ſeen Jeſus come

... ºut of the ſepulchre; a circumſtance, that even thoſe who

"d t c real truth could not contradićt, though they ac

... *nted for it in a different manner, by ſaying that they were
*

-

º

º

-

-:

x

w

*

%

3.
*

** *

frightened into a ſwoon or trance at the fight of a terrible

apparition, which came and rolled away the ſtone, and ſat

upon it. But this fact the chief prieſts thought not pru

dent to allow, as favouring too much the opinion of

Chriſt's being riſen from the dead; neither did they rejećt

it intirely, becauſe they intended to turn it to their own

advantage; and therefore, denying every thing that was

miraculous, they conſtrued this ſwoon or trance into a

ſleep, and, with a large ſum of money and promiſes of im

punity, hired the ſoldiers to confeſs a crime, and, by taking

{hame to themſelves, to cover them from confuſion. The

guards ſay, that they were aſleep, and that the diſciples in

the mean time ſtole away the body: but how came they to

be ſo punétual in relating what had happened when they

were aſleep 2 What induced them to believe that the

body was ſtolen at all 2 What, that it was ſtolen by the

diſciples, fince, by their own confeſſion, they were aſleep,

and ſaw nothing, ſaw nobody ? as this ſtory has no evi

dence to ſupport it, ſo neither has it any probability. The

diſciples were ignorant men, full of the popular prejudices

and ſuperſtitions of their country; and is it likely that ſuch

men ſhould engage in ſo deſperate a deſign as to ſteal away

the body in oppoſition to the combined power of the Jews

and Romans ? What could tempt them to do it 2 What

good could the dead body do to them : Or if it could

have done them any, what hope had they to ſucceed in

the attempt A dead body requires many hands to move

it; the great ſtone at the mouth of the ſepulchre was to

be removed, which could not be done filently, or by men

walking on tiptoes to prevent diſcovery ; ſo that if the

guards had really been aſleep, yet there was no encourage

ment to go on in this enterprize; for it is hardly poſſible

to ſuppoſe, but that rolling away the ſtone, moving the

body, and the hurry and confuſion in carrying it off, muſt

have awakened them. But ſuppoſing the thing pračti

cable, yet the attempt was ſuch as the diſciples, conſiſtently

with their national prejudices, could not undertake. They

continued all their Maſter's life-time to expect to ſee him

a temporal prince, and they had the ſame expectations

after his death. Conſider now their caſe ; their Maſter

was dead, and they are to contrive to ſteal away his body;

for what P Did they expect to make a king of the dead

body, if they could get it 2 or, did they think, if they had

it, they could raiſe it again This is in all views abſurd.

It is not to be imagined that none but the diſciples of

Jeſus viſited the ſepulchre that day. The ſtory told by the

ſoldiers undoubtedly ſoon ſpread all over Jeruſalem ; and

bare curioſity, without any other motive, was ſurely ſuffi

cient to carry numbers to ſurvey the ſcene of ſo aſtoniſh

*ing an event —a ſepulchre hewn out of a rock, cloſed

with a vaſt ſtone, committed to a guard of Roman ſoldiers,

notwithſtanding all theſe precautions, opened, as one part

of the ſoldiers reported, by an angel; as others ſaid, by the

diſciples of Jeſus; who ſtole away the body, which in effect

was miſſing. Theſe two different and irreconcileable“.
IIlu
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20 Teaching them to obſerve all things

whatſoever I have commanded you : and, lo,

* Joſhua, 1.5, 9.

‘I am with you alway, even unto the end of

the world. Amen.

Iſ. 41. Io, 14. & 46.4. Ch. 18. zo.

muſt have likewiſe induced others to go and conſider upon

the ſpot, by examining into the nature and fituation of

the ſepulchre, and the probability of that report which

charged the diſciples with having ſtolen away the body:

for as, upon that ſuppoſition, none but human means are

ſaid to be employed, to know whether thoſe means were

proportioned to the effects aſcribed to them, it was neceſ

ſary to compare what was done with the manner in which

it was to be performed. And upon ſuch an examination,

it muſt have appeared to every conſiderate man, if not im

poſſible, at leaſt improbable in the higheſt degree, for the

diſciples of Jeſus to have ſtolen his body away, while the

guards were at their poſts. For ſuppoſing the diſciples to

be the reverſe of what they were, bold, enterprizing, cun

ning impôſtors, and capable of making ſo hazardous an

attempt; can it alſo be ſuppoſed, that a company of Ro

man ſoldiers, trained up under the ſtričteſt diſcipline, and

placed there but the evening before, ſhould be all aſleep at

the ſame time, and all ſleep ſo ſoundly and ſo long as not to

be awakened, either by the rolling away of the ſtone, which

muſt certainly have been very large, or by the carrying off

of the body ? the former of which required a great number

of hands, and the latter muſt have appeared to have been

done with ſome deliberation, ſince the linen cloths in which

the body was wrapped, and the napkin that was about the

head, were found folded up and laid in different parts of

the ſepulchre 2 The ſepulchre was hewed or hollowed

out of the ſolid rock, and conſequently muſt have been

entered by that only paſſage which was cloſed up by a

large ſtone and guarded by a band of Roman ſoldiers.

Theſe ſeveral circumſtances, duly attended to, were of

themſelves ſufficient to invalidate the teſtimony of thoſe

ſoldiers who pretended that the diſciples ſtole away the

body. But they were, on the other hand, very ſtrong argu

ments for the credibility of that account in which all the

reſt at firſt agreed. For in this relation a cauſe is aſſigned

proportionable to all the effects ; effects, which, as they

were viſible and notorious as well as extraordinary, could

not fail of exciting the natural curioſity of mankind, to in

quire by what means they were brought about. The ſo

lution is eaſy and full 5–for the angel dºſ ended, &c. ver. 2.

This accounts for the terror of the ſoldiers, their deſert

ing their poſt, and their precipitate flight into the city; for

the ſtone's being rolled away from the mouth of the ſe

pulchre, even while it was ſurrounded by a Roman guard;

for the ſepulchral linen being left in the grave folded up,

and lying in different places ; and for the body’s being

miſſing. See Wºff on the Reſurreà. p. 16, &c. Sherlock's

Trial of the Witneſſes, p. 43, &c. and Ditton on the Reſur

reélion. Inſtead of large money, ver. 12. ſome read, a large

ſum of money.

Wer. 16, 17. Then the eleven diſciples went away, &c.] The

time now approached when Jeſus was to ſhew himſelf pub

licly in Galilee, after having frequently ſhewn himſelf in a

: more private manner to his diſciples and the women. This

was in many reſpects the moſt remarkable of all his ap

pearances. He promiſed it to his apoſtles before his death,

ch...Kxvi. 32. The angels who attended at his reſurrcaion,

ſpoke of it to the women who came to his ſepulchre, and

repreſented it as promiſed to them alſo, Mark, xvi. 7. Nay,

Jeſus himſelf, after his reſurreótion, defired the company of

women to tell his brethren to go into Galilee, where they

ſhould ſee him, as if the appearance which he was to make

that day, and on the eighth day thereafter, were of ſmall

importance in compariſon. Moreover, the place where he

was to appear in Galilee was mentioned by him, as St.

Matthew here informs us. Whether theré were more

preſent at this appearance than the eleven, the Evangeliſt

does not ſay: nevertheleſs the circumſtances of the caſe

direct us to believe that it had many witneſſes. This ap

pearance was known before-hand. The place where it was

tº happen was pointed out by Jeſus himſelf. The report,

therefore, of his being to appear, muſt have ſpread abroad,

and brought many to the place at the appointed time. In

ſhort, it is reaſonable to think that moſt of the diſciples now

enjoyed the happineſs of beholding perſonally their Maſter

raiſed from the dead. What confirms this ſuppoſition is, that

St. Paul ſays expreſsly, that Jeſus after his reſurreółion was

ſeen ºf above five hundred at once, I Cor. xv. 6. For the

number of the witneſſes mentioned by St. Paul, agrees

better with the appearance on the mountain in Galilee,

deſcribed by St. Matthew, than with any other. Galilee

having been the principal ſcene of Chriſt's miniſtry, the

greateſt part of his followers lived there; for which reaſon

he choſe to make, what may be called, his moſt ſolemn

and public appearance after his reſurreótion on a moun

tain in that country, the appearance to which a general

meeting of all his diſciples was ſummoned, not only by

the angels who attended his reſurrection, but by our Lord

himſelf, the very day on which he roſe. The greateſt part

of thoſe preſent were ſo fully convinced that the perſon they
ſaw was their Maſter, that they worſhipped him —and

when they ſaw him, they worſhipped him – it ſºme dºulted:

with reſpect to a few, their joy at ſeeing their Lord put

them into a kind of perturbation; and ãº deſire that it

might be he, made them doubtful, and afraid that it was

not. This reaſon is aſſigned by St. Luke for the unbelief

of ſome on an occaſion previous to this, (ſee ch. xxiv. 41.)

—They believed not for joy and wonder, and therefore it may

be fitly offered to account for the unbelief of others on

this occaſion. Beſides, the thing is agreeable to nature,

men being commonly afraid to believe what they vehe

mently wiſh, leſt they ſhould indulge themſelves in falſe

jºys, which, they muſt ſoon loſe. Hence the ſaying in

Terence,—Miſera ment incredula ºff, quo pluſ cupic, minus

credo: “My anxious mind is incredulous; the more I wiſh,

“ the leſs I believe.” The caſe of the diſciples, whoſe deſire

and joy made them doubt the truth of what they ſaw, may

be illuſtrated by the inſtance of the ſtates of Greece and

Aſia, whoſe joy and ſurprize on hearing a Roman herald

declare them all free, and at liberty to uſe their own laws,

had a ſimilar effect on them, as you will find the circum
ſtance
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ſtance beautifully related in Livy, lib. xxxiii. ch. 35. The

Pruſſian editors, however, who are followed by ſome others,

render the clauſe thus,—even thoſe who had doubted. It is

probable, that at this appearance the apoſtles received or

dºrs to return to Jeruſalem; for from Aéts, i. 3—12. com

pared with Luke, xxiv. 5 o. it is plain that our Lord's diſ

courſes before his aſcenſion, related Mark, xvi. 15, &c. and

Luke, xxiv. 44, &c. were delivered in or near to the city.

Beſides, he aſcended from the mount of Olives, as we ſhall

ſce in the ſubſequent evangeliſts. Wherefore, if the orders

for the apoſtics to rep ir to Jeruſalem were not given at

this appearance, Jeſus muſt have ſhewed himſelf again,

which indeed is not impoſſible, as it is evidcut from I Cor.

xv. 7. that he ſhºwed himſelf ſomewhere, after his ap

parance to the five hundred brethren, to the apoſtle Jameſ

acre, though none of the evangeliſts have given the leaſt

łint of this appearance. In the college of the apoſtics

titre were two perſons of that name ; one the brother of

john, who was killed by Horod; another the brother or

couſin of Jeſus. Perlaps it was to James the brother of

John, that our Lord appeared after his reſurreótion; and

his being to ſuffer martyrdom ſo early, might make this

ſpecial favour neceſſary. See Macknight and Weſt.

}<r. 18. All power is given unto me, &c.] Our Saviour

here declares all power and authority to be given to him.

as Mediator at his reſurrection : in conſequence of which

power, he commiſſions his diſciples to convert, baptize,

and inſtrućt the world. There is no doubt but this power

is part of the exaltation ſpoken of by St. Paul, to which

God raiſed the human nature of Chriſt, in his mediatorial

capacity, for his ſufferings. See Phillip. ii. 6, &c.

Per. 19. Go ye therefºre, and teach all nations, &c.

And diſiple a l nations. This commiſſion of our Lord

marks out the difference between the Moſaic and the

Chriſtian diſpenſation: the one was confined to the Jews;

the other was extended to all the ſons and daugh

ters of Adam. The whole tenor of the ſucceeding books

of the New Teſtament ſhews, that Chriſt's deſign by this

commiſſion was, that the Goſpel ſhould be preached to all

mankind without exception, not only to the Jews, but to

all the idolatrous Gentiles: but the prejudices of the

*Moſtles led them at firſt to miſtake the ſenſe, and to ima

the that it referred only to their going to preach the

Goſpel to the Jews among all nations, or to thoſe who

*ould be willing to become Jews. The word Maſºre.

**i, is very properly rendered prºſºlyte, or make diſciples
£f, to diſtinguiſh it duly from 3.32 cºol rig, teaching, in

the next verie. The former ſeems to import inſtruction in

the eſſentials of religion, which it was neceſſary that adult

Perſons ſhould know and ſubmit to, before they could be

***mitted to baptiſm: the latter may relate to thoſe more

P-ricular admonitions in regard to Chriſtian faith and

Practice, which were to be built upon that foundation.

* cauſe proſelyting is here enjoined as previous to bap
t = p . - -

*{m, it has been inferred by ſome that infants are not to

* baptized : but if this argument were good, it would

Tºllow from Mark, xvi. 16. that infants cannot be ſaved ;

*y, it is there declared, that he who believeth not, ſhall be

ºned. The truth is, both paſſages muſt be interpreted

* (cording to the ſubjećts treated of in them, which are

Ylainly adult perſons; and therefore no argument can be

"awn from them concerning either the baptiſm or the

*vation of infants. In or into the name, is a Hebraiſm,

which ſignifies to devote one's ſelf to any particular per

ſon, and to be deſirous of being called after his name,

to profeſs one's ſelf his diſciple. Thus St. Paul ſays, I Cor.

i. 13, &c. that he had baptized no one in his name, that is

to ſay, that he had made no one a convert to himſelf as

the founder of a new religion : ſee alſo I Cor. x. 2.

Though perhaps we ſhould not poſitively aſſert, that the

uſe of theſe very words is eſſential to Chriſian baptiſm, yet

ſurely the expreſſion muſt intimate the neceſſity of ſome

diſlin,7 regard to each of the ſacred Three, which is al

ways to be maintained in the adminiſtration of this ordi

nance; and conſequently it muſt imply, that more was

ſaid to thoſe of whoſe baptiſm we read in the Aśts, than

is there recorded, before they were admitted to it. The

Chriſtian church in ſucceeding ages has acted a ſafe and

wife part in retaining theſe words ; and they contain ſo

ſtrong an intimation, that each of theſe Perſºns is properly

GoD, and that worſhip is to be paid, and glory aſcribed

to each, that we cannot doubt but they will be a means of

maintaining the belief of the one, and the praćtice of the

other, to the end of the world. See Doddridge, Grotius,

and Waterland's Sermons on the Trinity, p. 286.

Wer. 20. Tºaching them, &c.] Chriſt commands that

nothing ſhould be taught which he himſelf had not taught :

whence it is evident that every thing fundamental may be

found in the Goſpel; and that even the apoſtles themſelves

could not teach any thing as neceſſary to ſalvation, which

Chriſt himſelf had not aſſerted to be ſo. The aſcenſion

of our bleſſed Lord ſeems to have been a fačt ſo well

known to all the Chriſtians in Paleſtine, that there was no

neceſſity for St. Matthew to mention it. It ſeems to be

implied, and to have been declared to his diſciples, from

this paſſage, which is intended to obviate the objec

tion which would ariſe from confidering that circum

ſtance; and our Lord may be repreſented as ſaying, “I

“ am indeed going to heaven, and ſhall not appear viſibly

“ among you; but I ſhall always be virtually preſent with

“ you.” St. Mark and St. Luke, writing to thoſe who lived

out of Judea, very properly mention the aſcenſion, and

were under a neceſſiy of doing ſo. Our Saviour adds, I am

with you alwayſ even to the end of the world; that is, to the

final diſſolution of this temporary ſyſtem. “I am with you ;

“I the cternal Son of God; I, who have the angels at my

“ beck, and make the devils to tremble with my looks; I,

“ who in your fight have cauſed the ſtorms to ceaſe, the

“ blind to ſee, the lame to walk, the dead to riſe, only

“ with the word of my mouth; I, who have all power in

“ heaven and earth committed to me, am with you ;—not

“ I will be with you; but I am with you, -in the preſent

“ tenſe;—minding them thereby of his divine effence and

“ power, to which all things are preſent; and therefore,

“ as he elſewhere ſays, Before Abraham war, I am ; ſo

“ here, I am with you, at all times, to the end of the world,

“ as really as at this preſent: it follows, I am with you,

“ my apoſtles, who now receive commiſſion to go and

“ convert all nations to the Chriſtian faith, to baptize and

“ teach mankind my commands. I am with you wara; tº;

“ ºutgas, every day. Wherever you are, whenever you

“ do any thing in my Spirit towards the executing the

“ commiſſion which I have given you, I am with you in

“ the doing of it; and that too to the very end ºf the world,

“ that is to ſay, ſo long as I have a church upon earth,

“ which will be till my coming again to judge the*
gº

.

* *
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“ All this while I promiſe to be with you, and conſequently

“ as long as the world ſhall laſt,” See Biſhop Beveridge's

firſt Sermon, vol. i. on Chriſt's Preſence with his Miniſters.

Though the word Amen, with which each of the Goſpels

ends, ſeems chiefly to have been intended as an intima

tion of the concluſion of the book, and as an affeveration

of the certain truth of the things contained in it; yet,

confidering the connection of the word with the preced

ing promiſe, which was undoubtedly the greateſt ſtrength

and joy of St. Matthew's heart, it is very natural to ſup

poſe, that it has ſome ſuch reference as this to that pro

miſe: “ Amen I bleſſed Jeſus, ſo may it indeed be ; and

“ may this important promiſe be fulfilled to us ; and to

“ our ſucceſſors in the miniſtry, to the remoteſt ages in

“ its full extent.” St. John uſes the like turn in more

expreſs language, in the laſt verſe but one of the Revela

tiºn ; ſurely, 1 come quickly; Amen, Even ſo, come Lord

Jºſiaſ.

Inſtrences.—The grave is an unuſual ſtage for the diſ

play of glory; the beſt that Job could ſay of it, when

in the anguiſh of his ſoul he moſt deſired it, was, “There

“ the wicked ceaſe from troubling ; there the weary are

“ at reſt.” And ſome others, diſtreſſed like him, may

think death eligible, and long for the grave as a refuge

from miſery. Generally ſpeaking, however, the grave is

an object of horror too loathſome to be deſcribed. There

lie the ruins of man ſinking into corruption and putre

fačtion. So offenſive, ignominious, and loathſome is the

grave, in the ordinary courſe of nature. But it was the

peculiar privilege of our Lord, that his rºſé, his ſepulchre,

Jhould be glorious, Iſaiah, xi. 10. For it was the theatre

of his reſurreótion. To methodize our thoughts upon

this ſubject, it may be proper to confider the glory of our

Lord's reſurrečtion in two views; fift, as it illuſtrates

him ; and, ſecondly, as it influences uſ ; for it is of the

effence of glory to be diffuſive, and to ſtream forth from

its ſubject upon all objećts within its ſphere; which oc

caſions theſe diſtinét conſiderations of the glory of this

his reſurre&tion, in its ſource, and in its influence.

1. We ſhall diſcover ſomewhat of the perſºnal glory of

Chriſt, in the circumſtances of his reſurrection related

by the Evangeliſts: and here it is material to obſerve, that

not only the prophets, but he himſelf had often foretold

it; a circumſtance which was particularly remarked by

the angel who firſt brought the glad tidings to the two

Marys, at their early viſit to his ſepulchre, He is not here,

. He is riſºn, as he ſaid, ver, 6. that is, “according to his

“ own predićtion;” a circumſtance of great moment for

eſtabliſhing our faith in this myſtery, and preventing or

anſwering the cavils of infidelity.

And fift, He had frequently told it to his diſciples, as

appears from many paſſages in the Goſpel, wherein he

commonly foretels his death and reſurrection together,

perhaps to mitigate a little the ſcandal of the croſs, by

the glories which were to enſue ; and at the ſame time

to prepare their faith by the one for the other. At firſt

his ſufferings could not but appear highly improbable to

his diſciples; for they could not conceive how a perſon

like him, veſted with omnipotence, ſhould ſuffer by Jew

or Gentile, much leſs that he ſhould die under their hands:

yet they ſaw this verified within five days after his tri

umphant entry into Jeruſalem; and this in reaſon ſhould

have confirmed their faith in the remaining part of the

propheſy which concerned his reſurre&tion; for ſo our

Lord intended it ſhould, as he declared upon a like oc

caſion ; I have told you befºre it come to paſt, that when it is

come to pºſs, ye may believe that I am He. John, xiv. 29.

But had the diſciples alone been acquainted with thºſe

predictions, ſceptical men might have had ſome pretences

againſt their teſtimony; at leaſt we ſhould have loſt many

ſubſtantial proofs of the reſurreótion, which the vigilant

malice of the Jews has furniſhed; and therefore our Lord

took proper occaſions to inform them of it. Indeed the

Jews in general underſtood ſufficiently that he appealed to

ſuch a reſurrection for the final confirmation of his divine

miſſion, as appears particularly from their addreſs to Pi.

late for a guard to watch his ſepulchre; wherein they

mention his foretelling his reſurrection as a thing that was

notorious : Pilate, readily conſenting to their requeſt, left

the guards to their diſpoſal; for, if he had given them di

rections himſelf, they might ſtill have had ſome room to

pretend that right meaſures were not taken for ſecuring

the ſepulchre ; and therefore by the eſpecial appointment

of Providence, to remove all the ſubterfuges of infideity,

they had the ordering of the guard themſelves.

Thus authoriſed by the governor, and animated by the

paſſion which tranſported them, they neglect nothing,

The tomb is cloſed with a great ſtone; that ſtone is

ſealed, and the whole ſepulchre inveſted, and, as it were,

beſieged by ſoldiers. No precaution was omitted. There

was no want of care to reproach themſelves with, that

there might be no want of evidence wherewith to re.

proach the truth : a needleſs proviſion this, againſt a few

poor fiſhermen, who were naturally timorous; who had

abandoned their Maſter at the firſt appearance of danger;

who were ſince ſunk into conſternation and deſpair at his

death ; and whoſe hopes were all buried in the tomb with

him; who were ſo far from an inclination, as well as

capacity, for ſo hazardous an enterprize, that they were

ſtrangely backward even to believe the miracle itſelf,

when it was accompliſhed; and Thomas in particular was

ſo obſtinate in his unbelief, that he would not be perſuaded

of his Maſter's revival, till he had the teſtimony of all his
ſenſes.

It was reaſonable to expe&t, that our Lord's perſecutors

ſhould have firſt heard of his reſurreótion from his diſ

ciples; but as they had contrived matters, they received

the news of it from their own watch flying in diſmay

from the angelic viſion. Thus God, who in the order of

his providence converts the evil purpoſes of men to his

own glory, made the Jewiſh malice contribute to eſtabliſh

the certainty of our Lord's reſurrection by ſuch proofs, as

could not have happened but by their oppoſition. And

this was needſul, that his glory ſhould at laſt break forth

with a luſtre ſufficient to diſſipate any reaſonable doubt

and ſurmiſe. For all his foregoing tranſačtions from the

manger to the tomb, although infinitely excellent, were

comparatively little glorious ; becauſe their merit was in a

confiderable meaſure veiled by his humility. Now glºry is

merit diſplayed; it is a manifeſtation of excellence; and
the reſurrečtion is therefore, by way of eminence, the

glorious my?ery, becauſe it was the manifeſtation of the

excellency of Chriſt ; it was a demonſtration of his Di

vinity, which emerged, as it were, from the abyſs of hu.

miliation into which it was ſunk. Here he ſhewed, that

what
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what he had done and ſuffered was truly meritorious, be

cauſe it was voluntary. We know that he had willingly

º hid down his life, when we ſee him by his own power

tº tº it up again; and we learn to value his death as a

ºr ſite-will offering for our redemption, when we contemplate

tº his reſurreótion. Expiring on the croſs, he ſeemed to go

the way of all fleſh, and fall like the reſt of Adam's ſons,

by a common and unavoidable fate: but we cannot longer

doubt that he ſought death as a conqueror, when we ſee

tº him return in triumph from the grave. St. Paul ſpeaks

He of this as a fundamental of Chriſtianity, that the reſur

tº reëtion of Chriſt certifies us of his Divinity. He was

ºddard, ſays he, to be the Son of God with power, by his re

ſurreàion from the dead; and indeed there can be no doubt

of this, while we believe that he raiſed himſelf from the

dead. Now, what a ſplendor and glory does this caſt

upon all the parts of his precedent life, which, if we con

fi der him only as what he often ſtiles himſelf, the Son of

… ºran, is indeed exceedingly pious, holy, and virtuous, to

a degree never before attained: but when his reſurrection

ſhews him to be the Son of God, it is all amazing. That

the Sºn of God ſhould be born in a ſtable, that the Son of

G-d ſhould live in poverty, and die in pain 3–what in

ſtrućtion what an example ! what encouragement but

ab-ove all, how glorious is that Son of God, amid ſuch

miracles of goodneſs, ſuch prodigies of divine love and

co-indeſcenſion, for which the angels can never ſufficiently

aimire him; for which all his ſaints ſhall eternally adore

him!

So glorious, and infinitely more than words can expreſs,

is the reſurrečtion of our Lord, with regard to himſelf, as

it aſſerts his Divinity, and puts the ſeal to all his revela

tons. But glory, as we obſerved, is of a diffuſive nature,

iſſuing forth in bright influences upon all objećts within

is ſphere; and therefore we are next to confider our

Lord's reſurre&ion with regard to ourſelves, and ſhew the

certain conſequence of it, which is our own reſurreótion

from the dead. The world had now laſted four thouſand

Years, at the time of Chriſt's death; and all generations

titherto had ſunk into the grave, unknowing in general

what would become of them. We muſt except here the

Patriarchs and ſaints of the Jewiſh church, who, by an an

- tº pated revelation of a Redeemer, had their hopes full

of immortality. But the bulk of mankind were in the

... * concerning a future ſtate. Good men might wiſh,

... * wiſe men exped, a life to come ; but theſe wiſhes,

... * theſe expediations, were perplexed with much doubt

º' miſgiving. Death was as a gulf, whereof they ſaw

ºnly the entrance, and could diſcern nothing beyond. But

... ... Slories of our Lord's reſurre&tion have enlightened

º f Srave, and ſo diſſipated the ſhades of death, as to

º º: that to be only a paſſage or thoroughfare, which

.. is ſeemed a gulf and an abyſs. For life and im

º lity were brought to light by the Goſpel of Chriſt,

hith eclared not only that there was a reſurrection, but

.*himſelf was the reſurreàion, or that power whereby

j, *hall be raiſed from the dead, and the life, John, xi.

dº As the ſun is light in itſelf, and the great ſource of
- Jºs: the worlds around it, ſo Chriſt is reſurreótion

sº "siſelſ, and the great cauſe and author of reſurreótion

* \\ mankind; who, after they have undergone the com

* *ſentence of death paſſed upon them in Adam, the

º, of our race, are by this ſecond repreſentative
* Foº

---

i.

*--

º

!

of the human ſpecies reſtored to immortality; for ſnce ly

man came death, by man came aſ tºe reſurrečion ºf the dead,

for as by ddam all died, even ſº by C#, ſº ſhall all be made

alive. And indeed it is a very natural prerogative of

Chriſt, as Judge of the world, that he ſhould by his own

power ſummon all men to his tribunal of which he him

º: gives a moſt particular account, John, v. 21—26.,
C.

The reſurreótion and a future judgment are fundamental

principles of morality, and they are in the Goſpel not

only taught but demonſtrated. The Divinity raiſed

Chriſt's human body out of the grave, to convince us that

he will alſo raiſe us at the laſt day. This is a miracle in

kind, involving the thing in queſtion, moſt pertinent, co

gent, and irrefragable ; ſo that we cannot but conclude

with St. Paul, That God has appointed a day, in which he

will judge the world in righteouſneſs, by that Man whom he

hath ordained; whereºf he hath given aſſurance unto all men,

in that he hath raiſed him from the dead, Acts, xvii. 3 I.-

Seeing then that we have this aſſurance, do we hºpe or

do we fear a reſurrection ? for we muſt expect it. If

upon juſt grounds we hope for it, happy are we ; but if

we fear it, may we be warned in time to remove thoſe

fears, by ſuch faith in this great Redeemer, and ſuch ho

lineſs of life, as may give comfort and joy to the ſoul in

the proſpect of futurity It is my duty here to perſuade

every reader to this, and to adviſe and dire&t him in the

performance of it: but I can only perſuade and adviſe; he

himſelf muſt work out his own ſalvation, for it is God that
worketh in him.

REFLECTIONs.—1ſt, The reſurre&tion of Jeſus being

the grand hinge on which our hope of ſalvation turns, it

muſt afford the moſt fingular ſatisfaction to obſerve the

amazing force of evidence wherewith this glorious event

is atteſted. Had he ſtill lain in the grave, and had death

maintained his dominion over him, our faith had been

vain, and we muſt have periſhed in our fins : but, glory

be to God, he hath raiſed up Jeſus from the dead, and

hath thereby begotten us to a new and lively hope. Some

teſtimonies of this fact are here produced; many more

will be found in the other Evangeliſts. We have,

1. The viſit made to the ſepulchre by thoſe holy women

who had attended Jeſus to the croſs and to the grave,

even Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James;

and they came now to ſee the ſepulchre, if it was as they

left it, bringing ſpices to embalm the body; this was in

the end of the ſabbath, as it began to dawn toward the fift

day of the week. Chriſt had lain in the grave part of our

Friday, all Saturday, which was the Jewiſh ſabbath; and

on the Sunday morning, the third day, very early, pro

bably about four o'clock, he aroſe, after dwelling among

the dead about fix and thirty hours; long enough to ſhew

his death real, yet not ſo long as that his body ſhould

ſee corruption. Pſ. xvi. Io. See the Annotations.

2. As they went, and talked about the difficulty of

removing the ſtone at the mouth of the ſepulchre, which

ſeems to have been more ponderous than they could roll

away, behold 1 to their aſtoniſhment, there was a great

earthquake, which, had the guards indeed ſlept, muſt needs

have rouſed them ; for the angel of the Lord diſended from

heaven, as the officer of the Moſt High. He accordingly

came, and rolled back the ſome from the door, and ſat upon it,

3 C. - defying .

I
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defying all the powers of earth or hell to roll it on again;

waiting there to welcome the poor women who were on

their way, and ſtriking terror and diſmay into the ſtout

hearted ſoldiers. His countenance was bright as the light

ning, and his raiment white aſ ſnºw, the emblem of pu

rity and vićtory. Trembling in every limb, the guards

fhook like the earth which rocked under their feet, and,

pale as death, with haſte fled from the tremendous pre

ſence of this angelic miniſter.

The other Evangeliſts mention two angels: one ſat on

the ſtone without, and invited and led the women into

the ſepulchre, where they found another; the one of

which ſtood at the feet, and the other at the head of the

grave, where the body had lain.

3. The women, being come to the ſepulchre, were at

firſt affrighted at the fight (Mark, xvi. 5.); but the angel,

kindly accoſting them, endeavoured to filence their fears.

Fear not ye whatever terrors ſeize the finners in Zion,

the lovers of the Lord Jeſus need not tremble ; fºr I know

that ye ſºck jeſus which was crucified, and they who ſeek a

crucified Jeſus, have nothing to fear; have every thing

to hope : none ever fought his face in vain. He is nºt here,

that you ſhould any longer bedev his corpſe with tears:

no ; he is riſºn for your comfort, aſ he ſaid he ſhould on

the third day. Then graciouſly inviting them to come and

ſee the place where the Lord lay, that they might be con

vinced he was not there, he probably led the way into the

ſepulchre, whither they followed him, and ſaw the other

angel, mentioned John, xx. 12. And hereupon the an

gel diſmiſſes them with a meſſage to the diſconſolate diſ

ciples; Go quickly, and be the meſſengers of this glad

news ; tell his diſciples, now dejećted and deſpairing, to

their ſurpriſe and joy, he is riſen from the dead; and behºld,

for the confirmation of your own faith and theirs, he

goeth befºre you into Galilee, where you and they muſt fol

low him ; and there ſhall ye ſee him, converſe with him,

and receive the fulleſt aſſurance of his reſurreótion. Lo!

I have told you ; remember to deliver theſe tidings, and

be aſſured of the truth of what I have ſpoken.

4. Agiated with ſurpriſe and joy at what they had

feen and heard, and eager to communicate the glad news,

they ran to the diſciples; and in their way Jeſus himſelf

met them, and with kindeſt ſalutation accoſted them, All

hail, all peace, happineſs, and joy be with you ! With

lowlicſ reverence they caſt themſelves inſtantly at his

feet, and in a tranſport of love embraced them, adoring

him as their riſen Lord and Saviour. Then Jeſus, further

to confirm their hearts, and remove every fear, bids them

nºt be afraid; they need apprehend neither danger nor

deluſion, but muſt deliver the meſſage his angel had put

into their Inouths, Go tºll my brºfkrºn , by ſuch an en

dearing name was he pleaſed to diſlinguiſh his diſciples;

that they go into Galilee, and there ſ' aſ they ſee me. Note;

(1.) Chriſt is not aſhamed to call his ſcrvants brethren.

(2.) Faith in a riſen Redeemer effectually filences a fin

mer's fears: in him we ſee the great atonement accom

pliſhed, and are iſled with joy and peace in believing.

2dly, The reſurreótion of Jeſus is proved by a cloud

of unexceptionable witneſs, among whom his very ene

mics heid a diſtinguiſhed place.

1. The guard, who had fled, had juſt reached the city

as the wonºr, were on their return thither; and ſome of

them, probably the officers who commanded the detach

ment, went direétly to the chief prieſts; and to their
aſtoniſhment related all that had paſſed—the earthquake, -

the deſcent of the angel, the removal of the ſtone, and

perhaps the riſing of Jeſus; and if any thing could ever

have ſhocked their obdurate hearts, one ſhould conceive

the report of ſuch inconteſtible eye-witneſſes of the fºa

would have convinced them of their wickedneſs, and
turned them to the Lord. But they were determined in .

impenitence and unbelief, and therefore given up to a .

reprobate mind. Hereupon,

2. The chief prieſts and elders conſulted together, and

reſolved to ſupport what they had done at all events;

and therefore, to invent the moſt plauſible pretext to evade

the evidence of the reſurrection of Jeſus, knowing the

powerful effects of money, and how ready men are to

fell the truth, nay their very ſouls, for it, they bribed the

guard high to tell a lie as abſurd as wicked, that his diſ.

cipleſ came by night, and ſºle him away while they ſlept. And

as the men might juſtly apprehend ſuch a confeſſed ci.

minal neglect in them, as ſleeping upon guard, might be

attended with rigorous puniſhment if it came to the go

vernor's ears, the rulers engage to interpoſe their influence,

and to ſave them harmleſs.

cept to ſuch as choſe their own deluſions. Can it be con

ceived, that where the truſt was ſo important, and death

the penalty of negle&t, a centinel would ſleep? But

if one man may be ſuppoſed to be overtaken, would a

whole band of men be all aſleep at once 2 If they had

been ſo, would thoſe timid diſciples, who had fled at the

firſt approach of danger, when their Maſter was alive

now dare ruſh into the jaws of death, to reſcue his corpſe: ,

Could ſuch a number of them as was requiſite to rol

away the ſtone, and remove the body, have been able tº
accompliſh ſuch a thing without awaking one of the fol."

diers that lay around the tomb and if they ſlept, how
could they poſſibly know that his diſciples came and ſtok

him away? Nay, their very living to ſupport the falſehood

was a full proof againſt them ; for, had they ſlept as they

pretended, theſe very prieſts had been the firſt to haſ

had them put to death for their neglect, inſtead of intereſt

ing themſelves to ſcreen them from puniſhment.

3. The bribe extorted from the heathen ſoldiers an eaſ
compliance : they toºk the money, and ſaid and did a; the

were taught. And this ſenſeleſs ſtory, being induſtriouſ,

propagated by the prieſts, was readily followed by thoſ

who wiſhed to be deceived, and continued long after t

be commonly reported among the Jews, to render th

diſciples odious, and prevent the effects of their miniſtry

Note: (1.) Money is the grand bait for the groſſeſt crimes

the raging love of that once rooted in the heart, ſwallow
up every confideration of truth, honeſty, and juſtic:

(2.) No outward evidence is ſuſlicient to overcome th

infidelity of the heart, where the finner is determined t

oppoſe the powerful operations of the Holy Ghoſt. Wº
we to chooſe what proofs we would, greater could not b

given than theſe men beheld, and yet not one of ther

was converted. No figns or wonders will convince thoſ

who wilfully and obſtimately reject the Goſpel. (3)

malicious lie once raiſed, is in its conſequences often f

tally extenſive ; but woe to the author
3dly, According to the directions of their Maſter, th

eleven Apoſtles went into Galilee to the mountain *.

5 point:

But the whole contrivance

was ſo barefaced, that it carried its own confutation, ex
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pointed, having ſummoned a general meeting of all the
* diſciples, whoſe number amounted to above five hundred.

* There Jeſus again appeared unto them, and, fully con

vinced now of his being the Son of God, they paid him

º divine adoration. But ſºme among them ſtill doubted, weak

** and wavering, and ſcarce able to credit the teſtimony of

* their ſenſes: ſo very ſlow of heart were they to believe,

* and ſo little diſpoſed to be credulous in a matter of ſuch

** infinite importance. But Jeſus ſoon removed all their

doubts, converſing familiarly with them, and giving them

the moſt indubitable proofs of the identity of his perſon,

- aid the certainty of his reſurrection. Hereupon, as he

ºr was now about to take his farewell of earth, he inveſts

them with his authority, ſends them out under his influ

ence, directs them in their work, and aſiures them of his

tº bleſling on their labours.

1. He aſſerts the authority with which, as Mediator, he

is inveſted, and in virtue of which he puts them in truſt

with his goſpel. All power is given unto me in heaven and

in tarth. As Mediator, he had received the univerſal ſo

vereignty; angels, principalities, and powers above were

made ſubjećt unto him; and on earth ail things and per

ſons were put under his government; which was a moſt

encouraging conſideration to them who were about to go

forth in his name, ſince his ſupport would make them

more than conquerors. Note: When we are diſcouraged

: * with the view of our own weakneſs and inſufficiency, we

& ſhould look by faith to the all-ſufficiency of Jeſus, and be

º, comforted.

:: 2. He gives them a commiſſion out of the plenitude

* of his power. Go ye therefore, and all who ſhall in ſuc

a ceeding ages be put in truſt with the ſame Goſpel, teach all

... nationſ. They are to carry the glad tidings into all lands,

2 and make diſciples every where, baptizing them and their

houſeholds, who ſhould be converted by their miniſtry,

in the name of the Father, and ºf the Sºn, and ºf the Hoy

Ghy?, admitting them by this rite into the viſible com

munion of the church : teaching them to obſºrve all thingſ

whatſºever I have commanded you ; declaring to them the

riches of the grace, and the extent of the privileges of the

Goſpel; with all the mighty obligations to obedience re

ſulting from faith, which worketh by love ; enjoining the

word of Jeſus as the only rule of duty, to which nothing

is to be added, and whence nothing muſt be diminiſhed;

and urging the diſciples to adorn the doctrine which they

profeſs, by that conſcientious obſervance of all thoſe mo

ral duties and poſitive ordinances, which may prove the

truth of the grace which is in them, bring glory to .

God, and credit to their holy religion.

3. He aſſures them of his conſtant ſpiritual preſence,

to teach, comfort, and proſper them in all their labours of

love. Lo! I am with you ; be aſſured of it, as the moſt

undoubted truth, though my bodily preſence be removed, .

my ſpirit ſhall abundantly ſupply that loſs; in all difficul

ties and dangers I will ſupport you; in all emergencies

I will direct you ; I will give you ſucceſs in all your la

bours, and conſolation in all your ſufferings; and that al

way, even unto the end ºf the world. Not only all your days

ſhall you find me near to help you, but to the end of time

your faithful ſucceſſors in the miniſtry ſhall experience

my continual ſupport and bleſſing, in the preaching of that

Goſpel which you deliver unto them. Amen. Verily I ſay

unto you, who am the faithful and true witneſs, I will fulfil

my promiſes. Or this may be the Evangeliſt’s word, ex

preſſing his own, and the church's faith and prayer, that ſo

it may be, and ſo we believe it ſhall be. What Chriſt

hath promiſed, we may confidently expect to receive, and,

pray in faith, nothing doubting.
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